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SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO THE

AMERICAN EDITION.
THE GOSPEL OF JOHN,
The

four canonical Gospels are representations of one and the same Gospel, in its

and may be called, with Irenseus, " the
Taken together, they give us a complete
picture of the earthly life and character of our Lord and Saviour, in whom the whole
fulness of the Godhead and of sinless Manhood dwell in perfect harmony. Each is
invaluable and indispensable ; each is unique in its kind ; each has its peculiar character
and mission corresponding to the talent, education, and vocation of the author, and the
fourfold aspect

and relation to the human

fourfold Gospel " (wpoqxop^ov

race,

ria.yyi'kiov).

wanes of his readers.

Matthew, writing

in Palestine, and for Jews, and observing, in accordance with his

former occupation and training, a rubrical and

topical, rather

than chronological, order,

—

new Theocracy founded by Christ the Lawgiver, Messiah,
Israel, who fulfilled all the prophecies of the old Dispensation.

gives us the Gospel of the

and King of the true
His is the fundamental Gospel, which stands related to the
tateuch does to the Old.

Romans,

New

Testament as the Pen-

Mark, the companion of Peter, writing at Borne, and for warlike

paints Christ, in fresh, graphic, and rapid sketches, as the mighty

Son of God,

the startling Wonder-Worker, the victorious Conqueror, and forms the connecting link

between Matthew and Luke, or between the Jewish-Christian and the* Gentile-Christian Evangelist.
Luke, an educated Hellenist, a humane physician, a pupil and friend
of Paul, prepared, as the Evangelist of the Gentiles, chiefly for Greek readers, and in
chronological order, the Gospel of universal humanity, where Christ appears as the
sympathizing Friend of sinners, the healing Physician of all diseases, the tender Shepherd
of the wandering sheep, the Author and Proclaimer of a free salvation for Gentiles and

From John, the trusted bosom-friend of the Saviour, the
Benjamin among the twelve, and the surviving patriarch of the apostolic age, who could
look back to the martyrdom of James, Peter, and Paul, and the destruction of Jerusalem,
and look forward to the certain triumph of Christianity over the tottering idols of Paganism, we must naturally expect the ripest, as it was the last, composition of the gospel
history, for the edification of the Christian Church in all ages.
The Gospel of John is the Gospel of Gospels, as the Epistle to the Romans is the
Epistle of Epistles. It is the most remarkable as well as the most important literary
production ever composed by man. It is a marvel even in the marvellous Book of
books. All the literature of the world could not replace it. It is the most spiritual
and ideal of Gospels. It introduces us into the Holy of Holies in the history of our
Lord; it brings us, as it were, into His immediate presence, so that we behold face to
Samaritans as well as Jews.

f

VI

SPECIAL INTBODUCTION.

face the true Shekinah, " the glory of the

and truth."
love,

Only Begotten of the Father, full of grace
harmony, the highest knowledge, and the deepest
It gives us the clearest view of His incarnate Divinity and His

It presents, in fairest

of Christ.

Humanity. It sets Him forth as the Eternal Word, Who was the source of
from the beginning, and the organ of all the revelations of God to man; as the
Fountain of living water that quenches the thirst of the soul ; as the Light of the world
that illuminates the darkness of sin and error ; as the Resurrection and the life that deIt reflects the lustre of the Transfiguration on the Mount,
stroys the terror of death.
yet subdued by the holy sadness of Qethsemane. It abounds in festive joy and gladness over the amazing love of God, but mixed with grief over the ingratitude and
perfect

life

obtuseness of unbelieving men.
like

It breathes the air of peace,

a peal of thunder from the other world

;

eagle towards the uncreated source of light,

the earth;

it is

it soars

and yet sounds at times

boldly and majestically like the

and yet hovers as gently as a dove over

sublime as a seraph and simple as a child; high and serene as the

It is the plainest in speech and the promore than to any portion of the Scripture applies the
familiar comparison of a river deep enough for the elephant to swim, with shallows for
the lamb to wade. It is the Gospel of love, life, and light, the Gospel of the heart
taken from the very heart of Christ, on which the beloved disciple leaned at the Last
Supper. It is the type of the purest forms of mysticism. It has an irresistible charm
for speculative and contemplative minds, and furnishes inexhaustible food for meditation and devotion.
It is the Gospel of peace and Christian union, and a prophecy of that
blessed future when all the discords of the Church militant on earth shall be solved in
the harmony of the Church triumphant in heaven.

heaven, deep and unfathomable as the sea.
foundest in meaning.

To

it

TESTIMONIES ON JOHV.

No wonder

that this Gospel has challenged the enthusiastic love and admiration

men in all ages and countries ; and, on the other hand, provoked the
and ingenuity of the modern assailants of Christianity, who rightly feel
that it is the strongest fortress of the Divine character of our Lord.
Let us hear some of the most striking testimonies of divines, philosophers, and poets,
which tend at the same time to describe more fully its characteristic peculiarities.*
Origbn, the father of biblical exegesis, calls the fourth Gospel the main Gospel,
and says that those only can comprehend it who lean on the bosom of Jesus, and there
imbibe the spirit of John, just as he imbibed the spirit of Christ.
CHRY80ST0H, the ablest expounder and greatest pulpit orator of the Greek Church,
extols, with all the ardor of his eloquence, the celestial tones of this Gospel : it is, he
says, a voice of thunder reverberating through the whole earth ; notwithstanding its
all-conquering power, it does not utter a harsh sound, but is more love-bewitching and
elevating in its influence than all the harmonies of music.
Besides, it awakens the
awe-inspiring consciousness, that it is pregnant with the most precious gifts of grace,
which elevate those who appropriate them to themselves above the earthly pursuits of
this life, and constitute them citizens of heaven and heirs of the blessedness of angels.
J
Jerome, the most learned of the Latin fathers, says : " John excels in the depths
of great and good

utmost

skill

of divine mysteries.*' §
*
1
t
i
t

Some of those testtaoniet were collected by Tboiock (Conk on Sofa, Introduction, p. 19, Kreuth'i trejubtioa).
Commentmia in Bt.
Oommentaria
Et. Too.,
/©a., (Opera,
{Opera, torn. IV.
IV^ V. 6
Delorael
• ed.
«
^~
*
~" Yotame of the Boned, ed. of the wotki of Chryeootom pp. S m&.
~*
Compere hi* first
fl
HomOj on John,
In the
8th
,

V

I OfttaLoep.9.
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTION.

Augustine, the greatest of all the fathers, after speaking of the differences of John
and the Synoptists, and the incomparable sublimity of the Prologue, gives him the preference and says " John did but pour forth the water of life which he himself had
drunk in. For he does not relate the fact without good reason, that at the Last Supper the beloved disciple laid his head on the Lord's bosom. From this bosom his soul
drank in secret. Then he revealed this secret communion to the world, that all
nations might become partakers of the blessings of the Incarnation, Passion, and
:

Resurrection."*

Luther speaks of the Gospel of John as being " the unique, tender, genuine, leading Gospel, that should be preferred by far to the others, f John records mainly the
discourses of Christ in his own words, from which we learn truth and life as taught by
The rest dwell at length upon his works."
Calvin appropriately designates it as the key that opens the way to a right under-

himself.

This Gospel reveals the soul of Christ ; the others seek

standing of the other three.
rather to describe His body. J

Lxssrao pronounces
the

New

it,

without qualification, to be the most important portion of

Testament.

EamtSTi calk

it

u The heart of Christ."

" Written by the hand of an angel
:
Schleiervacheb, in his " WcihnachUfeier," expresses his own preference for
John's Gospel in the language of Edward, the third speaker at the festival : " The

Hesder

enthusiastically exclaims

!

mystic among the four Evangelists communicates but
ticular events,

and does not even

little

information about par-

relate the actual birth of Christ,

but

eternal, child-

like Christmas joys pervade his soul."

Commentators of recent

date, such as

Luecke, Olshausen, Tholuck, Meyer, Al-

vord, Godet, and Lakge, share the same preference.
" The noble simplicity," says Tholuck, " and the dim mystery of the narration, the
tone of grief and longing, with the light of love shedding its tremulous beam on the

whole

—these impart to the Gospel of John a peculiar

no

parallel can

of

Hahann

be found."

He

also applies to

it,

originality

and charm,

to

which

in an elevated sense, the language

Thy harp sends forth light ethereal sounds that
our hearts with tender sadness, even after its strings

in reference to Claudius : "

float gently in the air,

and

fill

have ceased to vibrate."

Meyer, the ablest grammatical exegete of the age, who is rather dry and jejune,
and apparently indifferent to dogmatic results, but who, by a life-long study of the
Word of God, gradually rose from rationalistic to an almost orthodox standpoint, and
• Bee the 86th Tractate of Augustine cm John's Gospel, in the third

torn, of the Bened. edition, foL 548 end 644.
As
of John. I shall give the original passage in full " In quatuor EvangeHU,
quatuor Hbrit uniut BvangelU tanctut Johannes apottolut, non tmmertto secundum inteUigenttam tpiritalem
ajfuilce comparatut, attiut muUoque tubttmiut aJfte tribut erexit prttdiooMonem. tuom, et in ejus erection* etiam corda
nostra erigi vohtit. Nam ceteri trm Eeangetttta, tanquam cum homine Domino in terra ambvlabatit, de dtointtate ejue
pamca dtaterunt : ittum autem quati piguerit in terra ambuiare, ttcut ip$o exordio tui termonit tuionutt, erexit se, non
tohtm tuper terram et tuper omnem ambitum afrit et c*rU, ted tuper omnem etiam exercitum Angelorum, omneraqve
i^nttltuttonam ineitfbitium pottttatun\ et pervenit ad eum per quern facta eunt omnia, dicendo, In prtnctpio erat
Verbum, et Verbum erat apud Deum, et Deut erat Verbum : hoc erat in prtncipio apud Deum. Omnia per iptum facta
tunt, et tine ipeo factum e*t nihiU Huic tanta eubUmitatt princtpii etiam cetera congrua pradtcabit, et de Domini
dMnttato quornodo nuOut aHut est locutut. Hoc ructabat quod biberat. yon enim tine cauta de mo in ieto ipso
IftangeUe narratur, quia et in convivio tuper pectut Domini dttcumbebat. De itto ergo pectore in tecreto bibebat ; *<t
quod in tecreto bibU, in manifesto eructavit, utperveniat ad omnet gentet non tolum incarnatio FUH Dei, et pattto. et
reeurrecUo; ted etiam quid erat ante incamattonem Unicut Patrt, Verbum Patrit, coaumut generality aquaitt ei a
quo mtttut eel ; ted in ipta mittione minor factut, quo major ettet Pater."
t "Dot etntige tarte rechte Haupt-BvangeUon und den anderen dreien toett vormttteken und hbher tu hehenS'—
Loth.'s Preface to the N. T., in the earlier editions. The passage was afterwards (since 1689) omitted, probably from
apprebensksn that she preference given to John above other books of the Bible might be misunderstood.
1 In the introduction to his Commentary on John: "Quum omnibut [EtangeUsUt\ commwttter propotUum tit
Chrittum otterndtrn, priori* UM corpus, ti fta toquifat est, in medium proferunt^ Joanne* vero antmam. Quamobrem
metre toteo, hoc Evangettnm ciocem esse, qua aUit intelligendU Januam aperiaC

we find here the finest patristic appreciation

:

vei poeiut

'
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viii

this steady progress in the successive editions of his valuable commentary, endorses Luther's eulogy, and expresses the conviction that " the wonderful Gospel of

marks

John, with

its fulness

of grace, truth, peace, light, and

life," is

destined to contribute

41
to a closer union of Christians.
Dr. Lange calls the fourth Gospel " the diamond among the Gospels which

is most
by the light of life, and which reflects the glory of the Godhead in
flesh and blood, even in the crown of thorns." f
Dr. Isaac da Costa, of Amsterdam, in a discriminating analysis of the peculiari" As John was the special object of his
ties of the four Gospels, says of the fourth
It is a
.
.
Master's choice, so is his Gospel a select and exquisite production.
voice from heaven ; it is the language of a seer. It is a Gospel from the height, and
.
We find in it something more than the artless and
.
likewise from the depth.
.
childlike simplicity of St. Matthew's narrative ; more than the rapidity and terseness
of St. Mark's record ; more than the calm and flowing historical style of Luke. With
that artlessness, and that terseness, and that calmness, there is here mingled a higher
and more elevated tone—a tone derived from the monuments of the remotest sacred
antiquity, as well as from the hidden depths of the most profound theology ; a tone
reminding us sometimes of the Mosaic account of creation, sometimes of the wise sayings of Solomon, sometimes akin even to the later theology of Jewish-Alexandrine

fully penetrated

:

.

philosophers." J

Dean Alford thus speaks of John

:

" The great Apostle of

the. Gentiles,

amidst

and fears within, built in his argumentative Epistles the outworks
of that temple, of which his still greater colleague and successor was chosen noiselessly
And this, after all,
to complete, in his peaceful old age, the inner and holier places.
ranging under it all secondary aims, we must call the great object of the Evangelist
to advance, purify from error, and strengthen that maturer Christian life of knowledge,
which is the true development of the teaching of the Spirit in men/ and which the
latter part of the apostolic period witnessed in its full vitality.
And this, by setting
forth the Person of the Lord Jesus in all its fulness of grace and truth, in all its manifestation in the flesh by signs and by discourses, and its glorification by opposition and
unbelief, through sufferings and death." §
Canon Brooke Foss Westcott represents the Synoptical Gospels as the Gospel
of the Infant Church, that of St. John as the Gospel of its maturity ; the former as
containing the wide experience of the many, the latter as embracing the deep mysteries
treasured up by the one. a No writing," he continues, " combines greater simplicity
with more profound depths. At first all seems clear in the childlike language which
is so often the chosen vehicle of the treasures of Eastern meditation ; and then again
the utmost subtlety of Western thought is found to lie under abrupt and apparently
fragmentary utterances. St. John wrote the Gospel of the world, resolving reason
into intuition, and faith into sight." \
Bishop Wordsworth applies to the Gospel of John, as compared with the Synopfightings without

Soe the closing word* to his preface to the fifth edition of his Commentary on John (1869). He adds that **tho
(to which he belongs), born with a manifesto of war and grown np in fierce controversy, haa been unable
rifle to the clear height and quiet perfection of this Gospel."
But the same ma/ be said of other Churches. Tho
Moravians have, perhaps, more of the spirit of John than any other denomination.

Lutheran Church
a« jet to

t Leben Jeeu, vol. 11L, p. 689.
X The Four Wttneeeee: being a

Harmon* of the Qoepele on a new Principle.
Translated
*
• IRAK,
nn 22fl SS9 SAml...* Qf— «— \
« The Greek Teet., etc.. Vol. L 6th Ed. 1888. p. 61.
I Introduction to the Study of the QospeU, pp. 254, 256, 808 (Am.Bd., Boston, 1869).

m V.irk

by
' Dayid Dundee
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fists

the words of the marriage feast at Cana

now w (John ii. 10).*
Henry Parry Liddon

IX

" Thou hast kept the good wine

:

until

" St. John's Gospel is the most conspicuous written attestation to the Godhead of Him Whose claims upon mankind can hardly be surveyed
without passion, whether it be the passion of adoring love, or the passion of vehement
and determined enmity. 99 f

Not

:

only theologians, but profound philosophers also have been particularly

may be

nated by the Introduction (ch. i 1-18), which

fasci-

regarded as a compendium of

the highest philosophical wisdom. Fichte, during the latter and more religious period
of his life, and Schellixg, in his Philosophy of JRevdaHon} regard John as the typical representative of the perfect ideal

suggested

And

church of the future.

this idea, already

by a mediaeval monk, Joachim dr Floris, has taken root in the

theological

consciousness of the nineteenth century.
Finally, poets too have lavished their praises

on

this mysterious

and wonderful

production of the Apostolic age.

Adam

of St. Victor, one of the greatest poets of the Latin Church,

who

died

about 1192, describes John in one of the finest and most musical stanzas ever written
in Latin or

any other language
14

:

Volat avis rine met*

Quo nee votes neo prophet*
Evokvit altius
Tarn implenda, quam imple£a,$

Nunquam vidit tot secrete
Pnrns homo partus.'* |

In another poem, on the four Evangelists, after praising Matthew, Mark, and
Adam of St'. Victor places John above them all :

Luke,

14

Sed Joannes

sis,

bin*

Carltatis aquiline,

Forma fertur in divine
Puriori lumine."

t

The pious and childlike German poet Claudius, of Wandsbeck, who remained
faithful in an age of almost universal skepticism and apostasy, gives perhaps the best
description of the Gospel of John in these words, which are conceived in the very
spirit

of the Evangelist :

u Above

all

do I

like to read the Gospel of John.

derful in it: twilight

and night; and athwart

There

is

something truly won-

flashes the vivid lightning.

evening sky, and behind the sky, in bodily form, the large

full

moon

!

A

soft

Something so

• The New 7bet, etc., VoL L, p. 867, 5th Ed. 1886. Most of what Dr. Wordsworth, In the General Introduction, says of
the characteristics of the four Gospels Is a reproduction of patristic fancies which cannot stand the test of sober criticism,
t Bampton Lectures on The Dtointtu of our Lord Jeeue Christ, 9d ed.. Loud, and OxL, 1868, p. SOS.
the closing section of my History of the Apostolic Church, p. 674
iComp.
Implenda refers to the Revelation, impleta to the Gospel.
Prom the poem De Joanne Bvangellsta* commencing : Yerbvm Dei Deonatum; see Daniel's Thesaurus hymnoJbsfca*, torn. IL, p. 166, and Hone's Lot, Hymnen dee MtOekUler*,
118.
I append an English and a. German version

UL

"Bfrdof God

with boundless flight
Soaring far beyond the height
Of the bard or prophet old ;
!

" BshtmtmLMkidenAdlerjUeffen,

Boher ale sonet nte geetiegen
Dickter nock Prophet* war.
Truth fulfilled, and truth to be,—
inemale sahtotief Verh&llt**,
Never purer mystery
Jem und tun/tig er«t ErJulUes
Bin to reiner Menech to klar. n
Did a purer tongue unfold *—(Dr. Wasttburh.)
•/ This poem commences Jocundarty pUbsJtdeUs, and is given in full by Daniel, Theeaurue hymnoL y II. 84, translated
by J. II. Heale, Motional Hymns, third etL, p. 106. The " double wing of love," means, of course, love to God and lore
!

'* But on twofold eagle pinion,
John, love's double wing devising,
Earth on eagle plumes despising.
Wrought by love
her dominion,
John, a form divinely bright,
To his God and Lord uprising,
Soars away in purer tight," (John M. Keale.)
Upward soars in purer light"—(THOB. 0. PORTBR,)
Hone, voL IIL, pp. 119 sqq^ gives a number of other mediteval hymns on John which, however, are of lnfasisen
**

m
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it.
Every time I read
on the bosom of his Master at
the Last Supper as if his angel were standing by my side with a lamp in his hand,
and, when I come to particular passages, would clasp me in his arms and whisper a
word in my ear. There is a great deal that I do not understand when I read ; but I
often feel as if John's meaning were floating before me at a distance; even when my
eye lights on a dark place, I have nevertheless a presentiment of a grand and glorious
sense that I shall some day understand.
On this account I grasp eagerly at every new
exposition of John's Gospel. But alas the most of them only ruffle the evening clouds,
and the bright moon behind them is left in peace." *

one can never weary of

sad, so sublime, bo full of presage that

John,

it

seems as

if

I could see

him

before

me

reclining

—

!

TRUTH OR FICTION?
an irresistible charm upon the purest
and profoundest minds of all Christian ages, is now the main point of attack in the
great conflict of modern skepticism with the old faith. This is no matter of surprise,
any more than that Jesus Christ Himself, in the days of His flesh, should have provoked
the malignity of the whole Jewish hierarchy, who charged Him with having an evil
spirit, and at last nailed Him to the Cross
as a rebel, a false Messiah, and a blasphemer.
The power of truth and life with which John bears testimony to the historical and
ideal Christ, is the very reason of the intensity of interest on both sides of the controversy ; it u as if Christ Himself lived His life over in the pages of His faithful
biographer, and confronted there His enemies in person. Human nature is the same
now as it was eighteen hundred years ago, and cannot remain neutral on the great
question of Christ and His amazing claims upon our faith : it must either declare for
Him or against Him, either accept or reject the offer of His salvation. And as He can
no more be crucified in person, He is crucified in the Gospels by the modern Scribes
and Pharisees and Sadducees.
In putting the case so strongly, I do not mean to deny the valuable learning,
acumen, and a certain measure of honest earnestness in some of the negative critics of
our age. There are among them skeptics of the order of Thomas, who loved and found

Yet

this very. Gospel, which has exerted such

—

the truth, as well as skeptics of the tribe of Pilate,
the Truth.

who connived

The inquiring doubt of the former has a

at the crucifixion of

useful and important mission in

the church, and has done good service in solving the problems connected with the origin,

and mutual relations of the Gospels.
Commentary in a live age must be written in

character, plan,

A live

full view of these modern
and the new aspects and relations which old truths and facts have assumed.
Reference direct and indirect to the present state of the controversy is as important
and necessary in a critical work as the frank record of the bitter hostility of the Jewish
The old and the new phases of opposition to the Christ in the
leaders in the Gospels.
flesh explain and illustrate each other.
I have no misgiving as to the ultimate result. I am as confident as I am of my own
existence that the Gospel of John will come triumphant out of this fiery ordeal. The

attacks,

* This quaint originality of this

classical pftssage it Is difficult to reproduce in English.
Uetoten le*c ich tin Sonet Johannes. In ihm ist 90 etioas gone Wunderbaret—Mmmerung und Nacht. und
Kin der echneUe^ tuckende Bltte I Etn rnnflet Abendgetcolk und Mnter dem Gewbtke der ffro&e, tolie Mond
werden tattn, Ee
Ufbhqfltg t So etUHM SchieermutMget und Bohea und Ahnungevotte*, dam man's ntcht
iet mir immer betm Leeen im Johannes, alsobich ihn betm letaten Abendmahl an derBrnet aetnea Metatere vor mtr Hegen ttite, ale ob aetn Engel mife IAcht halte und mir bet gewteaen SteUeu um den Half fatten und etwae
Ohr eagen
tootte. IcA ventehe tange nicht alle*, uxu icA lese, aber q/t i*C% dock, ah tchtoebf eafern vor mir% uxm Johonnea meinte,
und auch da,. too fcA in einen gann dunltlen Ort Aincinaehe, habe ich dock eine Vorempflndung von etnem gronen herrUnd darum greift ich 90 gerne nach Seder rumen Erklantng det Evanlichen Sinn, dtn ich einmal veraUhen werde.
Ih$he,"
t$Hum Johannto. Zioar—dte mauten kraueHn nur mn dem AbtndgevD&ke, wrt der Mond Mntor 1hm kiu

" Am

dutch

sie

mm

Ma

g^
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old doctrinal opposition of the Alogi has long passed into history.

Bretscbneider's
battery was soon silenced and spiked by the commander himsel£ The heavier
artillery of Strauss, Baur, Kenan, and their sympathizers has nearly spent its ammucritical

nition without effecting a single breach in this fortress.

Indeed, the latest and wisest

utterance from the Tubingen School on the Johannean question

is

the significant con-

ceauon, that the fundamental ideas of the fourth Gospel lie far beyond the horizon of
the Church in the second century, and indeed of the whole Christian Church down to the

present day.*
I accept this statement both as a just tribute of an able and honest opponent to
the value of the Gospel, and as a confession of the entire failure of

disprove

its apostolic origin.

subsequent aye or section

of

modern criticism to
no man in the second century, no man in any
Church could have written, or could now write, such a

Verily,
the

More than this, no man in the first century could have written it but John the
Apostle, and even John himself could not have written it without inspiration.
To declare such a Gospel, which is admitted to reach the highest attainable or conwork.

ceivable height of moral purity and sublimity, beyond which the Christian world has

been unable to go to this day

—to

declare such a Gospel a conscious fiction, not

some obscure, unknown, and unnamable
pseudo-John in the second century ,f involves not only a psychological and literary impossibility, but also a moral monstrosity almost as great as the blasphemous charge of
to use the plain term, a literary forgery, of

the Jewish hierarchy, that Christ Himself was an impostor and in league with the
devil.

The compromise-hypothesis, which

divides it between truth and fiction,

by ad-

mitting the historical truthfulness either of the discourses of Jesus,| or of the narrative portions^ is set aside

fourth Gospel, which is a

by the unmistakable unity in language and thought of the
instinctive literary art, complete and perfect in all

work of

its parts.

We are shut up to the choice either to adopt the whole as historical, or to reject the
Were the Gospel of John

whole as an invention.
it

would, with half the evidence in

its favor,

not a Gospel, but some secular story,

be admitted as genuine by scholars without

a dissenting voice. For it is better attested than any book of ancient Greece and
Rome, or modern Germany and England. The unanimous testimony heretical as well
as orthodox—of antiquity reaching to the beginning of the second century, t. e.,

—

almost to the lifetime of John, the language and style,
nature and Palestine

localities,

\

the familiarity with Jewish

the minute circumstantiality of account, the

number of

* Prof. Hotamann, of Heidelberg, in hie article Evangeltvmde* Johannes, In SchenkeTs BtoO-LexOcon, voL ii. (1809),
John : " Dtieee ghmUch-UherninnUche Btangelium tat dvrchg&ngig die kunst- wid einnvoUete
Vtrbindung vow * WakrheU und DtehtungS die urtr kennen " and p. 884 : l 'DU grundtogendrten und toeUretchmtdaUn
Gedanken dee vierten EtangeUume Uegen xceU tober die dem tweUen Jahrhundert und Qberhaupt der garuen bieherigen
Sntwfafteiuitg dor JSirche eTTetchbtur geweeene ffd/te Atnctuo."
t Tbe hypothesis of a historical romance to illustrate the Logos doctrine. So, with various modifications, Baur, the leader
of the TVbmgen School LffHtf#eA« Vntertuckungen ueer die EvangeUen^ 1847, eta), Schwegler, Zeller, Kostlin, HUgenfeld,
Bchenkel, Volkmar, Lang, Bavffle (1864), Scholten (1864), Kefcn (1867), J. J. Taylor (1867), 8. Davidson (1868). Strauss
originally (1885) applied to the Gospel of John his mythical theory of an vncontctou*, innocent poem ; but the subsequent
investigations of the Tubingen School convinced him that the only alternative here is between the orthodox historical view
and Barn's hypothesis of comedo** invention in the mterest of a specific doctzlnal and speculative tendency. In his new
Leben Jem (1864), p. 79, he says with regard to the Gospel of John: "Hier hat eogar die Einmiachung phitosophUcher
Construction und bewumter Diehtung alte WaAr*cteinMdUbetL n
t The view of Weisse (1888), Freytag (1861X etc.
of J****, 1867). and Welaacker (1864). Weizaftcker, however, who is
% So Benan (corns, the 18th ed. of his
6801*8 anoceasor in Tubingen, admits a considerable amount of historical substance also in the discourses of Jesus, and
fa a nam of altogether different spirit from Benan.
a pore Hebrew soul in a pure Greek body. Thus I reconcile the appaI Tbe style of John is altogether unique: it is
"In its true Bpirit and afflatus," says
rently contradictory judgments of two of the most eminent orientalist scholars.
Bwald, "no language can be more genuinely Hebrew than that of John." " His style," says Benan, " has nothing Hebrew,
to
the
foundation.
The style of John has been
Bwald
surface,
to
the
looks
TahnucUe."
Benan
nothing
nothing Jewish,
esMtnur diacqasjed by Lnthardtv in the second section of his Introduction (L pp. 21-69), and by Westcott, in his Introduction* the Goepeus (pp. 864-881). Oomp. also the remarks of Godet (H. p. 713, 718), who says: "Dantle ttgie de
p. 832, says of the Gospel of

W

Jea^iemketmeeUeemimgree;

le

corpe oot kibrou,"
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graphic touches and incidental details which unmistakably betray an eye-witness,

the express and solemn testimony of the writer to have witnessed the issue of blood

and water from the pierced side of Jesus, and his indirect and delicate self-designation
as the most favorite among the chosen Twelve, the high and lofty tone of the whole
narrative, the perfect picture of the purest and holiest being that walked on the face

—

of this earth
is

point irresistibly to the conclusion that the fourth canonical Gospel

all

the composition of none other than the inspired Apostle

leaned on His breast at the last supper,

who

who

whom Jesus

loved,

who

stood at the cross and the open tomb, and

personally witnessed the greatest facts which ever occurred or ever will occur in

the history of mankind.

COMMENTARY

The preparation of the English

Off

JOHN.

edition of Dr. Lange's

Commentary on John

(from the third edition, revised and improved, 1868) was attended with unexpected

and delays, which demand some explanation.
The work was first intrusted to the late Rev. Edward D. Yeomaks, D. D. From
his rare ability and experience as a translator, and his admiring appreciation of Lange,
he was admirably qualified for the difficult task ; * but before he had half finished the
first draft of a translation, he was called to his rest in the prime of his life and usefulness
(at Orange, New Jersey, August 26, 1868), and left his manuscript as a sacred legacy in
my hands. It is due to the memory of an esteemed and dearly beloved friend and colaborer, who was one of the* purest and noblest Christian gentlemen I ever knew, that
I should insert his last letter to me on the subject
difficulties

:

OlUHOB, N. J., June 18, 1SSSL
My Dkar Dr. Schafp :—I have been again attacked with a return of the difficulty which caught me in the pulpit
some four months ago. It has now shown itself distinctly mental, and has been more acute. Jnst four weeks ago to laid
me up, and I have been unable till now to apply myself even to such a letter as this. I am strictly forbidden study for
at least two months, and must then return to nothing beyond what my congregation requires, if I can return even to any
good part of

that.

Providence now plainly shows mo that my work on Lange must cease. I suspected this, as I wrote you some months
ago ; but hated positively to abandon it. I must now, however, relieve myself entirely of all connection with it And X
send 70U herewith, by express, the original and your books you have lent me, and all my own manuscripts.
I feel sad over this failure. It has the look of an entire failure on my part. It has, however, a very diifcrent side,
when I remember that, after assuming the work, Providence called me, in succession, to the organisation of two new
peristras—devolving far more pastoral work upon me than my continuance in my already formed pariah at Trenton would
have required
Thin continual delay«of John I have been continually hoping to out short. I can now only redeem it by offering yon
the free use of these M88. of mine, with not the slightest pecuniary claim, and with no appearance of my name in the
concern. This I most oheerfuUy do, and pray you leniently to aooept it. My MSS., I see, need revision, as yon witt see
by the first bunch, which I revised and have considerably changed. I cannot do anything further to them in the way of
revision.
I must positively retire from oft connection with this great, and to me moat engaging work. I only hope yon
will be able m> to shape your work that John can go into no other hands but your own.
I am obliged to write with effort, to compote a letter. But, my dear and inestimable friend, I oonld not fairly in pi ess
my heart to you, with my best powers, not only over my apparently mortifying failure to fulfil this Important and longpromised service, but over this termination of a long, and to me most pleasant and profitable association with you in the
highest walks of theology though my part has been that of a mere amanuensis, in another tongue, to your own brains and
learning. I am only the more happy to think that this terminates only an associAtion of the letter, and touches not our
perianal friendship and companionship in the least, nor our association in laboring for the propagation of the common
;

truth as it is in Jesus.
I cannot say more, but must cut myself short with assuring you that, with all my heart,
I am, as ever, yours,

E. D.

YBOMAK&

was a sad pleasure to me to prepare the neat manuscript of my departed friend
I treated it with scrupulous regard to his memory, which I shall ever
for the press.
sacredly cherish, hoping for a blissful reunion in a better world.
After considerable delay, I happily secured the assistance of an unusually gifted
lady, Miss Evelina Moore (a grand-daughter of Bishop Moore of Virginia), who, with
It

* Competent judges (such as Drs. Jos. A. Alexander, Hodge, Stowe, H. B. Smith, HcCMntock, Borneo, etc.) had
previously assigned to Dr. Teomans the very first rank among translators of theological works from the German into pure,
Idiomatic English. A reviewer of my Church BiMory, in the British and Foreign Evangelical Quarterly Review, London, April, 1868, pays him the following tribute : ** In point of style and general structure there is nothing to indicate
that the book is a translation from the German. Indeed in this respect it will stand a favorable compsrison with the
Similar views were expressed on his translation of my EUtoryoftke ApottoUc Church, when first
best English classics,"
published in 1863,
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womanly instinct and intuition, penetrated to the very heart of John and his commentator, and finished the translation from Chs. IX. to XXI. to my entire satisfaction.
In the Homiletical Department, from the tenth chapter to the close, I am also
greatly indebted to the valuable aid of the Rev. Dr. Craven, of Newark, who, with
conscientious fidelity, selected the best thoughts and suggestions from the Catena

Pairumy from Henry,

Burkitt, Clarke, Ryle, Barnes, Owen, Stier,

other practical commentators, not already noticed by Lange.

Krummacher, and
His additions are marked

with his own name ; they

will be found in no way inferior to the corresponding selecGerman original, from Starke, Gossner, Gerlach, Schleiermacher, Heubner,
etc., and help to make this department a complete thesaurus.
For the preparation of the Text, with the Critical Apparatus and the numerous

tions of the

additions to the Exegesis proper (enclosed in brackets), as well as for the final re-

and editing of the whole volume, I am responsible myself. My endeavor has
been to combine the most valuable results of ancient and modern, European and
American labors on the fourth Gospel, and to make the Commentary permanently
vision

useful for study and reference.

The

revision of the Authorized English Version was, of course, made directly from

the Greek, and with constant reference to the latest critical sources, viz.

:

the eighth

Tischbndorf now in course of publication, Tregelles (Luke and John,
1861% Alford (Gospels, 6th ed. 1868), and advanced sheets of Westoott and Hort's
forthcoming edition of the Greek Testament, which were kindly furnished to me by my
friend Canon Westcott. In examining these critical editions of German and English
scholars, I have gained the conviction that we are steadily approaching a pure and reLachmann, following the hints of Bentley and
liable text of the Greek Testament.
Bengel, boldly opened the way by departing from the comparatively modern and unreliable " textus receptus," and substituting for it the oldest text that can be obtained
large edition of

from the uncial manuscripts, the oldest versions and the quotations of the ante-Nicene
The discovery and publication of the Sinaitic code (Aleph) by Tischendorf^
additional weight to the readings of the uncial MSS. (A. B. C. D. etc.). In
given
has
fathers.

the great majority of variations I find a remarkable agreement between the best

and English

critics.

commentators.
could not

The

latter are almost entirely

Lange, with sound

the Gospels) was not completed

mer

critical

make use of the eighth edition
till

unknown even

to the best

German
German

judgment, follows chiefly Lachmann, but

of Tischendorf, whose

1869, and presents

many

first

volume (containing

variations from his for-

editions.

In the Exegetical and Critical Department I have carefully compared and freely
used (always with due credit) the latest editions of the best commentaries on John,
especially Meyer (fifth edition of 1869, which has 684 pages to 586 of the fourth
edition of 1861,

and required constant

earlier editions),

Alford

rectification of Lange's frequent references to

(6th ed. 1868), and

Godkt

(1865),

who

respectively represent

German, English, and French research on the Johannean Gospel.*
On the more important passages I have also examined Origen ( Com. in Evang. Jbh.),
Augustise (124 Tractates on the Gospel of John, Tom. III., Part II., pp. 290-826,
the present state of

* The pleasure of dally spiritual communion with these distinguished scholars, daring the preparation of this volume,
was deepened by personal reminisoenoes which can never be effaced. On my last visit to Europe, in 1800, I spent some
delightful days with Dr. Lange in Bonn, who is still in full vigor and unceasing activity ; with Dr. Alford at the Deanery
of Canterbury, who was called from his earthly labors before I finished my task ; with Professor Qodet at NeuchateL, with
whom I studied and prayed at Berlin, when he was superintending the education of the present crown prince of Pruiisia,
and heir to the new imperial crown of reunited and reconstructed Germany and with the venerable Dr. Meyer, at Han*
never, who devotes bis whole time to new editions of his Commentary on the New Testament.
;
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Chrysostox (88 Homilies on John, Tom. Yin., pp. 1-530, BenecL ed),
Luther and Calvin, among the reformers; Grotius, Benqbl, Olshausen, De Wette-BrCckner (5th ed. 1863), Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Luthardt,
Stier, Webster and Wilkinson, Wordsworth (5th ed. 1866), Barnes, and Owen,
among more recent exegetes. The very elaborate Calvinistic commentary of Lamps
(1724), and the classical work of Lucre (3d ed., 1840), I had previously studied with care,
when, in the first year of my academic career (1843), I wrote out a full course of lectures on the Gospel of John for my students in the University of Berlin.
On all the
BenecL

among

ed.),

the fathers;

principal passages I found myself in agreement with the views of

my youth.

The American edition, then, is to a large extent a new work. It exceeds the German, which numbers only 427 pages (third edition), by more than one-third. It has
not only 228 more pages, exclusive of the Preface, but each page, owing to the smaller
type, contains two more lines (70 to 68).
Add to this the fact that the whole Critical
Apparatus (which is almost entirely new), and many of my exegetical notes are set in
still smaller type ; and it may be fairly said that the contents of this one volume, if
leaded and printed in larger type, would fill four ordinary octavo volumes. I state
this in justice to the publishers, who sell Lange's Commentary at so low a price, in
proportion to the vast cost of manufacture, that only a large and steady sale can save
them from serious loss.
It would have been a more easy, certainly a more agreeable, task to prepare, on the
basis of my own lectures, and on a simpler plan, an original Commentary in unbroken composition, instead of improving, supplementing, and adapting a foreign work, with constant restraints thrown around me.
I confess that Dr. Lange has often sorely tried
my patience and defied my efforts to interpret his uncommon sense to the common sense
of the English reader.

But, with

all

his defects, if such they

may be

called,

he has

and and scaling the transcendent
heights of John ; and, in my humble judgment, he has dug more gold and silver from
the mine of* this Gospel, than any single commentator before him. He sees "the
clear full-moon " behind the clouds, and where he does not see, he feels, divines, and
Every reader must admire his elaborate care, fertile genius, and lovely
adores.
Johannean spirit.
Of the merits of my own additions others may judge. With all the minute labor
bestowed upon it, the work is far from coming up to my own imperfect standard of a
Commentary on this marvellous Gospel. At the end of my task I feel more strongly
than ever that our best efforts to interpret the unfathomable depths of the words of
the eternal Son of God, as recorded by His favorite disciple, are but the stammerings
;
of a child. " Now we see through a glass, darkly ," and know only " in part " but the
€l
"
even as we are known.''
face to face," and know
time will come when we shall see
rare qualifications for sounding the mystic depths

4<

It doth not yet appear

we

shall

be like Him, for

what we

we

shall be,

shall see

Him

but we know that, when
as

He

He

shall appear,

is."

One more volume remains to complete the American edition of the New Testament division of this Bible-work. The Commentary on the Revelation of John has
recently appeared in

German, and the English edition has been intrusted to able hands,

A full Index of the whole work is also in course of preparation.
PHILIP SCHAFF.
Bible Houss,

Nkw

York, ICaj 1STL
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Thy Church, wo beseech Thee, Lord that, being enlightened by the doctrine and filled
Thy blessed Apostle and Evangelist, Saint John, whom Jesus loved, it may come at last into Thy
beatific presence, and enjoy the rewards of everlasting life ; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who liveth and reigneth
with Thee and the Holy Ghost, ever one God, world without end. Amen.— Colled for 8t. John'i Day, the tecond day
[Shine graciously upon

;

with the mind of

qfltr Cliristmat.

[Volat avis sine meta

Quo neo

rates nee propheta

Evolavit altius

Bird of God ! with boundless flight
Soaring

mr beyond

the height

Of the bard or prophet old

Tarn implenda, quam impleta,

Truth

Xunquam vidit tot secreta

Never purer mystery

Furus homo partus.

fulfilled,

and truth

to

be,—

Did a purer tongue unfold ! —]
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN
OR,

THE GOSPEL OF THE ETERNAL IDEA OF THE
HISTORY OF CHRIST,
OF HIS ETERNAL PERSONALITY, AND HIS KINGDOM OF LOVE, CONSIDERED
AS THE REALITY AND FULFILMENT WHICH ALL SCRIPTURE
AND THE WORLD SYMBOLIZE.

OR

(JOHN'S SIGN

:

THE EAGLE.)

INTRODUCTION.
%

1.

JOHN, THE EVANGELIST

AND

APOSTLE, IN HIS PECULIAR

CHARACTER AND

LIFE.

Johanan^ God is gracious, or, God graciously gives, see the Commentary on
The character of the Evangelist and Apostle John, so peculiar in loftiness,
idealness, richness, and depth, and yet clearly marked, cannot easily be described though it
seems easy to exhibit him in a sketch of his life from the New Testament authorities, and the
statements of the fathers. The very difficulty is, to set forth duly the wonderful significance
of all the historical features of his life, and to combine them in a true unit.
John, as a man, represents a firmness and unity of ideal turn, in which even inherent sin-

On

name

the

Matthew, x. 2.*

;

without hypocrisy in the noble forms of devout zeal (Luke ix. 64), proud
(Mark x. 35), and perhaps even courtly ease (John xviii. 16). As a Christian and
an Apostle, he represents in the Church an apostolate of the heart and spirit of Jesus, in
which he attracts even little catechumens with the patriarchal charms of kindliness while
he remains, even for the awakened and believing, veiled in a mysterious and ghostlike glimmer, in which he is often rather revered and praised, than heard through and studied out.
To most every-day Christians he is too much of a Sunday nature for them to make themselves familiar with and if his apostolic and churchly dignity did not shield him, scholars
of the ordinary stamp would doubtless be inclined to consider him, for his great, heavenhigh, and world-embracing conceptions, fantastic or visionary.
We may try to catch the transcendency, the idealness of his nature, by analogies. Somewhat thus As Plato was related to Socrates, so is John to Christ. Or The Evangelist John
opens to us a deep, shadowy, presageful insight into infinity, like a night illumined by the
fulness veils itself

aspiration

;

;

:

:

probable that the indirect self-designation of the Evangelist, "the disciple whom Jesus loved" (xiii. 23
i e., Jeho; xxL 7, 20), is an ingenious interpretation of his name John, *l<oawry; t 'jJTI'P for *j3nin^
vdKU gracious (comp. the Greek Theodore, and the German Goithold, Gottlieb) ; for, according to the prologue, and chap.
salvation*
eternal
Logos
who
our
became
incarnate for
xU. 41, the Jehovah of the Old Testament, or God revealed, is the
IBs name contained a prophecy which was fulfilled in his intimate relation to Christ—P. S.]

•

[It fa

—

six. 25; xx. 2
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.
moon (Asmus Claudius
lation, p. 22]

;

see Tholuck's Introduction to his

Commentary,

p.

7 [Krauth's trans-

Or, again, according to the ancient Church symbol of this Apostle

).

:

As the

eagle soars against the sun, so John, in high flight of spirit, faces the sun of revelation in
see Credner's EMekung in das Neue Testament, p. 57 ; Heubner, JohanThat John is most easily intelligible when taken as the contemplative disciple,
in distinction from the practical disciple, the Apostle Peter, is palpable. The two apostles
form the centre of the two halves of the apostolate, in which the operation of Christ shades
itself off in the world ; and from this point of view Andrew and the sons of Alpheus, James
the Less, Simon Zelotes, Judas Lebbseus, and, as to natural talent, Judas Iscariot, range on
the side of Peter James the Elder, Philip, Thomas, Bartholomew-Nathanael, and Matthew,
on the side of John. Our Evangelist is thus, in any case, balanced in his predominantly ideal
tendency by the other side, as the Apostle Peter in his practical tendency is supplemented by

Christ

(e. g.,

Alcuin

;

nes, p. 214).

;

his opposite.

But within

this one sublime tendency itself there are opposites enough,

this richest apostolic
sity

of

life.

A repose of

its light-like nature, easily

which paraphrase

gaze, a predominance of insight, which, in the inten-

springs into a lightning-flash

;

in other words, a serenity

which manifests itself in the most glowing heartiness a spiritual intuition which, with the
most distinct logical consciousness, chooses the richest symbolical expression; an intel;

lectual femineity of fervent surrender to the beloved central object of all its contemplations,

displaying a masculine energy in the most copious organizing and formative works (Gospel,

an originality which enriches itself with all the available material
a fervor of love which, in the keenest
distinctions between light and darkness, proves its devoted personalness and its holiness;
therefore a child-like and virgin-like nature, which unconsciously displays itself in an angelic
majesty : all this pervaded with an unlimited depth of humility longing for salvation, and
with a heroic faith, which, in assurance of consummation, soars above the already condemned
world ;— these are some of the antithetic features in which the character of John opens to
Epistles, Apocalypse)

;

of religious learning (Logos-doctrine, Apocalyptics)

;

us in the copiousness of his life.
And, like every predominantly ideal

life, the life of John reveals itself most clearly in
more actual lines reflected from other characters. We prefer, therefore, to sketch
his life by contrasts.
Mark xv. 40 xvi 1 comp. Matt
(See Matt. iv. 21 ; xx. 20
1. John and Salome.
xxvii. 56).
John was the son of Zebedec, a fisherman of Galilee, residing we know not certainly whether at Bethsaida (Chrysostom, and others) or Capernaum (on this latter suppoHis mother was Salome, who no doubt was a sister of
sition, see Lucke, Comment, p. 0).
Mary, the mother of the Lord (John xix. 25 ; comp. Wieselcr, Btudien und Kritiken, 1840,
and he himself, with his probably older brother James, was bred to his father's
iii. p. 648)
The family has been styled a poor fishing family (Chrysostom) Lttcke shows (p. 9)
calling.
Zebedee had hired servants (Mark i. 20), and a
that it must have possessed some wealth.
partnership in business (Luke v. 10) his wife Salome was one of the women who supported
the Lord from their means (Luke viii. 3), and embalmed his body ; John himself owned a
property (John xix. 27.) Whether this property, and his residence in Jerusalem, were the

definite,

;

;

;

;

;

;

ground of his acquaintance in the house of the high-priest Caiaphas, cannot be determined.
" Jerome unwarrantably inferred from that acquaintance that the family of John belonged to
the better class."

Of

his father Zebedee

we know very little,

yet enough.

We may

suppose that he con-

sented to the discipleship of his sons, and probably (unless he died before Salome joined in
the itinerancy of Jesus) to the discipleship of his wife. That " his mind seems not to have
risen above the pursuit of earthly things " (Credner), is not necessarily to be inferred from
his continuing at his nets.

The family seems

to have been fully of the sort who, familiar, in

true Israelitish piety, with the Old Testament, were at that time living in quickened hope

of the Messiah (Luke

of soul.

It is

ii. 88).
Salome especially shared this hope with womanlike surrender
remarkable that the New Testament apocrypha, and the legends, relate the
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xxiii,

noble of thought like her, she is more ambitious,
and therefore, on the other hand, more visionary (see Matt. xx. 20), though in
the true mother of a John and a 'James in cheerfulness of self-sacrifice (Luke viii. 3
55), and in that strength of attachment as a disciple, in which she remained steadfast
;

wilful,

under the

who

14),

LIFE.

is said to

looks spiritually like a sister of Mary

more

AND

of Salome and her family with the Lord, without knowing the true connection.
have been now a daughter, now a sister, now a former wife of Joseph. She

affinity

Salome

1.

cross.

At the

cross

we

lose sight of the noble

woman

(compare, however, Acts

i.

probably, with her sister Mary, lived a considerable time with her sons in Jerusalem

in the house of John.

We know not what

part she

into the school of his namesake, the Baptist.

may have had

motherly fosterer of the great gifts of her sons, their
the New Testament salvation.

How variously did
bear itself toward the

coming so early
was the
guide on the path, of the future toward

the seer-like, expectant spirit of the

New Testament

future

!

in John's

All the indications are, that she

The Mary

women

then on the sea of Galilee

in Nazareth becomes the chosen

; the Mary in Magdaia lapses for a while, probably in wealthy circuma free-thinking, antinomian life of sensual love, misinterpreting the new time;
Salome kindles in her sons the fire of a Messianic hope and search. Perhaps James, the more
practical, was her favorite John was her richer inheritance.
Probably James (major) was the older in relation to John as well
2. John and James.
as the other James, fdr he is always placed before John. Both were named, from their common traits, " sons of thunder " (Mark iii. 17 ; comp. the Comm. on Matthew, x. 2). It is
simply inconceivable that the Lord, as Gurlitt thought (Studien und KrUiken, 1829, No. 4
comp. Lebcn Jesu, i. p. 281), should have given the two sons of Zebedce this name in pure
censure. Though the well-known anger of the two brothers against a Samaritan city (Luke

handmaid of the Lord
stances, to

;

ix. 51),

as is not at all improbable, gave occasion for this epithet, vet the

Lord must have

intended to denote and immortalize, not the sinfulness of His disciples, which was disappear-

was in itself capahad expressed itself sinfully here. Nathanael asks, in a sinful
way " Can any good thing come out of Nazareth ? " Christ calls him, immediately after, a
As in him a sinful haste in judgment was associated
true Israelite, in whom is no guile.
ing under the working of His Spirit, but only such a trait of character, as
ble

of sanctification, though

it

:

with noble uprightness, so, in the sons of thunder, that carnal zeal dwelt with an energy, a
and decision of moral feeling, an exalted strength of character, which may utter
Theophylact referred the name to the thunder-like
itself in indignation like lightning.
loftiness

elevation

and depth of their discourse

that even the metaphorical sense of the

(jjnya\oKrjpvK€s *<u 3eoXoyi*«>raroi).

Greek

Lucke remarks,

not quite suitable to this ; still less
the Aramaic cm (P« 17)« But energ7> grandeur, elevation of mind, according to the Old
Testament import of thunder and storm, are, at all events, well expressed by this title. (See
That the name does not occur more frequently, is doubtless due to its being a
Ps. xxix.)
But John gradually acquired a surname of his own
collective name of both the brothers.
" the disciple

Mend, who

whom

fipovrav is

Jesus loved ; " the friend of Jesus in the most eminent sense, the

lay on His breast; hence,

among the

fathers, eVicmfctor (Lucke, p. t4).

bosom

And

James had to be distinguished from the other James, as the son of Zebedee ; and thus, in his
case also, the surname remained unused. But he proved himself the spiritual brother of
John on his entrance upon his discipleship (Matt. iv. 21) ; in the fiery zeal just mentioned
(Luke ix. 51) ; in that well-known request of the sons of Zebedee, which was at the same
time the request of their mother (Mark x. 85 ; Matt. xx. 20) ; and his superior character was
recognized by the Lord, who made James, with Peter and John, in the select triad, a confidant of His highest mysteries (Matt. xvii. 1 ; xxvL 27).
But if John takes precedence of him as the companion of Peter in the Lord's most special
errands of symbolical prophetic meaning (Luke xxii. 8), and if afterwards, in the apostolic
fortunes of the brothers, the greatest contrast appears which is to be found in the history of
the apostles, there must have been also a contrast in the character of the two. We suppose
that the lofty energy of soul in James received from his mother Salome a practical direction,
•
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and hastened to outward action ; while John found his highest satisfaction in ideal action,
Hence it was probably James in particular
developing and reproducing his impressions.
who, in the indignation against the Samaritan village, and in other cases, urged to action
while John was perhaps the one to ask the Lord " Wilt thou that we command fire to come
down from heaven?" And again, it was probably James in particular who forbade the
exorcist casting out devils in the name of Jesus (Mark ix. 38), and who afterwards was foremost in the request for the first place in the kingdom of the Lord. We infer this from the
fact that James the Elder seems at the first to have been, above all others, the leader or representative of the church at Jerusalem. At all events, it could not have been without reason
that he was the first seized by Herod Agrippa L in his persecution of the apostles (Acts
:

xii. 1).

Thus the elder son of Zebedee was the first martyr among the apostles, while the younger
was almost the last of the apostles (Simon Zelotes probably died later, about 107, a martyr's
death) to be taken home, and, after a temporary exile, died a natural death, toward the end
of the century.

John, with his contemplative, stately, ideal mind, went angel-like through

As he did not

life.

by the world

;

interfere directly

and by main

he was little heeded
he was doubtless a mighty
even from the time he was a disciple of the
force with the world,

though, by virtue of his hidden depth of

lever of motion, an

awakener of kindred

spirits,

life,

Baptist.

The
Elder

is

contrast between the

two sons of Zebedee may

also explain the fact that

only once mentioned in the fourth Gospel, chap. xxi.

2.

James the

The Evangelist used only

those materials of the gospel history which would completely present his ideal view.

Notices

Even his mother John mentions only in circumlocution
and he speaks in the same indirect way of himself. (See John xx. 4 xxi. 7.)
A John represents in the gospel
8. John the Evangelist and John the Baptist.
history the deepest trend of the Old Testament, as it prepares for and points to the first
advent of Christ (John i. 6) a John again represents the New Testament, which proceeds
from Christ, as, in its deepest current, it prepares for the second coming of Christ in glory
(John xxi.). Qod is gracious, is the name of the forerunner, who is greater than all the
prophets God is gracious, is the name of the disciple of Jesus who does not die. Believing
hope of the Messiah made the younger 6on of Zebedee, even in youth, a disciple of John
believing certainty of the Messiah makes him one of the first to enter the discipleship of
Christ (John i. 85) and that, at the words of the Baptist " Behold the Lamb of God."
of James lay in another direction.

;

;

;

;

:

a characteristic, that the ideal Apostle has taken even the Baptist entirely on his
evangelical side, leaving the severe preacher of the law and of repentance quite out of view.

Indeed,

The

it is

between tho treatment of the Baptist in the Synoptical Gospels and in John
And yet it is the same
Christ, the same John the Baptist, viewed on the side most congenial to this disciple.
The Old Testament John was to the New Testament John the voice of the gospel spirit
of the Old Testament (chap. i. 28), the witness-bearer of God who pointed to Christ. In this
spirit the disciple was joined to the master in a fellowship which embraced the strongest
antithesis.
In energy of moral indignation he could assuredly vie with the Baptist and tho
words of John the Baptist " He shall baptize you with fire," " He will burn up the chaff,"
might have been in his mind when he wished to baptize with fire and burn the Samaritan
difference

exactly corresponds with the difference in the portraiture of Christ.

;

:

village.

But by degrees the mighty contrast appeared between the master senescent in spirit, legal,
and practical, and the disciple eternally youthful, contemplative, joyful, festal,

ascetic, austere,

hovering over the earthly world. The christology of the Baptist ended in the historical
Messiahship of Jesus of Nazareth, and His priestly atoning sufferings and kingly judging
the christology of the son of Zebedee transfigured heaven and earth into an emblem and copy
of the universal Christ.
And between the later disciples of John the Baptist and the theology of John the Divine, this contrast became a very chasm.
Nevertheless, both names doubtless have given the name John unlimited currency in
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testifies how many prinoes, scholars, and divines are
how many popes— sometimes, shamelessly enough, without a

Every encyclopaedia

Christendom.

graced with this name; and
breath of the spirit of John

—have chosen his name for their decoration.

John and Andrew.

The fisherman's son John had gone with the fisherman Andrew
from Bethsaida into the school of the Baptist on the Jordan. That Andrew was one of the
foremost pioneering spirits among the apostles, is attested by the few traces of him in the
(Lcben Jesu, ii. 2, p. 695; comp. Winer: Andreas).
gospel history, and by the legend.
Andrew brought Simon Peter, his brother, to Jesus. It is possible that John had, in like
manner, won over his brother James. At all events, both Andrew and John were men of
pioneering, progressive mind. Hence they were admitted, with Peter and James, to the confidential eschatological discourse of Christ on the Mount of Olives (Mark xiii. 3;.
But they
led off on different paths the one on the path of missionary action, the other on the path
of that knowledge which overcomes the world.
If we can suppose that Judas the traitor had blinded
5. John and Judas Iscakiot.
most of the disciples by his Messianic enthusiasm, and was able often to carry them with him
(Lebm Jesu, ii. 2, p. 702 comp. p. 651 sqq.) —indeed, that he had probably been received
into the circle upon the special intercession of the disciples in their blind confidence John
was the first to see through him (chap. vi. 71 ; xii. 6 ; xiii. 27). The silent depth of a solid
enthusiasm and devotion finds itself instinctively repelled by the flaring fire of an impure
ambition. And as Judas was the serpent which coiled himself upon the bosom of the Lord
(John xiii. 18), John lay on the breast of Jesus as a chosen friend. Even he might often
grieve Him (Luke ix. 54 Mark ix. 88 x. 85), and for a moment forsake Him, but he soon
returns to His side (chap, xviii. 16), and, though not a confessor in word, as he was not yet
required to be, he is a confessor in act, as he stands and waits with the mother of Jesus be4.

:

;

—

;

;

neath the cross (chap. xix. 26).

John and Abbaham, or, John the Friend op Jesus. As Abraham was distinall the men of the Old Covenant by being called, in a special sense, a " friend
Qod " (James ii. 23), so John is honored above all the men of the New, as the friend of
6.

guished above
of

Jesus.

sonal
lar

And

in both cases the reason of this eminence must have lain in an energy of per-

knowledge or

Divine election.

Qod and
by a personal Qod

steadfast love in these friends of

Abraham was

called

Christ, arising

from a particu-

into a personal covenant, and,

by his self-surrender to the personal God, his own personal life was transfigured and secured
to him down to an endless posterity ; for this personal love he gave up home and Mends, and
all things, and gained the promise of the Holy Land and an hereditary kingdom (Gen. xii.
1-7).
So John resigned himself to the knowledge of the world-embracing, divine personality
of Christ, with a devotion which cast the whole world into the shadow of Christ. In this
contemplation of the personal Christ he acquired that peculiar radiance in which he appears
as the friend of Christ. Judas loved Jesus for a while for the sake of the Messianic kingdom
as he conceived it ; the other disciples, on the path of their discipleship, loved Jesus and His
kingdom ; John found all in the person of Jesus kingdom and redemption, Father and
:

home.

Hence he

is at first

one of the

(John

disciples, in the general sense

then, one of the three (Matt, xvii.)

i.

;

Matt,

iv.)

;

then,

two (Luke
xvii. 18) ; at last, the one who lies on the bosom of Jesus (John xiii. 23), to whom Jesus commits His mother at the cross (chap, xix.), to whom alone He promises a tarrying till He come
again (chap. xxL), and to whom, on the island of his exile, the Lord once more appears in
personal majesty, long after His personal appearances among His people have ceased (Rev. i.).
That a special affinity of spirit existed between the mother and
7. John and Mabt.
the friend of the Lord, might naturally be presumed, and is confirmed by the direction of
Christ upon the cross. It would be contrary to all christological principles to suppose that
Jesus, by that bequest, severed and abolished His human relation to His mother.
The kingdom of glory glorifies human relations it no more annuls them, than it abolishes the human
nature of Christ himsel£ But the comfort of intimate friendship, which contributes to the
one of the twelve (Matt, x.)

;

;

then, one of the

;
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edification of His people, Christ appoints to these

two

sufferers.

To Mary and John

the form

of Christ had become most copiously and most purely transfigured. Mary seems to have led,
for a considerable time, a quiet life in communion of spirit with John in his house at Jeruu Maria," in Winer). Both lived in joyful musing on the
salem (John xix. 27 ; see the article
Without doubt they formed a most efficient
past, the present, and the future of the Lord.
support of the congregation at Jerusalem, which was the whole church at first ; and Mary
might well hare had a mental part in the " one tender leading Gospel." *

John himself, indeed, was a predominantly feminine nature, if by that be understood
the perfect receptivity and self-surrender which is proper to all religious feeling and exercises
of faith. (See the article "John" in Herzog's Encyclopedia, by Ebrard.) But a feminine
nature, in the stricter sense,

he cannot be

called.

He was

great not merely in receiving

and

but also in contemplative reproduction, statement, and imagination, though his statement and imagination were eminently ideal. More sublime compositions than the fourth
This plastic, creative work, was by no
Gospel and the Revelation cannot be conceived.
means of the nature of secular art for being ideal. It produced awakening and edifying
creations for the Church. But John also, in his way, labored practically, as much perhaps as
feeling,

Peter, only in a direction less striking to the eye.
8.

John and Peteb

;

or,

John and the

first

half of the apostolic age.

to call Peter, without qualification, the first of the apostles.

It is not correct

Peter and John

mark the con-

between Christ and the world. John is the first on the
side of the apostolate toward Christ Peter, the first on the side toward the world, and in
that view truly the first of the apostles in the stricter sense. If, therefore, John for the most

trast in the position of the apostles

;

part stands in lofty silence beside the speaking and acting Peter (Acts, chaps,
xv.),

we should

greatly err if

we should

according to the measure of his
too

much

the whole

man

silence.

iii, viii, and
mute or in any way passive figure,
John had no talent for popularity he was always

take

him

for a

;

for that (see the above-mentioned article of Ebrard), too directly

exposed his inward views and movements ; but it may well be supposed that, as a support, a
he exerted almost as determining an influence upon Peter, as Peter exerted
upon the world and the Church. The indications of this we find, for example, in John,
chaps, xviii., xx., and xxL So far as Peter might still need human advice, he found his privy
council in the house of John and Mary ; though we need not attribute to this circumstance
spiritual guide,

the fact that in the apostolic council at Jerusalem he stood so firmly for the freedom of faith
(Acts xv.), while soon after, at Antioch, where he was without the guidance of John, he

wavered once more, and should have fouud his support in Paul. We at last find John, how53 [50] ), and find him, with Peter and James
the Less, one of the three pillars of the church (Gal. ii.). If there was at that time any definite demarcation of the three several positions of those pillars in the Jewish mission, as
there was between that mission as a whole and the Gentile mission of Paul, James, it seems to
be certain, was the president of the mother-church at Jerusalem, Peter more especially devoted to the Hebrew Diaspora, John to the Hellenists, or the Jews and proselytes of Grecian

ever, in that council in Jerusalem (about the year

education.

This explains the wavering of Peter at Antioch, and his journey to Babylon to the Jews
; and it explains the later residence of John in Asia Minor, and his doctrine

resident there

of the Logos, which

we

regard as determined by his intercourse with Hellenistic Jews.

direction of John's labors rested

him (John

upon the

universal destination

This

which Christ had assigned

xxi.).

may be

said to have laid the
martyr ; John, as a spiritual martyr, to
velopment of the Church ; to form her
dark times of her conflicts and through

Peter

foundation of the Christian Church, as a historical
have embraced in his mind all the ages of the deideal, mystical background ; to move through the
her predominantly practical tendencies as the great
unknown, notwithstanding the thousand Johns in Christendom ; perpetuating himself espe• {"Da*

tine

narU Haupicvangcliurt^ an expression of Lather applied to the Gotpel of John.—P. 8.1
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the healthful mystical aod contemplative theology, to break forth

the days with his full spiritual operation,

and present

iii

the end of

to the Lord, as a bride adorned for her

husband, a John-like church, matured in spiritual life.
Thus, as Peter was the first of the apostles in their relation to the world, John was the
first in their relation to Christ.
The talent of Peter was ideally practical ; that of John,
practically ideal.
Peter is the chief of the working, edifying, upbuilding spirits of the
Church ; John, the chief of the contemplative. In John, the basis of enthusiasm or devotion
to Christ was not an inexhaustible impulse to do, but a deep, wondering celebration of the
eternal fact and work of the perfection of Christ.* The fundamental characteristic of Peter

was energetic heart

;

that of John, reposing heartiness.

John's piety, therefore, like that of
In his humility he goes, with great delicacy,

Peter, has the character of the highest purity.

even to the suppression of himself, his mother, and his brother James, in his Gospel ; introducing himself merely as " a disciple " of Christ (L 40), or as " the disciple whom Jesus loved "
(xiil 23) ; his mother Salome, only as sister of the mother of Jesus (xix. 25)
and James the
Elder but once, as son of Zebedee. In like manner, through the terrors of the world his heart
goes almost equally undisturbed. In the house of the high-priest he stands upright beside
the falling Peter. His love has the character of tender depth ; his believing knowledge is an
intuitive beholding, rising to lyric stateliness. The ideas of love, life, and light, hatred,
;

and darkness,

are the fundamental elements of his ideal conception of Christianity and
Hence, to him, the Logos, as the original unity of these three elements, is the
groundwork—the glory (the oofa), or the absolute manifestation («Vi#dV«ia), the final goal of

death,

the world.

the revelation of God.

glory of His

kingdom

;

Peter sees the glory of Christ chiefly in the mighty unfolding of the
John sees all the glory of the kingdom of Christ comprised in the

His personal exaltation and His future appearing. But his contemplativeness
not an idle posture it is the energy of faith it therefore supplies a silent force which
proves itself preeminently an inwardly purifying agency in the Church and it therefore

single glory of
is

;

;

;

Thus John

expresses itself in the strongest abhorrence of evil.
trine,

the body of believers, the Church.

called to enlarge
didactic,

and complete the

and prophetic], so

of the apostolic Church.

New

And

as, therefore,

Testament in

also the purifying Apostle

(Langc's Apost. Zeitalter,

i.

clarifies

the Christian doc-

the contemplative Apostle was

all its constituent elements [historical,

was

be longest at the head
comp. Lehea Jtsu, i. p. 262

called to

p. 358

;

Schaff 's Hist, of the Apost. Church, § 103, pp. 407-411.)
As our author omits to contrast the beloved disciple
[9. John and Paul.

who impressed Christ's image most deeply into the heart of the Church, with the great Apostle of
the Gentiles, who labored more than all in word and work, we insert here the following by.
way of supplement, from Behalf's History of the Apostolic Churchy Amcr. ed., p. 411 a Johnand Paul have depth of knowledge in common. They are the two apostles who have left us
the most complete systems of doctrine. But they know in different ways. Paul, educated in
the schools of the Pharisees, is an exceedingly acute thinker and an accomplished dialec:

He

of Christianity in a systematic scheme, proceeding from
from the general to the particular, from premise to conclusion, with logical
clearness and precision. He is a representative of genuine scholasticism, in the best sense
of the term. John's knowledge is that of intuition and contemplation. He gases with his
whole soul upon the object before him, surveys all as £a one picture, and thua presents the
profoundest truths as an eye-witness, not by a course of logical demonstration, but immediately as they lie in reality before him. His knowledge of divine thingB is the deep insight
of love, which ever fixes itself at the centre, and thence surveys all points of the circumfertician.

cause to

sets forth the doctrines

effect,

ence at once.

He

is

the representative of

all

true mysticism.

Both these

apostles together

* (The difference 1)0(17001 Peter and John in their relation to. Christ is parallel with the difference between Martha*
and Mary. Both loved tho Saviour with their whole heart, bat the ono showed it more by oaiward, bnby action, the
other by inward, quiet contemplation ; the one loved Him in His official dignity as the Messiah, tho other in His personal character as the fountain of spiritual life. As Gioliua ingeniously suggests, Peter was mure a friend of Cferiat
(Christophllos, or Philochlistos), John a friend of Jesus (Jesnphilos), his bosom friend.—P. 8*J
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mind

wisdom of the keenly-dissecting understandwhich comprehends what is thus analyzed in its highest
unity of mediate reflection as well as immediate intuition. Paul and John, in their two
grand systems, have laid the eternal foundations of all true theology and philosophy ; and
meet

all

the demands of the

thirsting for

;

ing, as well as the speculative reason,
;

their writings,

now

after eighteen centuries of study, are still unfathoraed."]

After the Apostolic Council, John disappears from the New Testament history of the apostles. When Paul made his last visit to Jerusalem (about the year
59 or 60), he conferred only with James and the elders.
John was away at all events, not
present with the others. And he could not yet have been in Ephesus when Paul, some years
later (about 67), wrote thither to Timothy.
To the question, where he may have been in the
meantime, the traditions of the ancient Church give no answer (see Lucke, p. 23 ; my Apout.
Zeitalter^ ii. p. 420).
If we suppose that, in his noiseless solicitude, he went to Peraea on the
first symptoms of the Jewish war, and prepared the way for the settlement of the community
in Pella, it is only a conjecture.
But since John was the greatest seer among the Christians,
the statement of Eusebius (iii. 5), that an oracle was imparted by revelation to the most
approved of the Church, which directed the whole Christian people to emigrate from Jerusalem and seek a new abode in a city of Pereea called Pella ; and the statement of Epiphanius, that an angel from heaven instructed the Christians to leave the capital {De ponderibus
et menmris, cap. 15), may naturally be referred above all to the outstripping prophetic gift
of John. To this, add the presumption that John, even before taking*his residence in Ephesus that is, while preparing for the composition of his Gospel, which seems to have taken
place, at least in part, before the destruction of Jerusalem (see below, and Aport. Zeitalter, ii.
p- 420) became familiar with Grecian modes of thought, as his Gospel shows. This familHere the
iarity he might have first gained in the Palestinian Decapolis, especially in Pella.
Jewish-Christian type of thought must have mingled with the Greek-Christian.
Pella therefore formed the natural bridge for the Apostle from Jerusalem to Ephesus, and
probably he did not leave the congregation at Pella, to pass to Asia Minor, until it was firmly
10.

John and Simon.

—

—

—

established.

We

infer this course of things also

from the harmonious correspondence in which the
ii. p. 263), under the direction of Simon,

Jewish-Christian ehurch at Pella (Apost. Zeitalter,

stood with the Gentile-Christian church of John at Ephesus. It is the fact, that the JewishChristian church in Pella, under the bishop Simon, stood in communion with the Gentile
Christians.

This appears,

first,

from the very fact of the

flight

of these Jewish Christiana to

they did not share the fanaticism of the Jews who went to destruction with their
temple. Then, from the account of Hegesippus, that the aged Simon was martyred through

Pella

;

the treachery of the Jewish-Christian heretics (Euseb. iii. 32). What they hated in Simon,
could only be his more liberal, anti-Ebionistic position. Finally, from the account of Epiphanius and Sulpitius Severus, that " at the time that Hadrian prohibited the Jews from

going to JSlia Capitolina, the Christians, in order that they might return to the Holy City,
had put away every connection with the Jewish worship, and had confirmed this renunciation
by choosing a Gentile bishop by the name of Mark." But certainly so great a freedom must
have time to ripen and this was afforded by the episcopate of Simon. It is further to be
observed, that, according to the testimony *f the monk Maximus, Aristo of Pella wrote an
apology against the Jews Clement of Alexandria attributed this apology to Luke (Apost.
;

;

ZeitdLter,

ii.

464).

But if the church of Pella was in decided fellowship with the Gentile Christians, the
church of Ephesus and Asia Minor, which in its main element was Gentile-Christian, was in
equally decided fellowship with the Jewish Christiana*
In favor of this is, first of all, the
strong affinity of the writings of John, especially of the Apocalypse (which most certainly
belongs to Asia Minor), with the Old Testament, and with Old Testament images and modes

Then it is a fact that John, with the Christians of Asia Minor, observed
of expression.
Easter according te the Jewish reckoning, and at the same time with the Jews ; as is proved
by the testimony of the bishop Polycrates in the Easter controversies (Euseb. iii 81 ; v. 24).
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to contend as firmly in Ephesus against the Gentile-

in Pella against the Jewish-Christian Ebionism.

and the testimony of the

ancients, prove.

This his

(See the section on the Design of the

His contest was, indeed, in part with the mixed forms of a Gnostic Ebionby Ccrinthus. As to the affinity of John with Judaism, Irenseus infers
from the Acts, and from Gal. ii. 9, that, so long as he was in Jerusalem, John, with the other
apostles, continued the strict (religious) observance of the Mosaic law {Adv. Hocrcm, v£. 12).
u This, however," observes
Luekc (p. 19), " is to be very much qualified on account of the
growing separation between the Jewish and Christian communities in Jerusalem."
But the degree of this separation, and the whole import of it, must be distinctly fixed.
The apostles were severed from Judaism in principle by the death of Christ (Eph. ii. 15
Col. ii. 14
Acts xv.). By the real Passover, the Jewish Passover, as a type, was for them
abolished ; that is to say, the centre of communion in the Jewish religion was for them destroyed (John xix. 36).
No element of Judaism could henceforth appear to the apostles
necessary to salvation (Acts xv. 10, 11).
But this did not require them to abandon the fellowship of the temple the less, since, on the preaching of Peter (Acts ii.), a large JewishChristian congregation had formed itself about them.
According to the law of the Spirit,
they did^not withdraw, but they suffered themselves to be thrust out. The gradations of this
passive excommunication appear plainly in Acts v. 40 ; vii. 58 xii. 1, 2 xv.
to which add
But if, nevertheless, the
especially the execution of James the Just (see " James," in Winer).
apostles supposed that circumcision might continue among the Jewish Christians, and if they
even, according to Acts xv., made it the duty of the Gentile Christians to bind themselves to
the so-called Noachic commandments, we must again insist, that these were not religions conditions of the inward assurance of salvation, but ethical conditions of the outward fellowship of
solvation, or of the communion between Jewish and Gentile Christians, ecclesiastical, ethical dogmas, the formal obligation of which might vanish with the vanishing occasion of them (the
prohibition of blood). The statement of Polycrates of Ephesus (Euseb. iii. 31 v. 24), that
John, being of the family of the high-priest, continued, while an Apostle, to wear the high-

'Gospel, below.)

ism, as represented

;

;

;

;

;

;

{plrakov) among the Jews, we consider, like the similar statement of Epipha
James the Just, (with Solomon Cyprian,) a symbolical mode of expressing the
preeminent authority of John among the early Christians (Lucke, p. 20, note).
Thus we see the harmonious contrast which existed in the first half of the apostolic age
between the chorches of Jerusalem and Antioch under the leadership of Peter and Paul, and
then of James and Paul, in the second half of the apostolic age, the most obscure period of
the rise of the Church, the time of its sprouting in the field of the world like winter grain
under the snow, propagating itself in the contrast of Pella and Ephesus under the apostolic
episcopates of Simon and John.
How the residence of John in Ephesus is related to the Church tradition that Timothy
was the first bishop of Ephesus (Euseb. iii. 14), cannot be accurately determined. If it be
possible that Timothy continued to labor in Ephesus under the direction of John, it is, on
the other hand, improbable that ho should have died here as a martyr under Domitian
(Nicepb. iii. 14), while banishment only was inflicted upon John.
Two points in reference to the later life and the death of John remain to be particularly
noted the question of the time of his banishment to Patmos, and the testimonies respecting
his great age and his end.
We consider the assumption that John was banished to Patmos under the reign of Domitian, established both by ancient testimonies and by modern researches. According to
Irenseus (v. 80), John had his vision toward the end of the reign of Domitian. According
to Clement of Alexandria (Quis Dives salvus, § 42, and in Euseb. iii. 23), John was recalled
from the island of Patmos to Ephesus after the death of the tyrant. He doe3 not, indeed,
name the tyrant but this indicates that the tradition was already quite established. Origem
also appeals to a settled tradition (on Matt. xx. 22, 23).
Eusebius (iii IS, 28, Chronicon on
the fourteenth year of Domitian) has explicitly fixed this tradition under Domitian. The
priest's

diadem

nius respecting

:

;
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variations from it begin with Epiphanius.

The

older rest

an

conjectures, the later in

They are divided between Claudius and Nero.
good part on dogmatic prejudice. Internal evi-

dences : the pictureof a later condition of the Church in the Apocalypse (e. g., c. iii. 18, &c.)
speaks likewise for the time of Domitian. Also a more general form of persecution than
that under Nero. In a more extended induction, specially directed against Lticke, Hengsten-

berg {Die Offeribarwig des Johannes, p. 2 sqq.) has vindicated anew the ancient tradition
The composition of the Apocalypse accordingly falls in the years 95 and 96. Tertullian has
supplemented the historical fact by the legend that John, oefore his banishment, was immersed in boiling oil at Rome, but came out unharmed.
There lies, then, probably a long interval between the first settlement of John in Ephesus

In this interval of great, silent ministry, the Johannean
and church bloomed in Ephesus and Asia Minor.
The death of John in Ephesus is attested by the Easter Epistle of the Bishop Polycrates
of Ephesus, so early as the middle of the second century. According to Irenseus, he died in
and

his banishment to Patmos.

school

According to Jerome, he attained the age
; therefore after the year 98.
of one hundred years according to Suidas, a hundred and twenty. The Chronicon Paschale
Bays he had lived in Ephesus for nine years before his exile on Patmos, spent fifteen years in
exile, lived twenty-six years after the exile, and died at the age of a hundred years and seven
months, in the seventh year of the reign of Trajan. He must have been near a hundred
years old ; for Polycarp, who died about 170, and Papias, who died in 164, had been his
the reign of Trajan

;

disciples.

The Church

tradition has preserved

some

his heroism in rescuing from robbers a youth

significant incidents of his later life

:

(1.)

who had been converted by him, and had

Of

after-

wards apostatized (Euseb. iii. 23, after Clement of Alexandria)
(2.) of his flight from a
bath in which the heretic Cerinthus was (Iren., Boers, iii 3, 28)
(3.) of the raising of a
dead man by his hand at Ephesus (Euseb.. v. 18) (4.) of his play with a partridge, which
be made the emblem of the blessing of recreation (J oh. Cassian, 'Collat. xxiv. 21) * (5.) of
his last sermon Little children, love one another (Hieron., Comment, ad Oalat. vi.).
;

;

;

;

:

The statements of
and end, and even of

tradition have gathered embellishing legends of his miraculous burial

his continuing alive, with reference to

John

According to
(2.) Augustine tells the story, from apocrypha, that he caused his grave to be prepared while he yet
lived, and laid himself in it, as in a bed, to die ; and on the ground of the expression in
John xxi., it was believed that he did not actually die, but only slept ; his breathing moved
the earth over his grave, and continually threw up a white powder from beneath. This last
was reported, Augustine says, by trustworthy people. (3.) In the Middle Ages, and even in
modern times, the saying has been widely spread, that he still lives. Lticke says Certainly
xxi. 22

:

(1.)

pseudo-Hippolytus, he did not die, but was translated, like Enoch and Elijah.

:

in his writings.

Why not

as

much

in his spiritual kin,

mysterious background of the Church?
grave, and preserved

him

with Enoch and Elijah,

(4.)

for the last times, in

and in the John-like mystical and

The legend

that

God

raised

him from the

which he was to bear witness to the

truth, and,

resist Antichrist.

him a martyr (according

31 ; v. 24) ; no doubt in the
Subsequently it was a trouble
to Chrysostom and Augustine, that he was not a martyr in the literal sense. The early
Church, on the contrary, celebrated his remaining always a stranger to sensual love, and
Polycrates called

antique sense of a witness

extolled

him

who

to Euseb.

iii.

persevered even unto death.

as the virgin-like, ira/rtmor, 7rap3«W, from Rev. xiv. 4.t

That John was a martyr and a

virgin-like spirit in

• [ProC Plnmptoe, in his article on John in Smith's Dictionary nf the
disposed to aesept this tradition of Cassian, as illustrating the truth—

a higher sense than the
B&U,

" He prayeth best who loroth best
All things both great and small."—P.
t f Augustine ealls

of

all

him " vtVgo mente

Jobn may

I, p. 1107 (in

HaeketPs

legalistic

ed. p. 1423^ ii

ai

be regarded as the highect male type
moral chaslty, as the Virgin Mary stands out as the model of female purity.—P. &1
tt

eorpore."

St.

certainly
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Church could conceive, is evinced by the whole character of his inner life. Who can tell
what griefs a legalistic and formalistic tendency in the later apostolic age alone had already
prepared for him (see the first of his three Epistles) ? He has the promise^that he shall not
die, bat live till the Lord come, and doubtless come forth in some special way toward the
end of the days, before the coming of the Lord ; which has given occasion to Schelling's
profound construction of the three successive apostolic periods (the Petrine, the Pauline, and
the Johannean). See my Oeschichte des apostolischen Zeitalters, ii. p. 649, and Schaff's Hist,
of the Apostolic Church, Amer. ed., pp. 074-678 [and Schaff 's note to Lange on Bomans, Amer.

—

ed.,

pp.

1, 2].

There are named to us as immediate disciples of John, Papias (underrated by Eusebius),
Iren. iii. 3 ; Euseb. v. 20 and 24).
Ignatius of Antioch, and Polycarp (Euseb. iii. 22, 39
Bat with the rising importance of Ircnseus, Hippolytus, and other representatives of the
Asiatic Church in Italy, South France, and Britain, the importance of the school of John also
must come more into view. It was the salt of the mediaeval Church, and continues to prove
itself a quickening clement in theology and the Church, tarrying for a richer future (see the
citations of Meyer, p. 4 ; my Apost. Zeitalt., ii. p. 448 p. 466 p. 603 ; the article " John," by
Ebrard, in Herzog's Encyclopedia; the same article in Winer's Real-Lexikon and in the Commentaries, &c). For further sources for the biography of John, see especially Credner's
EinUitung, p. 214 sqq. [The reader is also referred for biographical details to the article
Jofin in the English Bible Dictionaries of Smith (Hackett and Abbot's ed.), Kitto, and Fair;

;

;

and to Schaff's Hist, of the Apost. Church, §§ 99-108, pp. 895-430. On the legends
respecting the Apostle, see Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art, i 159-172, 5th ed. P. S.]

bairn,

—

S

2.

THE WHITINGS OF JOHN.

The writings preserved by the Church under the name of John, of the genuineness of
which we must speak in the proper place, with all their diversity, corresponding to the
diversity of their literary species, have so many and so important peculiar traits, and have
these traits, too, so much in common, that, with a better developed taste in regard to biblical
style, we shall be no more able to ascribe them to different authors, than to attribute the
different masterpieces of one great painter to different masters.
The peculiarities of the matter of these writings are (1.) The depth and fulness of the
christological idea of Christ and His kingdom (the Word)
(2.) The spiritual concentration
of the depth and fulness of the Messianic life in the personality of the Lord, making heaven
and earth a symbolism of Christianity, of its struggles and its triumphs (Love) ; (3.) The
univerBalism of Christianity, grounded in God, embracing and shining through the world
(Life) ; (4.) The festive spirit of the assurance of victory, wherein Christ in His imperial
power destroys the works of the devil as works of falsehood and darkness (Light). Love,
life, and light, inj the sense of infinite fulness and personal distinctness, come forth with the
Word, and destroy the kingdom of hatred, darkness, and death.
In reference to the first trait, compare John i 1-3 1 John i. 2 ; Rev. i. 5-8. For the
second, see John L 4, 14 1 John iv. 8, 12 comp. chap. i. 7 ; Rev. i. 17, 18 comp. chap,
For the third, John v. 26 ; xL 25 xiv. 6 ; 1 John i. 2 ii. 25 Rev. vii. 13 ; chap. xxi.
v. 6.
For the fourth, John viii. 12 ; 1 John L 7 ; Rev. xxi. 23. The views homogeneous, however,
pervade all the writings of John everywhere the divine Word, Love, Light, Life ; the destrnction of the destroyer of man, and of his manifestations, hatred, darkness, and death.
If it be objected that these traits appear also in the other apostolic author,*, we most
readily grant it in a certain sense ; for John is not Christ, and has no new Christ. But in tho
proportions of his christology he is beyond even Paul, with reference to the first trait, in the
distinctly expressed celebration of the Logos with Qod in an ontologieal trinity, his eternal
existence Ood-tcard ; with reference to the second, in the fact that for him the personality of
Christ is his history, not the converse, and of Christ not only as made man, but also as made
flesh ; with reference to the third, in his making Christ not only the creative and upholding
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Paul (Col. L 17), but also the inmost kernel, the gist, the truth of its
with reference to the fourth, in the fact that, with John, Christ not only in
an ethical operation enlightens the world, and luminously judges and awakens it, but also is
the ideal truth and reality of the world, reducing and exalting the whole real world to a
force of the worlJ, as in

life

(John rv. 1)

;

kingdom of light and love.*
To these peculiarities of the matter of the Johannean writings, their peculiarities of form
correspond (1.) The mighty unity of principle, ruling the whole representation—that is, the
clearness and transparence of the theme, the motto of the books.
(2.) The personal holding
transparent symbol of the eternal

:

and didactic matters, to give their central, spiritual, hearty
The universal grandeur, sublimity, and organically pure structure of the
and the richness of the elements embraced and organized by them. (4.) The

and shaping of
expression.

all historical

(3.)

compositions,

lyric, festive diction, with the consequent directness of expression, the limited but pregnant
fund of language, and the inimitable coloring, reminding only of the Song of Songs, and of
the highest products of human poesy. On the diction of John, and his circle of words, see
Creduer, Eirileitung, p. 222 Guericke, Isagogik, p. 205 [p. 213 in the 3d ed. of 1868].
Just this deep and beautiful monotony of the Johannean view and statement contains the
reason, however, why the Johannean spirit unfolds itself in the copious variety of views and
;

of forms.

The

trunk, rooted in a bottomless depth, strong in its solitary unity, spreads its

palm-crown far out over the New Testament.
We have four Evangelists in tho New Testament John, the Evangelist who lay on Jesus'
bosom, wrote the most profound and far-reaching Gospel, the fourth, and the complement of
;

the other three.
The Apostle Paul

left

presbyter of the Church,

the richest treasure of Epistles
left

;

John, the Apostle and primitive

a trilogy of Epistles, in which the deepest essence and the

ideal order of the fellowship of the

Church in Christ

reflects itself for all ages.

next to Paul and John, the most copious author of the New
Testament (the Gospel of Luke and the Acts).
Luke, in his exhibition of the life of
Jesus, went back to the historical beginning of his childhood, and Luke's final historical

The Evangelist Luke

is,

Rome but the Gospel of John goes back into the depths of the
Godhead, and the Apocalypse exhibits the entire history of the Church to its consummation in the new, eternal city of God (not in the eternal world, for the actual world must
merge organically in the thoroughly personal city of God).
If we remember that the first three Evangelists wrote on special occasion, and that tho
Epistles of Paul were in reality not literary productions, but historical acts, John appears as
preeminently the author of the New Testament, even more than Luke, and, as such, entirely
fitted to appear for the holiness of the Bible.
The language of Scripture is the word of
spirit
in this language must the disciple who does not die especially speak.
Some have found a considerable difference between the Gospel and the Epistles of John.
But here the unity in the diversity needs apology least of all.
But the contrast between the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse has been urged with
very special emphasis. It has been said [by De Wette, Lttcke, Bleek, and others] that John,
goal was the Church in

;

;

* [From Schaff '• History of the Apostolic Church, p. 618 "John's theology is by no means bo complete, or developed with such logical precision and argumentative ability, as that of Paul. It is sketched from immediate Intuition, in
extremely simple, artless, childlike form, in grand outlines, in few bnt colossal ideas and antitheses, such as light and
:

and hatred, life and death, Christ and Antichrist, children of God
and children of the world. But John usually leaves us to imagine far more than his words directly express—an infinity
lying behind, which we can better apprehend by faith, than grasp and fully measure with the understanding. And
especially does he connect every thing with that idea of a theanthropio Redeemer, which had become part and parcel of
his own soul ; nor can he strongly and frequently enough assert the reality and glory of that which was to him, of all
facts and experiences, the surest, the holiest, and the dearest. But with regard to its principle, and the point of view
from which it is constructed, the doctrinal system of John is the highest and most ideal of all—the one toward which
the others lead and in which they merge. It wonderfully combines mystic knowledge and love, contemplation and
adoration, the profound wisdom and childlike simplicity, and is an anticipation, as it were, of that vision face to nee,
into which, according to Paul (1 Cor. xiii. 12 ; comp. 2 Cor. v. 7), our fragmentary knowledge, and &ith itself, wUl

darkness, truth and falsehood, spirit and flesh, lore

finally pass."]
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the author of the Gospel, cannot hare written the Revelation. Minds like Luther and
have measured and mismeasured their strength upon the Apocalypse. Then again

GO the

has
been said [by Dr. Baur and the Tubingen school], John was the author of tjie Apocalypse,
and therefore cannot haye written the fourth Gospel. But in the end it has to be conceded
that only one person, the author of the fourth Gospel, could have written the Apocalypse
and that, conversely, only one man, the author of the Apocalypse, can have been the writer
of the Gospel. It is one thing to speak in the understanding [vovs], in reflective consciousness another, to speak in the spirit [nvcvfui], in the directness of an inspired frame (1 Cor.
xiv. 15).
The Gospel requires the Apocalypse, the Apocalypse presupposes the Gospel (see
it

;

my

Vermischte ikhrjften, vol.

422

fL).

ii. p. 173, and SchafF, Mist, of the Apost.
Church, § 107, pp.
The supposition of two authors, besides, is connected with Eusebius' old fiction of
the presbyter John of Ephesus, which arose from a misinterpretation of Papias. (On this,
comp. Guericke, Lie Hypoihese von dem Presbyter Johannes, ah Verfasser der Offenbarung,

Halle, 1831

On the

;

my Apost

ZeitalL,

i.

215

;

Schaff;

c. p.

1.

421.)

on

New

Testament, § 2, and the works cited there. The Episof John belong together to the division of Catholic Epistles. On the idea and the group

Matthew, the Introduction to the
tles

p.

relation of the fourth Gospel to the first three, the Synoptists, comp., in the vol.

of the Catholic Epistles, compare Guericke, p. 430 [p. 416 fi% 3d ed.].
In the Apocalypse the highest immediacy and directness—that of vision

—

is

combined in

the most wonderful manner with the highest sacred art— that of apocalyptic, traditional

symbolism (see Lucke, Einleitung in die Apoc). And in this view, we have in the form of this
Apocalypse a sealing of the incarnation, an incarnation raised to the highest power; the
intensely earnest seer-spirit becomes art in the purest sense ; art in ghostly severity becomes
the prophetess of the judgment and the glorification of the world.
To come to the contents The writings of John form a trilogy. The Gospel, the Epistles,
and the Apocalypse represent the evangelic founding, the organic shaping, and the eternal
future of the Church ; Christ who was, and is, and is to come.
:

But each unit has again a trilogical constitution. The Gospel testifies in the prologue the
outgoing of Christ from eternity (chap. i. 1-18) ; in the body of it, His historical manifestation

;

in the epilogue (chap, xxi.), His future spiritual presence in the world, represented by

the Petrine and Johannean type of Christianity and the Church,

As to

the three Epistles

:

The second and

third form corollaries to the

first.

forth the fellowship of believers in the love of Christ, in opposition to those

belong to them

;

first sets

who do not

the second speaks against the lax obliteration of the line of this fellowship,

requiring the condition of the essential confession

of the

The

line in fanatical stringency.

We

;

the third reproves the harsh contracting

readily see that these

two

Epistles stand in regular

sequence, and that the second could not be the third, nor the third the second.

The Apocalypse places
and of the seven
L-iii).

Upon

epistles

the beginning on the historical basis of the seven churches,
which transform those churches into types of the future (chap.

itself at

this the prophetic images of the future are

unrolled.

(After the seven

churches, the seven seals, the seven trumpets, the seven thunders, the seven heads of Anti-

then the consummation, as the total manifestation of the
seven spirits at the beginning.) At the end, after the consummation of the judgment, appears
the counterpart of the seven churches, the eternal city of God (chap. xxi.).
christ, the seven vials of wrath,

S

3.

THE GOSPEL OF JOHN,

ITS CIIARACTEB.

AND

IMPOILT.

of John is the Gospel of the real ideality of the life of Jesus and His eternal
the Gospel of the real ideality of Christianity ; or, the Gospel of the ideal personIn this
ality, therefore, of the glorification of all the ideal relations of the world and of life.
view we may consider it (1.) in its intrinsic import; (2.) as the complement of the three

The Gospel

operation

;

(3.) as the antidote to the false, religious idealism and realism of its
consummation of the gospel history and doctrine in general ; as exhibiting

Synoptical Gospels;

time ;

(4.) as the
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the realization of

of the world

;

all

the types in the world

Christ of

and

life.

Its Character in General.

(a.)

The

as the ideal transfiguration of all real relations

THE GOSPEL IN ITSELF CONSIDERED.

1.

He comes into

;

as the Gospel of absolute personality, of the unity of idea

John has been

called a "

shadowy form "

the purest light of personality

;

(Nehclgestatf).

that the Gospel

is,

The

truth

is,

that

throughout, the most dis-

biography of the most distinct character, though of a character which to the beclouded
its ideal fulness, and on account of the delicacy and
majesty of its outlines. The Gospel sets out from the manifestation of the personal God in
his Logos (chap. i. 1-14) it ends in the personal epiphany of the glorified Christ. It places
tinct

eye can appear cloudy on account of

;

antiquity,- the

all

entire

ancient covenant, before our eyes in personal concentration in

John the Baptist. The second personage, in whom the old covenant was in a still higher
manner concentrated Mary remains for a while in the background (chap. i. 13, 14). She
herself is represented by her Son, so far as the old covenant fulfils itself in Him (John i 17).
Likewise the life of the post-historical Christ to the end of the world is here represented by
the antithesis of two persons Peter and John (John xxi. 15-23), in their connection with the
company of the Apostles represented by a number seven (John xxi. 2). Between this introduction and conclusion the Gospel places the biography of the historical Christ; and in

—

—
:

distinct chronological order.

The

first

section extends to the

anonymous Prophet (John i
not

known Him

(chap.

i.

first

Passover, at which Christ openly appears as the great,

19-ii. 12).

19-28).

John has pointed the Jews to

Therefore Jesus, renouncing the

Jesus,

name of

and they have
must

Messiah,

So He reveals himself at first to the first disciples
(John i 29-51), represented by Andrew, John (intimated, not named), Peter, Philip, Natbanael (Bartholomew). He reveals himself to them by His master-look into their inmost
life, and His distinct exposure of it, by a prophetic reading of character in the miraculous
reveal himself in His Messianic power.

power of Divine knowledge ; the copy of the election of God himself. He reveals himself
next to the pious in general at the marriage in Cana by His first miracle. The mother of
Jesus becomes the personal expression of faith in the need of life, which He only can supply ; the master of the feast becomes witness to the richness of life which He gives. With
this the holy family is established, the first

(chap.

germ of the Church

in purely personal outlines

12).

ii.

from the Passover of the year of Rome 781 (see Wiescler,
Purim of 782 (see Winer, Purimfest, in the
Spring, before the Passover), and relates the first public manifestations of the Lord (chap, ii

The second

section extends

Ohronologisehe Synopse, p. 166) to the feast of

to the people in the temple, then to Nicodemus by
John the Baptist, then to the Samaritans, finally to the
noblemen of the government of King Herod Antipas. The Jews find Him, in the purification of the temple, the most genuine of Jews, whom zeal for His Father's house threatens to
consume Nictfdemus, the master of Israel, must do homage to Him as the divine Master
John the Baptist must utter his acknowledgment of the greater Baptizer the Samaritans,
represented by the woman of Samaria, learn to greet in Him the Messiah of the Jews, who
makes an end of the old antagonism between Mount Moriah and Mount Gerizim ; the royal
official must recognize in Him a royal power which sends its saving behests afar.
The third section extends from the feast of Purim in 782 to the feast of Tabernacles in
The decisive"
the same year, according to Wieseler, the 12th of October (chap. v. 1-vii. 9).
struggle with guilt and need in Israel begins. The pool of Bethesda, with its angel-miracles
in Jerusalem, heals no more the cripple who has waited there thirty-eight years for help, and
who represents the impotence of effete Judaism, Jesus heals on the Sabbath, and presents
himself to the Jews, who would kill Him for the act, as the life-giving healer and the quick
13-iv. 54).

Jesus reveals himself

first

night, afterwards to the disciples of

;

;

;
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ener of the dead. The people faint on their pilgrimage to the Passover on Zion ; Jesus feeds
and satisfies the people with His miraculous bread, overcoming the anxieties of the natural
view of things, which Philip, who calculates the great demand, and Andrew, who counts up
the small store, mutually represent. And as He has avoided the persecutions of the Jews in
Jerusalem who would kill Him, so the Jews of Galilee, who persecute Him with their sensuous homage, to make Him king, He escapes first on the mountain in the night, then upon the
sea, in a miracle which here appears only as an incident (as an exertion of miraculous power,
in which He flees from false disciples, and seeks the true), and then declares to them plainly
that He comes not to give them bread outwardly, as Moses, but, in the sense of the spirit, He
must be to them Himself the bread of life, the living food from heaven. By this He effects
the beginning of a separation between His true and false disciples (chap. vi. 66-71). Thus is
expressed the antagonism between Him and the world, in which even His brethren, as representatives of His disciplesbip in general, do not yet know themselves to be, and which determines Him to continue His course in sporadic manifestations (chap. vii. 1-9).

The

fourth section extends from the feast of Tabernacles in the year 782 to the feast of

the Dedication of the Temple in the same year, Dec. 20th, according to Wieseler (chap.
10-x. 22).

vii.

Jesus brings His controversy with the Jews to an issue.

In respect to His authority as a teacher (chap. vii. 15-18).
In respect to His miracle on the Sabbath (chap. vii. 19-24).
(8.) In respect to His extraction (chap. vii. 25-81).
(4.) In respect to His and their future (chap. vii. 82-36).
(5.) In respect to His relation to the temple solemnities, first. the festival of the drawing
of water from the well of Siloam (chap. vii. 87-53), then the torch-light celebration at the
feast of Tabernacles (chap. viii. 1-11
12-27).
(6.) In respect to the false hope of the Messiah (chap. viii. 28-59).
(7.) In respect to the true and false power of enlightenment for the world on Temple Hill
(chap, ix.), presented in the healing of the man born blind by means of the water of Siloam.
(1.)

(2.)

;

In respect to the true and false claims to the pastorship of the people of

(8.)

God

(chap.

x. 1-21).

With

this great contest

He

brings on the incipient separation between His friends and His

and the children of darkness.
goes from the feast of the Dedication in 782 to the Passover of 783
(chap. x. 22-xii. 50). Jesus offers himself more distinctly to the Jews on their inquiry (probably for the second time to the authorities) as the true Messiah, the Son of God.
enemies, the children of the light

The

fifth section

Appealing to His works (x. 22-31).
Appealing to the Old Testament (vers. 32-42), likewise by the sign of the raising of
Lazarus, the great life-miracle among his friends, represented by the family of Bethany hard
by the gates of Jerusalem (chap. xi. 1-45), and by that very step He draws on the final
resolution of the Jews, represented by the high-priest Caiaphas, to kill Him (chap, xi 4<W57).
(1.)

(2.)

He

prepares himself for death.

(1.)

By the

anointing in the family at Bethany,

among whom He has proved himself the

which the anointing disciple and the objecting traitor represent
the part of His friends and His enemies in His death (chap. xii. 1-8).
(2.) By His triumphal entry into the city and the temple, where the homago of the Greeks
fills Him with the presentiment of His death (chap. xii. 9-33).
(3.) By the last parting words with which He withdraws from the people (vers. 84^50).

resurrection, in a circle in

The

sixth section gives the history of the last Passover at large (chap.

(1.)

The

feet-washing, as the symbolical purification of the discipleB

xiii.

1-xix, 42).

and the

real

example

of the Lord, connected with the virtual expulsion of the traitor from the circle (chap. xiii.
1-30).
(2.) The- parting discourses concerning the spiritual glorification of the Son of Man: a.
Connected with the supper, His approaching departure, His denial by Peter (chap. xiii.
31-88) ; b. Pointing to His Father's house and the reunion beyond the grave,, and answering
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Thomas

and of Philip respecting the goal (chap. xiv.
compensation for His departure from them in
this world, and His own return and reunion with them in the fellowship of the Father through
the Holy Ghost, and answering the question of Judas, why this revelation was given only to
His own, and not to the world (chap. xiv. 16-31) ; d. The condition of the new death-spanning fellowship of the disciples with the Lord He being the vine, they the branches. Their
the questions of

1-15)

e.

;

respecting the way,

Promising, by the Comforter,

full

;

Their relation to the world (chap. xv. 1-xvi 11) ; e. The preparation
of the disciples for the impending distress and the ensuing time of joy (chap. xvi. 12-32)
/. The glorification of the whole redeeming work of Christ, to the perfection of His Father's
relation to the Lord.

house amidst the dissolution of the ungodly world, in the prayer of Christ for the glorificaor the high-priestly prayer (chap. xvii).
;

tion of His person

the Lord of glory, judged by the world (chap, xviii 1-19, 42) ; a. Jesus, with
and the hostile guard ; their dismay before the majesty of Jesus ; b. Jesus,

(3.) Jesus,

the traitor Judas,

and the carnal

with the sublime calmness of the Lord

zeal of Peter, in contrast

the house of Annas, the two disciples in the hall

;

Jesus in

e.

d. Jesus before

;

prophecy of the Lord ; e. Jesus before Pilate ; the judicial acts and
the royal dignity of Jesus ; /. JesuB on the cross, the King of the Jews
forsakenness of the dying Christ ; h. pis last word : " It is finished " £ The miracle

Caiaphas ; the

fulfilled

struggles of Pilate
g.

the serenity of the Lord

;

The

;

;

in His dead

body

;

the miraculous awakening of silent friends to their discipleship.

The seventh section embraces the course of the feast of the Passover from the first to the
second Lord's Day (chap. xx.). Christ risen makes himself known to His disciples, and makes
them perfectly free from the wretchedness and unbelief of the world. Magdalene, Peter,
and John, the
Thomas.

The

disciples in general, the first fruits of the Spirit,

have a

histories of the last chapter

and the mission of

typical, symbolical import, and, as

Christ.

an epilogue on

the post-historical movement of Christ in the world, correspond to the prologue on His

movement

pre-historical

That the

in the world.

grandest outlines of personal

life

of Jesus

The Gospel

plain.

life, is

here set before us in the

is

brings few personages before us, but

have a general import besides their individual ; they represent human nature and the
world in their most diverse aspects. The personality of Christ, however, throws light on all,
now to condemnation, now to salvation and in and above the personality of Christ, the
being and the movement of God himself becomes manifest to us in the threefold radiance of
the Father, the Son, and the Comforter.
these all

;

(b.)

The Ideality and Symbolism of

Agreeably to the peculiarity of the Gospel of John,
•cumstances in
-of the idea.

ment

it

the Gospel,

all

the real persons, things, and

cir-

are symbolically or allegorically transparent, being suffused with the light

John gives us not only a symbolism of the Old Testament word, of Old Testaand persons ; he gives us also the symbolism of nature, of an-

institutions, histories,

tiquity,

and of

history, of personal life

;

hence the absolute symbolism, or the ideal import

He thus goes far beyond the symbolism of
Matthew, and of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and even of Paul.
As scriptural symbolism we adduce chap. i. 1, with reference to Gen. i. 1 sqq. ver. ll r
with reference to Ex. ix. ver. 23, with reference to Isa. xl. 3 ver. 27, with reference to Ma!
iv. 5
ver. 51, with reference to Gen. xxviii. 12 chap,
ver. 29, with reference to Isa. liii. 7
ii. 17, relating to Ps. lxix. 10;
chap. iii. 13, to Dan. vii 13; ver. 14, to Num. xxi. 8, 9;
ver. 29, perhaps to Ps. xlv. 8, 10
chap. v. 39, 46, and chap. vii. 88, to Zeclu xiv. 8 et al.

•of all real existence in significant outlines.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

•chap. viii 17, to Deut. xvii. 6

n. 34, to Ps. lxxxii. 6
vi.

19

1
;

;

;

chap.

chap, xvi 82, to Zech.

;

xix. 15

xiii.

chap. xix. 29, to Ps. lxix. 22

;

7

;

ver. 44, to

Gen.

to Zech. ix. 9

xii. 14,
;

;

iii.

;

chap. x. 14, to Zech. xi. 7 ; chap,
liii. 1 ; ver. 39-41, to Isa.

ver. 38, to Isa.

chap, xvii 12, to Ps. xl. 10

ver. 36, to

Ex.

xii.

46

;

;

chap. xix. 24, to Ps.

xxi

ver. 37, to Zech. xii. 10.

That John accounts not only conscious verbal prophecies as symbolical utterances,
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New

Testa-

ment element in Old Testament types of mind and of things is especially developed. In the
life of Christ, every important word of the Old Testament finds its purest expression, its final
fulfilment.
And the symbolism of Old Testament persons, institutions, and events, unfolds
itself in equal richness.
The whole Old Testament is concentrated in the prophecy of John
(chap. i. 6). The ground-thought of the Old Testament is Israel the people of God ; the
Evangelist declares forthwith that Christ has a new people, born of the Spirit, for His possession (chap. i. 11-13). The mysterious centre of the Old Testament system is the manifestation of the " glory of the Lord," the d6(a (Shekinah) ; the Evangelist declares that this
glory has appeared essentially in Christ (chap. i. 14).
The antithesis between the Old
Testament and the New is fully drawn in the antithesis between Moses and Christ (chap.
L17).
But Christ comes forth as the substance of the Old Testament itself, for He was before
John the Baptist (chap. i. 15, 27). He is the Messiah of promise, not only baptized, but baptizing with the Holy Ghost (chap. i. 82, 41). Nathanael represents the true Israelite (ver. 47),
even an Israel who should see without ceasing the angels of God ascending and descending
(ver. 51 ; see Gen. xxviii. 12).
And the temple of the Israelites is a symbol of the body of
Christ (chap. ii. 19). Circumcision in connection with washing is a symbol of the second
birth into the real kingdom of God, the counterpart of His typical kingdom (chap. iii. 5).
The brazen serpent which Moses lifted up as a healing sign, is a symbol of Christ lifted up
on the cross (chap. iii. 14). The typical nuptial relation between Jehovah and His people in
the Old Testament, is a symbol of the relation between Christ and His Church (chap, iii 29).
Jacob's well in Sychem is a symbol of the inner life from the fountain of the peace of Christ
(chap. iv. 10). Mount Zion is a symbol of the supremacy of spirit and truth wherein God
should be worshipped (chap. iv. 23) the pool of Bethesda, with its angelic help, a symbol
of the divine healing workings of Christ in His Church (chap. v.). The raging sea is*an
emblem of the raging voices of the people, above which Jesus walks, as the mountain is an
emblem of the exaltation of His life of prayer above the world (chap. vi.). The manna of
the wilderness is a symbol of Christ, the true bread of life, from heaven (chap. vi.). Circumcision in its old patriarchal import is a symbol of the higher restoration of man (chap. vii.
The water-drawing from the fountain of Siloam is a symbol of the outpouring of the
23).
Holy Ghost (chap. vii. 88, 89). The torch-display at the feast of Tabernacles, was a symbol
of the enlightenment of the world which proceeds from Christ (chap. viii. 12). The prescription of the law concerning the validity of the testimony of two witnesses before the
judgment-seat, is a symbol of the concurrent testimony of the divine consciousness (Christ)
and the divine works which the Father performs (chap: viii. 17). The bondage of the Jews
Abraham's children after the flesh are
is an allegory of the bondage of sin (chap, viii 32).
only symbols of Abraham's true children (chap. viii. 39). The serpent in paradise is an allegory of Satan (chap. viii. 44). Abraham is a symbol of Christ (chap. viii. 56). The Old
Testament sons of God (judges and kings) are symbols of the Son of God (chap. x. 84). So
the Urim and Thnmmim, or, what is essentially the same, the judicial opinion of the highpriest Caiaphas, becomes an unconscious symbolical representation of the judicial decision
of God, which turns the judgment of the world to salvation (chap. xi. 51). The Jewish festival salutation, Hosanna, is a symbol of the salutation of the Messiah (chap. xii. 13).
The
:

•

;

hardening of the people in the old covenant, is a typical foreboding of the complete hardening of Israel against Christ (chap. xii. 88). Therefore also the Paschal supper is become the
symbol of the celebration of the death of Christ (chap, xiii.), as the killing of the Passover
Friday, as the day of preparation, is a
of Jesus and of His being laid to rest (chap. xix. 80, 31). The great Sabbath is a symbol of His repose in the grave (ver. 31).
And it must especially be observed, further, that here all the great festivals of Israel, the

is

the symbol of His death itself (chap. xix. 86).

symbol of the

Passover, the

over again,

toil

Purim, the

become

feast

of Tabernacles, the feast of the Dedication, and then the Passand hardening against the light and

to the legal Israel days of darkening
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substance of all the

festivals,

the Messiah, and days of the glorifying of the Messiah to the

l>elieving Israel.

Among the

symbolical personages of the Old Testament,

Abraham and

Moses,

John and

Mary, have special prominence.

The Old Testament symbolizing of the fourth Gospel rests, however, on a universal view,
which makes all the finite a similitude of eternal substance in Christ and in His kingdom.
The whole universe, nature and history, is a mirror-like work of the Logos (chap. i. 8) light
and darkness is an emblem of the great antagonism between Christ, or the kingdom of God,
and the kingdom of evil birth, an emblem (in the way of antithesis) of regeneration (chap,
i. 13)
the pure manifestation of the world, an emblem of the holy Word (ver. 14) the dove,
an emblem of the Holy Ghost (ver. 32) the dwelling of Christ, an emblem of fellowship
with Him (ver. 39) the prejudice of Nathanael against the wretched Nazareth, an emblem
of all prejudice in the world against the earthly origin and form of the life of the Spirit
;

;

;

;

;

;

(chap, i.), like the dishonoring of a prophet in his own country (chap. iv. 44) the marriage,
an emblem of the festivity of human life, which issues in sheer want (the water-pots), till
Christ comes into the midst and turns the water into wine (chap, ii.) the wind, an emblem
of the Spirit of God blowing where it listeth (chap. iii. 8) marriage, a symbol of the union
of Christ with His people (chap. iii. 29). The living water in the sacred well of Jacob signiearthly food, the spiritual nourishment of Christ ; the fields white
fies the peace of Christ
to the harvest, the field of Christ's mission ; the sower and the reaper, the earlier and later
;

;

;

;

laborers in the

kingdom of God

(chap.

The

iv.).

healing agency of Christ in the world (chap, v.)

;

earthly healing fountain signifies the silent

earthly bread, the heavenly food in Christ

which gives new life to the world (chap, vi.) the earthly day, with its hours, the workingday of Christ in the world (chaps, viii., ix.) the true shepherd, Christ the Good Shepherd
and the thief and the hireling, the false prophets and the faithless keepers of souls the twofold flock of a rich shepherd, the heathen and the Jewish worlds in their relation to redemp;

;

;

tion

;

the shepherd's voice, the call of Christ (chap, x.)

for the Lord, the heathen

forth

much

fruit,

resurrection

world drawing near

;

;

the Greeks at the feast

who

the death of the good, especially the death of Christ, with the fruits of His

the approaching evening, the declining of the day of grace (chap.

;

inquire

the perishing corn of wheat which brings

xii.).

The

an emblem of love which humbly serves, especially of brotherly,
cleansing admonition (chap. xiii.). The heavenly world, revealed in the starry sky of night,
The vine and the branches are Christ and
is an emblem of the Father's house (chap. xiv.).
His kingdom the fruitful branches, living disciples of Christ the dead branches cut off and
hospitable feet-washing

is

;

;

burning, apostate Christians in the judgment of

xvi.).

(chap. xv.).

The

travailing

woman

in

an emblem of sorrowful Good-Friday and Jubilant
The crossing of the brook Kedron, is the sign of decision

her pangs and her joy of motherhood,
Easter in the Church (chap.

fire

is

(chap, xviii.).

an enlightening of Rome by Christianity, as His
an enlightening of Greece. Christ in the crown
of thorns and the purple robe is the royal manifestation of the suffering One. The superscription on the cross is a prophecy of the dominion of Christ in all the languages of the
world. The draught of vinegar is the refreshment of the dying Christ from the side of the
world the blood and the water flowing from* the side of Christ after His death, are the sign
of His miraculous transformation (chap. xix.). The carefully-laid linen with the napkin in

The

position of Christ toward Pilate

position toward the Greeks (chap.

xii.

20)

is

is

;

the

tomb

is

a sign of the resurrection

rest,

peaceful in

God

;

the breath of Christ and His

breathing upon His disciples signify the communication of the Holy Ghost to His people
(chap. xx.).

(c.)

The

fish in

the net betoken the apostles' converting tho world (chap. xxi.).

The Reality or Historic Energy of

the Christohgical Ideas

As, in this Gospel, on the one hand, all that
ideal world,

and has an

of the Gospel.

and historical bears reference to the
on the other hand, all the fundamental

is real

ideal, universal significance, so,
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ideas of the kingdom of God take Hying form in the actual world. Out of the one ideal
form of the eternal being of Christ, the Word, come forth the ground-forms of His revelation,
to manifest Him in the world. In operation, His nature branches into Hfe and light (chap.
L 4) ; His nature is love (chap. iii. 16 ; i. 17) His manifestation is glory (the d6(a).
Over against Him stands, however, the anti-ideal acting of the kingdom of evH, darkness
its nature, hatred ; its operation, death (chap. viii. 44
xv. 25) the manifestation of its children involuntary self-condemnation and a going out and extinction in night (chap. xiii. 80).
The nature and movement of the life in love for the sinful world is grace the nature and
movement of light is truth. The Hght divides the children of light from the children of
darkness, and this affects the ideal judgment manifesting itself in wrath (chap. iii. 86), as the
basis of the judgment to come. The children of the Hght are chHdren of truth and uprightness the chHdren of the darkness are chHdren of falsehood (chap. Hi.).
Grace and truth,
;

;

;

;

;

.

become personal in the glory of Christ, are the principle of the glorification of life (chap. H.)
and of the beginning of that glorification in regeneration (chap. iii.). In their personal appearance in Christ, they give peace of soul (chap, iv.), abolish sickness and death as a negative
liberation of life (chap, v.) Nourish the restored Hfe with positive food (chap, vi.), bestow a
life-awakening life in the Holy Ghost (chap. vii.). The truth leads to freedom in Christ, the
counterpart of which is bondage (chap. vHi) to the Hving knowledge of Christ, the counterpart of which is blindness to trustful and obedient following of Christ, the counterpart of
which is apostasy (chap. x.).
;

;

To
as the

believers the grace of Christ unfolds itself as eternal life (chap. x. 28)

power of

resurrection (chap, xi.)

to the heavenly life (chap. xH. 24, 82

;

;

to the Gentiles, as the

power of

;

to His friends,

spiritual exaltation

to the confidential circle of the disciples, as the most

is accompanied with the judgment of unwhose unbeHef discovers itself in steady aggravation (chaps. xi.-xHi.). The gracious truth initiates in aU the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven the mystery of the Father's house above (chap. xiv. 1-15)
the mystery of heaven upon earth, constituted by the
Holy Ghost (vers. 16-31) the mystery of the kingdom of heaven in this Hfe and in the life
and the mystery of the enmity of the world, and of the disciples
to come (chap. xv. 1-17)

self-sacrificing love (chap. xiu.).

This resurrection

believers,

:

;

;

;

victory over the world (chap. xv. 18-xvi. 12). This leads to the glorification of Christ the
promise of His glorification in the Spirit (chap. xvi. 12-83) ; the eve of His glorification in
His sacerdotal prayer (chap. xvH.). The glorification of nis passion, and of all the elements
:

xviii. and xix.).
The glorification of the
and through His own in the world (chap. xxi.).

of His passion (chaps,
(chap, xx.),

(d.)

The Idealism and

Uie

among His own

risen Christ

Realism of the Gospel in the Unity of Personal Life.

We have

already remarked that we find the unity of the real and the ideal in personal
hence the unity of this Gospel of the ideal history is in the history of personaHty.
Therefore it is that personages, both good and bad, play so significant a part in the light of
the personaHty of Christ, the image of the personality of God On one side, John the Baptist,
Mary, the disciple9, Nicodemus, the man born blind, Mary of Bethany, Martha, Magdalene,
Joseph of Arimathea, more especiaUy Thomas, Peter, John on the other, the Jews, an Annas,
a Caiaphas, a Judas, a Pilate. How sharply tod at the same time how delicately are all these

life;

:

;

life-figures

marked, and

With equal

how

transparent their meaning

significance is the fermenting, the shaping, the separation of the parties for

and against the Lord portrayed.
And hence the same may be said of the small selection of the miraculous acts of the
Lord. It is in keeping with the character of this Gospel that the miracles of knowledge here
stand out so prominently (chap. i. 42, 48 ; comp. ii. 25 H. 19 iv. 17 vi. 70 xi. 11 ; xui. 3
;

;

;

;

18 ; ver. 22). The first miraculous work of the Lord according
to John stands, entirely in the spirit of the fourth Gospel, at the head : a miracle of the exaltation of Hfe to heavenly festivity out of earthly need (chap, ii.) and it is suitably foUowed

xvii.

12

;

xx. 27

;

xxi. 6

;

ver.

;
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by the

purification of the temple, as a chiefly moral miracle, foretokening the restoration of

the temple in the raising up of the real temple (chap.
Galilee is the performance of a cure at a distance,

ii.).

The second

sign of Jesus in

which the Lord sends before to His home as

a speaking token of His approach. The first miracle in Judea, the healing of the cripple at
is rendered specially significant by its being wrought at a medicinal

the pool of Bethesda,

—

fountain religiously sacred to the Jews, and wrought on- the Sabbath a doubly mortal offence
to the " Jews n that is, to the Pharisees and the priest party. The first miraculous feeding

—

in the wilderness appears here in contrast

with the solicitude of the

lous provision of wine in contrast with the solicitude of the mother

disciples, as the

and

miracu-

same time it
marks the turning-point in the life of Jesus, where He strikes clear to the ground the false
Messianic hopes of the people, to direct their mind to the eternal (chap. vL). The second
miracle of Christ in Jerusalem, the healing of the man born blind, again has a twofold offence
for His enemies the taking of the pool of Siloam, the sacred well of the temple, as an instrument, and the performance of the work again on the Sabbath, notwithstanding his adherents
had been threatened with the ban. This miracle is intended to bring the issue nearer. But
the final issue is brought on by the great public miracle of the raising of Lazarus in Bethany
(chap. xi. 53). This raising the dead from the grave is the crown of all the miracles of Jesus,
and the presage of His own resurrection, and of the resurrection of all the dead.
John has thus recorded few miracles but by the manner of his record he has made them
great life-pictures of the wonderful dominion of Christ in the province of personal life. And
the great discourses of the Lord are likewise an exhibition of the realization of all the fundamental ideas of the kingdom of God in the province of personal life, in which He himself
stands as the luminous centre.
;

at the

;

;

2.

THE GOSPEL AS THE COMPLEMENT OF THE SYNOPTICAL GOSPELS.

we must

After this sketch,
If it

may be

observe the relation of the fourth Gospel to the three preceding.

said of each of the Gospels, that it completes in

its

own way

the other three,

whole four set forth the infinite fulness of the life of Christ in its four grand forms
(see Leben Jew, i. p. 234 ; the vol. of this Coinm. on Matthew, General Introduction, p. 24-26,
Amer. ed.), this may evidently be said with special emphasis of the fourth. But beyond this,
the relation of the fourth Gospel to the Synoptists as a whole must be distinguished. The
supplemental effect is so important, that it was in various ways explained even by the earliest
Eusebius (iii. 24) relates the opinion of the ancients, that John intended to confirm
writers.
and complete the three already existing Gospels. And in modern times he is regarded preeminently as the completer [by Ebrard, Ewald, Godet, Wordsworth, and many others].
That the fourth Gospel has this office in fact—that John might have been conscious of it
and that he had it in view as a thing desired, are probable in the nature of the case ; but
since the

the highest and ultimate design of his writing lay far beyond. The independent, original
character of the work, as well as his own declaration (chap. xx. 31), establish this. None the
less stands it true, that we owe to the fourth Gospel not only some of the most weighty facts
of the life of our Lord, as well as His most important discourses, but also the exhibition of

His ministry from the very beginning, the extended accounts of His ministry in Judea, as well
an accurate chronological sequence of events, from which it is possible to construct a
chronological view of the life of Jesus.
Of equal or greater importance with the extensive supplementing of the first three Gospels,
is the intensive, the communication of the deepest and highest self-revelations of the Lord,
and the exhibition of the whole life of Jesus in the most exalted light of an ideal apostolic
intuition, as celebrated from Clement of Alexandria (Euseb. vi. 14) to Luther (" the one true,
tender, main Gospel " see Ltlcke, L p. 157), and made in recent times an occasion, with some,
as

;

of extolling this Gospel as the only true one at the expense of the Synoptists (GfrOrer) ; with
others, of holding the synoptical portraiture of Christ as exclusively the correct, historical

view (Weisse).
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Even in the relation between the fourth Gospel and the Synoptists as to statements of fact;
some have endeavored to find such differences as to make this relation an argument now
against the exact reliability of the Gospel statements,

We recur to this in our discussion of

fourth Gospel.

now

against the genuineness of the

the genuineness.

Here it must only be remarked, that, with all the elevation of its view of Christ and His
work, this Gospel does not transcend the three others in their estimate of the Divine character of Christ, nor present another, a more spiritual, or a less historical Christ. The fourth
Gospel's portrait of Christ, as has been already elsewhere remarked, is still a Johannean
Christ, not a Christian John, no picture of John's fancy in Christlike colors (see Leben Jesu,
i. p. 177) ; for John has taken his representation not from his own life, bift from the depths
of the life of Christ, though in conformity with his own deep contemplative and ideal turn
of mind. In his drawing, no mastering subjective conception rides over the objective Master, as, in the other Evangelists, no subjective incapacity falls short of representing the objective Master.

The

truth

is,

Christ

minds with

was and appeared so boundlessly

rich, that four specifically different

were needed to set forth the fulness of His revelation in adequate leading forms, each of which is alone in its kind. And thus the fourth
Gospel could not properly compensate either of the other three with us, though, as the Gospel
of the full idealization of the real life of Jesus in the perfect personal life of love, it must
evidently stand as the conclusion, the completion, aud the crown of the Gospel books.
original

3.

different receptivities

THE GOSFEL IN

ITS

ANTAGONISM TO GNOSTICISM AND EBI0NI8M.

This import of the Gospel of John with reference to the other three, expresses also its
permanent relation to Gnosticism on the one hand, and to Ebionism on the other. Irenasus
supposed (Adv. Ear. iii. 11, 1) that John composed his Gospel against the mischief of Gnosticism, particularly against Cerinthus and the Nicolaitans. Epiphanius (Hcer. lviii. 12 Ixix.
23) and Jerome (De ziru illust. c. 0) added the Ebionites. The hypothesis of an antignostic
aim is revived by modern scholars (Grotius, Michaelis, and others [Hug, Ebrard, Alford,
Heng3tenberg, Webster and Wilkinson, Wordsworth]. Meyer [p. 43, 5th ed.], on the contrary,
observes, that the Evangelist nowhere betrays a polemic aim against the opinions of the time.
It is, however, with this intrinsic polemic character as with the extrinsic supplemental office
of the Gospel. Though it was not properly the main object of the Evangelist, yet, in a time
when the germs of Gnosticism and Ebionism so plainly appeared (see the later Epistles of
Paul, the Second Epistle of Peter, and the Epistle of Jude), he could not but feel his Gospel
to be an actual argument against both these extremes and a twofold series of strong assertions unmistakably reminds us, on the one hand, of that allegorical, fantastic idealism which
could not allow the Word, or the idea-life, to become flesh, because it assumed an essential
antagonism between matter and spirit (chap. i. 8, 14 vi. 54, 55 xix. 34 xx. 20, 27) and,
on the other hand, of that realistic spirit of " the Jews," which acknowledged no full revelation of the eternal light of the Godhead in this world (chap. i. 11, 14 ; v. 18 ; vi. 62, 63 f
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

x.

80

;

and passim).

And we may well
his Gospel

would

Buppose that the prophetic spirit of the Evangelist was fully aware that

actually exert this two-edged

Ebionistic realism in all times.

For

more powerful the more the Gospel
gelist,

power against

all

Gnostic idealism and

all

and ever
though the consciousness of the Evan-

this is its effect, constantly beginning anew,

discloses itself;

reposing in the personal believing contemplation of the person of Christ unfolding

its.

redemption and glorification of the world, soared eagle-like above the need of an
anxious attention to extreme views which had been already in principle utterly transcended
and left behind by the birth of Christ.
The Christian doctrine of personality has in our day, for the first time, come forward in,
theology with independent distinctness. In the mighty unfolding of it, to which the pantheistic idealism lately impelled the theological mind, and a materialistic realism now impels.
lile

for the
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it,

the importance of this Gospel also must

rise,

as the consummation of the evangelic history

in the contemplation of the perfect, world-transforming, personal

life.

And with this will all

and in the Church, in science, art, and theology, be
brought more and more into the true light, and instated in their real rights ; as, on the other
hand, under the blessing of this revelation of personality, the real also, the great fact and the
little incident, the creature, and even matter, must maintain the ideal glow of significance.
In this view the fourth Gospel will prove itself the Gospel for all the ideal that is misty and
in love with itself, and for all the real that is dark and imprisoned within itself; * in a word,
the Gospel of personality called to freedom in the personality of Christ and its personal work
just elements of the ideal in the world

of love.

TUB GOSPEL AS THE CONSUMMATION OF THE EVANGELIC HISTORY AND DOCTBENB.

4.

Accordingly, the fourth Gospel, in

its

gospel history and doctrine, appears to us

John ; (2.)
homogeneous with the

reflection of the character of

expression, is perfectly

type of doctrine
contemplation;
general

;

(0.)

;

(4.)

(5.)

import with reference to the consummation of the
as the specific Christian view of John, the pure
as the first writing of John, which, in its spiritual
(1.)

rest

;

as the foundation of the Johannean

(3.)

as the highest revelation of the life of Christ in the mirror of John's

as the first

member of the completed

apostolic form of doctrine in

as the type of the future completion of the Christian doctrine, the Christian

view of the world and of

life.

On
p.

4

;

the import of the fourth Gospel, see LGcke, fflnleitung, p. 158 ; the citations in Meyer,
Tholuck, Mnleitung, p.
[Eng. ed., by Erauth, p. 11 sqq.] ; Leben Jem, i., p. 261 sqq.

The Gospel of John is much extolled and much abused, as the gospel of the Lord himself The spiritual Gospel, said Clement of Alexandria a mixture of heathenism, Judaism,
;

and

Evanson

the one true, tender, main Gospel, said Luther

; a production
without value or use for our time, said the Lutheran Superintendent Vogel in Wunsiedel
(Lttcke, p. 93) ; the heart of Christ (pectus ChrUti), said Ernesti; mystic, confused, tedious,
a dissolving view, said others ; least authenticated, decidedly spurious, mixed with Gnosticism, said the latest opponents ; while, since Irenseus, it has remained, for the sons of the

Christianity, said

apostolic spirit, the

;

crown of the apostolic Gospeh.

§ 4.

THE GENUINENESS OF THE F0TJBTH GOSPEL.

[The Gospel of John has never been seriously assailed in the Christian Church till the
The rejection by the Alogi, of the second century, was a consequence of
their denial of the doctrine of the Divine Logos, and unsupported by any argument.
The
doubts of Evanson, 1792, Eckermann, 1790, Ballenst&dt, 1812, and others, were superficial,
and made no impression. But more recently it has become the chief battle-ground between
the old faith and modern criticism as applied to the documents of primitive Christianity.
The first respectable critical attempt to dispute the Johannean authorship, was made by Bret'schneidor, in his Credibilia de evang. et eputojarum Johanni* apostoli indole et origin*, 1820.
Since then, its apostolic origin was positively denied with more or less show of argument by
Strauss, 1885, Bruno Bauer, 1840, Lutzelberger, 1840, F. C. Baur (the ablest and most formidable opponent of the Gospel), 1844, 1847, 1853, &c, and his followers of the Tubingen school
(such as Zeller, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Lang), also by Schenkel, 1804, Scholten,
1805, and Eeim, 1807. The composition was assigned by these writers to some anonymous
author of the second century, though without any agreemeut as to the exact time.
The
author assumed the name of John to give apostolic sanction to his theological system, which,
according to Baur, is the last and most ingenious attempt to reconcile the supposed antagonism of the Jewish-Christian or Petrine, and the Gentile-Christian or Pauline types of Chrisnineteenth century.

* [Lango

:

das EtavptHum /ftr

alttt ffelr&bte, in tick idbtt verlicbte

Ideate wit fOr aUetJtntUre, in tick utbst verfa*.
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and presents an artificial history as the symbolical vestment of ideas. Kenan, like
Weizs&cker (1864), denies only the genuineness of the discourses of Jesus, and admits the
Johannean composition of the historical portions. He defends this position in a concluding essay to the thirteenth edition of his Vie de Jesus, 1867. See below, p. 81. Schenkel
also, in his CharalcterbUd Jesu (1864, p. 82), admits a basis of Johannean traditions for the
tianity,

But these inconsistencies are untenable, and
must give way to the alternative of a whole truth or a whole fabrication. Strauss, in his new
life of Jesus, 1864, exchanges his former mythical hypothesis of unconscious poetic composition for Baur's hypothesis of conscious invention, as the only other alternative to the orthodox
view, and thereby he shows his sound and clear sense. % Keim, in his Gesehichte Jesu von Nazara
(Zurich, vol. L, 1867, pp. 146 ff., 167 ff.), with all his attempts to mediate between the traditional view and the Tubingen school, arrives at the same result, but traces the composition of
John about fifty years higher than Baur. He represents it as the production of an anonymous
genius, a liberal Jewish Christian of Asia Minor in the age of Trajan (100-117), i. i., almost
within the lifetime of John. To call such a pseu do- Johannean work by its right name—
literary forgery is, according to Prof. Keim (p. 170), a sign of ignorance, or results from a
rough nervous constitution
He even doubts that John ever was in Ephesus. English and
American divines so far have had too much reverence and common sense, or too little interest
in such problems, to be affected to any considerable degree by the bold hypercriticism of the
Continent. But quite recently, it has been reSchoed by some writers in the Westminster
Review, more elaborately by J. J. Tayler, Attempt to Ascertain the Character of the Fourth
Gospel, London, 1867, and by Dr. Samuel Davidson, in the new edition of his Introduction to
the Study of the New Testament, Critical, Exegetical, and Theological, London, 1868, 2 vols.,
vol. ii. pp. 823 fit and 367 fF.
Dr. Davidson, a man of learning, but little judgment, who, in
his first edition (1848, vol. i. p. 244 ff.), had vindicated the Johannean authorship of the
fourth Gospel against the crude vagaries of Lutzelberger, now openly advocates the subtle
speculations of the Tubingen school, and assigns the composition of John to an anonymous
writer about A. d. 150. " This great unknown " (as he calls the author, p. 449), ". in departing from apostolic tradition, teaches us to rise above it. He has seized the spirit of Christ
better than any apostle ; and if, like him, we ascend through their material setting to ideas
that bring us into close contact with the Divine ideal of purity to mankind, we shall have a
1
This is all idle illusion.
faith superior to that which lives in the visible and miraculous. '
"
An anonymous tract, entitled, Was St. John the Author of the Fourth Oospel ?' by a Layman,
formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, London (Longmans, Green & Co.), 1868,
takes a similar view, and, after a superficial discussion of the alleged discrepancies between
the Synoptists and the fourth Gospel, arrives at the conclusion that the latter is the invention
of some unknown author of the second century, with the exception of those passages that are
to be found in some one of the otber Gospels. But the discrepancies between the antagonists of John are far more serious and fatal than the discrepancies between John and the
Synoptists. In one thing only they agree in rejecting the Johannean origin of the fourth
Gospel, and ascribing this sublimest of all literary compositions to an unknown impostor, they
post-apostolic speculations of the fourth Gospel.

—

—

!

'

:

make it the greatest mystery in the history of literature. All these attacks will pass away
without being able to " pluck a single feather from the mighty wing of this Eagle," who sails
serenely and majestically above the clouds, in full vision of the light of eternal truth. P. B.]
On the historical testimony to the genuineness of the fourth Gospel, compare Lucke's
Commentary; Luthardt, Das Johannes-Ecangelium ; Tholuck's Commentary on John; Tho-

—

luck's GlauowHrdigleit der evangelischen Gesehichte ; Guericke, Isagogik, p. 170 [199

—P.

third ed. of 1868

8.],

ff.

in the

Kirchhofer, Gesehichte des neutestamentliehen Kanons Ins auf Hierony-

the treatise of Schneider, Die Aechtheit des johanneischen JSvangeliums nach den
Heubner, p. 212 ; and others.
;
The evidences of the authenticity of this Gospel begin properly in the New Testament
This testimony is, initself; to wit, in John xxi. 24 (see Tholuck, Glaubwurdigkeit p. 276).

mus, p. 142

;

dusseren Zeugnissen, Berlin, 1854

deed, without subscription,

and has become a constituent of the thing to be

attested
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under the criticism of the early Church, and was aci p. 169). To this add the following consideration
The author of the Gospel does not, indeed, name himself ; but he repeatedly speaks of the
disciple whom Jesus loved, and is designated by the Gospel itself as this disciple, chap. ixL
24.
Of this disciple it is said, in chap. xiii. 25, that he lay on Jesus' bosom ; and the ancients
named John as this disciple who lay on Jesus bosom (Tholuck, p. 6). Again, when the
power to estimate the apostolic characters shall be further developed, it will undoubtedly be
perceived that the Gospel of John, the Revelation, and the Epistles of John, stand or fall
together (and they will stand), as the productions of one clearly distinct mind (see my VerininchU Schriften, vol. ii., p. 178 sqq. " On the indissoluble connection between the individuality of the Apostle John and the individuality of the Apocalypse "). The relation of the two
closing verses to the Gospel is to be treated hereafter. The words kuI ofoap€v, 6Vi akn&js <<mv
fj fxapTvpla avrov, are undoubtedly to be considered in any case an addition, probably an interpolation of the Ephesian church.* We certainly cannot esteem it any glory to theology, to
have made the Gospel and the Apocalypse mutually exclusive in regard to authenticity.
(Lucke Because the Gospel is Johannean, the Apocalypse cannot be Baur, the reverse.)
So early as Ignatius,
his Epistle to the Romans, chap, vii., we find distinct allusions to
the Gospel (Lucke, p. 43) and the fact that Papias does not name it, is accounted for by the
predilection, extolled by himself, for oral tradition, which, in reference to John, he was permitted to enjoy. (See Leben Je&u, i. p. 151.) t Yet, according to Euseb. iii. 39, 8, Papias knew
the First Epistle of John, and this [in view of the obvious and universally admitted identity of thought and style in the two compositions] constitutes him indirectly a witness
has force from the
knowledged by it

fact that it passed

(sec

my Leben

Jesu,

1

:

:

;

m

;

* [Comp. the Exrg.

on ohap. xxi. 24, 25, and Abbot's addition to Smith's B.lle Dictionary, ii. p. 1430. Abbot
only plausible explanation of vers. 24 and 25 seems to be, that they are an attestation of the
trustworthiness of the Gospel by those who first put it into general circulation—companion* and friends of the author,
and well known to those to whom it was communicated ; and the only plausible nocount of the first 23 verses of the chapter
Is, that they, are a supplementary addition" [or rather the Epilogue, corresponding to the Prologue, as Dr. Lnnge
regards it], "Virion proceeded directly from the pen, or substantially from the dictation, of the author of the rest of tho
Gospel."-P. 8.)
t [Dr.. Lange omits to notice, in his third edition of 1808, some important data which have oome to light since his
second edition in 1862. We can now appeal to two or three direct and explicit testimonies of Papias in favor of the
Gospel of John. These set aside the argument from bis alleged rilence t which has been recently urged by Straass, Rennn,
Zeller, Hugonfold, Yolkmar, and others, as a very dangerous argument against the apostolic origin of the same.
(I .) The first is found in a Latin MS. of the Gospels in the Vatican Library, marked •* Vat. Alex. No. 14," and dating
apparently from the ninth century, where, in a prologue to the Gospel of John, the following remark occurs : " Evangelium iuhonnis manifestatum ct datum est ecclesiis ab iohanne adhuc in corpora constituto, sicut papias nomine hicram
polHanus disa'pulut iohannis carus in txotericiM [no doubt an error of the copyist for tzegcticit\ id est in extremis quinque
Ubris [i. *., at the close of tho fifth book of his lost XoyUtr tcvpuuemy ilirrfovtc] rttulit," This testimony (which is not
invalidated by the additional improbable notice that John dictated his Gospel to Papias) was known already to Cardinal
J. M. Thomasius, who entered it in his collections (Opp. omnia, Rom, 1747, torn. L p. 344 ; comp. Aberle in the Roman
Catholic Quartaltchnfl of Tubingen, 1864, pp. 1-47), but it attracted no attention until it was recently rediscovered in the
Vatican Library, and brought to notice by the eminent Benedictine sobolar, Cardinal Pitra, and Prof. Tisohendorf; on
his visit to Rome, March, 1866, who assigns tho Prologue to a writer before the time of Jerome. (2.) The second test!*
mony which was discovered by Aberle (/. c.) in a Premium to the Gospel of John in the Catena Patrum Graecorum, ed.
by Corderius, is from on anonymous Greek commentator, who asserts that John, the Son of Thunder, dictated his Gospel to his disciple Papias of Bierapolis (r£ iavrov poftp-]} Uaviq cvStwry (probably for fcrtre&ry] iy 'upawokLrn.
Although this tradition may have no foundation in met, it proves, nevertheless, the intimate connection of Papias with
the Gospel of John in the opinion of the ancient Church. (3.) Finally, Irena?us, at the close of his work, Adv. Haer.,
v. 36, (J 1, 2, quotes a passage from John xiv. 2 in such connection with Papias, and other presbyters who had known
John personally (pretbyteri qui Johanna* ditcipulum Domini viderunt), as to mako it extremely probable that he quoted
either from the work of Papias, or of the presbyters, who wore still older and better witnesses.—On the other hand, we
can make no uso (as Dr. Wordsworth does for another purpose) of the fragment of "Papias" in an Oxford MS. (sec
Grabe, JSjpicil, ii. 34, 35, and Routh, JUliquim Sacra, voL i. 16) on the four Marys (among whom he mentions " Mary
Salome, the wife of ZebediBUs, the mother of John the JBvanoelitt"), for this passage is an extract from a Dictionary or
Glossary of another Papias, of Lombard; in the twelfth century, as Hofctede de Groot (Batilidet, &c, p, 112 f.) has conclusively proved from another copy of the Lexicon CathoUcum of the mediaavai Papias.—Comp. on these testimonies of
Papias to the Gospel of John (which have escaped also the attention of Pro! Fisher and Mr. Abbot), the fourth revised
and enlarged edition of Tischendorf; Wann vmrden untere Evangelien aetchrieben t Ldpsig, 1866, pp. 101-118, especially
p. 118, and P. Hofctede de Groot, BatiUde*, fto., Leipaig, 1868, pp. 109-116. The latter closes his discussion with the
remark " Who knows what else may not yet be discovered ! But, for the present, the facts adduced are sufficient to
prove that Papias was acquainted with the fourth Gospel as a production of John."—P. 8.)
justly concludes

:
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:
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In Polycarp, too, appear proofs of intimacy with John

27
(see

Tholuck,

p. 25).*

If John, according to an established tradition, lived .to the close of the

Hying Gospel, we may be

satisfied if

we

find even in the

first century, a
middle of the second century per-

we do in the Logos-doctrine of Justin
not cited by name (since Justin wrote primarily for the
West, where the fourth Gospel was as yet comparatively very Httle current) .t On Justin's
acquaintance with the fourth Gospel, see Ewald, Jahrbucher, 1832-'53, p. 180 ; Lucke, i. p. 44
fectly sure signs of the existence of his Gospel, as

Martyr, though the Evangelist

and Tholuck,

is

with reference to Semisch's Justin, p. 188. [See also Weizand the article of Prof. Fisher above cited, Essays, p. 46 ff., and
his addition to Smith's Dictionary, H. p. 1438. Even the skeptical Keim, Lebcn Jem, i. (1867)
p. 138, admits that Justin knew the Gospel of John, and ridicules the absurd idea of a dependence of John on Justin.— P. S.].
These indications further appear in the fact that Tatian, a pupil of Justin, composed a
work on the Gospels, entitled Diatessaron (Bia Tc<raeip<i>*% one out of four, an expression looking back to the uTronvrjfiovtvfjLaTa of his teacher), which could have had none but our four
Gospels for its basis that the Valentinians, toward the middle of the second century, knew
the Gospel, since even the Valentinian Heracleon accompanied it with a commentary and
Meyer, p.

4,

p. 27,

sacker, Teschendorf^ Keiin,

;

;

that the Montanists, in the second half of the second century, appealed to the promise of the

which involves

with the Gospel of John.
made by means of the close of the Clementine
Homilies found by Dressel, that the author of it (perhaps about A. d. 160) knew the Gospel
of John, and the second new discovery through the " Philosophoumena," edited by Miller
[1851, and better by Duncker and Schneidewin, 1859. P. S.], that even the Gnostic Basilides, a younger cotemporary of John, knew his Gospel (Tholuck, p. 28, with reference to
the treatise of Jakobi, Deutsche Zeitschrift, 1851, p. 222)4
Paraclete,

Add

to these the

their familiarity

first

new

discovery,

—

The acquaintance of the Gnostic Valentine and of Marcion

(first

half of the second

century) with this Gospel, has likewise

become more and more certain. [Comp. Fisher, I. c.
p. 59 ff., and especially Hofstede de Groot, Barilides, &c., pp. 90-106.— P. S.]
Nothing more can be desired than such a group of evidences, reaching back, some to the
middle of the second century, some to the beginning of it.
But then, in the second half of the same century, Theophilus of Antioch (Ad Autohjc.
if. 22) and IrenoBUs (Adv. Hares, iii. 1) appear as express witnesses for the authorship of John.
They are followed by a series of the Church fathers, beginning with Clement of Alexandriu,
Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius.
The peculiarity and elevation of the fourth Gospel passed among the ancients, with
scattering exceptions, for a special seal of its apostolicity. Characteristically, the same circumstance had that weight with them which to the modern rationalistic criticism makes the
Gospel preeminently suspicious, or rather gives this criticism occasion for its cavils.
In the history of this criticism we must distinguish two stages First, the objections of
:

* [Polycarp, a disciple of John, quotes from 1 John
PhiVpp., c. 7).—P. 8.]
t According to Volkmar (Ucbcr Justin din M&rtyrtr

It.

8 the passage concerning the mark of Antichrist (Ep. ad

und tein Verh&ltw't* zu unsercm Evanffdium, Z&rich, 1853), it
should of course be granted that Justin was ignorant of the fourth Gospel. John writes avm&*v yiwrf&iivai, Justin
But Justin was free from pedantry ; and in Borne, where the Fetrine term (1 Peter i. 3. 23) was familiar,
fl fr i.
i y
did weU to use it. [That Justin, Apol. L 61 , in quoting from memory (as was usual with him) the passage on regeneration,

m wu

avaytrrti* for y*wi*> and fiaatXtia rmr •vpavmv for fkur. tow 0«ou, is not strange if we
a few MSB., had beoome the current term for regeneration ; that tho
PynopUsts use /tar. tw ovpavwr, and that the same inaccuracy in quoting this very passage occurs frequently in Ircassus, Eusebius, Chrysoetom, and other lathers, as has been shown in a learned note by Abbot in his and Hackett's
edition of Smith's Dictionary of Vu BibU (1869), ii 1433.
Even Jeremy Taylor once quotes the passage inaccurately
thus : " Unless a man be born of water and the Holy Spirit, he cannot enter tho kingdom of Aaron."—P. 8.]
X (On the important testimony of Basilides (A. D. 65-135) brought to light in 1851 with the discovery of the "Philosophumena" of Hippolytas, see the learned and able treatise of P. Hofstede de Groot, of Groningen, written first in
Ihxtch, and then enlarged in German : Basilides ats irtltr Zeugt fUr Alter und Autoritdt iV. T. tSchri/len, imbuon*
dere da Johanncstvanffdiums, Leipzig, 18U8—P. S.1

John

iii.

8-5, uses

consider that ayaytvrd*, besides being found in
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the rulgar rationalism, which
critique runs thus

:

we may

The Johannean

designate also as Ebionistic.

Christ

is

The judgment of

not true enough to have been actual

;

its

the Synop-

Then, the objections of the modern pantheistic
be called Gnostic. In its opinion, the Christ of the
fourth Gospel is too true that is, a too far developed idea of the ideal Christ to have been
actual The two views agree in establishing a contradiction between the Synoptbts and the
tists

alone portray the actual and true Christ.

rationalism,

which may, in

like manner,

—

—

To

the first class belong the Alogi of the ancient day,* and, in our time,
Eckermann, Schmidt, Bretschneider, and others (see Lucke, Comm. L p. 89
Gnericke, Isagogxk, p. 188) ; to the second, Baur and his disciples. A party which forms a
bridge between these opposites, finds in this Gospel some things too real, some too ideal, for
the book to have been genuine (Strauss, Weisse).
It is remarkable, that Bruno Bauer [not to be confounded with F. C. Baur] makes the
Gospel to have proceeded from the bosom of the orthodox, poetizing Church ; Lutzelberger,
from the borders of the Church, from the hand of a Samaritan Christian ; Hilgenfeld, from
the bosom of the Valentinian Gnosis. How wanton the confusion of notions sometimes is
which this negative criticism permits, is shown by the remark of Hilgenfeld, that we have to
do with an age in which the idea of literary property was wholly wanting. Tholuck, on the
contrary (p. 0), adduces evidences against literary frauds. And it must above all be borne in
mind, that the instinctive moral idea, which abhors falsification, and the modern legal idea
fourth Gospel.

Evaoson

(1792),

of literary property, are utterly different things.

For extended demonstration of the genuineness, we

refer to the

works already cited; to

Crcdner, p. 261, and others ; to the Evangelienhritik of Ebrard, p. 828 sqq. ; the well-known
critical apologetic treatises on the life of Jesus ; the work of Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis

und

die neueste Hypothese uber seine

EnUtehung ; and Bleek, Beitrage zur EtangeUcn-Kritik,

pp. 175 sqq.
[In addition to these works, the following more recent apologetic treatises on the Jo-

hannean question deserve special mention

:

Prof.

Riggenbach (of

Basle),

on the Testimonies

1805 ; Prof. Godet (of Neuchatel), Examination of the Chief
Questions of Criticism concerning John (French and German), Zurich, 1866 ; Prof. Van Oosterzee (of Utrecht), The Gospel of John, four Lectures (Dutch and German), 1867 (English trans-

for

the Gospel of John, Basle,

Hur&t, Edinburgh, 1869) ; the fourth revised and enlarged German edition
valuable book on the Origin of the Gospels (Wann vurden unsere Etangelien geschrieben f) Leipzig, 1866 (English translation by W. L. Gage, Boston, 1868) ; Prof.

lation

by Dr.

J. F.

of Tischendorf

?

8

Hofstede de Groot (Groningen), on the Testimony of Basilides for the New Testament Books,
John (Dutch and German), Leipzig, 1868 ; Abbe Dcramey, Defense
du quatrtime evangile, Paris, 1868. See also the Commentaries of Lucke, Tholuck, De
especially the Gospel of

Wette (the 5th edition by Bruckner, 1863), Meyer, Luthardt, Baumlein, Asti6, Godet, and
Holtzmann in Bunsen's Bibelwerk, voL viii. (1866), pp. 56-77. The best English discussions of
the Johannean question with reference to the attacks of the Tubingen school, are by Prof.
George P. Fisher, of

New Haven,

The Genuineness of

the

Fourth Gospel,

first

published in the

• (From tbe account of Eptphanius, HttrttU L. adv. Alogos, which if almost the only source of our information on
first by Epiphanius, as dealers of tbe Logos, with a sarcastic insinuation of their unreasonablencts),
it is not clear whether they rejected the divinity of Christ altogether, or simply John's doctrine of the Logos (i. 1-14).
lie says, indeed, that they denied tbe Gospel of John, koI rbv iv ain$ iv ipxiJ **» *«*' Arfyor (Emr. liv. c L) ; but,
on the other hand, he closely distinguishes them from the JSbionites, as well as from the Gnostics. They rejected both
the Gospel and the Apocalypse, and absurdly ascribed these books to the Gnostic Cerinthus, a later contemporary of John.
This very fact, however, proves that these books were regarded as ancient at the time of the Alogi, who flourished during
the Montanist controversy, about 170, and furnishes a strong argument against the position of the Tubingen school
which would put the composition of the Gospel of John down to the middle of the second century. Had the Alogi bad
any idea of Its late origin, they would no doubt have turned it to account According to Heinlchen (De Alogi; ThtodoOanti aUjm ArtemontiiM, Ldpaig, 1829), they rejected merely the Apocalypse, not the Gospel of John. But this is
irreconcilable with the account of Epiphanius, who expressly says (Hmr. 1. c 9), that if they had oast off the Apocalypse only, there might be some excuse in view of tbe obscurity of that book ; but since they rejected all the writings
of John, they showed clearly that they belonged to the antichrists spoken of, 1 John IL 18. They tried to refute John
with the Synoptists, bnt very feebly. They were also violently opposed to the Montaoists, and denied the ooutiuuanoe
of prophecy and miraculous gifts in the Church.—P. 8.]

tho Alogi (so callod
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Bibliotheca Sacra for April, 18G4,

and then incorporated

29

in his Essays on the Supernatural.

Origin of Christianity, New York, I860, pp. 88-152 (comp. also his addition to Smith's
large Dictionary of the Bible, vol. ii. pp. 1431-37) ; and by H. B. Liddon, in the fifth of his
Bampton Lectures on the Divinity of Jesus Christ, London, 2d ed., 1868, pp. 207 ff. For a

complete

list

of the polemic and apologetic literature on John, see Meyer, Comm., 5th ed.
Ezra Abbot's addition to W. Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, vol. ii.
;

(1869), pp. 88-41

(1869), pp. 1487-1439

;

zee's Apologetic Lectures

Here

it

may be

and Dr. Hurst's Appendix to his English translation of
on JohnH Gospel, Edinburgh (1869), pp. 241-246.—P. S.]

Ocster-

suggested, that the criticism which denies the genuineness of the Gospel,

by

annihilates itself most effectually
earlier rationalists

Van

make

its

own

internal confusion

and

The

contradiction.

the Gospel of John an obscuration of historical Christianity

;

the

an ideal amplification and provisional completion of it. According to one, John existed
as a Jewish apostle, who is supposed, in a qualified sense, to have written the Apocalypse
(Baur) according to another, the Apostle did not exist at all, at least as the author of the
fourth Gospel, which was composed by a Samaritan toward the middle of the second century
(Lutzelberger). Thus, a Samaritan forged it, according to LGtzelberger ; the Christian community invented it, according to Bruno Bauer. According to Zeller, Valentinianism grew out
of the conceptions of John ; according to Hilgenfeld, the Gospel grew out of Valentinianism.
The objections which have been made against the Gospel may be classified as follows
Supposed historical contradictions with the Synoptists.
1.
(a.) The different festival journeys of the Lord in John, together with the many incidents
Explained by the difference in the character of the Gospels, and by tho
peculiar to him.
complemental position of the fourth.
the Lord's Supper, the agony in Gethsemane (with
(&.) The many omissions of John
which the exhibition of the triumphant spirit of Christ in His sacerdotal prayer is supposed
to be inconsistent). Explained by the fact that the place of the Supper is plainly enough
marked (chap. xiii. 84), and that there is abundant cause for the strongest alternations of
experience in the life of our Lord, and the actual occurrence of them in every Gospel by itself.
Compare, on this point, this Com(e.) The dates of the last Passover and the death of Jesus.
mentary on Matthew, Special Introd. to chs. xxvi. and xxvii. my Oeschichte des apostol. ZeitaU
ten, L, p. 69 ; Tholuck, p. 38 ff. [also the Lit. on the Paschal controversy of the second century],
Accounted for by what has already been
(d.) Supposed differences of minor importance.
said ; especially by the fact, to be emphasized, that the Evangelists have given Gospels, i. e.,
not chronological pragreligious, historico-ideal views, each his own, of the gospel history
matic reports of events.
The presumption
2. Pretended doctrinal differences between John and the Synoptists.
that John was a Jewish Apostle, and therefore Judaistic, and that, consequently, he could not
have written the Gospel, we pass it falls with the Ebionite hypothesis of Baur. (Comp.

later,

;

:

;

;

;

Tholuck, p. 53.)
Answer : He speaks of His per(a.) Jesus here speaks, in general, chiefiy of His person.
son also in the Synoptists ; John differs from them only by collecting more especially the
utterances of the self-consciousness of Jesus.
(b.)

The

But this is just what makes John John. Tholuck refers to the
has written of Socrates in a higher tone than Xenophon {Olaulmtrdigldt,

speculative tone.

fact that Plato

and Comm. [Krauth's translation, p. 80]). Heubner finds this doubtful (p. 213). The
analogy would only be doubtful, if Tholuck had at the same time said that John has Johanneanly idealized the actual Christ, as Plato Platonically idealized Socrates (which Weisse
holds).
We can perfectly maintain the qomplete dependence of John's view of the objective
Christ, and yet perceive that John, according to his subjective individuality, has apprehended
just that which is most distinctive in the objective Christ. Heubner mistakes this truth, and
would not admit the individuality of John as a factor (p. 213). He is right, however, in
insisting that Christ was inexhaustibly rich, therefore endlessly manifold, in His self-revelation citing Demosthenes as an analogy (note on p. 213).
;
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(e.)

The

difference in the teaching of Christ

But there

is

enough that

is

Johannean in

the Synoptists, on the eternal Godhead of Christ, His preexistence, His sole relation to the

Father (see Matt, ii 15 ; iii 3, 17 ; xi. 19 and 26-80 ; xvi 16 ; xxyL 64 ; xxviii. 18 ; Mark i.
2 ; ii 28 ; xii. 85 ; xiiL 26 ; xvi 19 ; Luke i 16, 17 ; ver. 76 ; ii 11, &c,) and enough that is
synoptical in John (chap, ii 14 ; v. 19 ; vi 8, &c.), to establish the result that the Christ of
all four Gospels is the same, but that the particular calling of John was to hold forth especially the spiritual glory of Christ. If in this he has his own mode of representation, he
need not be found " dissolving " because he is solemnly elevated, nor 4< inaccurate " because,
as is proper to his solemn style, he soars above logical forms of transition. If, finally, Christ
speaks in proverbs and parables only in His discourses to the multitude, and, even according
to the Synoptists, had other discourses besides, the prevalence of the dialogue and the discourse in John argues genuineness, since it corresponds to the different nature of the occasions

and circumstances.
The mutually exclusive authorship of the Gospel and the Apocalypse.* According to
3.
Lucke, this does not indeed touch the genuineness of the Gospel only, the Evangelist John
cannot have written the Apocalypse, because he wrote the GospeL According to Baur, on
the contrary, he cannot have written the Gospel, because he wrote the Apocalypse.
We maintain that the Gospel and Apocalypse require each other. If it be first sufficiently
considered (a.) that there is an essential difference between speaking cV ra> pot and & r<$
TrvivfiaTi, according to 1 Cor. xiv. 15
(&.) an essential difference between a historical and an
apocalyptic, poetico-dymbolical work;* (c.) that the Gospel of John has no special escha;

;

tology, as the others have

(d.)

;

the Evangelist and Apostle

that the Apocalypse presupposes a kindred Gospel, especially

that the Apocalypse evinces the same theological depth, the
same universal view, as the Epistles of John and the fourth GospeL
After these considerations^ we cannot help concluding, that all the books attributed to John
can have been written only by one man ; and that one, this unique John, with whose preeminent trait of contemplativeness in the Gospel and in the Apocalypse the contemplative
character of the Johannean books is in perfect harmony.
4. Intrinsic difficulties which the Gospel is supposed to present.
Particularly
(a.) The improbability that such discourses as those recorded by John should be retained
by the memory. But this objection has never duly considered, that John could as well have
put down his memorabilia at once during his intercourse with Jesus, as the many, of whom
Luke speaks (Luke i 1). Nor has it further put to the account, that the ways of memory are
different, and that the memory of the loving worshipper is always tenacious of the words
kindred to its spirit and it has confounded the notions of a substantial and a verbal record.
That Christ might receive a Johannean coloring in the representation of John, without being
transformed from a Johannean Christ to a Christian John, is made perfectly clear by the analogy of the three Synoptists.
This objection becomes at once a self-accusation
(5.) Wearying repetition arid diffuseness.
of the critics. The pregnant, the lyrically iterative, in the language of an inspired ideal
intuition, presupposes yielding harmony and affinity of spirit.

same

;

(e.)

fulness of ideas, the

;

§

The unity of

3.

THE INTEGRITY OF THE GOSPEL.

character of the fourth Gospel, the whole incommunicable spirit of

plain, that the hypothesis of the

working over by a

later

hand of an

197

;

so

by John

by

interpo-

(Weisse, Die EvangelUche Geschichte, et al), or of the filling out of such a record
lations (A. Schweizer,

it, is

original record

Da$ Evangelium Johannu), may be passed over

(see

Leben Jew,

i

p.

Luthardt, Die Intepjitaf)!

• [The remark of Tboluck, p. 11, that " the Old Testament prophets speak not a whit more impure Hebrew than
the prose- writers," mistakes the main point here at issue—to wit, the difference between the states of consciousness, in
which a Hebrew at one time speaks pure Greek, at another, Hebraises.]
[Luthardt, in the first chapter of his able work : Das JohanntitcJit Evangdium, naclt uintr Etgcnth&vMchkeit gt~
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The genuineness of
The

the 21st chapter of the Gospel remains to be specially considered.
'words of John tx. SO hare been supposed to form the evident close of the Gospel ; and

has been thought to bear traces of spuriousness. According^,
the Gospel, from Grotius to Lneke, and others,
have declared against the genuineness of this chapter. (See the list in Meyer's Comm. [p. 571,
4th ed.] ). On the contrary, the genuineness of it has been as decidedly vindicated, from Calovius to Guericke and Tholuck. According to Meyer, the chapter, excepting the last verse, is
then the 21st chapter

itself

many who have acknowledged and honored

a supplement

to the Gospel of John, which .closes with the 81st verse of the 20th chapter.
But a supplement can be only an appendix, as Meyer intends, in case the book itself is com-

Now, a

pleted according to its plan.

careful estimate of the total structure of the Gospel

leads to a plan which constitutionally includes the 21st chapter.

L

In this view

we

distinguish

more strictly speaking, and the Epilogue,
rhap. xxi. The division of the Gospel, made and pursued in this volume, must justify this
conception ; and we here refer the reader thereto. Even most of the advocates of the genuineness, however, have more recently explained the 24th and 25th verses as a later addition
and again, Weitzel has declared against this (Studien und Kritiken, 1849, i. 1). We hold
" We know that his testimony is true," be an interpolation of the
that, if the interpolation
Ephesian church, the rest reveals the hand of the Evangelist himself; since ver. 24 looks
back to chap. xx. 81, and the proverb in ver. 25, though termed by Meyer an absurd exaggerathe Prologue, chap.

1-18, the historical Gospel,

;

:

tion, is entirely characteristic

of John's contemplation.*

with the section, chap. viii. 1-ll.t It is, in the first place, established, tfyat
the section is wanting in a series of the most important codices, B. L. T. X. A., to which
certainly Cod. Sin., and probably A. and C, are to be added and that a series of the oldest
and most eminent fathers, from Origen downward, are entirely silent respecting this section.
Add to this the fact that the section, at first view, does not improve, but impairs the connection of the Gospel. We ourselves have hitherto thought there were sufficient proofs that it
It is otherwise

;

belongs to the day of the great onsets of questionings which the Pharisees made upon the
Lord on the Tuesday after the feast of Palms (see Lttckc, ii. p. 243 Ilitzig, Ueber Johannes
Markup p. 205 my Leben Jew, ii. p. 952 p. 1222). From this apparent misplacement of the
section, however, it would not necessarily follow that the passage itself is not apostolic not
;

;

;

;

even that it is not Johannean. Since the other Evangelists have described those onsets, it is
improbable that the section should have come from them (as, for example, Hitzig places the
passage in Mark, between chap. xii. 18-17 and vers. 18-27). On the contrary, it is more
natural to suppose that this Gospel relic belongs to John, or, at all events, to the Johannean
tradition in Ephesus. The codd. 1, 19, 20, put it at the close of the Gospel ; codd. 69, 124,
846, put it after Luke xxi 88. We might well suppose that the latter manuscripts are in the
right as to the place of the incident, the former as to the authorship of the account We
think it suitable, however, to recur to the question in the Commentary on the section itself;
pp. 1-20), satisfactorily defends the integrity of the fourth Gospel against tho
may he regarded as exploded. But since that time the same error has been

achUdert

vnd

Titers of

Welsse and Schweiser, which

erlcl&rt (Xfirnberg, 1858,

{Vie de J4*u$, 1865) is disposed to regard the narrative portions of John aa genuine
substratum even in the discourses. lie accepts asliifltorical the belief in the resurrection of Lasnrus, but turns it into a counterfeit miracle, the result of guilty collusion, which is certainly no better, but
In the 13th
worse, than the German notion of a mythical poem, or a symbolical vestment of the idea of immortality.
edition of his Vie de Je'tut, Paris, 1867, Kenan enters for the first time Into a discussion of the Johannean question.
lie distinguishes, in the Preface, four views on the subject : (10 tne orthodox, which holds fast to the whole Gospel
of John as genuine ; (2.) the middle position, which recognizes him as the first author, but admits that it has been
brought into its piosent shape and form by his disciples ; (3.) the critical, which derives it from a disciple of John about
A. D. 100, and gives np the discourses, bnt admits a Johannean tradition in the historical portion ; (4.) the second
He professes to hold the
critical view, which regnrds the whole as a fictfon or historical novel of the second century.
"Wcixaacker, who is Baur's successor in Tubingen, (In his Untertuchthird view, and defends It in a concluding essay.
ungtn Hber die evangel* GeeckichU, Gotha, 1864; oomp. his notioeof Kenan In the JahrUQcker /fir DeuUche Thcoloffie,
tor 1868, pp. 521 ft*.), substantially agrees with Kenan, and divides the authorship between John and one or more of his

relieved in a modified form.

and to acknowledge a

Kenan

historical

probably the elders at Ephesus.— P. S.)
• iComp. the first foot-note on p. 26.—P. S.)
t [The genuineness of John viii. 1-11, or mther vii. 53-viii. 11, as also of chap. v.
purely a question of textual Criticism. See tho Textual Notes in loc—P. 8.]

disciples,

4,

with the last clause of ver.
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on a more accurate weighing of the critical and historical considerations, the section
might decidedly maintain its existing position. (On the critical treatises relative to this section, compare Meyer, on chap. viii. [p. 320, 5th ed.] ).

since,

$ 6.

80UBCE3 AND DESIGN OF THE G08PEL.

The Gospel of John appears the most original of all the Gospels, in that it shows itself
thoroughly independent of the Synoptical evangelical tradition while yet presupposing it,
and confirming the essential substance of it. It manifestly rests on the personal memories
of one of the

earliest disciples

—the most profound and

of Jesus

spiritual of all

the Lord's exhibitions of himself impressed themselves in indelible

—on

whom

lines.

That John early committed to writing in memorabilia the most important matters of his
we may well suppose, though these constituents
of his Gospel continually became fresh again and clear by the suggestions of the promised
Paraclete, which cooperated with his enthusiastic love for the Lord.
But since, by the direction of the dying Saviour, he was made the son of Mary, and Mary
thenceforth lived with him in his house (see the article Maria, in Winer), and this little
family, formed under the cross, could have had no more engaging matter of conversation than
recollection, especially the Lord's discourses,

the

memory of

the Lord,

we may

doubtless ascribe to

Mary a mental share

in the gradual

formation of this slowly maturing Gospel.

To

the memories of the Apostle must be added the experiences of his

life,

especially the

and peaceful movements of his apostolic development. How he might thus have
been led also to his peculiar shaping of his Logos doctrine, is suggested by Ltickc's and other
treatises on the Prologue.
To speak now of the design The Gospel, like Christian worship, which is in this respect
akin to art, and, like every thing belonging to the Christian Church, must have been produced primarily for its own sake, as the one spontaneous effusion of the lofty contemplations
of the Evangelist. If this may be said even of the first Evangelists, and our school-theology
must be charged with inquiring far too readily and too exclusively for an exterior design,
while a due .regard to the fervid spontaneity of the four Gospels might cure criticism of
friendly

:

;— all this is true in a very peculiar degree of the
Contemplative minds like that of John must give expression to their experiences and views first of all for their own satisfaction ; and if we have understood any thing
of the nature of John, we cannot wonder that we find five productions of his hand, forming

many

prejudices of a lower conception

fourth Gospel.

at

bottom a trilogy of the evangelic,

epistolary,

and the apocalyptic character in the

New

Testament.
all its art-like character, by no means stops in the idea
but builds itself out of the elements of eternally active truth, and
aims with distinct purpose in efficient enthusiasm at edification, the Evangelists must as distinctly, and with still more distinct consciousness, have had their objective impulse and their
practical design. .And the Evangelist John has himself distinctly stated his first and his next
practical design, chap. xx. 81. His immediate and decisive aim was neither to fight a heresy

Yet, as the Christian coitus, with

of mere exhibitive

art,

nor to complete the other Gospels.

He knew

too well that the positive statement of the

life

of Jesus, purely and fervidly given, was itself the most effective polemic (chap, iii 19), and
that a round, complete collection of the most significant points in the life of the Lord, set
forth in orderly succession,

would form the most

fitting

supplement (John xx.

31).

Nevertheless, this great apostolic presbyter-bishop of Ephesus could not have stood for

half a century between the opposite germinant motions of Ebionism and Gnosticism, without

writing his Gospel in the consciousness that it would practically transcend that antagonism,
nor without, in this conviction, everywhere emphasizing the relevant anti-Ebionistic and anti-

Gnostic points.

The

expressly polemic passages in his Epistles (comp. 1

John

ii.

18, 22,

23

2 John), as well as in the Revelation, particularly in the letters to the seven
churches, give abundant proof that lie was fully conscious of the historical and dogmatical

iv. 1 sqq.,
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points in his Gospel against the heresies of his time, and that he relied

upon their operative
Logos doctrine especially, in connection with the doctrina
of the historical, personal Christ, which in the second century most effectively contributed to
the victory of the Church over both Ebionism and Gnosticism. The doctrine of personality,
concretely defined by the doctrine of the person of Christ, still ever operates as a two-edged
sword against all Gnostic and Judaistic distortions of the truth. " With John, therefore, in

And

force.

undoubtedly

it

was

his

his Gospel, the person of the Saviour is of

The

supreme importance. 1 '

consciousness of supplementing the

first

three Gospels,

which at the time of the

had already gained a considerable currency among the Christians,
was likewise natural. The Evangelist may even have been conscious of the twofold comple1
tion, internal and externa which he furnished
and in that case he surely intended to furnish it. But not in such sense as to be a theological or historical emendator.
origin of John's Gospel

;

,

When

Clement of Alexandria (according to Euseb. vi. 14) remarks that the other Evanhave delineated particularly the external history, giving us a dayytKiov <r»pariK6v;
and the object of John was to give something higher, a tvayytXiop nufvftariKo^ he unites in
one expression a partial truth, and a leaning of the Alexandrian turn of thought which must
not be overlooked. Luther's dictum also, of the u one true, tender, leading Gospel," needs to
be reduced to the most strictly qualified sense. All the Gospels are spiritual, pneumatic, each
in its way ; but the fourth Gospel is preeminently the Gospel of the real ideal personality of
gelists

and as such, in the phrase of Ernesti, the heart of Christ (pectus Christi).
Clement further states that John wrote his Gospel at the request of his friends ; likewise,
the canon of Muratori, which Jerome ingeniously interpreted thus
that the bishops and
churches of Asia Minor urged him to write his Gospel against the incipient heresies, and in it
to make the divinity of Christ distinctly appear. But John hardly needed such a spur he
might at most have been hastened by it in the publication of the Gospel. The historical supplementing of the three Synoptists is made prominent, particularly by Eusebius (iii. 24) and
Theodore of Mopsvestia (Comment, in Joann.). But ifj beyond his delight in a more exact
statement and essential enrichment of the Gospel history, John hod been moved by the desire
of an external supplementing of the records of his predecessors, the chronological points
would have appeared still more clearly marked, and the array of facts and events much more
copious. His object lay on a higher level than this ; and so, indeed, did the object of the
Christ,

:

;

first

three Evangelists themselves.

criticism has come down so low as to represent John in his Gospel, according
aiming an indirect polemic against Peter ; according to the anonymous Saxon
work, " Die Evangelien? as intending to glorify himself and put himself in Peter's place
according to the Baur school, a fraudulent writer allowed himself to put forth, in the interest
of an irenical tendency, a pseudo-Johannean Gospel

The modern

to Strauss, as

1

§ 7.

As

TIME A2JD PLACE OF THE COMPOSITION.

to the time of the composition of the Gospel

:

It is the

ancients (Irensus, Clement, Origen, &e.) that the fourth Gospel

unanimous tradition of the

was the

last written.

We are

pointed probably in any case to the time of the Apostle's residence in Ephesus, which
cannot yet have begun at the date of the Second Epistle to Timothy, because that Epistle
shows no trace of John in Ephesus. This date, it is true, must vary according to the view
also

taken respecting the time of Paul's death ; we consider the traditional view well authenFor Ephesus as the place of composition, we have the authority of Irenseus, and,
ticated.

him, many others.
According to Epiphanius, John wrote the Gospel at the age of ninety years ; according to
peeudographic traditions [Pseudo-Hippolytus Be XII. App.], he wrote it on Patmos, and
afterwards published it at Ephesus. Lucke supposes the Gospel to have been written between
the seventh and the last decade of the first century, and says, only by way of conjecture, not
before the eighth decade (p. 167). Guericke supposes [3d ed. p. 100] after the Apocalypse

after

3
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[between 80 and 90]. The first reason, huwerer—riz^ that the Gospel is written in purer
Greek than the Apocalypse amounts to nothing, since the Gospel was written cV vol, the
Apocalypse «V vnvfum ; that is, the former in the language of conscious communication with
tbe culture of the world, the latter in the spontaneity of inspired expression in a native
Hebrew ; and as to tbe second reason, the relation of the Gospel to the Gnosis, &c, the
beginnings of the Gnosis appear as early as the Pastoral Epistles. Meyer also supposes that
the Gospel originated a considerable time after the destruction of Jerusalem, say about the

—

year 80 (p. 41). He therewith assumes as probable, that the Gospel circulated for some time
in a narrower circle of Ephesian friends, and was afterwards published more generally with
the addition of the 21st chapter.

This theory has nothing improbable, in so far as

it

takes

the addition to be the finishing of the Gospel itself by the hand of John,

We

take, as betokening a later origin, the publication of the raising of Lazarus (on the

supposition that the

and the account of

first

three Gospels omitted

Peter's use of the sword,

it

out of regard for the

still

living family)

with mention of his name, as well as the pre-

monition of his martyrdom, chap. xxi. (see my Apost. Zeitalt., iL p. 410).
Tbe question, however, arises, whether the passage (chap. v. 2) which speaks of the pool
of Bethesda with

its fire

porches as if

still

existing, does not indicate that Jerusalem

when John wrote the account (Apost.
xviii. 1
Guericke. The preterite fjv xi. 18

standing

;

;

y

ZeitalL, iL p. 420).

Lucke disputes

was yet
and

this

;

xix. 41, proves, of course, nothing against the

present tense, fori, v. 2 ; for in those cases it refers to constant circumstances which must
outlast the destruction of Jerusalem. Yet the pillars of Bethesda are not a perfectly firm

support ; since we might have here a previously written memorandum, or John might have
been writing in a general view of Jerusalem as still standing. Withal, there is no similar
indication of a later date ; and as regards the reference to John's Greek, and to his familiarity with the theology of his time (the Logos doctrine), and with the incipient heresies, a few
years are, in any case, enough to make him in these respects the author of the Gospel ; and
in Pella and in Decapolis there was material enough of Greek culture to bring him completely
to his peculiar point of gospel view, which undoubtedly belongs to his residence in Ephesus.
That the Gospel belongs before the Apocalypse, anji before the Epistles of John, and
therefore, at all events, in the earliest part of his residence in Ephesus, seems to be especially
indicated

by

its

missionary leaning in chap. xx. 81.

It is matter of interest, that the critical

Gospel the

first

written of

all

;

Semlcr (like Tittmann) sought to make the fourth
critical descendants put its origin in the mid-

while his latest

Another proof of the pretended infallibility of morbid criticism
the Gospel Not only tradition, but also the spiritual character, and its references, point decidedly to Ephesus.*
The discourse of Paul to the elders of
Ephesus, at Miletus, already indicates such antagonisms as the Gospel thrusts through in both
directions at once his Epistles to the Ephosians and the Coiossians still more clearly indicate
the sumo and, finally, his Pastoral Epistles. The Gospel betokens a more advanced stage
of theso antagonisms, and a position of the Apostle's preaching between the opposite errors
tho Epistles and the Revelation exhibit the third stage. Thus, with the place of the Gospel
in timo between the end of Paul and the end of John, its geographical place also is fixed.
Tho Gospel presonto to us the Apostle John in Ephesus, while the Epistles and the Apocalypse donoto rather in Ephesus the bishop and prophet of the apostolic Church.
dle of the second century.

As

to the original

home of

:

;

;

| 8.

SIGNIFICANCE

AND MISSION OP JOHN,

IIIS 8PIBIT,

AND HIS WHITINGS.

The spirituality and subtil ty, the ideality and pure mysticalness of John and his writings,
throw the whole phenomenon into the background in proportion to the prevailing Petzine
and Pauline character of the historical Church and her theology.
* (The unaniraont tradition of tho ancient Church fencerning the labor* of John in Aria Minor, which era the
Baur left untouched, has been quite recently rejected by Dr. Kelm in his Htiton/ e/Jesw 0/ Afcaoro,
TO), I. (1907) p. 1C1 It, but ably defended by Dr. 8tciU in the Shtdim **d KrUQx* for 1808, p. 487.—P. S.J

•kepttonl fiohool of
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But, from the background, John has exerted in

all

£5

ages the mightiest influence on the

This influence is far from being fully appreciated.

course of the Church.

In the ancient Church
Johannean school, whose import is yet further to be
understood. Ignatius, Irenams, Hippolytus, and others, arc the earliest members of a spiritual family, which perpetuated itself in the British missionaries, in the Culdees, in the meit

found a concrete embodiment

diaeval intellectual life of the

in the

Abbey of

St. Gall.

In the Middle Age it was John who, in his writings, comforted and supported the Church,
when, under the corruptions of the hierarchy, she was tempted to despair (see Gieseler,
Church Ettiory, 2d vol. 2d part, p. 357, Germ. ed.). At the same time, it remains curious

name themselves after Peter, but have freely called themWith the twenty-third John this self-judgment of an unsuspecting estrangement of spirit reached an extreme. The less they read John, the more they
called themselves after his name in dark, deep reverence for the mysterious patron.
that the popes have not ventured to
selves after

Paul and John.

cannot be wholly accidental that most of the forerunners of the Reformation bore the
; though even the Reformers, with all their deeper study of theology, have not
yet quite reconciled themselves to the whole John, as we see from their posture toward the
Apocalypse. And if, taking such a position as Paul took between Peter and John, they have
It

name of John

introduced the transition to a Johannean age, the fact that the fourth Evangelist in particular

has formed the rock of offence to modern criticism (comp. also Gdthe's opinion of the
Apocalypse), may nevertheless be a proof that we are as yet none too near that age. In any
case, Schelling's construction of the three ages of the Christian Church will maintain its
validity as an utterance of divinatory insight, which, of course, is exposed to

my Apost.

much

misinter-

650 [and the Amcr. ed. of Comrn. on Romans, pp. 1
and 2, note] ) and it has long since been perceived that the Gospel of John forms the culmination of the evangelic history, as theology will more and more acknowledge that John's
type of doctrine forms the consummation of the apostolic theology.
The saying among the disciples in the apostolic age muat prove itself the truth in the
higher sense This disciple docs not die

pretation (comp.

Zeilalt.,

ii.

p.

;

1

:
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Since the Gospel of John forms the complement of the Synoptical Gospels in respect of
life of Jesus must be completed on the

regular chronological order, the historical view of the
.basis of John.

"We give the result of our labors in the following sketch

Introduction: The Antecedent Histoky of the Life of Christ.

The

The Logos and His function John i. 1-6. His
Old Covenant, represented by the testimony of John vers. 6-18. The temporal
antecedents of Jesus. Synopttsts
Luke and Matthew. Luke The genealogy of Jesus
eternal antecedents of Christ.

;

history in the

;

:

from

Adam

to Christ

;

chap.

iii.

23-88.

:

Matthew

The genealogy from Adam

:

to Christ

Luke: The announcement of Jesus; Gabriel, Zachariah, Elizabeth, Mary,
John; chap. L 1-80. Matthew: The announcement; Mary and Joseph; chap. i. 18-26.
Parallel to Luke i
chap.

i.

1-17.

I.

John

The

The Childhood of

Jesus.

and operation to the natural
and the birth of Jesus. The holy
night, and the shepherds chap. ii. 1-21. Matthew The wise men from the East, and the
chap. ii. 1-19. The presentation of Jesus in the temple, and the resiflight into Egypt
Luke ii. 22-40 ; Matt. ii. 20-23. Jesus at twelve years of age ; Luke
dence in Nazareth

birth

;

:

chap.

i.

birth of Christ, and the relation of His birth

1-14.

Luke The journey
:

;

to Bethlehem,
:

;

;

ii 41-52.
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IL

The Announcement of Christ by John the Baptist. The Manifestation of
From the Appearance of the Baptist to the First Public Attendance
of Christ at the Passover, 781 A. U. C. The Accrediting of Christ bt John
and bt Himself down to the First Passover.
Christ.

The testimony of the Baptist concerning Christ in general, connected with the baptism
The baptism of Jesus at the Jordan in the parallels Matt iii 1-17 Mark L
i. 15-18.
1-11 Luke iii 1-88. The testimony of John concerning Jesus before the rulers of the Jews,
John L 19-28.—Parallels The temptation Matt iv. 1-11 Mark i.
that He is the Christ
The testimony of John concerning Jesus before His disciples. The
12, 18 Luke iv. 1-18.
The return of Jesus to Galilee. The marriage at Cana. The jourfirst disciples of Jesus.
ney to Capernaum. The first public visit to the temple at the Passover in the year 781.

—

John

;

:

—

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

UL The

Public Appearance of Christ amidst the enthusiastic Greetings of His
People. From the Passover of 781 to the Feast of Purim in 782.

The First Ministry of Jesus in Judea, down

a.

Nicodemus.

Sojourn in Jerusalem.

testimony of John the Baptist

b.

The
woman.

;

John

i.

to the

Baptizing in the country of Judea.

The repeated

29—iii. 86.

The First Ministry of Jesus in

transfer of the ministry of Jesus to Galilee.

The removal of

Imprisonment of John the Baptist.

Galilee.

Jesus in Samaria, and the Samaritan

The healing
John iv. 1-54. Parallels The return of Jesus to Galilee.
Mark i. 14-16.—ResiJesus thrust out of Nazareth ; Luke iv. 16-81 Matt. iv. 12 xiii 58
dence of Jesus in Capernaum, and ministry there.
The demoniac in the synagogue the
mother-in-law of Peter Peter's draught of fishes the calling of the first disciples ; Matt iv.
12-92 viii 14-17 Mark L 14-88 ; iii. 9-12 Luke iv. 81-48 (44) v. 1-11.
of the son of an imperial

the residence of Jesus from Nazareth to Capernaum.

officer

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

e.

;

;

;

The Three Great Missionary Tours of Jesus in Galilee. The Mountain Tour,
the Tour through the Cities.

the

Sea Tour,

The first journey of Jesus through the country of Galilee (the mountain region). The
sermon on the mount and in the plain. The healing of the leper Matt. iv. 23-viii 4 Mark
iii 12, 18 Luke v. 12-16 ; vi. 12-49.—The return of Jesus from the tour of Galilee.
i. 85-45
The centurion at Capernaum. The followers. The second sermon on the sea. The voyage
to Gadara, and the return ; Matt viii 5-13, 18-84 ix. 1 ; chap, xiii ; Mark iv. 1-41 ; v. 1-21
Luke vii. 1-10 ; viii. 4-15, 22-89 ; ix. 57-62.— The return of Jesus from His journey to
Gadara. The crowd. The paralytic. The calling of Matthew. Particular conflicts with
the Pharisees and the disciples of John. A series of miracles ; Matt. ix. 1-84 ; Mark ii 1-22
v. 21-43
Luke v. 17-39 ; viii. 40-56.—The preparation for the third tour, through the coast
cities.
The selection of the twelve apostles. The instruction to the apostles ; Matt. ix. 85x. 42 ; xL 1 ; Mark i& 14-19 ; vi 6-16
Luke vi. 12-16 ix. 1-6.—The journey of Jesus
The woman who was a sinner. The
through the cities, and the apostles' going before.
fame of Jesus. The son of the widow of Nain Matt, xi 1 Mark vi 12, 13 ; Luke vii
Matt xi. 2-19
11-17, 86-50 ; viii 1-18. The message of John the Baptist from prison
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

Luke vii 18-85.
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The Tihb of the Appeabance and Disappearance of Jesus under the Persecutions of His Enemies or, His Banishment and Flight-like Pilgrimage. From
the Feast of Pubim in 782 to the Palm-Day before the Pasboter of 788.
;

From

a.

the Feast

Purim

of Purim

Feast of Tabernacles, 782.

to the

in Jerusalem.

His

attempt to institute capital process against

Him

with the hierarchy, and their first
John v. The return of Jesus to Galilee.
The account of the execution of John the Baptist The first feeding of the multitude in the
wilderness. Christ's walking on the sea John vi. 1-21 Matt. xiv. Mark vi 14-66 Luke ix.
7-17. Discourse of Jesus in the synagogue at Capernaum on the manna from heaven. His
rebuke of chiliastic Messianic hopes in Galilee. The turning back of many of His followers
John vi 22-71. The Passover not attended by the Lo«d in the year of the persecution, and
the occurrence* connected therewith John vi 4
Luke x. 88-42 Matt xv. 1, 2 comp. xxi.
1-3 xxvi 18, 36 xxvii. 57. The accusation of the Lord in reference to the plucking of the
corn ; Matt xii 1-8
Mark ii. 23-28 Luke vi. 1-tf John vii 1. The healing of the man
with the withered hand Matt xii. 9-21 Mark iii. 1-6 Luke vi 6-11. The decisive public
contest of the Lord with the Pharisees of Galilee. The healing of the deaf and dumb demoThe (second comp. Matt. ix. 84) public culmination of the miraculous power of
niac.
Jesus.
Of the sin against the Holy Ghost. The second demand of a sign from heaven
comp. John ii 13. The family of Jesus. The banquet in the house of the Pharisee. The
Warning against the hypocrisy of the Pharisees, and against covetousness. The
crowd.
delivery cf parables on the sea Matt, xii 22-50 ; xiii 24-80, 83-58 Mark iii 20-35 ; Luke
Jesus at the feast of

conflict

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—Accounts of persons returning from the feast concerning
1-9. —The healing
the unfortunate Galileans whom Pilate had slain in the temple Luke
11-17. —The deputation
of the crooked woman another miracle on the Sabbath Luke
viii

18-21

;

xi.

14-54

chap.

;

xii.

xiii.

;

xiii.

;

:

from Jerusalem, taking the Lord to task for the free conduct of His disciples. The removal
of Jesus : His wandering through the borders of Phoenicia and through Upper Galilee to
Gaulonitis, on the other side the sea.

The

second miraculous feeding.
xv.

;

Mark vii 1-37

;

viii 1-10.

The Canaanitish woman.

The deaf and dumb.

crossing to the western coast of the sea of Galilee

—Public hostility to Jesus at Magdala, and

;

The
Matt

His return across

The healing of a blind man in the eastern Bethsaida.
The confession of Peter, and his horror of the cross Matt. xvi. Mark viii. 11-ix. 1 Luke
ix. 18-27.—The transfiguration
Matt, xvii 1-18 Mark ix. 1-18 Luke ix. 28-36.— Healing
of the lunatic Matt xvii. 14-21 Mark ix. 14-29 Luke ix 87-45.—Homeward journey of
Christ through Galilee, and His brethren's proposal that He join the pilgrimage to the feast
the sea to the mountains of Gaulonitis.

;

;

;

of Tabernacles.

;

;

;

Refusal of Jesus, and His secret ascent to Jerusalem, to appear there, not as

a pilgrim, but as a Prophet

b.

;

;

;

From

;

John vii 1-10

;

Matt

xvii. 22,

28

;

Mark

viii.

81, 32.

the Feast of Tabernacles to the Feast of the Dedication in 782.

The sudden appearance

of Jesus in the temple during the feast of Tabernacles.

He

and announces His departure
John vii. 10-36. Jesus begins to announce the antagonism between the Old Testament symbolism of the temple and the reality of the New Testament salvation in Him. His testimony
accuses His enemies, before all the people, of seeking His

life,

—

of the living fountain in opposition to the Pool

Sanhedrin to imprison

Him

;

John

vii.

87-52.

of Siloam.

Futility of the design of the

—Jesus the light of the world, in opposition to

and the torch festival in the temple ; John viii (1-11 *) 12-20.—The more distinct*
announcement of Jesus, that He intended to take His departure from the Jewish people
John viii 21-80.—Flash of a chiliastic expectation among the people at Jerusalem. Dis-

the lights

* [See remark* on yew. 1-11 in the section on the Genuineness, and the passage In

its

place in the Commentary.

I

;

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.

38

course of Jesus on the distinction between the true freedom and the true bondage, and on the
distinction between the faith of Abraham and the seeing of Christ ;• John viii. 81-59. Heel-

—

shepherds of Israel the marks of
—Jesus gives the
for
the true shepherd, and presents himself as the True Shepherd, ready to lay down His
His sheep John
40, 41-x. 1-21. — Last appearance of Jesus in Capernaum. Conduct of

man born blind John

ing of the

;

false

be.

life

ix.

;

the disciples respecting the primacy

Matt, xvii 24-xviii. 5

;

;

Mark

83-87

ix.

;

Luke

ix.

88-50 Luke
2.— Departure of
6-11 Mark
—Peril of offences Matt,
Jesus from Capernaum, and intimation of the apostasy of a great mass of His people Luke
22-80. —Intrigues of the Pharisees; Luke xiii 81-85.—Banquet in the house of a
1-24. —MultiPharisee. The dropsical man. Address of the Lord to the guests Luke

46_49

xviii.

;

#

ix.

;

xvii. 1,

;

;

xiii.

;

xiv.

tude following Jesus on His departure. His warning to undecided followers Matt. xix. 1, 2
Luke xiv. 25-35.— Reception of Publicans and sinners. Fellowship of the disciples of Christ.
Luke xv. 1-xvii. 10. Hindrance to Jesus' journeying through
Parables ; Matt, xviii 12-85
Samaria Luke ix. 51-62. Sending of the seventy disciples, and the recurrence of Jesus to
His labors in Galilee Matt. xi. 20-30 Luke x. 1-16. Journey of Jesus through the border
country between Galilee and Samaria to Perea; Luke xvii. 11-19. Return of the seventy.
;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

The narrow-hearted Scribe, and the good Samaritan Luke x.
Perea, and His labors there Matt. xix. 1, 2 ; Mark x. 1 Luke
;

;

;

c From

the Feast

of Dedication in 732

to the

Palm-Day

—
—Jesus'

17-37.

first

sojourn in

xvii. 20-xviii. 14.

"before the

Passover in 783.

Last attempt of the Jews to make Jesus
tempting Him John x. 22-40. Second and last
sojourn of Jesus in Perea. Treatment of divorce ; children brought to the Lord. The rich
youth John x. 40-42 ; Matt. xix. 8-xx. 16 Mark x. 2-82 ; Luke xviii. 15-80.—Raising of
Lazarus in Bethany ; John xi. i-44.— Definite decree of the Sanhedrin to put Jesus to death,
and secret sojourn of Jesus in Ephraim till His last pilgrimage to the Passover ; John xL
Jesus at the feast of Dedication in Jerusalem.

chime in with their

chiliastic expectation

;

—

;

;

;

47-57.

Y.

The Decisive Yieldeno of Jesus to the Messianic Enthusiasm of His People.
From: the Palm Festival to the Feast of the Passover in the Year 783.
Journey of Jesus to Jericho, and His intercourse with the pilgrims to the Passover. ReHealing of
crucifixion. Ambition of the family of Zebedee.

newed announcement of His

men

the blind

at Jericho.

Parable of the ten servants and the ten pounds in-

Zaccheus.

Mark

x. 32-52
Luke xviii. 81-xix. 1-28. Saturday :
and the anointing. Treason John xii. 1-11 Matt. xxvi. 6-16 Mark
xiv. 8-11
Luke xxii. 1-6. Sunday : Triumphal entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem ; John xii.
9-18
Matt. xxi. 1-11
Mark xi. 1-11 Luke xix. 29-46. Monday: The great day of the
Messianic dwelling and administration of Jesus in the temple.
Cursing of the fig tree.
Purifying* of the temple. Keeping holy the temple. Exercise of His office of teacher, and
miraculous cures, in the temple. The hosanna of the children, objection of the Pharisees, and
Christ's vindication (the Greeks, and the voice from heaven John xii. 19-86.
See the passage in the Commentary. It is hard to fix the precise moment of the appearance of the
Greeks); Matt. xxi. 12-22; Mark. xi. 12-19; Luke xix. 45-48. Tuesday: End of the Old
Testament theocracy. The withered fig tree. Attempt of the Sanhedrin to crush the Lord
by its authority. Consequent ironical temptations on the part of Pharisees, Sadducees, and
Scribes.
Great counter-question of Christ. Great discourse of the Lord against the Pharisees and Scribes. Woes against Jerusalem, and departure from the temple. The widow's
mite John xii. 87 Matt. xxi. 10-xxiv. 2 Mark xi. 20-xiiL 2 Luke xix. 47-xxi. 6. Tuesday nighty Wednesday : Jesus looking back upon the temple from the Mount of Olives in the
circle of His confidential disciples.
Announcement of the judgment of God, the destruction
of the Holy City and the temple, and the end of the world. Parables of the Ten Virgins

trusted to

Banquet

them

;

Matt. xx. 17-34

;

in Bethany,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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final

judgment

39

Matt. xxiv. S-xxv. 46 ; Hark xiii 3-87 ; Luke xxi.
The Evangelist John's review of the

;

Wednesday : Retirement of Jesus into secresy.
ministry of the Lord ; John xii 37-50
Luke xxi. 87,

7-36.

;

83.

VL Treason

of the People of Israel against their Messiah. The Decree of the
The Paschal Lamb and the Supper. The Parting Discourses.
The Passion, Death, and Burial of Jesus. From the Passover to the End of
the Great Passover Pabbath.

High Council.

Distinct announcement of Jesus, that He should
Contemporaneous decree of the Sanhedrin (two days before Easter,
Tuesday evening, the day of the decisive rupture) to put Him to death, but not at the Passover.
The ordering and preparation of the paschal supper Matt. xxvi. 1-5 ; vers. 17-19
Mark xiv. 1, 2 ; vers. 12-16 Luke xxii. 1, 2 vers. 7-18.—The feet-washing. The paschal

Introduction to the passion of Jesus.

suffer at

the Passover.

;

;.

;

supper.
prayer.

Luke

Institution of the Holy Supper.
Parting discourses of the Lord.
Sacerdotal
Exit to the Mount of Olives ; John xiii-xvii. ; Matt. xxvi. 20-35 Mark xiv. 17-81
;

xxii. 14-39.

Jesus in Qethsemane.

a.

The struggle and victory in His inward passion John xviii. 1-12, 13 Matt xxvi 86-46
Mark xiv. 32-42 Luke xxii. 39-46. Jesus in Qethsemane before His enemies. The traitor.
;

;

—

;

Free surrender of Jesus. Guarantee of the
Mark xiv. 43-52 ; Luke xxii 47-53.

b.

Jesus

"before the

disciples,

and

their flight

;

Matt. xxvi. 47-56

Spiritual Court (Sanhedrin).

Jesus before Annas and before Caiaphas. The false witnesses. Christ the true witness,
with the confession that He is the Son of God. The denial of Peter, and his repentance.
The first mocking of the Lord, and the final hearing ; John xviii 13-27 ; Matt, xxvi 57-75
Mark xiv. 53-72 ; Luke xxii 54-71.

Jesus before Pilate.

c.

Leading of Jesus away to the Pnetorium, and end of Judas
1-10

;

Mark

xv. 1

;

Luke

xxiii. 1.

;

John

xviii 28

—Jesus before the secular tribunal.

The

;

Matt, xxvii.

threefold accusa-

and treason. The three hearings before Pilate, before Herod,
and again before Pilate* The three great forebodings J the jealous tumult of the Sanhedrin
the dream of Pilate's wife ; the saying, that Jesus is the Son of God. The three attempts at
tion of sedition, blasphemy,

:

;

rescue

:

Barabbas

;

the scourging

the last remonstrance of Pilate.

;

Christ on the part of the Jewish people

:

cent by Pilate's washing of his hands

Christ crowned with thorns.

;

The

Christ offered with Barabbas

the Gentile, the self-imprecation of the Jews.

The

;

three rejections of

Christ declared inno-

The hand-washing of

three condemnations

:

delivery to the

mercy of the people to scourging to death. Threefold mockery of the Lord in His own
raiment before the High Council in white before Herod in purple before Pilate. Sentence
of death ; John xviii 28-xix. 16 Matt, xxvii 11-31 Mark xv. 1-20 Luke xxiii. 1-25.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

d.

;

Jesus on Golgotha.

The leading of Jesus away to Golgotha ; John xix. 16, 17 ; Matt, xxvii. 31-33 ; Mark xv*
20-22 ; Luke xxiii 26-88.—The crucifixion. The seven last words. The signs of divinity.
The signs of judgment, or the scoffing and the beginnings of trembling after the uproar.
The signs of faith. The signs of turning ; John xix. 17-30 ; Matt, xxvii. 33-56 ; Mark xv.
22-41 ; Luke xxiii 83-49.
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The Burial on Good-Friday Evening.

e.

The new disciples. The old female disciples. The sepulchre.
Matt xxvii. 57-66 Mark xv. 42-47 Luke xxiii 50-56.

81-42

;

;

a.

The

resurrection,

Matt

;

;

John

xix.

The Rbsubbection, ob the Glorification of ths Lord.

VH.

xx. 1-18

The burial

;

The Resurrection and

and the

first

1-10

xxviii.

;

the Appearance*

announcement of

Mark

xvi. 1-11

;

it

of Je$u$ in Judea.

and the women John
1-12.—Announcement of the
The walk to Emmaus. Peter;

to Magdalene

Luke

xxiv.

—

;

among His enemies Matt xxviii. 11-15.
Luke xxiv. 18-85. First appearance of Christ in the circle of the apostles
on the first Sunday evening, John xx. 10-28 ; Mark xvi 14 Luke xxiv. 86-44. Second
appearance of Jesus on the second Sunday evening in the circle of the apostles. Thomas
John xx. 26-81.
resurrection of Jesus

Mark xvi

12,

18

;

—

;

;

I.

;

The Appearance* of Christ in

Galilee.

First appearance of Jesus in Galilee in a company of apostles ; John xxi. Second appearance of Jesus in the midst of a great company of disciples, as valedictory to the larger body

of disciples in Galilee, or His people at large
xxiv. 45-40.

Comp.

;

Matt xxviii 16-20

Mark xvi 15-18

Last Appearance of Jesus in the Circle of Bis Apostles in Judea.

c.

Walk

to the

Comp. Acts i
d.

20

;

;

Luke

Mount of

Olives,

and ascension; Mark

xvi. 10,

£0;

The Ascension.

Luke

xxiv. 50-53.

1-12.

The Spiritual Beturn and Eternal Presence of Christ in His Church.

Christ with His people alway, even to the end of the world
xxviii.

;

1 Cor. xv. 6.

Mark xvi 20

Observaiiox.

;

Luke

xxiv. 51.

Comp. Acts i and

ii.

;

John xxi 15-25 ; Matt

.

—John unites his peculiar selection of facts for points of view, which distin-

With the
In regard
to Matthew and Mark, we refer to the Introductions. In our construction of the Gospel history, some of the greatest changes of chronological order occur in Luke. The shaping of
facts in Luke proceeds from his interest to exhibit the whole life of Jesus as a wandering,
guishes his arrangement of the Gospel, with the closest chronological sequence.
•Bynoptists the interest in facts induces greater deviation from chronological order.

which had its goal at Jerusalem, and which the Evangelist viewed as a teaching of salvation
and the acts of the Lord (see Acts x. 87, 88. Comp. my Leben Jesu, ill. p. 845 sqq.).
Matthew exhibits the gospel fulfilments of the Old Testament in great stadia ; Mark the victorious conflicts of the gospel
John presents general gospel views of the moral universe in

in facts

;

Luke, the gospel pilgrimages. The pilgrimage of Mary
The pilgrimage of the parents, and of Jesus at twelve
years, to the temple, is the issue of the second.
In the third, John is a pilgrim on the Jordan, and the people make pilgrimage to him ; so at last does Jesus. The history of the
temptation also (chap, iv.) stands here under the particular aspect of a caravan ; hence probably the transposition of the second and third temptations.* After this, Jesus journeys from
His home in Nazareth to Capernaum. But in Capernaum He does not stay ; the preaching
and healing itinerancies through Galilee begin. In schools, on ships, at custom-stands, in
harvest-fields, on mountains, the Lord unfolds the riches of His divine-human gentleness and
the light of the person of Christ

forms the centre of the

kindness.

The

first

;

chapter.

three pilgrimages through Galilee, also,

Luke

so transposes as to
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voyage to Gadara the close (chap. viii.). And then, in the ninth chapter, Jesus, in the calling
of the twelve apostles, and in the transfiguration, prepares himself for the great pilgrimage to

The journey

Jerusalem.

begins, the seventy disciples in advance.

Now

•

the Evangelist dis-

tinguishes for us the several parts of the journey of Jesus from Galilee to Jerusalem.
parts,

put together without regard

io chronological relations,

These
form a grand panorama of the

pilgrimage of the faithful in the kingdom of God, or a representation of saving truth in
facts ; chap. x. 38-xviii. 30.
The end of the journey is the progress of Jesus to Jerusalem

Here is most graphically painted the progress of Jesus over tlie
and among the parables which the Lord now delivers in the temple, Luke

chaps, xviii. 81-xix. 48.

Mount of

Olives

;

give* prominence to that of the lord of a vineyard travelling into a far country ; the disciples
should flee to the mountains before the destruction of Jerusalem ; they should lift up their
heads in the last judgment, and escape all its terrors. The passage of Christ to Golgotha
becomes, in Luke's hand, a significant pilgrimage amidst the lamentations of the daughters
of Jerusalem. The female disciples, who ministered to the Lord and aided in His burial, are

female Galilean pilgrims. Even one of the chief appearances of the risen Lord we find, in
Luke, interwoven with a journey of the disciples front Jerusalem to Emmaus, and the ascension is the end of a pilgrimage of Jesus with His disciples to Bethany. With this principle
of arrangement, on the basis, no doubt, of existing memorabilia (see Luke i. 1, and Schleier-

macher's Luka*), Luke united the spirit of the Pauline type of doctrine in the form of Grecian culture ; and in his human conception of the Divine kindliness and spiritual beauty of
Christ he set points of gentleness, grace, compassion, foremost, especially in contrast with

On these two subjects compare the admirable
remarks [of Dr. Van Oosterzee] in the Introduction of the Commentary on Luke.
On the synoptical relations of the Gospel, should be further compared the Synopses of De
Wette and Lucke, Tischendorf [Robinson, Strong], and others, and the modern works on the
Hfe of Jesus, especially that of Pressel. Also the Harmony of the Gospels, by Lex.

Pharisaic pride and self-righteousness.

S

10.

FUNDAMENTAL IDEA AND DIVISION OP THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.

The fundamental

idea of the Gospel

personal basis of the world

;

its

is this

:

Word, is the
and light, and

Christ, as the eternal, personal

foundation of love, which branches into

life

and form of which all things, by their symbolical formation, testify.
Therefore also Christ, as the Life and Light of the world, breaks victoriously through the darkness of sin in the world, till He becomes incarnate, and thence, till His glorification, to redeem

the primal nature

And

the world.

since the perfect glorification of Christ is the perfect redemption of the

world, the operation of His redemption in the world

must perfect itself in the glorifying of
world that is, in His advent, which makes the world the Father's house. Accordingly,
the whole Gosper falls into three parts
(1.) Concerning the pre-historical glory of Christ, or
His pre-historical advent and His manifestation the prologue, chap. i. 1-18
(2.) Concerning the historical glory of Christ, or His victory in conflict with the darkness ; the gospel
history in the strict sense ; chap. i. 19-xx. 81
(3.) Concerning the post-bistorical glory of
Christ over His Church, and in it, or His second advent chap. xxi.

—

the

:

;

;

;

;

The

subdivisions arrange themselves as follows

L The Pkologue, Chap.
Ut

Section.

world

;

—Christ in

1-18.

His eternal essence and

life,

and His position between God and the

vers. 1-5.

The

(1.)

i.

personal

Word

(Christ) in His eternal essence

and

life

as related to

God

vers. 1, 2.
(2.)
(8.)

(4.)

As related to the creation ver. 8.
To the world and to mankind in their
To the world in darkness ver. 5.

*

;

original constitution

;

ver. 4.

;
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2d

Section.

—The personal Light, or Christ, in

cially in

His Old Testament advent,

His pre-historical advent in the world, espeby the Old Covenant as represented by John

testified

the Baptist.

The representative of the advent of Christ, John the Baptist vers. 6-8.
The coming of Christ into the world as to its general groundwork and its

(1.)

;

(2.)

development

cal

;

histori-

ver. 9.

Relation of Christ to the world, and conduct of the world toward Him, or the

(3.)

groundwork of His advent ver. 10.
Israel, and conduct of

general

;

Relation of Christ to

(4.)

symbolical advent

;

Israel

toward Him, or the imperfect,

ver. 11.

Gradual breaking forth of Christ into the world in the distinction of the elect
from the less susceptible, constituted (a.) by faith, as the beginning of the real
advent ver. 12 ; (&.) by the sanctification of births, and birth from God. Development of the real advent ; ver. 18.
Zd Section.— Incarnation of the Logos. Appearance of the real Shekinah among the faithful
(5.)

;

vers. 14-18.

Incarnation of the Logos, or the absolutely

(1.)

new

Appearance of the real

birth.

Shekinah ; ver. J4.
(2.) Testimony of John in general ; ver. 15.
(8.) Experience of believers, or grace ; ver. 16.
(4.) Antithesis between Moses and Christ, the law of the Old Testament and Christianver. 17.
ity, in their authority and work
(5.) Antithesis between the whole old world and Christ in their relation to God;
;

ver. 18.

IL

The Gospel of the Historical Manifestation of Chri6T, or His Self-Revelation and His Victory in Conflict with the Darkness of the World, Chap. i.
19-xx. 81.

1st Section.

the

—Reception which Christ, the Light of the world, finds in His

men akin
(1.)

to the light, the elect

John the Baptist and

;

chap.

his public

i.

life

of love

among

10-iv. 54.

and repeated testimony concerning Christ (before

the rulers of the Jews and his disciples)

;

Jesus, accredited as the Christ, attested

Son of God, the eternal Lord, and the Lamb of God ; vers. 19-84.
Jesus acknowledged as the
(2.) The disciples of John and the first disciples of Jesus.
Messiah, the King of Israel, who knows His Israelites, and also knows the " Jews;
signalized by miraculous discernment of spirits, personal characters becoming manithe

fest in
(8.)

His personal light

The kindred and

;

vers. 85-61.

and the first miracle of Jesus at Cana, as the
and as the first manifestation of His glory.
Christ transfiguring the earthly marriage feast into a symbol of the heavenly ; chap,
friends of the Lord,

earnest of the glorification of the world,

ii.

(4.)

1-11.

Jesus the guest in Capernaum, and the pilgrim to the Passover. The purification
of the temple, as a prelude of the redeeming purification of the world and reformation of the Church.

tion of the temple

Christ the
(5.)

Knower of

The sign of Christ The destrucThe first spread of faith in Israel, and

Christ the true Temple.

and the

raising it again.

hearts

;

:

vers. 12-25.

Jesus in Jerusalem, and Nicodemus as a witness of the first powerful impression
of Jesus on the Pharisees. The conversation of Christ with Nicodemus by night

concerning the heavenly birth as the condition of entrance into the kingdom of
God. Symbolism of the water, the wind, and the brazen serpent ; chap. iii. 1-21.
(6.) Jesus in the Judean country, and the spread of His baptism, with the faith of the
people.

Last testimony of the Baptist concerning Christ

;

Christ the true 'Baptist.
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Song of songs)

(the real

vers. 22-86.
(7.)

Jesus at Jacob's well. The woman of Samaria. Christ the Fountain of Life, the
Fountain of Peace. The white harvest-field, or the field of earth and the field of
heaven. The sowers and the reapers. The faith of the Samaritans, a presage of
the universal Spread of the gospel

(8.)

;

chap.

iv.

1-42.

Residence of Jesus in Galilee, and believing Galileans in particular.
man. The miracle of distant healing, as a second Bign ; vers. 48-54.

The

noble-

—

Open antagonism between Christ, as the Light of the world, and the elements of
darkness in the world, especially in their proper representatives, unbelievers, but also in
the better men, so far as they still belong to the world ; chaps, v. 1-vii. 9.

id Section.

The

(1.)

feast of the

Jews and the Sabbath of the Jews, and their observance of it
feast of Christ and the Sabbath of Christ, and His observance

The

killing Christ

of it : raising the dead. Offence of the Judaists in Jerusalem at the Sabbath-healing of Jesus, and at His testimony concerning His freedom and His Divine origin
(and besides, doubtless, at His outdoing the Pool of Bethesda). First assault upon
the

life

fier

of Jesus.

Christ the true

Fount of Healing (Pool of Bethesda), the

Glori-

of the Sabbath by His saving work, the Raiser of the dead, the Life as the

and healing of the world, accredited by John, by the Scriptures, by
true Messiah in the Father's name, and false messiahs chap. v.
The Passover of Christ,
(2.) The Passover of the Jews, and the manna of the Jews.
Miracle of feeding in the wilderness.
ver. 62, and Christ the Manna from heaven.
Miracle of the flight and escape over the sea, wherein Christ withdraws himself
from the chiliastic enthusiasm of earthly-minded admirers, and hastens to the help
vital energy

Moses.

The

;

Decisive declaration of Christ.

of His disciples.

and many of His disciples at His refusing
chiliasm, and presenting himself in His
Bread of Life chap. vi. 1-65.

to give

Offence of His Galilean admirers

them bread
His

Spirit with

in the sense of their

flesh

and blood

as the

;

Apostasy of

(3.)

many

fession of Peter

;

disciples.

Incipient treason in the circle of the twelve.

Con-

vers. 66-71.

Approach of the feast of Tabernacles, and offence of even the brothers of Jesus at
His refusing to go to it. Christ, the object of the world's hatred ; Christ's time,
and the time of the worldly mind ; chap. vii. 1-9.
8£ Section. Ferment in the contest between the elements of light and darkness. Formation
of parties, as a prelude to the maturing opposition between the children of light and the
(4.)

—

children of darkness
(1.)

;

chaps,

vii.

10-x. 21.

Fermentation and party division among the people in general, (a.) Christ, the
Teacher and the One sent from God, in opposition to the human rabbinical office,

His earthly descent, in opposition to descent from
His opponents, who would kill Him, in contradiction with Moses. The
Prophet of God, intending to return to God vers. 10-86. (5.) Christ, as the Dispenser of the Spirit, the real Siloam with its water of life. Increasing ferment in

and

in agreement with Moses.

heaven.

;

the people
(2.)
(8.)

;

vers. 87-44.

Fermentation and parties in the High Council ; vers. 46-63.
Christ, the Light of the world, the real fulfilment of the Jewish torch-light
ties,

as against the pretended seers, the false lights, in Israel.

The

festivi-

adulteress,

and

His ideal appearance into the court of the Jews, and the two
witnesses. The judges shall come into judgment. A twofold lifting up of Christ
at hand. Appearances of yielding, or a great vacillation toward faith ; chap. viii.
Christ's sentence.

1-80.
(4.)

Christ the Liberator, as son of the house, in distinction from servants ; the One
God, as against the agents of the devil ; the Eternal, and the Hope of

sent from

Abraham, as against the bodily seed of Abraham ; or

:

the Liberator of Israel, the
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Adversary of Satan, the Hope of Abraham. A great swinging from faith to unbeAttempted stoning ; vers. 31-59.
(5.) Christ the Light of the world, over against the blind ; healing of the man born
blind on the Sabbath, with the symbolical cooperation of the temple spring of
Siloam. The day of Christ, and Christ the Light of this day. The light of the
blind, a judgment on the blindness of those who pretend to see.
Symbolism of the
light, the day, the day's work.
The ban, or the incipient separation ; chap. ix.
the truth of the theocracy
(0.) Christ the fulfilment of all symbolical shepherd life
and the Church, (a.) The Boor of the fold, as against the thieves. (&.) The True
Shepherd, as against the hireling and the wolf,
(c.) The Chief Shepherd of the
great twofold flock. The symbolical communion and the real communion, or the
symbolical and real ban. The fermentation in its utmost intensity ; chap. x. 1-21.
ith Section.
Separation between the friends and the enemies of Christ, the children of light
and the children of darkness ; chap. x. 22-xiii. 30.
(1.) Contrast between the unbelievers in Judea, who would kill the Lord, and the
believers in Perea, with whom He finds refuge. Feast of the Dedication. Last
collision between the false Messianic hope and the working of the true Messiah
lief.

;

—

—

quickly followed by stoning.

The

true

and the

of the temple.

false dedication

Christ the Son of God, the true realization of the deified or Messianic forms of the

Old Covenant
(2.)

;

chap. x. 2&-42.

Contrast between the believing and unbelieving Jews of Judca and Jerusalem at
Christ devoted to death in consequence of His raising of

the grave of Lazarus.

Lazarus from the dead.
of the dead
(3.)

life-feast

anointing

Symbolism of day's work, and of

sleep.

The

resurrection

xi. 1-57.

;

over Lazarus, the eve or fore-fe3tival of the death of Jesus: the

chap.

xii. 1-8.

Contrast between the
Priests

and

(a.)

homage of the pious

their party,

The Prince of
(5.)

chap.

Contrast between fidelity and apostasy in the circle of the disciples themselves.

The
(4.)

;

Peace,

who

Jews* and feast-pilgrims

and the Chief

consulted to destroy His friends also with the Lord.

and the palm-branches

;

vers. 9-17.

Contrast between the worshipful heathen Greeks from abroad and the major-

Jewish people who fell away from Christ in unbelief, and occasioned His
withdrawal into concealment. Symbolism of Hellenism, the Jewish Passover, the
corn of wheat. Glorification through the suffering of death, or the spiritual self(b.) Contrast between self-hardened
sacrifice of Jesus in the temple
vers. 20-36.
Israel, and the longing, susceptible world, or the retirement of Christ, and the
Evangelist's review of His official ministry vers. 87-50.
Division in the circle of
(6.) Return of Jesus from concealment, in love to His own.
the disciples themselves. Perplexity and trembling of the faithful. Exclusion of
Judas. Christ's washing His disciples' feet an exaltation of ministering lordship
ity of the

;

;

symbolism and establishment of brotherly discipline in the Church. Actual exfrom the discipleship of Jesus chap. xiii. 1-30.
bth Section.— The Lord in the circle of His friends, the children of the light, opening and
imparting to them the riches of His inner life, and thereby consecrating them vehicles and
mediators of His own life, to enlighten and glorify the world, and unite this world and
that which is to come the heaven opened chap. xiii. 31-xvii. 20.
(1.) The clearly pronounced opposition between this world and that which is to come,
and its mediation through the new institution of Christ (the Holy Supper, as) the
ordinance of brotherly love.
Earnest greatness of this opposition, expressed in the
announcement of Peter's denial. Glorification of Christ, and the New Covenant.
The new commandment, the exaltation of the law, and of the opposition between
the departure of Christ and the remaining of His people in the world chap. xiii.
cision of the adversary

;

;

;

;

81-38.
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Opening and revelation of heaven (the heavenly home), by the revelation of the

(2.)

The

heavenly Christ in the present world.

glorification of the

world to come,

which was to arise from His departure, and His union with His disciples in the
Spirit Under the starry heavens. Christ the Way to the Father's house chap,
;

xiv. 1-31.

of the present world. Brought about by the judgment, and by the
abiding of the disciples in the love of Christ, and by their influence upon the
world, for which He would send His Spirit upon them. Between the burning gar-

(3.) Glorification

den fires in the vale of Kedron. Christ the Vine. Exaltation of the noble plant,
and its culture. Exaltation of friendship and joy. Proving of the spiritual life
of the disciples against the hatred of the world. Victory of the Holy Ghost in
them over the world. Development of Christianity through the Holy Ghost. The
holy excommunicated state of the children of God ; chap. xv. 1-xvi. 15.
(4.) Higher union of the eternal world and the present world in the New Testament
Easter and Pentecost. Glorification of Christ through the Holy Ghost, uvd of the
Father through Christ. The going and returning of the Lord. The watchword of
the Church " A little while." Symbolism of suffering, of birth-pangs, and birthjoys.
Good-Friday sorrow and Easter joy in the life of the Lord and in the life
of the Church chap. xvi. 16-27.
(5.) Glorification of the departure of Christ by His glorious coming from the Father
into the world vers. 28-88.
(6.) The high-priestly intercourse of Christ for His own, a prayer for the glorification
of His name even to the glorification of His people and the world, even to the disappearance of the world, as world, to the honor of the Father. Christ the Truth
and Fulfilment of the Shekinah and all manifestations of God in the world, in His
:

;

;

the world.

self-sacrifice for

6tt

The heavenly
Section.
The Lord

—

goal

;

Glorification of prayer, of mental crises, of sacrifice.

chap. xvii.

by the darkness
judged ; triumphant in His
carrying out judgment to the victory of light and salvation ; chaps,
in the circle of His enemies, as the light invaded

the sublime Judge, or the personal Tribunal,

outward surrender ;
xviii.

and

when He

is

xix.

Christ as the Tribunal of the. Light amidst the confused nocturnal quarrel of the

(1.)

world against and about His person
violent defender.

of the betrayer
of the arresters

;

;

over against His betrayer, His arresters, His
in contrast with the nothingness

voluntariness of the suffering in contrast with the powerlessness

the reference to the decree of the Father in contrast with the un-

lawful help of Peter.

and

;

The majesty of the Betrayed

The

repudiation of the violent act of Peter, and the vanity

employing violent means for spiritual ends chap, xviii. 1-11.
Clearness of the Lord, over against
(2.) Christ in contrast with Annas and Caiaphas.
the inquisition of the high priest and the abuse from the servant The two disciples in the high priest's palace, and the wavering, falling Peter.; vers. 12-27.
Conduct of Pilate in reference (a.) to the first
(3.) Christ in contrast, with Pilate.
charge, that Jesus was a malefactor ; (&.) to the charge that Jesus aspired to be
King of the Jews ; (<*.) to the charge that Jesus had made himself the Son of God.
Decided fall of Pilate, when Jesus was accused of being an insurgent against the
Emperor. Kingdom of Jesus in opposition to the kingdom of this world. Symbolism of the Roman Empire. Jesus King in the realm of Truth. Acquittal of
Jesus. Choice of the murderer Barabbas. Jesus in the crown of thorns and the
insignificance of

—

—

purple robe.

Judgment of Jesus upon Pilate. Pilate conceals his defeat
The sentence of death chap, xviii. 28-xix. 16.

disguise of disdain.
(4.)

Christ

;

on Golgotha, the Light of

in the

;

salvation, or the glorification of the curse of the

Christ the cross-bearer. The Crucified in the midst of crucified. The
superscription : " The King of the Jews," a motto of contempt, turning itself into

old world.
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a motto of honor. The booty of the soldiers, also, a fulfilment of Scripture. The
appointment of departing love. The last draught. The word of victory : u It is
finished

1

» vers. 17-30.

Christ the glorification of death, Life in death

(5.)

evil

omen

He was

itself.

The corpse of

Jesu3, a dark,

to His enemies, a mysterious resurrection-omen to His friends (a sign that

the true paschal Lamb,

in Him), a decisive reanimating

burial in the garden,

victory of Christ

;

and that something wonderful would come to pass
omen to the undecided disciples. The honorable

and in the new rock-hewn

Premonitions of the

sepulchre.

vers. 81-42.

—

Accomplished victory of Christ over the world and the kingdom of darkness,
and His manifestation in the circle of His own. Christ proves His victory by banishing
the last remnants of darkness, of sadness and unbelief from His people, and making them

7th Section.

certain of

His resurrection ; chap. xx.

How the

(1.)

risen Lord,

in His life

How He

(2.)

;

by the

signs in the grave, prepares His disciples for the signs

vers. 1-10.

turns the disconsolateness of

makes her the messenger of the

How

(3.)

Mary Magdalene

resurrection

;

Christ delivers the circle of the disciples from their old fear, and raises

by the breathing of His

and

into blessed peace,

vers. 11-18.

Spirit to the presentiment of their apostolic calling

;

them
vers.

19-23.
(4.)

How

Christ puts to

shame the unbelief of Thomas, and turns the doubting

pie into the most joyful confessor
(5.)

Purpose of the

name
HI.

;

facts of the

;

disci-

vers. 24-29.

Gospel

:

testimony concerning Christ, and

life

in

Hb

vers. 80, 31.

The Epilogue. The Post-Histobical Work of Chbist in the World, till its
Perfect Glorification, or the Second Coxing of Christ ; Symbolically Presented in the Particular Portions of the History of the Resurrection, Chap. xxL
The manifestation of the

risen Saviour on the sea of Galilee as a type of the future
and conduct of Christ with His apostolic Church in this world vers. 1-14.
(2.) The continued working of Christ in His Church, represented by the office, the
walk, and the martyrdom of Peter, or the fortunes of the Church in her predominantly official and external character; vers. 15-19.
(3.) The continued working of Christ in His Church, represented by the office, the
spiritual life, and the patriarchal age of John or the fortunes of the Church in her
predominantly inward character, and her immortal spiritual life vers. 20-23.
The endlessness of the
(4.) The testimony of John and the testimony of the Church.
(1.)

relation

;

;

;

gospel history

vers. 24, 25.

;

For other arrangements,

S

For the general

see Luthardt's

n.

exegetical

Commentary, " Disposition and Conetnution^

p. 254.

literature on the gospel of JOHN.
works on the Bible, or on the New Testament, which embrace
New Testament prefixed to the Gospel of

the Gospel of John, see the Introduction to the

Matthew

in this

Commentary ;

also, for

the literature relating to the four Gospels, and for the

general homiletical works.

The exegetical and homiletical literature relating to the Gospel of John by itself, may be
found in Liiienthal, BiUischer Archuwrius, Kdnigsberg, 1745, p. 265 sqq. ; Walch, BttliotK
iheol.y 4th part, p. 646 ; Winer, Hmdbueh der theol. Litoratur, i. p. 248
ii. p. 118 sqq. ;
Supplement, pp. 88, 175 ; Danz, Universal-Wbrterbuch dor thool. Literatur, p. 460, and Supplement,
Zimmer, Handbibliothek der theol. Liter, dee lQten JahrhunderU, pp. 10, 69 ; Hertwig,
I. p. 54 ;
'

;
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TabeUen tur Einleitung in'8 2V. Test, Berlin, 1855, p. 19 ; Guericke, Isagogik, p. 169 [3d ed.,
pp. 188, 189] ; Tholuck, Commentary [Amer. ed., p. 49].
The most notable expositors are: Among the fathers, Origen [Commentaria in Evang.
Joannis], Chrysostom [Homilies LXXXVIU in Joh. Evang.; Engl. transL in the Oxford
Library of the Father*, yols. xxviii. and xxxvi., 1848-'52 ; Cyriilus Alex., Comment, in Ev.
Joh.'],

and Augustine

Tom.

iii,

[Tractatus

CXXTV

in Joh. Eoang., practical homilies, see

Opera,

pp. 290-836, ed. Bened., Paris, 1658 ; transl. in the Library of the Fathers,
Oxford, 1848-'49, 2 vols.] ; * of the Roman Catholic expositors, Erasmus, Maldonatus, Este,

P.

ii.,

Cornelius a Lapide,

and the recent Ad. Maier

(1845, 2 vols.) [Messmer, 1860, Bisping, 1865]

of the Reformers, Luther, Melanchthon, Bucer, Calvin, Beza, Chemnitz [d. 1586], &c.

;

of

the seventeenth century, J. Piscator [1618], Hunnius [d. 1603], Grotius {d. 1645], Cocceius
,
[d. 1669] ; of the eighteenth, Lampe (Comm. in Evang. Joh. [1st ed., Amsterdam, 1724- 2C,

8 vols. 4to. ; a work of immense erudition and Calvinistic orthodoxy] ), Bcngel (Gnomon) ;
of the nineteenth, Lucke [1st ed., 1820-' 24 ; 3d ed., 1840-'48, 8 vols. ; an exegetical masterpiece], Olshausen [1st ed., 1832 4th ed., by Ebrard, 1862 ; the English translation from an
•

;

5th ed., 1869], De
older edition], Baumgarten-Crusius [1843-'45], H. A. W. Meyer [1834
Wette [1837 ; 5th ed., revised by Bruno Bruckner, 1863, much enlarged and improved]
Tholuck [1827; 7th ed., 1857; Engl, translation by Ch. P. Krauth, Philad., 1859, from the
6th ed., with additions from the 7th] Luthardt, Das Johanneische Evangdium, 2 parts, 1852.
More recently has appeared E. W. Hengstenberg, Das Evangelium des heil. Johannes, Berlin,
;

;

:

EngL translation, Edinburgh, 1865, 2 vols.—To these
3 vols., 1861-'C3 [2d ed., 1867 ff.
must be added: H. Ewald, Die Johanneischen Schmften ubersetzt und erJddrt, Gott., vol. i.,
1861 ; W. BSumlein, Comm. uber das Evang. d. Joh., Stuttgart, 1863 (grammatical and brief) ;
C. H. A. von Burger, Das Evang. nach Joh. deutsch erhldrt, NOrdlingen, 1868 and the excellent French works of J. F. Asti6, Explication de Tetangile selon St. Jean, Geneve, 1864, and
;

F. Godet, Commentaire ear Vevangile de St. Jean, Paris, 1865, 2 vols.

As

Tholuck mentions O.

—P.

N.

8.].

2 parts ; Stier, Beden
4th part ; Fr. Besser, Bibelstunden uber das Evangelium Johannis [1851, 4th ed., I860].
To these we add : S. J. Baumgarten, Auslegung dee Evangdiums Johannis, Halle, 1762 ; Mich.
Wirth, Das Evangelium des Johannes erldutert, Ulm, 1829; Fickenscher, BJMisch-praktische
Diedrich, Das Evangelium Johannis,
Auslegung des Evangdiums Joliannis, Nurnberg, 1831
Leipzig, 1859 ; Heubner, Praktisehe ErUarung des N. T., vol. ii. The Homilies on the Gospel of John, delivered by Fr. Schleiermacher in 1823 and 1824, published by Sydow, in 2
parts, Berlin, 1837, are to be especially noted.
As to the separate portions of the Gospel The 11th chapter has been treated in sermons
by Fr. Wilhelm Jul. Schroder, first series, Elberfeld, 1853 various sections in the Bremen
Post, by Dr. Mallet, vols. L and ii ; Reichhelm, Christus die reehte Speise und der reehte Trank,
sermons on chaps, iv.-vii., Frankfurt a. d. O., 1857 ; Schmieder, Das hohepriesterliche Qebet
unsers Eerrn Jesu Christi, 20 Meditations, Hamburg, Agency of the Rough House. Also the
sermons " Wir sahen seine HerrlichkeU," Berlin, 1853, treat in good part the Johannean text.
On the Evangelist and his Gospel there are Herder, Von Oottes Sohn, der Welt Heiland,
nach Johannis Evangelium, 1797 ; Kleuker, Johannes, Petrus, und Paulus als ChrUtologen, Riga,
1785 ; K. M. L. Raster, Der Apostel Johannes nach der Entstehung, FortbUdung, und Vollendung
practical expositions,

v. Gerlach,

T.,

Jesu,

;

:

;

:

:

; Da Costa, De Apost. Joh. en eijne Schriften,
1851 ; also tfce article, " John the Apostle," by Dr.
Ebrard, in Herzog's Eneyelopcsdia, and the same article in Zeller's BMisches Worterbuch fur

seines christlichen

1831

;

Lebens dargestelU, Leipzig, 1838

Herwerden, Het Evang. van

Joh.,

das ehristliehe VoXk, Stuttgart, 1856.

On
progr.,

the Johannean type of doctrine,
Jena, 1801

;

we have

:

Schmidt,

De

theologia Joannis Apostoli,

ii.

Frommann, Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, Leipzig, 1839 ; K. R. KSstlin,
Evangdiums und der Briefe Johannis, Berlin, 1843 Hilgenfeld, Das Evan*

Der Lehrbegriff des
;
odium und die Briefs des Johannes, Halle, 1849, in the spirit of the ultra criticism ; Neander,

# [Oomp. Catena Awrta : Commentary on the Four Gospels, oollcctod out of the vorka of the Fathers, by S. Thomas
Oxford, 1845.—P. 8.]

Aquinas, fourth vol. St. John.
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and Lange, in the doctrinal sections of their Histories of the Apostolic Age. [C. P.
T., 2d ed., Stuttgart, 1859, pp. 588-417 (abridged translation by
Schmid, BM. TheoL des
G. H. Venables, Edinburgh, 1870, pp. 519-652) E. Reuss, Exstoire de la theoL chrelienne,
Weiss, Der johann. Lehrbegriff, Berlin, 1862 ; Beyschlag, Die
Strasburg, 1860, ii., 869-600
Christologie dee N. T., Berlin, 1866, pp. 65-107 ; van Oosterzee, Theology of the New Test.,
transl. by M. J. Evans, London, 1870, pp. 872-415.— P. S.]
The apologetic literature on John has already been mentioned, pp. 28 f.
Poetical Literature : A. E. FrOhlich, the celebrated Swiss poet, Das Evangdium St. Johannw, in Liedem, Leipzig, 1885 A. KOttgen, Lazarus, a religious drama, in A. Kattgen's Ge[The poetical paraphrase of Nonnus, in Migne's Patrol,
dichte, edited by me, Essen, 1889.
Tom. xliii. ; Adam of St Victor, Poem on the Four Evangelists (Jucundare, plebsfideUs), and
De Joanne Evangdista, in which the famous description occurs Volat avis sine meta, &c. (in
Daniel's Thee, hymnoL, Tom. ii, 166 in Mone's Lat. Hymnen des MittelaUers, iii., 118, and in
Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry, p. 71). Bishop Ken has a long poem on St. John in his ChrisSchaff,

K

;

;

;

:

;

new ed., London, 1868, pp. 28 ff.—P. S.]
[English Literature ok the Gospel of Jon". The commentaries which cover tho
whole Bible, or the New Testament, have been mentioned in the American edition of Matthew, pp. 18, 19, and more fully in that of Romans, pp. 51, 52. Alford {Greek Test., vol. i,
tian Year,

—

and judicious Wordsworth (5th ed., 1866) is reverent,
and avoiding rather than solving difficulties. Canon B. F. West-

ed. 6, 1868) is brief, critical, sound,
patristic, fanciful, unequal,

;

cott (who, in his Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, ch.
acteristics

of the fourth Gospel)

Commentary."

Besides,

Hengstenberg.

A

John

is

is

we have

translation of

preparing a

work on John

v.,

very ably discusses the char-

for the forthcoming " Speaker's

translations of Lucke, Olshausen, Tholuck,

Meyer

is

"announced.

mostly of a popular and practical character.

don, 1657 (highly spoken of by John J.

Owen

—The

Stier,

and
on

special English literature

Hutcheson, Exposition of John, Lon-

in his Comtn. on John, p.

iii.) ; Archbishop
Sumner, A Practical Exposition of the Gospd of St. John, London, 1885 8d ed., 1888 ; R.
Anderson, do., London, 1841, 2 vols. ; James Ford, The Gospel of St. John Illustrated from
Ancient and Modem Authors, London, 1852 John Cumming, Sabbath Evening Headings on St.
John, London, 1855 F. D. Maurice, Discourses on the Gospel of St. John, Cambridge, 1857
America has
J. C. Ryle, Practical Exposition of the Gospd of John, London, 8 vols., 1868 ffl
produced several useful popular commentaries on the Gospels, including that on John, by
Barnes, Jacobus, Ripley, Owen (new edition, 1866), Whedon, and others.— Of Albert Barnes9
Notes on the Gospels, which are especially adapted for Sunday-schools, and have an immense
circulation both in Great Britain and the United States, a revised edition appeared shortly
before his death (1870). Comp. the Literature supplied by Mr. Ezra Abbot to the article
John, Gospd of, in Hackett's and Abbot's edition of Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, voL ii.
(1869), pp. 1487-89. For special dissertations and sermons on single chapters and verses
of John, see James Darling's Cyclopaedia Bibliographica, i., pp. 1058-1 160.— P. S-l
;

;

;

—

—
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GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN*

i.

THE PROLOGUE OF TIIE GOSPEL. TriE ETERNAL PRE-EXISTEXCE OF CIIRIST. HIS
UNIVERSAL RELATION TO THE WORLD AND MANKIND, AND HIS THEOCRATIC ADVENT IN ISRAEL; OR, THE (OLD TESTAMENT AND NEW TESTAMENT) INCARNATION
OF THE LOGOS.
Chap.

I.

1-18.

INTRODUCTORY THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETIO OBSERVATIONS.

The Evangelists Matthew and Luke give us the
history of the childhood of Jesus, and indicate
His divine descent with few words in the miraculous story of His birth. But their eye in this
is mainly upon the human or, in the narrower
sense, historical antecedents of Jesus, his pedi-

gree : Matthew, from a predominantly theocratic
point of view, tracing the line to Abraham ; Luke,

from the

more general human point

of view,

tracing it to Adam.f
As an offset to this exhibition of the human
genealogy of Christ, John signalizes his eternal
origin, as well as his eternal advent, in the eternal prm-existenco of the divine, personal Logos.

In the two relations together [the human and the
divine], we see how the word of Mioah concerning the Ruler out of Bethlehem, whose goings
forth have been from of old, from everlasting,
is fulfilled

(Mi.

With Matthew he shares the theocratic point of
view

Luke, the universal
above all in pointing
out a Christological theocracy and universality
of the incarnate Logos, which in its one manifestation embraces time and eternity, heaven and
earth, and unites Deity and humanity.
The Johannean doctrine of the Logos has ever
been regarded in the Christian church as one of
the most mysterious and important points of doc(vers. 11, 12) ; with
(vers. 9, 10) ; but he rises

It ruled incipient theology in the doctrine
of the Logos of God down to the beginning of
the third century, down to Tertullian, and then
exerted also the most decisive influence on the
more definite doctrine of the Son of God. The
mediaeval theology knew better how to gaze at
this great page of the Gospel, than to appreciate
it, yet the mediaeval mysticism was moved by the

trine.

Johannean

v. 2).

John, therefore, has this in common with Mark,
that he introduces Christ according to His human
nature, in His historical maturity and preparation, after John the Baptist, His forerunner.

spirit (see

Tholuck, p. C9).

John Wea-

the greatest theologian of all the forerunners
of the Reformation, restored the deeper apprehension of the Logos doctrine, and when our Reformers aimed at a more practical apprehension of
Christology, this doctrine became thenceforth preeminently a treasure of the evangelical church,
which the evangelical mystics in particular were
The eighteenth century with
at pains to unlock.
its humanistic, critical tendency, lost the spirit
of insight into the depths of the Johannean theology ; yet at a time when the rationalists were
disdaining it, speculative philosophers, like Schilling and Hegel, and great poets like Gotbe, could
not but recall its import, though without a clear
sel,

•fCodd. 8in. and Vatic., the two oldest, have simply: tear*
Imirvmr (B.—«mfr). 80 Tischend. in the 8th ed. Later M3S.
read cvayy. gar A 1*xirv. (so Qrlesb., Lachm.), or to xarft 'I.
•vayy&tor, or ayiov riayytfAtop, etc. P. 8.]
tfComp. Cbrysoetom: **The other evangelists begin with
Christ's incarnation in time ; St. John with his eternal gonentton."
Augujtine (Traetatu* xxxvi. in JohannU JSeanff.
c 8, f 1.) : 'The other three Evangelists walked as it were
«n earth with oar Lord as Man (tamfuam cum homine Domino
frrra ambulabant) and said but little of his divinity.
Bat John, as if he found it oppressive to walk on earth, opened
To the snbkb treatise so to speak with a peal of thunder.
ttnity of this beginning all the rest corresponds, and he speaks
apprehension.
Godct, Commenlairt, I
of our Lord's divinity as no other."
u ChaquA Evangelist entre en matiere de la manibre la
The later evangelical theology has applied itp. 143:
$a
narration. Mitthieu veut
m&mm eppropri/e A fesprit de
self with appreciative spirit to the Johannean thedemontrer le droit de J'tu* au trine thoocratique : il commence
therefore to the prologue of this Gosfar ink g n 'alojU. Marc rCdiqn *e* $ouvrnir$ : il *e jelte tan* ology, and
camrde in my d Urn res*, (in media* ret, or m*dia* in res, is the pel.
Testimony of this we have in the sermons
pretend
tcrir*.
proprement
HUtoire
Luc
une
proper phra«e).
of Scblciermacher on the Gospel of John, and
dfte: a rend cnmpU dan* ton prtanbule de ft sources et de *a
LUcke's Commentary on it, in which the treatise
nitkodtT-V.

—

»

.

.

S.J
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on the prologue extends from

p. 249 to p. 378,
the side of the modern depreciation
of the Gospel of John on the part of some critics
goes a mistaken realist io doctrine of the Logos
in its great import in Hofmann ( Weissagunj und
Erfdllunj, p. 7). and Luthardt (pp. 280 sqq.)

(vol. I).

By

Exegesis can hardly make this Gospel more real,
when It covers the depth by an abstractly realistic interpretation.

What

evangelut, is true also of
gos It uoes not die.

is

ills

said of the fourth
doctrine of the Lo-

:

The distinction between the divine essence in
itself, and its mini ft station in its word, is an attribute of the personality of God, and therefore this
distinction continually comes out in the Holy
Scriptures, which is the word of the personal God
(Gen. i. 1: ver. 26, etc.).
This distinction appears still more clearly defined, after the primal revelation, obscured by
sin, comes again into historical operation as a
From this time, howrevelation of redemption.
ever, it unfolds itself in a two-fold form : there
being, first, in the theocratic theology of the Old
Testament, the distinction of Jehovah and the
Angel of tho Lord then, in the universal theology of the Old Testament, the distinction of Jehovah and His wisdom as the principle of the
creation and of Providence, and of the divine administration in Israel.
The manifestation of Jehovah in His Angel,
;

(m'rp

^xho)

develops

itself

through

three

stages: the Angel being designated first as the
Angel of the Lord (Gen. xvi. 7-9 sqq.); then as
the Presence, or the Angel of the Presence (Ex.
xxxii. 31; comp. xxxiii. 14; Isa. lxiii. 9h finally as tho Angel of the Covenant (Mai. lit. 1).
That this Angel is the theophanic pree- exhibition of the God-Man himself, is evident especially
from the point of issue of this idea, where the
Angel, as the Angel of the Covenant, plainly denotes the Messiah (Mai. I. c); and the recent
objections of Hofmann, Kurtz, and others, who
make this person a created angel, are not sufficient to invalidate the church interpretation, and
if they were, they would dissolve the central, inmost bond between the Old Testament and the New.
As the personal prse-manifestation of Christ in
the theophanies of the Logos, the Angel of the
Lord is also characterized by his standing in the
closest connection with the honor or glory of
God (Lu. ii. 9); in fact, being identified with it
With this it is well
(Ex. xvi. 10; xxiv. 10).
worthy of notice, that where in the Old Testament Jehovah, or even the Angel of Jehovah, Maleach-Jehovah, is spoken of, He is called instead
%
by the Jewish Targumists 1H? 9 or even the

cance the divine Wisdom appears first in Job (ch.
xxviii. ; comp. Schlottmann, Uiob, p. 129), According to Proverbs, ch. viii., it is the mediator
of the creation, and the personification of it
comes nearest to a hypostasis in chap. ix. where it
appears as the founder of the theocracy. Also in
the apocryphal Book of Wisdom, it first, according to its universal field of revelation, forms
the spirit of all life, and then, in a special -attitude, as the spirit of the devout in Israel, comes
into contrast with the folly of the heathen idolatry.
It has here, under the influence of Alexandrian views, an idealistic form ; in Siracb, on
the contrary, from the universal sphere of the
creation which belongs to it, it goes, in a restless
search, over to the people of Israel, and fixes on
Zion a permanent place, and its concentration is
the Book of the Covenant, the Thorah (ch. xxiv.
Thus its last embodiment is the Book ac25).
cording to Baruch (iii. 37 ; iv. 1). The normal
development of the notion proceeds between these
extremes of an idealistic and a legal theory of
The sound apprehension of tho disrevelation.
tinction we find again only on the threshold of
the New Testament in the religious contemplations of Zachariah and of Mary (Lu. i.) and of
John the Baptist. With these the N. T. revelations are most immediately connected.
We get, however, but a one-sided view of the
development of the Old Testament idea of revelation, unless we bear in mind also its Messianic
complement on the human side, t. e. t the development of the idea of the Messiah in the stricter
sense. This likewise passes through three stages.
(a) mankind, the seed
(1) The chosen family
of the woman, Gen. iii. ; (b) the race, Semitic,
Gen. ix. ; (c) the people, Israel, and particularly
the tribe of Judah, Gen. xii. 49.
(2) The chosen line: David and his son, collectively considered ; the typical Messiah.
(3) The chosen individual, the ideal Messiah,
;

Isa. ix. sqq.

Now, as the idea of the revelation of God
works towards incarnation, so the idea of the
Messiah strives towards union with the divine
nature and at the passage where the ideal Messiah comes to view, the union is effected; the
Messiah is become the Angel of the Lord (Isa.
lxi. 1 and 2), the Angel of the Lord is become the
Messiah (Dan. vii. 13; Mai. iii. 1).
With this synthesis is given also the notion of
the Son of God. This has likewise three stages
;

in its development:
1) The chosen family, Ex. iv. 22 sqq.
2)
3)

Ps.

ii.

The chosen royal line, 2 Sam. vii. 14.
The chosen individual, the ideal Messiah,
;

Isa. ix.

the manifestation of
into his dwelling (see

But since the development of revelation is
based on the development of redemption and the

Tholuck, p. 62).
Now while in the Angel of the Lord we find
predominantly the central direction of God, in
His revelation, towards Israel and the incarnation expressed as the personal putting forth of the
Word, we find in the notion of the Wisdom distinct
from God, as the formative power of the divine
word, chiefly the universal tendency of His revelation, or the connection of His historical revelation with its basis. His eternal, world-embracing,
universal revelation. In this peculiar signifi-

idea of the former unfolds itself with the idea
of the latter, so the Messiah, as personal revelation, is also personal Redeemer.
As such he has
;"
(1) to fight and conquer
(2) to work and struggle
(3) to suffer, and in sinking to overcome.
From this point of view the Sou of God is the
servant of God, Isa. liii.
Tho Solomonic and Apocryphal doctrine of the
Wisdom became in Alexandria, in its contact
with Platonism, tho doctrine of the Logos, aa
Philo shaped it.

Shekinah of Jehovah,

God

letting itself

t.

down

*.,

;
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The Logos of
different

Philo, however, is

from that of John, though

essentially
it

agrees

with that of John in

I.

1-15.
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Hengstenberg, Com. on John, 1866, vol.
ff.
(where the Old Test, roots of the
Logos-doctrine are brought out in opposition
to its derivation from Philo).
F. G octet, Considirationes ginbrales sur U prologue, in his Com.
on John, 1804, vol. I., pp. 220-265.
T. A.
Philippi, Der Eingang des Johannesevangeliums
ausgeiegt, Stuttgart, 18o7.
Rfthricht, Zur Johan827.
I.,

pp. 6

its being the Mediator between God and the world. It is subordinate to
Deity, it stands over the world merely as worldformer, demiurge; it shades off pantheistioally
from the personal character to impersonality it
cannot become flesh; it is different from the
Messiah, aud the Messiah is only a divine ap- neischen LogosUhre, in the Theol. Studien und
pearance, which leads the devout Jews back to Kritiken for 1868, pp. 299-815. H. P. Liddon,
Palestine (see Dorner, Entwicklungsgeschichte der Bampton Lectures on the Divinity of Christ, Lon;

Christologie, Introduction, p. 40).
However doubtful it may be, that John was acquainted with the writings of Philo, the ideas

of Philo were widely 'diffused in the second half
of the first century among the Hellenistic Jews
(for they were not a separate philosophy of
Philo, but the religious philosophy of Hellenistic
Judaism in general), as the angel- worshippers
of Colosse prove ; so with the system of Cerinthos; and undoubtedly the Evangelist came into
intercourse and conflict with them. Nor must
the position of the Evangelist towards the Alexandrian idea have been altogether hostile ; for
the current Logos-doctrine was not pure error ; it

don, 1867, Lecture Vth, pp. 810-411. Among
English commentators, Alford, on John i. 1,
gives a condensed summary of the investigations
of LUcke, De Wette, Olshausen and Dorner on
the Logos-doctrine.
P. S.]

—

[Additional

Remarks on the Prologue,

The Prologue is a condensed stateresults of John's contemplation and
experience as a faithful witness of the life and
work of Christ on earth, and furnishes the key
that unlocks the true meaning of the following
narrative.
It contains the theme and leading
ideas of the Gospel, the eternal substratum, as it
were, of the temporal history of Jesus, and crewas affiliative and abrasive, reformatory and ates the impression that in approaching the gosof
the
Helevangelizing, to this fundamental idea
pel history the reader treads on holy ground;
And the Evangelist could be the Jesus of Nazareth being none other than the
lenistic Jews.
more free to use the term Logos in its full em- eternal Son of God, in whom we must believe in
phasis, since he found it already recommended order to have eternal life (comp. ch. xx. 81).
by the Old. Testament, and still more distinctly The theme is the eternal Logos or personal Word
vers. 1-18.

ment of the

by the Jewish theology. It was no doubt an that was with God and of divine essence from
ambiguity in Philo's mode of expression, that he the beginning of beginnings, and at last became
transferred the Solomonic and Apocryphal notion incarnate for the salvation of the world. The
of the oofia into the notion of the Logos, in leading ideas are life and light, grace and truth,
which the Word of God in the Old Testament, as emanating from and centering in the Logos.
the K^O'O of the Jewish theology, seemed to co- Starting with the divine genealogy or eternal
incide with the vouf of Plato, which might easily divinity of Christ, the Evangelist presents, in a
few bold outlines, the progress of revelation from
be confounded with Myoe.
The Logos of John is related to that of Philo, the creation to the incarnation, a sort of miniaas Panl's sermon at Athens to the inscription of ture photograph of the history of preparation for
John declared the true Christ's coming in the flesh, and states the imthe unknown God.
Logos, who is distinguished from that mixed pression which His workings and personal apfigment of Old Testament theology and Greek pearance made upon the unbelieving world and
speculation, in that He is equal with God, as the the believing disciples. John the Baptist is menexpression of His being; is the absolute
the world, even of its matter ; cmuniverse as its active force, not as an
fountain of new emanations from
much life, as light, in the highest
therefore could come in the flesh,
as Messiah, to accomplish the absolute redemp-

full

ground of
bosoms the
emanating
God; is as
6ense, and
tion.

The Logos-doctrine, even in terms, runs
throughout the writings of John (see 1 John i. 1
Rev. xix. 13) ; but in substance it pervades the
New Testament, especially Paul (see Col. i. 1519; Heb. i. 8; Matt. xi. 19; Luke xi. 49).
On the doctrine of the Logos and on John's
Prologue comp. Lttcke, L, p. 865 sqq. [translated by Dr. Nbyes in the Christian Examiner for
March and May, 184$.—P. S.]; Tholuck, I., p.
Gl
Meyer, p. 75 [PP- 68-67 in the 5th ed. of
18G9.— P. S. 1 ; Adalbert Maier, p. 116; Holemann, Ds EvangelH Joannei introitu, introitus
Geneseot augustiore effigie, Lips., 1855; Jordan
Backer, Des ApotteU Johannes Lehre vom Logos,
Schaffhausen, 1856.
[M. Stuart, Examination of John, i. 1-18, in
the Andover BibUolheca Sacra for 1850, pp. 281;

tioned as the representative of the Old Test, revelation, which directly prepared the way for the
Christian dispensation.
We have here brought together the characteristic features of the fourth Gospel
its simplicity,
sublimity, depth and ideality.
We hear the
sounds of thunder uttered by the "eon of thunder." Every sentence, every word, is pregnant
with meaning, and furnishes inexhaustible material for meditation and reflection.
In the wholo
range of literature, ancient and modern, there is
no passage or chapter that can at all compare with
this Prologue.
It is not poetic in form
yet,
like the account of the creation in Genesis, to
which it forms the New Testament pendant, it
rises, by its calm dignity, simplicity and grandeur, to more than poetic beauty. The theme so
far transoends the boundaries of time and sense,
that the ordinary arts of rhetoric and poetry are
struck with the silence of adoration and awe.
"In pregnant fullness and purest simplicity,"
says the great scholar, Ewald (Comm. on John,
p. Ill), "the Prologue is unique," even in this
unique Gospel. The Prologue has ever exerted
a mysterious and irresistible charm upon the pro-

—

—

—
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foundest thinkers, from Origen and Augustine

down to Fichte, Schleiermacher and Schelling.*
As to the division of the Prologue, Dr. Lange,
with OUhausen and Godet, divides

into three
or eternal being of
it

: (1) the pro-mundane
the Logos, and H is relation to God and the world,
vers. 1-6; (2) His activity from the creation
to the incarnation, especially in the Old Dispensation, vers. 6-13 (Godet, vers. 6-11).
(3) His
incarnation and activity in the Christian Church,
Ewald (p. 113) adopts a similar
vers. 14-18.
view, but closes the first division with ver. 3.

sections

* [Even heathen philosophers and heretical noetic* were
captivated by the speculative depth of the Prologue. (Comp.
Lampe, Com. Tom. I., 231 so n 233 sqq.) Gdthe, too, connects
the doepest mental struggles of Faust with an attempt to
lathom the depth of the first sentence of John

u Oesohrieben

tteht: im Anfang war das Wort I
flier stock ich tchonl Wer hUft mir weiter fortt
Ich Icann das Wort to hoch unmoglich schiltsen,

wm

stehn:

im Anfang war die Kraft!

schreib gttrost:

im Anfang war

die

ing, vers. 6-18. Luthardt and Hengstenberg sub*
stitute for chronological sections three concentric

cycles (1-6 ; 6-18 ; 14-18), of which each reproduces the same idea of the activity of the Logos,
but under new aspects the first in relation to
God and the world at large, the second with
special reference to John the Baptist and Jewish
unbelief, the third with reference to the blessings which result to true believers. There is
evidently a progress of ideas from eternity to
time, from the creation to the Old Testament dispensation, and to the incarnation, but more in
the form of comprehensive intuition, which is
peculiar to John, than of strict logical order,

—

which was more congenial to the mind and
training of PauL For particulars, see below.

Doch, auch indem ich dieses niedrrschrtibe,
Schon warnt mich was. doss ich dabei nicht bleibe,
Mir hilfl der Oeistt Auf cinmal seh ich Rati

Und

—

—

Jch muss es anders ikb^rsetsen,
QeisU rtcht srleuehtet bin:
Wenn ich
Geschricben stent: im Anfang war der Sural
Btdenke %oohl die ersU &ile,
Doss deine Ftder sich nicfU QbrreiU !
1st es dtr Sinn, der alles wirkt und schafflf

Es stUU

According to Meyer (in his fifth edition, p. 98),
the Prologue represents the Logos (1) as proexistent in His creative activity (1-3) ; (2) as the
Fountain of light to men (4-13) ; (3) in His divinehuman manifestation (14-18) ; the last section returns to the first in identifying the 16yo$ tvoaptcor;
with the Myoc aaaptcof (" who is in the bosom of
the Father"). Lucke, Alford and others make but
two divisions : the eternal existence of the Logos,
vers. 1-5, and His historic manifestation and work-

That !"—P.

8.]

P. S.]

FIRST SECTION,
Christ in His Eternal Essence

and Existence, and His Position between God and
the World.
Chap.

I.

1-6.

THE WORD (CHRIST) IN HIS ETERNAL ES8ENCE AND EXISTENCE IN RELATION TO GOD, VERS. 1 AND
(3) IN HIS RELATION TO TUB WORLD AND
2; (2) IN HIS RELATION TO THE CREATION, VER. 3
TO MAN, PARTICULARLY IN THEIR 0RIQ1NAL CONSTITUTION, VER. 4; (4) IN HIS RELATION TO
THE WORLD IN DARKNE88, VER. 5.

(1)

;

In the beginning was [in existence] the [personal, substantial] Word 1 [the Logos],
and the Word [the Logos] was with God [the Deity, the Godhead], and the Word
[the Logos] was God [Himself]. The same was [existed] in the beginning with God.
All things were made by [through] him; and without [except through] him was
not anything made [^£>sro],* that was [hath been] made [yiyow']. In him was
1
And the light shineth in
[is] life [pure life]; and the life was the light of men.
[the] darkness; and the darkness comprehended [apprehended Lange: suppressed 4]

1

2
3
4

5

;

6

it

not*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
no doubt that Word (Vulg Vtrbum; Loth.: Wort) is the only proper translation here of Aoyo? (from
and here he .plainly alludes to the account of Genesis that Ood in the beginAtfyw), for John never uses it in another sense, an
w
ning made the world through His word. But in the Prologuo and in two oth*r pass-.iges (I John i. 1, 6 Atfyo? rye <J»ij«, and
Apoc. xix. 13. o Aeyof tou 0eou,—the passage 1 John v, 7 is spurious) he employs it in an altogether peculiar, personal sense
to designate the pro-existent Christ, as is evident from ver. 14. The Greek favored this application, X6yos being masculine
and Ewald, boldly breaking through all usage, retains the masculine article in his German translation: der (instead of das)
Wort In classic Greek Aeyot has the double signification word and reason, oratio and ratio; the former being the primary meaning according to the etymology. Both are closely related word or speech is the A£yo? vpo^opurot, the outward
1

Ver. 1. [There

is

:

;

reason or thought expressed ; reason or thought is the Aoyoc iv&taSrrot, the inward speech. "V> e cannot speak without the
faculty of reason, nor think without words in our mind, whether uttered or not. Hence the Hebrew phrase : to *p*ak in his
heart—to think. When Aoyo? signifies tdfrrd, it refers not to the formal part, the mere name or sound of a thing (like pwia,
croc, hvona, vox, vocahulum), but to the material part, the thing itself, the thought as uttered, sometimes a whole discourse,
sermo, or treatise (as in Acts i. 1). When it signifies reason, it may denote the subjective faculty, human or divine, which
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1-16.

I.

produce* speech (so la Heraklitus), and hence the derivative terms. Aoyt£c?0ai, Aoyurfufc, Aoyurot, which are applied to
rational functions ; but more frequently, and in the Bible almost exclusively, it refers to an objective reason to be given of,
or for, any thing. Comp. such phrases as wpbs Xoyov, Kara Aoyo»s agreeable to reason, rta$onablt (in Plato, also Acts xviii.
14 this comes nearest to the sense of reason as a faculty) ; a-opd Koyov. contrary to reason, improbable ; A6yor rtpof «x<"S
or votttatax, raUonem habere alicujus, t » make account of and koyov 6i66vax (a«j(<ic, rap^x<lK) vikik, to give a reason, em
account of a thing (comp. Acts xix.40; 1 Pet. ill. 15) ; atao Aoyor airtiv nepi tip<k, Aa/iflawv vvip nvo*, to ask, to receive an
vovt, Kap&a, o-o^t'o. Hence
account of a thing. For the faculty of reason the N. T. always employs other terms, as
we must object, with Zexschwitz (ProfanorUcitlU und Biblischer Sprachgeut, 1859, p. 33), to the trias, vovs, Aoyo?, s-vevMa,
as set up by Delitzsch in his Biblische Psychologic, retained in the second ed.} lttol, p. 170. For the theological meaning
of Logos as here used, «e« the Exro. Notes.—-P. S.J
J Ver. 3. Lachm. construes : ouW iv, o yeyovtr, etc,, according to Codd. C* D. L. *tc. [Sin. D. ai. read oitikv 5 yiy.;
but ov6i iw (ne unum qutdem, not even the vAij), is more emphatic. P. S.]
* Ver. 4. D.etaL (Lachm.) read £•»)}
v.
An exegetical hypothesis, see John v. 11. [Sin. D. and Codd. ap. Orig. sustain «<m>, and are followed by Tischend. in his 8th ed., but $v is supported by A. B. C. £. F. L. 0. aL Some M8S. and Versions connect the first sentence of ver. 4 with the last words of ver. 3, aud punctuate 6 yeyoi* ir avry (a phrase never used
(the Valentinian Gnostics and Hilgenfcld); others put a comma after yiyovt (Clem.
by John for to be made by), £«ij
See Exco. Notes. P. S.J
Alex., Orig., Lachm ), a forced and untenable construction.
* Ver. 5. [On the different translations and interpretations of KaraAajt/SoVeii' see Exeo. Norm.— P. S.I
• Ver. 5. Some authorities read avroV [sc. Aoyof, for avrd, sc. to £ok.
See Tischend. ed. VIII. P. S.f.
• [The symmetrical, almost poetic, or rather superpootic, beauty of the Prologue will appear more fully from the following arrangement of its simple, short, abrupt and pregnant sentences

—

mvpa,

—
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—

V

—

—
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ponds, and he speaks of our Lord's divinity as

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[Yen. 1 and 2 contain the ante-mundane or
pne-temporal history of the Logos, the mystery
of the eternal, immanent relation of the Father
and the Son before any revelation ad extra. This
was a blessed relation of infinite knowledge and
infinite lore.
It supplies the only answer we
can give to the idle question, what God was doing
before the creation of tho world.

Ver. 1 sets
three brief sentences, three grand truths
or divine oracles: the eternity of the Logos (in
the beginning wot), the personality of the Logos
(with God), and the divinity of the Logos (was
God) ; yer. 2 earns up these three ideas in one.
The subject here touched lies far beyond human
experience and comprehension; hence the extreme brevity with which the fact is simply stated
in its quiet majesty.
Yet these two lines giTe us
more light than the thousands of words wasted by
Philo, and the ancjent and modern Gnostics and
philosophers, on the transcendent mysteries of
pro-mnndane existence. Bengel calls the first
Terse «• a peal of thunder from the Son of Thunder, a voice from heaven."
Augustine (Tract.
Z&thinJoh. Evang. {. 1) beautifully says: "John,
as if he found it oppressive to walk on earth,
opened his treatise, so to speak, with a peal of
thunder ; he raised himself not merely above the
earth and the- whole compass of the air and
heaven, but even above every host of angels and
every order of invisible powers, and reached to
Him by whom all things were made, saying:
•In the beginning was the Word,' etc.
To the
sublimity of this beginning all the rest corres-

forth, in

no other. "—P. S.]
Ver.

1.

In (the) beginning. *Ev

ap;r;»?,/VBh3,

Comp. tho Introductory Observations,
and Holemann pe evangelii Joan, inlroitu. Dif-

Gen.

i.

1.

:

—

ferent explanations:
1.
Cyril of Alex. : the
" beginning " is God the Father.* 2. The Valentinian Gnostics (according to Irenmus I. 8, 6) : a
distinct divino hypothesis between the Father
and the Logos.
3. Origen: The divine Wis-

—

dom

—

—
Theodore of Mopsuestia, and
— The Socinians [and some

4.
(aofia).f
others: eternity. J

5.

• [So also Marheincke (Dogm. p. 134). The Son is indeed
called n apxt, Rev. iii. 14, but not the Father. Philo and the
Gnostics called the Logos apx*), but tho Father npoapxi, or
abyss (comp. Jacob Bdhm's Urgrund, Abgrund). Besides,
the corresponding term to Aoyo? is Geo*, while "Father" requires " Son." P. 8.]
f [Origen (Com. in Joan., in Delarue's ed. Tom. IV. p. 19)
makes to tlvai iv *pxi to be identical with rb tlvai Iv varpt,
which would lead to Cyril's interpretation; but soon afterwards, p. 20, he explains that Christ was called the beginning
tiecause He is the Wisdom, and refers to Prov. viii. 22, where
Wisdom says: "God made me the beginning of His ways
ipxy* bSitv avrov ei« <py* avTov," a passage which figured
very prominently in the Arian controversy.—P. S.J
% [So also Clirysostom (In Joannem Horn. IT., ed. Montfaucon, Tom. VIII. p. 13): to ybp, ev apxv % v * oMiV
trepoV i<rnr, AAA* ij rb tlvai art fiqAumftbf, «al airei-

—

—

Of modern commentators, Olshausen adopts
"Not in the beginning of creation, but In the
beginning, the tTranfang, i. e~, from eternity."
This is a correct inference (see below), but not directly oxAVe can only spenk of a beginning of finite or
pressed.
created existence thp existence of God has neither beginning nor end. Liddon (Th* Divinity of Christ, 4th ed.,
18C0, p. 228) somewhat modifies this interpretation after

p«K

rtVat.

this view:

primitive

—

Meyer, in referring JV #12» Gon
of time

-

*•

^

to

^° initial moment

iv apxH to the absolute conception of that
which is anterior to, or rather independent of, time. Ewald:
the first conceivable beginning. P. S.J
itself,

—
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modern Unitarians] : the beginning of the gos[In Acts xi. 15 the expel (in initio evangelii).
pression has this meaning, but here it is entirely
3.
P. S.].
6. Meyer:
inconsistent with Ter.
[John parallelizes the beginning of his Gospel with
that of Genesis, but] he raises the historical notion of the beginning which in Gen. i. 1 implies the
beginning of time itself, to the absolute idea of
prx- temporalties s [ or timelessness, Vorzcitlichkeit],
as in Pror. viii. 23. [Here the Wisdom whioh is
the same with the Logos, says: irpd tov aluvoc
i&efielJuofo fie, kv apxv irpb tov ttjv yip> noiqoai,
k. r. A., (* from eyerlasting, in the beginning, before the earth was made ') ; comp. John xvii. 6,
npb tov t6p k6o,uuv eivat Eph. i. 4, irpd kotg-

—

—

;

also 1 John i. 1 and Apoo.
iii. 14.
find an advance of the notion
P. S.]
of the beginning primarily only in was (yv), and
in the relation subsequently stated of the Logos
to the eternal God, whioh unquestionably still
further elevates, indirectly, the idea of the hptf.
The hpxij itself must irer refer to the primal
generation or rise of things.* But if in this
fiofoft nfo/iov.

—

Comp.

We

apxfj the Logos already was (#»>), then He was
from eternity. [The Bame is said of God, Ps.

xc. 2,
forth,

who was before the mountains were brought
etc.,

i.

e.

from everlasting].

[The words: in the beginning was the Logos,
clearly assert, as the best commentators now
admit, the eternity of the Logos, but they imply
at the 8am e time His divinity, which is afterwards formally stated in the third sentence: was

we cannot separate eterfrom divinity, or predicate eternity
of any creature.
Luther felt this when he
said: "That which was before the world and
before the creation of all creatures, must be
God." On tho basis of monotheism on which
John stood, there is no room for a middle being
between God and the creature. Before creation
there was no time, for time itself is part of the
world and was created with it. (Mundus foetus
est cum tempore, not in tempore).
Before the world
there was only God, and God is timeless or eternal.
Hence the Arian proposition concerning
Christ: There was a time (before creation) when
He was not (fjv wore bre oi'K rjv), involves the metaphysical absurdity of putting time before the
world, a creature before creation.— P. S.]
The Word. [6 \6yoc, with reference to
Gen. i. 3 God said, etc. The living, speaking
Word from whom the creative, spoken words
emanate. P. 8.] The Word absolute, the one
God.

Metaphysically

nity, ab ante,

—

:

—

The Logos whole, all-embracing, personal manifestation of
the beginning, life; hence without the qualification: the Logos

was not merely existent, however, tit
but was also the efficient principle, the apxfi of of God. It certainly includes also the divine
the hpxh (Col. i. 18). The opxhi in itself and in reason or consciousness though in the Scriptuits operation, dark, chaotic, was, in its idea and ral usage "kdyoc never denotes the reason itself,
its principle, comprised in one single luminous but ouly the matured expression of the reason,
word, which was the Logos. And when it is word, speech, as a whole, the personal spiritual
said, the Logos was in this aprf/, His eternal ex- essence of God made, in its whole fulness, objecistence is already expressed, and His eternal tive to itself,* as its own perfect expression and
And in this view the literal interpretaposition in the Godhead already indicated, there- image.
The Evangelist says not In the beginning tion is entirely sufficient, but is supplied by the
by.
of the world, because ho would make the beginning historical doctrine of the Logos (see above).
The exclusively verbal expositions, and the
perfectly absolute but he pre-supposes the re;

:

;

exclusively historical, are alike insufficient and incorrect : 1. the verbal, which explain 6 ?.6yoc as (a)
6 ley6fievoc, the promised one (Valla, Beza, Ernest i,
Tittmann, etc.); (b) 6 teyw, tbe speaking one
(Mosheim, Storr, and others) ; (c) the gospel objectively considered, as the word of God: the subject of the gospel (alloiosis !), hence Christ, [so
Hofmann, Schriftbew., I., p. 109 ff.1; or, ac* [Ilengstenborg quotes for this view Matth. xix. 4;
John viii. 44, and other passages where ipx»7 likewise ro- cording to Lulbardt: the word of God which
fcrs to the beginning of the world, or the creation. So also in Christ (Heb. i. 1) was spoken to the world,
BrUckner, Godot, etc.— P. 8.1
and the content of which is Christ (see, on the
f [Comp. Bengcl in Inc.: **/*» eodem principio cceH el terrm et
mundi (ver. 10 Oon. i. 1) jam erat Verbutn. tine utlo principio contrary, Meyer, p. 45, [pp. 68 and 69 in the
of 1869.—P. 8.]) ; 2. the historical,
iniliore tuo. Jptum Verbum est mere teternum: nam enaem fifth ed.
modo Verbi ac /Writ teternitas ducribitur." Alford " Thcso which would make either the Palestinian doc-words, if they do not asteri, at least imply, the eternal prtetrine of the 'Wisdom [XoQta, riDDH] with the
existence of the divine Word. For iv apvij ^v is not said
of an act done iu apxv (** 1° Gen. 1-3), out of a itate tx- Word of God [KJO'D or
«^31] of 'the Targums,

ference to the genesis of the world.
Not became [eyirero, comp. vers. 6 and
14] the Son of God, a Knapa, as Arianism taught.
(Comp. Prov. viii. 23 ; Sirach xxiv. 3.) It cannot be said, He might have become, or been
made, before the beginning ; for becoming and
beginning are inseparable. J

W&a —

;

:

iv ipxit an<* therefore without beginning itself."
*•
(in the fifth ed. of De Wette)
If the Logos
in the beginning of things, it follows that Me had a
being before all being." Ewald " The words, * In the beginning,' etc., mean first of all that the Logos actually existed before tho world or that thoro never could be conceived a time in which Ho was not already." 8o also Godet.
itting

BrUckner

:

was

:

—P.

8.]

JTBengol

:

" Brat Verbum,

anUauim mundus

lUreL"

Al-

ford: ** Tho existence of on enduring and unlimited state of
being, implied in J}r (the indefinite past), is contrasted with
iyivtro in ver. 3, and especially in ver. 14." Meyer: "John
reports historically, looking back from the later time of tho
incarnate Logos (ver. 14)." This is more correct than Olshausen's exposition of ty as designating " the enduring, timeless
existence of the eternal presence ;" this would require «ori, as
in John viii. 68, jrpiv 'A0pa&M yivtcrOat, fyw %ifn. (Chrysostom likewise takes $r here as denoting rb aifttor, because it is
used of God.) But all these commentators agree that the was
of tho divine Logos is clearly distinct from the became or began

—

or the Alexandrian Philonic doctrine of the
Logos, or both, the proper root of the scriptural
This root is to be found in tho manifestaidea.
tion of the consciousness of Christ, as it reflected
itself in the intuition of John himself; the hisof the creature, ver. 3, of the man John, rer. 6, and of the
nature of Christ, ver. 14. John suggests the idea of an
(eternal) generation of the Logos from the substance of the
(comp.
the term novoy*vrff vio* , ver. 18, and irp»TO>o«of,
Father
Col. i. 15, which differs widely from wp*»r<i*Ti<rn>« or vpurbto be

human

nXaoToti but not of the Arian doctrine of a creation of the
Logos out of nothing. The Son must be as eternal as the
Father, being as indispensable to the Fatherhood of God, as
the Father is to tho Sonship of tho Logos.— P. S.]
* ["Das persimlieftegeisiige Wesen Uottts inabsotuter SdbstobjeHirirung."]
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CHAP.
torical rise of the idea is due to the theological
conceptions of the Old Testament (see above)
and the expression itself was suggested by the
Pliilonic doctrina of the Logos.
Only this further discrimination mu3t be observed : that the
Philonio doctrine lays stress not on the word,
but the reason, while John emphasizes the absolute, personal, parfect Word, the image of God,
as the original of the world, the idea and llfo of
the whole apxh of things.

[Excursus on the Meaning* and Origin of
thb Term Loaos, and the Relation or John to
Philo. The Logos doctrine of John is tfeo fruitful germ of all the speculations of the ancient
Church on the divinity of Christ, which resulted
in the Nicene dogma of the homoousion or the
The
co-equality of the Son with the Father.

—

.

prm-exUtent Logos is the central idea of the Prologue, as the incarnate Logos or God- Alan is the
The
subject of the historical part of the Gospel.
Christ of idea and the Christ of history are one
and the same. Logos signifies here not an abstraction nor a personification simply, but a person, the same as in ver. 14, namely, Christ before
His incarnation, the divine nature of Christ,
the eternal Son of God. God has never been
akoyog, or without the Logos, the Son is as eternal
as the Father. John is the only writer of the New
Testament who employs the term in this personal
sense, as a designation of Christ, viz., four times
in the Prologue (i. 1, 14, " the Word " simply
and absolutely), once in his first epistle (i. 1,
"the Word of life "), and once in the Apocalypse
(xix. 13, "the Word of God"), but in the last
passage the whole d\vin<s- human person of Christ

There is an
in His exalted state is so called.*
inherent propriety in this application of the- term,
especially in the Greek language, where h6yog
is masculine, and where it has the double meaning of reason and speeoh.f Christ as to His
divine nature bears the same relation to the hidden being of God, as the word does to thought.
In the word of man his thought assumes shape
and form and becomes clear to the mind, and
through the same the thought is conveyed and
made intelligent to others. So the Logos is the
utterance, the reflection and counterpart of God,
the organ of all revelation both with regard to
Himself and to the world, ad intra and ad extra.
God knows Himself in the Son, and 'through Him

He makes Himself known

I.

1-5.

65

The term X6yoc was suggested to
i. 8, according to which God created the world through the word of His power,
and by such passages as Ps. xxxiii. 6 "By the
word of the Lord were the heavens made," where
the LXX uses the very term 7Jtyog for the Hebrew
"Ol, instead of the usual pviia. This seems to
be sufficient to account for the form of expression, and hence many commentators (Ilolemann,
Weiss, Hengstenberg) deny all connection of
John with the speculations of Philo of Alexandria.
There is indeed no evidence that he read
a line of the writings of this Jewish philosopher, who flourished about A. D. 40-50.
Yet, on the other hand, Philo was a profound
representative thinker mediating between tho
O. T. religion and the Hellenic philosophy, and
it is more than probable that soma of his idoas
had penetrated tho intellectual atmosphere of the
age before the composition of the fourth Gospel,
especially in Asia Minor, where they stimulated
the Gnostic speculations towards the close of tho
first and the beginning of the second centuries.
Comp. tho warnings of Paul, Acts xx. 29 ff.;
1 Tim. iv., the errorists of Colosse, and the heretical gnosis of Cerintbus, who came into conflict with John in Ephesus, and who, according
to Theodoret, studied first in Egypt.
Apollos
also, the learned Jew, came from Alexandria to
Ephesus (Acts xviii. 24). It no more detracts
from the apostolic dignity that John should have
borrowed a word from, or at least ohosen it with
tacit reference to, Philo for expressing an original idea, than the general fact that tho apostles
appropriated the whole Greek language, which
i.

15-19,

etc.

John by Gen.

:

Providence had especially prepared to be tho>
organ of the truths of the gaspel. And inasmuch as John uses the term without any explanation, as if it were already familiar to his.
readers, tho assumption of a connection with.
Philo, however indirect and remote, become*,
more probable. Such a connection is nssericd.
by Lucke, De Wette, Bruckner, Meyer, Lange,
Delitzsch,* Alford, and others.
Philo's doctrine of tho Logos, in its relation,,
to that of John, has been thoroughly ventilateiL
by recent German scholars (sco the literature in
Liicke's and in Meyer's Com. p. Gl).
I shall
briefly state the result in addition to the excellent remarks of Dr. Lange (p. 51).
Philo, on tho
basis of the Solomonic and Apocryphal doctrine
of the Wisdom and'tjio Word of God, and combining with it Platonic ideas, represents thoLogos (the Nous of Plato) as the embodiment of
all divine powers and ideas (the ayyeXot of tho
He dis0. T., the dwAfieic and idiat of Plato).
tinguishes between tho 7i6yos hih&$£To<; f or tho
Logos inherent in God corresponding to tho
reason in man, and the Adj-nf irpoQopiKof;, or tho
Logos emanating from God, like the spoken word
of man which reveals the thought. The former
contains the ideal world (tho vo7/rb^ K<fo/zof) ; tho
latter is the first begotten Son of God, tho imago
of God, the Creator and Preserver, tho Giver of

to men.
The Son has
declared or revealed and interpreted God (efrryycaro #coV, ver. 18 ; comp. Matt. xi. 27).
The idea of such a distinction in God is in
various ways clearly taught in the Old Test.
Even in the first verses of Genesis we have already an intimation of the Word and the Spirit
as distinct from, and yet identical with, God.
Personal intercourse with Christ in the flesh and
the inspiration of the Holy Ghost convinced
John that Jesus wa3 indeed the Word and the Wisdom of God, the Angel of the Covenant, Jehovah
revealed (xii. 41), the centre and organ of alf
revelations (comp. the Introductory Remarks of
*
dif. Johanna
Psychologies seed, cd., p. 178 " D
The same idea, but in different Uche[Bihl.
Dr. Lange).
Logoalehre nicht ausssr Beziehung rur philnnUchm
form, we meet in Matt. xi. 27 ; Heb. i. 3 ; Col. Bteht, ist tinunlliuqbares Rtct'tm. Die oposintiscJie Verkwrtdigung verxchmiUiU die bereit* votn Alerandrtnismus au*ge• fl John t. 7 i§ spurious. Luke 1. 20 Acts xx. 32 Hob. prUgten Idwnf^rrmtn tn'eht, ttnndern erfit! fft tie mit dem
:

;

It. 14,

m

;

durch die muUttamcntliche ErfWlungsgcsdiichUfanhuvichten

are no proper parallels.— 1\ 8.]

grammatical sense of Aoyo? see Textual Note
f [On the

1.]

//i/iatt."—P. 8.J
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and light, the Mediator between God and
the world, the second God,* also the Messiah,
yet only in the ideal sense of a theophany, not
as a concrete historical person.f
But with all the striking similarity of expression, there is a wide and fundamental difference
between Philo and John. 1) Philo's view is obscured by dualistic and docetic admixtures, from
which John is entirely free. 2) lie wavers between a personal and impersonal conception of
the Logos (Keferstein, Zeller, Lange), or rather
he resolves the Logos after all into an impersonal
summary of divine attributes (so Dorner, Niedner, Holemann, Bruckner, Meyer) ; while in
John He appears as a divine hypostasis, distinct
from, and yet co-essential with, God. 8) Philo
has no room in his system for an incarnation of
the Logos, which is the central idea of the Gospel of John. His doctrine is like a shadow which
It was a prophetio
preceded the substance.
dream of the coming reality. Lange compares
it to the altar of the unknown God, whom St.
Paul made known to the Athenians. It helped
to prepare deeper minds for the reception of the
truth, while it also misled others into Gnostic
aberrations. " The grand simplicity and clearness
of the Prologue" (says Meyer, p. 63, note) '* shows
life

with what truly apostolio certainty John

experi-

enced the influence of the speculations of his age,
andyet remained master over them, modifying, correcting and making them available for his ideas."
These ideas of Christ formed the basis of his
belief long before he knew anything of these
foreign speculations. J But he seems to have
chosen a form of expression already current in
the higher regions of thought for the purpose
-of meeting a false gnosis of speculation with the
true gnosis of faith. For the airy fancies about
.the Logos, as the centre of all theophanics, ho
substitutes at the threshold of his Gospel the
.substantial reality by setting forth Christ as
the revealed God: thus satisfying the speculative wants of the mind and directing misguided
speculation into the path of truth.
clear and
strong statement of the truth is always the best
P. S.]
refutation of error.
the "Word.— The clause: "In the beginning was the Word," contains the whole
theme. Now follows first the relation of the

A

—

And

•

[6 vpeoVSvTepof vio* row varpdf, 6 vpntroyovo? avrov,
iIkoju 0«ou, ayy«\os irpe<r0vTaTOS t apx*YY<Aos, the Aoyof
t
-to/acv?. Stjuiovpyb? 61 ov 6 ic6ofio% KartiTKtvdaOrj, 6 ap^e'TVwok «at wapdStiyfia toS $a»r<k, apxiepc u* , cxfnjf, oct/repo?

and similar terms which show how nearly Philo, In
speaking of tho Logos, approached the teaching of St. John,
although in fact he was nearer tho later Gnostic speculations
-about the reons. He also says of the Logos that he was
neither unbegotten (ayivvnrot^ like God, nor begotten (yivmrt-^c<fc,

—

.

:
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T<K),liko ourselves. P. S.J
t [LUcko, Alford and others go too far when they say that
Philo did not connect the Logos with Messianic ideas.— P. S.]
X [Meyer likewise distinctly asserts the independence of the
matter of John's Lop;os-doctrino. which rests on the O. T. and
the teaching of Christ and the Holy Spirit. He arrives, by a
purely exegetical process, substantially at tho orthodox view,
and thus sums up the result of his exposition of ver. 1 (p.
CI) " Mitltin i*t nnch Jnh. unUr b Aoyoc . . nichts anderes tu
vtrslehm als die rorzrillich (vrgl. Paidus, Col. 1. 15 ff.) in Gott
imminent*, sur VoUsiehung des SchVpfungsaetes aoer hypostat inch aus Gott hervorgegangtne und seitdem als schSp/ervsches, beleJvndes und crleuchtmdes persGnliche* Princiv auch
in de.r gnsttinen Well wirkende wesenlKche frlbstofftnoarunff
GoUsf, d***em selbst an Wts*n und IferrlicJikeit gleieh {vrgl.
Paulas Phil. II. 6), welchs gUttliche frJbsloffenharung in dim
Mmxchen Jejus UiUich erschienen ist und das Wtrk der We'.tcrlotung vollsogen haL"'—P. S.J
:

—

Logos

God, then, more at Urge,
the temporal world.

to the eternal

Ilis relation to

Was

with God.— [npbc rbv &e6v,

rather
than irapa r£ #e£, xvii. 6.] Properly : with God, as
from and over against Him, in direction
towards Him, for Him [in inseparable nearness
and closest intercommunion, comp. ver. 18, *• towards the bosom of the Father." P. 8.].*
There is a similar phraseology in Mark vi. 3,
distinct

—

On the antithesis in the eternal
constitution of God, see above, and Prov. viii.
30; Wisdom ix. 4. The doctrine of the Holy
Ghost also is implied in this expression of the
motion 6r posture of the Logos towards God, as
well as in the further designation of the Logos
and elsewhere.

He was God.

Starke

:

We

must take good heed

that we do not connect with the particle "with"
the notion of place or space. The word .denotes
the most intimate and divine sort of relation to
another, f
the
was [not the world, which
did not yet exist, ver. 8, hence not man, nor angel, nor any creature, but] God. J
Qeic is the
predicate, Myog the subject ;J and in the Greek the
predicate stands first, for the sake of emphasis.
[Comp. iv. 24: icvevfia 6Qe6g. P. 8.] God [in
the strict sense of the term], of divine nature
and kind, was the Logos. Meyer shows bow the
omission of the article [before #«$f] was necessary, to distinguish the persons or subjects,
6 &e6g and 6 Xoyoc ; and how, therefore, this expression is not to be taken in the sense of the
tfrof without tho article [a God], the subordinate
devrepoe #eoV, in Philo [p. 66j.||
Likewise the
translation in the adjective form: [=#*«*],
divine (Daumgarten-Crusius), would alter the
idea.
Tholuck cites Chemnitz : tiedc. sine artic
essenlialiter, cum artic, personaliter.
He refers
also to Liebner : ChristoL I., p. 165 ; the Letters
of Liicke and Nitzsch, in the Sludien u. Kriliken,
1840 and *4l ; Thomasius : Christi Person. II., { 40.
[0:6g without the article signifies divine essence, or the generio idea of God in distinction

And

Word

—

* [This sentence excludes Sabellianism, while tho following
declaration : ** The Word was Ood," excludes A nanism.
lfcngel " Ergo distinctus a Deo Patre. wpot denotat perpttuam
:

quasi l-ndmtiam Filii ad l\Urem in unitaU essentia. Erat
apud Deum uniee quia nil extra Deum turn eraL" Meyer : ** root
OfzcicJiwt das BejindlicJisein des Logos bti Gott im Gesichtspunkte des Yerkdirs" Bruckner " wood lull mehr die Rilumlichkeit, wp6t mehr die ^ugehSrigkeU des lieisammenstins
hervor." Alford: "Both the inner substantial union, and
tho distinct personality of the Adyos are here asserted."
Liddon (1. c. p. 229): "He is not merely wapd. 6«p(John
xvii. 5), along with God, but irpoc rhv e«6V. This last proposition expresses, beyond the fact of co-existence or immanence, tho more significant fact of perpetuated intercommuTho face of tho everlasting Word was ever directed
nion.
towards the everlasting Father." Owen: "With signifies a
continual cleaving or adherence to the object towards which
the relation of union is expressed, tho closest union, together
with distinct and independent personality." Oodet: "wpot
exprime la proximite, la prtsence, le rapprochement mutuel,
:

la relation active, la communvm personelle.
lie translates it,
44
en relation avec Ditu."" P. S.]
44
t [ Vbi amor, ibi trinitas." Ood being love, lie must be
triune, a loving Father, a beloved Son, and tho union and
communion of both, which is the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of
L*vo and communion. P. 8.]
% [Meyer observes hero (p. 05): "There Is something majestic in the growth of the record of the Logos in these three
brief; grand sentences."
P. S.J
{ [Luther reverses tho order, following closely the Greet:
Gott war das Wort. So also the old English translation authorized by Henry VIII.— P. 8.)
calls tho Logos 0«k only by misapplication, iv
| [Philo
icaTaxpqo'ci, as he *:iys ; and he calls Him 6 oVurepot 0e<fc in
1

—

—

—

the sense or a middle being between

Ood and man.
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man and angel; as o&p?

ver. 14, signifies the
essence or nature of the Logos. The article before &e6g would here destroy the distinction
of personality and confound the Son with the Father. The preceding sentence asserts the distinct
hypothesis of the Logos, this His essential oneness with God. To conceive of an independent
being existing from eternity, outside or external
to the one God, and of a different substanoe (frepoovatoc). would overthrow the fundamental truth
of monotheism and the absoluteness of God. There
can be but one divine being or substance. P. S.]
Ver. 2- The same was. The first proposition characterixes the subject -alone; the Becond
declares the personal distinction of the Logos
from God absolute ; the third expresses the essenThe
tial nnity and identity of the divine nature.
clauses form a solemn climax: the Logos the
eternal ground of the world ; the Logos the image-like expression of God; the Logos God.
The sentence now following combines those three
propositions in one : This Logos, which was God,

from

,

human

—

—

was

in the beginning with God.

[The em-

phasis lies on ovroe, this Logos who was Himself
God, and no other Logos; and with ohroe is contrasted ir&vra, ver. 8, the whole creation without
any exception was brought forth by this Logos.
So Meyer. P. S.] This completes the statement
of the position of Christ within the Godhead;
then follows His relation to the world.
Ver. 3. All things were made through
[Prom the immanent Word, the \6yoq
[oV] him.
evtiid&cTos, John now proceeds to the revealed
Word, the Xdyoe npo$opu(6e. The first manifestaP. S.]
tion of the Logos ad extra is the creation.
Gen. i. Col i. 17 ; Heb. i. 2 ; Philo, de Cherub. I.
162.* [The Son is the instrumental cause, the
Father the efficient cause, of the creation ; comp.
1 Cor. viii. 6 and the difference between i/c and
did.
The Son never works of Himself, but always as the revealer of the Father and the exeAs the Evangelist
P. S.]
cutor of His will.
means, that absolutely all that exists, not only
in its form and totality, but also in its material
and detail, was called into life by the Logos,
irdvra y ally without the article, is more suitable
[being more general and unlimited] than ra
xavra [which would mean a specific and definite
The Socinian intotality, as in 1 Cor. v. 18.
terpretation : 'the ethical creation,' or 'all Christian graces and virtues/ is grammatically impossible.— P. 8.] f

—

—

—

—

And without him. —Not merely an "emphaparallelisms

tic

28;

1

John

ii.

antithetic us

4, 27],

" [comp.

though

it is

v. 20; x.
this primarily

(see Meyer), but also a further direct statement
of the negation contained in the previous clause.
• [Philo justly distinguishes the efficient from the instrunratal cans* of the creation, the former he signifies by w^'
ov, th4 latter by oV o5 : . . rhv 0cbp, u$' oC (6 «oo>io?; yiyovtv

wv ovvticpdOrf opyarov
&i o £ car ttrtt ev<£<r ij. The Bible
and Philonic doctrine of the wAtj which
i* dtulistic.
It teaches that the world was made by God the
Fjth-r (in answer to the question v$' ov), through the 8on
(54* ©K out of nothing (<£ o6\ for His glory (oV S).— P. 8.]
f [Meyer: "John might have written r<L wdvra (with the
but ho must not; comp.
article) as 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Col. 1. 16
CoL L 17 ; John iii. 35. for his idea is: < All/ in the unlimited
*3or»; tA vavra wonld express the idea: the totality of things
existing." Comp. Godet. Bengel observes on wivra: "Grand*
vertiuR, quo mundus, i. e. univtrtila* rtruM factarwn denoCatmr ver. 10."—P. S.J

vAy W, tA

T«<r<rapa orotveia, i(

\iyor 0eov,

&i f

excludes the Platonic

;

y
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For Meyer [followed by Godet] in vain
question John's intention to exclude by

calls in

this ne-

gative sentence (as LUcke, De Wette, Olsbausen
and others have observed*) the Platonio and
Philonic doctrine of the timeless matter (v?lt?).
The argument that, since kykvro and ykyovev de-

note only a becoming which is subsequent to
creation, therefore the Ihj would not be included,
seems itself to rest upon the unconscious notion
of a prro-temporal vfoj. The only question should
be, whether 5 yiyovtv could be said of the vlrj ;
especially since the Evangelist does not distinctly
enter upon the idea of the v?jj\tl itself considered,
and doubtless for very good reasons. A proposition so distinctly antithetic was undoubtedly
expressed also with antithetic intont, and it would

imply downright ignorance in the Evangelist to
suppose him unacquainted with this antithesis so
universally familiar to Ate ancient world. We
should likewise remember, with Tholuck, that
the sentence contains, on the other hand, the antignostio thought, that the orders of spirits also
were made by the Logos. For Col. ii. 18 shows
that the germ of the Gnostio doctrine of aeons
was already known. Yet the strong ov6e ev [not
even one thing, prorsue nihil, stronger than ovtikv,
nothing] proves that the an tiny lie aim decidedly
prevails.
[There is great comfort in the idea
that there is absolutely nothing in the wide
world which is unknown to God, which does not
owe its very existence to Him, and which must
not ultimately obey His infinitely wise and holy
will.
Comp.* Ewald in loc. P. J3.]

—
—Perfect:

That hath been made.

6

ytyo-

All created existence.
The connection of
this clause with the following : " That which was
made, in Him it was lifo (had its life in Him),"
has been advocated from Clement of Alexandria
down, by eminent fathers like Origen and Augustine, and by some codices and versions. But,
besides the mass of the codices, Chrysostom and
Jerome are against this connection. It must be
rejected for the following considerations: (1)
that such connection would require kori instead
of j/i> after ykyovev (Meyer) ; (2) that it would
destroy the absolute idea of the £«# which is expected here (see 1 John i. 1) ; (3) that it would
causo the derived life in Jhe creatures to bo designated as the light of men ; (4) that it would confuse the idea of the essential life itself here, and
make the word equivocal.* Clement of Alexandria may have been led by his philosophy to separate somewhat the sentence : ovde kvy b ykyovev ;
then many followed him for the sake of the apparent profundity of his combination. On Ililgenfeld's introduction of the Gnostic £<*>// here,
see the note in Meyer [p. 03],
Ver. 4. In him was life.
[£«?, the true life,
the divine, immortal life (comp. iii. 15, 1G ; vi.
27, 33, 35, 40, 47 ; Matth. vii. 14 ; xix. 1G ; Rom.
ii. 7 ; v. 10, 17, 18, 21, and a great many passages), as distinct from ftioc, the natural, mortal lifo (comp. the Greek in 1 John ii. 16 ; iii.
17 ; Mark xii. 44; Lu. viii. 14, 43 ; xv. 12, 21

vev.

—

* [Also Alford : " This addition is not merely a Hebrew
parallelism, but a distinct denial of the eternity and uncreatedness of matter as hold by the Gnostics. They set matter,
as a separate existence, over against Ood, and made it the
origin of evil :—but John excludes any such notion."— P. S.J
f [Godet justly remarks that £«ij hvat is too strong an expression for creatures instead of tfwijv ex«tr.—P. S.J
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2 Tim.

ii.

4).—P.

S.]

The

translation:

"was luminator of

based on the absence of the article (De
Wette, Meyer). But in Greek the omission of
the article makes less difference than in German
[and English]. To say [in English] : In Him
was life, may mean : some measure of life. In
the Greek it means, at least in this connection :
the fullness of life, all life (Phiio:* nifti) C"7f)-*
Hence Luther's translation : war dot Leben : was

life," is

Meyer justly rejects the rethe life, is best.
striction of the idea to the spiritual life [£o# al-

the intellectual and moral universe
even before His incarnation. lie is the Qootfpoc,
the original bringer and constant dispenser of
light to all men.*
Light and salvation are
closely related comp. Ps. xxvii. 1 : «• Jehovah is
my light and my salvation ;" comp. Isa. xlix. 6.
In the Legos was the life, and this life ie the light.
Observe, it is not said the Logos was the life.
The personal God, the personal Logos, have not
passed into the form of mere life, as Pantheism
holds ; branched out* into extension and thought,
as Spinoza has it; alienated Himself from Himself; emptied Himself of Himself, as idea, according to Hegel and the modern philosophy of
nature. And as little has He, according to tho
abstract supernaturalistic notion, made a purely
creature-life out of nothing.
He has creatively
;

6vloc~\ (Origen [Maldonatus, Lampe, Hengstenberg] and others), or to the physical (Baumgarten-Crusius), or to the ethical (felicitate Kuinoel).f
Nor is the life here to be at all divided into phyIt is the creative life,
sical, moral and eternal.
the ultimate principle of life, which manifests itself in the operations of life in every province. revealed the life which was in Him, and has
This, however, excludes the thought that God made it, as the vital spiritual ground of the
We must, therefore,
called things into existence by an act of abstract, creation, the light of men.
pure will in the Logos. The Word was as much on the one hand, keep the continuity of His rean animating breath as it was a logical, luminous velation : tho Word, the life, the light ; but on
and enlightening volition. The life refers chiefly the other hand, observe tho antithesis, which
to the creative power and the power of manifes- now appears between the life and the light, more
With tho
tation, to the substance and the principles of exactly defined: nature and spirit.
things, as the light to their laws and forms; idea of the light, the Evangelist passes to man.
though primarily lifo and light still form a unity. kind. It belongs therefore to the constitution of
Gerlach " From creation he passes to preserva- humanity to receive the life as light (see Rom.
tion and providence, and ascribes these also to i. 20; John viii. 12), and in the light still ever to
^he Word, in virtue of the creative vital force perceive the personal revelation of the personal
dwelling in Him. All beings, however, not only Logos. The light is, unquestionably, the divine
stand in Him, but have their true, perfect life, truth, akfjdeia (Meyer); not, however, primarily
attain their end, and enjoy the happiness and as theoretical and practical^ but as ontological or
perfection designed for them, only in Him. Comp. essential, and formal, logical; then also, doubton this full sense of life, eternal life, ch. iii. 1G, less, as the truth of tho origin of lifo (ideal, re:

and the end of it (ethical). Meyer most
justly maintains that here is described the primal condition of mankind in paradise, f not prithe light of men.
just mentioned]
John passes from the relation of the Logos to the marily the subsequent revelation of the Logos as
world at large to His relation to men. Here life "kdyoc. oirepfiarucdg in the heathen world, or as tho
kindles up into light. As God the Father is in principle of revelation in Judaism. And that
the absolute sense life (v. 26: 6 irarfo lx u Cw'/V the operations of that primal relation were not
eon) t subsequently broken off, though certainly they
iavr$) and light (1 John i. 6 : 6 debf
Light is a figurative ex- wero broken, is declared by the next verse itself,
so is the Son likewise.
pression for pure, divine truth, both intellectual which thus forms a complete parallel to Rom. i.
and moral, in opposition to darkness (ovcor/a), 20.
Ver. 5.
the light shineth.— [Comp.
which includes error and sin. Christ is not Qhq
L e., it still shines,
simply, but rd 0£f, the only true light; comp. Isa. ix. 1 ; Matlh. iv. 10].
The darkness which entered was not
All nations and languages even now.
v. 9; viii. 12; ix. 5.
use light, which is the vivifying and preserving absolute. If the light here, as is certainly tho
principle of the world, as a fit image of the Deity. case, becomes the subject (Meyer against Lucke),
Christ is not simply doctor verm religionie (Kui- Liicke, in his interpretation : And as the light
noel), but is here represented as the general il- shines the Logos, is still right, in so far as tho
light, rightly known, must be known as the
Since tho
• [Comp. Pa. xxxvi. 9 " With Thee Is the fountain of life; manifestation of the personal Logos.
in Thy light wo see light ;" LXX miyyi £wq«. Comp. also darkness has not been able to destroy the life, it
;"
Johnxi. 2o: "lam the resurrection and the life (if £<""?)
has also not been able to destroy the light in the
and 1 John i. 1, where Christ is called tho (personal) W ord of
life, and shining inalienably belongs to the light.
life, tm* £«»j5.— P. S.l
It shineth. Present : denoting continuous
f [Olshiiust'n, BrUckner and Alford likewise take life In this
comprehensive sense, that tho Logos is the source of all life activity from the beginning till now.
But it
to the creature, net indeed ultimately, but mediately, comp.
rer. 2G 1 John v. 11. Bo ddvaros, the opposite of £«if, covers does not follow that the enlightening agency of
in John tho physical and spiritual. Chrysostom (Horn. V., al. the incarnate Word (Xoyoc ivaapKog) is meant as
IV.) refers £torj mainly to the power of creation and preservawell as of the Word before the Incarnation (X6yoc
tion, but also to the resurrection.
According to Olshausen
For where the ?Jyoc Ivoapicoc is known,
£«ij designates tho only real absolute being, the bvrm* *lva\. y aaapKoc).
36,"

ligious)

etc.

And

the

life [the article

;/

refers to the £w#

was

h

<&

And

:

:

—

—

;

of Deity, in contrast with the relative existence of the creature. Luthardt and BrUckner: u Da$insiehatsUUigU wakr6
}
Sein, wekhet tugleieh die $ehi>pftri»che Lebentkraft tchlechthin

[Chrysostom owe tlvtv, Sf to 4»* *** IovoWwk, oAAa
twv AvOfkanw. P. 8.1
:

jtaSoAov

—

( [Ver. 4 relates to the condition before, vor. 5 to the condiUt ofme Unitrtchcidung dtt Phytischen una l&hitchen."
Godet " la tanti vitaU dan* $a viqumr la plus intacU, It de- tion after, the fall. Bo already Bengel. Godet goes farther,
vtlnpement normal de V txittrnr** i. e. life in its normal and and discovers in Jt/>nnd light an allusion to the trees of life
healthy condition, whether physical, or intellectual and moral, and knowledge in paradise. Ingenious, but not properly warranted by the text.—P. S.]
or supernatural and eternal.—P. B.J
:
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The Logos, however,
the oKoria is taken away.
even for the heathen and unbelievers, is still
constantly active in all the world as aoapxoc
round about the revelations of the tvtrapKoc. Do
Wette groundlessly takes the present as a historical present, referring to the activity of the
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meaning of both of the next verses and the
whole Gospel. The Evangelist intends to declare
the very aavent of the Light in the history of the
world, its breaking through all the obstructions
of the ancient darkness, as it appeared continufull

ously in tho history of Abraham.
[This interpretation gives good sense, but disIn the darkness.— The entrance of the dark- agrees with the connection and destroys the paness as a hostile counterpart to the light, t. «., the rallelism of vers. 5, 10, 1 1, which is quite obvifall, is here presupposed ; and it must be inferred ous, although there is a difference in the choice of
that the primitive condition just described was not the verbs Karakafi/idveiv, yivdoaetv, and irapatofAdisturbed by any such darkness, f The dark- P&vetv, as also in the object (ver. 5, avr6t sc. rd
ness, however, is not simply " the state in which Quq ; ver. 10, 11, avrov, sc. rbv Myov.)
man has not the Divine truth " (Meyer). As
light in the old covenant.*

—

the light is truth, so the darkness is falsehood
(John viii. 44), the positive perversion of the
truth in delusion, and the OKoria denotes the total
manifestation of sin as a total manifestation of
falsehood, in its hostile workings against the
tight, together with its substratum, the kingdom
of darkuess in mankind, t. <?., primarily in human nature, yet only in so far as human nature
is submissive to and pleased with falsehood. We

Ver.

5.

to 4>«*f iv rjj cricoria <J>cuVei,
ecu if tTKoria avrb ov ffar4Aa/3«r.

Ver. 10. <V t« k6o>¥ V.
*ai 6 *6V/iOc avrbv
Ver. 11. sit ta ilia fiKdtv,
teal ot i6toi avrbv

ovk cypm.

ov napiKafitv.

The

Gentiles, as well as the Jews (ol Idiot), rejected the preparatory revelations of the Logos.
Comp. Rom. i. 20 ff. John speaks, of course,
only of the mass, and himself makes exceptions
very much doubt whether John would have (ver. 12). The meaning of ml here and vers. 10
called mankind itself, as sinful, darkness.
and 11 is and yet, notwithstanding the light
Suppressed [?] it not. [The aor. icari- shining in the darkness. There is here a tone of
Xaflev is used because John speaks of it as a sacred sadness, of holy grief, which must fill
Common interpretation : Com- every serious Christian in view of the amazing
historical fact.]
prehend \begreifen\ % understand (Luther [Eng. ingratitude of the great majority of men to the
Vers., Altord, Wordsworth; but in this sense boundless mercies of God.
P. S.]
the vox media only is used, Acts iv. 13; z. 84.

—

—

P. S.]).
(2) Meyer: apprehend [ergreifen],
[So Karalau $dvetv is used xii. 85:
grasp.
\va ut) OKoria v/iif KaraM/in ; Mark ix. 18 ; Rom.
The reaix. 80; Phil. iii. 12 f.; 1 Cor. ix. 24.
son why the darkness rejected the light is indicated in iii. 19 and Matth. xxiii. 87. P. S.]t

—

(3) hinder, suppress; Origen, Chrysostom and
others (Lnnge, Leben Jesu, III., p. 654), recently
Holemann. Meyer is obliged to concede that
this interpretation is grammatically correct}
(Herod, i. 46, 87, etc); he calls it, however,
But an absolute negation
false to the context.
of the penetrating activity of the light would be
false to the context; for it would destroy the
* [BrUckner likewise dissents here from Do Wette. Alford
" This £durci is not merely the historical present, but describes
the whole process or the light and life in the Eternal Word
shining in this evil and dark world ; both by the 0. T. revelations, and by all the scattered fragments of light glittering
among the thick darkness of heathendom." llengsteuberg,
on the contrary (p. 33), dsnies all illumination of the heathen
world as foreign to the mind of John, and explains that, the
Logos before the incarnation was virtually life and light, but
did not manifest Himself as such before the Incarnation, so
that those who lived before Christ were excluded from life and
light.
But this would cut off even tho saints of the 0. T.
Comp. against Ilengstenberg ver. 9 : Rom. i. 18-24 ; ii. 14, 16
Acts xlv. 16, 17 ; xvii. 27, 23.— P. 8. J
f As the (TKoria is not introduced here in its historical
origin, Hilgenfeld (with the Baur school generally) has sought
here to make ultimate opposites out of the light and darkness. Thus is the Gnostic filth everywhere brought in, Just
where the evangelist would sweep it out, as here by the preceding owM <f.
u ov KariKaptv, ergriff et nicht; nahm nicht
J (Meyer:
BetUt davoi ; et ward vm der Fintternitt nicJU angeeig%eL to doss tie dadureh licht geworden Vfiire ; tie blieo ihm
fern und fremaV Ewald (p. 121) takes the same view, and
l
'und die
finds besides in ov xaWAa0<r the idea of guilt:

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The Bible speaks of three creations the
marks the beginning, the second tho central

—

[1.
first

and turning

point, the third the end, of the history of the world. The 0. T. opens with tho natural creation, tho N. T. with the moral creation
or incarnation, and the Revelation closes with
a description of the new heavens and the new
earth, where nature and grace, the first and
second creation, shall be completely harmonized,
and the perfect beauty of the spirit shall be
reflected in a glorious and immortal body.
The first words of the Gospel of Matthew:
The book of generation, or genealogy, origin (/fc/ftoc

yeviaeoc^J))! l)FS

"!?.?.)»

reminds one of the head-

ing of the second account of creation in Genesis
ii.

4 (nW?to H-?«,

Sept.: Airrn

?/

/3/;ftoc

yevioeoc

The first words of the Gospel
ovpavov Kal 77c).
of John, In' the beginning (eu apxv)* contain an
unmistakable allusion to the first words in Genesis (i. 1,

JVt7*n3, Sept.: iv apxv)\ and* (he third

verse of the former: "All things were made by
Him" (the personal Word), may serve as a commentary on the third verse of the latter: "God

(^OVh) Let there be light And there was
The world was created by God the Father through God the Son. Comp. Ps. x xxiii.

said

9

!

light."

6; Col. i. 16; Heb. i. 2; Rev. iv. 11.— P. S.]
The fundamental car2. [In Langk, No. 1.]

dinal ideas of this section aro: The personal God
(6 8e6e); the Word or the Logos absolute, tho beVUsUrniu dennoch
ginning, the rise of things, the life, the light, men,
nicht an. wie tie dock hUUe thun Tcdnnen und tolUn."
the darkness, the shining of the light in the darkP. 3.1
T. this ness, the irrepressible breaking of the light through
| [According to classic usage, but In the N.
have
parallel.
would
probably
used
John
meaning has no
the darkness: all belonging to the exhibition of
uWvtir in this case, as Paul did, Bom. i. 18 2 Thess. ii. 0, 7.
the eternal advent of Christ. God is designated
M.]
ihrerteitt ergriff et nicht, tigneU. tt tick

—

;

-
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as personal by virtue of His Logos : the Logos, at once implies His deity. He was God, t. e. t not
on His God- ward side, is designated as the full a subordinate kind of deity (Philo, and the suborexpression of the being of God in objective, per- dination ists), which, in view of the Biblical mosonal correlation ; in the Epistle to the Hebrews, notheism, is simply a self-contradiction in terms
the xaPaKT ^/Pi c. i. 8 in Paul, the image, elic&v, not to say that the absence of the article with
Col. i. 15. As the human word is the expression 6e6c emphasises just the " divine being " of the
of the human mind, so the Word of God is the Logos. With the divinity of the Logos as distinct
expression of His being, in focus-like central from God (the Father), the antithesis in the
clearness and perfect concentration. But if, with Godhead is established.
And at the same time
reference to God, the Logos is single, He is, on is signified the unity of the speaking God and
the side toward the world, inexhaustibly rich and the spoken, i, «., the existence of the Spirit,
manifold, comprising the whole ideal kingdom of which Schleiermacher (in his Dogmatik), misses
The Logos, in the passage. Considered as the unity of God
divine love, John xvii. 5; Eph. i. 4.
as the expressed life of God, is the eterrfhl with the Logos, it is contained in the term Loground of the temporal world. The beginning gos ; considered as the unity of the Logos with
gives the becoming, the becoming gives the God, it is contained in tho phrase irpbc rov
world. The ult imate cause of the world's coming Oeov. Of the Spirit distinctly John had here no
into being aud continuing is the creating and up- occasion to speak.* But if the whole essence of
holding lite in the Logos, as He contains the prin- God was concentrated as an object to itself in
ciples of life.
The wholo revelation of this life the Word, the eternal perfection of the divine
in the world was light for man, who was himself consciousness in luminous clearness, unity, and
of the light, t. «., it was a spiritual element for certitude, is thereby declared, against all notions
his spirit. Even the encroaching darkness could of a crcaturely development in an originally
not extinguish this light. In the midst of the crude divine being. In the eternal Logos lies
;

shines (the bright side of heathen- the idea of the eternal consciousness, as well as
it breaks (the its eternal concentration and revelation to itself:
the idea, therefore, of the eternal personality,
Old Testament revelation).*
8. [2.] The passage before us contains the which, in its power of self-revelation, is the Lord ;
ultimate data of the New Testament doctrine of in its distinction, love;
in its
unity, the
the ontological Trinity.-f The Evangelist states Spirit.
an antithesis in the Godhead which refers primaIt may now be asked, why there is nothing
rily not to the world, but to God.
The Logos said of Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and whether
was in the beginning; this is His eternity, which the ancient and modern distinctions between the
eternal Logos of God and the coming of the Lo* [Victor Strauss (Das Kirchtnjahr im House, Heidelberg,
gos to be Son first in the creation (Mar cell us, and
1845, p. 03) beautifully reproduces and expounds the Johannean idea of the Logos in his relation to God and the in some measure Urlsperger), are
not well
world
grounded. It is to be observed, however, that
" Tor Jnfxginn der SchCpfung und der Zeiten
the distinction between eternity and temporalJit Grjtles Eingtbomer twxylich.
ness in Scripture is not the same as with these
Die nute selbst von QoUes WesenheUen,
theologians. According to Scripture, time is not
Das ew'ge Du. in dem des Yaters Jch
excluded or cut off from eternity, but embraced
Dts ciynen tVesau Wesenheit btticgtlt,
and penetrated by it, so that Christ says : " BeDen eignen Abgrund aufgedeckt in sich,
fore Abraham was, I am."
In the Logos is from
Die Hand die Gottes TUf ihm stJbsi entriegtlt,
eternity the essence of the Son, as in God is the
Sein Wille selbst in an/anglour Tliatf
essence of the Father, as in the relation of tho
&inAI>gkmst der ihm selbst sichwiederspiegelL
two is the essence of the Spirit The distinction
Das Wort, das er in sich geboren hat
of the two in our Evangelist, however, proceeded
Zum wahren Snn, drin IWle der Nature*
from, his making an antithesis between the eterJn"s ungeschaffne Dasein twig traL
nity which is before the world, and the eternity
Da ist der Grund, cats dem die Weltenfluren
which, with the beginning of the world, enters
Hervorgesprosst sum Anbtyinn der Zcil,
into the world and comes under temporal condiAls ew'gts Dasein ward tu Creaturen;
tions.
If the eternity of God beyond the world
Vnd LebensjTUC in reinster SetiglcHt
be conceived in contrast with the world, the Son
Ging aus von Dan in die Erschaffnen alle ;
is called Logos; if it be conceived absolutely, the
Es war nur Lieht, war keine Dunkelheit." P. 8.]
And the church doct [German dirines properly distinguish since Urlspcrgcr Logos is called the Son.
(who invented, not the distinction, but the terminology) bo- trine treats of the Godhead absolutely, as it is
tween the ontological and the axonomical Trinity, or the Tri- from eternity to eternity ; therefore
of the Son.
nity of ttttnet and the Trinity of revelation. The ontological
Trinity is the Trinity of the Divine being before and inde- The Son, as Logos, is from eternity ; the Logos,
pendent of the world, the inherent threefold distinction in as Son, passes from eternity into development,
God, who both as absolute intelligence and as absolute will
i. e., into the unfolding of the glories of the dior love, is to Himself an object of knowledge and of love,
On the development of the church
and yet self-identical in this distinction. We have an analogy vine nature.
in our human self-consciousness which implies a union of the doctrine of the Logos, Bee Dorner's Entwicklungtknowing subject and the known object and in human love geschichte, etc. (History
of Christology).
there is also a trinity—the loving subject, the beloved object,
4. [3]. After the relation of the Logos to God
and the union of the two. The ceconomical Trinity is the
Trinity of God manifested in the world in the work of Crea- follows first His relation to the world, as antithetic
tion and Preservation (as God the Father), Redemption (as
God the Son), and Regeneration and Sanctification (as God the
* [The dispensation of tho Spirit, nis ceconomical manifestaHoly Ghoflt). Tho Bible generally speaks of the Trinity as
revealed, but this itself justifies by inference the assumption tion in tho world with the whole fullness of His power, prethe atoning work and glorification of Christ, and
supposed
of the internal Trinity, since God reveals Himself as He actually is. Thero can be no contradiction between His being did not appear before the day of Pentecost and the founding
Church. Comp. John vii. 39.—P. S.J
Christian
and His manifestation-—P. S.J
of the

darkness

ism),

it

and through the darkness

—

;
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to the former.
And the world is here viewed not
as a finished cosmos, but in concrete totality : all
things ( irdrra) ; because the cosmos is properly
the result and manifestation of the development
of the things ; rd irav is the finished appearance
of the irtivra, as the Logos is their original
source ; because it should be distinctly remembered that the Logos is not merely architect of
the form of the world (the demiurge of Philo), but
also the producer of the material of the world, or
rather of the life of the world, which reduces its
subordinate, elementary forms to the material of
the world.
The question whether the creation of
the world is from eternity, or arose in time, proceeds from an obscurity respecting the relation
between the ideas of eternity and time.
To
conceive the world as arising in eternity, before
time, incurs the absurdity of supposing a world,

I.

1-5.

things.
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And

the preservation of the world rests

upon the same word as the creation, Hcb. i. 3
John v. 17. The points of unity between tho
creation and the preservation of the world, in
which the creation establishes tho preservation,
and the preservation reaches back to the basis of
the creation, are vital principles, out of Which

—

the vital laws evolve themselves, Gen. i. 11 zii.
The life is, however, before the light,
nature beforo spirit; though even the natural
light, as tho first step of the separating (and liberating) process of the life, is a prophecy of
the. spirit, which, being of the nature of light,
finds its essential light in the manifestations of
the Logos.
;

21, 28.

7. [t>]. "And the life was the light."
An intimation of the antithesis between spirit and nature.
In man the revelation life of tho Logos has apWerden) without peared in the world as light. Consciousness is

consequently a development (tin
time (i. e., also without rhythm or established
succession).
To oonoeive the world as arising
in time, presupposes an existence of time before
the world, i «., a time without world.
Time is
the world itself in its unfolding.
The world,
therefore, arose with time, and time with the
world, but upon the basis of eternity, which but

•

reveals itself in all time.
6. [4]. "And without him was not any thing
made,
Ps. xxxiii. 6.
The absolutely dynamic
view of the world ; in opposition to materialism,
which, in its anti-dynamic dealing, is the philosophy of the absolute impotence of the spirit,
vexed with a remnant of spirit. In the btatement that all things were made by the Logos (not
out of Him, nor yet by Him as an instrument, but
ta principle), the creation is at the same time represented as a pure act of the eternal personality;
in opposition to all theories of emanation.
Both
the doctrine of an eternal heterogeneous opposition between God or spirit and matter (pantheistic Dualism), and the doctrine of an eternal natural outflowing of all things from God (dualistic
Pantheism), are here excluded (not to speak of
the cabbalistic fancies concerning matter, as a
shadow of God, a negation of God, which have
emerged again even in our day). By the harmonious distinction in God, or His absolute personality, the discordant opposition in the world,
the heathen view of the world, is denied. Gerlach: The by is not to be understood as if the
Logos, the Word, were only the external architect; Paul expresses it: "In him* were all
things created," and adds : " by him and for

him," CoL
6.

[5].

i.

16.

But the next words: "In him was

the

with equal decision, contradict Deism,
which sees in the world only an act and work of
a God entirely outside and remote, f The Logos

life"

etc.,

the operative, oreative
things are. Yet the things
have their life in Him, not He His life in the

is

the

force,

life

of the

by which

life,

all

* ["Br avr»; inaccurately translated by him in the English
Version, and thus not rightly distinguished from ©V avrov at
the close of the same Terse. E. D. Y.]

—

f [Gothe thus refute* Deism

"What were a God who only from without
Upon his finger whirled the universe about?
within itself to move the creature
Nature in him to warm, himself in nature;
Bo that what in him lives and moves and is,
Shall aver feel tome living breath of his."—P.

*Tis his

&]

tho light of being. But the life was the light of
men, not merely as the souroe of life, in that the
human spirit has its origin in the Logos; but
also as the element of life, in that the clearness
of the spirit subsists only through the in-working of the Logos. Without Him the light in man
becomes itself darkness (Matth. vi. 22),* and the
spirit, tho irvevua, itself becomes unspiritual
flesh.
But if the life itself was the light of
men, the creation must have been, to the puro
man, a transparent symbol, a perfectly intelligible likeness of divine things (Rom. i. 20). And
this thought is most gloriously carried out in the
Gospel. Christ has made the light of men manifest in the life.
8. [7]. "Jn the darkness."
The Evangelist,
writing as a Christian for Christians, can introduce the idea of darkness without further explanation, with no fear of being misunderstood. As
he has not intended to give a cosmogony, so he
considers it unnecessary here to treat of the beginning of sin. His subject is the Logos, who
has appeared as the Christ. Accordingly he
delineates first the eternal divine nature of the
Logos and His congenial, friendly relations to tho
world and to mankind, and now comes to His
hostile posture towards sin.
And this he views in
its deepest and most suggestive aspect, as an opposition of the light to the darkness.
The sin
which has come into the world is, above all
things, darkness, self-darkening of the light of
spiritual life in falsehood, John viii. 44.
And
this darkness is not the sinful spirits, but
sin, as the obscuration of the life, including the
life itself, so far as it becomes one with sin.
Hence: "shinelh in the darkness;" not into the
darkness. This darkness, as such, can be only
broken through, destroyed, by the light, not
transformed into light. But in this the power of
the light has been made manifest, that it has
not ceased to shine even in the darkness of the
heathen world. Nay, the deeper the darkness,
the more wonderfully does the light scintillate
through it in obstructed, colored radiance, in the
motley mythologies, usages and philosophemes
* [More rroperly, without Him there were no light at all in
man. In Matth. vL 22 the Lord speaks rather or a perversion,
confusion, doubling of tho vision by the carnal will, so that
the light within becomes distorted and a source of positive
error, than of an absence of the light itself. Such light-darkness, or dark-light, like the ignis fatuus, is a u greater " darkness than simple darkness ittselt—E. D. Y.J
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of the heathen world, so far as they are symboand have an ideal substance: the TJtyoq
C7repfiariK6g ft he word implanted, disseminated
among men].* John defines the relation between sin and the continual working of good in
the world exactly as Paul does in Rom. ii. 18 and
lical

14.

"Restrained it not" The sense is:
not from breaking through. Intimating the entrance of a historical advent in the
The historical beginactive faith of Abraham.
ning of the religion of active faith. [See my obKart?M.t3ev
jections to this interpretation, p. 50.
rather means hero grasped, apprehended, P. S.]
9.

;

[8].

prevented

it

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

*

of Jesus Christ in time, the great disclosure respecting eternity: (1) Respecting His
own eternal nature ; (2) Respecting the personal
being of God; (3) Respecting the origin of all
things (particularly the antithesis of spirit and
nature) ; (4) Respecting the nature and destiny
of man ; (o) Respecting the contest between the
light and the darkness in the history of the
The word of Scripture concerning " the
world.
beginning:" (1) The Old Testament word in the
life

—

Testament light (2) The New Testament
The great
the Old Testament basis.
beginning between eternity and time considered
(1) As the great distinction between eternity and
time ; (2) As the great union between eternity
and time. The three great words concerning
Christ: In the beginning was the Word
(1) In
the beginning was the Word; the divine nature
of Christ
(2) In the beginning was the Word
the eternity of Christ (3) In the beginning was

New

;

word on

—

—

:

;

;

the Word
of Christ.

the eternal operation and generation
Or, The Word was (1) Before the
beginning (His relation to God) ; (2) For the beginning (His relation to tho world); (8) In the
beginning (His relation to things). Tho Word
which was in the beginning, a testimony (1) To
the eternal Personality as the ground of all
things; (2) To the eternal Spirit-Light as the
law of all things ; (3) To the eternal Love as the
kernel of all things ; (4) To the eternal lifo as
The Word in His exaltation
the life of all things.
over time: He (1) In the beginning founded all
things; (2) In the middle executed all things;
that He may (3) In tho end judge all things.
The import of the Word in God, illustrated by
the word in man: (1) The expression and mir;

—

—

* [Justin Martyr applied tho Platonic view of tho relation
of the vovk to the voep6v in man to the relation of the divine
Arfyof to the tnrtpfia Aoyucrfp, the human reason, and derived
all the elements of truth which are scattered like seeds among
the ancient heathen, from the influence of Christ before His
incarnation. Ho recognised iu the rational soul itself something closely related to the divine Logos, a germ or spark of
the Reason of reasons, a Arfyoc vwtptiarvc6\, a mrtptia rov
Aoyov iiufrvrov. He regarded the heathen sages as unconscious
disciples of the Logos, as Christians before Christ, and comApol II. {13: "Each man
pared Socrates to Abraham.
spoke well In proportion to the share he had of the spermatic divino word (airb jilpovt rov <nrcpjj.ari«ou Btiov Aoyov),
seeing what wss related to it. Whatever things were rightly
said among all men, are the property of us Christians
All tho [heathen] writers were able to see realities darkly
through the seed of the implanted word that was in them
(6t& Tip* ivovvrtf IfufrvTOv tow Aoyov <nropa* )."
Comp. ii.
f 8, where, speaking of the 8toics and the poets, he says that
their moral teaching in part was admirable on account of the
seed of reason implanted in every race of men, did to c/a$vtok veum yivti avQp&rmv <ritipp.a rov Aoyov.—P. B.J

ror of the personal nature (of the spirit, the reason) ; (2) The expression and sigual of personal
The Word, as the bloom of the tree of life ;
act.
or the gospel, a witness of its own spiritual nature: (1) Of the Word as tho seed of the tree of
lifo ; (2) Of the Word as the heart of the tree of
life ; (3) Of the fruit of the tree of life, or life
eternal the Word in redemption, a transfiguration of the Word in creation.
The glory in the
beginning: (1) The prototypal primal glory of
God ; (2) Tho archetypal glory of the Word; (3)
The typical glory of the creation ; (4) The antitypical glory of man.
The light in its rise ; or:
(I) Tho radiance of God and eternity ; (2) The
dawn of the world and time. All things, etc., or
the Christian doctrine of the creation: (1) The
purification of the heathen doctrine (obviating
the eternity of matter) ; (8) The deepening of
the Jewish doctrine of the Shekinah (clearly
pronouncing tho personal lifo of love in God, as
it enters into the world) : (2) The glorification
of the sound doctrine of scientific investigation
(man the final cause of things, the God-Man the
final oause of man) ; (4) The verdict of the Spirit respecting the derivation of the word from a
non-spiritual source (materialism).
The Christian features in all things: (1) The creaturely
instinct of dependence, as an impulse towards
the upholding Word ; (2) The natural self-unfolding instinct, as the impulse towards freedom
(the liberty of the children of God, Rom. viii.);
(3) The cosmical, world-forming instinct, as an
impulse towards unity; (4) The spiritual [monic]
instinct, as the impulse to rise into the service of
the Spirit. The unity and (he difference between
life and light : (1) In the Son of God ; (2) In the
world ; (8) In man ; (4) In the Christian life.—
The life a light of men : (1) In man (consciousness); (2) For man; the works of God as the
signs and words of God (symbolism) ; (3) Respecting man; Christ the life of the life. The
life and light, or truth and reality, inseparable:
(1) Without reality truth becomes a shadow; (2)
Without truth reality becomes a lie. The great
darkness which has spread over the bright world
of God: The darkness (1) of falsehood ; (2) of
hatred ; (3) of death.
The light in contest with
the darkness, or the progress of revelation in the
world of sinners: (1) The light shining in the
darkness (the shaded, colored light); (2) The
light breaking through the darkness.
The eternal foundations of the advent of Christ. The
divine Life of Christ, the mark of all life: (1)
The mark of the original glory of the world ; (2)
The mark of the deep corruption of the world
(3) The mark of the great redemption and gloriThe wisdom of the Aposfication of the world.
tles and the wisdom of their time (or, of the anParallel passages: Gen. i.: Ps.
cient world).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

viii.,

xix.

viii.;

1

Rev.

i.,

and

civ.:

Is.

Cor. xv.; Ephes.
xxi.

Starke

:

and

— God

xl.;
i.;

John
Col.

Rom.

xvii.;

i.;

1

John

i.;

xxii.

has revealed even

IT is

divine

and the inmost secret of His nature.
The Eternal Word is now become also ours.
Through this Word God speaks with us, and we

constitution

—

speak with God. The eternal Word speaks in
through us, to us, with us. Quesnel The
knowledge of the Son of God must be the first
and the most excellent ; without it all knowledge

us,

:
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CHAP.

Nova Bibl. Tub.: S3e how many
is nothing.
He is God,
proofs of the divinity of our Jesus.
the eternal Word, from eternity, in the beginning,
before all creatures, the Creator of all things,
If
the origin of all life, the source of all light.
the Word of God was in the beginning, it is certain, that He also will be in future to the end
(Lakgb). It is not said : the light was the life,
but: the life was the light The life is the
souroe of the light, even in the kingdom of naThat no true illumination takes
ture, etc.
place, except the man is brought back by regeneration from spiritual death to spiritual life
Whose life Christ is, his light He is
(Zbisius).
also.
No other darkness can withstand the
light, but the darkness of man.

—

—

Moshbxh: The person through whom God
spoke to men, did not first arise when the world
was made» but was already, that is, from eterRieoeb : This confessedly great mystery
nity.
of the manifestation of God in the flesh continues
as a standard at all times set up, under which all
gather, that are born of God, and which all that
Lisco: From the
are of the world pass by.
Word, as the light, proceeds all that is true and
good in mankind.— eel ac h, after Augustine:
Sin, not indeed consists, but manifests itself, in
coming of nothing, and bringing man to nothing

—

Beaunb: Thought is clear
(eternal death).
only in word : He came. This implies personality
the Personality, the Enlightener, came near to
the Jewish people ; in reference to men in geneThus John, who lay on
ral, it is said : He was.
the bosom of the Lord, as the Lord is eternally
with His Father, opens his "view into the depths
of the life of Jesus Christ from the beginning t
till it rises into the heights of the same life in the
bosom of the Father.
Heubnsb : The mystery of the incarnation of
the Son of God : (1) The holiest, deepest of all
mysteries, in virtue of the person ; (2) The most
beneficent of ail ; (8) The most certain of all.

—

Schlbikbmachkb: What is it which meets us
everywhere as truth, in all the utterances of tho

human mind,

in all investigations, in all holy

words of inspired men? Ever that which contains a hint of the redemption which was to come
through Christ.
[Schaff: Vers. 1, 2. The transcendent glory of
Christ 1. His eternity (against Arianism) : "In
2. His distinct perthe beginning waz the Wora."
sonality (against Sabellianism) "The Word was
with (in intimate personal intercommunion with)
3. His essential divinity (against SocinGod.
:

ianism and Rationalism): "And the Word was
God." The fundamental importance of the doctrine of Christ's divinity: it is the corner-stone
of the Christian system, the anchor of hope.
Without it His passion and death have no force
against sin and Satan, and we are still lost.]
[Burkitt : ** Unt il we acknowledge the eternity
and divinity of Christ, as well as of God the Fa-

—

—

—

;
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we honor neither the Father nor the Son.
There is this difference between natural things
and supernatural. Natural things are first understood, and then believed
but supernatural
mysteries must be first believed, and then will be
ther,

;

(Pascal makes a similar
"If we will first set reason on work,
and believe no more than we can comprehend,
better understood."

remark.)

this will hinder faith : but if after we have assented to gospel mysteries, we set reason on
work, this will help faith." Hengstenbero:
44
The Logos was God ;" this is the magic formula
that drives away all doubt, anxiety and fear
from the Christian. If God be for us, who can
be against us? Rtle: If Christ is bo great,
how sinful must sin be from which He came to

save us ?]

[Schaff : Ver. 3. The creation is the work of
the Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit.
This is intimated Gen. i. 1-3: God (the Father)
And the Spirit of God moved upon
created
the face of the waters. And God said (the Word).
The Scripture doctrine of creation differs 1)
from Pantheism, which teaches an eternal world
and confounds God and the world 2) from Dualism, or the eternity of matter antagonistic to God
(Parseeism, Platonism, Gnosticism, Manichaeism)
3) from the emanation theory; 4) from
Deism, which asserts the creation, but separates
it from the Creator ; 5) from Materialism, which
makes matter the mother of the spirit, and is
Sin was not
alike degrading to God and man.
made by God, but is a subsequent corruption or
perversion of what was made good. Sin is no
essence, no creature, but something negative, a
false direction of the will.— Christ's part in the
creation the basis of His redemption.
Having
made man, He had the deepest interest in him
from the start.]
[Schaff : Vers. 4, 6. Christ, the source of all
true life and light. Out of Christ there is but
death and darkness. The antagonism of lifo and
death, and the antagonism of light and darkness
is not, 1) a metaphysical conflict
(as in the
Gnostio and Dualistic systems), but, 2) a moral
conflict involving personal freedom and responsibility.
It began in time and will end in time;
life and light will conquer the field and swallow
up death and darkness. 3. The antagonism culminates in God and Satam, in Christ and Anti4. It should
Christ, but goes on in everjuman.
fill us with holy grief, manly courage, and intense earnestness.]
[On the whole section. Bengkl : Vers. 1 and
2 refer to eternity, ver. 3 to creation, ver. 4 to
Rtle :m
the state of innocence, ver. 6 to tho fall.
Not a single word could be altered in the first
five verses o( John without opening the door to
some heresy. There are hidden depths in this
passage which nothing but the light of eternity
will ever fully reveal.—P. S.]
.

.

.

—

—

;

;

—

—
—

—
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SECOND SECTION.
The personal
in

Light, or Christ, in His p re-historical Presence in the World, especially
His Old Testament Advent, testified by the Old Covenant as it is

represented by John the Baptist.
Vebs. C-13.

CONTENTS:
THE REPRESENTATIVE OP THE COMING OP CHRIST, JOHN THE BAPTIST, VERS. 6-8. (2) THE COMING
OF CHRIST INTO THE WORLD, IN ITS GENERAL GROUNDWORK AND ITS HISTORICAL GENESIS, TED,
9.
(3) THE RELATION OF CHRIST TO THE WORLD AND THE CONDUCT OF THE WORLp TOWARDS
HIM, OR THE GENERAL GROUNDWORK OF HIS ADVENT, VER. 10. (4) THE RELATION OF CHRIST
TO I8RAEL, AND ISRAEL'S CONDUCT TOWARDS HIM, OR THE IMPERFECT, SYMBOLICAL ADVENT,
VER. 11. (5) CHRIST'S GRADUAL BREAKING THROUGH IN THB WORLD IN THB CONTRAST OF THB
ELECT TO THE LESS SUSCEPTIBLE, EMBODIED (a) IN FAITH, AS THB BEGINNING OF THE REAL
ADVENT, VER. 12 (6) IN THB CONSECRATION OF BIRTH AND THB BEING BORN OF GOD ; THB
DEVELOPMENT OF THB REAL ADVENT, VER. 13.

(1)

—

;

6
There was [became, arose] 1 a man sent1 from God, whose name was John.
7 The same came for a [omit a] witness [testimony, efc jiapruptav], to bear witness of
8 the Light, that all men through him might believe. He was not that [the] Light,
That was
9 but was sent [came, Lange: he was] to bear witness of that [the] Light
the true Light, which lighteth every man, that cometh into the world. [The true
Light which lighteth (lighteneth, shineth upon) every man, was coming (j£v lpz610 /jlsvov) into the world.]* He [It] was in the world, and the world was made by
11 him [it], and the world knew him not [Lange: did not recognize it in him].
He
came unto his own [his own possessions or inheritance, ra Idta], and his own [his
12 own people, ol idiot]* received him not But as many as received him, to them
gave he power to become the sons [children, rixva] of God, even to them that
13 believe on [in] his name: Which [Who] were born, not of blood [bloods, 1$ al/idtwv] 9 nor of the [natural] will of the flesh, nor of the [moral] will of man, but of God.6
.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
[The Greek here is iyivtro (became), which differs from $ v (wa$), ver. 1, as the German ward (or geworden)
It is the antithesis between temporal or created existence which
floes from war, but it cannot be well rendered in English.
fias a beginning, and implies previous non-existence, and eternal or untreated existence, which has neither beginning nor
i

Yer.

0.

—

Tho same distinction—John viii. 68: irpiK 'A£paajx yeviaSai, «y*i tifit. P. 8.1
t Ver. 6. [dfreffraAfiifOf does not belong to jyiitTo—anwraAi) (Chrysostom, Bom. VL p. 42, and HeagstenbergX but to
aVfaaa-oc.—P. **.]
Ja das wahrhafliQc Licht, wJches jeden Mtnschm erlevchtet, learn
* Ver. O-TSo Lange. Ewald somewhat differently
Others translate : thai was the true Light which, coming into the world* lighteth every man. cWojicyor may
rtet* in die WtU.
be connected with avQpo^ov (Vulg hominem venieniem, Luth., E. V.), or better, with f/v (Lange, Ewald). See the Exxo.
Notes. In the latter case a comma should be made after artpvvov, as is done by Teschendorf, eighth ed.—P. 8.
* Ver. 10. [6V avTou.
axtrov, probably an error of tho copyist.— P. 8.]
Cod. X * reads
* Ver. H. IThe E. V. obliterates the distinction between the neutral t A 1 6 to, dat Seine, his own things, possessions,
inheritance, and the masculine o i iStoi, die Srinen* his own people, servants, subjects.— P. B. 1
* Ver. 13. The difficulty of the passage has occasioned tho omission of ovM «« 0eA. ouptc . in Cod. E and others ; and of
ovii i* 0eA. av0p. in Cod. B. and others. Others, as Augustine, hare transposed the clauses. [8ee Tischend. Oct. V IIL p. 743.]
end.

:

:

W

Ver.

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.
'"Eyhrro [fiebat],
6. There waa a man.

—

appearance of John in this place is striking, and
has been variously interpreted (see Meyer).*
In the introduction of the Baptist in this pas-

arose, came into being; not fp> [erat], was, abso- Baptist, John iii. 28 aweoTa\/i4vot ei/ii tfivpooSev avroi. I
prefer the usual connection of amrrahfUvot with aV6p»*os.
The Logos was —P.
lutely [comp. viii. 68, Greek.
8.]
* [The Baptist is mentioned in the Prologue to confirm the
from eternity, Abraham and John began to be in
Chrysostom: kyiveroaTrearaXfihog. reality of tho historical appearance of Christ: Brttckner; as
P. S.]
time.
a brilliant exception from the terrible darkness spoken of
The life of John, so to speak, was lost in his rer. 6: Ewald to explain tho rejection of Christ by His own
mission (see ver. 23 ; comp. Is. xl. 3).* The people, vers. 10. 11 Meyer; to introduce the historic manifestation of the Word Alford. He is mentioned rather as
• [Ilongstenberg adopts the construction of Chrysostom, the personal representative of the whole O. T. revelation in
which would have been more naturally expreasod by airetr- whom tho law and the promise, Moses and Isaiah, were united
" Lo, lam and pointed directly to Christ. See Lange in the text.—
toAti, and defends it by referring to Mai. iii. 1, 23:
sending my messenger/' clc, compared with tho words of the P.S.J
:

—

—

;

:

:
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rage we see a representation of the whole prophetic testimony concerning Christ in concentrated, personal form, after the manner of this
Gospel. The Baptist was the final recapitulation
The
of all prophetic voices concerning Christ.
Old Testament had two sides a hidden and. a
The hidden side was the rise of the
visible.
genealogical life of Christ itself, Ilis Christological advent ; the visible side was the prophetic
testimony concerning this advent. And as the
verbal prophecy anticipated the real prophecy,
in the nature of the case, so the fulfilment of the
verbal prophecy in John preceded the fulfilment
of the real prophecy in Christ. John therefore
here stands in the right place, the auroral radiance of the essential Light; tho great witness
of the advent of Christ; the forerunner.
['Whose name (was) John, t. e., Jehovah is

—

from the Hebrew pnV for pn'VT, 'Iwdvcomp. tho Greek Oeddopoc. This significant

merciful,
vtjt

;

name was given to the forerunner of our Saviour
by divino direction, Luke i. 13. The evangelist
laid stress on his own name, and saw in it a symof his relation to Christ as the disciple
Jesus loved," xx. 2 ; xxi. 20. Comp.
Lampe and Hengstenberg. P. S.].
Ver. 7. The same oame for witness.
stronger here than preaching;
Testimony:
stronger even than prophecy, as hitherto existJohn appeared first as a preacher, a
ing.
preacher of repentance. But the preacher showed
himself at the same time a prophet, announcing
under divino impulse the approach of the MesAnd then, in the miraculous
sianic kingdom.
manifestation at the baptism of Jesus, through
the testimony of God, he beoame a witness of the
person of Jesus of Nazareth, that He is the Messiah ; so to speak, an apostle before the apostolate.
As a prophet who, by divine commission,
pointed to the Messiah, he completed the Old
Testament prophecy in testimony. And for this
testimony he was come. His mission rose into
And even his martyrthe office of forerunner.
dom in the strict sense is in keeping. He sealed
his preparatory preaching of 'repentance with
bol
44

whom

his

—

death (see ver.

;,

I.
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This
i. 29;
6 aproc, vi. 82 ff.—P. S.]
certainly not said merely with reference to the
unbelieving disciples of John.* But in the wider
sense the nation itself was an unbelieving disci,
pie of John, contenting itself with the brightness
of the Baptist, instead of going through him to
the true Light itself, ch. t. 35.
So far, therefore,
as it is implied that many, even the leaders, made
the Baptist rather a hindrance than a help to
faith, the words are written even against the
disciples of John.
But (he wa*).--De. Wctte takes the a7X lvat
but in order to, imperatively; Liicke supplies #i>,
was; Meyer, ijWev, came. Since the preceding
verse 'strongly pronounces that the whole prophetic existence of John was- intended tori se into a testimony for the Messiah, we give
Liicke the preference: "He was, that ho might
bear witness."
[So also Alford amf Godet.
Baiimlein supplies iyivtro, yiverat, "or the
like;" which is not so strong.
I prefer with
Meyer to supply i}\&e from ver. 7, since the
phrase, elvat, Iva instead of ttvai ele to* is quite unusual.—-P. 8.]

KpoQriTTK,
is

Ver.

9.

The

rb $£>c rb

true

Light—was coming

aXijtiivdv

[%v

— kpx6f*e vo v]. —Va-

rious interpretations: (1) He (the Logos) or it
(the Light) was the true Light; so the older expositors and Luther [E. V., which supplies tovto before rp, thai was the true light.
P. S.] But

—

rb 0wc to

aXy&tvdv

must be subject, not
8 John was the subject.
'Epxtpevov ele rdv

predicate; for in ver.
[So also Meyer.] (2)
k6o fiov (coming into the world) is connected with
Tzdvra av&poirov (every man), not with fjv (was)
Origen [Syr., Euseb., Chrys., Cyril, Vulg., Aug.]
and most of the ancients, Luther, f Calvin [£. V. ]
etc., Holemann, Meyer.
J [This would make either
avdpwxov or hpx^ superfluous. ] Meyer observes
that it could not be connected with rjv for thoLogos was already in the world when John appeared. But the Evangelist here evidently goes
back to the entire relation of Christ to mankind,
especially goes back to ver. 4.
He had before
;

* [Meyer denies the reference to the disciple* of John enGodet, on the contrary, defends it. and justly so, in.
ill 25 ; and in view of the Gnostic sect of tho
Disciples of John in the second century, who held that John
tho Baptist was the true Messiah. (Clementis Rom. Rrcngmtiones 1. 1, c. 54 and 60. Comp. the articles of Pctermann,.
Mmdller and ZaJbier, in Uerzog's Encyclop. Vols. IX. p. 318
and XVIII. p. 341.) Only we must not suppose either that
John wrote expressly, or exclusively against this error. Sea
Dr. Lange above. P. S.l
u
t [In the first ed. Luther translated : Das war ein wahrhoflig Licht, welches alU Menschen erleuchtet durcft stint Zu~
kunfi in die Writ," i.e., "which, coming into tho world,,
lighteneth all men." In the later editions he followed the
w
tirely.

83).

That [Iwi, the aim of John's testimony] ail
men through him might believe. "Through

—

riew of L 20;
1

John, not through the Light (Grotius), or through
Christ (Ewald) :'* Meyer.* In the divino purpose
John was to lead over the faith of Israel to
Christ. f This Christ also signifies chap. v. 83
[where he calls John "the burning and shining
light," or candle rather, X'vxvoc, not <f>£>c.
P. S.]
Through the unbelief of the Jews this gracious
design failed ; though in the truly devout, first Vulgate.— P. 8.]
% [Meyer, however, lays the emphasis on V. adcraf, which
of all in the noblest of John's own disciples (ver. ia put first, and translates " Yorhanden war
das Licht dasSosqq.) it was fulfilled ; through them in all be- wahrhafUtte, toelcfits erleuchtet jeden Menschen, dcr indie Well
kommt," the true light was in exu«mc*», etc. But thero is no
lievers.

—

—

:

He

good reason why

V should be emphasized rather than aAnlt-

was not the light. [Jjv is em- vov, and then iv r«f xoV/n^ ^«», ver. 10,. would" be a repetition
Ver. 8.
phatic and contrasted with fiaprvpijaij. The of ver. 9. The old usual interpretation is preferable to Meyarticle before <*>£>$ is likewise emphatic, the er's, but both aro to be rejected, because the phrase to corns
Light of the world, the Light of lights, comp. 6 into the world for to be born, though Rabbinical fK3 *73
D?ty3—«Jl
• [In the fifth edition of Meyer the reference to Ewald is
omitted.
In his Commentary, Ewald translates 8i avrov
dmrch ihn, without explaining whether ihn Is meant of John
or of Christ.— P. 8.1
f [Kyle: ••One of those texts which show the immense importance of the ministerial office, through which tho Holy
tfpirit is pleased to produce faith in man's heart.—P. 8.]

men. but

men),

is

not Scriptural, as applied to

common

reserved exclusively for tho Messiah with the implied senao of pne-existence, iii. 1ft, 3.; vi. 14; xi. 27; xii.
xviii.
37. Bengel: "A pud Hebrews frequent est peri46;
is

dSi#3 KDH vximtjrs ur mrxncit, wrf in
H prmcipue in hoc libra id de solo Chrieto dicitur, ntblintf

phrasis hominis,
iV. T.

signi/emtu,

Erat em'm, ants eUam, quam VKJnusr."—P. S.J
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spoken of the witness of the advent of Christ
depicts the advent itself. This is divided
into two parts: (1) The relation of the coming
Logos to man in general; (2) His relation to IsHence we interpret: Ho was (from the
rael.
beginning and in conflict with the darkness,
vor. 6) coming, was on His advent to mankind.

now he

Therefore not (a) was come \jjv epx6f*evoi>=kXSchottgen, etc.; (b) just came (when John
:
appeared) De Wette, Liicke [Alfora] ; (c) future: was on the point of coming [yenturum erat] :
Tholuck ; or (d) was destined to come Luthardt
desired to come: Ewald;* nor (e) was coming
then, in the time before His baptism : Hilgcnfeld,
who even here would mix Valentinian Gnosis
into the anti-Gnostic Gospel ;
but in a purely
historical sense [=//A\?t, came], instead of the
imperfect: Bengel, Blcek, Kostlin [Hengstcnberg, with reference to Mai. iii. 1] ; and with
•&6v]

:

:

—

the peculiar Johannean significance: Jie was
continually coming, continually on his way.f
Hence the participial form. The essence of this
universal advent is to be recognized in the fact,
that the Logos shines in every man in his religious and moral nature and experience, as the
That the expression " every
\oyoc oxepfiaTucdg.
man " needed not the addition : that cometh into
the world, is evident. And the phrase: "to
come into the world,' 1 is not used of the natural
birth of an ordinary man, but is reserved for
Christ.

["Which Ughteth (enlightens, illuminates) every man 6 for i$et ndvra av6 ponov.
There is much forco in the singular.
QuUquis illuminatur, ab hac luce iUuminatur (Ben-

—

—

gel).

Different interpretations :

1.

The

liglit

of

reason and intelligence (Cyril of AlexA Better
Both the intellectual and moral lignt (reason
and conscience) given to all men, as distinct
from the spiritual light of saving grace given to
believers. The former is the basis of the latter. J
The inward spiritual light given to all
2,
(Quakers). 3. The light of grace given to believers only, or to every one to whom Christ was
preached (Crosby). 4. Intellectual and spiritual
light sufficient for the salvation of Jews and
Gentiles, though the majority are so blinded by
sin as not to see Him. «* Christ enlightens all as
,,
(Chrysostom, Horn, VIII.).
far as in Him lies
Christ gives sufficient light to every man to leave
him without excuse, but not sufficient to save
(Arrowsmith, RyleJ.— Comp. III. 19: "light is
come into the world ;" xii. 40 : " I am come a
light into the world;" vi. 14: "that prophet that
should come into the world;" xviii. 37. P. S.]

—

The trme

[veritable, genuine] Light [r b

* [In hl§ Commentary Ewald explains somewhat differently.
lie connects ver. 9 with ver. 4 : es team damals immer in die
Welt, it was at that time always coming into the world, so
that every mortal,
the light.— P. S.]

if

he would, might have been guided by

stettm Kommrn indie Welt" Similarly Ewald, see preceding foot-note. fy ipx6fitvov is stronger
than V* and implies a continued action, like the English, was
enning, as distinct from came. Comp.
0anri£«»s ver. 28.
Hengstenberg accounts for this circumlocution of the simpler
imperf. by the emphasis laid on epxoVcpot as a term of the
Messiah ; comp. Blatth. iii. 11 : 6 oirtcrw pov ip\6fi€vo? ; xi. 3
.John i. 15,27, 30.—P. 8. j
X [Comp. tho lines of Gothe:

t[Keim: "ertoarin

V

u WUr'

rticht dot Auge sonnenhafl,
Wie ktinntm wir das Licht erblickrn t
2>6l' nidtt i * tins des GoUts eigne Kraft,

Wie kthwC WW QUUUcUs snUucktn

r—P. S.]

—

(pdg rb a X if $ i v 6 1>],
The real, essential Light
in distinction from the outward, oosmical light,
which, nevertheless, is His token and symbol.
(See Milton's Paradise Lost : the greeting to the
light.
Comp. chap. viii. 12; ix. 6.)
[There is a nice difference between ahfif^
(wahr), true in opposition to false, and a?jfltv6c.
(wahrhaftig), true in opposition to borrowed or
imitated.
This difference is obliterated in the
£. V.
The one expresses the harmony be*
tween thought and reality, word and fact; the
other implies a contrast between the perfect original and a copy more or less imperfect.
'AA?0iv6g is a favorite term with Plato and John to
signify that which is genuine, archetypal, original, true to the idea. It occurs eight times in the
Gospel, ten times in the Apocalypse, three times
in the first Epistle of John, but elsewhere only
five times in the N. T.
In this passage it stands
in contrast not so much to the cosmical light
(Dr. Langc), as to the borrowed intellectual and
moral light of the Baptist and other human

teachers; comp.

85; Matth. v. 14, where be-

v.

lievers generally as members of Christ are called
the light of the world.
It is lumen illuminans, as
distinct from the lumen illuminatum.
P. S.l

Ver. 10. It

was

in the world.

—
—Not pluper-

(Herder [Tholuck, Olsh.]); nor "in the
person of Jesus, when John was testifying"
(Meyer) but referring to His infinite presence
in mankind (Baumgarten-Crusius).
The repetitions of the idea of the world (k6c^ioc) are to be
distinguished thus In the first case the word
combines the material and the moral world in
one ; in the second, it means the material or visible world alone, up to the roots of its moral
conduct; in the third, the moral world alone,
but considered as resting upon and representing
fect

;

:

the visible.
Meyer well says: (1) The world
might have known Him (constitutional affinity)
(2) it should have known Him (according to His
claim).
[Comp. Rom. i. 19 ff., where Paul fully
proves the guilt of Gentiles and Jews in rejecting the light of nature and the preparatory revelation of the 0. T.— P. S.]
him not. The whole verse strictly
reads : "It was in the world, and tho world was
made by it [or Him, oY avrov), and the world
knew Jfim (avrdv) not." The change of gender is
highly significant. In the light of the world, the
world should have known the personal founder of
The gradation in the
the world, the Logos.
three clauses is also expressed by the repetition
of "and." The world of heathenism knew not
the light, still less Him, the personal character of
the light. It took the divine for something impersonal, and sought to heal the wrong by fragmentary
personifications, its gods [the altar at Athens "to
the unknown God," Acts xvii. 28.— P. 8.]
house
came unto his
Ver. 11.
or inheritance [ra Idea, comp. xvi. 32; xix.
Here the discourse is no longer of the uni27].
versal advent of Christ in the world (Corn, a Lapide, Euinoel, etc.);* but of the theocratic advent

—

Knew

own

He

—

[There is no Scriptnre proof that ttta (riar^ owftara, ©imfrmeans tho world, and idiot mankind in general ; both
expressions refer to Israel as the peculiar people of God, ISia.
to the nation as a whole, idiot to the individuals. George
Campbell (on the GospelB), Alford and Barnes would under1 stand ra Hta of Palestine or Judoa, and ot t6tot of its inhabifiara)

tants.— P.

S.]
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CHAP.
in Israel (Erasmus, Calvin, etc., Liioke, Meyer)
jet of this advent considered as intended for
mankind. Israel is God's own people in the special sense, Ex. xix. 5 ; Deut. vii. 6 ; Sirach xxiv.
It is not, however, the historical New Tes7 ff.
tament coming of Christ in Israel, which is here
spoken of. The expression He came, as denoting
the historical moving of the Logos' in the history
of the world, determines us against the more general conception of the *« own." Yet it must be
kept well in mind, that in John particularly Israel stands not for itself alone, but as the medium
for the entrance of Christ into the whole world.
See chap. x. 16.

And his own

1]

—

i.

e.,

people

To

See

Is.

the Jews.

I

Idiot, comp. xiii.

Matth.

vi.;

xiii.;

John xii. 41; Acts vii.; xxviii. 25; Rom. ix.
[The transfer of the relation of Jehovah to Israel
as His peculiar people upon Christ, implies that,
in the view of John, Christ was the Jehovah of
comp. xii. 41 ; viii. 66.
the Old dispensation
;

P. S.]

[Received him not

— oh

—

;

Kapk"kajSov,

stronger than ovk iyvu, which is said of the
world in general, ver. 10. The fact that the
Jews were the peculiar inheritance of Jehovah,
doubled their guilt in rejecting the Messiah.
Comp. the ovk ?# eXya are, Matth. xxiii. 87;
also Isa. i. 3; Rom. x. 21 ; and John xii. 37.
The negative expression here, as ver. 10 and
ver. 5, reveals a holy grief on the part of John.*
Remember the tears of pity which the Saviour
shed over unbelieving Jerusalem. P. 8.]
Ver. 12. Bat as many as reoeived him
[boot, whosoever, whatsoever persons, denotes
the universality of Christ's benefit without disP. S.]
tinction of race, nationality or condition.
No contradiction ofr the preceding words. His
own, His people, as a whole, received Him not,
but individuals. See Gal. iii. and iv. The antithesis: oh irapiXaftov and i?.a(iov should
be observed. The Jews should irapaXafiftavetv,
take Him in addition to the Old Testament, receive Him in pursuance of the true traditions.
Thus others' receiving
This they did not.
Him became the* absolute Xafift&vetv, contrary
outward, false tradition.
Aaft^dvetv
to the
in John and Paul is a strong word, denoting the
moral act of faith, comp. Rom. v. 11.

—

—

To them gave he power. —Opposed

to

I.
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mus, etc.), nor the right, or privilege (Meyer),*
but the real power, the spiritual faculty (Liicke),

*

and, at the same time, the real title. Sonship
with God was growing, in its formation-state, in
the Old Testament ; there were only incipient
sons of God, Gal. iv. 1, but there were such
really, and progressively, according to the ad*
vancing inwardness and depth of the Old Testament faith. This sonship with God, too, is connected indeed with a semen arcanum electorum et
spirilualium (contrary to Meyer, see ver. 9) ; but
this must be understood neither in a Gnostic
sense, nor in a Hegelian, but in a Johannean,
John iii. 21. This incipient regeneration is also
most certainly ethical, but not merely ethical; it
is also substantial, though the antithesis between
the eternal fiovoyevfc and the regenerate riicva
tieoif by all means remains perfect, even after the
advance of the latter to viol &tov. The distinctions: ethical theogony in John (according to
Hase), legal adoption in Paul ; vioOeoia first appearing in the kingdom of the Messiah in the
Synoptists (Meyer), are of little use; unless it
may be said that John emphasizes the ideal begeU
ting, Paul the historical new creation.
The Messianic kingdom begins with the children of God,
not they with it. [To become yeviadat.
Christ is the eternal, only begotten Son of God
by nature; men become children of God by regeneration or a celestial birth ; comp. iii. 3; 1 John
iii. 9; Gal. iii. 2G ; 1 Pet. i. 23.
Alford thinks
that Titcva &eoi/ is a more comprehensive expression than viol r. #., as it involves the whole generation and process of our spiritual life and our
likeness to God (1 John v. 6-7), while the other
brings out rather our adoption and hope of inheritance (Rom. viii. 14 ff.) P. S.]

—

—

To them

that believe in his name.
[YiiarevovGtv, not irtorevoaoiv faith being a
continued act and habit of the children of God.
Mark also the distinction between believing
Christ, that He is, and believing in Christ, in
His name, His revealed being, in His person, cig
rd bvofia; the former is purely intellectual and
historical, the latter is moral and implies trust in
and appropriation of Christ as our Saviour. The
same difference holds with regard to the existenoe
of God, comp. James ii. 19 mi rd dat/idvta irurtevovoiv.
P. S ]
Not "rotiological" [quippe qui
the credunt, Meyer], but "explicative;" for faith is
;

—

:

—

descent from Abraham and the relative sonship not the cause of the gift of Christ, but the organ,
with God, of which the Jews boasted, John viii. causa instrumentalis [the subjective condition].
'Efovaia is neither merely [the possibility (Dc The clause describes hapfSavecv. Faith in the
"Wette, Tholuck),nor the ability (Bruckner, Heng., name of the Logos [e I c rd bvoua a to v] is
Godet),t nor] the dignity or advantage, (Eras- faith in Christ, more definitely, in His name
(Acts ii. 86; iii. 10; iv. 12); and this definite• [Something of this feeling of sadness, in view of the in- ness of faith, in the evangelical acknowledgment
gratitude of the world to Christ, pervades the hymn of the of the personal truth in Christ, makes it saving,
noble Notalis
makes it the medium of the saving power of
Wenn aUe untreu werden,
Christ, because the name of Christ denotes the
£b bleib ich Der doch treu,"
concentrated expression of His nature in His
second stanza:
•specially the

I could weep night and morning
That Thou hast died, and yet
go few will heed Thy warning,
So many Thee forget.

O loring and true-hearted,
How much for us didst Thou
Yet

is

Thy lame departed,

And none regards it now.—P. 8.]

t[Oodet translates: " eUe (la Barak)

let a mis en position de
Dieu^ and explains i^ovaia to mean esPauline
the
vio0c<rta,
the filial relawith
same
the

drcrnir enfant* de
sentially

tion to which

man

is

restored

by

faith, yet

not Identical with

et c 'est la le second privilege, reregtn&ratum doit suitre .
sultant du premier, que mint Jean exprime dans et* mots
'Devenir en/ants de uieu: " But the second is rather explanatory of the first (i(ov<ria). 1*. 8.]
* [In the fifth ed. Meyer explains er ermachtigte sie, he empowered them. Comp. y. 27 ; xvii. 2.—JP. S.J
.

.

—

:
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gospel, in which truth and personal fact are one.* asserts that the progress is from the sensual to
So the name of God is to be understood the re- the most noble ;* and we see here a progress
velation of God as a personal introduction of from the sensual begettings of the heathen world
Himself to us. So the devout of the old covenant to the theocraticaily consecrated begettings,
believed in the name of the Logos, in the essen- which introduce a sacred theocratic genealogy
tial contents and subject of the Messianic pro- (see Lange's Leben Jesu III. 658, and Posit. Doom.
:

mises, chap.

Ver.

—

13.

ii.

23;

iii.

Who were

pp. 614, 632).

18, etc.

confusing to ask whether ol refers to reicva
tieov-f or irujTEvovreg. The subject is in both cases
the same. It is the morebovTec in the historical
sense who are spoken of. The Evangelist introduces the antithesis of the natural generation and
regeneration, yet regarding the natural generation itself as advanced from the purely physical
to the religiously consecrated theocratic generation.
Ho first states the antithesis in general
ovk e£ alfidruv, not of bloods. Augustine
explains the plural from the twofold sex of man'
and woman % Holemann refers it to the successive begettings of the theocratic genealogy;
Meyer finds that the plural is the same as the
singular. J We find in the plural a premonition
of an ethical distinction of aljiara. In ethical
matters aifia and al/ia are not one and the same.
And this the succeeding cfimax proceeds to say.
According to Augustine [Theophyl., Schott, Olshausen] and others, ODjjfia aapKdg denotes woman
[This would
in distinction from man (avdpdq).
require rather the disjunctive ovte ovre, neither
nor, than the adjunctive obde—ovfie, nor— nor yet;
besides flesh is never used synonymously with
woman. P. S.]|| Mosheim distinguishes native
Jews and proselytes; others, natural children
and adopted (Starke) ;fl Lucke takes avijp as no
more than avdponror ;** Meyer regards the sentence as a rhetorical progress to greater definiteness : the term aapKoc referring to the sexual instinct, avdpdc to the procreative will of the man.ff
If this distinction be followed up, we must come
involuntarily upon the track of the true interpreThe common sensual desire knows notation.
thing of procreative will, yet it doubtless has its
Baumgarten Crusius, therefore, rightly
tftvl^ua.
It is

;

—

—

—

* [Arrowsmlth,. quotod by Kyle: "The word 'name* in
the Scripture la often put for person. The receivers of Christ
are said to believe on II is name, hecauso the direct object of
their faith is the person of Christ. It is not the believing
that Christ died for all, or for me, or for the elect, or any such
proposition, that saveth. It is believing on Christ. The
person, or name of Christ, is the object of faith." P. 8.]
f [So Meyer, constructio narli vvvtaiv, as in 2 John 1 ; Philem. 10 ; Gal. iv. 19. But Lange is right.— P. 8.]
X^Kz sanguinibus enim homines nuscuntur maris et feminm r' Tract. II. { 14. Ewald translates the plural aus Blut und
Blut, and explains : dutch blossc Misschung van Zeugungs-

—

stqffen.

Wordsworth

human commixtures.— P.

:

In this passage

F.J

tho

is reflected

born, not of bloods. Scripture doctrine of hereditary

Of

blessing.

course the Evangelist tells us also that the consecrated births may indeed exhibit an approach to
regeneration, and be the instrument of it, but
that they are not able to effect it, and that regeneration, as a heavenly generation, forms a counterpart to the earthly.

[The difference between

a'lfiara, <j6pZ

and

avijp

—

not very clear, but the conjunction oide ox'dk
(nor nor yet), as distinct from ohrt obre (neither
-*nor, comp. Winer, p. 454 f., 7th ed.), indicates a
rising climax from the general (aijtara) to tho
particular, and here again from the lower and
physical agency (odp£) to the higher and moral
is

—

—

(avijp), although Oelqua is ascribed to both.
In
Matth. xvi. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 60; Eph.vi. 12; Gal.
i. 16, flesh and blood together signify human nature in its weakness.
In John iii. 6 we have tho
same contrast between the natural birth from the
flesh, and the supernatural birth from the Spirit.
The threefold denial of all human agency in regeneration gives emphasis to the affirmation of
the divine agency, which is expressed by but of
God, a A A' etc &eov. This does not exclude
mediate instrumentalities, through which, ordinarily, men are regenerated and converted. Tho
affirmation may be analyzed so as to correspond
to tho three members of the negation : 1) not of
blood, but of the seed of God (1 John iii. 0), which
is the word of God (1 Pet. i. 23: ava} Ewy/iiroi

Ttiyov ^Cjvtoc Oeov; James i. 18: a-envTj. . . dca
atv yfiac 16yy asjfteiac); 2) nor of the will of the flesh,
but of the Spirit (John iii. 6 : yeyeit^fdvov ex tov
vvebfiaroc) ; 8) nor yet of the will of man, but of the
will of God (James i. 18: Pov?.rfie)r aTreKt-Tprev ijjxae
6 0i6e ; Eph. i. 6 : Kara r^v eifdoniav tov tieZijuaroc
avrov). Ben gel analyzes differently: 1) ex ccelesti
Patre; 2) ex amore divino; 8) ex Spiritu sancio.
Grace does not descend through the channel of
nature in any form, but a new creative act of
God is necessary in every regeneration. Barnes,
in his notes on ver. 13, confounds regeneration
with conversion. Regeneration is an act of God,
and may take place in infancy (think of John the
Baptist leaping in the mother's womb) ; conversion or change of mind (per&vota) is the act of
man, by which, under the influenco of the Holy
Spirit, he turns, in conscious repentance and faith,
from sin and Satan to God. P. S.]

—

{[The plural usage of alfia in the senso of this passage
occurs only in Euripides. Ion 705 aXXtav rpa^et? £9' atjmarwp, but often in the sense of murder, in the classics and 'in
the LXX. See quotations in Meyer.— P. 8.]
ETHICAL.
Joh. Tract. II. { 14, quotes Gen. ii. 22 and
I -[Augustine,
J5ph. t. 28, 29 to show that caro may be used for uxor ; bat
that
(John)
a
The
fact
was designated
1.
these passages (as also Judo 7) are not to the point. Flesh
here means human nature, male and female. " What is born the messenger of God even, so to speak, in his
of the flesh is flesh," iii. 6.— P. 8.]
origin, Luke i. 15 and 44, announced the coming
"
\ [So Albert Barnos ; adopted by a pious man." Without of another, in
no issue between birth and
a shadow of proof. Ryle and Crosby refer " flesh " to man's
Yet the distinction is as
own, and " man " to any foreign human agency. But this new birth should exist.
could have been much more clearly expressed.— P. S.]
John, as man, became
clear as the connection.
** [80 also Alford, who quotes, with LUcke, the Homeric
the messenger of God ; the Logos, as messenger
varnp Av&pStv r« BtCtv re. But Meyer denies that avrjp is ever
generalised into ap0p«irof, least of all here where the act of of God, John iii. 81 ; 1 Cor. xv. 25, became man.
generation is spoken of.— P. t*.]
* [Nature (c^iiara), desire (<rap£\ will (ayjp). But ih^
ft [Similarly God t The will of the flesh is la vriUmtt dominSe par F imagination sensuelle, the will of man la volonUjplus difficulty is that 0i}Ai)fia is used in the second us well as tho
third clause.— P. 8. J
independante de la nature, la resolution virile.—P. S.]
:

DOCTRINAL AND
man

m

whom

:
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6-18.

John and Mary appear the two summits of the so true faith strives from the beginning after the
Old Testament spirit, the highest aspiration of concentrated receiving of a distinct personal life.
la

human nature in the train of the Spirit of God Centripetal faith, living faith ; centrifugal faith,
in Mary the summit of fervent, humble, receptive dying or dead faith.
8.
Who were born not of blood. The truth and
piety ; in John the summit of energetic, propheYet the insufficiency of inherited privilege. The Bitic piety in the official service of the law.
in them the higher spirit works from below up- blical doctrine of covenant grace not yet duly reward under the drawing from above. In Christ ceived in the church. Its antagonism to the unthe divine is before, and in Him the nisus is from churohly conception of the relation between naabove downward under the drawing of the hu- ture and spirit, and even to the Augustinian
man longing, the need of life and salvation be- overstatement of original sin. Its antagonism
low.
The itaptist is strongly conscious of this to Pelagianism. (See Posit. Dogmatik., p. 514
And in sqq.)
distinction, Matth. iii. 11; Juo. iii. 31.
U. But of Ood. First the righteousness of faith
accordance with this nature of Christ is the nature
aUo of Christianity, the righteousness of faith in present; then circumcision as the symbol of regeneration. The idea of real regeneration devea righteous life.
2. The same came for witness. John the Baptist, lops itself with the idea of the personal Messiah.
the last, most distinct form of the Old Testament Its development or genesis is reciprocal with that
prophecy, and as such the witness of Christ in of repentance, faith, the experience of grace, in
the history of the world, at the same time in his the saving process as it advances from the outfreedom from jealousy a witness to the Holy ward to tho inward.
Ghost in the Old Testament. The death of John
a martyrdom (witness-bearing) to his fidelity as
.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

forerunner.

Through John His noblest disciples camo to
believe, through them all succeeding disciples and

John the

3.

Christians.
18.)

(See Schleiermacher, Predigten

I.,

p.

4. He was not the Light. An antithesis applying
not only to the Old and New Testaments, but also
to Christ, the fountain of light, and the Apostles
and Christians, with the prophets, as receivers
and bearers of the light.
5. The true Light was coming. The pre-Christian
Advent. (1) Founded (a) in the nature of Christ:
44
The true Light, which lighteneth every man,"
into him from within through the
i. e., shines
fundamental laws of personal, mental life, from
without through nature and history ; (b) in the
nature of the world : Made by the Logos, standing by His presence.
(2) Unfolding itself fa) in
a general invisible force: The shining in the uarkness, tho lighting of every man ; Christ's being
in the world [primordial religion] ; (6) in historical theocratic form: Education of Israel for His
possession, and His coming to His own (the Old
Testament religion in its development).

The obduracy, a self6. Received Him not.
estrangement, as well as a hostile bearing towards
the admission of the yearning Householder. The
obduracy of Israel in its historical development
and completion ; the great warning to the Christian world ; warning, and alas, still more, Matth.
xxiv. 38.

—

Respecting the
7. That believe in His name.
name, see above in the exegesis of this passage.
Appearance of the name of the Logos, in tho
more definite sense, with the Old Testament revelation (the Angel of the Lord and the Messiah).
Faith in the objective Messiah was in the subject,
In the righteousness of faith
incipient sonship.
lay a point of union between the word of God and
the heart of man, a quickening germ of personal
children of God, therefore the power to become
sons.
But this could bo brought to decision and
contemplation only by the historical appearance
of Christ and by the redemption accomplished in
Him. As the revelation of God strove from the
first towards concentration in the Name, the
making Himself personally, perfectly known,

list

Baptist, the Old Testament EvangeLight.
(1) In his mission and his
(2) in his testimony and his work ; (3) in

of the

name

;

his retirement and disappearance before the
Light itself.—The Old Testament Advent of
Christ : 1. In its ultimate basis (He was in the
world) ; 2. in its historical manifestation (He
came to His own) ; 8. in its earnest of victory
(As many as received Him) ; 4. in its last attestation (There was a man).
John and Christ, or
the personal manifestation of the saving Light: 1.
John, the attester of the Light ; 2. Christ, the attested Light.
The Old and New Testaments, one
light of revelation: 1. The Old in the day -light
of the New; 2. The New in the dawn-light of the
Old.
John and Christ, or the kernel of revelation, personal life.— The Son of God as the nameless Name :
1. Tho namclessness of the name,
(a) in the world in general, (&) in Israel in particular ; 2. the name of the nameless, (a) in its
silent development (He was in the world ; He
came), (b) in its great works. Tho Advent of
Christ in the world, mistaken and yet perceived :
Mistaken (a) by the heathen, (6) by the Jews.
Yet perceived (a) by the yearnings of the devout
in all the world, (b) by the hope of the faithful in
Israel.
The name of the Light, its complete
personal revelation in Christ.—-Christ the name:
1. The name of the life in the world ; 2. the name
of the light in mankind ; 8. tho name of the salThose who are
vation in the children of God.
becoming believers, are becoming children of G od.
The power to become, or the freedom of the spirit, the groundwork of the new birth and nature.
The being born of blood and born of God considered : 1. In their antagonism; 2. in their essential distinction ; 8. in their congenial connection ; 4. in the Mediator of their union.
He who
believes in the pollution of birth according to the
Scriptures, must believe also according to the
Scriptures in the consecration of birlh. The
beginnings of the regeneration in the Old Covenant, a fore-shadowing of the eternal new birth
of Christ from heaven.
Starke: Jesus alone had a fore-runner.
Like the aurora before the sun, so John, accord-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
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ing to the word of prophecy, must bear himself
Hedixgeb: Teachers and all
before Christ.
Christians are indeed lights also, in virtue of
their divine calling, fellowship with God, and
holy living, yet their main object is to bear witness of the light in Christ, to lead to it by precept
glorious nobility ! to be born of
and example.
Behold, what manner
God, His child and heir
of love! 1 John iii. 1. Osiander : What is due
to Christ alone, must not be attributed to any
man. The eternal light sends forth rays in the
He who is not enlightened,
hearts of all men.
must ascribe it to himself and the dominion of
darkness. Canstein : Noble family helps not to
sonship and salvation, but only the being born
anew of God. Mosheim Men in the state of nature are not children of God, and therefore have
no right to salvation.
Geblach, after Augustine : Corrupt men are
called the world, because they love the world
more than its Creator. By love we dwell in a
thing with the heart, and we have therefore deserved to bear the name of that wherein we dwell

—

—

!

—

:

by love.
Heubner: John must prepare the way for the
reception of the Light. The light must come
gradually, else it blinds. The nobility of the
children of God is attained only through the Spi-

—
—

through birth from God, through a proper
spiritual generation.
[Ver. 6. John the Baptist, the greatest of men
before Christ, because he was nearest to Christ,
and comprehended all thelight of the preparatory
rit,

—

revelations of Moses and the prophets.
Ver. 7.
Every minister only a borrowed light to lead men

—

to Christ, the true Light.
Ver. 8. Christ is the
sun of the soul, the source of spiritual light, life
and growth. P. S.]

—

[Ver. 9. Arrowsmith: Christ is the true
Light : 1. The undeceiving Light, in opposition to
all the false lights of the Gentiles ; 2. The real
Light, in opposition to ceremonial types and shadows; 8. The underived Light, in opposition to
all borrowed light ; 4. The supereminent Light,
in opposition to all ordinary light.
Ver. 10.
Hengstenbebg: The creature should shout for
joy, if its Creator comes to redeem it.
Ver. 11.
It is disgraceful if the creature despises the
creature it is doubly disgraceful if the people
of the Covenant despise the Lord of the Covenant.]
[Ver. 18. The new (celestial, divine) birth constitutes the true nobility of grace, as contrasted
with the aristocracy of natural birth, the aristocracy of money, the aristocracy of merit, the
Regeneration: 1. Its oriaristocracy of fame.
gin; 2. Its growth; 8. Its manifestation; 4. Its
end (the final resurrection). The children of
God the salt of the earth, the light of the world,
Com p. the admirathe benefactors of the race.
ble description of Christian life in the Epistle to
Diognetus, ch. 5 and 6, composed soon after the
Christians in the world are there
Apostolio age.
compared to the soul in the body : they are scattered through the world and dwell in the world,
yet are not of the world; they are hated by the
world, yet love and benefit it; they are imprisoned
in the world, yet preserve it from corruption ; they
are sojourners in the perishing world, looking for
an incorruptible dwelling in heaven. P. S.J

—
—

;

—

—
—

—

THIKD SECTION.
The Incarnation of the Logos, the Appearance

of the real

Shekinah among the

Faithful.

Chap.
(1)

14

I.

14-18.

INCARNATION OP TUB LOGOS, OR THE ABSOLUTELY NEW BIBTH. APPEARANCE OF THE BEAL
SHEKINAH, VER. 14. (2) TKj-TIMONY Or JOHN IN GENEBAL, VER. 15. (8) EXPERIENCE OP
BELIEVERS, OB GRACE, VEB. 10. (4) ANTITHESIS BETWEEN MOSES AND CHB18T, THE LAW OP
THE OLD TESTAMENT AND CHBI8TIANITY, IN THEIB AUTHORITY AND WORK, VER. 17. (5)
ANTITHESIS BETWEEN THE WHOLE OLD WORLD AND CHRIST IN THEIR RELATION TO GOD, VER. 18.

And
cled,

the

Word

itrxrjvutffsu']

l

was made [became, ^vero] flesh, and dwelt [sojourned, tabernaamong us, (and we beheld his glory [the real Shekinah.], the glory
1

15
16
17
18

as of the [an] only-begotten of [from, izapd'] the Father,) [omit parenthesis] full of
4
grace and truth. John bare [beareth] 8 witness of him, and cried [crieth], saying,
This was he of whom I spake [said], He that cometh after me [behind me] is preferred [hath come to be] before me ; for he was before me [lit. first of me]. And [For] 5
of his fulness have all we received [did we all receive], and [even] grace for grace.
For the law was given by [through] Moses, (hut) grace and truth came [came to pass]
by [through] Jesus Christ. No man hath seen God at any time [No one hath ever
seen God] ; the only begotten Son [God],* which [who] is in [toward] the bosom
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of the Father [of the nature of the Father and
declared Aim [hath interpreted all]. 1

71

in his fall confidence

and service] he hath

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 14. [Or, pitched his tent; Meyer, Ewald: seltete; Godot: a dressi sa tentc The rerb iaicnmo-iv (from ?*ipn$,
truf), which John uses also of God's dwelling with His people on the now earth (Her. xxi. 3), was chosen in allusion to tlu
to dwtll), i.e., the indwelling or glorious presence
SkeJcinaJt (nj'3J7» or W3E^» a Babbinicai theological term from
t

p#,

of Jehovah in th<? holy of holies of the tabernacle and the temple, which typically pointed to the incarnation. This allusion
b evident from the correspondence of the letters (Uengel: "wwem literte in T\y 2\& et vkt\ v ij"), and from the following
Hh+v*tL*$* rijK &6£a.r airrov. Comp. Ex. xxv. 8 (where Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotiou translate T>JO# by vtcrf•*•*•): xl. 31 lev. xxri. 11, 12; Esek. xxxvii. 27 ; Hagg. ii. 8 ; Apoc. Til. 15 ; xxi. 3. In the Apocryphal books the Shekinah was especially ascribed to the Sophia (Sir. xxir. 8 iv Iaxi>j3 KaravK^woov), and the Logos. The humanity of Christ
became the gtiekinah of His divinity —P. 3.]
* Ver. 14. [The parenthesis marked iu this verso in the text. rec. appears to be, like the division of chapters and verses,
"
only conventional ; though it serves ns the good purpose of showing the true reference of " full " (wAijpijo to ** the Word
(o Aoyoc) rather than to " glory " (66$ x), which could not be otherwise indicated in tho English version. The clause itself is
;

:

—

not properly parenthetical.

See the Exegesis.

—E

I).

Y

J

* Ver. 15. f>iaprvp«u present; the testimony of John goes on. Meyer: "VergegenwUrtigung, als Wntt das Zcugniss
n
wxkfi>rL —V. S.]
* Ver. 15. [Tho perfect k 4 k p a y « likewise implies continuation of the action in its effect.
Meyer u Das Ptrf. in gewihnlicher, ciissischer, prdtentischer Bedcutung." Alford " the voice is still sounding." K p d £w (also used of Christ, vii.
28, 37 ; xii. 44) is an onomato-poetic word, imitating the hoarse cry of the raven, like the German, krlichzen, the English, to
croak ; here to call aloud with tho confidence and solemnity of a herald. Bengel "Clamat Joh. cum fiducia et gaudio, uti
magnum prseconem decet."—P. S J
* Ver. 16, iu most codd. [K. B. C* D. L. X ], begins with on, insteali of k a i For of his fulness, etc. Griesbach, Lachmann, Teschendorf, fllengsteuborg and Godot prefer kaL, and conjecture that on was occasioned by the preceding and
:

:

:

:

—

succeeding ori. P. 8.T
• Ver. 18. B. 0.* L. Codd. Sin. et ah read 0e<fc for vto* probably from ver. 1. f So also Meyer.]
[This is the first important difference of reading which occurs in the Gospel of John, and which, on account of its theological character, deserves a fuller notice than it has received from Lang© or any other commentator, except Alford, in his
sixth edition. The ancient authorities are almost equally divided between 0«6c, the (an) Only-begotten God, and vt6t,
the Only-begotten San. A minor difference relates to the article which is omitted by most of the authorities favoring 6*6*.
The reading $to\ is supported by the two oldest MSS., tho Sinaitic (which has ©C, tho usual abbreviation of 6 to*, a prima maim,
but which, in this very verse, by omitting the words 6 Ctv before eis rbv kqKwov, betrays tho carelessness of the transcriber), and
the Vatican (both from the 4th century), also by C* L.; the Syr. Peshito; Clemens Alex, (once or twice), Excerpta Theodoti (a full quotation), Kpiphanius (three times), the Second Synod of Ancyra, Didymus of Alex, (twice). To this must bo
added that Gregory of Nyssa and other Greek fathers repeatedly call Christ 6 novoytvrff 0«b>, where they do not quote from
John L 18. The reading vios is favored by a larger number of manuscripts, A. (Cod. Alex, of the 5th cent.), C* * * (tho
Ephnem MS. corrected) X. A. and nearly all other MS3.; tho Curetonian Syriac Vers., the Lat. Vers. (Itala and Vulgata);
Tertallian (Adv. Prax. c. 15), who is older by at least 120 years than the oldest known MSS., Eusebius (in six passages, in
one, however, with the significant addition ij fiovoyey'tjs $<6s after 6 fiovoyttnjf vifc, for which reason Tregelles claims him
for feof, though unjustly; see Abbot, Bibl. Sacra, 1&61, p. 85U), Athanasius (four times), Chrysostom (eight times), Ambrose,
Augustine and other fathers, also the emporor Julian (twice). Hilary, in seven places, supports Filius, but in one (De 7Wn.,
Xll. 24) he reads " unigenitus Deus in sinu Patris." The evidence from Irenscus, Origen, Basil and Cyril of Alexandria is
contradictory and uncertain. Ircnaeos, the oldest witness in this case (A. D. 170), quotes the passage three times, twice in
favor of FHius (Adv.hstr. IV. c. 20, 1 6), or Filius Dei (III. 11, 6), once in favor of Deus (IV. 20,11 •» unigenitus Deus, qui est
in sinu Patris, ipse enarravit "). Origen reads 0«o$ twice (In Joh. Tom. II. c. 29 ; XXXII. c. 13, Opp. ed. Delarue IV. p. 89
and 43S), vufc once (Oontr. Cels. 1. II. c. 71, Opp. I. p. 410, in a full quotation), besides vibe tou Beov once (In Joh. Tom. VI.
2,Opp. IV. 102, with a different reading, vto* 9*6*), and Unigenitus Dei Filius once (in Rufinus' version of Com. on Cant. 1.
IV. Opp. III. 91). Cyril of Alexandria, ms edited by Aubert, has vio> three times, 0«o> four times, and favors the latter in
his Commentary, as printed. For a fuller statement of patristic testimonies see an elaborate article of Ezra Abbot (the
learned librarian of Harvard University) in the Andover BiblioUieca Sacra for Oct. 1861, pp. 840-872. I have verified seveHe has corrected many errors of former critics and disproved the assertion of Tregelles that 0<6c is " tho
ral of his quotations.
ancient reading of the Fathers generally" The authorities for v\6* cover a much larger territory than those for 0«o*, which seem
to be almost confined to Egypt. For internal reasons, 0«©s , being the more difficult reading, has the preference, according to tho
usual canon ; for itoroytmr\<; naturally suggested v'to?, while the designation of Christ as u the only begotten God," stands isolated
in the Bible. On the other hand, a change of the abridged form YC to 8C, which is usual in tho uncial MSS., was as easy as tho
change from the latter to the former. There is moreover an inherent propriety for the use of v'toc in connection with tiovoytvr^
and with the mention of the Father; while 0«k is hardly in place immediately after 0«6Vat the beginning of tho verse, and
introduces a harshness without a parallel in the style of John. The Scripture argument for the Divinity of Christ is strong
enough, even from the first verse of the Prologue, without the reading 0efc in ver. 18. In view of all the data before us, I see no
sufficient reason here to depart from the received text. Tregelles, Westcott and Hort adopt 0«<fe (without the article) ; AbLachmann likewise reads vto>, but before the authorities in favor of 0«rf? were
hot, Alford, Tischend. (ed. VIII.) retain v'ufc.
fully known. Comp. on this subject, besides Tregelles and Tischend. (ed. VIII., Vol. I., p. 745), especially the article of
Sua Abbot already quoted, and a long note in tho 6th ed. of Alford (pp. 689-631).—P. S.]
* Ver. 18. [On the meaning of «£iryijTaTO see the last foot note, p. 78.
Christ is the true Exegete or Expounder of God.
;

:

—P. 8.]
in 1 Tim. iii. 16 Paul makes the incarnation the
central fact of our religion. But the idea of tho
incarnation, the great mystery of godliness,
[Ver. 14 contains the central idea of the Pro- should not be confined to the mere birth of Christ,
logue, the Gospel, and the system of Christianity, but extended to His whole divine human life,
yea, the central idea of the whole history of the death and resurrection; it is "God manifest in
world ; for ancient history before the incarnation the flesh." Bengel discovers a threefold antiwas a preparation for Christ as the fulfilment of thetic correspondence between vers. 1 and 4:
all types, prophecies and nobler aspirations of
THE
men; history after that event is subservient to
the spread and triumph of Christianity till Christ Was in the beginning
became
be all in all. The theology of John is ChristoloGod
flesh
gical throughout (comp. 1 John iv. 2, 8) ; that
and dwelt among us. P. S.]
With God.
of Paul, in the Romans and Galatians, is anthroVer. 14. And. This xal has been explained
pological and eoteriological, but the Colossians
and Philippians are likewise Christ ological, and in very different ways : as equivalent, for exam-

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

WORD

—

—
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ydp (for)* or ovv (therefore),! or as signifying the condition of Christ's becoming man.
But it denotes an actual historical advance ;J
not, however, as De Wette takes it, upon ver. 9,
but, as Lucke, upon ver. 11.
First, the universal advent was spoken of; then the theocratical
advent in the Old Testament; now, after indicating the transitional distinction of consecrated
human birth and birth from God, which were
continually approaching each other, the Evangelist comes to the point of incarnation, where
birth and new or divine birth coincide.
The
became flesh. In this finishing
sentence the subject is again named. Not a life
only, or a light, from the Logos, was made flesh,
but the whole Logos as Life and Light (see Col.
i. 19; ii. 9).
He became odpg; the strongest
expression for becoming veritable man.
[This grand sentence : 6 16yoc cdp% iykvero, stands alone in the Bible ; but the same
idea in somewhat different forms of expression
occurs repeatedly, viz.: 1 John iv. 2 (ev astpiu k\ij?„u0o>f, Christ having come in the flesh) ; 1 Tim.
iii. 1G (tyavepudrj kv caput, God was manifested in
the flesh) Rom. i. 3 (yevdpevog ek GTzkpparoq Aavtid Kara capua, born from the seed of David according to the flesh) viii. 3 (h 6fwi6/LLan capnbc dfiaprlac, in the likeness of sinful flesh); Phil,
ii. 7 (i.v dpoiufiari avdpuiruv yevdfievoc, being made
in tho'likencss of men) ; Heb. ii. 14 (where it is
said that Christ, like other men, partook of alfiaroc koX oapicdg, of blood and flesh).
Flesh
pie, to

—

Word

;

;

(odpZ)

is

a strong Hebraizing term pfef3) for

human nature in its weakness, frailty and mortality.
Comp. the English, mortal (the German,
der SterbUche), for man.
When used of man, the
idea of moral weakness or sinfulness is also often
implied, but not necessarily.
In the passages
where it is ascribed to Christ, sin must be excluded in view of the unanimous testimony of the
Apostles to the sinlessness of Jesus. The term

more comprehensive than body (au/ia), which
used in distinction from soul (V'UA'V) and spirit
{yovq or Trvei'/za), while flesh sometimes includes
both
it is more concrete and emphatio than
man (dvOpaxof), and expresses more strongly the
infinite condescension of the Logos, the identity
of His human nature with our own, and the universalness of His manhood. Yet it is as correct
to speak of Christ's becoming man (kvavOpuirnetc, Menschwerdung) as of His becoming flesh (evis
is

;

odpnuaic, incarnatio, incarnation, Fleischwerdung).

The Logos assumed, not an individual man or a
single human personality, but human nature
into union with His prss-existent divine personality.
He moreover assumed human nature, not
apparently and transiently (according to the
Gnostic Docetio view), but really and permanently nor partially (as Apollinaris taught), but
totally, with all its essential constituents as
created by God, body, soul and spirit. For Christ
everywhere appears as a full man (comp. viii.
40: " Ye seek to kill me, a man who," etc.), and
;

• [So Ohrvsostom, Theophyl., Grotiua, Lamp©.]
f So Block.]
" rinfach di« Rede /crlfihrend,wu aUe, koi des
J [So Meyer :
jW<>7*." llere the copula carrier the reader to the highest
pinnnclo of contemplation. So far we may say with Oodet
ttuit it is emphatic, but cannot adopt his translation: 1'ea,

He is emphatically called " the Son of Man ;"
John speaks expressly of the soul (1n>xfl) of
Christ, xii. 27, and of His spirit (irvevfia), xi. 83;
xiii. 21 ;
xix. 30 ; comp. Matth. xxvii. 50.
In
the 0. T., too, flesh often includes the moral or
spiritual nature of man, comp. Lev. xvii. 11;
Deut xii. 15 ; Job xii. 10. It is not the flesh as
opposed to the spirit, that is here intended, but
human nature, as distinct from the divine. The
flesh is the outward tabernacle and the visible
representative of the whole man to our senses.*
Finally Christ assumed human nature, not in its
primitive state of innocence, but in its fallen,
suffering, mortal state, yet without sin (which
does not originally and necessarily belong to
man) ; for He came to save this fallen nature.
He was subject to temptation, or tempt able, and
was perfected through suffering (Hebr. ii. 14-18
iv. 15), but He was neither capKtKdg (Rom. vii. 14),
nor i}!vkik6c (1 Cor. ii. 14). He appeared not "in
the flesh of sin," but only "in the likeness of the
flesh of sin " (Rom. viii. 2).
He bore all the
consequences of sin without a share of personal
sin and guilt.
This amazing miracle of His love
is best expressed by the term :
The Logos became fles h. f Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 9: "Ye know
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ that, though
He was rich, yet for your sakes He became poor,
that ye by His poverty might become rich." At
His second advent Christ will appear as man indeed, yet no more in the likeness of sinful flesh,
nor in weakness and poverty, but in glory and
immortality (comp. Heb. ix. 28, x^pk dpapriac).

P. S.J
It imputes a Judaistic [and Apollinarian] nonsense to the Evangelist, to represent him aa
saying that the Logos took only the human
nap!;, and not a reasonable human soul (Praxeas,
Kostlin, ZellerJ).
The evidence of the contrary
lies not only in the impossibility of conceiving &
human odpg without tyvxt, and such a ^xti without iTvevfia (see Meyer, p. G5), but especially in
the Old Testament usage of the term flesh to denote human nature (Is. xl.); to say nothing of
John's express designation of the tyvxh of Christ
in ch. xii. 27, and the Trvevua in ch. xi. 83 ; xiii.
21; xix. 80. But while the half-Baur school
thus construes John's statement of the incarnation Judaistically, Hilgenfeld construes it Gnostically : giving Christ (according to the Valentinian system) a real odpj-, indeed, but such as
was exalted above material limitations. Meyer
(against Frommann and others) contests without
good reason the anti-Docetic force of this expres* TApollinaris had no more right to appeal to this passage
had no rational soul, its place
being supplied by the divine Logos, than he had a right to
dram the same inference from all those passages where man
is called flesh.
On the Apollinarian Christology comp. my
Church History, Tol. III., pp. 708 If.—P. S.]
f [Some of the ablest commentators urge this point. Qdvin "JSo
se Fihus Dei submitit, id carnem islam tot nufor his assertion that Christ

nmw

:

obnoxxam nuctperel." Hengstenberg, I. p. 40, quotes
from Luther to the same effect, and says : " There
a wealth of comfort in this fact, a balm for the poor, terri-

seriis

at length
is

fied conscience." Bwald, p. 127, makes these striking remarks
" Of all the words which express human nature, John chooses
the meanest and most contemptible, viz.: flesh, which, in the
0. T n denotes the lower, perishing, corruptible part of man
but even this the Logos did not despise, and thus He became
man in the fullest sense of the term." P. 8.]
X [The same view is ascribed to John by Pfleiderer in Hu\

—

genfeld's ZtittchrifX for 1806, p. 260,

den.—Pt

and by Scholten of Ley-

S.J
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sion ; though certainly the main force of it is rather anti-Gnostic ; for the incipient Gnosticism
first asserted an external connection of oapg and
yUiyof, against which the verb kyivero would bo
more emphatic than the substantive c&pg.
With the idea of the odpt- comes also the idea
of passibility, but by no means the idea of any
weakness of the flesh arising from sin; for
Scripture recognizes the flesh in three stages
(1) pure in paradise; (2) weakened by sin; (8)
sanctified by the Spirit; and the Logos could
become flesh only in the latter sense.
All this carries in it the antithesis between Ilis
incarnation and His eternal, immaterial existence ; yet neither in the sense of Pantheism,
which makes His incarnation an accident (Baur),
nor in the sense of the mediseval scholasticism,
which sees in it, even as incarnation, a humiliation of the Logos even into an incongruous, heterogeneous nature. The historical humiliation
of Christ coincides indeed with His historical incarnation ; yet the two are to be distinguished.
The supernatural birth of Christ is unquestionably implied in this passage, in that the origin of Christ as God-Man stands in opposition to
the natural births previously described, all
which, as such, needed to be completed by the
birth from God (contra Meyer).
[Became, i yivero. Not was, yv, as in ver.
1, nor kycvsro av&punoc% as is said of John, ver.
6, who had no existence before his birth, but the

—

pr» -existent, personal Logos became flesh.*
Comp. LXX., Gen. ii. 7: iykvtro 6 av&pvrroc
The word denotes a single and
**f i'vxfr' C<*ra*'«
completed aot. The Logos was not converted or
changed into flesh, nor simply associated with
flesh, but endued with human naturo, which He
assumed once for all into personal and perpetual
union with Him.f The Logos was henceforth
Christ Jesus, the" Qod-Man (deav&puTo$) t and this
not only for a transient purpose, but He continues
P. S.]
so forever.
Tabernacled among us. God dwelt as Jehovah in Israel, hidden in the most holy place
of the tabernacle {aKijvf]) ; now in the Logos He
has tabernacled {koKfjvooev) among the disciples in the midst of the people, thus making the
disciples themselves His tabernaole.J (On among
m, kv fotiv, see ver. 16. The disciples and
witnesses of Christ are meant, but as the central
point of the people, and of ail mankind).
Tho
expression evidently alludes to the Old Testament
dwelling of God in Israel. The idea of that
dwelling of Jehovah in tho holy tabernacle (Ex.
xxv. 8 ; xxix. 45) is enlarged even in the prophets (Is iv. 5; lvii. 15). Now the Lord has
taken His dwelling among His own people themThis reference is confirmed by what folS31tos.
"The Targums likewise represent the
lows.
Word (*OrrO) as tho Shekinah (KT30), and the

—

—

* [Bengel remarks that nowhere in the wholo range of literature is the difference of the verbs «tfu and yiyvoficu more
studiously observed than in tho Prologue of John.— l\ 8.1
f[GodeU P. 191, puts a strained view of the xfoi»<rtf into
"
it to mean that the Logo* gare up Ilia
inn, and makes
n
I

diuue mode of existence.— P.

g.J

Ills body (comp. ii.
X [Or rather the humanity of Christ.
19,21) was the oxqpi?, the tabernacle, the temple of God, in
which He revealed ilis presence the fulness of His grace and
truth. The Apostles and the believers generally (comp. ver.
12. ooth iXaflo* ainov) are tue spectators and worshippers in
this sanctuary.—P. S.J

I.

14-18.
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Messiah as the manifestation of tho latter"
(Meyer).*
And wo beheld his glory.— Meyer rightly
maintains, against Lucke, De Wet to and Tholuck,
that this main thought cannot be read as a parenthesis.
Such reading has been occasioned by
the nominative irh'jpr}$\ x&pir<K, at tho close of
the verse, referring to /juyoq.
According to
Baumgartcn-Crusius and Meyer [Bruckner, Alford], this nominative refers, by a solecism, to
avrov, and serves to give moro iudependent prominence to the descriptive clause.
But the
clause may also be read as a declaration prompted
by the contemplation r/v being understood. J
;

We beheld.—The beholding has faith for

its

organ; it is not a merely outward vision, still less
merely inward ; nor docs it perceive the glory of
Christ only in single miracles or in a transfiguration, but in His whole life (comp. 1 John
i. 1).
[Ikbofiai moreover is richer than dpdv, and
means properly to behold or contemplate with
admiration and delight. John speaks here in
the name of all the Apostles and eye-witnesses of
tho life of Christ. The plural adds forco to tho
statement, as in xxi. 24 ; 1 John i. 1 ; 2 Pet. i.
16.
Faith lifts the veil of Christ's humanity and
worships Ilis divine glory, while to unbelief lie
is a mere man.
Ilengstenberg refers to several
passages from Isaiah (xl. 5; lxvi. 2, 18), in
which tho beholding of the glory of Jehovah is
promised. John recognized Jehovah in the incarnate Logos (xii. 41). P. S.]

His

glory,

—
—The real appearances

66!-a> *X\22.

of tho divine glory in the Old Testament must be
distinguished from its symbolical signs. Its signs
are the cloud and tempest on Sinai, the pillar of
smoke and the pillar of fire, the cherubim over the
ark of the covenant in the most holy place. Its
real manifestations are, from the nature of the Old
Testament, transient, and given in visions; manifestations of the Angel of theLord (seo above), or
of ( he Lord Himself attended by a host of angels,
Dan. vii. The manifestation of the Angel of the
Lord is, in its nature, connected with the manifestation of His glory. The later Jewish theology has
designated these manifestations as the Shekinah.^
In Christ.the Shekinah appears in full reality.
* [Ilengstenberg: "Tho indwelling of God among His peowhich is implied in tho idea of tho i>eople of God, was
merely u shadow of the temple, and hus attained its full truth
only in Christ." Bengel sees in tho verb triojwJw an allusion
rather to the transitory abode of Christ on earth "habitavit,
ut in tabernaeulo, vere, nee diu. spectaculum sui prcebens." So
also Godet. But this is certainly not applicable to God's
dwelling with His people on tho new earth, Apoc. xxi. 3.
Ewald, on tho contrary, urges tho Idea of a longor abode,
which is equally untenable. The Apostle has no reference to
time, but to the reality of God's abodo with man in Uis incarnate Son as compared with the shadowy indwelling in the
old tabernacle and temple. This sojourning implies community of life, as to say We have eaten together, slept under
tho same tont, travelled together.— P. 8.]
t [This is the proper reading, while vAifpi}, plenam, is
conformed to 6b£a»», irAqpov, plmi. to avrov. P. P.]
ple,

:

:

—

% [Winer, Gramm., p. 624 (7th Germ, ed.), likewise regards
the comprehensive irAijpijf x aP- «. dA. as grammatically Independent, and refers to Phil. Hi. 19; Mark xii. 40. Hengstenberg views these words as an abridged relative sentence:
(who is) full, etc.; comp. Apoc. 1. 5. But even this supplement
is not necessary.
Ewald, repeating the main subject, well
translates : JSr, veil Gnade und Wahrheit.—V. 8.
(from TOtf , to dwelt) does not occur
2 [rUOff or
t • :
t • J
-t
in the 0. T, Scriptnres, and signifies the glorious presence of
God with Ills peoplo. Buxtorf (Lexicon Chald , Talmud, et
Rabbin., ed. Bas. 1610, p. 2394) gives tho following definition

WOtf
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.
[We must distinguish* four stages of this glory:
1) the prao-existent divine glory of the Logos with
the Father, xvii. 6; 2) the preparatory shadowy
manifestation of His glory in the Old Testament,
as seen by the prophetic eye of Isaiah, xii. 41;
8) its visible revelation in human form in the life
and work of the incarnate Word, which shone
from every miracle, ii. 11 ; 4) the final and perfect
manifestation of His divine-human glory in eternity
P. S.]
in which the believers will share, xvii. 24.
When Meyer, with Hofinann (Schri/tbew. II. 1,
p. 21), makes the incarnation of Christ itself
equivalent to His humiliation, and so conceives
even theanthropic existence as distinct from simple
divine, he has no Scripture for it, either in ch.
xii. 41
xvii. 6, 22, 24, or in Phil. ii. C. Unquestionably the human 66$a of Christ in His earthly
life was to be relatively conceived; but only (1)
in that He entered into the historical conditions
of humanity, especially into subjection to the
law, (2) in that the life of the first man waited
in Him for its completion in the higher, imperishable manifestation of the second.
The glory [emphatically repeated] as of

—

;

In the expression -of John, however, the incommunicable relation of Christ to God predominates; in that of Paul, His incommunicable relation to the world.

In the one, the ontological
idea of the Trinity rules; in the other, the ecosoteriologicnl.
The notion of the
only begotten is closely akin to that of the beloved
not identical with it as Kuinoel
(aya7rtrr6c) t
holds.
The word denotes indeed, according to
Meyer, the only begotten ; but it thereby makes
Christ also the peculiarly begotten (Tholuck),
who is the principle of all other births and regenerations.* The reference of fwvoyevovc to d6£a
(Erasmus and others) is wholly without sup-

nomic and

port.

From

the Father [belongs to fiovoyevove, not
Origen: e#c rye o'vaiac tov xaTpoc.
Jofav].
His origin aud issue is from the essence of the
Father.
His coming forth from the Father (ch.
Ti. 40; vii. 29; xvi. 27) does not exclude, however, His continuance in the heaven of the Father
(ch. iii. 13
comp. ch. i. 18). His human relations do not supersede His divine.
to

—

;

Full of grace and truth.— Comp. ver. 17.
an only begotten [66i-av &g fiovoyevove The result of the beholding, uttered in an exclaA closer description of the mation of astonishment, expressing the main
it a pa nar p6c~\.
It was alone in its kind, and could be forms in which the d6$a was seen in Him.
66$a.
He
characterized only thus: as of the only begotten. was full of grace and truth. Not only did He
seem
all
(Euthym.
grace and truth, but grace and truth
The tie expresses literally not the reality
Zigabenus: bvrog), but in similitude, the idea of seemed concentrated in Him. And this was His
glory,
the
for
grace and truth are the main attributes
appearance of
the only begotten, to which
Christ corresponded, while assuredly it first of Jehovah in the Old Testament, since the Mesawakened that idea and brought it to view.* Only sianic spirit recognized Him as pre-eminently the
the jiovoyevf/c could manifest Himself so (ch. God of redemption (flOKJ. *tDH [in the LXX.: xo1 John iv. 9).f
That John ?*v£?ieoc ml aArjdiv6g], Ex. xxxiv. 6; Ps. xxv. 10;
i. 18; iii. 10, 18;
has the term from Christ Himself, is shown by xxxvi. 0).
This reference to the Old TesPaul's irpurdroKoc, first begotten tament is groundlessly doubted by Meyer;*
ch. iii. 16, 18.

—

Heb. i. 6], is a parallel. Both terms
[Col. i. 15
denote not only the trinitarian relation of the
Son of God, but also His theanthropic relation.
;

of it : habitation cohabUatio. In uptcU dieitur de prxKntia,
gloria tt majestaU diHna aut DirinitaU, quando diciiur hominibus estepraxens, aut cum tit conversari, auxilio suo, gratia et
talutari prapfrnHa adesse. Communiter explicatur, glnria rtl
majettas divina, divinitas gUmosa." In the same sense John
uses (TKijm) in Apoc. xxi.3: Hob if <7*ctji/tj rod 6eov /tera ruv
Avtipunuiv, kcu <t kt)v u><T * i iktr* aura*?, *cai clvtoi Aab? avrov icrovrai, real avrbf 6 0eo? carat /act' auru>vt Btb? avrotv.
>

(Comp. Text. Note, 1.)— P. 8 ]
* [*0? is also here a particle of comparison, not of confirmation (like the falsely so-called Hebrew 5 vcritatis); but the
comparison here is not between similar things, but between
the fact and the idea, the reality and the expectation as
might bo expected from one that is the only boijotten. Hence
the absence of the article before novoyevov. The reality is implied as the basis of the comparison (against Alford). P. 8.]
f [John alone uses ixovoytvm of Christ, namely, in the five
passages above referred to. Besides, the term occurs four
:

—

times of human sons, throe times in Luke (vii. 12; viii. 42;
and once in the Hebrews (xi. 17). The term is called
figurative, but it is more correct to say that all earthly relationships of fathers and filial affection are a figure and reflection of the eternal Fatherhood of God and the eternal Sonship
of Christ. Comp. Eph iii. 14, 16 : "The Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, from whom the whole family in heaven and
ix. 38)

I hold with Lange that John learned the
is named/*
directly from Christ. Lampe and Hengstenberg derive
the appellation from Zech. xii. 10, where the Messiah is
compared to an only begotten (TIT)
"And they have looked unto me whom they pierced,
And they have mourned over it,
Like a mourning over the only One—(TrPH. LXX.: ayairif-

earth

word

'

•t~

toV ; Vulg.: unigrnitum).
And they have been in bitterness for it,
like a bitterness over the first-born—
vpuToriKtjt.

—P,

S.]

,

Q3n, LXX):

M Ty

though

npX

denotes also faithfulness, yet
and truth are one in the divine
nature; and the rendering of *ipn by i?^oc in
for

faithfulness

the Septuagint decides nothing, since k7*oc finds
more precise equivalent in D'OH^ But Meyer

its

well observes that aTJfleta answers to the lightnature (<foc ), x&P tc to the life-nature (Cu#) of the
Logos. Of course the life is as much concerned
in the truth of Christ, as the light in the grace;
the latter notions are more soterioiogically concrete, than the former.
Christ, as absolute redemption, was pure grace; as absolute revela[Christ is the personal Truth,
tion, pure truth.
xiv. G, and is in the Apoc. called the afai$iv6cf
iii. 7 ; xix. 11, is whom there is a perfect har* [The term refers back to riitva 0eov, ver. 12, and marks
the difference between Christ and the bellevors: 1) lie is the
only Son in a sense in which thore is no other; they are
many; 2) He is Son from eternity ; they become children in
time 3) He is 8on by nature ; they are made sons by grace
and by adoption ; 4) He is of the same essence with the Father
they are of a different substance ; in other words, His is a metaphysical, primitive and co-essential, theirs only an ethical and
derived, sonship. The idea of generation, as Meyer correctly
remarks, is implied in the very term fiovoytvifc. Origen explains fLOPoytPifc—«*c t^s ovctac tov trarpdV This leads logically to the Niccne dogma of the homoousia and the eternal
generation, t. «., the eternal communion of love between the
Father and the Bon. (Comp. John xvii. 24.) Luther says
God has many children, but only one only begotten Son,
through whom all things and all other children were made.
;

—P.

8.J

f [But defended by TTengstenberg, who sees here a new
proof for the identity of Christ with the revealed Jehovah of
the 0. T. Grace and truth appear here as personal attributes,
as in Ex. xxxiv. 6; while in ver. 17, as in Mich. vii. 20, they
appear as gifts which Christ bestows. P. S.]

—
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mony between appearance and

reality, claim and
and fulfilment. P. S.j
John beareth witness of him.

—

being, promise

Ver.

15.

Having described the advent of Christ to its consummation in the incarnation, the Evangelist
comes to the testimony of John concerning Christ.
He first introduced John's mission to bear witness of Christ, ver. 6 now he comes to his actual
testimony concerning Christ, and that as a testimony even to His prm-existence and His higher
Afterwards follows the testimony of tho
nature.
Baptist concerning the Messianic (ver. 19) and
;

the soteriological (ver. 29sqq.) character of Jesus.
Bsareth -witness. Present. John's testimony is perpetually living, active and valid. Its
continued validity in the present rests upon the
past fact that he cried only in Israel, and uttered
what he had to say of Christ (Kenpaye Tdyuv).
Hence Christ could appeal to his testimony, ch.
Kpd^etv, elsewhere also,
v. 33; Matth. xxi. 21.
ch. vii. 23, 37, etc., for loud public proclamation.
There is no reason for taking the perfect in a preP. S.]
sent sense. [Comp. Text. Notes 3 and 4.

—

.

—

—

vroc i)v.
This was ho of whom I said.
He it was. Not because John is conceived as
speaking in the present. In the testimony of
John two periods must be distinguished : before
and after the baptism of Jesus. Before the baptism, he preached the Messiah in His higher
characters, as approaching, but knew not yet the
Messianic individual ; after the baptism he oould
point to Jesus and say: This was lie, of whom I
Thus this second
declared that prm -existence.
stage of his testimony is here in hand.
Ha that cometh after me. ['0 bnloo pov

—

ipX^fievoCt iftirpoodiv pov ykyovev. A
pithy oxymoron exciting attention and reflection,
repeated vera. 27 and 3J, and probably suggested
by the prophetic passage, Mai. iii. 2: "Lo, I am
sending My messenger, and he hath prepared a
way before Me." The following words, bn npurdc
ftov ipr, which rau3t be referred to the prao- existence of Christ (comp. ;/i\ vers. 1,9, 10), not to the
superiority of rank (which would require kari),
contain the clue to the enigmatic and paradoxical
The meaning may be thus explained:
sentence.
My successor (in time) has become (or has come to
be) my predecessor (in rank) ; for He is before me
(even in time), being absolutely the first, viz.: the
eternal Son of God; while I am only a man born in
time and sent to prepare the way for Him.
P. S.]
"He that comes after me, has come before
me/' Meyer.* But it means: was made, has
John appeared
become (y kyovi) before me.
before Christ as His fore-runner and herald ; as

—

* u Der hinUr mir her Kommende ist mir zuvorgtkommcn"
[
Meyer, like Orison, takes both adverbs in a temporal (or rather
local tense; time being represented here in the form of
fpjee).

8o does Hengsten hug: Der nach mir kommt

ist

mir

tinmyeffangrn. Oodet Odtu qui vient aprlt moi, m'a prec(dZ. The objection to this interpretation is that it makes
:

•u

vparrof ftov

V a mere

Hence most commentaDe Wette, A If.) refer biriau

repetition.

tors (Chrys., LUcke, Thol., Olsh.,
to time, and ifjurpovBtv to rank.

So also the E. V " He that
cometh after me is preferred (». «., is advanced) before me."
John> preparatory office decreased before the rising glory of
the Mesuiah. This interpretation saves the distinction of
iytvtro, ha* become, and ^c, was, so carefully observed
throughout tho Prologue; eyotro must, of course, not be referred t« the divine dignity of the Logos, which is eternal, but
to the divine human dignity of the incarnate Christ, which
was acquired- Dr. Lange injreniouily combines the reference to time and that to rank in i^npovBtv and vp&ros .—
:

I.

14-18.
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to his progressive approach in His Old Testament
advent, Christ was before him. His coming Jorth
pervaded the Old Testament, and was the impelling power and cause of all prophecy, even the
prophecy of John. And this earlier coming had
its ground in His earlier (absolutely early, eternal) existence; hence
npuroc pov i/v.
These are, indeed, primarily antitheses of time.
But the designation of the one coming after, as
being before, implies at the same time a deeper
and higher principle of life. According to Aristotle, the posterius in the real development is the
pritis in the idea or the value of the life.
This is
true of man in relation to the animal world, of
tho New Testament in relation to the Old, of
Christ in relation to the Baptist. Tho ivn/zoVepoc pov tori of Chrysostom, therefore, is involved
in the clause ; while Meyer is right, against
Lucke, Tholuck and others, in not taking this
for its primary senso. The kp npooOkv pov ykyovev, of course, means not was before me (Luther
and others), but: has become [or come to be\ before
me (against Meyer). Commentators have not
been able lo reconcile themselves to this ykyovev,
because they have not yet fairly reconciled themselves to the Old Testament incarnation of Christ.
Hence Meyer: it is equal to KpotpxeoQat ; Luthardt: He who at first came after me, as if He
were my disoiple, is since come before me, that is,
become my master. Baumgarten-Crusius: of the
ideal pra-existence of Christ in the divine counsels.
This interpretation lies in tho right direction, but misses the fact that the pra-existence
of the Logos was personal and real, and that the
ideal prae -existence of the God-Man was from the
first dynamically real, the power of the creation,
the central force and the core of tho Old Testament (the "root" of Isaiah), and in Israel was in
a continual process of incarnation, which was
objectively represented beforehand in the Angel
of the Lord.
For he was before
[6 r* irpurde po'v
The eternal pi re-existence of Christ is the
^ v]
ground of His theocratic manifestation. Here
again Moyer [on account of the rjv'] emphasizes
the temporal sense, against the reference of the
rrpuroc to rank [which would require eariv'],
contrary to Chrysostom, Erasmus [Beza, Calvin,
Grotius] and many others.
He would take the
merely temporal conception (i. e., the prm-existence of tho Logos) ; hence npuroc in the sense of
-pdrepoe.
The comparative, however, could
hardly stand here. Such prm-existencc itself involves the higher, even divine dignity.*
Meyer justly holds, against Strauss [Do Wette,
Scholten] and others, that the Baptist could certainly have from Mai. iii. 1 ; Is. vi. 1 ff. and
Dan. vii. 13 ff., the idea of the pne -existence of
Christ, which even the Rabbins attested.
[Besides, we must assume a special revelation given
to John at the baptism of Christ, i. 33.— P. S.]
Ver. 16. Por [text, rec: And] of his fulness did
all receive.
Undoubtedly the
testimony of the Baptist continued, as Origen.f

bn

me

—

—

we

* [ John probably chose trpuro? instead of irpoVepo?, to raise
Christ above all comparison. He is absolutely tho first, tho
Alpha and Omega. Hengstcnberg, too. finds in tho word the
idea of absoluto priority, which would hare been weakened
by tho use of tho comparative. P. S.1
f [Origen (/» Evang. Joh., Tom. VI. 2, Vol. IV„ p. 102)
blames Heracleon, a Gnostic commentator on John, from the

—
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Chrysostom [Erasmus, Luther, Mel.] and others

Wo

adjust the 4 fie I f ird vrec by referring it to the Old Testament saints (ver. 12),
and particularly to the prophets, whose line

take

it.

John

closed.

the fullness of Christ have we all drawn
our supply, says the last of the prophets, and
(even) grace for grace. The last, best, highest,
which each one in the end received from His
fulness, was grace.
Thus the Old Testament
experience of salvation looked to its completion

From

New

Comp.

1 Pet. i. 11, 12.*
ver. 14, ir/jpw [also
Col. i. 10; ii. 9, according to which the whole
fulness of the Godhead dwelled in Christ bodily;
Eph. i. 23, where the church as the body of
Christ is called "the fulness of Him that hlleth

in the

Of

Testament.

his fulness.

—See

all in all.'— P. S.].— That the idea of the x/J?pufia docs not necessarily originate in Gnostic
soil (as Schwegler and others [of the Tubingen
School] hold), to pass thence into a pseudo-Jo-

hanncan Gospel, a moro thorough knowledge of
the history of religion might abundantly teach.
The heathen philosophy knows only an ideal
pleroma as the basis of things; in the actual
world all proceeds in broken emanations ininfini~
turn, upon the premises of pantheism.
But the
idea of the real pleroma was an essential principle of the Old Testament religion and promise.
In the Messiah the old piece-work was to become
a whole, shadows were to become reality, revela-

was

be finished. See Is. xi. 1 f comp.
Ueb. i. 1, 2.] Ilenco even Matthew, at the outBet, speaks repeatedly of positive fulfilment, ch.
ii., etc.
Likewise all the Evangelists and Apostles in their way, Eph. i. 10; Col. ii. 9, 17
i. 19.
The pleroma of Christ in the world corresponds with the pleroma of the Trinity in heaven
it is absolute revelation and religion concluded
and consummated in His personality ; and it is
patent-that this idea could be only borrowed by the
The ?rA#Gnostics, to be altered and corrupted.
pufia of Christ is His fullness of being in its retion

to

;

;

velation, ontoiogically present, actively demonstrating itself.
He had already partially opened
Himself in the Old Testament, so that all the pro-

phets might draw from Him.
sqq.;

1

And
not

;

;

:

Pot.

i

Comp. John

11, 12.

(even) grace for grace.

and

that, or:

to

wit. J

x. 6

— And even;

Grace for grace

[{H ig

jn, gratiam super yratiam].

Variously

interpreted: (1) Starke: The grace of restoration,
for the grace lost in paradise.
(2) Chrysostom,
Lampe, Paul us and others : The grace of the New
Testament instead of or after that of the Old.*
(3) Augustine: First justification, then eternal
life.f
(4) liengel and most moderns : One grace
after another [ever growing supplies of grace]
from the fullness of Christ. J At the same time,
however, the Baptist doubtless thought of the
different developments of religious experience in
the course of the Old Testament prophecy. Grace
was continually assuming new forms. [This remark loses its force if ver. 16 gives the words of
the Evangelist, not of the Baptist.
P. S.]
Ver. 17. Por the law, etc
[Antithetic demonstration of ver. 16.] The antithesis of the
Old and New Testaments, as in Paul (Rom. vi.
It must be remem14; vii. 3; Gal. iv. 4, etc.].
bered that both Apostles (and all the Apostles)
recognize likewise the unity of the Old and New
Testaments. This unity, even according to our
text, is Christ Himself, and it is elsewhere in
John [ch. viii. 66], as well as in Paul (Rom. iv.

—

—

—

represented by Abraham, or by promise and
prophecy, also by the prophetic, typical side of
the Mosaic law itself. The law, however, as law,
constitutes the opposition of the Old Testament
to the New. But the law is here placed in a twofold opposition to the New Testament. (1) As
4),

agaiust grace,

it

is

the binding*

commandment,

which cannot give life, but by its 'demand of
righteousness works the death of the sinner,
either unto life in repentance, or unto death in
the judgment, while it is incapable of giving life,
expiating, justifying, sanctifying. Rom. vii.; 2
Cor. v.; Gal. iii.
(2) As against truth or the
reality of salvation and of the kingdom of
God, it is first only type, prefiguration, symbol
and then, when the reality is come, shadow, Col.
iii. 17 ; Heb. x. 1.
Notice also the further antiCut Lange's inflal. ri 16; Eph. vi. 18; ITeb. xi. 17.
makes mai more forcible. It often means abo,
{el*n,ja). See Winer, p 40S. Similarly Bengal: omne
qu x/ ex ejus plcnitudine accipiendum erat, et (bPtciATiM) gratiam pro grutia. P. 8.]
* [Chrysostom supports this view by ver. 17, where the law
of Moses id contrasted with the grace of Christ ; but for thi«
very reason tho law cannot be another kind of grace, and if
never so called. Cyril and Euthymius Zigabenus likewise
explain: Tqv ttaivriv dioBrfK^y avrl rye vaAcuaf. P. 8.]
f [Or rather fid?*, and vita teterna, as the free reward of

Comp.

tcrpretation

erw

—

—

"Quia ipsa fides gratia est, says Augustine, et vita
ttterna gratia est pro gratia." Tract. 111. in Joh., Tom. 111.,
The similar interpretation of St bernard:
Par*.- II., p. 308.
gratia gloria pro gratia mtVrtijr, is equally true and equally
insufficient. The glory of the heavenly state is only the last
faith.

middlo of tho second century, for terminating tho testimony
of the Baptist at the end of ver. 17, and makes it continue to
tho end of ver. 18.— P. 8.]
* [I prefer, with Meyer, Tholucjt, Ilongstenberg, Alford,
Godet, to ascribe this and the following verses to tho Evangelist, on account of their specific Christian character, and on
account of
all (comp. ver. 14, i6ea<rd[ie6a).
Tho Baptist,
after all, belonged to tho 0. T. dispensation, though standing
at tho very threshold of tho New, us Moses died of the kisses
of Jehovah outside, yet in sight of, tho holy land. John
speaks in the name of the Apostles, ver. 14, in the name of
Hence iratrec, which already pro-supall believers, ver. 16.
poses tho existence of the Christian Church.— P. 8.J
f [Tho Gnostic pleroma is the ideal world, containing all
tho feons, i. * ., the divine powers and attributes, such as mind,
reason, wisdom, truth, life, which gradually emanate from it
in a certain order (according to Valentine, in pairs with sexual polarity, the vov* and aK^Beta, the Ao-yof and £<•»}, the ayBptawos and i<K\r)<ria). Christ is only one of these a»ons.
But according to John, Christ is the whole pleroma from
which flow nil tho benefits of salvation and gifts of grace.
Irenn»us, Adw liter. III. 11,1, argues from the Prologue of
John agi»in«*t the Gnomic id*»aof the pleroma, P. 8.1
X { Und evoar, nllmlick, et mime. In this epexegetical sense
Mi if taken by Winer, Gram. p. 407, Meyor and Alford.

w

—

link in this chain of divine grace.— P. 8.]
% [This interpretation is also adopted by I.Ucke, Thol.,
Olih., Mey., Hcngstenb., Alf., Wordsw., and fulls in most nairAi)puifi£u nor is it inconsistent with
the fundamental meaning of avri (grace exchanging with
graco). It is an unbroken stream of grace from justification
through tho various stages of sancti cation to life everlasting;,
every new wave taking the place of and overwhelming,
though not superseding or destroying, the other. Ewald refers to tho multiplicity of spiritual gifts fvapio-fiaTtt) in the
Apontolic Church, 1 Cor. xii. xiv., but the ordinary grace*
and blessings must bo included. 'Avri does not always mean
an exchange that supersedes one thing, but, like vapd and
Nengol refers for a similar u«e of orri to
ini, a succession.
jEschylus, Agant . and Chrysostom, De saccrd. VI. 13. Other
examples are added by Lttcke, Meyer and Alford. John
or X* * wl X*P iV (** Phil,
might have said x*P lv t1r ^ X*P
ii. 27) iustead of avri, but it would not have expressed so
strongly the overwhelming flow of grace upon graco.
For the idea comp. Rom. t. 1 111; Gab v. 22: JSph. t. •.—
P. 8.]

turally with tho idea of

ft*

—

m
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CHAP.
thesis, that the law was given, set forth, laid dozen
(eSStffj), as a lifeless statute; grace and truth

I.

—

—
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Testament grace of redemption, "in the
distinct and solemn sense" [Meyer, p. 93], yet
according to its historical progress, which began
with Abraham's righteousness of faith, Qcn. xv.
6.— Truth, as the full truth of life and the full
life of truth, the reality and substance of salva[Redeeming
tion, in contrast with the shadow.
grace is opposed to the condemnation, truth to the
typical and shadowy character, of the law, of
which Bengel says: iram parane etumbram ha-

general, and particularly among His disciples,
from bis next following testimony, ver. 19, before
the rulers of the Jews.* Our verse, however,
not only particularizes respecting the akifieuL,
ver. 17 (Meyer), but at the same time enlarges
the preceding thoughts. Christ is so truly the
fulfil ler of grace and truth, that He stands in
contrast not only to Moses, but also to the prophets and to the Baptist himself (see ch. iii. 31).
No man hitherto has seen and revealed God in
the sense in which He has seen and revealed Him.
Christ, therefore, as fulfilment, is the first veritable revelation.
God is emphatically put first.
God, in His interior essence, and in His fulness
and full glory, no man hitherto hath seen. No

bcn*.]

man

came became (kytvero), unfolded themselves as
,

life.*

Grace and

truth. f

Grace as the complete

New

—

Came

through Jesus Christ. In the historical synthesis: Jesus Christ, who is here for
the first time called by His full [historical] name
[in harmony with the instinctively artistic arrangement of the Prologue], J the development of
the grace also culminates in the absolutely efBut as Christ the
ficient grace of redemption.
Logos was from eternity, so also was the grace, as
the power of the love and righteousness of God
over the foreseen guilt of the world. Development is therefore no more to be ascribed to the
grace in itself, than to the Logos in Himself; but
the eternal grace, with the eternal Logos, entered
into historicaljdevelopment towards incarnation,
and the consummation : Christ in Jesus, was also
the consummation of the grace. The thing here
expressed, therefore, is the historical completion
and operation of grace, not as a mere work of
Christ (Clement of Alex.), or of God (Origen),
but rather as the vital action of God in Christ.
Dorschaus : " kdddn et kytvero eleganter distinguuntur, Ebr. III., prim enim organicam caueam, posteHum, principaUm notat." Yet leaving the Father
the first principle.
man hath seen God at any
Ver. 18.
time. That these words also might have been
spoken by John the Baptist, appears from ch. iii.
and that they are to be actually attri31, 32
buted to him, from the fact that the Evangelist
evidently distinguishes the testimony concerning
Christ which, from ver. 15, the Baptist gave in

—

No

;

* fBengel remarks hero that no philosopher so accurately
employs words and observes their distinctions as John, specially in this chapter, aud explains the difference between
"Masis non sua est Ujc, Christi sua est graiiofrq and iyivrro
tia et r*ritas." Alford, after De Wott«, finds the reason or the
contrast in the fact that the law as a positive enactment was
narrow and circumscribed, and hence c6ot?i), while grace is
unlimited. But besides the idea of positive enactment, c&£0»
Implies also the divine origin and solemn promulgation of
the law, while iyivrro indicates the free, spontaneous and
abiding nature of grace. Moses may disappear, for the law
was only given through him, but Christ with His grace abides
forever. The law commands, the gospel gives the law condemns, grace justifies the law kills, grace makes alive. The
highest mission of the law is to awaken a sense of sin and
lit. the neod of redemption, and thus to lead to Christ.—
:

;

;

fs

t [The conjunction koL before grace, as Bengel remarks, is
here elegantly omitted ; for a •* but " as well at an " and " was
in place

here.— P.

S.]

X [Comp. here the remarks of Meyer and Oodet The bitter
•ays : "Gtsi i ce moment du prologue que Vapbtre prononcepour
la prtmiirt/ois It grand nom attendu depute si long temps, Jesus-CkrisL A mesure, que la divine histoirt des miserieordes de
la Parole envrrs rhumanitc se dtrouls a set regards, ce sptctade la* inspire des termes toujourspins concrets, plus humains."
first the Word, then Life and Light, then the Only Begotten
of the Father, now Jeens Christ, who embraces all that was
•aid of Him before.—P. 8.]

—

—

not only

not even Moses, but also
none of all the prophets, not even the Baptist.
Seen (i up a ice). Not merely per/eele cognovit
•(Kuinoel) ; nor does the term refer to intuition
without visions (Meyer) ; still less to such a seeing on the part of the Logos, as was suspended
by His incarnation. For as to Christ's seeing of
God, this was in its nature at once internal, intuitive beholding and external seeing.
When
the prophets beheld, they saw not with the outward eye; when they saw, they beheld not in
the prophetic way ; and all that they in their
prophetic moments beheld, was piece-work, which
they beheld in its symbolical image. In Christ
the prophetic vision became one with the ordii.

e.,

:

nary external vision. He saw in all the outward
works of God His Spirit, His personal love and
what He saw in the Spirit, He saw not merely as
;

idea, but as actual divine operation.
To Him all
sensible seeing was permanently a sublime seeing
of the majesty of God, a blissful seeing of tho
love of the Father.
And of this vision of Christ,
though it was grounded in the eternity of the
Logos, Bruckner justly observes that it was not
interrupted by the incarnation.
See ch. iii.
[The same perfect knowledge of God, Christ
claims for Himself alone, Matth. xi. 27, a passago which strongly proves the essential harmony of the Christ of the Synoptists with the
Christ of John.— P. S.]
The only begotten Son [Oodlf
is
on (or toward) the bosom of the Father.
With the pro-existence of tho Logos before His
incarnation, His co-existence during His incarnation, is so simply put,. that we can find in these
Words nothing too high for the theology of the
Baptist. [?]
If the Baptist elsewhere called
Him the One who baptized with the Holy Ghost
and with fire (Matth. iii.), the Bridegroom of
the church (John iii. 20), the One who cometh
from heaven, in contrast with all prophets, he
thereby designated Him also as the only begotten
Son. We may then leave it entirely undecided,
how far he actually understood tho Sonship of
Christ from Psalm ex. and other passages, and
whether the term povoyevfc does not belong rather to our Evangelist.
Who is on the bosom

—

who

—

op thb Father [6 ov etc fdv k6Xko v not
t£ ndX-y tov tear p 6c. The preposition
etc expresses a leaning on, or direction towards,

tv

—

* \1 dissent from this view.
P. 8.1

See foot-notes

on page

7&—

t [On this remarkable difference of reading o uoroyttnjs v to*f, generally abbreviated In ancient MSS. YO. and (o) f*o:

voytvrit 6 • 6 1 or

©C,

tee

T*xtgal Notes (•).—P. S.]
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the bosom of the Father, the union of motion and 7rpdf tov 0e6v in ver. 1, as expressing the eternal
rest in the love of the Only Begotten to the Fa- direction of the Son towards the Father.
Liicke
ther.* Com p. the notes on irpbc rbv &t6v, ver. 1. rightly refers the being in the bosom of the Father,
The phrase to be (Iteming) on the bosom, like the or for the Father, to the incarnate Logos, as He
Latin, in siriu or gremio esse, seder e, and the Ger- here appears in the definite character of the only
man, Schoosskind, bosom-child, expresses a relation begotten Son. Following the common acceptation,
of tho closest intimacy and tenderest affection. Tholuck considers the figure as borrowed from
Compare what is said of the Wisdom (the Logos) the place of fellowship at table, at the right
in Prov. yiii. 80: "Then I was near Him as one hand, ch. xiii. 23 [t/v avoKtipevoc . . . . iv tu k6?.brought up with Him ; and I was daily His de- n<t> tov 'Itioov].* Meyer thinks this unsuitable,
light, rejoicing always before Him."
Bengel but refers the expression to the paternal embrace,
remarks: "The bosom here is divine, paternal, Luke xvi. 22 [ev rolg K<5?.7roif].f But the common
fruitful, mild, sweet, spiritual.
Men are said to acceptation is supported by the kindred expresbe in the loins (in lumbis) who are yet to be sion of Christ, that Ho will come with the Faborn ; they are in the bosom (in sinu) who have ther to His own, to make His abode with them,
been born. The Son was in the bosom of the John xiv. 23 comp. Rev. iii. 20 ; xix. 9.
Father, because He was never nouborn (nonhath, etc. 'E/ceZvoc ["an epithet of
status, ayiwTjTos).
The highest unity, and the excellency and of distance," as Bengel observes]
most intimate knowledge from immediate Bight,, is certainly very emphatic [He, and none else] ;
is here signified."
Acccording to yet not as looking to the local superiority of heaP. S.l.
Hofmannf and Meyer, the Evangelist is speak- ven, J but to the majesty of the Son of God.
ing here, and speaking of Christ exalted. From
Interpreted. * E^y^o-aro is hard to exLiicke refers it to the grace and truth
this the fie rbv k6Xitov is supposed to explain it- plain.
self as expressing the exaltation. But this would which Christ has seen in God ; Meyer, to the subdeprive the clause of all force, and reduce it to a stance of His view of God [the E. V. (which suppointless, self-neutralizing announcement.
If it plies : linn), Alford, Owen, Godet, to God Himmeans : The only begotten Son, who has now as- self in the beginning of the verse. P. S. ] Liicke
cended to the bosom of the Father, who once translates: lie hath revealed it; De Wette: He
preached to us when He was with us, the rela- hath proclaimed (declared) it, told it; Meyer:
tive clause, besides being unmeaning, would be He hath explained, interpreted [viz.: the contents
inaccurate ; it should read : Who is again in tho of His intuitions of God]. The New Testament
bosom of the Father. The passage i. 50 does parallels, Luke xxiv. 35; Acts xv. 12, 14, e4e. t
not prove that during the earthly life of Christ admit both renderings, but favor that of De
such an elvai c/f tov k6?.top tov irarpd? did not be- Wette; the passage Lev. xiv. 57 fLXX.) seems
long to Him. J The antithesis between His being rather to favor Meyer, especially since the word,
on earth (ch. i. 61) and His being in heaven in classic usage, is applied particularly to the
(ch. iii. 13), between His being with the Father explaining of divine things. J
As we attribute
the word to the Baptist, we conceive that it con*
(ch. viii. 85), representing the Father (xiv. 9),
and being one with the Father (x. 30), and His tains an allusion to the obscure beginnings of
coming forth from the Father (xvi. 28), His being revelation in the Old Testament. The Baptist
alone with the Father in His passion (xvi. 82), has not understood the historical predictions of
and His being forsaken by God (Matth. xxvii. Jesus, but has no doubt recognized in Christ the
46), as well as between His glory (c. i. 14) and key of the ancient time, the perfect interpretation
His being not yet glorified (vii. 89), is to be of the rudiments of revelation. We therefore take
explained neither by a dualistic separation be- Hnyijoa-o absolutely, with respect to the old cotween the consciousness of the Logos and the venant. In virtue of His seeing of God He has
consciousness of Jesus, nor by a pantheistic ad- cleared up the law in grace and truth, brought
mission of human limitations into the Logos the Old Testament gloriously to light in the New.
(Thomasius), but by the alternation of Christ's He has brought and made solution.
[This very verb argues against Dr. Lange's view
moods between His self-subsistent relation to God
and His self imposed compassionate relation to of the authorship of ver. 18, which must be asthe world, or between the predominance of self* [So also Winer, Lttcke. Geas, Ewald, Oodet, Alford, Weblimiting grace and that of heaven-embracing omnipotence ; between the states of humiliation and ster and Wilkinson.— P. S.J
[So also Robinson {Lex. sub k6Kvos), Owen (from the idea
exaltation in their essential prinoiple and positive offembracing a friend and straiuing him to the bosom) and
spirit.
We therefore, with De Wette, take up as a Hengstenberg, who besides refers to similar expressions,
time-less present, and elg, after the analogy of the Deut. xili. 7 xxviii. 36 Mich. vii. 6; Isaiah xl. 11.— P. $]
;

He

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

*[Wiiner, (Tmrnm, p. 387 (7th ed.) an den Busen (angeMint), gegen den Busen hin, Ewald translates am SchooueZ—
P. 8.)
Schooss
t [Ahriftbeweis, Vol. I., p. 120, eec. ed.: der in
da Vaten hingegangtn. But Meyer gave this explanation
before 11 ofman n, who also refers to him.— P. 8.]
% [Hongstenborg. BrUckncr, Godct, Phllippi likewise opposo Meyer's ungrammatical reforence of tho present participle
wk to t ho future state of exaltation. The intimate communion
between the Son and the Father was not interrupted or suspended by tho incarnation. Christ, while on earth, was at the
same time in heaven (Iii. 13), not simply deiure (as Meyer, in
tho fifth edition, p. 95, explains it), but de facto in a mont
real, though mysterious sense. (Wordsworth in altogether
too fanciful if he finds in 6 wr an allusion to the peculiar
namo of Jehovah, the Being, the ever Existing One.}—!'. S.J
:

dm

J [As Meyer explains it in accordance with his reference
of the passage to tho state of exaltation in heaven. P. 8.
3 [The words l£ny4o/u.<u (properly to lead out, either in the
sense of taking the lead, or of bringing out, explaining the
hidden sense), e£ ^yijcif *$yyvn** **« technical terms used by
the classic writers of the interpretation of divine oracles, visions, mysteries, prodigies, laws and ceremonies, and hence
properly applied by Christian writers to the exposition of the
holy Scriptures. See the passages collected by Wetstein, p.
841, and the references in Meyer, p. 96. Lampe, who strictly
adheres to this technical sense, like Meyer, supplies no object, and takes l£iryif<raro~«£iryrirnfc iorir, interpres est, as
rtjgnat without the object is equivalent to rex est, and docH to
tbxtur est. Tho emphasis certainly lies on the verb rather
than the object. He has explained, truly and fully, in llis
words and in His life ; II is instruction alone merits the namo
of an explanation ; lie is the Expounder of God and divine
thing*—P. S.J

—
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cribed to the Evangelist. The Baptist never came
into close personal intimacy with Christ, and died
before lie had fully revealed the counsel of God
and the meaning of the Old Testament. But the
Evangelist, in full view of the atoning death and
glorious resurrection, could use this term in its

attaining any power over itself.
In the life of
the natural man (in the pure sense of the term)
nature predominates, but the spirit comes more
and more to power (1 Cor. xv. 45) ; in the life
of the spiritual man, who is from heaven, spirit
tuai consciousness predominates, appropriating,
most comprehensive sense. With it the Prologue pervading, and ruling the human organism. So
returns to the beginning, and egnyfoaTo suggests the Logos, with the absolute master power of His
essence as Logos, entered into human nature.
the best reason why Christ is called the Logos,
He is not only voluntary in His incarnation in
since He is the Revealer and Interpreter of the
hidden being of the Godhead in all that relates general ; He is voluntary in each act of His huJohn puts the supreme dignity man nature, t. «., of His human self-limitation
to oar salvation
He is voof Christ, as the eternal Word, the Author of the for the sake of a higher spontaneity.
world, the Giver of life and light, the Fountain luntarily born (Lukei. 2b* sqq.), voluntarily a
of grace and truth, the only and perfect Ex- child (Luke ii. 61), voluntarily sleeps (Mark iv.
pounder of God, at the head of his Gospel, be- 38), is voluntarily ignorant as to the dny of judgcause without this dignity Christianity would ment (Mark xiii. 82, 33), voluntarily suffers
(Matth. xxvi. 53), voluntarily dies (John x. 18);
sink to a position of merely relative superiority
above other religions, instead of being the abso- but ail in order that He may truly live (John
v. 17 ; ix. 4), truly unfold Himself (John x. 16,
lute and therefore final religion for all mankind.
Luther observes on the Prologue: "These are 16; xii.24), truly watch (Matth. xxvi. 38), truly
indeed brief words, but they contain the whole know (Mark iii. 12), truly act and triumph (John
xii. 12), and eternally live (John xvii.).
P. S.]
Christian doctrine and life."
In other words, Christ entered into the entire
life of man, sin excepted, to raise it to the second,
ETHICAL.
DOCTRINAL
higher life of glorified humanity. This opposition is illustrated by the suspensions of con1. See the preceding exegesis.
He was God, He sciousness in our natural life itself ; and before
2. The Word was made flesh.
What He was t He was not merely we decide respecting tho divine mystery of the
became flesh.
Logos entering into sleep, wo must be clear rein idea ( Hegel), but in personal divine subsistence ; what He became (iytvero), He became not specting the human mystery of our own mind's
Ho goes to sleep. Weakness must bo
merely in appearance (Gnosticism), nor in a par- sleeping.
transfigured by freedom into rhythm, or detertial way (joining Himself to the flesh, or veiling
Himself in it, according to Nestorianism, or de- mination of power. In the ideal incarnation of
priving the flesh of its genuineness, and trans- Christ, His historical incarnation, His* subjection
forming it into a divine manifestation, according to law, is actually involved.
8. And we beheld His glory.
The humiliation
toEutyches), nor only for a particular need and
/>wpo«(Anselin), but perfectly and forever. As of Christ in the form of a servant did not hinder
Word, He was the full expression of tho essence the Evangelist from seeing His glory. The omnipotence which, in the strength of love, puts
of the Godhead, and therefore was also pure
limits upon itself (Matth. xxvi. 53, 54), is not
eternal being and personal life; in His coming
entered into an absolute humiliation, but into a
forth, He entered into veritable, integral human
The Word could not humiliation to our human vision, in order to renature in its pure essence.
be changed by the flesh (contrary to modern at- veal Himself in a higher glory. It remained
Kpinlftc, inasmuch as it remained at every point
tempts to carry -change into the cssonce of God),
but the flesh was to be perfected by the Word in His free ; it became idvueic, inasmuch as it made
coming in it, carried from conditional potentiality to earnest of the self-humiliation. But it did not
leave its riches of power and honor behind in
determinate actuality, made the glorified organ of
heaven ; it yielded them up to tho world, 2 Cor.
the eternal Spirit. Theprosecut ion of the doctrine
viii. 9.
The world had the honor of judging the
of the Communicatio idiomatum lies not on the side
universal Judge ; it had the power to put omniof the divine nature, but on the side of the human.
As regards the doctrine of the incarnation, the potence to death; the wisdom to judge concernLogos, as eternal Logos, became man, without ing him; the omnipresence of the Roman empire
change in Himself; that is to say, the incarna- to bring him down to Golgotha, the grave and
The Sheol ; but it thereby only gained .the power to
tion was not occasioned by the sin of man.
doctrine of the flesh must, according to our pas- judge itself, that it might be the medium of that
revelation of omnipotence in the impotence of
sage, be so constructed that the flesh shall be as
penetrable (and more) to the Spirit as to sin. Christ whereby it was overcome, judged and reThe union between the divine and human natures conciled. Full faith in the cross must feel that
Christ has humbled Himself by surrender of
is the great mystery of life, and to think of it
Himself to the world, not in heavenly reservation
rightly we must keep the distinction, that the ditowards the world, and that here has taken
vine being enfolds itself in a conscious way, like
a work of art from a human mind, while the hu- place on the full scale what occurs elsewhere on
man becoming effects itself in an unconscious smaller scales, or here in one central fact what
way, after the manner of the development of a appears otherwise every where in history : God
plant.
The pure contra-distinction appears in makes Himself weak, and stands, as bound, in
His government, over against the freedom of tho
the work of art, which unfolds itself synthetically,
subjecting to its service the material originally sinner, to let him feel in the judgment that phybelonging to it, and the metamorphosis of the sical power is nothing of itself, and that truth,
righteousness and love are all.
plant, which reveals spirit analytically f without

—
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Christ

4.

is

tbe Only Begotten (//ovoyrvfa), in-

asmuch as Ho is the one Word, in whom
things were ideally and virtually included,

all

in

from the universe in its development Ue is the First Born (TrpwnJnvcof), inasmuch as He has entered, as a principle, into development
If John could bear
6. And of Uia fulness.
witness of the prte-existence of Christ, he could
also testify that the prophets had all drank of His
fulness, nnd that their highest, fairest experience had been the experience of grace.
distinction
;

The reciprocal forms of
6. Grace for grace.
grace in the Old Testament, and in the whole
history of the wo.rld.
7. The distinction between the Old and New
Testaments: (1) Moses, the servant, serving;
Christ, the Son and Lord, reigning in the obedience of the Father; (2) Given, laid down; come;
grace and truth (see above).
(3) Law
;

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The combined testimony of the Old Testament
John and the New to the incarnation of the Son
of God
1) The agreement of tho two testimo:

nies; 2) their difference; 3) their copiousness.
The Old Covenant and the New: 1) In contrast: Moses and Christ; 2) In harmony: John
and Christ. Tho Old Covenant in its relation to
the New: 1) The advent of the New (Christ in
the Old Testament); 2) tho discipline for the
New (Moses and the Law) ; 8) a shadow vanishing before the New ("No man hath seen God at
any time"). Twofold testimony of the Baptist
concerning Christ: 1) Concerning the near approach of Christ, whose person he yet knew not
The
2) concerning Jesus, that He is tho Christ.
Incarnation for our salvation : 3) A great mysu
tery in its nature ( the Word was made flesh "J;
2) a historical fact in its demonstration ("dwelt
among us"): 3) an assured sight of blessed eyewitnesses ("we beheld"); 4) a blessed experience
of all believers ("full of grace and truth").
The consummation of revelation : 1) The revealing Word, which had appeared in the Angel of
the Lord, now become man ; 2) the glory of God
above the most holy place, now bodily manifested
in tho dwellings of men ; 8) the entranced vision
/of divino tokens, now become the blessed seeing
of the divine glory ; 4) the law transformed into
"The Word
the fulness of grace and truth.
was made flesh :" a gospel of the highest knowledge; being 1) a view of Christ; 2) the key of
philosophy ; 3) a prophecy for Christianity.

—

—

—

—

—

The announcement

:

Tho Word was made

flesh

a preaching of repentance (sin therefore does
not belong to the flesh, Rom. viii. 8); 2) a
preaching of faith. Our flesh should be transformed through the Word. Christ has explained
all: 1) The mysteries of the Old Testament; 2)
the mysteries of humanity (the* Word was made
flesh)
3) the mysteries of nature (the Word entered into the process of growth); 4) the mysteries of God.
Starke: O the mystery! God is become
man the Son of God the Father, a son of man
the Word, a child the Life, a mortal man the
eternal Light is in the midst of darkness, Rom.
How deeply the Most High has abased
ix. 6.
1)

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

Himself, and how gloriously the Humbled has
exalted us.* Canstkix : Christ has pitched His
tent in our nature, that He might make His abode
in each one of us, and He will still more gloriously pitch His tabernacle among men, and* more
peculiarly manifest His glory, Rev. xxi. 3, 11.
is ever, in His whole office, full of grace
and truth. In His prophetical office He preaches
[and actually presents] grace and truth in His
priestly office Ho procures them
in His kingly
office He gives and maintains them.
Seest thou

Jesus

;

;

how
that

Word

—

made flesh ? Give diligence
thou mayest be made like Him according to
the

is

thy measure in glory.— Zeisius Christ, the one
inexhaustible fountain of all graces, from which
all believers from the beginning have drawn.
Canstkin : Tho true use of grace received fits us
for more grace, so that one grace becomes the
reward of another, yet remains grace, Heb. x. 1.
Christ is the end of all the Mosaic system of shadows, and in Him we have the substance itself,
which the shadows only prefigured, Heb. x. 1
Col. ii. 17.
Ibid.: Grace and truth belong together.
Where grace is, in the forgiveness of sins,
there appears also the truth of a holy and upright
nature in Christ. And where the latter fails,
graco also is wanting.
Hedinged: Christ a prophet and interpreter of the divine will.
Mosheim: The second word "Truth" is contrasted with ceremonies.
Moses set forth only
types and shadows ; the Saviour has preached
[acted in His life] pure truth, the grace and love
of God towards men without figure.
Vox Gerlach: "He that cometh after me is preferred/'
etc.
One of the many sacred enigmas in this
Gospel, in which the literary sense gives a paradox to incite us to seek a higher. From AugusThe same God who gave the law, has also
tine
given grace but this law He sent by His servant
with tbe grace He has Himself come down.
Hecbner : This sentence [" the Word was made
flesh"} contains all: (1) The divinity of Christ
He is the Logos; (2) His true humanity He is
made flesh. This dwelling denotes His true human life, and is a pledge of our future dwelling
with Him. There is no stopping, no limit, in
grace, but ever new growth in insight, power,
joy and peace. Sciileikrmachf.r: Grace for
grace.
It is properly equivalent to grace in reward for grace; t. «., for our receiving one grace
from Him, another grace is in turn imparted.
Only the One who is from the Father, hath seen
the Father (John vi. 46) ; only in Him and
through Him can man know God the Father, and
draw from His fulness grace and truth.
[Schafp: Ver. 14. The Incarnation the central truth of Christianity and of all religion : 1)
The end of the reign of separation from God, or
the reign of sin and death ; 2) the beginning of
the reign of union and communion with God, or
The Incarthe reign of righteousness and life.
:

:

—

—

:

;

—

—

—

• [Richard Crashaw (1G4G)
**

Welcome

to our

:

wondering

sight,

Eternity shut in a span
Summer in winter! day in night I
Heaven in earth and Ood in man I
Great Little One, whose glorious birth
Lifts earth to heaven, stoops heaven to earth."
!

Luther, in his Christmas hymn: "Gttobct seist Du, Jem
Chritt," commemorates the sublime contrasts of tho transcending mystery of the incarnation. If. S.J
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nation: 1) Its nature: (a) not a change or conYeraion of the Godhead into flesh, but an assumption of manhood into abiding union with the second person of the Godhead; the two natures remaining distinct, yet inseparably united for erer
(o) not an assumption of a part of human nature,
but of the whole, body, soul and spirit ; Christ
being perfect God and perfect Man in one person ; (e) not an assumption of sin, but only of its
consequences, in order to remove and destroy
them ; sin being no part of human nature as originally constituted, but a corruption of that nature by a foreign poison and an abuse of freedom. Christ was tempted, and suffered and died
as we, but He never submitted to temptation
He "knew no sin," and remained "holy, harm2.
less, undented, and separate from sinners."
Its effects: (a) the redemption of human nature,
or of the whole race, from the curse and dominion of sin and death ; (b\ the elevation of human nature to abiding union with the Godhead.
The Word became flesh: 1) really. and truly
(against Gnosticism, docetism, Arianism) ; 2)

—

totally

and perfectly (against Apollinarianisra)

&) undividedly and inseparably (against Nestorianism) ; 4) unmixediy, without confusion or
absorption of substance (against Eutychianism
and Monophysitism). The incarnation the end

—

and aim of all

religion ; for religion (religio, from
reUgarty to rebind, to reunite) implies : 1) an original union of man and God in the state of innocence; 2) a separation of the two by sin and
death ; 8) a reconciliation and reunion which was
The myseffected by the atonement of Christ.
tery of the incarnation reversely repeated in

—

every true regeneration by which man becomes a
ehild of God, a partaker of Christ's " divine nature," and a "

new

creature in Christ Jesus."]
Christ's taking flesh im:
plies that He took not only human nature, but all
the weaknesses and infirmities of that nature also
(sinful infirmities being excepted), such as hunAs man, Christ has an
ger, thirst, weariness.
experimental sense of our infirmities and wants
as God, He can supply them all.]
[M. Hbnet (abridged) on ver. 16 : As of old,
God dwelt in the tabernacle of Moses, by the

[Bubkitt, ver. 14

I.

—

14-18.
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Shekinah, between the cherubim, so now He
dwells in the human nature of Christ, the true
Shekinah, the symbol of God's peculiar presence.
And we are to address God through Christ, and
from Him receive divine oracles. Ail believers
receive from Christ's fulness the greatest saints
cannot live without Him, the weakest may live by
Him. This excludes boasting and silences perplexing fear.
Grace is the good will of God towards us, and the good work of God in us.
God's good will works the good work, and the
good work qualifies for further tokens of His
good will. As the cistern receives from the fulness of the fountain,, the branches from the root,
and the air from the sun, so we receive grace
from the fulness of Christ. Grace for grace
speaks the freeness of grace ; the abundance of
grace; the promotion of grape by grace; the
substitution of the N. T. grace for the 0. T. grace
the augmentation and continuance of grace; the
conformity of grace in the saints to the grace that
is in Christ, the saints being changed into the
same heavenly image. (A combination of different interpretations of x&P tv <",r * /t a7wrof> which
may do for a sermon, but not for exegesis.)]
[Augu8TINB on ver. 17: The law threatened, not
helped; commanded, not healed; showed, not
took away, our feebleness. But it made ready
for the physician, who was to come with grace
and truth. Olshausen: The law induces and
elicits the consciousness of sin and the need of
redemption; it only typifies the reality; the
gospel actually communicates reality and power
from above.]
[J. C. Rtlk, ver. 18: After reading this Prologue, it is impossible to think too highly of
Christ, or to give too much honor to Him.
He
is the meeting point between the Trinity and the
sinner's soul.
"He that honoreth not the Son,
honoreth not the Father who sent Him" (John
v. 28).
Qubsnbl calls the Prologue, especially
ver. 1, "the gospel of the holy Trinity."
Our
knowledge of this mystery of mysteries begins
with the knowledge of the Son, who reveals and
expounds to us the Father, and who is Himself revealed and applied to us by the Holy
Spirit.—P. S.]
;

—
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IL

THE GOSPEL OF THE HISTORICAL MANIFESTATION OF CHRIST, OR niS SELF-REVELATION AND HIS VICTORY IN CONFLICT WITH THE DARKNESS OF THE WORLD.
Chapter

I.

19—XX.

81.

FIRST SECTION.
finds in His Life of Love
to the Light, the Elect.

The Reception which Christ, the Light of the World,
the

men akin

Chap.

I.

19—IV.

among

54.

L
John thb Baptist, and his public and repeated Testimony concerning Christ. Jesus accredited as the Christ, attested the Son of God, the eternal Lord, and the

Lamb of God.
Chap.
(Ch.
(1)

I.

I.

19-34.

19-28: Pericope for the 4th Sunday in Advent.)

TESTIMONY OF JOHN THE BAPTIST BEFORE THE RULER8 OF THE JEWS. JESUS THE MESSIAH
COMINO AFTER THB BAPTIST, THB ETERNAL PRE-HISTORICAL AND SUPER-HISTORICAL LORD BEFORE HIM.

And this is the record [testimony] of John, when the Jews sent [to him] 1 priests
19
20 and Levites from Jerusalem, to ask him, Who art thou? And he confessed, and
1
21 denied not ; but [and he] confessed, I am not [Not I am] the Christ And they
Elias
[Elijah]?
Art
thou
And
hesaith, I am not Art
asked him, What then?
22 thou that prophet ? And he answered, No. Then* [in official demand] said they
unto him, Who art thou? that we may give an answer to them that sent us. What
23 safest thou of thyself? He said, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness.
Make straight the way* of the Lord, as said [Isaiah] the prophet Esaias [ch. xl. 3].
24 Aud they 4 which were sent were of the Pharisees [And they had been sent by the
23 Pharisees]. And they asked him, and said unto him, Why baptizest thou then, if
6
thou be not that [the] Christ, nor Elias [Elijah], neither5 that [the] prophet?
26 John answered them, saying, I baptize with [in] water ; but there standeth one
27 among you [in the midst of you there standeth one], whom ye know not: he it is*
[This is he] who coming after me, is preferred [taketh place, or, hath come to be]
23 before me, whose shoe's latchet I am not worthy to unloose. These things were done
7
in Bethabara [Bethany] beyond Jordan, where John was baptizing.
(2)

29

30
31
32
33

TESTIMONY OF THE BAPTIST BEFORE HIS DISCIPLES.
THB DOVE.

THE HISTORICAL LAMB OF GOD; UPON HIM

[he] 8 seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Behold the
Lamb of God, which taketh away [taketh away by bearing, or, beareth away] 9 the
This is he of whom I said, After me cometh a man which [who] is
sin of the world !
And
preferred [taketh place, or, hath come to be] before me ; for he was before me.
I knew him not ; but that he should be made manifest to Israel, therefore am I come
10
And John bare record [witness],
[for this cause came I] baptizing with [in] water.
11
saying, I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon
him. And I knew him not : but he that sent me to baptize with [in] water, the
same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending and remaining [abiding] on him, the same is he which [who] baptizeth with [in] the Holy

The next day John
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[Spirit].

And

I.

19-84.

88

and bare record [have borne

I saw [have seen, (wpaxa,"]
Son of God.

wit-

ness, fiLSfjLaprupyxa] that this is the

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
l

Ver.

19.—Codd. B. C*n Lachmann add wpbt avroV.

Alt, with Lachm., inserts it.—P.

Not

decisive.

[X. C.« L. aL, tsxt. rec., Tlschend., 8th ed., omit it

8.1

au.—f ori iym ovm tifil 6 xpc*rfc is the reeding of the beet MSS M H. A. B. G* n L. X., Orig., Chrys., Cyr., lachm.,
Tlsch. (VIII. ed.), Air., instead of owe eifu tyw. The former reading emphasizes «yw, I for my part, and Implies that John knew
another who was the Messiah, while the Utter reading emphasizes the negation It is not I who, etc.— P. 8.]
• Ver. 22.—The o&v after slaw here is significant. Not, as by Lachmann according to B. C, to be omitted. [Cod. Sin.
• Ver.

:

basit.1
« Ver.

24.—Teschendorf,

after several codd. (A.* B.

C* L.\ omits

the article before amaraXfiivoi. As Origen supposed a
[The Cod. Sinaiticus has a gap here, indicating the original presence

econd embassy, the omission may have arisen with him.
of the article.— R. D.
• Ver.

Y.J

26.— A. B.

C L. [Cod. Sin.] read ovM both times, instead of ours.

The

latter is probably exegetically the

more

ac-

curate particle.

27.—The words avr6> i<rrtv and ot i^vpwrQiv pov ytyov*v are wanting in B. and C. [Cod. Sin.] and In Origen. Bracketed by Lachmann, omitted by TUchendorf [and Alford j. The Johannean style is in favor of the first words; the
connection with o orurw., eten is in favor of the others. Cod. A., etc^ and the similar expression in ver. 15, are in mvor of
• Ver.

both.
T

Ver. 29.—The Recepta reads Bi)0a0ap£, after Origen.

Authorities decisive against

lav—P.*.]
• Ver.

29.—Against the addition o

gap.-B. D.

'h*xvvi\* are

A. B. C,

etc.

it.

[Comp. the note of Alford in

Meyer: M Beginning of a church

lesson."

[Cod. Sin-

a

Y.]

2^—{The B. V. follows the Vulgate

qui

The Or. verb

alpeiv has the double meaning to take up (to bear the
punishment of sin in order to expiate it, comp. Isa. liii.: he bore our griefs and carried our sorrows), and to take away (—a^atBoth may be combined (as is done by Olshausen) and expressed by the German verb hinwegtragen, to bear away, to take
pcir).
*way by taking upon one's self, or to remove the penalty of sin by expiation See the Exeg. Notis. The present o alpmv is used
in prophetic vision of the act of atouement as a present and continuous fact. I*. 8.1
u> Ver. 31 .—[Some authorities insert here and in ver. 33 the article r<p before veart, " in the water (of Jordan) in which
you see me baptise." Alford brackets, Tischeml. (ed. VIII.) omits, Meyer (p. 112) defends it.—P. S.]
Ver. 32.—Most codd. read «*, not maei, which comes from Matth. iii. 16 ; Luke iii. 22.
• Ver.

:

toJUt.

:

—

u

It is a definite pointing of the rulers of
the Jews to the person of the Messiah, not related so distinctly by the Synoptists, but of the
highest importance for the history of the temptation.
This: avTTj, the following [it is the predicate, jj fiapTvpia the subject.
A verbal testimony
is meant.
Record now refers to" written evidence.
#
Ore points also to a particular event,
P. S.].
which took place at a particular time. That this
event must have followed the baptism of Jesus is
clear ;* because, according to vers. 31-83, it was
that which gave the Baptist himself his first
certainty respecting the person of Jesus; and
this certainty he expresses here, vers. 26, 27.
Likewise ver. 29. Olshausen, Baumgarten-CrusiuB, and others, place the baptism between the
two testimonies, ver. 19 and ver. 29; Ewald, between ver. 81 and ver. 82 ; all against the testimony of the section before us. That John knew
of the existence of the Messiah earlier, and with
human reverence presumed that he found Him in
the person of Jesus, Matth. iii. 14, is not inconsistent with hi 8 still needing a divine attestation.
As regards the history of the temptation, its
termination coincides with the present testimony;
for Jesus, the next day, comes again behind the
Baptist, and soon afterwards (not forty days after) returns to Galilee.

here.

EXBQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[Now

follows the historical narrative.

The

testimony of John the Baptist, and the call of ihe
first disciples form the historical introduction or
the portico of the public life of Christ John
omits the birth, early history and discourses of
the Baptist, as being sufficiently known from the
Synoptists, and confines himself to his testimony
after the baptism (alluded to as a past fact in

and the temptation of Christ in the
wilderness, when He stood already in the midst
of the Jews (ver. 26). The testimony is threefold, 1) before the deputies of the Sanhcdrin
from Jerusalem (19-28); 2) a day afterwards,
before a larger public and His disciples, as it
would seem (29-34) ; 3) again a day afterwards,
before two of His disciples, who now joined
Jesus (85-37). The examination of John the
Baptist by the official messengers of the Sanhedrin, who had the supervision of the public
teaching of religion among the Jews (Matth. xxi.
23), displays the prevalence and confusion of the
Messianic expectations, and the hostility of the
leaders of the hierarchy to the approaching new
The five questions of the priests
dispensation.
represent a descending climax (the Messiah
Elijah; an anonymous prophet; why baptizest
thou?) ; the short, laconic answers of the Bap.
tist, in striking contrast, are rising from negation
to affirmation, and turn the attention. away from
P. S.]
himself and towards Christ.
this is.— The gospel history
Ver. 19.
itself begins with the testimony of John the
Comp. Matth. iii.; Mark i.; Luke iii.
Baptist.
The question is whether the same testimony is
meant here, as in ver. 15. Origen supposed this
to be another testimony ; Meyer thinks it the
same. Evidently in ver. 15 a general testimony,
with fiaprvpeh is distinguished from a special,
This most public testimony concernMai Kticpaye.
ing Jesus before the rulers is undoubtedly meant
vers. 33, 34)

—

And

—

—

When

the

Synoptists,

Jews from Jerusalem. — [The

who wrote

before the destruction of
Jerusalem, seldom use the term Jews as distinct
from Christians (Matthew five times, Mark seven
times, Luke five times) ; John, who wrote after
the destruction ef Jerusalem and after the final
separation of the Synagogue from the Christian
* f So also I.ttcko, De Wette, Meyer, Wieseler, Ebrard, Luthardt, Godet, Alford, etc. Bengel infers from this passage that
the preaching of the Baptist began not long before the baptism of Jesus ; otherwise the embassy would have been sent
Alford argues that it was absolutely necessary to
suppose that John should have delivered this testimony
often, and under varying circumstances, first in the form
given by Luke : cpv e r a t o ivYvp. jiov *. t. A., and after it
in this form, oCrof $ p Si* c!*-ok, where his former testimony is
earlier.

distinctly referred

to.—F.

S.]
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I
church, uses St very often (over seYenty times in
the Gospel and twice in the Apoc. ). P. 8.] 'I o vdalot, probably as yet primarily in the neutral
sense, though already conceived as about to become a hostile body, on the way to apostasy
from true Judaism in opposition to the Messiah.
The conception is the historical one of the Jews
as the theocratic people, as in ch. ii. 18 ; iii. 1
y. 1, then branching into a friendly one (ch. iv.
22; xviii. 38) and a hostile (ch. v. 10; vii. 1;
iii. 81 ; x. 24, elc.) t which in the sequel prevails.
In the latter sense the term therefore denotes the
Jews as Judaists. Meyer therefore is not perfectly accurate when he says: "John, in his
writing, lets the Jews, as the old communion,
from which the Christian has already entirely
withdrawn, appear steadily in a hostile position
to the Lord and tiis work, the ancient theocratic
people as an opposition party to the church of
God and its Head." The Jews do certainly appear in this character predominantly in John,
and with good reason Meyer observes that this
can furnish no argument against the genuineness
of His Gospel (against Fischer and Hilgenfeld).
The expression, The Jews, as he also remarks,
varies according to the context ; here it is the
Jews from Jerusalem, the Sanhedrin.

—

Priests

and Levites. — [The two

classes of

persons employed about the temple service, Josh,
In the wider sense, Levites designates the
iii. 8.
descendants of Levi ; in a narrower sense, as
here, the subordinate officers of the Jewish hierarchy, as distinct from the priests of the family
of Aaron. P. S.J' The Levites as an attendant
body were designed, under certain circumstances,

—

to arrest the Baptist, and at any rate to add
state as a convoy of police, or to enhance the ofIt is a touch of hisficial dignity of the priests.
i.

*.,

in thy official, theocra-

character. That they supposed He might lay
claim to the Messiahship, is evident from the
answer of John. They had official right, according to Deut. xviii. 21, to inquire into his characThey had
ter and his credentials as a prophet.
occasion to do so in his baptism (ver. 25), not
only because the baptism connected itself with
the kingdom of Messiah (Ezek. xxxvi. 25;
xxxvii. 28 ; Zech. xiii. 1), but also because the
baptism was a declaration concerning the whole
congregation of the people, that it was unclean
(Hag. ii. 14), which could easily offend the pride
of the Pharisees. Besides, the people were already inclined to take him for the Messiah,
Luke iii. 15. According to ver. 24, the delegates
were of the party of the Pharisees. These had
probably moved in the Sanhedrin, that the deputation be sent, because the Messianic question
was of much more importance to them than to the
Qadducees, and because they, with their sensuous
Messianic hopes, took the matter. of the credentials of the Messiah more strictly in their more
external sense.
tic

And

he confessed, and denied
not. Should this mean only: He denied not
his own real character? he confessed in this
Ver. 20.

—

matter the truth

?

The double

expression, posi-

this.

and negative, would be rather strong for
The question of the Sanhedrin set before

him

the temptation to declare himself the Christ.

tive

ter,

prophetic knowledge.

We

suppose, there-

and not denying in regard to himself imply at the same time his confessing and not denying in regard to Christ.
This is indicated also by the emphatic order of
the words eyb ovk eifu, which is supported by the
fore, that his confessing

:

best authorities as against ovk tlfii ty6.
Meyer
"I for my part" implying that he knows another,
who is the Messiah. The reserve of the Baptist
towards the deputation shows the mighty prophet, who understood them.
He leaves each
successive development of his deposition to be
drawn from him, till the moment for his testimony arrives. This mysterious bearing is no
doubt intended also to humble and press the selfconceited spirit.

—

What

Ver. 21.
then ? Art thou Elijah ?
question is a half inference.
He who
Gomes' with such pretensions must be, if not the
Messiah Himself, at least the Elijah who precedes
Him. They refer to the Messianic prophecy,
Mai. iv. 5. The pure sense of this prophecy,
that an ideal Elijah should precede the Messiah,
which John actually was (Luke i. 17; Matth. xi.
14 ; xvii. 10), had early become corrupted among
the Jews, as is shown by the very translation of
the passage in the Septuagint. 'YLXiav rbv Oeapirvv (Ely ah the Tishbite).* Thus these
messengers understood the word entirely in a
superstitious sense, taking it literally for the

—The

actual Elijah. Hence John answers categorically:
not [not the Tishbite, whom you mean.]f
I
But he adds no explanation ; for this would have
involved him in an exegetical controversy, and
turned him from his main object, which was to
testify of Christ.

am

Art thou the prophet?

torical accuracy.

Who art thou? —

But in so doing he would have denied the Christ
whom he already knew, and denied his own bet-

—The next question

in the spirit of their theology

immediately.

;

hence occurring

The prophet, with the

article;

a personage in their
Messianic theology presumed to be familiar.
According to Chrysostom [Bengel], Liicke,
Bleek, Meyer, [Alford], the prophet meant
would be the one spoken of in Deut xviii. 15; J
but this we must certainly, with Hengstenberg
and Tholuck, deny, for this prophecy was at
least in Acts iii. 22 ; vii. 87 referred to the Messiah. It is a question whether the passages, John
vi. 14 ; vii. 40, refer to the passage in Deuteronomy. From Matth. xvi. 14 it is sufficiently evident that an expectation of Jeremiah} or some
one of the prophets as the forerunner of the
Messiah was cherished. Probably this expectation was connected with the doctrine of the woes
the

well-known prophet

;

* rChrysostom, Jerome, Augustine and other fathers distinguished two Elijahs, corresponding to the two adrents of
John
Christ, 1) a man of the spirit and power of Elijah, i.
the Baptist; 2) Elijah the Tishbite, who shall precede as a
herald the second or Judicial coming of Christ. This view is
adopted by Ryle, who thinks that John could not well have
answered in the negative, if there is no literal fulfilment of
Malachi's prophecy in prospect Trench {Studies in the ComP. 8.]
pels, p. 214) leaves the question undecided.
t [Bengel : Omnia a se amolitnr, ut Christum co^fitmtur et
ad Cliristvm rtdigat qutrrcntes. u He turns all from himself,
that he may confess Christ and bring the inquirers to Christ,"
This expresses the true character and mission of the Baptist.

c

—

Comp.

ill.

30.—P.

8.]

1 [The absence of a

tation—P.

name

Is

urged In favor of this interpre-

8.1

} [Orotius, Kuinoel, Olsh. refer o

vpo^^np

to

Jeremiah.—

P.8.J
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of the Messiah, that is, with what was known of
{he suffering Messiah. The wailing Jeremiah, or
one of the later prophets of affliction, seemed
better fitted for the fore-runner of the suffering
Messiah, than the stern, judicial Elijah. The
gradual shaping of this expectation of Jeremiah
as a guardian angel in the theocratic day of suffering, appears in 2 Maco. ii. 7 ; xv. 18. This
particular prophet, therefore, is meant, who
should complete the forerunning office of Elijah,
and probably precede him. This expectation
also was here literally and superstitiously taken.
Hence again: No! the short answer o£. Luthardt
quite falsely refers to the prophets in the second
part of Isaiah (c. xl.). Against this see Meyer
£p. 101, note].
Ver. 22. Then said they unto him,
art thou? Now they come out with the categorical official demand of an explanation. Yet
we must notice that they do not yet say: Thou
art unanthoriied. They distinguish the prophetic
appearance of the Baptist in general from his
baptism. They wished primarily that he should
explain himself concerning his prophetic mission.
[Alford : '* They ever ask about his person : he
ever refers them to his office. He is no one
Toice merely : it is the work of God, the testimony to Christ, which is every thing. So the
formalist ever in the church asks, Who is he?
while the witness for Christ only exalts, only
cares for Christ's work."—P. S.]
the voioe of one crying.
Ver. 28. I
As Christ, when He calls Himself the
Is. xl. 3.
Son of Man, applied to Himself as Messiah a
passage of prophecy which had been unnoticed
and obscured by the Jewish Messianic theology,
Dan. vii. 18, so did the Baptist when he called
himself the voice of one crying in the wilderness.
By this the same subject was meant, as by the
Elijah of Malachi, but the passage had not been
corrupted by a carnal interpretation, and was
perfectly fitted to denote the unassuming spirit
of the Baptist, who would be wholly absorbed in
his mission to be a herald of the coming Messiah.
The quotation is after the Septuagint, except cvIt appears from
Binare instead of irotfiAaare.
this passage that the Synoptists (Matth. iii. 8),
following John's own declaration respecting
himself, have applied that passage of the prophet
in its direct intent to him.
Ver. 24. Were of the Pharisees.—This
conveys primarily the explanation that they did
not understand a Scripture for which they had
no distinct exegetical tradition; at least they
knew not how to apply the passage cited to John.
Then, that they were disposed to allow the right
to baptize only to one of the three persons
named : the Messiah Himself and His two forerunners. Baptism was the symbol of the purification which should precede the Messianic kingdom. The tract Kiddushin says (see Tholuck)
"Elijah comes, and will declare clean and un-

—

—

Who

—

am

clean."

Ver. 26. I baptise in water.—In this answer Heracleon, and Liicke and De Wette after
him, have missed the striking point. According
to Meyer, John now explains himself more parTo the
ticularly respecting what he has said.
question : Why baptizest thou ? he answers : I
baptize only with water; the baptism of the Spi-

19-84.

86

reserved to the Messiah. To the reminder : Thou art not the Messiah, etc., he answers
The Messiah is already in the midst of you, therefore is this baptism needful.
The matter resolves itself simply into John's declaration The
Messiah is the proper Baptist of the prophets
and his implied assertion: Your interpretation
of Exek. xxxvi. 25 is false. But because this
true Baptist is here, I with my water-baptism
prepare for His baptizing with the Spirit It is
at the same time implied that it is rather the
Messiah who accredits him, than he the Messiah.
In water. See Matth. iii. 11.
rit is

:

Bat there standeth one among you.
If the avT6\ iartv and the 6f ifiirpooOh fiov ykyovtv
be omitted, as they are in Codd. B. C. L., the
clause would proceed : One whom ye know not,
Cometh after me, etc. We retain these words,

which are doubted by Tholuck and Meyer ; because John in ver. 15 has noted this formula as
the most public testimony of the Baptist.
ye know not. A reproof: Ye ought to have
known him already a hint : Ye must now learn
to know him.
The words: Standeth, or hath
come, among you. can hardly refer only to the
birth of Jesus in Bethlehem and His obscurity in
Nazareth. They look \o t he baptism of Christ as*
the* beginning of His public appearance.
The
objections of Baur and BaUmlein to this are

—Whom

—

:

groundless.
Ver. 27.

He

who

it is,
coming after me
[behind me]. See ver. 16. Whose shoe's
string, etc.
[In the East, people wore only sandals, or the soles of a shoe, bound fast to the foot
by strings]. See Matth. iii. 11. That is: Whom
I am not worthy to serve as a slave.
It is a parallel, or a concrete form, of the expression, ver.
16: brt irp£>T6\ fiov %v.
Ver. 28. In Bethabara beyond Jordan.
Rather Bethany, see the Textual Notes. But not
the Bethany on the Mount of Olives, oh. xi. 18.
The place seems to have been a ford on the
further side of the Jordan in Penea, not other-'
wise known under this name of Bethany. Origen explored that region, and found a Bethabara
(see Judges vii. 24) about opposite Jericho. The
conjecture of Possinus and Hug, that the name

—

STJX JV3, domus

H^2£

—

navis, expresses the

same as

JV3, domus transitu* (ford-house), is not

invalidated

by the suggestion

(of

Meyer) that

etymology does not suit Bethany on the
Mount of Olives for the name of Bethany might
have arisen in different ways. Bolten and
Paulus, by a period after kyhero, made out the
Bethany on the Mount of Olives ; Kuinoel made
the "beyond," this side; Baur invented the fiction that the author would make Jesus begin, as
well as finish His ministry in Bethany. The
statement that the deputation reoeived their answer from the Baptist at Bethany, beyond Jordan, leads to the inference that on their return
through the wilderness they already came unintentionally into the neighborhood of Jesus at Je-

this

;

—

richo.

Ver. 29. The next day John seeth Jesns
coming unto him. —The Evangelist finds the

days now following so important that he enumerates them in order ; the first, ver. 29 the se;

cond, ver. 86;

the third, ver. 48.
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Luthardt observes, p. 76: The Evangelist begins and closes with a week; on the third day
those disciples come to him, on the fourth Simon,
and on the fifth Philip and Nathanael join the
others, on the sixth Jesus is journeying with His
If this exact
disciples, on the seventh in Cana.
reckoning of a week were designed (so that Jesus,
according to Luthardt, would, as it were, keep a
Sabbath in Cana), the fourth day would have to
be made distinct, and the third (ch. ii.) marked as
It is much more natural to let the
the seventh.
three days come so that the calling of Peter falls
The
late in the evening of the day of ver. 85.
third day (ch. ii. 1) is, according to Origcn,
Baur and Meyer, the third from the day of ver.
43.
Baur gives as a reason for this (which is a
change from a former view of his) a silly fancy,
that the six days should correspond to the six
water-pots in ch. ii. Meyer better: If it were
the third day from that of ver. 35, or the day
following that of ver. 43, we should have ryknabAgainst his longer reckoning (ch.
ptov again.
ii. 1 : the third day from that of i. 43) we must,
however, observe that the proper starting-point
of the reckoning thus far is still the day of the
accrediting of Jesus as the Messiah on the part
It is important to the Evangelist to
.of John.
set forth what a life from day to day was tfcen
begun. On the first day, the pointing of the
disciples to Jesus; on the next, three or four
disciples gained ; on the day after, two more.
If now we suppose that the third day is the same
with the exavptoy of ver. 43, or is reckoned from
the accrediting of Jesus, ver. 19, this explains
the fact that the marriage-feast had already continued nearly three days when Jesus arrived, and
that the wine was exhausted.
The line between
the day in the wilderness and the day of ver. 43
still remains somewhat
uncertain.
Our first
date, ver. 29, denotes the day after that declaration of the Baptist to the deputation from Jerusalem, not one of the days following.
Jesus reThe reason why He
. turns from the temptation.
returns to John is not given ; yet it is at hand.
John must know that Jesus intended to disappoint the ohiliastic Messianic hopes of the Jews.
He must also bear witness of the course which
Jesus intended to take; he must be guarded to
the utmost against the vexation of imagining
that Jesus would adopt a different course from
what he might have expected in the Messiah accredited by him. And then this also was what
led to John's transfer of his disciples to the discipleship of Jesus, though the outward attachment of the Baptist himself to Jesus was not to
be expected.
Behold the
of God. The Baptist
knew from three sources the appointment of tho
Messiah to suffering: (1) The experience of
suffering by the pious, especially the prophets,
as well as the import of the sacrificial types and
the prophecies of the suffering Messiah. (2) The
baptism of Christ, which indicated to him that
Christ must bow under the servant-form of sinners, or which was an omen of His suffering,
see Matth. Hi. 14.
(3) A decisive point, which
has not been noticed : The Baptist has directed
the deputation from Jerusalem to the Messiah,
who was in the vicinity. He may therefore suppose that they have come to know him. And

—

Lamb

—

now he

sees Christ coming back from the wilderness, alone, in earnest, solemn mood, with the
expression of separation from the world. He
could not have been a man of the Spirit, without
having perceived in the Spirit that an adversity,
or a sacrificial suffering of premonitory conflict,
had taken place. This accounts also for his first
exclamation being : Behold the Lamb of God !
and the supposition that the Evangelist has put
his own knowledgeinto the mouth of tho Baptist
That the
(Strauss, Weisse), loses all support.
subsequent Aumarf wavering of the Baptist, Matth.
xi. 8, is not inconsistent with his present divine
enlightenment and inspiration, needs no explanation ; the opposition between the divine and human elements is nowhere entirely transcended in
the Old Testament prophets. And Matth. xi. 3
itself proves that John had till then depended
with assurance upon Christ, and even then could
not give Him up under temptation. The Baptist,
says Meyer in explanation, had not a sudden
flash of natural light, or a rising conviction, but
a revelation. But sudden flashes produced by
rising convictions can hardly be separated from
revelations, unless we conceive the latter as immediate, magical effects. With a natural light
we have nothing to do.
Now comes the question : What is meant by
the Lamb of Godf By the article it is designated
as appointed, by the genitive as belonging to
God, appointed for Him for a sacrifice, Is. liii.;
The phnpe implies also, seltev. v. 6 ; xiii. 8.
The question arises, however,
lected by God.
whether the expression is to be referred to the
paschal lamb (with Grotius, Lampe, Hofmann,

Luthardt [Bengel, Olshausen, Hengstenberg],
otherB), to tho sin-offering (with Baumgarten-Crusius and Meyer), or to the prophetic passage, Is. liii. 7 (with Chrysostom) [Origen, Cyril, Lucke, Thol., De Wette, Bruckner,
Meyer
For it is clear that we are
(5th ed.), Ewald].
not, with Herder, to suppose it a mere figure of
a religiously devoted servant of God. We are
evidently directed primarily to that passage of
Is. liii.; for John had taken the description of
his own mission from the second part of Isaiah,
and the Messianic import of the passage named

and

cannot be evaded (see Lucke, 1. p. 408 sqq.;
Tholuck, p. 90 ; my Leben Jetu, 11/ p. 460), and
[To the Bamo chapthe particular features suit.
ter in Isaiah reference is had Matth. viii. 17;
Acts viii. 32 ; 1 Pet. ii. 22-25.— P. S.]
The

Hebrew 7n\ ver.
He made " ITis soul an
It is said of Him in ver.

Septuagint reads apv6\ for the
7.

It is said in ver. 10,

offering for sin," DCfc.

4: "

He hath borne

(Kfett,

Sept

fipei)

our griefs."

Specially important is ver. 11 : "By his
ledge shall my righteous servant justify
for

he shall bear

(~>2d\) their

know-

many
iniquities." And

the bearing, in connection with the idea of the
offering for Bin and the vicarious expiation, involves the idea of taking away, carrying off; it
is therefore of no account that the Baptist says
alpeiv, and the Septuagint Qipeiv (see 1 John iii.
6), for it is the way of the Seventy to express
the bearing of sin by Qipeiv* The interpreta* [Meyer (p. 108), on tbe contrary, takes al/mr here in the
sense to tak* away, to aboltoh, bat admits that this idea pre-
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atonement, though they are included in the concrete term aipetv : suffer endure piacularly bear

—

—

:

I.
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he joyfully shows that he rightly described Him,
and said none too much.

And

Ver. 81.

Even

I

I

knew him not.— (Not

knew him not.)*— That

is, I did not with
Latterly the term has divine certainty, by revelation, know Him ;
element of expiation again by though in his human feeling he reverenced Him
Hofmann and Luthardt, and referred to the then in unrestrained foreboding (against Lucke, Ewbeginning suffering of Christ through the sins of ald).
Hence no contradiction to Matthew
men in His human weakness, without reference (against Strauss, Baur). But now he shows how
to His death (see against this Meyer and Tho- he came to this knowledge.
As he was to introluck).
Of course, on the other hand, the word duce the Messiah in official authentication, he
of the Baptist is not to be referred, as a mature must have a token from above. This was given
dogmatic perception, to the future death of him.
Bnt that he should be made manifest
Christ,
Yet a germ -perception of the atoning
virtue of the holy suffering even the ancient pro- The ultimate and highest object of his baptism
phets had, Is. liii. And how powerfully the did not exclude the tributary purposes of prethought bad seized the Baptist, appears from his paring a people for the Lord. According to the
naming sin (ri)v dpapriav) in the singular,* as the Jewish tradition in Justin (Dial, cum Tryph., ch.
burden which Christ has to bear, and besides as viii.) the Messiah was to remain unknown [ayvuoBut if the prophet, Is. liii., roc] till Elijah should anoint Him, and thereby
the sin of the world.
evidently himself went back to the notion of the make Him known to all U>avep6v iraoi iroifay].
expiatory sacrifice, then the Baptist also did the Baptizing in water [ev (r£) idart].— "An
same. Lambs were by preference taken for the humble description of himself in comparison
Christ, as with Him who baptizes with the Spirit." Meyer.
sin-offering, Lev. v. G ; see Tholuck.
Ver. 82. And John bare witness, saying.
the Lamb appointed by God, is a sin-offering,
We might expect the mark of the Messiah given
which atones for the guilt of the world. The
to John to come before his testimony, t. e. t ver.
fact that men have made Him, over and above
this, oven a curse-bearer, and that under the di83 before ver. 82. Hence Lucke and others read
this verse as a parenthesis.
rection of God, is not included in the idea before
But this exhibition
But as re- of the testimony of John is in two parts. The
us, yet neither is it excluded by it.
gards the further step backward, to the paschal Evangelist distinguishes the first exclamation of
lamb, which Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexan- John respecting Christ as the Lamb of God from
%
the then following testimony of the way in which
dria, and others combined with the reference to

—take away and

blot out.

been emptied of

its

—

—

—

Is. liii., it

is

contested

by Tholuck and Meyer.

Justly, so far as the paschal lamb in the stricter
sense served as a meal of thank-offering; but
unjustly, so far as the paschal lamb in the wider

formed

the root of the whole system of
pointed by the blood on the doorposts to th o atoning offering, nay, even ran back
to the curse-offering, the extermination of the
Egyptian first-born. Mark further the rapt
manner in which the Baptist utters the great
word: Behold the Lamb of Godl The sequel
shows that he speaks thus to his disciples.
Ver. 30. This is he of
I said.—
Meyer properly observes : These words refer not
to the testimony in vers. 26, 27, but to all that
John had previously said of the coming Messiah.
John had described the divine mark of the Messiah, before he knew the particular person ; now
sense

sacrifice,

and

—

whom

he came to know Him. Thus we have to make
a new paragraph at ver. 82. John bears witness
of the way in which ho came to know Jesus in.
His baptism as the Messiah.
I saw the Spirit descending—Here we
must (1) assert against Baur, that the Baptist is>
speaking of the actual event of the baptism this
is clear from the connection of ver. 82 with ver.
31; (2) dispute [Theodore of Mops.], Tholuck,.
[Alford] and others in the idea that the Baptist
had the manifestation alone, and that It was an
inward transact ion, excluding externality (though
not excluding all objective element). * " Even the
;

oupaTiKy eidei in Lu. iii. 22, cannot prove the
outwardness of the phenomenon ; for it rather
expresses only the unusual fact that the doveserved as the symbol of the Spirit." Tholuck.
Against this are (I) the fact that the event was
given by an inward voice to the Baptist as tho
the Idea of bearing (Das ffintoegwJimen der Sunde token.
On tho supposition of mere inwardness
won Sate dea Lammes tetzt das Aufrichnehmen dtrselben vorthe inward voice alone would have sufficed ; at
aus).
Dr. Langys view is more correct.
In Isa. liii., to
all events it must have come at the same time
which also Meyer refers the passage, the idea of expiatory
with tho token. (2) Tho mention of the appearhearing (X fcfj> LXX.: $lpf i, avyvtytit, avoum) prevails. By
TT
ance of the Spirit, uq ireptorepd, as a dove. Merely
••timing and bearing our sin, Christ has abolished it His
inwardly seen, this would be only an apparition,
Mood cleansoth from all sin, 1 John i. 7.—P. S.J
* [This, with the article, forcibly presents the sins of the not a token.
13) Qedopai is used, as in ver. 14,
race as one fact.
Christ bore the whole.
"Fin and the
of a seeing which is neither merely outward, nor
world," says Bengel, u are equally wide. In Isaiah liii. 6, 8, 12
yet merely inward. (4) The participation of
the same singular number is used in the midst of plurals."—
P. SJ
Christ ; according to the Synoptists, in the seef TComp. on this important and difficult passage LUcke, I.
ing of the phenomenon ; to which must be added
401410. and A 1 ford, who likewise refers the Lamb of God to
i

the prophetic announcement in Isa. liii. 7, where it is connected with the bearing and taking away of sin. Bnt this
does not set aside the fact that Christ was indeed the true
Paschal Lamb slain for us, 1 Cor. v. 7. The passage is
strangely misunderstood by the author of JSeee Homo, Ch. I.,
who endeavors to explain it from the 23d Psalm, as describing
a state of quiet and happy repose under the protection of the
Divine Shepherd. The exegesis is the poorest part of this

bwt—P.8.J

*

[Koy»,

Alford explains: J
tf. reads, *al fy«i».
the people, had no certain knowledge of
hero itassumes evw, rer. 30, and continues
the narrative. Pee Meyer. John knew Jesus far better than
the people (Matth. iii. 14), but in comparison with his dirint
knowledge of inspiration received at tho baptism of Christ,
his former human knowledge of conjecture dwindled into ignorance,—P. S.J
or as

also, like the rest of

Him.

Bnt

<ceu
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—

the voice : " Thoa art my beloved Son !" showing that Christ was the centre of the whole appearance. (6) The analogy of the signs (rushing wind and tongues of fire) at the outpouring
of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost See
Thothis Coram, on Matth. iii. 18—17 ; p. 77.
luck: "The point of comparison between the
symbol (symbolical phenomenon, we should say)
and the Spirit, Theodore of Mopsuestia takes to
be the affectionate tenderness and attachment of
the dove to men ; Calvin, its gentleness ; Neander, its tranquil flying; Baumgarten-Crusius,
a motherly, brooding virtue, consecrating the
water (Gen. i. 1); most, from Matth. x. 16, purity and innocence.* This last is certainly to be
taken as the main point, f yet it is connected with
the gentle, noiseless flight of this particular bird.
In the Targum on Cant. ii. 12, the dove is regarded as the symbol of the Spirit of God."
We suppose that the phenomenon and the symbol
are to be distinguished ; the phenomenon wo take
to have been a soft, hovering brightness, resembling the flashes from a dove floating down in
the sunlight (Ps. lxviii. 18: " Yet shall ye be as
the wings of a dove covered with silver, and her
feathers with yellow gold;" see Acts ii. 8) ; and
the symbol, no one virtue of the dove, but her
virtues, as a type of spiritual life, which, as such,
never consists in a single virtue (see Matth. x.
16) ; hence purity, loveliness, gentleness, friendOn the
liness towards men, and vital warmth.
reference of the dove to the church see the Comm.
on Matth. iii. 18-17; p. 78. Hence the " abiding
upon him " [/coi Ipetvcv eir' avrdv, km, with the
accusative signifies the direction to ] is part of
the sign; in the continuance of the radiance the
Baptist received assurance that the Spirit abode

—

duoed by a corresponding communication of the
Holy Ghost without measure, which should make
Him, in the course of His humiliation towards
exaltation, the Baptist of the Spirit (Geistestaufer) for the whole world (see Is. xi. ; Joel iii.
Matth. xxviii.) This consciousness is (1) that
of being the Son of God, and (2) that of the di-

vine good pleasure blessing the path of humiliaupon which in His baptism He entered.
Ver. 83.
I
him not. Looking
back to the earlier stage, and strongly emphasizing the ignorance by the repetition. Then the
Baptist tells us how the miraculous appearance
became to him the sign. In the nature of the
case, this mark must have been given him before
the occurrence itself. The description of Christ
as the true Baptist, the Baptizer with the Holy
Ghost, corresponds with John's humble sense of
the impotence of his own baptism of water.
Ver. 84.
I have seen. In the perfect.
Plainly this cannot be understood of a mere internal process.
have borne witness.
—Not : I consider myself as having now testified
(De Wette) ; nor : I have testified and do now
testify ( Lucke).
The Baptist undoubtedly looks
back with joyful mind to the testimony which he
bore before the rulers of the Jews. He has
borne it, and that a plain, straight-forward
testimony: borne witness to this Man, Jesus of
Nazareth, and testified that He is not merely
Messiah, but also the Son of God. As if he
would say: / have lived. My mission is in its
substance accomplished (see ch. iii. 29). Hence
from that moment forth he points his disciples
to Jesus.
tion

And

dhe baptism, (b ) The G nostic The Logos uniting
Himself with the Man Jesus; a view dragged
in again by Hilgenfeld. (c) Baur: The %6yog
:

—

.and the m>evua ayiov are, according to John's
representation, identical. J; Attempted interpreta.tions: (1) FVommann: The preparation of the
Logos for coming forth out of his immanent union
'with God
(2) Lticke, Neander, etc. : The awakening of the divine-human consciousness. (3Y
Hofmann, Lutbardt : The impartation of official
j>owers.
(4) Baumgarten-Crusius, Tholuck:
The impartation of the Spirit for transmission to
mankind. (6) Meyer : Not an impartation to
Jesus, but only an objective sign (orifielov) divinely granted to the spiritual intuition of the
:

JBaptist.
find in this occurrence not

merely the full
We
-development of Christ's consciousness of Himself
personally as the God-Man, but also of the accompanying consciousness of His Messianic mission, as a calling, in particular, to self-numiliaa development pro.tion in order to exaltation ;

—

* [Augustine urges simplicity as the tertium cemparationu.
'"The Holy Uhoet, he says (as quoted by Wordsworth who
rdocs not refer to the place), ** then manifested Himself as a
Dove,—and, at the day of Pentecost, in tongues of fire : in order that we may learn to unite fervor with simplicity and to
f seek for both from the Holy Ghost"— P. 8.]
f After the martyrdom of Polycarp a dove arose from the
.ashes of the martyr.
t [The last view is sufficiently refuted by 0*p£ lydrtro, which
.could never be said of the Spirit. Comp. Meyer, p. 116.—P. S.J
,

—

And

—And

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

mpon

Christ.
Misinterpretations of this event : (a) The Ebionidic : An impartation of the Spirit, beginning with

—

knew

Who

art thout
Starke: "Whether this
question (of the Sanhedrin) was put sincerely,
or hypocritically and with evil intent, is uncertain ; but the latter is more probable. Others,
however, think the former, since there are no
indications that the delegation was sent out of
mere envy, or with the design of questioning his
office.
Causes of the embassy: (1) John's unusual sort of official work, in the wilderness
preaching and baptizing, and the great gathering of the people to him. (2) The conviction,
from many signs, that the time of the Messiah
must be at hand. (8) The vehement longing of
the Jewish people everywhere for the advent of
the Messiah, especially by reason of their great
oppression under the Roman power, etc., because
they hoped the Messiah would erect again their
fallen commonwealth, and because they did not
yet imagine that the kingdom of the Messiah
would turn to the prejudice of their prestige.
Furthermore they must either not have known
the origin and family of John, or must have been
entirely foolish to suppose the Messiah could be
born of the tribe of Levi."
2. The two testimonies of the Baptist form the
contents of this section : Christ the Lord (the Old
Testament manifestation of God, the Angel of
the Lord, Jehovah) : (1) Christ the Lamb of God
(the Servant of God) ; (2) Christ the Son of God.
8. From the first testimony it is evident that
Christ was accredited by John in an entirely official manner; in the second we see how Christ.
1.
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was accredited by John himself most distinctly by
God. Likewise, that John points his disciples to
Christ, and that every genuine fore-runner does
the same, while the spurious fore-runners, the
chief priests, keep their disciples to themselves.
4. On the import of the baptism of Jesus see
the exegesis under ver. 82, and Com. on Matth.
ch.

iii.

18, p. 76.

Between the 28th and 29th verses

falls the
close of the history of the temptation of Jesus,
and with it the settlement of His Messianic calling or, as Reinhard puts it, His plan. He comes
out of the wilderness with the clear sense of His
destiny and His willingness to become the Lamb
of God. This then the prophetic Baptist perceives in His appearance through the Spirit.
6. It is noticeable that the temptation of John
by the Sanhedrin, and that of the Lord by Satan,
coincides in time. The Baptist says : I am not
the Christ ; Jesus says : I am not the Christ according to the perverted antichristian hopes of
the hierarchy, according to the notion of the un5.

godly world.
Gerlach: "In the fact that he alone knew
the Messiah, while the entire people and their
7.

rulers knew Him not, John would give them
th£ credentials of his own prophetic mission."
8. The ultimate object of the mission of John
the Baptist: To make Christ known by official
attestation according to the Old Testament law
before the rulers of the Jews, by a testimony of
the New Testament Spirit among His disciples.
Malachi pointed to John (Elijah), John points to
Christ, and thus the Messianic prophecy converges
at last to the distinctness of an index finger.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Comm. on Matth. iii. 13-17; Mark i.
1-8 ; Luke iii. 1-22. The temptation of John
and the temptation of Christ. The first and last
temptation of John, and the first and last temptation of Christ.

— Who

art thouf or, the perfect

ignorance of a hardened, formal spirituality before living spirits. No, and again no ! or, how
the spirit of John refuses to suit the forms of
the Pharisees. The great two-fold testimony of
the Baptist concerning Christ: (1) The same
both in public and in the confidential circle ; (2)
varying in form : in its legal office before the

—

Jewish rulers describing Christ as the eternal
Lord, and in its spiritual office in the circle of disciples describing Christ as the Lamb of God.
The
denials of John and the denials of Christ as
against the current notions of Elyah and Christ,
a proof that between the spirit of Holy Scripture
itself and the exegesis of a traditional hierarchical theology there is an immense difference.

—

The

lessons of the connection between John's
his knowledge
of Christ. John, as a witness of his own knowledge of Christ, free and open, yet also wisely
reserved (1) in reference to what he knew of
Christ (speaking to the unsusceptible only of the
Lord, to the susceptible, of the Lamb of Ood)

humble knowledge of himself and

—

(2) in

——

;

reference to how he knew

it

:

showing

to

the one company only that he knows Christ, to
the other, how he came to know him. The selfdenial of John the true confession, as an example to us: (1) The true confession of Christ; (2)

—

I.

——

—

19-84.

— —

:

89

—

the true confession of himself. John and the
Pharisees, or the servant of the law of God and
the men of human commandments (the man of
the law and the men of traditions).— The Baptist, as God's prophet, consistent with himself,
and therefore one thing to the Pharisees, another
to his disciples.—The glory of Christ in the light
of the human and the divine nature: (1) High
as heaven above the Baptist; (2) one with the
Father in the Holy Ghost. The word : I have
borne witness, is equivalent to : I have lived
(I) In the mouth of the Baptist; (2) in the mouth
of the Lord (the "true witness 'M; (3) in the
mouth of every believer. The Lamb and the
Dove, or, the sensible signs of the kingdom of
heaven (1) in the lamb and in all silent, devout
passiveness of nature; (2) in the dove and in all
pure, beautiful joyousness of nature.
[The lamb,
the pure and gentle beast of earth ; the dove,
the pure and gentle bird of heaven : Ps. lxxxv.
Christ the Lamb of God, who bears the
10, 11.]
sins of the world: (1) bears; (2) bears with;
The testimonies of the Baptist
(8) bears away.

—

—

—

—

concerning Christ, at first apparently without
effect, and afterwards of immeasurable, permanent power. Christ the centre of all testimonies
of God: (1) The inexhaustibly and strongly At-

—

tested;

(2) the inexhaustible and true Witness.
Pericope, vers. 19-28.
The spiritual position of things at the advent of Christ in its permanent import: (1) The spiritual leaders of the

— The

people understand not the Baptist and know not
Christ ; (2) the Baptist preaches and testifies of
Christ as a voice in the wilderness ; (3) Christ
fights out His victory in secret.
John a pure
prophetic character, the standard of value between the Pharisees and Christ : (1) As compared
with the Pharisees, grandly exalted; (2) as
compared with Christ, small, even to the deepest
self-humiliation.
The mysteriousness of the
testimony of the Baptist: (1) The mysteriousness
in the testimony itself; (2) the mysterious features in the attested One ; (8) the mysterious intimation of his work.
Starke: Before persons whose candor and
fear of God we should most trust, we are many
a time most on our guard. Wo to the city and to
the country whose watchmen are blind. Canstein
Christians in general, and preachers in
particular, should not arrogate to themselves
what belongs to Christ, but point their hearers
away from themselves and to Christ, to look for all
their salvation from Him.
Hedingee: No one
may take to himself credit, or receive praise beyond due measure and contrary to humility, 2
Cor. x. 13.—Jn calling himself a voice, he not
only hints that his preaching is from heaven, but
also that in him nothing is to be honored save
his voice, nay, that all he is, is, as it were, nothing but voice. Canstein : We have to do not
with the person (humanly taken), but with the
matter itself. Cramer: Spare neither friends
nor foes to confess the truth. Jesus is in the
midst of us, though we see Him not Osiander :
To the minister of the church it belongs to preach
and to administer the sacraments, but Christ
gives the increase, and pours out the Spirit.
Zeisius: A true teacher should, after the example of John, be well in* true ted, authenticated, and

—

—

—

—

:

—

eetabliehed.
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Geelach : The decisnre self-denial of John in
his relation to Christ gave and still gives the
This self-degreatest weight to his testimony.
nial was aud still is, to unbelief, incomprehensible; in this, that a man could so clearly know
and its limits. Braune: Whom
John had announced as coming with axe, winno wing- fan, and fire, Him he now commended
as the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin
his mission

of the world.

Heubner

:

—On the rights
—
—

of the magistracy

What privileges has the
in regard to religion.
The limits of obedience.
spiritual power?
Who art thou? as it were the: Who is there?
demanded of every one in the ministry of the
kingdom of God. Tycho Brake's symbol : E*t>e
Christian self-valuation.
potius quam haberi.
Persius : Quern deus esse jussit, di*ce. Christian

—

—

—

—

Assurance of an eternal mischoice of calling.
In John the testimony of the best and nosion.
blest of his time and of the ages before is set
Schlkiermachbr: The baptism of John
forth.
stood in a manner between the law and the GosJohn's testimony concerning Christ a typo
pel.
of ours. Couard : An evangelical preacher will
and must bear witness only of Christ. To what
the question : Who art thouf would lead us, if
put to ourselves. Riegkr : John the model of
an evangelical preacher.*
[Schaff : Behold the Lamb of God, ver. 29 (re-

—

—

—

(1) The person who speaks:
the Baptist^ in the name of the whole Old
Testament, responded to by the experience of the

peated ver..86).

John

Christian believer.
(2) The person spoken of
Christ, (a) compared to a lamb for His innocence

and purity ("a lamb without blemish and without spot," 1 Pet i. 19), meekness, gentleness,
and quiet submission, ("as a lamb led to the
slaughter,"

Is. liii.)

;

by the prophet lsaiuh

fb) called the Lamb foretold
in that remarkable passage

* [Several commonplace extracts or more repetitions and
themes of sermon* have been omitted in this section.—P. ti.J

on the suffering Messiah, liii. 7. Comp. also the
paschal lamb, the blood of which, being sprinkled
on the door-post, saved the Israelites from the
destroying angel (I Cor. v. 7), and the lambs of
the daily sacrifices, Ex. xxix. 88; (o)*the Lamb
of God, appointed and ordained by God from
eternity, dedicated to God*, and approved by God.
(8) The office of Christ: to bear, and by bearing,
t, e.
by His propitiatory sacrifice, to take away
t
the sin, the accumulated mass of the sins, of the
world, t. e., of the entire human race (1 John iL
12), consequently also my sins.
(4) The exhortation Behold, with the eye of a living faith, which
appropriates the atoning sacrifice of Christ.
Augustine: How weighty must be the blood of
the Lamb, by whom the world was made, to turn
the scale when weighed against the world.
Olshausen : The sacrificial lamb which bears the
sin, also takes it away ; there is no bearing of
sin without removing the same.
Kyle : The
Lamb of God has made atonement svfficient for
all

mankind, though efficient

—Matthew Hen by

:

to

none but believers.

John was more industrious

to do good than to appear great.
Those speak
best for Christ that say least of themselves,
whose own works praise them, not their own
lips.
The same: Secular learning, honor and
power seldom dispose men's minds to the reception of divine light.
J. C. Ryle, (abridged)
The greatest saints have always been men of
"
John Baptist's spirit;
clothed with humility "
(1 Pet. v. 6), not seeking their own honor, ever
willing to decrease if Christ might only increase.
Hence God has honored and exalted them (Luke
xiv. 11).
Humility is the beginning of Christian
graces.
The learned Pharisees are examples of
the blindness of unconverted men.
Christ is
" still standing " among multitudes who neither
see, nor hear, nor believe.
It will be better on
the last day to never have been born, than to
"
have had Christ
standing among us " without
knowing Him. P. S.]

—

—
—

—

—

n.

THE DISCIPLES 07 JOHN AND THE PIRST DISCIPLES 07 JESUS. JESUS ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE MESSIAH, TUB KINO OF ISRAEL, WHO KNOWS HIS ISRAELITES, AND ALSO KNOWS " THE JEWS *," SIGNALIZED DT MIRACULOUS DI8CERNMENT 07 SPIRITS, PERSONAL CHARACTERS BECOMING MANIFEST IN
HIS PERSONAL LIGHT.
«
Chap.

I.

85-62.

Again the next day after [omit after] John stood, and two of his disciples
35
36 and looking [fastening his eye] upon Jesus as he walked, he saith, Behold the Lamb
And the two disciples heard him speak, and they followed Jesus.
37 of God
1
38 (39) Then [And] Jesus turned, and saw them following, and saith unto them What
being
[which
means]
inter(which
say
Rabbi,
is
to
him,
?
They
unto
ye
said
seek
39 (40) preted, Master), where d wellest [abidest] thou ? He saith unto them, Come and
4
[ye shall] see 1 [Then] 8 They came and saw where he dwelt [abode] and abode
6
[for their part] with him that day [.] for [omit for] it was about the tenth hour.
40 (41) One of the two which [who] heard John speak, and followed him, was Andrew,
!

,

I

:
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41 (42) Simon Peter's brother. He first6 findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto
him, We have found the Messias [Messiah], which is, being interpreted, the
42 (43) [om. the] Christ- [Anointed]. And he brought him to Jesus. And [om.
And] when Jesus beheld him, he [Jesus looking on him] said, Thou art Simon
the Son of Jona [John] 7 thou shalt be called Cephas, which is by interpreta43 (44) tion, A stone [Peter].8 The day following [the next day]* Jesus [he] 10 would
go [7}#iX7)<rev, intended, was minded, to go] forth into Galilee, and findeth Philip,
44 (45) and saith unto him, Follow me. Now Philip was of [from] Bethsaida, the
45 (46) city of Andrew and Peter. Philip findeth Nathanael, and saith unto him, We
have found him, of whom Moses in the law, and the prophets, did write, Jesus
46 (47) of Nazareth, the son of Joseph. 11 And Nathanael said unto him, Can tbere
47 (48) any good thing [have] come [elvat] out of Nazareth ? Philip saith unto him,
Come and see. Jesus saw Nathanael coming to him, and saith of him, Behold
Nathanael saith unto him [answered
48 (49) an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile
him], Whence knowest thou me? Jesus answered and said unto him, Before
that [om. that] Philip called thee, when thou wast under the
tree, I saw
49 (50) thee. Nathanael answered and saith unto him, Rabbi, thou art the Son of
50 (51) God ; thou art the King of Israel. Jesus answered and said unto him, Because
I said unto thee, I saw thee under the fig tree, believest thou ? thou shalt see
51 (52) greater things than these. And he saith unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto you,
Hereafter1 * [om. hereafter or henceforth], ye shall see heaven open [opened],
and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of man. 13
!

%

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 38.—[Lit.: (And) Jesus having turned, and seen them following, saith to them. 6 i after <rrpa$«i* is omitted by
Tischend. (VIII. ed.), but retained by Tregelles, Alford, Wcstcott.— Tischendorf, Alford and others divide ver. 38 into two*
commencing: Ter. 88 with ri (frmrt ftence the difference of verses to the end of the ch. P. S.]
• Ver. 39.—{The toxt rec. reads I Bert, *e*, in conformity with cpx«r0c and with ver. 47: cpyov koX lit.
Meyer
Alford. Tregelles, Tischendorf, Weatcott, adopt 6^«ad«, which could be more easily changed into iderc than substituted for it!
i

—

;

—P. 8-1

V Ver. 39.—[Text,

rec omits

—P. SJ
4

ver. 88.—{Mrfrt ir

is

which

o8i>,

is

supported by K. A. B.

used here and twice in Ter. 39, and there

C
is

L., etc..

Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, Westc.

no need of varying the

transl., as in

—P. SJ

the E.

V

39.—{The best authorities omit W after &pa. There should bo a full stop after day. If the 64 of text. rec. be retained '
It should be translated and Instead of far.—P. S.]
• Ver. 41.—{The text, rec., irowro?, referring to 'Avftpfot (ho before any other), is supported by tf.* L. Epiph. Cyr., etc. and
adhered to by Meyer, Lange and Tischendorf (ed. V1II.\ while Lachmunn, Tregelles, Alford and Westcott. on the authority
B. M. Orig give the preference to wpStrov, which would mean (adverhialiter) either first (before he found another)
of N.«
or (assuming an error of the transcriber for wpmi) early (hence the Itala: mane). But tho change of $ in y is easily accounted for by the following toV.— P. S.]
t Ver. 42.—Cod. B. reads 'Iwdvov [other authorities, IwoWov. with double v], so Lachmann : Cod. L. 33, and some versions, Iwafpov. The same authorities give the same in ch. xxi. 15, 17, and besides codd. C. and D. interchange 'Iumvov and
'Iwrrav. The Recepta [Jona, or better, Jonas] is supported primarily by Matth. xvi. 17, where all authorities read *l<av*.
Locke observes: The less usual 'I»Ka might easily be confounded with the 'IuoVou or 'Imdwov more current among tho
Greeks. Meyer supposes that John gave the form 'Iwan^ to tho name, whence it became the more usual 'Itaavvrp. [Cod.
Sin. Tregelles, Tischendorf, Alford, Wcstcott and Ilort read 'Iwavwu, or the same with one v. 'Itova is a correction from
Matth. xvl. 17. Ewald, on the con trary. thinks that the reading Johannes here and ch. xxi. originated in a mistake, lie reads
ov ct etc. as a qnestion Du but Simon Jona's Sohn /—P. 8.]
#
• Ver. 4*2.—{For information on the meaning of Cephas, Petros, Petra, see my long annotation to Lange on Matthew xvi.
17, p. 293, Text. NoU ».— P. 8.]
• Ver. 43.—{rg iwavptov, as In vers. 35 and 29. The E. V. needlessly and carelessly varies here the translation three
«
*"
..._,j«x
-»---<•-"
'""' "
*
*"
next day after
P. S.l
the day following (43).— «
ax day (ver. 29), tfee
(36\
.„ the next
w Ver. 43. After n&Aijae r the Becepta has 6 'Iij<rovf. ** Beginning of a church lesson." [Omitted by Tischend., Trear..
• Ver.

A

,

:

'

:

Alt,

*1

%

"

-.

*

—

Westc— P. SJ

it Ver. 45.— Lit. Jesus, the son of Joseph, the one from Watareth (or who is from Nazareth), or Jesus, Joseph's son,
from
-f
Nazareth, 'lriaovv rhv vibv rov 'luofyjt rhv curb Na£aper. P. 8.]
m Ver. 51.—The iwdprn is wanting
in Codd. [X.] B. L., and in considerable versions; omitted in Tischendorf and Lach,..,«•.
r,
....
.
,
....... »
.. .
,
..... ...
[Treg., Alf., Westc. and II.] It was doubtless dropped because It seemed unsuitable to the words following, which
were taken for actual angelic appearances. [On the other han^ it may have been inserted from Matth. xxvi. 64. Alford.

„

» Ver. 51.—[The Engl. Vers., also the
Tulgate,

^

—

.....

_

Greek toxt of Tregelles, and Westcott and ITort number but 51

Lachmann. Tischendorf. Xlford, Luther's Vers . Lange,

etc.,

number

62.

The

verses, but tho
difference in tho counting begins at

ver.38.-P.S.J

permanent disci pleship, as reby the Synoptists (Matth. iv. 18 ff.; Mark
i. 16 ff.; Luke v. 1 ff.), took place at a later date
[THB GATHEBINO 07 THE PIB8T DISCIPLES OF in Galilee. We must assume that these disciples
The humble beginning of mighty (two of them at least, viz., Andrew and John,
Jesus, 35—52.
The cradle of the Christian Church. were formerly disciples of the Baptist), after beresults.
This call in Judea on the banks of Jordan was coming acquainted with Jesus on the banks of
merely a preliminary acquaintance, which John Jordan, and accompanying Him to Galilee to
supplies from bis personal experience, while the witness the miracle at Cana, returned for a while
final call to the

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

lated
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to their* occupation as fishermen (as they did after the resurrection, John xxi. 1 IT.), until, before His journey to the passoter in Jerusalem,
He called them to the Apostolate. The readiness

with which they followed, and the confidence of
Peter in the miraculous powers of Jesus (Luke t.
6), are more readily explained from the previous
intercourse related by John. The section has

two divisions

:

1

)

The

oalling of

Andrew and

John had yesterday heard the same word,
and no doubt some explanation of it, no more
than this repetition of the exclamation was now
necessary, to cause these two disciples to go personally after the Lord no more extended discourse (so Meyer, rightly, against Liicke and
Tholuck. And of a multitude standing by, to
whom he spoke in presence of the two, there is
not a word).
ples of

;

Ver. 37. And they followed Jesus [with
John, and, through Andrew, of Simon Peter,
35-43
2) The calling of "Philip, and, through profound reverence and in expectation of great
him, of Nathanael, 44-52. Christ finds disciples, things]. The gkoT^ovQ tlv being immediately
they find their friends, and report how they have repeated, must mean more than : went towards
been found by Christ and have found Him (vers. Him to see Him (Nonnus, Euthymius [Alf.]). They
Bengel observes on evpioKci (ver. 41): went towards him, in any case, with the thought
41, 45).
" With the festive freshness of those days beau- of discipleship, though their decision to be discitifully corresponds the word findeth, which is ples must have been afterwards wrought by
used here more frequently than elsewhere." Christ Bengel : "Primm origines ecelesim ChrisTrench appropriately calls this " the chapter of tianst."
the Eurekas." Christ used no outward compulVer. 88 (39). What seek ye ?—Anticipating,
sion, held out no worldly inducements of any yet meeting their seeking.
That they are seekkind ; it was simply the force of spiritual attrac- ing, He acknowledges. But in the impersonal ri
tion which draws " the brave to the braver, the He couches a sort of testing.
That they were now
noble to the noblest of all."—P. S.]
quite timid, as Euthymius Zigabenus proposes, is
Ver. 85. Again the next day. [Tfj kirab- evident from their embarrassed answer. They
piov ir&Xiv eioTfjKti 'lu&vvnf.'} The do not express themselves directly respecting
day after the first testimony of John [ver. 29] or their seeking; yet they plainly say that they
after the day of Christ's return from the wilder- seek not something from Him, but Himself.
ness, which followed the day of John's testimony
Rabbi, where abidest thou ?yAn acknowconcerning the Messiah before the Jewish rulers
ledgment that He was a master [a travelling
lie counts Rabbi] ;
to the Evangelist 'ever memorable.
an intimation that they wish to
these never to be forgotten days one by one. speak with Him in quiet ; an implication that He
Upon the testimony of the first day the two dis- has a hospitable house [with a friend] near by;
ciples of John did not follow Jesus. They doubt- an inquiry, when they may meet Him there.
less felt that this must involve departure from John writes for Greeks, and therefore explains
their old master.
The next day was the day of the term Rabbi.
their calling and decision.
Ver. 89 (40). Come and ye shall see.* An
And two of his disciples. One was An- unmistakable allusion to the rabbinical formula
drew, we know from ver. 40 (see Com. on Mat- of requiring one to convince himself: Come and
thew ch. x. 1-4) ; the other was certainly John. see I (Him K3, according to Buxtorf and LrghtWe judge thus from (1) John's manner of men- foot), which Meyer groundlessly rejects. [Corns
tioning himself, either not at all, or indirectly and tee, afterwards used by Philip, ver. 47 (48),
(chs. xiii. 28 ; xviii. 16 ; xix. 26 ; xx. 3 ; xxi. in reply to the objection of Nathanael, occurs Ps,
20) ; a manner which he seems to have extended lxvi. 6 (6) with reference to the great works of
also to his mother (xix. 25 ; comp. Introduction,
;

—

—

—

'

—

—

p. 5),

Mark

and to which we
(ch. xiv. 61) and

might

Luke

cite analogies in

(ch. xxiv. 18).

2)

The giving of one name, suggesting a personal
reserve in regard to the other. 8) The very lifelike character of the subsequent account.
4)
The more distinct calling of the sons of Zebedee
immediately after, with the sons of Jonas, on the
sea of Galilee, Matth. iv. As the calling of the
latter is introduced here, so is doubtless the
calling of the former.
Ver. 36.
looking upon Jesus. His
eye rests upon him, is steadily and continuously
directed towards him, ifipXiiftac, see ver. 42,
et al. [ver. 48 ; Mark x. 21 ; Luke xx. 17].
As lie walked. The day before, Jesus had
returned to John out of the wilderness. Probably He then took leave of him, after coming to an
understanding with him respecting their conduct
towards each other. We may suppose that Jesus
expects the transfer of the disciples of John.
To-day He comes no more to John, but after an
excursion returns to His abode. That He comes
within sight of the Baptist, is wholly natural, yet
at the same time designed.
of God. As the disciBehold the

—

And

—

Lamb

—

God (Wl* OS, LXX.: devre Kal Idere

ra *p-

comp. ver. 16 (Scire, ciko{>and I will declare what
aare, Come and hear
He has done for my soul). It is often the wisest
answer we can give to honest skeptics on matters
of Christian faith. Bengel calls it optimum rentdium contra opiniones prie%oneeptas. Personal exya tov

i>eoi>);

.

.

perience is the best test of the truth of Christianity, which, like the sun in heaven, can only
be seen in its own light. It was Pascal, I believe, who said, that human things must be known
to be loved, but divine things must be loved first
before they can be known. P. S.]
^
abode with him. "Eueivav receives
its significant sense from the preceding irov pk-

—

And

v e if.

was about the tenth

hoar.-—[The first
was indelibly fixed upon
the memory of John, as a great and glorious
turning point, as a transition from darkness to
Such days will be remembered in eterlight. f
It

hour of

his Christian life

* r/Otf>o4ff instead of lUn, see Tixt. Note 2. Eirald infers
from the reading 6f «<?*«, without sufficient reason, that the
place of lodging was at some distance. P. 8.]
f [Augustine: Quam beatum diem duaermU, quam beatam

—
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P. 8. ]
nit/, whea their fruits will fully appear.
Aocording to the Jewish computation, four o'clock
ia the afternoon ; according to the Roman (from
midnight to midnight), ten otlock in the morning.
The expression: abode with Him that day [ri/v
quipav kxeivnv] % seems to favor the latter computation.
For this are Rettig [Studien und Kritiken, 1830, p. 106 f.]. Tholuck, Ebrard, Ewald.*
For the Jewish, Liioke, Meyer, [Alford, HengDecisive arguments for the Jewish
8tenberg].
are: 1) The Greeks of Asia Minor, for whom
John wrote, had with the Jews the Babylonian

reckoning, from sun-rise to sun-set. 2) The
Romans also used the natural day besides the
other computation.
3) In oh. iv. 6 the sixth hour
is far more probably noon, than six o'clock in the

morning or evening (see Leben Jetu, II., p. 474);
in oh. it. 52 the seventh hour is most probably
the first hour after noon ch. xi. 9 implies the Babylonian reokoning; and in ch. xix. 14 the sixth
hour cannot be six o'clock in the morning, though
to place it at noon causes difficulty (see Comm. on
Murk xv. 25, and Malik, xxvii. 4d). 4) Even of
a late part of the afternoon it may be said in popular speech, that they abode with Him that day,
especially if the conversation extended into the
night.
Reference of the hour to what follows
further on ( Hilgenfeld, Lichtenstein; see Meyer),
is unwarranted.
Ver. 40 (41). One was Andrew, </c—The
form of the statement leads us to inquire after
;

the other.

Andrew is more particularly described

brother of Simon Peter, on account of tho
subsequent distinction of Peter. He no doubt influenced the decision of John, as well as of Peter,
and afterwards of Philip (who " was of the city
He appears again as
of Andrew and Peter ").
mediator and pioneer in John xii. 22 (comp.
Mark xiii. &). On Andrew see Matth. on ch. x.
1-4, and th e word in Winer [Smith, and other
as the

Bible Dictionaries J.
first findeth.— For this
Vers. 41 (42).
finding Luthardt supposes a separate day, without support from the text. The text in fact leads
us to suppose that this finding occurred on the
same day that the disciples were with Jesus
may easily
(Meyer, against De Wette, etc )

He

We

imagine, too, that Andrew found his brother on
The supreturning in a common lodging-place.
position that the disciples then brought Peter to
Jesus still on the same evening, is more difficult.
But even this has a parallel in the nocturnal visit of Nicoiemus, and it makes the whole procedure uncommonly animated, showing the intense
Meyer thinks the
excitement of the disciples.
emphatic statement that Andrew is the first to
find his own brother, an intimation even that
John next found his brother James, and brought
him to Jesus. John is silent about it, indeed,
after the manner of his peculiar, delicate reserve
respecting himself and his kindred (even the
name of James does not occur in his Gospel)
but the npuroc betrays it, and the Synoptical acThis opinion is
count confirms it, Mark i. 10.
certainly more strengthened by the Idiov (which
nocUm! Quit est, qui nobis dicat, qum audierini iUi a Donimor—P. 8.]
* [Ewald maintains that John at Ephesus followed the compotation which now prevails with as. so that here and xix. 14
the hoars before noon are meant, but in iv. 6 and iv. 62 the
hoars of the

afUraoon.—P. 8.]

35-62.

I.

:;

98

not merely possessive), than the opinion of De
Wette and others, that the two together sought
out Simon.
is

We have found the

—

Messiah [Eu^/to-

tov Mean la v. Bengel : "A great and
joyful evpnna, and expected by the world for
about forty centuries."— P. S.]— «* With the
stress on the first word, implying a longing
search " : Meyer. And the name Metsiah, used
by the Aramaic-speaking disciple, the Evangelist interprets to his readers.
[Xo tardg, from
The article is omitted because
Xplo, to anoint.
the author wishes simply to identify the two
fiev

word* TVVfo and ^/woroV, not the two titles. See
Meyer and Alford. Anointing with oil in the
0. T. is a symbolical act that signifies the communication of the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the
solemn consecration to the service of God. It
was performed on the three officers of the theocracy, the kings, priests and prophets, especially

the kings (comp. 1 Sam. x. 1
xvi. 13, 14)
hence kings were called emphatically the anointed,
or the anointed of the Lord (1 Sam. ii. 10, 35 ; xii.
8, 5; xvi. 6, 10; 2 Sam. i. 14, 16; xix. 21 ; Lament, iv. 20; Zech. iv. 14). The terra in its
fullest sense was applied to Him who should be
endowed with the Holy Spirit without measure
(Isa. xi. ; comp. John i. 82, 33; iii. 84), realize the
typical significance of the kingdom of Israel (Ps.
ii. 2 ; Dan. ix. 2-5) and combine the offices of prophet, priest and king in His own person for ever.
;

P. S.]

Vers. 42 (43).

Beheld him.— E fipXi^aq.

The penetrating look

of the Lord, introducing

one of those mental miracles of immediate discernment of characters which here follow in rapid succession, and of which the knowledge of
Nathanael is especially signalized. Jesus is the

knower of hearts, ch. ii. 25. It is characteristic
that John first brings out this power of the Lord
in keeping with his Gospel of the ideal personality.

—

Thou

art Simon. This calling him by name
not necessarily through miraculous knowledge
fChrysost., Luthardt), for Aridrew had introduced him to Jesus ; t>ut is doubtless intended to
put Simon as the son of Jonas in contrast with
is

HJV, dove, KD'3, rock.
art not, and canst not
be, as Simon, son of Jonas,* but what thou art
adapted to be, that shall thou become. [Christ
says not : «* Thou art Cephas," as He says to Nathanael: "Thou art truly an Israelite," but
Peter.

"l^Otf, heard,

The sense

is

':

What thou

* [The allegorical interpretation! of Son of Jona (Jonas) or
Barjona (Matth. xvi. 17), based upon the characteristics of
the dove, vis., man of purity, or man of weakness (as contrasted with man of rocit), etc., have no proper foundation,
since the received text 'l»va (which is a correction from
Matth. xri. 17) must giro way to the far better authenticated
reading 'IttaVtnp or 'IftMunp (see Text. Notch*). In John
xxi. 16, 16, 17, aocording to the best critical authorities. Christ
addresses Peter : 1 1> » v 'I » 4 v * o v (Johannis in the Vulg.).
In conformity with this reading, Jona or Jonas in Bwjona,
Matth. xvi. 17, must be regarded not as the name of the pro-

phet Jonas (from rUV, dove) but as a contraction of Joana
or Jehoanan (JjrWV). John,

i,

«,

Jehovah

is

merciful (comp.

German OoftKeb, the Greek Theodore). Ilence Barjona
would mean son ofgraet rather than son of the dove. I ex-

the

pressed this view in a note on Matthew, p. 29 >, and find it
now confirmed by the authority of so good a Hebrew scholar
as Hengstenberg, Cum. on John, L p. 11L—P. 8.
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" thou shall be called Peter." It was therefore a
prophecy of the future work and position of Peter
in history, as the Apostle who, above all others,
laid the foundations of the church, among the
Jews on the day of Pentecost, and among the
Cephas
Gentiles by the conversion of Cornelius.
(*t£T3), Peter, Rock, is a symbol of firmness;
comp. the contrast of rocky and sandy foundation, Matth. vii. 24-26, and the promise of indestructibility given to the church as founded upon
the rock, xvi. 18. P. S.J On the more particular sense of the antithesis see Comm. on Matth.,
xvi. 17 [and the notes in the Am. ed., pp. 292,
on the different calls, Matth. on ch.
293, 205]
iv. 19, p. 93.
In Matth. xvi. 18 this previous
naming is evidently pre-supposed.* It is characteristic of Judaism as the religion of personal
life, thai persons were commonly designated by
names significant of their peculiarities. See the
citation in Tholuck.
According to Tholuck the
rock, the emblem of firmness, would refer to the
choleric temperament of Peter.
But none of all
the temperaments suffices to describe a concrete
direction of character.
recent assurance, that
the name Peter refers not at all to his stamp of
character, but entirely to the work of grace in
him, can be accounted for only by want of insight into the nature of a charism.f
[The callino op Philip ano Nathanael, vers.
43-52.
Comp. on this passage Archbishop
Trench, Studies in the Gospels, N. Y. ed., 1867,

—

;

A

pp. GCff.— P. S.]
Vers. 4? (44).

The next day Jesus ....

to go forth.— Had therefore not yet gone forth.
Was intending to set out. And findeth Philip.i— lie was by this circumstance again detainThe acquaintance may be accounted for by
ed.
two facts. Philip had been also At the Jordan

—

;

probably, like others, a disciple of John. He
was a townsman of Andrew and Peter, of Bethsaida (iv. 5; xii. 21), and perhaps just then on
his way home. J Philip, one of the earliest aposHis characteristic, according
tles of the Lord.
to John vi. 5; xii. 21 sqq.; xiv. 8, seems to havo
been a striving after ocular evidence in the nobler sense, a buoyant and resolute advance to the
object in view (see Comm. on Matth., p. 183).
Tradition, contrary to the fact of his earlier calling, has made him the disciple to whom Christ
spoke the words in Matth. viii. 22 (Clement of
More probable is the
Alex., Strom. III. 187).
tradition that he preached in Phrygia (Theodoret, Nicephorus), and died at Hierapolis (Euseb.
The accounts of his marriage and
III. 31, etc.)
his daughters have confounded him with Philip
the deacon, with whom he is in general frequently interchanged (see the art. in Winer and
in Herzog's Real JSncycl.

Follow m3. — This cannot mean merely

:

Join

* [So Mso Meyer against Baur and 8cholten: "In Matth.
xvi. 18 the former bastowal of the new name on Simon is
presupposed, confirmed and applied." In Riving new names,
Christ act* with the authority of Jehovah in the 0. T. when
lie changed the name of Abram into Abraham, Jacob into
Israel, etc. Comp. Hengstenberg.
1\ 8.]
t [On the character of Peter see SchatTs History of the
JpoBtolic Church, N. Y. ed., pp. 348 ff.].
X [His name and other Greek names of native Jews (Peter,
Stephen, Nlcannr, Tlmon, romp. Acts vi.5, etc.), and the use
of tho Greek by all the apostles prove the wide spread of
tho Greek language, manners, and' customs since the conquest of Alexander the Great, which prepared the way for
the spread of the gospel.— P. 8.]

—

the journeying company [Alford] ; yet neither
is it the call to the Apostolic office.
It is the invitation to discipleafeip, in the form of a travelling companionship.
The rest of the interview
ihow Jesus knew Philip, and Philip knew the
<ord) is not mentioned ; only the decisive word
of the call. Probably the Evangelist would tell
us that the quick, active character of Philip did
not need many circumstances.
[Trench : •• This
'
Follow -Me' might seem at first sight no more
than an invitation to accompany Him on that
journey from the banks of Jordan to Galilee, on
which He was just setting forward. It meant
this (thus compare Matth. ix. 9; Luke v. 27);
but at the same time how much mora It was an
invitation to follow the blessed steps of His most
holy life (Matth. xvi. 24; John viii. 12 ; xii. 26;
xxi. 19; Rev. xiv. 4), to be a partaker at once
of His cross and His crown.
How much of this
Philip may have understood at the moment it is impossible to say but whether much or little, he is
not disobedient to the heavenly calling." P. 8.]
Ver. 44 (45). [Bethsaida of Galilee was on
the western shore of the lake of Galilee, not far
from Capernaum and Chorazin, but like these two
towns, it is entirely obliterated from the face of
the earth, so that even the memory of its site has
perished.
Robinson (III. 859) places it a short
distance north of Khdn Minyeh, which he identifies with Capernaum
while other travellers, perhaps more correctly, find the ruins of Caj ernaum
in Tell Hum.
Comp. Matth. xi. 20 and the notes
in Matthew, pp. 210, 211.
It is remarkable that
none of the Apostles was from Jerusalem, the
capital of the nation.
Christ Himself proceeded
;

—

;

—

from an insignificant town and an humble carpenter-shop, and selected His Apostles from among
the illiterate fishermen of Galilee. This is the
way of God who made the world out of nothing.
Comp. 1 Cor. i. 27.—P. S.]
Ver. 45 (46). Philip findeth Nathanael
(Theodore, gift of God). The same with Bartholomew (see the Comm. on Matth. p. 182), and,
according to ch. xxi. 2, of Cana in Galilee.* He
was probably, therefore, going in the same diThe calling of Nathanael also is reprerection.
sented as occurring at the outset of the journey,
not (as Ewald makes it) on nearing Cana. Nathanael seems also to be one of the devout (Luko
ii. 88), who had been with John the Baptist; and

—

Philip's having to find his friend (we find him
afterwards paired with Nathanael, Matth. x. 8,
* [Double names were quite
identity of Nathanael

and Bartholomew

common

(SxjHJ—God

f dSj^

"G,

<• *-*

in Palestine.

The

gave, the gift of God)

Son of Talmai) did not

suggest Itself to any of the fathers (Chiysostom and Augustine
exclude Nathanael from the list of the Apostles'), but is now
(perhaps since Rupert of Deutz in the 12th century, as Trench
supposes) almost generally admitted for the following reasons
1) Nathanael is here in his vocation coordinated with
Apostles. 2) After the resurrection ho appears in the company of Apostles, some being mentioned before, some after
him. John xxi. 1, 2. 3) John never names Bartholomew, the
Sgnnptists never mention Nathanael. 4) Bartholomew is no
firopor name, but simply a patronymiatm. o) The Frnoptists
n the catalogues of tho Apostles (Matth. x. 3; Mark iii. 18;
Luke vi. 14), name Bartholomew in connection with Philip,
with whom Nathanael is associated by John in our passage.
Wordsworth denies the identity and approvingly quotes Angus tine, who assigned as a reason why Nathanael wa« not
called to the Apostolate, that he was probably a learned man
skilled in the law. But this reason would exclude Paul like:

wise.—P. 8.]
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CHAP. L
etc, except in Acts i. 13), may bo explained by
Nathanaei's having forgotten himself in devout
meditation apart under a fig-tree.
Moses in the law. The proOf
mises in Genesis and Deut, xviii. 15, recognized
as verbal and typical prophecies—Jesus of

—

whom

Nazareth, the son of Joseph.— [Literally:
Jesus the son of Joseph, of Nazareth. J The distinguishing of the person first by his father, then
by his residence, was usual among the Jews.
Utterly groundless is the inference from these
words, that John knew nothing of the miraculous
birth of Jesus (Da Wette, Strauss) ; this would
not follow, even though the words were those of
John himself, instead of Philip. [John, as a
faithful historian, reports not what Philip ought
to have said and would have saidfron his subsequent higher knowledge, but what he actually
did say in the twilight of his first acquaintance,
and in accordance with the prevailing belief.
The mystery of the supernatural conception was
a pearl not to be thrown before the multitude
who would have misunderstood and abused it.
That John believed in it as well as the Synoptists, is evident from his exalted view of Christ as
the sinless Saviour from sin, and may be inferred
also (as Neander suggests) from i. 14 (the eternal
Word became flesh, i. e\, man], as compared with
iii. 6 (what is born of flesh, t. *., of corrupt human nature, is ./2mA). P. S.]
Vor. 43 (47). Can there any good thing
come one of Nazareth ? [Not so much an
objection, as an expression of astonishment and
a question frankly but modestly put P. S.]
Grounds of the prejudice: 1) Nazareth lay in
Galileo (Ebrard); yet Nathanael himself was a
Galilean. 2) Nazareth too small and insignificant
to be the birth-place of the Messiah (Llicke and

—

—

—

85-62.

;

95

—

whom

is no guile.
ride, alrj'lopatjXirtjc (Tischendorf reads eirtjc) kv
Cora p. Ps. xxxii. 2, LXX.:
<J ddkog ovk iartv.
paK&ptoc <Wp, 9 oh fir) ?.oyioij7ai Kvpioc duapriaVf ovdk eortv kv r(p or pari avrov 66The word of the Lord addressed not difcof.]
rectly to Nathanael, but to others on his approach.
An Israelite indeed: that is, not merely a Jew,
but a Jew of the higher theocratic turn. [Israelite
is the theooratic and the most' honorable title of
the descendants of Abraham, in commemoration
of Jacob's glorious viotory of prayer (Gen. xxxii.
28; Actsii. 22; iii. 12; v.
xiii. 16; Rom.
;
ix. 4, etc.).
The Ishmaelite and the Edomite
were Abraham's seed as well as the Jews, but
not Israelites. That was the exclusive title of
the people of the covenant.
With many this title
was indeed a mere name, or even a contradiction
and reproach, as the title Christian (i.e., follower of Christ) is with a multitude or Christians
so-called.
But Nathansel was not merely a carnal descendant of Jacob, an Israelite after the
flesh, but an Israelite in spirit, a genuine son of
that new Jacob or Israel who had in faith and
prayer wrestled with God and prevailed. Probably he was engaged in meditation and prayer under the fig-tree, and thus truly a wrestler with
God, like Israel of old.
reference to that
event in the history of Jacob which gave rise to
his new name (Gen. xxxii. 28; Hos. xii. 4), is
as likely, as the reference to Jacob's ladder in
ver. 61 (see below) is certain.
Perhaps the
scene took place on the very spot which tradition
assigned for the wrestling of Jacob. This would
give additional force to the passage. Comp. my
History of the Apostolic Church, p. 388.— P. S.]

indeed, in

duc

—

—

U

»

A

The reason why Nathanael
Israelite, is his

is called a genuine
freedom from falsehood. In the

3) The village was considered, as is Jewish nature there was much guile [as it was
evident from the rl aya$6v, immoral (Meyer, the characteristic fault of Jacob,* the supplanter.
P. S.] ; in the Israelite temper and the lively
with the remark that Luke iv. 16 sqq. also may
agree with Nathanael' s opinion). Yet, literally character it unfolded, there was no guile.
[There is an allusion in the name to *Vtf\ straight,
taken, the expression would be absurd: out of
the worst town some morally good thing may. upright, righteous, the very reverse of the meaning
come. Any good thing, therefore, must here and natural characteristic of Jacob, comp. Numb,
mean: any thing excellent, any eminent person; xxiii. 10. P. S.] Meyer's reference of the exand Nathanaers doubt of this must have arisen pression to the description of Jacob in Gen. xxv.
from the smallness and insignificance of the 27 [DH #*K, LXX.: anXaoroc, Aquila: dxfovc
place in proportion to the greatness of the MesSymmachus fy«d/zoc] is not of decisive importsiah.
[Sj also Alford.] Tholuck: The place ance Christ perceived
the man without guile by
has no celebrity [is not even named] either in
spiritual distant sight, as Discerner of the heart
the Old Testament or in Joseph us, and seems to
an advance, therefore, on the miraculous knowhave always been but an insignificant marketledge of Peter.* The frankness with which Natown, as the etymology of "Wj implies (Hengthanael expressed his prejudice against Naza;'
stenberg. Christol. II. p. 127 Clark's Engl. ed. reth, quite agrees with the judgment of the Lord.
The pngan Julian contemptuously [The guilelessness of Nathanael must not be
II., p. 109).
called Christ the Galilean [and the Christians pressed too far and identified with sinlessness
GaliUeans] ; the Jews call Him *"}? JH to this day. on the contrary, it implies a readiness to conOn Nazareth and its situation see the Comm. on fess sin instead of hiding it (comp. Ps. xxxii. 1,
It furnished, as Trench remarks, a kindly
Matth. on ch. ii. 23, p. 64.*
2).
Come and see. The second time. [An soil in which all excellent graces will flourish,
echo of Christ's Come and ye shall see, ver. 89.]
* [Trench, 1. c. 73: "Christ read, as often as He needed to
A watchword of the Christian faith.
read, not merely the present thoughts, but al.no so much as
Ver. 47 (48). Behold trnly an Israelite He desired of the past histories, of those who came in contact
with Him and this He did not merely by that natural di• [Trench, I. c, p. 69, take* the question "Can there any vination, that art of looking through countenances into souls,
good thing come out of Nasareth f as having the samo sense interpreting the inner life from the outward bearing, which
all men in a greater or less degree possoss, and lie doubtless
with the later objection " Shall ChrUt came out of Galilee"

others).

—

—

:

—

;

:

:

ian^ad of Bethlehem (John vii. 41, 42, 45), and finds in any
thing a reference mainly to the Messiah. Similarly
urpgsteaberg. P. S.J

ayd

—

in the largest measure of all (Isa. xl.3> ; but *in hh spirit*
(Mark ii. 8), by the exercise of that divine power, which was
always in Him, though not always active in Him. It waa
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but did not supersede the necessity of the divine
Auteed, out of which alone they can spring.
gustine
"Si dolus in Mo non erat, sanabilem ilium
P. 8.]
judicaoit media*, non sanum."
Ver. 43 (40). The question of Nathanael
:

—

Whence knowest thou me? [U6dev

fie

a new feature of the straightforward, clear character. He does not hypocritically decline the commendation; he does not
proudly accept it but he wishes to know whereon
it is founded.
He expresses himself evidently as
surprised, but not as overcome ; hence as yet
without the title Rabbi. According to Jewish
etiquette, no doubt, uncivil.

yivuoKtis\

is

;

When

thou wast under the

fig-tree.

According to Meyer, Philip .cannot have found
him under the fig-tree (as the Greek fathers and
Baumgarten-Crusius suppose), "but in another
place; neither the Ttpib roh Quvrjoat, nor the bvra
But if the mood of
vrr6, etc., would hare force.
Nathanael under the fig-tree was the characteristic thing, Philip might have even found him still
there, without the significant element of the
Lord's expression being invalidated thereby.
Again, according to De Wette and Meyer, the
word of Jesus is intended to indicate only a miraculous vision of the person of Nathanael (beyond the range of natural sight), not a look into
the depth of his soul. But in this case Jesus
would nob have answered the question of Nathanael at all. Jesus must have seen something
in the spiritual posture of Nathanael under the
fig-tree, which marked the person astho Israelite
without guile. "As the Talmud often speaks of
Rabbins who pursued the study of the law in the
shade of fig-trees, most persons think of a simiAccording to
lar occupation hero.' Tholuck.
Chrysostom and Luther, Nathanael was probably occupied with the very hope of the Messiah.
[Trench also remarks that our Lord must refer
here to earnest prayer, some great mental struggle, or strong temptation which took place in
Nathanael's soul while sitting under the fig-tree;
for this of itself was a common occurrence among
Israelites (1 Kings iv. 25; Mio. iv. 4; Zech. iii.
Wordsworth and Alford find in vx6 with
10).
tho accusative (bvra vxb tijv ovictyv instead of viro
rrj avKTf) an indication of retirement to the figprobably for
troe. as well as concealment there,
purposes of meditation and prayer. It implies:
when thou wentest under the fig-tree and while
thou wert there. P. S.l
Vers. 49 (50). Rabbi, thou art the Son of
God. In joyful certainty Nathanael now gives
1

—

—

—

threefold expression to his hitherto reserved acknowledgment. First, Rabb^ tho title, for even
this most just duo he had not before paid ; then,
Son of God, because he showed the divine power
of the Heart-Searcher to look upon the soul
There is
then, King of Israel, that is Messiah.
at the same time an extremely fine return of the
commendation : An Israelite without guile
Thou art the King of the Israel without guile,
that is, my King.
Though the ideas Christ and
Son of Qod have become more or less interchangeable, yet it makes a difference whether
thus, for example, that lie read the life-story of that Samariwoman (John iv. 17, 18 comp. v. 14); where it is imposprom mo a previous acquaintance: it was thus far
most probably iu tho instance before us."—P. S.]

tan

sible to

;

JOED*.

the confession of the Meaeiahship precedes thai
of the divinity, or the reverse. Kath'aaael reasons from the Son of God, who demonstrated
Himself to him, to the Meesiahship.
[The title the Son of Qod, was a rare designation of the Messiah, derived from Ps. ii. 6. 12
(comp. Isa. ix. 6), and is so used by Peter,
Matth. xvL 16, the disciples in the ship, xiv. 83,
Martha, John xi. 27«*and the high priest, Matth.
xxvi. 63.
It signifies the divine nature, as the
titles the Son of Man, and the Son of Divid, signify
the human nature of the Messiah.
(See Excursus after ver. 52). This is evident from the hostile indignation of the Pharisees and Soribes at
our Lord when He claimed to be the Son of God
(John v. 18 ; x. 30-39). It is, of course, not to
be supposed that Nathanael or any of the disciples had, during the earthly life of Christ, a
clear insight into the full meaning and metaphysical depths of tho expression, but their faith,
based upon the glimpses of the 0. T.* and the
personal knowledge of our Lord, contained more
than they were conscious of, and anticipated the

dogma.

—

P. S.]
Vers. 60 (ol ).

Because I said unto thee
believest thou? Not properly a question;
still less an intimation of censure for a defective
ground of faith (De Wette) but an expression
of surprise that ne so joyfully believes, upon a
single token.
Hence, too, a greater is then promised him.

—

;

Vers. 61 (52).

VerUy, verily.—The Hebrew

from "J*3X, an adjective : sure, true,
faithful; also used as a substantive and adverb.
Amen.

"JOK,

When a final word of devout acclamation, DouL
xxvii. 15-20; Ps. xli. 13; lxxxix. 62, or of religious confirmation of one's own word, Rom. ix.
a sentence: Ratum sit, ita sit.
word, it is an adverbial protestation : verissime, certissime; put singly in Matth.,
ch. v. 18; xvi. 28 (Luke ix. 27 ahfou*;), and*
Luke. In John double: ch. iii. 8; v. 1U: viiL
Substantively:
61; xii. 24; xiv. 12; xxi. 18.
Amen, 2 Cor. i. 20 ; the Amen, Rev. iii. 14.— That
tho Hebrew word was early familiar in Christian
worship, is evident from the fact that John does
not explain it. In modern times even a small
sect has gathered upon the consecrated word,
called the Amen ohureh.f For the first time
here, the word of the most solemn asseveration.
" Only in John, and only in the month of Jesus,
henoe the more certainly authentic."
[Tho Synoptists use the single Amen more than
25 times, even in parallel
50, John the double
passages, as Matth. xxvi. 21, 84; John xiii. 21,
88. Bengel explains the repetition in John from
tho fact that Christ spoke both in His and in the
Father's name. Probably it is a more emphatic
5;

xi.

86,

When an

it is

initial

—

assertion of the superiority of Christ above all
preceding prophets. The double Amen could
" Tho 0. T. teaches most defi(1. 120)
King of Israel, the Messiah Is exalted far above

* rilengstenberg
nitely that the

human

:

This doctrine is contained in the very
Piialm, in which both designations of the Messiah, as King
and as tho Son of God, occur, Ps. il. 0, 7, and from which these
the

level.

—

designations are derived." P. 8.1
f [There ts a branch of rigid Mennonitea in Pennsylvania
who call themselves Amith or Ornish (a corruption of AmeniU*)% but this name is sometimes dsrivod from a 8wiss clergyman, Jacob Amen, in the 17th century, who had a dispute
on minor points with another Mennonite. Joan Heislj.—
P.S.]
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with full propriety only be used by Him who is
the personal truth (John xiv. 6), the Amen (Rev.
iii. 14), the God of Truth (in Hebr. Amen, Isa.
lxr. 16), and in whom all the promises of God
are Yea and Amen (2 Cor. i. 19).— P. 8.]

I say unto yon

:
to the little company of
[This formula
already collected.
"
•* / say unto you
differs from the " Thus saith
ike Lord" as Christ differs from all the prophets
He is the truth itself and speaks with divine authority nis own word ; they are only witnesses
of the truth and speak the Word of God in the
name of God.— P. S.]
( Henceforth) ye shall see heaven opened.
[This prospect to the publio life of Christ, and
uninterrupted communion between heaven and
earth in and through Him, is an eminently fit
conclusion of this chapter. Whether we retain
axdp-i (an apn) or not, the beginning of His
public ministry and the first recognition of His
Messianic dignity is meant, as the starting-point
of an unbroken communion between God and
man, and an exchange of divine grace and human
prayers. The open heaven is here, as in the baptism of Christ, a symbolical expression for the
ever present help and grace of God (comp. Gen.
xxviiL 10-17; Ezek. i. 1; Matth. iii. 16; Actsvii.
17 ; x. 11 ) ; while the doted heavens signify the absonce of divine help or the impending judgment

disciples

now

—

1

of

God (comp.

Isa. Ixiv. 1).

The participle

aveu-

y6ra implies the act of opening, and the fact that
before Christ the heaven was closed. Bengel
"aperlum, prmteritum, proprie, Matth. iii. 16, et
cum continuations in posterum,** John iii. 18; Acts
The expression is
P. S.]
vii. 66 ; Apoc. xi. 12.
evidently suggested by the word concerning the
Israelite without guile, and the description of
Christ as the King of Israel ; and stands related
to that dream of Jacob, in which his higher Israel-nature decisively oame forth (Gen. xxviii.
12), though he did not receive the honorable tiThe first Israel
tle of Israel until a later time.*
saw heaven open, but only in dream, only for a
while ; the ascending and descending of the angels were assisted by a ladder ; the Lord stood
above the latter in the heavens ; and the vision
vanished away. Yet the living intercourse be-

—

tween heaven and earth, between God and man,
had announced itself and opened in the old theocracy, and was now gloriously to complete itself.
The expression can by no means be limited to
actual appearances of angels in the life of Jesus
[at His birth, in the garden of Gethsemane, at
the resurrection and ascension] (Chrysostom and
others), nor to His working of miracles (Storr)
;

I.

85-62.
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yet these points are not (according to Meyer) to
be set aside, since they are phenomena peculiar
to the New Testament intercourse between heaven and earth. On the other hand, the angels
are no more to be reduced to personified divine
powers (as.by De Wette),* than the divine powers to angels (as by Hofmann).f Meyer rightly
emphasizes the terms henceforth (an ipri\ and
ye shall see (btyea&e) ; they show that it is the
total Messianic revelation in its actual operation, which is spoken of, and that this is represented in figurative language. The expression,
however, is not exactly symbolical, inasmuch as,
in a spiritual sense, heaven is really opened, and
the living personal intercourse between the Father and the Son also becomes manifest in manifold angelophanies, voices, and spiritual reve*« The avaflaivov-ee. stand
lations.
first in the
Old Testament also [Gen. xxviii. 12] ^ we might,
as in fact Philo does (De Somniis, p. G42), think
of the reciprocal actings of human wants and
prayers and divine powers ; but the former are

never called messengers of God. More correctly
to heaven to receive new commissions." Tholuck.
If we consider that Christ is.
the incarnate Angel of the Lord, we may refer
the ascending unquestionably to His high- priestly intercessions, works, and sacrifice, the descending to the gradual unfolding of the riches
of His kingly glory. Luther : "Now are heaven,
and earth become one thing, and it is just as if
ye sat above, and the gentle angels ministered to
you." Calvin: " Quum prius nobis clausum esset
regnum dei, vers in Christo apertumfuit t
.
.
ut
simus cives sanctorum et angelorum sociu" Forother explanations see Tholuck, p. 102.
[We must here dismiss the notions of space.

They return

.

.

The incarnate Son of God is the bond of union,
the golden clasp between earth and heaven, the
mediating centre of all intercourse with God.
Where He is, there is heaven and there are the
angels, who ascend from Him as the starting,
point, and descend upon Him, as the termination
point He spoke while He was on earth, otherwise we would expect the reverse order. From
the incarnate Saviour as the Alpha and Omega,
this spiritual communion with heaven proceeds
upon all believers. Ryle weakens the force of
the prediction by confining it to the time of the
future advent; this is sufficiently refuted by
henceforth.—P. S.]
Upon the Son of Man. In John as well as.
in the Synoptists Christ designates Himself by
this term.
See Comm. on Matth. ch. viii. 20..
" Undoubtedly the precedent in Daniel has suggested the language in the Revelation, ch. xiv.
14 ; i. 13, in which latter is also uera r. veQeT&v ^
and those like passages, in which the Redeemer
is mentioned as appearing im r. ve<pt?.£)v,
66^
in His Messianic and judicial glory, Luke xxi.
27; Matth. xxvi. 64; xvi. 28; so, therefore,
Chemnitz, with the joint conception of the humiBcza,
litas taken from the passages in Ezekiel
Yet the fact that
Scholten, LUcke." Tholuck.
the Lord applied this name to Himself, and that

—

•
_____
* [The Allusion to Jacob's vision or the ladder is generally
admitted by commentators. Augustine: Cuius nomine teappdiavi, ipsius somnium in U apparebU. (Comp. his Tract.
TIL in Jok. JBv.). Grotiiw : Quod ibi in somnio vidit Israel,
Hem vigilant visurus dicitur verus IsradUa. Bengel Vidit
tale quid Jacob, Gen. xxviii. 12 ; quanta magi* Israelitm veri
tnN.%. Alford : " The words have a plain reference to the
Udder of Jacob* and imply that what he then saw was now
to receive its fulfilment that IIo, the Son of Man, was the
;
dwelling of God and the gate of heaven, and that through
Him, and on Htm in the first place, was to descend all com"
What
munication of help and grace from above." Trench
Israel saw, the true ' Israelite shall behold the same ; yea,
what one saw but in a dream, the other shall behold in waking
* [Or preachers of Christ, as Augustine explains angels in
reality ; and more and better even than this ; for then God
P. S.]
was a God for off; the Lord stood above the bidder and spoke this passage (Tract. VII. J
tram heaven ; but now standing at its foot, He speaks as the
t [Hongstenberg likewise takes a comprehensive view of
angels
now
the
Word
the
passage,
including
the
proper and all other mefor
has
been
made
as
flesh ; 1
Bon of Man from earth,
' diums of divine communication.— P.
S.J
and the tabernacle of God is with men."—P. 3.]
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the people did not recognize it as a designation
of the Messiah, John xii. 84, itself Tery plainly
shows that the phrase was not current as a Messianic phrase of the Jewish theology, though
after the example of Daniel the term itself appears in the book of Enoch and in IV. Esdras,
as well as, among the Rabbins, the expression

" He that cometh in the clouds." The fact that
the Apostles abstain from the phrase, Tholuck
explains from Heb. ii. 6 ; that is, because the
term referred to the humiliation of the Son of
God. As to Hofmann's hypothesis (Schriflbewcis,
Hofmann lays
II. p. 51) see Tholuck, p. 104.
stress on the point that the phrase in Daniel is
not : The Son of man, but : One like a son of
man. This manner of interpretation would require that the Old Testament prophecy everywhere have the New Testament idea and phraseology pure a,nd simple, in order to have them at
all. Strangely Tholuck thinks the tracing of the
expression to Daniel excludes the interpretation
proposed by Herder : Man tar* igoxfo, the pattern man ; that according to this by a son of

man must

strictly

be understood a

man who

shares the lot of actual mankind, as in Numb,
And why not ? Christ,
xxiii. 19 ; Job xxv. 6.
as the second man, the Son of mankind, 1 Cor.
xv. 47, is as well in His suffering the heir of its
judgment, as in His work the heir of its righteousness of faith, and assuredly for this very reason the Son of Man, the supernatural bloom of
the race, because He is the Son of God. Luthardt too thinks this latter idea, which he likewise gives, must be vindicated against' the derivation of the name from the book of Daniel. But
the vision in Daniel must after all have an idea.
And it is sufficiently clear why Jesus chose this
particular term from Daniel to designate Himself.

[Excursus on thi Meaning or thi Titli
11
The designation of Christ

Tus Son of Man.
as the Son of Man (6
<<

—

vide tov av&p6irov),

occurs in

and
mouth of Christ while the corresponding

this chapter, ver. 51 (52) for the first time,

in the

title, the

;

Son of Ood

(6 vide tov deov),

occurs

first

ver. 49 (50), in the mouth of a disciple (Nathanael), but had been previously applied to Christ
by God in His baptism (Matth. iii. 16), and by

Satan, hypothetioally, in the temptation (Matth.

The former is found about eighty, or,
deducting the parallels, fifty-five times in the
Gospels, and is only used by our Lord Himself,
except in three cases, viz., once by Stephen when
ie saw " the heavens opened, and the Son of
Man standing on the right hand of God," Acts
vii. 56 (in allusion probably to Matth. xxvi. 64),
and twice by the apocalyptic seer, Rev. i. 18;
xiv. 14, with obvious reference to Dan. vii. 13,
Bengel (on Matth. xvi. 18) urges the cir14.
cumstance as very significant that Christ, during
His earthly life, was never called the Son of Man
by anybody but Himself. His followers called
Him the Son of David (the Messiah), or the Son
of God, The title the Son of God is used sometimes by Christ Himself, but mostly by the Apostles and Evangelists.
Christ could use both designations with equal propriety, but He preferred
the title of humility and condescension which
identifies Him with the human race, while the
Apostles chose the title of honor and dignity
iv. 3, 6).

which exalts Him far above men.

The one

sig-

general the true humanity, the other
the true divinity of Christ, both together give us
the full idea of the God-Man {deav&pcmoe). Both
In both titles, when applied
titles are generic.
to Christ, the definite article is nearly always employed. He is not simply a son of man among
other men, nor a son of God on a par with the
children of God, but He is emphatically and in a
unique sense the Son of Man, and the Son of God.
The definite article is as significant in one case
as in the other, and suggests a distinction as well
as a resemblance.
The appellation the Son of Man, when used by
Christ of Himself, cannot, like the corresponding
Hebrew Dixn~|3 or D1K-J3, be simply a poetic
designation of man in general, in which sense
vib^ av&p6Kov (without the article) is used Hebr.
ii. 6 (in a quotation, however, from the Messianic Ps. viii. ), and viol tuv av&p6irvvt Eph. iii. 5.
It cannot be supposed for a moment that Christ
should have used this term bo often of Himself
as a mere circumlocution for the personal pronoun. Nobody speaks of himself in this way.
In the Saviour's native dialect, the Syriao,
Bar nosho, the son of man, is man generically
the filial part of the compound denotes the
This
identity and purity of the generic idea.
leads to the correct interpretation, as above
nifies in

indicated.
title, as many suppose \e. g. $ JusMartyr, Tertullian, De Wette, Tholuck), express exclusively the humiliation and condescension x)f Christ, but it denotes at the same time,
and chiefly His elevation above the ordinary level, and the actualization, in Him and through
Him, of the ideal standard of human nature under its moral and religious aspect, or in its relation to God, (Bengel,* Schleiermacher, Olshausen, Neander, Hengstenberg, Trench, Liddon,f
Godet,t and others).
Christ Jesus is the centre of the unity of mankind, the recapitulation of humanity, as Paul
profoundly indicates (Eph. i. 10), and as Irenseus
He is the true seea of the woman,
taught.
the second Adam (Rom. v. and 1 Cor. xv.), who
more than restored what the first Adam lost. He

Nor does the

tin

and closes the preceding, and controls the
succeeding, history of our race. All men, even
the best and the greatest, have their weaknesses
and defects, and reflect only a fragment of the
idea of humanity. Once in history, and onoe only,
there was born a man who represents humanity
in its purity without the demoniac adulteration

fulfils

* [Bengel (Matth. xvi. 13) Ohut hie nempe homo est, quern
Adamut, pott laptum, expromissiomexpectavU pro tola sua
:

progenie; o fcvrcpot, tecundutt quern omnis prophetia V. T.
mdiaUavit, qui totius generis humanijmra et primogenituram
tuttinety et cui uni quod humani nominis not nan pemittat, debemut. Comp. his whole note on Matth. xri. 13, which Trench
calls "a wonderful specimen of the close packing of matter
the most interesting and the most important in his Gnow%oiu"]
**
The title
f [Lectures on the Divinity of Christ, 1868, p. 8 :
Son of Man does not merely assert His real incorporation with
the
above
us
all
as
repreinfinitely
Him
exalts
our kind; it
sentative, the ideal, the pattern Man."]
t [Com. L 340 : "11 te dcclarait non settlement un Jwmvte, un
vraihommc, mait It rejeton par excellence de la race humain*,
Vhomme atlendue, prcvu\ moralcment uicessaire, U rtprtstntant normal du type. . . Jesus trouvcaintilcmoyend'ofirmer
de Uri-mtmc tout ce qu'il yadeplut grand, tout en employant
la forme la plut fraterneUe et la plut humble. Son fgatUSparfait* arte nous s'exprimtjusaue dantUterme qui recite sa superiority absoUte tur noMf ."J
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of sin,

and

its universality

and

and perfect head of humanity (comp. Rom. v. 12
Hebr. i. 2-8). The Son of David
1 Cor. xv. 27
was likewise a designation of the Messiah (Matth.
;

27 ; xv. 22 ; xii. 23 ; xxi. 9 ; xxii. 41 ff.), but
not so significant, as it represents Christ only
as the flower and crown of the house of David,
not of the whole human family. Our view commends itself, moreover, at once as the most natural and significant, in such passages as, " Ye
shall see the heaven open, and the angels of God
ascending and descending upon the Son of Man"
(John i. 61) ; " He that came down from heaven,
even the Son of Man who is in heaven" (John
" The Son of Man shall come in the
vi. 53) ;
glory of His Father;" " The Son of Man is come
to save " (Matth. xviii. 11 comp. Luke xix. 10)
" The Father hath given Him authority to execute judgment also, because He is the Son of
Man " (John v. 27). Even those passages which
are quoted for the opposite view, receive, in
our interpretation, a greater force and beauty
from the sublime contrast which places the voluntary condescension and humiliation of Christ
ix.

is

;

most striking light, as when He says:
" Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have
nests ; but the Son of Man hath not where to
lay His head" (Luke ix. 68): or, "Whosoever
will be chief among you, let him be your servant; even as the Son of Man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give
His life a ransom for many" (Matth. xx. 27,
Thus the manhood of Christ, rising far
28).
above all ordinary manhood, though freely
coming down to its lowest ranks, with the view
to their elevation and redemption, is already
Comp. my treatise
the portal of His Godhood.
in the

on the Person of Christ, Boston, 1865, pp. 113 ff.,
from which I have transferred a few sentences.
—P. S.]

nw in the night virions, and behold, one like the Son of

Han—X$ JK

"*??»

—

LXX

:

** v**f a^pwn-ov, Tnlg.

:

quasi

JumUnis came with the clouda of heaven, and came to
the Ancient of days . . . and there was riven Him dominion
aad glory and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages should serve Him," ete. Comp. the words of Christ,
Matth. xxiv. 30 and xxvL 64 : " Hereafter ye shall see the Sod
of Han sitting on the right hand of power, and coming in the
clouds of heaven." The allusion in the last two passages to the
prophecy of Daniel can hardly be mistaken.]
JSitts

85-62.

nationality.

nite article, is confirmed historically by the origin
of the term, according to the usual acceptation, in
Dan. vii. 13 f., where it signifies the Messiah in
His heavenly glory, as the head of a universal
and eternal kingdom,* and perhaps also in Ps.
viii. where man is represented in his ideal destination with reference to the Messiah as the true

* [" I

I.

99

without the limita-

Christ felt more
humanly, spake more humanly, acted, suffered
and died more humanly than any man before or
since His coming. Every word and act of His
appeals to universal human sympathies and calls
out the moral affections of all without distinction
of race, condition, and degree of culture. He is
the only ahftivbs av&pwnos (as Philo called the
Logos), the Urbild, the archetypal or model Man,
the King of men, and " draws all men " to Him.
He could not have been so perfect a man without being also divine.
This interpretation of the title Son of Man,
suggested grammatically by the use of the defitions of race

;

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The greatness of the Baptist and the ma-

1.

jesty of Christ appear in John's pointing his disciples to Christ, and Christ's attaching the best
of them immediately to Himself.
In these disciples of John the spiritual perfection of the work
of the Baptist is seen.
2. It is remarkable, that the first disciples of
John who followed Christ, followed Him upon
the repeated testimony of the Baptist: Behold
the Lamb of God. The testimony to the proaexistence and glory of Christ does not convince
the rulers of the Jews; this testimony which
shows a future full of suffering for Christ convinces the disciples of John who here come to
view. This of itself shows that they can never
have shared the entirely crude, sensuous hope
of the Messiah, in its hard, unspiritual form
much as they were still involved in sensuous expectations of a nobler sort.
8. Coming to Christ is here illustrated in every
way. Prophetic testimony, office, word, points
to him.
Then brother brings brother, friend
brings friend, townsman brings townsman.
One comes with another, and one after another.
4. These first disciples stand the decisive testquestion, whether they seek something from
Him, or seek Himself and all in Him. They seek

We have found
We have found—abso-

Him, and when they exclaim
the Messiah, they

mean

:

:

lutely.
6. In keeping with this prominence of the
personality of Christ, He manifests His glory first
in miracles of pure knowledge with the most
varied insight into the dark depths of personal
life.
Thus in our text He sees through, in particular, Peter and Nathanael, and at the close of
the chapter the Evangelist celebrates Him as the
knower of hearts. So afterwards He reads Nicodemus, the woman of Samaria, Judas, the peo-

ple,

etc.

The manner in which the Evangelist John,
with delicate modesty, has here interwoven the
story of his own calling with the gospel history,
reminds us of the similar manner of Matthew
(ch. ix. 9)
and these two analogies might lead
us to presume that Mark (ch. xiv. 51, 52) and
Luke (ch. xxiv. 13-85) have done likewise. See
6.

;

the exegesis, ver. 35. Christianity, in the light
of the person of the Lord, brings to view and
into play the worth and warrant of all the personages purified by Him. Bnt evidently these
great, sanctified delineators of the life of Jesus
and the facts of redemption have wrought in
with the utmost modesty their own names, for
the most part only by hints in any part of their
picture.

In this place Israel meets us in its purity,
is made prominent in its higher
import, because the Evangelist sees himself further on compelled to exhibit Judaism so strongly
in its hatred of the truth.
8. Christianity, an open heaven over open
eyes, and a revelation of ever new and ever
greater glories of the Lord, first in His life, then
in His church, because divinity is become ono
with humanity in Christ, and this life communU
7.

and doubtless
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cates

itself

through the Holy Ghost to be-

lievers.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

;

going forth out of the Old TestaThe Israel of
rising into the New.
the Old Covenant, and the Israel of th« New.
The effect of the testimony of John : residing (1)
in the perseverance* (repetition) and emphasis of
it; (2) in the matter of it (the Lamb of God).
Three unique days in the kingdom of God (the
next day, «*<;.).—-Christ the Lamb of God. The
coming of the disciples to Jesus, a type of our
Christ :
;

a. Its

—

b. Its

—

—

Him. How quickly Christ and His
recognize and meet each other. The spring

coming

to

—
—

seasons of the kingdom of heaven. The unity
and the diversity of the Lord's ways of calling His
•« We have found !"
Working for the
disciples.
Lord. Christ the heart-searcher. The three
great proofs of the Messiah : (1) From the Old
Testament (Moses and the prophets, closed up by
John the Baptist) ; (2) from Christ's representation of Himself; (3) from the experience of the

—

—

—

gels ; or, the intercourse between heaven and
earth, a reciprocity of personal vital functions
between the Father and Christ, Christ and His
people, the church triumphant and the church
militant.
Open hearts, a foretokening of the
open heaven (Christ's look into the soul of Nathanael, a foretokening of all the wonders of revelation).

—

On both histories together (vers. 35-43 and 44-51).
The exuberant beginning of the Church of

elect

— —— —
—

—
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ment

— ——

—

Starkb

—

—

—
—

the natural brotherhood becomes transfigured in
the spiritual.
On the second history (44-51 ). Philip and Nathanael, or friendship in its relation to the kingdom
of God : ( 1 ) Its destination for it ; (2) its glorifica-

—

tion in it.
Honorable prejudice, and how it is
overcome by the facts of experience. The word
of the disciple : '" Come and see ;" an echo of the
word of Jesus : "Come and see." The preaching

—

—

of Philip : (1) Infinitely difficult : the connection
of the name of Messiah, of whom Moses in the
law and the prophets did write, with Jesus of
Nazareth, the son of Joseph ; (2) perfectly decided : We have found Him! (3) Irresistibly
confirmed : Come and see ! One of the rare
commendatory words of Christ, on a most rare
occasion : (1) Bestowed upon a man who spoke
contemptuously of His birth-place ; was prepossessed against Himself; had, immediately after
an hour of earnest devotion, fallen again under
a prejudice ; (2) and bestowed for the very reason, that he was without guile.
"An Israelite
without guile :" In all nations, as in all men,
the essential permanent nature and destiny must
be distinguished from the corruption of it (the
true Israelite from the false Jew ; the intellectual
German from the dreamy German ; the open,
frank Frenchman from the insolent Frenchman,
etc.; Peter the rock from Peter the shaken reed,
etc.).
The threefold homage of Nathanael: (I)
Rabbi (which he had owed from the first) ; (2)
Son of God (which he had denied Him) ; (3)
Sang of Israel (with which he submits to Him as
an Israelite without guile). Christianity an open
heaven over the open eyes and hearts of be-

—

—

—

—

lievers.

—The

ascending and

descending

an-

Preachers must repeat a thing often

weak in faith. Qdesnel:
To enforce industriously the all-sufficient sacrifice of Jesus Christ, a main duty of the servant
Here the Lord begins to collect a little
of God.
church, to which John has given up his disciples.
Jesus calls and draws men to Himself; yet

—

—

without violence.

Zbisius : Experience in spiri«
and firmness in
Regenerate Christians acquire a new

tual things gives great certainty
faith.

—

name, which no man knows. Osiandib : Every
one who truly believes in Christ is a rock, against
whioh all the gates of hell are powerless.
Qubsnel : Judge of divine things not by outward
appearance, nor under human prejudice. Zbisius : Uprightness is pleasing to the Lord, 1
Chron. xxix. 17. The omnipresent eye of the
Lord. The opening of heaven the opening of
a way whereby the heavenly riches course to the
earth, and free way (access) is given from earth
to heaven.
Relation of the descending and ascending to tho humiliation and exaltation of
Christ (?). Christ the ladder to heaven,
Bbau5b : The voice of the preacher prepared
the way for Him ; in the company of the preacher
He must find His first adherents.— The anticipating friendliness of Jesus. The blessedness of
a Christian is ungrudging, and would communicate itself to all the world.
But why the ascending (of the angels) first, the descending after ?
Because intercourse between heaven and earth is
not now first beginning, but has already begun
(above all the Angel of the Lord has come down
in the flesh).
Oerlacii : It seems that John the
Baptist always spoke in short, weighty sentences,
which he often repeated and deeply impressed.
—The Son of God, the King of Israel, Ps. ii.
Lisco: Jesus finds disciples through the testimony of His herald (and here the first two)
Jesus finds disciples through the testimony of
those who have come to know Him (and here
probably again two : Peter and James the elder};
Jesus finds disciples through the immediate call
of His own word (here the last two).
Yet, in
the wider sense, (1) the office of the nerald, (2)
the joint witness of the disciples, (3) the call of
Jesus run 'through the whole formation of discipleship.
The best counsel against all errors:

—

—

disciples.

On the first history (vers. 35-43). The first two
The two
disciples of Jesus : John and Andrew.
decisive questions: What seek ye? and, Rabbi,
where dwellest thou? The invitation of Christ:
" Come and see," in its permanent import. The
first word of the Lord and His last respecting
How
Peter, according to the Gospel of John.

:

for the sake of those

;

I

—
—

—
—

—

Heubnsb : The whole service
see !
of the teacher consists in pointing to Christ ; no
man can take the place of Christ, but human aid
can help to find Him. Jesus' turning, a powerful stroke on the heart ; Jesus' look, an attracting power. What seek ye? a question which
Jesus puts to every one who comes to Him. The
open hearts went straight forward. There is a
great difference between mediate and immediate
acquaintance with Jesus. The more like Jesus,
the more inexhaustible a man is. The more one
is conversant with Jesus, the more he finds in
Him. In other men one is often disappointed ;
in Jesus every expectation is exceeded.
Albbjl-

Come and

—

—

—

—
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How

does the Saviour enlist disciples?
The meeting of Christ and
His disciples an example for us in forming earThe deepest corruption
nest social relations.
Through the Redeemer
is the falsehood of man.
alone is made the bond between hearen and earth.
[ Ver. 51 (52). Luthbr : When Christ became
man and had entered on His ministerial office
and begun to preach, then was the heaven opened,
and remains open ; and has from that time, since
the baptism of Christ in the Jordan, never been
shut, and never will be shut, although we do not
Christ says
see it with our bodily eyes
this : * To are now heavenly citizens, and have
your citizenship above in the heavenly Jerusalem, and are in communion with the holy angels,
who shall without intermission ascend and descend about you.* Archbishop Trench: The
tiki:

—Scbleiermacher:

—
—

—

Lord would indicate by these wondrous words
that He should henceforward be the middle point
of a free intercourse, yea, of an uninterrupted
communion, between God and man, that in Him
should be the meeting place of heaven and of
earth (Ephes. i. 10; Col. i. 19); which should
be no longer two, as sin had made them, separated and estranged from one another, but one,
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now that righteousness had looked down from
heaven, and truth had flourished out of the
earth.
And this, the glory of Christ, they, His
disciples, should behold, and should understand,
that they too, children of man, were by Him, the
Son of Man, made citizens of a kingdom which,
not exoluding earth, embraced also heaven.
From earth there should go up evermore supplications, aspirations, prayers,
and these by the
ministration of angels (Rev. viii. 3, 4), if some

—

—

still waut a certain literal fulfilment;
from
heaven there should evermore come down graces,
blessings, gifts, aid to the faithful and punishment for them that would hurt them (Rev. viii. 5
Acts xii. 7, 23). Heaven and earth should henceforward be in continual interchange of these

blessed angels,
'And earth be changed to hoavon, and heaven to earth ;
One kingdom, joy and union without end.
1

—Bonavbntura:

The heavenly ladder was
broken in Adam, and repaired in Christ. There
is a beautiful hymn on Jacob's ladder, as a symbol of communion with God, by Mrs. Sarah
Flower Adams, 1848:
* Nearer, my God, to Thee."

—P.

—

S.]

III.

THE KINDRED AND FBIEND8 07 THE LORD, AND THB FIB ST M IB A CLE OF JKSU8 AT CANA, AS THE
EARNEST 07 THB GLORIFICATION OF THB WORLD, AND A8 THE FIRST MAN IF E STATION 07 HIS
OLORT. CHRIST TRANSFIGURING THB EARTHLY MARRIAGE FEA8T INTO A 8TMB0L OF THB

HEAVENLY.
Chap.

II.

1-11.

(Pericope for 2d Sunday after Epiphany.)

And the third day there was a marriage [a marriage feast was held] in Cana of
2 Galilee; and the mother of Jesus was there: And both Jesus was called, and his
3 disciples, [and Jesus also was invited and his disciples] to the marriage. And
when they wanted wine [And wine having failed, or, when wine failed] 1 the mother
4 of Jesus saith unto him, They have no wine. Jesus saith unto her, Woman, what
5 have I to do with thee?2 mine hour is not *yet come. His mother saith unto the
6 servants, Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it. And there were set there six waterpots of stone, after the manner of the purifying of the Jews, containing two or three
7 firkins apiece. Jesus saith unto them, Fill the waterpots with water. And they
8 filled them up to the brim [top]. And he saith unto them, Draw out now, and
9 bear unto the governor [ruler] of the feast And they bare it When the ruler
of the feast had tasted the water that was made [had become, or, been made] wine,
and knew not whence it was, (but the servants which drew [who had drawn] the
10 water knew), the governor [ruler] of the feast called the bridegroom, And saith
unto him, Every man at the beginning doth set forth good wine, [setteth forth the
4
8
which is worse; but
food wine 5first]; and when men have well drunk, then that
omit but] thou hast kept the good wine until now. This6 beginning of miracles
[signs, ra»v <n}!i&iu>\i] did [wrought] Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth his
1

glory [his transfiguring power, rrt v do$a» abrou]

;

and

his disciples believed [the more]

on [In] him*
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver.3. [v<rrtpri*avTQt olrov. v<rrtpi», prop, to be behind (either in time, or in rank), had, in the later
Greek, aLio the meaning: to fail, to be wanting ; comp. Mark z. 21, ir rot impel.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 4. [Tiflfioiicai o-oi, y v?a t; lit. : What tome and to thee, woman ti.e^ What have I in common with thee ? Thii
i

elliptic

phrase corresponds to the Hebrew tH)

^"HDi

and

is

a disclaimer of communion, Josh. xxiL 24 ; Jndg. xL 12

xri. 10 ; 1 Kings xvll. 18 ; 2 Kings ill. 13 \ Matth. rilL 20 ; rrii. 19 ; Mark i. 24 ; Lnke Yiii. 28 ; also in classical Greek.
It is not (like the somewhat similar English phrases : Mind your business, This is none of pour business, and the German,
Das gtht dich nichts an) necessarily disrespectful, bnt may be used in a friendly sense, as is evident from Jndg. xi. 12 ; 2
<rot koX Ty 6iSam. xri. 10 ; Matth. viii. 29 (comp. also the similar phrase of the wife of Pilate, Matth. xxvii. 19 :
tcaUf ittivt?) ; yet it always implies more or less of reproof, however slight. So it is taken here by the best commentators,
as a gentle rebuke of untimely interference, though ft was no doubt mitigated by the tone of speaking. The term yvrai is
entirely respectful, and must always be where the true dignity of woman is felt and reoogniied ; comp. John xix. 26; xx.
15. 8ee the Exko. Notm.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 10. [orar pL*$v*0£><rtv, Vulg. : cum inebriati fuerint ; TyndaL Cranmer, Alford : when men be (are) drunken
Geneva, Rheims, A. V. : when men have well drunk; Am. Bible Union (Dr. Conant), Young, Owen : when they have drunk

2 Sam.

Mt^V

freely; Luther; trunken warden sind; De Wette, Stier: trunken sind; M«0tfo-xop«u (Mid.), like the Hebrew *0#, means to
become drunk, to get drunk (Luke xii. 45 Eph. v. 18 ; Rev. xvii. 2), but also to drink freely, and does not necessarily imply
wirre xai p<0 Jtrfrp-c, dffcA^oi). Comp. Beza, De Wctte,
excess (Sept. Gen. xliil. 34 ; Hagg. i. 6 ; probably also Cant. v. 1
Tholuck. At all events no unfavorable inference is to be drawn, as regards the present company, from this general proverpointedly
and
Bengel
briefly
the
feast.
: Simpliciter recensetur oratio architriclini, tt consuetudo
bial remark of the ruler of
etiam Judteorum : ebrietas nan approbatur. Meyer contends for the usual meaning of the verb and translates : wenn sit bethis
inference.
guards
against
Alford " While there is no reason to press the ordinary
likewise
rauscht geworden sind, but
meaning of ixcQv<r$i><riv, so neither is there any to shrink from it, as uttered by the apxtrpUXtroi." See Exso. Notes.
;

:

:

—P.

8.1
* Ver. 10.
* Ver. 10.
* Ver. 11.

Alt,

West

Probably overlooked by reason of the roV immediately following.
Is wanting in K. B. L.
ait is omitted by Lachm., Tregelles, Alford«and Tischend.— P. S.]
[The art. t»jk before apx^v in the text. rec. is wanting in K. A. B. L. and rejected by Lachm., Tischond, Treg,
and Hort. Hence the proper translation is : This wrought Jesus as a beginning of (His) signs.— P. S]
Tore

[W after

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[Here we have the fulfilment of the promise
made in the last verse of ch. i., and a startling
proof of the presence of supernatural powers in
the person of the Son of Man. Christ significantly
began His publio ministry with a miracle of
transformation: His whole mission was to con-

elementary substance. It is not a creative act
in the strict sense of the term ; for God made the

world out of nothing, Christ always operated

upon existing substances. But it involves the
same creative power, and is strictly above nature and above reason (not against them), and
therefore incomprehensible. Yet after all it is
not more beyond our present comprehension than
the change of the rain from heaven into the juice
of the grape, the growth of plants by the transmutation of inorganic matter into organic, and
all those miracles of nature, which by their daily
occurrence appear to us natural and commonsLike many sayings of Christ, the miracle of Cans

vert sinners into saints, to turn grief into joy, to
It was moreover a mielevate earth to heaven.
racle of festive joy &nd ffladncss, and of more than
royal munificence; showing in striking contrast
to the Mosaic law of condemnation and the ascetic austerity and water-baptism of John, and
in the presence of his former pupils that the
gospel is life and peace, a religion of true hapChrist relieves not only the present
piness.
need, but provides also an abundant supply for
all the future, enough and to spare for every one
that thirsteth. It is equally significant that this
miracle was performed in the bosom of & family
for the family is the first institution of God on
earth, and the nursery of Church and State,
%
where all moral reforms of society must begin.
Christianity restored marriage and the family to
their original purity, and elevated them to true
dignity by abolishing polygamy, emancipating
woman from slavish degradation, and by making
the relation of husband and wife a type of the
sacred union of Christ to His church. The miracle of Cana, as it was the first in time, is also
the greatest in character, next to the raising of
Lasarus which was the last, and which exhibited Christ as the Conqueror of death and the
Prince of life eternal. Both belong exclusively
to the fourth Gospel, while the miraculous feeding of the multitude is reported by all.* The
change of water into wine was a proper transubstantiation or qualitative transmutation of an

a stumbling-block to the superficial reader,
to conflict with the ideal character of
the Gospel of John. It is indeed a rebuke to amorbid asceticism and desponding legalism, to which
even many good people are given. But it abounds
in high moral significance and symbolic beauty.
It is altogether unnecessary to resort to the modern figment of an essential difference of the
wine of the Bible and usual wine. The wine
which Christ made was no doubt pure, good
wine, in the proper sense of the term. But
to think it even possible that Christ might have
encouraged immoderate use of wine or any kind
of excess, proves a false posture of mind and utter disqualification to understand the miracle.
The piety and sobriety of this God-fearing family, with the Son of God as their guest, was
the basis of the miracle in an intemperate circle
it would never have been wrought at all. Procul
To the pure all things are pure.
abeste profani !
See Doctr. and Eth. P. S.]

• [Godot, I. pp. 862 and 366, gives some good reasons why
relates this miracle of Cana. It seems to have
dropped out of the synoptical tradition, together with the first
acquaintance of the disciples recorded in ch. i. It is moreover
the only miracle in which the mother of Jesus, who was intrusted to tho care of John, prominently figures.—P. 8.]

Ein Wunder steht erdain alter Wunder Mitte,
Und Wunder gthn ihm vor undnach auf Tritt und SchritU,
An Wunder wird er so allmUlig unwillkurtich
GewUhnet, dass tie ihm erscheinm gam naturlich,
Und wunaerbar ertcheint ihm UngncohnUx nur,
Der unvenoundert sieht das Wunder der iVa*ur.M P. S.

—

—

—

John alone

is

and seems

;

—

* [The great poet, Priedrich Rttckert, says with as much
truth as beauty
44
Ein Wunder wird der Mensch empfangen undgeseugt;
Ein Wunder lebt er, wird geboren und ges&ugt
Ein Wunder wilchst erfort und sieht undfuhU sein Wuwfer;
Ein Wunder, dass er denkt, und was er denkt, ein Wunder.

—
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CHAP.
Ver.

And

1.

ipipa].
hravptov,

the third day, Try rpiry

— Most probably
ch.

i.

43

(44).

identical ft] with the
See the Exkg. ad he.

The marriage-feast had probably been nearly
three days in progress, when Jesus, on His ar[The third day is prorival, was invited to it,
bably to be reckoned from the last date mentioned, t. «., Nathanael's calling, i. 43 (44), not from
the day of John's testimony, i. 29, as Dr. Lange
takes it, still less from the day of Christ's arrival
in Cana (Ewald) ; for this was not yet spoken of.
Bengel : Tertio die post promissum datum, i. 52.
Nunc ostenditur specimen. The journey from Judsea to Galilee required two or three days, the
distance in a direct line being over twenty hours.
—P. 8.]
In Cana of Galilee. In the Galilean Cana
in distinction from another. (So ver. 11 ; ch. iv.
46; xxi. 2). [Or, rather, as the other Cana lies
likewise in Galilee, rife Yaltleias is merely a local notice of John for foreign readers, comp. i.
28; 44, and Hengstenberg in loe. P. 8.] Not
Kefr Kenna, but Kdna el-JeUl, according to Robinson, ill., p. 443. [Am. ed. of 1858, vol. II. pp.
846-' 49.
P. 8.] Galilee was originally only a dis-

—

—

—

(VwJ) of Upper Galilee, which was divided
from Lower Galilee by a line running from TibeHence in the time of John there
rias to Zabulon.
trict

was, no doubt, a Galilee in the stricter, ancient
sense, to be distinguished from a Galilee in the
wider sense. This distinction is important in
John iv. 45. The other Cana, from which ours
is distinguished, has been sought now, according
to Josephus ( Vita xvii. 1) erroneously in Perrea,
now in a Cana in the tribe of Asher (Josh. xix.
28), south-east of Tyre (Robinson III. 657),
which, " though also to be counted in Galilee,
lay so much in the vicinity of Phenicia, as to
justify the designation of our Cana as K. nfr TaBut that northernmost Cana
luXauac." (Meyer).
also belonged to Galilee. We can allow this distinction only on the supposition that the region
of Cana of Galilee was a Galilee in the narrow
sense, in the most provincial terms. As Kef r
Kenna, which tradition has fixed as the Galilean
Cana, lies some distance to the south, it might
fall in the province of Lower Galilee, and might
well form the antithesis. Ewald has made a
Kanath, east of Jordan, the other Cana; which is
scarcely to be mentioned. Cana lay on a round hill.
•

[The location of Cana is still under dispute.
Dr. Robinson's view has been adopted by Ritter,
Meyer, Alford, Trench, Lange, Renan. Trench
(On the Miracles, p. 83) numbers this among
" the most felicitous and most convincing of Robinson's slighter rectifications of the geography
of Palestine." Kuna el-Jeltl (i. e., Cana of Galilee) is a mere ruin about seven miles or nearly
three hours N. } £. from Nazareth, and about
three miles N. by E. of Sepphoris (SeflFfirieh).
Kefr (t. e., village) Kenna, is a small village about
4 J miles north-east of Nazareth, where the monks
locate Cana, and where the remains of a Greek
ehurch and the house of St. Bartholomew are
pointed out. Robinson's arguments in favor
of Kdna el-Jelil are the identity of name,
and a notice from Marinus Sanutus about A. D.
But Hepworth Dixon (Holy Land, 1865,
1321.
L 332) contends again for Kefr Kenna, as

II.
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he and Thomson (The Land and

the Book) contend for Tell Hum, as the site of Capernaum,
against Robinson's conclusion in favor of Khan
Minyeh. Hengstenberg and Godet likewise decide for Kef r Kenna. Grove (in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible) and Hackett (in a supplementary note to the Am. ed.) leave the question
of the situation of Cana doubtful. Although
Cana has nearly disappeared, it will always be
remembered in connection with the festivity
of marriage and the happiness of the family.

—P.

S.J

—

And the mother of Jeans was there
The mother of Jesus, John writes not Mary.
[John never names Mary, as he does not name
himself nor his brother James, perhaps on ac;

count of his intimate connection with her in virtue of the dying injunction of the Saviour, xix.
So Alford.—P. S.] Luthardt (with
26, 27.
Hofmann and Lampe) holds (p. 420; comp. p. 1 16)
that Jesus entirely dissolved the relation of son
to Mary on the cross, with the word : " Woman,
behold thy son!"* John seems far from this,
to speak mildly, rare exegesis.
Jesus returned
with His disciples to Galilee, their common home.
They accompanied Him to Nazareth. But the
mother of Jesus had gone to the wedding at Cana,
which lay further north in the mountains. Probably they met in Nazareth with the invitation
which occasioned their following the mother.
[The occasion was evidently a family gathering.
Besides the mother of Jesus, His brothers
were also present, ver. 12. It was a farewell
(un adieu royal, as Godet says) to His earthly relations.
He was now leaving the privacy and
obscurity of family life to enter upon His public
ministry, and marked the transition by an exhibition of His divine power which was well calculated to convince His brothers, sisters, and
friends of His Messiahship, and to convert them
into His spiritual relations.
P. 8.]

—

Ver. 2. And Jesus also was invited, and
his disciples, [t. e., those five mentioned inch,
i., Andrew, Simon Peter, Philip, Nathanael, and
John. The evangelist was therefore an eye-witness of the scene, and probably a relative of Jesus.
P. 8.]
'E k A # # 7 [is the historical past
was bidden, invited, and] cannot be taken as pluperfect.
Where would the inviter have looked
for the Lord on the Jordan ? And there, too, He
had as yet no disciples to be invited with Him.
The invitation was rather an after-thought, and
from this in part the lack of wine might be explained.
Meyer supposes that the invitation was
given in Cana itself. But people do not go in
search of a member of a family at a feast at all
events this would amount to their inviting themselves.
The fact that Nathanael was of Cana
might increase the relations of the Lord to the
house of friends with which His mother Mary
seems to have been closely connected. It may
certainly be inferred from this passage and ver.

—

;

• [Similarly Godot (1. 350) : The address twman, xix. 26,
signalizes the definite rapture of the earthly rotation of mother and son, and here at Cana Mary felt Tor the first time the
point of that sword which was to pierco her soul beneath the
croes (Lake ii. 35). This is going too far. Christ nover broke
that relation, but from His twelfth year (Luke li. 49), II o subordinated it to His higher relation to His heavenly Father.
Here John, the adopted son and guardian of Mary, writing
long after her death, calls her the mother of Jesus.— P. 8. J
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(Against of family honor, especially of festal feeling and
12, that Joseph was do longer living.
Meyer, who unwarrantably cites ch. vi. 42).* joy. [It also reveals the temperance of the faOf a removal of Mary from Nazareth to Cana, mily.— P. S.]
Ewald speaks alone. f If we reckon for the reThey have no wine—No more wine. Acturn to Cana, including the stoppage at the call- cording to Chrysostom and others, Mary speaks
ing of Philip and Nathanael, as a three days' these words, because Jesus had already wrought
journey, Jesus, according to Origen's computa- miracles, and she expects one now. Contrary to
ver. 11.
tion of the third day (from, the day of ch. i. 43),
Aocording to Lttcke, Jesus has already
would have arrived with His disciples in the eve- done extraordinary works in smaller circles, and
ning of the first day of the feast As a wedding so given rise to the expectation.* According to
generally lasted seven days (among the poorer Bengel and Paulus, Mary would suggest to Him to
depart with His disciples ;f aocording to Meyer,
people, indeed, only three, or even one comp.
Gen. xxix. 27; Judg. ziv. 14; Tob. ix. 12), the to provide some remedy, "which in fact might
supply of wine with but moderate care, would have been done in the most natnral way (by
hardly have been exhausted so soon. We are fetching more wine) " ! Calvin thinks it a hushforced to conclude, therefore, that the Lord came word to the guests (perhaps a hint to go). Thowith His disciples on one of the later days of the luck: "The object of Jesus' journey could not
have remained unknown to Mary; if, according
feast ; and this works backward to the suppoto the popular faith, she was considering the misition that the third day dates from the testimony
of John, as the day when Jesus was publicly and racle the test of the Messiah, she might now retheocratically accredited as the Messiah in Israel. J quest even the first exercise of the divine
[The presence of Christ with His mother and power." Nothing of all these intentions appears
in the words.
disciples, at a wedding-feast, and His performTo tell the need is not necessarily
ing His first miracle there, is a silent condemna- to apply for help. So far as its form is contion of monkish asceticism, and a recognition of cerned, the expression proves only, that the peothe marriage relation as honorable and holy. ple let Mary know the lack, and that she told it
Christianity is no flight from the world, but a to the Lord ; rather giving up than asking help.
transformation of the world, no annihilation of Mary had probably a hundred times found in
the order of nature, but the sanctification of it, her family life, that the holy Child, during His
no moroseness of spirit, but joy and gladness. growth, could tell what to do, when no one else
could, though not exactly by miracle strictly so
It is the leaven which is to leaven the whole lump
of society. But by turning water into wine and called. % A confident expectation, however, must
revealing His glory at the wedding-feast, Christ have been couched in her complaint; this is evigave us an example how to conduct ourselves in dent from the answer of the Lord. She certainly
meant, in general : Tell us what to do ; and, if
society, that is to introduce a higher, nobler element, and to change the water of trifling, any one please, more specifically, acoording to
Bengel Bring the feast to a close though in
frivolous talk into the wine of instructive,
some other way than by an embarrassed deparprofitable conversation.
Trench
observes
" We need not wonder to find the Lord of ture.
[I take the words of Mary to be an indilife at that festival;
for He came to sanctify
rect prayer and a modest hint to relieve the difits times of joy, as its times of sorrow;
all life
and all experience tells us, that it is times of ficulty, like the message of the sisters of Laxagladness, such as this was now, which especially rus : ** Lord, behold, he whom Thou lovest, is
need such a sanctifying power, such a presence sick," John xi. 8. Mary had good reason to
of the Lord. In times of sorrow, the sense of expect that her divine Son, now after His solemn
God's presence comes more naturally out: in inauguration by the baptism in Jordan, and the
these it is in danger to be forgotten.
He was gathering of His first disciples, would signalise
His entranoe upon publio life by a miraculous
there, and by His presence there struck the keydemonstration of His Messianic dignity, and she
note to the whole future tenor of His ministry.
was not shaken in her expectation by His appa—P. S.]
Ver. a. And when wine failed, [Kal lo- rent refusal, as is evident from her words in ver.
re pfjoavros oivov]. Gladly had the nuptial 5 (see my note, p. 106). The announcement of the
family, which undoubtedly belonged to the true angel, the supernatural conception, and the whole
waiting ones in Israel, improvised their invita- oonduct of Jesus must have long before convinced
tion
but it seemed to fare ill for awhile, in her of His Messiahs hip. Lampe properly rehaving neglected the usual Jewish calculation. gards these words as a monument of the faith,
The less could their spirit turn to their mortifi- humility and modesty of Mary. Yet there was
cation.
Tholuck adduces the cheapness of wine

—

;

:

;

—

1'

;

in the East, to infer that the family was in limited circumstances. But even where wine is
oheap, it is not always at hand in abundance,
even for the wealthy. In any case the need here
existing was 'not so much that of poverty as that
* [Joseph is last mentioned, Luke il., when Jesus was twelre
years of ap», and accompanied His parents to Jerusalem. He
seems to have died before the public ministry of Christ.
P. 8.1
t [Kenan, Vie de JCtut, pp. 71, 72, adopts this conjecture.—
P. ftl
J[Do<ubtful ; corap. my note on ver. 1, p. 103.—-P. S.]

• [So very nearly Stier and Alford.— P. &]
f [It seems incredible that such a profoundly spiritual and
ingenious commentator as Bengel should have anticipated
even once the insipid rationalistic exegesis of Paulus of Hei-

delberg. And yet so it is in this case. "VdimdiKtdat^utctUri
item ducedant, anUquam penuria patefiat." This would be
kind to the family, but liardly respectful to Jesus. Bengel,
howevor, adopts this view to deprive the answer of Jesus of
all apparent harshness, aud explains &pa, ver. 4, to mean hora
discedmdi, so as to say This is not the hour of withdrawing,
but the hour of assisting. Ebrard, in his ed. of Olshausen,
agrees with Bengel.— P. 8.]
X [Similarly Cocceius, as cited by Trench Mary had always
found Jesus a wise counsellor, and mentioned the want to
Him merely that He might suggest some way of remedying
:

:

it.***™. B.J
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a defect, an untimely haste and improper interference, though from the best motives, with the

ejus intempeetivam feetinaUonem), said:
"What
have I to do with thee/' etc. Chrysostom (Horn.

Messianic prerogative of her divine Son. This
manifest from the reply of Jesus.—P. S.]
Ver. 4. Jesus saith unto her, etc. The
terms of Lather's version [identical with those
of the English] : Woman, what have I to do with
thee?* are muoh too strong. The phrase forms
a scale, from the strongest rebuke to the gentlest
refusal, according to the tone.
The address : ybvai, Woman, has no tinge
of contempt. Augustus sajs to Cleopatra [the
Queen of Egypt] in Dio: Qdpaet, u y'wat.f So
the address to Mary Magdalene, John zx. 15, ybvai, is plainly an expression of compassion. And
so, too, is John xix. 26 to be taken.
[In English the term woman is frequently used in
a solemn and honorable sense, as embracing the

XXI.

is

—

womanly ideal, when
we speak of a good woman, a noble woman, a true

characteristic traits of the

woman, be a woman. Christ calls His mother
woman when on the cross He com mi ted her with
tender affection to the charge of His bosom disciple.
He does not call her mother, because this
would not suit here in connection with H kfwl teal
col, and because He had regard mainly to His

and subordinated

earthly relations to
Comp. Matth. xii.
2 Cor. v. 16. The period
49, 50; Luke viii. 19
of His subjection to her as His earthly mother had
ceased.
Even in His twelfth year He answered
to her remark : " Thy father (Joseph) and I," by
"My Father" (in heaven), Luke ii. 48, 49.
Calvin : Sic ergo matrem Chris tue alloquitur, utperpetuam et eommunem scculU omnibus doctrinam tradatj ne immodicue matris honor divinam euatn gloria* obscuret. Olshausen : " The Son had now
become the Lord also of His mother, who could
secure her own happiness only by believing obedience to Him."—P. S.]
The phrase rl ipol Kai aol, What to me
and to thee (in which kmv6v or the like is to be

Father,

the heavenly

and

all

eternal.
;

supplied), has not

among

the

Hebrews (w~*TC

as in the classics, a repulsive, reprehenslve
sense, as Grotius shows, ad Matth. viii. 29.
The expression is uttered in Jud. xi. 12 ; 2 Sam.
It readily consists with
xvi. 10, in friendliness.
this, that Jesus would assert the elevation of His
divine calling above natural relationship, as in
Matth. xii. 50 (Tholuck). Ebrard : That is my
matter; leave that to me. Hengstenberg: "Wat
mir und dir, Weib f" Literally correct, but not
good German.
[As the interpretation of this passage, which
derives its true light from Matth. xii. 46-50,
has a bearing on the subject of Marioiogy
and Mariolatry, I shall quote passages from
ancient and modern commentators, who agree
(against the Romish) in finding here a slight
reproof of Mary for a certain improper interference or impatient haste.
Irenaeua (Adv.
kmr. L III. c. 16, 3 7) : " The Lord, repelling
Mary's unseasonable urgency (Dominus, repellent
|7V),

*[Wab,wzs habe ichvut

dir tu tehaffent

mat d tibi <*tt French N. T.: Qu >
Gmp. my Text. Note,* p. 102.— P. 8.]

Vulgate: Quid

aA-U entre moi

et toit

tfploa Oasaias, HUt. LI. 12: ftapoYt, ^ yvrat, «al 6vpi*cn iya^or, u Take courage, woman, and keep a good
L
kiart?
bt of good cheorT-P. S.J

ov

al.

XX.

Tom. VIII.

in Joh.

p.

122)

:

"She

wished to gain glory through her child (^3o6fero
66g)

.... iavrfv Xafnrporipav iroif/cat tiia rov irattherefore Christ answered her with se-

.

.

.

verity (a$odp6repov a7reKpivaro teyuv, k. t. A.J."
He adds : •« Mary had not yet the proper opinion
of Christ (obdknu yap # ixpvv nepi avrov <56£av el£fv), but because she bare Him, she thought that,
after the manner of other mothers, she might in

things command Him whom she ought to have
worshipped and adored as her Lord. For this
reason He gave this answer." Such passages
all

are irreconcilable with the belief in the sinlessness of Mary. As the veneration of the Virgin
increased from the time of the Nestorian controversy and the universal adoption of the $eot6~
koc, such comments disappear.
Even the Nestorianizing Theodoret, though quite full in his notes
on the miracle of Cana, says not a word which
might reflect in the least on Mary's conduct.
But the reformers and nearly all the Protestant
interpreters take the same view of the passage as
the fathers. Olshausen says that the words H
kfiol, etc. necessarily imply reproof, although the
rebuke is but gentle. Meyer: "Christ, in the
consciousness of His higher wonder-working
power and will, as one without a mother (aufjrop), repels the interference of womanly weakness, which here confronted Him, even in His
mother." Hengstenberg : " It lies in the nature
of the case that the phrase always implies censure." Godet agrees with Hengstenberg. Ewald : " He reproves her expectation with severe
words." Trenoh : " There is more or less of reproof and repulse in these words ;" but he adds
very properly that any harshness of the reply
was mitigated by the manner in which the Lord
suffered a near compliance with the request to
shine through the apparent refusal. Alford:
" The answer of our Lord is beyond question one
of reproof, and disclaimer of participation in the
grounds on which the request was made." St.
Bernard, Maldonatus and other Romanists try
to escape the force of the usus loquendi by saying
that Christ spoke those words not for Mary's,
but for our sakes, to teach us that He performed
His miracles not from regard to human relationship, but from love and regard to God's glory.
Very true ; but He taught Mary first, and taught
us through her. P. S.]

—

is not yet come.—Euthym.
The hour for working miracles. Ewald
Of my full sense of Messianic power. LUcke
and others: For the revelation of my glory.
Meyer: The juncture for help. [Trench: Till

Mine hour

Zigab.:

the wine
According

mean

is

to

wholly exhausted.
*

Flat.

—P.

S.].

Bruno Bauer, His hour must always

the hour of His death.*

— According

to

* [Similarly Alford " My time, the time at which, from tho
Father's appointment and My own concurring will, I am to
begin miraoulous working, is not yet arrived : forestall it
not." Probably Mary, like tho Apostles before the pentecostal illumination, was not yet quite free from carnal conceptions of the Messianic Kingdom, as a temporal reign, and
oxpected that lie would establish it at the beginning of Ilia
ministry. Christ decliued the form of her petition, but answered the real intent in a better way than she conceived.
In other passages of John the hour of Christ means the hour
of His death and glorification, vii. 30; xU. 23, 27 j xlU, 1.—
P. 8.]
:
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Tboluck, it is the &pa for the manifestation of
His 66£a t as determined by the object of the miIn this regard
racle and the circle of witnesses.
this scene seemed not so suitable as Jerusalem,
yet the affectionate Son would also fain please
His mother. Hence oIttq refers to the precise
moment. The right time of publicity, the right
moment—two different ideas : His hour is His
time for acting or suffering, as the Father appoints it to Him by the occasion and in His spirit, in distinction from the hour which is assigned Him by the opinion of men. Comp. John
Luke xxii. 63. The
xiii. 1 ;
yiii. 20;
vii. 6;
"not yet" opens the prospect of help to come at
the right time.
Ver. 6. Whatsoever he salth unto yon.
—Meyer thinks she means, He will require your
Meyer says
service, perhaps in bringing wine.
Whatsoever He saith unto you, without qualification ; yet doubtless with the presentiment that He
might say something very strange and striking,
at which they were in danger of being startled.
[These words reveal the unbounded faith of
Mary in her Son, whose gentle rebuke did not
discourage her, and a confident expectation of
some miraculous help at the proper time. She
seems to have anticipated even the manner, viz.,
that it was to be brought about by the aid of the
She may have inferred from some
servants.
previous hint of Christ not related here, or from

the gentle manner with which He apparently refused her desire, with the qualifying obnu
Pre(not yet), His disposition to grant it.
the same words: 6 kav elxp vfilv noifjaart (Gen. xli. 65, LXX.), Pharaoh, at the time of
the famine, addressed to all Egypt with regard
Hengstenberg thinks that this cointo Joseph.
cidence is scarcely accidental in view of the similarity of the occasion, and the typical charac-

cisely

ter of Joseph.—P. S.]

Ver.

—

:

6.

.

There were set

[icelfjtevai, poritse]

there six water-pots of stone \ydpl at X<Gtvai, made of stone, stone-ware]. There; in
The washthe wedding-chamber, says Meyer.
ing of hands hardly took place in the weddingchamber, rather in the court of the house. And
the pots were too large for this, being doubtless
not portable in the ordinary way : " large stone
fonts" (Starke). Six water-pots there were.
Whether according to Jewish custom, can hardly
at all events, the number, as
be ascertained
symbolical, is the number of work, toil and need.
six days before the passover
See ch. xii. 1
Christ came to Bethany. Rev. ch. vi.: the opening of the first six seals. Ch. xiii. 18 the number of the beast, 666. Nork (Etymol. Symbol.

rdv KQ-& apiofibv

ruv

1

IovSaictv']

—The

washing of hands and vessels before and after
meals, Matth. xv. 2 Mark vii. 3. Probably the
supply of water in them was already mostly consumed; at all events, they were emptied for
;

new use.
Containing two or three firkins apiece

their

[;rupotmu ava—-not approximately, eireiler, but in
the distributive sense, tinyuUe, qs in the £. T.
The Attic metretes was
fierpifrac 6vo ff Tpelq].
equal to the Hebrew J\3 (Joseph. Antiq. YIIL 2.

—

and twenty-one Wiirtemberg or thirty-three
Berlin quarts [about nine gallons English; so
that the word " firkin" in the £. V. is almost
exact. Accordingly, if all the water was changed
into wine (see below), the quantity of wine thus
produced was 6 times 18 or 27 gallons, t. e., from
108 to 162 gallons.—P. S.] The Roman amphora
was also called metretes, and was still smaller than
tho Attic ; the Syrian Babylonian, on the contrary,
was larger. " In view of this (total) quantity of
from 252 to 273 quarts [over 100 gallons], the
miracle is styled by De Wette [and Strauss] a
' miracle for
luxury' (Luxtuwunder), and found
offensive.
The circumstances already cited
(abundant supply for a poor family ; an expression of benevolence) remove this difficulty ; in
the miraculous feeding also the quantity exceeds
the bare necessity." Tholuck.* The truth of
the miracle, however, forbids us at the outset
to trespass upon the ground of the miraculous.
Hence also we raise no question whether the wa9),

ter

was made wine

after it

was drawn

out, or

the pots themselves (Meyer, Tholuck).
Ver. 7. Pill the water-pots.—Not only is
the water in the pots necessary, but also the obedience of faith. So also in the drawing. The
pots being full, precludes all thoughts of the possibility of a natural process or a mixture.
According to Meyer, this feature is intended to denote the abundance of the wine which Jesus produced ; Gerlach [and Barnes] on the contrary
Only what was drawn became wine.
[The miracle took place between vers. 7 and
8, but its actual process lies wholly beyond the
region of sense and imagination. The same may
be said of the process of growth in nature ; we
It is not stated whether the
see only the results.
miracle took place in the water-pots or in the act
of drawing, and whether the whole amount of
before, in

;

:

:

Mythol. Real- Worterbuch)

:

"Six

is

threefold dis-

cord (Dyad), hence 666 is the number of Antichrist.
On the evening of the sixth day of creation, according to the Rabbinical tradition, Satan was created at the same time with woman.
Cabbalistic book Sohar warns against the
threefold six as the number of punishment. On its
face this number bespeaks an accurate reporter.*
After the manner of the purifying [/card

The

* PFor other and more fanciful allegorical interpretation*
of the six water-pots and the firkins, see Augustine, Tract
HT., and other fathers. Chrysoatom remarks that the scarcity
of water in Palestine made it necessary to keep always an
abundant supply in vessels.—P. S.J

* [Against the profane view of Straus*, we mutt rather call
the miracle a miracle of love and beneficence. Christ gave as
a King, yea, with more than royal bounty. The benevolent
design of the abundant supply is pressed by several commentators, down to Lange and Godot Luther says: ** Christ,
having no gold or jewels to give to the poor couple, presented
M Christ desired not
thorn good wine." Maldonatus :
only to
relieve a present necessity, but that a quantity of wine might
remain for the married persons to assist them in their poverty and to leave a lasting (?) memorial of the miracle," Calvin, Trench and Alford properly refer to the analogy of God's
method of dealing in providing the most abundant supply in
every vineyard and all over nature, that every man may prove
his temperance and moderation, as Calvin says, in media ajjtuenlia. Barnes, in the interest of teetotalism, supposes that
the Saviour only made as much wine as was necessary for the
immediate want, and that the miracle was confined to the water actually drawn from the pots. If, as Barnes assumes, the
wine was not intoxicating, there can be no objection to the
large quantity of it ; but even if it was (as all but a few recent
American commentators hold), there is no reason whatever to
suspect that any improper use was made of it in a company
honored by the presence of the Purest of the pure, and the
Holiest of the holy. Comp. my remarks on ren* 7.—
P.S.]
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water was turned into wine or only so much of
it as was drawn by the servants. But the former
view is much more probable, yea, almost certain.
It seems to be implied in the exact statement of
the number and size of the vessels, ver. 6, in the
order to fill them with water, and in the strict
compliance of the servants who "filled them up
ioc dw, to the brim" ver. 7. This view agrees
also best with the object of the miracle as a manifestation of Christ's Divine glory, in imitation
of the boundless munificence which God Himself
displays from year to year in the plentiful harvests, that in the midst of plenty we should be
temperate and grateful. P. S.]*
Ver. 8. Draw oat now, and bear.—Expressing full confidence that they would, in virtue of His word, draw wine and carry wine.
Unto the ruler (master) of the feast [r^apXtTptK\lv(t> & word of late and rare occurrence,
lit. the ruler of the triclinium or dining-room with
three couches. P. S.]. Not the superintendent
of the guests, <rvfiicoaiapx<K [or avfiiroci&px^ , paoi~
X?b$t modimperalor, magister, or rex convivii, arbiter
bibendi], whom the guests chose as their president
(Xenoph. Anab. VI. 1. 30), f but the superintendent of the servants, who as such also tested the
meats and drinks, as a taster. J Tholuck distinguishes the warden of the drinking from the
warden of the table, and remarks that the presence of the latter does not neoessarily yield the
inference of wealth. He may have been of the
friends of the family. At all events, a number
of servants were present. And they bare it.
Meyer : " But knew not that what they carried

—

y

—

—

—

* [Qalrin on rer. 8 : "Mirum est quod Qtristus,frugaliUUis
wsafftster.vini et quidem prsutanhssimi magnam copiam larRespondeot quum nobis quotidie Deus largum viniproffitur.
smppedUat, nostro vitio fieri ft ejus benignUas irritawuntwm est Imxuriss : quia potius hoc temperantiss nostrm vera
estprobaHo, si in media qffluentia, parci tauten et moderati tupremier sign miraculeux doit Umoigner
Oodet : u
satts."
hautement de *a riches** tt dt sa munificence, ft devenirpour
let assistants It type de la plenitude de grace et de force que le
JCi unique apporte a la terrt?—P. S.]
f TSo Trench, Alford. Wordsworth. This riew more easily

wfw

3m

explains the freedom of remonstrance on the part of the ruler
of the feast, than if ho had been a mere servant, and is supported by a passage in the apocryphal book, the Wisdom of
glrach, ch. 35 laL 32), vers. 1, 2 " If thou be made tho master (iiywii*vot) of the feast, lift not thyself np, but be among
one of the rest; take diligent care of them and sit
them
down ; and when thou hast done all thy office, take thy place,
that thou mayest be merry with them, and receive a crown
(rr^a**r) for thy well ordering of the feast" This description raits far better the position of the Greek and Roman
king of the feast from among the guests, than of the headwaiter from among the slaves. See the next note. P. S.J
J [So Ghrysostom, the older commentators, also KuinoeL,
Meyer and others. It was the custom among the Greeks to
intrust a particular slave with the arrangement of the table,
the tasting and distribution of the wines, the trimming of the
lamp*, and the control of the other servants. This slave, who
seems to have combined the offices of a butler and head:

—

—

waiter, is called triclinarches (by Petronlus), which is equivalent in meaning to apxirpixAtvof, also i^iprnjcwf, rpantCoaWc, Tpavc£off*#to? (by Athenwus), and corresponds to the
Roman struetor mensse. Athennus, in his Deipnosophists
(Banquet of the Learned), lib. IV. c. 70 (In Schweighaoser's
ed. Tom. II. p. 162), gives a full description of the rpavegbrotM, setters of the tables, and quotes In illustration several
passages from poets, among the rest these lines from Phile-

mon:
is no need of long deliberation
About the kitchen, for the table-setter
Is bound to look to that that is his office.*
Coasp. also Welch : De archttricUno, Jen. 1753 (which I have
sot seen), and Becker's Charikles, II. p. 252 (second ed. by
Hermann, Leips. 1854). But I have seen no evidence that the

'There

;

.

same custom prevailed among the Jews, while the other custom with regard to the king of the feast, seems to be substantiated by the passage quoted in the preceding note.—P. S.J

;
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was wine." But they must have

believed it to be
suppose a tone of mind
in the people, which would ill correspond with

we should be

else

left to

the elevation of the miracle. The drawing and
bearing by the servants was an act of faith, like
the sitting down of the multitudes in the wilder,
ness to receive the miraculous feeding.
Ver. 9. r
the ruler . . tasted (e y t b-

When

oaro).

.

— Here the Romish argument in favor of

transubstantiation drawn from this miracle,
breaks down. The water had been made wine
in form as well as in substance it looked like
wine and .tasted like the best of wine but the
pretended change of bread and wine in the Eucharist contradicts all the senses and is a com;

;

plete delusion.

—P. 8.]

That had become wine.—Not: That

it

came (was made) wine. In the perfect [had
made, and consequently was now].

And knew

not whence

it

be-

been

was.—It

at

a better sense, to make the
parenthesis of the 9th verse, according to Meyer,
begin not with these words, but with ol dt cJzd/covoi, ending with vdup.
Meyer observes that the
construction continues with ovk ydei, and this
supplies the motive of the consequent Quvel rbv vvptBut the ruler calls the bridegroom, not to
fiov.
ask whence he has the wine, but to remark to him
that he has reversed the usual order of things
with this supply of wine, which he seems to suppose the bridegroom has reserved. And John
elsewhere begins a parenthesis with «k, as in 1
first

seems

to give

:

John

A

2.
decisive consideration might be
If we put the nd&ev before the parenthesis,
it indioates in the ruler the impression of the
natural origin of the wine ; in the parenthesis it
emphatically expresses the thought of the Evangelist, that he knew not the miraculous origin of
the wine. The iariv, as in ch. i. 40, is the usual
intermixing of direot description in dependent
olauses (Winer, p. 239).

this

i.

:

—

Called the bridegroom. The wedding took
place in the house of the bridegroom, and ho
gave the banquet. As to the custom here mentioned, there is little other evidence (see Liicke,
Wetstein: Pliny, H. N. XIV. 14.
p. 473).
Cato, when he embarked for Spain, said of the
rowers (remigea)

:

Qui etiam

conoivis alia (refer-

ring to wine), quam eibhnet ipsis minit Irani ["who
even give their guests other wine than they drink
themselves, or bring it in as the banquet proceeds "]. Two other citations (from Martialis and
Cassius) Liicke himself considers entirely unimportant. The passage, seems, however, to have
some sense different from that commonly supposed, which gives a mild interpretation to pedboKeadai, madere, "have drunk enough" (Tholuck,
after De Wette and others); on the contrary
Meyer : When they are intoxicated. The softening
of the word gives the idea of a dishonorable custom : first to give good wine, then, at the height
of the feast to give poor. The custom meant is
probably that universally dictated by moral instinct, of at last pouring water into the wine for
those who are intoxicated, or giving no more, or
even, where courtesy requires the offer to be continued, giving poor wine.* This custom the
* [Alford differently: When a man has some kinds of wine
choicer than others, he naturally produces the choicest to
most discriminating taste.—P. 8.]

suit the
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master of the feast applies to the case in hand,
without expressing any judgment respecting the
condition of the guests.* His •« until now " reThere is
fers only to a later period of the feast
likewise a question, whether we must take the
word, with Meyer, as a pleasantry, or, with
Tholuck, as a half-jocular reproof. Liicke's hypothesis of an expression of surprise seems more
fitting.
Pleasantly as the words may have been
spoken in the expression " Thou hast kept the
good wine until now," the ruler in any case conveys great astonishment And strongly as this, on
the one hand, attests the objective fact of the miracle, it as strongly, on the other hand, shows a
special quality in this wine.
Tho wine seemed
to the ruler.the good, in contrast with what had
been used.

—

:

Ver. 11. This wrought Jeans as a beginning of the Signs [T air n v knoinoe apx^v

tuv enpeiuv

=

the term fieyaXela
magnolia (Luke i. 49), in
which in like manner the miracles are contemplated as outcomings of the greatness of God's
power." His glory. The ddf a of the incarnate Logos, i. 14, by whom all things were made,
and who transforms all things. The miracles of
Christ are manifestations of His own glory, of
His wonderful person, while the miracles performed by Moses and the prophets revealed not
their glory, but the glory of Jehovah.

—

—And

his disciples believed on him, trior evThis is a higher degree of faith than the
er a v.
one spoken of i. 35-62, which was initial and introductory, while now they were strengthened in
their belief by this startling evidence of His divine Messianic power and dignity. Faith is a
continuous growth, and every increase of faith
is a new beginning of faith.
P. S.]

—

'I^oovf]. —'Ap^ without the

hence: This sign wrought Jesus as His first
in Cana of Galilee,
fit was not only the first
miracle wrought by Jesus in Cana for no other
but
is reported as having been wrought there
the first of all His miracles. This is conclusive
against all the reports of the apocryphal Gospels
Scholastic fancies reP. S.]
to the contrary.
specting the bridegroom and the bride by Bonaventura, etc., see in Heubner, p. 235.
[The signs, r & v anueluv. The N. T. employs three terms for the miracles or supernatural
works of Christ, onuelov, duvafug and rtpac, sometimes also tvdogov, irapaSogov, davpfotov. The
word orjftetov, the Hebrew oth (7X)X), signum,
has reference to the moral aim of the miracle
as intended to exhibit the presence of the
divine power, and to produce faith in it; it is
" a kind of finger-post of God," as has been said.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

article,

—

—

—

—

The term rtpag, prodigium, wonder, which is often
combined with aijfuiov (iv. 18), expresses the subjective effect, the emotion of astonishment and
amazement which the miracle produces; and
hence it is used also of strange and startling phenomena in heaven and on earth. All miracles are
signs and wonders, but not all signs and wonders
are miracles. f The term dwdpeic, virtutes, denotes the origin of miracles, as manifestations of
divine power. The E. V. is by no means consistent in the translation of these words. Trench
(Synonym* of the N. 71, Second Part, p. 204,
Am. ed.) says: "It is to be regretted that
in our Version this word (Svvdfieig) is translated
now 'wonderful works' (Matth. vii. 22); now
* mighty works'
(Matth. xi. 20; Luke x. 13];
and still more frequently 'miracles' (Acts ti.
22; 1 Cor. xii. 10; Gal. iii. 6) ; in this last case
giving such tautologies as ' miracles and wonders ' (Acts ii. 22 ; Heb. ii. 4) ; and always
causing something to be lost of the true energy
of the word pointing as it does to new forces,
which have entered and are working in this
world of ours. With this is closely connected

—

* [Godot better: "This word has a proverbial sense, and
does not apply to the present company." Text. Note 3. P. 8.]
f TLanipc Eadtm miraeufa dicipotsunt tignt quatenus aJUquia Mfu ocrtd/un teu futurum docent ; etprodigia (Wpara),
quatenus aliquid txtraordinarium, quod ttuporem excitat ti$Hlnc stquttur signorum notionem latius patere, quam
tunt.
prodigiorum. Omnia prodigia tunt signa, quia in iUumusum
a Deo di*uf,m*ata, td arcanum indioent. Std omnia signa non
tunt prodigia^ quia ad signandum res cafosUs aliquando ctiam
res communes adhibentur.—P, 8. J

—

:

%

1

1.

John * accounts of the

miracles.

We

have aU

ready called attention to John's putting strongly
forward the miracles of knowledge together with
those of act ; that is, the insight of the perfect
personality into the dark recesses of personal
life and of nature, in keeping with the character
of this Gospel. As in ch. i. 38, 42, 43, 47 (comp.
ch. ii. 26); iii. 21 ; iv. 17; v. 6; vL70; xi. 11;
xiii. 3 and 88 ; xix. 11 and 28 ; xx. 27 ; xxL 6,
The miracles in the development of
17, 18, 22.
the life of Jesus Himself, John rather takes for
granted, after his general testimony concerning
the 66£a of Jesus ; particularly the miraculous
birth (which, however, follows from ch. i. 13);
the transfiguration (to which, however, ch. xii.
23 sqq.; xvii. look back, and which the voice
from heaven, ch. xji. 28, in some measure repeats) ; and the asoension (which is announced
in ch. xx. 17). Even the miracle of the glorification of Jesus at the baptism is here only related
incidentally by the Baptist, ch. i. 82 ; the walking of Jesus on the sea is but briefly touched,
ch. vi. 16; and the resurrection of the Lord the
Evangelist presents mainly in its noblest bearings,- as a victory over doubt, weak faith, and
unbelief.
On the other hand John intimates by
the prominence he gives to the voice from heaven
(ch. xii. 28) in the temple, that Christ was always
very near, and drawing nearer, His estate of glorification ; and in the account of the flowing of
water and blood from the side of Jesus' body, he
undoubtedly points to the mystery of the transformation in the body of Christ after His death
(John xix. 34; comp. Leben Jem, II., 3, p. 1608).
Now as regards the miraculous works in the
stricter sense, John entirely omits the expulsions
of devils. According to Meyer he significantly
relates seven miracles of Jesus, " mentioning one
of each of the main kinds, viz., a transformation,
ch. ii. 1 ; a healing of a fever, iv. 47 ; a healing
of a cripple, v. 1 ; a feeding, vi. 4 ; a walking on
the sea, vi. 16 ; a healing of the child, ix. 1 ; a
raising of the dead, xi. 1."
We distinguish, in the first place, these miracles in the stricter sense from miracles in a wider
sense, among which we count the purification of
the temple (ch. ii. ), the moral enchaining of the
officers (ch. vii. 4o), and like things, especially
the miracles of knowledge. Furthermore, we
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Explanations of this miracle:
distinguish the miraoles in Galilee and those in
(a) Natural [low rationalistic] explanations
Judea, insomuch as the miraoles of Jesus hare
opposite effects in the two different spheres. by Venturini, Paulus, Langsdorf, Gfrorer.* Pau* fter the first miracle in Galilee, His disoiples lus : A wedding joke ; Jesus had caused a quanbelieved on Him, ch. ii. 11 ; after the second He tity of wine to be brought into the house and to
found faith in the imperial officer at Capernaum be put, mixed with water, into the pots at the
and in all his house, ch. iv. 58 ; after the third table. Gfrorerf : A wedding surprise-gift on the
(wrought indeed on the east side of the sea, yet part of Mary (similarly Ammon).
[A religious poem or legend
no doubt mostly on Galilean people), the people
(6.) Mythical.
proposed to make Him king, ch. vi. 15 ; and the unconsciously produced and honestly believed by
fourth could but enhance their reverence, ch. vi. the primitive Christian community as if it had
25. After the first miracle in Judea, on the con- actually occurred. P. S.] Strauss: Mythical
trary, whioh Jesus performed at the feast of Pu- basis: the changing of bitter water into sweet,
rim, healing a cripple whom the Jewish super- in Ex. xv. 23 ff. ; 2 Kings ii. 19. J Weisse: A
natural fountain and the angel had not healed, parable misunderstood.
(c) Symbolical [and fictitious, not historical].
process was at once begun by the Jews against
Him for excommunication and death, ch. v. 16; Baur: A demonstration that the time had come
comp. vii. 32. After the second, the healing of when Jesus, the true Bridegroom, should lead off
the blind man at the feast of tabernacles, in from the water of the provisional level of the Bapwhich He brought the temple-fountain and the tist to the wine of the higher Messianio glory.
(d\ Historical.
Various modifications.
pool of Siloam into service, to show that He was
the God of the temple, the ban was pronounced
(1) An absolute miracle of the [immediate']
on His followers, and therefore doubtless upon transformation of substance regardless of condiHim at least in so far as He acknowledged tions; the older supernaturalism (Meyer even
His Messianio dignity, ch. ix. 22. Upon the refuses to recognize any elevation of the spirit
third, the raising of Lazarus, the decree to put of the company).
Him to death was passed by the Sanhedrin (ch.
(2) Historical in a still stricter sense, as a mixL 47), the edict for His apprehension was is- racle admitting some conditions; change of subdeath
the
of stance under conditions ; Augustine (ipse fecit visued to the people (ver. 57), even
I*asarus was consulted (ch. xii. 10), ancf in the num in nuptiis, qui omni anno hocfacit in vitibus) \
sequel, on the passover itself, Jesus was cruci- Chrysostom,|| Olshausen: acceleration of a natuThus Judaism celebrates its feasts, and ral process (which, however, must have included
fied.
opposes to the life-miracles of Christ plots of an acceleration of an artificial process, and in
death, the sentence of death, and the death of this the main factor, the vine, was wanting.
Objections of Strauss, Meyer), fl
the cross.
The miracles recorded by John we divide, ac• [Moyer justly calls this rationalistic explanation a frivocording to their kinds into three miracles of heal- lous transformation of history (tint frivoU QeschichtsuxmdUmg).—V.
8.1
of
the
a
fever,
ing : the healing of the man sick of
f [This writer subsequently became a Roman Catholic and
cripple, of the blind man ; three miracles of the
died as professor of history in the University of Freiburg*
mastery and glorification of nature: the miraculous —P. 8.]
supply of wine, the feeding, the miraculous
X [Comp. against the mythical view the remarks of Godet,
I. p. 364.
Even Baur admits that the whole tenure of the
draught of fishes, ch. xxi. (Christ walking on the narrative
excludes the mythical interpretation.
Benan
sea, related without the addition of Peter's, be- touches this miracle but slightly.—P. 8.]
by
Olshausen)
first
from
[An
abridged
(made
quotation
unfolding
the
of
the
|
longs with the miracles of
tho beginning of Augustine's 8th Tract, in Joh. The same
life of Jesus Himself) ; finally three symbolical miidea Augustine repeats in the 9th Tract. \\: "Ipse est Ucus,
racles of the judicial majesty of Christ: the purifi- qui per universal* creaturam quotidiana miracula facu\ qum
Sic
cation of the temple (ch. ii.), which in its first hominibui nan facilitate, ted assiduitate vilue.rtmt
aquam in vinum conversant qui* non vtirttwr> cum hoc aimis
performance was much more wonderful than in omnibus
Deus in vitibus facial /" And again, Sarm. 123, c 3
its repetition at the close of the life of Jesus
"Qim aqua erat vinum factum viderunt homines et obstuthe moral enchaining of the officers, who were puenmL Quid aliudiU at pluvia per radictm rift's f"— P. 8.1
[Bom. in Joa. xxii. (al xxi.), Tom. VIII. p. 127 sq. Cbry|
sent to arrest the Lord (ch. vii. 45; comp. ch.

—

•

.

y

%

viiL 59 ; x. 39) ; and the striking down of the
The
soldiers in Gethsemane with His word.
greatest of the miracles related by John is the

raising of Lazarus from the dead, the premonition of the resurrection of Christ, the foretokening of the resurrection, the glorification, and the
judgment of the whole world, the great development of miracle which begins with His resurrection.

Not only in John,
2. The first miracle of Jesus.
but in the Gospel history in general, the changing
of the water into wine is the first miracle of Jesus.
But as the first in John it has a peculiar
As the portal of the Gospel of the
significance.
absolute transfiguration of the world by the glorious spiritual personality, and the redeeming
operation of Christ, this miracle is the typical,
symbolical token of the glorification of the world
(see Istbcn

Jesu, II., p. 479).

sostom remarks that there is a difference between changing
the quality of an existing substance and creating tho substance itself, and that tho hitter is much more wonderful, but
the divine power the same. Christ shows in this miracle that
Ho who changed water into wine in a moment, was the same
who annually in tho vineyards changes th<* rain through the
root into wine, avrot ianv o «V rotf apire'Aot? to v6*»p pera/kiAAw^ kcu top verb? 6i& itj? £*£?* "? olvov rpim»vy onep «r
rw QvTif o\a voAAoO xpoVov ycVtrat, towto aBpoov iv r$ ydfitf

—P.

«tpyd<raro.

8.]

H [Olshausen first used this expressive term of an accelerated process of nature («n btschlcunigter Naturproctss) and
applied it also to the miraculous feeding of the multitude
Strauss, in his Leben Jesu, endeavored to ridiculo his view by
this process of nature and the accelerated process of art (bescMeunigter Kunstprocett\ which must be added
in both cases, vu. y the gathering and crushing of the grapes,
the action of the wine-press and the fermentation, in the
making of wine, and the operations of the mower, miller and
baker, in the making of bread. But Olshausen meant to assert only the similarity, not the identity, of the process, which
in both cases passes our comprehension. Hase (in his Life of
Jesus) and Trench (Miracles) adopt Augustine's and Olshausen's view, Trench with the Judicious remark: "This analogy
does not help us to understand what the Lord did now, but
yet brings before us that in this He was working in the line

an analysis of
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of accident* under conditions.
(8) Change
Neander: instances of mineral springs which
have the taste of broth, intoxicating wines, etc.
(instances from the classics in Lampe and Neander *). Meyer puts Tholuck also on this ground
but Tholuck at present says " These are still
no help towards understanding the miracle, inasmuch as the inorganic or hard matter of the
mineral springs would only come in the place of
the vegetable. (Yet Neander mentions those
facts only as analogies, showing how water can
be modified.) In that which gives the offence
here the change of substance natural science,
:

—

—

very lately has believed, with its
(i. e. t the change of substance
by changes of form erroneously), and now chemistry would see everywhere only change of
form (but through change of substance again

however,

till

generalio equivoca

—

—

erroneously)."
Transfiguration of the substance in aetu.
Tholuck states with strange incorrectness : " J. P. Lange (Leben Jesu, II. 1, p. 807)
(4)

[Lange.]

back upon the view that the elevated frame
of mind in the master of the feast and in the
guests caused the water to taste like wine."
Meyer represents the thought more carefully,
though he can make nothing of it " In the element of an elevated frame of mind, to which the
guests, like the disciples on the mount of the

falls

•

transfiguration, were raised, the transfiguration
1
took place.' But I had even said: "Thus Christ
transported to heaven a company of devout and
submissive men, and gave them to drink from the
mysterious fountain of His divine life-power"
(Leben Jesu, II., p. 479). The operation of
Christ, furthermore, I described as threefold:
(a) The creative substitution of the wine, sympathetically communicated to the guests in their
contemplation of Christ ; (b) influence upon the
drinkers through faith ; (e) influence upon the
element of the drink itself (p. 808). I cannot
consider it an advanoe in exegesis, that Meyer
to such an emphasizing of the change of
substance as seems virtually to make the conditions of Augustine and others unsuitable ; and
that Tholuck appeals in fine to two systems of
natural science which he himself considers false.
As the abstract snpernaturalism takes the simple,
immediate change of substance for the gist of the
miracle, I pointed to the central point of all miracles, and this among them, suggesting that all are
rooted in the heavenly birth of Christ, and are
conditioned upon the beginnings of regeneration,
as the continuous development of the eternal central miracle, therefore also upon frames of the
human heart. That such frames of heart existed
here, is shownby the faith of the disciples, the confidence of Mary, the submissiveness of the drawers, the enthusiasm of the master of the feast. For
this very reason, moreover, we have emphasized
the act, in opposition to an abstract computation
of the quantity of wine ; as, for example, the Protestant orthodoxy emphasizes the presence of the
body and blood of Christ in the substance of the
act, in distinction from the magical representa-

comes

of His more ordinary workings which we see daily around
us. the unnoticed miracles of every-day nature." P. 8.1
* [AtheneeiiH and Theopompus, also VitruTius, speak of
springs of water which had the intoxicating properties of

—

Wine.—P.

S.]

tions of the body of Christ in the material substance (without deciding concerning the material
left unemployed in the act ; as Gerlach, for instance, see the exegesis on ver. 7).
Then in the
third place the analogy of similar instances of
transfiguring mastery of nature was taken into
account. Through the communion of the spirit
of Christ the feedings become wonderful ; through
the communion of the spirit of Christ alone Peter
walks on the water ; in the hearts of the believing lay the conditions of the miracles of

Christ throughout.
In thus tracing the miracle to its Christological centre, the principle of the glorification of
the world, we suppose, however, that Christ here

brought also a latent, mysterious susceptibility
of the water to an instantaneous development, in
which, with regard to the quantity, it must certainly be considered that the very filling of the
water-pptsjnras done at His word and in the obedience of faith. Thus the 66£a of Christ in His
first self-manifestation is to us the main thing.*
(e) The miracle historical, and at the same
time of typical, symbolical import :f
(1) Older expositors, Lampe, BaumgartenCrusius, Luthardt: Exhibition of the contrast
between the Old Testament and the New. J
(2) Christ

sets forth in the miracle

at the

same time the contrast of His new covenant with
the severe ascetio spirit of the Baptist (Flatt,
Olshausen).}
(3) Prefiguration of the communion of the
Lord with His people on the height of the glorified world (Leben Jtsu, pp. 807, 479).
(4) Hofmann, Luthardt (with a simultaneous
reference to the ancient covenant) : Prefiguration
of the heavenly marriage-supper, Rev. xix. 9
(translation of the ideal conception just given (3)
into realistic terms).
* [Br. Lange, as appears from this defense of views previously expressed in his Lift of Jesus, does not mean to deny
the objective character of the miracle, but simply to bring it
into organic connection with Ghristology and to insist upon
a corresponding subjective condition and elevation of the witnesses, i.e.. upon faith on their part, as the medium of apprehension. The miracle itself consisted in a real change of
the quality of one substance into that of another. And this
must be guarded against any attempt, however ingenious and
plausible, to explain it away. A miracle is a miracle, and
passes our comprehension. I think it most probable and
consistent with the tenor of the narrative that the change
was effected in the water-pots, not in the act of drawing, or
of drinking; and that consequently aU the water was turned
into wine, although only so much of it was used on the present occasion as was right and proper. Comp. my remarks
on p. 106 f.—P.S.I
f fDr. Lange might have mentioned here first the allegorical interpretations of Cyril, Augustine, Theodoret and other
fathers, followed by Alcuin, Bernard and other mediaeval diBut they are very fanciful and almost worthless.
vines.
Even the sober Theodoret makes the six water-pots to signify
the five senses and the reason, Augustine six ages, etc—P. 8.J
1 [So also Euaebius, Augustine, Bernard, Cornelius a Lapide
u
insipida dJngida—eeanffeUum gra( Ux mosaica instar aqwe
tim qum instar vini est gtwrosOy sapida, ardent et ejPeax"),
Trench and many others. The first miracle of Moses is also
often contrasted with the first miracle of Christ: Moses
turned water into blood—characterizing the law as a ministration of death—Christ turned water into wine—the gospel being an administration of life and the bringer in of Joy
and gladness.—P. 8.]
[Olshausen : The first disciples of Christ were all orlgily disciples of the Baptist. His manner of life—rigid, penitential austerity and solitary abode in the desert naturally
appeared to them the highest form of piety. What a contrast
for them, when the Messiah, to whom the Baptist himself had
pointed them, leads them first of all to a marriage. This
contrast needed a reconciliation which was supplied by i
of a miracle.—P. S.]

J

—
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Be Wette

:

The

distribution of

wine a

counterpart of the distribution of bread, and both
together analogies of the Holy Supper (of whioh
Comp.
again Meyer finds nothing in the record.
On Hilgenfeld's explanation
Ltb'm Jesuy p. 310.
of it into a Gnostic element, comp. Meyer).
Ail the
8. The symbolical import of the miracle.
miracles of Jesus are to be considered as signs
that is, not merely facts, but also mirrors of the

and its uniBut John has reason for marking this sign as the first which Jesus did, and as
The description
a manifestation of His glory.
of it as a manifestation of His 66ga announces
Christian idea, the Christian prinoiple

versal operation.

wide symbolical significance of the miracle.
The Old Testament pots of water, of purification, of statute, are changed into New Testament vessels of wine, vivifioation, free, festive life.
(6) The want, in which the feasts of the old,
natural life end, is changed by the graoe of Christ
into the fountain of the higher joys of the kingdom of heaven.
U) Mary, as the highest representative of the
Ola Testament faith, with the servants and the
master of the feast, are changed into instruments
of the manifestation of the New Testament glory
of Christ
(<f ) The earthly nuptials are changed into the
basis of a higher festivity, the marriage of Christ
with His own in their now established faith.
(«) The gift of the wine is made a token of the
<Mfa of Christ: which, as graoe, oonverts all nee4
into supply, and, as truth, gives every thing symbolical, even earthly wine, in heavenly reality
(He Himself the real vine).
(/) The gift of wine a token of the Supper of
Christ, as the constant type of the progressive
glorification of life and its ultimate perfect glorification in the heavenly world.
[4. The miracle of Carta and the Temperance question.
Albert Barnes {in loc.) t in his zeal for total abstinence, labors to show, contrary to all
exegetical tradition, that the wine which Jesus
made and the wine generally used in Palestine
was the unfermented juice of the grape, and hence
without any alcoholic admixture, or intoxicating
quality.
Jacobus, in his Notes on John, takes
the same view.*
The arguments on this side are
collected in a tract by the Rev. W. M. Thayer:
Communion Wine and Bible Temperance, published
by the American National Temperance Society,
New York, 1869. But they are not convincing.
The wine of the Bible was no doubt pure and unadulterated, and so far unlike that poisonous article which is frequently sold as wine in our days,
especially in Northern countries; but it was
genuine and real wine, and, like all wine in
wine-growing countries, exhilarating, and, if
used to excess, intoxicating.
The grape, says
in Italian proverb, has three fruits, pleasure,
the

(a)

and grief. Pure water is no doubt
and most wholesome beverage. 'ApiaMop, says Pindar, in his first ode. We

intoxication,
the safest
top fth

honor zeal against the fearful scourge of intemperance; but even a good thing may be un-

M. W. Jacobus confidently

from his own
observation: "The present wines of Jerusalem and Lebanon,
ss we tasted them, were commonly boiled and sweet, without
• [Prot

The boiling prevents the fermentaTho-w were esteemed the best wines which were least
But other travellers assert J oat the reverse.—P.S.J

intoxicating qualities.
tion.

asserts

Strang.*'

II.
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done by being over-done. Total abstinence from
wine, or from meat, or other things in themselves
innocent and lawful, can be sufficiently defended
as a moral duty under certain circumstances, on
the ground of expediency and charity from regard
to our weak brethren or the good of the communi,

ty at large. This is the position taken by Paul, 1
Cor. viii. 18 ; Rom. xiv. 13-23. Considerations of
health, climate, nationality and condition of society must also be allowed due weight in this question.
But to lay down the prinoiple that the use
of intoxicating drinks as a beverage is a sin per se,
is to condemn the greater part of Christendom,
to contradict the Bible, and to impeach Christ
Himself, who drank wine (He was slanderously
called a * wine-bibber M, who made wine by a miraole, who instituted tne holy communion under
the symbols of bread and wine, and commands us
to commemorate the shedding of His blood by
drinking of the fruit of the vine until we shall
drink it anew with Him in His Father's kingdom.
There can be no higher and safer rule than the
command and example of our Saviour ; while, on
the other hand, every principle of morals or rule
of conduct which reflects on Him, must be unsound and mischievous. P. S.]

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

first miracle of Christ the speaking expression of His life and work : 1) Of His person,
in which the earthly human nature becomes a

heavenly (the essential, genuine vine, ch. xv. 1);
2) of the power of His love, which transforms the
water of earthly need into the wine of heavenly
joy (brings forth judgment unto victory, makes
blessedness out of divine sorrow); 8) of His
works, in which is everywhere reflected His main
work of bringing to pass thonew birth of mankind
from the earthly kingdom into the heavenly 4)
of His last work, the glorification of the world.
The first miracle of Christ a prefiguring of His
last.— A reflection of the first creation, in which
the whole world, with all its estates, treasures
and forms of life, came forth out of water (and the
Spirit of God .moved brooded upon the face of
the waters). The miracle at Cana, the unveiling
of a threefold mystery : 1) The mystery of a glorifying power in Christ ; 2) the germ of transformation in nature ; 8) the conformation of human nature for heavenly life. The first sign of
Jesus a revelation of His glory. The great transformations in the one transformation of water
into wine: 1) The transformation of the formal
company into a fellowship of love; 2) of the
earthly marriage into a figure and token of the
heavenly ; 8) of need into abundance ; 4) of dishonor into glory. The first work of Christ a
token of that whioh turned the ignominy of the
cross into the glory of the resurrection (the feast
would have ended in shame). The least guests
become the first. Human feasts: 1) What they
are by nature ; 2) what they become by sin ; 8)
what they again become, and only become, by
the grace of Christ. Jesus and His disciples also
bidden to the wedding ; or: These guests 1) the
best guests in general, 2) in particular, the best
wedding-guests, 8) therefore also the best guests
at the table of need.
Jesus and Mary ; or, the
position of the Lord towards His mother accord;

—

—

—

—
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the blessing). The hearts which before were
iog to Scripture and history (in contrast with
Mary, in vessels of trouble, God makes afterwards vessels
the position which the legend gives}.
her domestic life, had probably not known Jesos of the greatest joy. Cramer: God lets no one
to come to shame, who waits for Him.
as a worker of miracles (Luther's Titchreden
God
gives His gifts not sparingly, but in profusion.
ch. Tii. { 12, p. 898 see Heubner, p. 240), but
Him
the
little
Jesus
transforms
as
wonknown
everything
bad
she
for
the
doubt
no
better, not
for the worse.
We should imitate Him in this,
der-man, who knew a way in all domestic straits.
judgment,
and
hours
as
far
as
possible,
human
the
8.
of
Ps.
xxxiv.
hours
The
Chrtsostom :
Christ made not wine simply, but the best wine.
of the Lord. The water-pots of the Jewish ceGod keeps the best drink for His children for
remonial purification changed into wine-pots of
the most part for the last, many a time even for
Christian vilification (figure into reality, negaheaven. The first miracle of Moses was the
tive austerity into positive creative agency, want
The good wine comes only changing of water into blood, for the punishinto satisfaction).
ment of the Egyptians : the first miracle of Jewith the word and blessing of Christ The wedsus was the changing of water into wine, for the
ding-blessing of Christ and the marriage-feast.
comfort of the poor (contrast between the law
Christian marriage: 1} What it p re-supposes
and the gospel). The first sign, but not the last
(friends of Jesus, susceptible, earnest) ; 2) What
And maniLisco : We must not allow ourselves to be
it brings (the blessing of Christ).
discouraged, if the help delays. Gkblach : In
fested forth His glory, and His disciples believed
the previous words Jesus had promised the reon Him. (As at wedding- feasts often new beopening of an uninterrupted communication betrothals arise, so here) ; Christ at this wedding
becomes manifest as the Bridegroom, His tween heaven and earth, God and man, in the
Christ the help of His
person of the Son of Man. Here He now condisciples as the bride.
The friendliness of God per- firms this promise by His first miracle, which,
friends in need.
however, like all miraculous occurrences in this
fectly manifest in the friendliness of Christ.
Gospel, is related as if not for its own sake, but
Disgrace in matters of honor, one of the keenest
The bles- as an emblem of a perpetual miracle, whereby
Christ alone can relieve it.
troubles.
The spiritual fruit of temporal the Saviour is continually acting directly upon
sing of trouble.
the human race (and the world). Though there
want. The glorification of the household by
is no greater authority on earth than that of
Christ, a beginning and foreshadowing of the
father and mother, yet it is nothing when the
glorification of the world : 1) The household a
word and work of God approach (Luther). The
miniature of the world 2) the Christian houseworld gives first the best it has, thereby entices,
hold the basis of the Christian world ; 8) the
and therewith intoxicates ; Christ always keeps
household glorified by Christ, a prophecy of the
The manifestation of His glory the best till the last. Heubner : Influence of
glorified world.
Christianity on the married life.—Jesus particiis the covering or neutralizing of our shame.
The human marriage-feast transformed into a pates in social enjoyments, in banquets ; therefore the Christian may.
type of the marriage-feast of Christ: 1) The
Christ teaches us the
true behaviour in such society.
festive beginning ; 2) the interruption of failure
Christianity
and
this
(a)
the
end
would
at
sanctify
the
social propensity.
The good
8) the miraculous glory
history
the
of
the
and
bad
sides
of
in
our social life. We should sancin the life of Jesus, (6)
tify
the
time.
bonds
of consanguinity. The [bad] prochurch, (c) at the end of
Nova BM. Tub. : When we enter verb : Ehestand, Wehettand: Wedded state, woful
Starke
state.
with
Jesus,
and
invite
Pious,
needy families are a special object
into the married state
of the providence of God, and should be a special
Him to the wedding, blessing is to be expected
on the contfary, those marriages and weddings object of Christian philanthropy.
Romanists
commonly do not prosper, at which Jesus is not would find here a proof of the intercession of
Mary. We find here rather a refutation of it,
present, but carnal motives, lust, and desire of
honor or wealth prevail, 1 Cor. vii. 89. Blessed Ps. xxxvL 8. Jesus the true giver of joys, awakener of life, reliever of cares (invert the orthe wedding, at which Jesus is a guest. Bibl.
Wirt : The Lord Jesus made His appearance at der). The glory of Jesus manifesting itself on
a wedding, to honor the estate of marriage as His first appearance. The conduct of Jesus a
model for Christians in social life. The wedding
His own (divine) ordinance, Bev. xix. 9 ; Hos.
How Jesus is invited. By what means at Cana, the picture of a Christian marriage:
ii. 19.
He is driven away, and the devil invited.
(1) The beginning, holy and happy ; (2) the progress, bringing need and care, which Christ,
Christians should come to each other's assistance
however, helps to bear ; (3) the end, the seeing
in want, and if they themselves can do nothing,
of the glory of Jesus. Pischon: How can we
they should fly to God to create help. Canstein :
build up the kingdom of God in our domestic
If Christ receives not dictation from His mother
Rambach-: The great value of domestic
life?
in His humiliation, how much less in His glory.
Harms : When need is greatest, God is
joys.
Mary pointing away from herself to Christ.
Ma jus : Mary was a sinner, therefore she can- nearest. Schlxiermachbr: How, under the dinot be a mediator. God has a very different rection of God, the nobler element, instead of the
hour from that which we men have. The con- common and low, usually gains the upper hand
Rein hard : The special care
in human society.
versations at Christian weddings (and festivals).
If we would have God work miracles in us, we
on which needy, but spiritually-minded Christian
must first be obedient to His word. On the families may rely. Draesbkb: How Christians
make wine out of water (a source of enjoyment
drawing of the water (ver. 8). Bibl. Wirt.: Without of everyday life). Rautenbero: Jesus, the
out labor heaven will yield nothing. First:
Hands on (labor), then: Hands up (to receive best family friend. Mine hour is not yet come.
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;
:

;

a glorious thing out of a

common

3) gives the
best last ; 4) gives according to His own time,
not according to our ideas.

[Mattubw Hknry:

—The

;

curse of the law

indeed.

:

and make them comforts

—The transformation of the substance of

new form with all the qualities of
a miracle; but the popish transubstantiation, the substance changed, the form and appearance remaining the same, is a monster. Christ
is often better than His words, but never worse.
—Temperance, per force, is a thankless virtue;
bat if Providence gives us the delights of sense,
and grace enables us to use them moderately,
And
this is self-denial that is praiseworthy.
water into a

—

wine, is

—

U'a dUcipUa believed in Jlim.
is true, at first is but weak.

—

Even the faith that
The strongest men

were once babes, so were the strongest Christians.
—Christ Himself the greatest miracle. P. S.]
[Trench (after Augustine, Serm. 123, ch. ii.):
He who made wine out of water, might have

out of stones. But Ho will do nothing at the suggestion of Satan, though all at
the suggestion of love.
Trench : The Lord a
witness. against the tendency of our indolent nature of giving up to the world or the devil any
portion of life, which, in itself innocent, is capable of being drawn up into the higher world of
holiness, as it is in danger of sinking down and
coming under the law of the flesh and of the
world.
Trench quotes in contrast Cyprian who
says (De hab. virg. 8, 4)
Nuptiarum fata im~
prob* el convivia lasciva vitentur, quorum periculosa contagio tit ; but Cyprian and Chrysostom
warned against participation in marriage festivals which were essentially heathen; while
Christ was in a God-fearing Jewish family, which
was probably related to Him. P. S.]
[Christians should never conform to the world,
but always endeavor to transform it into the
kingdom of Christ ; but where the world is too
strong for you, keep off, for the world might
Thou hast kept the good wine untransform« you.
Sin gives its best first : pleasure, riches,
til now.
honors, etc. its worst last: sorrow, poverty,
disgrace, ruin. Christ on the contrary givoi
His followers first the cross, the race, the battle,
but last the crown, the rest, and the glory. The
marriage-feast of Cana, a prelude and pledge Of
the marriage-supper of the Lamb in the kingdom
of glory, Matth. xxvi. 29 ; Rev. xix. 8.— P. S.]

—

water into blood (Ex. iv. 9), common comforts into bitterness and terror; the blessing of
Christ's erthe gospel turns water into wine.
rand was to heighten and improve creaturetarns

comforts to all believers,

118

made bread

word should quiet us I) amidst the faults
church 2) amidst trouble in our houses
Habless
3) amidst the conflict in our hearts.
Marks of the grace of Christ: 1) That Christ
gives us the most precious for nothing
2) makes
;

12-25.

II.

This

of the

—

—

—

•

IV.

THE QUEST IK CAPERNAUM, AND THE PILGRIM TO THE PASSOVER. TnE PURIFICATION OF THE
TEMPLE, AS A PRELUDE OF THE REDEEMING* PURIFICATION OF THE WORLD AND REFORMATION OF
THE CHURCH. CHRIST THE TRUE TEMPLE. THE 8ION OF CHRIST : THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE AND THE RAISING IT AGAIN. THE FIRST 8PREAD OF FAITH IN ISRAEL, AND CHRIST THE
KNOWER OF HEARTS.

J1STS,

Chap.
12

II.

12-25.

After this he went down to Capernaum [Kapharnaum], he, and his mother, and
1
1
brethren [brothers], and his disciples; and they continued there [and there they
9
abode, xat hzl epLstva-/] not many days.
And the Jews' passover [the passover of the Jews, rd Ttda%a rmv '/.] was at hand
[or, n8ar, Iffus], and Jesus went up to Jerusalem, [.] And [he] found in the temple those that sold oxen, and sheep, and doves, and the changers of money [moneychangers] sitting [established] : And when he had made [having made, nonjeaz]
a scourge of small cords, he drove them [omit them] all out of the temple, and
4
5
[both] the sheep, and the oxen ; and poured out the changers' money [the money of
the exchangers], and overthrew the taoles And said unto them that [to those wno]
sold doves, Take these things hence; make not my Father's house a house of merchandise [a market]. And his disciples remembered that it was [is] written, The
6
(Ps. Ixix. 9.)
Then
zeal of [for] thine house hath eaten me up [will eat me up].
[The
therefore
said
and
unto him, What sigrj
Jews
answered]
answered the Jews
shewest thou unto us, seeing that thou does't these things ? Jesus answered and
said unto them, Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up [again].
Then said the Jews, Forty and six years was this temple in building, and wilt
thou rear [raise] it up in three days ? But he spake oi the temple of his body*
his

13
14
15

16

•

17
18
19

20
21

;

8
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When therefore he was [had] risen from the dead, his disciples remembered that
he had said this unto them [omit unto them] 7 and they believed the Scripture, and
the word which Jesus had said [spoken].
23
Now when he was in Jerusalem at the passovcr in the feast day [at the feast, h
rg £opT7j~\ many believed in his name [&m<rrsu<Fav 9 trusted in his name], when they
24 saw the miracle3 [his signs, abruo rd. <ny/*s?a] which he did [wrought]. But Jesus
22

;

t

did not commit himself unto them [oux teVreuri/ wj-6v auTolq, did not trust himself
to them], because he knew all men, And needed not [had no need] that any [one]
should testify of [concerning] man; for he [himself, abroq] knew what was in

25

man.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 12. [avrow after ol o&A^o/, is omitted by B. L., Treg., Westcott and Hort, hut supported by K. A. al and retained
Westcott and Hort brackot nau ot /*.a07/Tai avrou. lue lalse view about the
l^r Tischend and Aif. (the latter in brackets).
P. 8.1
cu3eA6oi of Christ may have had some influence on these variations.
1'
* Ver. 12. [A* "brethren" U now almost exclusively used in the spiritual sense, it is better to substitute ** brothers,
where, as hero, kinsmen, i. «., either cousins, or more probably half brothers of Jesus, are intended. In the Scriptures the term
denotes either (1) actual brotherhood, or (2) kinsmanihip (cousins), or (3) common nationality, or (4) friendship and sympathy. Where there are no obvious objections, the first sense, being the most nitural, must arways be preferred, especially
when the term, as here, occurs in connection with mother. 8eo the Exko. Notes. P. S.J
• Ver. 12. [The singular e^tivtv (instead of the plural i^tivav) in A. F. G. was occasioned by the preceding kot«£^ and
the succeeding dpc'0i).— P. 8.J
* Ver. 15. [The words rd ri trp6?<xTa. * a I to&« floats, " the sheep as well as the oxen,'* are merely epexegetical of «•«>Tas (masc. on account of flea?), and imply that the 4>p*yi\\t.ov was used on the beasts only, although it scared the men away
likewise. The them and and of the E. V. convey a false impression.— P. S.]
• Ver. 15.— B. L. X., etc. [Alford, Tregelles] read
Td Kipnara [moneys, small change, instead of the singular, rh jeipfta
(text rec., Tischend). Greek writers generally use the plural. The singular is hero collective. P. 8.]
• Ver. 17.
The reading of the Recepta [Kar4<t>aye\ Is conformed to the geptuagint. The most important codd., particularly K. A. B. R., besides Origen, etc., read Kara^dyrrai [the future, contracted from jeaTa^ayiTcerat, will consume WiC, in
the Seot. and the Apocrypha. P. S.l
* Ver. 22.—The addition avroU is very feebly accredited.
[Omitted by all the modern critical ed.]
l

—

—

:

—

—

—

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
{The Messianic purification of the temple was
(be first, and, according to theSynoptists (Matth.
xxi. 12, 13; Mark xi. 15-17; Luke xix. 45, 46),
also the last public act of Christ in Jerusalem.*
It very appropriately opens and closes His labors in the sanctuary of the theocracy. It was
foretold by the prophet Malachi, jii. Iff., that
immediately after the forerunner the Messiah
Himself " shall suddenly come to His temple,"
for the purpose of cleansing it : " He shall purify
the sons of Levi and purge them as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the Lord an offering in righteousness. 11 The gross scandaj in the
Court of the Gentiles represented the general
profanation and corruption of the theocracy (as
Tetzel's and Samson's sale of indulgences revealed the secularization of the Latin Church in
the 16th century). Christ commenced the reformation at the fountain-head, in Jerusalem and
the temple where it was most needed.
The expulsion was a judicial act of the Lord of the Sabbath and the temple. He acted here not simply
as a prophet or Zealot, but as the Messiah, as
the Son of God ; and hence calls the temple the
house of 27m, not our, Father (ver. 16). Some infidels have misrepresented it as an outburst of
passion and an argument against the sinless perfection of Christ.
But the result conclusively
shows that it was an exhibition of superhuman
power and majesty, which so overawed the profane traffickers, that, losing sight of their superiority in number and physical strength,, they
* [The double purgation of the temple is rightly defended
all the older commentators, and by Schleiermacher, Olshausen, Tholuck, Ebrard, Meyer, Lange, Hengstenberg, Oodet, Alford. Among those who admit only one, Strauss,
Bapr and Schenkel defend tho report of the 8ynoptists, while
LUcke, D« Wette, Ew&ld decide in favor of John],

by

submitted at once, and without a murmur to the
well deserved punishment* Their bad conscience, which always makes men cowardly, and
the conceded right of prophets like Elijah, to rebuke scandulous profanations of religion, would
not sufficiently account for this complete victory.

A

similar instance is recorded, John xviii. 6,
where Judas and his band of men and officers
shrunk back and fell to the ground before the

—

P. S.]
defenceless Jesus.
[jcriVer. 12. After this he went
No doubt not directly
r t p rf\ to Capernaum.
from Cana, but from Nazareth. Not that, as
Meyer says, the brethren here mentioned were
not with Him at the wedding (this is not necessarily to be inferred from the silence respecting
them), but that Nazareth was still the residence
of Jesus and of the family of Mary, who no doubt
returned homo before they all went together to
Capernaum, that they might thence join the
nearest festival caravan for Jerusalem. He went
down from the hill country towards the sea, on
the coast of which Capernaum lay.
On Capernaum, see the Matth. at ch. iv. 18. [Am. ed. pp.
The question of the site of Capernaum,
90, 91.
or properly Kapharnaum (i. e., the Village of
Nahum), is still unsettled between the rival
claims of Tell R&m (t. e. y the hill of Nahum) and
Khan (i. «., lodging-place) Minyeh (with a near
fountain called Ain-et-Tin, t. c, the spring of the
fig-tree), two heaps of ruins on the Western
shore of the sea of Galilee about three miles
apart. Robinson (Researches U. 403 ff. ) and Porter (Handbook of Syria, II. 4251 decide for Khan
Minyeh, but Van de Velde, Ebrard, Thomson,

down

—

* [Hieronymus

:

Igwum, auiddam

tt

sidertum radiahat e*

occtuis ejus ft dlvinitatis majestas Uicebat in/ads. Comp. the
remarks of Oodet, I. p. 379, who attributes the effect chiefly
to the imposing majesty of Christ's appearance, and the irreconsciousness of supernatural power.—
sistible force of

UU

P.S.J
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and Dixon, for Tell Hum, at the head of the
For this view speaks the similarity of
Lake.
vaov^i), and
name. (Hum is a mutilated D171J

=

The
the far greater importance of the ruins.
English explorers, Captain Wilson and his associates, are reported to have discovered in 18(56,
among the ruins of Tell Hum, a synagogue of
elegant architecture dating from a time before
the Christian era. See, besides Robinson, II.
403-405, the article Capernaum, by Grove, with
the additional note of Hackett, in Smith's Dicthe Lond. Athenseum, Feb. 24,
tionary, JL p. 382
and Mar. 31, 18G6 and an essay of Prof. Ebrard in the Studien and Kritiken, for 18o7, Nq.
;

;

IV., pp.

723-740.—P.

8.]

He. and his mother, and his brothers,

and his

—

disciples. The singular {nartjiq) is
explained by the fact that Jesus was the leader
That the family had already setof the train.
tled in Capernaum (which, according to Ewald,
is here stated, according to De Wette presupposed), is contradicted by the distinct indications that this removal did not take place till
after the return of Jesus from Judea, and His
appearance in Nazareth (Matth. iv. 13; Luke iv.
31 ; Jno. iv. 43) ; though Meyer maintains that
there also the removal is neither intimated nor
supposed. But no doubt the removal had already been virtually induced by the connection
with the disciples from .the sea. The brothers
of Jesus are distinguished from the disciples.
Even though now His brothers, James, Judas,
and Simon, had been called to be disciples,
which is not at all probable, a separate category
had still to be made, because there were yet Joses and the sisters, Matth. xiii. 55, 56.
And
that they had already attached themselves to the
company of Jesus, shows that the usual exaggerated and extreme pressing of the statement in
John vii. 5 is false. See Hengstenberg Das
Ecang. Joh. % I. p. 149 sqq.
[The gradual transition from Christ's private
to His public life is here indicated.
At Cana
and at Capernaum His earthly relations are still
with Him, but in the next verse He appears
alone with His disciples or spiritual relatives.
As to the vexed question of the brothers of Jesus, I have given my views in full in my German
work on James, the brother of Christ, Berlin, 1812,
and in a note on Matth. xiii. 55, pp. 256-260.
Comp. also the notes on Matth. i. 25, and John vii.
Meyer, Godet (I. 368 ff.), and Alford take
3, 5.
adth^oi here in the proper sense, as brothers, i. e. 9
:

sons of Joseph and Mary.
Hengstenberg (in
loc.) revives the R. Catholic cousin-theory which
dates from Jerome in the 4th century, and owes
its origin and spread mainly to an ascetic overestimate of the perpetual virginity of Mary, as
expressed in the words of Augustine : Maria mater essepotuit, mulier esse nonpotuit.
Dr. Lange's
hypothesis is an ingenious, but somewhat artificial modification of this view, and assumes that
Mary, though in the full sense the wife of Joseph,
could bear no children after giving birth to the
Messiah, and that the brethren of the Lord were
both His cousins (as the sons of Clopas, a brother
of Joseph, not as the sons of a supposed sister of
Mary), and His foster-brothers (having been
adopted, after the death of their father, into the
holy family).
To my mind the only alternative

IT.
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between the Epiphanian or old Greek view,
which makes them elder sons of Joseph from a
former marriage, and the view held by Tertullian
and Helvidius, that they were younger children
of Mary and Joseph, and so half-brothers of Jesus.
Aucicnt tradition favors the former, an unprelies

judiced exegesis the latter view. Prof. J. B.
Lightfoot, of Cambridge (in a learned excursus
on Galatians, Lond., 1866, pp. 247-281, where
much use is made of my book on James), elaborately defends the Epiphanian theory, mainly on
account of John xix. 26, 27, which he regards as
conclusive against the Helvidian hypothesis ; but
if this passage is allowed to decide the controversy, it overthrows also the Epiphanian theory.
It receives its true light from the peculiar intimacy of Christ with John, and the fact that His
brothers were still unbelievers when He entrusted His earthly mother to the care of His bosom
disciple, who was probably also His cousin according to the flesh. R. S.]
Not
days. Depending solely on the
preparation for the approaching passover, which

many

—
—

Jesus attended fr company with His disciples,
But that during these few days Jesus
v. 23.
wrought miracles in Capernaum, must be inferred from
Ver. 13.

Luke

And

iv. 23.

the passover of the

was at hand. —On the

p. 459.

Jews

passover see the Matlh^

—

And Jesus went up. Besides the attendance of Jesus at the feast when He was twelve
years old, mentioned by Luke alone (ch. ii.), and
the last attendance on tt^e passover in the year
783, related by all the Evangelists, John gives
the remaining occasions of this kind. Here the
first attendance on the passover, in the year 781
then a visit to another feast, not named, most
probably the feast of Purim of 782 [ch. v.] then
;

the feast of tabernacles [ch. vii.], and the feast
of the dedication [oh. x. 22], in the same year.
See the Introduction, { 8.
Ver. 14.
found in the temple. In
the fore-court of the temple. On the temple and
the fore-court see the Matth, on ch. xxi. 12 [p.
375], and Winer, sub. v. Also Braune: Das
Eoangelium von Jesus Christus, p. 45. The first act
of the Lord, in the confidential oircle of susceptible disciples, was an act of positive glorification, coming into the place of the symbolical purification ; His second act, in the bosom of the
corrupted religious life of the people, was ajx act
of negative purification, significant at the same
time of His glorification. That this deed was
looked upon by. the better people as a miraculous
sign also, and that besides this Jesus wrought
other miracles in Jerusalem, may be inferred
from ch. iii. 2. But John relates the purging
of the temple alone as the first characteristic
work, the signal-miracle of the Lord on His public appearance.
To him the first cleansing of
the temple was more important than the second.
But the fact that John mentions only this cleansing at the opening of the Lord's official life, and
the Synoptists mention only the similar act at its
close, proves nothing against the truth of either
or both the occurrences. See the Matth. on

—

And

ch. xxi.

[The market in the Court of the GentWes (the
was introduced, we know not when,

ifatiev lep6v)
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from avaricious motives, in violation of the spirit
of the law and to the serious injury of public
worship, though it was no doubt justified or excused, as a convenience to foreign Jews for the
purchase of sacrificial beasts, incense, oil, and
the sacred shekel or double drachma in which
the temple-tax had to be paid (Ex. xxx. 13). Similar conveniences and nuisances, markets, lotteries and fairs, are not seldom found in connection with Christian churches. The most striking
analogy is the traffic in indulgences, which made
the forgiveness of sin an article of merchandise

and became the occasion (not the cause) of the
Reformation in Germany and Switzerland.
P. S.]
drove all out. Referring gramVer. 15.
matically not to the animals, but to the men.
But He drove the men out by raising the whip
against their animals; precisely after the analogy of His method with the money-changers,
whose tables He overthrew. To drive the men
themselves, by themselves, from the temple, was
The whip, a symbol
not His design. Grotius
of the divine wrath.* Meyer rejects all typical
Yet even about the whip of an actual
import.
ox-driver there is somewhat typical ; and the
whip in the hand of Christ is at least a type of
the punitive, reformatory office of discipline in
the theocracy and the church.

—

He

:

And poured out the money of the exThat is,
changers, and overthrew, etc.
He first dashed upon the tables hither and thither
and then overturned them. The right of free
motion in the temple-space, where tables of

—

money-changers did not belong.
Ver. 16. Unto them that sold doves,
Because the doves were in baskets, they must be
carried away (Rosenmiiller, Schweizer).
His

—

command now

sufficed for this, after the dovetraders had seen His earnestness. Showing, that
even the ox-traders also He had not driven out
with the lash ; and showing likewise that He intended no injury, else He would have let the
doves go. De Wette : He dealt more gently with
the dove-merchants, because the doves were
bought by the poor. Stier : Because He saw in
the dove the emblem of the Holy Ghost. Both
groundless.
The difference in the mode of expulsion arises simply from the nature of the arThat the dove-sellers
ticles : doves in baskets.
came last, may have been determined by the modesty* of their business, which generally makes
These people were doubtalso modest people.
less not so much traders properly speaking, as
they were poor farmers or farmers' boys. As to
the doves being emblems, so were also the sheep
and oxen.

My

Father's house.— See Luke ii. 49. f The
temple was still His Father's house, because He
was still waiting for the repentance of the people.
The moment He 'takes His departure from the
temple on account of their obduracy, He calls it:
Your house, given over to desolation, Matth.
xxiii. 38.
Our Father's, even a prophet might
• [So also Godet a sign of authority and judgment. If
Christ had intended physical punishment, the instrument
would have heen disproportionate to the end.— P. 8.]
f [Alford: The coincidence with Luko ii. 49 is remarkable.
By this expression thus publicly used, our Lord openly announces Ills Mossiahship. P. S.J
:

—

perhaps have said

3ft/ Father's, Jesus says in
;
the consciousness of His divine dignity and authority, as it were betraying Himself, without
their understanding immediately the full sense
of His word.
The Pharisees, however, have
doubtless already reflected upon the word as very
suspicious (see John x.).

A house of merchandize. —The term here

not so strong as at the second purification. It
denotes the entire secularization of the system
of worship.
Tho term "den of thieves" [o~ii7.uov At/ot&j/], in Matth. xxi. 13, on fhe contrary,
denotes the prophet-killing and spirit-killing fa-

is

naticism, into which this secularization at last

ran out.
Ver. 17.

And

—Olshausen

his disciples

remembered.

After the resurrection. Meyer.
[Godet, Alford], on the contrary, rightly : At the
occurrence itself. Tho passage is Ps. lxix. 9,
(10): "For the zeal of thine house hath eaten me
up and the reproaches of them that reproached
thee are fallen upon me."* Whether the Psalm
be by David (Tholuck; comp. v. 81 ; Ps. Ii.), or
by Jeremiah (Hitzig, see v. 14?), or by some
other theocratic sufferer, it belongs at all events,
like Ps. xxii., to that class of typical passages, in
which the passion of Christ miraculously reflects
and foreshows itself. Hence also Peter, Acts, i.
20, applies to Judas the words of v. 25 (" Let
their habitation be desolate "), and Paul applies
the Psalm several times to the conduct of the
:

;

Jews towards Jesus, Rom. xi. 9 xv. 8. When
Bengel, Olshausen, etc , and Luthardt refer the
words hath eaten me up, to the death of Jesus, +
and Meyer says, on the contrary, that the word
;

:

be understood of the inward attrition of
zeal (so that the disciples would mean, His zeal
will yet consume Him from within), we may
freely march over this difference of schools, and
suppose (against Meyer) that the disciples, with
anxious forebodings for the future of Christ, were
smilten with the remembrance of that passage of
For it is not necessary to suppose
the Psalm.
they had made out a clear idea of the sense of
those words ; any more than that Mary, with her
words, meant: "Make wine!" or: "Go home!"
The school always reaches after fully expressed
ideas or thoughts; actual life has also vague presentiments, anxious forebodings, dim, confused
is to

that is, life is subject to the fundamental
ideas
law of gradual development. That the disciples
did not connect a distinct expectation of the
;

death of Jesus with their application of the verse
of the Psalm to this action of their Lord, is
proved by ver. 22 ; after Ps. xxii. 6-8, etc., they
could not confine their thoughts to an exclusively
internal self-attrition; probably they did not
think of it at all in the Old Testament sense,
though the metaphorical use of itrdatv is clear,
and consuming passions too (see Meyer, with a
reference to Chry'sostom, Lampe, Wolf) are not
wholly excluded. But here for the first time met
and struck them the conflict of the spirit of
Christ with the spirit of the people, the terrible
•[Sept.: "On 6 £tjAos too oZkov <rov xari^ayiv fxt
(Vulg. : comedU m^*), «ai oi owiSia/xoi twc 6pct6t£oVrwr at
trrtrrnrov

eir' efi«.

— r. S.]

f [" The Kara^tdyttv spoken of In that passion Psalm, tras
the

marring and wostmg of tho Siviour'u frame by Ilia
for God and God's Church, which resulted in the UufifcU

zeal
lug, the scourging, tho Cruas."

-

AUonl].
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life-staking earnestness in the appearance of
Christ, which threatened to bring incalculable
dangers after it. We may no doubt further
appose that this remembrance indicates great
apprehensiveness in the disciples respectiug the

John corrects in ver. 21
He spake of the
temple of his body [for His humanity]. The

Though the future *ara<f>6yrrai may occur
Lord.
ia the sense of the present,* it does not follow
that, according to Tholuck, it is to* be read as
present here. In this cose the Evangelist might
better have used the Kariipaye of the Septua-

cation.

gint.

Ver. 18.

Then answered the Jews.

Kflld/joav ovi>.

'Aire-

Here the Jews already begin

to

Jesus accordingly the
Pharisaic and Judaistic Jews are intended, parThey regarded the act of
ticularly the rulers.
Christ as a reproach to their religious government ; therefore their interruption was an answer.
And from their spirit it was to be expected ; hence ovv. What sign she west thou
unto as ? They did not see that the majestic
and successful act itself was a great moral, theothey intended
cratic sign, which accredited him
therefore a sign after some magical, chiliastio
sort.
It should be noticed that they did not
venture to dispute the theocratic propriety of the
The right of zealotry against t heocraact itself.

appear in opposition

to

;

—

—

;

abuses was legalized in the example of Numb.
yet the prophets were accustomed to
;
support great acts of zealotry by special miracuThe idea of such
lous signs, 1 Kings xviii. 23.
signs, however, particularly of the sign with
which the Messiah should attest Himself, had
gradually passed into the magical and monstrous.
At all events, the challenge of a sign from heaven, Matth. xii. 38 ; xvi. 1, is hero already put
tic

xxy. 7

'

12-25.

II.

forth.

—

[One of
Ver. 19. Destroy this temple.
those paradoxical and mysterious sayings which,
though not understood at the time, stuck in the
memory as seed thoughts for future sprouting.
Comp. Christ's word on the sign of Jonah, Matth.
xii. 39, 40, in which He likewise mysteriously
and typologically predicts His resurrection.
This is the sign which He would give
p. S.]
them. The imperative is permissive. (Glassius:
est Imperat. pro Futuro permissive). J The Jews took
the words of Jesus in an entirely literal sense, as
From
ver. 20 proves, yet hardly without design.
this conception gradually arose the malignant
perversion, slander, and accusation : This fellow
said, I am able to destroy the temple of God, and
to build it in three days, Matth. xxvi. 61 ; Mark

—

xiv.

58

;

comp. Acts

vi. 13.

This conception

:

fathers universally acknowledge this interpretation.

It

has been supposed, lie pointed to His

body as He spoke.*

Of

this there is

no indi-

Since Herder, Henke, and Paulus, down to
Liicke [De Wette], Bleek, Ewald (see Meyer, tn
/oc), it lias been suggested, on the contrary, that
John misunderstood the Lord ; that Christ spoke
of the temple as the symbol of the Jewish system
of religion.f Destroy this edifice of religion, and
in three days, i. e. in a short time, proverbially
(with reference to Hos. vi. 2) represented by
three days, I will set it up again renewed.
Kuinoel, Tholuck, Meyer, and many others J
have maintained the correctness of John's interpretation.
And with all reason ; for an error of
the Apostle and the whole company of disciples
in respect to so important a word of the Lord is
utterly inadmissible (see the several, not absolutely irrefragable arguments in Meyer). J
A third view adheres to John's interpretation, but holds likewise an element of truth in
the second view, and puts them in connection.
The temple on Zion was the symbolical dwelling
of God ; the body of Christ was the real dwelling
of God [and hence more than the temple, comp.
Matth. xii. 6].|| The word of Christ, therefore,
underneath its immediate reference to the external temple, has a deeper meaning: Destroy this
temple and worship, as ye have already begun
to do by your desecration,
destroy it entirely,
by putting the Messiah to death, and in three
days I will build it new, t. c, not only rise from
the dead, but also by the resurrection establish
a new theocracy (Theodore of Mopsuestia, Olshausen, Lange, Leben Jcsu, I., p. 200; simultaneously Ebrard, Kritik, p. 325 ; later, in similar
t

—

manner, Luthardt).^
* [So Bengel (nutu g*stuve) and Meyer.

But in the fifth
M. gives up this reference. Such pointing
would have been the solution of the riddle, contrary to its intention but neither the Jews nor the disciple* understood
Him at the time. Tho Jews on this and the second purgation
ed., p. 144, note,

;

referred to* vahv rovrov to the temple, ver. 20 ; Matth. xxvi.
01 ; xxvii. 40. Meyer now assumes that Christ pointed.to the
temple (this temple bjforo you), but meant His body as the
antitype of the temple and tho true dwelling of God, and thus
put tho image in the place of tho thing typified, " so dast ditte
scharfen Ubendigen, o/tne Aiulegung hinge.wor/ensn HUdxugt
wit in einent Bddtrr'dthsel tine symbolisch propMische VtnrMjUth.vii.3Q;
hf.rsagung seiner AufersteJiung entlialten,
&1.4."— P.S.]
| (See Heubner, p. 242. Henke was not the first to take
this view, but Zinzoudorf has it iu his Homik uber die Wun-

wU

denliUmei, p. 1W.)
t [Olshttiisen, Stier, Brlickner (versus

De

Wette), Alford,

God^t.— P. S.J
* fSo also Tholuck, Hengstenberg, Godet, but Meyer confcnids that caTa^ayt Tat (— Kara^ay^arrcu) is only used in the
P. 8]
sense of the future.
t [Renaa ( Vie de Jesus, p. 8M) can see in this profound
•nigina of our Lord only "an imprudent word spoken in bad
humor" {•* Cn Jour su mauraise humeur centre le temple
Godot, I. 3b7, well reini arracAd un mot imprudent)" \
marks : " La me hode de JeWus est de jeter une inigme et de
ne rereler ta rerile qu'en la voilant sous un divin paradoxe*
Cent
qti ne pent i:re compris qiCen rhangcant de aeur.
Id un Mrret de laprqfonde p&lagouie."—V. S.]
pedantic philological
% [Meyer, with his usual and at times
Arictne**. takes the imperative Avo-ar* as strictly provwatox, and explains it from a painful excitement of feeling in
view of the opposition already manifesting itself. But the
apparent harshness is softened by the prophetic character
of the word and the double reference to the temple and the
pe.">cn,
John xiLL 27. where Christ calls upon Judas to do
qikrkly what he intended to do, furnishes a parallel. If
tho fruit is onoe matured, it must fall.—P. S.]

—

\ [Meyer, pp. 145-147, raises seven objections against this
view. It is plainly irreconcilable with apostolic inspiration.
In ray Lectures on the ( Jospel of John, written at Berlin, 1«42,
I find the remark : " It involves an immense presumption on
the part of theologians of the nineteenth century, however respectable, if they imagine that they understand Christ better
than His favorite disciple and bosom-friend to whom He re-

vealed tho futuro struggles and triumphs of His Kingdom."
Alford also justly protests against such liberty of interpretation.
For we have here not a chronological statement, but a
doctrinal exposition of a most important declaration of Christ.

—P.

8.]

'

[This idea John expresses in ivK^vrnviv, i. 14 (see notes
on pp. 71, 73), and Paul when he says that the whole fulness
of the Godhead dwelled in Christ bodily.
Col. ii. 9.—
|

P.S.J

% [Comp. also Hengstenl>erg, I. 1G5. ne thinks that no
justice can l>e done to this holy enigma which Christ proposed
to the Jews, unless we recognize the essential identity of tho
temple, the appearance of Christ in the flesh and the church
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This combination is supported (1) by the actual
connection. The crucifixion of Christ was the
desecration, the spiritual dissolution of the temple, which must be followed by its outward destruction (see Matth. xxiii. 38; xxvii. 51), because the body of Christ was the real temple of
God. (2) Christ, on this account, has repeatedly
represented His death and resurrection as the
one great sign which was to be given to the Jews
instead of the required sign from heaven (John
iii. 14; Matth. xii. 89; xvi. 4), and this sign too
always connected with an antecedent Old Testament type. (3) A word concerning His death,
without connection with an intelligible figure,
would have assuredly been as yet wholly unintelligible to the Jews.
(4) John gave the inmost
and ultimate significance of the expression of
Christ for the sole reason, that it was the main
matter, and that the figurative sense was selfevident.
(5) In Matth. xxvi. 61 Christ puts in
the true explanation, ver. 04, immediately upon
the false interpretation, besides perversion, of
His utterance.

la three days, a round number,
xxx. 12;

1

Sam.

see the Matth. on chap. xii. 40, p.

226.

—

I will raise it up (again). "It is only apparently contrary to John's explanation, that
Christ, according to the New Testament doctrine,
did not raise Himself, but was raised by the FaAnd besides, the resurrection of
ther." Meyer.
Jesus was in one view as much 'His own act
[John x. 18 ; Rev. v. 5], as, in another view, the
act of His Father, especially in its results, 1 Cor.
That Jesus was already faxv. 67 ; Eph. iv. 8.
miliar with the thought of His death, appears
from the conversation which soon followed, John
The explanation of Athanasius, quoted
iii. 14.
by Tholiick, is an ingenious modified form of our
third With the putting to death of the body of
Christ the Jewish system of types and shadows
also is dissolved, and the real church thereby
(by means of the resurrection) established.
Ver. 20. Then said the Jews.—With an
ovv; it was to be expected that they would finish
their malicious misunderstanding consistently.
Forty and six years. They mean the renovation and enlargement of the temple of Zerubbabel, which begun in the eighteenth year of
Herod's reign, 20 B. C. (Joseph. Antiq. XV. 11,
:

—

1),

—

and was finished under Herod Agrippa

II.

in

A. D. 64 (Joseph. Antiq. XX. 9, 7). According
to Wieseler, it appears, therefore, that in this
computation of forty-six years since the work was
begun, the passover of the year 781 is the occasion on which it is made (Ohronol. St/nops. p. 106).
Ver. 21. The temple of his body.—Genitiv.
Apposit.
Ver. 22. His disciples remembered that
he had said this. This remembrance does not
exclude former remindings; but the right re-

—

of the N. T. He explain* :
If yo onco destroy the temple of
my body, and with it this external tomplp, the symbol and
piedgo of the kingdom of Qod among you. I shall* rebuild in
three days the temple of My body and with it at the same time
<he substance of the eternal temple, tho kingdom of God."
The crucifixion of Christ involved as a necessary consequence
tht> dastruction of the temple and the O. T. worship: the re
eurrection of Christ the creation of the Christian church, and
worship, of which the temple was the type and shadow. Godot explains: "Destroy thia your temple, by killing Me, the
**

Meaelah."-P.

8.]

membrance came now with the right understanding of it.
[Remarks like this impress upon the
reports of the discourses of Christ the stamp of

A later

historical fidelity.

made

falsifier

would have

the reference to the resurrection

—P. 8.]—And they
Soripture. — [Faith in Christ

much
believed the

plainer.

is

the key to the

understanding of the Scriptures of the O. T.;
comp. vii. 38, 42 X. 35 xiii. 18. The singular
;

;

r y ypa$y indicates the unity and harmony of the
canonical books from Genesis to Malachi, which,
considering the great number of authors, the
long period of time, and the variety of circumstances in and under which they were composed,
is a strong evidence of their divine origin.
P. S.]
Comp. Luke xxiv. 20 : «* Ought not Christ to have
suffered these things," etc.
As they now found
the death of Christ foretold in the Old Testament,
30 they found also His glorification, which included His resurrection, Ps. xvi. 10; comp. Acts
ii. 27; xiii. 35;
1 Pet. iii. 19; Ps. lxviii. 18;
comp. Eph. iv. 8; Is. liii. 7; comp. Acts viii. 35.
[Alford : "At first sight it appears difficult to
fix on any passage in which the resurrection
is directly announced : but with the deeper understanding of the Scriptures which the Holy
Spirit gave to the Apostles and still gives to the
Christian church, such prophecies as that in Ps.
xvi. are recognized as belonging to Him in whom
alone they are properly fulfilled: see also Hosea
vi. 2."
This is not satisfactory. The 0. T. indeed does not expressly prophesy the resurrection, as a separate fact, but very often the exaltation and glorification of the Messiah after His
humiliation and suffering, and this implies the
resurrection, as the intervening link or the beginning of the exaltation itself. Hence we may
count here in a wider sense, with Hengstenberg
(I. 171), the prophecy of Shilo as a ruler, Gen.
xlix. 10; Ps. ex., where the Messiah is represented as sitting at the right of God and ruling

—

over all His enemies; Dan. vii. 13, 14, where He
appears at the head of a universal Kingdom;
Isa. liii., where, after His atoning death, He is
raised to great glory; Zech. ix. 9, 10, where
Zion's King appears first lowly and riding upon
an ass, yea, as dying (comp. xii. 10; xiii. 7), but
afterwards speaking peace to the heathen aud
having dominion from sea to sea and from the
river to the ends of the earth comp. also Isa.
ix.; xi.; Mich, v.; Ps. xvi.
It is quite in keeping with the character of prophecy to behold tho
various stages of the exaltation as one continuous
panorama. It is under this view that the Scripture of the 0. T. is said to have foretold the resurrection; Luke xxiv. 20 ("to enter into His
;

John xx. 9 1 Cor. xv. 4 ; \ Pet. i. 11
("the sufferings of Christ and the glory that

glory ")

;

;

should follow ").— P. S.]
Ver. 23.

Now when he was in Jerusalem

—

The Evangelist thus distinguishes the stay of Jesus in Jerusalem during
the passover from His first appearance there.
the feast. Meyer justly says, this addition is not intended to explain the term passover for Greek readers; that must have been
done by ver. 13. The expression signifies participation in the celebration of the foast
We
suppose the feast days themselves are set off
against the day of His entrance.
On the day of

at the passover.

On

—
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the symbolical castigation He wrought other miprobably miracles of healing; and the
first surprise of the Jews was followed by a
demonstration of faith on the part of many attendants of the feast. The signs. Evidently
implying a multiplicity of signs, and such as
determined those people to believe. He must
therefore have done many miracles in Jerusalem.
Ver. 24. Did not commit himself tin to
them. The second mortbeiv iavrdv is evidently
connected with the first Triare'ueiv. He believed not
in their believing, to such a degree as to commit
Various
or deliver up Himself to them.
interpretations: (1) He withheld His doctrine
did
not
yield
(Chrysostom, Kumoel) ; (2) He
Himself to personal intercourse with them
(Meyer). Without doubt simply: He did not
yet entrust Himself to them as the Messiah, did
not offer Himself as the Messiah, though they
seemed inclined to recognize Him as such. It is
the Lord's determination, not to appear publicly
under the title of Messiah ; and He follows
it henceforth till the triumphal entry into Jerusalem ; in full accordance with Matth. iv. 1-11.
Because he. He Himself, in distinction
from indirect knowledge through others. How
He knew them all, is in part shown by what has
He knew in general that the secular
preceded.
spirit predominated in them ; but He also saw
through each one, as He met him, with a divine
physiognomic discernment. In both cases is intended not only the general prophetic illumination, but the penetrating spiritual eye of the
racles,

—

—

—

God-Man.

And

—
—

needed not. Explanatory
Ver. 25.
ofatTdf in the previous clause. Of man. Of
man as to his sinful nature in general, and of
man in particular, as He encountered each individual.
Por he knew. The positive expres-

—

—

—
—What

was in man.
needed not,
Not only the special, miraculous, physiognomic knowledge (Meyer cites ch. i. 48; iv. 18;
tl 61, 64 ; xi. 4, 14 ; xiii. 11 ; xxi. 17), butalsQ
the general knowledge of the constitution of human nature (John iii.), of the order of the universe (xix. 11), and of the situation of the JewResult : In the famiish people in particular.
liar circle of His disciples Jesus manifested His
glory; in public He preserved His mysterious
anonymousness as to the Messianic office.
[Christ knows us better than we know ourHe sees the end from the beginning, we
selves.
He, says Calvin,
the beginning from the end.
knows the roots of the tree, we know the tree
only by its fruits.—P. S.]
sion for

—

:

He

12-26.

Hofmann, Lichtenstein,
in the Synoptists appears
as a prophet to protect the place of prayer, in
John as the Son to execute His domestic right.
But this would lead to an entire reversal of the
order of things in the self-manifestation of the
Lord. The case is just the reverse. Christ performed the first cleansing of the temple, as an
anonymous prophet in the right of sealotism and
the right of a prophet (see the Matth. on xxi. 12,
p. 37b* ) ; the second, as the Lord of the temple,
publicly introduced by the people to the holy
city and temple as the Messiah.
2. The body of Christ, the most real temple of
God. The crucifixion, the destruction of the
temple in the strictest sense ( Rom. ii. 22) ; the
resurrection, the building of the eternal temple.
Meaning of the sign: He who builds the eternal,
essential temple, has power also to purge the
symbolical.
The truth, that Christ is perpetually building greater, more glorious the temple
of God, which the sin of man demolishes. The
centre of this truth is the death and resurrection
of Christ ; its first tokens, the fall of Adam and the
first promise (the protevangelium), the flood and
the rain-bow, etc. ; its unfolding, the destruction
of the theocracy and temple in Jerusalem, the
rise of the church, the ruin of the medimvnl
church by the hierarchy, and its rebuilding in
the Reformation, the inducing of the judgment
of the world by anti-christianity, and the creation of a new heavens and a new earth.
The
wedding at Cana before the purification of the
temple, the token of the transfiguration of the
world before the judgment of the world.
3. The first and second purifications of the temple :
when once the temple is made a house of merenough.

AND ETHICAL.

different meanings of the two purifications
According to Meyer, no essential
of the tempU.
difference should be perceived between the two
Yet the difference between the expresacts.
sions "house of merchandize"' in John, and
"den of thieves " in the SynopUsts, " the house
of My Father" ,{b ohoc rov irarpbc fiov) in John,
{b oIk6q port) in the Synoptists,
and " My house
as well as the greater rigor in the second case as
described by Mark (not suffering any man to
carry any Teasel through the temple), is plain
1.

The

According

to

and Luthardt, Christ

chandize (John ii.), it has also become in effect
a den of robbers or of murderers, Matth. xxi.
First the selling of indulgences, then persecution

and reformation.
4. Christ entrusts Himself to no one in Jerusalem ; i. «., Ho does not as yet come on tho
stage in His office as Messiah. Comp. the Com.
on Matth. on ch. iv.
5. The supernatural knowledge of Christy the
source of His miracles of knowledge, and in fact
everywhere divine-human; i. *., on the one hand
not merely divine, nor on the other merely human, but both at once ; divinely immediato, humanly exercised through means and organs.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
8ee Comm. on Matthew, on ch. xxi. 12-22, p.
377; Mark, on ch. xi. 12-20; Luke, on ch. xix.
The visit of Jesus the youth to tho temple, and the visit of the man matured for the execution of His Messianic office.
The first, second, aud last solemn appearance of Jesus in the
temple (the last, Matth. xxi. xxiii.).— As the
crucifixion of Christ completed the desecration
of the temple, so the resurrection of Christ completed the restoration of the temple.
Out of His,
word of holiest zeal for the temple, they made a
word of blasphemy and deadly sin against the
41-48.
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—

—
—

—

—

temple.
The purification of the temple, the perpetual charter of reformation.
What sign shewcst thou, etc. f
The spiritual blindness which
demands a sensible sign for the holiest sign of

—
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the sense, when the sign of the Spirit gloriously
stands forth. So also the Judaism of legality in
Christendom. The scourge in the hand of Jesus,
or the anger of personal gentleness itself. (1)
The overpowering sign of the highest zeal
(against sin) (2) the humbling sign of the highest majesty (against frivolity); (3) the ocular
sign of the highest assurance (against doubt).
The Old Testament spirit in which the disciples
viewed the matter, indicated by their word:
The zeal of Thine house hath eaten me up the
New Testament watchword of Jesus: My meat is
to do the will, etc., John iv. 84.
To the temple
in
of a Herod the hierarchs had even a right
the temple of Christ they found themselves utThe token which Christ gives
terly out of place.
the Jews for the truth of His divine mission.
This token, the token also of reformation Commit the utmost abominations in the temple, the
more gloriously will the ruined temple be reThe conduct of the Jews on Christ's
stored!
purifying of the temple, in its permanent import.
The destroyers of the temple would be its restorers, and the restorers must pass for destroyFrom this first day of the public appearers.
ance of Christ, enmity calumniously laid up the
word, which was to bring it to naught. The
Lord's great word concerning nis end, at the beginning of His career. The subsequent Temerabrance of Christ's words by Hia'cnemies, and the
subsequent remembrance of them by His friends.
When He was at Jerusalem, many believed on
Him; or, (1) festival believers, believers of festival seasons whe* things go grandly in the
church; (2) yet festival times, also true birthdays of faith. But Jesus did not commit Himself to them ; or, secret disciples, and a secret

—
—
;

;

—

;

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Saviour (anonymous believers, and an anony-

—

the knower of hearts.
in the pious house, and
His first sign in the impious church. The transformation of water into wine, and of the driver's
whip into a beneficent sceptre (in contrast with
those who have turned the sceptre into a whip).
Christ and the hierarchs with reference to the
temple of God: (1) Ho purifies and sanctifies it,
they would make its desecrated condition its holiness; (2) He gives a moral and religious sign
of the Spirit, they demand a magical, sensuous
sign to accredit it; (3) He gives them for a sign
the prophecy that they will kill Him, and they
make of it a mortal charge against Him; (4) He
announces to them a new supernatural temple,
and they harden themselves in their old system
The first public Easter festito their judgment.
val of Jesus, a foretokening of His future aud
Christ's observance of the preeternal Easter.
scribed feasts the dawn of the free festivity of
the gospel. Christ at the feast:
(1) As an Israelite, in the spirit of the patriarchs
(2) as a
Jew, according to the law of Moses; (3) as a
• prophet, after the manner of the prophets (my
Father's house not a house of merchandize, the
court of the Gentiles not a cattle-market)
(4)
as the Christ, introducing and indicating the
Holy zeal and uncourse of His life and work.
holy zeal in contrast in the purification of the
The open, noble indignation of Jesus,
.temple.

mous Christ). Christ,
The first sign of Christ

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

— — — ——

——
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How Judaism, by overdoing itself,
back into heathenism, in asking a sign for

the Spirit.
falls

—

and the impure malicious reserve of His oppoJesus, here as in Cana, a man, and a sinless man.
The keeping holy the temple: (1)
The house of God; (2) the body; (3) the church.
The rising of the divine above the corruption
and ruin of the human the eternal divine token
nents.

—

—

;

thereof, the luminous centre of all divine signs
the resurrection of Christ from the death of the
crOss.

Starke

Majus

:

Though the word and

:

works of God are not bound to place, yet it is
right, after the example of Christ, to observe proprieties of place and time.
Osiandbk: Christ,
the Lord of the law, submitted Himself to it, that
He might redeem men from it. Cramer : Christ,
not a secular king, but Lord of the temple ; therefore He comes into the temple, and there begins
His public function, Hag. ii. 3, 18. Hedihoeb:
What has the abomination of usury to do in the
temple of God ? What the indulgence-monger in
the sanctuary ? Ah, our churches to this day
are sufficiently profaned by sinful garrulity,
proud display of dress, etc. (oven by unsanctified discourses).
Nora Bibl. Tub. : The abuses
which have crept into the church must bo
scourged and banished. How much more must
traditional abuses call forth our zeal
Hos. xii.
It is incumbent on all Chris8 Zech. xiv. 21.
tians, particularly on ministers, to be zealous
for the house of God
yet should every one take
good heed lest it be not according to knowledge.
OSiander He who diligently pursues his calling, may fear no danger. The protection of God
will bo with him.
Majus The works of God
need no miraculous attestation. They shine so
brightly upon the eye, that God and His divino
glory may bo sufficiently recognized in them.
Hkdinger: Unbelief demands miracles and
signs.— Zeisius Where we have to do with false,
malicious men, wo are not called upon to make
the truth so clear and bright, to their greater
condemnation (dark words for dark men). A
mind occupied only with the earthly, cannot perceive the mysteries of God.
Instruction often
serves more for others in the future, than for

—

!

—

;

;

—

:

:

:

—

those to whom it is given at the time.
Ibid:
Fulfilment yields the best interpretation.
Qdesnel : Truth brings forth its fruits in their season.
Ibid. : Christian prudence requires that we
do not lightly judge and condemn any, yet that
we do not easily trust ourselves to any who present a good appearance.
Gerlach: "As Christ's kingdom is not a
sword, how is it that He deals so hardly and
harshly here with the priests of the temple, and
concerns Himself with what properly belongs to
the secular power? Because the Lord at that
time stood between the Old Testament and the

New, between what Moses had established in Israel, and what Christ was to establish after His
death through His Holy Spirit and the preaching
of the gospel; and He shows thereby that He is
a Lord who holds both dispensations in His
hand " (Luther). Lisco
A picture of the reformation of a temple-desecration which had
from
an
arisen
abuse of Deut. xiv. 24-26.
Heu b-

—

ner:

How much
—We

:

is

contained in

completely

must judge not, yet not hasopen and surrender ourselves to auy. The
more perfect and noble a man is, the more true
trusting one

!

tily
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and open (and yet the more is he, again, a higher mystery). Schleieemacher: What a zeal
for His Father's house did the Lord Himself
sanctify, in doing that

!

—But there
—

afterwards

Came a time, when even the Christian church
was a house of merchandize. Then He again
gathered a whip; Luther, Zwingli, Calvin and
It was not the whip that efall the reformers.
fected what the Redeemer did, but the spiritual
power, of which that was only a sign and seal.

—

Our

failure to act in

many

cases as the

Redeemer

acted here, is the cause of many evils in the
Christian church and in all human affairs. That
one is always putting upon another the performance of works well-pleasing to God, and no one
maintains a fresh and free consciousness of the
power which God the Lord has given him, and
does all he can do to promote truth and goodness and prevent wickedness, this is the reason
why s# many disorders are daily renewed in the

—

—
:
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smaller and larger relations of men. Bksser:
The Saviour (because they stifle the voice of conscience) draws back from them, and veils in a
holy riddle the sign which they demand, and
which was iutended to be given them as the sign

—

all signs, the proper sign of Christ.
From;'
every defeat a victory unfolds to the church
from every shame a glory.
When therefore He
was risen, etc. Chemnitz presents the disciples, in
their relation to the discourse of Jesus to them,
as an example for all Bible-readers : They should
not at once despise and reject everything in the
Holy Scriptures which they cannot at first glance
understand; nor must they despair of understanding, if they cannot at once penetrate the
deep mysteries of the word. For the Spirit of

of

—

knowledge leads us into the truth by degrees.
Christ's power of trying spirits (Isa. xi. 8*
comp. with 1 Sam. xvi. 7 1 Tim. v. 22).
;

I3f JERUSALEM, ASD NICODEMUS AS A WITNESS OP THE FIRST POWERFUL IMPRESSION OF JESUS
UPON THE PHARISEES. THE CONVERSATION OF CHRIST WITH NICODEMUS BY NIGHT CONCERNING
THE HEAVENLY BIRTH A3 THE CONDITION OF ENTRANCE INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD. SYMBOLISM
OF WATER, WIND, AND THE BRAZEN SERPENT.

JESUS

Chap.
(Chap.

iii.

1-15, Gospel for Trinity

III. 1-21.

Sunday

;

16-21, Gospel for 2nd Pentecost).

[But] 1 there was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews
1
2
2 The same came to Jesus [him] by night, and said unto him, Rabbi [Master], we
know that thou art a teacher come from God for no man can do these miracles
3 that thou doest, except God be with him. Jesus answered and said unto him, Ve8
rily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born again [from above]* he cannot
5
God.
Nicodemus
kingdom
of
saith
him, How can a man be born
unto
the
4 see
when he is old ? can he enter the second time into his mother's womb, and be born ?
5 Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water
and of the [omit of the] 6 Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God [of hea6 ven].7 That which is [hath been] born of the flesh is flesh and that which h
8
7 [hath been] born of the Spirit is spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye
9
8 mu3t be born again [from above]. The wind bloweth where it listeth [will], and
thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell [knowestnot, oux olfias'], whence it
cometh, and 10 whither it goeth ; so is [it witli] every one that is [hath been] born
9 of the Spirit Nicodemus answered and said unto him, How can these things be?
10 Jesus answered and said unto him, Art thou a master [the teacher, 6 dtud<jxaXo$] of
Israel, and knowest not these things ?
Verily, verily, I say unto thee, We speak that we do know [that which we know]
11
and testify that [which] we have soen and ye receive not our witness [testimony].
12 If I have told you earthly [human] things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe.
11
And no man hath ascendecU
13 if I tell you of [omit of] heavenly [divine] thing3?
up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of Man which
14 [who] is in heaven. And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness [made it
a high signal for the surrounding wilderness], even so must the Son of man be lifted
15 up That whosoever believeth in him 12 should [may] not perish, but [omit not pe;

;

;

:

rish

but]

18

have eternal

life.
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For God so loved the world, that he gave hia only begotten Son, that whosoever
16
17 believeth in him should [might] not perish, but have everlasting life. For God
sent not his Son into the world to condemn [judge] 14 the world but that the
18 world through him might be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned
[judged] but he that believeth not is condemned [hath been judged] already, be19 cause he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God. And this
14
is the condemnation [judgment] that [the]
light is come into the world, and men
23 loved [the] darkness rather than [the] light, because their deeds were evil. * For
every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh [and cometh not] to the
light, lest his deeds should be reproved [detested, discovered, shown to bepunish21 able]. But he that doeth [the] truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be
made manifest, that [for] 17 they are wrought in God.
;

;

1

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1. *U aft-r $r s^ra to imply thit Nicodomns was not one of those to whom Christ did not treat Himself, U. 24 •
for IIp o|*n**d to lorn th** |>r-»f.»a») 1 -,t iwn'U of tho kingdom or' (Jod. It may be, however, merely continuative
and.— P. 8 *
* Ver. -J.— The H«*< fj,u hm N vpo* t'ov 'Irpovv, against which there are decisive authorities, particularly
A. B. **Beginning of a section an<i a lr™*-* »n." Meyer.
«
a
* Ver. X [ywvim m«*an* usually to beget (of the Father), Matth. I. 2ff. and often ; hence 6 yevrfras, the father*
rarely
to bear, to bring forth (of th<- mother), as Luke i. 67. God or tho Holy Spirit produces the higher spiritual life: hence 6c
attUcn/ntm aV/rv, would perhaps belter express the idea ; comp. i. 13 ; 1 Cor. iv. 13 ; Philem. 10 ; 1 John ii. 29* iii. 9
•
ir - 74 •»
1T
*'
*
'
y. 1,4,18; Ueb.L 5; Y.5.-P.8.J
i

—

* Ver. 3.

[avmBtr, 7>*"X the

reverse of KdratOev,

and equivalent to

the

tow ovpavov,

from Agree*,

iiL

31

;

xix. 11

23*

Matth. xxvii. 51: Mark xt. 3?; James 1.17; iii. 13, 17, or c« Btov,from God, comp. John i. 13; «!« toS trvsv/aarot*, iii. 6, 9
whit h may lie taken a*j tie* tru<- <»xplieat ion. If tho temporal sanse be preferred (in which Nicodemns misunderstands \t,
ver. 4>; romp. Luke i. 3; (J.il. iv. *», it should be rendered anew, afresh (from the root, entirely new) rather than again. Tynd-*l«: boren a newt; Crannn*r: boren from above ; Oeneya: begotten again*. ; Rheims: borne againe; Conant: born again;
Alfonl: 6orn anew, with a mir^inil note or, from above ; Young: from above; Vulg. renatus fuerit denuo ; Luth. : von
neuem gtboren werde ; Ewahl von rorne an i. e gam von neuem) geb. vn'rd. S?e the Exegesis. P. S.J
* Ver. 3. [0a<riAeui too dtov only hero and ver. 5in John, but in xviii. 3G Christ speaks of His kingdom.
The SynoptisN
use for it more fre jueutly the torm flaa. ri>v ovpavitv, which John never employs unless it be In ver. 5. (See note 7 be:

low.— P.

:

(

:

—

,

8.)

* Ver. 5. [The alienee of the article both before v&arot and trvev'iaro*; should bi noticed. It gives to tho two agents a
generic character, an 1 favors a more eomprehen«ive interpretation of water than that which confines it to a particular kind
of baptism, Jewish, Johannean, or Christian. See Exeg. Notes. P. 8.J
" Ver. 5. [Instead of the text. roc.
fia<r. rov B* ou, which Is retained by Tregelles, Alford, Westcott and Hort, and
others, Tischendorf (ed. viii.) raid* 0aT. r£tv ovpavStv on the authority of X1 and tho still older Euseb., Orig., ilippol.,
(Fragm.
Just.
Irenreu*
M.
Iren., and
35) quotes tho passage literally thus: xaffcaf *ai 6 icvptof ifa, eav fir/ t*.**, #-. t. A., «c t.
Justin M. (middle of tho 2d cent.), Apol. I. c. 61 (ed. Otto, I. p. 144), cites less accurately from nit~
flour, t w v ovpavStv.
tlttev.
*Kv
yap
6 xpiorbt
mory : Kai
/*?} avay*yviflr)T* (in«tead of kav jiif Tit? y«*»-T**9p), ov /i>l tioiMhjTt (instead of ov ivvarat t t<rcA0eir) «t9 tiji* fleurikeiav tw v ov pavmv. Chryso-»tom atao, in his homilies on John iii , reads several times fkur.
into
from
this
th"* receive*! reading may be'traced to a desire to conform to ver. 3.
change
Tho
nil* ovpayiav.
P. 8.J
* Ver. 6. [Here and in ver. 8 the article is used before •rpev/Aarof, and of course should be retained in the translation

—

—

—P.

8.1

* Ver. 8.

—P.

[The double moaning of the Greek rvej/xa and tho Hebrew n*H» wind and

suggoited this analogy.

spirit,

8.1

w Ver. 8.—Lachmann: ^ vov, or tohere^ according to A., tho Vulgate, and other versions, Armenian, Arabic, Syriac, and
several of the fithors. Tho <ai. thor«for», ar-M- pro'»ably from tho noed of a provorhial form of tho sentence. [The usual
reoding « a I nou, and where (whither), ij retained by Treg., Alf., Tischond. on tho authority of X. B. L. T., etc^ also Ignatitu
AdPfulud.c.l.—V.S.]

—

i*
Ver. 12. [Literally fas earthly thin«rs—the h»avf»nly things rft iiriytia ra evovptvia.—V. 8.]
to Cod. B. andI others.
15.
c
Ijachm ".nn iw' avriv, a'*eordin? t^ Co 1. A. ; Tischondorf: iv avrtf, according
Theo"
*
""
L. read *5*r' avr^; Mwyer U f»r iv avrtZ, and proposes to connect this with
sis avToi* being a more gev. 10.
Probably tli3 ab?vo variations are olfjrts of tho catholic spirit to sharpen tho idea c

••

W Ver.

_-.et

—

:

:

and Col.

*

;

w

—Ma

air6\nrai, AAA' is wanting In \tf) B. L. J., and many others. It Is omitted by Tischendorf [Treg, Alf.],
Ver. ii
in brackets by Lachmann. It has probably been taken from ver. 16.
Ver. 17. [Kpivetv, tojulgt, isu-ed, not Karaxpivtiv, to condemn, here and ver. 18, and ») *cpcVi«,ver. 19. TheB. V. is not
consistent in the rendering of **piVeti/, #tpt>a and icptVtff, using alternately to judge, to condemn, to damn, yet in the great
majority of esses to jwlge. KaraKpivetv is seventeen times translated to coniemn, twice to damn. P. 8.J
•* Ver. 19. [to £ws, the true pergonal Light, Christ, comp. i. 4, 5, 8, 9.
The importance of the definite article Is obvious.
The E. V. ret;dn«*d it in ver. 20, but dropped it here one of its innumerable inconsistencies. P. S.]
w Ver. 19. The order: avrii* novrfoa [instead of irorrjpa avrwi*J.
-" Ver. 21.
P. 8.]
[5 ti assigns tho reason for tho preceding intention. Seo Exej.

and nut

"

—

—

—

EXEGETICAI*

—

—

AND

CRITICAL.

[This is one of the richest find most important sections of the Bible. The sixteenth verse
alone contains the whole gospel in a nutshejl, or
*• the Bible in miniature,'*
and is worth more
than all tho wisdom of the world. The infinite
love of the Father, tho mission of His Son, the
work of the Holy Spirit, the lost condition of
man, the necessity of a new birth from above,
faith in Christ as a condition of salvation, the
kingdom of God, eternal life all those funda-

—

mental doctrines are set forth by tho unerring
mouth of*our Lord in this interview with a timid,
yet earnest and anxious inquirer. The central
idea of the passage is the new birth, which implies the total depravity of man and the work of
divine grace. This great doctrino stands in the
pvoper plaoo at the beginning of Christ's ministry.

The first miracle of Christ was a miracle of
transformation, His first public act in Jerusalem
an act of reformation, His first discourse a discourse on regeneration. He is not satisfied with
mere improvements of the old, but demands a
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life, lays a new foundation.
True religion the exposition of this passage are mainly dogmain the soul begins with a personal conviction of tical, and arise from the relation of regeneration
sin and guilt, and of the necessity of a radical to baptism, viz., whether water means baptism at
change. Without such a conviction all efforts all, and, if so, whether it refers to John's bapto convert a man are in vain. The night dis- tism, or the baptism of the disciples of Jesus, or,
course with Nicodemus is the locus clasricu* on by anticipation, to Christian baptism (which did
the new birth, as the indispensable condition of not appear till the day of Pentecost), or the geadmission into the kingdom of God. It occu- neral idea of baptism in its various forms as a
pies a position in the Gospel of John, similar to historic preparation for Christian discipleship;
that which the Sermon on the Mount does in the and also from the question as to the necessity of
baptism for salvation. These difficulties are
Gospel of Matthew.
fully discussed below.
It is characteristic of the idealism and mystiP. S.]
Ver. 1. There was a man. An important
cism of John that in his Gospel he gives no account of the institution of the church* and the incident of the residence of Jesus in Jerusalem,
sacraments. But, anticipating the visible rite, exemplifying what has just been said, and inhe presents in ch. iii. the idea of the new birth, troduced with the continuative 6k. [Comp. howwhich is symbolized in Christian baptism, to- ever, Text Note 1.—P. S.] Lucke [and Godet] :
gether with the idea of " the kingdom of God," An example of the higher knowledge just menwhich is the internal and abiding essence of the tioned Tholuck: Of the weak faith just menchurch. So in ch. vi. he gives the general idea tioned;* Do Wette: A proof of vers. 23-25 ;
of vital union with Christ, which underlies the Luthardt: Transition from the people to an
individual; Ewald: Nicodemus an exception;
sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
According to the Synoptists, Christ began Strauss Added through desire to show a beHis public ministry by preaching to the peo- liever from the cultivated world ; Baur : Nicople : ** The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom demus a typical figure outwardly believing, in(On the contrary
of God is at hand; repent ye (change your wardly unbelieving Judaism.
mind, furavoelTe), and believe in the gospel" Lutbardt: He is in facta genuine disciple in
(Mark i. 15). According to John, He made, at disguise, see Tholuck.) The views of Lucke and
the outset of His ministry, the same demand, Tholuck do not exclude, but meet in, that of Do
Wette. An example, that is to say, at once of
first indirectly, and then directly (del iftag, ver.
the weak faith to which Jesus cannot entrust
7), upon an individual, a man circumcised, orthodox, honest, unblemished, yea, of the highest Himself, and of His power to discern it. Yet
rank, a member of the Supreme Council of the John has especially selected this incident also on
theocracy, even favorably disposed to Christ and account of its great didactic importance, and as
almost ready to accept Him as the Messiah, in a an example of the enthusiasm which Jesus at
word, a man endowed with every personal and first awakened, extending even into the circle of
the Pharisees, f
official claim to membership of the Messianic
Nicodemus. A current name, first with the
kingdom, yet lacking one fundamental condition
a new birth from above. Christ answers not so Greeks, then with the Jews (0"lp3, pDHpJ;
much to the words, as to the thoughts of Nico- Lightfoot and Wetstein).
Akin to T8ik67.ooc.
demus, penetrating his heart to the very core
Starke : " If the name be Hebrew, it is equivaWith historical faithfulness, John does
(ii. 25).
lent to innocent blood
and Dl), but if Greek,
not state the result of the conversation, because
conqueror of people (the same as Nicolaus). As
it did not appear at once, but some time afterthe Jews gave not only Hebrew, but Greek and
wards (vii. 50; xix. 39).
Regeneration (avayhvvaic, iraXtyyeveala) is, a Latin names also, to their children, both meanThe gradual
creative act of God the Holy Spirit, whereby a ings at last met in Nicodemus."
new spiritual l^e from above is implanted in unfolding of his faith appears by stages in this
man, through tne means of grace, especially the place, ch. vii. 50 and ch. xix. 89. "Tradition
preaching of the gospel; like the natural birth, it adds that he afterwards, having publicly accan occur but once. Conversion (fier&vom, which knowledged the doctrine of Jesus, and having
must not be confounded with regeneration) is been baptized by Peter and John, was deposed
the corresponding subjective chatige of heart, from his office and banished from Jerusalem
whereby man, under the influence of the Spirit, (Photius, Biblioth., Cod. 171), but was supported
in conscious repentance and faith, turns from in a country-seat by his kinsman Gamaliel, till
Thus tradition makes him
this may his death." Winer.
the service of sin to the service of God
he repeated after a relapse. Regeneration, as to again in an unworthy manner keep out of sight
with his ftiith. The Talmud mentions also a
its origin and mode of operation, is a mystery
Nicodemus, Son of Gorion, properly called Bunni,
like the natural generation and birth, but a myswho was a disciple of Jesus, and survived the
tery manifest in its effects to all who have spidestruction of Jerusalem, whose family sank
ritual eyes to see; it meets us as a fact in every
poverty (Delitzsch,
true Christian, or child of God, who is as sure from wealth into great

new

—

—

;

:

:

—

(W

;

of the

higher life of Christ in his own soul as he
natural existence. The difficulties in

of his

is

* [So If engstonberg, and Alford One of the believers on
account of Christ's miracles, ii. 23. Bengel Ex iw, de quxbui
c. ii. in fine; sed nannihU mdior multis.
P. S.]
t Treatises on the section
Kjpapp, Scripta varii arg. L, p.
183 sqq ; Fabricius, Omvuntat. Gott. 1825 ; 8c hoi 1, in KkiiJacobi, Stud, und Krit. 1835, 1.
ber'S Studien V. 1, p. 71
Hengstenberg, Evavg. Kirchen-Zjitung, 1860, No. 49. [A large
number of English tracts on Regeneration (mostly doctrinnl
and practical) are noticed in Malconi's Th€oloffical Index
(Bostou, 1869) pp. 39C, 397.—P. S.J
:

—

:

:

* FThe term

e#r*cAijcn'a

nerer occurs in John's Gospel and

Epistle, though repeatedly in his third Epistle, and in
the Apocalypse,
in the Gospel and first Epistle tho ideal
side of the church prevails, in the Apocalypse the real, emfirst

pirical,

because

it is

there represented in its historical conflict

with the powers of darkness.]

:
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The
(ZeiUckr. f. Lulh. TKtolog. 18o4, p. 643).
Josephus also, Antiq.
identity is not proved.
XIV. 3, 2, speaks of a Nicodemus, who was sent
as a legate of the Maccabean Aristobulus to
Fompey. The apocryphal literature has completed the biography of Nicodemus in a Gospel
ascribed to him.*
The germ of a genuine faith had to contend in
Nicodemus with regard for the polite world,
thoughts of his station, fear of men, Pharisaic
prejudice, but, on a foundation of sincerity,
conscientiousness, rectitude, and to higher fidelity

even to his office, issues victorious in courageous
confession and joyful offerings; and the closing
words of the conversation, ver. 21, are plainly
enough a prediction of the Lord respecting him,
after a reproof, ver. 20, of his stealthy coming in
the night as a suspicious sign. Similar characters, though they probably did not all so decidedly come out, are described in ch. zii. 42.
ruler of the Jews. Member of the.Sanhedrin [comp. Luke zxiii. 13; xxiv. 20; Acts
xiii. 27], like Joseph of Arimathea, ch. vii. 50.
Of the party of the Pharisees. [Ik rdv <p a pica iuv. This is not mentioned as derogatory.
Hcngstenberg remarks that the Pharisees were
specially hostile to the doctrine of regeneration
and resolved religion into a self-made holiness.
But the Sadducees were even more opposed to
spiritual religion.
A Paul could proceed from
the earnest Pharisees, but not from the frivolous
and skeptical Sadducees. P. S.l
Ver. 2. By night. f—That this is intended for
a mark of weakness, is proved by ver. 20; and
even by the particular mention of this circumstance itself, as well as by the very gradual appearing of his adhesion to Jesus. t Koppe puts
him down as a hypocrite (see LiicKe), who came
to question the Lord with evil intent, and who
feigned simplicity; Niemeyer, on the contrary,
represents his shyness as a true caution.
"He
was an honorable character, rather slow of nature," says Meyer.
Yet no doubt something
more. An educated man of age, sitting as pupil
to a young, untitled rabbi ; a Pharisee, stepping
free of the despotic and heresy-scenting spirit of
his sect; a Sanhedrist, who soon ventures to oppose the fanaticism of the whole council; a prominent, serene-tempered, mature man of the
world, who under the cross of the dead Jesus
appears as a disciple, and in a costly burial-gift
gives token of his unreserved and joyful devotion, and thus evinces that there were given to

—

A

—

him and have continued with him,

in his frigid
school, a noble vigor of spirit, in his legal dignity a living yearning, in his high age a youthful striving, under all traditional prejudice a

large ingenuousness, above

all,

under the whole

* [The Eeangehum Nicodemi comprises the Acta Pilati and
the Descensui thristi ad inferos. See Teschendorf, EvangeUa
Apocrypha, Lips. 1ST>3, pp. 203-412, where the whole is given
in

Oreek and Latin.— P. S.]
f [Bcngel remarks to vvkto? : " Nuniuam non recipit Chris-

tus

ad

se venientes."

—P.

8.]

% [Augustine : Quamvisad Jesum ventrit, tamen quia node
wnit, aahuc de Uriebris carnis nut loquitur. Hcngstenberg
The night is mentioned as a symbol of tho darkness of the
mind of Nicodemus (xi. 10; xiii. 30). Better: lie came in
the dark from fear of public opinion. Yet he came, which is
fur better than not coming at all. The remark does not exelude company. John and other disciples of Christ were proKiMy present at the interview. Bwald conjectures that also
Nicodemus bad some attendants with him.—P. 8.]

system of Pharisaic show a sincere heart, and
under all the rust of worldliness the metal of a
turn for the faith and devotion of the Christian.

Meyer

justly observes, against De Wette and
others, that the coming of Nicodemus by night
does not imply that no disciples were present at
the interview; and the directness of the narrative, though bearing the Johannean stamp, leads
us to supppose that John was a witness.
Rabbi,
[oldajiev]. First of all,
Nicodemus accords to the Lord the dignity of
Rabbi, denied to Him by many (ch. vii. 16); and

—

we know

this, considering the importance attached by the
scribes to this title, is not without a favorable
significance.
This "we know" implies that he
had kindred spirits in his circle, who acknowledged the high office of Jesus.* Yet the word
shades off, in a somewhat politic sense, from a
Pluralis excellentira into a suggestion of an indefinite prospect of recognition by the whole
Sanhedrin.f It expresses also the self-sufficient
scribe-spirit, and unconsciously betrays overvaluation of knowledge and under-valuation of

faith.

A

teacher

come from God. — Acknow-

ledgment of an indefinite prophetic character. J
For no man can do these miracles. Acknowledgment of a number of accredited, important miraculous signs [ravra rd GTjpela, hxece
iania tig no], which Jesus had done in Jerusalem,
and which, in the judgment of Nicodemus, certified Him to be a new prophet of God.
Miracle a
test of a prophet, but under qualifications, Dent,

—

xiii. 1

xviii. 20.

;

Except God be with him.

—

The miracle
proves the supernatural power which stands by
the worker. False miracles might be performed
through Satanic agency, Ex. vii. But the character and greatness of the miracles of Jesns
certain to Nicodemus that He wrought
power of Qod. And this involved
the further inference that He was accredited by
the miracles as a prophet sent from God.
The
ipxeaOat is significant, ch. i. 6, 15.
Ver. 8. Verily, verily, I say unto thee.
One of the great cardinal truths of the kingdom
of heaven, solemnly introduced.
The answer
consists of a series of antitluses: (1) The address of Rabbi is answered by an address without Rabbi; (2) the "we know" is met with
"verily, verily, I say unto thee;" (3) the word:
Thou art come from above, and therefore art a
teacher (from the kingdom of God), is met by the
word :
man must be even born from above* if he
would so much as see the kingdom of God; (4)
the sign is met by the kingdom of God itself.
And this antithesis runs through all: Thou
wouldst know that I am a prophet, but thou still
lackest the qualifications for seeing who I am,
and seeing in me the personal manifestation of
the kingdom of God.
Various views of the relation of the answer of

made
them

it

in the

—

A

* [Bengel Ego el met similes, principes points, quam PharisadjXM. 42. Huicplurali respondet pluralis, ver. 7. P. 8.^
f [Comp. here the note of Alford. Stier thinks that Nice'
demus, in using the plural, concealed his own conviction, so
as to be able to draw back again if necessary. Rather farfetched.— P. 8.1
X [The word 6t5a<rcaAot seems to imply a cautions inconsistency. The expected Messiah was a king, and never regarded "as a mere teachtr till thj djys of modern Socini:

ankm."

—

Alford].
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CHAP.
Jesus to the address of Nicodemus: (1) Intermediate talk omitted (Kuinoel and others).
(2)
Jesus would lead him from the faith of miracles
to the faith which morally transforms (Augustine, De Wette).
(3) Jesus is come not as a
teacher, but for the moral transformation of the
world (Baumgarten-Crusius). (4) Thouthinkest
thou already seest a sign of the kingdom of God;
no man can see the kingdom of God, unless he
be born anew (Lightfoot, Lucke). (6) Meyer:
The address of Nicodemus is interrupted by
Christ, and must therefore be completed from
this answer.
Nicodemus intended to ask: What

must

I do, to enter into the

siah ?

To

kingdom of the Meshim the answer.

this Christ here gives

But

(a) the hypothesis of interruption is unsuitable; better, that of hesitation; best, that of polite, skilful waiting, as if to say: What more?
(6) Nicodemus was as yet hardly so far advanced
as to ask what Meyer puts into his mouth. The
connection is probably this: Thou thinkest that
But he who would even
I am come from God.
*« the kingdom of God, must be more than this;
lie most be born from above ; how inuoh greater
must be said of the Founder of the kingdom of

God.
Jesus gave him to understand that he had not
yet reached the forecourt of true knowledge.
At least Christ' 8 answer confronts the proud consciousness of the address with the humbling nature of truth. And when He requires the new
birth from above as the condition of seeing the
kingdom of God, He means, according to the analogy of the Jewish designation of proselytes as
born again (Jeramoth fol. 62, etc.), primarily x
Except a man come out from the old system, become a proselyte, publicly commit himself to a
new position. And in birth from above the word
demands a great transition. Nicodemus would
privately assure Him of the adhesion of a party
of the Pharisees, implying the presumption that
he would attach himself to the old order of
things.
Jesus demands of him a proselytism
wrought by God, a coming forth from the darkness of night and of the old party, if he would
have any understanding at all of the kingdom of
God which he himself announces. We may still
suppose that John relates only the essential, salient words, and omits intervening details
the
main progress of thought, however, he has undoubtedly given, though in the color of his own
contemplation.
;

Except a man be born from above

['Ed v

yevvq&y

fivatfev].* Various interpretations of dvu&ev: (1) Locally: from heaven (en
tov ovpavov) ; (2) temporally : afresh, from tne
very beginning (££ apxys). Both views are adduced by Chrysostom [who himself explains the
word by iraTuyytvecia']. In favor of the latter, in
the sense of iterum, denuo, are the Vulgate [Augustine], Luther [Calvin, Beza], Olshausen, Neander, Tholuck [Alford, Hengstenberg, Godet].
Against it are the verbal criticisms, that &v(jdev, taken temporally, means not again, but from
the beginning, and that the rendering again has

ftij

tic

•[Bengal: " Sarmo indeflnitus, quem Nicodemus tamen
rrcte'ad «e appticat, camp. ver. 7, w»." This passage was
ainady aooted in the middle of the second century by Justin
M. 8^ Text. Note 7., The idea of aoine modern hyper-critki that the author of the Gospel should have borrowed from
Justin is simply ridiculous.—P. S.J
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probably arisen under the influence of the expressions of Paul in Rom. xii. 2; Gal. vi. 15;
iv. 23; Col. Hi. 10; Tit. iii. 5; and of Pet.
in 1 Pet. i. 23.
For the local explanation are

Eph.

Origen and many others, down to Bengel [supbbne, unde Filius hominis de$cendit\, Lucke, and
Meyer [also De Wette, Robinson, Baur, Baumlein, Weizs'aoker, Owen, Wordsworth].
From
above, in the sense of from God, tn deov.
This is
further favored by* the consideration "that John
conceives regeneration not under the aspect of a
second birth, but of a divine birth, ch. i. 13 1
John ii. 29; iii. 9; iv. 7; v. 1." Meyer. The
ideas of befog born from above or of God and being born anew are, however, in substance interchangeable, and Thoiuck's objections to Lucke,
etc. [Krauth's trs., p. 114], are untenable.
[Often as the fact of regeneration appears in
the N. T., the terms for it are rare, and not near
as frequent as the terms jierdvoia and others, which
signify the corresponding act of man in turning to
God under the regenerating operation of the Holy
Spirit. The verb avudev yEvve&qmi, to be begotten,
or born from above, t. e., from God, which is used
twice in this ch. (vers. 6, 7), occurs nowhere
else in the N. T.
John also uses once to be born
of water and Spirit (yevvTj^vai cf vdarog nal irvevfiaros), ver. 6, and twice to be born of the Spirit
(rb ytyewnpkvov en tov irvebfMTOQ, ver. 6, 6 yey. k<
r. 7rv., ver. 8, without the water), but the more
usual phrase with him is to be begotten, or born of
God (yevvir&ffvai etc $eov\ i. 13; 1 John ii. 19;
iii. 9; iv. 7; v. 1, 4, 18.
The verb dvayewdofiai, to be begotten, or born again, occurs but once or
twice, 1 Pet. i. 23 (avayeyewntikvoi ovk Ik (tttopdg Q&apryg aXhd. dfddprov, did Myov favroc
$eov) ; 1 Pet. i. 8 (avayewqaas fade ei? kXmda) ;
co rap. James i. 18 (d n e k i na e v j^af Myy dA?#e/af). The noun dvayivvtfaic, regeneration, is not
found at all in the N. T. (although often in the
Greek fathers), but the analogous noun TraXiyyevveaia occurs twice, once in connection with bap;

tism, Tit. iii. 6 (ioooev $/xdQ did Tuovrpov irafayyeveaiag koI dvaKaiv6oeug irveifiarog dyiov), and onco
in a more comprehensive sense, with reference to

the final resurrection and consummation of all
things, Matth. xix. 28 (ev t# iraXiyysveoig, otqv
Paul speaks of a new creature (naivi)
k. t. %.).
Krfotc) in Christ, 2 Cor. v. 17, and of the new man
The Rabbinical
(naivbc avtipemos), Eph. iv. 24.
theology had a very superficial conception of the
new birth and confined it pretty much to the
change in the external status of a proselyte to Judaism. Hence the comparative ignorance and

perplexity of Nicodemus who, being a circumcised Jew, did not feel the need of such a radical
change. P. S.]
The kingdom of God. The fact that the
phrase " kingdom of God " occurs only here and
in ver. 5, and nowhere else in John iexcept ch.
xviii. 86, the fiaeiteia Xpiorov, which Meyer has
overlooked), not only proves, as Meyer rightly
observes, the independent originality of this Gospel, but also characterizes John's view of Christianity.
From his point of view John sees not
the form of a universal kingdom, but the world
transfigured in personal being.
Lucke
John
seems to have transformed the positive Jewish
idea into the more abstract, and to the Greeks
more intelligible formula of fellowship (noivwvia,

—

—

:
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GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.

1 John.i. 3), the unity of believers with God and
The essential elements of the idea of a
Christ.
kingdom, however, come out distinctly in chapters x. and xvii., and are fully developed in the
Apocalypse. On the paoiXeia rob deov see Com.

rabbinic art, the impossibility of the requirement
of Jesus.
Ver. 6. Born of water and Spirit [y e v v ifical Kvebfiaroc].
The next
answer of Jesus has three noticeable features:
(1) The imperturbable confidence expressed in the
repetition; (2) The advance of the thought; the
explanation of the birth from above as a being
born of water and Spirit; (3) The entering into
the kingdom of God, instead of seeing it Whereupon further explanations follow, vers. 6, 7, and 8.

on Matthew iii. 2, p. 6 J. [The kingdom of God
is a deeper and more spiritual conception than
the church, which is the earthly training school
We
for the heavenly and everlasting kingdom.
could not with any propriety substitute here:
he cannot see the church." P. S.]
"Except
He cannot see. Not even see; to say nothing of entering, being at home therein. Meyer
(

.

.

.

—

—

[Before giving the various interpretations, we
shall briefly state our own view on this important and difficult passage.
The key to it is furnished by the declaration of the Baptist that he
baptized only with water, but Christ would baptize with the Holy Ghost, John i. 33 (fiairrifrtv

disputes this interpretation; conip. elacA.&etv, vcr.
That entrance and experience go with the
seeing, must of course be understood.
be born
can a
Ver. 4.
he is old ? Taken literally, this roply of Nicodemu3 supposes an absurdity. And so Meyer,
He admits that
after Strauss, would take it.
a Jewish theologian must have been familiar with
the Old Testament ideas of circumcision of the
heart (Deut. xxx. G; Jer. iv. 4), and anew heart
and spirit (Ezek. xi. 19; xxxvi. 26; Ps. li. 10;
lxxxvi. 11); yet Nicodemus may have been
limited in other respects ; and now on meeting Jesus, become really perplexed. We might
rather suppose that the good-humored old
man spoke, possibly even wittily, with a double meaning.* The first sentence may mean
How can a Jewish Senator, an eleither:
der of the people, become a heathen proselyte ?
or: How can a physically old man, undergo
5.

How

new,

when

man

—

fundamental,

spiritual

h vtiari — rb Trvevfia);

Matth. iii. 11, and by the
passage of Paul where he connects Christian baptism, as *• the bath of regeneration" (hnrrpdv ira?uyyeveoiag) with "the renewal of the Holy
Ghost " (avaicaivuHJtg irvebfiaroe. ayiov), and yet distinguishes both, Tit iii. 5. Comp. also Bph. vi.
26 {Ka&apioae r£ ?j)vrp<t> tov vdarog) ; 1 John v. 6

came by water and blood," after which
ical rrvcvfiaToe, " not by water only,
but by water and blood"); ver. 8 ("three that
(*•

bear witness on earth, the Spirit, and the water,
and tho blood "). The term vtiop then is closely
related to, and yet clearly distinguished from,
nvevpa, and in such connection always refers to
baptismal water.
It is water in its well known
symbolic significance, as representing purification from sin by the cleansing blood of atonement. So water appears often already in the
O. T., especially in Messianic passages.
Ps. li.
2: "Wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity,
and cleanse me from my sin." Isa. Iii. 15: "So
shall He sprinkle many nations."
Ezek. xxxvi.
25: " Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you,
;"
and ye shall be clean
to which is added, ver.
26, t he promise of a new spirit and a new heart,
Zech. xiii. 1
"In that day there shall be * fountain opened in the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem for sin and for uncleanness;" comp. xii. 10, where the outpouring of
the Spirit of grace is promised at the coming of
the Messiah. Nicodemus, though ignorant of
Christian baptism, which did not appear till the
day of Pentecost-, was familiar with these passages, with Jewish lustrations, with the baptism
of John unto repentance, probably also with the
baptism of the disciples of Jesus (mentioned soon
afterwards, John iii. 22; iv. 2), and the baptism

illustrate this

Can
impossibility by a physical impossibility:
lie enter the second time into his mother's womb ?
The expositor must remember that the Orientals
constantly express their thoughts in such simiMeyer: " Tho avwtfev he understood
litudes.
not as debrcpov, but not at all." He assuredly did
understand it as an equivalent of debrepov, for
the total antithesis is evidently implied:
Then the
-dsv yevvy&Tjvai,
rye yfa yewq&ijvai.
idea of being born from above involves that of
being born anew. Various interpretations. (1)
A Jew is required to make himself the same as
a proselyte (Wetstein, Knapp).
(2) Luthardt:
The beginning of a new spiritual life is not to be
conceived without a new beginning of the natural. (This could not be said by one familiar with
the Old Testameut).
(3) The demand is as unreasonable as that one should enter a second
time into his mother's womb, etc. (Schwejzer,

U

that

X. B. insert

transformation?

The second sentence would then

—

#9 eg vdaroc.

aw

:

Tholuck).
(4) No one can turn in mature age
into a different spiritual state (Schleiermacher,
Baumgarten-Crusius). Besides the two antitheses here quoted an old man required to make
a new spiritual beginning, a Jewish elder to become a proselyte the expression contains also
the intimation that an old, matured stage of the
Jewish spirit could not pass into a new and difBut we still suppose that
ferent youthful life.
Nicodemus employs the sensuous expression in
innocent good-nature, to bring out vividly, with

of proselytes which Jewish tradition traces back
remote antiquity. The idea which underlies
all these baptisms is essentially the same.
We
would therefore not confine vSup to any particular form of baptism, but (with Lange, see below,
No. 5) extend it to all preparatory lustrations;
nor would we refer it directly to the sacrament
as an external act or rite, but (with Olshausen)
to the idea rather of which the cleansing with
water is the symbolic expression; just as in ch.
vi. we have an exposition of the general idea of
the holy communion before the sacrament was in-

• [Godet finds in tho words of Nicodemus no absurdity, hut
a good-natured irony, une bonhomie un peu ironiaw. This
hiinlly suits the' seriousness of the occasion. Nicodemus
pOiifcs comparatively. A moral new birth in an old man
feems to him as impossible as a second natural birth.— P. S.J

stituted in

to

—

—

which

it

comes

The idea underlying

I

to its full

embodiment

forms of baptism, is the
forgiveness of sins on condition of repentance.
This is the negative part of regeneration, while
all
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III.

the new life communicated by the Holy Spirit is
the positive part, or regeneration proper.
So
Peter in his penteoostal sermon represents the
"Rematter when he calls upon his hearers:

in the name of Jesus Christ
remission of sins, and ye shall receive the
The chief
gift of the Holy Ghost " (Acts ii. 38).
matter is, of course, the positive part, the gift of

pent

and be baptized

for the

Holy Spirit, who is the efficient cause, the
and vivifying agent of regeneration, and
who alone can make the word and the sacrament
effective.
Hence the Spirit alone is mentioned
The omission of water here is as
vers. 6 and 8.
the

creative

significant, as the omission of baptism in the negative clause of Mark xvi. 16, where the condition of salvation and the reason of damnation are
This is a sufficient hint that the nelaid down.
cessity of water baptism to salvation is not abThe penitent thief
solute, but relative only.
passed into paradise without water baptism.
Cornelius was regenerated before he was baptized, and many martyrs in the early ages died
for Christ before they had a chance to receive
the sacrament. It is possible to have the substance without the form, the baptism of the Spirit, without the baptism of water; as it is quite
common, on the other hand, to be baptized with
water and have the Christian name without the
Christian spirit and life. The Apostles themselves (except Paul) never received Christian
baptism, for Christ Himself who alone could have
administered it to them, did not baptize (iv. 2).
In their case the penteoostal effusion of the
Spirit was sufficient. We are bound to God's
appointed means of grace, but God is free, and
the Spirit "bloweth where it listeth."— P. S.]
Different interpretations of water.

(1) The water signifies [Christian] baptism
(fathers, and older Lutheran divines, Meyer,*
Tboluck, De Wette).f Baptism is XovTpSv KaXiyytvzalaq as the means of cleansing, Tit. iii. 5;

Peu

1

v. 6, 8.

iii.

21

;

Eph.

v.

With baptism

26; Heb. x. 22; 1 John
the gift of the Holy Ghost

"The water is
38. Tholuck:
symbol of the communication of
the Spirit/' Yet probably in another sense.
Calvin's objection: The words would then have
been unintelligible, because the baptism of Christ
had not yet begun. J Strauss: This very thing
is

joined, Acts

ii.

(ch. vii. 39) the

* [Meyer : Baptism is meant as the causa medians, the Holy
the causa efficient of regeneration. lie thinks that

Bpfrtt

m

no other bat Christian baptism can be meant because

it is

connected with the Holy Spirit.—P. S.]
f [So also Hengstenberg, Godet, Webster and Wilkinson, A.
Barnes, Owen (who explains: except ye receive Vie rite of
Christian baptism). Hooker, as quoted by Wordsworth, remarks : " Of all ancient writers there is not one to bo named
who ever expounded the text otherwise than as implying extemal baptism." Wordsworth, who follows the fathers into
all their allegorical fancies, has a curious note here to show
what an important part water occupies in the Oospel of John.
Christ just came from the water, Christ turned water into
vine, Christ presents Himself as the water of life (ch. iv.),
Christ does nothing without water, e/c— P. 8.]
X [True ; but Nlcodemus understood from the lustrations of
the 0. T. and the public baptism of John, the general idea of
baptismal purification which culminated in Christian baptism ; and besides Christ spoke not only to Nicodomus, but
through him to all men and all ages. J. C. Ryle (of the
•rang, party of the Church of England), in his Expository
Thoughts on John, urges six arguments against the usual interpretation, especially because the reference of water to baptism wouki imply the regenerate state of all the baptized and
the abwlute necessity of baptism for salvation. But this is
reasoning from dogmatical inferences which are not justified
either by the context or the analogy of Scripture, Christ
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proves a later insertion [a proleptic fiction] of
the Evangelist.
(2) The older Reformed divines (except Beza,
Aretius), also Arminians, Socinians: vAup is a
figurative term for the purifying power of the Spirit;
therefore iv did dvotv.*
(3) Piscator, Grotius, Episcopius, Neander,
Baumgarten-Crusius : the baptism of JbAn.f
(4) Schweizer: the proselyte baptism, with:
not only, but also—to be supplied. J
(5) Baptism in the comprehensive 8 e rise as a
theocratic historical lustration in its various
phases according to the degree of the development of the kingdom of God. Thus the flood
even is represented as a prototype of Christian
baptism [1 Pot. iii. 20, 21]. Lucke alone brings
clearly demands, besides baptism, the new birth of tho Spirit,
lays the main stress on this (vers. ii, 8), as lie does on
Mark xvi. 16, as the indispensable condition to salva-

and

faith,
tion.

See below.

— P.

S.]

* [Calvin Of water, which is the purifying Spirit, so that
water and Spirit mean the same thing, as spirit and fire,
Matth. iii. 11. Coccejus Orutia Dei, sordes et vttia abluent.
Liimpo Obedientia C/tristi. Grotius
Spiritus aqueus, i. e.,
aqtue instar emctidans. But in view of the facts that John
baptized, that Christ Himself was baptized, that His discipies (iv. 2) baptized in His name, it seems impossible to disconnect water from baptism. Calvin's interpretation aroso
:

:

:

:

from doctrinal opposition to tho It. Catholic over-valuation
of tho sacrament, which must be guarded against in another
way. Godet, of the Reformed Church of Switzerland, correctly remarks (1. 408) " 11 est impossible de ne pas prendre
le mot eau dans son sens naturel et de nt pas Vappliquer au
baptimer—P. &]
t [This view is also held by Bengel, ITofmann, and Dean
Alford yet by tho latter so as to allow for a wider application to Christian baptism, which certainly should not be excluded.
After showing that v6o>p must mean baptismal
" This being then recognised,
water, Alford goes on to say
to what does vooap refer f At that time, two kinds of baptism were known that of tho proselytes by which they wore
received into Judaism, and that of John, by which, as a preparatory rito, symbolizing repentance, the peoplo were made
ready for Him who was to baptize them with the Holy Ghost.
But both these were significant of one and the same truth ;
that namely of the entire cleansing of the man for the new
and spiritual life on which he was to enter, symbolized by
water cleansing the outward person. Both were appointed
means, the one by the Jewish Church, tho other, stamping
that first with approval, by God Himself, towards their re:

;

:

:

—

—

—
—

John himself declared his baptism to be t'nwas only with water ; one was coming, who

spective ends.

complete,—it
should baptize with the Holy Ghost. That declaration of his
is tlie key to Vie understanding of this verse.
Baptism, complete, with water and the Spirit, is the admission into the
kingdom of God. Those who have received the outward sign
and the spiritual grace, have entered into that kingdom. And
this entrance was fullv ministered to tho disciples when the
Spirit descended on them on the day of Pentecost. So that,
as spoken to Nicodemus, theso words referred him to the baptism of John, which probably (see Luke vii. 30) ho had
slighted. But they were not only spoken to him. The words
of our Lord havo in them life and meaning for all ages of His
Church and more especially these opening declarations of
His ministry. He here unites together tho two elements of
a complete Baptism which were sundered in tho words of tho
Baptist, ch. i. 33 in which united form He afterwards (Matth.
xxviii. 19, 20; Mark xvi. 16) ordained it as a sacrament of
His Church. Hero He speaks of spiritual Baptism, as in ch.
vi. of spiritual Communion, and in both places in connection
with the outward conditions and media of those sacraments.
It is observable that here, as ordinarily (with a special exception, Acts x. 44 AT.), the outward sign comes first, and then
tho spiritual grace, vouchsafed in and by means of it where
duly received." The objection to a reference of ii&ap to John's
baptism is, that Christ after manifesting Himself as the Messiah could not well have made tho lxiptinra of His forerunner
a condition of admission to His kingdom. In this case He
would have said at least owe c£ v&aro? pdVop, aAAa xcu,
not only of water, but also and chiefly of the Spirit.— P. S.]
t [This is entirely inapplicable to Nicodomus, who was ft
Jew In full communion. Besides it is not quite certain, although probable, that the Jewish proselyte baptism existed
before Christ. Comp. Schneckenburger, Ueber das Alter der
tiki. Proselytentavfe und derm Zusammenhang mil dem johanneischen und chrisi lichen RUus, and Horzog'a £ncycL.
:

—

^

vol.XII„nv245.-P.S.J
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—

Ho cannot enter. Liicke In the nature of
forward the universal idea of baptism in its sym" Wuter is here, as in the bap- the case eio£Ai)eiv must be the same as Idtiv; that
tism of John, the symbol of purification, of pird- is, have a share in the presence of the kingdom
of God. [So also Meyer]. Still Idelv denotes this
voia, of the essential but negative beginning of
the being born of God.'* It is only to be ob- rather in the aspect of perceiving as an object,
served, first, that a merely negative beginning tlaeMelv, of entering into it.
And this makes
is inconceivable; and secondly, that the fieravota the expression a further development of the idea
in question is one which completes itself by en- of the participation, corresponding to the further
trance into a new, higher fellowship by means definition of the being born from above, as a beof the corresponding' lustration. And this lus- ing born of water and of the Spirit.
[It is from this expression mainly (ov dvvarat
tration, of course, was not yet before Nicodemus
in the Christian form, but only in the form of eloe/.deiv, etc.), that the fathers inferred the docthe baptism of John. The word refers, there- trine of the absolute necessity of baptism for salBut to vation, which is still taught in the symbols of the
fore, primarily to the baptism of John.
lb is, as the lustration of its time. The word found Greek, Roman, and Lutheran churches. Clement
its fulfilment in the Christian baptism, which ac- of Alexandria assumed that even the saints of the
tually asserts its character as a dividing lustra- 0. T. were baptized in hades before they could
tion between the old world and the new. The pas- pass into heaven, and Augustine went so far as
sage is therefore to bo explained from the words to exclude all unbaptized infants who die in inof John " I baptize with water, etc.;** except fancy from heaven, an inference against which
that Christ makes of the antithesis a synthesis. all our nobler feelings instinctively rebel.
BapConcretely: One must become a divinely begot- tism no doubt is the ordinary and regular way
ten proselyte, through the medium of disciple- to Christ's church, as circumcision was to the
ehip under John and disciplcship under Christ. Jewish church. But on the other hand it has
It cannot be objected, that John's office is only always been maintained by judicious divines in
temporary (against Meyer). As the transition all churches, that*it is not the want, but the conis through the Old Testament into the New, so it tempt of the sacrament that condemns (non defeeis also through the person who closes the Old tus, or privatio, sed contemptus sacrament* damnat),
Testament to him who opens the New, to Christ. and that under certain conditions the baptism
One must first become historically a Christian, re- of desire (baptismus flaminis), and the baptism of
:

bolical import.

—

:

ceiving the lustration of Christian discipline ; then,
As the condition of salvaspiritually a Christian.
tion, the two things are a concrete unit; the first

not without the second, the second not without the
yet the second, the baptism of the Spirit, the
chief and decisive thing according to ver. G.
Of water and Spirit. The relation of the
Olshausen: The water denotes the soul putwo.
rified in simple repentance, as the feminine prin(Is this a remciple, the Spirit, the masculine.
nant of theosophy?)* Meyer: The passage shows
the necessity of baptism to participation in the
kingdom of the Messiah, but only to those passing
over to Christianity, not to Christian children (for
which he quotes, without warrant, 1 Cor. vii. 14).
Tboluck: According to the Lutheran doctrine
the communication of the Spirit is not absolute,
but only ordinarie dependent on baptism. The
i k, according to the Lutheran doctrine, denotes
the causa materialis, according to Musasus, wTholuck himself proposes a midstrununtalit.
denote the visible source,
dle view, making
This, however, is not a
the operating cause.
middle view, but a still stronger form of the
Unquestionably the etc with
causa materialis.
water denotes the historical means, with Spirit,
the vital. The water is the predominantly negafirst;

—

—

U

—

tive

medium

of the birth, the Spirit, the pre-

dominantly positive. In general, the birth from
water might be intelligible to the Israelite from
his usual lustrations, and particularly from the
promises in Is. i. 16 ; Mai. iii. 8 ; Jer. xxxiii.
8; Ezek. xxxvi. 25; and the birth from the
Spirit, from circumcision, and such promises as
Ezek. xxxvi. 26 ; Joel ii. 28 ; Zech. xii. 10.
* [Olehatwen refers for illustration to the brooding of the
Spirit of God over the waters of the deep in the first creation,
in a certain sense is repeated in every new birth
hence the regenerate is called a new creature, 2 Cor. v. 17.

which

—P.

S.J

blood in martyrdom (baptismus sanguinis), may be
full equivalent of baptism proper (baptismus
The omission of water in vers. 6 and 8,
fluminis).
implies that the Holy Spirit may produce regeneration without baptism, as He undoubtedly did
under the Jewish dispensation and in the case of
Cornelius; while on the other hand the example
of Simon Magus proves that baptism may take
place without being accompanied by spiritual
regeneration. The necessity of regeneration and
faiih to salvation is absolute, the necessity of
baptism, or any thing else, is merely relative.
Only unbelief, t. e., tho rejection of the gospel,
with or without baptism, condemns. This is
clearly taught, Mark xvi. 16; 6 6i airiorfcac
(without the addition teal //# (ianTiodelc) KaraKptVT/oETat.
Comp. my remarks on p. 127. P. S.]
Ver. G. That which is born of the flesh.
The o&pg here is the designation of human nature in its sinful tendency, antithetic to spirit.
Generally John uses oap% for human nature as a
whole.
He now, at the outset, views human nature as sinful odpg in contrast with the Spirit
(ch. i. 18, and here).
But that he can conceive
it also as regenerate o&p£, appears from ch. i. 14,
and vi. 51 sqq. From this alone it follows, that
he must have an idea of an original pure o6p£
and this is evident also from ch. xvii. 2. 2ap£,
absolutely, therefore, is not "the material nature of man, ethically determined by sinful inclination of which it is the seat, with the principle
of the sensuous life of the i}wx4" (Meyer).
2(fy>£ is here, as in ch. i. 13, the whole human
nature, body, soul, and spirit, but under perverse dominion of the o&pi; in the narrower sense,
in contrast with the ruling of the human spirit
by the Spirit of God.
The neuter stands for
the personal, to make the expression as general
as possible (Winer, p. 160).
There is thus tho
same antithesis as in oh. i. 13.
All men are

a

—

—
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CHAP.
flesh,

in bo far as they have proceeded

from the

opposed to the

natural, carnal generation, stand

kingdom of God, and need the birth from the
Spirit.
What, therefore, is born of the flesh is
flesh, and would be flesh again, though a man
could be born the second time of his mother.
Besser says: "Not something in us is carnal,
but everything" (see Flacius.)

That which

is

born of the Spirit.—The

water in ver. 5 is omitted as less decisive, but is
implied, especially in so far as the office of the
water is to abnegate that which is sinful in the
birth from the oapi- in order to mediate the birth
from the Spirit. The passage relates not only
to a proceeding of the moral nature and life from
the Spirit of God (Meyer), but to a transformation of the whole person himself by the operations of the Spirit.
Is spirit. That is: Is determined in its whole nature by the Spirit as its
principle, growing towards entire spiritualization, as that which is born of the flesh is determined by the flesh as its principle, and in its
abnormal development sinks into carnality, Rom.
TiiL 5. Evidently the whole sentence applies to the
whole human race (not, as Kuinoel holds, to the
Jews alone), and expresses: (1) The contrast between the old man and Christ as the Son of Man
(2) The contrast between the un regenerate and
the regenerate (see Rom. v.).
Meyer: "In the
conclusions respectively, the substantives o&pi; and
rvevjia stand significantly and strongly [comp.
1 John iv. 8] for the adjectives aaptuKog and
xvrvfiariKdc, and are to be taken qualitatively."
Marvel not. The expression of
Ver. 7
Jesus reflects the astonishment of the aged
hearer. 11 is confusion seems to pass into waiting
admiration.
Christ then shows him why he
should not wonder, by illustrating the spiritual
mystery by a mystery of nature. With great
Ye must, etc.
force He here brings out the word
Ben gel : Te et eos, quorum nomine locutus es.
Ver. 8. The wind bloweth where it
The comparison of the one nvevfia with
listeth.
the other, as well as the verb irvei, sitisfies us
that the subject here is the wind, not the Spirit,
Not
as Origen and Augustine took the word.
alone the double sense of the word {nvevpa, HI*)),

—

—

:

—

bat the symbolical import of the wind also occasions the illustration of the spiritual case by the

With John, concrete, graphic
circumstances always reflect themselves in high
thoughts*; and thus we may suppose the figure
here to have been furnished by a storm or roaring
wind in the night. Now first comes the quesnatural analogy.

tion:

does

What does the figure say? Then: What
mean ? The wind in its blowing, the air

it

motion, U a type of the Spirit, because it is
the element of the unity and union of the
diversities of the earth. It bloweth where it listeth.
The personification of the wind is suggested by its
uncon fined, apparently free motion, as unaccountWhere f Meyer
able as original, personal will.
presents an example of ttov with a verb of motion; but here the where is emphatic, the place
where the wind whistles and roars in its strength.
[There are three points of comparison between
the wind and the Spirit in the work of regeneration: 1) the freedom and independence: birov
$&u *v€l; 2) the irresistible effect: ttjv <ponn/v
in its

in fact

axobeic;

8) the incomprehensibility: ovk

120
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both as to origin (ir6dev) and termination
To these might be added a fourth
analogy, which, however, is not stated in the'
text, viz., the different degrees of power; the
Holy Spirit acts now like the gentle breeze upon
minds as tenderly constituted as John, Melanchthon, Zinzendorf, now like a sweeping storm or
whirlwind upon characters as strong as Paul,
Luther, Calvin, Knox. Hence the presumption
and folly to make our own experience the measure
and rule for all others. We should rather adore
the wisdom and goodness of God in the variety
of His operation.
P. S.]
And thon nearest the sound thereof;
bnt canst not tell.— Though perfectly manifest, the deepest mystery.
And first in reference
to the whence.
Even if the general conditions
of its origin be known, as they were only in part
to the ancients (locality, season, heat, etc.), yet
the particular actual conditions, and the precise
origin of a given current, are not known. No
more the end of the current, its particular actual
effects.
So with the Spirit, both as to its origin
and its effects, in the matter of regeneration.
olSac,

(ttov bndyet).

—

The origin of the rustling wind of the new lifeword of Christ, which stirs him, Nicodemus does
not know. The wind comes down mysteriously
through the Old Testament with ever increasing
strength.
Nicodemus has marked many things
in the Old Testament, but not the rising motion
of the Spirit. Still less knows he whither this
mighty Spirit-current leads, out over Israel into
the Gentile world, and out over the earth iuto the
eternal heaven.
Yet the Lord immediately gives
to the figure a definite application.
In whatever
soul the Spirit of regeneration would act, there
he is present all at once in his untrammelled
power. The beginnings are a mystery. So the
issues in the eternal life.
This, too, Nicodemus
did not yet know; how the Spirit had seized him,
and whither it would go with him, 1 Cor. xv. 28.
How some of the older theologians used this passage for the doctrine of gratia irresisiibilis, while*
others denied this use of it, and how Calvin interpreted it, not for his system, but only as presenting the incomprehensible and mysterious in the
work of the Spirit, see in Tholuck. The words
concerning the wind and regeneration would evidently say: Regeneration is a thing which, both
as to its origin and its goal, is a mystery of faith,
but in its manifestation, especially under the
preaching of the Gospel and under awakening miracles, is

a mighty, unmistakable

life.

Faith as

The wind
plain : life as faith is a mystery.
a type of divine operation ; Xenoph. Memorab., 4,
8, 1 4. Comp. Ps. cxxxv. 7 ; Eccles. xi. 6.
So Is every one. Popular phrase for: So
is it with every one.
life is

—

How

Ver. 9.
can these things be?
Luther: "Nicodemus becomes more foolish and
Slier: *'He now
gets no idea of the parable.'
1

If the
really asks, instead of contradicting."
question be interpreted from the advance of the
discourse of Jesus, it says far more, and the nag
Nicodemus
is not hxsitanlu, as Grotius takes it.
asks now with the wish that such a regeneration
may be possible by a power which makes water
and Spirit operative. Though the wind so mysteriously comes and goes, it yet has its sufficient
cause; where lies the sufficient cause for the
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mysterious regeneration of water and the Spirit?
The 6 b vara i haying been already treated, the
emphasis now is not on it> but on jruf.
Ver. 10. Master of Israel, and knowest
not these things? Not now a rebuke for

—

want of

power of the divine Spirit
(Tholuck), but a reminder that he, as Master of
Israel, ought to know the ground for the outpouring of the Spirit, to wit, the dootrine of
Christ the Son of God, and His sufferings and
His redeeming work. Master of Israel. According to Scholl (see Liioke, I. p. 627) three
men stood at the head of the Sanhedrin: The
faith in the

—

president (M'fettn),

who was

called,

by eminence,

the publio teacher of the law; the rice-president,

or paler domut

and the

wise

judicii, site

man (D3H),

SynedrU

sitting

(j'l

on the

JV3 3K)

left

of the

Now Nicodemus

could hardly haye
been the president of the Sanhedrin; but he
might haye been "the wise man" Tet, as Liicke
remarks, this last office is doubtful, and the ideas
of wise man, teacher, etc., do not coincide. Liicke,

president

Erasmus: "IUe

doctor, cujus tarn Celebris est

opinio" Nicodemus took the lead of those who
desired to know concerning Jesus; so far he was
the teacher of Israel
He wished to know what
he was, and did not know that he was the Messiah, or what the Messiah was, as the basis of
the sending of the Spirit and of regeneration.
This he might know from Is. xi. and lxi.
Ver. 11. Verily, verily,
speak that
whiohweknow. The introduction of another
doctrine
cardinal truth of the
of Christ the Son
of God, His sufferings and His work. An intimation that it is He himself, without the declaration
that it is He.
That toe do know. The personal
oertitude of Christ meeting the ignorance of
Nicodemus. A plural of personal dignity, reiled
in the plural of the new Christian community.
The plural, therefore, does not mean simply : (1)
Christ and John the Baptist (Knnpp, Luthardt)
(2) Christ and the prophets (Luther, [Calvin],
Tholuck); (8) Christ and God (Chrysostom, and
others);* (4) Christ and the Holy Ghost (Ben gel)
(6) Men (Baumgarten-Crusius) ; (6) The universal Christian consciousness (Hilgenfeld); (7)
Jesus alone (Meyer). f " We speak that which we
know," has reference to the consciousness of
'
Christ alone. " Testify that which we hare seen,
relates to Christ and his associates, the Baptist
and the disciples, who recognized in him the
Slory of the Son of God, [^Hengstenberg and Goet include the disciples in both plurals. Godet
makes some good remarks here (I. p. 420), and
says that the plural gives to the passage a festive
rhythmical character in the consciousness of
standing no more alone. It reminds one of
Matth. zi. 25, where our Lord thanks His Father
that He had revealed the mysteries of the kingdom to babes, while they are hid from the wise
and prudent. P. 8.] Meyer refers lopdicafiev
to Christ's having seen with God in his prmexistence.
But here the prm-existence and the
life of Christ form a concrete unit.

—

,

We

1

—

• [Stler : The three Persons in the Holy Trinity. Bnt fc*p&xap.<v suits neither Ood the Father nor the Holy Spirit.
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after
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8.1

f [Lttcke, De Wette. So also Alford, but in a proverbial rather than rhetorical sense.—F. 8.]

And ye

receive not our witness.-—The

Sanhedrin had not admitted the testimony of

John or the manifestation of Christ; Nicodemus
himself acknowledged only the prophet in Him,
and had objected to the doctrine of regeneration.
Ver. 12. If I have told you earthly (hu-

man) things. 'Eiriyeta, in antithesis with
kirovpdvia. According to the context, the Lord

evidently means by kniyeia the doctrine of regeneration and its conditions, as He afterwards
means by kirovpdvia the doctrine of the Son of
God, the suffering Christ, the redemption of the
world. But why these terms? By Myeia we
understand the truths and facts already, having
place on earth (kirlyetovf that which is found on
earth),* by kirovpdvia (kirovpdviov, that which is
found in heaven ),f hew heavenly revelations and
things.
The doctrines of regeneration, of baptism, of the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, were
more distinctly expressed in the Old Testament
than the doctrine of their cause, the Son of God,
etc. ; they were in some sense already at home in
Israel.
For though the knovpdvia, before God
and in idea, form the jprtto, and are the ba.sis of
the kiriyeia, yet here, as every where, ihe posterity
comes to view before the prius in its whole, essential glory.
It should be noticed that further
on yrj and ovpavdc come in the same sort of antithesis.
In a theological point of view the brlyeia

might be compared with anthropological

truths, the knovpdvia with the strictly theological,
Christologicftl, and soteriologioaL

Various interpretations.
(1) Luther, Bera, Grotius: The hrlyeta, are
the preceding figurative expressions ; therefore
the kirovpdvia, what they mean.
(2) Liicke: iiriyeia, synonymous with ra
X*pow, as in Wisd. ix. 16; J tangible things, lying near to men, at hand [easily understood]
those kv ovpavotc, unsearchable, remote from
men J (Tholuck : the divine counsels).
(3) De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius:
Moral
things, in which the man has a receptive activity, and heavenly things, in which he bears
himself with receptive faith.
(4) Meyer, somewhat more uncertainly: What
Jesus had hitherto presented, among other things

h

||

the doctrine of regeneration, in distinction from
what He would present in future, heavenly mysteries, fl

•[Comp. 1 Cor. xv.40; 2 Cor.
James iii. 15 gap. ix. 16.-P. 8J

v. 1:

Phil.

II.

10;

ill.

19;

:

t (Comp. Mutth. xvili. 35 ; 1 Cor. xv. 40, 48 ; Eph.

t.

3 PhIL
;

X [A striking parallel : xal fuSAtc cut4£oper rft eirt rift yjjt
t4 iv xcpfftr ti/pi<TKOfity perA irovov, ta to iv ovoarot* vt»
jttxwaffc. Bat in this passage the earthly things belong to
the order of nature, while in our passage the Lord distin-

«rai

guishes between earthly things and heavenly things in the
sphere of religion and revelation. P. 8.1

—
—

Jl8oal8oReus8,£ru<.deJatW>i.eAr^t.n^ p. 427. But
is-ovpaVia never has this meaning. P. 8.
| [Similarly Godet: d*t chow* dont vout pomrier comtater
en vout-mimct la reality and on the other hand Us secret* dm
del auHlfaudra
fl

croirf.

uniquement

[itegeneration, says

txtr

Meyer (5th

ma parole.— P. S.l

ed. p. Id2),

though

origi-

nating in heaven, takes placo on earth and so far belongs to
the category of the iviytia. He includes in this, however,
all that Jesus had hitherto told the Jews (cIs-op vf-iv), as distinct from the iuovfxivia, i. «., the Messianic mysteries and
divine counsels in regard to the redemption of the world.
Hengstcnberg essentially agrees with Meyer (1. 197). Alford
takes the earthly and the heavenly things to mean the
same mysteries but viewed under two aspects, either as occurring on earth and among men, or as having their orhrin
*
In the divine counsels.— P. S.J

^
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CHAP.
(5) Lampe, more clearly:. The earthly things,
that which had hitherto been presented, because
(a) the work of grace is wrought upon earth;
(6) Israel had been already instructed concerning
The heavenly
it under the economy of the law.
things, the new things which were to be presented
concerning the heavenly origin of that work and
the nature of the divine decree, etc., as dark things,
and for the most part remaining yet unknown.
will ye believe, etc. Expressing apprehension of finding Nioodemus still more obtuse
It should be observed
to what he had yet to say.
that in both eases Nicodemus is regarded in his
connection with the Jews. Just this connection
makes it so hard for him to believe. The singular
also should be noticed, which here comes in with
great strength in contrast with the previous
plural : If I tell you, introducing what follows.

—

How

—

—

Ver. 13. And no man hath ascended. Now
follows first the doctrine of the Son of God Himself, yet in deep, obscure hints corresponding to
the indecision and incredulity of Nicodemus. The
Olshausen
koI here must be noted at the outset.
makes it adversative (yet), Beza demonstrative
(for), Baumgarten-Crusius concessive (indeed),
continuative, that is unmeaning, Liioke
corroborative of the preceding. Correctly, "And

Meyer

III.

;

131
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Reformed theology : Oeneratim ccelum est symbolum rerum omnium supra nos et extra conspectum nostrum in altum evectarum. Corresponding to this
the Lutheran conception: non rom/cog, sed rpo~
iriK&g sumendum, of the status majestatis divinm
fcomp. Flacius, Clavis). Yet Quenstedt (III., p.
895) thinks that in the third kv ovpavy the status
beatitudinis is meant.
It accords with John's use
of language simply to suppose, aocording to rabbinic usage, a metonymio transfer of ovpavdg, the
sedes dioina, to God Himself; so k$ ovpavov epx6-

is

fuvoc, ch.

81

iii.

«r.

;

ovp. 6ed6fievov t ch.

iii.

27."

Tholuok. Yet different elements are to be distinguished in the one conception : (1) The world
of heavenly spiritual revelations ; (z) the world
of heavenly life, origin, centre, and goal; (8)
the world of the heavenly glory of God, of the
omnipresence. The idea of the heaven to which
Christ ascends, and which expressly is to be conceived ToKiKo>£, attaches itself to the second of
*0 /cara/Jdf, Hunnius and
these elements.

" Descendit

ratione divinm naturm, non
humanm natures assumtione,
et voluntaria ezinanitione."
The 6 kv was referred

others:

quidem motu

locali,

sed

by the older theologians to the omniprtesentia, or
the status beatitudinis. Erasmus, the Socinians,

Semler, Luthardt quite gratuitously substitute
Himself an imperfect: be f]v. Nor does it denote, aocordixovp&iHoc." That is : And yet you must be told ing to De Wette and Tholuck, the abiding, real
heavenly things by Him who, being the heavenly manifestation of God in Christ; for the being of
One, is Himself the first subject of this revelation. the Son of Man in God is to be distinguished
Next must be observed the three significant from the being of God in Him. The Son of Man.
tenses: Perfeot, avafikpjjKev, aorist, icara/ftf?, and Intimating that those characteristics belong to
present, 6 bv. Evidently, the first proposition is the Messiah that the Son of Man is the Messiah
founded on the second, the second on the third ; and the Messiah is the Son of Man; without
therefore, conversely the third is proved by the more particular explanation.*
Ver. 14. And as Moses in the wilderness.
second, the second by the first. If now the whole
The dark expression of the divinity of Christ
amounts to: The Son of Man hath ascended into
heaven, the perfect cannot bo taken for future, and His Messiahship is followed by a dark exreferring to the future adscensio (Augustine, Ben- pression of the appointment of the Messiah
gel, and others) ; nor as denoting an ecstatic to suffering, and to exaltation through sufThe connection (the nal) is variously
raptui in caelum, according to the Socinians nor fering.
Meyer: The transition is "neither
tropically, for the immediate knowledge of divine taken.
things, which Christ as it were brings down from from the being able to communicate heavenly
things to the being obliged to oommunicato
heaven (Beza, Lucke, referring to Prov. xxx. 4)
them (Lucke), nor from the theoretical to
still less does it say, according to Jansen, Meyer,
Tholuok, and others : " NuUus hominum in ccelo the practical (De Wette), nor from word to
fuit t quod adseendendo fieri solet, ut ibi coelestia con- fact (Olshausen), nor from enlightenment to saltemplaretur, nisi;" that is: No man hath been in vation (Scholl), nor from present lack of faith to
heaven, but He, etc. This would reduce the mat- the future origin of it (Jacobi), nor from the
From the miracles, subjective condition of the kingdom of God, reter to a mere assurance.
which Nicodemus himself acknowledged, it generation, to the objective redemption (Thoshould be concluded that Jesus has perfectly as- luck), nor from the work of Christ to His person
cended to heaven, that is, in virtue of His moral (Baumgarten-Crusius). Nor, we add, "from the
perfection He is a new revelation, and that, the ground for believing to the blessedness of him
new one, which brings the kingdom of heaven who believes" (Meyer himself ). Aocording to
down from heaven. And again from this should Tholuck, 7th ed., it is the transition to the comhi inferred that He came from heaven, that is, munication of the ixovpdviov which, however,
It is clearly
has constitutionally a heavenly origin, became he too evidently began in ver. 12.
man from heaven. From this should further be
* [Alford remarks against the figurative explanation of
inferred that He Himself in His incarnation con- this passage
Hebrew metaphors are founded on deep intinues one with God, in the presence of God, and sight into divine truth these words in fact express the truths
on which Hebrew metaphors are constructed." As uniting
this
from
root
we
And
pass
heaven.
thus in
in Himself God who dwells in heaven, and man who dwells

yet

He

alone can

tell, kirovpavta,

who

is

;

—

;

;

:

*'

;

From the Godhead of Christ, and on earth, Christ was always both in heaven and on earth, the
back again.
from the divine consciousness of Christ as the golden clasp of both. Augustine Ecce hie trot et in catio
erat : hie erat in carne, in ccelo tral divinttafa, natus de moire,
Son of Man, results His incarnation, and from nnn rectdens a Putre. Augustine adds that in some sense all
which
He,
in
virtue
of
revelation
tran Christians partake of this double existence. Tales fecit
this the new
His moral perfection, brings from heaven. Then discipulos suos. Paulum audi apostolum dicentem, nostra awconversatio in calx*. Si homo Paulas apostolus ambulx~
Utn
" Lampe, in opposithe ovpav6$ explains itself.
bat in came in terra et conversabatur in wrfo, Deus cadi et
ccelum
the
the
empyreum
of
of
doctrine
tion to the
terra poterat esse et in ccelo et in terra.—P. S.J
:
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the transition from tho Son of
of redemption.

God

to the

work

—

The serpent in the wilderness. Christ
attaches His doctrine to the event in Num. xxi.
8: Moses, at the command of God, set up a
brazen serpent as a standard of salvation for
those who were bitten by the fiery serpents in
the camp.* Glossa ord. : "Magistrum legit ad
Meyer recognizes
significationem legit inoitat."
only two points of comparison: (1) The lifting
up of the brazen serpent, and of Jesus on the
cross; (2) the being restored to health by looking on the serpent, and to eternal life, by faith
He unwarrantably rejects Bengel's
in Christ.
further point: Ut serpent ille fuit serpent tine
veneno contra serpentes venenatos, sic Christus homo,
homo sine peccato eontra serpentem antiquum. But
we should go still farther. As the brazen serpent, the image of the deadly serpent, was
changed into an image of the remedy, so Christ,
the crucified, made in the likeness of the sinner (so Luther, Bengel, Olshausen, Jacobi,
Stier, Lechler), of the deooiver of the people
(Matth. xxvii. G3), of the false Christ and Antichrist (Matth. xii. 24; Jno. xviii. 83), a curse
[Gal. iii. 13) and image of sin itself (2 Cor. v.
21), as if He were the very manifestation of the
murderer of men (Jno. viii. 44), was made with
His cross tho sign of salvation, by looking upon
which in faith men should be saved. The contrasts:

Bad appearance, good

reality;

appa-

rently poisonous, in reality wholesome; apparently overcome, made powerless, in fact victorious; lifted up apparently as a reproach, in
Ethical idea at the bottom of
fact as an honor.
these paradoxes, and the same in both cases:

•[Num.
thoea

xxi. 8f: u And the Lord said unto Moses, Make
(Mfe?, Sept. tyir xoAjcovk, Vulg. terpm-

fiery sarpont

UmKnnm,

brazen serpent) and set It upon a pole: and it
come to puss, that everv one that is bitten, when ho
lookHth upon it, shall live. And Moses made a serpent of
brass, and put it upon a pole, and it came to pass, that if a
serpent had bitten any man, when he beheld the serpent of
brass, he lived." Hero we have two kinds of serpents, 1) the
living, poisonous serpent who 4e bite is deadly image of sin
;
2) the dead, brazen serpent without the poison a symbol of
Christ and His salvation, tie was made " in the likeness of
in," yet without sin. (Rom. viii. 3; 2 Cor. v. 21; 1 Pet. ii.
24). This furnisher the first point of comparison: the brazen
serpent and Christ. The other two points are the elevation to
the pole— to the cross, and the healing effect, which in the
0. T. was physical and temporary, in the N. T. is spiritual and
permanent. The Uebrew sarapk is so called, from the red
spots on Its skin, or from the bnrning effect or its poison
which is like a consuming fire : hence certain serpents were
called by the Greeks wprjfrr^pc? and Kav<r<ay<*. Moses took
not a living serpent, but a dead imago of it, which had the appearance, but not the poison of a serpent, and acted as a healer
Instead of a destroyer. In Egyptlnn theology the serpent is tho
symbol of healing, and in Sap xvi. 6 it is called o-v/a/SoAop
ffwnjpiac In the Bible it is primarily the symbol of the devil,
of sin and death, from Genesis down to tho Apocalypse (xx. 2:
tof 5<pii' rbv i.pxalov 5* icrri dtd/9oAoc). The physiology of
the serpent aids in understanding its agency in the fall. A.
"P. Krummacher (the father of the celebrated pulpit orator)
gives tho following unique and suggestive description of this
mysterious reptile : " Tho serpent, a beast like to an embodied
thunderbolt that has had its origin in the deepest night,
parti-colored, painted like fire, as black and dark as night,
its eyes like glowing sparks, its tongue black, yet cloven like
a flame, its Jaws a chasm of the unknown, its teeth fountains
of venom, the sound of its mouth a hiss. Add to this the
strange and wonderful motion, evor striving like a flash to
quiver, and like an arrow to flee, wore it not hindered by its
bodily organization. It appears among the beasts like a
condemned and (alien angel ; in the heathen world of false
gods, it hath found and still finds ever awe and adoration ; its
subtlety has become a byword, its name a naming of Satan
whilst the popular feeling, even now, as in all times past!
connects a curse and exorcism with its appearance," PVs.J
shall

—
—

Reconciliation with the image of the evil, and
calmness resulting therefrom through the
believing look, through the Triariq. The serpent
bites Him who is lifted up, who destroys it ; sin
has power oyer him who has not reconciled himself to the judgment of God, to the evil, as a
remedy against the sin. The believing look upon
the brazen serpent healed by calming and elevating the soul.
Faith in the Crucified is the
faith that Christ in the form of one condemned
has transformed the judgment of God into deliverance, and the consequent, willingness to
suffer the cross with Him. Wisd. xvi. 6 : ovpfioTjov
infinite

aorijpiaq.

Of course the tyoiHjvai primarily means a being lifted up under suffering and shame, not, as
Paulus makes it, a being glorified outright; and
it darkly points to the lifting up of malefactors
on the post; yet the passages Jno. viii. 28; xii.
32 involve also glorification in the death of the
cross.
And this is also probably (as Lechler,
Tholuck, and others think) included here. Hofmann wavers between the wholly opposite ideas
of elevation for exhibition ( Weissagung und Erfullang, II. p. 143), and for putting away (Schriflbeweis, II. p. 198).
Tholuck: "A word must
have been used in the Aramaic, which admitted
both conceptions; and this

is

the case with *]pt

(against Bleek's Beitrdge, p. 231), which means
in the later Chaldaic, as in the Hebrew, to •set
1
1
up, in the Syriao, to 'crucify, but also to
lift up,' Targum Jer. iii. 2: ^r# Wpi."
This
secondary sense Bleek and, according to the impression of Hofmann (II., 1, 198), also Luthardt
would make in fact the only one, excluding from
the passage all reference to the cross, and taking
it only as saying that Christ will be, not only as
humble, but also as exalted, the object of faith.
But both ch. viii. 28, and John's own interpretation, ch. xii. 83, put this out of the question.
On the contrary the double sense is plainly suggested by the way in which Christ conceives His
death as His essential 6o!;aofi6$ (ch. xiii. 31, 32);
according to the sentence of Hamann, "the cross
is the star with the rays taken off."
Tholuck's
exposition: "The comparison primarily offered
Ignominious elevation made saving to beis:
lievers."
The ignominious, however, does not
come first in the imago of the serpent, but the
appearance of the hostilo and destructive.
Even so must.— The preparation of this
remedy rests upon the divine counsel (del, comp.
Lu. xxiv. 46).
It is evident also from this passage, that Christ was from the beginning conscious of the necessity of His dying for the salvation of mankind, and of dying an ignominious
death under the condemnation of men (see oh.
ii. 19), and that He from the beginning spoke of
it; but at first only in mysterious hints.
His
unveiled utterances, especially to His disciples,
came later. Liicke justly suggests that the must
(rfeZ) does not say the death of Christ was rendered necessary by that type of the brazen serpent; still the lifting up of the serpent was made
a type only because it really was a type, if not
in the mind of the bitten Israelite, at least in the
mind of the ordaining Spirit. In Moses, too,
must have already flashed the presentiment that
evil, the consequence of sin, must become the
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for evil, the serpent's bite be healed by
the serpent's image. The ovrug here has peculiar force: expressing the feeling and contemplation of the infinite contrast between the glory
of the Son of Man and His suffering on the cross.
Works: Buxtorf, Dissertat., the treatise: Historian serpentis senei ; Vitringa, Observat. I., 2, ch. 11
Oeheimniss der t hern en Schlange; Men-

Rambach,

ken, Ueber die eherne Schlange, 1812.
ken's Works, Bremen, 1858, Vol VI.,
[Erskine, on the Brazen Serpent."]

The

In Menp.

853 sqq.

serpent, primarily the type of the devil,

supposed to have been, in the form of the
brazen serpent which was attached to the sacred
banner of Israel (?), a figure of the sanctification
of the human nature of Christ perfected on the
cross, and thus the brazen serpent was a symThe fiery serpents in the
bol of salvation.
wilderness, however, were primarily the form of
a divine punishment, presented in a form elsewhere denoting sin.
The elevated serpentstandard was thus the type of punishment lifted
in the phantom of sin, and transformed into a
is

means

183

III. l-2i:

Ver. 15. That whosoever believeth in
Application of the figure. The look* at
the brazen serpent a type of faith.
The thing
there to be prevented, death; here, perdition.
The thing there to be gained, healing; here, salvation, eternal life.
Yet the theocratic looking
at the brazen serpent was not without an internal element of faith ; and so, on its part, the
moral salvation has its external side; it is an
iufinito vital development from within outward.
The C«# aluvtoe, the opposite of tidvaros and
dn<l>%eia; beginning with the new life of faith and
love, in the spirit; already manifesting itself in
this world in the healthful issues of the spirit
through the "tyvxft and otipa as a real, substantial,
not merely moral £&>#; completing itself in
eternity and in the appearing of Christ as 66£a
and dvdoraoic,. ZuS/ in the essential sense, as

him.

—

from God and participation of His life in
Christ, in opposition to essential death in sin;
aluvtog, not simply the eternity of duration and
of the world to come, but the eternity of the
transcendent presence of all times and places, according as to their divine purport at every point,
as against the diroAeta, in which the man is lost
not only from God and from himself, but also
from time and space, to go down without botlife

of salvation.
This is the nature of the
The look at the cross, is a look at the
curse-laden One, who is not a sinner, but a divine
token of evil and penalty, and of the suffering
of penalty, which is holy and therefore trans- tom and without end. The divine life, or the
formed into deliverance. Reconciliation by the spiritual, embracing the depth and breadth of
The whosoever must here already be
eternity.
suffering of penalty becomes in the believing heart
reconciliation with the suffering 0/ penalty, and so noted. It marks the accessibleness of the salvasalvation.
It may even be ssid: In the form of
tion to all, its individual and universal character
the cross, as in the form of the serpent, the dis- at once, as well as the moral nature of faith
tinction between damnable sin, which the sin- ("whosoever believeth in Him.")
ner did not recognize, and wholesome punishVer. 16. For Ood so loved the world.—
ment, healing evil, in which he would see his The summing up of the several preceding docmisfortune, is made perfect and clear; and faith trines in a total picture of the eirovpdvia, after
means purely distinguishing between bad sin the analogy of ch. i. 14, and like passages.
and good penalty or evil. Jacobi, Stud, und Christology here goes back to the basis of theKrU. 9 1835, p. 37; Lechier, Stud. undKrit., 1851, ology; soteriology unfolds itself to the ordo
A gospel in nuce, like
salutis and to eschatology.
p. 826.
[I add here the note of Alford: "The serpent the sentences of 1 Tim. iii. 16, and others.
from the
Through Erasmus (see Llicke, I. p. 643) the
is in Scripture symbolism, the devil,
historical temptation in Gen. iii. downwards.
view has become current with later scholars,
But why is the devil set forth by the serpent f Kuinoel, Paulus, Tholuck, Olshausen, Maier, and
How does the bite of the serpent operate? It others, that from ver. 16 the Evangelist continues
pervades with Us poison the frame of its victim: that the discussion on his own part. The disappearframe becomes poisoned: and death ensues. 80 ance of dialogue, the preterites yydirtpev, ijv, the
sin, the poison of the devil, being instilled into our
term fiovoyev^g peculiar to John, and the general
nature, that nature has become o&pfj duapriar, a character of the discourse, are taken to show
poisoned nature, ^ flesh of sin. Now the brazen this.
But this hypothesis has been with good
serpent was made in the likeness of the serpents reason contradicted by Meyer [p. 168], Stier,
which had bitten them. It represented to them Baumgarten-Crusius, and myself in the Leben
the poison which had gone through their frames,
Jesu ii. p. 608.* John's coloring is in fact adand it was hung up there on the banner-staff, as mitted elsewhere ; why not here ? Lucke proa trophy, to show them that for the poison, there poses a middle view. The conversation conthat tho plague had been overteas healing;
tinues in ver. 16, narrated by John, but with the
In it, there was no poison, only the like- illustrative, amplifying hand of the narrator
come.
Now was not the Lord Jesus made more free than before. But Kling has justly
ness of it.
Was objected that this even would lead to an undis6/jxMufiari aapKJbq dfiapriac, Rom. via. 3 ?
not He made 'Sin for us, who knew no sin' (2 tinguishable mingling of narration and refleoDid not He, on His cross, make an
Cor. r. 21)?
• [Also by Alford, in toe, who well sums up the chief aropen show of and triumph over the Enemy, so gument*. The Dean justly remarks, that It would give us a
that it was as if the Enemy himself had been nailed very mean idea of the honesty or reverence of the Evangelist
to suppose him capable of attributing to his Master words
to that cross (Col. ii.
15J? Were not Sin and and sentiments of his own invention. Of the two examples
Death and Satan crucified, when He was cruci- which are quoted on the other side, ch. i. 16 is not to the
fied? Uzi fiiv iirel 6C bfcuq rj ffodftrf, oV bfeug koI
point, for the whole prologue is John's, and iii. 81 ff. is disputed, see notes there. In any case John could get such
Jj Otpaireia* evravda 6i t eml oV av&p&rrov 6 Bavaroq
words and ideas only from his divine Master, and would not
tunjWtv u$ rbv icdofiov, 6C dvOptinov koX j} £gm7 nap* have ventured on expressing them without authority from
eyzvero. Buthym.—P. S.]
Him.-P. 8.J
cross.

—

—

—

h
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Against the breaking off of the dialogue
to remark, that there would be no
close; in favor of the continuance of it, that all
that follows is very specially appropriate for
Nioodemus, and peculiarly the closing words in
era. 20 and 21. The disappearance of the form
iion.

it is

enough

of the dialogue is expressive, showing that
Nioodemus has become a willing hearer. Tholuck in support of his view cites ch. iii. 81,
where it is thought still more necessary to assume a continuation by the Evangelist himself.
But there, no more than here and in ch. i. 16-18
[?], can an unmarked interruption of the his-

be conceded.
Ver. 16 contains not merely a confirmative
repetition of ver. 15 (Tholuck), but gathers the
statements of ver. 13, 14, and 15 into one. Here
each several word has the utmost weight. The
for (ydp) bases the two preceding statements,
the Christological and the soteriological, upon
the love of God.
The so (obro;) is a resonance
of the ourug in ver. 14.
Loved (qyaxTjoev) denotes infinite love as the motive, the purpose,
and the act of redemption, or as love, grace, and
mercy. God (0 e 6 c ), the Holy in His entire antagonism to the world, the Merciful" in His entire
yearning towards the world. The World
(k da ftog) the world of man, founded on the
world of God, now lost in worldliness. Against
the Jewish particularism (with Lampe : Unioertorical narrative

titat

electorum).*

His only begotten Son

[Here John learned the
term povoyevfc from Christ Himself.] Expresses
the singular proof of love, 1 Jno. iv. 9 Rom.
viii. 82
Heb. xi. 17. An allusion to Abraham's
offering, Gen. xxii. 2.f
At the same time transforming the designation Son of Man into Son of
God. Gave. Combining the two ideas of the
simple didovai (aweoreiXev, 1 Jno. iv. 9 see here
ver. 13 and 17) and didovcu vwkp (Lu. zxii. 19) or
napadi66i>ai (Rom. viii. 82), which appears in
ver. 14 and 15.
Meyer properly remarks,
IduKtv contained more than axioTetXev, ver. 17
(which itself, however, in another aspect, contains a specific idea) ; but when he adds, that it
denotes not specially a giving up to death, but
(See note on oh.

i.

14).

;

;

;

the entire state of humiliation, we must observe
(1) that the preoeding words [ver. 15] refer to
• [To confine KoVy&ot to the munduM eUctorum (as is done by
•npralupsarian CaJrinists,and the Swiss Formula Consensus),
is to dMtror the beauty and force of the passage which is to
bring out the boundless love of God to all His creatures. God
hates nothing that He has made, and Christ died for all, but
the benefits of Ills death are available only to those who accept them by faith.
World means in the Scriptures and
in popular language 1) the whole universe; 2) the earth;
3) all men (so here); 4) the present order of things as distinct from the future world ; 5) the ungodly world, in opposition to the kingdom of God, and as subject to Satan, who is
called "the prince of this world" (John xii. 31). But it
never means the elect or the saints, which would be just the
reverae of the last mentioned signification. If it had this
meaning here, Christ might have said : " God so loved the
world . . . that the world (instead of whosoever believeth)
might not perish/' The universality of God's love and the
all-sufflciency of Christ's atonement (which, however, must
not be confounded with its actual efficiency) is mo<t clearly
taught here and In such passages as I Tim. ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9
1 John ii. 2 (which illustrates our passage) : " He is the propitiation for our sins : and not for ours only, but alto for the
1
sins of the whole world. '— P. 8. J
t [So also Stler, Hcngstenberg, and Alford. Nfcodemus, in
being reminded of Isaac's offering, was reminded of the love
required, the substitution made, and the prophecy there uttered to Abraham, to which Iva wait A mortwav nearly corresponds. Comp. Heb. xi. 19 ; Gen. xxii. 16.—P. 8.]

death, and (2) that Christ is given to the world
not ouly in His humiliation, but also in His
glory to all eternity.
That (iva) marks the sole
object of the sending of Christ; whosoever believeth (ir&c 6 irtorevuv) expresses at once
the universal offer of salvation and the condition
of it; might not perish (/*$ an6Xtjrai) % &c,
the salvation itself in its negative and positive
infinity.
The alternation of the aorist [airdXtrrai]
and the present [ixv] not onlv denotes the being
lost and being saved as already beginning in the
present, but also expressing, like the aorist: he
gave, the actual present existence of the Redeemer.

—

Ver. 17. For God sent not his Son.
contradiction of the Jewish exclusivism was
contained in ver. 16. Here it comes out more
distinctly.
Offsetting the lowly, suffering form
of Christ in ver. 15, which is visible also through
ver. 16, the kingly side of Christ in His work is

here brought forward. Hence we have here sent
instead of given; the power to judge is attributed
to Him in reference to the bnng lost, and it is
His power to save which secures for believers
eternal life.
It is asserted, howeveY, that the
saving of the world is the object of His mission,
not the judging. According to the Jewish Christology (Bertholdt, Christologie, pp. 203 and 228)
the Messiah was to come for judgment against
the heathen. Carnal interpretations of Old Testament passages like Ps. ii. 9 ; Mai. iv. 1 ; comp.
Matt. iii. 10, had led the exclusive Pharisaic
spirit to this view.
This decidedly bespeaks
this verse as a continuation of the conversation
with Nicodemus; yet the second rbv icfafwv is not
on this account to be specially referred merely
to the heathen world (Lucke and Tholuck here
are not accurately represented by Meyer). The
statement, however, is negative enough in its expression of the Christian universalism over
against the Jewish particularism. And not only
*« has the thrice pronounced
xdafiof something
solemn about it" (Meyer), but also something
doctrinally decisive against that particularism.
As regards the fact that Christ is nevertheless
also Judge of the world, Tholuck puts this right:
damnatory judgment was to be only an incidental result of His advent, as also in Lu. xii.
Meyer distinguishes with more dogmatic
61.
clearness between the first advent of Christ to
ourqpia, which was not a coming to judgment,
because, if this were to judgment, it would
bring condemnation upon all; and the second
advent to judgment against those who remain
unbelieving, oh. v. 22, 27. Both views are right,
but not sufficient. The first coming of Christ
also brings a judgment with it (ver. 19), and
the second has for its first feature the consummation of the ourrfpia, and the final judgment, as
a judgment to condemnation, is only a revelation
of the self-condemnation of the unbelieving,
which began with their induration in unbelief.
The difference between the Old and New Testament types of the Messiah is this : In the Old
Testament the Judge becomes Redeemer by His

A

judging

(Is.

x.

22;

lxv. 8,

&c; a enkppa

is

the New the Redeemer becomes
Judge by His redeeming. Acknowledgment of
the need of redemption is voluntary self-judgment, repentance ; rejection of redemption, unbelief, is the ideal, virtual judgment, whioh be-

saved);

in
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the establishing of the fact that
the man has entirely alienated himself from the
Redeemer and the redeemed, and cannot in any
way have part in the final redemption, is the last

judgment.
Ver. 18.

;

that believeth on Him is
Testament transfiguration
of the Old Testament doctrine of salvation by
faith, Gen. xv.; Is. xxviii. 16; Hab. ii. 4.
Manifestly these words again are perfectly fitted
and designed to shake the Jewish views of Nicodemus. Pharisaic Judaism had perverted the
principle: The believer is not judged, the unbeliever is judged, into the principle The Jew
is not judged, he who is not a Jew is judged.

He

not judged. —New

—

So

the

:

III.

Roman

Catholio

:

dogma

He who

:

is

with-

in the pale of the Catholic faith, is saved ; he
who is not, is damned. Likewise the old Protestant formula : Ho who comes in thit life into
the sphere of the faith of the gospel, &c. Christ,
on the contrary, makes 6alvaiion dependent on
individual, personal, living faith, and perdition on decided, obstinate personal unbelief.
The believer is not judged because he as a sinner puts himself voluntarily under a spiritual
judgment, and thereby receives the righteousness of faith for the perfecting of his life in the
sphere of salvation.
The guilt of the unbeliever is strongly emphasised as a treble guilt: He has not accepted
God in His Son. He has not received the Only
Begotten, in whom all the value of faith, the
fulness of the manifestation of God, is concenFinally he has not believed in his name,
trated.
t. t, in the developed knowledge of Christ as
concentrated in the sphere of His Spirit. He
hath not believed (perfect), i. e, he is fixed in
unbelief, and in so much as he is fixed, the fact
also is fixed that he has fallen under condemnation to meet the final judgment by the sheer unfoldings of his condemnation. The antithesis is
put here with all its sharpness but not as passing upon the given unbeliever the opinion that
he is fixed in his unbelief. The ideal unbeliever
is condemned quia, the actual unbeliever qualeTholuck : " But bri gives not the external
tuts.
ground on which the judgment rests (Chrysostom) for neglect of the Son of God— but the
way in which the condemnation is wrought."
Yet it also gives the decisive ground ; only the
Son of God, in the case, is not to be conceived
as external.
this is the judgment.—The
Ver. 19.
tale now, by it* form. it* choice of terms, turns directly towards Nicodemus, to press him to a deAt the same
cision and bring him to the light.
time, as to its matter, it proceeds to the explanation of the immoral, damnable nature of unbelief, and to the intimation that the rulers of the
Jews are already further gone in this unbelief
than Nicodemus suspects. Thus they are already judged. The actual beginning of the virtual judgment of the world, whiohfrom Jerusalem
is spreading through the world, working outward
from within, runs parallel with the unfolding of
faith, till the consummation in the day of glory.

an

;

—

And

That light is oome into the world.
This belongs to the judgment, because it calls
Dor the separation, npiois.

1-21
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And men

upon the manifestation of Christ

gins at once
[ch. xii. 48]

—

loved.—Particular

therefore, have already

come

signs of this,

view [see above].
fancy that the Sanheto

While Nicodemus can still
is with him inclined to faith, Christ already
sees the beginning of the end.
Indeed the 6d
in ver. 15 is connected with this.
The aorist,
therefore, does not imply that a later period is
drin

in mind.

The darkness rather.—Is

the paZAov magi*
because the ^«c,
ch. i. 4, which man originally possessed, prevents
him from entirely mistaking the aZqtieia in the
light") say the former; Origen, Meyer, the
latter : and no* doubt rightly, because the Lord
is speaking of the time of decision, at which the
lesser love of the light passes into hatred of it,
ver. 20.
Before the critical manifestation of the

or potiusf

light,

potvu*.

Bengel, Tholuck

might

it

It

is

(«•

mean magi*; now

it

means

the decided choice of the evil,

is in view.— Because their deeds.
Avtuv placed first is significant. Far more than
They had sin. Their whole bent was to do evil,
hence they needed the cover of darkness for
their evil deeds.
See Matt, xxiii.
Ver. 20. For every one that doeth evil.
Looking to those who persist in unbelief. Tap
comes not to justify the preceding yhp (Meyer),
but to explain it and define the expression for
the evil choice: f/ydinjaev fiaXkov.
The doing
evil (<pav?A) denotes the law of the nature. The

that

adjective denotes not only bad, cowardly, hateful, but also trifling, insignificant ; and in antithesis to ver. 21 probably corrupt, false.
Hateth the light. Comp. Rom. viii. 7. Unbelief is the root of impious conduct.
Lest his
deeds. The evil consciousness and intention
of unbelief.
Should be reproved. The
&*yX°St the exposure, the conviction, the condemnation of the deeds, shunned by him who
through pride and cowardice will not submit to
the condemnation of shame, accept the judgment
of the penitent spirit, nor renounce his false
deeds. Thus he chooses the darkness, u e. the
dominion of delusion, falsehood, with sense of
the falsehood. Luke iii. 7 ; John viii. 9 Eph.

—

—

—

—

—

,*

v. 11, 13.

Bat he that doeth the truth.—
most suitable parting word for Nicodemus.
If thou art and continuest to be honest, thou
wilt yet come to the light. Thus a conditional
Ver. 21.

A

promise. This, however, is the specific reference
of the expression ; the general truth is : The
Lord gives good speed to the upright, Prov. ii.

—

Doeth the truth. Meyer: That whioh is
moral; Tholuck; Acting in the whole
spirit of his life according to objective truth.
The doing of the objective truth, however, is
expressed by the coming to the light. Hence
7.

really

the references to subjective truth.

He who

in-

wardly loves sincerity shuns deceit, is faithful
against himself, and acts in this spirit (is true to
the inner light), has a leaning towards the light
of revelation, towards faith
he feels himself
attracted by the light as the false man feels
himself repelled. That his deeds may be
made manifest. Not that he would parade
them, but that he would be made certain of his
actions and his spirit in the full light of moral
" The need of moral satisfaction in itself,
day.
and of the victory of the good over the world "
;

—
—
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—

—

(Meyer). For they are wrought in God.
This is the ground of his moral courage and striving after truth. So far as he has acted in sincere
regard for the inner light, he has done his work
In other words, the drawing of the
in God.
Father to the Son (ch. vi. 44, 45), the work of
the gratia praoeniens, is in it. The for does not
mean at all, he is conscious that his deeds are
wrought in God. but this direction of his doing
Acis the unconscious ground of his courage.
cording to his best knowledge and conscience he
has acted with inward trembling before the
divine, therefore he cannot tremble before the
Calvin
objective light of God in the world.
(with others) takes ver. 21 as set against ver.
to show what the truth-loving man on
the contrary would do (the ideal conception of
the truth-loving man). In answer to this Tholuck Then either all men would fall into the
first class and no one would come to Christ, or the
regenerate man must be intended. The Greek,
Roman Catholic, and Arminian exegesis holds,
according to Tholuck's concurring statement:
The good conscience, which may present its
strivings, weak as they are, before Christ, whatever of darkness is still about them, however,
thereby receiving its Kphic. Tholuck refers to
John viii. 47 ; xviii. 87 ; vi. 44, 45 to a Synesius,
to the rich young man, to the scribe, Mark xii.
34.
Over against this he places another inter,
pretation The Protestant exegesis and Augustine found this sense contrary to the analogia
scrip tune, according to which a bonum spiritual*
before regeneration is impossible. According to
Augu9tine, Luther, Olshausen, Stier, the iroisiv
r%v aX. therefore must mean: "to be upright,
sincere." We cannot consider this interpretation
clearly distinct from the other.
It is plain that
the doing of the truth here still cannot mean
the doing of revealed truth. Such truth might
be spoken of in the case of the Jews before
Christ hardly in the case of the Gentiles before
Christ.
And even though it be, the doing will
be in both cases the doing of objective truth as
it shines upon the consciousness.
And to endeavor earnestly to conform to this truth would
be, to be upright, to act according to the best of
The works which
one's knowledge and conscience.
proceed from this are works done in God, t. «.,
relatively -good works, striving towards their
comp. Rom. ii. 7. Thus the
perfection in God
uprightness is not to be conoeived without the
fruit of such deeds, nor indeed the doing withThey are wrought
out the root of uprightness.
The upright man works unconsciously
in Ood.
under the influence of the gratia prseveniens, or
the Logos, and thus his works, having their starting point in God, will continually reach out towards their full manifestation in the light.
In these words Jesus seemed to say to Nicodemus: Thou art now come to Me in the night;
thou wilt yet come to Me in the light ; farewell,
to meet again in the light.

20 only
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DOCTRINAL AND ETniCAL.

he be sincere, and therefore be tending towards
openness. Proof in the history of Christianity:
The contrast
Disciplina arcani, Hugenots, etc.
between a pure secrecy which works towards
openness, and an openness which conceals itself
in evil secrets.
Regeneration itself, the subject
of this nocturnal conversation, is a deep secret,
which presses towards the most open manifestation in a consistent life and at the day of Christ.
2. The unwavering certainty of Christ towards
Nicodemus is reflected in the posture of pure
Christianity towards human hierarchy, tradition,
rank, and policy. Nicodemus is better than his
theology ; in theology he is the type of a rationalising supernaturalism
in character he is an
;

inquiring child involved in the prejudices of old
age.

Christianity is not merely a purer, newer
[Still less
life absolutely pure and new.
is Christianity mere doctrine, although doctrine
Luther explains ver. 3:
is included in life.
«« My teaching is not of doing and leaving
un-.
done, but of a radical change in the man, so
that it is not new works done, but a new man to
do them; not another life only, but another
birth." Alford: "Our Lord replies, It is not
learning, but life, that is wanted for the Messiah's kingdom ; and life must begin by birth."
—P. 8.]
4. Regeneration is the fundamental condition of
seeing and entering the kingdom of God.
3.

life,

but

Regeneration, a birth from above. See the
(1) The counterpart of the
Rom. v. 12 sqq.) ; (2) the glorification of pure natural birth as it would have
been in paradise; (3) the fulfilment of the typical Old Testament regeneration, represented by
ciroumoision ; (4) the groundwork of the future
great regeneration in the resurrection and th§
regeneration, the palingenesia, Matt. xix. 28.
6. The media or elements of regeneration: (1)
The historical and symbolical: washing with
water ; (2) the active and real : the Spirit. Of
water and Spirit the first creation (Gen. i.); of
water and Spirit the second and higher. [But
in the first creation, the Spirit brooding over the
waters; in the new, the water signifying and
sealing the Spirit. In the old, the Spirit applying the wster, moulding it to its purposes; in
the new and higher, the water applying the
Spirit.—E. D. Y.J
7. Christian baptism : (1) The glorification of
water: (2) the fulfilment of the symbolical washings, the baptism of John, and the baptism of
the disciples of Jesus: (8) the goal of the historical types, the flood and the passage of the
Red Sea; (4) the fellowship of the baptism of
Jesus with water in the Jordan ; (5) the fellowship, the symbol and sacrament of the baptism
of Jesus with blood (Rom. vi. 6) ; (6) a separation through Him and with Him out of the* old
5.

exegesis, ver. 3.
carnal birth (see

—

world and from

The

it.

which aocompanies baptism : (1)
The glorification of the vital air, the blowing
8.

Spirit

wind, the storm at night (as also of fire, Acts
see Ps. civ. 4; Ezek. l. 4: xxxvii. 9; Dan.
;
vii. 2; Hag. ii. 6); (2) the fulfilment of the symbolical and typical Spirit breathings: inspiraii.

[Comp.

my

introductory remarks, p. 122

f.

P. 8.3
1.

night.

The interview of Christ with Nicodemus by

Even a

secret disciple Christ admits, if

—

tions, trances, visions, single

words and works

of the Spirit.
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9. Water and Spirit inseparable in the groundwork of the kingdom of God. The word and the
sacrament, accompanied by the quickening Spi

19. The Pericope for Trinity* See Strauss
[late court-preacher of the King of Prussia and
Prof, at Berlin] : Das evang. Kirchenjahr, p. 279.

riL

is the gospel for Trinity.
feast arose upon this doctrine, not upon an
eternal divine fact ( yet the triune God reveals

Braune: This account

The

new

a deep mystery
and the most open manifestation, 1 Tim. iii. 16.
11. The necessity of being born again of water
and the Spirit, and its apparent impossibility, .
10.

1-8.
it,

r.

birth of the

life

The possibility, the conditions and basis of
The basis of the regeneration to be

9-16.

realixed on earth lies in the hearenly origin of
Christ: His eternal, divine generation, and His
heavenly, divine-human birth. This birth is
consummated, as to its historical process, in His
elevation on the Cross and His death upon the
throne of glory, by His atoning death and His
And the basis and unity of both lies
victory.
in the love of God and His giving of His Son for
the redemption of the world.
12. The earth, in Scripture, the symbol of the
theocracy, of divine institution and administration upon earth, of the historical tradition of salAs disvation, Ps. xciii. 1; civ. 5; Rev. xiii. 11.
tinguished on the one hand from the sea, emblem
of the swelling, formlessly moving life of the nations, Ps. xciii. 3 ; Dan. vii. 8 ; Rev. xiii. 1. On
the other hand from the heavens, emblem of the
future kingdom of heaven, the completed reve-

of God, Is. lxiv. 1 ; Matth. iii. 16.
Christ descending and ascending between heaven and earth, because He is in heaven. On His
lation
18.

divine-human constitution and office rest
His descending, His incarnation and humiliation, (6) His ascending and exaltation.
14. The brazen serpent the most obscure and
the most pregnant mystery of the Old Testament
eternal,
(a)

typical system
8ee the exegesis, v. 14. Its
connection with the symbolical use of the serpent in general in the Scriptures.
15. The condition of the appropriation of salvation, faith, and the consequent twofold operation of salvation: redemption and condemnation.
Deciding for Christ by faith, secures redemption; deciding against Him by unbelief, begins
condemnation (see 1 Cor. i. 18; 2 Cor. ii. 16;
comp. Deut xxx. 15).

The

—

Himself here through His act as triune God in
the triune operation of the new birth ).
The
church feared that the people might be led by
the Christmas festival in honor of the All-Merciful, the Easter festival in honor of the Conqueror
of the power of darkness, and Pentecost in honor
of the All-Sanctifying Spirit, to worship three
Gods in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
(It no doubt had also a more joyful motive).
Strauss distinguishes four periods of the Trinity
festival.
First period : The day of the feast not
yet distinctly prominent Second period : The
trichotomy of the church year makes the feast
the octave and appendix of Pentecost (" little
Pentecost"). At first Festum omnium sanctorum.
This festival Gregory III. or IV. transferred to
the 1st November; the Sunday after Pentecost
at first became again the Pentecostal octave,
while in the East it continued to be All Saints'
day. Third period : Formerly a Trinity festival
had been celebrated on the last Sunday of the
year; now this is transferred to the octave of
Pentecost.
Gradual development in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in which the
feast of Tritiity becomes the prelude to Corpus
ChristL-f
Fourth period : Protestant settlement
of it as neither a prelude nor a close, but a festival for the opening of the second part of the
church year, the Trinity season. On the changes
of the perioopes, see Strauss, p. 282.

.

16. The condition of susceptibility to faith:
Sincerity, subjective truth, t. c, obedience to the
gratia prmveniens.
Inward falsehood the source
of unbelief, a poison which perverts the form of
faith itself into hypocrisy.
17. Yet sincerity or uprightness (Prov. ii. 7;
Eccl. vii. 29; John i. 47) not to be confounded

with proud bluntness or downrightness, which
easily strike over into self-deceit and
falsehood.
Uprightness moreover, even in company with diffidence, and notwithstanding its timidity, in constant submission to the guidance
of God, or through the obedience of truth, issues
in the gladness of confession and the light.
(Moses, Jeremiah, Calvin,* like Nicodemus,
originally timid characters, but faithfully sin-

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See hints already given under the two former
heads.

What

ble, is true in

is

true of every section of the Bi-

a peculiar degree of this

:

It is

homiletically inexhaustible. Many a single verse
forms a theme of itself; vers. 3, 6, 6, 16, etc.
If we would treat it in larger sections, we must
first embrace the whole.
The sacred discourse of the Lord with Nicodemus by night concerning the sacred mysteries
of God's night: (1) Concerning the divine night
of regeneration in the soul ; (2) by means of the
divine night in the operation of means of grace;
(3) on the basis of the divine night ( Weihnacht,
"holy night," as Christmas is called in the German) of the incarnation of Christ; (4) decided

—

may very

cere.)
18. The Pharisee Nicodemus a fore-runner of
the Pharisee Paul.
[Both alike sincere, but very
unlike in energy and decision.
P. 8.]

—

• [Calvin aays of himself (Prtef. ad Ptalm.) : "Ego qui notun timido, maUi H pusiiio ammo me tut fateor" and he fairly
him

tr*a»Med when FareL, as by divine authority, detained
in Genera as bis proper field of labor—?. 8.J

• [Trinity Sunday is the first Sunday after Pentecost or
Whitsunday.
It commemorates the mystery of the Holy
and closes the festival part of the Christian year. It
is of Latin origin and cannot be clearly traced beyond the
tenth century. The Greek church (from the times of Chrysostom) celebrates on the same Sunday the feast of all
Saints and Martyrs (which in the Latin church falls on the
first of November).
The Lutheran and Episcopal churches
have together with the other great festivals retained Trinity
Sunday. The discourse with Nicodemus is the gospel for the
day, because regeneration is the work of the Holy Spirit and
Trinity,

the basis of Christian life.— P. 8.1
f [The feast of transubstantiatlon, which, of course, is rejected by all Protestant churches. It is celebrated in the
Roman church with unusually solemn processions on the
first Thursday following Trinity Sunday (feria quinta proximo, pogtoctavam pentecogUs), with reference to Maunday
Thursday, as the day of the institution of the Eucharist. In
German it is called Fronkiclwamtfest, i. e.. the feaat of the
Lord's body.—P. 8.J
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by the divine night of the death and glorification
of Christ; (5) all prooeeding from the (Urine
night of the purpose and lore of God for the redemption of the world; and (6) unfolding its
complete operation in the decision between the
divine morning of eternal salvation, and the
night of judgment. The conversation of Christ
with Nicodeuius concerning the being born from

—

above: (1) Concerning the necessity of it fin order to see the kingdom of God), vers. 1-4; (2)
concerning the effecting of it (through water and
the Spirit), vers. 6 8; (3) concerning the conditions precedent for the possibility of it; (a)
objectively: the incarnation of the Son of God,
His passion : both resting on the purpose of divine love; (b) subjectively: faith in the love of
God in giving Christ; (4) concerning its decisive operation ; (a) saving, negatively : deliverance from corruption, death, perdition; positively: the gift and possession of eternal life;
(6) condemning : manifestation of the self-judgment and self-condemnation of unbelief.
Awaking to a Christian life of faith, a birth
(1 ) A regeneration, or second birth, as distinct
from the first; (2) a birth from above, as the
perfect, real birth for the eternal kingdom of
How Christian earthly things, the persoGod.
nal experiences of the Christian, are rooted in
Christian heavenly things, the mysteries of God.
Water and wind, the fundamental elements of
the first creation, emblems of the second. Christianity the most hidden life, and at the same
The conversion of Nitime the most manifest
oodemus, or Christ the Saviour even of the great
And the Saviour of an honest
of this world.
The being born from heaven alone
Pharisee.
Twice, the number of life: (1)
leads to heaven.
Twice to be born; (2) twice to die; (3) twice to

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

— A ruler

Jews and the King of the
Jews, or the hierarch and the Lord. The heavenly birth and the heavenly eye. Water and
Wind and the Spirit. The voice of
the Spirit.
the wind and the course of the wind.—The newly
born: A broath of the Spirit, manifested by its
sound. The knowledge of Nicodemus and the
knowledge of Christ. The threefold relation of
Christ to heaven:
(U The inner heaven; (2)
The serthe upper heaven
(3) the open heaven.
pent emblem, and tue emblem of the Crucified.
The elevation in supreme judgment. God to
live.

—

of the

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

;

loved,

etc.,

of God.

(ver. 1) the infinite scale of the love
despised salvation.

—Condemnation,

—

and irremediable fall. Undesperate form, as the root, the
sum, and the denial of sin. Unbelief once deThe false man and the
cided, judgment begins.
sincere.
The shunning and the seeking of light.
The works of the upright strive as shoots of light
towards the light of day.
The Pericope for Trinity, vers. 1-15. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost active and manifest in the work of regeneration.
The experience of the Christian an experience of the Holy
Trinity; (1) Of the Spirit, in the virtue of the
word and sacrament ; (2) of the Son, in the virtue of the death and resurrection of Christ; (3)
of the Father, in the virtue of manifested, worldUnbelief, the second

belief, sin in its

—

—

—

embracing

love.

The Pericope for
love of

God

2.

Penteeott, v. 16-21.

The

for the worjd, the motive to the di-

vine consummation of the world: (1) In the redeeming gift of the Son (2) in the testing operation of the Spirit.
The redeeming motion of the
love of God in its all-embracing majesty: (1)
Comprehended in the gift of the Son, and therefore embracing the world (Jews, heathen, etc.);
(2) directed to each lost individual, and to all,
as a power of salvation; (3) embracing depth
and height (death and life) to raise sinners from
perdition to the eternal life of heaven; (4) a
redeeming operation so decisive that, embracing
heaven and hell, it is manifest both in the condemned and in the saved (in the one as love despised, in the other as love believed); (3) embracing beginning and end, manifest in a process
of grace having its root in the election of grace
passed upon all the children of truth (gratia
prsevenient), and its top shining in the light of
eternal glory.
Christianity not in any wise a
condemnation: (I) Neither in its source (the
love of God), (2) nor in its design (the sending
of Christ); (3) nor in its operation (the believer
if not judged, the unbeliever Aa* judged himself).
The gift of the Son a precursor of the outpouring of the Spirit.
The mysteries of darkness and
the mysteries of light in the world, as all brought
into day by the light of Christ.
Starke: Examples of notable converts are
worth recording, that the goodness of God may be
magnified, and others may be encouraged. Those
who sit in the highest ranks and the most honor*

—

;

—

—

—

offices, should think more of their human
misery than of their elevation and dignity in the
world.
A man, though living in the most hardened condition (Pharisaism), may nevertheless
be converted. Hank, office, and fear often stand
in the way of conversion; but happy they who

rable

—

—

value more the salvation of their souls, and overcome those hindrances. Majus: Not all nocturnal meetings for edification are suspicious
and to be forbidden. Fear a great hindrance to
goodness. Osianoeb: The weak in faith must
not be despised. Langs: The ground of the
necessity of regeneration lies in the nature of
God ana of man. The doctrine of regeneration
must be diligently pressed, 1 Cor. ii. 14. The
scruples of scholars.
Tit. Hi. 5.
1 Peter iii.
21.
The patience of Christ with the weakness
of man, and His friendly care to remove all doubts
and scruples, are a model for us, 1 John iii. 9;
2 Peter i. 4; Rom. viii. 5. Zbisius: All that proceeds not from spiritual regeneration, be it never

—

—

—

—

—

—

so pure and brilliant in its glitter, is nothing towards salvation, and cannot please God. The
nobility of the regenerate:
raised to the
highest ranks of heaven. Col. iii. 9, 10.
Majus:
The senseless astonishment of unbelief is good for
nothing, but before the sublimity of the divine
mysteries one loves in reverenoe to wonder.
The tame: The grace of the Holy Ghost is free,
not bound either to means, persons, or times.
Canstbin: As often as we hear the wind, we
ought to think of the mystery of regeneration,
Job xxxvii. 9. Art thou a matter, etc. The true
heart-theology is not always to be found among
people of great titles and places.
God to loved
(v. 16).
So overflow ingly and so intensely, and
after this manner and in this order.
The love
of God the first and true source of all our blessedness.
Believers must, it is true, stand before

—

—
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the judgment,

—BibL

but they come not into judgment.

Faith alone is the means of salration; therefore unbelief is the sole cause of
damnation, The blame lies with men, Hos. xiii.
9.
Hbdinobb, on the words: Every one that
doeth evil: Wickedness shuns the light, yet it
must come to the light. Zbisius: Could the
stones and beams of many a palace and dwelling
speak, what abominations, wrought in secret,
Yet that great day of judgshould we not hear
ment will make manifest every hidden thing, as
Wirt.

:

—

!

truly as God is God.
rather in eternity be

Osiander: Many would
put to shame before God,
than blush a moment be-

and the elect,
a few people in the world.
Girlach: A chief point of corruption in the
doctrine of the Pharisees of that day was their
entirely outward conception of the law, and
their consequent utter mistaking of the relation
The deep, sinful corruption of
of man to God.
human nature and the necessity of a regeneration
were to all purpose utterly hidden from them.
If, therefore, they would partake of the salvation which Christ brings, they must clearly perAt all events Nicodemus
ceive the need of it.
hoped to find out whether the kingdom of God
was soon to appear; that he, in that case, was
to have a share in that kingdom, he had no
doubt.
Jesus shows him that the kingdom of
God, which ho was expecting as future and external to himself, was already inwardly present;
but not yet for him, because this required an
entire transformation and renewal of the mind.
—The baptism with water was an emblem of
repentance under the law, grief for sin; the
baptism with the Spirit denotes the operation of
the renewing, inwardly transforming power of
the grace and truth of God in Christ Jesus.
To
the water baptism of John (which Jesus contiangels,
fore

—

—

nued by His disciples), he therefore says, must
be added the Spirit-baptism of the Messiah,
which was promised by John himself.
Every
force produces its like.
If a man should even
be bodily born a second time by an external
miracle, he would remain the same.
The Spirit,
the eternal, almighty, all-oreating and all-renewing divine life which is in God and is God Himself, by partaking of which man, against and
above nature, is renewed to holiness and to victory over the world and death.
Christ was begotten of the Holy Ghost, anjl those who believe
in Him are children of God by the same Spirit
—The beginning of good works is the confession

—

—

—

works.
Lisco : Regeneration is necessary in part on
account of the constitution of the spiritual kingdom to which the man is to belong, in part on
account of the natural state in which the human
heart is found, which is flesh (Luther's Marginal
Note).
The two parts: Word and Spirit, belong
together, as in wind the two things: sound and
blowing.
Faith and unbelief as the inner ground
of the opposite fates of men.
Braune: Nicodemus came to Jesus by night. If not through
cowardice, at least through delicate self-love and
regard for his associates in rank and office. Yet
he came, and had much to overcome: riches of
earthly goods, riches of reputation and power,
riches even of rirtue and righteousness.
Gideon's act in the night, Jud. vi. 27.-2 Cor.
17.

of evil

I

1

—
—

—

i

.

—

—
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—Every soul has

its

determination either to rise

to glorification in the clear light of the divine
Spirit, or to sink into the perdition of the curse,

and God would that every soul should be born
again not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and abideth
forever, 1 Peter i. 23.
Rikger: Christ leaves
Nicodemus time to take root and bear fruit.
Hkubner; Noctea Christiana more than Node*
Attica.
The danger of worldly honor. He who
stands high in the world, must be at unspeakable pains to become small and humble.
The
miracles a legitimate ground of belief in the divine mission of Jesus. Nicodemus here stood in

—

—

—

—

the fore-court of conversion.
A man is alwaysonly one thing, ruled either by the flesh, or by the
Spirit (there is, however, a stage of transition,
Rom.vii). Nothing more astonishes and offends an

unconverted man, than to say to him: Thou must
be radically changed. The doctrine of the Father,
the Son, and the Spirit, as the sum of Christianity: (1) God the Father, full of severity and
love, has founded a kingdom for which man is
destined; (2) for this fallen man needed regeneration by the Spirit; (3) this he now receives
through Christ, by faith in Him. Love of sin
prepossesses against truth.
Here is to be found
the Christian conception of those who are really
obscurantists.
Often the opinion steals in, that
the inward alone (that is, what is kept back,
shut up,) makes the Christian. When Victorious

—

—

—

(so Augustine relates), deeply moved by reading
the Holy Scriptures, said confidently to Simplicianus in Rome: "Enow that I am already a
Christian," and Simplicianus answered: "I will
not believe it, nor count thee among the Christians, till I see thee in the church of Christ."
Viotorinus laughed and said: "Do the walls then
make a Christian?"
But afterwards, fearing
Christ might not confess him, unless he confessed Christ, he suddenly came to Simplicianus
and said: "Eamus ad ccclesiam, ChrUtianut volo
fieri * (August. Con/., ch. 2, J 8, 4).
Swift held
his family worship with his servants in perfect
secresy, merely to avoid suspicion of hypocrisy
(see his Life of Sheridan).
Learn to rise above
the judgment of the world; be not ashamed of
your better principles.
ScHLEiERMACHEB : In every one the beginning
of the divine working can no more bo determined, than the end of it can be descried.
Even those whom we may compare to the master
of Israel, have continued but too long in that
which could be the property and benefit of only
a particular age or a small part of tho Christian
Church ; and they had not been able to rise
above this narrow horizon, and view the work
of grace in its whole grand compass; and just
by reason of this, they have led believers astray.
Vers. 16-18: The great object of Christ's
mission. He appeared among us as a (the) token
(token and seal) of the love of God, the object
of faith, the universal possession of all men.
Bbssbr, on the brazen serpent: Jesus the life
of my life, Jesus the death of my death.
Nitzsch: The mystery of our spiritual regeneration: (1) The necessity of it; (2) the possibility of it; (3) the actuality of it.
Hosbach:
The new birth : (1) What is it? (2) How does
it arise?
(3) Whither does it lead ?—0. v. Geb1

—

—
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lach: The glorification of the jLrinne God in
the regeneration of man. Klino: The being
born of the Spirit, on the one hand manifest, on
the other hidden as to its origin and end.
[Borkitt 'Tin not enough that we be newdressed, but we must be new-made, that is,
thoroughly and universally changed, the will by
renovation, the affections by sanctification, the
We must be like God, or
life by reformation.
we can never live with Him. If we be not like
Him in the temper of our minds on earth, we
can never be happy in the enjoyment of Him in
heaven; for heaven, which is a place of the
greatest holiness, would be a place of the greatest uneasiness to an unregenerate and an unholy person ; the contagion is universal, deep,
and inward, therefore such must the change be.
The way and work of the Holy Spirit in the
bouVs regeneration, is oft-times very secret, and
usually exceeding various. Yarious as to tho
time.
Some are wrought upon in youth, others
Various in His methods of working:
in old age.
Some are wrought upon by the corrosives of the
law, others by lenitives of the gospel. Various
in the manner of His working, and in the means
by which He works : Upon some by a powerful
ordinance, upon others by an awakening Providence. But the Spirit's work in all still the same,
Rtlk: What a
it produces likeness to God.
feeble beginning a man may make in religion,
and yet finally prove a strong Christian. Never
despise the day of small things (Zech. iv. 10).
:

—

What a mighty change our Lord declares

to be

needful to salvation, and what a remarkable expression He uses in describing it.
A day will
come when those who are not born again will
wish that they had never been born at all.
Augustus (on ver. 15) : The bite of the Serpent
brought death ; the death of Christ brings life.
Look at the Serpent, that the Serpent may not
harm you. Look at death that death may not
hurt you. But at whose death ? At the death
of Him who is the Life.
Death died in Christ,
so that we may now say: "O death, where is
thy sting," etc.
Luthir: Henceforward, be
who is condemned must not complain of Adam,
and his inborn sin. The seed of the woman,
promised by God to bruise the head of the serpent, is now come and has atoned for sin and
taken away condemnation. But he must cry out
against himself for not having accepted and be*
lieved in the Christ, the devil's head-bruiser and
sin-strangler.
If I do not believe the same, sin
and condemnation must continue.
Lavatbb,
(ver. 1G): Jesus means one who creates joy and
happiness. He who views Jesus otherwise than
as a bringer of joy, the gospel as anything else
but a messago of joy, suffering as anything but
a fountain of joy, knows neither God nor Christ
nor the gospel. God is love, and love can only
love.
God is the living will of love. Love is
pure joy and makes happy all who come in contact with it.—P. S.]

—

—

—

VI.

JI8U8 IN THE JUDEAN COUNTRY, AND THE SPREAD OP HIS BAPTISM, WITH THE FAITH OF THE PEOPLE.
LAST TESTIMONY OF JOHN THE BAPTIST CONCERXINO CHRIST. CBBIST THE TRUE. BAPTIST. THE
bridegroom of the church, wuo comes from hbaven. (The Real Song of Songs.)

Chap.

III.

22-36.

After these things came Jesus and his disciples [came] into the land of Judea;
22
23 and there he tarried with them, and baptized. And John also was [still] baptizing
in JSnon near to [omit to] Salim, because there was much water there: and they
For John was not yet cast into prison. Then there
24, 25 came and were baptized.
arose a question between some of [on the part of J John's disciples and the Jews
26 [a Jew] 1 about purifying [religious washing]. And they came unto John, and said
unto him, Rabbi, he that was with thee beyond [the] Jordan, to whom thou barest
[hast borne] witness [didst servo as a witness], behold the same baptizeth, and all
men come [are going] to him.
John answered and said, A man can receive nothing, except [unless] it be given
27
28 him from heaven. Ye yourselves bear me witness, that I said, I am not the Christ,
29 but that I am sent before him. He that hath the bride is the bridegroom but the
friend of the bridegroom, which [who] standeth and heareth him rejoiceth greatly
[lit., rejoiceth with joy, x aP9 X a tp el ] because of the bridegroom's voice: [.] this my
30 joy therefore is fulfilled [is made full, complete]. He must increase, but I must de31 crease. He that cometh from above is above all he that is of the earth is earthly
8
[is of the earth], and speaketh of the earth
he that cometh from heaven is above
4
32 all.
And [omit And]* what he hath seen and heard, that he testifieth and no
33 man receiveth his testimony [and his testimony no one receiveth]. He that
1

:

:

:

;

34

hath received his [his emphatic, abrov rip pJ\ testimony hath set to [omit to] his
God is true. For he whom God hath [omit hath] sent speaketh the
words of God for God [he]* giveth not the Spirit by measure unto him [omit unto

seal that

:
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22-86.

35 him].1 The Father loveth the Son, and hath given all things into his hand.
36 He that belie veth on [in] the Son hath everlasting life and he that belie veth not
[disobeyeth, 6 dk azu&wv] the Son shall not see life ; but the wrath of God abideth
:

on him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL,
Twiw^

is wanting in ft. B. and omitted by Tischend., bracketed by Air.—P. S.]
Ver. 23. [The art. & before
The singular is strongly sustained by K.«
* Ver. 23. tiyirrro ovv £ifrj|*«.? i< r*v n*9nT*v 'haiwov prr* 'lov&aiov.
'Iov&umk which is supported by £.•
Alf, W. and H., against the text. rec.
Treg.,
TLichond.,
A. B. L., etc, and adopted by
G.. etc 'Meyer: Dtr Plural bot sich mechanuch dar, tri*. % to conform to narrow.— P. 8.1
apparently
tautological,
but
the
difference lies in the emphasis:
is
* Ver. 31. [4 *»v cxr^fy^f ««
«<mV,
yn*
to the origin of a man corresponds his character.— P. S.J
4 Ver. 31. [The second cn-arti wavrmv itrriv is omitted by tf.* !>• and Tischend. (ed. VIII ), supported by tf.« A. B. L.
and retained by Treg., Alf., Westc.and li. (in brackets), Meyer, Lunge.— P. S.J
* Ver. 32. [The *«u is wanting in several codd., also in B. L. al. which retain the second iwdy* wdvretv itrriv, and is
omittM by Tischend., Alt, Treg., W. and H.— P. S.]
P. 8.]
* Ver. 34. 'O 9*6% is wanting in B. and in other considerable codd. [$<• CA L., omitted by Tischend , Alf„ etc.
' Ver. 34.
[The A. V., with many commentators, refers the passage to Christ, and hence supplies aury. But the senin
the
Spirit
baptism.
Christ
had
already
received
tho
fulness
of
&oWt.
present
the
hence
character,
tence is general in its
1

tm

—

-P.

S.J

ing blood of atonement (xix. 34; 1 John i. 7).
This baptism then had a prophetic character, and
was subsequently not repeated, but completed
Men! ravra. by the pentecostal baptism of the Spirit. P. S.]
Ver. 22. After these things.
Probably not only after th9 interview with NicoVer. 23.
John also was baptizing.
demus (Meyer), but after all that is related of This statement serves to explain what follows.
His stay in Jerusalem.
In Aenon ; jr# flrg, adjective of J.X " place
Into the land of Judea. Judea here, of
abounding in springs." Meyer makes out of it
course, not in the wider sense of Palestine, but
" dove-fountain," without arguing the
in the narrower sense, as distinguished from P.4? P'
Samaria, Galilee, and Perea; Southern Palestine, matter. According to Eusebius and Jerome *
on this side the Jordan, having Samaria on the {Onomasticon under Aenon and SaUm] Aenon
ay in'oetavo lapide Scythopoleos ad meridiem juxta
north, the Jordan and the Dead Sea on the east,
Idumea on the south, Philistia and the Mediterra- Salem et Jordanem; and Salem: in octavo lapide a
nean on the west. And here, too, not the province Scythopoli in eampo View Salamias. From this it is
of Judea itself is meant, to which in fact Jeru- inferred that both places were in Samaria; which
salem especially belonged, but the Judean coun- Epiphanius (User. lvii. 2) confirms.* This has
'Iovdafa being here used adjectively [x&pa been thought so inconsistent with our passage,
try
From the that two places of similar names, Shilhim and
'lov&aia, Mark i. 6; Acts xvf. 1],
baptizing Meyer infers a sojourn on the Jordan Ain, which, according to Josh. xv. 82, lay on the
southern border of Judea, have been substituted.-}towards the north-east.
And there he tarried with them. From According to others the places in question might
the time of His return to Samaria (probably have lain in Judea hard by tho Samaritan borRobinson (III., p. 322) found a
about seeding time, see ch. iv. 35) we may infer der (see Meyer).
that He continued in the Judean country from Salem near Nablus, remote from the Jordan. Acthe month of March till perhaps November or cording to this it has been held improbable that
December, at least half a year (see the place Aenon was on the Jordan, and Liicke thinks it
was a place of springs. We suppose that John
referred to).
And baptized. According to ch. iv. 2 Jesus might very probably have been baptizing temHimself did not baptize ; but as John remarks porarily on Samaritan ground. Elijah, his prothis only in a passing and supplemental way, he
• [This riew is hold by Dr. Thomson (The Land and the
evidently intends to designate this baptism as a
Book, IT., 176).
He visited Bcitun (Scythopoli*) and the
[Virtually (accord- neighborhood, and represents the valley there as abounding
baptism of Jesus Himself.
ing to the maxim : quod quia per alium facit, id in fountains and brooks and as one of tho most fertile In
Palestine yet he found no traces of tho name. ** The lovely
ipufeciue dicilur), but not literally for the testivalley of Jezreel," he says,
irrigated by tho JalAd, and the
mony of iv. 2 is explicit, that Jesus Himself did Ghor Beisan below, watered in erery part by many fertilizing

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

—

—

And

—

;

—

—

;

;

*•

His work was to preach and to streams, are capable of sustaining a little nation in and of
themselves. Besides, Beisan is the natural highway from
baptize with the Holy Spirit; water baptism
Bashan and the east to tho sea-board at Haifa aud Acre, and
was a subordinate ministerial office, and could also to southern Palestine and Egypt. The G hor once teemed
For the same with inhabitants, as is evident from ruined sites, and from
as well be performed by others.
tells too old for ruins, which are scattered over the plain.
reason Paul did not baptize except in a few
I took
known

not baptize.

eases-, 1

Cor.

i.

The baptism of the

14-16.

dis-

only mentioned here and
iv. 2, was still essentially the baptism of John,
but it prepared the way for Christian baptism,
which was instituted after the resurrection, Matt,
xviit 19, and first performed on the birth-day of
Before Christ
the Christian Chnrch, Acts ii. 41.
had finished His work on earth, the Holy Spirit
was not yet in full regenerative operation (vii.
39), nor could baptismal water signify the cleansciples

of Jesus,

which

is

down their names as now
to tho Arabs, but
none of them have any historic significance. Of Sallm and
Enon, which must have been in the ghor at no great distance,
I could hear nothing."—P. 8.]
f [So also Ilengstenberg, I., 224. The Alex Codex of the
8ept. renders the three names of places in Jos. xv., 2«Arci/ub
*ai 'Air «cal Ptnntay. In Neh. xi. 20 the last two names are
combined in En-rimmon. The southern country was very
dry. a continuation of the Arabian desert. Hence the remark. " there was much water there," which would be rather
superfluous if applied to a place in Galiiee or on tho banks
of the Jordan, receives its full meaning. Yet this holds gqod
also of Dr. Lange's view, who, with Bobinson, locates Salem
near Nablus.—P. S.J
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totype, dwelt long with a Phenician widow;
Elisha healed the Syrian Naaman by directing
him to wash in the Jordan. John, on his appearance, preached: Qod is able of these stones
If John
to raise up children unto Abraham.
was to execute his office as fore-runner of Christ
in His universal character, he must hare come
to Samaria, and even to the Galilean court (see
.the direction of the angel, Luke i. 17 and 76).
He might have had, moreover, special reasons
for this.
He could not give up his work, because he felt himself appointed to die in his
official service ; yet he wished also to give way
to the Lord, and, not as compelled by events,
but voluntarily, to decrease by the side of Him.
This purpose would be exactly served by his
retiring into a small place, and especially by his
beginning to labor in Samaria. It is further
noteworthy, that immediately after this Christ
begins to teach in Samaria, though only in
passing, and that the passage before us relates
to the disciples of John who were involved in a
controversy with a Jew concerning purification.
If this Jew seems to have given the preference,
as a Jew, to the baptism of Jesus, it is natural
to suppose that he based his preference on the
fact' that Jesus was baptizing on Judean soil,
John in Samaria. Enon at all events lay this
The objection that John was
side the Jordan.
still baptizing in his old way, is solved by his
calling.
As to the objection that he was not
baptizing "into Jesus," he had only to baptize
into Christ; to point out the Christ in Josus was
the business of his testimony. Meyer remarks,
against Bretschneider and others, that he did
not baptize into Jesus because Jesus had not yet
appeared at all as the Messiah. Tet John had designated Him as the Messiah, and now did so again
But his office as
with the ntmost clearness.
fore-runner had not ceased with a publio appearance of Jesus as the Messiah.
There was much water. This can be
mentioned to define only the spot, not the region.
Ver. 24. John was not yet thrown into
prison. This, according to De Wette, Meyer,
etc., is intended to be a correction of the Synoptical tradition.
But it is only a completion of it
for the Synoptists open the ministry of Jesus with
His labors in Galilee, not because these were the
"very beginning" (Tholuck), but because this
was the current tradition, and because their
method of construing the history, particularly
with regard to the contrast between John and
Christ, required it.
At the time of the return
of Christ from the country of Judea to Galilee
in the winter of 781 John had been cast into
prison, according to Marki. 14; during his first
great tour in Galilee He received the embassy
from the Baptist in the spring of 782; after His
return from the feast of Purim in March of 782,
however, He received the intelligence of the execution of the Baptist, according to Matth. xiv.
12; comp. John vi. 1.

—

—

A

Ver. 23.
question. ZfjTTjaic, disputation.
Not with the Jews, but with a Jew. [Seo Textual
Notes.] The one Jew, who disputes with the
disciples of John concerning purification (wept
Ka&aptouov), that is, concerning the religious
washing for purification, which must precede the
kingdom of heaven [Ezek. xxxvi. 25; Zech. xiii.

1], or concerning the baptisms of John and Jesus as to their purifying virtue and Messianic
validity, gives exegeticaJ trouble.
According
to T ho hick the controversy was begun by disciples of John, and yet the Jew on his part conten tiously extolled the baptism of Jesus, to provoke the disciples of John in other words, with
not the bost design. This evil design is more
strongly represented by Luthardt: An intent to
make the Baptist untrue to his office, in order to
operate the more effectually against Jesus,
Chrysostom and Semler, on the contrary, have
supposed that the Jew had been baptized by Jesus, which seems also implied in the complaint
of John's disciples in the next verse.
[The first
sacramental controversy, and the forerunner of
a good many. P. S.]
Ver. 26.
that was with thee, to
thou hast borne witness. Jealousy is at the
out-set betrayed by the avoidance of the name of
Jesus (comp. Luke x. 87 ; xv. 80) ; then it is
implied that Jesus had been at first Himself dependent on him, that is, as one baptized by him;
though it is not asserted, as by the modern criticism, that He had been a pupil of John. To tchom
thou barest witness, etc.
A reproach against John
and Jesus at once ("behold, the same"). Yet
expressed only in the tone, in the choice of
words, while nothing is literally ventured beyond historical statement. But that they, themselves irritated, wished to provoke the Baptist to
see in Jesus an unauthorized rival in the matter of
baptism, no matter how much He may be in other
Every expression, in this
respects, is manifest.
view, is pregnant Even the words: "beyond
Jordan," might imply that they had known better baptism-days on a better soil. Finally their
displeasure expresses itself in the exaggeration
" all men come to Him. " Nevertheless they cannot bo considered decidedly hostile; they show
an uncertainty, a wavering, in the issue of which
the mass of John's disciples afterwards split into
two branches, one friendly, the other hostile.
The Baptist was to express himself on this distinction of two baptismal communions existing together.
man oan receive nothing
Ver. 27.
A general princi(take nothing upon himself).
ple of religion, applied to the kingdom of God.
Gifts and positions in the kingdom of God rest
upon the free grace and investiture of God HimHere lies the obligation of humility before
self.
God, reverence for the gifted, freedom from
envy, modesty, self-respect. The form of the expression silences by its universality, the spirit of
the expression purifies by its repression of human
nature, its emphasizing of the divine. The reference of the maxim : (I) To the Baptist, according to many ancients ana moderns ( Lucke). Wetstein: Non possum mihi arrogare et rapere, gum
deus non dedit. (2) To Jesus ; De Wette, Meyer
The greater ministry is given by God to Him.
(8) To John and Jesus (Kuinoel, Luthardt;
;

—

He

—

A

whom

—

Tholuck doubtful). The last view is no doubt
the true ; for the maxim is the general superscription of the following contrasts: Christ and John
(1) Christand the forerunner ; (2) the Bridegroom
and the Bridegroom's friend; (8) the increasing
One, and the decreasing; (4) He who is from
heaven, and he that is of the earth. God is above
the distinction, and gives to each one his own.
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Ver. 28.

—Ye

Ye

yourselves bear

me

wit-

yourselves, so jealous, bear witness
to my modesty, in that ye recall how I bore witness to Uim. Bat that. 'AAA' brt seem only a
transition to the discourse dependent on it
(Meyer, Winer). Yet the expression might also
point back to the Baptist's description of himself (ch. i. 23), with the sense; rovro elfil, brt aw.
Exsivos refers to Jesus, of whom they had
been speaking. De Wette.
Yer. 29.
that hath the bride.—The
Old Testament theocratic figure of the marriageunion between Jehovah and His people, Is. liv.
6; Hos. ii. 19; and the Song of Songs, according
to Beogel and Luthardt;* which Meyer doubts,
because that book is not quoted in the New
Testament; yet it is manifestly an example at
least in favor of the view here mentioned.
This
figure passed over to the relation between Christ
and the renewed and adorned theooratio people,
Eph. r. 82; Rev. xxi. 2, 9. He that hath the
bride, is therefore he to whom *he is given from
above, and who is thereby distinguished as the
supremely Gifted. He is the bridegroom (De
Wette: Comp. the proverb: Wer da* Oluek hat,
Juhrt die Brant heim). From him is here distinguished the friend of the bridegroom, a distinct personage in the Jewish wedding usage.
Lucke: ttAo? tov wfiftov answers to the Hebrew

ness.

—

—

He

—

—

f21EftZ?, in which, however, the ideas of £&oc tov
wp*, and leapavbfi^iog or wfifayoySc are comAccording to the Hebrew custom, the
bined.
Shoshben, a friend of the bridegroom, was a
necessary mediator both in the formation and in

the conclusion of the marriage. In behalf of
his friend he made suit with the bride, and was
the indispensable negotiator between the bride
and bridegroom in relation to the wedding. At
the wedding itself he was a chief manager of the
feast, a necessary functionary at the inspection
of the wedding-chamber, and even after the close
of the marriage a mediator in misunderstandings
and dissensions. In a passage Ketuvoth (foL 12,
1) it is expressly said: Duo* D'J32H& corulituebanty unum *pon*o> alierum tpontm (Schottgen,
Eorm llcbr. et Talnu). Another name is 2Sl# (tr.

—

Doubtless John has esSanhedrin f. 27, 2).
pecially in his eye the business of the wooing,
to which he was appointed. And then besides his
subordination to the bridegroom, and his unenvious service in relation to the bride, he expresses also the honor and satisfaction he has in
his position.
Standeth and heareth him.— (1) Interpretation according to rabbinic passages : customary
listening of the shoshbenim at the door (twl ry
Q'vpa) of the bride-chamber.
For the particulars see LUcke, I., p. 564.
Probably only isolated apocryphal instances suggested by apocrySomething like it here
phal accounts (Tobias.
snd there perhaps in the history of Jesuitism and
Herrnhntism ). Hard to imagine as general custom.
He
(2) Baumgarten-Crusius, Luthardt:
waits for him that is to come, and hears his voice
as he approaches, bringing his bride home.
Against this Meyer : The irapavbfi^iog does not
* [Tfoogsteotorg alao (L 232 f.) sees in the whole passage,
and especially in the trice of the beloved, and the friend of
the bridegroom, clear allusion* to Cant. U. 8 ; V. 2.—P. S.J

22-46.
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stand waiting for the bridegroom, but accompanies him on the way to the house of the bride.
Such waiting is the part of the bride's-maid,
Matth. zzv. 1. (3) Eckermann, Meyer: He
stands at bis service, waiting his bidding, and
meantime rejoices in his conversation and gladness in general.
(4) Tholuok: The conversation of the bridegroom with the bride preceding
the wedding. (5) Lucke : The voice of the bridegroom has in the Old Testament almost the tone
of a proverb, Jer. vii. 84 ; xvi. 9 ; xxv. 10. The
friend stands at his side and hears the happy
voioe of the bridegroom.
More accurately Grotius : 1D#, stare e*t ministrare, ut Oene*. xli. 46
Deut. 1. 88; Zach. iii. 7: audiens blandimenta ad
iponsam.
Vide Cant. Canlic. : Jl&c est vox Quvt)
vvfifiov. The reference is no doubt to affectionate and tender greetings to the bride, not
commissions (Meyer: bidding) to the friend.
The friend stands (back) and hears in silence
how the bridegroom himself talks to the bride of
his love, contrasted with his own business-like
talking of it to her in urging the suit.
The voice of the bridegroom is therefore the
New Testament words of love, the gospel of
Christ, and that even in distinction from the now
ceasing lispings of prophecy concerning the new
covenant. De Wette also: Of the gladness of the
bridegroom. When Tholuck observes that fawfi
must not be referred to the rejoicings at the wedding, since the wedding begins later with the
inauguration of the kingdom, and thus far only
the conversation of the bridegroom is introduced,
it must be remarked that the figure of the wedding is not intended to be pressed. According
to the word of Christ, Matth. ix. 15, the wedding
had already in oue view begun with His appearance.
In another view it began with His> resurrection and the founding of the church, Matth.
xxii. 9.
In still another view it is to come at
the second appearing of Christ, and meantime
the Apostles are the wooers of the bride, 2 Cor.
xi. 2; Rev. xxi. 19.
These aspects might perhaps be distinguished by the three stages of going for and saluting the bride (the act primarily
meant here), the wedding-feast, and the final
nuptials; denoting the preaching of the gospel,
the outpouring of the Holy Ghost and founding
of the church, and the* manifestation of the kingdom. Yet we cannot apply this distinction of
periods to the words of the Baptist. To his prophetic view the wedding was begun.
Rejoiceth with joy. Xapp x a ^P e ^ see

—

Luke

xxii. 15,

[and

V V* VW,
%

Is. lxi. 10.

A

Hebraizing mode of intensification: pure joy,
joy and joy only.— P. S.J The did, as in 1 Thess.
9, which is unusual, in place of the classical
kwl, etc., adds emphasis to the voioe in itself.
iii.

He

finds that voice a compensation to his position.
Contrast of this unenvious joy with the jealous
tones of the disciples of John.
This
joy. This his share in the wedding.
Hath been
full (wewXyporat, perfect tense).
In the happy meeting of the bridegroom and bride in the house of the bride the
wedding itself is, to him, as good as come. He
has happily completed his task as wooer of the
bride.
He has done the work of his life. See
the analogous perfect: fiefiaptvp^Ka, and the exegesis, ch. L 84.
I* fulfilled, has become perfect*

my

—

—

made
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Yet only in its kind, as the joy of the friend of
the bridegroom; therefore to ho distinguished
from the perfection of the New Testament joy of
faith, John xt. 11; xyL 24; xvii. 13 (which
He meant not by this
places Meyer cites).
the ceasing of his work, but the decreasing and
it before the increasing glory of
the word and work of Christ.
must increase. The true deVer. 30.
scription of the relation between John and Christ,
and between the Old Covenant and the New, in
the primitive church, in the mediae val church, in
this modern age, in the life of every evangelical
community, and of every individual Christian.
Increase: In labors, in authority, in disciples.
Noble
Decrease: e?MTTobadai, be diminished.
freedom from envy. An admonition to His disSt. John Baptist's day in the calendar,
ciples.
the longest day [June 24th], after which the
days decrease; the birth-day of Christ [Dec. 25],
one of the shortest, from which the days grow
longer.
that cometh from above is
Ver. 31
above all. The relation of the section now following to the preceding. Different views [of the
authorship of vers. 31-36] : (1) A meditation of
the Evangelist (Wetstein, Bengel, Kuinoel, Schott,
Paulus, Olshausen, Tboluck, etc.), as supposed
to be indicated by the John-like strain, an assumed contradiction between vers. 32 and 20,
and the disappearance of all reference to the
Against this it is observed, that there
Baptist.
is no break at any point, and the present in vers.
81 and 32 indicates the time of John the Baptist.
(2) A middle view (Liicke, De Wette, Hofmann):
The discourse of the Baptist is continued indeed,
but the subjective reproduction of the Evangelist
Snakes it almost a reflection of his own. (8) Continuation of the address of the Baptist, like vers.
16-18 in ch. i., and as in ch. iii. vers. 16-21 continue the discourse of Christ; my LebenJesu, II.,
2, p. 621, Ebrard, Kritik, p. 294; also Meyer, [p.
180] ;* the Johannean character and coloring
being also admitted even here. The stately conclusion of the prophetic testimony of the Baptist
concerning Christ is not at all inconsistent with
his subsequent expression of human feeling,
Matth. xi. According to Strauss and Weisse
this passage in particular is supposed to prove,
that the discourses in John are not historical,

diminishing of

—

He

.

He

—

but composed by himself. From this passage
then, on the contrary, a clear light may be shed
upon the exquisite, far-reaching, teeming historical truth of the whole gospel.
'0 avuOev epxdfievoc.

Present, referring to the
mission of Christ, which is just unfolding itself.
See the testimonies of the Baptist concerning the
divine dignity of Jesus, ch. i. 15-18; ver. 27;
vers. 29. 34.— Above all.
With respect to
Christ all men are put in the category of the
need of salvation.
that is of the earth, etc. Not a tautology* hut signalizing the difference of origin and
of consequent quality. From the origin of the person, his nature appears, and from this his mode

—

He

* f Alford likwiie ascribes the

—

last verses to

the Baptist,

and urges the inner coherence of the discourse itself, In
which John explains to his disciples the reason why Christ
must increase and thrdw his own dignity into the shade.
-P.S.]

of speaking. But how could John say this of
his testimony (Hofmann)?
Tholuck argues:
Therefore the Evangelist says (his, not the Baptist.
But the thing said must nevertheless he
true, and then it might even better be said by the
Baptist in his humility, than by the Evangelist
respecting his former teacher. The Baptist himself therefore must have said it.
The question
is in what sense?
We have a parallel at John i.
In full comparison with the full glory of
18.
Christ no one, not even of the prophets, nor the
Baptist, has ever seen God ; in this comparison
every man, even of the prophets, the Baptist not
excepted, is of the earth.
Then does this mean:
of the earth, in the sense of John i. 13; iii. 6,
belonging to the old, sinful world as to his origin, therefore in his kind, therefore also in his
speech, since, even as prophet, he can speak the
divine but rarely, in fragments, and under the
veil of figures ; or in the sense of the mytta as
distinguished from the kirovpavia in ver. 12?
Exegesis passes by this question, and treats the
antithesis as if it had the sense of ch. iii. 6; the
otipt; in distinction from the mevpa.
We understand, however, by the earth (yfA primarily the
old

economy and Theocracy

in distinction

from

the heaven (ovpavdc), whence the new revelation
comes (see on ver. 12). With the idea of the old
is then connected unquestionably the idea of the
imperfect and defective.
The antithesis of
earthly and heavenly, or carnal and spiritual
descent passes into the antithesis of the old and
the new time, and this into the antithesis of mankind needing revelation and redemption, and the
Redeemer. Moreover John speaks here of his
human Xafatv, not of his prophetic eiirelv, or this
latter is reduced in his view to a minimum in his
human lakeiv, in comparison with the divine paprvpelv of Christ, and it should be observed thai
John says: Xafal ik nfr yrt c, not ra r^r yrjq.

He

that

cometh from heaven. — A solemn

repetition of the preceding, giving
form of a dogmatical statement.

it

the Btrong
•

What

Ver. 82.
he hath seen and heard.
See ch. iii. 18; also i. 18. Meyer: In His
pro-existence. Rather, in His whole living divine nature, in virtue of which His testifying is
at every moment preceded by a having seen or a
having heard. The seeing and hearing denotes
not only the directness of His knowledge, but
also the full reality, the total scope of it, identifying it with His bodily vision (Leben Jesu II.,

—

p. 618).

And no man reoeiveth his testimony.
According to the critics, in contradiction with
ver. 26.
Unquestionably a contradiction of the
noble-minded master to his small-minded disciwas quite too much to see all
but to him it was quite too
little; to him it was as nothing.
A hyperbole,
therefore, of grief and indignation.
A rebuke
to the disposition of his disciples; moreover, an
admonition to them to go to Jesus, as in ch. L
29.
He could not send them away by force, because his school was a school of preparation, in
which those only had become perfect, who went
of their own will to Jesus. The Baptist qualifies
ples.

For them

running to Jesus

it
;

his hyperbole (see similar expressions of the
Evangelist, ch. l. 11; xii. 87) by what follows.

Tholuck: "John reviews the history as a whole,
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in the course of which the believers are a vanishing minority." John no doubt speaks here
with the conduot of the Jews chiefly in view.

See Rom.

ix.

He

Vers. 33, 31.

testimony ....

by

that hath received his
God giveth not the

for

—

measure. Aorist: 6 "kafidv. And
Spirit
this doubtless with special reference to such disciples of John as had gone to Christ; commending
them, and recommending imitation. Hath set
tropical term, denoting
his seal, hath sealed.
generally in the Old Testament fastening up, in
rather complete authentication; affixing
the
the signature of execution, ch. vi. 27; Rom. iv.

A

New

In Christ the truth of God as revelation
completed, 2 Cor. i. 20; by the believing con-

11, tic
is

fession of

Him

this fact, that the truth of

God

has proved itself perfect, is attested, sealed.
How fart The answer to this question depends
on the right interpretation of the two following
verses, (a) If v. 31 refer to Christ, the syllogism
is this; Christ as the messenger of God speaks
the words of God, because God has given to Him
the Spirit not by measure, but in immeasurable
fulness (LUclte, DeWette); he, therefore, who
acknowledges the word of Christ to be true, acknowledges the word of God himself; he who
believes not Christ, makes God a liar, (b) But
the 84th verse may refer to the prophets, summed up and represented in John: The messenger of God speaks the words of God, for God
gives his Spirit copiously enough for this; he,
therefore, who acoepts not Christ, denies, in the
Fnlfiller of the testimony of the prophets, the
word of God also in that testimony itself, or
rather he necessitates the inference, that God
promised that the Messiah should come, and has
sot kept His word, or that in His different reve(c) Then
lations He has contradicted Himself,
again these opposite interpretations may be
The first interpretation thus, aomodified.
eording to Meyer: * Whom God hath sent,' fits not
every prophet, but Christ alone, according to
ver. 81, in view of His mission from heaven. On
ftfrpov, expressing
the other hand, the ov yap
a general truth, should not be referred primarily
to Christ; else airy must have been added. The
statement is, that God gives the Spirit in general
sot ix fierpov, but regardless of fitrpov, to one
more, to another less, yet to every one enough
for inspiration ; whence it follows that Christ is
the most richly endowed (U denoting the norm).
Yet the more to one and less to another may be
given in limited measure, and it is a preliminary
question whether the pkrpov should mean a general proportion for all, or a limited measure for each
individual. The passage in Vajikra rabba Sectio
15 (cited by Lucke and others) : "Etiam spiritus
smutus nun habitavil super prophetas, nisi mensura

U

quadam (Sp??02)

;

quidam enim librum unum, qui'

—

dam duos vaticiniorum

ediderunt**
speaks not of
a proportion, but of limited portions for differIf now the expression be reent individuals.
ferred to the prophets, it cannot mean: God
If we would regives the Spirit immeasurably.
But
fer it directly to Christ, avrp is wanting.
we may take the expression as a motto of the
Mew Testament age which has now opened. God

sow

gives the Spirit,

and gives

it

not according

to

22-30.
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a limited measure (Joel

by measure. GerUch:

ii.;
«•

Acts

ii.).

Perhaps

—Not

this is

an

allusion to the fact that the priests were only
sprinkled with the anointing oil, while upon the
head of the high-priest the whole of the oil was
poured, Exod. xxix. 7 ; Ps. cxxxiii. 2." From
this it is clear that He whom now pre-eminently
God hath sent, Christ, speak'eth rd pfjuara (not
only ft/jfiara) tov &eovt u e. t all the words of God,
tho entire revelation, which has hitherto been
spoken only piecemeal (see ch. i. 17, 18; Heb.
i. 1). This the believer seals.
He attests it with
the confidence of the confessor and martyr, as it
is attested to him in his heart!
The second interpretation is modified by referring the messenger of God [ver. 84] to the prophetic office,

as represented by John, and then taking the
sentence about the Spirit thus: In this day,
wherein God gives the Messiah the fulness of the
Spirit, tho Baptist also has his share in the
abundance (see the history of the Baptism of
Jesus).
Then with this John Christ is compared, as described in ver. 85. In favor of this
antithesis are the facts, (I) that John here still
appears as pre-eminently the a7reoTa?*fiti>os; [ch.
i. tt], Christ as the ipx6fievoc; (2) that it is said
in ver. 84 6 #edf diriareiTiev, in ver. 35 ; 6 naHjp
ayaiv$\ (3) that here the faXeiv (not eiwelv) of
the faqfiara $eov is set against the fact that all
things are given into the hands of Christ.
The result is, we find ourselves compelled to
decide for the second explanation of the difficult
passage: The last messenger, in virtue of his
participation in the New Testament advent of
the Spirit, speaks the prophetic words of God as
such (in distinction from fact) ; the Son presents
Himself as the fulfilment of these words in fact.
He, therefore, who receives Him, seals that God
in His propbetio words (spoken by the Baptist)
is true.
He who disavows Christ, disavows,
therefore, His fore-runner also.
A good disciple
of John must become a disciple of Christ.
Ver. 85. Loveth the Son.— Emphatic: in
singular manner. This love is the cause of the
glorifying of the Son. All things : not to be qualified ( Grot i us:
Omnia mysteria regni; Kuinoel:
Doctrinx partes). Matth. xi. 27; xxviii. 18; John
:

xiii.*

3.—-Into his

hand.— Strictly

:

in his

hand

xetpi ovrov]. Pregnant diction: so into His
hand, that they are in His hand (Winer, p. 385).
Ver. 36. He that believeth in the Son.—
The Baptist concludes his prophetic preaching:
with the great alternative, which Christ also,
pronounces in ver. 18, and at His departure
[kv ry

—

from the earth. Everlasting life, see ver. 15.
Hath. It is noteworthy that this inwardness
of the eternal life was already recognized by the
Baptist.
He who is not obedient in faith
to the Son, dT«#wi>; not: believeth not (Luther [and the E. V.] ),* but is disobedient; meaning, however, as standing opposed to faith, the

—
—

refusal of the obedience of faith.
In faith lies
the moral kernel of obedience veiled in love,
peace, joy; hence 6 irtorevuv.
Out of unbelief
disobedience, or even avopia, as a moral worm
comes forth openly; hence axtiduv.
Meyer:
" Disobedient to the Son, inasmuch as He requires faith." Right, but not enough. Tholuck:

[Alfprd defends the B. V. "amttOStv may mean
Unbeuef implies diaobedieuc©."-- P. 8.J
:

<Us»

bdismng.
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'ATtttJelv alternates with amoreiv,

Shall not see

life.

Rom.

xi. 80.

—With the everlasting

life

he fails of life in general; he shall not even see it,
Bat the wrath of
to say nothing of having it.

—

God. Neither punishment on the one hand, nor
a holy passion on the other, but the righteousness of God combined with His veiled jealousy in
its visitation of judgment, Rom. i. 18; Eph. ii. 8;
Matth. iii. 7. Abideth on him; in proportion
as his unbelief is incorrigible (strictly : abideth
towards him; pressing more and more strongly
upon him). The effect of the bpyrj is -ddvarog.
[The fdvei implies, that we are by nature in a
state of condemnation; comp. riicua Qvoei bpyifc,
Eph. ii. 8; John iii. 6.— P. S.]
A worthy closing word of the Old Testament;
the last peal of the thunder of the law ; the farewell of the Baptist. For what he afterwards
says to Herod, he says as teacher, not as prophet; and the question with which he sends his
disciples to Christ, is the question of a tempted,
believing man.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
of the Lord in the Judean
country, a counterpart of His last public ministry
in the temple on Zion from the triumphal entry
to the Tuesday evening (see Com, on Matt, on
ch. xxi. 12-14, p. 879); in that in the first case
the hostility of the rulers of the Jews had not
yet broken out, in the last case it seemed vanquished by the hosanna of a believing people.
Hence here a preliminary baptizing finds place,
there a teaching and healing in the temple. And
the cessation of baptism in the Jewish country
is a prelude of the final departure of Jesus from
the temple (Matth. xxiii.)
2. The baptizing of Jesus through His disciples a connecting link between the New Testament baptism of the Spirit and the baptism of
John, as John's baptism was a connecting link
between the Old Testament washing and circumcision, and the baptism of Christ.
1.

8.

The

The

firtt ministry

last prophetic testimony to Christ given

and in elevation above
his last struggle [Matth. xi.]; the last flash, so
to speak, of the Old Testament in the light of
the New Testament itself, and a testimony to the
higher glory of the New.
4. The symbol of ihe intimate relation^ the betrothal between Jehovah and His people (Ps. xlv.
Bong of Solomon ; Is. liv.; lxii. ; Ezek. xvi. 8;
xxiii. ; Hos. ii. 19) finds its fulfilment in the bridal relations between Christ and the church coming
forth to meet Him. It belonged to the office of
the Baptist to complete this prophecy in the most
concrete vivid form. Christ on His part has
taken up the word in the most varied applications, first to the disciples of John himself (Matth.
ix. 15), and afterwards throughout the whole
New Testament, 1 Cor. xi. 8 ; Eph. v. 28 ; Rev.
xxi. 9.
The love of the bride is the Bymbol of
the life of the Spirit. Plato's Symposion is a
heathen parallel to the Song of Solomon.
6. The perpetual force of the maxim : He must
by

the Baptist in his glory

increase, but

J must

decrease.

6. So far as in him lay, John sent all his disciples forward to Christ, and pointed all the Jews

tto

Him.

Not only most of the Jews, however,

many

of John's disciples failed to come
word of the prophet, and fell under the
condemnation pronounced by him. On the disciples of John see Gieseler, Kirchengeschichte, L,

but even

up

to the

69 [Edinb. ed. I., 68].
Both of the glory of Christ, and of the condemnation, John speaks in a more Old Testament
way than Christ Himself (comp. vers. 85 and 18
vers. 86 and 18)
quite in keeping with his mission.
His last word is a last thunder-clap from
Sinai and a last lightning-flash of Elijah, prophesying of the baptism of fire (Matth. iii.) and
the flames of the judgment of the world (2 Pet.
p.

7.

;

iii.

10).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

A

aeries of separate themes in the sentences
of the Baptist, vers. 27, 29, 80, 81 sqq.— The baptism of Jesus by the side of the baptism of John,

the gradual transfer of the Old Testament order
of things into the churoh of Christ.
Relation of
the baptism of Jesus to the baptism of John: (1)
Points in common ; (2) points of difference.

—

The harmony between John and

Christ, and the
dissension between their disciples, the living
type of a primeval and a constantly repeated history (see Gen. xiii. 7).
Two divided purification or reformation churches, to be united by
being pointed from men to the Lord. The jealousy of the disciples and the purity of the Master.
The last testimony of the Baptist concerning Christ, an expression at once of the highest,
gentlest love and the mightiest wrath.
Christ
the Bridegroom of the bride: (1) Adorned to be
such by the election of God ; (2) recognized as
such by the greeting of the bride ; (8) honored
as such by the wooer and friend ; (4) proved

—

—

—

—

—

such by His fidelity and glory. The word of the
Baptist: He must increase, but I must decrease,
in its application to the natural life (1) of the
world, (2) of the church, (8) of the Christian.
Christ tne Witness from heaven.
Faith in Christ,
a sealing of all the words of God in the Old Testament. Truth is the unity of correlative oppoWithout faith in the truth of God, we
sites.
cannot perceive the unity in the great distinction between the Old Testament and the New.
With the New Testament the Jews lost also the
truth of the Old.
With their acknowledgment
of the Old Testament, Christians may also obscure the truth of the New. The life of faith a
moral life on a heavenly scale: (1) Faith, an
obedience rising into free, blissful confidence,
and veiled in it; (2) Unbelief, a moral disobedience (immorality) in naked, open deformity.
The wrath of God, the jealousy of rejected love,
t. «., a full tide of gracious operation, changed
by the unbelief of the man himself into judgment.
See Rom. ii. 6. Jesus in the Judean country, or
an effort in hope to lead the people of Israel over
by gentle ways into the new covenant (comp.
Gen. v. 6). The two baptizers together. Religious controversy in its bad and its good operation (the words of the disciples of John, and the
words 6f their master). The word of the disciples: All men come to Him, and the word of the
master; No man receiveth His testimony. Only
what is given him from heaven can a man truly
take to himself: (1) What he usurps is given

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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CHAP.

III.

ia wrath, and received to condemnation
He
ia given to him is forever his own.
that hath the bride is the bridegroom ; or, the

htm

—
of Christendom a testimony to Christ. — The
wedding of the Son. —The friend of the bridewhat

(2)

life

groom, in His behaviour, an example for guidance and warning, to bishops, ministers, di-

—The

vines.
crease.

decreasing of the Baptist, his in-

—The man of the earth, and the Man from
—The believer, a witness of
heaven above
Qod attested by God. —Christ the seal of the
all.

word of Qod, manifest in the burning seal of
living Christian hearts, 2 Cor. i. 20 ; Rev. iii.
14.
The outpouring of the Spirit without meaThe Father, the Son, the Spirit. The
Baro
last word of the Baptist concerning the Son: (1)
What the Son is ; (2) what He has; (8) what He
gives; (4) what He is worth [vers. 84-86].
Stark b : Nova Bibl. Tub. : Premature zeal,
envy, dependence on human authority, and selfinterest : O how much harm they do !—Canstein :
Satan and his tools know too well how much depends on the unity of Christians; hence they
take special pains to make schism of every kind
among them, Gal. v. 20. Majus: It is dangerous for hearers to flatter their teachers. People
must not hang with sinful passion upon a teacher
who is renowned. As the peace-makers are
called the children of God, so the instigators of
division are justly called children of the devil.
Hbdixqkr: The office of the preacher and its
We men have
profitable success come from God.
nothing from ourselves, but everything from heaven ; therefore should we ascribe nothing to ourselves, but everything to God alone, and thank
Him for it, 1 Cor. iv. 7. Osiander: He who
attempts high things, to which he is not called
of God, spends all his care and labor in vain, and
comes to shame at last, as the examples of Absalom, Theudas, Judas of Galilee, and others,
p/ove, Sirach iii. 28. Hedinoee: Let no man
thrust himself into an office, without the will of
God. Qubsnbl: Every calling, every grace
(gift) has oertain limits above which no man may
He who purely and steadfastly
elevate himself.
preaches Christ, may appeal to the testimony of
A servant of the church, though in
his hearers.
high office, has yet more cause to be humble than
to be exalted.—Servants of God justly rejoice,
when they can lead many bouIs to the Lord.
Moon and stars are lost when the sun rises; bo
with me, when the Sun of Righteousness appears.
Hedinger: Christ, the Alpha and Omega,
should be all; we instruments are nothing.
Canstbin: Because all ministers are men, their
word must be tested by the doctrine of Christ.
Christ's testimony is the whole counsel of God
Christ spoke the word, or
for our salvation.
proclaimed the counsel of God, as the personal
and independent Word of God. Majus : The be-

—
—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

— —
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liever may verily be sure of his salvation, because he already has eternal life, though in the
world he still is subject to much suffering. Canstein: Unbelief, (he cause of condemnation, because it rejects the means by which the wrath of
God might be averted.
G08SNER : Eternal life is given to the believer
from the hour he believes. He need not wait
for it ; he has it already here.
Bbaune : As a
man stands towards the Saviour, so stands he
towards God and the gift of God, eternal life.

Schlbibrmacher It is an old fault, which reappears continually in a multitude of forms, and
even in the Christian church, the strong disposition of men to believe in a man.
And how does
God give from heaven, what He gives to a man ?
Surely not otherwise than through the man's own
conduct and that of other men. So long then as
our own conduct is in contradiction with the divine working, we should not console ourselves
with the knowledge that a man can receive nothing except it be given him from heaven, but do
our utmost to find out what and how much is
given us from heaven. That John must decrease,
:

—
—

—
—

and the Lord increase, this is the true relation
between the old covenant and the new, between
every imperfect worship of God, every other less
firmly closed relation of men to Him, and that
which is offered in Christ. Schenkel : Our future welfare rests not on man, but on Christ:
(I) Not on the word of man, but on the Gospel
of Christ; (2) not on the work of man, but on
the atoning work of Christ; (8) not on the name
of man, but on the glorious name of Christ.
Hbubner: True calling comes only from God,
from Him alone success; the rise and fall of human names, success and failure, are matters of
divine control.
(From Zinzendorp) : When
souls depend on men, etc., they are in most cases
betrayed. Then when one such poor man comes
to confusion, they are all confounded ; when he
is taken suddenly from them, they are all lost.
How rarely are men like John ! Often the later
exalt themselves over the earlier, pupils above
masters; and how men envy, attack, belittle
the greater merit!
Men will not see others,
especially their followers, outstrip them (true,
alas, peculiarly of Germany, and to not the least
extent of Evangelical theologians and clergy,
men). Hath set his seal: Every believer is a
living attestation of the true God himself. What
honor, to confirm the truth of God to others I
God gives not the Spirit by measure. All, even
the most gifted, are capable of growing in the
The guilt of rejecting divine
Spirit in infinitum.
grace leaves in the heart of the unbeliever nothing but the sense of an angry God. Conscience
is the preacher of this wrath (yet the wrath
manifests itself especially in swelling judgments
against the unbeliever).

—

—
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VII.

JESUS AT JACOB'S WELL. TH1 WOMAN OF SAMARIA. CHRIST TH1 FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, THE FOUNTAIN
OF PEACE. THIS WHITE HARVEST FIELD, OR THE FIELD OF EARTH AND THE FIELD OF HEAVEN.
THE SOWERS AND THE REAPERS. THE FAITH OF THE SAMARITANS, A PRESAOB OF THE UNIVERSAL
SPREAD OF THE GOSPEL.

Chap. IV. 1-42.

1
2
3
4
6

6

When therefore the Lord [Jesus] knew how [that] the Pharisees had heard that
Jesus made [makes] and baptized [baptizes] more disciples than John (Though
Jesus himself baptized not [did not baptize], but his disciples), He left Judea, and
And he must needs go through Samaria.
departed again1 into Galilee.
Then cometh he [He cometh, therefore] to a city of Samaria, which is [omit which
is] called Sychar, near to the parcel of ground [or piece of land] that Jacob gave to his
1
son Joseph. Now [And] Jacob's well [fountain] was there. Jesu3 therefore, being weaned with his journey, sat thus [simply sat down] on the well [.] and [omit
and] it was about4 the sixth hour.
There cometh a woman of Samaria to draw water Jesus saith unto her, Give
me to drink.* (For his disciples were [had] gone away unto the city to buy meat
Th8ns saith the woman of Samaria [The Samaritan woman7 saith] unto
[food]).
him, How is it that thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me, which [who] am a woman of Samaria [a Samaritan woman]? for the [omit the] Jews have no dealings
with the [omit the] Samaritans. 8 Jesus answered and said unto her, If thou knewest the gift of God, and who it is that saith to thee, Give me to drink ; thou wouldst
have asked of him, and he would have given thee living water. The woman saith
unto him, Sir, thou hast nothing to draw with,9 and the well is deep from whence
then hast thou that [the] living water? Art thou greater than our father Jacob,
which [who] gave us the well, and drank thereof himself, and his children [sons],
and his cattle ? Jesus answered and said unto her, Whosoever [Every one that]
drinketh [*a? 6 *eW/| of this water shall [will] thirst again: But whosoever drink9
d uv my] 10 of the water that I shall give him
eth [whosoever shall drink,
11
shall [will] never thirst; but the water that I shall give him
shall be [become, YvsfjGiTai] in him a well [fountain] of water springing up into everlasting
The woman saith unto him, Sir, give me this water, that I thirst not [may
life.
not thirst], neither [nor] come [all the way, dilp'/wnai] hither [Iv&dde] to draw. Jesiu
[He] la saith unto her, Go, call thv husband, 1 ' and come hither. The woman answered
and said, I have no husband [oox e%a> Hvdpa}. Jesus said unto her, Thou hast well
said, I have no husband [A husband I have not, or, Husband I have none, avd p a
oox fya)] For thou hast had five husbands ; and he whom thou now hast is not thy
husband : in that saidst thou trulv [in this thou hast spoken truly, or, truth, touto
aXrj&ss e'pyzas].
The woman saith unto him, Sir, I perceive that thou art a proOur fathers worshipped in [or, on] this mountain ; and ye say, that in Jeruphet.
salem is the place where men ought to worship. Jesus saith unto her, Woman, be14
lieve me, the [an] hour cometh [is coming], when ye shall neither in [or, on] this
mountain, nor yet [omit yet] at [in] Jerusalem, worship the Father. Ye worship
ye know not what [that which ye know not] we know what we worship [we wor1
ship that which we know] ; for [the] salvation * is [or, comes] of [from] the Jews.
But the [an] hour cometh [is coming], and now is, when the true worshippers shall
for the Father seeketh such to
[will] worship the Father in spirit and in truth
worship him [for also (za\ yap) such worshippers the Father seeketh]. God is a
u and they that worship him must worship
[omit him] in spiSpirit [is spirit]
The woman saith unto him, I know that Messias cometh, which
rit and in truth.
[who] is called Christ : 1T when he is come, he will tell us all things. Jesus saith
unto her, I that speak unto thee am he.
And upon this came his disciples, and marvelled that he talked with the [a] woman u yet no man [no one] said, What seekest thou? or, Why talkest thou with her I
1

:
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IV. 1-42.

28
The woman then left her water-pot, and went her way [went away] into the city,
9
29 and saith to the men, Come, see a man, which [who] told me all things that ever
M
10
30 I did is not [omit not] this the Christ ? Then [omit Then] they went out of the
city, and came unto [to] him.
31
la the mean while his disciples prayed [asked] him, saying, Master [Rabbi], eat
32 But he said unto them, 1 have meat [food] to eat that ye know not of.
33 Therefore said the disciples one to another, Hath any man brought him aught [any
34 thing] to eat? Jesus saith unto them,
meat [food] is to do33 the will of him
35 that sent me, and to finish his work. Say not ye [Do ye not say], "There are yet
four months [it is yet a four-month9], and then cometh [the] harvest ? behold [Lo !]
I say unto you, Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields ; for they are white already
36 to harvest [white for harvest already]. Ani [omit And]** he that reapeth [the
reaper] receiveth wages, and gathereth fruit unto life eternal : that both he that
37 soweth and he that reapeth [the sower and the reaper] may rejoice together. And
[For, ydp] herein [in this spiritual field] is that saying [fully] true, One soweth, and
38 another reapeth. I [have] sent you to reap that whereon ye [have] bestowed no
labour : other men [others have] laboured, and ye' are [have] entered into their
labours.
39
And many of the Samaritans of that city believed on [in] him for the saying [because of the word, dtd rdv Xoyov] of the woman, which [who] testified, He told me
40 all that ever I did. So when [When, therefore] the Samaritans were come [came]
unto him, they besought him that he would tarry with them [to abide with them]
41 and he abode there two days. And many more believed because of his own [omit
42 own] word [oVi tov Aoyov wjtoo] ; And said unto the woman, Now we believe, not
[No longer do we believe] because of thy saying [story, did, rrt v try* XaXiav] : for we
have heard him [omit him] ourselves, and know that this is indeed the Christ [omit
15
the Christ], the Saviour of the world.
:

My

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
i

Ver.

1.—{*

*Iif?ovf la

Treg^, Alf-, Wentc.
* Ver. 3.
The

—

supported by K. D. A. Vulg. Syr- Tischend. (ed. VIII.) ; the text. rec. o *v>©« by A. B. C. at,

and Hort.— P.

8.J

doubtful, being wanting in Oodd. A. E. P., rtc., many minuscules, and many Torsions among them.
[Sustained by K. B.« C. D. t/c, Tischend., Alf.-P. 8.J
* Ver. 6.— { John uses, alternately, with good reason, inrytf (vers. 6. 14) and <f>ptap (It, 12); the Vulgate retains the distinction, rendering the former by /oiw, the latter by putetu. Augustine says: omnis puteus font, tvm omnit fons putetu.
Only such a spring as is not on the surface, but deep and low down, is called a well (comp. ver. 11 " the well is deep "Y The
Arabs make a similar distinction between 'ain or fountain, which bubbles and gushes up at its source, and beer (6tr) or
well, which is constructed by a shaft sunk deep into the earth, either built of stone or excavated in the solid rock. The
V. obliterates the distinction. " Fountain " is a better rendering of mryj, at least in connection with " springing," rer.

water

fa

:

A

14-—P.

S.]

Ver. «.— A. B. C. etc., in. [Text. rec. <*m with E. Chrys. Cyr.—P.
8J
Ver. 7. On the writing error wiv, comp. Meyer. [Text, rec; iruif, Tischend., Alf.: «•«*, which is best supported. It is
the infin. a r. of nlw*. Both forms are used, but the dissylabic vuiy is more correct. See the quotation from Herodian
in the 8th ed. of Tischend.— P. 8.1
• Ver. 9 .—lo«* is omitted by Tischend.
) and Alford.— P. 8.]
7 Ver. 9.
In rer. 7 it is yvv*i «Vc r^c Za/Aapci'af . The country is meant, not the city of Samaria
£jf yvri) q Sajiaptirtt .
«

*

—

—

(Vm

(Bebast*). which was two hours distant.— P. 8.]
• Ver. 9.
[The explanatory words : ov y&p

—

ovyxpurrat lovtatoi Sapapc trout, are omitted by Tischend. in his 8th ed.,
kit retained by Lachm., Treg.. Alf. Westcott and Uort include them in brackets. Meyer, Trench and most commentators
take the words as an insertion of the Evangelist, but Lango ascribes them to the woman.
P. 8.]
• Ver. 11.
[Kvptc, oure aVrAtyta «x«t«. The dt-rAij/xa, haustrum (hauritnrium in Augustine), bucket in most of the early
1. V., fa not the same with the vtpia or water-pot which the woman leaves behind in hor aeal to communicate the good news
to the people in town (ver. 28), but, another vessel, with a rope or stick to draw up the water from the well. Trench, quoting
from Malan, says, it fa "the situla [?1 generally made of skin, with three cross sticks tied round the mouth to keep it open.
It fa let down by a rope of goat's hair, and may be seen lying ou the curb stones of almost every well in the Holy Land.*'

—

—P. 8.1

—

—
—

U

» Ver. 14. [**The 6 rt'wr sets forth the recurrence, the interrupted seasons, of the drinking of earthly water;—the &
lr rip—the once having taMtea\ and ever continuing in the increasing power, and living forth-flowing, of that life-long
draught." Alford.— P. 8.]
u Vrr. 14. Lachmann has put the words : ov /tif flufnftm «i« top aiwea, a\\a rb viotp, o 6Jttrta avrw In brackets, because
they are wanting in Cod. 0., in Origen, and in several minuscules. These words, however, are sufficiently attested. Probably
the omission has arisen through a confounding of the second avr$ with the first. It should be further noted that there is a
wavering between Buff joy and ftt^o-st. Most of the authorities (A. D. L.) ure for &upn<rti. [Wordsworth prefers theMect.
rec. Udjutrn (nhatt not thirst) as intimating that the believer shall be preserved from thirst by divine power.
But Utfrqo^t
{will not thirst) Is supported by K. A. B. D.L.M., etc., aud adopted by Tischendorf, Alford, etc—P. 8.]
* Ver. 16.— 'O 'Iiproi* fa wanting in B. C* etc
u Ibid.—The order <rov rbv aVopa in Cod. B., minuscules, and Origen, adopted by Tischendorf, has the advantage of
stronger emphasis. [Led. rec ibv *6p* avv.— P. 8.]
w Ver. set. [In the boat authorities vvV<u follows after the verb: Believe me, loosum.— P. 8.]
u Ver. 22. [i ctarrjpia. the promised salvation, the only salvation.— P. S.]
w Ver. 24. [Iltw/Aa, which in the original stands empliatically first, fa Iicm not the Holy Spirit as a distinct Person, but
the spiritual, immaterial nature of Ood which is common to all persons of the Holy Trinity. Hence spirit should not be
capitalised, as in the A. V.
Nor should the indefinite article be rebdn<»d. The meaning fa: Ood fa pure spirit, spirit in the
highest, absolute sense, nothing but spirit. Comp. God it tight, I John 1. 5 , Ood it love, 1 John iv. 8.—P. S.[

—
—
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17 Ter. 25.—[The words o Ar^/Acroc xpurrfc are probably the words of the woman, not a parenthetical explanation of the
Evangelist. Comp. ver. 29.— P. 8.]
m Ver. 27.—[The insertion of the definite article by tho A. V. shlfU the astonishment from the sex to this particular woman, of whom the disciples knew nothing, bee Exeo. Notes.— P. S.]
1* Ver. 29.— The 6<ra of the Recepta, after A. D., is more expressive and more probable than the a of B. C, adopted by
Tischendorf. The same in ver. 39. |a is rather better sustuined by K. B. C* Syr. Orig., and adopted by Tischend. ed. VllL

—

Alford reads ova. P. S.]
» Ver. 29.—(u^rt (and /tift, interrogative particle, presupposes a negative answer, or at least leaves the matter in
doubt, like the German: dock voohl nicht, comp. Matth. vii. 9, 10; Luke vi. 39. The woman is afraid to trust her own great
discovery, and therefore modestly asks in this doubting style.—P. 8.]
» Ver. 30 —The ovv of the Recepta is too feebly attested.
* Ver. 34.—The reading tva wow (TUchend.) is better supported than wot>}9» (Lachm.), which nas come from the soo-

m

» Ver. 35.—The reading of the Recepta: rtrpitirfvov would elucidate the well supported Tcrpa/upot. [The latter is the
reading of the oldest uncial MSS. including X. K., and adopted by Tischend. and Alf.— P. S.]
* Ver. 36.— Kai is wanting in Codd. B. C* D. [Cod. Sin.—E. D. Y.J, and others. Probably inserted to prevent the connecting of f)&y) (ver. 35) with what follows (ver. 36) as in Cod. A. and others. The rfiii nevertheless belongs to ver. 35. [Tischendorf and others connect ijfc) with ver. 36.— P. S.]
» Ver. 42.—The addition of 6 Xpumfc in the Recepta [after: "the 8aviour of the world;" the Engl. Vers., like Lnther's,
reverses the order.—E. D. Y.J, supported by A. D., is made uncertain by B. C. [Cod. Bin.—E. D. Y.J, Origen, Irens&us, and
minuscules.

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
our Saviour, sitting on Jacob's
Sin this section
1 in weariness of body, yet with ever fresh sympathy for man, discourses on the water of eternal
life with an ignorant, degraded, semi-heathenish,
yet quick-witted, sprightly and susceptible wo-

man, a sort of "Samaritan Magdalene,"* and
teaches her the sublime truths of the true worship
of God which broke down the partition wall between Jews and Gentiles. He saw, by super-natural intuition, the dark spots in her character, but
also the deeper aspirations of her soul which had
not been extinguished by a life of shame; and
when she began to repent and believe, He unveiled to her the future of His kingdom, as He
had not done to an orthodox Jew. This scene is
in striking contrast with the one related in the
third chapter, where He instructed a Jew of the
highest respectability in Jerusalem on the mystery of regeneration and the divine counsel of
redemption. Christianity touohes the extremes
of society: humbling the lofty, raising the lowly,
saving both. Christ's intercourse with women,
"the last at the cross and the earliest at the tomb,"
was marked by freedom from Jewish and Oriental contempt of the weaker sex (comp. ver. 27),
by elevation above earthly passion, and a marvellous union of purity and frankness, dignity
and tenderness. He approached them as a friend
and brother, and yet as their Lord and Saviour,
while they were irresistibly drawn towards Him
with mingled feelings of affection and adoration.
He dealt with them as one who condemned even
an impure look (Matth. v. 28), and yet He permitted the sinful woman to wash His feet with tears
of repentance (Luke vii. 37 ff.). He partook of
the hospitality of practical, busy Martha, while
gently reminding her of the better part which
her contemplative sister Mary had chosen in reverently listening to His instruction (Luke x.
88 ff.), and comforted them both at the death of
He lent a sympathizing
their brother (John xi. )
ear to the sorrows of travail and the joy of deliverance (John xvi. 21); He remembered His
mother in the last agony on the cross (xix. 26,
27) ; and He appeared first in His resurrection
glory to Mary Magdalene, out of whom He had
;

cast seven devils, f
* [So Dr. Lange calls her.]
f [Comp. Guizots remarks on this subject, quoted below,
Pocta. ajto Ethio. No. 6.—P. 8.]

[The Samaritans, whether we regard them
(with Gesenius and the majority of modern scholars) as the descendants of the remnants of the
ten tribes and the heathen colonists introduced
by the Assyrians, or (with Hengstenberg, Robinson, and the older writers) as pure heathen in
descent, who afterwards adopted certain features
of the Jewish religion, such as circumcision, the
worship of Jehovah and the hopes of the Messiah
(comp. note on ver. 4), were, at all events, in
their religion, a mongrel
more Jewish, at another

people, at one time

more heathenish, according to circumstances and policy, much given
to deceit and lying, and more cordially hated by
the Jew 8 than the pure Gentiles. Christ broke
the spell of this long nourished national prejudice.
It is true, He forbade the disciples, in
their early missionary labors, to go to the Samaritans (Matth. x. 6, 6), and this seems to be inconsistent with His own conduct as related in
this chapter.
But the prohibition was only temporary and well founded in the divine law of order and progress. The Apostles were first sent
to the house of Israel ; they must lay the foundation of Christianity in that soil which had been
providentially prepared for centuries, before it
could be successfully planted among Gentiles.
At the same time Christ HimBelf, though in the
days of His flesh "sent to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel," incidentally and by prophetic
anticipation, as it were, made- an exception, not
only in this case, but also in the case of the
Syro-Phenician woman (Matth. xv. 21 ff.), and
the heathen centurion of Capernaum (Matth.
viii. 5 ff.); and, in the parable of the good Samaritan (Luke x. 80 ff.), He rebuked the pride
and prejudice of the Jews with regard to that
His favorable reception among them is
people.
confirmed by the report of Luke xvii. 11 ff., that
of the ten lepers whom He healed on a journey

through Samaria, only one returned thanks, and
he a Samaritan, putting to shame the remaining
nine, who were Jews.
[The discourse here told has all the artless
simplicity, freshness, vivacity and truthfulness
of historical reality. No one could have invented

woman is remarkably
and aot is characteristic.
The whole scenery remains to this day almost
unchanged: Jacob's well, though partly in ruins;
round about the waving harvests of a fertile and
beautiful valley, with abundance of water; the
mountains of Ebal and Gerizim ; a heap of stones

it.

The

life-like

portrait of the

—every word
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on the spot where the Samaritan temple stood ; the
roofs of the neighboring town, risible through
olive trees; veiled women in oriental costume
coming for water, bearing a stone pitcher on the
head or the shoulder ; the weary traveller thirsting for a refreshing drink ; the old bigotry and
hatred of race and religion still burning beneath
How often has this chapter been read
the ashes.
since by Christian pilgrims on the very spot
where the Saviour rested, with the irresistible
impression that every word is true and adapted
to the time and place, yet applicable to all times
and places. Jacob's well is no more used, but
the living spring of water which the Saviour first
opened there to a poor, sinful, yet penitent woman, is as deep and fresh as ever, and will quench
the thirst of souls to the end of time.
[On this visit of our Saviour, the seed was sown
which, a few years afterwards, as He prophetically foresaw (ver. 35), grew up into a plentiful
harvest and resulted in the conversion of the Samaritans, as related Aots viii. 5 ff., and this in
tarn prepared the way for the conversion of the
Gentiles.
From Samaria hailed Simon Magus
with the first doctrinal corruptions of Christianity
by the admixture of heathen notions, but also
Justin Maf tyr, the fearless apologist, who was a
native of that very Syohar or Flavia Neapolis,
where Christ met the Samaritan woman. But
of far greater consequence than the result related
in the Acts, is the example here set by Christ for
missionary operations, and the doctrines laid
down for all ages. P. S.]
See the Literature in Heubner, p. 269 et at.;
Nikdhofbr: Jesus und die Samariterin (Homiletic
Augsburg, 1821.
Discourses),
[Archbishop
Trench: Christ and the Samaritan woman, in his
Dr. J. R.
Studies in the Gospels, pp. 83-137.
Macduff: Noontide at Sychar ; or the Story of
Jacob's Well.
N. Test, chapter in Providence
and grace.
N. York, 1869 (pp. 269).—P. S.]
therefore the Lord [Jeans]
Ver. 1.
knew. The Isord, for the first time in this GospeL* *E y v u or yvoi^ no doubt has in John,
after what he has previously said of Christ's
immediate knowledge of men's hearts, a special
flat

—

A

When

signification when it relates to human thoughts
and purposes connected with Christ. f Ouv primarily looks back to the preoeding account of
the growing labors of Jesus ; but it also points
to the insight of Jesus into the spirit of the
Pharisees, which was well understood, as natural means of knowledge are not excluded.
The Pharisees had heard. Their hearing
carries with it the idea of their having sought information, and keeping a jealous watch.
Hence
Jesus, it is true, avoids a premature hindrauce
to his labors, or, as Meyer says, a danger. J

—

* (But the reading is doubtful, see Text. Notes. The term
xvptoc,as equivalent to Jehovah or Adonal in the O. T., is not
near at often applied to Christ in the Oospels (romp. vi. 23,
M; xi. 2; xx. 28, etc.) as In the Epistles, because in its full
sense it presupposes the elevation of Christ to glory. In the
month of the Samaritan woman, ver. 11, and others not acquainted with the true character of Christ, it is simply a title
of courtesy .—P. S.]

fJMeyer denies the supernatural character of «yy
P.&l

here.

of this occurrence by
X [Against
Hofmann. Schri/tbeweU, I. p. 168. see Meyer, p. 186, note (6th
danger,
no
less
than Arm courage in
from
Withdrawal
ed.).
the face of martyrdom, is under circumstances a duty to God
Christ, Mattb. x. 23,
expressly
enjoined
by
•ad the church,

the artificial interpretation

:

IV. 1-42.
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Yet

this one motive, which John states, does not
exclude another: that the Baptist was about this
time cast into prison, after having labored last

in Galilee, and that in answer to the special occasion thus arising for a confirming of hearts in
that region, Christ appeared in the place of John
in Galilee.
Besides, enough for the present had
been done for Judea.
third motive probably
was, that Jesus had now determined for a while
entirely to cease baptizing.

A

That Jesus made more
"makes and

disciples.

—Lite-

The verbal
quoting of what they had heard, expressed by

rally:

baptizes.

the present tense, indicates a very definite or a
very well known report. More disciples than
John. Jesus gave the Pharisaic spirit more to
fear: His freer address; more public appearance
in Jerusalem; His stronger' influence ; the purification of the temple: His higher authority;
miracles ; Himself accredited as the -Messiah by
John.
Ver. 2. Though Jesus himself.—Evidently
•a parenthesis, otherwise it would belong to what
the Pharisees had heard.* The Evangelist does
not correct the report (Meyer), for it was true;
he only states the fact more precisely. The observation no doubt means not that it so happened,
but that it was a rule, that Jesus Himself bapWhy? (1) Because the work of
tized not.
teaching was more important (I Cor. i. 17, De
Wette [Alford]) ; (2) because ne would have had
to baptize into Himself (Tcrtullian) ; (3) Bengel

—

"Baptizare actio ministerialis est. . . . Christ us
baptizat Spiritu sancto." [So Godet, Trench. Godet: "11 Stait le Seigneur, et il se reservait le baptime
I* Esprit."—P. S.]
Nonnus follows this: the
Lord baptizes not with water. Tertullian's explanation, too, has warrant.
As Christ is the

de

object of baptism, the centre of the

new

king-

dom, He would obscure the idea of baptism, if
He should not have the transition from the old
system to the new, so far as the baptism was concerned, administered by others.f
Ver. 8. He left Judea. At the same time
giving up baptizing. Why ? Because the imprisonment of the Baptist in the midst of the
Jewish people had brought a ban of uncleannoss
again upon the whole congregation of Israel (see

—

my

Leben Jesu, II. 2, p. 515). This settled it,
new baptism could proceed only from the
baptism of blood, which at the same time would
give it a deeper significance (as the final ideal
that a

consecration of death).

—As after He
Samaria. —Samaria lay

Departed again into Galilee.
was

baptized.

Ver.

4.

Through

between Judea and Galilee, and through this
and sanctioned by

II is example.
Flight from cowardice is
always contemptible, flight from fidelity to duty is compatible with unflinching courage.
An humble retreat may at
times imply more self-denial than proud and ambitious re-

sistance.— P. 8.]
* [Hence the use of Jesus instead of Be. P. 8.]
f [Clement of Alex, and other fathers, in their over-estimate
of water baptism, assumed, without any warrant from the
text, that Jesus baptized at le tst Peter, who then baptized
Andrew, etc. To the three reasons mentioned above for
Christ's not administering baptism. Lightfoot adds a fourth,
vis., Because lie would prevent all quarrels and jealousies
which might have arisen if some had been baptized by Christ
Uimself and others only by His disciples. But the one sufficient reason is no doubt because water baptism is a ministerial act of secondary importance and that Christ reserved to
Himself instead the baptism with the Holy Ghost—P. S.J

—
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province, therefore, the usual route of pilgrimage
also passed (Joseph. Antiq. XX. 6 f 1).* The
custom of scrupulous Jews, to make a circuit
through Peraea, could have no force with Jesus

though afterwards the Samaritans themselves
once occasioned His following it. But He then
also had probably already come near the boundary of Samaria (see Maier, Commentary p. 828),

Luke

ix.

Ezra

iv. 10, 17,

62.

Samaria, plDfr

;

Chald. potf,

primarily the name of a city.
The city lay in the kingdom of the ten tribes in

middle Palestine, on a mountain (Robinson
[Germ, ed.] III. p. 365); built by Omri about
922 B. C, and made the seat of the kingdom of
Israel (1 Kings xvi. 24, and elsewhere) ; a chief
seat of the worship of Baal during the time of
the apostasy, 1 Kings xvi. 81 as the capital of
Ephraim, the counterpart of Jerusalem (Ezek.
xvi. 46, and elsewhere). Shalmanezer conquered
the city and filled it with colonists, 2 Kings xvii.
6 sqq. John Hyroanus destroyed it, but it was
soon rebuilt. Herod the Great, to whom Csesar
Augustus gave the city, beautified it, strengthened it, planted a colony of veterans in it, and
named it Sebaete [Augueta, in honor of Augustus,
Joseph. Antig. XV. 8, 5]. The growth of Sichem [Neapolis] in the vicinity threw back the
city to a hamlet, which still exists as Sebustieb,
in ruins.
From the city of Samaria (Zajidpeca) the region of Middle Palestine gradually
took its name, lapapelrig (I Mace. x. 30) it is a
separate province in the time of tho Syrian kings
;

;

(also lafiapic latidpeia in Josephus).
The description which Josephus gives of tue country,
see in Winer under the word.
Samaria appears
more friendly than Judea, rich in vegetation and
forest-clad hills.
In the same article are the ac-

counts of modern tourists respecting the city of
Samaria.

By

the Samaritans,

D^ipP* lapapelrai,

la,ua-

history understands the later post-exilian
inhabitants of the country, tho Xov&aloi (Joseph.
Antiq. IX. 14, 3, etc.). According to the prevailing view, a mixed population grew tip from
the heathen colonists of Shalmanezer (ana Esarptt?,

haddon, Ezra iv. 2) from Assyrian provinces (2
Kings xvii. 21), Babylon, Cuthab, Ava, Hameth,
and Sepharvaim, and from the remnants of the
Israelites.
In the land of Israel they adopted
the Israelite religion (2 Kings xvii. 25 ; Ezra vi.
21
Nehem. x, 28), and soon went so far as to
call themselves the genuine offspring of Israel,
or of the house of Joseph (Joseph. Antiq. XI. 8,
And now they would still be called Israel6).
ites, but not Jews.
But as they presumed in
pride to boast an Israelite descent, so too they
often permitted themselves through policy utterly
to deny this extraction, and give themselves out
for Persians (Joseph. Antiq. XI. 9, 4) or Sidonians [Ibid. XL 8, 6].
After Hottinger and others, Hengstenberg in
particular [Beitrage I. 117; II. 8 sqq] has
wholly denied to the Samaritans any genealogical connection with the Jews.
The document, 2
Kings xvii., mentions nothing, it is true, of remaining Israelites, and the Samaritans have of;

* ("Hence «foct, which expresses a geographical necessity, if
the thnrUM route was to Ikj chosen. This necessity became
a providential opportunity for doing good.— P. S.J

ten boasted that they were of heathen origin.
This last fact, however, can signify nothing; for
they likewise boasted, generally, that they were
pure Jews (and the aTiXoycvijCt Luke xvii. 18, evidently proves nothing). But it is said in 2 Kings
xvii. 24, that the colonists were placed
in the
cities; so that the colonization was limited.
Besides, the deportations of this kind in history,
as
Winer observes, are never radical. The Samaritans were also early distinguished from
the

heathen (1 Mace. iii. 10). Under Hezekiah
(2
Chron. xxx. 6, 10) and under Josiah (2 Chron.
xxxiv. 9)

there were

remnants of Israel ia

Ephraim and Manasseh. And Christ, as well as
the Apostles after Him, considered the Samaritans a middle people between Jews and heathen.

Acts i. 8 ; viii. 6. A predominance of heathen
blood is assumed by many.
As might be expected of such a mixed people,
adopting Judaism in an outward way, (I) they
were not consistent in their national and religious
spirit ; they professed now to be Jews, now to
be
Gentiles, as their interest might require. Under
Antiochus Epiphanes their temple was dedicated
to Jupiter Hellenius.
Heresy in the Christian

church, which is mainly a mixture of Christianity
with heathenism, takes its rise in the Christianity
of Samaria.* (2) They attained no living development of their religious ideas; so that in their
canon (the Pentateuch), their Messianic expectation, and their use of the law, they stopped
where they began ; whence they in many respects
resembled the Sadducees (though the Sadduceea
had their abridged and stunted Judaism for
having gone backwards with a negative criticism,
the Samaritans for having gotten fast in the letter, and not gone forwards).
(8) For this very
reason, however, their Messianic hope remained
more simple and pure. (4) After having been
refused a share in the re-building of the temple
in Jerusalem [Ezra iv. 1 sqq.] they fully reciprocated (first of all by hindering the building of
the temple, Ezra iv. 4, and the subsequent
strengthening of the city, Neh. iv. I ) the fanatical
hatred of the Jews, who looked upon them as heretics, not as heathen [see Sir. L. 27]; and they
built a temple of their own on Gerizim.
According to Josephus, Antiq. XI. 8, 4, this took place
in the time of Alexander the Great.
Manasseh,
brother of the Jewish high-priest Jaddus, had a
heathen lady for his wife. The Jewish rulers
demanded his circumcision ; whereupon Sanballat induced him to renounce his membership
in
the Jewish religion, and built the temple on Gerizim, of which Manasseh became high-priest.
According to Neh. xiii. 28, a son of the highpriest Joiada, not named, had married a daughter of Sanballat,

We may

and was excommunicated for

it.

suppose that tho two accounts relate to
the same case, and that the chronology of Joseph us is here at fault, the case having occurred
under Darius Nothus (see Winer, Samaritaner).
On the further fortunes of the Samaritans, see
Winer, I. c. (comp. Com. on Malik, x. 6, p. 185;
Leben Jetu II. 2, p. 639).
Ver.

called

6.

To a

city of Samaria,

Syohar [lit. drunken]

—Near which

is

to the city,

• [Simon Magus See my Getchichte den apostnt. ZriUdOrt.
I. p. 301 If ; and the treatise: Die SamariUr und ihrr.
StH'uxa
in der WdtgetchicliU von J. Grimm (priest), Munich, 1854JT
:
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into its vicinity

:

elf n67*v.

Tit.

16;

also

lltaua;

after the time of
Jud. IV. 8, 1]

Christ, Neapoli* [Joseph.

De

now Nabulus (Robinson,

III. p.

bello

836; Sohubert,

136).*
general identity with Siehem is established
statement that Jacob's well was
particular
by the
But the name Sychar for Siehem is not
near.
otherwise known, apart from the statement in
Wieselcr, that in the Talmud occurs the name of
a place "OlQ |\P, well of the grave, literally of the
purchased, that is, of the purchased burial-ground.
Hug also (Einleitunj II. p. 218) supposes the
name comes from Sucbar, and denotes the place
of burial where the bones of Joseph [Josh. xxiv.
82] and, according to the tradition common in
the times of Jesus, of the twelve patriarohs of the
children of Israel, were deposited. Acts vii. 15,
It is the prevailing presumption that Xv16.
III. p.

Its

a popular Jewish nick-name, a contemptuSiehem; with allusion, according
to Reland, to Is. xxviii. 1, 7 : Samaria the crown
of pride of the drunkards in Ephraim, therefore

X&p

is

ous travesty of

the city of

(especially since the first view would
city of Samaria, not Siehem, a Sychar,
and since the allusion to llabakkuk is quite too
subtile), though it might be some relief to sup.

2vx&p=SKechem or jectures
make the
etc.; Ze*^, Sept.,

Siehem (OJff), Gen. xxxiii. 18,

Acts

153

IV. 1-42.

drunkards pte#, drunkard] ; accordheathenism as

ing to Li Jfct foot, alluding to ^p.^t

[Hab. ii. 18], therefore the city of deAccording to Hug and others, Sychar is
to be distinguished from Siehem itself somewhat
as a suburb, and then means the city of the seThis view is favored by the fact that
pulchre.
both Schubert and Robinson put the ancient Siehem nearer Jacob's well, than the present town
lies, and that at the time of Eusebius, Sychar and
Siehem were distinguished as two places. Consequently the views of Roland and Light foot may
well be dismissed as ingenious scholastic con-

falsehood
ceit, f

• [The ol J Ilebrew Shechem, or Siehem, or Sychar, the GnecoJtoaun colony Flavia NtapolU (founded probably after the
detraction of Jerusalem, by Flavius Vesnasianus), and the
modern Arabic Nabubu, or Nablus (i. «., Neu polls), are subKantUlIv identical a* to location, though probably a little
apart from each other (see below) and most be sought in the
aarrow, fertile and beautiful valley between Mt. Kbal and Mt.
Gerizfcn, which is much admired by modern travellers, as the
Eden of Palestine. Dr. Robinson, who is by no means enthusiastic in his descriptions, says of Shechem : " It came upon
as suddenly like a scene of enchantment. We saw nothing
Uke it in all Palestine." The place figures very conspicuously in sacred history. At Siehem Abraham built his first
altar in Canaan; there Jacob pitched his tent, buried the
idols of his household, built the well and bought the tomb
of Joseph; there Dinah was defiled by Shechem, the son
of Uamor, prince of the country ; there Joseph was sold by
his brethren and found the last resting-place for his bones.
After the conquest of Canaan under Joshua, Shechem was
made a city of refuge and a centre of union to the tribes
under the judges it was the capital of the abortive king*
dom of Abimelech : subsequently the capital of the kingdom
of the ten tribes till Samaria deprived it of that honor; it
eontiaued during the exile and long afterwards the ecclesiastical metropolis of Samaria, the only temple of tho 8amaritan
wonhlp being close by on Mount Oerizim. The present city
of Nabulus has. according to Dr. Robinson, about 8,000 inhabitant*, all Mohammedans, except about 600 Jews and as many
Greek Christians, with a bishop, who, however, resides in a
convent at Jerusalem. Dr. R< «en (in the ZrUschrifl der M. D.
GetdUhaft for 1860, pp. 022-639, as quoted by the writer of
the art. siochem in Smith's Dictionary), estimates the population of Nabulus at about 6,000, among whom are 600 Greek
Christians, 15 > 8amaritana, and a few Jews, the Mohammedans making up the bulk of inhabitants.— P. 8.1
t[0r Lietown, Lvgstadt. So also Uengstenberg (I. 244),
Wordsworth, Trench: **8t. John, by this turn of the word,
vhkb has brought it into closest connection with the Hebrew
for a lie, declares at what rate he esteemed tho Samaritan
worship, d-clares by anticipation at what rate it was* esteemed
be oil Lord."— P. £]

John uses the name Sychar only as the vulgar name. Yet then we
might have to admit ignorance in reference to the
true name; which we could hardly do; still less
admit that John made nick-names. The hypothesis of an interchange of the liquid* (Tholuck)

pose, with Meyer, that

We abide, therefore, by tho
also inconclusive.
hypothesis that Sychar is distinguished as tho
city of the sepulchre from Siehem * On the situation of Nablus between Oerizim and Ebal, see
Schubert, Robinson, and others (comp. Ltben
Jesu II. 2, p. 625).
is

Near to the parcel of ground that Jacob,

—The

basis of the tradition is Oeu.
Jacob buys of the children of Hamor a field in Shechem on which to settle. The
passage, Oen. xlviii. 22, is to be regarded
as a propheoy he would give Joseph a portion
above his brethren, which he (in his posterity)
would win (not had won; see Koobel on the
passage) from the hand of the Amorites with his
sword and bow. Finally, in Josh. xxiv. 32 it is
said that the bones of Joseph were buried at
Shechem in the parcel of ground which Jacob
bought of the sons of Hamor, and the sons of
Joseph received them (with the field) for an inetc.

xxxiii. 19.

;

heritance.
The somewhat inaccurate version of
the Sept. is of no importance at all to the estimate of the perfectly correct account (against

Meyer).
Ver. 6. Jacob's Well.f— The well which
Jacob, aocording to the Israelitish tradition, dug;
which by this tradition was made highly sacred.
It is thirty-five minutes from the present Nablus,
sunk in rock to t he depth of a hundred and five feet
[now only about seventy-five feet. P. S.], with a
diameter of nine. Maundrell found fifteen feet of
water in it ; Robinson and others found it dry.

—

•[Dr. Thomson, The Land and the Book, and othors, likewise
distinguish them for the reason that at Siehem (Nablus) thero
are de iclous fountains of water which the Samaritan womau
would hardly have left to draw from a well that is nearly two
miles off. Buret, of Neuchatel ( Voyage en Terre Saintt, p.
363, as quoted by Godet) thinks he has discovered some ruins
of Siehem in the midst Of olive plantations between the present Nablus aud the well of Jacob. " Lt *om menu de Noploute," adds God<t, ** indique un nouvel emplacement ; autrement la nouve'le ville eut coruervi le nam de Siehem. Cette ciroonttance explique pent etre comment lafemme Simaritaine vcnait chercher le I eau au puitt de Jacob." This conjecture
may be correct, but the narrative does not require it. The
woman may have labored or dwelt near tho well of Jacob,
or put a special value on Its sacred waters to induce her to go
to special trouble. Porter, who identifies the two places, but
assumes that tho ancient Shechem was a much larger city
than the present Nablous, says ( Handbottk f«r Traveller* in
Syria and Palestine.. Part II n p. 812) " The mere fact of the
well having been Jacob's would have brought numbers to it
had the distance been twice as great. Aud even independent
of its history, some little superiority in the quality of the
water, such as we might expect in a deep well, would have
attracted the Orientals, who are, and have always been, epicures in this element. There is a well called ez-Zf nablyeh,
a mile or more outside St. Thomas' Gate, Damascus, to which
numbers of the inhabitants send for their daily supply,
though they have fountains and wells in their own houses
far more abundant than ever existed in the city of Shechem."
:

—P. 8.1
t fThe same is now called by the natives Bir-Jakoub. Renan, Vte de J'tus, p. 233.—P. S.J
X [it should be remembered, however, that Dr. Robinson
visited the well in tho middle of June. He remarks that
" it was said usually to contain living water, and not merely
to be filled by the rains." Jews, Samaritans, Christian* and
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Probably it was not the well nearest the city.
The woman, however, might have had oocasion to

all this it

must have been

still

daylight, to ac-

count for the words of Jesus *' Lift up your
avoid the conversation of other women at other eyes and look on the fields " (ver. 35).
Conwells; perhaps for the same reason she chose sidering the oriental contempt for woman and
the unusual hour of noon (other possible rea- the prejudice even of the disciples (ver. 27), a
sons, from Robinson, in Leben Jeau, II. 2, p. conversation with a woman late in the evening
would have been even more unseemly than at
626).
Sat thus [£K<x#lfero ot/ruf, a graphic noon-day. The fact that the woman was alone
Simply sat Probably indicating the sufficiently explains that she came so early to
touch].
absence of all constraint and reserve.* About draw water, instead of the evening as usual.
the sixth hoar. According to the Jewish The time of the year it was at the end of DeMeyer: " Never to be for- cember permitted travelling till towards noon.
rockoning, noon.
Porter, in his excellent Handbook for Travellers
gotten by John."
[The hour is probably also mentioned to in Syria and Palestine, ii. p. 341, takes the same
bring more vividly to our mind the weariness of view. " Christ probably came up the plain of
our Saviour at the heat of the midday sun, the Mukhna, and about noon reached tho well." So
burden and toil He suffered for us at the very also Macduff, p. 36.— P. S.]
Ver. 7.
woman of Samaria That is, of
moment He opened a fountain of refreshment to
On the the country. The city of Sebaste was two
this poor thirsty woman and to us all
There hours [six miles] distant.* Tholuck remarks
dates of John, see note on i. 89, p. 92 f.
are additional reasons for assuming that he that the characteristic traits of this very highly
reckoned here in the Jewish manner from sun- individualized woman are indifference to higher
Otherwise he would have noted interests and roguish frivolity.f But these are
rise to sunset.
whether it was six in the morning (as Rettig as- hardly individual traits ; and these traits form
sumes), or six in the evening (as Ebrard and hardly the whole outline of a deeply fallen
Wordsworth hold). The former is too early to ac- character, who shows, however, a considerable
count for the fatigue of the Lord, the latter leaves versatility of mind and great energy f besides a
no time for what follows, as the night sets in deeper susceptibility under the veil of a bright,
with little or no intervening twilight in Eastern resolute nature. A sort of Samaritan MagdaThe conversation must have lasted lene. With good reason Tholuck insists on the
countries.
at least half an hour, then the woman goes away individuality of the woman against Strauss and
The striking invalidation of Baur's ficto the city, tells her experience to the men, and Weisse.
they come to the well of Jacob ; and yet after tion respecting the design of this supposed fic:

—

—

—

—

—

A

likewise worthy of notice.
Points: (1) The truth
of Christ's thirst; (2) the freedom of His interwith a Samaritan, and a woman ; (3)
course,
the higher purpose of His words; (4) the mastery of the great Fisher of souls [Luke v. 10],
in having the earthly given to Him in order to
give the neavenly.J
Ver. 8. For his disciples. Immediate occasion : The disciples had gone to the city. Probably they also carried a vessel for drawing
water (avrXrjfia, ver. 11) with them { To buy
tion

medans all agree in this tradition respecting both Jacob's well and Josoph s tomb. AdJ icent to the well are the
ruins of an ancient church forming mounds of rubbish, among
which Robinson discovered threo granite columns. When
last measured, the well was only about seventy-five feet deep.
portion of the vault has fallen iu and completely covered up
the mouth so that nothing can be seen but a shallow pit half
See Porter's Handbook for
filled with stones and rubbish.
Travellers in Syria and Palestine, IL, p. 341.
My friend, the Rev. W. W. Atterbury, who visited Jacob's
well, April 7, I860, kindly permits me to extract the following
observations from his Journal, which confirm Dr. Robinson's
account as to the present condition of the well
"At the entrance of the Nablus valley we stopped to visit

A

Jacob's Well. In the middle of a ploughed field, a low stono
wall enclosed a ruined vault, through the broken arch of
which wo let ourselves down to its floor, where, almost entirely closed with fragments of stone, was the well. We could
judge something of its depth by the fall of a stone, and thus
ascertained that there is now no wator in It. It is said to be
70 ft. deep, and is hewn out of the solid rock. Sitting on the
fallen stones that covered the mouth of the well, I read the
4th chap, of John. A few rods N. W. is a small Moslem tomb,
of stone, said to cover the grave of Joseph. The way up the
vale to Nablus was charming. Gerizim and Kbal, bare of
trees, and but scantily carpeted with vegetation, except near
their bases, were at first so near each other that ordinary
voices might shout audibly from one sido to the other. The
valley widened as we advanced. A recess occurs on each
side, opposite tho one to the other, like the transepts of a
vast Cathedral in which it is easy to suppose respective divisions of the trilies were stationed when, the priest standing in
the midst, the people responded to the blessings and tho

curses."— P. 8.]
• [So Chrysostom and the Greek commentators &«*£« *e
irvx<Ju*t a* # happened, i. «., on the ground or the stones
surrounding the well Grotius: ut locus seobtulerat; Bengel:
sine pompa (to which he adds admirabilis popularitas vita
Jesu); Meyer: soohne weiteres, i. «., without ceremony and
reparation; Wordsworth: as any one among men. Bnt
5irasmus, Beza, Winer, Stier, Ilengstenberg, Webster and Wilkinson and Alford, refer ovrut to K«Ko*rta«w?, i. «., sic nempe
qttiafatigatus, fitiffued as He was, as a weary man would, or
accordingly. We might say (with Godet) that the word was
inspired by the contrast to the unexpected task before Him.
But FritJEscho and Mqyer object that in this case ovt*k should
precede lca9«£«ro, as in Acts xx. 11 : xxvii. 17 : to which may
be added Hebr. vi. 16.-P. 8.]
:

;

:

is

Give me to drink.

—

—

—

* [The Roman martyrology knows the name of the woman
(Photina) and of her children. Augustine: " Vmit mu'ierad
puteum, etfonUm quern non speravit, inveniL" Trench : u To
that same well she oftentimes may have comealrendy, day by
day, perhaps, during many a weary year of th* past. And
now she came once more, little guessing how diftVruut was to
be the issue of this day's coming from that of all the days
which had gone before . . . that in the midst of that and
all the other weary toil, outward and inward, of this earthly
life, she should have within herself a fountain of joy, springing up unto life eternal, should draw wator with joy from unfailing wells of salvation."—P. 8.]
f [Dr. Lange very properly objects to this low estimate of
tho Samaritan woman who, with all her vices, had some
higher traits of character. Ilengstenberg justly remarks (I.
254) that Jesus would hardly have entered into a conversation with her, if He had not discovered in her an open susceptibility to the truth.—P. 8.]
I [The physical thirst introduced the deeper spiritual thirst.
While appearing as the receiver of natural water, lie was the
giver of supernatural water and thirsted to communicate
this to the woman. Somewhat differently Augustine : IUs
qui bibere qussrebat, Jldem ipsius mulieris sUiebaL Trench
observes in this request of Jesus, and the discourse to which
it was the prelude, a threefold testimony against the narrowheartodnoss of His age and people—against that of the Jew
who hated the Pamaritan, of the Rabbi who would have
scorned such familiar intercourse with a woman (ver. 27), of
the Pharisee who would have shrunk from this near contact
with a sinner (Luke vii. 39).— P. 8.]
{ [This Is the usual interpretation, but the Saviour may
have isolated Himself from His disciples in the spiritual in*
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—

food. Meyer : " The later [Rabbinical] tradition* would not hare allowed this. But at that
time the separation may not hare been so rigid,
especially for Galileans, whose route of pilgrimage passed through Samaria. Besides, Jesus
was above the divisions of the people, Luke
ix. 52."

How

Is it that thou, being a Jew,
Ver. 9.
aakest, etc.—She recognizes Him in particular
by His Jewish dialect and pronunciation [perhaps also from His Jewish physiognomy and the
Tholuck: Tbe Samaritan
dress of a Rabbi].
tongue is between the Hebrew and the Aramaic.

As

Jesus Himself spoke Aramaic, this is not
quite clear, and probably a medium between
Western and Eastern Aramaic is meant. f More
than one thing might surprise her: not only
that a Jew spoke with her, and asked drink
from her pitcher, but also that this distinguished
Jew condescended to ask of her. In truth we
might well suppose that she was moved with a
feeling of her un worthiness in the dignified
presence: He unconsciously defiles Himself on
my pitcher; at least she hints at the difference between the man and the always less regarded woman. Though the national enmity
could not wholly prevent her asking water in
her tarn (Tholuck), yet the breach was wide
enough to make her feel the request of Jesus to be
a great and free condescension. Then the expression of this feeling may easily have been accompanied or disguised by a certain humor
giving vent to her national spirit, as she now,

with her pitcher, seems

to

have the better of the

The addition The Jews have no
dealings, e/c, is commonly taken as an expla-

stranger.

:

natory note of the Evangelist. But in that case
we should expect : The Jews and the Samaritans
have no dealings with one another. The disdain
being here ascribed to the Jew alone, the words
no doubt belong to the woman's reply.

[The question of the woman illustrates the inand bitterness of sectarian bigotry and
hatred as it then prevailed, and sets in stronger
tensity

contrast the marvellous freedom of Christ from
existing prejudices.J According to Dr. Robin-

IV. 1-42.

son and olhers the ancient hatred is still kept
up, and the remnant of Samaritans neither eat,
nor drink, nor marry, nor associate with the
Jews, but only trade with them. An experienced traveller says, apparently to tho contrary:
"Never yet, during many years' residence in
Syria, and many a long day's travel, have I been
refused a draught of water by a single individual
of any sect or race. The Bedawy in the desert
has shared with me the last drop in his waterskin.
Yet the only reply of the woman to the
weary traveller was, * How is it that thou, being a Jew,' " etc. (Porter's Handbook for Travellers in Syria and Palestine, P. II., p. 342.)
But
this courtesy to strangers is not inconsistent with
Dr. Robinson's statement, nor with .our narrative, for the woman did not refuse a drink of
water to Jesus, but only expressed her surprise
at His asking her for it.
P. S ]
Ver. 10. If thou knewest tho gift of God.
Tholuck: "This answer indicates that she,
instead of hesitating, must have felt herself honored, and made haste." More pertinently

—

—

Meyer:

"Unquestionably Jesus immediately
perceived the susceptibility of the woman ; hence
His leaving His own want, and entering upon a
conversation so striking as to arouse the whole
interest of the sanguine woman."
She is surprised that He, the supposed haughty Jew, is
the asker ; the Lord brings out the opposite relation, that she is the needy one, He the possessor of the true fountain of satisfaction.
The gift of God : (I) The person of Jesus
(Greek com., Erasmus). [Ifengstenberg relers
to iii. ltt » "God gave His only begotten Son,"
" to us a Son \% given" as deciand Isa. ix. 5
sive proofs that Christ designated Himself " the
gift of God."]
(2) The Holy Spirit [with reference to vii. 38, 31)] (Augustine, etc) (3) Correotly
The singular grace of God in the golden
opportunity of this moment (Grotiusand others).*
[f 4) Eternal life.
So Lampe and Godet vers. 13,
14; com p. Rom. vi. 23 where eternal life is styled
"
" ths gift of God
(xapiopa, but here we have
dCtpov)
Rev. xxil. 17. (5) Living water, in
anticipation of what immediately follows : " He
would have given thee living water." So Stier
and Trench. Alford regards this as the primary
view, but combines with it the first three, like
Dr. Yeomans in tho preceding footnote.
P. S.J
:

:

;

;

tersst of the woman in order to win the outer her repentance
and confession of sin. (Cornelius a Lap. and Tronchl Hcngtenberg (I. £>3) plausibly assumes that John remained with
the Lord and heard the conTorsation which he so accurately
and vividly records, lie was afterwards with Peter delogated
to Samaria, Acts vlii. 14. But ho may have learned the conversation from Jesus or from the woman after her conversion.

among

—P.

Sichem."—P.

8.1

• [Raseht ad Sola, p. 615: "Honinit Samaritani pattern
emudere out vinum ejus bibcrt prohibitum (nefas) estr Tunchmma fol., 43, 1 : " Dicunt, qui edit frustum Samaritani, est
«t edens carnem pord, et non prosrtytusJU Samaritanus in IsmHe. nee est ipsts pars in resurrectione mortuorum."]
recognized the
f [gtier (Beden Jem) thinks that the woman
Jew rather by his dress (after tho manner of the Rabbis),
than by His softer dialect. If the Samaritans, like the Kphraimites of old ( Judg xli. 6) were still distinguished by lack
of the full sibilant (sh) In their pronunciation, the words
which

Jews probably used 8J 'rpffH

or

nW? ^ >*!

Ushetkoth, Samaritan : ttni li*«thoth\ were enough to inIn any case we may infer from the
dicate the nationality.
words of the woman that our Lord had nothing in His personal appearance, dress or manner to distinguish Him from
other Jews, and to attract the superficial observer. Yet the
His sonl must have shone
Sotless beauty and peace of

(terf

rough His eye

and the expression of His face. He had not
sinner.— P. 8.1

the physiognomy of a
irEcchn. c 25, 2ft: "There be two manner of nations
which my heart abborreth, and the third is no nation : they

155

—

that

sit

upon the

m on n tain of Samaria,

and they that dwell

the Philistines, and that foolish peoplo that dwell in
S.J

* f Neither of these interpretations alone seems

sufficient
for this very full expression. The third is certainly tho leading one, hut it includes the others. The third itself, as here
given, is too vague.
The " singular grace of God in the
opportunity of this moment " is, in particular, that God, so
far from being beyond the reach of our requests, appears as
a fellow-man asking a servico from us. His taking such a
{lace, to be kindly served of us for our Joy and salvation is
tself a gracious gift of God.
In Jesus alone could this wonderful relation between God and man be established and offered ; He alone is God-Man ; " the gift of God " therefore in-

cludes the person of Jesus. And it includes a gift of life still
in reserve for those who, knowing Christ, ask of Hint; and
this gift of God, waiting for our asking, is in substance tho
Holy Ghost. J. J. Owen : *• The connection refers it evidently
to the gift of living water, which was emphatically the gift of
God bestowed through the agency of His Spirit." But a fttill

more careful weighing of the context shows that it rather
refers this "giftofQod" to a gift which God had already
given, than to one which He had yet to give; rath**r to the
actual gift of His condescension, than to the offered gift of
living water or the Holy Ghost.—E. D. Y.J
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And who it Is. —Unfolding the thought of the
gift of

Thou

God.

have asked

(av)

wouldest

(already)

wouldest ask him, Luther)
of him. Expressing the greatness of her need,
the greatness of His gift, the urgency her request would hare ; doubtless also her suscepti-

—

(not

:

[Mark the difference between 6 X&ycv
which Christ uses of Himself, after the woman had naturally asked: ttCx; av Trap' ipov alrelc (ver. 0), and ah av yrtjaac, which assigns
at once to the woman a position of inferiority
and dependence on Him, the possessor and giver
«• There lies often," says
of that living water.
Trench, " in little details like this an implicit
bility.

ooi

assertion of the unique'dignity of His person,
it is very interesting and not unimportant to trace."— P. S.]

which

He would have

—D^H

D'3

[Sept.

given thee living water.
t/,T«/>

ro>u] well-water.*

Ex-

pressing at once the greatness of the gift and the
readiness of the giving, in a figure drawn from
His own. request, but answering perfectly to her
The figures of Ps.
unsatisfied state of mind.
xxxvi. 8; Jer. ii. 13; xvii. 13. The sense of
the words, living water, explained in ver. 14. Various interpretations: (1) Baptism (Justin, CyBut the water of Bapril [Cyprian, Ambrose].
tism is not water for drinking, which becomes a
fountain in him who drinks it. (2) The evanGrotius, similarly Meyer: The
Shall a man then after that thirst no
truth. f
more? (3) Tarnow; Gratia Justificans. Like
most of the explanations, too dogmatically exclugelic doctrine.

(4) Institutio salutaris (Samler).
(5)
Liicke: Faith.
(6) Olshausen: Life (ch. vt. 83).
(7) The Holy Spirit, vii. 89 (Maldonatus, Bucer,
sive.

and Wilkinson, Wordsworth] and
The act of giving must no doubt bo
distinguished from the living water itself: The
giving of the water is the gospel, the word of
Christ; see ver. 26.
The water itself, which
[Webster

others).

quenches

thirst,

when

woman

the

proves itself already operating
sets her pitcher down, [ver.

:
it is evidently the inner-life as the operation
of the life of Christ, conceived predominantly
under the aspect of inward peace (no longer thirsting), developing into regeneration, life in the
Holy Ghost (the water's becoming a fountain)
and perfection in blessedness (springing up into
Tholuck: "The word of saleverlasting life).
vation the medium of a living power of the Spi[Godet: Living water
rit, ch. vii. 88; xi. 20."
is the life eternal, which is Christ Himself living
Donner Veau vive,
in the soul by the Holy Spirit
J est pour lui se communiquer lui-m&me ; car la vie
P. S.]
est identifi&e avec sonprincipe.

28]

—

* [As distinct from cistern water, or water of reservoirs, or
stagnant water, comp. Gen. xxvl. 1»; Lev. xiv.5; Cant. Iv.5;
Jer. il. 13; the vivt/ontes of the Romans. Then used raetaEhorically for splr.tual blessings, truth, wisdom, even the
[oly Spirit.
On this double moaning rests the turn of the
discourse from the earthly to the heavenly, and the point of
comparison ii the refreshing power and the satisfaction of
thirst.
Here the vSiap frv means, in the highest spiritual
senso, fresh, springing, life-giving, self-renewing water from
Uim who is avro£<n»i}, life itself, and imparts life to all His
followers (John I. 4; v. 40; Rov. vii. 17; xxi. 6: xxii. 1, 17]
In fulfilment of the prophecy, Kzok. xlvii. 9 "Everything
•hall live whither the river cometh " (that Issues from under
tho threshold of the hotue of God).—P. 8.]
t f Meyer (5th ed.) agrees substantially with Calvin, who
Bees hero toti rwvitimii firnti », and refers tho living water
to both grace atul t*\0\ with reference to i. H.~-P. 8.J
:

Ver. 11. Sir,

with.

thou hast nothing to draw

A

title of respect usual even at
that time among men, ch. v. 7 ; vi. 84, etc. Used
in the ordinary sense.*
The spiritual conception was rendered difficult by the lack of the
prophets among the Samaritans, and the want
of knowledge of the prophetic metaphors (Tholuck).
On this presumption the reply is not exactly " saucy " (Tholuck), but no doubt clearly
thought, firm, savoring of national pride, exulting again in easy humor.
Thou hast nothing.
Exactly: Thou hast not even a vessel to draw
She evidently distinguishes between the
with'.f
water itself standing in the well, and the spring
at the bottom of it. Thou hast not even a bucket,
i. e. y
thou canst not even reach down to the
standing water.
the well is deep That
is, even with the bucket thou couldest not come
to the living spring. J

Sir.

—

And

Ver. 12. Art thou greater. 20 emphatic
Mei£w cannot mean nobler, of higher rank, as
Meyer thinks; for noble lords, as such, are not
exaotly masters in water-drawing or well-digging. The question proceeds from a feeling that
Jesus assumed some extraordinary character,
that He claimed a spiritual power; perhaps
claimed to be a prophet, like Moses, who could
make a fountain of water by miracle. Than
oar father Jacob. Expressing the national
jealousy towards the Jew. The Samaritans
traced their descent from Joseph [Joseph. An~

—

tiq. % viii.

14,

8

;

xi. 8, 6].

Who gave as the well. —This

was a sim-

ple inference from the tradition that Jacob dug
the well and left it to his posterity. The sense
is : The patriarch himself knew not what better
to give, and this sufficed for all the wants of his
entire nomadic establishment.
Meyer : " The
woman treats the enigmatical word of Christ at
first as Nicodemus does, ch. iii. 4, but more
thoughtfully [considering the false conception
of Nicodemus J, and at the same time more pertly
and with feminine readiness of speech." la
her last word: Vpififiara, cattle, she finishes her
carnal misapprehension of His spiritual words.
[The mention of the cattle (which does not necessarily include the slaves, as sometimes on inscriptions (see Meyer, p. 192), completes at the
same time the picture of the nomadic life of the
Slier is wrong therefore in regardpatriaroh.
ing it as a falling off in the lofty language of
the woman to descend from Jacob's sacred person to his cattle. There is in the question of the
woman a slight resentment at the seeming intentional disregard of the venerable traditions and
memorials of her people by whioh they connect* [Yet «vpi« is an advance on <rv lovdaioc, ver. 8, and Indicates a dawning sense of the dignity of the stranger.
Infer this, however, more from the connection titan from the
word itself, for this is also used by Kebekah in addressing
the servant of Abraham, Gen. xxiv. 18, and by Mary Magdalene in speaking to Je us whom she mistook for t he gardener,
John xx. 16. Euthymius : Kvptovavroy rpoongyopcuo*, poju<raaa tkiyav tlvai tiko. P. 8.]
f [*AyrAi)pa is not to be confounded with vjpta, ver. 28.

Wo

•

—

Comp. the Text. Notrs.— P.

S.]

J [Or rather: Neither (ovre) hasf thou a Teasel to draw
with, and (icai, Instead of owt«, nor) the well is too deep (over
a hundred feet) to g-t at it without such a vessel. There is a
change of construction here, ovr«— *af, instead of ©vr* ovtv
(comp. the Littin n'qtv!—+t\ as John ver. 10, and often In the
classics.
Comp. Winer, p. 4W (7th ed.), and Jelf, $ 775,—
P. S.J
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ed themselves with the patriarohal history. She
had evidently a considerable degree of self-respect, national pride and interest in religious
questions, and was a brave upholder of patriarchal succession. P. S.]

—

Ver. 13. Shall thirst again.

Himself

—

[As Christ
on this occasion, and

did, physically,

—

when He exclaimed on the oross dtyw. P. S.]
The excellence of that well Jesus suffers to pass.*
But in His view of the spiritual water, that has
the fundamental defect of every earthly satisfacSo it was with
tion: the partaker thirsts again.
all the woman's enjoyment of life hitherto. [She
had by successive draughts at the " broken cistern " of carnal lust only increased her thirst,
and the sense of the utter vanity of all earthly
Shall never thirst.

pleasures].

33

:

me

"

I

am

the bread of

shall not

life

— [Comp.

vi.

he that cometh to

:

hunger; and he that believeth in

Me shall

never thirst." Apos. vii. 16: "They
snail hunger no more, neither thirst any more."
xxi. 6 : «• I will give unto him that is at hirst of
the fountain of the water of life freely." Old
Test, passages: Isa. Iv. 1; xlix. 10.— P. S.] An
opposite word : the sentence of Wisdom in [the
apocryphal book of the son of] Sirach, xxiv. 21
" Those who drink of mo (the Wisdom) shall
thirst again " (Oi irivovric fie, in dirfrfaowri).
Meyer, not clearly : " This figure rests on another aspect of the drinking, as viewed in its
.particular moments, not in the continuity constituted by them." Jesus Christ expresses the
absolute satisfaction which is given in prinoiple
in the peace of the Christian life ; Jesus Sirach
describes the desire for further knowledge begotten by the first taste of wisdom. Not only is
the object viewed on different sides ; the object
itself is in Sirach imperfectly conceived, with reference rather to quantity than quality. The

Old Testament strives after

What Sirach

life,

the

New strives

a thirsting again,
an everlasting springing up f
Shall be in him a fountain of water. J—
"
••
the negative operation the positive

in the life.
Christ calls

Not

calls

after

(Meyer), for the quenching of the thirst is itself
positive ; but, after the elemental working of

ooming point by point from witha meant, its life as a principle continually
reproducing and propagating itself as its own
Christianity,
out, as

• [A dispute about the comparative greatness of Jacob
could hare led to no result, and is therefore wisely avoided,
bat the question, un <tv u*i£*v ct, is virtually answered by
what follows. If Jesus is the Messiah and the Giver of the
water of eternal life, lie Is, of course, greater than Jacob, and
P. S.J
all the patriarchs and prophets.
f [Bengel (with whom Alford agrees) reconciles the two
passngns thus : **Scme aqua ilia, quantum in seal, permnem
lutbtttdrtutem ; et ubi ntis reeurrit, hnminit, nnn aqum deffctm* est: at aqum elementarit potto sitim tubind* ad aliquot
tamtmmmodo Kara* tedar* valet." Olshausen sees in Sirach the
negative expression of the same idea, i. e., who drinks of the
(essential, divine) Wisdom, is ever turned away from the
temporal, and ever turned towards the eternal." The apocryphal writer looks upon revelation as a growth, Christ as
atmiifhtng completed. Hengstenberg There is always deep
contentment in the believer's heart, though often concealed.
(Calvin: nunqumm prortut aridi). Stler: Christ intensifies
and re ve rses] the more imperfect expression of the same truth
In the O. T. Also the Christian must continue to drink of
the water of life to the end. Drusius snd Trench He shall
never thirst for any other water save this living water which

—
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object.
First water drunken, then water welling
up: distinction of the oatecbumenate and the
anointing of the Spirit. A fountain whose stream
gushes into eternal life. The decisive word,
spoken with the utmost confidence, stirring the
soul of the hearer to its depths.
The spiritual
sense of the whole declaration of Christ appeared in every feature: (1) A water, after
drinking which one thirsts no more ; (2) a water drunken, which becomes a fountain ; (3) a
fountain which ever joyously flows (which can

rarely be said of wells in the cast) ; (4) a fountain whioh gushes into everlasting life.
Here
the spiritual sense was perfectly transparent.
By the union of the divine Spirit with the human, the latter becomes an organ of the divine
life, and therefore a self-supplying fountain of
life.
Calvin, in the interest of his doctrine,
here emphasises the thought that the life of the
Spirit in the regenerate oannot dry up : Bengel,
in the interest of his, that if a man thirst again,
it lies not with the water, but with the man.
[So also Alford.] Above this doctrinal antagonism stands the concrete unity of the life of
faith sealed by the Spirit. Tholuck takes the
thought that Christ assumes form in the believer ; which does indeed desoribe the personal
and objective side of spiritual life. He observes
'that some fOrigen, Zwingle, and others) have
been misled by the analogy of ch. v,i. 38 to
think here also of a flowing for the quickening
of others. The woman, at all events, does soon
come to quickening others, though the fundamental thought here of course is satisfaction for
one's self.
In aXXeodai, applied to the fountain, are included (\) springing up from a hidden depth
within; (2) incessant flow; (3) living, joyous,
springing motion ; (4) rhythmic life, continually
increasing in a steady succession of living acts.
That the fountain also, as a fountain, becomes
more and more copious, is indicated by its streaming forth into eternal life. Comp. Sir. xxiv. 31.
It is a question, how into everlastinj life (etc
C«i)v altiviov) is to be interpreted. (1) Up
into the heavenly life, like a fountain (Origen,
Orotius, and others).* Tholuck objects that
this substitutes obpav6v.
(2) Redounding to
eternal life; affording it (the word being referred to nnyfj not to dXXo/u£vov, Luthardt). This
loses the figure.
According to Jno. iii. 86, one
might indeed take the sense to be, that the
spiritual life passes into eternal life ; as in Sir.
xxiv. 43 :
My brook became a river, my river a
sea." But there, as in Ezek. xlrii., the subject is
the immeasurable objective unfolding of the revelation of salvation, or wisdom ; here a subjective
unfolding of saved life. Though this is eternal
life, yet, to be complete, it must pour itself into
the objective eternity (Olshausen : The eternal
rests not, till it comes to eternity). f In view of

:

:

Cars* imparts.— P. 8.1
t [Comp. Isa. xii. 3 ("with joy shall ye draw water out of
the weUsj of salvation ") ; lv. 1 ; Cant. iv. 12 (" a spring shut
up, a fountain scaled*'); 16 ("a well of living waters and
Creams from Lebanon*); Apoc. xxlL 1.— P. S.J

* [Grotins : Emphasit nt in voce Saliet. Silent enim aqum
satire ad alUtudinem turn originit. Trench : ** These waters
shall find their own level : they shall return to God whence
they came. The water of life is borne upward by a supernatural impulse."—P. 8.1
f [Comp. the lines or Albert Knapp (In his beautiful poem
on the WurmUngtr (hpelU, near Tilbingen):
44
Wat twig id will Ew'get Aooea,

Must an dem Lebensstron sich
Derungetr+btundunverhUUt

laben,

Vom Throne da MlmUchCgen quxOLT—V.
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this, and in accordance with the figure, we understand by the words a flowing on of this well
into the eternal life of perfect fellowship with
God in the world to come. This eternal life is
doubtless conceived in the figure as an ocean

[into which all the rivers of life of individual
believers empty at last]. The fountain leaps into
eternal life (Meyer: aXXeadai eif, to leap into).
The water drunk becomes a well, the well a
fountain which incessantly flows into the ooean
of eternal life.

As Jesus engages the stiffened Pharisaic spirit
of Nicodemus by the free wind of the Spirit and
its transforming power, so He enlists the restless, inconstant woman, whose thirst continually
returned, by the offer of an endless satisfaction,
which is at once an infinite tranquility and a
perfect decision of effort, and soon pajses into the
enjoyment of the eternal life.
Ver. 15. That I thirst not, neither come
hither. The sigh of a poor, weary woman, in
whom neediness and the burden of toil seem to
form a contradiction to spiritual claims, though
the sigh is disguised by the air of good humor.
The last words betray, to be sure, a misapprehension of the spiritual sense of the words of
Jesus. But about her meaning there remains

—

uncertainty.
(1) She means, in all earnest, a miraculous
water, which might have the effect described by
Jesus (Maier, Meyer). Not readily conoeivable.
Of such water no one would wish to drink.
(2) She asks the water, in order to get behind
the mystery. Lampe: Tentare voluit audacula,

quomodo prmstita peiitionu

tuam

conditions,

exsecutioni daturut csset.

cal, as

Tboluok thinks.

At

promUsiomm

This

is not ironileast it is only half

so; according to Liicke's interpretation: Her
request is half sportive, half earnest.* Such
water is inconceivable to her, but yet she wishes
for what has' become to her a dim appearance of

a

toilless life.

Lightfoot: Verba irrUorie
(8) Ironical talk.
prolala longe apertius concipias, quam tupplieatorie.
So also Tholuck.
(4) The presentiment of something higher
which might do her good is awakened in her
(Baumgarten-Crusius and my Leben Jesu, II. p.
529). f This is more probable, if we suppose that
the woman had even journeyed to that sacred
well in some sort of religious feeling under a
troubled conscience, while there were other wells
Then, too,
at least nearer the city of Siohem.
the third interpretation is accompanied with the
view that Jesus breaks off, in order to take an
entirely new method ; and this involves the unintended, but hazardous presumption that the
On the contrary, we
first method had failed.
suppose that the next word of the Lord was suggested by this request.
Ver. 16. Call tl»y husband.— (1) The husband was to have part in the saving gift, and so
she was to be brought indirectly to confession of
sin (Chrysostom, etc; Liicke).
(2) Christ would
* [So also Alfonl: "half in banter, half in earnest."—
P.B.T[
f [The address mJpw and the next word of Christ imply seriousness expressed with a simple-hearted naivete. The woman who had thirsted so long and found no satisfaction in
sensual gratification, was still confused, but blindly longing
after the water of life. So also Godet and Trench.—P. Sj

way lead her indirectly to a consciousness
of her guilt (Calov., Neander, Tholuck, Slier,
Luthardt). (3) He intended to give her a sign
of His prophetic knowledge in the lower sphere
of life, to gain her confidence for disclosures from
the higher (Cyril, Schweizer; similarly Meyer).
(4) Conformity to custom and to the idea of the
law.
Hitherto Jesus had influenced her after the
manner of a missionary, as man with man. In
her last request, expressing spiritual susceptibility, the woman came to the position of a catechumen. But, as a proselyte, she must not act
without the knowledge of her husband. Meyer
objects : The husband was in truth a paramour.
True, they were not legally united. But the
highest, most delicate social law lies somewhat
deeper ; she had given that man the rights of
husband. If there was still a moral spark in
the immoral connection, Christ had an eye to detect it
Even Stier and Tholuck have not been
able to appropriate this interpretation. But it is
connected on the one hand with the moral principle, Matth. iii. 15
on the other with the principles in Matth. x. 12 ; 1 Cor. vii. 15 ; xi. 10, and
with all those principles which distinguish the
Evangelical church from the Roman Catholic in
the manner of making proselytes.
[I must dissent from this interpretation as assuming a relation and a duty which did not exist.
The words of Christ: Call thy husband,
opened the wound at the tender spot where the
cure was to begin, and were the first step in
granting the woman's request: Give me to drink.
By a prophetic glance into her private life of
shame, which, after five successive marriages,
culminated in her present illegitimate relation.
He at once effectually touched her conscience and
challenged her faith in Him. Conviction of sin
is the first indispensable condition of forgiveness,
and is the beginning of conversion. She at once
understood the intention, and her next word is a
half confession of guilt, quickly followed by faith
in the prophetic character of Christ
P.S.]
Ver. 17. I have no husband [Ovk ?xu
av6pa]. She feels the effect of the sudden
in this

;

—

turn.
She is living in a settled, to all appearance
exclusive, but illegal relation; and this causes
her to deny the correctness of the Lord's adThis is the summit of her resistance,*
dress.
and the master-hand of Christ must prove itself
over her.
Call thy husband!
This might be a
word of conjecture. She supposes this, and so
ventures the denial, half true, and half false.
Her denial is untrue in that she denies a fact of
which she is perfectly aware ; true, in that she
places herself on the ground of the law, and judges
by that. Then in this might be already couched
a confession of sin, or even the vow : I renounce
him, if I may thereby share thy instruction and
thy promise. At all events, we may be sure of
this : If she had hitherto answered pertly and
ironically in a vulgar way, she would now have
departed with her pitcher filled, under an ironittt on the concal promise to call her husband.
trary, she had taken Jesus for a magician, from
* [Yet at the same time the beginning of her conversion.
It proved her sincerity. Sho dare not call the man with
whom shell red, her husband, and thus by implication admitted her guilt. Her subsequent conduct shows that she was
moving in the right direction. Bee Dr. L.s remarks farther

on.—P.

s.]
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whom

she might receive a magical water of life,
have called her husband, and permitbe recognized as such. Thus her denial itself proves (1) that she is bound up by the
word of Christ ; (2) that she for an instant looks
on her relation with new eyes ; (3) that she deceives herself in attempting to deceive the Lord
(4) that the confession of her guilt is already almost upon her lips. By some expositors the
woman is made far too jovial, saucy, spiritually
obtuse, and even vulgar.
Thou hast well* said, husband I have
not [autipa ovk ix^]- The emphasis is on hut[Hence hvSpa here precedes, while, in the
band.
woman's answer, it follows the verb. P. S.]
The saying is commended as proper. This is true
she would
ted him to

—

—

of her saying in its strict sense, but it has an
irony intended to drive out the reservatio men talis,
the untruth lurking behind the true saying; and
this it does even by the emphatic placing of the

word husband: Husband

I have none.f
five husbands thou hast
had. Some have concluded from the confession
in ver. 29, that those former connections also had
[So Meyer.] Against this is
been illegitimate.
the antithesis : Five husbands, and : Whom thou
now hast, etc. Five marriages, therefore, had

Ver. 18.

—

For

"of which at least some had been disthrough the wantonness of the woman."
Whether the fault lay in sensual wanTholuck.
tonness (licentiousness in the narrower sense), or
in an antinomxan looseness of spirit, does not apWith Magdalene the latter seems to have
pear.
been the caso and it is to bo considered, that in
Samaria, as well as on the sea of Galilee, Greek
views of the marriage relation might already have
"According to the Talmud, the
had an effect,
Samaritans did not acknowledge the laws of divorce; probably referring not to the laxerHillelian view current among the Jews, but only the
more strictly Biblical view of Shammai, following
DeuL xxiv. 1 . Yet even according to this, it was
not only adultery that divorced, but any "N.J73,
preceded,
solved

;

as the Talmud calls it: uncovering of the arms,
laying off the veil, and the like." Tholuck.
Meyer supposes that she had not been faithful in

one or more of her marriages, and was now a
widow living with a paramour. But she might
have been a divorced wo man. J

The extraordinary disclosure of the Lord.

Differ-

ent explanations:
(1)

The hypothesis that Jesus had learned the

• [««A«c, correctly, to the point {richtig, rutreffend), as Till.
4S; Matth.xv. 7 ; Luke xx. 39. In the next verso Christ
says: rotrro iAijGi? tlpifxat, she spoke the truth objectively
(<Ui|eVf) in this one thing, but not truthfully (AAi^ttt, sub*
jectively ). for she concealed her real guilt under the duplicity
t [Mayer and Godot likewise find something of irony in the
words of Jesus. There is no doubt that the partial assent to
the answer of the woman implies a rebuke, but no dissimulation lie simply draws her out, with a firm and gentle hand,
from the hiding-places of her shame to the open daylight.
While admitting the literal truth, He detects the hidden
falsehood, yet so kindly and mildly as to conoeal the censure
under an approval. There are, however, clear instances of
the use of irony and sarcasm in the Bible, e.g. f in the epistles
of Paul, and in Elijah's remark about the priests of Baal, 1

Kings xvili. 27,— P. 8.]
[The five were lawful husbands, and are distinguished
from the sixth, who was not. Whether she had forsaken her
farmer husbands, or been forsaken by them, or lost them by
death, there was certainly more or less guilt and shame in
soch unseemlv haste and inordinate desire, as there was in
her present intimacy with a paramour.—P. S.J
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history of the

woman from

others (Paulus, von
Simply contrary to tne text.
(2) The disciples added what they afterwards
learned (Sch weizer). The supposition of a forgery
needs no refutation.

Ammon,

etc.).

The mythical hypothesis, with reference to
(3J
the nve heathen nations which came to Samaria
(2 Kings xvii. 24 sqq.; Joseph. Antiq. XIX. 14,
o: trhre idvn emorov Idiov &eov eig t%v Zapd-

—

peiav Ko/iioavreg).*
providentially ordered representation of
(4)
the life of the Samaritan people by this woman:
the woman is Samaria; the five husbands are five
gods, etc.; Hengstenborg, Beitrage [zur Einl. in's

A

A.

T.,

To

3 vols., 1831-'39]

II. p.

23 sqq.f

Meyer objects that in this case the
husbands must be six and Heracleon actually
read six. This is disposed of by a more attenthis

;

examination of Hengstenberg's opinion. It
rather be observed that to the five nations,
seven gods are reckoned, 2 Kings xvii. 80 sq. But
tive

may

the chief point is that an actual personal offence
of the woman, as here described by the Lord, is
tho subjoct, and that the woman would assuredly
have understood nothing of such a scholastic allusion of the Lord, if He had intended to make
it ; and of this there is not the slightest indication.
At most, however, the woman would be
only an accidental allegory of the history of her
people, since the marriage law of the Samaritans
was strict; and not at all an allegory in so far as
Samaria had at the same time from five to seven
gods, and these not merely instead of, but together with, Jehovah.
[The woman had her five
husbands in succession, and was not guilty of po-

lygamy, consequently she could not represent

—

the polytheism of the Samaritans.
P. S.]
(5) "Lange, Leben Jesu II. 2, p. 631, strangely
says, that the psychical effect of the five husbands
upon the woman had forced out traces in her appearance which Jesus perceived." So Meyer reports my view. This judgment might be expected
from the author. Our reasons are still the same:
1. Every hair casts its shadow.
Every marriage
relation leaves its psychical mark ; only in most
cases our weak eyes do not see it. 2. There is
a deep eommunicatio idiomalum in the life of the
Lord. What He knew by His divine nature in a
divine, immediate way, He at the same time knew
in virtue of His human nature, in a human way
through means. From the Christological point
of view the old false scholastic alternative of
merely divine or merely human is done away in
reference to the life of Jesus.
[Dr. Lange here undoubtedly goes too far in the
• [The view of Strauss In the first ed. of his Leben Jesu
(1835), Vol. I. p. 519, retained in the second, but abandoned in
the third and fourth ed. (see ed. 4th, I. p. 541). lie represents
the story as an unconscious mytho-poetic Action. Keim
{Qeschiehle Jesu von Nazarc^ 1867, Vol. L, p. 116, footnote 3)
changes the mythical interpretation into a symbolical, iu the
sense of a conscious invention of the Evangelist This is still
worse, but more consistent. P. 8.]
t [Repeated in his Commentary on John (1861) I. 262 ft
Hengstenberg, of course, differs from 8trauss and Keim in
that he considers the narrative strictly historical as well as
allegorical. The coincidence with the fact recorded 2 Kings
xvii. and by Josephus, is certainly remarkable, and the double meaning of living vxtfer, and give me to drink, etc. may be
adduced in favor of this allegory. But when we attempt to
carry it through, it breaks down. See below. Wordsworth,
without mentioning Hengstenborg. has adopted the allegorical view; Lttcke, Slier, Meyer and Trench reject it; Alford
ignores it— P. 8.J

—
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perficial spirit, but rather from the preponderance of a reflective turn. In other words, she
turns, not hypocritically, in embarrassment or
silliness, to religious controversy, but, under a
spiritual bias over-ruling her simple womanly
feeling, to reflection.
Probably also she had,
through the same disposition, lost caste in Samaria, like Magdalene in Galilee (a homeless nature
in Sichem, as on the sea of Galilee).
Furthermore, she might hasten with this question, (1)
details of private history even Christ oould not because the opportunity of asking a prophet conknow, except from report, or by special revela- cerning it might not occur again; (2) because
she could not but wish to agree in reference to
tion, or by His mysterious union with the divinity.
The last is the only proper view we can take of religion and the place of worship with the prothe case in hand. Not that Christ was strictly om- phetic man who inspired her with reverence, and
who was privy to her guilt.
niscient in the state of humiliation (He Himself
On this mountain.— Pointing to Cerium,
disclaimed this, Mark xiii. 82); but wherever it
was needed for His mission of saving sinners and which was near. On Gerizim comp. v. Kaumer,
the interests of His Kingdom, He could, by an act PaUistina, p. 88; Winer, 8. v.; and the books of
of His will and in virtue of His vital and essential travel.* But she does not say: We worship
union with the omniscient Father, unlock the here, ye there; the antithesis is of another sort:
chambers of the past, or penetrate, by immediate Our fathers worshipped, and ye say. A decline
of the Samaritan system of worship, and a sense
intuition, to the inmost secrets of the human heart,
and read the history which is indelibly recorded of the weight of the Jewish protest in favor of
Jerusalem, are expressed in the carefully chosen
on the pages of memory (comp. ii. 26). P. S.]
Ver. 19. Sir, I perceive that tnou art a terms. At the same time, her having the religion
prophet. I Sam. ix. 9. She justly infers this of her fathers in any case contained an apology
from the miracle of knowledge. [The Samaritans for her position.
Our fathers. Down from the first Samaritans
regarded the Messiah mainly as a prophet, see
who were rejected by the Jews, and who, from
below.] We must note the gradual growth of
her respect: (1) 2«, 'lovdctioc. lav, ver. 9; (2) Kb- being excommunicate, had become schismatic by
pie, ver. 11
At the same time setting up a temple on Gerizim. f Chrysostom,
(3) Kbpie, 66c jwi.
Kuinoel, and others, suppose she goes back in
a concession of her guilt, yet skilfully veiled.
Ver. 20. Oar fathers worshipped. The thought to Abraham and Jacob; but the anticaricaturing estimate of this personage repre- thetic ijnelg contradicts this. J Even after the
sents her as everywhere frivolously bantering up destruction of the temple by John Hyrcanus, the
pinnacle of the temple continued to be the scat
to this point without intelligence or misgiving,
and now also as putting this question to get away of the Samaritan worship (Joseph. Antiq. XVIIJL
under its cover (DeWetteanU others, Schweizer, 4, 1), and is so to this day (Robinson, III. p.
Ebrard, Tholuck). Christ would hardly have 319). •• Latterly the Turks have interposed hingone so far to no purpose with such worthless- drances." Tholuck.
It is very expressive, that the woman merely
ness.f It may be going too far, to find in this
sentence an expression of strung personal reli- states the issue, without making a question,
gious interest, as if: She perceives in Christ the which place of worship is the true one. By
searcher of hearts, perceives her guilt, and wishes making a question, she would have somewhat
compromised her system, and at the same time
to go to the holy place of forgiveness (Zwingli,
Luthardt [Besser], and others). According to disparaged the prophet's place of worship.
Chrysostom, Neander and others, an interest in Whether she meant anything by saying: In JeIt is, indeed, a
application of a true principle.
fact that trait 9 of character and habits, good and
bad, especially pride, sensuality and intemperance, express themselves in the countenance and
the eye, as the mirror of the soul.* But this is
very different from the assumption that particular
events and relations of the past life, such as the
five marriages, leave each a distinct mark on the
face which may be read, as the forester reads the
age of the tree in {the number of its rings. Such

—

—

—

—

;

—

objective religion at least was awakened in her.
The case is probably to be thus conceived Having
indirectly owned her guilt, she cannot treat of it
much further with the stranger. The need of
religious atonement comes home.
But with it
comes the question Where is the right place of
:

:

atonement? And this question takes its precedence probably not merely from an external, su* [John Ituskin, the ablest English writer on

aesthetics, in

work "77te True and the Beautiful in Nature* Art, Morals
and Religion" (Am.Sel.p. 27) has some good remarks on the

his

effects of sin and vice upon the human face and figure, lie
speaks " of the terrible stamp of various degradations features
seamed with sickness, dimmed by sensuality, convulsed by
passion, pinched by poverty, shadowed by sorrow, branded
with remorse ; bodies consumed with sloth, broken by labor,
tortured by disease, dishonored in foul uses intellects without power, hearts without hope, minds earthly and devilish
our bones full of the sin of our youth, the heaven revealing
our iniquity,. the earth rising up against us, the roots dried
tip beneath, and the branches cut off above ; well for us only
If, after beholding this our natural face in a glass, we desire
not straightway to forget what manner of men we be."
P. 8.1
f [Comp. the remarks of Hengstenberg and Godot in agree;

;

ment with Lange.— P.

8.]

rusalem

is

the place, instead of : On Mount Zion,
She seems, at all events,

remains uncertain.

* [Comp. also the Tory instructive article Samaria, by Petermann, in Uerzog's Rtal~ Encyclopedic, Vol. XIII. pp. 359391. According to Petormann, who derived mncb of his information from a Samatitan high-priest, the Samaritans now
believe what they probably believed in the days of Chrfet,
that the top of Mount Uerisim was the seat of paradise,
that from its dust Adam was formed, that from this holy
mountain the rains descend to ft rtilize the earth. They still
point out on that mountain the spot where Adam built his
first altar, where Beth did the same, where the ark rested after
the flood—for they identify Goriilra with Mount Ararat—,

where Noah erected an altar after the flood, where Abraham
offered Isaac, and where Jacob slept and saw the ladder which
reached to heaven. All these and other important event*
they locate on the highest plateau of Gerizim, where there
is now nothing bnt a forsaken mosque (1. c, p. 377L—
P. 8.1
f [do also Meyer, Alford : the ancestors of the schismatic
Samaritans, the founders of the Samaritan worship, the
builders of the temple

on Gerlsim.— P. 8]

and Owen contend that a reference to the patriarchs, the common fathers of Jew and Samaritan, gives
greater force to the woman's question who had called Jacob
our father (ver. 11) and did her beat to maintain her position
against the Jewish strangers. R-nt It should be remembered
that she already recognized in Iiim a prophet.—P. S.J
X [Trench
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proud of her holy mountain, as well as of her Liicke): "The true knowledge is that which is
It might seem to favor the Samari- shaped by the history of redemption ; and the
holy well.
tans, that Moses had designated Gerizim as the Samaritans who were limited to the Pentateuch for
mountain of the benedictions of the law (Deut. their saored books, knew Jehovah, that is, the hisxL 20) ; in fact he seemed to appoint it distinctly torical God of Israel, but partially." As a whole,
*
as the seat of worship, according to Deut. xxvii. in a living growth of knowledge, they almost
knew
Pentateuch
reads
GeriHim
This
not.
accounts
Samaritan
also
for
the
bri.
the
where
4,
worship that which we know.
lim instead of Ebal. On the other hand, Jerusalem had now a mighty representative in this Designating the Jewish fellowship in its living
[The
prophet, who gave her, moreover, a strong im- unity, as represented in fact by Himself.
pression of the dignity of the Jewish prophetic j)iulg in the mouth of Christ in relation to God, is
without example, but is easily explained by the
office.
Ver. 21. Woman, believe me, an hour fact that here He speaks as a Jew, defending the
[Believe Me, not us. A more fa- Jewish worship as the true one against the
is coming.
miliar and condescending phrase for Verily, verily, Samaritan. Otherwise He always calls God His
I tag unto thee. Nowhere else used by Christ. Father, and puts Himself, as the only begotten
P. S.] 'Ej^erat &pa, a Johannean phrase, ch. Son, in a unique and exclusive relation to Him.
shall worship the Father
In vers. 23, 24 He drops the fiueie and speaks
t. 28, &c.
pointing to a new, more inward mode of wor- of the Christian worshippers in the third per[Ye, says Christ, not we, as an ordinary son.—P. S.]
ship.
Por salvation is from tha Jews. [koriv,
prophet would have done. He refers not only
to the future conversion of the Samaritans the present, not iorai, for salvation was already at
(Meyer), but to all Christian ages. The Father hand in the person of the Saviour. P. S. ] 2wnpindicates, as Grotius remarks, suavitatem novi pia: (I) Chrysostom, et al.: All benefits of salvafoederis; for the fatherhood of God is fully tion; {2) Erasmus: The prophetic knowledge of
known and felt only in Christ, the only begotten salvation; (3) The true Jews worship the God of
Son, and the only Mediator between God and continuous revelation. The proof of this lies
man. P. S.] To speak of the "stupidity*' of in the faot that salvation breaks forth out of JuSimilarly Thothe woman on which Jesus wasted a sublime daism (Leben Jesu, II. p. 583).
tuv (see Rom. m. 4 ff.) are
utterance, is utterly without foundation. The luck, Meyer. In
sublime utterance teaches the distinction be- intimated (1) the personal issuing of salvation
tween external and internal worship in a con- out of Judaism, (2) its inward connection with
crete form. The expression evidently contains Judaism, (3) its distinction from it. The exprimarily, in a gentle hint, a preferring of Je- pression is an evidence that John names the
rusalem. The progressive grades of worship are : Jews not in a hostile sense alone.
[By this declaration Christ sets the seal of
(1) Samaria, (2) Jerusalem, (3) Christianity. It
cannot therefore be exactly asserted that Jesus His authority on the Jewish religion as a divine
evades a decision : still less that He puts Jews revelation to prepare mankind for His coming,
and Samaritans alike under mistake (Baumgar- and sets aside all other religions as false, or at
But the greater prominence is best as groping in the dark after " the unknown
ten-Crusius).
given to the issue which puts Samaria and Jeru- God." This preparation by law, types, and
salem on one side, and the worship of God in prophecy, running back in unbroken succession
This is evi- to Abraham, and even to the very gates of paraspirit and in truth on the other.
dent from the advent of Christianity in particu- dise lost (Gen. iii. 14), forms one of the most
The negation of Sama- convincing evidences of Christianity, as the final
lar to the Samaritans.
P. S.]
ria and Jerusalem only denies that prayer was and perfect religion of mankind.
the true worshippers.
Ver. 23.
to continue at all restricted to the places named
Christ was the centre of these
that is, it declares the abolition of external, legal The hour now is.
cultus, both Samaritan and Jewish.* At the worshippers, and about Him was gathering the
same time it marks the woman's question as one discipleship of the true worship. The hour is,
and the hour cometh. Ths true: the inward,
too little concerned with essential things.
worship that which ye know whose prayer is truly prayer. The true worshipVer. 22.
not. The question concerning the where of pers are not so called for being beforehand worworship could be resolved only by the what, and shippers in spirit and in truth (excepting Christ),
The neuter instead of but they are such as become so under the Christhis again by the how.
whom is significant. Just because God is not tian revelation. [01 ahq&ivol izpooKwrjrai are
truly known to them, He is a 6 rather than a be, distinguished not only from hypocrites, but also,
more impersonal than personal. Meyer supposes from all worshippers before Christ, whose worP. S.]
that the neuter denotes God in His essence and ship was necessarily imperfect.
substance ; Lticke, that it denotes tcL tov &eov,
In spirit and in trnth.* [The preposition
which does not suit the term npooicvvelv. De
signifies the element and the sphere in which
Wette : "0 refers to the act of Trpooicvvelv ; ye wor- worship moves.] This is the space-less place
Bruckner of prayer, in distinction from [and yet at the
ship, and therein do what ye know not.
objects to the correctness of the sentence, that the 8am e time including both] Oerizim and JeruSamaritans were monotheists. But there are salem.
[Also irvevfta in opposition to fleshTittmann and others (odpZ), aMfteh. in opposition to falsehood (tywdofi,
different monotheisms.
explain: Pro vestra ignorantia. Tholuck (after both in opposition to mere forms and symbols

We

—

—

—7e

—

—

U

—

When

—

Ye

h

—
—

\

* [Meyer infers from ovrc iv 'IcporoAvj&otf, that the modern doctrine of a restoration of the glory of Jerusalem is a
dutiastk dreams—P. S.]
11

* [Cod. 8In. reads : iv vvtv/tart aAi^etat, in the Spirit of
truth, probably referring nytOfia to the Holy Ghost.—P. S.J
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—

(<jki& and rbiroi).
P. S.]
In spirit, as opposed
to external, stiffened, and even carnally fanatical modes of worship ; in the life of the spirit,
the life of the human spirit moved by the Spirit
of God (Rom. viii. 14, 16, 26).* The distinction
Itself shows that irvevpa here cannot denote the
Holy Ghost (Luthardt, after the ancients) ; yet
neither can it denote the human spirit as such

by

itself.

tion to

This

some

is doubtless in especial opposifanatical, carnal devotion of the

—

Samaritans.
In truth. Neither subjective
truth of the man, sincerity, of itself (which is
involved earlier in afaftivoi) ;f nor objective truth
as such (which would mean in unity with God,
or in the doctrine of God) ; but the opposite of
a merely symbolical, formal, ritualistic worship
in real, actual religious life, Le. % in a true interaction between the personal worshipper and the
personal God, in a religious vitality of the worshipper worthy of the living God. This probably in especial opposition to the Jewish symboliAthanasius, et al: Tlvevcal system of prayer.
fia is the Holy Ghost; aXfj&eia, the Son of God. J
Augustine, etal., with reference to the place: In
tpiritu, in distinction from space : Forat eramus,
intromissi sumus; in templo vis orare, in ie ora.\
Lttcke, et al.: That which is akin to God in
Calvin, et al.
spirit, the sphere of true prayer.
with reference to the mode: The actio spirit ua lis
itself; Bucef, et al. : The posture of mind corresponding to the Spirit of God. We must not
overlook the close connection of "spirit and
truth " as in an ideal unity. It implies that one
cannot exist without the other. The rendering
with the article in the Spirit, etc. [in Luther's
V.] is substantially not incorrect, yet it does
not let the connection of the two things stand
out strongly enough.
For such [Toiobrovc, emphatically placed

—

—

first] worshippers the Father also
nam et pater (Vulg.), dennauch] seeketh.

[<al y&p,

—On the

part of the Father Himself this living prayer is
sought, as on its own part it seeks the Father.
Such lie desires and requires ; such Ho would
Interpretations: 1. The
have, and must have.
Father also, besides the Son [Besser]. 2. Also
seeketh (referring the kcU to fyrel, which makes
the antithesis not clear). 8. The Father also
seeketh what these worshippers do (Meyer).
More accurately He seeketh for Himself such
worshippers, as these worshippers seek for themselves such a God.

—

:

• [So also Godet " L 'esprit d Uigur, ici cet clement le plus
projond de V ume humaine, par lequel elfe e*t capable de commu:

niquer avec U monde divin. Cest le siCge du recutillement, le
sanctuarie ou se cClebre le vrai culte. Horn, i.9: Xarpevm
iv ry wv«v fiari pov. Eph. vi. 18: *-p<xr«v Y«(r0at

i* vre vfian.

.

.

.

Mais

le

wvtvua. avQptamvov

qu'une simple virtualiti. 11 riacquirrt une energie victorieuse, a Vfgard des autres fitments de la vie humaine
[truifia and $vxy],qu'au contact de F Esprit divin; et ce
riest que dans ceUe union qu'il realise (a vraie adoration, qui
lui est attribute dans notre text et dans Us passages citis. Ce
premier trait caracUrise VintensiU du culte nouveau" P. &]
f [Comp. I's. cxliv. 18 Sept. iyyvs Kiipiot vao-ur toU iwicaAovfilKOtc avrbr iv aAi)0et $ .1
% [With reference to John, xiv. 8. where Christ calls Him•elf * the Truth," i) aAi}0ffia. Basil (De Spiritu Sanctot 20),
and Ambrose (De Spiritu Sancto, Hi. 11, 81), aad Bengel likewise see here the whole mystery of the Trinity. Bengel
Pater adoratur in Spiritu Sancto et in vtritate per Jesum
Christum. But in this case we should expect the article before *v«up.a and dAi}0«ta. P. 8.]
u
g [ He adds : Sed prius esto templum Dei, quia Hie in templo
mo exaudiet orantem."—P. 8.]
rictt

—

:

—

—

God is spirit. Emphasis on irvevThe mode of prayer must correspond to
object of prayer.
Hence it is now become

Ver. 24.
fia.*

the
the law of

life

for all worshippers, that they
spirit and in truth. Every

must worship God in

other sort of praying is thereby done away, as
well as, or in proportion as, the provisional system of religion. The mode of prayer is to bo
conformed to the mode of religion. God as the
living Spirit, and as pure Spirit, is present to
His worshippers, and He rejects an outward
prayer or a false prayer from a carnal mind, as
well as a symbolical prayer from a trammeled
mind. God's being spirit was neither a thing
already known, now emphasized (IJofmann,
Meyer), nor a thing entirely new to the Old Tes-

tament (Kostlin, etc.).
The Old Testament
speaks of the Spirit of God, and intimates also
the spirituality of God (Ex. xx. 4; Nu. xvi. 2'J;
1 Ki. viii. ; Is. xxxi. 3), the New speaks of God
as spirit ; being in this matter also the finished
revelation.
Common prayers, liturgies, are not
hereby forbidden; they may be regarded as the
embodiment of the Christian spirit of prayer
(Stier) ; but here is established the condition
that this body be living, under perfect discipline,
spiritual.

[" God is spirit " ; " God is light " (1 John i.
and " God is love " (I John iv. 5), all from
the pen of John, are the briefest and profound-

C)

;

est definitions, or divine oracles rather, concern-

ing the nature of God, which can be found anywhere. The first refers mainly to His metaphysical, the second to His intellectual, the third
to His moral essence ; but, of course, the line
cannot be so distinctly drawn. Light refers to
purity and holiness as well as to truth. Although
no metaphysician can exhaust these words, yet
even the ignorant Samaritan woman could understand them sufficiently for all practical purposes,
viz. that God, being a spiritual being, is not
confined to Gerizim or Jerusalem or any other
place, but is omnipresent, and can be worshipped everywhere. Trench applies to this
passage the well-known saying, that the Scripture has depths for an elephant to swim in, and
shallows for a lamb to wade, a saying which
seems to date from Gregory the Great (Preface
to his Com. on Job: "Divinus sermo .
est fluviut planus et alius, in quo et agnus ambulet et elephasnatet"). Spirituality of Christian worship
does, of course, not 'exclude forms, which are indispensable, as man consists of body as. well as
soul, but puts them in a subordinate position, as
vehicles and aids of devotion, while formalism
makes them substitutes for, or hindrances of, the
inner service of the heart. P. S.]
Ver. 25. I
that Messiah* cometh.
Here, too, comes a decidedly incorrect esti-

—

.

know

—

.

—

* [Tlence placed first in Greek wvivua o 0eo>, comp. i. 1
6 Adyof. The absence of the article indicates the
0«b*
generic character, the essence of the spirit here spoken a£
The same is the case with 0cos I. 1.
not the personality.
Hence the indefinite article of the B. V. (a Spirit) should be
omitted. God is pore spirit, absolute spirit, in opposition
This
to all materialistic and materialising conceptions.
clearly implies that the anthropomorphic expressions of the
Bible must not be taken literally. Tertullian ascribed to God
a body, corporeity, but perhaps he meant it iu the seme of
substance. Comp. an able article of Ackermann on vrcvpo,
pot*, und Geisl, in the TheoU Btudien und KrUiken for 1*301
pp. 873-944.—P. 8.J
:

V
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CHAP.

woman in Tholuck : " The woman
not inclined to enter into so high matters, and
therefore answers like Felix, Acta, xxiv. 25."
Similarly, Do Wette, Liicke, [Scott, Barnes].
mate of the

is

IV. 1-42.

Ver. 27.

a woman.

168

Marvelled that he talked with
with this woman as such

— Not

(Kuinoel), but with a woman, on the low level
assigned her by the rabbinio views. Two considerations met here: 1. The Oriental custom
which imposed rigid restriction on intercourse
with the female sex : Pirke Aboth I. 5. "Docuerunt Sapientet, ne multiplicet colloquium cum
muliere.
Cam uxore dixerunt, quant o minut cum
uxore alterius." (Lightfoot, Schottgen.) 2. Rab-.

Would Christ have revealed Himself as the MesMeyer better " The
siah to such a woman ?
woman is apprehended by the answer of Jesus,
but does not as yet apprehend it, and appeals to
Evidently the words of the wonthe Messiah."
derful Unknown quicken in her the Samaritan
** According to
Even a presenti- binical scholastic prejudice.
expectation of the Messiah.
ment that this might be .the Messiah, may readi- Jewish Rabbinical ideas the female sex was inand then- her an- capable of religiout instruction." (Tholucx. It
ly be imagined (Luthardt)
swer would have to be construed as a feeler for should doubtless be: Rabbinical instruction.)*
perhaps as Lampe explains Yet no man said. Expressing reverence,
the true solution
her words; "Give me this water." At all events, and the acknowledgment that He might well
An enlargeshe now felt the old system to be shaken, and establish a new and higher custom.
:

;

—

;

with a longing for the inner life, the longing for
Messiah awoke (see Leben Jesu, II. 2, 634).*

ment of their norizon. Comp. Luke x. 38. T I
Zqrelc is hardly: What desirest Thou ? (Meyer

"If the Messianic hope of

without connecting it with (let* aviifc.) Plainly
the &Telv, in distinction from laXelv, is to discuss in rabbinical style; the latter meaning
merely to talk (chat). Htvrot in the New Testament is almost peculiar to John.
Ver. 28. The
then left her waterpot. " Now for the first time the force of the
argument from His prophecy comes powerfully,
upon the woman, perhaps under the additional'
influence of an awakened conscience. " Tholuck.
Why : Now for the first time ? and why : per-*
haps T " She forgets her work, as the Redeemer
had forgotten His need." Luthardt: "Nicode-

the

A. Maier (p. 844):
the

Samaritans,

who acknowledged only

the

Pentateuch, based itself on Deut. xviii. 15, they
must have expected in the Messiah chiefly a di-

who like Moses, should make known
them the divine will, and lead them into hidden
The Samaritans expected the Messiah
truths."
((
The
of old, and they expect Him lo this day.
latest on this subject is in the work of Barge's
vine teacher,
to

They call
which Gesenius, Anecdota
Him 3n-fn. or 3nnn,
VT
T
Samarit., p. 65, etc., [and Ewald] would interpret convereor, Heng9tenberg [and Meyer], with
greater probability, rcttilutor,\ which the SamariFor
tan priest in Barge's confirms." Tholuck.

Let Samaritain* de Naploute, 1855.
••

**

**

note in Tholuck, p.
150.
The woman may have well known the
Jewish term, and have chosen it instead of the
Samaritan. According to V. Ammon, and others,
the term [the explanation : Who it called Christ]
is the Evangelist's
J which is very questionable,
since he generally prefers to record the original
other interpretations see the

;

expressions.
Ver. 26. I

am

he ['Ey& tlpi, ego turn, viz., the
Messiah].—The subject of e>6 tipi is to be supThus Ha now voluntarily
plied from the text.
presents Himself to this sinful woman openly as
the Messiah, as in the old covenant the angel
appeared first to Hagar as angel of the Lord
(Qen. xvi. 7), and as the risen Jesus appeared
first to Magdalene.
Among the Jews Jesus long
avoided the name of Messiah, { because its
meaning was distorted by Chiliastio notions;
the Samaritan idea of the Messiah was stunted,
hot not as yet encumbered with Chiliastio inferences, and therefore could here be introduced.
[The Jews looked upon the Messiah as the King
of Israel, and expected from Him first of all
political changes (oomp. John vi. 15) : while the
Samaritans, deriving their Messianio expectations chiefly from Deut. xviii. 15-19, regarded
Him simply as a prophet or teacher, and were less
liable to abuse this revelation for disturbing
political purposes.
P. 8.]

—

* [Trench alto (p. 123) sees in these words of the woman
» «y of helplessness connected with a timid presentiment,
each
the hard! j dares own, much less ventures to utter
"&ou perhaps art He whom we look for."— P. 8.J

u

[Another Hoses, Dent, xviii. 15.1
[8o also Trench ; comp. L 41 ; xi. 16 ; xz. 26 ; xxi. 2.1
viii. 4; xvi. 20 ; xtIL 9; John ix. 31.]

woman

—

mus went away silent and burdened this woman
away in joyful certainty, with a burning
;

hastens

1
heart, to be the herald of His name.'

And

she

now not her husband, but the whole city.
[Meyer " What a power of the decided awakening of a new life in this woman!" She has
calls

:

been justly regarded as a fit illustration of
the proper work of the church, viz., to be a witness of Christ, and thus to lead men to Him as
the Saviour of the world.—P. 8.]
Ver. 29.
told me all things that
ever I have done. Under the sense of her
guilt she thinks He has told her everything she
had done, that is everything wrong. The testimony of an awakened conscience.! Unquestionably what Jesus said, to her contained the sum
Besides this
of her particular transgressions.
she had no doubt perceived by His look and tone,
It may inthat He saw through her whole life.
dicate still her legal spirit, that she speaks in

Who

—

the plural of her sins ; yet she may also intend
by this to magnify the wonderful vision of the
prophet, the boa, instead of d, is full of emphasis.
Is this the Christ?— On the negative, doubtful element in the fif?ri, comp. Meyer and Tholuck against Liicke (is He really the Messiah T)
De Wette, however, suggests the analogous plpri
in Matth. xii. 23, whicn calls for an affirmative
Considering the boldness of the ananswer.
nouncement, especially in presence of the authorities, the interrogative form is perfectly intelli* [The same contempt for woman we find among Christian
monks, especially in the East; ev«n such men as St. Anthonj
and Pachomius. Some church lathers are not free from it.
V. 8.1

f [And the exaggeration of a lively womanly temper.—

i [Coup. Matth.
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gible in the mouth of this poor outcast, and yet
so shrewd and dexterous woman.* The more,
that she passes oyer Christ's announcement of
Himself, in order perhaps to take to herself
somewhat of the honor of a glorious discovery.
sinful ambition may well still cleave to her
confession of guilt which was more publio than
That she herself believes,
it was perfectly open.
or is inclined to believe, is evident from her ex-

A

traordinary agitation, which impels her beyond
all the bounds of reserve, bash fulness, and despised condition. Comparo the woman who was
a great sinner, and ventured into the house of
the Pharisee, Luke vii. 37.
Vers. 31-83. In the meanwhile.—The woman was gone, the Samaritans had not yet come.
The mistake of the disciples: "Quid roirum, si
mulier non intelligtbat

aquamf

ecce discipuli

intelliguntescam." August. [Tract, xvi.

Ver. 34.

My

food

ifl.

—A very

nondum

31.—P. S.].
intelligible

Not merely satisfaction, but nourishment and quickening. An opposite judgment of
figure.

the disciples, c. 1. A parallel, Matth. iv. "Iva
adds to the nature of the food {ore) its suitableness to its purpose. The aorist reAeioou denotes
the act which completes the iroieiv.
Ver. 35. There are yet four months.
Harvest began in April
Trrpd/iTvof, sc. XP^ V0 ^
[in the middle of Nisan], about Easter, and lasted

—

Pentecost.
Four months run back to DecemSeed-time itself fell in the beginning of
ber.
November (the month Marcheshvan). The fields,
therefore, were probably green; and the more
till

piquant was the expression : The fields are white
The figure follows the analogy
for the harvest.
of the food. The Lord, as represented by John,
is perfectly consistent in His use of the earthly as
the symbol of the heavenly. Probably the Samaritans were already coming through the green
fields, and they were the fields white for harvest.
The disciples saw the green seed-field, He saw the
white harvest-field, and to this He wished to open
Many have taken the four
their spiritual eye.
months proverbially: "From seeding to harvest
1
there are four months (so also in the Talmud); and
in this view the passage would lose its chronological value, f and only denote in general some
time before harvest (Lightfoot, Grotius, Lucke,
'

Against this Meyer: The proverb does
etc.).
not elsewhere occur [nor is the seed-time
mentioned]. After all there seems to be something proverbial about the expression. Yet it
is suitable only at seed-time.
It may then be an
expression as well of joyful hope (only four
months yet), as of waiting patience (yet four
whole months)
Lucke rightly chooses the latter
In the natural world we must wait yet
sense.
four months in the spiritual, it is already the
time of harvest.
Yet this again may be understood in different
ways. 1. In the natural world four months intervene between seeding and harvest ; here a
.

;

* [Meyer: The woman believes in the Messiahship of Jeans, out, carried away by the greatness of the discovery, she
does not trust herself, and ventures only modestly and doubtIngly to ask.—P. S.]

[On the chronological value of the passage, which Alford
C/ironol. Synopte, p. 214 u% and RobinHarmony of the four Gospels in Greek, p. 189. Christ
must have tarried in Judea about eight months, from the
,

denies, see Wiesclor

:

son:

preceding pasaover in April

(ii.

la, i3j till

December.—P.

8.J

harvest follows immediately upon the sowing.
Ver. 88 goes against this. 2. In the natural
world it is now seeding time ; in the spiritual
the harvest time is opening.
Chemnitz, Baur
(Stier, Luthardt, Tholuck), and others find in
the harvest not only the harvest of the Samaritans (Acts viii.), but also the harvest of the Gentiles.*
But then where would be the previous
flowing? Primarily the talk is only of a field now
white for the harvest, though betokening, to be
sure, all future harvest fields.
.Ver. 86.

And

he that reapeth,

etc.

—The

connection with the preceding is this: The field
is white for harvest
Be reapers. Reaping in
the spiritual field is full of promise. Tholuck:
Christ thought of the conversion of far-off Gentiles.
Then came the sad thought, that He Himself would not live to see it in this world ; which
relieved itself with the joyful thought that their
joy would also be His. So De Wette, Meyer.
In that case Christ would have mixed two figures;
one representing Himself as already harvesting,
another representing Him as sower. But harvest
is the subject here, and the disciples are supposed to be reapers with Him. The sowing,
therefore, must be sought at some previous time
(Chry80stom : The prophets were the sowers).
Even in Samaria spiritual seed had been sown by
Moses and the Pentateuch, by Jewish teachers,
last perhaps by John the Baptist (see Hi. 23, p.
141 f.). As little can we accept the exposition
of Meyer, Tholuck, and others, which makes the
mi after fitodbv Tuafiji&veiv only expletive : that is,
he gathereth fruit unto eternal life. This again
is simply contrary to the figure, which represents an employed reaper.
Hunnius and Calov:
The fiio'&dc is the gracious reward, the gradus
glorm; the Kapir6c is the converts. But since
the wages of the reaper are represented as given
in this world, over against the gathering of fruit
unto eternal life, the primary idea is the immediate spiritual blessings and joys of the harvesters, the joy of spiritual harvest, the communion of the converts themselves.
different
and further joy is that of carrying the fruit into
heaven, to gladden there the sower who passed
thither long before, and to have with Him a
common and simultaneous (Sftov) rejoicing; a
thing not possible in the kingdom of nature, but
belonging to the kingdom of grace. The £w>) aluvtoc.
is here again represented objectively, as above;
there under the figure of the ocean (ver. 14), here
under the figure of a garner (Lucke).
Ver. 87. Herein is that saying folly true
[a?jr&iv6ct not d^^^r].— The fundamental thought
is the wonderfully great distance between seeding
and harvest, in contrast with the wonderful fact
that reaper and sower rejoice together in heaven.
This, however, they can do only in heaven ; in
this world they are far, often very far, apart.
Here, therefore, is the proverb fully true ; here
it reaches its proper truth ; whereas in earthly
life the sower is generally the reaper, and the
proverb simply exaggerates into a general rule
the exceptional fatality of the sower not living to

A

• [So also Meyer: Christ looked prophetically beyond the
approaching Sycharites to the green fields of the whole ha*
inanity, for whose conversion lie laid the foundation. Qodet
denies this general reference and confines the scene to an
extemporized Samaritan harvest festival.—P. S.]
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see the harvest time, or at least not himself re[The words
ceiving and enjoying his harvest.
of Joshua spoken to the tribes of Israel at
Shechem : «« I have given you a land for which

ye did not labor (ova eKomdoare), and cities
which ye built not," etc. Josh. xxiv. 13, form a
striking parallel to this saying of our Lord
uttered on the same spot, and perhaps with
Tholuck, after De
reference to it.— P. S.]
Wette, incorrectly: 'AX^&voc may here mean
only d?^fa.* Then the proverb in its ordinary
sense would be declared false. It has, however,
some truth; but it does not sustain its truth
throughout; as earthly things are not aXydivd,
but only symbols of the infinite, though they all
have their afoftte. And since in the spiritual
sphere sowing and reaping seem often almost to
*

coincide, we must not overlook the actual reference to the present case. Yet the hv yap Tobrt,)

does not mean in this instance, but in this matter.
Then, too, the proverb must here be a universal
law.
The crop in the kingdom of God ripens

The full harvest is the end of the
world. The earliest seed was the word of God
in paradise, or the earliest sowers were th3
The kingdom of God is the
earliest patriarchs.
mightiest realm of nature and history ; and
Christ is the root of nature in His slow growth
towards His appearance in the middle, and again
at the end of time.
(On the proverb: Wetstein.)
Ver. 88. I sent you to reap.
'Anto*
rti).a (com p. chap. xvii. 18.)
Hardly merely
14
in the sense of the prophetic future" (De
Wette, Tholuck). They are not yet apostles
by a distinct appointment ; still they were alslowly.-|-

—

ready disciples

to

whom an

apostolic commission

Hence thus

I have
chosen you for apostles, or, to keep the figure,
for laborers, to send you into the harvest-field.
Ye are destined pre-eminently to reap a spiritual
harvest which has been long preparing (so also
According tc Meyer the oTjmi and
Meyer).
avruv refer simply to Jesus, in the plural of
category."! But Jesus here evidently sets Himself above the distinction of sowers and reapers

prospectively affixed.

is

:

as the Lord of the harvest (Olshausen, with
The older exreference (o Matth. xxiii. 84).
positors [also Grotius, Bengel, Luthardt, Ewald]
include at least the prophets [and John the Baptist] with Him. Bucer.' even the heathen philosophers and their elements of truth. [Tholuck
All the preparatory organs of the economy of
The seed here in view, however, is
salvation.]
not the seed of general culture and intelligence,
but the seed of theocratic faith.

Others have labored.

The

painful labors

and toils of the prophets. Their sowing was a
sowing in tears. It should shame and encourage
* [On the difference of dAijltwfc , genuine, and aXrfios, true,
•«p niy note on I-, 9, p. 60.
Meyer: '*Die Fastwxg von
aAi)0tr6f ffUich a\T)9r,<; 2 PtLii.22(De Wette, U.V.) ist
fat* g*ge* die Johanneische Eigenthumlichkrit (auch mix.
&3;." cartr is here —- applies, comp. avpSeSi)**!', 2 Pet. il. 22.

—P.

S.]

M God's mills grind
f p* Babet Dms suas horns et moras."
lowly, but surely and finely ." P. S.1
with
correspondence
vpetf,
[In
as
It
was
<£AAo?—-aAAot in
X
th* proverb. So also Lttcke, Stier, Alford and Trench, who
find here an antithesis not between two different companies
of laborers—the prophets and the Apostles—but between
Christ Himself and ills Apostles, the Master and lib ser-

—

P.S.]
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the disciples, that they so suddenly come into
the great harvest of the history of the world,
for which the grandest seeds-men have for centuries labored.
This does not exclude either the
relative harvest which exists at every stage of
the kingdom of God, or again the great sowing
in the work of the apostles ; yet the sight of a
present harvest predominates, as in Matth. ix.
38; especially here, that the disciples might feel
reverence before the hidden work of God in the
despised Samaritans, and believe in their susceptibility to conversion, as they were just now
approaching. They could no more take offence
at the labors of Jesus with the Samaritans, than
at His helping the Canaanitish woman
here as
there His leading of their spirit corresponds to

'

;

His outward
Ver. 39.

—These

act.

And many of that city believed.

first believers, who were gathered by
word of the woman, are distinguished from
much greater company afterwards won by
word of Jesus (ver. 41). These believers are
now come to Him (see ver. 80). [Olshausen
•" If the Redeemer had been like any other man,
His 7Ayoc could have had no more weight than
that of any other, and in support of His own
cause, it would have been still less effective. But
as the sun proves its existence and reality merely
by the light and the animating warmth which it
imparts so Christ, as the Sun of the spiritual
world, in all ages past, and to this day, has had

the
the
the

:

but one witness for Himself, viz., His own operaupon souls. By this one means He so entirely takes possession of every unprejudiced
mind, that through the reception of- His higher
vital enerp'es, it becomes to them experimentally
certain that the salvation of the world rests in
Him. Hence conceptions of the truth and doctrinal knowledge are not principles in the life of
faith, but effects resulting from the reception of
the spiritual element." P. 8.]
Ver. 40. The evangelist makes record that
Jesus tarried two days teaching in the Samaritan
city.
[Orthodox Jews besought the Lord to depart from their coasts (Matth. viii. 34), took up
stones against Him, and plotted for His overthrow (Matth. viii. 84; Luke iv. 29; xiii. 81,
Heretical Samaritans besought Him to
32, etc.).
tarry with them. The first became last, and the
tion

—

last first.— P. S.]

Ver. 41.

And many more

—From the great
Judea,

we

result,

believed,

etc.

analogous to that in

a great work of Jesus, which
least for the most part, a labor
[In these two days of incidental labor
infer

however was, at

in word.
Jesus made more converts among the halfheathenish, yet less bigoted and prejudiced
Samaritans, without working miracles, than in
the preceding eight months of official work in
word and signs among the Jews in Jerusalem.
The harvest in Samaria was only an episode in
the life of our Lord, and yet how rich in immediate results and future promise !
His servants
also often accomplish most in times and places
where they least expect it. Not seldom the meaning of many years or a whole life is condensed
into a few days or hours.
No labor for the Lord,
however, is in vain; if it bear not the proper
fruit in this world, it will do so at the final
harvest of history. P. S.J

—
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Ver. 42. And said unto the woman.
Under the direct impression which Jesus made
upon them, the indirect testimony of the woman
not as concertainly beoame to them a Aa 2.ta
;

temptuous, but as

now appearing

insignificant.*

John himself, as an
Meyer
impartial narrator, says of her word rbv "kbyov.
We must here take into account also the serenity
of happy feeling, to understand that the expression has no malice, more than that of the governor of the feast : *« Thou hast kept the good wine
justly notices that

:

until

(Comp. the remarkable expression

now."

in John

We

viii.

43.)

have heard him ourselves.

—Found

out by our hearing, so that we now know. [This
is a higher order of faith connected with knowledge and personal experience ("come and see,"
i. 89, 46), while formerly it rested only on exDifference of the Roman
ternal authority.
Catholic and the higher Evangelical Protestant,
conception of faith. Grotius : " Nolarunt veteres
in hae Sumaritidi ecclesim esse figuram, qiise nos addueit ad verbum divinum; nos verbo, maxime propter
ipsius majestatem et sanetitatem, credimus."

— P. S.l

That this is the Saviour of the world
[Only here and 1 John iv. 14]. Tholuok doubtfully (after a doubtful expression of Lttcke):
"Whether the idea contained in 6 aorr/p rov
k6o{wv is lent to the people by the evangelist, is a
question. " But this puts in question the whole

—

Meyer better: "A
point of the great narrative.
confession sufficiently intelligible as the fruit of
the two days' instruction of Jesus, tho more since
the Samaritan Messianic faith was more accessible to a universality of salvation [see Gesenius,
De Samarit. TheoL, p. 41 sqq.] than the Jewish
with its concrete and rigorous particularism." As
Samaritans they had peculiar reason to express
themselves thus: Yea verily, He is not only a
Messiah for the Jews, but also for us and the
Gentiles ; in Him the divided world again becomes one.f
The work of Jesus in Samaria laid the foundation for the subsequent conversion of that people
under the Apostles, Acts viii.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Respecting the pretended contradiction between this history and Matth. x. 5 (Strauss,
Bruno Bauer, and in part Weisse), it should be
remarked that the case in Matthew is that of a
1.

* [Calvin, A 1 ford and others, take AaAta here in the classical sense, garrulous talk, babbling, gossip ( QtsekvoiLt* Gtrede) ;
but in later Greek ( Poly bins, Joseph us, Sept., Apocrypha) it
has no such slighting usage, certainly not in John, who astribes it to Christ, viii. 43. It Is equivalent to Atfyo?, rer. 3d,

but properly chosen from the standpoint of the speaking

John as reporter uses as aptly to? Advo?.
Comp. Meyer on viii. 43 (p. 35*)). Trench remarks (p. 135)
fiamaritans, while

This speech of her fellow-townsmen to the woman has
nothing rude or offensive about it, rather, indeed the conWe set our own seals to the truth of thy report."
44

trary :
P. 8.1

t [Comp here the remarks of Calvin and Trench, p. 136,
to the same point The historical character of the narrative
is vindicated even In this circumstance that it pnts the expression <ru»ri)p rov xoVftov, which nowhere else occurs in the
Gospels, into the mouth, not of bigoted, particularistic Jews,
but of Samaritans who had no exclusive claims and privileges
and could accept salvation only on the same terms as the
heathen. Trench thinks it likely that they may have found
tome ground for this belief in the prophecy of Shiloh, to
whom "shall the gathering of the poople be " (Gen. xlix. 10),
which the Samaritans of old referred to the Messiah, while
the modern Samaritaus refor It to Solomon.— P. b.J

special mission of the disciples in a particular
direction towards Jerusalem, not of the general
itinerancy of the Lord.
And when He Himself
gave out, in reference to His earthly office, that
He was not sent but unto the lost sheep of the
house of Israel [Matth. xv. 241, He referred to
the divine law of His work, and did not exclude
the Samaritans from an incidental share of His
labors.
It was consonant with the historical
position of the Samaritans, with their susceptibility, with the directions of the Lord Himself
(Acts i. 8), and with the subsequent spread of
Christianity from Judea over Samaria and the
Qentile world, that He already appeared for once

among them; as, on the other hand, it was in
conformity with the economy of His work, that
this visit was only incidental, and not for a protracted ministry.
Thus were the disciples exercised beforehand in the true order of preaching
the gospel. Acts viii. 5 is supposed to have occasioned the mythical invention of the story before us ; whereas that great conversion rather
points to a historical preparation.
Meyer justl j
calls attention to the perfect naturalness of the
several features of the story, which could not
have proceeded from a poetizing spirit. It may
be added, that the several stumbling-blocks which
have been found in it, such as the misapprehensions of the woman, are simply so many misapprehensions of criticism and exegesis. The
remarkable directness of the representation also,
in respect to season, locality, the individualitj
of the woman, rabbinical custom, etc., must be
noted.
With Baur this history dissolves into a
type:
"The woman of Samaria, representing
susceptible heathendom, readily opening itself
to. faith, and offering a wide field of harvest, the
counterpart of Nicodemus, who is the type of
unsusceptible Judaism.' 1
Neither rhyme nor
reason, and a further proof of the legend-like
fantasticism of a criticism past its crisis, in its
last stage of consumption.
2. On the history of the hatred between the
Jews and the Samaritans comp. Robinson, III.,
p. 839 sqq. ; Leben Jesu, II., 2, p. 689.
8. On Hengstenberg's reference of the five husbands, etc., to the five gods of old Samaria, see
Leben Jesu, II., 2, p. 640. [Comp. my annotations
Hengstenberg's allegorical interon ver. 18.
pretation is at least more sensible than that of
Augustine ( Tract, xv. c. 19), who understands the
five former husbands of the five senses, and explains the words, Call thy husband, to mean, Apply thy reason, by which thou must be governed,
rather than by the bodily senses (adhibe intellccturn,

per quern docearis, quo regaris)

!

In another

place he finds in the five husbands the five books
of Moses, and in the sixth husband the Lord Himself, as if He said: Thou hast served the five books
of Moses as five husbands ; but now he whom thou
hast, t. e. t whom thou nearest, is not thy husband:
for thou dost not yet believe in him !
P. S.J
So God
[3 b. Ver. 7. "Oive me to drink."
introduces Himself to us for our salvation:
He asks of us a servioe. He does this from
the beginning, and puts our whole earthly
Our daily labor
life to us as a serving of Him.
is at least required of us as a patient submission
% "
the
sweat
condemnation
*
In
of thy face,"
to His
And in His covenant of grace, as with
etc.

—
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consecrated to be primarily a
it is
devout serving of Him with tithes and first-fruits.
Oar ministry to one another is also a giving
Christ meat, or drink, or otherwise ministering to Him. Our constitutional unbelief, the
enmity of the carnal mind against God, like
the natural enmity of Samaritans to Jews, makes
us skeptical that He should have any such dealing with us. But if we only know the gift of
this wonderful reciprocity established between
us and Qod in Christ, if we have a heart
for it it opens the deepest fountains of deTotion and prayer in our souls. It gives us
wonderful introduction to God! In other
a,
words, this sort of presentation of Himself to
Israel,

—

—

us

lays the foundation of substantial religion

in ourselves, and thus also opens the way for
the richest gifts of everlasting life from God.
E. D. Y.]
4. As Jesus appears in chap. i. higher than
John the Baptist, in chapter ii. higher than
the temple, in chap. iii. higher than the rulers
of the people, so here He appears greater than
the sacred well of Jacob and its founder, as
afterwards greater than the porches of Bethesda,
the manna, the temple-light, the pool of Siloam,

And the superiority is at the same time anetc
tithetic: Christ is everything in truth (the
aXr?6iv6c) t in realised essence, which before Him
was presented only in type. Thus Christ is
here the real antitype of the typical patriarchal
well-dig jers, in particular the patriarch Jacob;
hence His spiritual life is the real living waTo this main symbol
ter of a sacred well.
of this chapter are- attached the other symbols of the food, the harvest field, the Lord
of the seed-field and harvest-field, the sowers,
the reapers. In referenoe to each, see the
exegesis.
5. As Christ makes light the symbol in manifold respects of His nature and life, so with
the well, and water. Here He is evidently a
giver of peace within one's self, as in chap. vii.
He is a giver of the Spirit communicating itself to others, while in chap. v. He appears as
the true well of healing. Tims the fountain of
life is the fountain of peace, of healing, of the
Spirit.

and women. Jesus was never married,
the Son of God as well as the
Son of Man, and because He represents sinless
and universal humanity. Hence no fallen creature
and no single daughter of Eve even without sin,
if there were such, but only the whole church of
Neverthethe redeemed is fit to be His bride.
less He had much intercourse with women, and
[6. Jesus

because

He was

this, as well as His dealing with children, forms
an interesting chapter in His life and an evidence of Christianity, especially if we contrast
it with the radically different position which
woman holds at the source of other religions and
The subject has not
licentious mythologies.
In adyet received the attention it deserves.
dition to my introductory remarks (p. 150), I
shall give the views of Guiiot,* partly in opposition to Renan, the only writer of note, who, to
his own discredit, has dared to oast a reflection

* [In the first volume of his Meditations on the Etsenceof
ChristUnity. I quota from the English translation, N. Y.,

lM6,pp.3ttff.J

;
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on this relation so pure and Christlike. " The
women, ' says Guiiot, *« seem irresistibly attracted
toward Him, with hearts moved, imaginations
struck by His manner of life, His precepts, His
miracles, His language.
He inspires them with
feelings of tender respect and confiding admiration.
The Canaanitish woman comes and ad1

dresses to Him a timid prayer for the healing of
her daughter. The woman of Samaria listens to
Him with eagerness, though she does not know
Him : Mary seats herself at His feet, absorbed
in reflections suggested by His words; and
Martha proffers to Him the frank complaint that
her sister assists her not, but leaves her unaided
in the performance of her domestio duties.
The
sinner draws near to Him in tears, pouring upon
His feet a rare perfume, and wiping them with
her hair.
The adulteress, hurried into His
presence by those who wished to stone her, in
accordance with the precepts of the Mosaic law,
remains motionless in His presence, even after
her accusers have withdrawn, wailing in silenoo
what He is about to say. Jesus receives the
homage, and listens to the prayers of all these
women with the gentle gravity and impartial
sympathy of a being superior and strange to
earthly passion.
Pure and inflexible interpreter
of the Divine law, He knows and understands
man's nature, and judges it with that equitable
severity which nothing escapes, the excuse as
little as the fault.
Faith, sincerity, humanity,
sorrow, repentance, touch Him without biasing
the charity and the justice of His conclusions;
and He expresses blame or announces pardon
with the same calm serenity of authority, certain
that His eye has read the depths of the heart to
which His words will penetrate. In His relation with the women who approach Him, there is,
in short, not the slightest traoe of man; nowhere does the Godhead manifest itself more
winningly and with greater purity. And when
there is no longer any question of these particular relations and conversations, when Jesus has
no longer before Him women suppliants and
sinners, who are invoking His power or imploring
His clemency; when it is with the position and
the destiny of women in general that He is occupying Himself, He affirms and defends their
claims and their dignity with a sympathy at once
penetrating and severe.
He knows that the
happiness of mankind, as well as the moral position of women, depends essentially upon the
married state; He makes of the sanctity of
marriage a fundamental law of Christian religion
and society ; He pursues adultery even into the recesses of the human heart, the human thought
He forbids divorce ; He says of men, • Have ye
not read, that He which made them at the beginning made them male and female ? For this
cause shall a man leave father and mother, and
cleave to his wife: and they twain shall be one
flesh.
Wherefore they are no more twain, but
one flesh. What therefore God hath joined together, let no man put asunder.' .... Signal
and striking testimony to the progressive action
of God upon the human race! Jesus Christ
restores to the divine law of marriage the purity
and the authority that Moses had not enjoined
to the Hebrews ' because of the hardness of their
hearts.' "—P. S.]
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The retreat of Jesus from Judea to Galilee
through Samaria, the first turning-point in His
official life: 1. Motives (the Pharisees began to
watch Him with hostile eye : the Baptist is im2. Character: Free consciousness
prisoned).
(He retreats in free discretion, without fear J in
"the Lord knew").
holy discretion, hence:
3. Kich results (beneficent sojourn in Samaria,
beneficent results in Galilee). 4. Significancy
(He ceases to baptize, tarries in Samaria on
Symbolical import of baptisHis return).
mal water and drinking water in Christianity.
(In ch. iii. Jesus baptized with water; in ch. iv.

—

a living water to be drunk.)
The resting of the Lord on Jacob's well, a
Hying emblem of the old patriarchal days and
the new evangelistic time in one. Christ in His

he passes

—

to offer

—

human weakness and

divine exaltation, (I)
weary, and yet the rest of a weary soul; (2)
thirsty, and yet a fountain ; (3) hungry, and yet
enjoying heavenly food, the Lord of the harvestfield ; (4) left aloue, yet in spirit surrounded with
approaching nations. Christ a Saviour even
from the religious perversities of fanaticism.

—

Fanaticism in

—

its

inhumanity and

its

immoral

conduct.
The woman of Samaria, or a Samaritan Magdalene. The condescending pity of Jesus
in th* conversion of the woman of Samaria.
How fhe grace and love of Christ can break
through all conventional restrictions, for being
the new law of the Spirit the restrictions (1) of
the ancient religious separation, (2) of the ancient national separation, (3) of the old social
custom (as to the separation of the sexes), (4) of
the old contempt for the fallen.— How many prejudices that one little word of Jesus: Give me
to drink, abolishes: 1. The prejudice of the ancients against the female sex; 2. The prejudice
of statute against the fallen; 8. The prejudice of
nationality ; 4. The prejudice of religion.— The
wisdom and gentleness of the Lord in winning
souls: 1. The opening of the conversation (Give
2. The
roe to drink; a token of common life).
progress of the conversation (a. objective salvation in a sensible emblem: b. subjective need of
salvation). 3. The goal: Manifestation of Chiist
The stages of the
to a sinful, penitent heart.
religious instruction of the Samaritan woman
l.'The missionary stage; 2. The catechetical
stage ; 8. The church stage (see the esegesis).
How Christ sent back as an evangelist into her
city a woman who came out of it a notorious sinner.
The day of grace (If thou knewest.) The
life of the Lord, living water (spring- water) in
distinction from the stale water of this world's
life:
1. The latter provokes thirst, the former
quenches thirst. 2. The one becomes foul, the
other takes away foulness. 3. The one stands,
4. The
in a marsh, the other gushes and flows.
one sinks away, evaporates, the other becomes an
Christ the life, as fountain
eternal fountain.
of life. The fountain of life, as a fountain of
peace. Jacob's well, the pool of Bethesda, the
fountain of Siloam, emblems of the salvation in
The water of life, which Christ bestows
Cbrist.
2. A
1. A draught which becomes a fountain ;
fouutain which becomes a stream ; 8. A stream

—

:

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

which runs into the ocean of eternal life, without
losing itself therein. The crystal spring of
truth (that may be likened to spring water) in
contrast with the turbid water of vanity and sin
(which may be likened to salt water and puddles
and ponds). The miraculous virtue of self-reproduction in the water and the bread which
Christ bestows. The thirst of life, and the satisfaction of it in Christ.
Sir, give me this water, or the unsatisfied longing of the poor, sinful
heart: (1) Astray, deceived, debauched in sin;
(2) led aright, purified, brought to itself by the
awakening of repentance ; (3) satisfied, transformed into blessed life by graoe. Call thy husband. Christ not only the knower of hearts, but
also the knower of lives.
Christ aims at the
conscience, to subdue the sinner.
The gradual
awakening: 1. Awakening of reflection; 2.
Awakening of conscience ; 8. Awakening of faith.
The divine visitation in the hour when the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

dark human heart feels itself exposed and seen
through by a heavenly eye. The decision of

—

Christ respecting the religious controversy between the Samaritans and the Jews, in its permanent typical import. " Salvation comes from
the Jews." But while they quarrel on over the
old issue, a new and higher point of unity is
present The future of religion: Worship of
God in spirit and in truth. The Messiah's revelation of Himself for the woman of Samaria
(compared with the self-presentation of the angel
of the Lord to Hagar, of the risen Jesus to MagThe school which the disciples of Jesus
dalene).
went through in Samaria in reference (1) to the
Samaritan woman, (2) to the Samaritans. The
marvelling of the disciples of Jesus at His talking
with a woman, in conflict with their reverence.
The whole life discipline of the Christian an
alternation of the spirit of captious and of reverential wonder.
The food of Jesus. Heavenly
remembering and reminding an earthly forgetting: 1. Christ forgets His earthly meat ; 2. The
woman forgets the earthen pitcher. The difference between the Master and the disciples in
their way of seeing : 1. The disciples still look
upon the green growing fields (according to the
earthly appearance) ; 2. The Master looks upon
the white harvest fields (according to the spiritual
reality).
The Samaritans on their way to Jesus,
a sign of harvest ; a mission token. The messengers of Christ not only sowers, but also reap-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The miraculous relation between sowing
ers.
and harvest in the kingdom of God 1. The two
infinitely far apart 2. The two coincident.
The
sowers and the reapers of the Lord 1. How they
for the most part do not know each other in this
:

—

;

:

world. 2.
the next.

How

—The

they rejoice with one another in
symbolism of the field (of the

—

field and of the harvest field).
The double
grounds of faith which the Samaritan had : 1.
The aocount of the woman; 2. Acquaintance
with Christ Himself. The two days of the sojourn of Jesus in Samaria. The dark side and
the bright side of the Samaritan life: 1. Greater
danger of the adulteration of Christianity with
heathenism, than among the Jews ; 2. Greater
freedom from Jewish prejudice, and hence

sown

—

—

—

greater access for the word of faith.
The testimony of the Samaritans: This is indeed the
Christ, the Saviour of the world; 1.
fruit,

A
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ripened (a) under the sense of contempt from the
Jews, (6) under the sense of free grace on the
part of the Lord ; 2. A bud which fully unfolded
in subsequent faith and under the preaching of
the Apostles.
Starke : Envy (with reference to the Phari(Cramer) Christians should take care of
sees).
(Majus) The dignity
themselves, Matth. x. 28.
and virtue of the sacraments depends not on
persons who administer them. Christ seeks the
:

:

—

salvation of all

—There

men by all means and

at all times.

no land entirely void of monuments
of grace even from its antiquity. Christ, as true
man, became weary. If the Lord became weary
for the good of His creatures, we should be incited to the patient enduranoe of the toilsomeness of our calling. Man must also have his
Canstein: Direct the necessary rest to
rest.
the glory of God. A picture of the grace which
anticipates us and fondly persuades us. Qubs* el Jesus voluntarily humbles Himself so far
as to have need of His creatures, that we may
not be ashamed to accept their help. Thirst for
the salvation of men was greater in Christ than
is

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

bodily thirst for water. Christianity consists
not in secluding oneself and looking the room and
sitting with the prayer book behind the stove
else the Lord would not have talked with the Samaritan woman. Majus : National hatred pernicious and sinful. Canstein: We should not
withhold the general duties of humanity on account of difference in religion. The same: An
inordinate estimate of our ancestry may sometimes be a hinderance to salvation. Osiander:
No earthly refreshing and delights can satisfy
Thirst a great need; those who
the heart.
once drink from this fountain of life furnish
themselves against all thirst for the world. He
who is to be converted, must be brought to a
knowledge of his sin. Canstein: Christ and
His Spirit must disclose to a man his secret
shame if they are to help him. Bibl. Wirt,:
Jesus looks especially upon one's conduct of his
married life. Piscator: In matters of religion
and faith no one should appeal to fathers or ancestry, unless their doctrine be first proved from
Prayer and worship depend
the word of God.
not on time, place, posture, bending of knees or
folding of hands, but upon spirit and truth

—

—

—

—

Worship in spirit and in truth by no means supersedes outward worship. Canstein The way
of serving God must agree with the attributes of
Majus: If between contending parties
God.
there still is agreement or harmony in some
points, one must not despise him, but endeavor
:

as

opportunity offers to turn

it to edification.

Osiander: The true knowledge of Christ fills a
man with heavenly joy. Hedinobr: Grace,

when

—

;

it is vitally

kindled in the soul, gives joy

and alacrity. The same: Doing the will of God
should be to us above eating and drinking and
Quesnel A great consolation
every necessity.
for those in the church of God who labor much
:

and see no fruit, that they are here assured that
Hedthey shall lose nothing of their reward.
ijoer : He who continues to depend on man, attains not to divine certainty.—Christ a universal Saviour of the whole world, 1 Tim. iv. 10;
Tit. it 11,

13.

Gossner:

Where

the true Christ comes,

He

—

—
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unoovers disgrace and shame, and then
takes them away. Braune: This is the fixed
order in the kingdom of God, which is above all
time : that it reaches over centuries, and every
generation reaps what the preceding sowed, and
in turn must sow what the suoceeding may
reap.
Gerlach : Every sensuous form of worship,
even that ordained by God Himself, is a symbolical worship, and therefore reaches its truth only
in the spiritual,
without which it would be a
false worship.
"Wouldst thou have a high, a
holy place? consecrate thyself inwardly a temple of God ; for the temple of God is holy, which
temple ye are, 1 Cor. iii. 17. Wouldst thou pray
in a temple, pray in thyself; but become first
thyself a temple of God, for He hears him who
calls to Him out of His temple." (Augustine.)
Heurner: Jesus teaches us prudence, silent
first

—

——

withdrawal;

it

is

more

illustrious than

bold

daring, challenge, resistance, and fool hardiness.
A blessing often still rests on old places. The
inward progress in the leading of souls. "There
cometh a woman. 1 * How the steps of man are
guided
Request, an approach to the heart.
The gospel seems at first only to ask of the unconverted, but under this apparent asking the
offer of the highest grace is covered.
The first
apprehension of the soul by divine grace takes
place so secretly and imperceptibly that the souls
themselves do not at all suspect it. Religious
hatred the bitterest hatred among nations.
Jesus does not stop upon invidious partisan disputes.
He who begins to know Jesus, asks of
Him, calls upon Him. "The well is deep."
How deep then is the well of Jesus from which
the flock of God is refreshed
The natural man
resists the demand of radical renewal with the
pretence that godly ancestors have surely been
saved by their mode. *• Greater than our father
Jacob ?" This was her standard. How imperfect in comparison with Jesus.
God compels man
to reflect, to oome to the knowledge of Himself.
Through Christianity the whole earth is to become a temple of God. The heavenly Jerusalem
has no temple (Rev. ch. xx. and xxi.). Yet
Christ does not teach syncretism. He compromises nothing of the truth. The future in the
germ already lies in the present. Ver. 24. Jerome well applies this passage to pilgrimage.
Ver. 80. One coal kindles the others. Eternal
life equalises all.
In it all faithful laborers enjoy in common the fruit of the labor of all.—

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

There is a faith at first hand and a faith at second
hand. The latter must lead to the former, because the latter is not enough. (From Schleierm ac her: Why Christ did not baptize and why
Paul aoted in like manner, 1 Cor. i. 14 ; both, on
the contrary, preached, whereas among us the
authority to preach comes before the authority
to administer the sacraments, Vol. I., p. 237).
It is certainly false for a man to say, he must
not speak of such (spiritual) things in social life,
because they would be too nigh and deep. For
the earthly and the spiritual are not so separate.
In those hot and dry countries where water
was scarce, thirst became a tormenting sensation,
such as we cannot share
Soon the time will
come when ye shall not use some this word,
some that word, to express a given Christian

—

—

—
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Weary stt'st Thou seeking me,
when men shall express themselves on
Died'st, redeeming, on the tree,
the same subject in a manner in which controLet such toil not fruitless be.
versy disappears.
The Saviour, wearied with Christ's weariness, hunger and thirst a proof
[E. D. Ykomans:
ages of pilgrimage among us and of forbearance of His true humanity, including our infirmi"When we are carried easily, let us
towards our heartless service of Him, sits on the ties
well at the sources of earthly life, which we think on the weariness of our Master" (Hekry).
frequent and throng, to draw, a well of really —-The thirst of Christ's soul for the salvaholy memory, consecrated by the draughts of the tion of man. « Christ weary in His work, but
Christ always more ready
and asks of us a drink, Him- not of His work.'
patriarch's faith,
Christ, the great
If we but saw things to give than we are to ask.
self the gift of God to us!
Fisher of man, as eager to catch a single soul,
so, what glad labors, what cheerful sufferings,
what effectual prayers, what glorious hope, would as a vast multitude. The priceless value of a
single soul in the view of Christ—Christ the momake up our life!]
[Schafp:— Several idyllic scenes of Scripture, del of a practical teacher in commencing a most
such as the meeting of Abraham's servant with spiritual discourse in a most natural way, and
Rebecca (Gen. xxiv.), Jacob's first interview with rising from physical wants to the wants of the
Rachel (Gen. xxix.), Moses' meeting with Zippo- soul.— How to spiritualize and Christianise the
rah in Midian (Ex. ii. ), took place in the neighbor- events and occasions of every-day life. Vers.
hood of wells ; but the most interesting and im- 16-19. There is an avenue to every human heart.
Kindness often more effective than severity.
portant event is that attached to Jacob's well.—
"Few can see the literal wells of Palestine, all Reproof is most profitable when least provoking.
" Those who would win souls should make the
can visit the better fountain of salvation, ail can
gather around the true Shepherd, lie down on the best of them and work upon their good-nature; for
green pasture of His love, and drink of the still wa- if they make the wont of them, they certainly
ters" (Macduff). Christ's divine-human deal- exasperate their ill-nature" (Hbnry). "Amongst
ing wit-h women, as a friend and Saviour, securing all sins the sin of uncleanness lies heaviest upon
both their affection and adoration—>an evidence of the conscience ; for no sin is so directly opposite
Christ offering the same gospel to to holiness ; no sin quenches the Holy Spirit like
Christianity.
an ignorant, semi-heathenish woman, as to a this" (Burkitt). Christ keeps a record of our
Christ's sin9.—Conviction of sin the first step to converlearned, orthodox Pharisee (ch. Hi.).
Ver. 20. The right and wrong appeal to
discourse with the Samaritan woman a proof of sion.
His condescending love. (Calvin : Mirum boni- the fathers and to tradition. Vers. 21-24. The
spirituality of worship distinct: 1. from formaltatis ejus exemplum! Quid enimfuit in misera kacfemina, ut ex tcorto Filii Dei repente discipula fieret f) ism and ritualism ; 2. from intellectualism ; 8.
truth, but

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Christ's discourse with the Samaritan woman,
in its effect, breaking down national and religious
hatred and bigotry, and elevating woman to
higher dignity. Jewish and Samaritan bigotry
continued in the sectarian quarrels of Christendom, contrary to the spirit of Christ. Catholics
44
have no dealings' 1 with Protestants, nor Epis-

—

copalians with Presbyterians, Lutherans with
Calvin ist 8, Baptists with Pedobaptists, high
churchmen with low churchmen, etc. The weariness and thirst of Christ turned into an unfailing fountain of refreshment for a. poor woman and for all thirsty souls. A touching allusion to Christ's weariness in the Dies irse:

—

—

"Qnrerens

mo

tedirti

lassus*

Kederaisti crucora pass us
Tantns labor non sit c

* [Vulgate, John iv.6: " Jetju/aiigatui ex itinera, sedtbat
lupra fontem."J

sic

—

—

—

—

from fanatic spiritualism. True and false spiritu«»0 for a mountain to pray on, thou criest,
ality.
high and inaccessible, that I may be nearer to
God, and God may hear me better, for Hedweileth
on high. Yes, God dwelleth on high, but He hath
respect to the humble.
Would est thou pray in
the temple? pray in thyself; but first do thou become the temple of God " (St. Augustine). The
right use and abuse of forms in worship.
Vera.
28-80. The Samaritan woman a specimen of unpretending and effectual lay-preaching. (Origen, who
himself preached before his ordination to the
priesthood, calls her "the apostle of the Samaritans.")— Vers. 41, 42. Two kinds of faith : faith
resting on external authority or tradition (the
woman's XaXid), and faith resting on personal
.

.

.

—
—

experience (avrol

aiajudafiev

koI ol6afitv).

—The

woman a picture of the church in
men to Christ that they may see and

Samaritan
leading

know

for themselves.]
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VIII.

RISID1WC1 07 JESUS IN GALILEE, AND BELIE VINO GALILEANS IN PABTICULAE.
MIRACLE OF DISTANT HEALING, AS A SECOND SIGN.

THE NOBLEMAN.

THE

Chap. IV. 43-54.
(Vers. 47-54. Gospel for 21st

Sunday

after Trinity.)

Now after [the, rds] two day3 he departed thence, and went [omit and went] 1
43
44 into Galilee. 8 For Jesus himself testified, that a prophet hath no honor in his own
45 country. Then when [When therefore, 6rs oi/\ he was come [he came, jjxfo] into
1

Galilee, the Galileans received him, having seen all the things [omit the things] that

he did at Jerusalem at the feast for they also went unto [to] the feast
46
So JestL3 [he] 4 came again into Cana of Galilee, where he made the water
:

wine.

And there was a certain nobleman [a royal person or officer, ns Paedutq],
47 whose son was sick [,] at Capernaum. When he heard [The same, having heard,
ol>to~ dxourras] that Jesus was [had] come out of Judea into Galilee, he went unto
him, and besought him that he would come down, and heal his son for he was at
48 the point of death. Then said Je3us unto him, Except ye see signs and wonders,
49 ye will not believe. The nobleman saith unto him, Sir, come down ere my child
50 die. Jesus saith unto him, Go thy way thy son liveth. And the man believed
the word that Jesus had spoken [spake, elnev] unto him, and he [omit he] went his
51 way. And as he wa3 now going down, his servants met him, and told him [brought
6
52 word],5 saying, Thy son [his child, nals auroD] liveth. Then [he] inquired he of
them the hour when he began to amend. And they said unto him, Yesterday
53 at the seventh hour the fever left him. So the father knew that it was at [in] the
same hour, in the [omit the] which Jesus said unto him, Thy son liveth and
54 [. And he] himself believed, and his whole house. This 13 again the second miracle thai, Je3us did [This again, a second sign, wrought Jesus, tojto ndXtv feurepnv mjfietov tnofyasv 6 V^tf.], when he was [had] come out of Judea into
:

;

:

Galilee.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 43.—(The article refers, of coarse, to the Bvo witfpa? in Tor. 40.—P. S.J
* Ver. 43.
Codd. B. C. D. omit: «ai ajri}A0ci>; but A. supports the Recepta. Tischendorf omits the words. Meyer also
But it is evident that they Iiave been omitted through failure to perceive their import. The Evangelist would
rejects them.
distinguish between the departure for Galilee in the wider sense, and the removal to Upper Galilee, called by him simply
(The received text Is in favor of Dr. Lange's interpretation of varptf see Exkq. Notes, but
Galilee, in the prorincial sense.
the latest editions reject xal as^Affcr on the authority of the oldest MS3. fet. R. C. D. Orig. Cyr.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 43L--{Dr. Lango here inserts in small type the gloss: from Lower Galilee to Upper, thus anticipating his explanation of trarptf, ver. 44. See the Bxko. Notes.— P. S.]
4 Ver. 48.— This 6 'Iipovf, wanting in most authorities, is added by the textns receptus.
Ver. 51.—[Al ford brackets xot ari/yyt iA<u>. Tischend. ed VIII. reads koX j}yyt iAo? with N. D. Westcott and Ilort
omit it,— P. S.J
* Ver. 51 .— Lachmann : o waU avrov, after A. B. C. etc (Tischend., Alt, Mey. likewise adopt 6 wait avrov for the easier
lect. roc. o volt o-ov, which may have been conformed to 6 irate oov t ver. 60.— P. S.J
i

—

,

ft

EXBGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[The miraculous healing of the nobleman's
son resembles the healing of the centurion's servant,

Matth.

viii.

5

;

Luke

vii. 1,

but must not

be confounded with it (see the points of difference
It was the second mirain the note on ver. 46).
cle which Christ wrought in Galilee (ver. 54)
the first being the change of water into wine
John relates a third miracle in Gali(eh. ii.).
lee, the feeding of the multitude, which is followed by a long discourse (ch. vi.j, and three

miracles in Judea, viz.: ibe healing of the cripple at the pool of Bethesda (v.), the healing of
the blind (ix.), and the raising of Lazarus (xi.).
He also relates three appearances of the risen
Saviour (xxi. 14). Bengel (on ver. 54) notes this
threefold trinity with the remark : "Iftec nimirum
Johannit methodut est, utper ternarium incedat."
P. S.]
Ver. 43.
went. The repetition 'E£?AOev eicet&ev, and koI aKijX&ev, should be noted
with reference to the next verse. Sea the Textual
Notes (No. 2).
Ver. 44. For Jesus himself testified.—*

—

And

—

:
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Jlimsdf.

Meyer : " Not only other people

ference to Him.
Matth. xiii. 57 ;

Tholuck better :

For the matter

Mark

vi.

4;

itself,

Luke

iy.

in re-

comp.
24."

"He had himself acknowledged

the correctness of the popular proverb." J[The
proverb itself is based upon common experience
and needs no explanation. " Familiarity breeds
contempt," while "distance lends enchantment
The Germans have a similar proto the yiew."
verb: "This is not far off" (Das ist nieht weit
Many of the
her), i. e., nothing uncommon.
greatest men were despised or ignored in their
native land or city, and made their renown or
fortune in foreign lands. The only difficulty is
in the logical connection as indicated by ?6p.—
P. S.] The question is, how is the for {yap) to
be explained ? or how can He go to Galilee because a prophet hath no honor in his own country ?
for we should expect either the reverse, or although (KalTzep) instead of for (yap)* Answer :
1. Uarpic [patria] is not the native country
( Vatcrland), but the native city (Vaterstadt), even
in antithesis to the country of Galilee (Chrysostom, who understands it of Capernaum, Cyril,
Erasmus, Calvin, etc.). Against this: The antithesis is not demonstrated.
[Nearly all who understand irarpic of the native town, refer it, not to Capernaum (with Chrysostom and Euthymius Zig.), which is altogether
out of the question, but to Nazareth, where Christ
was not born, indeed, but raised, and where He
(So
lived to the time of His public ministry.
Cyril Alex., Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Olshausen,

Hengstenberg, Baumlein, Trench, on Miracle*,
Wordsworth.) Nazareth in Galilee then
is contrasted here with Galilee in general, as the
city of Jerusalem is contrasted with the land of
Judea, iii. 22. This view has a strong support
in Luke iv. 24 (comp. Matth. xiii. 57 ; Mark vi.
4), where Christ says in the synagogue of Nazareth: "No prophet is accepted in his own country " (h Tt) narpidi avrov). This was soon shown
by the action of the Nazaroans who " thrust Him
(
p. 9 J,

out of the city and led Him to the brow of the
that they might cast Him down headlong"
(ver. 29); while in Capernaum the people "were
astonished at His doctrine" (ver. 32), and, as
John relates, received Him well (iv. 45). John
may have supposed this event to be already known
from the other Gospels. The only objection to
this view is, that Galilee, ver. 43, would naturally
It would be necessary to
include Nazareth.
explain the ydp from ver. 46: Christ went to
Cana in Galilee (which lies north of Nazareth),
without passing through His native place, for the
reason mentioned. The choice lies between this
interpretation and that of Dr. Lange (see below,
No. 7), which comes nearest to it. All others
are too far-fetched.— P. 8.]
2. Uarpig is Judea, since He was born in
Bethlehem (Origen, Maldonatus, Schweizer, Ebrard [formerly], Baur). Against this : a. His acknowledged homo was Nazareth, notwithstanding
He was born in Bethlehem ;f b. In Judea He had
been well received by the people ; c. The construction, that Judea was His country, as being
hill,

* [Augustine, Tittmann. Kuinoel and Bloomfleld take yap
here in the sense of Kois-cp, which is against all grammar.
P. 8.1
John 1 40 ; ii. 1 ; rii. 3, 41, 52.—P. 8.]
\ [Comp.

the country of the prophets (Origen, Baur,
Baumgarten-Crusius^, would be unintelligible.
8. Judea is indeed meant to be understood as
His irarpic, but this just proves the unhistorical
character of John's Gospel (Schwegler, Bruno
Bauer; Schweizer: Tho unhistorical character
of the ensuing narrative, which is to be considered
an interpolation).
4. For means namely, that it to say, and relates
not to what precedes, but to what follows.
The
sentence is a preliminary explanation of the fact
that the Galileans did indeed this time receive
Jesus well, but only on account of the miracles
they had seen at their visit to the last pas«over
in Jerusalem [which set them the fashion in their
estimate of men and things, while the Samaritans
believed in Him for His word without signs]. (So
Liicke [III. ed.l, De Wette, Tholuck.* Contrary
to the spirit of the maxim, to the context (for a nobleman from Capernaum meets Him at the outset
at Cana seeking help), and to the fact in general.
6. Christ went to Galilee just because He expected not to find acceptance there,
(a) Bruckner: To accept the conflict which, however, was
more threatening in Judea ; (6) Jlofmann, Lnthardt [now also Ebrard] Because He hoped [to
avoid publicity and] to find rest and quiet in Galilee
in which, however, He would be disappointed, f Against both these views may be urged
also that the text reports neither a conflict, nor
a quiet retirement in Galilee, but a miracle of
healing.—P. S.]
6. Meyer: " Uarpt? is not the native town, but
the native country, viz,, Galilee, as is proved by
vers. 43 and 45, and as usual with the Greeks
sinoe Homer.
The words contain the reason
why Jesus did not hesitate to return to Galilee,
but the reason lies in the antithetic relation implied in iv ry warpidi.
For if, as Jesus Himself
testified, a prophet is without honor in his own
country, he must earn it in another.
And this
Jesus had done in Jerusalem. He now brought
with nim the honor of a prophet from a distance.
Hence too He found acceptance with the Galileans, because they had seen His miracles in Jerusalem (ii. 23). "f Against this: c Then the
word must have stood at oh. iv. 1. But there
another motive stands for His having now left
Judea. 6. The remark must have been, that He
came already full of honor, because He had none
to expect in Galilee,
c. It must not have been
known that He was ill-received in His own ?rarpic, in the narrower sense, on this very return.
7. Uarpic is Lower Galilee, to which Nazareth
belonged. We believe we have found the full
solution in the fact that now took place, the re.
moval of Jesus from Nazareth, where He had
been thrust out, to Capernaum, on the presumption that Capernaum belonged to Galilee in the
narrower sense, t. e., to Upper Galilee, to which
Nazareth, in Lower Galilee, did not belong. This
is supported (a) by the fact that the name Galilee in the narrower sense referred to Upper Ga-

—

:

—

lilee

(see Forbiger,

Handbuch der alien Gcograby the statement of Joso-

phie, II., p. 689); (b)

* [Dr. Lange mentions Olshausen after Tholuck. Bnt in the
third ed. of his Com., Olshausen refers T+rpi* to Nazareth.
Dean Alford adopts De Wette's view, but in his sixth edition
he combines with it Luthardt's (see below, sub 5). P. S.1
f [Godet pretty nearly agrees with Meyer.—P. 8.J

—
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pbua, that Upper Galilee was separated from
Lower Galilee by a line drawn from Tiberias to4
Zebuion [De bello Jud. III. 8, 1), which throws
Naxareth into Lower Galilee. If now we consider that John writes with the living, popular
Tiew of Palestine thoroughly in his mind that
he knew of an unknown Bethany, a ferry-village
on the other side of the Jordan, of an otherwise unknown Salim, near ^Enon, of an elsewhere unknown Sychar, probably a suburb of
Sichem, of the pool of Bethesda with its porches,
of Solomon's Porch in the temple, we may also
conceive that John knows of a Galilee in the
provincial sense, and that he can say without
geographical reflection, Jesus went to Galilee, as
the Swiss in Geneva says without reflection: I
am going to Switzerland; the Pomeranian: I
am going to Prussia. This is further favored by
the expression in Luke iv. 81: He " came down
;"
from Nazareth to Capernaum, a city of Galilee
against which it signifies nothing that Galilee
sometimes occurs in John, especially in the
mouth of another, in the wider sense. (See
Ltben Jetu, II. 2, p. 542.)
Ver. 45. The Galileans reoeived him.
;

—

Received Him favorably. A general observation
concerning His acceptance in Upper Galilee,
particularly in Cana, Bethsaida, Capernaum, etc.
They reoeived Him ; antithetic to an implied reHaving seen all the things that
jection.
he did. No ignoring of His earlier miracles in
Cana and Capernaum. It was to the Galileans
a new and higher attestation, that Jesus had made
a great impression even in Jerusalem with His
signs. It was their countryman who had purified
the temple, and filled the holy city with wonder.
Ver. 46. So Jesus came again. What
means this ow, tot The first time Jesus had
gone on from Nazareth to Cana. And now He
again went first to Nazareth. And if He wished
to go thence to Galilee, we might expect He
would proceed first to His friends in Cana. In
Cana He seems to have tarried several days ; at
all events the fkiailiKds comes hither for Him.
And there was a certain nobleman
[royal offloer, paoAucdc]. An officer of Herod

—

—

—

Antipas, the tetrarch (whom the common people
considered and called a king, Matt. ziv. 1, 9),*
The title fkujiAucdc combines civil and military
dignity ; hence some have taken this paatXucdc to
be identical with the centurion of Capernaum
(Irens»u8, Semler, Strauss, Baumgarten-Crusius).

The

office,

the sick boy, the distant healing,

are similar features.
On the other side are these differences
1. The time ; here before the removal of Jesus
to Capernaum, there long after it.
2. The place of Christ at the time ; here Cana,
there the vicinity of Capernaum.
8. The characters ; here excited, weak, feebly
believing, there calm, confident, strong of faith.
Other differences, by themselves considered,
might be more easily wiped away: The inhere,
the SovXoc there (a distinction, however, which is
not resolved by the common irate : here the boy
is a small boy, a child (ver. 49), there a stout
youth) ; there a Gentile, here a miracle-believer,
*
ard,

[Some Identity this nobleman with Chuza, Herod's stewwhuee wife Joanna was among the followers and supof Jesas, Lake rili. 3. A mere conjecture.—P. S.J

porters
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probably a Jew. Yet these with the foregoing
strengthen the difference. But the most decisive
diversity is in the judgment of the Lord.
The
faith of the centurion lie commends with admiration ; the faith of the nobleman He must first subject to a trial.
[Chrysostom, Trench, Alford:
The weak faith of the nobleman is strengthened,
while the humility of the centurion is honored.]
Accordingly this miracle has been in fact by
most expositors (from Origen down) made distinct from the otner.*
Ver. 48. Except ye see signs and wonders. Shall have seen. Ye must first have
seen these, before ye come to faith. The stress

—

does not lie decidedly on idijrt (Storr), thus censuring the request to go with him. The man's
answer does not agree with this ; and Idrj-e must
then have stood first. Still the Idijrt is not without significance ; as is indicated by the fact that
we here have for the first time in John aijfiua nal
ripara, whereas hitherto he has spoken only of
oyfieia.
And wondtrs (ripura) must be emphasized.
But the less therefore can we suppose a
general reproof of the Galileans, with reference
to ver. 45 (Meyer); for it was the way of
Jesus Himself to lead through faith in miracles
to faith in the word, John x. 88; xiv. 11 ; xv.
24.
Christ, therefore, reproves not the faith in
miracles in itself (Eckermann), but the craving
for miraoles or miracle-mania.
He intimates besides, that there is a higher grade of faith than
that which rests on the seeing of miracles ; as
appears more distinctly afterwards, in John xiv.
11 ; xx. 29.
He designates the petitioner and
those like him as a class of peoplo who are not
set beforehand towards the kingdom of God, but
have yet to be brought to faith by signs and
wonders {rkpara) ; of course presupposing a
sensuous spirit with a weak readiness to believe, passion for miracles, personal interest in
the miracle (signs and wonders for yourselves),
and an inordinate desire for seeing, 1 Cor. i. 22.
We must, however, consider that the reproof is
not intended for a rejection, but for discipline,
to hush the excitement of the man, and recall
him to his inward spirit. Yet the palliation of
Maldonatus [Rom. Cath.] is too strong: That
the words contain no censure, but only a declaration of the spiritual infirmity of the people now
proved by a fact.
Ver. 49. Sir, oome down ere, etc.—The
man proves not strong enough, indeed, to take
the reproof of Christ, but it is enough that he
does not feel wounded and repulsed, and that he
persists and grows more urgent in his prayer.
The utterance of a father's love in trouble and anguish: My child is dying; as in Jairus, the
Canaanitish mother, and the father of the demoniac under the mount of transfiguration. This
distress of love makes him a believer.
Ver. 60. Go thy way ; thy son liveth.—
* Among those who have identified the two, Strauss and
others would give the preference for accurate narration to
Matthew, Gfrorer and Ewald to John. With Weisse again it
is " a misapprehension of a parable."
According to Baur tho
doctrinal import of tho story of Nicodemus and of that of the
woman of Samaria is here combined in a third story, teaching: How faith in miracles comes by means of faith in word,
and consequently is in reality only such. In other words two
critical legends are supposed to be combined in a third, and
tho Jewish councillor and the Samaritan woman become iu
this phantasy the Galilean nobleman
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Not only the word of miraculous help, but at the at once, and it went out from Him even in
same time also the second and decisive test. He tant results.
must believe and go at the word. And the man
believed the word he stood the test
DOCTRINAL

AND ETHICAL.

;

Explanation of the miracle:
1. Paulus makes of it a medical prognostication after the account of the sickness given by
the father: corap. also Amnion.
2. Others have supposed the operation of a magnetic healing power (Olshausen, Krabbe, etc.).
8. Meyer, on the other hand: By his will.
This is of course the main thing, as in the docGod created the world by His
trine of creation.
will.
But if we conceive the will of God abstractly, and exclude all co-operation of His
vital force, we are ultra-supornaturalistio (and
perhaps ultra-Reformed). The will of Christ is
unquestionably the main thing, but it does not
work abstractly ; without a vital force proceeding from Him (comp. Mark v. 30) the thing
is not apprehended, though the magnetic healing
virtue affords only the natural analogy or form
for it. Even the miracle of immediate knowledge comes into the account, inasmuch as Christ
wrought only where He saw the Father work,
John v. 19. And the same instant, in which
this saving life-ray flies into the heart of the
father^ it flies also into the heart of his distant
For how near this father now was to his son
son.
in his inward communication, Jesus alone knew.
Ver. 62. Then he inquired of them. The
fact alone did not satisfy him; he wished to
trace it to its cause. That is, he leaned towards
" Not self-interest merely, but a religious
faith.
interest also in the case, is guiding him." Tholuck.
And then it appeared, (1) that the son
suddenly recovered, and (2) at the hour when
Jesus spoke the word.
Yesterday at the
seventh hour. According to the Jewish division of the day this could perhaps have been
said in the evening of the same day, after six
The healing took place soon after noon,
o'clock.
and probably the father set out immediately for
home. According to our reckoning of the day,
a night must have intervened ; which would
give a strange length of time for a distance of
some eight or ten hours, and Lampe adjusts by
supposing that the man, in his firm faith, did not
travel festinam, while De Wette thinks it strange
that he stopped over night on the way. But the
meeting of the servants might very well have occurred the next morning, without the journey
having been slow.
Ver. 53.
he himself believed, and
his whole house. It is palpably the rule,
that, with the father, the family also become believers (Acts x. 44; xvi. 15, 82) ; but here the
Evangelist calls particular attention to it by his
expression.
The members of the family had
seen the sudden recovery, but had not heard the
word of the Saviour.
Ver. 54. This sign Jeans wrought as the
second, etc. liaTuv is not to be connected
with devrepov, nor to be referred to kiroiqaev by
itself, but to the statement that Jesus had

—

—

And

—

returned from Judea to Galilee.
Jesus had
meantime done many other miracles, even in
Capernaum this miracle marks His second return to Galilee, as the miracle at Cana had
marked the first. He brought healing with Him
;

dis-

In regard

to the spirit in

which Jesus just
Upper Galilee and performs this
miracle, it must be observed that according to
Luke iv. 14 sqq. Matth. xiii. 53 sqq., He had
just been thrust out from His city Nazareth. See
1.

now comes

to

;

Leben Jesu, II. 2, p. 541.
Experiences of this
kind could in Him produce only an increase of
His manifestations of love to those who were
susceptible.
2. As the first miracle of distant operation this
incident bears a close relation to the healing of
the servant of the centurion at Capernaum and
of the daughter of the Canaanitish woman.
In
the mysterious manifestation of the divine power
of Christ, we must still not neglect the human
media, which here lay in the inward connection
of an anxious father's heart with the dying child.
As in fact the help of God owns the human intercession.
The spiritual roads, streets and

paths which human love, distress, and prayer
have to make for the divine help in the invisible
world, can only glorify the freedom, truth, and
miraculous power of this help, as a power which
is at the same time the power of a personal
Spirit and love, t. «., not abstractly working in
a void, but as divine life applied to the human.
8. As the Lord in the case of the Samaritan
woman rebuked superstitious trust in a place of
pilgrimage, so here He reproves superstitious
trust in visible miracles.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
After the two days. The great days of grace,
in which the Lord visits us, are numbered, and
swiftly pass away.
Jesus departed thence.
The
itinerancy of Jesus a clear expression of His
inner life: (1) of His Israelite fidelity to duty;
of His love; (4)
(2) of His heavenly calling;
(3J
of His holy Spirit.
The rapid change of time
and place in the life of Jesus a token of His unworldly pilgrim nature. How the Lord learned
and sealed in its highest sense the universal human experience that a prophet has no honor in
his own country, in order to make of it a holy
maxim of life. Want of esteem at home, the prophet's signal to travel.
The closed door a waymark for the Lord and His disciples to go on to
the open door. A good word finds its place.
It is no question, Whether there be in the world
persons susceptible to thy mission; the only
question is, Where they are (whether here or far
away; whether in the present or in the future)
and herein is much to be unlearned and to be
learned by the heart of youthful Christian enthusiasm.
How the divine fire of Christ was always only inflamed by the coldness of men.
The two works of Jesus in Cana, the transformation of water and the distant healing, as conspicuous tokens of His heavenly nature : 1. The
first, so to speak, leads up into heaven.
2. The
second as it were comes down from heaven.
nobleman
of Capernaum learns to beHow the
This nobleman compared with the cenlieve.
turion of Capernaum (resemblances, differences,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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deliberation of Jesus with the
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;

of the humility of his faith; (b) in his confident departure at the word of Jesus he proves
the power of his faith. Only the faith, which is
itself a miracle of God can receive the miraculous
Faith in the divine help must be
help of God.
directed above all to the divine in the help.
How the Lord in granting refuses and in reHis refusing, a higher granting.
fusing grant 8.
Necessity and love as handmaids of faith.
Comparison of the nobleman with the Canaan ittest

—

—

—

—

ish

woman.

—The father and his

sick child.

—How

the upright man in approaching Jesus becomes
at once smaller and greater: 1. The nobleman
is smaller in his going than in his coming, in
that he is humbly satisfied with the healing word
of Jesus, and no longer desires that he should go
down with him. 2. He is greater in his geing
than in his coming, in that he returns full of
confidence in the word of Jesus. The majesty
in trusting the promise of Christ, the power, out
of which the greatness in the confidence of the
believer grows. Out of the Amen of Christ the
Amen of the believer. The divine education of
the sensuous believing of miracles into believing
of the word: (1) In this incident, (2) in the

church, (3) in the life of the individual Christian.
The health-message of Christ and the
health-messenger of the servants; or, how
the health-messages of heaven by far precede
The echo of
the health-messages of earth.
the divine word of Christ: Thy son liveth!
in the mouth of the servants: Thy son liveth !
The dull echo of earth, and the clear echo of
heaven.
The hard ascent and the glad descent
Yesterday at
in the journey of the nobleman.
the seventh hour; or, in the proper hour the
Mark the great
help comes home with power.
hours (of extremity, of prayer, of miraculous
help).
Remember those hours, and believe
The distress of the whole house must become
also the faith of the whole (this may be said of the
family, of the church, of mankind).—The faith
wrought by the miracle at the moment must
mike itself good in the moral expansion of faith.
1. Through the whole life, 2. Through the whole
house.
How the sickness of a child may become

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

of a whole house ; may, under His
management, serve to glorify the Lord. The
the salvation

—
connection between the faith of the father and
germ of faith in the heart of the child. — He

the

— ——

—

—

IV. 43-54.

nobleman, a mark of the elevation of His spirit;
(1) Of His freedom from obsequiousness and respect of persons ; (2) of His wise reserve and
loving compliance. Except ye see signs and
wonders. Or, the distinction between true and
Also a disfalse resting of faith on miracles.
tinction between the true and the false miracle.
The marks of each (faith and miracle). Except
Or, the connection between worldly-minded
ye.
unbelief and worldly-minded superstition in the
polite world (at that time the court of Herod).
Yet a nobler germ may lie in the miracle-craving
form of faith. (The question is, which is the germ,
and which the shell.) The testing cf faith, which
the nobleman stands: 1. How he is tested (a) in
his humility by a stern word which might wound
the pride of a nobleman (6) in his faith, by being
required to trust a word. 2. How he stands the
test: (a) in his persistent prayer he passes the

—

—— —
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prayed for the healing of his

child, and obtained
healing for himself and his whole house. The
Lord comes announced by the forerunning miraeulous help. The healing work of Christ in
His presence and at a distance: (1) At a distance even when it is in His presence; (2) in His
presence even when it is at a distance (susceptible hearts are near to Him, and He is near to
them). Jesus always peculiarly rich when He

—

—

—

comes from Judea

to Galilee:

1.

From enemies

From

the great to the small; 8.
from the proud to the poor.
Starke : The bad manners of men in esteeming nothing which is common and always before
their eyes, but highly esteeming what is strange
and rare. Every one is bound, indeed, to serve
his own country; but if his own country despise
him, any place which receives him is his country.
Hedinger: Jesus comes again (when He has
once retired apparently in vexation). God has
a holy seed even among the great. All men,
whatever their station, are subject to need and
sickness.
The tame: Trouble gives feet, humbles
pride, teaches prayer.
Langs: To seek Jesus
under special distress is indeed good and needful, but it is better that one should not wait so
long, but knowing his sin and misery should in
to friends;

2.

—

—

spirit

should

—

be near to Jestfs,. Osiander: Parents
interest themselves both bodily and

—

The bodily sicktroubles Christian parents;
what an affliction, when they lie sick in soul!
Christ comes always at the right time with His
help.
Bibl. Wirt. : Christ rejects not those who
are weak in faith, but takes pains, that their
spiritually for their children.

ne&s of children

may grow. Nova Bibl. Tub.: Faith is
[seems] shameless and cannot be rebuffed.
Osiander : It is well to persevere in prayer, but
not prescribe the manner or time of help. Faith
has not onlv grand, but also swift results : almost every hour some form of divine help meets
the believer. As the master, so the servant;
good governing makes good domestics.— Canstein: When we duly reflect, not an hour passes
in which God does not show us good.
Osiander :
Christ's followers must not be weary of wandering far on earth and doing good in all places.
The more a country has seen and heard of Christ,
the heavier judgment will it receive, if it believe
not.
Kieger: Much of the teaching and wholesome direction of God comes to us through our
children, and what concerns their life and death,
their success and hindrances, goes to our heart.
All depends on whether a man will.
Be8ser : It is a wonderfully beautiful example
of growing faith, that we have in this nobleman.
Methinks John expresses his own joyful surprise, when he pictures to us the suddenly stilled
faith

—

—

—

and satisfied man The man believed the word that
:

Jesus had spoken unto him, and he went his way.

Heubner

:

By

the sickness of children

—

God

disciplines the parents themselves.
Though he
was at the court of Herod (at least as a servant),
yet he went to Jesus. Domestio troubles should
drive us to Jesus. The true sense is : Except ye see
signs and wonders. The emphasis lies on tee [yet
rtpara also is not unmeaning].
There is a secret
inclination [a universal passion of the world] for
miracles: 1. Desire for special extraordinary fortune to befall us, while we do not exert ourselves

—

—

—
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to obtain that

which

satisfies.

2.

Waiting for manhood, the stage of the power of miracle.
Reinhard How weighty should be to us the
thought, that distress is often our guide to truth.
Schulz: How trial and trouble lead men to
the fellowship of Jesus Christ. Bachmann : The
Christian calls the Saviour to his sick
1. He
calls Him.
2. In due time.
8. In the right spirit.
4. With the most blessed result
Lisco:
The house of the Christian, when God visits it

extraordinary help in exigency, when we will
not earnestly use the right means. 8. Desire for
extraordinary fruits of our labor, when we will
not sow, hoping in faith. 4. Desire of extraordinary violent assistance when we wish to get rid
of faults, while we ourselves do not lift a hand.
6. Desire or expectation of honor, etc., while yet
we have done or sacrificed nothing at all for the
glory of God. The word of Jesus holds good for
us in every conflict and every strait; Go thy way,
and believe
Hours of deliverance in human life.'
The more thou searchest, the more plain will
the moments of the divine deliverance be to thee.
And he believed. This faith was more than the
preceding; it attained to faith in Jesus the Saviour.
This faith was the fruit of trial. For this
God sends distress. The Christian father, as
priest in his own house.—-YWhitefieldJ The head
of a family has three offices (prophet, priest,
king : " the last he does not so easily forget' 1 ).
The nobleman as an example of gradual progress in faith.
Draeseke : The new house : 1. It has anew
attitude outwardly.
2. It has a new manner of
spirit.
(These two are reversible). Greiling
To our sufferings we owe the most precious experiences of our life. Goldhorn : Consolatory
reflections on the moral influence of sickness.
Gbueneisen : Concerning the growth of faith
J Need is its rise ; bodily need, less than spiri'aal.
2. Trust is its second stage ; and it must
be directed less to the bodily than to the spiritual.
8. Experience is the third stage ; experience more of spiritual than of bodily help.
Kniewel: The three stages of faith: 1. Its
childhood, the stage of seeking miracle. 2. Its
youth, the stage of receiving miracle. 8. Its
!

—
—

—

—
—

:

—

:

—

with trouble : The trouble (1) unites the members in tenderer love, (2) directs their hearts
more trustfully to the Lord, (3) awakens them
to importunate prayer and intercession, (4)
produces at last a joyful and thankful faith.
Kaempfe : The humility and the persistence of
the nobleman.
Ahlfkld : The blessing of trial.
Beck : The exigence, the test, the victory, of
faith.
Kautenberg : The hard condition of the
Christian at the sick-bed of his darlings.
[Alford : This miracle is a notable instance
of our Lord "not quenching the smoking flax,"
just as His reproof of the Samaritan woman was
of His " not breaking the bruised reed."
The
little spark of faith in the breast of this nobleman
is by Him lit up into a clear and enduring flame
for the light and comfort of himself and his house.

—

—

:

—

—Wordsworth:

:

Our Lord would notyo

rfotraat

the desire of the nobleman to heal his ton, but He
offered to go down to heal the servant of the centurion (Matt. viii. 7).
He thus teaches us, that
what is lofty in man's sight, is low in His eyes,
and the reverse. There are degrees in faith
(ver. 53) as in other virtues.
Kyle : The lessons
of this miracle: 1. The rich have afflictions as
well as the poor. 2. Sickness and death come
to the young as well as the old.
8. What benefits affliction can confer on the soul.
4. Christ's
word is as good as Christ's presence. P. S.]

.

—

—

SECOND SECTION.
Open Antagonism between

Christ, as the Light of the World, and the Elements
of Darkness in the World, especially in their proper Representatives,
Unbelievers, bat also in the Better Men, so far as They
still belong to the World.

Chap. V.

1—VII.

9.

I.

TBI FEAST OF THE JEWS AND THH SABBATH OF TUB JEWS, AND THEIR OBSERVANCE OF IT: KILLING
CHRIST. THE FEAST OF CHRIST AND THE SABBATH OF CHRIST, AND HIS OBSERVANCE OF IT:
RAI81NG THE DEAD. OFFENCE OF THE JUDAI8TS IN JERUSALEM AT THE SABBATH-HEALING OF
JESUS, AND AT HI8 TESTIMONY CONCERNING HIS FREEDOM AND HIS DIVINE ORIGIN (AND BESIDES,
DOUBTLESS, AT HIS OUTDOING THE POOL OF BETHE8DA). FIRST ASSAULT UPON THE LIFE OP
JESUS. CHRI8T THE TRUE FOUNT OF HEALING (POOL OF BETHE8DA), THE GLORIFIER OF THE SABBATH BT HI8 SAVING WORK, THE RAI8ER OF THE DEAD, THE LIFE AS THE VITAL ENERGT AND
HEALING OF THE WORLD, ACCREDITED BT JOHN, BT THE SCRIPTURES, BT MOSES. THE TRUE MESSIAH IN THE FATHER'S NAME, AND FAL8B ME88IAH8.
Chap. V.
1.

The Healino.

After this [these things, fxtrd. Taura, not touto] there was a feast1 of the Jews ; and
2 Jesus went up to Jerusalem. Now there is at Jerusalem by the sheep market
[sheep gate] 9 a pool, which is called in the Hebrew tongue [in Hebrew, 'LPpaieri]
1
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3 Bethesda,8 having five porches, ty these lay a great [omit great] 4 multitude of
impotent folk [of the sick, or diseased persons], of [omit of] blind, halt [lame],
4 withered, waiting for the moving of the water. For an angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and troubled the water: whosoever then first after the
troubling of the water stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease he had.
5
And a certain man was there, which had an infirmity
5 [Omit aU from waiting to had.
6
6 [who had been in his infirmity] thirty and eight years. When Jesus saw him lie,
and knew that he had been now [already] a long time in thai case,1 he saith unto
7 him, Wilt [Desirest] thou [to] be made whole? The impotent [sick] man answered him, Sir,8 1 have no man, when the water is troubled, to put me [carry me
but while I am coming, another steppeth [goeth]
quickly, cast mc] into the pool
Jesus saith unto him, Rise, take up thy bed, and walk. And
8, V down before me.
immediately the man was made whole, and took up his bed, and walked.
:

2.

10

THE OFFENCE AT THE HEALING ON THE 8ABBATH.

on the same [on that] day was the sabbath. 9 The Jews therefore said unto
him that was cured, It is the sabbath day [omit day] it is not lawful for thee to
carry thy bed [to take up the bed]. He answered them, He that made me whole,
10
the same said unto me, Take up thy bed, and walk.' Then asked they [They
asked] hira, What man is that which [Who is the man that] said unto thee, Take
11
up thy bed, [omit thy bed] and walk? And [But] he that was healed12 wist
[knew] not who it was for Jesus had conveyed himself away [withdrawn himAfterward Jesus findeth
self], a multitude [or crowd] being in that [the] place.
him in the temple, and said unto him, Behold, thou art made whole: sin no more,
The man departed, and
lest a [some, re] worse thing come unto thee [befall thee].
18
told the Jews that it was Jesus, which [who] had made him whole.

And

;

11
12

13

:

14
15

3.

16

17
18

19

THE ACCUSATION, A TWOFOLD ACCUSATION, AND THE VINDICATION OF JESUS CONCERNING HIS
WORKING ON THE SABBATH, AND CONCERNING HIS CLAIM TO BE THE 80N OF GOD.

And therefore did the Jews persecute Jesus [And for this cause the Jews persecuted (judicially arraigned) Jesus], and sought to slay him [omit and sought to
1
slay him], * because he had done these things on the sabbath day [omit day].
Father worketh hitherto [is working unceasingly
But Jesus answered them,
even until now, or, up to this time] and I work [am working]. Therefore the Jews
sought the more to kill him, because he not only had broken [broke, c/uev] the
sabbath [according to their opinion], but said also that God was his Father [but also
called God his own Father, nartpa ldtov\ t making himself equal with God.
Then answered Jesus [to this second accusation] and said unto them, Verily, verily,
I say unto you, The Son can do nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father do
[doing, 7zocot>yra] for what things soever he doeth, these things also doeth the Son
For the Father loveth the Son, and sheweth him all
likewise [in like manner].
things that [which he] himself doeth : and he will shew him greater works than
15
these, [and greater works than these will he show hira], that ye may marvel.

My

:

20

THE 8AVING OPERATION OF THE 80N, HIS QUICKENING IN GENERAL.
raiseth up the dead, and quickeneth them; even so the Son
22 quickeneth whom he will. For the Father judgeth no man [Neither doth the
Father judge any one], but hath committed all [the entire] judgment unto the Son
23 That all men should [may] honour the Son, even [omit even] as thejr honour the
Father. He that honoureth not the Son honoureth not the Father which hath sent
24 [who sent] him. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word, and believeth on him that sent me hath everlasting life, and shall not come [cometh not,.
oux Zpz£Tat] into condemnation [judgment, xpfotv]; but is passed from [hath passed
1
out of] * death unto [into, eis] life.
4.

21

For as the Father

—

5.

25
2ti

THE SPIRITUAL RAISING OF THE DEAD NOW IMMEDIATELY BEGINNINO.

Verily, verily, I say unto you, The hour is coming, and now is, when the dead
For as the
shall hear the voice 6t the Son of God ; and they that hear shall live.
Father hath life in himself; so hath he given [gave he] to the Son [also] to have
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in himself; And hath given [he gave]£im authority to execute judgment also
18
[omit also] 17 because he is me [a] Son of man.

27

life

THE FUTURE BAI8INQ OF THE DEAD.

6.

Marvel not at this for the [an] hour is coming, in the [omit the] which all that
28
29 are in the graves shall hear his voice, And shall come forth they that have done
good, unto the [a] resurrection of life ; and they that have dene evil, unto the [a]
resurrection of damnation [judgment, xpiaews],
I can of mine own self [of myself] do nothing ; as I hear [the actual sentence of
30
God], I judge; and my judgment is just; because I seek not mine own will, but
19
the will of the Father [him] which, hath sent [who sent] me.
:

;

7.

31
32

.

TESTIMONY OF JE8US.

If I [myself] bear witness of [concerning] myself, my witness is [according to law
not true. There is another that beareth witness of [concerning] me;
and I know that the witness which he witnesseth of [concerning] me is true.
of testimony]

8.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.

>

Ye

[have] sent [are<n-cUx<zre] unto John, and he bare [hath borne] witness [jitfxaprupyzsv'] unto the truth.
But I receive not testimony [authentication] from [a]
man." But the3e things I say [I speak openly of this matter], that ye [who know of the
35 circumstances] might [may] be saved. He was a [the] burning and a shining light
[lamp] 21 : and ye were willing for a season [a little while, an hour, irpdz a)pas/\ to

33
34

rejoice in his light."
9.

TE8TIMONY OF THE FATHER IN THE WORKS OF JESUS AND IN THE 8CRIPTURK8.

greater witness than that of John* : for the works which tire Father
to finish, the same works that I do [the very works ort the works
themselves which I am doing], bear witness of me, that the Father hath sent me.
And the Father himself,24 which hath sent [who sent] me, hath borne witness of
me. 25 Ye have neither heard his voice at any time, nor seen [spiritually] his shape.
And ve have not his word [Old Testament word] abiding [with living power] in you
for whom he [himself] hath [omit hath] sent, him ye believe not
Search [Ve do
search] 16 the Scriptures ; for [because] in them [in the several books and letters] ye
think ye have eternal life : and they are they which testify of me. Ajid [yet] ye
will not come to me ; that ye might [may] have life [the life of those Scriptures them-

But I have

36

hath given

37
38
39

40

me

selves].

INCAPACITY OF THE JEWS TO KNOW THE TBUB MESSIAH, AND THEIR DISPOSITION TO RECEIVE
FALSE MESSIAHS IN 8P1TB OF THE TESTIMONY OF MOSES, WHOSE ACCUSATION THEY INCUR.

10.

41
I receive not [do not appropriate to myself] honour [glory, 0u*av] from men. n
42 But I know you, that ye have not the love of God in you [are not inwardly directed
43 towards God]. I am [have] come in my Father's name, and ye receive me not: if
44 another shall come in his own name, nim ye will receive. How can ye believe,
which [who] receive honour [glory] one of another, and seek not the honour that
45 cometh from God only [the glory that is from the only God, or, from him who alone
Do not think that 1 will [shall] accuse you to the Father there is one
is God] ?*
46 that accuseth you, even Moses, in whom ye trust [ye hope, or, have placed your
hope, TjXizixare]. For had ye believed [if ye believed] Moses, ye would have be47 lieved [ye would believe] me for he wrote of me. But if ye Relieve not his [not
even his] writings, how shall [will] ye believe* my words?
:

;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1.—The reading 4 fopnf is after Codd. 0. B. F. L. (also Cod. Sin.). It probably arose from an effort to make the
feast the chief feast of the Jews, the passover. [Tischendorf, ed. riii M influenced mainly by &, reads q *opr4, bat Lachm.,
A If., Treg., Westcott and Hort omit the definite art with A. B. D. G. K. Orig. The article has some bearing on the question
whether the great feast of the passorer, or a subordinate feast is meant ; yet It is not absolutely conclusire ; for in Hebrew
a noun before the genitivo is made definitive by prefixing the article, not to the noun itself, but to the genitive, and tha
tame is the case in tho Sept. (Deut. xvi. 13 ; 2 Ki. xviii. 15) and in some passages of the N. T., as Matth. xii. 24 ; Luke ii.
1
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who

quote* also example* from tbe classics, p. 119 f. (Thayer's transl., p. 126). Tholnck rewe would be compelled to regard the chief festival, that is the Passover, as the one
may be meant, but so also may some other feast." P. S.J
Passover
the
meant. If it is not genuine,
* Ver. 2.—f Sheep gate is the marginal reading of the E. V.
mJAjj is usually supplied to in\ rjj rpa>0arurp.—P. 8.]
» Yer. 2.
name—
Bq0«r5a, BtiOaaio*, Bq0£a0a. There are also different readings for cvtAeyothis
spelliugs
of
[Different
#uV$, sc Aeyopern and to Xtyoptvov. Tischendorf prefers the last, which is supported by Cod. 8in.» The lect. rec. In-tAeyolUnu zicbenamt, turnamed, would imply that the pool had another proper name, perhaps the Sheep's PooL The Vulgate connects jcoAv*tj9>)0p9 (dative) with vpopATucjj and translates " Est autem Jerosolymis probatica piscina qua cognominatur HebraEflpaarrt refers to the prevailing Aramaic which was spoken by the Jews after their return from the
ic* Bdhsaida."
It proves incidentally the Greek composition of the Gospel. P. 8.1
exile.
* Ver. 3.—[noAv is wanting in B. C. D. L., etc. [and Cod. Sin.] ; put in brackets by Lac h man n ; rejected by Tischendorf.
* Vers. 3, 4.— Omissions : (1) The words : ** Waiting for the moving of the water," and ver. 4, are wanting in B. C.*, etc
[also in the Cod. Sin.
Y.] ; (2) the words " waiting for the moving of the water," in A. L. ; (3) the 4th verse alone, in D.
Bee further below. [Tischendorf (ed. vill.), Alford (ed. vi.). Tregelles, Westcott and Hort omit the last clause of ver. 3 («*c5tLachmanu retains here the text, rec.,
kLvt\viv), and the whole of ver. 4 fAyycAo* to vo<tw*t<.).
Tijr
vfaroc
tow
Xoperap
which is backed by the authority of Tertullian (De Bapt., ch. 5), an authority much older than the oldest MSS. But it is
(its
legendary
character
was
certainly
not objectionable to the fathers,
clause
the
omission
of
for
the
account
n<>t ea*j to
ttamlators and transcribers). The largo number of awa$ Keyofitva kIwuviv, Tapani}, Sqirore, pocnjMa also speak against it.
It was probably a very ancient marginal gloss suggested by the popular belief in onler to explain the assemblage of the sick,
Its omission saves some trouble to the commentator by rever. 4, and the answer in ver. 7, which implies that belief.
lieving John from the superstition of the Jews in regard to the healing water. Comp., however, the Exeo. Notes.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 6.—[The best authorities read a vr oO, after iv rjj aaOtveia.
The meaning is: he had been sick for 38 years.
«X«k belongs to rptajcoira xai ojctw enj, (as the accusative of the time, comp. John viii. 67 ; xi. 17), not to iv t# aaQ. avrov
-"oo^cp**? t\<*v. P. 8.]
' Ver. 6.
[Or, in that condition, or, sick; on woKitv yin \p6vov cx«t, sc. iv a<r0ev«ia,ver. 5. Alford, in his revision, retains
the rendering of the A. V. Noyes : " that he had been for a long time diseased." Version of the Am. Bible Union : " that
he had been already a long time thus."— P. 8.1
* Ver. 7.
[Kvpic is here, as in iv. 11, simply a title of courtesy to a stranger, and hence correctly translated. Sir, instead
of Lord .— P. S.]
* Ver. 10.—[V Si adfifiarov iv Ueivn rjj i\uipa. Alford : "Now on that day was the sabbath." Noyes : "And that day
was the sabbath." Young *' It was a sabbath on that day." P. 8.]
» Ver. 12. [The ovv of the text. rec. after ripJIi-njo-av is sustained by A. C, bracketed by Tregelles, omitted by tf. B. D.
4
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Ti*chend.— P. 8.]
ii Ver. 12.
Tov Kpd$?ar6v <rov is wanting in tt. B. C* L.. omitted by Tischendorf. With the omission the expression
is more significant, as the addition contains something palliative.
it Ver. 13.—{Tischend. rend:) 6 Si aadev&v, the diseased man, (from ver. 7), but iaOtit, Vie healed man is supported by
X- A.
B.C., et aL, Vulg. (curatus), Lachm., Treg., Alf.— P. 8.1
M Ver. 15. Waverings between aiojyyciAc, A. B., Recepta. Lachmann ; dmfyyciAi, D. K., etc. ; elvev, C. L^ etc. [Cod. Sin.
The first reading is at once the most exact and the most suitable. [Tischend. reads tlirtv, Treg., Alf., Westcott and
Y.].
Ilort.: kvirrftiXw.— P. 8.1
** Yer. 16.
The words [of the text, rec] koX ifjjrovv airrov avoxrelvai, are wanting in K. B. C. D. L., etc., the Vulgate,
etc Probably occasioned by the fiaXkov, etc., ver. 18.
Air.,

—

—

—

:

» Ver. 20.—[yieifrva is emphatically put first.— P. 8.]
w Ver. 24. —[So pera8<i3i}«c «« is translated by Alford,

Noyes, andTJonant. Luther

:

hindurchgedrungen ; Lange

:

hitiH-

oergf^angen.—Jr. S.J

«

—
—

Ver. 27. [The xai before icpiaiv is omitted by Tischend.. Alf., etc.— P. 8.]
i» Ver. 27.
[Here vie? avQpunov, without the article, as also Apoc. i. 13 xiv. 14 (with reference to Dan. vii. 13) ; but in
other passages where it is applied to Christ in the full, ideal sense, we havo 6 vies tou av&pdnrov. See the Exeo. Notes, and
Excursus on I. 52, p. 93.— P. 8.]
*• Ver. 30.
The addition of varpos is feebly supported.
*> Ver. 34.
[Or, Yet Vie witness which I receive is not from man* eyw he ov trapa avBputnov rqv fiaprvpiav Kauflaw. P. 8.]
8 Ver. 35. [i Avx^ef (not $£?. comp. i. 8) 6 tcaio/ievo? xal fynivw. Alford He was tfa lamp that burneth and shineth,
Lange Inserts the gloss: " the signal-light of the Messiah, illuminating also the Messiah and the way to Him."— P. 8.1
» Ver. 35.— [Lange inserts these comments Ye were willing (ye liked) for a little while to rejoice (exull, revel) in his
;

—
—
—

—

:

:

(men) light (as summer Jit**).—P. 8.1
*» Ver. 36.— [Alford : But the testimony I have is greater than John.—-P. 8.1
« Ver. 37—Tischendorf, after B. L., iicelvo*. [So also the Cod. Sin.— Y.J

» Ibid.— Cod. D n /laprvpel.
« Ver. 3J. "Epeware is taken as the indicative mood by Cyril, Erasmus, Beza, Bengel. Olsh., Pe Wette. Meyer, Godet,
Lange; as the imperative by Chrysostom, Augustin, Grotius, Tholuck, Ewald, llengstenbcrg, Alford. fieo Exeo. Notes.
»

—

K

man

. et aL, av9p J*wov, a
Ver. 41. A.
; B. D. [Cod. Sin.— Y.], and many others, avOpianw.
9* Yer. 44.— [tV 86£a.v
irapa roD uovov $eov, the only God, in exclusion of all the idols of the natural heart; comp.
xvii. 3 : 6 novo* aArfOivbt 0eo> . The rendering of tho A. V. would require uovov % or f*6vov after Beov, Matth. iv. 4
Alford : **The words from the only God, are very important becau*e they form the point of passage to tbe
xii. 4 ; xvii. 8.

tV

John

next verses, in which the Jews are accused of not believing the writings of Moses, the very pith and kernel of which was
the unity of God and Ute having no other gods but Him." P. 8.1
» Ver. 47.— D. O. 8. A„ Origon [lAnge] vi9Ttvai\Te [credatu. tf. A. L M etc., Vulg., Treg., Tischend^ Alf. jr«rrev<reT«, eredetis.
B. V. Iron, etc, Westcott and llort. irtorcvcre, creditis.—P. 8 J

—

:

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

—

[Preliminary Remarks. The healing of a
and hopeless cripple at the House of
Mercy is tbe first miracle of Jesus in Judea related by John, although He had performed signs
there before, which are only alluded to, ii. 23;
iii. 2.
It forms the basis of a lengthy and most
helpless

important Christological discourse, which opens
the conflict of Jesus with the unbelieving Jewish hierarchy, and reveals the contrast between
His positive fulfilment of the spirit of the law
and their negative observance of its letter, as
also between His living theism and their abHis doing good on the
stract monotheism.
Sabbath was made the ground of a charge of

.

:

Sabbath-breaking, and His claim to be in a peculiar sense the Son of God was construed as
blasphemy deserving of death. Christ here proclaims all those grand truths, which John had
announced in the Prologue. He reveals Himself as
one with the Father, who never ceases doing good,
as the Lord of the Sabbath, as the Giver of life,
as the Raiser of the dead, and the Judge of the
world, and claims divine honor. He supports
these astounding claims, which no mere man
could make without being guilty of blasphemy or
madness, by the united testimony of John the
Baptist, of God the Father through His works,
and of the 0. T. Scriptures, and drives this
threefold testimony with terrible earnestness
into the conscience of the Jews.
He then traces
their unbelief to the secret chambers of their
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self-seeking hearts, and completely turns the
tables by presenting their own Moses, in whom
they boastfully put their hope, as their accuser
for not following his lead to Christ, to whom he
pointed in all his writings. Thus the mouths of
these hypocritical worshippers of the letter and
enemies of the spirit and aim of the law were
stopped, but their hearts continued in opposition
and longed for an opportunity to carry out their
bloody design. The significance of this discourse
is well brought out by Dr. Lange in his analysis
(see the heading?) and in the Doctrinal remarks.
Comp. also my concluding note on ver. 47. P. S.]
Ver. 1. After these things.—On the distinction between fiera ravra and fiera rovro, see
Liicke on this passage.* Here closes the first
great ministry of Jesus in Galilee (see Leben

—

Jesu, II., 2, pp. 656-745).

A

[The] feast of the Jews.— [Which feast?
This point is still under dispute, but the controyersy is now narrowed down to a choice between
the Passover and the Purim. The decision has
a bearing on the chronology of the gospel hisIf the feast here spoken of be the Patstory.
over, then our Lord's public labors continued
during three and a half years, since John notes
three other passovers as falling within His miIf not,
nistry, ii. 13; vi. 4; xii. 1 and xiii. 1.
then the time must in ail probability be reduced
On the bearing of the
to two and a half years.
definite article on the question, and the various
readings, see Text. Notes.— P. S.] Meyer:
" Which feast is meant, appears with certainty
from ch. iv. 35 ; comp. vi. 4. For ch. iv. 85 was
spoken in the month of December ; and from ch.
vi. 4 it appears that the passover was nigh at
hand hence the feast here intended must be one
falling between December and the passover, and
this is no other than the feast of Purim, which
;

Other views of the feast: (1) The passover : Irenaeus,* Luther, and many more:f (2) PenUcost:
Cyril [Chrysostom, Calvin], Bengel, etc. ; (3) the
feast of tabernacles : Cocceius, Ebrard [Ewald] ;
(4) the feast of dedication : Petavius ; (o) a feast
which cannot be determined: Liicke, be Wette,
[Bruckner], Luthardt, Tholuck (7th ed.)J
The
Dn*3t

Purim [0H*3n % D\ or simply
from the Persian], Esth.'ix. 24, 20; 7

feast of
lot,

Mapdoxalicf? rjfj,£pa, 2 Mace. xv. 36 ; Joseph. AnOn the 13th of Adar a fast pretiq. xi. 6, 13.
ceded the feast; in the festival itself the book of

Esther (called

H7J3 by eminence) was read

in

As a popular festival it was
the synagogues.
distinguished, like the feasts of tabernacles, and
Fanaticism
dedication, by universal rejoicings.
in the people naturally sought to make it a festival of triumph over the Gentiles (subsequently
over the Christians also). And on this account
was this particular feast of Purim so pre-eminently the feast of the Jews (with the article), and
the article in the Cod. Sinait. in this place cannot be made to speak ^exclusively, as Hengstenberg proposes, for the passover. | We must no
doubt mark a difference between tho simple expression, feast, and the expression : feast of the
Jews,

—

Now

Ver. 2.
there is at Jerusalem. The
eon has been interpreted with reference to the
porches, as indicating that, at the time of the
composition of this passage, Jerusalem had not
been destroyed. On this see the Introduction.
Eusebius writes in his Onomast. s. v. B^add:
koI vvv deiKvvrai [but he does not mention the loYet the ion may also be attributed to
cality].
rhetorical vivacity.

'Eni ry w popato Nehemiah's towas celebrated on the 14th and 15th of Adar pography of the restored city it was what is now
(Esth. ix. 21 If.), that is, in March [one month Stephen's gate in the north-east quarter of the
before the passover], in memory of the deliver- city, leading out over Kidron to Gethsemane and
Gate
ance of the nation from the massacre projected the Mount of Olives (Bab Sitty Merijam,
by Haman. So Keppler, [who first suggested

By

rt Ky

the sheep gate.

8C. frRfj.||

According

*

Hug, Olshausen, WieseNeander,f Krabbe, Anger, Lange, Maicr
and many others."J Meyer justly adds: The
feast is not designated, because it was a minor
festival, whereas the greater feasts are named
by John: not only the passover, but also the
Ctajvonriyia, vii. 2, and the iynaivia, x. 22.
[The chief objections to this view are: 1. The
feast of Purim was no temple feast, and required
no journey to Jerusalem. But Christ may have
this view], d'Outrein,

ler,

attended this feast as

He attended

other festi-

2; x. 22) without legal obligation,
merely for the purpose of doing good. 2. The

vals

(vii.

Purim was never celebrated as a Sabbath.
the Sabbath spoken of, ver.
ceded or succeeded the feast.

9,

may have

—P. S.]

But
pre-

• [LUcke makes p. tovto (ii. 12 xi. 7, 1 1 ; xix. 28) to signify the immediate, ik,tavra (ill. 22; vi. 1 ; vii. 1) the mediate succession. Tholuck and Alford assent, Meyer and Uenggtenberg object, The lattor occurs uniformly in the Apocalypse, usually in the Gospel of John, comp. ver. 11, which
speaks rather against the distinction. But in this case at
all event* soineTnterval must have elapsed since the last verse
of ch, iv., and much matter must be inserted from the Synoptista between ch. iv. and v.— P. S.]
f [Neander {Leben Jesu, 6 ed., 1802, p. 280), upon the whole,
decides rather in favor of the passover, and should be trans;

ferred.— P. 8. J
% [So also Stier,

Baumleln, Qodet,—P.

8-]

[Who makes it the Becond

passover of our Lord's minietrv,
Adv. hier. ii. 22, 3 (I. 357 ed. Stieren): "Etpost lute iterum
Sfcufida rice asemdit in diem festum patch* in Hierusalem,
quando paralyticum curavUy But Ircnseus had an interest
to lengthen Christ's ministry, for two reasons which he
brings out in this very connection. 1. Because he believed
that Christ passed through all stages of human life to save
them all, consequently Ho became also " senior in senioribut,
ut sit perfectus maltster in omnibus, non solum secundum expositwnem veritatis, fed et secundum tttatem, sanctificans simuletsenurrts" (II. ch. 22, 3 4, p. 358); 2. Because he Inferred from the question of the Jews, John viii. 57, that Jesus was not yet, but nearly fifty years of age at the time (II.

*

22, C, p. 360).
is

This somewhat weakens this testimony, which

—

pressed too much by Robinson and others. P. S.
f [So also Grotius, Ligbtfoot, Hengstenberg, Neander, and

Robinson.— P.

8.]

I [Alford also, after giving, from LUcke, a brief statement
of the different views on this much controverted point, expresses his opinion that " we cannot with any probability
gather what feast it was/' In this case, of course, the elaborate chronological argument bawd upon a definite view
of the feast here spoken of, falls to the ground. On the chronological bearing of tho interpretation see Robinson, Gr.
Harmony of the Gospels, p. 190 ff.— P. S.]
\ [Comp. on the force of the article my addition to the first

Tkxt. Note.— P.
I

[TK3f

H

S.]

">##» porta

gregis,

mentioned Neh.

IU. 1, 32

Meyer, however, with tho Vulgate. Theodore of
Mopsu. and Nonnus, connect vpofiarurg with jtoAvM£*9p?
(reading this as dative) ** There was at the sheep pool the
so called Bethesda." Ensebius and Jerome speak of a wpoComp. the Txxf.
jSartjeij xoAt/f^qTpa, probcUica piscina.
xii. 30.

:

NOTW.—P.

S.J
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My Lady Mary ;' also * Gate of the Tribes,' or
Porta vallis Josaphat.' Comp. Winer, Art. Jerusalem, I. p. 648 ; Kraffl, Vie Tjopographie Jcrusalems, p. 148; Robinson, I. p. 886; II. 74, 136,
[If the Pool
148; Von Raumer, Paldst. p. 255.
of Bethesda is identical with the Fountain of the
Virgin (see below), the Sheep Gate cannot well
hate been St. Stephen's Gate, whioh is too far
off.—P. S.]
Bepool, which is called in
thesda. *npH JV3, house of kindness, grace, genof
1

A

Hebrew

—

tleness,

Tholuck

house of mercy.
Chariti.

charity,

Five

:

Institution of

porches.

— Tobler

(Denkblalter von Jerusalem, 1858, p. 62) : So late
as the fifth century five porches were still shown.
According to his (medical) hypothesis there were

arched compartments for the separation of
Tholuck Colonnades, porticoes,
to shelter tho patients from wind and rain ; proTheodore of
bably the rear one haying a wall.
Mopsuestia imagined ono central hall (probably
inclosing the pool), and four halls on the circumference of it (perhaps crosswise) ; this would
hare been, at all events, the most convenient arrangement for the sick. The outer portions must
doubtless have been protected, on more than one
five

the patients.

:

side.

on the
of the gate of Stephen a small fishpond or reservoir, and inside the gate the very
large, deep reservoir, to which the name of Beprobably without founthesda is usually given
dation.*
It is perfectly dry, and on the bed of
it grow large trees, the tops of which do not
even reach to the level of the street.
In this
pool Robinson sees the remains of an old trench
which belonged to the fortress of Antonia.
He
supposes, on the other hand, that the Fountain
of the Virgin f may have been the pool of Bethesda.
Robinson says [Am. ed. of 1856, vol. I.
As

to the location of tfce pool, there is

outer side

;

337]

p.

"On

the west side of the valley of Jehoshaphat
hundred feet northward from the
rocky point at the mouth of the Tyropoeon, [or
the valley of the Cheesmongers] is situated the
1
fountain of the Virgin Mary ; called by the natives
'Am um ed-Deraj, Mother of Steps. In speaking
of Siloam I have already brought into view the singular fact, that there is no historical notice later
than Josephus, which can be applied to this fountain, before near the close of the fifteenth century,
and have also mentioned the more modern hypothesis, which regards it as the fountain of
Siloam, in distinction from the pool of that name.
Others have held it to be the Gihon, the Rogel, and
about- twelve

• [Bobinsoa, 1. 330, says that there is not the slightest evican identify the present Bethesda, or Shtfp Pool,
the natives call it, Birket Isratl, with the Bethesda of
tb« N. T. Eusebius and Jerome indeed speak of a Piscina

dence that
or,

u

shown in their day as Bethesda, but give no hint

JVofaffca

Robinson derives the tradition from the
situation.
ket that St. Stephen's g»t^ owing to its proximity, was erroasonsly held to be the ancient Sheep gate.—P. 8.1
t [So called because the Virgin Mary is said to have frequented this fountain before her purification in order to wash
Um linen of the infant Saviour. See Robinson, I. 337. Ac-

ai to its

another explanation, mentioned by Porter (Hand***of8yriaamd PaU I, P- 139), the water of this fotontain was
women accused of adultery ; the innocent
draak harmlessly ; but the guilty no sooner tasted than they
4«1 When the Virgin Mary was accused, she submitted to
the ord>*L, and thus established her innocence.
Hence a
sane it was long known by— the fountain of accused women.
-P. 8.]
cording to

» grand test for

V. 1-47.
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the Dragon-well of Scripture so that in fact it has
been taken alternately for every one of the fountains, which anciently existed at Jerusalem.
It
is unquestionably an ancient work
indeed there
is nothing in or around the Holy City, which
;

;

bears more distinctly the traces of high antiquity.
I have already alluded to the reasons
which make it not improbable, that this was the
4
King's Poor of Nehemiah, and the «Pool of
Solomc/n' mentioned by Josephus, near which
the wall of the city passed, as it ran northwards
from Siloam along the Valley of Jehoshaphat to
the eastern side of the temple." This spring is
connected with the well of Siloam by a passage
[of about 2 feet wide, 1750 feet long, and cut
through the solid rock], through which Robinson and his companions [for the first time] laboriously passed.* "The water in both -these
fountains, he relates [I. p. 340], is the same
notwithstanding travellers have pronounced thai
of Siloam to be bad, and that of the upper fountain
to be good.
We drank of it often in both places.
It has a peculiar taste, sweetish and very slightly
brackish, but not at all disagreeable. Later in
the season, when the water is low, it is said to
become more brackish and unpleasant. It is the
common water used by the people of Kefr Sclwan. We did not learn that it is regarded as
medicinal, or particularly good for the eyes, as
is reported by travellers; though it* is not improbable that such a popular belief may exist."
At the upper fountain ( the Fountain of the Virgin) Robinson observea a sudden bubbling up of
«• In less
the water from under the lower step.
than five minutes it had risen to the basin nearly
or quite a foot and we could hear it gurgling
off through the interior passage. In ten minutes
more it had ceased to flow, and the water in the
basin was again reduced to its former level.
.
;

.

.

Meanwhile a woman of Kefr Selwau came to
wash at the fountain. She was accustomed fo
frequent the place every day; and from her we
learned, that the flowing of the water occurs at
irregular intervals; sometimes two or three
times a day, and sometimes in summer once in
two or three days. She said, she had seen the
fountain dry, and men and flocks, dependent
upon it, gathered around and suffering from
thirst; when all at once the water would begin
to boil up from under the steps, and (as she
said) from the bottom in the interior part, and
flow off in a copious stream." [I. p. 842].
[For these reasons Dr. Robinson merely suggests, without expressing a definite conviction
himself (I. p. 343), that this Fountain of the Virgin may havo been Bethesda, the same with the
"King's Pool" of Nehemiah and the "Solomon's
Pool " of Josephus. T. Tobler, during frequent
visits to the Fountain of the Virgin in the winter of 1845, early in the morning and late in the
evening, confirms the observations of Robinson
as to its intermittent character which bring it
into striking resemblance with the Pool of Bethesda.
Neander (Leben Jesu, p. 282), and Tholuck (in loc.) are inclined to Robinson's view.
* [Since that time Lieutenant Charles Warren, of the Palestine Exploration Society, in Dec. 1867, likewise made his
great difficulty through that winding rock-cut

way with

passage, entering from the Siloam end. His measurements
diner 42 ft. from those of Dr. Robinson, but, considering the
length of the Virgin's Fount, they nearly agree.— P. S.J
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.Tholuck, who frequently visited the springs of
*
Kissingen in Bavaria, speaks of a gaseous spring
of this kind in Kissingen, which after a rushing
sound about the same time every day commences
to bubble and is most efficacious at the very time
the gas is making its escape. Comp. also an article on the miracle of Bethesda by Macdonald,
in the Andover Bibliotheca Sacra, for Jan. 1870,
According to Wolcot and Tobler, the
pp. 108 ff.
water of the Fountain of the Virgin and the Pool
of Siloam, as well as that of the many fountains
of the Mosque of Omar, proceeds from a living
spring beneath the altar of the temple.* This
spring was, as Dean Stanley says, (Sinai and
Palestine, new ed , Lond. 1866, p. 181), * the treasure of Jerusalem,' its support through its numerous sieges the • fons perennis aqua of Tacitus (Tuc. Hist, v. 12)— the source of Milton's

—

*

'

Brook that flowed
Hard by the oracle of God.*

But more than this, it was the image which entered into tho very heart of the prophetical idea
'There is a river (a perennial
of Jerusalem.
river), the streams whereof shall make glad the
city of God, the holy place of the tabernacle of the
Most High (Ps. xlvi. 4). 'All my fresh springs
' Draw water
shall be in thee ' (Ps. lxxxvii. 7).
'

out of the wells of salvation' (Isa. xii. 8). In
ExekieVs vision (Exek. xlvii. 1-5) the thought is
expanded into a vast cataract flowing out through
the Temple-rock eastward and westward into the
ravines of Hinnom and Kedron, till they swell
into a mighty river, fertilizing the desert of the
Dead Sea. And with still greater distinctness
the thought appears again, and for the last time,
in the discourse, when in the courts of the Temple, 'in the last day, that great day of the
feast (of Tabernacles}, Jesus stood and cried,

saying, If any man thirst, l«t him come unto Me,
... out of his belly shall flow rivers of living
water' (John vii. 87, 38)."—P. S.]
Other hypotheses see in Meyer [who, however, thinks that the exact situation of Bethesda,
cannot be fixed with certainty; see p. 219]. What
leaves the theory of Robinson in need of further
investigation is the assumption that here, contrary to the usual order, the bathing pool or fish
pool must have been placed above, and the
spring below on the same fountain stream or
This difficulty may be obviated by disflume.
tinguishing between the point of the spring itself and a bathing pool situated somewhat aside.
But the distance of the Fountain of the Virgin
from the Sheep Gate invalidates Robinson's
[Or rather it may invalidate the identheory.
tity of the Sheep Gate with St. Stephen's Gate,
which is of more modern origin.f P. S.]

—

• [The recent excavations of the Palestine Exploration Society have not yet established snch a connection, bnt mike
In Oct. 1867 they discovered a sloping
It very probable.
rock-cut passage above the Fountain of the Virgin leading N.
K. by K. 8 ft. wide and from 10 to 12 ft. deep. 8ee the account of Lieut. Warren at a meeting of tho Society held at
London, June 11, 1868. in the Reports of tile Society, and the
map* published with them.— P. S.I
I. p. 140, likef [Porter, Handbook of Syria and Palestine,
wise doubts KobinsOn's theory, and supposes that the FounPool menKing's
the
with
identical
tain of the Virgin is
tioned by Nehemiah ii. 14, 15, and called by Joscphus Soloof Siloam
Fountain
between
the
situated
mon's Reservoir,
And the Southern side of the Temple. Robinson suggests the
King's
Pool
the
with
Virgin
of
tho
Fountain
Identity of the

It is more probable that, aocording to Krafft
(Topograph.it Jems. p. 176), the now dry Struthion pool in the church of St. Anna was the
pool of Bethesda.
"To attribute the healing
virtue of the water, which, according to Eusebius, was of a red tinge, and was perhaps impregnated with mineral substance, to the sacrificial blood from the temple, and to derive the
name from Kl&K,* tffusio (Calvin, Arret., and

others, after Eusebius), is unfounded, and contrary to ver. 7.
The usual interpretation of the
name is found even in the Peshito." (Meyer).
•* Struthion is an alkali.
This alkali, together
with particles of iron, mixed with the water,
may have given it its red color and medicinal ef-

fect." (KrafTt).

—

Ver. 8. Blind, lame, withered.
Three
kinds of sick folks [tuv hade vovvrav] are specified : The blind first ; comp. ch. ix. ; the lame,
those disabled in their limbs; the withered,
those who were fallen away, emaciated, consumptive, (comp. Matth. xii. 10; Luke vi. 6, 8).
[Also paralytics, as this man was, to judge from
his lameness and the Kp6fiparo<; paralyiicorum,
Mark ii. 4 Acts ix. 33.— P. S.]
Waiting for the moving of the water.
See the textual note above. On this passage together with the next verse, criticism has four

.

;

theories
1. All is spurious ; a later interpolation of the
popular belief for the explanation of ver. 7.

This is favored by (a) the omission of the whole
locus in B. C.,* 15/, 314, and in the Coptic and
Sahidio V. ;f (b) the many variations in the several expressions, sec Tischendorf ; (c) the many

ana* ?>e)6fieva, as Kivnatq, rapaxh% etc; (d) the
8 tamp of popular tradition upon the statement;
(e) "if the passage were genuine, it would not
have been omitted." Lucke, Olshausen, Tischendorf, Meyer. [Tregelles, Alford, Westcottand

Hort.— P. S.]
2. The whole doubtful passage

is genuine, (a)
In favor of the close of ver. 3, Cod. D., etc. ; in favor ver. 4, Cod. A., etc. Tertullian,J the Peshito.

Grove (Art. Bethesda In Smith's Bibh Dictionary),
urges against Robinson's view the confined site of the Fountain of tho Virgin, and the difficulty of finding room for the
five porches. But there might have been some artificial Ij
constructed basin in connection with this spring which has
perished. Grove defends the traditional view of the identity
of Bethesda with the large reservoir called the Birktt hrxtu,
within the walls of the city, close by the St. Stephen's gate,
and under tho North East wall of the Haratn area. But there
is not the slightest indication that this dry fosee, full of
weeds and rubbish, ever could have been an intermittent
spring. So far tho greater probability is in favor of Robinson'B conjecture. It is to be hoped that the labors of the Exploration Society will before long settle this disputed point.

(I. p. 343).

—P.

8.]

KTO KTOK does, Num.

• [Meyer (p. 220) writes
in the 0. T., but

The word does not occur
xsl. 16, "at the effusion

of the brooks."— P. 8.]"
f [To these must be added the testimony of Cod. Sinaiticus,
which reads thus:
(ver. 3) TtavavBtrovrrmv

(ver. 5)

nvScnvavQpuwoe.

indicate an omission, but probably
the coordination of tv^Awp, x"**> v •n(* tv**** ** specifications of the various classes of disease implied in the general

The chasm here does not

—

term iw aaOtvovvrtav. P. S.]
% \Di baptismo, ch. 5, ed. (Ehler, vol. L, p. -615 : "Piscinam
Bethtaidan angel us inUrvenien* commovebat: observabant
qui vaktudinem querebantur. Xam si quit prsevenerat de-
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CHAP.
The

insertion could not well be accounted
Baumgarten-Crusius, Bruckner,* Lachmann,
[Reus9, Lange, Hengstenberg].
8. The close of Ter. 3, «Jc^.
Kivr^iVy is genuine, ver. 4, a later addition.
This is favored
by (a) the omission in D., where the close of ver.
3 remains; (b) the consideration that without
this passage Ter. 7 would be unintelligible.
Ewald, Tholuck, [Godet].
(b)

for,

4.

The

spurious, ver. 4 is gestrongly supported by A. C.*

close of ver. 8

;:

:

is

nuine ; being more
So Hofmann.
It is
of great weight, (1) that Tertullian
stands so early a witness for the whole text. Ho
ought not to be estimated here according to his
realistic view elsewhere, but as reporting a document which was sacred to him. f (2) that ver.
7 would be in fact unintelligible without ver. 4.
(3) that ver. 4 is more strongly attested than
the close of ver. 3, particularly by Codex A.
(4) that the close of ver. 3 might have been carried away with ver. 4, when the latter was omitted. (5) that the silence of Origen leaves us to
suppose that the Alexandrian school found the
passage offensive for its realism.
On the other hand ver. 4 cannot be sustained
(a) by Hofmann's doctrine of angels, which
makes angels the agents in all second causes, or
natural phenomena; (b) by Tholuck' s observation that John himself would no doubt have explained that natural phenomenon, as the Christian and the general religious popular opinion
explained it in the second century, especially
after what the Apocalypse says of the angel of
the waters and of fire (ch. xvi. 5; xiv. 18). l?he
Revelation, like the book of Daniel, is a symbolical book.
The matter is no doubt to be thus explained
According to the Jewish popular conception
there was a personal angel who produced the
moving of the water. John found the conception and admitted it in his narrative, translating
in his own mind the personal angel into a symbolical angel, or a distinct divine operation,
<?.,
in reference to such facts, for in a higher sphero
he well knew the personal angels.
He could
leave the reader to adjust the passage according
t*.

V. 1-47.

he

188

awake, he stops the water ; but when he
See Robinson, I. p. 842; Por-

is

sleeps, it flows.
ter. I.,

140.—P.

S.]

First after the troubling.—The popular religious idea of the periodical moments of healing efficacy in the spring.
Ver. 6. Thirty-eight years [rpi&Kovra

Kal 6/crw try l^wv kv ry ao& ev
rov\ It is a question whether exov

—

tig,
is

h

ait-

to

be

referred to the thirty-eight years, or to
r/j ao&.
[that is, whether the exact expression is, he had
so many years in his infirmity,
i^wv rpiaKovra
k. b. c., or had his infirmity for so many years
aadevog l£w]. The usage of John is in favor
of the former (ver. 6 ; ch. viii. 57 ; xi. 17 ; comp.
Lucke, II. p. 25). He had lived thirty-eight
years in his impotency. [He had been sick
thirty-eight years not at Bethesda all that
time. The long disease makes the cure appear
all the greater.
Hengstenberg allegorizes here
again, and discovers in the sick man of Bethesda
a symbol of the Jewish nation, and in the thirtyeight years of his sickness a symbol of the thirtyeight years which Israel spent under the bane
in the wilderness (I. 800 f.). So also Wordsworth

=

=

—

in

loc— P.
Ver.

S.]

And knew.—Tvoi>g

6.

;

when He

per-

We

cannot venture to assert, with
Meyer, that this does not intend supernatural
knowledge. A natural medium there might
have been ; the insight into the whole situation
partook of the supernatural. The indefinite 7roXvv xptvov also indicates this.
[So also Hengceived.

stenberg, Godet and Alford.

—P. S.]

Desirest thou to be made whole ?-Meyer
" The question is asked to excite the attention
and expectation of the suffering man. Paulua
falsely: The man had been a malicious beggar,

who represented himself as sick; wherefore
Jesus asked him with reproving emphasis, Desirest thou to be made whole?
Art thou in earnest? Similarly Ammon ; whereas Lange takes
him only for a man of faint will, whose slumbering energy of will Christ here aroused again (?)

;.

of which the text gives as little sign, as that the
question was intended for the whole people of
whom this invalid was a type (Luthardt)." But
the following points are clearly implied in the
toch. i. 61. t
Ver. 4. Troubled the water.
According to narrative, as Meyer himself must admit : (1) that
Wolcott an Arabian substituted for the angel in in this miracle of healing alone an unasked offer
occurs, though in ch. ix. there is an unasked healthe fountain of the Virgin "the convolutions of
a dragon at the bottom." Tholuck, p. 161. [The ing (yet every honest beggar virtually asks the.
common legend is that a great dragon lies within greatest possible alms) (2) that, besides, the
the intermittent Fountain of the Virgin; when man always allows himself to be anticipated by
all others, though he is still able feebly to walk
Kmdert fflwc, queripost lavacrum desinebat." But Tertullian (3) that he complains in a feeble manner withdoes not give this as a quotation from John, lie may have
out point (4) that he lets his benefaotor slip
found it u a gloss on the margin of a copy of the Text.
away, without learning his name, or even eagerly
-P. 8.]
* [Jbrvterly, but in the last edition of De Wette, Bruckner
asking it, and then, against the Jews, appeals
rejects the whole passage.—P. 8.]
only to the command of Jesus; (5) that he ret [But cotnp. the preceding footnote, p. 182 f.—P. 8.]
defends ver. 4, as being in en- ceives from Jesus in the templo a warning,
X [Hengstenberg, 1. 293
tire harmony with the Scripture idea of the liring Qod, who
which implied a fickle character; (6) that immeclothes the lilieft, who feed* the birds, who rides in the storm,
diately after his recognition of Jesus he goes to
•od uses winds and flames as messengers (Ps. civ. 4 Hebr.
the Jews and gives the name of his miraculous
L 7). lie refers especially also to the angel of the waters,
Apoe. xvi. 5, as a parallel to the angel moving the wster of
healer, though he must have observed their evil

—

;

;

ft*,

;

K-rtbwda.

Bengel says

dieiiue opts erf.

Very

:

Circa balnea frequent $«lov, aliquxd
power and good-

true, but the Divine

mm in the healing waters

makes

itself felt

not supernatn-

nlly by angels, but through the laws and agencies of nature,
and not exceptionally, but uniformly. I prefer, with Teschendorf, Meyer and the best English critics, to omit the whole

-.8. J

designs. All this is in the text.
Yet malevolence properly so called cannot be asserted. His
continuance at the pool of Bethesda leads us to
recognize in his indolence a spark of spiritual
patience; in his helpless and forlorn condition
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he appears a very peculiar object of sympathy;
his visiting the temple seems to bespeak a sense
of
of gratitude even in his giving of the name
Jesus a mistaken obedience may have had a
share but exegesis cannot make him a valiant
[The question of Jesus, addressed to
confessor.
the cripple's desire for health, was a proof of
sympathy with his sufferings, and kindled a spark
of hope when on the brink of despair, and thus
naturally prepared the way for his cure. P. S.]
;

;

—

Ver.

Another goeth clown before me.

7.

brief motion must be conceived
as limited to a particular point of the pool, so that
only one at a time can receive the benefit." But
there is nothing of this in the text ; and motion
in a pool cannot possibly be confined to a particular point. Rather might the stairs have been
constructed on the presumption that only one
bather would receive healing. In ver. 4 Meyer,
without warrant, sees the apocryphal expression
[Alford:
of a superstitious popular opinion.
" The man's answer implies the popular belief,
which the spurious but useful insertion in vers.

Meyer

8,

:

"The

4 expresses."— P. S.]
Ver. 8. Rise, take up

thy bed,* and walk.

Three words of power in one wonderful work,
or even three thunder strokes of the might of the
divine healing will, which awaken at once the
faint will and the worn-out energy of the deceased man. The words of healing addressed to
the paralytic in Matth. ix., are similar indeed,
in Mark (ch. ii.) the very same, yet they have
here a different import they are intended to
give threefold vividness to the outward visibility
of the power of Jesus in proof of His invisible
work of grace on the heart of the sufferer. Tho
criticism of Strauss and Weisse, which can make
of this story a legendary exaggeration of the heal;

ing of that paralytic, shows more than mere indifference to place, time, and circumstances, and
all connected with them ; it confounds a true heroic faith with the most weak-minded inclination to faith, and a man who causes his friends
to break through the roof with a man, who can
find no one even to put him into the water. Critical opinions of this sort themselves lie like
blind, lame, and withered about the pool of Be[Against Baur and Hilgenfeld see
thesda.
Meyer, p. 221 f.]
Ver. 9. And on that day was the Sabbath. A twofold scruple might arise, one
against the healing, another against the carryIn reference to the healing, the principle
ing.
universally prevailed: "All danger or preservation of life removes the Sabbath restrictions"
(Omne dubium vilte ptllit Sabbatum) ; though this
principle was so encumbered with casuistic dis-

—

tinctions and exceptions that in most cases it
possible for the laity duly to distinguish

was not

lawful and the unlawful, the forbidden and
allowed (Lucke, ii., p. 29). So too the carryof articles on the Sabbath is, according to
Talmud, not indeed absolutely forbidden,
but was at most allowed only under many restrictions ; for one thing it could not be done on
the open street (see Thoiuck).
Ver. 10. The Jews. [Not the people, but

the
the
ing
the

—

[Kpa63aTO«, Lat. grabbatus, used only by late writers, is
a mall couch, a mat or rug, or a cloak, which might easily
be carried about.—P. 8.]

those in authority who misrepresented the people
In such cases the
in their rejection of Christ].
matter goes quickly through fanatics, informers,
and subordinates to the chiefs. Here the hierarchical chiefs already seem to speak ; according to Meyer and Thoiuck, the Sanhedrists. Yet
it is possible that the matter only gradually
reached them. At first they attack only the man
himself for his carrying, which was the most
palpable.
that made
whole. BeVer. 11.
yond the word ineivoc. no trace again of individual energy appears in the answer, nothing but
Unquestionably the words
historical statement.
seem to say : One who made me whole, a wonder-worker, must certainly have had the right to
heal me. Hence Meyer: They savor of defiance ; Thoiuck : The man puts the authority of
the Wonder-worker as in ch. ix. 80 against theirs.
But the character of the blind man in ch. ix. is at
least an entirely different one from this. That man
makes bold to draw inferences, this one does not,
and the sentence before us, according to the connection, may be taken as well for an excusing
of himself by the strange injunction of the strange
man, as for anything else. At all events this
man seems not to make head against the' Jews.
It must be remembered, too, that he could not
otherwise designate Jesus, since he did not know

His name.

—

me

He

Who

?—

Not only
is the man that
Ver. 12.
the contemptuous expression the Man* characteristic, but also the fact that they seem entirely
[They
to ignore the miraculous healing itself.
do not ask: * Who is he that healed theef but
they carefully bring out the unfavorable side of
what had taken place, as malicious persons always do. Alford.]
he that was healed
Ver. 13 f.
not. Bengel'8 apology : il Grabbato ferendo intentus et judaica interpellatione district***," says less
than the rest of the verse itself, for Jeans had
withdrawn himself, f Meyer incorrectly : He
withdrew "when this collision with the Jews
arose." This would be at least a very equivocal
course, to forsake one who was attacked on His
account; this Jesus never did. He turned aside
because a multitude was there, whose demonstrations He wished to avoid ; perhaps the treatment of this invalid also required it.
Ver. 14. Jesus findeth him in the ternChrysostom, Thoiuck, Meyer: The healing
pie.
made a religious impression upon him. Tet the
evangelist seems intentionally to imply that this
meeting did not immediately follow ; he writes
And the address of
fiera ravra, not //era toIto.%
Christ to him does not indicate a man thoroughly
Sin no more, lest,
possessed with gratitude.
An unusually earnest injunction upon one
etc.
whom He had healed, notwithstanding He finds
him in the temple. Hence, too, it cannot be supposed that no more is intended here than merely
is

—

—

knew

And

—

—

• [Meyer quotes Art, Lex. Plat. L, p. 178 for thia contemptuous use of 6 avQfntwo*. P. S.]
"
f [i$iytv(T€v, not from cxpfo, enatavil, emersit. He emerged
from the waves of the crowd and reappeared in the quiet
harbor of the Temple," as Wordsworth fancifully explains,
but from ckvcvw, turned atidt; He spoke the healing words
and passed on unobserved.—P. 8.J
X [But the distinction between /arra ravra and /utera rovro
is made doubtful by this very passage and the uniform use of
per* ravra in the Apocalypse. Comp. note on ver. 1.—P. 8.J

—
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tho general connection of sin with evil (Iren.
hser., V. 15; Bucer, Calov, Neander). This
interpretation on the contrary, is no doubt a false
application of John ix. 3. Here a special connection between a particular kind of sin and the
particular disease must have existed, according

mentions a court of seven (Antiq. iv. 8, 14) in
the provincial cities, which always had among
its members two from the tribe of Levi (Matt.
v. 21; x. 17).
The variations in the form of
the little Sanhedrin amount, however, to nothing;
enough that it existed.

to Chrysostom, Bullinger, Meyer, and others.
Neither the special sin nor the special disease is

They

Ado.

known ; which magnifies the penetrating knowledge of the Lord.* But a sin which produced
disease thirty-eight years before, may be designated in general even in an old man as a sin of
youth. Lest something worse befall thee.
Ben gel: " Q ravins quiddam quam infirmilas 33
[Trench: The xeiP° v Tl "gives us
annorum."
an awful glimpse of the severity of God's judg1
ments.' Comp. Matt. xii. 45.]
Strictly:
Ver. 15. The man departed.

—

—

Then departed the man; 6 avdpuKog. Chrysostom
concludes that it was not ingratitude which
moved him to this; that he had spoken before
the Jews not of carrying his bed, but of that
which they cared least to hear: that Jesus had
healed him. This apology falls, when we con-

There he desider his former declaration.
scribed the unknown man by the words, He that
made me whole. For this reason he now says
in giving his information: He that made me
whole is Jesus. Meyer explains: the motive is
neither malice (Schleiermacher, Lange [incorrect citation; Comp. LebenJesu, II. p. 769], Paulus,
etc.), nor gratitude wishing to get Jesus acknowledged among the Jews (Cyril, Chrysostom), nor
obedience to the rulers (Bengel, Lucke, De
Wette, Luthardt), but his authority (Jesus) is to
hfrn forthwith higher than thatof the Sanhedrists,
(Thus this man
and he braves ihem with it.
would be a hero, while Nicodemus is supposed
According to Tholuck the man
to be hampered. )
is somew.iat stupid and without suspicion of the

Because he did* these things; ravra.

—

combine the two charges: (1) the
healing of the invalid on the Sabbath, and (2)
craftily

the commanding him to oarry his bed, in the
single indictment for breaking the Sabbath in
various ways: thus covering the main fact that
He had wrought a miracle. Concerning the restriction of healing by the Sabbath regulations
of the Pharisees, see above on ver. 9.
[On the Sabbath, iv ora/^ddrp. This was
tho cause of offence and brings out, in connection with ver. 17, the difference between the
then prevailing Jewish and the Christian idea
of Sabbath observance.
The former is negative
and slavish, the latter positive and free. Tho
Pharisees scrupulously adhered to the letter of
the fourth commandment as far as it forbid any
(common) work, and hedged it around with all
sorts of hair-splitting distinctions and rabbinical
restrictions, but they violated its spirit which
demands the posit lie sanctification of the Sabbath
by doing good. The rest of the Sabbath is not
the rest of idleness or mere cessation from labor,

—

God Himself who

is always at work (ver.
Sabbath-breaker as well as
is rather rest in God, a rest from
ordinary work in order to a higher and holier activity for the glory of God and the good of man. We
must cease from our earthly work, that God may
do His heavenly work in and through us. The
Sabbath law, like the whole law, is truly ful-

else

17), would
Christ.
It

be a

heart and ignorance a fear of tho Jews, in which
he sought to shield himself from their reproach
without perceiving that he might be prejudicing.
It is worthy of notice, that they probably let his
case drop, while the blind man in chap. ix. they
in the end excommunicate; that here in fact
they even base upon the statement of this man a
process against Jesus.
Ver. 10. For this cause the Jews perse-

by love to God and love to man. Christ
refutes the false conception of Sabbath rest; as a
mere cessation from labor, in various ways, now
by the example of David eating the show-bread,
now by the example of the priests working in tho
temple, now by the readiness of the Jews to doliver an ox out of a pit on the Sabbath.
Here
He takes higher ground and claims equality with
tho Father who never ceases doing good. God's
rest after creation was not a rest of sleep or inaction, but a rest of joy in the completion of His
work and of benediction of His creatures. "God
blessed the seventh day and sanctified it." (Gen.

cuted Jesus.

ii.

Probably he

rulers.

added

to

weakness of

—What follows evidently refers

to

filled

3).

His strictly

creative activity

ceased with

(Lampe, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel; against the Hexaemeron, but his worh\-pmierving and
Meyer [and Alford] comp. Luke xxi. 12, diuiceiv governing, as well as His redeeming activity conused of judicial process), though the terms are tinues without interruption, and this is properly
His Sabbath, combining the highest action with
so chosen as^tt the same time to express the continuance of the persecutions after the failure of the deepest repose. In the case of man while on
Probably Jesus was arraigned be- earth abstinence from the distracting multiplitbe process.
Winer: "There were city of secular labor and toil is only the necesfore the little Sanhedrin.
a

trial

;

name (Sanhedrin, the
Sanhedrin), consisting of twenty-three
counsellors (according to Sanhedrin, 1, 6) in every
Palestinean city which numbered more than one
hundred and twenty inhabitants; in Jerusalem
even two (Sanhedr. 11, 2)." But of these, as
also of the courts of three, to which the cog-

smaller colleges of this
little

sary condition for attending to his spiritual inActs of worship and acts of charity are
terests.
proper works for the Christian Sabbath, and are
refreshing rest to body and soul, carrying in
themselves their own exceeding great reward.
The eternal Sabbath of God's people will be un-

broken rest in worship and

and punishment of lighter offences per.Josephus knows nothing; whereas he

love, as Augustine
says, at the close of his Ctvitas Dei: " There we
shall rest and see, see and love, love and praise."

as striking an instance of the penetrating look
Lord into the inner recesses of man's heart, as His
knowledge of the history of the Samaritan woman.—P. S.J

* [Not had done (E. V.). The imperfect eirotei seems to imly the malignant charge of repeated or habitual Sabbathreaking. Comp. Godot ih lac.—P. S.J

nisance
tained,

*[Thifl is

of our
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Christ never violated the fourth or any other comin its true divine meaning and
intent, but fulfilled it by doctrine and example
(Matt. y. 17).
He emancipated us from the
slavery of the negative, superstitious and hypocritical Sabbatarianism of the Pharisees, and set
us an example of the true positive observance of
the Sabbath by doing good; the Sabbath being
made for man (Mark ii. 27), t. «., for his temporal
and eternal benefit. This was its purpose when
God instituted it, together with the marriage relation, in the state of man's innocence, and this
Christ has restored, as He restored the marriage
The commentarelation to its original purity.
tors pass too slightly over this point, and some
of them misconstrue Christ's and Paul's opposition to the Jewish Sabbatarianism of that age into
a violation or abrogation of the fourth command-

mandment of God,

ment.* Trench, in his work on Miracles, p. 206
(Am. ed.), has some good remarks on ver. 16,
which I shall transfer hero:
" * The Jews,' not here the multitude, but some
among the spiritual heads of the nation, whom
it is very noticeable that St. John continually
characterizes by this name, (i. 19; vii. 1; ix.
22; xviii. 12, 14;) find fault with the man for
carrying his bed in obedience to Christ's command, their reason being because * the same day
on which the miracle was accomplished 'was the
Sabbath;' and the carrying of any burden was
one of the expressly prohibited works of that
day.
Here, indeed, they had apparently an Old
Testament ground to go upon, and an interpretation of the Mosaic law from the lips of a prophet, to justify the'rr interference, and the offence which they took. But the man's bearing
of his bed was not a work by itself; it was merely the corollary, or indeed the concluding act of
his healing, that by which he should make proof
himself, and give testimony to others of its
It was lawful to heal on the Sabbath
reality.
day; it was lawful then to do that which was
immediately involved in and directly followed
on the healing. And here lay ultimately the
true controversy between Christ and His adversaries, namely, whether it was most lawful to do
good on that day, or to leave it undone (Luke
vi. 9).
Starting from the unlawfulness of leaving good undone, He asserted that He was its
true keeper, keeping it as God kept it, with the
highest beneficent activity, which in His Father's
case, as in Hid own, was identical with deepest
and not, as they accused Him of being, its
rest,
breaker. It was because He Himself had 'done
those things' (see ver. 16), that the Jews persecuted Him, and not for bidding the man to bear
his bed, which was a mere accident and consequence involved in what He himself had wrought."
'

—

—P.

S.]

Ver. 17.

My

Father worketh until

[cwf apTi, "tndea
•[So also Retns, aguinst

now

ereatione sine intervallo sab-

whom

Godet, II., p. 28, justly re-

marks that Christ's condition as a Jew, and His mission as the
Jewish Messiah, forbid that He should ever, during His
earthly life, have violated any of the Divine commandments,
in their proper sense, which it was His sacred duty strictly
to fulfil. Ewald, the great oriental scholar, is perfectly correct in saying (on John, p. 205), that Christ in ver. 17, mortally hit the Sabbath laws as they were then understood and carried out, but not the true sense of the primitive Sabbath and
the fourth commandment, which forbid not higher work, but
only the ordinary work of week days.— P. S.J

—

and I work also. A difficult
undoubtedly asserts (1) Christ's
exaltation above the Sabbath law, like Mark ii.
28; (2) the conformity of His working to the law
of the Sabbath, in other words His fulfilling of
the Sabbath law, Matt. xii. 12; (8) the relation
of the working of God to His own working as its
pattern, ver. 20; (4) His working out from God
and with God, which makes their charge a charge
against Qod Himself, ver. 19.
The last idea has
special emphasis.
According to Strauss the senbati,"

Bengel],

answer.

It

tence is Alexandrian. [Philo of Alexandria, in
his Treatise on the Allegories of the Sacred Laws,
chap. vii. says with regard to the institution of
the Sabbath after creation: "God never ceases
to work {xoiuv 6 $ebc Mirrore navtrat), but when
He appears to do so, He is only beginning the
creation of something else; as being not only
the Creator, but also the Father of everything
which exists." P. S.] But Alexandrianism explained only the law of the Sabbath by the eternal working of God. There is a distinction between the creative work of God at the beginning
which originates the world, and looks like hu-

—

man

effort,

and His subsequent

festive

working

in the created world. This way of God, working on the Sabbath the works of the Spirit,
works of relief and love, in incessant divine
agility, as it manifests itself in the objective
world, must manifest itself also in the Son. According to Tholuck, modern expositors (Grotius,
Lucke) stop with the idea that human activity
is allowed on the Sabbath.
We substitute:

Divine activity.

According to Luthardt the words are uttered
with reference to the future Sabbath: First the
working of the Father, then that of the Son,
then that of the Holy Spirit. A correct idea,
but not here in place, for according to our text
the Father and the Son work simultaneously
and together. Meyer: "The subject is not the
preserving and governing of the world in general, but the continued activity of God for the
salvation of mankind in spite of His Sabbath
resting after the creation" (Gen. ii. 1-8).
But
this is in fact the work of preserving and governing, provident ia. Olshausen and De Wette explain : the working of God is rest and activity
together, and so it is in Christ.
Meyer on the
contrary : of rest and contemplation there is not
The subject, however, is a divine
a word.
working which as such is also repose, combining
at once activity and festive contemplation. Grotiua: It is a relation of imitation.
Meyer denies
this, contrary to ver. 19; it is only the>neeessary
correlation of volition and execution.
The
Father's having the initiative brings in the element of imitation which by no means exhausts
the idea of co-operation (so as to reduce it to a
mere working side by side after the same manner, as of one God with another).
On Hilgenfeld's discovery of the demiurge, see Meyer [p.

228 f., 6th ed.].
[Godet compares with this ver. Luke ii. 49,
and justly remarks that it virtually contains the
whole following discourse. It asserts the mys*
terious union of Christ with God, which Christ
had already expressed in His twelfth year to
It is rightly understood by the
His parents.
Jews (ver. 18), though wrongly construed by
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CHAP. V.
them into blasphemy, since they saw in Him a
mere man. It is at the same time the most
triumphant refutation of the charge of SabbathWhat a sublime apology this! In
breaking.
charging Me, He says to His adversaries, with
breaking the law of God, you charge the Lawgiver, my Father, with breaking His own law:
for my activity continually and in each moment
Owen remarks on this
corresponds to His.
verse: "There is not the shadow of a doubt, that
Jesus did here claim, and intended to claim, abWhat is here
solute equality with the Father.
most logically inferred, is distinctly stated, John
L 1; Col. i. 15-17; Heb. i. 2, 8."—P. S]
Ver. 18. The Jews sought the more to
The one complex charge (of Sabkill him, etc.
bath-breaking) now becomes two, and the second
He has ascribed to Himself a
is the greater.
singular relation to God. By this lie is supposed to have blasphemed God and incurred the
death of the blasphemer, Lev. zziv. 16 (Bengel:
"Id misere pro blasphemia habuerunt"). They
had already hated Him unto death on the first
charge, but a prosecution for death they could
not easily under the circumslances make out of
the Sabbath-breaking, and in their second
charge their real intention becomes also the

—

formal one of finding Him guilty of death. Hence
nunc ampliun, to interpret the \tak%ov [Bengel],
Amis more suitable than the mat/is of Meyer.
plius means not only insuper, but also appertius.
Tholuck incorrectly: the murderous wish still
remains informata. The matter still depended on
the inquisition only in so far as the pretended
blasphemy seemed to be not sufficiently established by Christ's expression My Father. "The
name of father, except in the much disputed
passage, Job xxxiv. 36, and in Ps. lxxxix. 26
where it is descriptive, is not used in the Old
Testament as a personal name. In the Apocrypha
the individual use of the word first begins to develop itself, Wisd. xiv. 8; Sir. xxiii. 1, 4.
Otherwise God is only in the national (theocratic) sense Father of the people, and even in
the use of the term in this sense there still appears in the century after Christ a certain reThus this specific calling of God his
serve, etc.
Father (comp. iStoc, Bom. viii. 82f must have
been very striking in his mouth." Tholuck.
:

1

[The Jews correctly understood 6 irarfip fiov
ipqv) to assert a peculiar and exclusive
fatherhood {jrarkpa idtov, patrem proprium) in
relation to Jesus such as no mere man could claim,
and a peculiar sonship of Jesus such as raised
Him above all the children of God and made Him
equal in essence with God. (Comp. the fiovoyevijc
(instead of

John and the Uioc vi6c of Paul, Rom. viii.
But regarding Jesus as a mere man, and
evidently a man in His sound senses, the Jews

vide

of

82).

charged Him with blasphemy. This is inevitable
from their premises. The only logical alternative is: Christ was either a blasphemer, or
A 1 ford remarks:
equal with God. Comp. x. 83.
•*The Jews understood His words to mean nothing
short ot peculiar personal Sonship, and thus equaliAnd that this their unty of nature with God.
derstanding was the right one, the discourse
All might in one sense, and the Jews
testifies.
did in a closer sense, call God their, or our,
Father; bat they at once said that the individual

1-47.

18*

'My Father* by

Jesus had a totally disin their view a blasphemous meaning:
this latter especially, because He thus made
God a participator in His crime of breaking the.

use of

tinct,

and

Thus we obtain from the adversaries
of the faith a most important statement of one of
its highest and holiest doctrines."
Augustine
says (Tract. 17) : "Ecce intelligunt Judsei, quod
n
non intelligunt Ariani.
P. 8.]
Ver. 19. The Son can do nothing of himSabbath.

—

self,
etc.

but what he seeth the Father doing,*

— introduced with Verily, verily; thus open-

ing a

new truth. He retracts nothing that He has

now, that the question of the Messiah
comes up, plants Himself on general ground, and
speaks alternately now objectively of the Son
and the Father, ver. 19-23; ver. 25-29, now subjectively of Himself and the Father, ver. 24;
said, but

ver. 80-47.
By this changing of the grammatical
person, with the perfect identity of the real person, so
that the objective sentences assert universal Christoand the subjective His relation to
the Jewish rulers,
by this master stroke of selflogical relations,

—

vindication, not noticed by expositors, He sustains His wisdom, without prejudicing in the
least the steadfastness of His confession, anj.
He puts their inquisition in the issue utterly to
shame (or makes it a mandatum de super sedendo).
Luther:
beautiful ezcusatio, making the

"A

matter worse."
Tholuck: *' Jesus strengthens
that which gave offence." But the turn, with
which He does this ought not to be overlooked.
The time of His unveiled revelation of Himself
as the Messiah was the time of His death: this
was not yet come. On the different views of the
fathers as to the ensuing discussion, whether it
presents the revelation of the Father to the Son
in the internal trinitarian aspect, or in the eco-

nomic, see Tholuck, p. 165.

Tholuck remarks

(p. 97): "In the Gospels, as in Paul, the predicate vide is not to be understood of the 'koyoc

aaapKoc, but of

the ivaapKog (Nitzsch, System,
yet
I., p. 173):
like the Pauline, the Johannean view also regards the Incarnate Word in continuity with the
Adyoc aaapKoc, and hence applies to Him what is
said of the former." It is to be observed that tho
opposition between eternity and time is not so
abstractly carried out in the Scriptures, as in
scholastic theology.
Can do nothing,^ nothing at all, denotes not
I 83;

Hofmann,

Schriftbewcis,

* [Benzol's remarks on this verse are worth quoting: "a<£'
eaurou ov8iy\ Hoc gloria est, turn imperftctionis .... Hxc
ex inlimo sensu uniiatis naturalis el amoroste cum Patre
proftela sunt. DcfendU Dominus, quodfectrat opus in sabbato, Putris sui exemplo, a quo non duocdut.
Hie de ityiritu
Sancto, xvi. 13, ubi etiatn simillimum huic loco tequitur antithdon. At diabolus ex propriis loquitur, viii. 44, tt falsi doc
toris est in suo nomine venire et ex «uo corde loqui out facere.
V. 43." Godet directs attention to the naivete of the form or
this sentence as contrasted with its sublimity. Jesus speaks
of His intimate relation with the infinite Jehovah as of the
simplest thing in the world. It is the saying of the child of
twelve years : *• I must be about my Father's business," elevated to the highest key.—P. 8.1
t[Ov tountrai is here a moral, hut. uirtaiiivaiwi^iinvuiij.
ana such an inability which is absolute unwillingness, and
hence identical with the highest moral ability. So perfect
freedom is the highest ability to do good, or negatively expressed, the absolute inability or unwillingness to do wrong,

hence identical with moral necessity. Christ's assertion,
therefore, that lie can do nothing independently of the
Father, far from indicating imperfection, implies the highest
moral perfection. Godet " Tbut est moral dan* cttte relution.
Le non-pouvoir dont il s'agit id n\st que le c&tt nCgatif dc
:

Vamor JUial"-V.

8.]
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only the dependence of the Son on the Father in
His working, the negative side of obedience, nor
only His imitation of the Father, the formal side
of obedience, but also His working at the motion
The Father is the limit or the
of the Father.
law, the Father is the example, and the Father
is also the motive, the impulse of His action.
The action of the Son is at every point begotten
by the action of the Father. The negative side
of the obedience of Christ consists in His being
unable *to do anything of Himself; the positive
side consists in His seeing, His intuitive perception of the initiative of the Father Q/^ttelv,
comp. chap. viii. 38, and atcoveiv, chap. xvi. 18).
Meyer:, "In a<j>' iavrov we must not find a
i
istinction between the human and the divine
will (Beyschlag), nor an indistinct and onesided reference to the human element in Christ
(De Wette), but the whole divine-human subject, the
incarnate Logos, with whom there can be no ascitas
agtndi, no self-determination independent of the
Father; otherwise He would be exclusively divine
or exclusively human. Hence there is here no
contradiction with the Prologue." P. S.]
[In like manner, 6poluc> excludes the idea
of imitation and the analogy of master and servant, or teacher and pupil; it points to the equalThe Son does the
ity of the Son with the Father.
same things with the same power and in the same
manner. He is as the Nicene Creed has it, " God
of God," " very God of very God."— P. S.] The
human analogy of the child doing like the father,
is here only distantly alluded to the main thing
is the original priority of the Father even in the
Trinity, a point which the Greek church rightly
asserts, but falsely exaggerates.
[A priority of
office and dignity, but not of substance, for this
is the same in the three Persons of the Trinity.
P.S.]
Ver. 20. For the Father loveth the Son.
Not merely the ethical foundation of what
precedes (Meyer), but more than all the substantial.*
The term $i?.civ [which always expresses the affection of love] is more personal or
individual [and tender] than the more general
ethical term ayanpv.
This tyikeiv with respect to
the Son not merely proceeds from the eternal
relation of the Father to the Son, it is the foundation of this relation itself.
And it manifests itself in the Father's showing
the Son all things.f The showing of the Father answers to the seeing of the Son. It is the absolute
self- revelation of God in His acting, in its teleological working.
The Son sees the Father in all
His works, and sees what He intends by the
works. And the Father shows Him in all things
Himself and His works, and therein impels the
Son to carry out and finish those works in redemption and judgment. The seer has momentary visions, shown him by the Lord (Rev. i. 1;
iv. 1); in Christ the whole view of the world is
an insight of the working of God, in which
spiritual intuition and sensible vision are one.
Christ moves in this living symbolism of the
infinite, which in its essential elements
the
fourth Gospel opens to us He hears and under-

—

;

—
—

;

* [In the not© on the preceding Terse, however. Meyer (p.
220) distinctly assert* that tbo union of the Son to the Father
1b metaphysical as well as moral.— P.
8.J
f [Bengal : Qui anal, nil ctlat<—2. S.J

stands all the words of God, He sees and knows
the signs of God, and His total view of things
concentrates itself in the guiding kvro/jj of the
interior aim and spirit of His life.
all

And
lows

works than these will

greater

he show him.
to ver. 30.

— [The

theme of all that folComp. here the striking paral-

xiv. 12: " Verily, verily, I say unto you, He
that believeth in Me, the works that I do shall
he do also; and greater works than these (ftei^ova
rovTuv) shall he do: because I go unto the
Father." P. S.] Tholuck: " Here appears for
the first time that use of ipya which is peculiar
to John's reports of the discourses of Christ. In
John Christ designates as ipyov, for the fulfilment of which He came, the communication of life
to the world (chap. iv. 34, xvii. 4); all. actual
operations for this object he calls ipya, such as
the miracles (chap. x. 82, 88; xv. 24; ix. 4),
and His ordinary labors for salvation, as here.
It is further to be considered that just these ipya
here named were proofs of the Messiah, for the
doctrine of the Messiah and raiser of the dead,
in its external positive shell, the people possessed." The greater works of which Christ
here speaks, lie in the same line with the work
which Christ has just performed. The fundamental thought is the restoration of a life mortally damaged.
The Father restores impotent
life by healing springs, miraculous remedies,
angels of health: Thus He is the example to the
Son.
Cut He' also shows Him to what purpose
He has now appointed Him Saviour. And with
the first, the further greater works, the quickenings of the dead, are announced, for He must
lel,

—

finish

His work, ver. 36.

That ye may marvel.—Faith they might
withhold, astonishment He will compel. [tva
expresses not only the result, but the (divine)
intention.
P. 8.] They suppressed and dissembled the impression which the miracles at the
pool of Bethesda had made, and ignored the
miracle itself. To this His expression refers,
Ye shall at last break out in astonishment [of
" Oblique ingratitudinetn pershame].
Calvin
slringit, quod illud tarn splendidum virtutis Dei
specimen contemserant.
Ye. Meyer: "The [unbelieving] hearers;" Tholuck: "The present
unbelieving generation, viewed in identity with
the future, as in chap. vi. 62; Matt, xxiii. 39."
Yet the present hearers form the foreground
(see Matt. xxvi. 64).
[Godet, II., p. 36, regards vers. 19 and 20 as
the most remarkable Christological passages in
the N. T., and ably defends against Reuse their
agreement with the ideas of the prologue.

—

:

1

*

P. S.]

Vers. 21-29.

the dead,

As

—Ver.

the Father raiseth np

21-23 collect in a unity
the total quickening working of the Son of God,
spiritual and bodily, including the spiritual and
bodily judgment, yet with special reference to
his historical evangelic working at that time.
(So also Luthardt and Tholuck). Ver. 24 is the*
first personal address and practical application.
Then vers. 25-27 treat of the spiritual quickening
and judging of men by the Son. Vers. 28, 29 refer to the quickening and judging as completed
in the body.
Finally vers. 31-47 are again personal address and application.
[This view of the
etc.
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passage as progressing from the general to the
and from the moral or spiritual resurrection in this life to the general resurrection of
the body in the life to come, was indicated by
Augustin (though not consistently), and is held
(though with various modiBcations) by Calvin,
Lampe, Lucke, Tholuck, Olsh., De Wette, Meyer,
Hengstenb., Godet, Alford, Wordsworth.— P. S.]
Various constructions:
1. Most suppose that in ver. 21-27 the subject
is only the moral operation of Christ in general;
in ver. 28 and 29 the real universal raising of the
This didead is added as the consummation.
vision is the prevailing one (Calvin, Jansen,
particular,

Lampe, Lucke, [Meyer], ete.)
2. Even in ver. 28, 29 the moral resurrection
alone is to be understood (the Gnostics, Eckermann, Ammon, Schweizer, Baumgarten-Crusius
[Reuss].
3. The whole passage, ver. 21-29 is to bo understood (especially in opposition to the Gnostics)
of the bodily resurrection, and the judgment in
the strict sense (TeHulWan, Chrysostom), etc., (Erasmus, etc. Schott, Kuinoel, etc.*)
Against this, go (1) the manifold features of
an operation already beginning and pre-eminently
spiritual (*'ye may marvel," ver. 20, etc.); (2)
the distinctly different characterizing of the resurrection proper in ver. 27, 28.
It is a question whether the distinction between the first and second resurrection, Rev. xx.
6, 6 (the disputing of which in Hengstenberg's
exposition of the Revelation has great weight, it
seems, with Tholuck), is also to be found intimated here.
Olshausen thought he found the
intimation of it in ver. 25; but the expression
and now it, contradicts this. The first resurrection, however, though it may not be literally expressed here, is nevertheless here fully implied
in the gradualness of the resurrection.
In other
words, a resurrection which proceeds by organic
unfolding from within outward, and from the
centre of humanity to the circumference, must
give us to expect a distinction between the first
fruits of the resurrection and the universal final
manifestation of the resurrection power, (see
1 Cor. xv. 22-24).
Ver. 21.
the Father raiseth up the
dead. It is a question how this is to be understood: whether improperly of quickenings and
restorations in the general sense (Deut. xxxii.
39; 1 Sam. ii. 6) according to the earlier books
of the Old Testament ; or of the future work of
resurrection according to the later books, es-

—

As

pecially the Apocrypha (2 Mace, vii.) [Job xiii.
2; Sap. xvi. 13], or of an omnipresent motion
of reviving in the whole province of the working
of the Father in general.
Undoubtedly the last
is

meant.

Raising up, quickening, bodily and
and bodily, is a fundamental

spiritual, spiritual

•[So moat of the older expositors, also Beza, Grotius, BenAgainst this view Meyer (p.
ljicav/xcit Oavfia^re, ver.
2l\ which represents the hearers as continuous witnesses ; 2)
ovt*eA«t which must be understood ethically; 3) Iva navrt*
Ttitwriy 23, which implies the divine purpose of a continuous
effect commencing in this world ; 4) e*c tow Oavarov which
cannot be understood of physical death ; 5) v v v ianv and
oi iiKovcavT *s clearly refer to the present spiritual
quickening; 6) the literal resurrection ver. 28 f„ is distinguished as something greater and future from the former.—

Blum lei n, Ewald, Owen.
t£\) raises six objections, vit.
gel,

V. 1-47.
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tendency of the government of the Father in nature, history, and theocracy.
Hence the tokens
of His quickening agency in His healing agency,
of outward quickening through inward and the
reverse, and the constant development of strong
and stronger facts, like the teaching by facts in
the Old Testament, Rom. iv. 17.
Meyer:
"'Eyeipet ml ^cjoTrotel might be expected in the
reverse order (as in Eph. ii. 6, 6)." The bodily
healing itself, however, serves to awaken spiritual life, and in general the first raising up must
precede the quidkening, in order to lead to the
last, most proper raising.
Tholuck: "'Eyeipeiv
gives the negative idea of the abolition of death,
{oxiTTotelv, the positive."
Even so the Son quickeneth [CgjottojW].
As the redeeming and judging consummator,
the finisher of the work of the Father. ZuoTzoielv
here involves kyeipeiv; yet the idea of the spiritual quickening, as the decisive one, predominates.
Meyer would have only spiritual awakening asserted in the ovc &i%ei Tholuck justly finds
bodily also ; by which again are meant not simply the particular raisings of dead persons by
Jesus.
The present tense denotes at the samo
time the particular case (that present) and the
law (all present).
he will. Calvin:
Referring to His purpose. Meyer Referring to

—

t

Whom

—

:

We refer

ovg debet tathe tribunal of the Jews which would restrain Him in
that work. He asks not for your judgment for
that is no judgment of God; it is not ye that administer the judgment of the Father, but the
Son. This explains the connection with what
follows.
[Alford refers whom He will, not to any
selection out of mankind, nor to the Jewish prejufaith, ver. 24.

dice that their nation alone should rise from the
dead, but rightly makes it to mean, that in every
instance where His will is to vivify, the result invariably follows. So also Bengel: "Nunquam
ejus voluntatem destituit effeclus."
Ewald refers
tiiXei to God, which is unnatural.
P. S.]
Ver. 22. For neither* doth the Father
judge any one. Explanations of the connection: 1. In the full power of the Son to quicken

—

—

whom He

will, His power to judge is already
manifest (Lucke, De Wette, Meyer). 2. Not the
tiiXeiv, but the ^oonoielv is corroborated, and
this by the fact that the Son is Judge.
He who
is the Judge, must also be the quickener (Luthardt, Tholuck).
3.
Assuredly, however, the
$£?.eL is confirmed, as the unlimited freedom of
the Son to spread life in the region of death;
though the connection of the ideas of quickening
and judging remains to be considered. Those
who, according to their hierarchical statutes,
would hinder the Son in His raising and quickening, thereby set themselves up to judge the
world already, so far as in them lies, and condemn it to death. And further their judgment
against the Son is a sentence of condemnation
against the world. But only as an unauthorized

*[Theov&is

generally overlooked by commentators, and

entirely omitted by the E. V. Meyer expluins For not evrn
the HUher judges any man, to whom by universal consent
judgment belongs; consequently it depends eutireiy upon
the Son, and the ous 64\*i is all right. Comp. on ovSi vii. 5
Till. 42; xxi.25.
Alford explains: As the father does not
:

Himself, by His own proper act, t»ir*/y any, but commits all
quickening power to the Son ao it is with judgment also.—
:
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encroachment .upon the judgment which the
Father has commuted to the Son. That is to
say, the judgment and the last day are not now
immediately to follow upon the sin and death of
the old world, but the universal ministration of
grace, quickening, and salvation intervenes, and
unbelief towards the Son alone forms the inner
judgment, and brings on the last day. Kpivetv
hero is condemnation [pronouncing sentence of
spiritual death] (chap. iii. 17; v. 24, 27, 29) in

—

The whole judgment,
distinction from ^(jorroidv.
not "the whole condemning" (Meyer), but the
total work of judging, in which acquitting is included.
Committed to the Son. The new,

—

the gospel economy of salvation; the representation of the Father by the Son for the glorifying of the Father in the Son.
Ver. 23. That all men may honor the
Son.* Teleology of the divine administration.
The Father manifests Himself in the acts of the
Son. because He manifests Himself in the being
of the Son. And the acts of the Son unfold
themselves in the total works of salvation and
judgment, to the end that the Son maybe honored
and glorified as the Father, in order that the

—

—

Father may be glorified in Him.
He that
honoreth not the Son, etc. Spoken most

—

especially against the Panhedrists.
[Ver. 23 is another argument for the divinity

of Christ from His

own mouth.

Tijiav does not ne-

cessarily imply acts of worship (npooKvveiv), but
it expresses the sentiment of religious reverence
from which worship flows. And as Christ claims
precisely the same honor (Katfwf) as is due to the
Father, He puts Himself on such a footing of
equality with Him as implies unity of essence;
since monotheism is very jealous of the honor of
Jehovah, as the only being entitled to the worship of the creature. There can be no two rival
Gods. The worship of the Son is so far from interfering with the worship of the Father, that
there can be no true worship of the Father without the worship of the Son. The Fatherhood of
God is an unreal abstraction without the co-eternal Sonship of Christ.
Comp. with this passago John xx. 28; Phil. ii. 10.— P. S.]

He

my

Ver. 24.
that heareth
word.
is the first of the pregnant turns from the
third person to the first, which we have pointed
out above. Still more emphatic is the introduction of Christ's reference to Himself by the
Verily, verily.
Expositors so entirely overlook
this turning point of Christ's description of Himself in His discourse that Tholuck here remarks
**Tho view is now directed to the commencement of the quickening process of time, ver. 24
in abstracto, ver. 25 in the historical development." Rather is verse 24 the practical application of what precedes, and verse 25 the beginning of the distinction between the period of
the spiritual resurrection and the epoch of the
bodily.
The hearing of the word of Jesus is put
in the closest relation to the believing on the
God that sent Him; the two are distinct, the
two are one. A man cannot truly hear Him,

Here

* BongH otaerves to rijULuxrt : ** vet libenUr, judicium tffu~
gitntft prrfi>UmiV*l invitit judicis iram srntientes." But a
rrtlunlart/ homage is meant here, as the following 6 jxij niimv
rov vl6v shows. But those who refuse this honnr to the Son,
will, by their damnation, negatively and reluctantly glorify
the Son. Comp. Phil. ii. 10, 11.—P. 8.J
[

without believing in God; believing in God depends upon a man's hearing Christ. This gives
the counter statement, John xii. 47. Such an
life.
Thus the operation of the
word of Christ in believers is the act of im-

one has eternal
parting

life,

James

18).

of quickening (see 1 Pet. i. 23;
The result of this quickening to
eternal life is : He comet not into condemnation,
and that because conversely he has passed from
the state of a condemned one into life, L e., from
internal, essential death into internal, essential
life.*
The death internally accomplished must
pass through the judgment into death externally
i.

accomplished, the pains of damnation; the internally accomplished life transforms the judgment itself to an entrance into life, chap. viii.
51.
But not without effort, not without a transition does this great change take place.
This
most prodigious effort, bringing to pass the
greatest work of God, is performed in the most
silent passive way: Hearing the word of Jesus,
believing the God in Him and above Him.
Ver. 25. Verily, verily— an hour is coming (see chap. iv. 23)
Second change of the
grammatical person. Objective talk again concerning the Son. At first only concerning the

—

spiritual resurrection, vers. 25, 26.
The hour
which is one day to come, already is [yvv eortv\.
In other words, these hours are in one another,
coherent, because the things in hand are eternal.
The whole resurrection exists in germ in the life

of Jesus and His quiokening work.
The antithesis is, the hour as coming, the apostolic and

New Testament period till the second advent,
and the hour as already present, the time of the
earthly ministry of Jesus. The awakening of
mankind to new life virtually began with His
earthly work; it developed itself on the day of
Pentecost.
Reference to the particular instances
of His bodily raising of the dead, as well as to
Matt, xxvii. 52 (Olshausen), is not by this cut
off (against Meyer);
for in those signs the
spiritual awakening power of Christ is manifest;
but the primary subject is the spiritual awakening of men, for which the physical not only
morally, but even dynamically and organically,
prepares.
The dead [ol veKpo'i], therefore,
are the spiritually dead (Matt viii. 22.)
His voice [r 9? fuvijc roivlov rov Oeov"].
The word of Chriet figuratively represented,
or rather designated as an awakening call in its
total effect upon spirit and body together.
And
also $uvi) for the sake of the succeeding antithesis.
Precise antithesis: ol vexpol a.Koi?-

—

—

aovrai rye Qovijc and

ol aitobo awes.
must hear the word of the Son, but
t

All the dead

unbelievers stop with the hearing of the £«W7
(see chap. xii. 2H; Actsix. 17; comp. chap. xxii.
The others, on the contrary, are
9; xxvi. 14).
persons who have simply heard, actually heard.
He, therefore, who has heard, shall live ; for the
call of Christ is a call of creative life and a summons to life eternal. Meyer : If the passage be
referred to bodily resurreotion, the ol aicovaavrec
is, on account of the article, utterly inexplicable.
* [Note the present tense «x«i, has, already, not shall have,
spiritual lift, and the corresponding perfect ftcra0«'0^<cfi',
hat passed from the death of unbelief and sin to the life of
faith and righteousness. Of the unbelievers it is said like*
wlao in the perfect rfirj KU^rax^hsU already judged. Partly

from Bengel.— P.

S.J
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Oq the attempts to adjust this to that interpretation, see Meyer (p. 232). [Alford also regards of, "they who ha?e heard it" or "hear
it" (not axobaavrec merely, " having heard it"),
as conclusive in favor of spiritual awakening in
this verse.
Godet says that the article divides
the dead into two classes, those who hear, and
those who having ears, yet hear not (xii. 40).
lie sees in ver. 25 a reproduction of the thought

:
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cute judgment, because he is Son of man
[Ka2 kl-ovoiav kduKev airy Kp'toiv iroielv,
bn vide av& p6ir ov early]. Besides the
power of life which the Father gave Him as Son
of God, and from which proceeds the activity

—

before

mentioned, the Father gave

Him

the

power of judgment also, because He is Son
of man. We must note the distinction. And
since assuredly the ideal judgment has been presented as a corollary of the saving and quickening work of Christ, the full power of judging in
general, and of the solemn final judgment in particular, is here intended.
This last is grounded

of ver. 24 under a more dramatic and solemn
form, the images being borrowed from the future physical resurrection to paint the spiritual
resurrection. Christ appears here as the only
living one in a world of spiritual death and especially in the fact that Christ is Son of man,
desolation. Comp. the magnificent vision of the as in particular the vicarious position and work
dry bones made alive by the breath of Jehovah, of Christ in justification are grounded in the
same.
Kxek. xxrviii.— P. S.]
Ver. 26. As the Father hath life in himAccount must be made of the fact that in this
self, even so gave he to the Son also to passage alone vibg avOphirov stands without the
have life in himself. The Son in his incar- article.* Different explanations
1. The omission is unimportant, and the exnation, (comp. chap. x. 18), or the "kdyoq Ivoapkoc; but on the ground of His essential nature pression means here as elsewhere: the Messiah
"
If the emphasis (Light foot, Lucke, etc.) Against this is the fact
as X6yoc aaapKoq. Tholuck
lay on kv iavry, to give prominence to the self- that the Son of Man with tho article denotes tho
subsistence of the life, this assertion woald bo Messiah, and therefore the Son of God, and that
in contradiction to eSuke; it must therefore be as such He has been already here introduced.
assumed that ixstv kv kavry only serves to ex- Of course the Son of Man is the Son of God in
press more emphatically in the Johannean idiom an undivided human identity but here His bethe idea of possession, as in chap. v. 42 vi. ing man is emphasized by itself as a new point.
2. Because He is man (Luther, Jansen, etc.,
Comp. the formula fikvovra ixeiv." But
63, etc.
after all the emphasis does evidently lie on the Meyer). And how is He made Judge on this
repeated ev lavr^, and the thing spoken of is not account ?
(a) Luther, etc., De Wette [Reuss]
a thing whioh Christ has in common with Chris"The
tians, but a thing which He has in common with judgment is to take place with human publicity,
the Father. Between the primal originalnoss therefore the Judge must be visible as man."
(b) Bucer, etc.
which pertains to the Father (to be carefully dis"Ho humbled Himself to be
tinguished from the aseity or self-subsistence of made man, therefore as man Ho is glorified."
(c) Wetstein, Stier: " Man is to be judged by
the triune God, which pertains to all three persons), and the permanent possession of life, the lowliest, most loving man," Heb. ii. 17, 18.
(d) Este, Meyer: "Because He is man, and
which is communicated to believers, lies yet the
•great mystery, that Christ is in Himself the would not have had the authority to judgo, if it
second personal principle of all life. Euthym. had not been given to Him " (merely, therefore,
Zigabenus : irrp/d^eu He has an essential, abso- to make room for the "given").
(e) Tholuck : " Because He is incarnate Relute power of regeneration, not only for Himself,
deemer, the judging also is given to Him in this
but also for the life of the world.
['E So ice refers to a historical fact, the incar- redemption itself.
nation, and r£ vl$ to the God-Jfan, the Saviour
(/) The idea is no doubt a juridical principlo
of the world. But this communication of life to because He is to judge men, therefore He must
the incarnate Son is itself only the temporal ma- have not only knowledge of man, but also a hunifestation of an eternal self-communioation of man experience. As Son of man, thus embodying
and the ideal of human life, He is the standard of the
life by the Father to the pre-existent Son
obrug implies an underlying equality of essence. judgment, and virtually the judgment itself; as
To have life in Himself just as the Father has it Son of morn, He has the whole experience of huin Himself, and to be an independent source of manity, sin excepted (which is no pure experilife to others, cannot be *aid of any creature
ence), and as He, in that He has been tempted,
or msre man. We all live and move and have is able to succor them that are tempted, He is
our being in God, and are absolutely depend- able also to judge them that are tempted.
ing on Him, The Nicene doctrine of the eternal
[By His incarnation Christ has so identified
generation of the Son by the Father is not a mere Himself with all the interests of humanity, as its
idea, but a fact, as the eternal subordination of
Head and Saviour, that humanity belongs to Him:
the Son to the Father is a fact. Both are acts of it is for Him to redeem, to save, to make alive,
divine love, the one of the Father to the Son, the to judge, to condemn.
The final resurrection
other of the Son to the Father. By the generation and judgment are only the completion of the prothe Father gives eternally His own self-existing
*[6 viot tou av9pt*wov in the Synoptist* and John i. 52 ill.
independent life, t. «., His all to the Son, by His
13 f. vi. 27, 53, 62; vii.28, etc. ; vib* avBpavov only here, and
subordination the Son gives Himself to the with o/hoiok, Apoc. I.
xiv.
in allusion

—

:

.

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

" To give

Father.
is love.

God

He

all, to

return

13;

all,

this is love.

loves divinely, and

is

beloved

divinely."— P. 8.]
Ver. 27.

And gave him authority to exe-

Comp. the Excursus on

—P.

to Dan. vii. 13.
this designation of Christ, p. 98 f.
14,

S.J

fThe false construction, which connects the words with
what follows Because He is man, marvel not, etc. (Peshito,
:

Chrysostom, Paulus, and others), need only he mentioned.

•
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cess

and

commenced in His becoming man for us,
for our salvation.
Alford explains : Man is

to be

judged by Man,

—by that

Man whom God

has appointed, who is the inclusive Head of humanity, and to whom mankind, and man's world,
pertain by right of covenant-purchase. Jacobus
{Notes on John)
This is the kindest arrangement, 1) because as mediator He must have the
most tender regard for man 2) because as man
lie would sympathize with us, as to all our
temptations; 3) as God-Man He would have a
fellow-feeling with us as well as with God.
P. S.]
Vcr. 28. [Marvel not at this. Bengel:
"'They are great things which He spake all along
from ver. 21, and worthy of marvel; but greater
and more marvellous are the things which follow:
rotro, (his, is to be referred to what goes before.
Jesus knew the feeling of wonder which
had been just now raised in the mind of the
Jews." P. 8.] In which all that are in the
graves. [Verses 28 and 29 evidently refer to
the future general resurrection; hence irAvrec. oi
iv to'lc fivr/ueiotc, and hence also the omission of the
words, Kai vvv ioriv, Christ rises now to the last
and highest mediatoral act of His i$ovoia.
P. S.]
The expression, in the graves, is to be
taken strictly, t. e., of those who are bodily dead,
:

;

—

—
—

—

—

yet not

literally

:

of those only that are buried.

It

however, tho dust of the dead that is intended any more than it is the risen themselves
(Tholuck), when it is said they shall hear His
voice, but the souls of the dead on the way to
resurrection.
Their being in tho graves signifies their need of entire reclothing or new embodiment in tho day of the appearance of Christ.
Tho subject hero is evidently the general resurrection (I Cor. xv.), which excludes neither the
first resurrection (Rev. xx.), nor the gradual,
organic reclothing (2 Cor. v.). The distinguishing
of those who have done good and those who have
done evil, proves that the subject here cannot
be the spiritually dead ; and to tho Bame effect is
is not,

the expression : that are in tho graves. Comp.
Isa. xxvi. 10; Ezek. xxxvii. 12; Dan. xii. 2.
[Shall hear his voice. 1 Thess. iv. 1G:

—

" The Lord Himself shall descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel and
with the trump of God." Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 62.
The same voice, which ye hear this very moment
for your spiritual resurrection, shall summon
your dead bodies from the tomb for the final
resurrection, and I shall award them, according
to their deeds, eternal life, or eternal woe. Comp.
the third stanza of the terrific Dies Irm:
Tuba mirum spargent sonwn,
Per tepulchrx r*gionum
f

Gbgcl omnttantc thrvnum.

" Wondroua sound tho Trumpet

flingetb,
earth's sapulohro it rinuvth,
All before tho Throuo it bringctli."—P. S.]

Through

Ver. 20. They that have done good [lit.
the good ra iiyada and the evil, rd QavXa.
The article gives the terms an absolute meaning.
Comp. Rom. ii. 7; Matth. vii. 21; xxv. 31, sqq.
also John iii. 20, on the difference between
xoifIv applied to good, and rrp&oaetv to evil]. At
the last day righteousness of faith must have
ripened into righteousness of life, and all will
have had opportunity to make it their own,
Unto a resurrection
1 Peter iii. 19 iv. C.

—

;

[eicavdoraaiv Co? c]. — 1. Meyer

of life
44

A resurrection

to life locally conceived, i. e., a
resurrection, the essential result of which is life,
that is, the life in the kingdom of Messiah." 2

Mace. vii. 14 [avdoraoic. tic $uf/v Dan. xii. 2].
Tholuck (after Luthardt) : " After the pregnant sense in which the promise of the dvdaraotc
occurs in chap. vi. 40, 44, 54, it seems more cor;

2.

rect to translate : life-resurrection, and damnation-resurrection, indicating that in this act the
fafl and the xpiaic respectively reach their summit." No doubt correct.
The one class come
forth into the resurrection of life, into the final
perfect manifestation of life ; the other, into the
final perfect manifestation of condemnation. This
includes the first interpretation in the strongest
form of expression. That Christ is here standing before a Jewish tribunal, is indicated by His
bringing out in ever mightier prominence the
thought of the divine judgment committed to

Him.
etc:

[Unto the resurrection of judgment,
k p ic e uc
A resurrection

dvdar aa tv

.

from death temporal

to

realize the awful idea

!

—

Who can
The resurrection of the

death eternal.

wicked

is expressly taught Dan. xii. 2 ; Acts xxiv.
15 (dvdoraoic vetcpuv, diKaivv re Kai adiKov), and
implied Matth. x. 28, {it'xyv sal aCtfia anoXiaat
iv yeivvn); xxv. 34 ff.; Rev. xx. 5.— P. 8.]
Ver. 30. I can of mine
self do nothing.
Having asserted so great things concerning the Son, Jesus again speaks of Himself
iu the first person.
Thus we have not here
(and in ver. 31) a new train of thought according to John's mode of connecting ideas (Tholuck), but the second turn of the discourse into
self-assertion and personal application (other
misapprehensions of the connection, see in Meyer,
The portion ver. 30-39 treats of the
p. 237.)
true Messianism, the witnesses to it, and the unbelief which receives not the testimony.
The
portion verses 41-47 treats of the false Messian-*
ism, which runs finally into anti-Messianism. /
can do nothing, etc. See ver. 19.
As I hear. Denoting in the form of sensible
perception absolute, sensible, spiritual knowledge.
A hearing, in the sense of perfect moral,
Ideological perception-of the divine will, as previously a seeing in the sense of perfect intellectual
perception of things in principle. The words at
the same time assert the Saviour's knowledge of
the men' 8 condemnation of themselves.
Bewill.
cause I seek not mine
Because
sac
perpetually
rifles
Himself,
can
He
He
judge
the world in execution of the will of His Father,
Him.
The
paternity
points to His
who sent
origin, tho sending, to His object.
Ver. 31. If I bear witness of myself,
witness is not true. A man's testimony in
his own cause is not received ; it must be supported by the attestation of another : the oatu.
A human tribunal requires at least two witnesses, Nu. xxxv. 80 ; John viii. 16, 17.* Yet

own

—

—

own

—

my

—

•[According to the usual rale of law. Otetub. f. xxiil. 2:
Tulibus dt $e ipris turn credunL Christ argues here hypoMy testimony concerning Myself could be independent and separated from that of the Father, it would Iv
false according to the law of testimony.
In John viii. 13-16
the other side, of the same argument is presented Christ <ls*\
in fact bear witness of Himself; but as He is the Logos of God,
the organ of the Father, His testimony is the testimony of the
Father in and through Him, and therefore true. ** Though I
thetically: If

:
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number of witnesses, but the nat ure and
duality of the witness, is the thing here emphastxed by the Lord. The attester must be distinct
from the one attested. This is the human rule.
In theocratic terms : A prophet without divine
attestation, or even the Messiah without the
same, would be a contradiction. " The precise
principle is, that the individual does not testify
to himself, and thus separate himself from the
universal, but that one testifies for another, and
then on the highest scale he who is other to the
Son, the Father, testifies to the 8on. Chap. viii.
14 seems to contradict this. But: (1) In the
law of judicial testimony a person's testimony
respecting himself has its place; (2) particularly in regard to a fact of personal consciousness ; (3) in case of a testimony which has the
testimony of the Father associated with it.
Ver. 32. There is another.— The sequel
[So
shows that this aXXog is the Father.
Cyr., Aug., Beza, Beng., Lucke, ThoL, Olsh.,
Luthardt, Hengstenb., Bruckner, Meyer, Godet,
Alford. It cannot be John the Baptist (Chrys.,
Erasm., Grot., De Wette, Ewald), on account of
ver. 34, 36, where Christ presents His testimony
as unnecessary, and assigns it a subordinate
value as compared with that of the Father. " The
reason why our Lord mentions John is not ' as
ascending from the lesser witness to the greater,'
but purposely to remove the idea that He meant
him only or principally by these words, and to
set his testimony in its proper place : then at
ver. 36 He returns again to the a%Xog fiapr. irepl
This,
that, etc.
(Alford.)
iuov."
I
as Meyer observes, is too strong and solemn for
the testimony of the Baptist. " It is the Son's
testimony to the Father's truth," comp. vii. 28,
29; viii. 26, 66.— P. S.]
Ver. 33, 34.
sent unto John.—Reminding them of the fact which the evangelist
relates in chap. i. 19. Towards the end of His
pilgrimage also, Matth. xxi. 26, He again reverts to this. At the same time hinting what
follows farther on. This leads to the more preI receive not
cise explanation of the words :
That is,
(Ver. 34).
testimony from
not: I reject it (Tholuck), or, do not make
use of it (Bexa), or, do not catch at it (De
Wette), but : I do not need it for Myself, and
do not make account of it, as necessary to support
my public appearance as Messiah.* I expect
my attestation in a higher testimony, in the
testimony of the Father. John was a witness
with whom, as the completer of the Old Testament, they must from their point of view be
not the

know

Ye

man

satisfied ; but Jesus cannot satisfy Himself with
this testimony ; as founder of the New Testament,
He must ha\ta a new and higher. But these

— [Not
do not need this human

things I say, that ye
for

My

benefit, for I

may be

saved.

timony, having a divine one, which

tes-

is all suf-

but for your salvation. Bengel : Vestra
He reminds them of that
P. S.]
testimony, because for them it was valid, and

ficient,
rt»

agitur.

—

bear witness of Myself, yet My witness is true, for I know
whence I came. . . . Yd if I judge, My judgment is true,
for I am nft alone, but I and the Father that sent me."
P. 8.1
*[k&(Lflat*iv r. fiaprvpiar, as in lii. 11, 32, to rrtrire. to accept, but here as testimony (not in the sense of believing). See
Meyer, p. 238.—P. &]
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contempt of it would be an undoing of the old
covenant, and would bring perdition upon them.
Ver. 35.
was the lamp burning (or,

He

lighted) and shining. ['E*f ivoq yv 6 ?.vxvoq 6 Kaiduevoc nat <paivuv. "What a glorious phenomenon was he, and how little have you
appreciated him!" Meyer.] ha was. John has retired.
He was in prison at the time of the Lord's
return to Galilee (chap. iv. 44; Matth. iv. 12),
and was soon after beheaded (chap. vi. 1 comp.
Matth. xiv. 13). [So also Stier and Alford.—
;

P. S.]

Jesus therefore considered his imprison-

ment as the end of his course.
The lamp. With the article.* The appointed
lamp of the advent of the Messiah, burning and
shining.
Interpretations: 1. Bengel: Elijah,
with reference to Sir. xlviii. 1 : " Then stood up
Elijah the prophet like afire, and his word burned
like a lamp."f
2. Luthardt : The figure of the
one who carries a light before the coming bridegroom. The rejoicing just afterwards mentioned,
which might be probably the performance of a
wedding danoe in the torch-light, might be decisive for this view.
But the one who holds the
torch is not the torch itself. The general figure
in Luke i. 76 (Meyer) is not quite satisfactory. J
It must be observed, that the manifestation of
Jehovah is always preceeded by a token of light
and fire. The indication of this appears even in
Genesis, chap. iii. 24 ; xv. 17. Then the burning bush becomes the token of the manifestation
of Jehovah, Ex. iii. 2 ; afterwards the pillar of
fire, Ex. xiii.
The permanent typical symbol of
the manifestation of God in Israel was the candle-stick in the temple ; its complement being the
fire upon the altar.
In the prophetic vision the
manifestation of Jehovah is announoed and
marked by a token of light and fire combined
(Ezek. i. 13) ; by light and fire the advent of the
Messiah is heralded and proclaimed, Zech. xiv.
7 ; Mai. iii. 2. Ail those tokens of light and fire
meet in the Baptist. He is the flame-signal of
the Messiah, the last Old Testament form of the
pillar of fire and of the candle-stick in the temple; therefore the lamp, at once flaming and
shining. The figure of the lamp (/ivxvog ) was current (2 Sam. xxi. 17 ; 2 Peter i. 19 ; Rev. xxi. 23).
Burning and shining. Meyer disputes the
opinion that these words denote two peculiarities of John : fiery zeal and illumination ; since
the two belong together. J And yet the two are
It was the sin of the
also to be distinguised.
[Omitted, as often, in the E. V., which also translates
Av^wf light (y»s)» instead of lamp, and thus brings this passage needlessly in conflict with i. 8 : owe fy exctroc t6 $£f, oAA'
tva /itttpTupjJorjj irepi tow $o>t6{. John was, indeed, a light,
but only in a subordinate sense, a dorived light, a light lighted,
not lighting, and hence iv r$ $o>ti avrov is spoken of in the
next clause in the sense of the predicate, not the noun. P. 8.1
f [Kat avitrrn *HAia« rpo^rij? «k wvp, #cai 6 Aoyo« avrov
«* Aaftv&f cxatcro. Btier and Alford think that this
passage may be referred to here, and gave rise to a common
way of speaking of Elijah, as certain Kabbis were called ** the
candle of the law."— P. S. 1
I [Meyer : The article signifies the particular lamp which
was to appear in John as the forerunner of the Messiah whose
mission was to teach the people the knowledge of the Messianic salvation, &ovvai yvinriy awrrtpia^ -ry Aatp avrov, Luke
Lang* goes deeper, as usual, where he differs from
i. 76 f.
Meyer. De Wette takes the article as- meaning " the lamp

—

which was to lead

you.'

"—P.

S.1

{[Meyer* quotes In support, Luke xll. 85: oi At/grot xai6fiewi; Rev. iv. 5; Aaftvaoc? trvpo? xatoVcpai, but in both,
cases ^atpoperoi is omitted. According to Alford faivwv seta*
forth the derived and transitory nature of John's lights—P. S.'
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Jews, that they were not warned by the burning
of John and so made his shining a mere transitory appearance.
And ye were willing. 'UdeXtaare.
Bringing out the sinful caprice in which they made
the earnest light a passing festival torch for a
joyous throng or dance. Respecting the enthusiastic concourso on the appearance of the Baptist,
see Matth. iii. 5. Out of this came, instead of
the fierdvota which John preached, an ayaZXtaa•dijvai.
We might think here of the dancing of
gnats in the twilight, or a swarm of flies around
a lamp : but more natural is the thought of a
joyous danoe approaching with a festive torch.
For a while. Upbc &pav belongs according to Bengel, to ydeM/vare, according to Meyer, to
ayaXkiaodrjvaL ; but the two things are not to be
separated. To their fickle k&iXeiv it belonged to
make to themselves out of the earnest preacher
of repentance, an entertaining event of the day*.
In his light. They made the Vvxyoq itself for
awhile the light, $ w c , of which it was to be only
the harbinger. Comp. Matth. xi. 16. Furthermore they endeavored to find a bright entertaining side to the earnestness of his preaching of
repentance, and henoe at last forsook him, because he was too earnest for them.
Ver. 36. Greater witness. Me*C« rov
'I u & v v o v, instead of t?c ftaprvpiac rob 'lo&wav.

—

—

Conetructio

For the works

compendiaria.

which the Father

hath,

etc.

—The testimony

of His miraoles is the testimony of His Father
Himself, because the Father hath given Him the
works. To finish. The idea of consummation
again; description of Christianity. That the

—

Father hath sent me.

—The

end

(rb riXog)

points back to the beginning, the aprf, the sending, which, in its eternity, becomes a perfect:
aKt(rrnhis y chap. iii. 34.
Ver. 87.
the Father himself. . . .
hath borne witness of me. It is a question
whether a new and different testimony from that
1.
of the works (ver. 86) is here introduced.
This is the testimony of the works (Augustine,

And

—

2. The
Neander, 8tier, etc!).
'testimony of God at the baptism of Christ (Chrysostom, Bengel, Paulus).* 8. The witness in

•Grotius, Bauer,

the drawing of the
(Father (De Wette [Alford], Baumgarten-Crusius,

«the spirit of the believer,

The testimony
4.
Thoiuck; but wavering).
which God has given in His word, in the Soriptures of the Old Testament, to His Son (Cyril,
Nonnus, etc., Bede, Calvin, Lticke, Meyer). Un-

hearing of the voices of God, the word of revein vision, and seeing the emblems
of God, His 66i-a (the Angel of the Lord), by the

lation given

true believers of the ancient covenant, particularly by the prophets.
From this life of revelation, u e., from the spirit and truth of the Old
Testament, these persons were so alienated that
Jesus could say to them: Ye have never heard
even one of His voices (one living tone of His
voice), never seen a single form of His manifestation (a glimmer of His living revelation). And
this He could say to them with perfect assurance, because they did not perceive the voice of
God even in the word of Christ (comp. Heb. i.
1 ), because they did not see even the angel of
the Lord in His incarnation, as He stood before
their eyes, John xiv. 9. In this reproof it is implied that the process of revelations by visions,
out of which the Holy Scripture as a document
proceded, must in some sense repeat itself in the
inward awakening (hearing) and illumination (seeing) of the true reader (Leben Jeeu, III., p. 598).
Hence also the conjunctive obre, obre, is followed
by koI ov. The result of such an awakened
hearing and enlightened seeing is the abiding of
the word, as a new life and vision, in the bevpiv).
That is, the
lieving heart (A6yoc p^vuv
<povfj and the eldoc go together in the one effect
and efficient power of the X6yoc fihuv.
Different interpretations : 1. The voice at the
baptism (Chrysostom, Lampe, Bengel ; Lticke on
the contrary : We should then expect rty favfo).
2. Jesus concedes in His words some objection
which the Jews would have made (Euthymius
Zigab., Kuinoel, Paulus; a characteristically
rabbinical interpretation). Similarly Baumgarten-Crusius : " Never before has this direct exhibition of God been made, as it now is." 3.
Cyril, Theophylact: Jesus denies to them all
direct apprehension of the Old Testament revelations (Lticke : " then Jesus must have spoken
of their fathers"). 4. A reproof that they had
no eye nor ear for the direct testimonies of Qod
in His the Messiah's appearance and work
But this comes in the succeeding
(Lticke).
demonstrative words : For whom He hath sent,
Him ye believe not. 6. A metaphorical interpretation (still more definite than in Lticke):
«* Metaphortc* sunt locutions, quibue in eumma doNam
cere vult, alienoe eeeeproreu* a Dei notitia.
eicuti vultu et eermone nominee se patefaciunt, ita
Deue vocem ad noe euam Prophetarum voce emitlU,
vieibilem formam indmt,
et in eacramentie quasi
Verum qui
unde cognoeci pro modulo noetro queat
eum in viva eua effigie non agnoecit, eatie hoc ipso

h

—

—

questionably this last interpretation is established
by the perfect fiefiaprvpifKe, as well as by the ensuing discussion on the Holy Soriptures. Evi- prodit, nullum ee numen coUre, nisi quod ipeefahridently, however, Christ combines the outward carit (2 Cor. iii. 14)." Calvin. Similarly Lutword with the inward word in the spirit ; and hardt : " *wv# and elSoc are not to be referred to
He means not the abstract letter of the Scripture, particular symbolical revelations in the Old
but the concrete, living Old Testament revelation Testament, such as Isaiah's and Jeremiah's
-as a unity of word and spirit (see vers. 87, 88).
hearing the +wfi of God, and Ezekiel's and
The third and fourth interpretations, therefore, Daniel's seeing his elAoc in the 8pirit; but to the
must be combined. This is the direct, strongly total revelation recorded in the Old Testament,
pronounoed testimony of the Father.
as God's exhibition Himself." So Meyer also,
have neither heard his voice at any except that he includes theophanies and visions.
time, nor seen his shape. Christ denotes And to just these, in their symbolical import, the
•
the soul, the inner life, the truth of the Old whole matter comes.
Testament revelation.
This consisted in the
Ver. 38.
ye have not his word
abiding in yon— [nal rbv X6yov air of
Johan*
* [This interpretation is excluded by the addition, at any ovk ix iT * fikvovra ev v/*7v.]
nean phrase, 1 John ii. 14. Meyer : " You lack ^
time.—P. 80

Ye

—

And

A
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CHAP.
permanent inward appropriation of His word."*
Not the revelation of God in the conscience
(Olshausen,* Frommann), but the living, especially the Messianio word of God as the seed of
For
he sent
the knowledge of Christ.
him ye believe not. The fact that they did
not recognize and accept in Christ the perfect
revelation, the Quvfj and eldog, of God, proves
that they had not understood the intimations of
this revelation in the Old Testament ; that they
had not the Old Testament living in them ; that
they were deaf and blind to the word of God in
the Holy Scriptures as a direct testimony to the
Son (see Isa. vi. 6; Matth. xiii. 14; John zii.
40; Acts xxviii. 26; Rom. xi. 8; 2 Cor. iii. 14).
The bv an£or. is emphasized by being placed first,
and made yet more prominent by rovry vpelc.
[Grotius : Quomodo mandata regit discet, qui legaWith the messenger of God they
tion excludit.
P. S.]
necessarily also rejected His message.
search the Scriptures.—
Ver. 39.
Meyer: " That epewdre is indicative (Cyril, Erasmus, Casaubon, Beza, Bengel, and many moderns, including Euinoel, Liicke, Oishausen, Elee,
De Wette, Maier,t etc.), not imperative (Chrysostom, Augustine, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigab.,
Lather, Calvin, etc., Paulus, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Hofmann, Luthardt,§ etc.), is Bhown by the
context, to which an imperative would be foreign
matter, particularly out of harmony with the
Comp. also Lechier in
correlative teal oh tfeAere.
Comp. 2
the Studien und Kritiken, 1854, p. 795."
Cor. iii.
As the Jews, in their way, searched the
Scriptures very diligently (see Tholuck, p. 175),
the sentence, if imperative, must have specified
and strongly emphasized the right mode of search.
[Grammatically, ipeware may be imperative:
It is not easy to
tearch, or indicative : ye March.
The
decide between the two interpretations.
former has, by Luther's German V. and by the A.
E. Y. f become the current interpretation in the
Protestant, as it was in the old Greek Church,
and is often (by an a fortiori application to the
New Testament) popularly used as an argument
It is favored by the followagainst Romanists.
ing considerations : 1) The position of kpeware
before rag ypa$ag, which, however, is by no means
conclusive.
2) The omission of vpe~te before
ipeware, comp. ifulc before the indicative SoKeire.
8) The consent of the Greek fathers, with the
important exception, however, of Cyril of Alexandria.
4} The intrinsic improbability that
Christ should have spoken in any way reproachfully of the study of the Scriptures.
(Hengsten-

—

whom

—

Ye

• [Meyer pats only a comma after rer. 37. John might
hafe continued: ovrt rbv \6yov, etc*, bat by using *ai, and
connecting the negation with the verb (owe cycre) Instead of
the particle (ovrc), he lays greater stress on the new charge
against the Jews.—P. 8.J

tfObhaosen : According to John the word of the eternal
God speaks or sounds in the mind of every man. Bin has
diminished, bat not destroyed his susceptibility to truth.
Without something analogous in the mind, man cannot pertehe the things of God. It is the same as the " light in
thee," Matt tL 23.
But Lange's Interpretation (the same as
Meyer's) is preferable.—P. S.J
t [Also

—P.S.]

Henry, Doddridge, Barnes, Brttckner, and Godet

imperative is also preferred by Maldonatus (R. C),
Cornelias a Lap, (R. C), Grotius, and, among recent commentators, by Stier, Tholuck, Bwald (p. 218), Hengstenberg (who
refers to Isa. xxxif. 16), B&unrtein, Alford, Wordsworth
$ [The

(watering),

Owen, Jacobus.—P.

S.]

V. 1-47.

195

berg discovers a far fetched allusion to Isa.
xxxiv. 16: "Seek ye out of the book of the
Lord," a passage which is omitted in the 8ept.)
Yet these arguments are in themselves insufficient,
and must give way, in my judgment, to the one
consideration that the connection and natural
sense of the passage as a whole requires the indicative. The Saviour exposes the inconsistency,
blindness and perverseness of the Jews in searching the letter of the Scriptures, and imagining to
have eternal life in them, and yet refusing to believe in Him to whom these very Scriptures bear
witness, and who alone can give to them that life
which they vainly sought in the killing letter
instead of the vivifying spirit.
Thus by their
unbelief the very book of God which thejr professed to honor, became their accuser, and a
savor of death to them. Had He intended to
exhort the Jews to search the Scriptures, He would
not have continued : " for in them ye think, or,
imagine to have (vfieic do k el re ix etv ) eternal
life," but: " through them ye have (ixere ) <> r
rather, shall have, thall find, eternal life ;" nor
would He have added : "And they are they which
testify of Me," but "for;" this being the reason
why they should study the Scriptures. He would
also probably have defined the verb as to the
spirit and manner of searching the Scriptures
for the Jews did search thenrnicely and diligently,
although by no means in the best way. The
more natural interpretation, therefore, Is this
" Ye do. (indeed) search the Scriptures (not rbv
X6yov &£oi>, but rag ypafy&c, the letter of the several
written books of the Old Testament), for in them
(not through them, as a mere means to get at the
living word of God) ye imagine to have eternal life;
and they are they which testify of Me. And (yet
how inconsistent, how preposterous!) ye are not
willing to come to Me that ye might have (that eternal) life.
'Epewau is the very word which the
Sanhedrists used of the study of the Scriptures,
vii. 62, when they told Nicodemus:
"Search
(kptvvTjcov), and see that no prophet has arisen
out of Galilee."* The Pharisees studied the Old
Testament as they kept the Sabbath, and Christ
rectified their study by pointing out the Christ
in the Bible, as He rebuked their Sabbath keeping by doing works of mercy on the Sabbath
day.
They knew the shell of the Bible and
ignored the kernel within.
They searohed
minutely, pedantically and superstitiously the
letter, but had no sympathy with the indwelling
soul.
They idolized the written book, while they
resisted the living word contained therein (comp.
ver. 38).
Such biblioiatry led them away from
Christ, while the true study of Moses and the
prophets leads to Christ, as the fulfiller of the
law and the promise. The 0. T. promises life,
not to the mere reader and searcher, but to the
doer, of the law : " Ye shall therefore keep my
statutes and my judgments: which if a man do,
he shall live in them " (Lev. xviii. 6). The Rab" He who acquires the words of the law,
bis said
acquires for himself eternal life ( Qui acquirit sibi
verba legis, is acquirit sibi vitam eterfiam)." The unbelieving Jews search the Old Testament to this
day in the same spirit and with the same result;
their minds are blinded, and the vail is upon
:

fHence Luthardt

is all

wrong

here a profoundef meaning.—P.

in ascribing to iptvvart

S.j
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In like manner
their heart (2 Cor. Hi. 14, 16).
the New Testament is a sealed book to thousands
of its readers and students within the Christian
church, who either super stitiously, like the Jews,
or skeptically, like the rationalists, stick to the
mere outside of the Bible, and ignore or oppose
the Christ within. Christ is the life and light
of the whole Bible, its Alpha and Omega, and the
only key that unlocks its mysteries to the believing mind. Comp. the remarks on ver. 46. P. S.]
For in them ye think ye have. Thinking,
or imagining (doKelre) in opposition to believing or
knowing [and thinking to have in opposition to actual having; comp. ver. 45, and chap. viii. 64
vjielc teyere], imply in the first instance ignorance, but here error also ; therefore a censure
(contrary to Meyer) ; for the sense is not: Ye
think that eternal life is communicated to you
through the Scriptures, but: Ye think to have
eternal life in the Scriptures themselves (the

—

plural

is significant), in their

mere outward

letter,

to have it as an external possession outside
of yourselves in their objective existence; thus

and

designating

clearly
for the

that

Rabbinisra, which
substitutes the
xxiv. 23 [ravra

Word of God made man
Word of Ood made book (see Sir.

ndvra plj3?.oc 6ia&i]K7)s veov v^tiarov] comp. H.
Bichter Die evang. und rom. Kirchenlehre, Barmen, 1844, p. 47.)*
And they are they [nal eneivai elaiv'].
Kai emphatic. [Just they, these very Scriptures
which ye search. The copula brings out the
absurdity of coupling contradictory things. Ye
search the Scriptures whioh testify of Me, and
ye reject Me ; ye seek life, and ye will not come
P. S.]
to Me who alone can give you life.
Which testify of me. The participle elaiv al
fiaprvfiovoai means strictly: they are the testifiers of me, t. «., their proper nature and office is
to bear witness of me. [The Old Testament was to
Christ a mirror which reflected His own image.]
Ver. 40. And ye will not.f The Scriptures
point to Christ ; but they will not come from the
Scriptures to Him, that they might have life.
They
The al6viog seems designedly omitted.
think they already have the £o/) alavioe in the
letter of their Scriptures ; but they must come
to Christ before they can have any life at all.
Of course the life meant is the £ut) altivioe, but
here great stress falls on its very conditions and
Bengel: Propius in Chrislo, quam
incipienoy.
[Ov $ there imin Scripturit vita habetur.
plies the voluntary character, and hence the
moral guilt of unbelief, comp. Matth. xxiii. 374
;

:

•

—

—

—

—

The end of the discourse uncovers the secret motive of this unbelief,
bition of the heart.

namely the self-seeking amReason may be more easily

convinced of the truth of Christianity than the
will may be subdued to the obedience of Christ.
The springs of belief and unbelief are in the
" Keep thy heart
heart rather than the head.
with all diligence, for out of it are the issues
of life," Prov. iv. 28.—P. S.]
Ver. 41. Glory from men. Glory. Mere
honor, especially in John, cannot be intended
by the word dd^a. It is the 66$a of the Messiah.
This Christ declares He will not receive, or appropriate, from human sources.
The connection
is: The Father testifies of Me in the Scripture;
I must leave all to Him, as He glorifies Me; I
cannot be glorified by the testimony of John in
his ministry among you.
That Jesus intended
to prevent the charge of injured ambition (Luthardt, Meyer), is hardly to be supposed.
r
Ver. 42. But I
you.
Eyv«*a,
perfect.
Bengel: Cognitos vos habeo; hoc radio
penetrat corda auditorum.
He knew them from
their past history and from their conduct towards Him. P. S.]
With His sure discernment, that their heart is not directed towards
Qod, He cannot and will not expect that His
ddga will be prepared for Him by the Sanhedrin,
or by Judaism in general.
The reason why they
did not know, and honor Him, was that they did
not love God.
have not the love of God
in you. They had none of that spirituality
which is earnestly directed towards God and
eternal things. 'Tj)v ay&Tnjv: the love which
is required by the law, as its sum and substance,
or even that which is awakened by the promise.

—

know

—

—

Ye

—

—

In you. 'Ev iavroig
They have this love in

[in your own hearts].
their holy Scriptures,
outside of themselves, in the holy medium of revelation, as they have eternal life outside of themthey themselves are full of worldliness.
selves ;
Ver. 43. In
Father's name. The very
fact that He is come in the name of is Father, that
He has predicated nothing of Himself, that He
has executed the mission of the Father, done the
works of the Father, answered to the testimony
of the Father in the Old Testament, that He has
even avoided the oft falsified name of Messiah,

—

—

my

H

the reason why they do not receive Him.
If another shall come in his
name.
We might doubt whether the Lord does not
intend to say : under the assumed name of Messiah in some specifically shaped form.
But the
is

own

—

man coming

in his

own name

is,

in

any

case, a

Messiah (Meyer, against Luthardt) for he
comes, (1) with no commission from the Father,
but of his own ambitious impulse; (2) not with
the works of the Father, but with self-chosen

false
* [Rothe (Studien undKriUktn, 1860, p. 67) and Weiss (Johan.
Lehrbegrijr, p. 106), likewise maintain that ftoxc tr« implies a
censure of the excessive Rabbinical over-estimate of tho
letter of the Bible. This view is strengthened by the emphatic vfictf, ye on four part, and the obvious sense of ftoxeii-c
in verse 45. I suggest also that i v avratc is significantly
chosen instead of St avrStv, as if the written 8criptures were
the eternal life itself, while they are only the record of life and
tho witness of Christ. Meyer rejects this interpretation, as
being inconsistent with the high veneration of Christ for the
Scriptures ; but He is simply protesting (and that in the
wisest and most guarded manner) against the abuse and
perversion of the Scriptures, fust as He protests against the
Jewish perversion of the Sabbath. Meyer admits, however,
that there is an opposition hero to real ex"* &*W* which
Christ could not say of the Jews, as they rejected the Christ
of the Scriptures.— P. S.J
f [Rwald reads this as a question. But It to stronger as an
assertion.— P. S.l
" The words ye art not vriUinpto come, here set
% [ Alford :

deceptions

;

;

(3) not for the glory of the Father,

but for his own

(4) not in agreement with the
;
holy Scriptures, but with a false Messianic idea.
Meyer: "He will find acceptance, because he
satisfies the opposite of the love of God, self-love
(by promise of earthly glory, etc.).
distinct
prediction of false Messiahs. See Matth. xxiv.
24.
According to Schudt JudUche Merkwurdigkeiten, 6, 27, 80 (in Bengel), sixty-four such de-

A

:

forth strikingly the freedom ofth* wiU, on which the unbeliever's condemnation rests : see chap. iii. 19."
P. 8.J

—
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CHAP.
ceivers hare been counted since the time of
Christ." Since then many new ones hare doubt(See the periodical: Dibre
less been added.
Emeth, Bresiau, 1853 and 1854, and the note in
Heubner, p. 304. ) Tholuck, without sufficient
reason, disputes tne reference of the passage to
false Messiahs, and refers it only to the false prophets, who came in their own name, and always
found more followers than the true. Yet all apThose who
pealed to a divine commission.
came in their own name, did so in opposition to
the true Messiah; and this method is always
pseudo-Christian and anti-Christian at the same
Meanwhile the false prophets of the antime.
cient time were but fore-runners of the pseudoMessianic manifestations of the New Testament
age ; and such future manifestations the Lord
ye will receive.
evidently has in view.*
Affinity of the ungodly mind, more explicitly declared in John xii. 43.

Him

Ver. 44.

another.

Who

—Not

receive glory one" from

merely honor, but here again
do\fa, with reference to the specific honor of Messiah : Messianic honors. Messianic dignities are
both accorded and accepted in a hierarchical

system from human,

sinful

motives, ambition,

And seek

not the glory
that cometh from the only God. Here
favor and the

like.

—

V. 1-47.

;

197

That very Moses on whom they set their hope,
will accuse them, and put .their hope to shame.
Not exactly the Holy Scriptures (Tholuck), but
Moses himself, in his spirit, as the representative of the legal basis of the Holy Scriptures. If
they rightly searched the Scriptures, thev would
find Christ and only Christ in the Old Testament, even in the books of Moses alone; but
they find Moses in them, and only Moses, only
law even in the prophets, and on this omnipresent Moses, whose all the Scriptures are in
their view (see ver. 47), that is, on the legal
element of the Holy Scriptures, they placed their
self-righteous confidence.
Through Moses they
sought to be heirs of the Messianio kingdom
Christ Himself was to appear as a second Moses
(nova lex). But Moses, says He, is the very one
who will accuse you. Not so much that the law
pronounces the curse on those who deal in the
works of the law, as that Moses, both in single
passages (Deut. xviii. 16), and in his whole law,
especially in the types, wrote of Christ. Bengel:
Scripsit nusquam non.
[Comp. further remarks

—

P. S.]
Where and how accuse?
judgments of conscience as well as in all
the historical judgments of Israel the real Moses,
the spirit of tho law, accuses them for their unbelief even unto the end of the world.
Not,

sub. ver. 46.

In

all

evidently the 66$a is the divine pleasure, as con- therefore, for unbelief of particular prophecies,
ferring honor and glory on the believer; tho " as even De Wette thinks, but because the re66£a -deov of Paul in Horn. iii. 23. From the only ligious spirit of his law deposes so strong a testiGod, ir apa rov udvov deov. Orotius, De mony in favor of Him who, by His whole appearWette J[E. V., Godot] : From God only ; making ance, proves that He is the fulfilment of it." Thothe adjective rather adverbial. Meyer and Tho- luck.
Ver. 46. For if ye believed Moses, ye
luck [Alford], on the contrary, take udvo? after
'0 udvoc akrjdtvbq would Relieve me.
True law-Jews are true
the analogy of John xvii. 8
It was faith-Jews.
The same applies to Christianity.
tfroV; 1 Tim. vi. 15: '0 u6vo$ dwaorw.
the deepest reproach to Jews, who gloried in tho [Every true Jew who follows the teachings of the
worship of the one God, that they recognized so Old Testament revelation, becomes naturally a
various, and even human, sources of the 66!-a, as Christian, as was the case with the apostles and
These primitive disciples, but every bad Jew instinctivereally to be polytheistic in their conduct.
creature lights, in which the lustre is not recog- ly rejects the gospel, because the Old and New
nized as radiance from the centre of light and Testaments are the revelation of one and the same
honor in the only God, but which are made by God, the Old being a preparation for the New, the
men of men, these form a disguised and subtle New the fulfilment of tho Old. "Novum Testapolytheism, a heathenism within a Judaistic mentum in Vetere latet, Vetus Test, in Novo patet. n
Tho agreement of Moses and Christ is also tho
hierarchical system.
Ver. 45. Do not think that I shall accuse underlying thought of the whole sermon on the
yon. [Christ's office is not to accuse, but to Mount; Matthew and John are the disciples of
P. S.]
judge.] Eeferring, no doubt, to the accusations one Master.
[For of mo he wrote, ire pi yap kfiov emwhich they brought against Him and the human
Before their phatically placed first
trial upon which they put Iiim.
kicelvoc lypaipev.
court He has assumed more and more the mien Moses wrote of Christ, as tho seed of the woman
He has finally represented that shall bruise the serpent's head (Gen. iii.),
of a majestic judge.
them as contradicting the testimony of God, as as the seed of Abraham by which all the nations
They are disarmed by of the earth shall be blessed (Gen. xii. fF.), as
anti-Christs, pagans.
the authority and power of His words, and dis- the Shiloh unto whom shall be tho gathering of
charge Him. Now, so far as He is concerned, the people (Gen. xlix.), as the Star out of Jacob,
He proposes to discharge them. He will not ac- and the Sceptre that shall rise out of Israel
cuse them to the Father, but another, says He, will (Numb. xxiv. 17), as the great Prophet whom
ye hope God will raise up, and unto whom the Jews
accuse you, even Moses, in
[r/?.xijcarr, have set your hope, comp. 2 Cor. should hearken (Deut. xviii.).
Moreover, the
moral law of Moses, by revealing the holy will
This is the last, tho mightest stroke.
l. 10].
of God and setting up a standard of human
•{Some of the fathers, and recently also Alford, refer tho righteousness in conformity with that will,
pawtge to the anti-Christ who hhall appear in tho latter days,
awakens a knowledge of sin and guilt (Rom. iii.
XTlwsa.U.8-12.— P.8.J
t[Bengel: "Maxime aptus ad cmclustonem" Oodet: **Sa 20; vii. 7), and thus serves as a school-master
Jl se
parole prend ume farm* dramatiqw, tt saisiuanU.
to briug us to Christ (Gal. iii. 24).
Finally, the
trouttra que celui dont vous me reproche de transgreuer la
ritual law and all the ceremonies of Mosaic worlot, Vmaigntra pourmoi, tandis qu* il ffltxera cmttre vmu ses
ship were typical of tho Christian dispensation
tdatenrs. Quel renvenement de toute* leurt notions"—P. S.J
:

—

—

—

——

whom

.

.

.
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(Coi. ii. 17), as the healing serpent in the wilderness pointed to Christ on the cross (Numb. xxi.
9; John iii. 14). This is a most important testimony, from the unerring mouth of Christ; to the
Messianic character and aim of the whole
Mosaic dispensation, and to the Mosaic origin
of the Pentateuch. Comp. Luke xxiv.44 ; Rom.

x.6—P.S.T
Ver. 47. Bat if ye believe not his writwords ?
ings, how shall you believe
Twofold antithesis [Moses and Christ Moses'
First, as the
writings and Chrisrs words].

my

—

dans V execution, la fantaisie de Vartitte se dona*
pleine carriere." But John first became conformed
in his mind to Christ before he conformed Christ
to his mode of thought and speech, so that his
theology is a faithful reflection of the theology
of Christ. It would take no less than another
superhuman Jesus to invent such a Jesus as the
one exhibited by this plain fisherman of Galilee.
The historical reality is the only sensible sola*
tion of the problem.
P. S.]

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

—

stronger, ckeIvov kfioic. Not as if Moses were
But he is easier for
credible than Christ.
beginners, and only through him do men .get to
This antithesis does not, as Meyer
Christ.
The Sanhedrists,
thinks, exclude the second.
like the Rabbins in general, officially concerned
themselves simply with the writings; the words
of Christ they heard only by the way.* They
had sought to prosecute Him according to the
Sabbath law of Moses; He declares that they
are apostates from Moses. But as they postpone
their judgment, He postpones His.
[The discourse ends, as Meyer says, with a
question " of hopelessness," I prefer to say,
holy sadness. Tet after all there is implied in
this question a tender appeal of that infinite lore
which would again and again gather the children
of Jerusalem together, even as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings, though they
would not (Matth. xxiii. 87). This whole discourse is one of the most remarkable in the New
Testament. Nowhere else does Christ so fully
explain His relation to His Father. It is not
metaphysical, but the simple expression of His
With the utmost naturalfilial consciousness.
ness and almost childlike simplicity He utters
the sublimest truths concerning His official dependence on, and essential oneness with, the
This relation the Nicene Creed has
Father.
briefly and clearly expressed by calling Christ
•' Light of Light, God of God, very God of very
God." What cam we mortals do but reverently
listen to these astounding disclosures of the
mysterious union of the Saviour of the world
with the infinite God ! And how terrific is the
force of the argument against the blind and dead
leaders of the Jews, especially when, at the close,
He pursues them to their own territory and takes
away the very foundation from under their feet
by calling the grand figure of their liberator and
lawgiver in whom they placed their hope, from the
grave, and changing their pretended advocate into
The whole discourse is so charactheir accuser
teristic, grand, pointed and telling, that the idea
of an invention is utterly preposterous. Even
Strauss and Renan dare not deny its essential
genuineness, though they insist upon its Johannean coloring. "Le theme" says Renan of the
Johanncan discourses in general ( Vie de Jteus),
"petit nitre pas sans quclque authenticity; mais

more

—

!

* f Alford insists on the antithesis of ypannara and ^fiara.
" Men give greater weight to what is written and published
than to mere words of mouth ;—and ye in particular give
greater honor to Moses than Me if then ye believe not what
he has written, which comes down to you hallowed by tho
reverence of ages, how can you believe the words uttered by
Me, to whom you are hostile ? But this is not all Moses
leads to Christ ; if then ye reject the means, how shall ye
:

—

:

reach the end?"—P.

8.]

The advancing

opposition of the darkness to
the light of the world, in its most diverse forms.
2. Christ, the quickening life, is the central
thought of chapters iv.-vii. In the fourth chapter He presents Himself as the refreshment of
life, the fountain of peace ; in the fifth, as the
fountain of healing, the healing quickener of
the sick and the dead, even to resurrection ; in
the sixth, as the sustaining and nourishing bread
of life ; in the seventh, as the hidden, mysterious
spirit-life, whence the fresh fountain-life of the
spirit flows.
After this the idea of light comes
forward. In the eighth chapter Christ is tho
preserving, enlightening light, the day of the
worjd; in the ninth, the awakening, quickening
light, the light-star of the world, by which the
blind receive sight, and those who profess to see,
become blind in the tenth, the shepherd through
life to death; in the eleventh, the resurrection
from death to eternal life ; in the twelfth, the
transfigurer of death into the seed of full and
glorious life.
8. As the fourth chapter presents Christianity
in contrast with sacred antiquities (Jacobs
well), and with the places and services of the
temple in the ancient time, so this fifth chapter
unfolds it in contrast with ancient miraculous
localities and curative resorts.
4. The very first public attendance of Christ
at a feast bad been followed by a hostile demonstration of tho Jews ; and this second one brings
them already to the commencement of capital
process against nim. This contrast of the feasts
of the Jews and the feasts of Christ runs through
the whole fourth Gospel the former preparing
death for Christ, the latter quickening the world
with miracles of life. A contrast which reminds
us of autos-dafe,* Maundy Thursday =bulls, and
Saint Bartholomew nights on the one hand, and
the true evangelical festivals of the faith on the
1.

;

;

other.
6. The man healed at the pool of Bethesda is
not only parallel, but also in some respects a contrast, to the man healed at the pool of Siloam.
The most important point of contrast is the indolence and sleepiness of the one and the brightness and energy of the other.
But just this
makes the former case the more suitable type of
the general resurrection.
The re-animating
principle in Christ raises up not only living believers, but also in the last day the most lifeless
unbelievers ; though a whole age intervene between the first and the general resurrection.
6. The fountain of Bethesda an example of

• [The inquisitorial " acts of the faith/' it will be remembered, were usually celebrated on sonio church festival.—
I>. Y.]

B.
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earthly sources of healing, a symbol of the diTine source ; the pool and hall of Bethesda an
example of watering-places, hospitals, etc., a
symbol of the theocracy ; the hall of Bethesda,
visited by Christ, a representative of the church*
the dispensary of divine grace in the sinful
world.
7. The Sabbath of the Jews and the Sabbath of
Christ here gives the deepest warrant
Christ.
for the higher Sabbath work, in opposition to a
dead Sabbath rest. God's creating, and God's
working in His creation, are different things.
And the most important works of God in His
Sabbath are His festal works of love for the
restoration of man. So with this festal Sabbath
work of Christ. The Sabbath of the Christian
should follow the example. [Comp. Exeg. Notes

on ver. 16.— P. S.]
8. The two accusations brought against Jesus
before the Jewish court mark the two positive
fundamental motives of the persecution of Him,
which come out stronger and stronger in the
progress of the Gospel history. The first is His
offending against their statutes, particularly
their Sabbath laws; the second is His manifestation of Himself (as Son of God), offending against
their deistic theology. But we must not overlook two corresponding negative motives: (1)
Their anger at His refusal to embrace and yield
Himself to their chili asm; (2) their envy at His
greatness and consideration with the people.
These different motives may be reduoed to the
single motive of the offence He gave their hierarchical malignity. This offence was (1) objective ; a statutory offence, both (a) ecclesiastical,
with reference to the Sabbath, and (6) theological, with reference to the doctrine of the unity

offence was (2) subjective; an
that (a) He does not fall in
with their ideas, is not a Messiah to suit their
worldly ambition, and (b) He eclipses them beThe oppofore the people, rousing their envy.
sition may also be expressed in Johannean terms,
as the hostility of darkness to light (of lie to
truth), of hatred to love, of death to life.
9. The self-offence of Christ before the judgment-seat, in respect to its wisdom, which is especially striking in the interchange of the third
and first persons, is a master-stroke, eclipsing
In respect to its matter, it
all human rhetoric.
is the divine depth of the doctrine of the organic
nature and process of the resurreotion, from its
origin in Christ, through the awakening and

of God.

The

official offence, in

quick£iing wrought by Him, to the

full

regenera-

tion or the world; the organic difference and
contrast also between the first resurreotion and
the second being indicated thereby. In respect
of its issue or effect, the discourse marks a victory, after which the Jewish court drops the
action, but does not abandon it.
10. The discourse of Christ speaks of the
Father in His deepest nature and work : as being
life in and of Himself and giving life; of the
nature of the Son as corresponding to the essence and operation of the Father; and of this
in particular, as bringing with it a corresponding
moral administration. The discourse then exalts
the economy of the Son as an administration of
saving quickening (a time of grace), which suspends the old judgment, and presents the new

V. 1-47.
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judgment of the Son purely as a condemnation
unquickened by the Son. It presents
the healing work of Christ as a basis and presage of the awakening of the dead, the spiritual
awaking as the introduction and beginning of the
bodily and it exhibits this last in its double aspect of the consummation of life and the consummation of damnation. It declares the final
purpose of the judgment: The glorifying of the
Son for the glory of the Father. Next it treats
of the great testimonies which aocredit this mission of Christ: The testimony of a historical
to be left

;

office (John); the testimony of the Father in
miracles, and in the holy Scriptures; and in
particular the testimony of Moses. Finally it
holds up the contempt of these witnesses as
punishing itself by preventing the man, misled
and obstructed by the false witnesses of human ambition, from perceiving the witness of
the Holy Ghost, and so deprives him of all
witnesses of power and blessing, and plunges
him through unbelief into condemnation. " The
re-awakening of the dead of Israel in the time
of the Messiah had been predicted by Isaiah
(xxvi. 19) and Ezekiel (xxxvii.) ; and the* general
resurrection of the righteous and the wicked, by
Daniel (xii. 2), pointing, in immediate connection, to the Messiah intrusted with the judgment of the world; comp. Ps. ii. 8; ex. 6; Is.
xlv. 23, 24; lxvi. 23, 24; Joel iii. 1; Mai. Hi. 2.
But as the kingdom of God among Israel had to
begin inwardly, before it could appear in outward glory, so the resurrection of the dead and
the judgment; he alone who is spiritually quickened has the pledge, and the beginning, of the
bodily resurrection to life ; by faith or by unbelief each one already pronounces his own sentence, chap. iii. 18.
In token of the spiritual
and the future bodily resurrection, and of the
unity of the two, Jesus at that time raised dead
persons to life," etc. Gerlach.
11. The quickening work of Christ.
He who
would hinder Him in it, passes judgment, because he closes the day and the work of grace.
But Christ does not suffer Himself to be hindered,
because the Father, with His quickening power,
gives Him commission to perfect His quickening.
This judging is the reverse side (the medium) of
His quickening. In proportion as He cannot
and does not quicken, condemnation exists;
either still exists, or exists anew.
12. The different witnesses of Christ.
If the
testimony of the Baptist here seems subordinate
to the testimony of the Scriptures, it is not his
testimony as such, but only his testimony by
itself, in distinction from the entire testimony of
the Old Testament, of which his is the comple-

tion.
13. Christ, in picturing the Jews thinking
they have eternal life in their sacred books,
characterizes every false estimate of ecclesiasticism
or the objective church. The general perversion
of this spirit is objectivism, a person's alienating
his religion from himself, and thinking he has his

as an external treasure in ecclesiastioal objects
and means; whether the mere outside, the letter,
of the holy Scriptures, or the mere elements of
the sacraments, or the mere official processes of
church discipline. The essence of this objeclife

tivistic

churchliness

is lifelessness,
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ness, residing first in the spiritually dead persons, and thence making the objects dead likeThe objectivism of the Jews had a double
wise.
form. They thought they had their life in the
Scriptures, and in their traditional theology, or
the traditions of the elders. Christ intimates
the second point, but gives the prominence to

the first, because the Scriptures have, besides
the letter that kills, a spirit that quickens; and
because this spirit is their true life, in which
they testify of Christ. The same sort of exaltation of the legal canonical authority of the Bible
over the living revelation of God in voices and

and especially in Christ,, shows itself in
various ways even in the Protestant theology.
visions,

The

not the opposite
true ground, however,
extreme of a subjectivism which loosens off from
is

the Scriptures, but a subjective spirit of faith
which inwardly unites itself with the testimony
of holy Writ.
14. The crown of the address of Jesus in this
judicial hearing is the gradually developed idea
of the essential judgment, in which Moses himself, to whom Christ's accusers appeal against
Him, will appear against them as tneir accuser.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
In proportion as Christ, the Light and the Life,
attracts kindred, susceptible souls, He repels the

—

haters of light.
The awaking and the working
of the powers of darkness in Israel against the
Lord. Christ's act of healing in the little Bethesda (house of grace), and His discourse of the
great Bethesda of the Father and the Son. The
reflection of the legalistic spirit of the Jews in
the capital action which they brought against
Christ : 1. They are scandalized by His entrance
into the emblematical "house of mercy " with a
substantial work of mercy (eclipsing the medi2. They charge
cinal bubbling and the angel).
against Him His festal work of charity on the
Sabbath as a labor deserving of death, and as a
3. On the feast of Purim, the
bad example.
feast of the reversed lot (which gave safety to
the Jews and destruction to the heathen, reversing what seemed to bs decreed), they made
a sinner's lot of new life the lot of death for him.
His vindication, appealing to the example of
4.
his Father, they turn inro a second and a heavier
accusation. 5. When they cannot condemn Him,
and are speechless, they turn their nonsuit into
a reservation to persecute Him the more steadily.
On the feast-day, which the people are keeping with merry-making, Christ visits the hospital.
The most helpless of all attracts most Christ's
attention.
As the hand of justioe touches the
highest haughtiness, the hand of mercy touches
the lowest misery. The sufferer says: " I have
no man;" and the Saviour stands by him. The
pool of Bethesda a type of favored localities in
a religious community in which the highest
miraculous aid has not yet appeared.
The
miraculous aid is (1) enigmatical (an angel
troubling the water) ; (2) occasional (at a certain season)
(3) extremely limited (to the one
who steps in first ;) (4) to many unavailable (the
impotent).
Irresolution and impotence, the
worst part of any malady (in melancholy, hypochondria, etc.): 1. It is itself disease. 2. It

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

aggravates the other disease. 3. It hinders the
cure.
4. It can make the cure uncertain again
(" lest a worse thing come unto thee"). Christ
takes even the honest wish of a man of faint
faith, for faith.
As here Christ's word of power
puts an impotent man upon his feet, so in the
general resurrection it sets the universe upon its
feet.
The cripple at the pool of Bethesda, compared with the blind man sent to the fountain of
Siloam, John ix.
" He that made me whole,
the same said unto me, Take up thy bed, and
walk." The feeblest confesssion, still a confession.
If it is lawful to be made- whole, it mast
be lawful to go home with the bed. The first
word of Christ to the impotent man in Bethesda,
and His second word to the healed man in the

—

—

—

—

—

temple.

—

— Christ's

self-defence

(see Doctrinal

Thoughts, No. 9).—"

My Father worketh."

difference between

festal,

The
divine working and
an unlawful, human laboring. The working of
God in the medicinal spring (or well of health)
an emblem of the saving operation of God in
general. 1. In its forms: a. The saving operation
of the Father in the kingdom of nature, b. The
saving operation of Christ in the kingdom of
grace.
2. In its stages: a. Christ's miraculous
healing and raising of dead in general. ©. The
spiritual awakening and the organic unfolding of salvation in the New Testament dispensation,
c. The finished work of salvation in the
general resurrection. The Lord's highest justification made a capital charge against Him.—
Ver. 19: Christianity the second, the spiritualized
and glorified creation. 1. Christ the image of
His word the spirit of the crethe Father; 2.
ation 3.
His work the copy of the works of
The Son's inability to do any thing
the Father.
of Himself, a paraphrase of His omnipotence to
do whatever the Father does.
The Father's
speaking and showing to the Son, an out-flowing
The Son's hearing and doing,
of His love.
a proving of His reciprocal love. The perfect
harmony of Christ's moral conduct with His es"And He will show Him greater
sential nature.
The works of healing a
works than these."
fore-shadowing of the miracle of the resurrection.
The Son unrestricted in His quickening
work ("quickeneth whom He will") ; or, Christ's
ministration of grace amenable to no limitations: 1. To no abridgment of its day. 2. To
no contraction of its field. 8. To no diminution
Every opposition to the saving
of its wonders.
work of Christ a condemnatory judgment, which
would make (call in, administer) the judgment

a

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

day

itself.

—Tne Father has committed juagment

the Son; implying: a. Every condemnation
of the old dispensation, before the Son judged, is
removed (it is a day of grace), b. The Son's
judging is but the oonsequenoe and the reverse
of His quickening (the manifestation of the selfcondemnation of unbelievers). The design of
the merciful judgeship of Christ: 1. To glorify
the Son above all (Phil. ii. 6-11). 2. To glorify
the Father through the Son.
Only as men honor
Christ as Son, do they honor God as Father.
Only in personal homage to Christ does the brightness of the personal divine Being disclose itself
to man (the personal essence is known through
the essentially personal manifestation). Verse
24: "Verily, .verily, etc The sure way to the
to

—

—

—
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highest salvation for all.
J. The way : a. HearBelieving God in His
b.
ing Christ's word.
sending of Christ. 2. The salvation: a. Having
b. Coming not into condemnaeverlasting life.
tion,
e. Being passed from death unto
The utmost passiveness of submission

—

life.

to

God

All in the
through Christ, the highest action.
foundation of the Christian life has been already
done, when any decisive beginning is made in
"The hour is coming, and
the manifestation.
now is." All the future is included in the presThis is true (1) in the hisent of Christianity.
tory of Christ, (2) in the history of the church,
In one hour of
(3) in the individual Christian.
the eternal life all hours of tire eternal future lie
The spiritual resurrection as the
in germ.
ground- work and the genesis of the universal
All must hear the voice of Christ;
resurrection.
The
but only those who hear aright, shall live.
resurrection of all bodies must follow as by natural necessity from the operations of Christ, but
the resurrection of hearts depends on voluntary
Christ the
faith, which Christ does not force.
dispenser of life, in the special sense, as Son of
God. Christ the judge, in the special sense, as
Son of Man.
And yet at once life-giver and
judge in both relations. Christ's power to have
"Marvel not"
life in Himself (see above).
(comp. ver. 20) ; or, the most extraordinary mani"The
festations of Christianity yet impend.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

coming in which all." It is coming, (1)
hour of the great trumpet which all must
hear; (2) as the judgment-day of pure light, in
hour

is

as the

which all must appear; (3) as the millennial
summer, which brings everything to maturity.
Those who come forth on the day of the resur-

What all have in common (ail come
under the operation of Christ's power; all
must hear the voice of His power, follow its call).
2. How thej differ and separate (in their relations to the operation of the grace and Spirit of
rection: 1.

forth

Christ),

a.

The

result of the manifestation:

8ome have done good according to the principles
of the kingdom of God, have sealed their faith
by works of love the others have done evil,
;

b. The
have sealed their unbelief in obduracy,
reward: The two classes come severally to the
resurrection, the complete development, of the
Verse 30: The judgsentence which is in them.
ment of Christ, a judgment of the Father also.
The witnesses who accredit the Lord: 1. He does
not begin with His own testimony (but leaves
this to follow other testimonies, without which
it eould not have its full weight).
2. He does
not rest upon the official testimony of John, which
ought to have satisfied the Jews, but could not
satisfy Him (and so to this day He rests not on
the official testimony of the church, though to
men this most suffice for the beginning). 3. But
He appeals to the testimony of the Father in His
works (miracles of power) and in the Holy ScripVerse
tures (miracles of prophetic knowledge).
The
82: Christ sure of His divine credentials.
miseonduct of the Jews towards John the Baptist a presage of their misconduct towards the
Lord: 1. Of John' 8 solemn mission (preaching
repentance) they made a pleasant entertainment;
and, conversely, of the glad tidings of Christ they
made a tragic offence. 2. They separated John's
light from his fire, that they might dance with

—

—
—
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the visionary hope of an outwardly glorious
Messianic kingdom ; aud in Christ they despised
the light, that they might harden themselves in
the fire of His love.
3. In the fickleness of their
enthusiasm they soon gave John over to the
caprice of Herod; and with the same fickleness
they delivered the Lord to Pilate. The misconduct of the spirit of the world and the spirit of
the age towards the messengers of God.-—Christ
still attested, and more and more attested, by the
words of Scripture and tokens of life. Marks
of dead and false faith: 1. It adheres to the
means of revelation (Scriptures, tradition,
church, sacraments, ministry), and has no sense
for their living origin, the personal God.
2. It
adheres to the forms of those means, and has no
heart to receive the personal centre of them, Jesus Christ, with His word. 8. It adheres to the
particulars of the forms (the letters of the Scrip-

—

—

ture),

while

and imagines

it

has eternal

life

in them,

of antipathy to Christ and the life
itself.
Or: 1. It has a Scripture and tradition
of revelation, and no quickening power of it in
the Spirit of the living God.
2. It has holy
Scriptures, but no holy Scripture, the centre of
which is the living Christ. 8. It thinks it has
eternal life outside of itself in the means of grace,
while it bears enmity to the life of the spirit in
Christ, the very life itself.
This dead faith alienates itself more and more (1) from the Father, the
source of revelation, (2) from the living Christ,
the word of revelation, (3) from the life of the
Spirit, the life of revelation.
Men cannot have
eternal life merely outside of themselves, in external church privileges. Even the Holy Scripture should not be exalted, in a legal spirit, above
the living Christ.
A man's study of Scripture
must be vivified by the study of his own heart.
Faith, when merely external, may turn itself upon
any means of revelation : (1) Turn from personal
life to things, (2) from the inner life, the spirit,
to the outer form, (3) from the centre of the life
to the details of its exhibition.
The moral
causes of dead faith: 1. Want of sense for the
divine spiritual glory of Christ, for the purity of
His life and the revelation of the Father in Him.
2. Morbid sensitiveness to the false spiritual
glory (honor) of men. 3. Ambitious desire to
take part in the mutual glorification of men ; or,
the want of that simplicity which constitute the
true responsiveness to God through Christ, arising from the ambition of the heart, which is a
false responsiveness to the honor of men.
Aversion to God and propensity to deify the world
and self, the fundamental characteristic of sin
and of heathenism, and the root of the perversion
of the (theocratic and ecclesiastical) disposition
to believe.
The condemnation of the false, legalistic faith: 1. It misses salvation in Christ,
it is full

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and

over to false prophets and false Mesand to anti-Christ at last. 2. It loses the
honor which is from God, and comes to shame
before the world itself. 8. It finds its heaviest
condemnation in the law of the Lord itself, which
falls

siahs,

—

hypocritically professes to honor.
Unbelief,
the soul of a dead and empty legalistic faith.
The spirit of legalism is much more completely
it

condemned and overthrown by its own illegality
(its lawlessness) than by Christianity.
Before

—

the eyes of the world this spirit is put to oonfu-
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sion by the law, especially by the fundamental
laws of humanity as laid down by Moses, far in
advance of the judgment-day. —Christ in His
first judicial appearance, and in His last.
Starke: Nova Bibl. Tub.: The example of
Christ in attending public worship at every opportunity, even though He had no need of it.
Ibid. : What is the world but a hospital, the abode
of the bodily and spiritually sick? Zeisics;
The world a very Bethesda. Majcs : Hospitals,
asylums for poor and sick are most justly es-

tablished and maintained.
Ibid. : From the wells
of charity flow many healing waters. The movings of the heavenly water of healing are not
under our control, yet that we may expect and
wait for them is itself a mercy. Zeisius : Look
into the mirror of this most wretched and patient
sufferer, thou who art so discontented and impatient under sufferings .hardly as many days,
or even hours, protracted, as this man's infirmity
was years ! Hedinoeb: Patience, the best thing.
Tedious infirmities, veritable trials of patience.
Qoesnel : The more we are deprived of human help, the better right we have to hope for
the help of God. Majus : Jesus looks graciously
upon those at whom the proud world casts not
a glance. Follow His example. To visit and help
the sick, a large part of love. By questions God

—

—
—

—

—
—

encourages our faith. Though men cannot or
will not help, yet God stands by with sure mercy.
Nova Bibl Tub. : When Jesus speaks, it is
done, ete. Ps. xxxiii. 9. Zeisius: Help comes
at last
Hedinobb: Hypocrites strain out gnats.
Qdeshbl: A servant of Christ, upon a noble
achievement, must not wait for the applause of the
people, but withdraw himself.
C am stein: All
temporal benefits should promote our conversion.
Hedinoer : If God take one cross off thee,
be not sure another and greater may not be laid
upon thee. We must never take holiday from
good works. Canbtein: The honor which the
children of God have from God their Father, and
from their sonship, is always an eye-sore to the
ungodly. If Jesus, our Head, is all life, we His

—

—

—

—

—

faithful members are perfectly certain also to
live forever.
jus: God testifies in us and of
us by the divine works which He performs in
and through us. On ver. 85. Zeisius : As a
burning light, while lighting others, consumes
itself, so Christian teachers should sacrifice themselves in the service- of God and their fellowmen. How rarely are light and heat found together! Qubsnbl: When a light arises in the
church, it immediately gives forth a brightness
in whioh people are glad* but this lasts not
long.
Ver. 88: And His word ye have, indeed,
in books, in schools, and on lips, and outwardly
hold it high, but have it not abiding in you.

Ma

—

—

—

Ver. 89: Even from the Old Testament Christ
be known. He who departs from Christ,
flies before life.
Teachers must seek not their
own honor, but the salvation of men. He who
does not obediently receive the word of God, has
no love for God. Majus : It is by no means a
mark of true dootrine, that it and its teachers
are eagerly received by the multitude.
Ambition not only corrupts the desires, but also as
it were, bewitches the judgment and sensibilities, so that in religion the man never yields to,
but always resists, the light and truth. Am-

may

—

—— —

——

—

—
—

—

—

—

many the cause of their hardening
themselves against the preaching of the gosjwl.—
A Christian, after the example of Christ, must not
accuse the enemies of the truth to God, but pray
for them.
Qubshel: Christ the key of the Old
Testament. The cavillers are mightily refuted
on their own ground. The appeal of the Son of
God Himself to the written word should quicken in
us the deepest reverence for the Holy Scriptures.
Bbaune : If God rested as the Jews would hire
men rest on the Sabbath, no sun would rise, no
flower would bloom.
Heubneb: Jesus never (as a rule) let a feast
go by without visiting Jerusalem: (1) To fulfil
the duty of an Israelite ; (2) to use the opportunity of preaching the word not only before the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, but before all Israel,
and before strangers ; (8) to testify tbe truth
there to the leaders at a time when He might appear before them without their venturing to lay
hands on Him.
Evangelical clergymen also
should use the high Christian festivals with conscientious fidelity, (1) because it may be expected that the Spirit of God will then be specially active; (2) because souls are then in more
solemn mood than at other times ; (8) because at
least many will be present then, who at other
times are not At such festivals it is disclosed,
of what manner of spirit a preacher is.*—Bethesda, 1. e., asylum, hospital, an emblem of the
Christian church (primarily an emblem of the
theocratic church of the law).
Jesus did not
avoid such sad sights, the retreats of the diseased. In fact He was the physician. There is
a true waiting for divine help waiting for that
which God alone can do ; but there is also a false
waiting: waiting for that which we ourselves
should do, or for the removal of that which
should .not hinder us at all. Ver. 4 This and
the whole passage would be a grand text for sermons at watering places, where it is rarely
heard.
The angel.
Even nature has invisible
spiritual forces for. her own secret spring. Ail
proceeds from the spiritual world. The judgment of a great physician, that a man cannot be
a thorough theologian unless he also understand
nature, nor a thorough naturalist unless he be
also a theologian.
The healing powers in the
kingdom of nature, emblems of the healing
powers in the kingdom of grace. Troubled the
water.
The first operation of the Spirit of God
upon the soul seems even to be a troubling, disquieting ; all is stirred up in the soul, the bottom
of the heart is shaken up ; but by that very
means new energies are excited, life is quickened,
and clearness comes.
Whosoever then first, etc.
Watch the time
Wilt thou f Jesus would have
our earnest will. Rise ! The word of Jesus has
power; what He commands, He gives. True
and false observance of the Sabbath.—God's
working is eternal : He is the living God, He is
the absolute life, and this life is love.
This flows
forth without interruption forever.
The thought
of the living God, the highest stimulus to work.
Unbelievers will marvel with terror and to
bition is with

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

:

—

—

I

—

—

—

—

—

* [This observation is trol y German, and scarcely applicable
America where church festivals are little esteemed, while
the weekly Lord's Day is the more strictly observed. Of late,
however, the observance of Christmas, Good Friday, and £tt>
tor has made much progress.— P. S.J
to
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condemnations, believers with joy and triumph
glory.
Unwillingness in spite of the
most pressing invitations is the cause of the
misery of men. (Luther :) In more secular callings, positions, and talents, it is less pernicious
to be proud and ambitious, but in theology to
be arrogant, haughty, and ambitious, does the

—
—

in their

utmost mischief.

Bessir: (Brenz:) Wilt thou be made whole?
So the Lord asks us in all our troubles, whether
we would be delivered. (Chemnitz :) The Lord
speaks to the Jews exactly as if I should say to
the Papists It is not I, but the very fathers
whose authority you allege in support of your
superstition, that will accuse you of ungodliness.
Or as if we should say to the pope It is not we
that accuse or condemn thee, but Christ Himself
whose vicar thou callest thyself, Peter whose successor thou ciaimest to be, Paul whose sword
thou pretendest to carry ; these are they that ac(And Mary as surely impeaches
cuse thee.

—

:

:

mariolatry, as every true saint the distribution
of the honor of Christ among the saints.)
Schlbibrmacher : How could it have been
thai so many refused to accept the Bedeemer ?
There is unbelief on the one hand, irresolution on
the other, and the two, in their innermost and
deepest root, are one and the same. If man can
come to a firm resolution to forsake the earthly
and strive for the heavenly, the eye of the Spirit
will soon open in him, enabling him to seek and
to find the true fountain of healing whence eterWe have life not in ourselves,
nal life proceeds.
bat from Him and through Him.
[ScHArr: Ver. 1. Christ went up to Jerusalem at a feast: 1. Because it was a divine ordinance, and to teach us to attend religious assemblies (Heb. x. 25) ; 2. Because it was an opportunity for doing good. (From Henry.) When
Christ came to Jerusalem, He visited not the palaces, but the hospitals, for He came to save the sick
and wounded. (The same.) Vers. 2-4. Nature
has provided remedies, men must provide hospitals.
How many are the afflictions in this world,
how full of complaints, and what a multitude of
The earth is a
impotent folks! (The same.)
great Bethesda. (Scott.) The fathers, and the
high Anglican, Wordsworth, regard the healing
pool of Bethesda stirred by an angel, as a figure
of baptismal water to which all mankind is invited, and whose virtue is never exhausted. But
Christ healed the cripple simply by His word,
Matthew Henry calls Bethesda a type
ver. 8.
of Christ, who is the fountain opened. Albert
Barnes indulges in remarks against the frivolous
amusements of modern watering places, where
more than anywhere else men should be grateful
for the goodness of God.
Ver. 8. Rise, take up
thy bed and walk. Christ first gives, and then
commands, He imparts the strength to do His
will Augustine: "Give what Thou commandest,
and command what Thou wilt." (Da quodjubes,
This sentence was
etfube quod vis. Conf. x. 29.
especially offensive to Pelagius, as it was directly
opposed to his view of the inherent moral ability
of man.) Ver. 9. The day of rest was chosen by
Christ as the fittest season for Divine acts of
merey. Thus He fulfilled the law and showed
His oneness with the Father. God rested on that
day from all His works of creation; but on that

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

V. 1-47.

Day

of rest He specially works in doing acts of
to the souls of His creatures in public
worship.
(Wordsworth.) Ver 14. Jesus escapes from the crowd ; but finds us and is found
by us in the temple. God is seen in solitude.
(Wordsworth.)
They who are healed from
sickness should seek the sanctuary of God, and
(Albert
give Him thanks for His mercy.
Barnes. ) Sin no more, lest a worse thingt etc The
doom of apostates is a worse thing than thirtyeight years' lameness.
From the
(Henry.)
healing of the sick at Bethesda we learn 1. What
misery sin has brought into the world ; 2. How
great is the meroy and compassion of Christ ; 8.
That recovery from sickness shonld impress us
with the determination to sin no more, lest a
worse thing happen to us. (Kyle.) Ver. 17.
What would become of the Sabbath unless God
worked on the Sabbath?
(Bengel.) Christ
speaks here as God who makes His sun to rise
and His rain to fall, and clothes the grass of the
field on the seventh day as well as on the other
six.
(Chrys08T0M.) The law of the Sabbath
is a law of a Being who never rests from doing
good.
(Thbophylact.) The Jews, understanding the law of the Sabbath in a carnal sense,
imagined that God was wearied by the labor of
the creation, and was resting from fatigue. As
He works always without labor, so Christ.
(Wordsworth.)—Jesus did not deny the obligation of the Sabbath law, but explained its constitution.
The solemnities of the Sabbath were
and are necessary to restore the human spirit,
distracted by the diversity of earthly affairs, to
the oneness of the Divine Being, but Christ, who
ever reposed in this unity, observed a perpetual
Sabbath, like the Father, and no activity could
distract Him.
(Olshausen.) Christ nowhere
sets aside the obligation of the fourth commandment, but places it on the right foundation, and
shows us that works of necessity and mercy are
no breach of the commandment. The error and
danger of the present age is the opposite of the
Jews.
The experience of eighteen centuries
proves that vital religion cannot flourish without
the Sabbath.
(Ryle.)— Ver. 19. If the Son
does the same things as the Father, and in the
same manner, then let the Jew be silenced, the
Christian believe, the heretic be convinced ; the
Son is equal with the Father. (Augustine.)
This is the strongest possible assertion of equality.
If the Son does all that the Father does,
then like Him, He must be almighty, omniscient,
all-present and infinite in every perfection ; in
other words, He must be God. (Barnes.) Ver.
21-29. That form of Man which was once judged
will judge all men. He who once stood before the
judge will sit as Judge of all. He who was once
falsely condemned as guilty, will justly condemn
the guilty.
Christ will be seen by the good and
the wicked ; God by the good alone. ( Auocstine.)
All that are in the graves (ver. 28), whether in
costly sepulchres or with monuments of marble,
or in lonely deserts, whether in the catacombs,
or in the depths of the sea, whether their bodies
have been embalmed, or burned to ashes and
scattered to the winds of heaven, all must appear
before the Judge " of tremendous majesty " for
a final settlement of the accounts of this earthly
life.
The immortality of the soul without faith

mercy

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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The former mode may be either hyperorthodox and superstitious, as with the Pharisees and Rabbinical Jffws, or rationalistic and
skeptical, as with the Sadducees and many
nomiually Christian commentators.
The Old
Testament an unbroken testimony to Christ. So
He read it, so we ought to read it.— Hehbt:
•• Christ is the treasure hid in the
field of the
Scriptures, the water in their wells." Alfobd:
" The command [?] to the Jews to search the Scriptures, applies even more strongly to Christians
who are yet, like them, in danger of idolizing a
mere written book, believing that m the BibU
they have eternal life, and missing the personal

is only an immortality of misery.
Live always in view of the judgment to come,
and prepare for it in time.

in Christ,

Christ.

—

" Quid turn miter tunc dicturut,

Qatm patranum rogaturttt,
(Juum, vix Justus tit tecurut.

Rtcordart, Jetu pie,

Qufi $um taum tutt rim
St me perdas iUa die /" (From the Diet lrm.)
Wretched man, what

Who

for

When

mo

tlie

shall I plead,
will intercede.

righteous mercy need?

Recollect, good Lord, I pray,
I have caused Thy hitter way
Dou't forget me on that Day 1

knowledge of Him of whom the Scriptures testi42; / know you.
Christ knows men better
than they know themselves, and than their
neighbors and friends know them. Ver. 44.
Worldly ambition a great hindrance to faith.
(Henry.)— Ver. 46. Moses leads to Christ, the
law is a school for the gospel (Gal. iii. 34).—]

[Ver. 88-40. Different modes of searching the
Scriptures, the one purely critical and heartless, mechanical, dwelling on the outside, confined to the letter, excluding the spirit, leading
away from Christ; the other spiritual, experimental, penetrating to the marrow, leading to

fy."

—

—

II.

THE PASSOVER OF THE JEWS, AND THE MANNA OF THE JEWS. THE PASSOVER OF CHRIST, AND CHRIST
THE MANNA FROM HEAVEN. MIRACLE OF FEBDINO IN THE WILDERNESS. MIRACLE OF THE FLIGHT
AND ESCAPE OVER THE SEA, WHEREIN CHRIST WITHDRAWS HIMSELF FROM THE CHILIA8TI0
ENTHUSIASM OF EARTHLY-MINDED ADMIRERS, AND HASTENS TO THE HELP OF HIS DISCIPLES.
DECISIVE DECLARATION OF CHRIST. OFFENCE OF HIS GALILEAN ADMIRERS AND MANY OF HIS
DISCIPLES AT HI8 REFUSING TO GIVE THEM BREAD IN THE SENSE OF THEIR CH1LIA8M, AND
PRESENTING HIMSELF IN HIS 8PIRIT WITH HIS FLESH AND BLOOD AS THE BREAD OF LIFE.

Chapter VI.
(Vers. 1-15, Pericope for Lee tare Sunday.

1-G5.

Parallels: Matth. xiv.
vi. 1-21.)

;

Mark vi. 14-60; Luke ix. 7-17;

John
1.

The Miraculous Feeding.

After these things Jesus went over the sea of Galilee, which is the sea of Tiberias.
1
2 And a great multitude followed him, because they saw 1 his [the]* miracles which
3 he did on them that were diseased. And Jesus went up into a [the] mountain, and
4 there he sat with his disciples. And the passover, a [the] feast [y iopnj'] of the Jews,
5 was nigh. When Jesus then lifted up his [the] eyes, and saw a great company come
[coming] unto him, he saith unto Philip, Whence shall [are we to] 1 we buy bread
6 that these may eat? And [But] this he said to prove him [proving him, xetpdtys
7 aoTuv]: for he himself knew what he would do [was going to do]. Philip answered
him, Two hundred penny-worth [denaries*- worth] 4 of bread is not sufficient for them,
8 that every one of them [each one]* may take a little. One of his disciples, Andrew,
6
9 Simon Peter's brother, saith unto him, There is a [one] lad here, which [who]
10 hath five barley-loaves, and two^mall fishes but what are they among so many?
And [omit And] T Jesus said, Make the men sit [lie] down. Now there was much
8
11 grass in the place. So the men sat [lay] down in number about five thousand.
And Jesus [therefore^] 9 took the loaves and when he had given thanks, he dis10
to them that were set [were lying]
tributed (to the disciples, and the disciples)
12 down ; and likewise [in like manner] of the fishes, as much as they would [desired].
When they were filled, he said unto his disciples, Gather up the fragments that
13 remain [over], that nothing [may] be lost Therefore [So] they gathered them to:

:

gether,
loaves,

and filled twelve baskets with the [omit the] fragments of the
which remained over and above unto them that had eaten.
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VI. 1-65.

THE MIRACULOUS WITHDRAWAL OV1R THE SEA.

Then

those [the] men, when they had seen [seeing] the miracle [sign] th*t Jesus
11
[he] did, said, This is of a truth [truly, aXy&ax;] that [the, o] Prophet that should
15 come [is coming, or, u to come] into the world. When Jesus therefore perceived
[Jesus therefore, knowing] that they would come and take him by force, to make
him a king, he departed [withdrew] again12 into a [the] mountain himself alone.

14

And [But] when even was now come [when evening came], his disciples went
16
1
17 down unto the sea [or, lake] * and entered into a ship, and went [having entered
a ship, they were going] over the sea toward Capernaum. And it was now dark
18 [darkness had now come on], and Jesus was not [yet] u come to them. And the
sea arose by reason of a great wind that blew [And as a strong wind was blowing,
19 the sea began to rise]. So when [When therefore] they had rowed [in vain] about
five and twenty or thirty furlongs, they see [behold] Jesus walking on the sea, and
20 drawing nigh unto the ship : and they were afraid. But he saith unto them, It is
I ; be not afraid.
Then they willingly received him [they were willing to take him] 15 into the ship
21
and immediately the ship was at the land whither they went [were going].
8.

22

23

24

25
26

27

DECISIVE DECLARATION 07 CHRIST,

AND OFFENCE OF MANY

DISCIPLES.

16

The day following, when [omit when] the people which stood on the other side
of the sea saw 17 that there was none [no] other boat there, save that one [but one],
whereinto his disciples were entered [omit wherein to his disciples were entered], 18 and
that Jesus went not with his disciples into the boat, but that his disciples were gone
[went] away alone [so that they for a time supposed that Jesus was still somewhere in their
(Howbeit [And though the disciples had been seen to go away without Jesus]
vicinity]
there came other boats [among which they might have returned] from Tiberias nigh
unto [near] the place where they did eat [ate the] bread, after that [when] the
Lord had given thanks:) 19 When the people therefore saw [at last perceived] that
Jesus was not there, neither his disciples, they also" took shipping [they them21
selves entered into the boats] and came to Capernaum, seeking for Jesus.
And when they had found him on the other side of the sea, they said unto him,
Rabbi, when earnest thou hither? Jesus answered them and said, Verily, verily,
I say unto you, Ye seek me, not because ye saw the [omit the] miracles [signs], but
because ye did eat [ate] of the loaves, and were filled.
Labour not [Work not, Busy not yourselves] for the meat [food] which perisheth,
but for that meat [the food] which endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of
man shall give [giveth]* unto you for him hath God the Father sealed [for him
hath the Father sealed, even God].
Then said they unto him, What shall we do, that we might [may] work the
works of God ? Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the work of God, that
ye believe on him whom he hath [omit hath] sent. They said therefore unto him,
What sign showest [doest] thou then, that we may see, and believe thee ? what
dost thou work? Our fathers did eat [ate] manna in the desert [wilderness] ; as
it is written, 'He gave them bread from heaven to eat/ [Ps. lxxviii. 24.]
Then said Jesus unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Moses gave you not
that [the] bread from heaven ; but my Father giveth you the true bread from
heaven. For the bread of God is he [that] which cometh down from- heaven, and
;

:

28
29
30
31
•32

33
34 giveth

life

unto the world.

Then

said they unto him, Lord, evermore give us this

bread.

35

Jesus [therefore] said unto them, I am the bread of life: he that cometh
me, shall never [not]" hunger ; and he that believeth on me, shall never thirst.
But I said unto you, That ye also [omit also] have [even] seen me,* and believo
not All that the Father giveth me, shall [will] come to me ; and him that cometh
For I came down [have, or, am come down,
to me, I will in no wise cast out.
zaTapifaxa] from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that sent me.
And this is the Father's will which hath sent me [the will of him that sent me],*
that of all which he hath given me, I should lose nothing, but should raise it up

And*

to

36
37
38
39
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And [For] 17 this is the will of him that sent me [the will
last day.
of my Father]," that every one which seeth [who looketh on! the Son, and believethon [in] him, may [should] have everlasting life : and I will [and that I
should] raise him up at the last day.
The Jews then [therefore] murmured at him, because he said, I am the bread
which came down from heaven. And they said, Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph,
whose father and mother we know ? how is it then that he saith [how then doth
29
Jesus therefore answered
this man say], 1 came [have come] down from heaven ?
And said unto them, Murmur not among yourselves. No man [no one] can come
to me, except the Father which .hath sent [who sent] me draw him: and I will
It is written in the prophets, 'And they shall
[shall] raise him up at the last day.
be all taught of God' (Isa.liv. 13). Every man therefore80 that hath heard, and
hath learned of the Father [or, that heareth from the Father and learneth],11
cometh unto me, Not that any man [one] hath seen the Father, save he which is
of God [but he who is from God], he hath seen the Father. Verily, verily, I say
unto you, He that believeth on me83 hath everlasting life. I am that [the] bread of
Your fathers did eat [ate the] manna in the wilderness, and are dead [died].
life.
This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof,
and not die. I am the living bread which came down from heaven: if any man
8
[one] eat of this [of my] bread,* he shall live forever : and the bread that I will give
8*
is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world.
The Jews therefore strove [contended] among themselves, saying, How can this
man give us his flesh to eat? Then Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say
unto you, Except [Unless] ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his
blood, ye have no life in you. Whoso [He that] eateth my flesh, and drinketh
my blood, hath eternal life; and I will [shall] raise him up at the last day. For
my flesh is meat indeed [true food, dXydijs ppwatq]?* and my blood is drink indeed
He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,
[true drink, aXrftr^ mfoc?].
dwelleth in me, and I in him. As the living Father hath [omit hath] sent me, and.
I live b v [by reason of, or, because of] the Father : [even] so he that eateth me, even
he shall live by [by reason of] me. This is that [the] bread which came down
from heaven : not as your [the] fathers did eat [ate] manna,88 and are dead [died]:
he that eateth of this bread shall [will] live forever.
These thing3 said he in the synagogue, as he taught [while teaching] in Caper-

40 again at the

41
42

43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53

54
55
56
57
58
•

59

naum.
60
Many therefore of his disciples [themselves], when they heard this, said, This is an
61 hard saying [This saying is hard] f who can hear it ? When Jesus knew [But Jesus knowing] in himself that his disciples murmured at it [were murmuring at this],
62 he said unto them, Doth this offend you ? What and if ye shall see [What then
if ye should behold] the Son of man ascend up [ascending, AvaPahovTd] where he was
63 before? It is the Spirit that quickeneth [giveth life] the flesh profiteth nothing.-88
the words that I speak [have spoken, XsXdAyza']" unto you, they [omit they] are
64 spirit, and they [omit they] are life. But there are some of you that believe not
For Jesus knew from the beginning who they were that believed not, and who
65 [it was, t& £(rctv f that] should betray him. And he said, Therefore said I unto
you [For this cause I have told you], that no man can come unto me except it
were [be] given unto him of my Father.
;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Yer. 2.—[Two readings, bat the same sense, i$<Jtpovr and iwpwv. John uses opo? only in the perfect. See Tiscbend.
and tho crit. Not© of Meyer.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 2.
avrov is wanting in the principal MSS.
ft
Ver. 5.— The subjunctive aorist ayopaaufitv [instead of the indicative future of the Recepta, ayopfooftcr] is established
by A. B. D. [Cod. Sin.], etc.
* Vor.
7.— 6ieuto<rnav iyvapuav oprot. Denaritu is a Roman silver coin, at first equal to ten asses (hence the name),
afterward* increased to sixteen, and equivalent to the Greek drachm. From the parable of the laborers in the vineyard it
would seem that a denarius was then the ordinary pay for a day's labor. Matt xx. 2. Its value was about equal to 7 English
pence, or 15 American cents. The K. V. should have retained the Latin term, as the Evangelists did in Greek, or it should
*
have rendered it thxlling, rather than penny, which Is too far below the value.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 7.—[The roc. inserts avrwr after c xaoro*. Omitted by It A. B. L^ and the recent edd.—P. 8.]
* Ter. 9.—The iv [of the Recepta: a tingle lad], omitted by B. D. L^ might have more easily dropped out [after the preceding srcu&ux—or] than crept in. It is wanting also in the God. Sin., thrown out by TischeucL bracketed by Lactam,
1

—

and Alford.-P. SJ
* Ver. 10.—[The rec

-

inserts ti after •Taw, without

good authority.—P.

8.]
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• Ver. 10.—{The verhs avavimo (f. avavtaovfiai, aor. 2. Arhrtaor) and ardxt tpat signify in the N. T. the ancient custom of reclining at table, upon the couch or triclinium, which was usually higher than the low table. The English equivalent
In this case they lay upon the ground. Mark and Luke describe the manner. Bee Mark vi. 39is to tit at tabic or at meat.
4lL— P. 8.1
t Ver. 11.—{o*V, therefore, is much better supported than id of the text. rec* and is adopted by Lachm., Tischend., Alf.
(Lang*, in his version, follows here the text. rec, but usually the readings of Lacbm. Probably an oversight.)— P. 8.1
w Ver. 11.—The words : ** the disciples, and the disciples to " [toi* ^a0nralt, oi fiatfip-at, text, rec.], are wanting in A. B.
been supplied from Matt xiv. 19.
L. [and in the Cod. Sin.], etc, and in almost all the Versious. They hare
» Ver. 14^-|The text. rec. inserts o 'Iiprovf after aruMtov,— beginning a church lesson, omitted by the critical editors.

W

—P.

S.]

»

ver. 15.—UiXiP (omitted by Tlschendorf ), with reference to ver. 3, is sufficiently supported by A. B. D. [In the 8th
Tlschendorf has restored roAtr, probably influenced ly Cod. Sin. llo also now reads (fxriryni instead of the usual
with the remark that the latter is a correction from Matthew, and 4}evye*> was thrown out as not being conOerte 4 < v y « t alienissimum est a corrtctore.—M. 8.]
sistent with the dignity of Jesus.
is Ver. 16.-4pr. Lange puts a period here, and several editions of the (iroek a semicolon, instead of the comma of the

erit. ed-,

&MvwM9«v

u Ver. 17.—The reading ovm>», not yet, in B. D. L., etc, and in the Versions and the fathers [and Cod. Sin M instead of the
owe of the rec.] adopted by Lachmann [Tischend., Alf.], is hardly an explanatory gloss (Meyer), but was more probably
dropped on account of its difficulty. See the Exegesis.
» Ver. 21.—[Cod. Bin. reads »}A0ok for qlcAoi'. 8ee the Exeget. Notes.— P. 8.J
M Vor. 22.—(This u when" is simply an anticipation of the ore at the beginning of ver. 24 It is the English Version's
solution of the grammatical difficulty of the whole sentence, ver. 22-24. 1 ho Vulgate and Luther avoid the difficulty by
following the reading tUov or tltw, instead of the participle ISitv (see below). Lango's Ingenious construction I have not
attempted to represent in the text. It will be found in full in the Exegesis. But the substance of it may be carried along
in the very words of the Knglish Version, as I have indicated.—E. D. Y.]
"Ibid.—Cod. A. [B. LA Chrysostom, the Versions, Lachmann [Tischend., Alf.] read «!5oi>; D.[tf.]: tlSev. A grammatical
conjecture. [Meyer defends the text. rec. coup, and says that the definite tense was inserted to ease the grammatical strucP. 8.1
ture.
w Ibid.—The words Ut'tro sic 6 JrlSipray oi paffifroi avrov [text. rec, tf* D.] are wanting in A. B. L., the Vulgate and the
appear as an elucidation with many variations. [Omitted by Lachm., Tischend., Alf.l
and
Itala,
» Ver. 23.—{The parenthesis of this verse in the Text. Rec. is removed by Dr. Lange, or rather is extended to the whole
from 6 ear**** vipa* r. 0~, ver. 22, to the end of ver. 23. Bee his construction in the Exegesis. Meyer entirely ob* fi
passage
.-•aa Ithe parenthesis.—E. D. Y.]
literates
Yer. 24.—The *ai before avroi Is lacking in the best MSS. [and in Cod. Sin.].
» Ibid.-{Avrot.]
* Ver. 27.—[For the future
Cod. ft D. Pyr., Chrys. and Tischend. (ed. viii.) read the present ttoWtrd—P. 8.]
» Ver. 35.—jText rec, inserts 64, and, after
«. D. Tischend. ofo. Omitted by B. L. T., Alt— P. 8.]
M Ver. 35.—[The E. V. connects vwa-orc with ov jxy| vtivatrn as well as with oi 6t^r«c—P. 8.]
» Ver. 36.—The m«, wanting in Cod. A., bracketed by Lachmann, is sufficiently attested. [It is wanting in the Cod. Sin.,
and omitted by Tischend., but retained by Alford. Lange translates koI in this verse correctly sogar, even.— P. 8.]
Ver. 39.— According to the best Codd. warpot is an addition. [In the Cod. Sin. the whole clause Tovro— xarpdt is
wanting (howueoteL)—E. 1>. V.]
* Ver. 40.—rdp, according to A. B. C, etc [and Cod. Shi.], instead of the Si of the Recepta.
Ibid.— Most Codd., B. C. D. [Cod. Sin.], efc, Clement and other fathers, and some versions read warpo\ fiov, instead of
third reading, M. A n etc., wi^avTot warpo?, aims to adjust the two. The text rec. comes from
the Recepta *«>f arret lie.
verse 38.
.
Ver. 42.—The second oftrot has several MSS. against it, but could have more easily dropped out than crept in. [The
Cod. Sin. has the ofrroc, and reads : oeroc A*ycr 'Eyta ««, instead of the text rec. : hiytt oSroc* "Ort <«*—E. D. Y.J
*> Ver. 45.--0&I', therefore, after not is not sufficiently supported.
» Ibid. The readings autowrat and Ajcoim** are both strongly attested ; the former somewhat the more strongly, while
the latter to favored by the probability that the tense of pafai' following would react. [The Cod. Sin. has oxoiKrac.—
E. D. Y.l
as Ver. 47.—[The words tic fad are omitted by K- B. and other ancient MSS., and by Tischend., but inserted by other MSS.
and the Versions, and retained by Lachm., bracketed by Alt—P. 8.]
Ver. 51w—[TischentL, ed. viii., reads with Cod. 8in., etc., «*« row ifiov aprov (Hil. ex into pine; Cypr. de duo pane),
iastevl of ix tovtov rev aprov with B. C. L. The latter looks like a correction. P. 8.1
Ver. 51.—On the omission of these words: which I will give,—in Codd. B. C. L. D., etc, see the Exegesis. [In the
Cod. 8in, the whole clause : ti* tjfw—icoVmov $»n* , is wanting.— E. D. Y.]
Ver. 66.—Lachmann and Tlschendorf read ahrflfc [true] both times (according to B. C. K. L., etc) instead of aAirf&ff
[trmtf, indeed] ; the latter Is probably explanatory, since aAiffftpif (Cyril, Chrysostom) is the word to be expected. [Tregellee,
Alford, Westcott and Hort unanimously adopt ihrfi^t. So also Tischend., 8th ed., Meyer, 6th ed., and Lange, who renders: wakrkaftc, i.e^ real, substantial, Speise, Trank. Cod. Sin. has hore several corrections which Tlschendorf notes:
M tC*a6«A9to priore ad potteriut transiluU ; K° rupplcvit omissa ac bis aAi^c dedit, nisi quod aUerum (a.«b /) rursus in
aAsffuc mvtatvm" P. 8.]
Ver. 58.—The omission of the vfi£>v by important MSS^ B. C. L., etc (adopted by Lachmann and Tlschendorf), may be
due to theological reasons. Likewise the omission of to ftdwa in C. T M etc. (adopted by Tlschendorf). The former reading
to supported by D^ etc., the latter by B. [The Cod. Sin. lacks both v/imp and re navva.. Tischend., 8th ed., Tregelles. AlfonL
Westcott and Hort do the same, and read simply «a0wc tyayov oi waWpcc *«i dirtOavor, as the fathers ate and died.—P. S.J
Ver. 60.—[Tischend., Alf., efc., read: a/tXijp^ iartv 6 Aoyos oeroc, which is supported by N- B. C. D., etc., against the
P. »•]
text, rec, which pnto ofrrec before e k6yo*
#
Ver. 63. [Lange inserts after flesh the gloss : as such, separately considered, and after nothing : doeth nothing towards
U. BeeExeg.— P.S.]
as Ver. 63.—The perfect AeAiAijaa to supported by decisive authorities, B. C. [Cod. Sin., Tischend., Alf., etc.]. The Recepta [hah*] generalises the word.
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THB MIRACULOUS TUBING.

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
See the parallels in Matthew, Mark, and Lake,
and the comments in the first two vols.
[The doable miracle of the feeding of the multitude, and the stilling of the tempest, is the only
miracle which John has in common with all the
Sjnoptists (Lake alone omits the stilling of the
tempest). Bat he relates it chiefly as the occasion
and basis of a lengthy discourse of Jesus, which is
omitted by the other evangelists, and whioh brings
oat the symbolical meaning of the miraculous feed-

ing.
He represents Himself here as the Bread
of Life, as in the 4th chap. He exhibits Himself
as the Water of Life. Thousands upon thousands
in all ages and countries of the world have satisfied their spiritual hunger by feeding on Him,

and yet He remains to this day, and will remain
to the end of time the same inexhaustible source
of supply. The miraculous feeding bears also
a striking resemblance to the miracle of the
change of water into wine in chap. ii. The nearness of the typical paschal feast (vi. 4,) gives the
discourse a bearing on the great paschal sacrifice of the Lamb of God for the life of the world.
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Chap. vi. develops the national unbelief or false
belief in the people of Galilee, as chap. v. reveals
the national unbelief of the leaders in Judea ; but
both chapters bring out the crisis. Alford says:

"In chap. v. Christ is the Son of God, testified
by the Father, received by faith, rejected by

to

unblief ; here He is the Son of Man, the incarnate
Life of the World, and the unbelief of the Jews
and His own disciples is set in strong contrast
11
with the feeding on Him as the Bread of Life.
But He is this Bread of Life by virtue of His
descent from heaven, as the incarnate Son of
God, and by sacrificing His flesh and blood, i. e.,
His whole human life on earth, in holy obedience
and atoning suffering for the life Of the world.
The discourse of the sixth chap, bears the same
relation to the Lord's Supper as the discourse
with Nicodemus (chap, iii.) does to baptism, t. e.,
it expresses the general idea which precedes and
underlies the sacramental rite as subsequently
instituted.
See remarks on ver. 27 and the ExP. S.]
cursus at the close of the Exeg. Notes.
The history of the miracle. The time, place,
and essential features are those of the first of the
two miraculous feedings which Jesus performed
(Matt. xiv. 13; Mark vi. 30; Luke. ix. 10. See
the Comm. on Matt). The historical connection
of it in John is not, as Meyer asserts [p. 249],
different from that in the synoptical Gospels.
In
John the miracle is preceded by a voyage over
the sea to the eastern side from the vicinity of
Tiberias, and followed by the miraculous walking upon the sea. In Matthew also Jesus " departed by ship into a desert place, 11 because
Herod had executed John and was curious to see
Jesus ; and the feeding is followed by the walking
on the sea. In Mark it is further specified that
the sending out of the twelve, in other words
Christ's setting out towards Jerusalem (to the
feast of Purim), had occurred shortly before, and
that the apostles had just gathered themselves
together again to Jesus. The order is exactly
the same in Luke, though Luke gives not the
walking on the sea. The single external difference, therefore, in regard to the cause of the
voyage is, that John gives the attempts to ensnare Jesus in Jerusalem as the oause of His return to Galilee, and the synoptical Evangelists
mention the more immediate occasion of His going over the lake, to wit: Herod's intention to
bring Jesus before him. The two motives are
manifestly akin, and might easily coexist. See
Com. on Matt., chap. xiv.
Ver. 1. After these things Jesus went

—

—

away over the sea ofOalilee.— [Me raravra,
t. e., after the transactions related in chap. v.
Christ probably returned to Galilee soon after
the feast of Purim (Chap. v. 1), whioh took place
in March, and performed this miracle between
the feast of Purim and the next passover, which
was celebrated a month later, but whioh Jesus
did not attend for the reason mentioned in ohap.
vii. 1.
He continued in Galilee till the feast of
Tabernacles, which occurred in October, and
which He attended (vii. 1, 2, 10). This gives us
seven consecutive months in Galilee during this
year, including the last month of the first and
six months of the second (or, third, according to
the view taken of the ioprij in v. 1, see remarks
there) of our Lord's public ministry. John re-

lates in chap. vi. only the most salient events of
this period, and takes much for granted and well
understood from other sources. P. 8.1
'AflriyAtfev is not to be referred, as by Baumgarten and Meyer, to the departure of Jesus from
Jerusalem* After the return of Jesus to Galilee,

—

which of course took place very soon after the
Purim, •since Jesus was no longer safe in
Judea, one more circumstance came in, which
the synoptical Evangelists record (see Leben
Jesu, II. 2, p. 779).
Yet Tholuck groundlessly
supposes a long intervening ministry in Galilee,
because the passover came not long after the
feast of Purim, and the passover was now just at
hand (ver. 4).f Meyer disputes the view of
Bruckner and earlier interpreters, that the
awi}7&cv must fie referred to some place in Galilee, and the view of Paulus, that the genitive,
rye Tij3ep., indicates that He crossed the sea from
Tiberias; J following chap. v. 1, the phrase must
amount to: cnroXnruv 'lepocdivpa fy&e tripav.
This is undoubtedly right so far as it represents
feast of

the crossing of the sea as occasioned by the experiences in Jerusalem ; and John also calls the
sea of Galilee in chap. xxi. 1, •ddlaoca rfc
Tipepiddoc, after the manner of the Greeks (?ufanf
Tifteplg, Pausan. v. 7, 8). But in the verse before
us the first designation, rfjc Tahlaiac, certainly
was not necessary in addition to the second; for
any one would understand the second, though it
differed from the expression of the synoptical
Evangelists (Matt. iv. 18). The second designation, therefore, must be taken as an additional
specification. 2
Thus large seas often have particular names from particular districts on their
coasts ; the Bodensee is also the Lake of Constance,
and the Vierwaldstdlter See, or Lake of the Four
Forest Cantons, the Lake of Lucerne.
After all is
said, the Evangelist of course does not intend to
make the Lord embark at Jerusalem. And the
interest which Herod Antipas was just now
taking in the appearance of Christ, and the Lord's
own rapid escape, as well as the straggling ships
from Tiberias mentioned immediately after (ver.
23), imply that Christ embarked from the part
Respecting the
of the coast about Tiberias.
lake, see note on Matthew iv. 18.
||

* [Meyer arbitrarily supplies: " baring left Jerusalem,"
All older commentators, as also Bruckner, Hengstenberg,
Godot, refer diHjAdev to Capernaum or some other place In
Galilee. Alford, agreeing with Lttcke, says that Ar^A^o o
'Iipr. nipav rifi BakaoaT^y if connected with the preceding
discourse,

would be

unintelligible,

and can only be under-

stood by the fragmentary (?) character of John's Gospel as relates to mere narration, and the well-known fact being presupposed, that His ministry principally took place in Galilee.—
pTs.l
f [Ewald, with his usual oracular elf-assurance, as If be
had been present at the composition of the Gospel of John,
asserts that by a sad accident a whole sheet (he does not
specify the precise number of chapters and verses) between
chap. t. and vi., was lost before the Gospel came into general
circulation. Die Johatmeitchen Schrifien. L, p. 221.—P. &]
t [This would require Aire* or ix T^eptAfto?.— P. 8. J
{ [TiS«pt46or is a geographical genitive, inserted for the
easier understanding of Gentile readers (comp. xxi. l\ who
knew the lake best by that name (Pausan. v. 7, 3 ; o*r5c otta
'l6pSavov kifivrfv TifkoiSa bvofiafyntvrjv fttoSevopra), though
Matthew and Mark always call it 0oA. riff TaXOuuat, Luke
once (v. 1), Alftn) r«vnj<rap*T, Josephus (De b*Uo Jud,, iiL 10.
Hence the Yulg.
8, etcX usually Ttwip&P or Tiwrpaplris.
and Besa correctly translate: "mare Galibjess, quod est
Tibcriadi*;" so also the B. V.—P. 8.1
Robinson (Lex. sub rewiprapir, p. 141) thus describes
| [Dr.
the sea of Tiberias: "It is about 12 miles long, and 5 or six
broad, and is still celebrated for the purity and salubrity of
-
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We must further consider that if Jesus, returning from Jerusalem, wished to pass as soon
as possible over the sea, He must rather sail from
the region of Tiberias, than from Capernaum.
Respecting the eastern coast (Matt. chap, xiv.)
comp. Ton Raumer's PaliUtina, p. 60 and 205 sqq.
"The ancient Bashan, about the time of Christ,
embraced fire provinces: Gaulanitis, TrachoniGaulanitis
tis, Auranitis, Batan&a, and Itur&a.
corresponded nearly to the present Tsholan, and
lay between the upper Jordan, the sea of TibeThe eastern
rias, and the lower Mandhur."
shores of the sea (chalk, interspersed with basalt)
rise to a height of from eight hundred to a thousand feet, and spread into a table-land cut up
with wadys; the western mountains are about
half as high. The eastern coast was an asylum
for the Lord on account of its solitude, and on
account of its being under the jurisdiction of
Philip, a son of Herod the Great, and a mild
prince, who after his father's death had become
tetrarch of Batenaoa, Gaulanitis, Trachonitis,
and Paneas. He died childless at Julias, A. D.
34, and his dominions were attached to the province of Syria (not to be confounded with the
Philip whose wife Herodias was married to
Herod Antipas ; see on Matt. chap. xiv).
Tiberias. A city in Galilee, and in the most
beautiful part of it, on the western shore of the
lake, south of the middle, on a narrow plain
(Joseph. Antiq. xix. 8, 1 ; xviii. 2, 8), a then
modern, Herodian city of Palestine, adorned with
a royal palace and a race-course, inhabited
mostly by heathens, named by Herod Antipas in
honor of the emperor Tiberius. Herod seems to
have usually resided here; and this, according
to Bachiene, was the reason why Jesus never
From Herod Antipas to the
visited this city.
accession of Herod Agrippa II., it was the capiFishing and lake transportal of the province.
tation were the chief employment of the inhabiAfter the dissolution of the Jewish state,
tants.
for several centuries, it was the seat of a renowned Jewish school (Lightfoot), and one of the
four sacred cities of the Jews. In the vicinity,
at the village of Emmaus, were warm baths
(sulphur, salt, iron; medicinal). Some, without sufficient reason, identify the place with
Cinneroth (Josh. xix. 85, belonging to the tribe
of Naphtali), with Hammath (Ibid.), and with
Rakkath ( Ibid. ). Now Tabaria, with about three
thousand inhabitants, Jews. An earthquake in
the year 1837.
See Von Schubert III., 233,
Robinson III., 600. [Boston ecL of 1856, vol. II.,
380-394.
Robinson describes the present town,
called in Arabic Ttibartyeh, as " the most mean
and miserable place" in Palestine, " a picture of
disgusting filth and frightful wretchedness." It
suffered much from an earthquake in 1887, when
about 700 persons died out of a population of
2500.— P. S.]

—

Ver. 2.

him.

—

It

And a great multitude followed
seems not to be a multitude which has

waten and the abundance of its flab. It presents, indeed, a
limpid water in a deep depressed basin, with
a continuous wall of hills on the sides; but the hills are rounded
and tame; and although after the rainy season the verdure
of the grass and herbage gives them a pleasing aspect, yet
later in the year they become naked and dreary.
Its position
exposes it to gusts of wind." Comp. his lfrsearcJies, Boston
ed. of 1856, Vol. IL, 330, 386, 416-417.—P. S.J
Its

beautiful sheet of

1;
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VI. 1-65.
just

now gathered

(rjKoTuov^ei)

;

possibly- con-

it

remnants of the Galilean caravan returning from thefeastof Purim, but certainly for the most part of the beginnings of the Passover caravan : without doubt Galileans. Many
might have attached themselves to the returning
disciples, who also wrought miracles.
Yet the
sisted in part of the

text implies that

new miracles

of the Lord, per-

formed on the western shore, were the particular attraction.

Ver.
phrase

3.
is

—

Into the mountain. This standing
accounted for (1) by the character of

the Palestinian landscape, affording everywhere
heights on which Christ could withdraw from
intercourse with the people in the plain ; (2) by
the Lord's habit of retiring upon a mountain
(3) by a symbolical view which has insensibly
connected itself with this habit : taking the solitude of a high mountain for the stillness of prayer.
The region is more particularly stated by Luke
([chap. ix. 10) ; it was near the eastern Bethsaida
in Gaulanitis.

Ver.

4.

And

the Jews,

the passover, the feast of

was

nigh. The feast, i. «., the
principal feast.
The passover of the same year,
782.
Lucke groundlessly supposes that Jesus
attended this feast. The absence from the principal feasts was nothing' inconceivable, as may
be inferred from the questions in chap. vii. 1
and xi. 6b*. (Paulus, contrary to the usage of
the language, ii. 13; xii. 2., etc., renders: not
long past.)
[The nearness of the passover accounts for the multitude of people ready for a
journey to Jerusalem, and suggested in part the
subject of the following discourse on the sacrifice of Christ's life for the life of the world, which
was typically foreshadowed in the Jewish pass-

over.— P.

—

Ver.

6.

S.]

A great company come unto him.

Meyer: "It was a new company [pilgrims to
the festival], not that of ver. 2, which had followed Him on His way to the sea." The contrary is plainly stated by the synoptical Gospels,
Matt. xrv. 13; Mark vi. 33; Luke ix. 11. According to Lampe, Bruno Bauer, Baur, and
Luthardt [Hengstenberg], the subsequent discourse of Jesus concerning the eating of His
blood relates to the passover, and reveals the
antitype of that type. Meyer disputes this, because the discourse lacks the slightest hint of it.
Some hint, however, lies in the very choice of
the striking terms and in the subsequent words
of institution.
To Philip. To this disciple the question
must have been a peculiar test. See the note on
chap. i. 45.
It is possible, however, that Philip
was the one who first solicited the Lord to send
the people away, Matt. xiv. 15. According to
Bengel, Philip had charge of the res alimentaria.
Meyer urges against this that Judas was the
treasurer [xiii. 29], which is not a sufficient
reason with better reason he refers also to the
individuality of Philip, as exhibited in chap. xiv.
8, which, however, he calls ver$tandesmiU$ig [jejune

—

—

;

and calculating, and somewhat skeptical, like Thomas. Chrysostom also infers from xix. 8, that Philip was weaker in faith or tardier in spiritual apprehension than the rest. Alford takes the circumstance as simple matter of fact, implying perhaps that he was nearest the Lord. at. the ino«
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ment. P. 8.] John's omission of the circumstance that Jesus had previously been teaching
this multitude and healing their sick (see on
M>itt.),
making the Lord ask immediately:

"Whence

shall

we bay bread
1

[ayopaot*-

of course only an
abridgment of the history sustained by many examples (see ver. 1 ; Liicke, Neander), not a difference, as Meyer holds, nor a sign of defective
testimony, according to Baur. By the circumstance that Andrew had already made the acquaintance of a baker's errand boy, or bread
ender in the caravan, John himself indicates
that the scene did not occur abruptly. Also by
the aorists.
[John represents the Lord as first
suggesting the question how to feed the multitude; the Synoptists relate that the disciples
came to the Lord and asked Him to dismiss the
multitude from this desert place into the villages
where they might buy themselves food. John's
narrative is abridged. But in every important
point the agreement is complete. See the remarks of Alford in loc. P. 8.]
Plainly a test of
Ver. C. To prove him.
faith ; which Meyer without reason denies, and
then himself confirms; Philip must be more
ready to experience the power of faith. But it
was also a test of love which the disciples stood
[For he himbetter than the test of faith.
self knew. Jesus did not need the counsel of
fiev, conjunct. deliberat.'jV

—

is

—

—

Philip.— P. 8.]
Ver.

7.

Two hundred denaries'

A hundred

worth.

denaries were equivalent to about

fourteen dollars and a half. Comp. on Mark vi.
Grotius supposes, this was the contents of
37.
the treasury. John represents it as the prompt
The
calculation of the quick-minded Philip.
representation in Mark is not inconsistent with
this; yet seems to imply that the disciples are
ready to apply all their fund to the feeding of
the people. Yet, according to Philip, even the
high estimate of two hundred denaries would not
suffice.

saith unto him.
Ver. 8. Andrew
Here again, as in chap. xji. U2, Andrew appears
near Philip and in like manner in an act of
Andrew seems
friendly interest and assistance.
to be a master in mediation and advice, John i.
40 sqq., and xii. 22. On that other occasion also
he supplements Philip. But why is it said:
"One of Hit disciples ?" Wassenbergh considers
the apparently superfluous and disturbing words
But John intends to mark that
to be a gloss.
it was one of the disciples who first, though with
.

.

.

—

•trembling heart, directed his eye to that little
store with which Jesus wrought the miracle.
a id dp to v
Ver. 9. There is one here,

n

iv.

One

boy; one young slave.; one little
The last, most likely a bread ven-

little

apprentice.*
der or sutler accompanying the caravan. The
sense is : there is only one little tracer here,
and he has only so much.
The food of the poorer
Barley-loaves.
Tr. Petachim [fol. III. 2]: "Rabbi
classes.
Johannan said the barley is fine. He was answered : say this to horses and asses [nuntia hoc

—

* [Words worth

:

One person, and he a chad; and he has

•only Ave loaves, and they of barUy ; and two fishes, and they
small. Then Dr. W. got* on allegorizing about the elements
4>t

A

the sacramout.—P.

S.J

equis et asinis ]."

Two

small fishes.

—'0^4

-

piov [Lit. opsonium], a diminutive of faw [from
otttou, or bfxj, to cook, to roast], any thing cooked
or roasted, to go as a relish with bread (icpoir+&ytov) : generally fish [little -fish], as here. [Of
later Greek usage.
In the New Testament bf&~
ptov is peculiar to John who employs it five times
(vi. 9, 11 ; xx. 9, 10, 13).
The Synoptists use

—

here the word i;p*t*c. P. 8.]
Ver. 10. Much grass in the place.
mark of the eastern spring about the time of the
passover.*
[After the rainy season.]
The
men. Constituting, no doubt, according to the
idea of the festival caravans, the great mass.
They appear here as heads of families, around

—

—

whom in many
grouped,

men alone

cases women and children were
avdpec,* touch of accuracy ; the
were arranged in companies and num[o I

bered, while the women and children were served
promiscuously. (See Meyer and Alford in loc.)
According to Mark the multitude reclined on the
green pasture ground by parties or in groups of
hundreds and fifties.
They probably formed
two semicircles, an outer semicircle of 30 hundreds, and an inner semicircle of 40 fifties.
A
wise symmetrical arrangement for the easy and
just distribution of the food. P. S.]
Ver. 11. Given thanks. Matt xiv. 19.
According to the best authorities, the distribution by the disciples, which is in the Textus Rec.
supplied here from Matthew, is left by John to
be supposed. See the Textual Note.
[E vxaptoTfjoa c, for which the other Evangelists use ev7joytlv, is in accordance with the blessing or grace of the father of a Jewish family at
meals, and has here a special bearing on the
miracle. John describes the distribution (dtiSuiu
role hvoKeifiivote) as being the act of Christ, without, -however, excluding the intervention of the

—
—

mentioned by Matthew, Mark and
Luke. Verse 11 is the place for the miracle, but
the exact moment and manner of its performance
eludes the grasp of the senses. It must have
taken place immediately after the prayer of
Christ as He distributed the bread through the
disciples as

apostles to the eaters.
The evaugelists show
their good sense in omitting a description of what
is indescribable.
Augustine's and Olshausen's
ingenious idea of a divinely hastened process of
nature (to which must be added an accelerated process of art, or the combined labors of the reaper,
miller and baker, by which wheat or barley is
changed into bread) does not help the understanding of the matter, and has only the value
of an analogy. We cannot oonceive, philosophically, of supernaturally, yet visibly growing
loaves, and of supernaturally growing or multiplying fishes.
miracle, like the primitive creation, can only be apprehended by faith, which
is the organ of the supernatural.
It is, indeed,
not a strictly creative act by which things nonexisting are called into existence, for a miracle is
always performed on matter already existing,
but it is as great and difficult as a creative act,
and is produced by the same divine power which,

A

* [Wordsworth : A beautiful figure of the « green pasture *
xxiii.), in which Christ feeds His people in the ministry
of His word and sacraments, where lie prepares a table tor
them in the wilderness. This may do for homiletical apoli'

(Pa

cation.—P.

S.J
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one case, originates nature, and, in the other,

from above and beyond nature -upon (not
Corap. my notes on the miracle
against) nature.
at Cana, chap, ii., pp. 106 f., 109 f., and the notes
on Matthew pp. 207.— P. S.]
Ver. 12. The gathering of the fragments here
[A lesson of
appears as directed by the Lord.
economy, which is consistent with the greatest
" Make all you can, save all you can,
liberality.
give all you can." iddotiara (from kMo, to break, as
fragments from frango), broken pieces, not crumbs.
More fragments were left than the original supply of five loaves, which would not have filled
five baskets.— P. S.]
acts

Ver. 13.

Filled twelve baskets with the

—

[Probable reference to the twelve
fragments.
apostles, each of whom gathered the fragments
Basket, the ordiand brought his basket full.
nary furniture of a travelling Jew for carrying
refer the number
as the type of the
church which is fed by the bread of life to the
Meyer urges that the
P. S.]
end of time.
twelve baskets were filled only with the fragments of the bread, and adds: Mark, vi. 43,
Yet he would conceive the
states otherwise.
miracle only as a creative act, which operates
here on quantity, as it operated on quality in the
changing of the water into wine.
his food.

to

Some commentators

the twelve tribes of Israel

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

VI. 1-65.
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illustration of the truth that Christ is the bread
of eternal life to His people in the " desert place"
of this world, on their journey to the " feast" of

the heavenly Jerusalem. In this spiritual sense
the miracle is continued from day to day. On its
relation to the Lord's Supper, see the Excursus
at the close of the Exegesis of this passage.
P. S.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Com. on Matthew, Mark, and Luke,
on this passage.
Jesus hastens from the tribunal of the Jews
away beyond the sea into the mountain of Cod.
So the pious heart has a right to betake itself,
from the pain which legalistic jealousy has
ready for it in human schools and temples, to
the great temple of God.
(But to find refuge and
elevation in nature is one thing, and to run wild
in nature is another.)
Over the sea and upon
the mountain: the great, bold course of Christ:
In His life in history ; in the leading of His

—

—

— The
;

passover-feast, the passoverjourney, and the passover-sermon of Christ bethe Lord ever in
fore the passover of the Jews
advance of His people. (The whole chapter.)
The trial of Philip's faith.—What he saw, and
what he did not see. The character of Philip.
The arithmetic of Philip and the arithmetic of
the Lord. In the -reckoning of men there is always a deficit, in the reckoning of Christ there
is always a surplus.
How the Lord has led His
apostles to interest themselves even in the bodily
wants of men.— How He has trained His ministers and messengers to care also for the poor and
The sentiment of Andrew, compared with
sick.
the sentiment of Philip. (The one would begin
with much, the other seems at least inclined to
begin with little.) How in a Christian consultation we gradually come nearer the right.
The
little bread vender;
Christ founds His great
miracle on a small, every day incident.
" Make
the men sit (lie) down:" a word of perpetual
application.
When once a Christian people sit
down together in peace and quietness, then the
Lord works His wonders. So He still works
His miracle when the people sit down at His
bidding (in the church, at the holy Supper, etc.).
Chrises giving of thanks, the seal of His con-

people.

;

—

—

—

and the different explanaCom. oAMatt., chap. xiv. [Am.
ed., pp. 266, 268,
where the rationalistic, the
mythical, the symbolic, and the orthodox views of
the miracle are fully noticed.
Comp. also my
remarks on ver. 11 (p. 210), and Prof, van Oosterxee in the Com. on Luke, p. 146.
P. S.] Not
simply " a miracle of satisfying would Lange consider it," as Tholuck inaccurately states.
[Dr.
Lange admits an actual increase of the substance
and nourishing quality of the bread by a power
which went forth from the Logos, but assumes
at the same time a modal or mystic medium
in a corresponding moral and religious disposition awakened by Christ among the eaters, so
that it was a heavenly feast of the soul as well
as a literal meal for the body.
See his remarks
below, and in Matthew, p. 267, also his Leben Jesu,
HI. p. 786, where he says: " Christ fed the peo- fidence.
The wonder-working table-blessing x>f
ple with His bread, His faith, His divine power
The divine miracles of faith at the supChrist.
,,
and the blessing of His love.
P. S.] Meyer
per in the desert. The miraculous feeding;
"A creative act." But we have here, by all miraculous 1, in the sitting down of the people
means, a miracle of the Son, the Redeemer, not at the bidding of Christ
2, in the thanksgiving
1.

tions

On

the miracle

of it, see the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

an absolutely creative act [exnihilo].
If we
know what creative is, we also know that all the
days of creation were applied to it, till there was
first the herb, not to say bread; therefore (1) a
miracle of the increase of force in the element
of divine

power ; then

(2) of the increase of sub-

the element of lpve ; the whole being (3)
a miracle of the heavenly kingdom, in which one
fires very ill if he leaves the heart out of account.
2. In John this miracle gains a peculiar significance from its relation to the miracle of the
tarning of water into wine.
Wine and bread. It
receives further light from the history which
stance in

follows".

[3.

The miracle

of the miraculous feeding an

of Christ before the feeding; 8, in the distribution and breaking of the bread according to the
appetite of all ; 4, in the satisfaction of all ; 5,
in the surplus (more at the end than at the beginning).
Even the superfluity of God we should
The effect of the miracucarefully economize.
lous feeding on those who were fed: 1. Their
true interpretation (that this is that Prophet,
i, e., the Messiah) ;
2, their false application of
it (desiring to make Him a king to their mind).
The Lord must withdraw Himself as often
from the homage of men, as from their persecuChrist escaped to the mountain, and He
tion.
alone: 1, the humble One, who offers up to the
Father His miracle-working blessing; 2, the

—

—

—

—
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self-possessed One, whom no fanaticism of men
excites ; 8, the exalted One, above the ambition

wished to have their hand in everything, even
where they did not understand, and nothing
should have honor which they did not give,—

of the world ; 4, the holy One, who mingles not
affairs with human doings.
" They would not even Jesus, the Prophet, the Messiah.—
make him a king:" in the midst of this tempta- Lisco : Philip and Andrew both looked at the
tion, in which nobles fall by thousands, He visible ; the one at the insufficient money, the
other at the insufficient food.
stands erect, because He is the King.
Heubher: The power of Jesus to draw men
Starke: Hedinoer: God uses all sorts of
means, most rarely curiosity, for the conversion to Himself. The power to do good draws more
of sinners. The nearer a feast, the more the than the power to punish. Unbelief everywhere
children of God seek to dress their hearts for looks at the small means and the feeble power.
But God can accomplish much with little.— The
Him ; they keep the feast in honor of Him.
Jesus is so high that He can overlook all purpose and the wonderful help of God are ever
His children, and can know what each one revealing themselves to the astonishment and
wants. Cramer The Lord cares for all, and shame of unbelief. Jesus has regard for order
Nova Bibl. and division, by means of orderly arrangement
is kind even to the unthankful.
Tub. : It is the weakness of our unbelieving the multitude was easily viewed.
So everyheart, that, in our necessities, we always con- where in the kingdom of God.
Men aredirided,
sider only their greatness and the slenderness every one in his place.
In the hand of Jesus
of the means of relief, and not the infinite wis- everything becomes blessing. The disciples were
dom, power, and goodness of God. If we have hodmen of Jesus; and so are we. To cover
possessions, we have heart ; but lack of money political plans under the cloak of religion, is
brings lack of faith. Quesxel: We sin as well scandalous abuse of religion.
The Christian
when we think that God will pass by the ordi- should strive to keep clear of worldly distinction.
Ver. 1-15, the pericope for Lmtare Sunday.
nary means of His providence as when we limit
How Jesus performs His miracles : 1. With holy
the providence of God to outward means.
Zeisius: Christ can make bread in the desert, design. 2. In love, only to relieve the actual
and abundance in want. Canstein : Whenever stress of want and suffering. 8. With divine
power. 4. With quietness and dignity. 6. With
we eat, we ought to pray and thank God.
Cramer: Every creature, and therefore food, is earnest precaution.
Schleiermacher: The Lord even feeds and
sanctified by prayer and the word of God, 1
Tim. iv. 5. Happy are those' ministers of the nourishes those who truly gather round Him.
word who receive from the Lord what they de- Draeseke It is not we that make Him king, but
liver to their hearers.
He to whom God intrusts He that makes us kings, because citizens in His
temporal blessings, should not keep them to him- kingdom. Reinhard: Thoughts on the conself, but share them with others.
To eat and be stancy with which Jesus holds to the great end
of His life.
Marheineke: The Christian in
filled, is the blessing of God ; and to eat and not
Osiander: solitude. Greilinq: We should learn from Je.be filled, is His curse, Hag. i. 1C.
The common mass is unintelligent now it will sus to do much with little. Schultz: On the
exalt one to heaven, and soon after it will thrust earthly blessing which God diffuses among men.
Let no one in- Schuderoff : The earthly mind always miscalthe same one down to hell.
culates.
Lisco: The gospel for the day, a histrust himself to the favor of the multitude.
Hedinoer: In the beginning of illumination, in tory of the feeding, seems to have been appointed
the first glow, a man usually falls to extravagant for this Sunday* not so much on account of the
undertakings, not according to the rule of divine incidental remark that " the passover, a feast of
prudence. Zeisius: Flee, according to the ex- the Jews, was nigh," as because Jesus was called
ample of thy Saviour, from that which the world, by the people, whom He had miraculously fed,
with its carnal mind, holds high, and seek that '* the Prophet that should come into the world;"
Gossnsr: Jesus purposely for it is plainly the design of the last three Sunwhich is above.
caused the bread to pass through the hands of days of Lent to hold before us the threefold
the disciples, that they might grasp it in their office of our Mediator, the suffering Jesus, as
hands, who in their unbelief had seen it to be Christ: Prophet, Priest, and King. Ibid: In
Christ is full satisfaction for us.
The behaviour
too little.
Braune: The creative power of God which of Jesus towards weak and insincere friends." 1.
every year makes much grow from little, the He condescended to the necessities of their weakharvest from the seed, even to superabundance, ness. 2. He avoided their well-meant, but imhere also works. As it wrought in the begin- pure homage. Baohmann: How urgently the
ning of the world, and works yearly in secret, Lenten season invites us take the bread of life.
here it comes forth openly. The gathering fruAhlfbld : The Lord makes everything come
gality, which saves at the right time, belongs to out gloriously: (1) Where man is at his wit*'
Kraussold: Our
the art of beneficence. Jesus is the Redeemer end, (2) God goes right on.
from the sin which man loves, from the devil in daily bread a guide-board to heaven Ibid. : How
whom man does not believe, from the death of faithfully the Lord cares for His people. Rauwhich man does not think, from the hell which tbnderg The eating of the bread from heaven:
man does not fear therefore He is not a Re- (1) How it is performed; (2) how much it indeemer for all. Were He but a Redeemer from cludes. Ibid. : Christ's kingdom is not of this
hunger and from labor for a living (by means world: This (1) brings Him suffering in this
of material abundance), then He would be world; (2) draws my heart from this world;
acceptable to all. The people wished to make
* [The Fourth 8unday In Lent—B. D. Y.]
a king; He was to be their work; they

—
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my comfort, when all things fail
The need, which receives the blessing
8.
2. The testing.
1. The need.
of the Lord
The confirming. 4. The blessing. Rautenbbro:
The miracle at the table of the Lord 1. The
2. The food
tare which prepares the table.
which it offers. 3. The satisfaction which it
(3)

remains

VRLS33

II

:

:

:

Jaspis:

gives.

poor.

—J.

J.

Jesus, eTer the helper of the
victory of faith in

Ram bach: The

Ahlfeld

the exigencies of life.

with the Christian

:

How

who goes with Christ?

goes
1.

it

He

and forsakes Him not. 2.
The Lord may hids from him His face for the
time, till 3. He at last breaks to him the bread
Wiesmann The miraculous feeding
of grace.
shows us that Christ has for His people: (1) A
warm heart; (2) a clear eye; (3) an open hand.

cleaves to his Lord,

:

— Ste the next section.
[Hilary

:

There

is

no catching by eye or

touch the miraculous operation; it only remains
for us to believe that God can do all things (conAugussistent with His nature and character).
tine (Tract, in Joh. 24; Serm. 130, 1): Christ
multiplied in His hands the five loaves, just as
He produces harvest out of a few grains : there
was a power in His hands ; and those five loaves
were seeds, not indeed committed to earth, but
multiplied by Him who made the earth.
(The
same idea is revived by Olshausen, but the comparison is only serviceable as a remote analogy.
Trench: Here is a miraSee the Exegesis.)
cle of creative accretion, by which Christ proclaimed Himself the bread of the world, the

inexhausted and inexhaustible source of all life
spiritual needs of hungering souls in
The twelve baskets, an apt symbol
all ages.
of Divine love which after all its out-goings
upon others, abides itself far richer. Comp.
2 Kings iv. 1-7; Prov. xi. 24: "There is that
Analogies of
scattereth, and yet increaseth."
this miracle : the manna in the wilderness ; the
multiplying of the widow's cruse of oil and
her barrel of meal by Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. 1G
E lis ha satisfying a hundred men with twenty
Rylb:
loaves of barley, 2 Kings iv. 42-44.
Learn from this miracle: 1) Christ's almighty
power; 2) a lesson about the office of ministers
for the

—

—

—

—

to

receive

humbly and

to distribute faithfully

what Christ provides and blesses; 8) the sufficiency of the gospel for the wants of mankind.

-P.

S.]

1 THE MIRACULOUS WITHDRAWAL OVER THE
VL

SEA.

14-21.

EXECJBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
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VI. 1-G5.

press that confidence in
firm,

when many

Ver. 14.

left

Him which

nim,

ver. C0.

The Prophet that

kept them

—P. S.]

n

to come.

is

—

This denotes here not the fore-runner, but the
Messiah, referring to Deut. xviii. 15 as is proved
" that should come into the
(1) by the addition
world;" (2) by the inclination to make Him a
;

:

king.
Ver. 15. Take him by foroe. Carry Him
forcibly into their circle, and conduct Him in triumph in order to make Him a king; as festival
pilgrims, lead nim to Zion in triumphal procession.
The arbitrary, confused, and premature
idea of the subsequent triumphal entry.

—

—

He withdrew again into the mountain.
The ~akiv denot es not only return to the mountain,
but also a second withdrawal of Himself from
the pressure of the people. He sought solitude,
to escape the people
but this of course does not
exclude His sanctifying the solitude by prayer.
;

Ver. 16.

And when

evening came.

—

It

would not appear from ver. 17, but it certainly
does from the parallels, that this was tho " second
evening," t. e. the later even-tide, from the decline of the day till night
Ver. 17. Having entered a ship.— Tho
y

ifiPdvrtc bofore f/pxovro is hardly intended to repeat once more that they had already gone to
sea which had been said in ver. 16, but to express that, after embarking, they took an in-

voluntary course, driven by a fearful storm. See
Com. on Matthew and Mark on the passage.
According to Mark the disciples were to go before the Lord in the direction of Bethsaida.
This must mean the eastern Bethsaida, not the
western, because the return itself was to Capernaum ; therefore a coast- wise passage northerly is
intended. Christ wished to embark in a solitary place, unseen by the people. The storm intervened the disciples were driven out into the
midst of the sea. Then Jesus came to them on
the sea; t. e. t He met them as a helper in their
distress under a contrary wind not merely went
after them as they were driving with a favorable
wind. [Dr. Thomson (The Land and the Book,
II. p. 30) maintains, in opposition to the usual
view, that there was but one Bethsaida, and that it
was situated at the entrance of the Jordan into the
lake, a few miles north-east of Tell Hum, the supposed present site of Capernaum. The disciples
would naturally sail from the southeast toward
Bethsaida in order to reach Capernaum. P. S.]
;

;

And Jesus had

—As the

—

not yet come to them.

disciples were not expecting Jesus to
walk on the sea, the "yet " has been found troublesome, and has been dropped. But the sentence means They had not yet been able to take
up Jesus according to the original plan of the
voyage. [See Text. Notes.]
Ver. 18. And the sea began to rise.— An
:

Matthew xiv. 22-83 and
Mark vi. 45-5(5. TOmitted by Luke. Alford:
u An important and interesting question arises,
Why is this miracle here inserted by St. John ?
That he ever inserts for the mere purpose of
narration, I cannot believe.
The reason seems
to me to be this: to give to the Twelve, in the
See the parallels in

;

prospect of so apparently strange a discourse
respecting His Body, a view of the truth respecting that Body, that it and the things said of it
were not to be understood in a gross corporeal,
but in a supernatural and spiritual sense. And
their very terror and reassurance, tended to im-

explanation of their misfortune.
We repeat:
A violent gale, by which they would have come
immediately twenty or thirty furlongs westward,
could not have been to them a contrary wind, if
they had intended to go westward without Jesus.
Ver. 19. Pive and twenty or thirty furlongs. The lake was forty stadii wide (Joseph.
De Bell. Jud. III., 10, 11).* The indefinite mea-

—

* [According to Robinson, the lake is about twelve English,
miles long, aucl five or six broad.—P. S.J
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it reflects the situation
is very graphic
Darkness and an angry sea, in which accurate
measurement of distance was impossible at the
Matthew says "the midst" of the sea,
time.
denoting, however, an earlier moment,
xiv. 24
#
when Jesus was still on the shore. John marks
the later moment, at which the disciples saw the
Lord. The arddiov is a Greek measure (Luther:
Fddweg, furlong). Eight stadia made a Roman
mile.
A stadium is the fortieth part of a geographical or German mile [a little less than an
eighth of an English mile, and nearly equal to

sure

:

;

;

the English furlong ; so that the twenty-five or
thirty stadia would come between three and four
Of the full two leagues'
miles.— E. D. T.].
breadth of the lake the ship had therefore already passed a league and a quarter or a league

and a

The culmination of the enthusiasm of

the
Galilean populace for Jesus is here brought out,
and by John alone, with great distinctness. The
great popular mass, a host of five thousand chiliastically excited men, would violently lift a
Messianic standard with Him and for Him. But
because Jesus cannot yield Himself to this project, the culmination of their enthusiasm is at
the same time its turning-point.
2. In respect to the miracle of Christ's walking on the sea, compare the Com. on Matthew

and Mark.

HOAIILETICAL

AND PRACTICAL.

half.

— Graphic present.
And they were afraid. —Moderate expression
They behold

The misinterpretation of
Christ by tho perverseness
They draw from the
synoptical men.

Jesus.

of a powerful feeling. Compare the
Evangelists.
So little had they expected His

coming

to

Vcr. 21.

—

them

in this

way.

Then they

desired to receive

him. They Btill desired to take Him into the
ship; that is, they still stood to their purpose.
In the effort to take up the Lord on the eastern
shore, the ship had already gone nearly to the
The Evangelist finds it superfluous to
western.
state that the Lord now embarked, and sailed
the small remaining distance with the disciples.
He likewise passes over the falling of the
wind.

According to the usual view of the event, in
which Jesus went after the disciples, instead of
meeting them, the expression of John is very hard
be explained. And here again Meyer (after
the example of Lucko and De Wette) brings out a
collision with the synoptical Evangelists. "They
wished to take Him into the ship, and immediately (before they carried out the k&kteiv) the
ship was at the land." Ho seems even to introduce here a wondrous agency of Jesus bringing
the ship immediately to land, notwithstanding its
to

distance of five or ten stadia and the " surging "
of the sea.
"An unfortunate attempt at harmony
[it is then said by Meyer, p. 255, 6th ed.]
They
willingly received Him (Beza, Grotius, Kuinoci,
Ammon, and many others; see against it Winer,
which is not helped by the assumed anp. 430)
tithesis of & previous unwillingness (Ebrard, Tholuck)."
Tho sentence says simply this : They
were still occupied with the effort to take Him
up on tho eastern coast, when by this miraculous intervention of Christ they at once reached
the western side.
The vTrfjyov, in the versions and expositions,
to a great extent fails of its full force.
It often
denotes a secret, skilful or mysterious removal,
escape, or disappearance.
And so especially
here, where the Lord was put upon extreme
deliberation, and could properly use a miracle
to rid Him of the multitude.
If they still followed Him in spite of all, we must consider
that certainly all could not follow Him in the
boats which had come from Tiberias, and that
Christ still found it necessary in the synagogue
at Capernaum to put off the people by meeting them sternly and with the boldest declara:

;

tions.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

the divine sign of
of earthly-minded
sign a correct conclusion (a true doctrine) and a false application
(a false moral).
So with orthodox faith a false
(ecclesiastical or secular) morality is often asThe flight of Jesus before the revosociated.
lutionary design of the people : It occasions (1)
His retiring in solitude to the mountain ; (2) His
sending the disciples before Him with the ship ;
(3) His hastening in the night, ghostlike, over
the sea.
Jesus on the mountain above the political designs of men ; He alone : I. He alone the
free One, who is more a king than any prince of
earth.
2. He alone the clear-sighted One, who
sees far above all craftiness of policy.
8. He
alone the silent but decisive Disposer of all
things.
The flight from the sedition and tumult
1. The flight of Christianity (Christ).
2. The
flight of the Church (the ship).
The disciples in
the ship, driven from east to west, a foreshadowing of the fortunes of the church. The miracle
of the walking on the sea, as to its holy motives

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Occasioned (1) by a holy flight; (2) by a holy

—
—

Christ's superiority to nature.
Christ tho sea-king (He, not Mary, the true
Christ as master of the water
Stella Maris).
the helper in perils of the sea (not the holy Nepomuc). Christ the helper in perils of water and
While they were wishing to take Him
of fire.
up on the eastern shore, they were ready to land
on tho western. The hour when the Church becomes perfectly joyful in the presence of her
Lord in this world, is the hour when she lands
on the shore of the other. How the Lord suddenly puts an end to the reverses of His people.
Every new necessity of the Christian, a new
revelation of the glory of Christ. Every new
necessity of man, a new revelation of the miraculous help of God.
Perils of the night ; perils of
storm ; perils of the sea. Sufferings from night,
from storm, and from sea; Christ, the Deliverer.
Starke : God's wonders among them that go
down to the sea in ships. Ps. cvii. 23. Prov.
xxx. 19. Wisd. xiv. 3. Be not troubled when
thou must journey from one place to another,
etc.
The goal is all rest. Comest thou into a
dark nigh\ of tribulation, etc. : Jesus is there.
The perils of one's calling. Good fortune is followed again by ill ; but to believers all is for the
best.
CANSTBiN: Christ lets His people come
almost to extremity, but then loses not a moment.
solicitude.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
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In oar troubles wo commonly set God before
us in s different character from the true ; as an
Zeisius: What a mighty hero
object of terror.
Quesnel: Christ's
is thy Saviour and mine!
word and presence make everything good and
tranquil again. Cbamer: Christ has more ways
Zeisius Thus the saints
of helping than one.
come through great storms and trouble to the
haven of eternal peace and safety. Gossnir:
When Christ is in the ship, the ship receives
more help from Him than He from it. So is
everything which we call the service of God more
profitable to the servant than to the Lord whom
he serves. Heubner: Distance, mountain, and
:

sea cannot separate Him from His. Schleiebmacheb: We see here at first a certain dependence on an immediate and bodily presence, which
is always united with a certain want of faith in
the spiritual, and of a sense of spiritual power
and agency. Schenkel: How do we stand towards Christ? (1) So as to have Him flee from
as ? (2) Or so as to have Him como to us?
[Wordsworth: Ver. 20. "lam (*Ey6 dpi),
the Ever-living One, Jehovah, the Author of
Life.
I am always at hand and never pass by
you, therefore be not afraid, but trust in Me.
Our Lord allows us to be in trial and danger, to
struggle in the storm, to endure for a long time,
in order that our patience and perseverance and
faith may be proved, and that we may resort to
Him who alono can save us. We are often in
darkness and in storms, and the devil and evil
men assail and affright us: but let us listen to
Christ's voice, 'Eyo> elfii, fir) Qopciode, and when
human help fails, then divine aid will come.
Terrors pass by, but Christ never passes by.

He ever says, It is I.' I am He who always
am, who ever remain; therefore have faith in
Me. And if we are rowing in the Apostolic Ship
*

of the Church, doing our duty there in our respective callings, and if we desire to receive
Christ into the Ship, He will not only quell the
storm, but give us a fair breeze, and we shall
soon be at the harbor where we would bo the
calm harbor of heavenly peace. They who are
in the Ship, and are rowing in the storm; they
who labor in the Church, and continue in good
works to tho end, will receive Christ, and will at
length arrive at the waveloss haven of everlasting
life."
A fine Greek poem of Anatolius on Christ
in the tempest, translated by J. M. Neale: "Fierce
was the wild billow" (see SchafTs Christ in Song,
p. 451).—P. S.]

—

—

3.

—

:

DECISIVE DECLARATION OF CHBI8T, AND
OFFENCE OF MANY D1SCIPLB8.
VI. 22-65.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[After a brief historical introduction, ver. 2225, John gives that wonderful discourse which
unfolds tho symbolic meaning of the miraculous
feeding of the multitude, namely, the grand truth
that Christ is the Bread of everlasting life, which
alone can satisfy the spiritual wants of men. It
may be divided into four parts, each of which is
introduced by an act of the audience and determined by their moral attitude. 1) The first part
is introduced by a simple question of the Jews

216

VI. 1-03.

"When and how didst Thou come hither?" It
exhorts them not to busy themselves about perishing food, but to seek food which endures /orever, and which the Son of Man alone can give,
vers. 25-35.
2) The Jews asking for this imperishable bread, Jesus declares Himself to be the
Bread of life that came down from heaven, vers.
35-40. 3) The Jews murmured at this extraordinary claim ; whereupon Jesus repeats the assertion with the additional idea, that His flesh
which He teas to give for the life of the world, is
that Bread of life, vers. 41-51. 4) This causes
not only surprise but offence an J contention among
the Jews (ver. 62), but Jesus, instead of modifying and explaining, declares in still stronger language that eating His flesh and drinking His blood*
i. e. t a living appropriation of His person and
sacrifice is the indispensable condition of spiritual
life reaching forward to the resurrection of the
body, vers. 52-58. 5) The rest, from vers. 69-65,
describes the crisis produced by this discourso
and furnishes at the same time, in ver. 63, the
key to the proper understanding of the same.*
The authenticity of this discourse is sufficiently
guaranteed by its perfect originality, sublimity,
and offensiveness to carnal sense, as well as its
adaptation to the situation and the miracle performed. No writer could have invented such
ideas and dreamed of putting them into tho
mouth of Jesus. Nor could any mere man in his
sano mind set forth his own flesh and blood as
the life of tho world. We are shut up here
to the conclusion of the divinity of Christ.
As
to the difficulty of the discourse, we must always
keep in mind that Christ spoke for all ages,
and that history furnishes the evidence of tho
wisdom and universal applicability of His teaching.
The disciples and the hearers were prepared for it by the two preceding miracles which
raised them, bo to say, to a supernatural state.
Tho sacramental interpretation will be discussed
below in an Excursus. P. S.J
Vers. 22-24. The construction of these verses
[Such compliis a matter of great difficulty.
cated sentences are exceedingly rare in John.
Two other instances ocourin chap. xiii. 1, and 1
J ohn i. 1 ff. In this case the parenthetical and involved construction is, as Alford remarks, characteristic of the minute care with which the evangelist will account for every circumstance which is

—

—

essential to his purpose in the narration.
P. S.]
construction, the sentence is interrupted by the parenthesis of ver. 23,
and resumed in ver. 24 (bre ovv el6ev=*d6v, ver.
22), except that while iouv, ver. 22, relates to the

Do Wette: "As regards the

circumstances under which the departure of Jesus seemed impossible, and the resumptive bre
eldev expresses the certainty nevertheless reached,
that he was no longer there." Meyer: "The
construction resumes 6 bx^oc, the subject of the
whole, with bre ovv eldev 6 o^Aof, ver. 24; and ver.
23 is a parenthesis which prepares the way for
the following apodosis. The participial sentence
tduv, 6u to aiTTjTJdov is subordinated to taryKuc
Tzkpav r. 0a\. t and explains what made the people
linger there and stand again the next day in the
same place : They thought Jesus must still be dh
the eastern side of the sea, since no, other ship

—

* [For a somewhat similar division

tm Qodet,
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had been there except the one in which the dishad gone away alone, ver. 22, and even
the disciples might again be there, since other
boats had come from Tiberias, in which they
might have returned." [Somewhat modified in
ciples

cd. 5th, p. 256.—P. S.] We suppose that here,
as often elsewhere in the New Testament a supposed clumsiness and irregularity of expression
arises in the sphere of exegesis from our overlooking the conciseness resulting from tho vividness of the oriental style. The present passage

may

be elucidated by the remark that Christ
madQ His escape from the people with extreme

deliberation and care, and that the people pursued Him with intense expectation ; and tho sentence takes this shape : And immediately the ship
(in which they were escaping) was at the land
whither they were going (for escape from the
people) ; the day following the people (also)
which stood (still remained standing, like a wall)
on the other side of the sea, because they saw
(in the first place) that there was none other
boat there, save that one, and that Jesus went
not with His disciples into that, but that His disciples were gone away alone (whence it seemed
to follow, that Jesus was still in the neighborhood) ; but (in the second place) that other boats
hnd come from Tiberias nigh unto the place
where they had eaten bread by the power of the
Lord's thanksgiving (boats in which the disciples also might have returned).
When the people therefore, etc.
Ver. 24. They themselves entered into
the boats. Took thoso boats which had come
from Tiberias.
As these vessels are called
irtoidpia. [small boats], and besides were probably not very numerous, having accidentally arrived, it is not to be supposed that the whole
five thousand came across.*
Tholuck supposes
that the festival-pilgrims would have left, probably finding it necessary to go immediately on
to the temple at Jerusalem.
This mistakes tho
point of their extreme excitement. The avroi is
not antithetic to a previous passive behaviour of
the people (Meyer), but to their wrong supposition that the disciples had been in the ships,
and had returned by them. They sought the
Lord in ttfe place of His residence, Capernaum.

—

Ver. 25. On the other side of the lake.—
With reference to the eastern point of departure.

According to ver. 59, they find Him in the synagogue at Capernaum. Meyer correctly: "The
ntpav r. OdX. is intended to suggest that the objeot
of their wonder was their finding him on the

When

—

western side."
earnest thou ? [II 6 r e
tide yiyovac; In Greek this implies the double
question of when and how, as Bengel remarks
Quaslio de tempore includit qumstionem de modo.
When didst Thou oome hither? and how didst
Thou get here (perf. yiyovac) so unexpectedly,
like a ghost ?— P. S. ]
The question how seemed
the more natural. Yet they appear to suppose
immediately that He went round the sea, or
crossed at some other point. They ask, when
He arrived just here. Meyer thinks they suspected some miracle, and Jesus did not enter
into their curious question ; but the passage
leads rather to the opposite inference. The Lord
* [Strauss unnocessarily creates this difficulty.—P.

B.j

must expect, not that they had been

led by the

feeding to think of the walking on the sea, but
undoubtedly that they expected of Him so much
of the miraculous as to make the question of
when superfluous. This triviality is the very
thing that betrays the sensuous confusion of
their enthusiasm itself.
Ver. 26. Verily, verily,

Ye seek me. —The

strong, because

it

I say onto you,

term here is particularly
emphasizes a severe personal

judgment. Considering this strength of the expression, the interpretation of the correlatiTcs
hXK by non tarn quam, in Kuinoel and
ovtf
others, entirely obliterates tho thought. Not

—

—

because ye saw the miracles.

—Lttcke

ex-

plains the plural by the healing of sick before
the feeding (see the other Evangelists) Meyer
groundlessly rejects this, observing that the antithesis is simply the eating of the loaves; that
the plural is a plural of category, and goes no
further than the feeding. But if they had waited
for the kingdom of God as true believers in the
Messiah, they would have perceived the spiritual
glory in all the miracles. On the contrary, the
sensuous expectations of tho Messiah fastened
selfishly on the eating of the loaves.
(Com p.
Matt. iv. 8, 4.)
Ver. 27.
not for the food.—We
think the first word must be emphasized. It is
aimed at the chiliastic inclination to laziness in
the enjoyment of miraculous food, and resembles the word of Paul in 2 Thess. iii. 11, 12. But
the injunction immediately takes a turn designed
to lead their mind to the essential point.
Direct
your labor not to the food which perisheth, but,
etc.
The radical meaning of Ipy&froOe it is difficult here to preserve in its precise force ; and
yet we are led to do so by the spirit of the transaction. Luther : wirket, work, produce; De Wette:
erwirket, work out; Van Ess: muhet euch, trouble
;

Work

—

Luther also translates kpya£6uevoc
There is a double
oxymoron or paradox: (1) that they should not

yourselves.

Eph.

t

iv. 28,

by schaffen, work.

labor for the perishable food, which is the very
thing they must get by working ; (2) that they
should labor for the heavenly food, which is not
to be earned by labor.
The solution lies (1) in
the position of the exclamation: Labor, at the
beginning of tho sentence : Be earnest workers
(2) in the addition of the next words to elucidate
the first. Work not for the earthly food, which
perisheth ; even work for daily bread should not
aim at mere material support and sensual enjoyment, but at the eternal in the temporal; (3) in
the doing away of all thought of human prodaotion in matters of faith by the further words
•* Which the
Son of Man shall give unto you."—
The food that perisheth; or rather, which
Earthly nourishment enjoyed
spoils, corrupts.
in idleness, without sanctification of the Spirit,
is not merely perishable.
This word is too weak
for anoXkvfl&vTjv (comp. Matt. ix. 17: ol aoiui
anoTiovvrai) the food goes to destruction, and with
it the man who seeks his life in it.
It therefore
leaves not only hunger, but also loathing (Num.
xxi. 5, in regard to the manna).
Decaying food
loses not only (1) its efficiency, but (2) its healthOn
ful nature, and (3) its very nature itself.
the contrary food which endureth unto everlasting
life has (1) eternal efficiency; (2) eternal fresh;
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;

(3) eternal durability.

—The difference be-

tween this and the water which quenches thirst,
chap. iv. 14. That passage concerns the life of
Christ refreshing, quickening, and satisfying the
soul; this describes the life of Christ refreshing,
nourishing, and supporting the whole being of
the
the

man.
main

—Everlasting
as

an outward

internal operation of

Which

—

viewed here in
life ;
object, but including the

it.

of man shall give unto
you. Undoubtedly based on the figure of laborer and employer, as in chap. iv. 36, and in the

—

the

Son

parable of the laborers in the vineyard, Matt. xx.
1 sqq.
In His service they must work only for
the eternal food, and this He would give them.
And as the eternal food can come from God alone,
He declares that He is sealed as steward of the
Father; appointed and accredited with commission and seal (aQoayfyiv also denotes confirmaHe is sealed
tion, appointment with a seal).
(accredited in particular by the miraculous feeding as a sign) as the Son of His Father's house,
commissioned or sent from God. He thus seems
to appoint them as laborers of God; and hence
the question that follows.
Ver. 28. What shall we do, that

we

might work the works of God?
seem ready

to consent

to the

— They

requirement of

They wish to be in a general sense the
servants of God, and do His work. But that
Christ.

their spirit in the matter is rather chiliastic than
moral (Meyer) is shown (1) by their asking
about works in the plural; (2) by their stress on

that in John viii.
80 : an apparent or conditional readiness, arising from chiliastic misconception. Not exactly
a merely moral legalness of mind, though it inTwo interpretations : 1. The works
cludes this.
which God requires, has commanded (Do Wette,
[Alford: the works well pleasing to
Tuoluck).
God, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 68. —P. S.] 2. The works
their

doing.

The case

is like

which God produces (Herder, Schleiermacber).
The former interpretation is true to the mind of
the people.
Yer. '29.

This is the woxk of Ood, that
ye believe in him whom he sent.—Jesus

VI. 1-65.
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tween Paul and James. Faith is the greatest act
of freedom towards God for by it he gives himself, and more man cannot do.
In this sense
James opposes works to a faith which is nothing
but an intellectual belief and in an analogous
sense Paul opposes active living faith to dead
works of mere outward observance. The faith
of Paul is in fact the work of James, t. «., the
work of God. Schleiermacher calls this passage
the clearest and most significant declaration that
all eternal life proceeds from nothing else than
faith in Christ.—P. S.]
Ver. 80. What signs shewest thou then ?
t. e. : To prove that Thou art the one sent of
God? For that He professed Himself to be this
messenger, is evident from what He had said.
The term Messiah is indeed not. used, but it is
implied.
Some have considered the question
strange, because the people had just yesterday
been miraculously fed. Grotius supposed it to
be put by persons who had not been present at
that feeding; the negative critics found in it a
contradiction of the preceding account (Bruno
Bauer, and others): De Wette considers the conversation as having no reference to the feeding.
But we must bear in mind, that the people presumed that Jesus, if He were the Messiah, must
have accepted their acclamation and their proclamation of His royalty and that, instead of doing
;

;

—

;

He

had, to their great chagrin, eluded their
design.
They therefore demanded that He more
satisfactorily attest Himself than He did by that
feeding.
Bign from heaven they probably did
not, like the Sanhedrists and Pharisees, intend
but no doubt a perpetual miraculous supply of
bread under the new kingdom now to be set up.
This is indicated by the explanatory addition:
"What dost Thou workt" ri ipy&fy. What dost
Thou produce ? Ironically pointed at His demand
that they should work. The chiliastic Messiah
must take the lead of all the people as the greatest
master-workman. The expression is doubly antithetic : putting His working against theirs, and
especially putting a working in testimony of His
Messiahship against His declaration of it.
so,

A

Ver. 81. Oar fathers did eat manna.
meets the plural with the singular,* and their Meyer: "The questioners, after being miracuproposal to do with the demand of faith in Him lously filled with earthly bread, rise in their
whom God sent. The connection of ideas is miracle-seeking, and demand bread from heaven,
What they wanted
close: As servants of God they must yield them- such as God gave by Moses."
selves with unreserved confidence to the messen- was, no doubt, primarily continuance ; though
ger of God ; through Him alone do they become not this alone. The thought is: If Moses percapable of doing anything, ver. 60^ xvii. 3 ; 1 petually fed his people with bread from heaven,
John iv. 17. Bullinger, Beza: Faith is called a it is too little that the Messiah, the greater than
work per mimesin. Tuoluck, on the other hand: Moses, should give His people only one transient
Faith is itself a work. It is the decisive work miraculous meal, and as it were put them off
of (he man, in which resides the decisive work with that.
He ought to introduce the Messianic
of God.
[Mark the distinction between believ- kingdom by giving every day a miraculous suping Christ, which is simply an intellectual as- ply, and that by all means finer than barley
sent to an historical fact and which may be as- loaves, superior manna.
Comp. Matt. iv. 8.
cribed to demons aud infidels, and believing in
Christ as an object of confidence and hope, which
implies vital union with Him.
This is both a
work of Divine grace and the highest work of
man. Godet finds here the germ of the whole
Pauline theology and also the bond of union be* [80 Bengel* "Jesut tingularemnunurum oppomt plurali
Judmornm, qui dixcrant, opera Dei, Tor. 28." Alford : " Became there U but this one work, properly speaking, and all
tbe rwt are wrapt up in It."— P. Si]

As

it is

written,

He

gave them bread

from heaven.

(Ex. xvi. 4; Ps. lxxviii. 24; cv.
Meyer: The Jews considered the manna
40).
the greatest of miracles.* As Moses was the
type of the Messiah (Schottgen, Horse Tolm., II.,
p. 475), a new manna was expected from the
Messiah Himself: "Redemptor prior deseendere
fecit pro Us Manna; sic et redemptor posterior
* [Josephns called

it

Sciof koX *aptfo£ov Spwpa.]
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descendere faeiet Manna.* 1 Midras Coheleth. Fol.
86, 4. (Lightfoot, Schottgen, Wetstein.).

The manna (p), which miraculously furnished
the Israelites in the Arabian desert [for forty
years] the means of support, Ex. xvi.; Num. xi.,
etc., fell during the night, and in the morning lay
as dew upon the earth, Ex. xvi. 14, in small
grains (like coriander-seed, Ex. xvi. 81), sweet,
like honey, to the taste.
It had to be gathered
[every day except the Sabbath] before the sun
" The quantity dirose, or it melted, ver. 21.
vided daily to each person, Ex. xvi. 10, Thenius
(Althebrdisehe Masse) estimates at somewhat over
two Dresden quarts" [about three English quarts.
P. S. ]
On the well-known oriental ( medicinal)
manna of natural .history, see Winer, sub v. This
appears even in southern Europe on various trees
and shrubs; then in the east (manna-ash, oriental oak, especially the sweet-thorn), likewise
tarfa-bush ; abundant in Arabia, particularly in
the vicinity of Sinai.
A resinous exudation,
resembling sugar, appearing sometimes spontaneously, sometimes through incisions made by
insects or by men; appearing specifically on
leaves and twigs. Several travellers assure us
that in the east the manna fails as dew from the
air.
Even in this case a vegetable origin must
be presumed. Our idea of the miraculous manna must be formed after the analogy of the
Egyptian plagues:
A natural phenomenon
miraculously increased in an extraordinary manner by the power of God for a special purpose*
At present scarcely six hundred-weight are
gathered on the peninsula of Pet raja in the most
favorable years. According to Chrysostom and
others the manna came from the atmosphere, and
so from just below the real heaven.
Ver. 82. It is not Moses [ov before Mowtrfa

—

.

—

that gave

yon the bread from heaven.

Introduced with a: Verily, verily. Not questioning the miraculousness of the manna (Paulus),
but denying that the manna of Moses was from
the real heaven, and was real manna. The question is not of a manna in an ideal sense, but of
the real, true manna,
Tholuck: ** The negation
is to be taken not absolutely, but only relatively."
It is relative, of course, considering the
affinity of the symbol to the substance but it is
;

also absolute considering the infinite difference
between them. According to Meyer the words
"from heaven 1 * in both cases (and in ver. 81) relate not to the bread (for then the phrase would
be rbv
r. ovp.), but to dedutcev and diduatv, and

U

* [Others regard the Scripture manna as wholly miracuand not in any respect a product of nature. 8o the
writer of the article Manna in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.
who thus sets forth tho difference between the natural and
this supernatural manna: "Tho natural products of the
Arabian deserts and other oriental regions, which bear the
name of manna, have not tho qualities or uses ascribed to tho
manna of Scripture. They are all condiments or medicines
rather than food, stimulating or purgative rather than nutritious; they are produced only three or four months in tho
year, from May to August, and not all the year round ; they
come only in small quantities, never affordingtuiy thing like
15,000,000 of pounds a week, which must have been requisite
for tho subsistence of the whole Israel it ish camp, since each
man had an omcr (or threo English quarts) a day, and that
for forty years ; they can be kept for a long time, and do not
become useless in a day or two ; they are just as liable to deteriorate on tho Sabbath as on any other day nor does a double
quantity fall on tho day preceding the Sabbath ; nor would
natural products cease at once and for ever, as the manna is
represented as ceasing in the book of Joshua."—P. S.J
lous,

:

"in

like

manner

Ex.

in

not to DnS, but to

xvi. 4,

VDpo."

O^DZTn |3 belongs

But we must

not for-

get that the nature of the bread is described with
the source of it : Bread of heaven, Pa. Ixxzviii.
24 ; cv. 40. Just on account of the former of
these two passages, to which the words before us
refer, and where the Septuagint has aprov ovpavov,
Tholuck, not without reason, prefers the usual
interpretation.

[My Father giveth yon; didooiv, now
and always, opposed to didaicev, which is said
of Moses.
S. ]

Bengel :

Jam aderat pants, ver. 33—P.

The true bread from heaven.— \ahfitv6c,

opposed to derived,
borrowed, imperfect, while afoftfc, true, is opposed
to false. Comp. note on i. 9, p. 6(5.
P. 8.] Exactly parallel with the true light (chap. i. 9);

genuine, veritable, essential, as

—

the true vine (xv. 1) ; and to tho same class of
expressions: tho true well of water, the true medicinal fountain, the true shepherd, etc., substantially belong.
Ver. 33. For the bread of
is that
which cometh
from heaven.— The
decisive declaration by way of a description of
the bread of God ; 6 narafiaivuv referring to iproc,
not to Christ (against Paulus, Olshausen).*
Without this bread there is no substantial life,
and no substantial nourishment of life. [Unto

God

down

the world,

t. e.,

all

mankind; in

opposition

to

the Jewish particularism which boasted in the
manna as a national miracle.
Bengel: Non
modo unipopulo, uni rnlati, ut manna eibavit unum
populum unius atatis. P. S.]
Ver. 84. Lord, evermore give us this
bread. Comp. the request of the woman in
chap. iv. 15. The people presume that Christ is
the agent of tho Father's gift.
Interpretations:
1. Dim suspicion of the higher gift [perhaps the
heavenly manna which, according to the Rabbis,
is prepared for the just in heaven; comp. Iter,
ii. 17] (Lucke, Tholuck, and others).
2. They
think the bread something material, separate from
Christ (De Wette, Meyer, [Godet 1 ). And in any
case their prayer is more decidedly sensuous and
chiliastically perverted, than the prayer of tho
woman of Samaria. [Some take the prayer as
an irony based on incredulity as to the possibility of such bread.
Not warranted. P. S.]
Ver. 35. I ['Eyo]
the bread of life.—
[Transition from the indirect to the direct form
of speech, as in ver. 80, and a categoric answer
to tho request of the Jews : " Give us this bread,"
together with the indication of the way how to
get it. Here is this bread before you, and all

—

—

am

—

you have to do is to come unto Me. I am tho
bread, and faith is the work or the means of
getting it.
P. S.]
Most emphatic and decisive

—

* [Alford: " The words o xarafi ... are the predicate of 4
aproc, and do not apply, in the construction of this Tens, to
Christ personally, however truly they apply to Him in fact.
ThoE. V. is hero wrong: it should be, The bread of God it
that (not He) which cometh, etc. Not till ver. 35 does Jesus
The manna is still kept in
first say, ' / cm the bread of life/
view, and the present participle, hero used in reference to the
manna, is dropped when the Lord Himself is spoken of." The
note of Wordsworth on ver. 33 is a curious specimen of U»
wild allegorising of this learned and devout patristic and
Anglican antiquarian. He sees here everywhere allusions to
Even the meaning of the word JKzsfto,
the sacrament.
" what is it," is made to indicate the wonderful double nature
of Christ and the mystery of His pretence in the oucharist—
P.8.J
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assertion.
26,

since

stronger than that in chap. iv.
to contradiction;
is not the profession of Himself as

Still
it

wa3 more open

though here it
Messiah by name. (Philo, Allegor. legis, lib.
He that oometh
III. : Uyoc Oeob ^vxyc rpo^fj.)
to me. Is willing to believe, and uses the means
Conversion in its
of faith that he may believe.

the

—

—

Christian aspect. Not, as Meyer makes it, only
a different phrase for irtareiw.* According to
Meyer the expression: " Shall never thirst," is
a oonfusion of the figure, and anticipates the
drinking of the blood of Christ, which follows.
But it is rather an introduction to Christ's further
declaration of Himself. As faith is developed,
it brings, besides the importation and sustenance
of the spiritual life, the satis/action also of having
It is less natural to make this addition,
drunk.
with Lucke [and Alford], a description of the
excellence of the heavenly bread over the manna
[which was no sooner given, than the people began to bo tormentecLwith thirst and murmured
against Moses, Ex. xvii., 1 ff. P. S.]
Vcr. 33. Bat I said unto you. He said
this to them not, as Lucke and De Wette have it,
at chap. v. 87; for there He was speaking to
the Sanhedrists in Jerusalem; but, as Grotius

—

—

[Bengel] Luthardt and others, [Stier, Olsh.,
Hengstenberg, Godet] make it, at verse 26
though lie there said it to them in other words.
[Christ quotes Himself here, as He often quotes
the Old Testament, more after the spirit than
According to Euthymius
after the letter.]
Zigabenus [and Alford] the Lord refers to some
utterance not recorded; according to Meyer it
means: I will have said [cl::ov=dictum velim] to
you just now; which it can mean,f as to tho letter,
but mttst not mean hero. That ye have even
seen me. They have already seen Him in a
Messianic function at tho feeding, and yet did
not see the sign in His miracle, and so did not
So near were they to salvation
truly see Him.
but they lacked faith. A paraphrase of ver. 26.
[The two kqI are correlative and bring out the
glaring contrast of the two facts of even seeing
the Son of God in His glory, and yet not believ-

—

—

ing in Him. P. S.]
Ver. 37. All that the Father giveth me. %
As to the connection : The judgment just uttered is true of the body of those who were beIt is not intended to exclude the
fore Him.
thought that there were somo among them, whom
the Father had given to Him. It is, therefore,
not in absolute antithesis to what precedes (as
Meyer makes it). All. Neuter. The strongest
expression of totality, as in chap. iii. 6, [totam
quasi massam, as Bengel has it; comp. also xvii.
'I, whero izav is likewise used of persons in this

—

• [So also Godet : "Let deux termes, venir it eroire, exet sans figure, une seule et menu idte : U joynix
amfltmt emprtssement avec lequel U caur affamf et yrresslde
hoaimstpirituels tempore de Faumenl celeste qui lui estprteentc
em Jems Christ." Coming to Christ is faith indeed, yet not
ia repots as mere trust and confidence, or as a state of mind,
but hi active exercise and motion from the service of sin to
the service of Christ ; comp. 37,41, 45, 65; vii. 37, 38.— P. S.]
f[In classical usage («©e Runner, IT., j 443, 1, and nermann Ad Viger~ p. 746) bat not in New Testament unless it
be the tlwov in John xi. 42.— P. 8.]
X (Yet the absence of a connecting particle seems to indicate
a pause of reflection intervening between the preceding reproof (ov witfTevert), and the following description of tho true

frimaU, caxc
ft

children of

Go<U-F.
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emphatic sense of

totality.

—P. S.]*

That the

[The same as whom tho
Father draws, ver. 44. P. S.]
Not only tho
gratia preeveniens, operating through nature and
history, conscience and law, (comp. ver. 44), but

Father giveth me.

—

—

also the effectual call to salvation
tho gratia
convertens
itself, is the work of tho Father.
Tho
conversion, the coming to Jesus, is the answer to

—

the call. Tholuck: It runs through the Gospel
of John as a fundamental view, that all attraction towards Christ presupposes an affinity in
tho person for Christ, a,nd then this affinity is
the operation of the Father ; and so here tho unsusceptibility of the people is traced to this want
of inward affinity.
The phrase MdoaOai napa. rov
narpdc is also in chap. x. 20; xvii. 2, 6; comp.
in tho Old Testament, Is. viii. 18: "I and tho
children whom the Lord hath given me." The
Predestinarians refer this passage to the eternal
election [Augustine, Beza], the Arminians to tho
gratia generalis, the ability to believe [Grotius
pietatis stiidium], the Socinians to the probilas,
natural honesty and love of truth, etc.
We consider that in tho "giveth" the three elements of
election, predestination (fore-ordination), and
calling are combined, Rom. viii. 29.
But undoubtedly fore-ordination is very especially intended.
[Shall come unto me, it p 6 g e fie
t}£ ei.
By an act of fuith. Comp. tho following
rbv kpx^fisvov.
Godet distinguishes frfet from
Ifaboerai, and explains it: will arrive at Me, will
not suffer shipwreck, but infallibly attain tho
goal.
He calls the usual interpretation tautological, in as much as the gift consists in tho
coming, but this is not correct; tho diduoi is tho
act of God, and the Ipxeadat the act of man, i. e. t
faith in actual motion towards Christ.
P. S.]

And him

—

that cometh to me, I will in
no "wise cast out. Every one who comes to
Ilim is welcome. The only criterion is the coming or tho not coming; no matter what tho
previous condition or guiltiness; the coming bespeaks the will of tho Father, which it is tho

—

office of Christ to fulfil. [Oi> fit) EKp&Xu £$ij does
not refer to Christ's office as Judge at tho resurrection, but to the present order of grace, and is
a litotes, t. e., it expresses in a negative form moro
strongly the readiness of Christ to receive with
open arms of love every ono that comes to Ilim.

—P.

S.]

Ver. 38. For I oame down from heaven,
etc.
Expressing the complete condescension and
humiliation in the estate of the Redeemer. But
how could His will be different from the Father's?

—

* [Bengcl's observation on irav

is longer than is usual with
epigrammatic commentator, but well worth quoting:
and, in comparing with it those things
which follow, most worthy of consideration ; for, in the discourses of Jesus Christ, what the Father hath given to tho
Son Himself, that is termed, both in the singular number and
neuter gender, all(<mne): those who come to tlte Son Himself, are described in the masculine gender, or oven tho plural
number, every one (omnis), or they{illi). The Father hath
given to the Son. as it were, the whole mass, in order that all
whom He hath given, may be a unit (unum) : that whole (universum) tho Son evolves individually (one by one), in the exe-

this

"A most weighty word,

cution of the Divine plan.
Hence that expression, chap.
xvii.2,tAal all which (wok o, nrnne quod) Thou hast givex
Him. Hb should oivi thsm (airroU, ns) eternal life. In the
Greek style of the New Testament, especially of John, wheresoever fastidious minds would say the construction was a
solecism, an elegance truly divine, which to the Hebrews
never seemed harsh, is usually found to lie beneath. That
remark especially holds good of this passage."— P. 6.]
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The ideal will of the Son of man, in and of itself,
must continually press towards the perfecting of
the world and of life, and therefore legitimately
But in the spirit of redemplead to judgment.
tion Christ continually directs this current of
rightful judgment by the counsel of that redemption which is in operation till the end of tho
world; and this is His humiliation to the death
of tho cross, and this His patience, in the majesty
of His exaltation.
Ver. 39.
this is the will of him that
[according to the correct reading insent
stead of the Father's will] that of all which

And

me

he hath given mo.

—Tho

decree of redemption,
nonce tho perfect : Which lie hath .ffiven
me. Spoken not from a point of view in the future (as Meyer says); nor with reference to
election, but with with reference to the perseverance of the divine purpose of salvation, to
which the perseverance of the patience of Christ
and the perseverance of believers correspond
(see

Rom.

viii.

29

ff.).

— Let nothing

I should lose no-

bo lost by breaking off
before the final decision of persistent unbelief
in every case.
But should raise it up.
Evidently meaning the resurrection to life. The
San is not only to continue, but to carry to
its blessed consummation the work of resurrection.
It is not, therefore, the day of death
(Reuss),* nor specifically the first resurrection
(Meyer), which is intended.
The last day,
The period of judgment
eox aT V $ /it pa.
and resurrection from the second coming of
Christ to the general resurrection, Rev. xx.
[The resurrection of the body is the culmination of the redeeming work beyond which there is
no more danger. Bengei : Hie finis est, ultra quern
periculum nullum. Citeriora omnia prsesiat Salvator.
This "blessed refrain," as Meyer calls it, is three
times repeated, vers. 40, 44, 64; comp. x. 28;
xviii. 9.
xvii. 12
What stronger assurance of
final resurrection to life everlasting can the believer have than this solemnly repeated assurance
from tho unerring mouth of the Saviour : " 1 shall
But true faith is
raise him up on the last day."
no carnal confidence, it is always united with true

thing.

—

—

;

ing

here the expression of fault-finding, and is
the context ("among yourselves," and
by the antagonism ("at flim ") Bynonymous
with it. The Jews. In the bxfoc itself the Jewish element was aroused (De Wette) • but no
doubt the Pharisaio members of that synagogue
are here especially concerned ; and even Judas,
whose very name is Jew, here seems to hare already become soured (see ver. 04).
The bread which came down from
heaven. This declaration transcended their
idea of the Messiah ; and that in it which, unis

made by

—

consciously, most offended them was its offer of
a suffering or -self-sacrificing Messiah. Henco
the Lord afterwards brought this out with special
prominence. But they seized the declaration in
another aspect. When, without directly claiming it, Ho indicated His divine sonship by saying that Ho came down from heaven, they considered Him as contradicting His known origin,
A sensuous, narrow, literalrstio apprehension.
Ver. 42. Is not this Jesus.
The ovtoc, primarily, strongly demonstrative.
The same person, of whom wc know that He sprang from Nazareth and rose to be a Rabbi, pretends to have
come down from heaven. This contrast and the

—

skepticism of tho people add a contemptuous
tone to the pronoun. The son of Joseph
These words do not imply that both the parents
were still living (Meyer), but that the people
considered both (whom they once knew) to bo
His parents.
Of Joseph, whom tho tradition
represents as advanced in years at the time of his
marriage to Mary, we have no trace in the Gospels after tho childhood of Jesus (comp. Matt,
xiii. 55).
[John introduces here the Jews as
speaking from their own stand-point. They,
of course, knew nothing of the mystery of the
supernatural conception, and would not hare
appreciated it, if Jesus had corrected them.
This was a truth for the initiated, and was not
revealed even to the disciples before they wcm
fully convinced that Christ was the Son of God.

—

—P.

S.]

Ver. 48. Murmur not among yourselves.
Jesus intended not to draw out their thoughts,
but goes on to expose their defect.
Ver. 44.
man can come to me.* Here:
reach Me; in particular: reach an understanding
of My nature, apprehend the Spirit in the flesh,
Deity in humanity, the Son of God in the Naia-

—

humility.
The more we trust in Christ, the less
we trust in our&elves. All is safe if we look to
Christ, ail is lost, if we look to ourselves alone.
Christians should pray as if all depended upon
God, and watch and work as if all depended upon
rene.
Except the Father draw him.—
themselves.
P. S.]
Ver. 40. That every one that seeth the •EA/cfwv denotes ail sorts of drawing, from violence
Son. A stronger putting of the gracious will to persuasion or invitation. But persons can bo
of God in its final intent. Hence again naming drawn only according to the laws of personal
the Son in the third person. What John said to life. Hence this is not to be taken in a high prehis disciples, Jesus now Days openly to the Jews: destinarian sense (Calvin: It is false and imFaith in the Son has everlasting life. Who the pious to say non nisi votentes trahiff Beza: Volu~
Son is, He gives them to know by declaring that
* [In ver. 37 Christ had declared that the totality (war
He will raise up these believers.
which la to be taken collectively as of one integral whole) of
Ver. 41. The Jews therefore murmured those whom the Father givoth Hint, shall come to llim ; in
at him. A new section of the affair, occasioned ver. 44 lie declares that no one can come in any other way
except by the drawing of the Father. The effect follows ia
by the Jews' taking decisive offenoe at the pre- every case from a certain cause, bat this effect
will follow
ceding discourse. The ovv is again very defini- from no other canse. P. 8.1
f (Calvin, however, says before (ad toe) that the efficient
tive.
The verb yoyybfa, of itself, denotes neither,
motion of the Holy Spirit first makes unwilling
willing
on the one hand, a whispering, nor, on the other, (" homines ex notentibus el invitti rtddii vobmtariotmen
"). So also
a grumbling or fault-finding ; but the murmur- Augustine who expressly says that faith is inseparable from

—

Ho

—

—

—

—

* [Against this false interpretation of Reuss (Hist, de la
thiol Chrttienne, II. p. 462), comp. Godet II. p. 114,—P. S.]

will (credere non potest nisi volens), and: •* Ab* ul hominct,
quod fieri non potest, nolentes credani, ted ut voientesex nob%Ubus JlantP He quotes from Virgil: trahit sua qttenque
voiuplas, to show that the drawing is that of choice not of
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mut, quia datum est, ut velimus ; Aretius Hie ostendit Christus veram causam murmuris esse quod
non sint electi). Yet on the other hand the force
of the added clause, denoting a figurative, vital
constraint, subduing by the bias of want, of deThe
sire, of hope, of mind, must not be abated.
drawing of the Father is the point at which election and fore-ordination become calling -(the
vocatio effieax), represented as entirely the work
of the Father. Meyer: " The ihtbeiv is the mode
of the it66vat, an internal pressing and leading
to Christ by the operation of divine grace (Jer.
xxx. 3, Sept.), though not impairing human freedom." The element of calling is added through
the word of Christ. Hence The Father
sent Me. As sent of the Father, He executes
the Father's work and word. The congruence
of the objective work of salvation and the subjective operation of salvation in the individual.
VE?jrijetv (or iXkq, fut eA£a>, which is preferred
to i?jcvau by the Atjic writers), to draw, to drag,
to force, almost always implies force or violence,
as when it is used of wrestling, bending the bow,
stretching the sail, or when a net is drawn to the
land, a ship into the sea, the body of an animal or
a prisoner is dragged along, or a culprit is drawn
before the tribunal (comp. Johnxviii. 10; xxi. 6,
1 1 ; Acts xvi. 19, and the classical Dictionaries,
also Meyer, p. 266). It is certainly much stronger
than Aiduvt, ver. 37, and implies active or passive
Here
resistance, or obstructions to be removed.
and in xii. 32, it does, of course, not mean physical or moral compulsion, for faith is in its very
nature voluntary, and coming to Christ is equivalent to believing in Him; but it clearly expresses
the mighty moral power of the infinite love of the
Father who so orders and overrules the affairs of
life and so acts upon our hearts, that we give up at
last our natural aversion to holiness, and willingly, cheerfully and thankfully embrace the Saviour
as the gift of gifts for our salvation. The natural
inability of man to come to Christ, however, is not
physical nor intellectual, but moral and spiritual
No change of mental orit is an unwillingness.
ganization, no new faculty is required, but a radical change of the heart and will. This is effected
by the Holy Ohost, but the providential drawing
of the Father prepares the way for it P. S.]
Ver. 45. It is written in the prophets,
[This verse explains what kind of drawing
etc.
was meant in the preceding verse, viz., by divine illumination of the mind and heart.] Prophets, u e., the division of the Holy Scriptures
called the Prophets. Yet the phrase is no doubt
intended to assert that the particular passage,
Is. liv. 13, (quoted freely from the Sept.), is
found in substance throughout the prophets
(which Tholuck calls in question; comp. Isa. xi.;
:

who

:

—

—

Calrin expressly guards In this connection
compulsion.
fg^jpa* the abuse of bis doctrine. " They are madmen," he
ad. rer. 40, *' who seek their own salvation or that of
others in tbo labyrinth of predestination, not keeping the
way of faith which is proposed to them. . . Since tiou has
elected us to this very end that we believe, we destroy the
election if we set aside faith (totie Jidem, et mutila erit tUxtio)

Mt

.

God

calls us effectually to faith in Christ, it is of the
to us, as if by an engraved seal He confirmed His
decree concerning our salvation. For the testimony of the
Spirit is nothing else but the sealing of our adoption. To
•very man, therefore, his faith is a sufficient attestation of
God's eternal predestination, so that it is impious and an insult to the testimony of the Holy Spirit to search beyond it."
.

.

.

If

same force

—P. 8.]

1-65.
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iii. 1).
Taught of God.
Taught by God; the genitive with the participle
denoting the agent. The promises of universal

Jer. xxxi. 83; Joel

illumination in the time of the Messiah.
In the
prophet the point x>f the passage quoted lies in
*•
the all " in contrast with the isolated enlightenment under the Old Testament. And here, too,
this universality is not denied, though it is to be
limited to all believers.
The children of the
Messianic time are the "all" from the fact that
an inward, immediate diviue illumination gives
them faith in the word spoken by Christ. Cyril,
Ammonius, and the older Lutheran expositors
Taught of God, per vocem evangelicam; the mydtics : by the Spirit working with the outward
word, by the inner light; Clericus, Dclitzsch,
and others : by the prevenicnt grace. It is the
calling provided for by election and fore-ordination ; but it is this calling considered inwardly,
as the operation of the Father by the Spirit ;
an operation distinct from the spiritual lifo which
proceeds from the Son, but not separate from it.
Effectual calling, on its intellectual side: the
enlightening of the mind.

—

Every man that hath learned of the

—

According to the reading anobuv, wo
suppose the hearing the Father is to be conceived
as continuous. As soon as the having learned is
thereby effected, the man, as one taught of God,

Father.

comes to Christ. The reference is of course to
the whole discipline of the Father, which proceeds from His election ; but it is to this (1) as
becoming manifest in the effectual calling, and
Hence it is not
(2) as therein reaching its goal.
the elect simply in view of this election (Beza),
that are intended ; still less the elect in a predestinarian sense.
Ver. 46. Not that any one hath seen the
Father. Explaining, that those who are taught
of God in the Messianic age, still have need of
the Messiah. Different interpretations : (1) The
Lord would contrast His true seeing of God with
that of Moses (Cyril, Erasmus).
(2) He would
forestall the spiritualistic view, that the inward
manifestation of God supersedes the historical
Christ (Calovius, Lampe). (3) He would mark
a difference in degree and kind of revelation
(Bengel: Videre interius est, quam audire; Tholuck).
The third interpretation does not, as
Tholuck thinks, set aside the second. The same
fact, that the historical Christ is the positive fulfilment of all previous revelation and knowledge
of God, and is therefore indispensable, is expressed in a different way but all such facts as
that He is Reconciler, King, Redeemer, arc
rooted in the fact that, being the Son, Ho is, in
His perfect vision of God, the absolute Prophet
(comp. chap. i. 18). Save he who is of God.
The full divine nature was necessary to the full
view of God.
that believeth on me hath
Ver. 47.
everlasting life. Here again it must be observed, (1) that Christ has put His previous Messianic statements in a general form, not in the
first person, but that He connects His soteriological statement, His declaration of salvation,
directly with His person ; and (2) that He asseverates : Verily, verily. This is, therefore, Christ's
positive offer of Himself as the personal Saviour;
and now follows the declaration.

—

;

He

—
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(£#«), not shall
Eternal life is not confined to the future
world, but is ever present and becomes ours as
soon as we lay hold of Christ who is eternal life
Himself. The resurrection of the body is only
Mark
the full bloom of what has begun here.
also that faith, and nothing else, is laid down
here, and in this whole discourse (comp. ver. 40;
The
iii. 15, 16,) as the condition of eternal life.
eating of Christ's flesh and the drinking of His
blood, to be consistent with this, is only a stronger form of expressing the same idea of a real
personal 'appropriation of Christ by faith. This

[Mark the present tense hath

haoe.

refutes all forms of ecclesiasticism which throw
any kind of obstruction between the soul and
Christ, as an essontial condition of salvation,
whether it be the authority of pope or council

or creed or system of theology, or the intercession of saints, or good works of our own. Salvation depends solely and exclusively upon personal union with Christ: all other things, however important in their place, are subordinate to
Without faith in Christ there can be no salvathis.
tion for any sinner: this is the exclusiveness of
tho gospel ; but with faith in Christ there vt salvation for all of whatever sect or name : this is
its charity.—P. 8.]
the bread of life.—Tholuck
Ver. 4». I
(like Meyer), on vers. 47-61 "After repelling the
objection of the Jews, Jesus returns to His former
theme in vers. 82-40, and in the first place repeats
the same thought." We find here not a return,
but an advance, carrying the thought forward
from the person of Christ to His historical work.

am

:

This appears from what follows. "Of the life."
Referring to the preceding promise of eternal
life.

"T//c C^yf. Genitiv. qual.

and

effectus"

Or

probably, conversely, the genitive of form or mode
[That is, not: "the bread which
of existence.
has the quality and effect of life, the bread which
is and which gives life ;" but: "the life which is
bread tho life existing and offered in the form
of bread, and operating as bread." E. D. T.]
Previously the bread was the subject, with various predicates (the person) ; now the bread becomes an attribute of the life (the giving and the
The Itfe as bread, not the
effect of the person).
That Jesus is the life, follows
bread as life.
from vers. 46 and 47. This thought is expanded
further on.
Ver. 49. Your fathers did eat manna.
The manna gave no abiding life, because it was
not essential life.
Ver. 50. This is the bread.—By this the
bread may be known as the true bread : that it
comes down from heaven for the purpose and to
the effect that whosoever eateth of it shall not
die; or, more precisely: It cometh down from
heaven, in order that men may eat of it (the Iva
affecting this first clause), and that he who eateth of it may not die. Tne definition of tho true
bread by its origin, its design, and its effects.
The U7j aTtoOdvy is more exactly expressed in the
kqv aKoOavy of chap. xi. 25.
the living bread. I am the
Ver. 51. I
bread living. The life is now the logical subject.
The Vulgate: Ego sumpanis vivus (,) qui de ccclo
descendi; tho bread living, who [1st pers.] have
come down from heaven.
If any man eat of this bread. Because
;

—

—

am

—

—

Christ is the living bread, He offers Himself as
bread, and communicates by the eating of this
bread a living forever. Christ, therefore, now
distinguishes Himself as life from the bread of
life as a gift.

And
longer:

the bread that I wiU give.—No
The bread which I am. The Kai—6t,

[atque etiam] is to be noted [i. e., nai 6 tyror 6k,
"And the bread, now, which I will
give."]
See Tholuck.*
Is
flesh.— The
bodily, finite, historical form of Christ, which
He yields up for the world in His death, and thus
gives to the world for its nourishment, chap. ii.
19; iii. 14.
Not only the sacrifice of Christ in
nis atoning death to procure the eternal life
of the world (Meyer), but also the renewal and

bvey.d.:

my

transformation of the world by its participation
of the sacrificed life of Christ; as, in chap. ii.
19 and iii. 14, death and resurrection are combined.
It seems strange that the second i/v l)<j
d6oa> [after ij a&pl; fwv lortv] should be wanting
in Codd. B. C. D. L. T. [and K. ], the Itala, the
Vulgate, and three times in Origen ; so as to be
stricken out by Laohmann and Tischendorf [Tregelles, Alford, Westcott and Hort.— P. S.] Tholuck accordingly says, with Meyer: "A preg-

nance like this : The bread which I

my

—

will give,

is

for the life of the world,
would be as
contrary to the style of John as the repetition f »
b/cj 66go is agreeable to it."
And he conjectures: "The omission may have been caused by
the preceding 6600)." But the addition, too, may
very easily have been made for doctrinal elucidation, to make the sentence point more distinctly
If, therefore, we let the
to the atoning death.
abovo manuscripts decide, the death and resurrection are united; the point of the sacrificial
death by itself is not yet so distinctly brought
out in this place; and this seems more congruous with chap. iii. 14 (and with the conception
of the Jews in the sequel).
Therefore : My jUsh
for the life of the world. The manifestation in
the flesh is necessary to the full life. The flesh
of Christ will be the life of the world.
That is,
the giving up of His flesh in death and the distribution of His flesh in the resurrection will be
the life of the world.
Yet in the giving up of
His flesh, His sacrificial death is mainly intended,
and in the eating of it, faith in the atonement;
and as this element in the conception is to be distinguished, on the ono hand, from the fact that
Christ is the bread in His person, in His historical life itself, so, on the other hand, it is to be
distinguished from the fact that He, in His flesh
and blood, prepares His life, glorified through
death, for a eucharistic meal for the world.
Ver. 52. The Jews therefore strove among
themselves. Here a dispute arises concerning
the sense in which tho Lord could give men His
flesh for the life of the world.
And this dispute
is described as a dispute of the Jews. Yet it is not
a question of the interpretation of Christ's word,
but of the offensivene8s of it, which here sets the
flesh,

f

—

Jews

at strife.

saying:

The

skeptics

and

How can this man,

cavillers lead,

etc.

They seem

* [Tholuck says : kou—&4 designates a more detailed statement, as in John i. 3, or a correction, as in xv. 27. Zwingli
(as quoted by Tholuck), " Dixidiuwupana* ttu minted wmdum quo facto id fiat hoe jam apcrian." A4 introduces here
something of special importance. Comp. Meyer in foe—P. 8.]
%
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disposed to charge the

meaning, taking

word with an abominable

Note: (1) the phrase flesh and blood (cap!; koI
our passage differs from body and blood
(otifta teal alfia) in the words of institution of the
holy Supper the former applying to the whole

alfia) in

it literally.

Ver. 53. Unless ye eat the flesh of the
Son of man, and drink his blood. Jesus

—

recedes not for the offense, but with a verily,
He goes further, and now divides the
eerily,
flesh into flesh and blood, and to the eating adds
drinking, which He had first introduced at ver. 85.
Mark further: (1) This truth, enforced with
verily, verily, is now expressed in four different

forms; four times the Lord speaks of eating and
drinking His flesh and blood.
(2) The first timo
in a conditional injunction on the Jews with
reference to the Messiah, in the negative form
of threatening: "Unless jo eat, etc., ye have no
life in you."
The second time in a positive
statement referring to Jesus Himself, in the form
The third time, in a statement of
of promise.
the nature and substantial effect of the flesh and
blood of Christ, on which the preceding practical

my

flesh is meat
founded: "For
indeed," etc.
The fourth time, in explication of
all these three propositions : " He dwelleth in Me,
and I in him."
alternative is

223

VI. 1-65.

For the interpretation, we must remember that
elsewhere flesh (<m/>£), by itself, denotes human
nature in its full concrete manifestation (John iii.
C) ; hence the flesh (ffdp£) of Christ, likewise, is
the manhood of Christ, His personal human naBut flesh and blood (oap£ ical aifta) elseture.
where denotes inherited nature; in Peter VMatt.
xtl 17), for example, his old, hereditary Jewish
nature, with its associations and views; in Pau\
(Gal. i. 16), his Pharisaic descent, spirit, and
associations; in Christians (1 Cor. xv. 60), the
nature and form, received from
natural birth, which cannot inherit the kingdom
Accordingly the flesh and blood of Christ
of God.
are the peculiar descent and nature of Christ in
historical manifestation; the historical Christ. As
the flesh and blood of historical mankind are reduced to the material and nutriment of its culture and development, its humanity ; so the flesh
and blood of the historical Christ are given to be
the nutriment of mankind's higher spiritual life,
its divinity.
And when the partaking of His
flesh and blood is made the indispensable condition of salvation, the meaning is: The life of man
proceeds only from the life of Christ completed in
death; only by Christ's actual person being made
the especial vital element of mankind, the nourishment and refreshment of the real life of man,
by
this means alone does man receive true life.
The four sentences of this passage may be arranged in the following system:
The flesh and blood of Christ are really
(1J
the food and drink of man ; i. e., the sacrifice and
the participation of the actual, divine-human
Christ are for mankind the only escape from
death, and the only way to the higher, spiritual
mortal, earthly

—

life.

:

historical, self-sacrificing Christ, the latter sim-

ply to His individual person just coming forth
sacrifice.
(2) In the preparation of
the oapg koX alpta for food, the life, death, and
resurrection of Christ are blended in one, the
leading element being the death ; as in adfxa koI
difia the two are blended under the leading asTholuck: "The addition
pect of the new fife.
of atfia to adpl abates nothing from the notion
(Matt. xvi. 7; Eph. vi. 11; 1 Cor. xv. 20), but
only expresses still more definitely, that is, by
its two main constituents, the sensible human
nature." This, therefore, in its earthly mani-

from the

—

festation (vers. 50 and 58), is to be spiritually received, and ver. 50, continuing to qualify the
succeeding verses, shows that it is to bo received
especially in its atoning death, to which also the
The addia\fia may perhaps particularly point.
tion of atfia, however, denotes primarily the
generic life in the individualized o&pg.
The flesh
and blood of Christ are the historical Christ in
11 is entire connection with God and man (as the
"Son of God and of Mary"), as made by His
death the eucharistio meal of the world; certainly, therefore, a new point, with death as the
most prominent aspect. [It should be added that
the blood of Christ in the New Testament always
signifies His atoning death for the sins of the

—

world, comp. Rom. iii. 25; CoL i. 14, 20; Hebr.
20; x. 10; 1 Pet. i. 2, 19; 1 John i. 7 ; Rev.

ix. 14,
i.

5.

flesh

It must refer to the same sacrifice here, and
must be interpreted accordingly. Flesh and

blood are the whole human life of Christ as offered on the cross for the propitiation of the sins
of the world, and thus become the fountain of
life for all believers.—P. S.]

Various Interpretations:
1. The atoning death of Christ: Augustine,*
Luther, Mclanchthon, Calvin, Beza, [Grotius,
Calov.] Liicke, and many other modern expositors (see Meyer ).f
2. The entire human manifestation of Christ
including His death (Paulus, Frommann, Do
Wette, etc.)
8. The deeper self-communication of Jesus,
faith eating and drinking in the human nature
of Jesus the life of God (Hofmann, Schrtftbeweis,
" Not the giving of His flesh,
[II. 2, p. 245 ff.].
but His flesh itself Jesus calls food." (Delitzsoh).
4.
prophetic discourse in anticipation of the
Lord's Supper (Chrysostom, most of the fathers
[Cyril, Theophyi., Euth. Zigab., Cyprian, Hilarius, perhaps also Augustine, but see p. 228,]
and Roman Catholics [Klee, Maier], Calixtus
[a moderate Lutheran, strongly opposed by the
high Lutheran Calovius], Zinzendorf, Bengel,
Michaelis, Scheibel, Olshausen, Kling, etc., Kah-

A

(2) Because nothing but the full reception of
the Historical Christ can effect full communion

nis,J

Him, consisting in the believer's dwelling
Christ (justification), and Christ's dwelling in
the believer (sanctification).

* [On Augustine's interpretation see note in the Excursus
below, p. 228.— P. 8.]
f [Meyer (p. 270) odds to the above Dames, as favoring this
view, Tholuck, Neander, Jul. Mttller, Lange, Kbrard, Keira,
Weiss, Bwald, Kahnis, Godet. But Lango, Kwald, Kalinis,
Hengstenberg and Godet should be classed with No. 6 below.
P.S.]
J [In his work on the Lord's Supper, p. 104 ft% but biter, in
his Dogmatics, VoL I. p. 624, Kahnis denies that John vi. re-

with
in

(3) Therefore he that eats,
of eternal life, which works in

(4)

He who takes not

true life,

and can

takes the nutriment
him to resurrection.

this nourishment, has no
attain to none.

Luthardt

[Wordsworth]

;

according

to

—
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Sapper by Ebrard, Eahnis, Lindner, [Ruckert,
Kevin], Dieckhoff, the Excursus of Lucke,* etc.,
are of mark.
Vers. 63, 64. Unless ye eat [tfywe]
and

Heubner, the Reformed Church [he should say
the Reformed theology] with the exception of
Calvin).
6. A mythical discourse here anticipating the
Lord's Supper, as John iii. anticipates baptism.
(The negative critics, Bretschneider, Strauss,

drink.

.

He thateateth [r/Htyup] my flesh
and drinketh my blood—bating and drinking

Baur,

denotes

full,

etc.).

The Lord does not speak here of the Sup-

6.

but expresses the idea on which the
(Here Meyer names OlsSupper is founded.
httusen, Kling, Lange).
As to the first interpretation^ Unquestionably
the atoning death is in view, but in connection
with its antecedent (the historical fact of Christ)
per

itself,

and

its effect

(the historical gospel).

second: The subject is no longer
only the living person of Christ itself, but that

As

which

to the

it will yield
to the third:

by

its sacrifice

of

itself.

The further pressing of the
words themselves takes us to the very mode by

As

which the life of Jesus is changed into the food
and drink of mankind (death).
As to the fourth: The Lord's Supper itself cannot be the subject. (Heubner quotes the Lutheran
church as denying this hypothesis, especially Luther. Yet it is plain from the foregoing that this
cxegetical antagonism is not confessional.)
(a)
The discourse would anticipate too much, and be
unintelligible, (b) Ver. 58 would teach the absolute necessity of taking the communion rather
than of evangelical saving faith. ("Even the Lutherans consider the Supper not absolute but only
ordinarie necessary.") (c) The expression oapi;
koX difia is not equivalent to adfia koL aifta.
(d)
manducatio spiritualis is here intended ; for the
partaker is assured of eternal life, which is only
conditionally the case in the fruitio oralis, (e)

A

The eating here described is perpetual.
As to the fifth: It is disposed of with the

as-

.

tion

.

.

.

.

by faith.

actual faith,

full,

According

to

actual appropria-

Hofmann,

faith is not

the thing directly in view, but is presupposed.
The reception here meant is distinct from faith, f
Against this see vers. 40 and 47, and the many
passages in which the iciorebetv is represented as
the sole condition of the £<*? alavtoc. Tpoyuv [to
gnaw, to crack, to chew, repeated four times, 54,
60-68.
P. S.], though, in its general meaning
equivalent to fayelv, is a stronger expression (De
Wette, et al., against Tholuck) ;J and to it mvuv

—

is added.
The tropical phrase is interpreted not
so well by Eph. iii. 17 and Sir. xxir. 21, as by
the institution of the paschal lamb, and from the
eating and the manna from which the discourse
It is the strongest assertion of the perstarted.
sonal aspect of salvation. In yon,
iavrolc; set
chap. v. 26.
flesh is true food [alrjdijs
Ver. 66.
fipQoic]. 'AATftiqc is better attested than
alndoc.. [See T£xt. Notes.] Tholuck considers it the antithesis of the real to the pretended, and disputes the sense ahfttv6c [genuine,
veritable'] (Origen, Lticke, etc),
Sightly, if it be
understood that the ahficvdc, as opposed to the sym-

h

—My

e, g., the manna), is strengthened
and the symbol falls to nonentity andfalsehood, Uhe moment men put t/te symbol against the

bol (in this case,

to ahjffyc,

reality

for which

it

stands.^

And my blood,

* [In the second Excursus to the second edition of hU Commentary on John (which is omitted in the third edition), and
in the third edition, Vol. II., pp. 149-159.— P. 8.]
f [ Alford likewise makes this distinction, which is not sostained by the context. Ho says " What is eating and drinking ? Clearly not merely faith ; for faith answers to the kmd
reached forth for the food,— but isnottheactof eating. Fait*
so that we can hardly ay
is a necessary condition of the act
with Augustine, 'credc, et manducasti? but credeet manducaU*.
:

sumptions of that school of criticism in the Introduction. (The capua fayeiv of Ignatius and Justin can prove nothing.
It has its origin here.)
As to the sixth As the specific ordinance of Inasmuch as faith will necessarily in its energising lead to
baptism is, in chap, iii., lodged in germ in the this partaking, we sometimes incorrectly say that it is faith
general idea of baptism as already known to his- but lor strict accuracy this is not enough. To eat the flesh
of Christ, is to realise, in our inward life, the mystery of Bis
tory, so the specific ordinance of the Lord's Sup- Body now in heaven,—to digest and assimilate our own pert***
per is here present in germ under the general in that Body. To drink His Blood is to realise, in our tnwsrd
idea and historical forms of the evening meal. life, the mystery of His satisfaction for sin,—to digest and assimilate our own portion in that satisfaction, the outpouring qf
The hearers of Jesus were on their way to eat that Blood. And both these definition* may be gathered Into
the paschal lamb; He says to them: Ye must one, which is The eating of His Flesh and drinking of Hi*
eat Me, the real paschal lamb now offered in the Blood import the making to ourselves and using at tfytchrtly real, those two great Truths of our Redemption in Him,
history of the world.
This then unquestionably of which our faith subjectively convinces us. And of this
contains a prophecy of the holy Supper, though realizing of faith He has been pleased to appoint certain *tw*
bols in the Holy Communion, which He has commanded to
it is not the Supper itself that is directly debe received to signify to us the spiritual proceas, and tossThe emphasizing of the person is the de- sist us towards it. M— P. 8.]
scribed.
of a
cisive point.
Personal reception of the historical
% [Meyer thinks that the change implies no Intention
person of Christ in its communication and sacrifice of stronger expression, since rpmytiv kol wietv is used Matt.
PlaUrch
xxlv. 38 (rpwyoircc cat wuwrrefl. by Demosthenes,
itself (through the mediumo/the word and sacrament)
and Poly bi us without perceptible difference from +*y* ir or
is the fundamental condition of personal eternal life.
«0-0tetr.
Tp*y*v expresses tho present of 4*y~r, which mo*
real kdm
Respecting the copious literature of this sec- be either rpuymr or cV*W. So also Alford The
Is that by the very act of inward realisation the possession of
tion, see Tholuck : Meyer [p. 2731.
The dis- eternal life is certified. Wordsworth on the other hand prttsertations of Kling,
tiller,* Tischendorf [De
ses the difference and, in fanciful sacramentarian exaggeradifflcnltT,
Christo pane vilse, 1839], the works on the Lord's tion, says that rpvryti* presents the climax of the
holy com":

:

:

:

;

:

M

fore directly to the Lord's Sapper, and explains the eating and
drinking to be identical with beliering for the reason that
tho same effect is made dependent on both, vis., eternal life.

He

nhould be classed with No. 6.— P. 8.]
• [Latin dissertations on the difference between Lather's
and Calvin's views on the Lord's Hopper, 18,">:i, now reproduced in German by Dr. Jul. MUllcr, of 1 Lille, in his Dogmatische AbhandUtngen, just published, Bremen, 1870, pp.
404-467.—P. 8.J

and shows the need of coming to Christ in the
nlon with devout cravinga and earnest longings of a famimed
soul for heavenly food. P. S.]
{[Meyer: aAvtofc expresses in opposition to mere appearance the actual reality (1 John ii. 27 ; Acts xU. »), which the

—

Alford: •*£**•£*
ver. bi.
is the sense, * Jig JUsh istketrm
but 4 My JUsh is true meat; i. e^ really to be sales,
which they doubted. Thus aAqeVwf is a gloss, which fkw
short of the depth of the adjective. This verse is decisive

Jews could not comprehend,
here

not—n AA^inf, nor

meat;

etc^
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etc.— "The

life of the flesh is in the blood/' says
Here it is said, in ver 63: "It is
Lev. xvii. 11.
the Spirit that quickeneth;" and in 1 Cor. xv.
45.
If, now, as we have said on ver. 68, the flesh
denotes rather the individualized nature of man,
and the blood rather the general, then the blood
of Christ also bears a reference to His generic
life as Christ in distinction from His flesh, His
The conpersonal manifestation in history.
necting notion between His blood and His flesh
We must eat His distinct historical
is His life.
form in believing, historical contemplation, but
His life we must drink in spiritual contemplation
and in the appropriation of fervent faith.
Dwelleth in me, and I in him.
Yer. 56.
A Jobannean phrase (chap. xv. 4; xvii. 23;
Denoting personal com1 John Hi. 24; iv. 16).
munity of life with Christ in its two correlative
fundamental forms which appearisingly in Paul;
We in Christ, is the first (Gal. il 17); Christ in
From this effect of
us, the second (Gal. ii. 20).
the heavenly food the reception of it may be more
precisely defined : The vital appropriation of the
This is not a unio
whole person of Christ.
nystica (Meyer, Tholuck) in the stricter theological sense, though the living faith contains the
That an effect like this cannot be
basis for it.
claimed for the reception of the Lord's Supper
Tet the reoeption of the
in and of itself, is plain.
holy communion is the most efficient and copious
medium, and the appointed seal ; the believing
participation is the highest specific act and form
of this vital communion; and for this reason the
unbelieving participation forms the most violent
collision with this vital communion to judgment.
Ver. 67.
I Uve by the Father —Hero
also the vital correlation is the main thing;
Christ lives in the Father ; that is, by the con-

—

And

templation of the living, almighty Father, who is
absolute, and pure life, Christ is living and
is sent by the Father.
The Father lives in Him
that is, Christ has His own life by the Father's
living in Him for the Father's sake, i. e., He Jives
(Aid with the accusative denotes
for the Father.
not the cause: by the Father,* and hardly the
ground: because the Father has life ;f but the
life

entire

purpose and

direction.

and must have such,

" The Father

will

He

seeks such," chap. iv.
23.
Angelus Siiesius : " I am as much to Him as
He is to me "). So he .
shall Uve by me.
—Here the eating is again the eating of Christ
Himself.
He to- whom it is the nourishment of
His life to sink Himself in the personal presence
of Christ, as Christ has sunk Himself in the contemplation of the Father, tye is sent forth by
the life of Christ, and lives for Him, as Christ is
sent forth by the life of the Father, and lives for
the Father.
("He shall divide the spoil with
the strong " [German version: "He shall have
the strong for a prey "].
Is. liii.
.

.

—

away or metaphorizing the passage.
Food and drink are not here mere metaphors ; rather are
<mr common material food and drink mere shadows and imperfect types of this only real reception of refreshment and
aoarishment into being." *Godet: ** Uadverbt (aAqtoc) ou
Tadjtctif {aXij/m) exprime I* pleint rtoUU de la communicaagalart all explaining

—

op&ru par ces £Umenl*:'—V. 8.]
• [Ptr /Wrm, as the fountain of life. So Besa. De Wette,
AUbrd,tfc.-PV8.]
t[As Meyer takes it: totqen da Voters d. i. wetl Man
Tatar der Ubcndiffe isL He quotes Plat. 0*\vn p. 203, B.
aN0Mitfc*r*t fc& T%r rev varpto <t>wrivs—P. 8.]
tion viiale

15

VI. 1-66.
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Ver. 58. This ifl that bread. Conclusion of
the whole matter. As Christ had passed from
the bread which He in Himself presents, to the
bread which He gives, He here returns to the
bread which He Himself is. Vet not merely in the
same sense as before is He now Himself the bread.
There it was Christ in His historical manifestation; here it is the eternal Christ, by the eternal
intuition (rp6yuv) of whom we live forever.
Ver. 59. These things said he in the

synagogue, as he taught in Capernaum.

A

historical note, accounting, in particular, for
the fact that not only the Judaistic spirit in the
popular mass which followed Him, but also many
of His old adherents and disciples in Capernaum
itself took offence at His words.
From this locality of His discourse the sensuous construction
of the eating of the body of Christ has been styled

a Capernaitic eating.
Ver. 60. Many therefore of his disciples,
when they heard this.— Many of His adherents in Capernaum and the vicinity. Mafljyro/
See the woe of Christ on
Capernaum, Bethsaida, and Chorazin, Matt. xi.
20 ff.
Hard ; OKfajpds, harsh, stern, rigorous
in the wider sense.

opposed to imXok6s,
Prov. xv.
to bear.

1.

soft, tender, gentle.

Hard

to solve,

The interpretation

hard
is

to

3iyr"Ul,
do,"

hard

contained in the

next words: Who can hear it? i. e. t bear it.
hard to understand (Chrysostom, Gro:
tius, Olshausen).
According to Tholuck and

Hence not

others: presumptuous, for its making life depend
on a scandalous eating of His flesh and blood (on
man-eating). De Wette (Kuinoel, Meyer) : Because .they would not admit the thought of the
death of the Messiah ; not because they understood literally the eating of His flesh (Augustine,
Grotius, Lucke). Unquestionably in the sequel,
the suffering Messiah and His death on the cross
were, as Meyer observes, the standing and specific OK&vdaTiJov of the Jews (chap. xii.
1 Cor.
;
i. 23).
This interpretation is further commended
by the fact that on this occasion Judas 'jeems to
have oonoeived his first aversion. Yet the succeeding utterance of the Lord gives a still more
•distinct clew.
Formally, they certainly stumbled at the idea of eating flesh and drinking
blood, in consequence of their Jewish laws of
purity in reference to such acts and in reference
to the abomination of human sacrifice.
But then,
materially, the thought of His sacrifice for their
salvation which shone out intelligibly enough,
was most certainly hard to them. They sought
the Messianic kingdom in a rain of miraculous
manna and other blessings from heaven ; Ho
would have them find everything in His own person, and even in the sacrificial suffering of that
person. And the more repugnant to them the
suggestion of this idea, the more they inclined to
stick to the letter in which it was expressed, and
to find it hard.
in himself. 'Ev iavry. BenVer. 61.
gel's sine indicio externo is too strong.
There
were indications, no doubt, of their aversions;
but He also knew how to interpret them as the
searcher of hearts. Doth this offend you?
iKQvdaM^ei. The Jewish idea of offence, onavdatjov;
i. «., the taking offence or occasion of falling (see

M

—

Knew

oKbvdalovy tfp)0

et

hft&DD

in

Bretsohneider

*
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;

(comp. Rom.
ii.

ix.

83; 1 Cor.

i.

23; Gal.

v.

11; 1

8).

Ver. 62.

What and if ye

Son
was before ?

shall see the

of man ascending where he

Aposiopesis [from aTzo-aiuxav, to be silent].

That

the form of the broken sentence may be completed by What shall ye say then? ( ri ipelre; according to Luthym. Zig., Kuinoel, and others) is
groundlessly disputed by Meyer. The only question is whether the meaning then would be: shall
ye then still take offence? (hi t6te OKavdaXiodrjoeode;)
or shall ye then not be more offended f (ovxl uoXIjov
UKavdafaodfjoeode;) Opposite interpretations:
1.

.

.;
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Pet.

—

.

Meyer, after De Welte: The avaflaivetv,

etc,

denotes the dying of Jesus (comp. chap. vii. 33 ;
xiii. 3 ; xvi. 6, 28),* and to the beholders, who
saw only this humble, ignominious fact of the
death of Jesus, this amounted to the highest offence (so Beza, Semler, etc. ; the ovv also is adduced in support).
2. Olshausen [Hengstenberg, Godet, Alford]
and" others, after the expositors of the ancient
church: 'Avafaivetv denotes (as in chap. xx. 17)
the ascension of Christ, and with this, or with His
Thus the quesexaltatiou, offence must cease.
Will ye then still be offended ? Augustion is
tine, ct al. : Then will a deeper insight into the
Qayclv tt/v odpKa come.f Calvin : Then will the
offence which they took at His sensuous manifesLyser: Then, by His glotation, be done away.
rification, the glorification of His flesh for food
will also be provided for. Luthardt The glorified
state of existence will take the place of the fleshly.
Meyer groundlessly urges, that the ascension, as
a visible occurrence, is not attested by any apostle,% and in tho unapostolical accounts J none but
disciples in the narrower sense are mentioned as
eye-witnesses.
The fact itself was nevertheless
:

:

||

a visible one.
Meanwhile

ii. 19; Matt. xii. 39, and xvi. 3, the sign
of
Jonah). The resurrection destroyed the offence
of the cross itself for the believing ; and therefore for such it does away also the offensive word.
At the same time it glorified the personal life of Jesus
by the outpouring of the Holy Ghost for the world's
believing participation.
Nevertheless the Judaists
continued to be offended, and perhaps for this
reason the word of Christ remained an apesiopesis.
[o7rot> Ijv rb npSrepov clearly implies the
pre-existence of Christ ; comp i. 1 ; viiL 58
xvii. 6, 24; Col. i. 17; Rev. i. 8 —P. S.]
Ver. 63. It ifl the Spirit that maketh
alive, the flesh profiteth nothing.— [Christ
does not say My Spirit (to rrvsvpa fiov), and My
flesh (# c&pt- uov); the sentence is general and
contains a hermeneutical canon which applies
not only to this, but to all the discourses of
Christ, and the proper mode of apprehending
and appropriating Him. It must not be understood so as to conflict with the preceding declaration concerning His flesh.
The flesh without
the Spirit, or tho flesh as mere matter and materially eaten, is worthless; but the flesh with the

Spirit is worth much, most of all the flesh which
the Logos assumed for our salvation Ci. 14) and
which He sacrificed on the cross for the sins of
the world.
P. S.J
Interpretations :
1. Of the holy Supper: spirituaf participation
Tirveifua], as opposed to Capernaitic or material

—

fW/>f].

So

Tertullian, Augustine,*

Rupert

v.

Deutz, Calvin, [Grotius] Olshausen, Kahnis
" That which
[Lehre vom Abcndmahl, p. 122]
imparts to the eater of My flesh the virtue of eternal life, is not the flesh as. such, but the Spirit,"
2. The Spirit is put for the spiritual apprehension of the word of Christ, the body representing the carnal apprehension (Chrysostom and
:

many others, Lampe).
it is

doubtless no

more the ascenview, than it was

sion exclusively which is here in
exclusively the atoning death a little while ago.
There the death includes tho life and the exaltation; here the exaltation includes the death,
chaps, iii. and xii. But it is evidently tho exaltation viewed especially as produced by tho
Spirit, of which the next verse speaks.
Hence
in tho same general sense as in Matt. xxvi. 61.
It must also be considered, that Christ throughout gives to the Jews not only His death, but with
it also carefully His resurrection, for a sign (Jno.

3.

The

irvevpa is the

human

soul,

which

ani-

mates the body (Beza, Fritzsche).
4. Not His boaily manifestation, the approaching dissolution of which was so offensive to them,
but His Spirit is the life-giving thing. His bodily substance merely of itself profits nothing towards tho £uoirotelv. Under the figure of physical
life, in which the spirit animates the flesh, Christ
expresses the truth that the historical side both
of His life and of His word, needs to be animated
and glorified by His Spirit. This they should
and might see clearly in His very words. The
substantives assert They are pure spirit, pure life.
How Luther and Zwingle contended over the
sense of these words, see in Heubner, p. 821 sqq.
Zwingle appealed to these words against the Lutheran doctrine of the Lord's Supperf ; Luther
:

* [Comp. also the vtfrtaftji'ai itc -rip yik, xil. 32. To make
this interpretation at all plausible, the avafraivtiv on-ov ty to
trporcpor must be understood from the standpoint of Jesus
whoa* death was a return to the heaven whence lie descended,
and to tho glory which lie had before the foundation of tho
world, comp. xvii. 5. But tho hearers could not have understood avafiaivtiv in this sense. P. 8.]
f [Aug. : Oerte vel time videbiUs, quia non to modo, quo pitta<u, trogut corpus suum; ctrte vel tunc inteUigttu, quia gratia
ejus non consumitur morsibus. Harless and Stier: Thon you

—

my

.

will understand that, and how
glorified heavenly humanity and corporeity con be food and drink. But this would
moke Christ speak of a future act Meyer remarks against
Harless: The glorified body of. Christ is, as flesh and Mood,
inconceivable (1 Cor. xv. 40 f.)— P. 8.]
% [Comp. against this assertion of Meyer John iii. 13; xx.
17, where the ascension is clearly alluded to. Usually Jobus speaks of His death in John as a going to the Father or
to Him that sent Me, vii. 33 ; xiii. 3; xiv. 12, 28 ; xvi. 6, 28
xvii. 11, 13.—P. 8.]
\ [Mark xvi. 19 ; Luke xxlv. 51 ; Acts 1. 9.—P. 8.]
Christ may have addressed here some of the apostles.
| [But
Hengstenberg says, the witnesses of the resurrection were
the representatives of all the disciples.—P. 8.]

• [Aug. Tract, in Joh. 27. } 13 (Opera HI., 503); Caro nan
--»Mi intdUxerunt . .

prodeU quidquam quomoao

—

<

cadavcre dilaniatur, out in maccllo venditor, non quomods
spiritu vegrtatur . . . Accedat spin'tus ad carnm, quomoeb ae>
ctdit earitas ad tcimtiam, etprodest pbtrimun.
A'an si euro
nihil prodessety Vtrbum caro nonJUret, ut inhabitant in nobis.
Similarly Bengel:
Caro tnera nil prodett: qrwiUm scil.
JudsH putabant esse carnem Warn, de qua toqueoatwr Jesus.
Loquitur sub conditions eaque impossibUi, si sola caro csstt .
Caro est vehiculum virtutis divinteomnis viv\/icantis, in Christo et in credentibus: et Cltristus, came morffficatus, spiritu
vivificatuSy virtutem suam maxims cxscruiL 1 FtsL. u'C 18 ; Johm
xii. 24; xvi. 7.— P. 8.]
f [He and CEcolampaditis regarded ver. 63 as a ferrtus
murus of their doctrine of the Lord 1 * Supper ; y*t Zwingti,
like the other reformers, did not directly understand the pas»
sage, vers. 51-68, of the sacrament.—P. S.]
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CHAP.
distinguished the flesh and My flesh, and explained "the flesh" as the carnal, corrupt mind
of man. The Terse no more supports Zwingle
against a* bodily presence of Christ, than it speaks,
according to Luther's interpretation, of the corrupt flesh of the sinner.
Ver. 64. For Jesus
from the beginning. 'Ef apxw means not, metaphysically
from the beginning of all things (Theophylact),
nor from the beginning of His acquaintance with
each one (De Wette, TholuckJ, nor from the beginning of His collecting of the disciples around
Him, or the beginning of His Messianic ministry (Meyer; comp. chap. xvi. 4; xv. 27), nor
from the very murmuring (too special: Chrysostom, Bengel), but from the first secret germs
So also He knew His betrayer
of unbelief.
from the beginning. [On Judas see note to ver.

knew

—

71.1

Ver. 65. Therefore said I

unto you, that
is, He

no man can come unto mo. — That

expressly gives them again to understand that
that sentence not as a mere theoretical proposition, but with reference to the
faith and the unbelief towards Him which was

He had spoken
forming

itself in particular persons.

[Excursus ox thb Sacramental Interpretation or this discourse. The relation of the
passage, vers. 51-68, to the Lord's Supper involves two questions 1. Whether the flesh and
blood (oapg teal a'ifia) of Christ here spoken of, are
the same as His broken body and shed blood
(adfia koI aifta) in the words of institution of that
sacred ordinance (Matt. xxvi. 26-28 and parallel

—

:

passages), or the living humanity of Christ (comp.
the meaning of oap% in John i. 14, and the note
there); 2. Whether eating and drinking (rptiyeiv
or eodUtv* and irivetv) signify, literally, sacramental fruition (manducatio oralis), or, figuratively, the spiritual appropriation of Christ by faith.
If the discourse had been preceded by the institution of the sacrament a reference to it could
not be mistaken ; but as it was spoken long before the institution of this ordinance, and to hearers who as yet knew nothing of it, such a reference is made doubtful. This doubt is strengthened, first by the use of the term flesh instead of
body ; secondly by the substitution of Me, i. e. t
the living Person of Christ (ver. 67 6 rp6yuv fie,
comp. the ey6 in 35, 40, 51) for His flesh and
blood, as the object of appropriation ; and thirdly
and mainly by the fact that Christ presents here
the eating of His flesh not as a future, but a present act, and as the essential condition of spiritual
and everlasting life, which, if understood sacramentally, would cut off from the possession of
this life not only the disciples present on that
occasion, but also all the saints of the old dispensation and the large number of Christians
who die before they receive the holy communion
(infants, children, death-bed converts, Quakers,
and all unconfirmed persons). If participation in

VI. 1-65.
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the Lord's Supper were a necessary prerequisite
of salvation, Christ would undoubtedly have said
so when He instituted the ordinance.
But
throughout the Gospels, and especially in this
discourse (comp. vers. 40, 47), He makes faith the
only condition of eternal life. He first exhibits
Himself as the bread of life, and promises eternal
life to every one who eats this bread, t. e., who
believes in Him.
He then holds out the very
same promise to all those who eat His flesh and
drink His blood, which, consequently, must be
essentially the same act as believing.
The discourse, therefore, clearly refers to a broader and
deeper fact which precedes and underlies the sacrament, and of which the sacrament is a significant sign and seal, viz., personal union of the be~
lieving soul with Christ, and a living appropriation
of Bis atoning sacrifice. This union culminates
in the celebration of the Lord's Supper and is
strengthened by it; and so far the discourse had,
in the mind of Christ who looked at the time forward to His death (ver. 61 ; "My flesh which I
shall give for the life of the world," comp. vers.
60 and 70), a prospective bearing on the perpetual memorial of His sacrifice, and may bo applied to it indirectly, but not directly, or in a
narrow and exclusive sacramentarian sense. We
must distinguish between a spiritual manducatiou
of Christ by faith, and a sacramental manducatiou ; the former alone is essential to everlasting
life, and is the proper subject of the discourse.
John omits an account of the institution both of
baptism and the Lord's Supper, which was known
to his readers from the gospel tradition and the
Synoptists, but he gives those profound discourses of Christ which explain the spiritual
meaning of the sacraments, namely the idea of
regeneration which is signed and scaled in baptism (chap, iii.), and the idea of personal communion with Him, which is celebrated in the
Lord's Supper (chap. vi.). This suggests a very
important doctrinal inference, viz., that the
spiritual reality of regeneration and union with
Christ is not so bound to the external sacramental sign that it cannot be enjoyed without it.
We must obey God's ordinances, but God is free,
and we should bless whom Ho blesses. High
sacramentarianism is contrary to the teaching
of Christ according to St. John.
As to the history of interpretation we may distinguish three views:
1. The discourse has no bearing either direct
or indirect on the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
So Tertullian, Clement of Alex., Origen,
Basil among the fathers, Cardinal Cajetan,

Ferus and Janscn among Roman Catholics, LuMelanchthon, Calov, Liicke, Tholuck (wa-

ther,

vering)

among

the Lutherans, Calvin, Zwingli
Grotius, Cocceius,

(doubtful), Beza, Bullinger,

Lampe

(torn. II.,

268

sq.),

Hammond, Whitby,

Barnes, Turner, Owen, Ryie among the Reformed, Paulus, Schulz, De Wette among the rationalists.

It refers, by prophetic anticipation, directly
This into the Lord's Supper.
terpretation has consistently led to the introduction of infant communion in the early Catholic
and in the Greek church. So Chrysostom, Cyril,
Theophylact among the fathers, the Schoolmen
and Roman Catholic expositors with a few ex2.

• [John nses here rpotyeiv four times, ^ayctp once ; Matthew,
Mark and Luke, in the words of Institution, use 4>aytlv only,
(which is employed as the second aorist of iaOLtiv from an obsolete fa-yw). On the peculiar meaning of rpwyt iv, tnanducare,
see note on ver. 54. It cannot be essentially different hero
from tarttr, since John usee the latter, ver. 63, in the same
ej

—

and exclusively
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ceptions, Calixtus, Zinzendorf, Scheibel, Knapp
It cannot be said that the question has a deamong Lutherans, Wordsworth among Anglicans, nominational or sectarian interest. The sacraBretschneidcr, Strauss and Baur among the mental interpretation has been both opposed and

Skeptics.
3. It refers directly to the spiritual life-union of
the soul with the Saviour by faith, and indirectly
or inferentially to the sacramental celebration of
this union in the holy Supper.
So Augustine
(perhaps),* Bengel, Doddridge, Kling, Olshauscn, Sticr, Lange, Luthardt, Alford, Godet.f
* [I say perhaps, for Augustine is not clear and is sometimes («. gn by Meyer) ouoted in favor of the first, more
frequently in favor of the second interpretation.
In his
Tract. 26 in Joh. Evang. g 15 (ed. Bened. III. 5O0) he says, in
expounding this passage, that the sacrament of the body
and blood of Christ is received by some ad vitam, by others
ad exiiium (1 Cor. xi. 29), but he adds : res vero ipsa eujus
sacramentum est, omni homini ad vitam, nuUi ad exxtium,
quicunqw ejus particeps fuerit. Comp. \ 18 in the same homily
(III. 501) : Qui non manet in Christo et in quo nan manet
Christus, procul dubio nee manducat (some MsS. insert here
jptrtluab'fer,—-evidently

a Romish correction) earnem

ejus,

nee bibit ejus sanguinem, licet carnaliter et risibiUter premat
dentibus sacramentum corporis et sanguinis Christi. In commenting on ver. 29 (Tract. 26, § 12, Tom. 111. 489) he identifies the eating with believing: Crede et manducasti.
At all
events, Augustine cannot be quoted In favor of cither transubstantiation or consubstantiation. Comp. on his doctrine
on the eucharist my Church llistory, Vol. II. pp. 498 t—
P. 8.]
f [This third view which I have defended myself In the text,
was first clearly brought out by that profound, acute and -devout commentator, Bengel, in his Gnomon on ver. 61, where he
says " Jesus purposely framed His words so skilfully that immediately at that time, and at all times subsequently they
would indeed apply in their strict literal sense to the spiritual
enjoyment of Himself (de spirituali fruitione sui) ; and yet
that afterwards tho same words should, by consequence, bo
appropriate to express the most august mystery of tho Holy
Supper when that should be i nstituted. For He applied to the
Holy Supper the thing itself which is set forth in this discourse; and of so great moment is this sacrament, that it
may be readily thought possible, that Jesus, as He foretold
the treachery of Judas at vor. 71, and His own death in
this verse, so also foretold, one year before the institution of
the Holy Suppor, concerning which He most surely thought
within Himself whilst speaking these words: and with this object in order that the disciples might afterwards remember His
prediction. The whole of these words concerning His flesh
and blood have in view the passion of Jesus Christ, and along
with it the Holy Supper. Hence arises the separate mention
of one. flesh and of the blood so invariably ; for in His passion
the blood was drawn out of. His body, and the Lamb was thus
•lain." The same view is substantially held by Olshausen,
who says: "The8aviour could indeed not with propriety
•peak of a rite before it was instituted, so that nobody could
understand Him ; but He might touch the idea, out of which
tho rite subsequently grew. This idea is that Jesus is the
principle of life and nutriment to the new, regenerate man.
not only for his soul and spirit, but also for his glorified body "
:

(which, according to Olshausen is prepared here in germ to
appear in full bloom at the final resurrection). Kahnis
(LxUh. Dogmatik, Vol. I M p. 625): "The discourse of Christ,
John vi., does not treat directly of the Lord's Supper, but of
faith which unites us in living union with Christ. But He
fmrposcly veiled this faith in the image of eating and drinkng His flesh and blood in order to express the mysterious idea
embodied in the Holy Supper, just as John iii. 6 expresses
the idea of baptism." Alford says: "The question whether
there is here any reference to the ordinance of the Lord's
Supper, has been inaccurately put. When cleared of inaccuracy
in terms, it will mean, Is tltc subject here dwelt upon the same
as that which is set forth in the ordinance of the Lord's Supper t
And of this there can surely be no doubt. To tho ordinance
itself, there is here no reference ; nor could there well have
been any. Bnt the spiritual verity which underlies the ordinance is one and the same with that here insisted on ; and so
considered, the discourse is, as generally treated, most important towards a right understanding of the ordinance."
Webster and Wilkinson: "What our Lord said at tills time
He afterwards expressed in a permanent form by the sacrament of His Body and Blood. Ho Is not here alluding to that
sacrament : but what He here teaches, and what He afterwards taught by it, are the same." Oodet (II. p. 135 ) " This
mystery of our perfect union with the person of Christ (Eph.
:

v. 30-32) which in this discourse is expressed in words (en
paroles)* is precisely the same which Jesus desired to express
by an act (par un acU) in the rite of the holy Supper. It is
not necessary to say that in this discourse He alluded to the

defended by divines of all confessions and inJhe
interest of erery theory of the Lord's Supper,
the Roman, the Lutheran, the Calvinistic, and the
Zwinglian. The Romanists (Cardinal Wiseman,
e. g. y who wrote an elaborate treatise on John vi.)
urge the literal meaning of the very strong language used repeatedly and without explanation by
our Lord, as an argument for the dogma of transubstantiation ; and even Tholuck is of the opinion
that the Catholics have the advantage of the argument if the discourse be understood of the sacrament. But it seems to me that both transubstaitiation and consubstantiation are clearly excluded
1 ) by the canon of interpretation laid down in rer.
63; 2) by the declaration of our Lord concerning
the effect of the fruition of His body and blood
which is in all cases eternal life, vers. 64, 60, 57,
68 ; while Romanists and (symbolical) Lutherans
agree in teaching that unbeliever* as well as believers may sacrament ally eat the very body and
drink the very blood of Christ, the one unto/wf>menty the others unto life.
No such distinction
has any foundation in this passage, but is at war
with it.f Moreover the Romish withdrawal of
the cup from the laity is (as was already urged by
the Hussites) incompatible with vers. 64-66 where
the drinking of Christ's blood is made as essential
as the eating of His body. As far as the discourse
bears a sacramental interpretation at all, it favors the Reformed theory. But by this I mean
not tho now widely-prevailing Zwinglian view,
which is hardly compatible with the strong and
mysterious language of our Lord, but tho Calvinistic, which acknowledges the
mystery of a
spiritual real presence and a communication of
the vital power of Christ's humanity {patf ) to tho

believer

by the Holy Spirit— P. S.J

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
See the exegesis itself, particularly on vers.
81 and 82 ff. ; and ver. 62 ff. [And the Excursus
1.

above.— P. S.]
2. Christ, the life of the world is, as the bread
of life, the necessary means of life for the awakening, quickening, and strengthening of men to a
personal eternal life. Salvation is not in out-

holy Supper; hut we must say that the holy Supper and this
discourse refer to one and the same idea, expressed here by »
metaphor, there by an emblem. Hence in the institution of
the Supper, holding and breaking one piece of bread, He ossd
the term a i>n a, body, which as an organism correspoads to
the broken bread ; in the discourse at Capernaum when He
treats only of nourishment in adaptation to the nurscaloas
multiplication of loaves of bread, He represents His body mors
as substance (crdp$) than as an organism. This perfect pro*
priety of terms proves the originality and authenticity of tho
two forms." J
• [Luther, Melancthon and tho orthodox Lutherans of the
17th century felt this, and for this reason (not, as Tholuck
thinks, from fear of transubstantiation) they repudiated the
sacramental interpretation altogether. Luther says: "Est*
ing in this passage means believing : he who believeth, esteth
and drinketh Christ." Melanchthon : M I do not understand
this discourse as referring to tho Lord's 8upper or the ceremonial manducntion, but as the words of Christ which pre-

ceded above were about faith, whereby we believe that God'*
wrath was propitiated by the death of His Son, who offered
His body and shed His blood for us, so I understand all the
rest of the same faith." This interpretation was sanctioned
by the Form of Concord, p. 743. When Calixtus came out la
favor of tho sacramental interpretation, he was charged with
heresy by Calovius of Wittenberg.]

—
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CHAP.
ward enjoyment and outward

things, but in the
heavenly life of the Spirit (antithesis of the
heavenly and earthly mind) ; the striving after
heavenly things consists not in legal, perfunctory
works, but in the inward, single, personal, divine work of faith (antithesis of the spiritual and

the legal nature) ; life consists not in the doing
of spiritual things as such, but in the person of
Christ Himself (antithesis of personal and perfunctory Christianity). The personal life, however, manifests itself (1) in the total, undivided
consciousness (Christ Himself), (2) in its giving
of itself (Sis flesh), (3) in its impartation of life
(flesh

and

blood).

The Spirit (chap,

iii.) brings the heavenly birth
the well of life (chap, iv.) gives the first
thing in regeneration, the refreshment of the soul
thirsting for life with the peace of God ; the
healing waters of life (chap, v.) give the restoration of the life from disease and death (spiritual
and bodily) ; the bread of life, the heavenly manna (chap, vi.), gives an eternal, substantial ex-

to life

;

istence.

By the idea of the personal life of Christ all
personal relations are glorified.
(1.) Calling
becomes a laboring in the service of God. (2.)
Labor becomes a production of heavenly food.
(3.) Bread becomes the person of Christ, the
flesh and blood of Christ; eating and drinking
become a real corporeo-spiritual participation
and receiving into one's self of the highest life.
Hearing is a hearing of the voice of God, which
invites to this feast; seeing is tho perfect knowledge of intuition.
This chapter thus contains the symbolism of
bread, of industrial calling, of labor, of eating
and drinking, of hearing and seeing ; the symbolism of the whole life of sense in its central
relation to the personal life and to the highest
personality.
3.

Laboring in manifold divided earthly works
world has

for earthly food in the service of the

the perishing of the life itself, with the perishing of the meat, for its reward (Gal. vi. 8 ; 1
John it 17) ; but the working of the one divine
work in the service of God, faith in Christ, has
the heavenly manna for its reward.. He who is
intent upon partaking of the supreme person,
comes to the delight of personal, eternal existence
in the kingdom of God.
4. The exaltation of the manna of the desert as
a symbol of the real manna. Without this real
manna the life of man is a breadless desert in
the strictest sense.
The marks of the bread of
God: (1.) It must come down (not fall down)

from heaven : be Spirit-life, personal life, divine
life.
Not
(2.) It must give life to tho world.
merely give respite to physical life now and then,
but first awaken, then sustain and renew, personal life forever.
5. Earthly interest in Christ and in Christianity
in distinction from heavenly. The chiliastic spirit
in opposition to the spirit of the kingdom,
6. It is remarkable how this discourse of Jesus not only kindled strife among the, Jews, but
has also fed the controversy of different confessions [denominations] in the evangelical church.
Controversies over the doctrine of predestination
have hung upon the words of vers. 37, 44, 64,
and 65; and upon the words of vers. 58 sqq., and

VI. 1-65.
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63 sqq., controversies over the holy Supper. The
middle age has transmitted to the evangelical
church a far too meagre doctrine of spiritual personality; else would the doctrine of personality
be found to yield the higher synthesis of the Reformed and the Lutheran dootrines both on predestination

and the Lord's Supper.

Without the personal drawing of the Father
no coming to Christ is conceivable; but the
Father, too, draws only in a personal way, t. e.
under the form of freedom. Hence in vers. 44
and 45 divine determination and human freedom
t

are linked together.
Without the appropriation of the entire historical personality of Christ, spirit and body, no
full, saving partaking of the redemption purchased by Christ is conceivable but in this partaking every medium of redemption is conditioned
through the life and the Spirit of the Redeemer.
Hence, on the one hand, we are required, with a
fourfold emphasis, to eat and to drink the flesh
and the blood of Christ, and on the other, we
hear the strong condition: "Jt is the Spirit that
quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing."
7. Honest striving, the unconscious drawing of
;

God

to holy living,

Whispering and murmuring, the indication of
narrow-minded offence at the word of truth.
8.

9. The mark of those who are truly taught of
Ood: They pass (1) from tho old world [pagan-

ism] into the Old Testament, (2) from the Old
Testament into the New, (3) through the New
Testament into a new worla.
10. He that believeth on me ha(h (1) life, (2)
eternal life.
11. Christ the bread of life in the three stages
of the manifestation of His life: (1) In His person and history. (2) In His "flesh," or "His
giving Himself a sacrifice," whereby He is transformed from the curse of the world and the
burnt-offering and expiation of God into a pure
and entire thank-offering of believing man. (3)
Therefore is His "flesh and blood," wherein He
makes His historically finished life, by historical
ordinances, the life of the world. The first stage
represents the true bread itself; the second, the
preparation of it for eating; the third, its being
perfectly ready for believing participation : flesh
and blood.
And then there are also three stages in the
partaking of Christ: (1) The putting of confidence in Him as personally the source of life.
(2) Firm faith in the life which is in His sacrificial death.
(3) The ideal communion, which
on the one hand receives the life of Christ in
spirit and body through His historical ordinances, the summit of which is the Lord's Supper,
and which, on the other hand, ever refers the
actual world more and more to Christ, and makes
it, in labor and in enjoyment, the manifestation
of Christ. The Christian must first of all eat the
flesh and blood of Christ, in order at last to eat
this flesh and blood in all things.
12. The four great words concerning the flesh
and blood of Christ, confirmed with the " Verily,
verily."
(1) Ver. 63. The want of this eating
and drinking of the flesh and blood of Christ is
the want and loss of life (even of one's own, personal life; "No life in you").
(2) Ver. 54.
The eating and drinking of the flesh and blood
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life oven now, and resurThe first rearection hereafter.
(3) Ver. 55.
son: His flesh and blood are the real staff of
life (meat and drink).
(4) Ver. 66. The highest reason : The partaking of His flesh and blood
is the condition of community of life with Him
("dwelleth in Me, and I in Him "). The trantfiguration of the passouer, of the paschal lamb, of
the paschal feast of the Jews.
13. The living of Christ in God is not only the
root, but also the type of the living of believers in
So surely as God is the source of life,
Christ.
Christ, as the pure revelation of God, is the focus
of the life in the world. But so surely as Christ
is this focus, he who refers his life and his world
to Christ, and Christ to his life and his world,
stands in the kingdom of eternal life.
14. The most comforting and most glorious of

of Christ yield eternal

all

the words of Christ a hard saying to the Jow-

ish mind.
15. The transfiguration of the humiliation of
Christ and of its blessings by His exaltation.
Christian morality/the union of spirit and nature in Christ. The organization of the Spirit
(sacraments and church); the spiritualizing of
the organization (the natural life of man), till

God

shall be all in

all.

the Spirit that quickeneth," etc.,
hold true (1) in our natural life, (2) of the word
of -Christ, (3) of the historical manifestation of
Christ, (4) of the sacraments, particularly of the
Supper of the Lord. The revelation of the Spirit
glorifies the Lord as the life of the world, which
makes the new world the body of Christ, wherein
everything is bread of life for all.
17. It is the problem of faith, and of theology,
to carry out the synthesis of Spirit and flesh in the
right way, (1) in regard to the relation between
God and the world in general, taking the world
not, indeed, as the body of God, yet doubtless as
a revelation of Him; (2) in regard to the word
of Holy Scripture ; (3) in regard to the person
of Christ; (4) in regard to the ordinances of
Christ, the church, and especially the sacrament
The first step in this process is
of the' Supper.
the simple, direct recognition of the actual manifestation of Spirit and flesh in concrete unity.
This simple recognition, under the symbolical
primitive religion, sees God revealed in the
world ; under the religion of revelation in general, it sees the Spirit of God revealed in the
theocracy and the Scriptures; in the apostolic
Christianity, it sees the Son of God in the several
miracles of His life; in the primitive church, the
unity of the Spirit of Christ and His ordinances.
Tet the consciousness of a distinction and antithesis between the Spirit and the flesh is everywhere present. And because the earthly mind,
along this whole line, is inclined to lose the sense
of this opposition, and because, in the mass of
men, it does actually lose it, the strong distinction becomes a necessity ("It is the Spirit that
quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing").
The Old Testament distinguishes between God
and the world in opposition to heathenism. Christ
distinguishes between the living revelation and
outward theocracy and the letter of Scripture,
The Antioohian critiin opposition to Judaism.
cism and the mediaeval mysticism distinguish
between the spiritual personality of Christ and
16.

"It

is

several relations and manifestations, against
the traditional exegesis. The Reformation distinguishes between the spirit of the true church
and its external form ; and between the substance
and the form of the sacrament.
But these distinctions look to the restoration
of the true union. Christ exhibits the true union
of God and the world both in His person and in
His consciousness (the incarnation of God):
Christian theology works out the known synthesis between revelation and Scripture (the
word of God in its organic life) ; sacred criticism
aims at a view of the gospel history whose heart
and pulse is the personal Christ (religious history is not documentary) ; evangelical dogmatics
seizes the kernel of the true church in the visiits

ble church (ideal tradition is not external tradition), and in place of the mediaeval identification of grace and the external sacramental performance it puts, in the Lutheran view which is
more fervent for the union, the organic synthesis,
and in the Reformed [Calvinistic] view which is
more careful of the distinction, the symbolical

synthesis (inseparableness of word and sacrament).
Hence it follows that the dangers of the Lutheran view lie in the direction of confusion, and
the dangers of the Reformed view in the direction of separation ; and that therefore the two
views themselves can have their safest operation
only in living synthesis. And the true union,
the third and highest step, consists in the recognition of the Spirit as in relation to the flesh, (1)
the sole power, (2) a transforming, renewing
power, (3) a glorifying power, taking on itself
the flesh as its transparent crystal-like organ.
Hence, also, Christ here points on to exaltation.

18. Jesus, the heart-searcher in reference,
all,

to the faint

germs of

faith

above

and unbelief.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Doctrinal and Ethical reflections.
The flight of Jesus over the sea, and His discourse in the synagogue at Capernaum, a continuation of His victory over the tempter in the

—

The decisive and divisive
wilderness, Matt. iv.
discourse of the Lord concerning salvation inpersonal life-union with Himself. Those who
seek salvation in impersonal Christian things
with an impersonal conduct, cannot find salvation in the person of the Lord with personal
faith.—The hoping of the mere mind in Christ is
vain : 1. Vain both in its naked form of earthly
mindedness and selfishness and in its sanctimonious dress of chiliastic enthusiasm. 2. Vain
both in its standing and lingering (on the eastern
side of the sea), and in its haste and running (to
the western shore).
3. Vain whether in its
effort to magnify Christianity in secular style (to
make Christ king of bread), or in its effort to

—

according to a worldly standard (to
deny its heavenly descent and its heavenly nucle4. Vain in its desire to alter
us, the atonement).
Christianity, instead of itself becoming altered
by it. Conclusion: Vain, t. «., ruinous. The
true servants and workmen of God, and the true
work of God. The demand of the sensuous and
legalistic way of thinking, that Christ should in

belittle it

—

—
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CHAP.

VI. 1-65.

an Old Testament manner go beyond the OlcJ
Testament : Christ should surpass Moses 1. In
miracles of outward benefit ("What dost thou
work?"). 2. In requirements of eternal law
(" What shall we do ?"). 8. In terror of external
judgment (as king of the Jews ruling over the
Verily, verily, not Moses, but the
heathen).
Father in heaven, gives the bread of God.
Christ is the bread of God in His personal divine life, vers. 82-40: (1) The typical and the
true bread of God, vers. 82, 83.
(2) The false
and the true appetite for this bread, vers. 34-38.
(8) The liberating and quickening operation of
Christ gives the bread
this bread, vers. 89, 40.
of life in His giving up of His flesh in His aton:

—

—

ing death, vers. 41-51

:

(1)

He gives

it

not to the

murmurers, but to them that are drawn and
taught of the Father, vers. 41-47.
(2) He gives
with it the full partaking of eternal life, vers.
48-50.

(3)

51.

-He

(4)

He

gives it in giving Himself, ver.
gives it in giving His flesh for the

85.

281

The answer of Jesus aims to disclose their
by insisting on tho figure, the repre-

spirit (1)

sentation of the bread in His person; (2) by enlarging the figure: bread for hunger and thirst;
(3) by explaining tho figure: Come to me, believe on me.
Christianity tho truth and the true
sanctification of eating : 1. Making faith an eating.
2. Making eating faith.— Ver. 36.
The
incapacity of the earthly-minded man to see
into the mystery of the divine life.
One can see
Jesus, the church, her reformers, her great
spirits, with the eye, without seeing the spirit,
or the glory of the personal life.
They will see
and believe things, but they have not seen nor
believed His person.
Ver. 87. It needs a stirring
of the personal life of love descending from God,
to see the glory of the personal life in Christ.
Christ draws all divinely chosen and kindred
ones into His kingdom, since (1) all that the
Father gives Him, come to Him, and (2) none
who come to Him, does He cast out. Ver. 38.
II im that cometh, etc. He casts out none, because
He judges men not by the perfection of their life,
but by the dispositions, affinities, and beginnings
of it. As the Spirit attaches Himself everywhere
to the work of the Son (chap. xiv. 26; xvi. 13),
so the Son everywhere to the work of tho Father,
Christ aspires not, according to His own will,
to an ideal position of life for Himself, but enters^ according to the will of His Father, into the
His will is of heavenly
historical duty of life.
purity, and yet His life is a continual sacrifice
of His will.— Vers. 38-40. The gracious will of
the Father: 1. In regard to the Redeemer. 2.
In regard to those to be redeemed and 'those redeemed. 8. In regard to the way of redemption.
The purpose of the Father in Christ: 1. What
2. What
it forbids (ver. 39: "lose nothing").
it enjoins (ver. 40).
Thus He is in both views
the bread of life: 1. Redeeming from death.
2. Imparting eternal life.
The unfolding of personal life in redemption: 1. In tho first phase of
redemption (in ver. 39) personality is but feebly
developed; the needy life is spoken of (in the
neuter), which is in danger of being lost; in the
next pnase (in ver. 40), we have no longer tho
mere rescue from destruction, but the conferring
of the highest life ; and here personality comes
clearly to view. 2. In the first case redemption
has to do with lost men in the mass; in tho second, with individuals. 8. There tho redeemed
ono is comparatively passive ; here ho is an active person, turned to tho Redeemer, finding life
in the beholding of His life.
4. There redemption bears chiefly tho impress of divine predestination ; here it takes that of human freedom.
Tho gracious operations of Christ go on to glorious completion in the last day. The greatness
of the promise of a new, infinite fulness and
How
freshness of life at the end of tho world.
often the Lord points. for ward to the completion
Ver. 41. "Tho
of His work at tho last day.
Jews then murmured:" The characteristics of the
illiberal partisan spirit: 1. They murmured. 2.
They murmured to one another. 8. They murmured against the Lord and His word. Ver. 42.
The old and ever new offence at tho words of
Christ respecting His heavenly origin : 1. Bo-

—

—

—

—

of the world, ver. 61.—Christ institutes the
ntal of life in making His flesh and blood a feast
of thank-offering to the world, vers. 62-69: (1)
The offence at the words concerning the flesh of
Christ, ver. 62.
(2) The heightening of the offence by the fourfold assertion ooncerning the
flesh and blood of Christ, vers. 58-66.
(3) The
ground of this assertion : the life of Christ in the
Father, ver. 67.
(4) The conclusion of this asChrist transfigures the
sertion, vers. 68, 69.
meal of life into a meal of the Spirit, vers. 60-65
(2) By the send{1) By His exaltation, ver. 62.
ing of the Spirit, ver. «63.
(8) By His word, ver.
63.
(4) By the excision of unbelievers, ver. 64.
On single sentences : Ver. 25. To these Jews the
second miracle of Jesus (the walking on the
sea) remains a close secret, because they do not
recognize the divine sign in the first (the breaking of bread).
Ver. 26. "Verily, verily, ye seek
They have seen not the miraculous
Me," etc.
sign in the feeding, but only the feeding in the
miraculous sign. Thus they are a type of all
false friends of religion, who seek not the kingdom of heaven in earthly advantages, but only
earthly advantages in the kingdom of heaven.
Ver. 27. Christ, who has not where to lay His
bead, intrusted by God with the official seal
which makes Him steward for the whole world.
—Vers. 28, 29. The legalistic Christian thinks he
can do works which earn for him tho blessing of
God; whereas the gospel requires a work in
which God is the agent : faith. Faith is a work
of man from God, with God, for God; and for
this very reason as much the work of God as it is
the highest, freest work of man.
The miraculous
feeding the seal and sealing of the divine steward.
Ver. 30. Ingratitude towards the Lord
how it always forgets the past sign from God,
and demands a new one. Ver. 31. How an
earthly mind can pervert even the Scripture.
The true bread from heaven can be given to us
not by man, but by God alone (the Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ). Ver. 38. Marks of the bread
of God: 1. It comes down from heaven.
2. It
gives life to the world.
Ver. 84. "Lord, evermore give us," etc. : the vain prayer, to the very
face of the Lord : 1. Because it recognizes not
the Giver in the bread.
2. Because it recog- cause He is from Nazareth, He cannot be from
nizes not the bread of life in the Giver.
Ver. heaven. 2. Because He is the Son of Man, He
life

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

cannot be the Son of God. The sinful world's
condemnation of itself in its sundering of the divine and human natures in Christ. The deceptions of vulgar conceit in matters of the Spirit.
1. The people think they know Him, because
they know His parents. 2. They think they know
His origin, because they know His foster-father.
8. They think they know His mother, because
they know her poverty and lowliness. Comp.
chap. vii. 27; Matt. xiii. 65.—Vers. 43, 44.
44 Murmur not among yourselves:" the drawing
of partisan spirit a drawing of the earth, against
The
the drawing of the Father from heaven.
drawing of the Father to the Son. Vcr. 45. As
one must first be a believer, to become a true
disciple of God, so must one, in another view, be
first taught of God, in order to become a believer.
Ver. 46. The revealing of God, as it was the
peculiar property of Christ, is above every experience of God in sinful men. Comp. chap. i.
18.
We begin the new life by hearing an obscure word (see Gen. xii. 1) ; He has seen from

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ver. 47. " He
eternity the face of the Father.
1
that belicveth on me, hath,' etc.
Ver. 48. Christ the bread of life: (1) The
bread as life. (2) The life as bread: (a) the
true manna; therefore (b) the bread of God,
bread of heaven, bread of life. The true bread
to be known especially by the fact that it gives
It is the nature of a loving personality,
itself.
He gives Himself, as the Father
to give itself.
has given Him. He gives His only life to death,
While
to awaken the world out of death to life.
He was dead, the life of the world hung on the
single seed and glowing spark of His life, which
broke forth for the resurrection and re-animation
of the world. Ver. 52. They wonder that they
should eat His flesh ; then He speaks of eating
His flesh and blood. Christ the true paschal
lamb (1 Cor. v. 7).
Vers. 63-66. The four great asseverations of the
Lord concerning the eating of His flesh and tho
drinking of His blood. See above. The appropriation of the historical personality of Christ in
its vital, heavenly operation by means of Christ's
How Christ still gives
historical ordinance.
Himself even now in His flesh and blood, in His
full human form and His entire heavenly nature,
How the eating of the flesh
to be eaten by men.
and blood of Christ is effected : 1. Through His
word, particularly His history. 2. Through His
sacraments, particularly the sacrament of His
body and blood. In ourselves also Christianity
must in a holy sense, become flesh and blood.
How Christ does away the opposition between the
spiritual and the bodily in His kingdom: 1. Corporealizing the. spiritual (word in sacrament,
gospel in church). 2. Spiritualizing the bodily
(members into instruments of righteousness, the
world into His Father's house). Ver. 67. As
Christ lives by the Father, we should live by
Him. Ho who lives in Christ, stands at the focus
of eternal rejuvenation. Ver. 68. All who have
lived only under the law and in symbols, have
eaten manna and are dead. Most have died
under heavy judgments, Heb. iii. 17. Comp. the
history of the mediaeval church (Corpus Chritti,
festivals, battle-fields, the plague).
Ver. 69.
The wonderful sermon of Christ on the bread of
life delivered in the synagogue of the Jews at

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Capernaum.

—Ver.

60.

The grandest living word

of Christ, a hard saying to the Jewish mind.
61. Offence at the word of salvation.—
Ver. 62. How that which is dark and enigmatical
in the humiliation of Christ is oieared np by His
exaltation.
Ver. 63. "It is the Spirit," ete.—
Ver. 64. The words of Christ as spirit and life,
and as a type of His whole administration. The
spirit and life hidden from unbelievers, even

—Ver.

—

when they gush with spirituality and vitality.—
Christ knows the beginnings of unbelief as well
as of faith.
Stark*. Ver. 26. Hhdikgkr: Self-interest
may lurk under the holiest works. Zsisius:
how subtle a poison is selfishness I—Ver. 29.
Qdesnel: The great work of God in us is the
work of a living faith which works by love.—
Ver. 82. Majus : Christ the most precious gift
of God, in which and with which are given to us
all things. Rom. viii. 82.
Ver. 83. Qdeshbl:
Bread of God, thou art life indeed, true life,
eternal life, life of body and of soul, life not of
one people only, but of all nations I—Ver. 85.
Canstein : Not only in His person is Christ the
life, but from Him life goes forth to all men;
natural life, since He is the Word of the Father,
Gen. i. 8; Actsxvii. 28-; the life of righteousness
in His believing ones before the judgment seat of
God, Rom. viii. 10; spiritual life in regeneration,
1 Peter i. 23; and eternal life, inasmuch as all
the glory of believers not only oomes from Him,
but also consists in their partaking of Him and
in His being all in all to them.
Osiandkb: No
temporal possessions and bodily pleasure can
truly satisfy and quicken the heart ; nothing but
Christ.
Ver. 37. Quesnel: Pastors after the
example of the chief Shepherd, should reeeiie
all whom God sends to them, and labor for their
salvation.
So surely as Christ did not suffer
in vain, so surely shall no penitent be cast
out.
Jesus not only does not cast out a penitent
sinner, but will also lead him into His inmost
sanctuary. Ver. 39. Rom. viii. 31. What belongs to Christ, though esteemed lost in the eye
of the world, is not therefore lost in truth; in
the resurrection of the dead all shall come
together again in universal joy.
Ver. 41. Here
we find the counterpart of the murmuring of the
Israelites in the wilderness, where they were fed
with manna. Here tho Jews murmur against
the true manna. Hedixoer: Reason stumbles
at divine teaching, 1 Cor. i. 18, 23, 24.—Ver. 41
Jesus, subjected to great contempt. If thou,
*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

dear Christian, art now thought meanly of, thou
art like the Saviour, and thou shalt be honored
for it forever.
Ver. 44. The drawing of God is
not a drawing by force, yet it is a drawing with
power. Auqustinb: "Ramum ottendii ovi et trakii
Mam. Nuce$ puero demantlrantur, et trahitur, etc.
Trahit sua quemque volupta*.
Quomodo nontra*
heret revelatus Christu* a poire.
Ergo tractio Ula

—

nonfit violenter ted mediate." Phil.
45. Zbisius

:

ii.

13.

—Ver.

Every one who comes

faith is taught of God.

—

to Christ by
Hearing, learning of the

Father, and coming, are intimately joined toThe Holy Ghost teaches in experience
gether.
Ver. 47. The spiritual
as in His own school.
life of faith is a beginning of the eternal life
which consists in vision. Ver. 48. If thou art
full of the most costly dainties, and hast not eaten

—

—
—
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of the bread of life, thou wilt soon be hungry
enough, and must be hungry forever. Ver. 49.
Ver. 3i has "our Father;" here the our is
changed with design into "your" He means by
it not all the fathers
for the believing received
a spiritual food (1 Cor. z. 8) ; but the unbelieving
whose footsteps they were following, Matt, xxiii.
82: 1 Cor. x. 6. If wo do not rightly use the
riches of God's goodness, we incur the heavier
judgment. Ver. 67. Lampe: The power which
gives heavenly food to the inward man, must be
applied to walking in the way of the Lord, and
earnestly carrying forward His work.
Gossner
The weightiest and highest truths, which most
quicken and comfort the faithful, confound the
ungodly.

—

—

;

—

—

:

Brausb

:

The sacrament, which did not

exist

till after the institution, is not intended here
but, as in the conversation with Nicodemus wo
have the idea of baptism, so here we have the idea

—

of the Lord's Supper.
Before His resurrection
His Spirit was hidden under the flesh ; but since
the resurrection the Spirit so pervades and advances the flesh that it now can make good everything He here says of it. So may it be said of
our eye : What is hidden in the lifctle bit of flesh ?
(Then follows a contrast between the living eye
and the dead.) Lisco: 1. Jesus enjoins laboring
for the imperishable meat, Vers. 25-31.
(&) He
rebukes the earthly mind, vers. 25, 26 (b) He
exhorts to labor for the imperishable food, ver.

—

;

(c)

He

28, 29.

2.

points out that the labor is faith, vers.
Jesus Himself is the true bread of
life (vers. 80, 81), vers. 82-40, etc.
Gerlach:
All earthly food only nourishes here below the
perishable life, and perishes with it ; but as the
man whom it is given to nourish, does not perish,
it points to and produces hunger for an imperishable food for his immortal spirit.
The manna
was primarily only an earthly food, etc.; though
it was certainly an emblem of the nourishing,
fostering faithfulness of God, a pledge of grace,
a sacrament in a certain sense, 1 Cor. x. 8. However since it primarily nourished only the body,
while in virtue of the nature of this nourishing
it gave food to the spirit, etc., Christ could contrast it with the true bread of heaven.
On ver.
37 (Luthbb): This is spoken after the manner
of the Scriptures, which, where they deny, do in
the very strongest manner assert ; when Christ
says : '* I will in nowise cast out," it is as if He
said : I will receive with joy ; and this depicts
as well His willing and hearty obedience to the
Father, as His most precious love. The word
flesh in the New Testament is never equivalent to
the word body.
The former signifies primarily
the mskss, the substance, of which the earthly
body distinctively consists; the latter, the skilfully constructed whole.
This discourse also explains the double form of the Holy Supper, and
•hows how those who withhold the cup from the
laity, deprive them of their free personal communion with Christ (the spiritual priesthood, 1
Pet. iL 6, 9 ; Eev. L 6), and so far as in them
lies, reduce the laity to a general mass of Chris27

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1
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VI. 1-65.
tian people governed

by a few

full

members of

the Lord.

Heubner: False love to Jesus may be (1)
sensuous, sentimental; (2) selfish; (8) hypocritical; (4) ostentatious, ambitious.
The earthly mind and love to Jesus are absolutely incompatible.
Contrast between Moses and Christ.
Moses could not communicate inward spiritual
life.—Ver. 86. 0, to think of the theologians who
have been occupied for years with the New Testament, yet have no love to Jesus, what ossified
hack souls * they must be
The nearer Christ
comes to the heart, the more life, love, light.
Ver. 87. The gospel of Christ is a message of
salvation to all. Ver. 48. Unbelief has infectious
power. Ver. 45.
more particular explanation
of the drawing.
Being taught of God.
The
phrase eating and drinking frequent among the

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

A

Jews for

enjoyment (see Lightfoot,
—Bessbr,spiritual
Ver. 80 They degrade the " believe
etc.)

:

on him," to a "believe thee."—Vers. 88-40.
Chemnitz calls attention to the terms in this discourse, feeing (ver. 86), beholding [the "seeing" of
ver. 40], believing, and eating and drinking,
as

—

denoting so

many

steps of faith : 1. Historical
knowledge (notitia). 2. Hearty assent (assensus)
8.

Trusting

(fiducia).

Personal appropria-

4.

tion {applicalio).
Sohleieruagher : They were
quite mistaken in looking upon the manna miracle of Moses as one which had been to their
fathers a ground of faith in the mission of Moses.
Tho first thing with which the Lord consoles
Himself, (over their unbelief), is His great, indomitable long-suffering. The Lord's invitation

—

to vital

union with Him.

[Christ the .source of spiritual and eternal life.
Natural life in the plant, the animal, and in
man; its character, pleasures, miseries, vanity
and death ; 2. Spiritual life, its origin, character,
development, and final consummation in the resurrection to glory everlasting. Augustine (Tract,
in Joh. xxvi. 13. Tom. iii. 499) : O sacramenium
pietatis, o signum unitatit, o vinculum caritatis!
Qui vult vivere, habet ubi vivat, habet unde vivat.
Accedat, credat, incorporetur ut vivificetur.
Ibid.
(iii. 601): Hoc est ergo manducare illam escam,
et ilium bibere potum, in Christo manere, et ilium
manentem in ee habere. (Ver. 67.)
Burkitt
(Vers. 61-69).
Carnal persons put a carnal
sense upon Christ's spiritual words, and so occasion their own stumbling.
Learn, 1. That the
Lord Jesus Christ is the true spiritual food for all
believers ; 2, That those and those only who feed
upon Him by faith, shall obtain a life of grace and
glory from Him. Ibid. If the passage be understood of the sacramental eating and drinking
(which Burkitt rejects), then woe -to the Church
of Rome for denying the cup to the laity.
As meat
is turned into the eater's substance, so believers
and Christ become one ; and by feeding on. Him,
t. e., by believing on Him, there follows a mutual
inhabitation ; Christ dwells in them, and they in
Him.—P. S.]
1.

—

—

—

—

* [VerlmUcharte Bdndtoerks$eeUn.]
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in.

APOSTACT 07 MANY DISCIPLE8.

INCIPIENT TREASON IN THE CIRCLE OF THE TWELVE.
OP PETER.

Chapter

VL

CONFESSION

66-71.

From that time [upon this] 1 many of His disciples went back, and walked no
66
67 more with him. Then [Therefore] said Jesus unto the twelve, Will ye also [do ye
68 also wish to] go away? Then [omit Then] 3 Simon Peter answered him, Lord, to
69 whom shall we go [go away, ditsXw <r<i/ie#a] ? thou hast the [omit the] words of eternal life. And we believe and are sure [we have believed and have known] that
70 thou art that Christ [the Christ],8 the Son of the living God [the Hply One of
God]. 4 Jesus answered them, Have not I chosenyou twelve, [Did I not choose
71 you the twelve ?] and one of you is a devil ? [!] He spake of Judas Iscariot the
son of Simon [Judas, the son of Simon Iscariot] 5 for he it was [it was he] that
should [was about to] betray him, being6 one of the twelve.
:

.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

Vor. 66.—f B k to v to v ii causal, and expresses, according to Lanpre and Meyer, the reason, not tho time. Alford and
Godet combine the temporal and causal meaning. Alford translates Upon this. Noyes and Conant : From this time.—?. 8.]
* Ver. 68.
[The ov¥ of the text. rec. is omitted by tho best authorities. P. 8.]
* Ver. 69.—{The text. rec. inserts from Matt. xvi. 16 6 Xoivtos, which is wanting In the oldest sources, and Is omitted
by critical editors.— The original text is simply, qrt o~v (I 6 ayiof rou 0«oO, thai thou art the Holy one of God. This, howerer, is equivalent to Clirist or the promised Messiah P. 8.]
* Ver. 03.—Codd. B. C* D. L., rfc, Gricsbach. Lachmaun, and Teschendorf, read o ayiot tou $tov.
The Recepta conforms to Mutt. xvi. 16. [Cod. Sin. supports tho 6 ay.r.0., which also appears to havo been a characteristic phrase with
Peter; comp. Acts H. 27. 31 ; iii. 14; iv. 27, 30.—B. D. Y.]
* Ver. 71.
The reading 'l<jicapu*Tov is here supported by B. C. G. L. (Lachmann, Tlschendorf), against 'IoxapuiniF.
Also at c. xiii. 26, by decisivo authorities. On the other hand at c. xiv. 22, after the treasonable decision, Judas himself is
distinguished as 'Io-Kaptwrrjc. This ovinces a historical delicacy, which Meyer misses when he proposes to read 'Io-Kapiwnrc
in all the places on tho strength of c. xiv. 22. [Stier and Thoile adopt 'Io-xapiwrqv in this place and in xiii. 26 ; while the
Cod. Sin. has in the latter case 'Io-xapuurov, belonging to Si/twvof, and in our passage awb KopvtJrou, also referring to 2.—
E. D. Y.J
* Ver. 71.—[The Ztv of the text. roc. after cl? is wanting in the best authorities and probably inserted from Hark
i

:

—

—

—

—

xiv.

43.-P.

S.J

a general knowledge of the gospel history.—

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.

P. S.]

Ver. 66. Upon this many of his disciE/c robrov. (1) From this moment (L'uckc,
ples.
De Wette). (2) Meyer, more correctly, according to c. xix. 12 On account of this discourse,
"which disappointed their carnal Messianic
hopes." And in addition had become the strongest

—

'

:

positive offence.

Went back
6; xx. 14.
Ver. 67.

;

eif

ro bmou.

—Comp.

c.

xviii.

Wijl ye

also, etc.—So Luther,
Baumgarten-Crusius [and the English version],
not accurately. Rather, "But ye will not go
away, will ye ?"* Expressing confidence mingled
with suspicion in reference to the traitor. Giving
occasion .for a voluntary decision.
[The Lord
asked the question in order to test their faithfulness, to elicit their confession, and to attach them
more closely to Himself, but not, as Alford suggests, for His own comfort and encouragement;
for as He knew the future treason of Judas (vers.
64, 71), so He foresaw also the faithfulness of the
eleven.
In this place, John first mentions the
Twelve, without a word about their previous
calling.
a clear proof that he took for granted

—

* [Mi> teal vfitlt 0e'Aerc vjrdy«iK. The interrogatire j*ij
looks to a negatiro answer (dock nicht t) comp. vii. 31 ; xxi.
o ; Rom. iii. 6, etc. and Winer's Gr. p. 470. Godet, discarding
this rule, wrongly explains: Si vouslevouU*. vous pouvtt
otter.—P. S.]

whom

Ver. 68. To
Luther's version.

shall

we

go.—So also

More accurately: To whom
go away from Thee? Meyer:

shall we go over,
[Denyiog
anefavodneOa, future, ever go away.
the future possibility.
P. 8.]
No second Mesnobis alterum
siah will appear.
[Augustin :
Tc],
Prelude to the confession of Peter in Matt,
xvi. 16.
[Peter quickly, resolutely and emphatically speaks and acts here as elsewhere in the

—

Da

He is the mouth-piece of
of the Twelve.
the apostolic college. This gives him a certain
primacy and priority down to the day of Pentecost and the calling of Paul, who was the independent head of Gentile Christianity by Christ's
name

own appointment.

The Romish Church

turns

the temporary and personal primacy of Peter
into a permanent and official supremacy of the
Bishop of Rome. This, and the identifying of the
church of Rome with the Kingdom of Christ, is
the irp&Tov iftevSog, the fundamental error and the
fundamental sin of the papacy. P. S.]
"Words of eternal life. And wo.—Tho
objective and subjective grounds of cleaving to
Him. Words which come forth from, possess,
and lead to, eternal life. See ver. 63.—And
we [kcX Tjuelg'] the answer of faith to the object

—

:

of faith. Not excluding, of course, the other
"antithesis to the deserters." (Meyer.)
have believed and have
[Ver. 69.

And we
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known. —The

perfect:

:

VI. 66-71.

trcxiarevKafiev nal

eyvo'tcafiev, expresses the completed action and
permanent result : assured faith and firm knowFides prsecedit inteUectum, "faith precedes
ledge.

This Augustinian and Anselmic
knowledge."
maxim (which Schleiermacher also adopted; see
the motto of his Dogmatics) may bo derived from
the order of moric and yv&o-e. in this verse.* But
the reverse maxim : Intellectusprmceditfidem ( Abelard), is also true, though not in a rationalistic
sense, and is supported by the order, John x. 38
(that ye may know and believe) and 1 John v. 13.
We must first be made acquainted with Christ before we can believe in Him ("faith comes by
hearing," Rom. x. 17), but we must believe in
Christ in order to attain an experimental and
Faith itself is an insaving knowledge of Him.
tellectual as well as a moral and spiritual act.

more sure

he the case in this figurative deIn Matt. xvi. 23 the term "Satan"
is chosen, because Jesus intends to describe a
tempter instigated by the devil; so here also
"devil" denotes an actual traducer instigated
by the devil. We must by all means abide by
the term. The expression: "sons, or children
of the devil," (ch. viii. 44; 1 John iii. 10), is not so
strong.
The mention of the number twelve shows
that the brothers of the Lord also were by this
time in the circle. [? See below, p. 241. P. S.]
Ver. 71. He spoke of Judas.— That is, He
meant him. See tho Textual Notes. On Judas
Iscariot see the Com. on Matthew, ch. x. [p. 182.]
Not to be confounded with the other Judas (son
of James), ch. xiv. 22.

The Holy One of God

[seo Textual Notes.]
The One consecrated bv and for God. Comp. x.
36; Mark i. 24; Luke'iv. 34; Acts iv. 27; Rev.
iii. 7.
[The coincidence of the original text with
the testimony of the demoniacs (Mark i. 26), who
with ghostlike intuition perceived the higher
P. S.J More
character of Jesus, is remarkable.
indefinite designation of the Messiah. The full,
matured confession, born of the Spirit, we find
a fact mistaken by Weisse,
first in Matt, xvi.;
when he makes this passage a variation of that
Peter's answering
ia the 8ynoptical account, f
here in this complete way for all the twelve could
not be entirely of the Spirit, [as the later confesIt unconsciously served to
sion Matt xvi. was].
sustain Judas in his false and cold self-command,
and to cover the aversion which was in him at
the very time ; and thus it gave occasion for the
severe words of Jesus.
Did I not choose yon the
Ver. 70.
more definite exposition of the
twelve?
words of ver. 67. Meyer : " Not the .language
of reflection, but of sudden pain over the tragic
result, in contrast with that joyful confession
which Peter was convinced he could give in the
name of all." It probably refers not to the
" tragic result," but to the moral alienation, the
germ of apostasy, which from this time forth deThe distribution of the
veloped itself in Judas.

—

—

—A

very significant. " I" is first; then
"you;" then "the twelve." I, as the Holy One
of God
have chosen you, to the highest honors.
And now the fearful contrast One of yon is
a devil! J Interpretations: An informer (Theophylact, [DeWette]); an adversary or betrayer
(Kuinol, Liicke, etal.); devil, devilish, of a diaIn New Testament debolical nature (Meyer). J
signations, however, an ideal meaning is always
lodged ; the word is not a mere nomen ; as Matt,
xiii. 39; Rev. xii. 10 prove.
And this is the
emphasis

is

;

:

—

* [So Bengel FidemttquUur cognitio, 2 Pd. i. 6. Ptrverti
ami qui cognitiontm print postulant. P. 8.1
f [Meyer justly remarks against Weiss© that in the natnre
of the ease a confession that filled the hearts of the apostles,
most have been repeated on similar occasions. P. S.]
1 [The interrogation stops with roi>? 5u»5««a, and what
So Meyer and
follows is an exclamation of holy sadness.
Lange. Alford follows the wrong punctuation of the A. V.
:

—

—

to

signation.

*

—

was he that was about
—it'KfieXAev
hard

For
him.

erat.*

P. S.]
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is

to translate.

to betray
Traditurus

The betrayal germinated in him from

this

time forth. Meyer, groundlessly : " Not that ho
was already meditating the betrayal, (see, on the
contrary, ch. xiii. 2), but that the betrayal was the
divinely appointed result." «Ch. xiii. 2 speaks
of the final resolution ; this passage of the first
swerving of the temper and inclination. One
of the twelve. Showing up the monstrous,
diabolical character of this incipient infidelity.
The silence of Judas is in keeping with his character.
It now firmly lodges the seed.
On the
Lord's choosing of Judas seo Meyer [p. 285, 5th
ed.
See also the Literature quoted below in
Doctr. and Ethical No. 8. P.S.]
[The.call op Judas is only one of tho innumerable mysteries in God's moral government,
which no system of philosophy can solve at all,
and which even Christianity solves but in part,
reserving the final answer for a higher expansion
of our faculties in another world. It involves
the wholo problem of the relation of God to the
origin of sin, and the relation of His foreknowledge and for eordi nation to the free agency
of man.
The question why Christ called and
received Judas into tho circle of His chosen
twelve, is more dogmatical than exegetical, yet
cannot be passed by unnoticed . It admits of three
answers, none of which, however, is entirely

—

—

satisfactory
1. Christ elected Judas an apostle, not indeed
for the very purpose that he might become a
traitor (which no sensible divine ever asserted, at
least not directly) ; but that, through his treason,

as an incidental condition or a necessary means,
the Scriptures might be fulfilled (comp. John
xiii. 18; xvii. 12), and the redemption of tho

world be accomplished. So Augustine (elecliundecim ad opus probationis, electus units ad opus ten4ationis) supralapsarian Calvinists, also Daub
who (in his speculative treatise: Judas Iscariot)
represents the traitor as an incarnate devil, predestinated to exhibit wickedness in its worst
form in contrast with the highest manifestation
This view, although it
of goodness in Christ.
contains an element of truth, seems after all to
involve our blessed Lord in some kind of responsibility for the darkest crime ever committed.
t

-P. 8.]
| [So also Alford, and rightly, for Christ had in yiew the
treason of Judas which was inspired by tho Evil One. The
strong term corresponds to the profound indignation at the
hypocrisy of the traitor who covered himself under the confearion of

Peter.—P.

S.J

* [It is more than the mere future (Alford), and yet not
quite as strong as intended ; it represents the future as an accomplished (act, the germ of which was already in existence
at the time, and was detected by the penetrating eye of
Christ.—P. 8.]
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Jesus foresaw the financial and administraJudas (comp. xii. 6; xiii. 29),
which might have become of great use to the
apostolic church, but not his thievish and treacherous tendencies, which developed themselves

especially the analysis by Prof. Park of Andover
in Hackett's edition of Smith, VoL II. pp. 14951603.—P. S.]
4. The protestation of Peter forms a beautiful
contrast to the sullen silence of Judas, in whose

afterwards, and He elected him solely for the
former. This explanation is rather rationalistic
and incompatible with the prophetic foresight of
Christ, as well as the express remark of John

apostasy three periods are to be marked 1. The
beginning of alienation from this time forth ; 2.
The thought of betrayal and the •dalliance with
it after the anointing in Bethany; 8. The full
purpose and the execution of it after the passover.
And yet the beautiful contrast is not
perfect, because Peter indiscreetly and without
misgiving answered for the whole company, including Judas himself.
Even the grand sentence: "Thou hast the words of eternal life,"—
does not fully reach the deep meaning of Jesus
in His discourse, if it refers to it
The word of
the disciple falls something short of the self-presentation of the Master.
The confession in
Matt. xvi. 16 is an expression of purer and riper
faith.
Hence Jesus answers here with the stern
word: "One of you is a devil," while after that
other confession he blesses him. Even in the
latter case it is true, that the sharp rebuke, " Get
thee behind me, Satan," follows the benediction;
for in that case also the divine enthusiasm of
faith had not yet matured in Peter into a firm
spirit of faith ; Peter was not yet free from all
sympathy with Judas in chiliastic ambition.
6. It is not to be supposed that the disciples in
general received any definite idea as to whom the
Lord meant. Least of all do they seem to have
fixed on Judas, who, on the contrary, appears
from the account of the anointing at Bethany in
Matthew and Mark to have enjoyed high consideration among them. That Judas felt himself in
some way hit, is very probable ; and also that
John was led to suspect who the forbidding fellow disciple was (see John's account of the
anointing).
The stern word of Christ must
therefore have burdened the minds of the disciples as a heavy riddle, giving them continuous
warning, even amidst the great successes of His

2.

tive abilities of

$det

k£ apxvc*

»•

64,

and

vers. 70, 71.

knew

the whole original character of
Judas from the beginning, before it was properly developed, and elected him in the hope that
the good qualities and tendencies would, under
the influence of His teaching, ultimately acquire
the mastery over the bad. So Meyer, Park and
many others. This implies that Jesus was mistaken, if not in His judgment at the time, at least
in His expectation, and is likewise at war with
His perfect knowledge of the human heart.
Alford despairs of solving the difficulty. Wordsworth and other English commentators pass it by
in modest or prudent silence.
I must add that the fall of Judas does not necessarily interfere with the doctrine of the perseverance of saints. For by his election is evidently meant the external historical call to the
apostleship which was confined to the twelve,
(ufiag tovq dudeica it-eXef-dfiyv, ver. 70), not the
eternal election of the Father and the drawing
of the Father to the Son, which applies to all
true disciples who persevere to the end (Kom.
With this
viii. 28 fF.; John x. 28, 29; xiii. 18).
important distinction wo may endorse Bengel's
remark: "There is therefore a certain kind of
election from which man may fall away (Est igitur
aliqua electio ex qua aliquis potest excidcrc)" but we
must add: there is another kind of election which
is as certain and unchangeable as God.
P. S.]
8.

Jesus

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. The turning-point in the life of Jesus whioh
John here brings to view is of the highest im-

portance in the history. It accounts for the
falling away of the majority of the Galilean followers of Jesus, and that in a way perfectly
agreeable to the Galilean character, which was
inclined to boisterous insurrectionary projects.
Because Jesus refused Himself to the fanatical
proposal of these people to make Him a king,
and demanded in stringent terms an inward,
submissive faith in His person, instead of an
outward hoping for the things of an earthly
kingdom, many began to fall back.
2. Undoubtedly also the first disaffection now
formed itself in the mind of Judas ; since after
the explanation of Jesus, he must have felt that
he had been deceived in his glowing expecta-

How little the disciples in general noticed this, appears from the protestation of
Peter.
Yet, besides the all-seeing eye of Christ,
the feeling of John seems also to have caught an
impression of this alienation. (See. Leben Jesu,
tions.

II. p.

609.)

On

tne calling [and character'] of Judas,
oomp. Matthew, p. 183 ; Meyer in loco [6th ed. p.
285] ; Liicke II. p. 182. [Also Schaff 's treatise on
the Sin against the Holy Ghost (Halle, 1841), pp.
85 ff., the article Judas in Winer and in Smith,
8.

:

—

Subsequent ministry.
The turn we here mark in the history of Jesus
now comes fully to view in His subsequent conduct as depicted in the next chapter.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The first apostasy from Christ in its solemn
and typical import: 1. Its motives; 2. Its extent; 8. Its consequences. The majestic calm-

—

ness of the Lord in the apostasy of false disciples, as revealed in His stern dealing with those
who remain. The deep grief of the Lord visible
even through His free and tranquil conduct, 1.
His calmness : He begs not, flatters not, makes
no terms ; He remains sure of Himself and of
His word. 2. His grief: He sees a danger to all
His disciples; seems even to miss hearing the
fair words of Peter; declares with a shudder
that one of the chosen twelve is a devil.—The
first apostasy, the first sifting of the hosts of
Christ's disciples, 1 Jno. ii. 19.
However grett
the apostasy may be, it never can be universal.—
The stages of apostasy: 1. Retention of the
earthly mind in discipleship, Matt. xiii. 6. 2.
Development of unbelief, of rupture with Christ
8. The actual apostasy itself.
Apostasy : a total

—

—

—
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CHAP. VL
view of the mournful thing : 1. Its main features in
2. Its preludes in the Old
the gospel history.
Testament history. 8. Its deyelopment in the
4. Its final
history of the Christian church.
form as depicted in the prophecies of the Bible.
The affinity of the apostasy in Galilee with the
hostility in Judea.
The apostasy of the Jews a
prelude to the traitorous apostasy of Judas. The
malignant silence of Judas a bad sign. Falsehood of the diabolical nature.

—

—

—

falsehood of tbj being."

—The silence

of Judas and the out-speaking
The striking contrast in the circle of
of Peter.
the twelve : Peter and Judas: 1. Honest loyalty
and false adherence. 2. Fresh, clear openness
and dark obduracy. 8. Happy confession and
unhappy reserve. Peter, Judas and John. The
declaration of Peter in its light and shade.
•« Lord,
We must conto whom shall we go?"
tinue with Jesus our Lord, because (1) no other
Christ will oome ; (2) no one will bring a better
word ; (8) there remains no other faith ; (4)
there remains no brighter knowledge.
The solemnity and dread with which Jesus answered
The fearful contrast
the declarations of Peter.
To be chosen to a higher service than angels, and
The terrible omen, that from
to prove a doviL
among the twelve arose a traitor to the Lord, and
The depravity
a betrayer of the Lord Himself.
germinates slowly, but ripens rapidly to judgment.
The second turn in the life of Jesus (in Gal(in Judea).
ilee), compared with the first
Because Christ presented Himself to His disciples as the bread of eternal life, many feared
they should starve, and fell away.
They wish
only things, things, things (worldly things, spiritual things, ecclesiastical things), and so come
not to personal life in the beholding and partaking
of the glorious personality of Christ.
As a
man's ideal is, so is he: he who wishes only

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and stocks, is like idols and stocks; he who
wishes only creatures and things, is himself 'but
creature and thing ; and this leads to apostasy,
Hence apostasy is
[comp. Ps. cxy. 8. Tr.]
from Christianity to Judaism, from gospel to
lav.
It needs courage to trust oneself to Christ,
the focus of life, and let the world go; but a 'believing courage which the Lord gives to him who
idols

—

—

—

asks.

A

preacher may lose his
Starke: Qubsnel:
hearers through no fault of his own.
Majus :
As Jesus unkindly thrust no one away, so He
will forcibly retain none.
Let those go who
wish not to stay. He who forsakes Christ, tho
Life, follows Satan to death.
Canstein : Christ
needed none, but no one can do without nim.
fares with faithful teachers as with
Christ (in the history here before us).
There is
hardly a company, but the devil finds one or
another in it. Preachers may certainly rebuke
the sins of their hearers, yet with care that they
call no one by name ; for this embitters without
edifying.
In unbelievers Satan so nestles, that
they themselves are as it were the devil. Eph. ii.
2.
Trouble thyself not and doubt not for the
truth of the gospel, when one of the most distinguished ministers becomes a Mameluke and
proves faithless to Christ. Osiamdxb: Even
It often

—

—

—

—

— ——
—
: ;

66-71.
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who

are adorned with excellent gifts, may
grace of God. Beware of presumptuous security I False brethren give more
pain to the faithful servants of God, than open
enemies. Bengbl: Christ is concerned not for
the number, but for the purity of His disciples.
Uossneb, on ver. 67: By this He would show
that He forces no one, but would have all voluntary disciples.
Hkubneb: There is a gross
apostasy from Jesus ; this is rare but there is
also a subtle apostasy, which is the more frequent. The voluntary departure of spurious
disciples is no loss, but a gain.
Ver. 67: Jesus
pours out His whole heart in this question, His
sorrow and His love. He still puts this question
continually to all believers (». e. in every solemn
test) for the trial of their fidelity.
Upon the
least likelihood that Jesus might doubt their
fidelity, Peter breaks out the louder; so tho
Christian will attach himself the more fervently
to Jesus at the faintest trace of apostasy.
Have
believed and known.
A hint that tho believing,
child-like posture of mind must precede the attainment of knowledge. Jesus still knows all
the faithful and the faithless ("The Lord knoweth
them that are His"). Christ bore with Judas
the hardest test of His love. Bear cheerfully
with men, in whom thou canst not find thyself.
Not to be upright towards the most upright One,
betrays a wicked heart. The richest grace of
intercourse with the most holy One can turn to
perdition with a wicked heart. Judas went out
of the school of Jesus far worse than he went in.
Bessbr : Unbelief towards this Bingle article
(the eating and drinking of His flesh and blood)
brought on a complete renunciation of Christ.
£More accurately : Offence at being required to
hnd all salvation in His whole self-sacrifice and
self-imparting person itself, led them to separate
from His person. Offence also at the last utterance of Jesus, ver. 65, which runs as a companion thought through the whole discourse,
must in some way come into the account. As the
doctrine of the divine person of Christ and its impartation of perfect life through a sacrificial death
those

still

—

forfeit the

—

;

—

" Nothing more grimly holds thoo back

Than

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

which made

it

a

sacrificial

meal was an offence to

them, so was tho doctrine of a distinction made
by a gracious spiritual drawing of God between
the small election of the spiritual Israel and the
mass of the theocratic Israeli tish church.]
Judas represents what is befallen to the Jewish
people as a whole. How immeasurably deep
must be the grief of love, that what was intended
for Israel's salvation became its hardening
Ho
chose Judas. He turned upon him the full earnestness of His saving love, and He endured that
one of the twelve should do the service of tho
devil to Him, that the Scripture might bo fulfilled,
xvii. 12; Ps.
cix.
Schbnkel: Why we are
resolved not to go away from Jesus Christ. We
answer, with Peter, to tho question of the Lord
1. Whither would we go?
2. The Lord has the
words of eternal life. 8. We have believed and
known that He is Christ, tho Son of tho living
God.
[Themes for discourses: The sifting power of
The sin of backsliding (ver. 66). Peter
truth.
the Confessor.
The first and fundamental Christian confession. Christ, the best of teachers,
the truest friend, the only refuge of the sinner.
!

—

—
—
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—Words

of everlasting life.—Christ and Peter.

—Christ and Judas. —

with Peter in
regard to Judas, to err on the side of charity
than severity of judgment. Christ, the purest
of the pure, and the holiest of the holy, bore the
traitor in His company to the close of His public
What self-denial, what condescending
ministry
mercy, what a rebuke to our intolerance and pride.
The mercy and severity of Christ in dealing
with Judas. The unknown sufferings of Christ
in foreseeing the betrayal of one, and the treason
It is better,

—

!

—

—

—

of another disciple. Peter called "Satan" for
his human weakness (Matt. zvi. 23), Judas, a
44
devil " for his lurking treason.
Christ's wisdom and mercy in withholding the name of Judas,
while giving him a clear hint of his danger.
hypocrite may for a long while deceive all men,
but be cannot deceive Christ. Judas an involuntary instrument for the greatest good. The
overruling power and wisdom of God.
Christ,
the true prophet of human nature who knows
and reveals the secrets of the heart. P. S.]

—

—

—

—

—

—

IV.

APPROACH OF THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES, AND OFFENCE OF EVEN THE BRETHREN OF JESUS AT
CHRIST
HIS REFUSAL TO GO TO IT. CHRIST'S TIME AND THE TIME OF THE WORLDLY HIND.
THE OBJECT OF THE WORLD'S HATRED.
CH. VII. 1-9.

[And] 1 After these things1 Jesus walked in Galilee for he would not walk in
2 Jewry 3 [Judaea], because the Jews sought to kill him. Now the Jews' feast of taber4
3 nacles was at hand. His brethren [brothers] therefore said unto him, Depart
hence, and go into Judea, that thy disciples also [thine adherents in that country,
4 especially in Jerusalem] may see the [thy] works that thou doest. For there w no
man that doeth anything in secret, and he himself [For no one doeth anything in seIf thou do [doest] these things,
cret and yet himself] seeketh to be known openly.
5 shew thyBelf to the world. (For neither did his brethren believe in him.) [For even
5
6 his brothers did not believe in him.] Then Jesus said [saith] unto them, My time is
7 not yet come but your time is always ready. The world cannot hate you ; but me
Go ye up unto
it hateth, because I testify of it, that the works thereof are evil.
7
8 this6 [the] feast; I go not up yet unto this feast for my time is not yet full [fully]
8
unto
them
still
words
he
abode
these
[remained]
said
had
in
9 come. When he
:

:

;

Galilee,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
C*

K*

(but erased). B.
L. X.
ver. 1.—Kai is omitted by N* and #*. C. * D. text. rec. Tisch. (od. VIII.), Inserted by
and other uncial MSS. Lachm. Treg. Alf. Westcott & Hort.— P. S.]
3 Ver. 1.—The firrd ravra immediately follows the «ot in [X.] B. C. D. O. K., etc. flu the text. rec. it follows after
o 'Iiftrou*.—P. 8.]
> Ver. 1.— [Jewry is antiquated. The E. Y. uses it twice in the N. T. (Luke xxiii. 5), in all other passages Jfcdaa.—P. S.]
4 Ver. 3.—[On the meaning of o8«A^oi, see Text. Notes on II. 12, p. 114.—P. ».].
» Ver. 0.—[Owv, therefore, is wanting in &* !>• and omitted by Tischend., but retained with &• B. L. etc., by Lachm.
l

8.—This first Tatfnfv is wanting in B. D., etc., and is omitted by Lachmann and Tischendorf.
8.—" Elz.. Lachmann ouirw, not yet ; supported, too, by the preponderance of Codd. (only D. K. M. [Kl and three
minuscules have ov«); but against the weight of versions, most or which, including Vulgata and Itala, rood owe. Of the
Porphyry found owe in Jerome, and drew from it the
fathers, Epiphanius. Cyril, Chrvaostom, and many others, have ovk.
charge of fickleness against Jesus. Just to avoid this oflfcn'ft ovnu was introduced." Meyer. [Lango adopts, with Meyer, owr,
So also Cod. Sin., Tischend. od. VIII.) Alf., Treg., while Lachm. and Westcou and Uort
(not, instead of ovn-u», not yzL
'•

7

Ver.
Ver.

:

retain ourw.
•

Ver.

— P. S.]

9.—Tischendorf reads avros

instead of avrotc after somo uadacisive Codd.

[The Cod. Sin. D. Vulg.

(ipse) support

awros.—P. 8.J

make Him a

king. Bat He had completely delivered Himself from them, and went not with
them to the passover. Nor did He join the next
"According to Baur this seventh chapter goe9 train, which went up to the feast of tabernacles.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

show how the dialectics (criticism?) into which
unbelief enters, is only its own dialectical (critical?) refutation." Meyer.
after these things Jesus
Ver. 1.
walked. After the occurrences and discourses
in Galileo in ch. vi.; a new general date succeeding the fierh ravra of ch. vi. 1. The festival caravan had proposed to take possession of Him and
to

—

And

The words " walked

in Galilee/' thereforo, mean,
as their primary antithesis, that He went not up
with the caravan to the feast [passover, vi. 41
next following. John mentions only the second
antithesis: that He could not walk in Judea,
without peril of death. If He had now at once
gone about publicly in Judea, and remained there,
He would have too seriously embarrassed His
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CHAP.
In Judea, the main theatre of His ministry,
longer had room to work ; He still had
room in Galilee. And His isolated and sudden
appearance and His ministry in Judea hereafter
take place only under the protection of secrcsy,
or of Galilean and Perean friends and adherents,
The
as well as individual disciples in Judea.
proximate period of the walking in Galilee is
from the feast of Purim to the feast of tabernacles of the year 782 (A. D. 29), from the month
Adar to the month Tisri. ( Wieseler: from the 19th
March to about the 12th October.)
In this period of Galilean itinerancy fall the
charges of heresy against Jesus in Galilee and
nis contests with the hostile Pharisees there,
Matt, xii.; most of His parables or sermons on
the sea, Matt. xiii. (Matt. xiv. dates the beginning) ; His interview with the deputation from
Jerusalem, and the great gathering on the mountain, which followed, Matt, xv.; the last contest
with Phariscan power in Galilee, the retirement
of the Lord and His transfiguration. Matt. xvi.
and xvii. 21 (not ch. xv. to xviii., as Meyer gives
exit.

He no

The

Ver. 2.

feast

.

.

.

was

The second occasion and demand

at
to

hand.—
go with a

Though
festival caravan, which Jesus declined.
He went to Jerusalem, He did so not in the full
publicity of the festival pilgrimage, nor in the
capacity of a festival pilgrim.

—

Feast of tabernacles. nl3pn Jin, gktjvoThe
xrtyla in Josephus, GKijval in "Philo.*
third of the great festivals of the Jews (Passover, Pentecost or Weeks, Tabernacles) ; celebrated in the seventh month or Tisri (in October),
for seven days from the 15th, in memory of tho
dwelling of the Israelites in tabernacles or tents
on their journey through the wilderness, and in
thanksgiving for tho harvest now, with the fruit
and grape gathering, entirely finished. Thus:
Passovkr: deliverance from the destroying angel and from Egypt, beginning of harvest ; Pentecost: completion of grain-harvest, thanksgiving feast of first-fruits, no doubt also in cele-

bration of some point of the theocratic history
(Maimonides : the giving of tho law on Sinai)
T a sail ac lbs feast of tho wandering and of
vintage.
It is to be remembered that tho eighth
day of this feast (23d Tisri) was kept by the
Jews as the feast of the joy of the law. The
feast of tabernacles formed at the same time the
counterpart to the great penitential feast of the
day of atonement which occurred five days before, as a sort of preparation for the feast of joy.
The feast was distinguished by its grand offerings, as well as its joyful tone ; so that it was
called by Josephus " the holiest and greatest of
:

the feasts."

ml

[Antiqu.

—P. S.]

viii.

4, 1

:

iopri) dyiur&Trj

People lived in tents formed
of live branches of trees, on roofs, in streets, on
open grounds ; they carried boughs of fruit,
noble, handsome fruits, especially branches of
palms and citrons, in their hands, and had merry
fuyioTTi.

banquets.

The

feast of tabernacles

had so joy-

* [On the amjvomfyia. or Jopri) rStv <TKt)viav (from <ricqvj and
mfyrvfu, lit. a booth-pitching, tent-pitching) comp. Lor.
xxiii.; Dent, xrl.; Josephus, Antiqu., ill. 10, 4; Iv. 8, 12; viii.
4, 1; Ewald, Jewish ArchaoL. p. 481 t; Keil, Arch. I, { 85,
and the respective articles In Winer, Smith, Kitto, Fairbairn.

-P.

S.J

;

VII. 1-9.
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ous an appearance that Plutarch could think
a feast of Bacchus. But it is a mistake to try

it

to

trace the Israelitish festivals of events of theocratic history to original festivals of nature. As
Israelitish
torical.

feasts they must be primarily hisThey may have attached themselves,

however, to existing popular feasts of Asia, absorbing and spiritualizing them, as was confessedly done by Christian festivals [Christmas,
Easter, etc.] in reference to existing feasts of
heathenism (comp. Leben Jesu, II. p. 941). Attendance on these festivals in Jerusalem was
binding upon the male portion of Israel (Deut.
xvi. 1G).
Respecting the particular practices of
the feast of tabernacles, see below.

Ver.

him.

8.

His brothers therefore said unto

—According

to Matt. xiii. 65 these were
James, Joses, Simon and Judas. A disposition
on their part to act as guardians and advisers to
Jesus appears again, and prominently in Mark

But they as surely mean well with their
21.
counsel here, as they meant in that other caso to

iii.

act in faithful solicitude for Him. Euthymius
Zigabenus [also Luther], attributed to them a
malicious design (to draw Him into the hands of
the Jews), because their unbelief is afterwards
mentioned. The speech of His brethren refers to
tho fact that Jesus did not go to the late passover
that in general he seems to wish to avoid Judea,
and that, by going about on the mountains and
the sea, He makes even His residence in Galileo
a half-concealed one. They propose that Ho
should appear publicly in Judea and accredit
Himself as the Messiah before His adherents
there.
Evidently the echo of the spirit of ch. vi.
15.
They were right in assuming that a Messiah
could not complete His legitimation of Himself
and His work outside of Judea and Jerusalem
they were wrong and frivolous (1) in beginning
to think lightly of His quiet ministry in Galilee;
(2) in still hoping that by a public appearance in
Jerusalem, He might carry the nation with Him,
and become a Messiah glorious after an Old Testament sort ; (3) in not submitting themselves to
His wisdom ana His self-determining course of
action.
And herein chiefly lay their unbelief.
Vers. 3, 4.
How important the brothers of
Jesus thought it, that He should change His field,
appears from tho twofold expression : Depart
hence and go into Judaea, that thy dis-

ciples also

may see thy works,

etc.

fierd-

In this view we
PqOi kvTiv&ev, ml vxaye, k. r. X.
are to understand by the disciples who were to
see His works, all His adherents in the land of
Judea ; chiefly the influential ones in Jerusalem,
but not these alone. In contrast with such an
appearance His Galilean work, particularly His
quiet itinerancy and His withdrawal to the
Phcnician borders, to the highlands of the Jordan, and across the sea, seems to them an incongruous working in secret (ver. 4). And it presents to them the contradiction of His proposing
to be a public personage with a secret ministry.
(On the misinterpretations of £v «cpv7rr£, by

Baumgarten-Crusius, Bruckner, and Luthardt,
see Meyer.) Not the least thing which pertains
to the'authentication of a public character, does
such an one perform in secret ; much less does
he waste such (great) works iravra) on an obscure region. The et ["if Thou doest these
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not intended to throw doubt on the
denotes the logical premise. (Meyer,
against LUcke, etc.)
Ver. 6. Then when John remarks: For even

things"]

works

;

is

it

his brothers did not believe in him,

it is

entirely gratuitous to make of this, as has been
done, a disbelief of His Messiahship itself common to all the brothers, and to infer that the
brothers of the Lord, James, Judas and Simon,
must be distinguished from the apostles of the

Lord, James, Judas and Simon, whom He had
chosen before the feast of Purim (Matt, x.) See
Com. on Matthew on ch. z. and xii. 46 ff.,
(comp. Mark, at ch. iii. 80; Matt. xiii. 65).;
LebenJesu, II., p. 139 sqq., and 926; Herzog's
Real- Ency Mop., Art. Jakobus, der Brudet des
Hcrrn. It is plain from the connection that the
unbelief of these brothers of the Lord was a
want of confidence in Him of the same sort, at the
worst, as that of Mary in Mark iii. 31, of Peter
in Matt. xvi. 22, and of Thomas in Jno. xx. 25
that is, while believing in His Messiahship, they
lacked in the perfect yielding of a believing obedience, and assumed to prescribe to Him from
their own judgment; but they were not unbelieving in the sense in which Caiaphas and the
Jewish people were. Tenaciously as the Ebionistic Clementine tradition, distinguishing between
the three apostolic brothers of the Lord and the
three apostles, James, the son of Alpheus, Judas,
and Simon, endeavors to maintain itself, it will
not ultimately withstand, with its half-dogmatical, half critical prejudice, the sense of Scripture
and the primitive church tradition. [I dissent
from this view. See my remarks below on ver.
The theory here opposed is certain9, p. 241.
ly older and exegetically more natural, than the
cousin-theory, which cannot be traced beyond
Jerome in the fourth century,* and which owes its
popularity far more to an ascetic over-estimate
of the perpetual virginity of Mary (and Joseph)
than to exegetical or critical arguments. It is
clearly irreconcilable "with the whole tenor of
P. S.]
this passage, as I shall presently show.
Ver. 6.
time is not yet come. Interpretations : 1. The time for Mo to go to tho feast
(Jansen, et at.); 2. The time to show Myself
openly to the world (as they had demanded in
ver. 4, Liicke, et al.) ; 3. The time of my passion
(Chrysostom, et al.). The first interpretation is
connected with the second, the second with tho
third.
His first public entrance into Jerusalem
was the entrance in the procession with palms ;
by that He showed Himself publicly to the world,
and by that also He brought on His own death.
Hence : My time for going to the feast to maniHis words, therefore,
fest Myself to the world.
referred primarily to the time of journeying, but
in connection with the deeper meaning. The
connection lies in the fact that Hie fixed time
(Kaip6c), like His hour (ch. ii. 4), denotes the time

My

—
—

* [The passage of Papias about the four Marys, published

by Qrabe and Routh from a Bodleian MS., (No. 2307), which
Mill, Wordsworth, and two writers in Smith's Dictionary
(sub. Brot/urs and James) bare uncritically quoted in favor
of the cousin-theory, is not from the Papias of the second
century, but from a mediaeval namesake of the bishop of
Ilierapolis and author of a dictionary.
Comp. Lightfoot
Com. on Gatatians, 2d ed., 1866, p. 265 f. Lightfoot asserts
and proves that the Hleronymian hypothesis is a pure conjecturo unsupported by any previous traditional sanction.—
P.B.]

ordained and appointed to Him by God for His public appearance, in distinction from the hours arbitrarily chosen by other men.
Hence the other words : But your time is
always ready ; describing the free, arbitrary
disposal of times which sinful men make ; with
primary reference to their travelling, but with respeot also to the safety with which they may show
themselves to the world, with which they do not
yet stand, like Him, in full and pure antagonism,
ver. 7.
An intimation of their want of decided
faith.

—

Ver. 7. The world cannot hate yon.
The world considered as unbelieving, in its antagonism to the Lord. It can no more take the
internally complete attitude of mortal enmity
towards you, than ye have thus far taken this attitude toward its spirit.
All chiliastic kinds of
faith, («. g. in the church of the middle ages)
have an element akin to the world and open to
its sympathy.
Bnt
it hateth.
Tho entire
antagonism brought into play by His testimony
against the world.

—

me

Ver.

—

Go ye np unto

this feast. This
the Israelitish law,
as pilgrims in the festival caravan, to participate
in the exercises of the feast.
I go not np (yet) unto this feast. Interpretations with reference to ver. 10 : [omitting
the "yet."]
1. The hostile interpretation of Porphyry, that
is,

8.

after the ritual

manner of

—

Jesus proved Himself fickle (Jerome, Contra Pel.)
2. Bruno Bauer's modification : The Evangelist entangles himself in contradiction in his narrative (see Lticke, p. 193 kindred constructions
by F. Chr. Baur, etc., see in Meyer.)
8. Meyer : " Jesus might alter His plan without being inconsistent, especially since the motive
of this change of purpose is not patent.
He
also changed His purpose with the Canaan it ish
woman (Matt zv. 26 sqq.)." But Ho no more
changed it there, than here. The entrance of s
new motive, must at least have been intimated.
4. The reading oiTru [which is omitted by some
of the oldest MSS., but inserted by others and
by the early Versions. P. S.] or to the same
purpose, the emphasizing of the present avaftalvu,
inserting a vvv in thought (Chrysostom, Liicke,
;

—

others).
Of the same class is the restricting
of the ovk by the ovttu following (De Wette and

and

others).
6.

Emphasizing of feast,

ioprfj ;

Cyril

:

ovk ovtuq

He took no part ritually in the festal
ioprdfav.
train or the festal scenes, (Leben Jesu, II. p. 927;
Ebrard and others). In favor of this is the ensuing: ov (ftavepijc, dAA* he kv Kpinrry.
C. The explanation:
Not with the caravan
(Bengcl, Ewald, Luthardt), is properly only one
part of the preceding interpretation. It is emphatically said, moreover: "unto this feast;"
Jesus thus already announcing in a manner His
intended decisive observance of the next passglance at that last feast we see in the
over.

A

words

:

Ver.
is,'

He

" For my time"

9.

$c.

He remained

let the train

brothers with

in Galilee.

—That

pass on, and perhaps His

it.

—

[Remarks on tub Brothers of Jesus. The
family dispute which John relates in this section
from personal knowledge, with the simplicity and
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CHAP.
frankness of a genuino historian, gives us an
insight into the domestio trials of our Saviour.
The unbelief of His brothers need not surprise
us any more than the unbelief of the Nazarenes
progenerally, according to the sentence: "
phet has no honor in his own country" (comp.
note on iv. 44).
Not unfrequently the nearest relatives throw more obstacles in the way to
God's children than strangers.
Christ entered
into the condition of fallen humanity with all its
daily troubles, temptations and miseries. The unbelief and misconduct of His brothers must have
been to Him a deep source of grief and a school
of patience and forbearance in order that, being
tempted even as we are in all things, He might become a merciful High Priest able and willing to
sympathize with His followers in passing through
similar experiences. (Heb. ii. 17, 18; v. 7, 8).
But the full significance of this passage depends
upon the proper view of the brothers of Jesus.
And here I must again dissent from the cousintheory of Jerome, advocated in a modified form by
Dr. Lange, which assumes that these brothers
were only distant relatives of Jesus, and that three
of them, James, Simon and Jude (i. e., all but Joses
or Joseph), were identical with the three apostles
of that name. I regard this passago (with Meyer,
Oodet, Alt'ord, Lightfoot) as one of the strongest
arguments in favor of the more natural view that
the brothers of Jesus were really members of the
holy family and under the care of Joseph and
Mary in whose company they constantly appear.*
1. It is perfectly plain that John here, as in ii.
12 and in harmony with the Synoptists, also with
Acts i. 13, 14, and 1 Cor. ix. 6, distinguishes the
brothers of Christ from the apostles.
The brothers themselves make this distinction in ver. 8,
•'That thy disciples also," etc., on which Bengel
remarks: Eo ipso ostendunt se non esse discipulos.
2. But what is more conclusive, John represents here the brothers as unbelievers, and as using
irreverent, presumptuous and ironical language
against our Lord. This is absolutely incompatible
with the assumption that they were apostles, especially after the sifting process described in ch. vi.,
and the noble confession of Peter in the name of
all (vi. 67, 68).
I readily admit that the brothers
were not unbelievers in the sense of the hostile
Jews or indifferent pagans, but they certainly were
not believers in a seuse in which we must suppose all
apostles (with the exception perhaps of Judas Iscariot) to have been almost from their first acquaintance with Jesus, and as John expressly
says that they were even as early as the miracle
atCana, ii. 11 ; comp. ver. 22; xvi. 17; xvii. 8.
How, in the name of consistency, could he say
that the apostles believed in Him (eKtorevcav eit;
ayroV), and afterwards, that His brothers, including at least three of the apostles, did not believe in
him, ovde* oi adefyoi avrov kiziarevov
mark the
imperfect which denotes continued and habitual
unbelief, in distinction from a momentary act as
expressed by the aorist—(exiorevoav) ? Why did he
not avoid such flat contradiction by the qualifying
words: some of His brothers, or by using a milder
term than unbelief
?f John recognizes indeed dif-

A

—

my conviction nearly thirty years ago when I
examined this vexed question in my Oernian
on James the Brother of the Lord. Berlin. 1842.]
t [For a refutation of the various attempts to weaken the
•[Thls was

nrrt carefully
treatise

16
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ferent degrees of belief (comp. ii. 23; iv. 89; viii.
31; xii.,42), and different degrees of unbelief, but
ho never confounds the sharp lines which, in his
system especially, distinguish belief from unbelief, light from darkness, truth from falsehood.
Moreover the language used by the brothers ou
this occasion, however mildly we may explain it, is
very unbecoming, and strongly contrasts with the
profound reverence shown by the apostles to our
Lord on every occasion, even where they could
not understand or appreciate His conduct (comp..

John

iv. 27).

Finally our Lord Himself here characterizes
His brothers as men of the world whom the
world cannot hate (ver. 7) ; while lie says tho
very reverse of His. apostles, xv. 18 f. comp.
Matt. x. 6 ff., 22, 40 ff.
Wo infer then that all the four brothers of
Jesus were distinct from tho apostles, and wero
not converted till after the resurrection. James,
it would seem, became a believer in consequence
of a special manifestation of tho risen Lord, 1
They first appear among the disciCor. xv. 7.
3.

pies,

Acts

i.

14.

As

to the other question,

1.

The heavenly precaution with which Jesus

whether tho brothers
of Jesus were older brothers of Jesus from a
former, otherwise unknown marriage of Joseph
(tho old Greek tradition defended by Epiphanius),
or younger children of i/izryand Joseph (the view
held by Tertuliian and Helvidius, and denounced
first by Jerome as heretical and profane becauso
of its conflict with the prevalent ascetic belief in
the perpetual virginity of Mary), our passage
gives no decisive answer. The patronizing tone
assumed by the brothers towards Jesus on this
occasion seems to favor the former view, but may
bo found also with younger brothers. Comp. tho
fuller discussion of this whole question in my
notes on Matthew, pp. 25C-2G0, also on Matt. i. 26
and John ii. 12. (p. 115 of this vol.)—P. S.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
guarded His life from a premature end, that Ho
might sacrifico it with full effect at tho right
hour, forms a contrast with the heedless boldness
with which His brothers would push Him upon
the stage of tho most glaring publicity and a
contrast with the many premature sacrifices
which occur in tho lives of worldly heroes and
even of Christian missionaries and martyrs. The
life of the believer must be in spirit offered up to
God at all times but the actual sacrifice of it
must be put with all decision under tho law of
Christian wisdom. No one should prematurely
squander his life every one should, in the holiest sense, " sell it at the highest possiblo price."
But for His wiso reserve, the lifo of the Lord
would perhaps have fallen before the hatred of
Judaism in the very first year of His ministry;
;

;

;

certainly at the feast of
force of ©u< ivl<rr*vor, see

Purim

in the spring of

my treatise on

J-imes, etc. pp. 01 ff.
In John vi. 64, the pa0qral oi ov irt<rrevov<ri are clearly distinguished from the twelvo, and they forsook the Lord (08),
while the apostles remained (6S). In Luke xil. 23, tho disciples are called ** men of little faith,'* but this Is very differont
from unbelief. The yew* airurrov. Matt. xvii. 17, refers to a
particular fact and a single act, not to astute of mind or tendency. The question, John xvi. 31, apri jricrrewrrt (if It bo
a question), can in no way contradict the *«rt<rr«v«ear« in ver.
27 and the c s-to-rcvaojvxvii. 8-]
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the Becond year. A ministry of about three
years in the midst of Pharisaic Judea could be
secured to Jesus only by His heavenly wisdom.
2. The subsequent appearance of Christ at the
feast of tabernacles does not contradict this

an act of consummate psycholoBy this oft-repeated sudden appearance, He places Himself as an astounding
wonder before His enemies; they themselves are
restrained by fear, or at least their servants, and
they do not venture to seize Him. They are disarmed not only by the personal impression of
Jesus, but also by fear of the powerful popular
following which He had, particularly of the fighting Galileans. Not till tho continuous stay of
Christ among them at the last passover could
they carry out a definite plan against Him.
It is
caution.
gical mastery.

agrees with the nature of human restsame brothers of the Lord, who
with His mother sought to rescue Him some time
before from the press of Galilean enemies through
fear (Mark Hi., Matt, xii.), now sought in recklessness to press Him upon the theatre of decision.
Apart from the fact that such extremes beget and
account for each other, the experience which the
brothers of Jesus had had of the uselcssness of
their fear and of the security of Jesus amidst the
strongest probabilities of danger, might urge
them now to the utmost risk in His behalf.
It

lessness that the

4. Jesus, in respect to His time and place is
subject to the individual direction (kvroty) of His
Father. Thus His time at evory point is a point
of eternity, and His being in every place is a
being in heaven. Tho contrast between the Divine discernment of His time and .His hour [in
the life of Jesus] and the arbitrary caprico of
men in the use of times and hours.
6. The notion of the world which the brothers
of Jesus express, differs greatly from .the notion
oxpressed by Christ. Judas Lebboeus recurs to
this favorable idea of the world in ch. xir. 22. The
brothers of Jesus vaguely see a world ready to receive Christ with open arms ; Christ sees through
a world disposed to kill Him. Undoubtedly Christ
Himself also distinguishes between tho world as
the object of the Divine love (ch. iii. 16), and the
world ih its decided ungodliness and unbelief.
6. Christ's word : The world cannot hate you, expresses the truth that there is no deeper, more
incisive opposition than that between a godly

mind and a worldly mind, faith and unbelief.
The world's hatred comes out completely only in
opposition to that which
7.

—

—
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8.

—

There

is

an

is divine.

between the
form of expres-

infinite difference

delicate precision of the Lord's

made-up reservatio mental is. But for
words of Christ, and especially
His expression here I go not up to this feast, are
The
also exposed to tho ready abuse of men.
abuse is not due to ambiguities on His part, but
to the want of discrimination on the part of His
sion and a

this reason the

:

Else it would have been easily
expounders.
seen that between a public Messianic progress
of Jesus to the ceremonial observance of a feast,
and an incidental appearance of the anonymous
prophet at the feast, the difference is wide.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See under the previous head.
The quiet walking of Jesus in Galilee a token

—

also of His glory.
A token of His prudence,
His foresight, His wisdom, in His spirit of selfsacrifice.
How Jesus by wisdom preserved and
spared His official life till the right, decisive
moment, though it was forfeited to death from
the first.
The most splendid and joyous feast of
the Jews no allurement to the Lord, but an object of holy solicitude and dread.—The want of
the obedience of faith in the enthusiastic zeal of
faith in the brothers of Jesus.
The contrast between Christ's knowledge of the world and His
brothers' knowledge of it
Marks of the worldly element in the belief of the Messiah.—The
word of Jesus to His brothers: vers. 6-8.—Tho
declaration in vers. 6 and 7;
the several words
of vers. <5-8.
" No guile found in His mouth,"
or, Jesus, even in the pure and precise form of
His words, hard to understand by the ordinary
way of thinking. The sharp precision of the
words of Jesus a reflection of the perfect clearness of His mind. The lesson of the divine
peace in the Lord's quiet tarrying at home while
His brothers go to the brilliant feast—We also
must be able to stay at home. With what a different eye from that of His brothers did Christ
look upon tho glories of the world and even of
the Jewish people of God (or "church ").
Starke: Hasten not after suffering: it will
come soon enough. Cramer : Let every one
look well to himself in his office that he may long

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

serve the churoh of God. Christians still celebrate their feast of tabernacles when they heartily praise God for His shelter and defence.—
Hedinoer: Let no one lord it over the wisdom
of God. Canstein : Follow not the voice waica
urges thee to seek a great name and become renowned in the world. The solo voice of selflove often leads a minister to leave a place where he
may do much good, and move to another where
he can do none. Kindred are most commonly
the ones who obstruct the godly. Bibl WvU
A true Christian heart desires not to distinguish
itself; the more secret, the happier.
God does
everything exactly at the right time, but men do
much out of season. One hawk does not pick
out another's eyes ; he who accommodates himself to the world, will be loved by it—The
friendship of the world, Jas. iv. 4.—Canstbix:
It bespeaks humility and prudence for a man to
wait God's time, keeping himself quiet till tt
come ; this does not conflict with the joyousness
of faith, which afterwards goes joyfully forward
when it perceives its time. Gossker: I guide
myself by the hour-glass of my Father ; ye can
go according to your pleasure ; ye may say whit
ye will, ye will never be arraigned for it; but I
must walk cautiously, that I may not wantonly
encounter my suffering. He who follows his own
will, who does everything out of his own head,
and never consult* the divine moment, his time is
always ready. But ho who loves God, lets all

—

—

—

—

moments depend on the will and indication of
God. Braunb Even though they (the brothers)
hastened forward to the feast, they after all remained behind. They who are forward with
outward worship, do not therefore worship tltf

his

:

—

Lord in

and in truth. With the boisterous
Rodeemer can have no fellowship.
It is trying indeed to be left alone with one's
Christianity in a good cause, bat it is better to
(Is. v.

—

spirit

19) the
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CHAP. VIL

10-86.

the great rulers, recommend thyself by writings
and the like. Besser : Their time did not coincide with His time.
It is the peculiar glory of
believers, that in all their actions, God's time is
also theirs.
The more one sees the extraordinary mind develop itself under the common
limitations of life, the harder he finds the acto knowledgment of it.

be alone than to burden one's self with precarious companions who rather corrupt than imCircumspection and prudence
prove. (Hibgbh).
Gbrlach: Such an
best become the boldest.
appearance as ye demand would draw upon me
not splendor and honor, but death and ruin.
Hbobneb : The world is still challenging

—

Show

thyself,

come

out,

make

thyself

known
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THIRD SECTION.
Ferment in the Contest between the Elements of Light and Darkness. Formation
of Parties, as a Prelnde to the fall Opposition between the Children of
Light and the Children of Darkness.
Chaptbb

VII.

10—X.

21.

L
FERMENTATION AND PABTT DIVISION AMONG THE PEOPLB IS GBNEBAL.
(a)

CHRIST, THB TEACHER AND THE ONE SENT FROM GOD, IN OPPOSITION TO THB HUMAN BABBINIOAL
OFFICE, AND IN AGBEEMENT WITH MOSES. HIS BABTHLT DESCENT IN OPPOSITION TO DESCENT
FROM HEAVEN. HIS OPPONENTS, WHO WISHED TO KILL HIM, IN CONTRADICTION WITH MOSES,
THB PBOPHBT OF GOD, INTENDINO TO BETUBN TO GOD.

Chap. VII. 10-30.

10

his brethren [brothers] were [had] gone up [to the feast] 1 then went
also [he also went] up unto the feast, not openly [as a festal pilgrim], but as it
were in secret [as a private person, a non-participant spectator]. Then the Jews [The
Jews therefore] sought him at the feast, and said, Where is he [that man, Izewo;] ?
And there was much murmuring among the people [the multitudes, iv toTs o^Xot^]
concerning him: for some said, He is a good man : [but] 1 others said, Nay ; but he
deceiveth the people [the multitude, rdv o/xov]. Howbeit, no man spake [Yet no
one spoke] openly of him, for fear of the Jews.
about the midst of the feast, Jesus went up into the temple and taught.
knoweth this man letters, having
And [Then] 8 the Jews marvelled, saying,
never learned [been schooled as a Rabbi].
doctrine is not mine, but his that
Jesus [therefore] 4 answered them, and said,
sent me. If any man [one] will do his will [is willing, desirous, anxious to do his
will, # £ * )? T<* &&W& ai)Tou]* he shall know of [concerning] the doctrine, whether
it be of [is from] God, or whether I [in my doctrine] speak [make words, laid'] of
[from] mysel£ He that speaketh of [from] himself, seeketh his own glory : but
he that seeketh his glory [the glory of Him] that sent him, the same is true,
and no unrighteousness [t, e. no transgression of the law, see yer. 21] is in him. Did
not Moses give you the law, [?] and yet none of you keepeth the law ? [!] a
go ye about [Why do you seek] to kill me?
The people [multitude not the rulers] answered and said, Thou hast a devil
[a demon, Satufotov, a spirit of melancholy] : who goeth about [seeketh] to kill thee?
Jesus answered and said unto them, I have done one work, and ye all marvel
[on account of it]. T Moses therefore [on this account, for this cause, see note 7]
gave unto you [the] circumcision (not because [that] it is of [from] Moses, but of
[from] the fathers ;; and ye on the Sabbath-day [pmii day] circumcise a man. If
a man on the Sabbath-day [omit day] receive circumcision that the law of Moses
should [may] not be broken ; are ye angry at me, because I have made a man every
whit whole on the Sabbath-day [because I have made sound, or, restored to health a
whole man, BXov fo&panzov (t. $, the entire body of a man, not only a single member as in

But when

he

11

12

13
14
15

16
17
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Now

How

My

Why

20
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23

—
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circumcision) n a Sabbath] ? Judge not according to the [omit the] appearance,
but judge righteous judgment
Then said some of them of Jerusalem, Is not this he whom they seek to kill?
But [And] lo, he speaketh boldly, and they say nothing unto him. Do the rulers
know indeed8 that this is the very [omit very, see note 8] Christ. Howbeit, we know
this man [Still, as to this man, we know], whence he i3 but when [the] Christ
cometh, no man knoweth whence he is.
Then [Therefore] cried Jesus in the temple, as he taught, saying [teaching in
the temple and saying], Ye both know me, and ye know whence I am: and I am
9
not come of myself, but he that sent me is true, whom ye know not But I know
him for I am from him, and he hath sent me.
10
Then [Therefore] they sought to take [seize] him but [and yet] no man [one]
many of the
And
was
[had]
not
come.
hour
his
yet
laid hands on him, because
11
12
people [But of the multitude many] believed on him, and said, When Christ
14
£on*fttH, will he do* more miracles [signs] .than these which this ma» hath done?
The Pharisees heard that the people murmured such things [heard the multitude
murmuring these things] concerning him and the Pharisees and the chief priests
[the chief priests and the Pharisees] * sent officers to take [seize] him.
Then said Jesus [Jesus therefore said] unto them, Yet a little while am I with
you, and then I go unto him that sent me. Ye shall [will] seek me, and shall
[me] lf and where I [then] am, thither [omit thither] ye cannot
[will] not fin<J

24
25
26
27

:

28
29

;

30
31

:

32

:

1

33

34

m

:

gome*

Jews [The Jews therefore said] among themselves, Whither will
that we shall not find him? will he go unto the dispersed [the
go,
man]
he
What
Gentiles [Greeks] ?
36 Diaspora] among the Gentiles [Greeks] and teach the
this word] that he said, Ye shall [will] seek me,
manner of saying is this [What is le
jmd shall [will] not find me [me] and where I am, thither [omit thither] ye can-

Then

35

said the

[this

;

not come.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
l

Ver. 10.-{The text.

rec. transfers ci«

r*r wpnj* attsr artf,.

* B vA^aft^ ?^tlng InU] D. G.F.,
s
I
*

etc.,

Bat tho position Indicated In brackets

and In Teschendorf.

[Inserted in B. L.. Alt,

Also after iuetp

is

maintained by

W.and H.-P.

S.]

ver 16.

kaC, after many
Vor 15 itlchSa^Sd T^hSferf: 5/r instead of
Air,
rec. and ignored bj Lange, is well supported by K. B. T., etc.
Ver. 16:-[The o&V; which is wanting in the text.
8
will with God's will, and might conrej the
V. disregards the <WA n and the implied harmony of man's
*Va?"l7^rrha
necessarily
God's commandments will lead men to a knowledge of Christ, which is not

W
i
lAmtM^wl^^^^o^
*

author/ties.

I

the

,

m^bhnter^girion mark should_be pnt after the first re, *6>ok. The question is followed by a categorical
&a roOro with Oav^er. instead of SVW.but divides the verses
j
Vera. ^L ana «.-i.ur.i«uK
grammatically with the
who connect the 4ta
The (id. Sin. lacks the r. altogether, and reaSs: top««T« 'O M~*.

cTor.

^^m^^^&h^SiS^^lhB
7

.p?£Xg^
~'
B

^^

fi.

L—
^^'£^i^i^!»^^
I

*s

and

is

v«r

'AA«fti» In

Tlschendorf. Yet it is
most M8S., B. D. K. L., etc. % occurs only once, and that before fy™**".
dropped on account of the striking repetition, which, however, is very expressive

significant.

backed here by K. D.—P.

S.I
In B. D. L. ete and l^hmann [and Cod, Sin.]
!?On fafterTAV^ before * Xp. 8rav, is lacking
[dock tucht).
tJSiS «f l^rVrtixL rec 1 Lachmann and Tischendorf [Alf., W. and II.1 read
hm» nn t^hendorf, Alford, etc, omit
"* Ut,oi
u IbilZrhe^

w

\l

*«thori ty

v

P S

r

i Ver

Of^un ^^-P. 80^^^ fa
3l.-^The second »« here and

^^^ ^
by

ver. 36 is omitted

by the

m

^

ibid

iS2

aQclal

^

text. rec,

'

agalnft the

and

nmB or«er of the

hence italicised in tho B.

it

text>

V, but

on the

^^

sustained

byB.T.3L-p7sV)

EXEGETICAL AND
Had gone up.—Tho hvtpwav

which Baur and Hilgenfeld would find in the
words, see Meyer.)—Bat as it were in secret
This expression denotes a solitary journey, a

CRITICAL.

quiet stay near Jerusalem (perhaps in Bethany),
and a subsequent appearance at the feast not inthe festal cognito, and not in the character of a festal pilIbid. Not openly.—That w, not
by an- grim, but in the capacity of a prophet coming
train, not as a festal pilgrim ; but not :
forth out of concealment to the feast, to poini
other road, De Wette, etc. (On the Docetism

Ver. 10.

pluperfect.

is

•

m
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CHAP. Vn.
oat the insufficiency of the festal symbols in
contrast with their real fulfilment in His pewon.

And because Ho did so appear it is said <jf, " as
This was the character in
were in secret."
which He went up, not in which He continued.
Meyer is incorrect in saying that this was tho
The prefinal departure of Jesus from Galilee.
sent departure of Jesus from Galilee was entirely
the final departure took plaoe under a
private
groat convoy (Matt. xix. 1, 2; Mark x. 1; LeMore below, at ch. x. 22.
btn Jcsu. p. 928).
Ycr. 11. The Jews therefore sought him
According to ver. 13 the hostile
at the feast.
it

;

—

Jews are, of course, primarily intended here.
They thought to continue unto death the perseHence
cution opened against Jesus in ch. v.
also tho expression i/ceZvof, •* Where is that man?"
Vers. 12, 13.

muring.

And

there

was much mur-

—An expressive designation

of the fer-

ment in the popular mass, and the powerful
working of the hostile rulers upon the sentiment
In tho division of opinion tho
of the people.
friends of Jesus express themselves with timid

He

man

(aya&6g), kind,
reserve:
is a good
According to the New Testament
benevolent.
usage (see Matt. xx. 15 ; Rom. v. 7), the term

no doubt

means something more than " honest, a

man of honor " (Meyer)

;
though the attenuathe confession of Jesus in the period of
rationalism could go so far that some one wroto
a pamphlet : Jesus and His Disciples were honest
People,
The confession is evidently suppressed
The others more boldly speak out
also here.
deceiveth the
their opposite opinion :

tion of

He

people.
But that the more favorable public opinion
concerning Him was already under the terrorism
of the hostile party spirit, is told us. by the addition

:

Yet no one

[t. e.

of the friendly part]

spoke openly of him, for fear of the Jews
According to Meyer this last verse includes
literally all.
"Even the hostile ones were

—

because, so long as those (the hierarofficially decided, a reversion of
their sentiment was conceivable.
A faithful
picture of bad, Jesuitical domination of the
people."
The ovSeig fdvrot will certainly have a
meaning; though tho opinion, "He deceiveth
the people," was open enough.
The distinction
between Xiyeiv and Tvokelv must be observed here.
Persons on both sides were expressing themselves
in a scanty ?Jyeiv ; yet did not come to a lahelv
irapp7}auj y a full, free talk, concerning Him, because any expression of acknowledgment could
easily be communicated by heresy-hunters, and
because an unfavorable opinion also might easily
have something contrary to form. The bondage
of conscience was suoh that no one ventured to
litter fully the thoughts of his heart, before the
hierarchy had spoken.
Ver. 14. The midst of the feast. In a
seven or eight days feast three or four days
were now past, and it became clear that He did
not intend this time to take part in the observance.
If Jesus had come earlier to the place, it
is more probable that He lodged in the vicinity
than in Jerusalem itself. See above, on ver. 10.
afraid,

chy)

had not yet

—

1

Up into the temple. —It might seem as if by

He passed from extreme caution to extreme boldness. But even by this new manner of

this step

245

10-36.

appearanco He proves Himself tho great Master
From this timo forth
in the knowledge of men.
He could safely appear in Judca and Galileo only
by suddenly entering a great assembly of tho
Tho spirit of revepeople, and working there.
rence for "Him, which animated the people, still
for a time shielded Him in these situations from
His enemies. Thus He made the crown or halo
of the popular assembly His faithful guard, so
long as the better Messianic spirit of the peopio
recogniied in Him the Son of David. Ho was
adorned in the presence of His enemies with tho
wreath of popular veneration, till this wreath
too was torn and withered by the poisonous

breath of their enmity.

And taught. —From

(Lebeii Jesu, II., p. 982).

the subsequent narra-

tive we may suppose that His teaching related
So, in ch. ii., His
to the feast of tabernacles.

teaching connected itself with the symbolical
import of the temple, which He was then for tho
first time officially visiting; His conversation
with the theocratic Nicodemus on the need of
real regeneration in order to pass from the old
theocracy to the new kingdom of heaven connected itself with the proselyte baptism; His
conversation with the Samaritan woman took its
turn from the holy wells in Israel ; His discourso
in ch. v., from the medicinal spring and the
healing ; and even in His Galilean discourso in
ch. vi. there is a manifest reference to the approaching passover in Jerusalem.
knoweth this man letters
Ver. 15.
[yp dp. par a oldev]. First are heard the
Their first
voioes of the adversaries of Jesus.
objection is founded on the fact that He is not a
promoted Rabbi; the second (ver. 27) on His
origin.
The Jews here are evidently the Judaists, and probably, judging from their expressions, scribes, Rabbis.
They [tho hierarchical
opponents, probably members of the Sanhedrin, as in xi. 13.
P. S.] marveUed; they cannot deny that He knows the books and has tho
gift of teaching ; but, full of envy, school-bigotry
and statutory seal, they fall upon the circumstance that He has not studied [p% peua-&nK&s] %
and is not a regular graduate of the Rabbinical
The y pdppara without Upd (2 Tim.
schools.
iii.
15) denotes not tho Holy Scriptures (j>
ypaipfjy according to the Peshito, Luther, Grotius),
but literature, the field of learning (in the Vulgate, littera, see Acts xxvi. 24).* The passage
is " important against the attempts, ancient and
modern, to trace the wisdom of Jesus to human
education " ( Meyer). The words evidently grope
in confusion half way between acknowledgment
and denial of His wisdom. But the stress lies
not on the concession, but on the questioning.
Though He seems to know books, yet there must
be some deception about it, since He has not
studiod and advanced in the regular prescribed
way. A young school-enthusiast trusts not his
eyes, trusts not his ears, trusts not even his enthusiasm and his intellectual gain, when he meets
a teacher who has the prejudice of the school
against him ; the old school-enthusiast is at onco
fully decided in his prejudice by the absence of
school-endorsement.
The point at which the

How

—

—

—

• [As in tho English phrase

means

:

A man of

letters.

Yet here it
kind of

chiefly Hcrir4ure-learningt almost tho only

learning

known among the Jews.—P. 8.]
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teaching of Jesas came most in contact with
Jewish learning, was the relation of His symbolical interpretation to the Jewish allegoriiing
(of the Old Testament and its types). It was
indeed a relation as between a melon and a
gonrd ; but the appearance of similarity must
hare struck the eyes of these people more than
the difference. Yet, after their manner, regardless of the actual teaching of Jesus, they fell
upon His want of legitimation. His doctrine is
not delivered as the sacred tradition of the schools,
not systematized according to tho rules and practice of the school, not legalized as the production

the prophets and the apostles, He was absolutely
original and independent.
He taught the world
as one who had learned nothing from it, and was
under no obligation to it. He speaks from divine
intuition, as one who not only knows the truth,
but is the truth ; and with an authority that
commands absolute submission, or provokes rebellion, but can never be passed by with contempt or indifference." P. S.]

—

My

doctrine (or, teaching) is
not mine. That is, I am no pelf-taught man
in such a sense as to be an upstart and pretender;
Ver. 16.

—

there is another in whose school I have regularly
advanced. With cutting irony ne off-sets His
of a graduate.
[This testimony of enemies to a fact well known teaching against their Rabbinical teaching (both
to them, strongly confirms what we otherwiso as to form and matter) ; His authority, the Faknow or must conjecture concerning Christ's ther, against their authorities, the old RabbiniThe first " My" therefore denotes
education, or rather the absence in His case of cal masters.
the ordinary ways and means by which other His discourse (His system, the school He teaches)
men receive their knowledge. He was neither the second, His authority (the school He has
school-taught (aAAo-dtdocrof), nor self-taught learned in). Meyer: "Owe dXXA here also is
quam (Wolf, etc.), but is
(av-o-6idaK7o$), nor even God-taught (#eo-o\'oa/c- not equivalent to lam
absolutely exclusive."
Haraly "absolutely,"
roc, like inspired prophets) in the usual sense of
these terms. No doubt He learned from His but only so far as His person is regarded in its
mother, He went to tho Synagogue, He heard and human aspect. Tholuck : " His human personread the Scriptures, He studied nature and man, ality is viewed abstractly by itself, as in ch. v.
and the Holy Ghost descended upon Him at tho 81; viii. 1G." The primary distinction is bebaptism in Jordan yet the secret fountain of His tween the Son sent, who both in word and act
knowledge of God and man must be found in His executes the ivroVf of the Father, who speaks
mysterious and unique relation to the Father and what Ho hears of the Father, and does what the
derived from direct intuition into the living foun- Father shows Him, between this person and
He was and continued to be the Father Himself. And He so far views His
tain of truth in God.
the only begotten Son in the bosom of the Father personality abstractly by itself as Ho yields to
who explained Him to us as no philosopher or their idea of an independent human person disprophet could do. I quote an appropriate pas- tinct from God.
Bat his that sent me. That is, it is not
sage from my book on the Person of Christ, p.
84 if.: "Christ spent His youth in poverty and only directly the doctrine of God, but also moro
manual labor, in the obscurity of a carpenter's than doctrine, the direct message of God to yon,
shop ; far away from universities, academies, li- a doctrine of the most decisive words of life.
Ver. 17. If any one is willing to do his
braries, and literary or polished society ; without any help, as far as we know, except tho •will [h&v rig 062,? rb tikAijfia avrov
parontal care, the daily wonders of nature, the Toielv].
The indispensable condition for unWe must
Old Testament Scriptures, the weekly Sabbath derstanding the doctrine of Christ.
services of the Synagogue at Naiaretli (Luko be truly turned towards God, in order to recognize the divine, which proceeds from God, as
iv. 10), the annual festivals in the Temple of
Jerusalem (Luko ii. 42 ff.) and the secret inter- divine. And more particularly, wo must be
course of His soul with God, His heavenly earnestly bent upon the divine iu practice, if we
Christ can bo ranked neither with would know it in theory as doctrine. Man's
Father
tho school-trained, nor with the self-trained or moral tit Xeiv of the moral tiifajfta of God is the
self-made men ; if by the latter we understand, condition of man's intellectual yivCtoKeiv of tho
as we must, those who, without the regular aid intelligible didaxq of God. Without the earnestof living teachers, yet with the samo educational ness of doing there is no truth in our knowing;
means, such as books, the observation of men and like cannot know liko without a like bent of
and things, and the intense application of their soul. Plato, Lys.: 'Qtl t6 bfioiov t£ buoitp dvdy«?
Comp. Matt. x. 40-42. This
mental faculties attained to vigor of intellect, ael $Oov elvau
and wealth of scholarship, like Shakspeare, condition of willingness to do, that is, of practiJacob Boehme, Benjamin Franklin, and others. cal effort, has its root in the doing of the truth,
All the attempts to bring Jesus into contact with or moral sincerity (ch. iii. 21), and develops
Egyptian wisdom, or the Essenio theosopby, or into the love of God (ch. v. 42). The point canother sources of learning, are without a shadow not be the doing of the will of God, as against
of proof, and explain nothing after all. Ho sinners and beginners in knowledge ; it is only
never quotes from books, except the Old Testa- the SkTxiv (which, of course, is the beginning of
ment. He never refers to secular history, poetry, the doing according to the best of one's knowrhetoric, mathematics, astronomy, foreign lan- ledge and conscience, in the form of trying;
guages, natural sciences, or any of those branohes Rom. vii.). Meyer: "The defy is not redunof knowledge which make up human learning dant (Wolf, Losner, and many others), but is the
and literature. He confined Himself strictly to very nerve of the matter; in titty -&k/jjfta the
religion.
But, from that centre, Ho shed light suavis harmonia (Bengel) has been noticed."
over the whole world of man and nature. In
His wiU : 1. The Old Testament revelation
this department, unlike all other great men, even (Chrysostom, el at). 2. The demand of faith ia

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
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who sends him, his message is to
be trusted ho is true. And he is true, because
" Still further from the truth is the interpreta- no unrighteousness, no unfaithful conduct aption which makes it even a requirement of faith pears in his message. It may bo depended upon,
that what he says his master has said to him.
5. Willing obedienco to Qod in
for proof."
Freedom from all assumption bespeaks the real
general (LUcke, Meyer).
teacher; if he had received nothing to teach, he
It is a proposition which, in its universality,
certainly refers not merely to believers of reve- could not possibly have taught. Personal dislation; but which, on the other hand, has in interestedness bespeaks the commissioned agent;
view a universal revelation of tho divine will. if he had received nothing to deliver, he would
Therefore He who strives to do the will of God not have appeared. And freedom from all asaccording to the best knowledge he can got on sumption and self-interest evince themselves in
his level of knowledge. This holds even for tho the undivided energy with which the ono sent
heathen ; but for the Jews it has special regard seeks the honor of the master who sends him.
to the Old Testament revelation of tho will of This therefore constitutes the difference between
God (see ch. v. 38), and now for Christians to a false Messiah and the true. The motive and
tho fully developed Christian principles of life; the centre of gravity of tho falso Messiah lie in
always, however, putting the chief stress on full self-glorification; those of Christ lie in the gloinward earnestness of moral endeavor (titty). rification of the Father, to whom He attributes
Christ (Augustine, Luther, etc.);
3. In His doctrine (Scmler, e/c).

or at least
Tholuek:

prince or lord

4.

;

:

Meyer :

-

««

This passage accordingly contains un-

everything

He

says and does.

Thus He has proved that no is true in His
doubtedly tho testimonium internum, but not in
the ordinary theological sense, as applying to doctrine ; even intellectually true, because there
persons already believers, but as applying to is no moral obliquity in Him, no self-soaking or
persons not yet believers, when the divine doc- unfaithfulness to tho throno which sends Him.
trine addresses them." The testimonium internum, As in men the intellectual knowing of tho truth
upon candid consideration, leads on from the comes as the roward of moral endeavor, so in
subjective testimonium of calm conviction, as well Christ the truth of His doctrine is founded in the
as of unsatisfied doubt and longing, into tho ob- rightoousness of His life. *Aducia, therefore, is
jective testimonium Spiritus Sancti, which by all not equivalent here to rpsvdoc (Grotius, ctal.);
means is promised in the yv&ozrat irepi, k. t. X. though connected with it, inasmuch as afonla
Self-seeking darkens
It is false to ask whether, in the conflict in Rom. would produce i}>evdoc.
knowledge.
vii. 7, the unconverted man, abstractly viewed,
Ver.
and
it
equally
19.
is
Did
is
subject;
not
or the converted, the
Moses give yon the law?
Tho sudden transition of Jesus here from the
false to introduce this division here. The subdefensivo
to
their
motion
the
living
elect
in
tooffensive
has led to the hypotheject is the actual
sis of an intermediate conversation (Kuinoel) or
wards God under the drawing of His grace.*
act
between
vers. 18 and 19
for which there is
He shall know concerning the doctrine,
The yv6oerai is emphatic He shall havo really no ground at all. Wo must remember: 1*
etc.
Thatsince
faith,
but
living
certainty
the
feast of Purim, at which "tho
not only assurance ot
of discernment. And if the demand was univer- Jews " had already begun capital process against
"
Him,
instance
Jesus
the
first
had
He
not met them, but had on their
:
sal* so is the promise in
shall know concerning the doctrine," indefinite- account avoided Judea, and now re-encounterod
them
doctrine,
for
the
whether,
first time.
2. That all their " asly, of every sort of religious
and how far, it be from God. But from this the saults and negations" (Meyer), including their
other thing immediately follows: Ho shall know last attack on His right to teach\ covered tho dewhether Jesus only speaks (Aa?.&) on His own sign of bringing Him to a capital conviction. 3.
authority (as an uncalled, self-taught individual), That it perfectly acoorded with the openness and
or whether, on the contrary, His word bo not wisdom of Jesus to draw out their hidden plan,
absolutely the doctrine (from God). Cameron is and to make it a subject of talk before all tho
The only protection against
right, therefore, in making a distinction here be- people in tho temple.
tween the moral demand and the theoretical doc- secret adversaries is to expose their designs with t/u
most
relentlens
publicity.
4. That Christ has altrine (which Tholuek disputes) ; only the theoretical doctrine of Christ is as far from being ready in fact introduced tho offensive by the last
words
the
of
defensive:
"There is no unrightmerely theoretical, as an inward ethical bent or
msut is from being merely practical or in the or- eousness in him " (as they had charged on the
ground
of
the
Sabbath cure). Moses, quoting
dinary sense moral. Seo ch. iii. 12.

—

;

—

He that speaketh from himself
—The proof that
seeketh his own glory,
Ver. 18.

etc.

He does not speak from Himself. Tho mark of
one who speaks from himself is ambition; ho
would glorify himself. He, therefore, who would
not glorify himself, but God, speaks not from himThe direct applying of the
self; he is true.
proof Christ leaves to themselves. The argument, however, has not an abstract, syllogistic
form ; it is enriched by a term of life. In tho
first place a second proof is inserted into the first.
If the person sent seeks only the honor of tho
* [/ml the position denoted by the covenant. The historical co enan t, tho field of the gratia prtcccniau. E. D. Y.J

—

—

—

their highest authority.
Give you the law.
Of course tho law in general; for he who
breaks one commandment transgresses the wholo
law. It is not specifically the prohibit ion of murder (Nonnus), nor Sabbath law (Kuinoel), whioh
is intended hero by "the law." But that tho rebuke does particularly refer to tho prohibition of
killing, is shown by what follows.

—

And yet none of you keepoth

the law.
Becauso there is in you no
true striving to do the will of God, ye cannot

—A general address.

My divine mission. And how truly this is
the case with you in general (the '*none u representing the spirit of the people and its general
know
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aim) appears from the fact that ye (tho [hierarchical] Judaists in the first instance) seek to kill
Me. Yet the people are unconsciously implicated
and included in this charge, because the highhanded conduct of the hierarchs has its occasion
The peoin the mental indolence of the laity.
ple must know that they hate Him and « 4 persecute Him without cause."
Ver. 20. The multitude answered and
The [hierarchical] Judaists are
said, etc.
speechless under the ehargo of Christ, because
they consider it dangerous to have their plan so
soon canvassed before the people. Their silence
is a malicious reserve, like that of Judas in ch.
The people, however, take the accusaTi. 70.
tion to themselves, thinking it wholly unfounded.
As " they of Jerusalem," who speak in ver. 25,
very well knew of the project, which had already
become notorious in Jerusalem, it must be the
festal pilgrims who speak here, who were still
far not only from the design announced, but oven
from any knowledge of it.
Thou hast a demon [<5 a t fi 6 v i o v].—The
term here is figurative, drawn from the belief in
demoniacal possession. It was probably a proverbial expression in this general sense, especially to denote gloominess, melancholy, laboring

—

under jealous, brooding suspicions. So it was
compassionately said of John the Baptist: " He
hath a demon" (Matt. xi. 18). Men pitied a
man otherwise so able and devout. Here also
the reply seems to be not malicious [Hengstenberg and older commentators^, but rather sym•* Not an. expression of malice, but
pathizing.
of surprise that a man who could teach so finely,
could think of a thing which they considered morally impossible and a mere hallucination"
(Meyer). But the same expression in ch. viii.
48 and x. 20 is shown by the connection to be
evil-minded. Chrysostom and others take the
bx^oQ to bo the rulers, and their question to be a
This obliterates the true sense of
dissimulation.
the transaction.
said nnto them, I have done
Ver. 21.
one work. Jesus, continuing His train of
thought, advances as clearly beyond the reply or
the people as He did in ch. vi. 70 beyond the answer of Peter. His piercing and foreseeing
knowledge contrasts with a stupidity which sets
up against it, and which considers Jesus in this
case even smitten with a pitiable delusion. It is
not an inaccuracy (Tholuck) that John represents tho o^Xof [the multitude] as. answering the
Lord. Christ intends to bring before the btf&q
the malicious inquisitorial conduct of the hierarchy. The bx^oc must be made privy to the
secret affair and shown their unconscious complicity in the wickedness.
The one work is the healing on the Sabbath,
(Olshausen needlessly inserts here the
cb. v. 2.
subsequent murderous designs^ The Lord cannot here mean that He has done only one miracle
in Jerusalem (see Jno. iii. 1). The antithesis
It is not the miralies in the koI irdvreg davp.
cle, but the work that hero bears the stress ; and
it is not wonder at a miracle that is meant, but
surprise at one work, though not terror, as Chrysostom and others have it. And in the surprise
of all an indignation (Grotius) on the part of
many is also unquestionably implied. Offence

And

—

at that work had therefore spread at least very
generally in Jerusalem and among the people.
And their morbid condition was manifest in the
very fact that they all stared and made an ado
over one act of a man who abounded with divine
works. The supposed spot upon the one work
threatens to eclipse in their view all that has ever
filled them with wonder.
And even this spot is
only in their own vision.
all marvel.
The 6& rovro is referred by
Theophylact, etc , Lttcke, [Olsh., De Wette, 8tier,
Hengstenberg, Ewald, Godet] etc., to the clause

—

Ye

preceding (tiavfi.) ; by Chrysostom, Luther
[Grot., Bengel, Luthardt, Meyer, Alford] and
others to the clause following. 4 But in the latter connection it has been considered by some
redundant, by others elliptical (ye ought therefore to know).
Meyer has attempted another
explanation, which Tholuck considers "tor'

tured."!
Ver. 22.

(For this cause) Moses gave
(rite of) circumcision, ere—
Jesus now proves to them from their own law

nnto yon the

that it is good to heal a sick man on the Sabbath.
Moses ordained circumcision for you. Parenthesis : Yet he did not introduce it as strictly
a Mosaic law, but confirmed it as a patriarchal
law (coming down from the fathers, that is to
say, a fundamental religious law of the Abrahamic covenant of promise, Gen. xvii.) And this
patriarchal Mosaic law so outweighs the mere
Sabbath-law, that ye not only may, but must circumcise a man on tho Sabbath, when the prescribed day (tho eighth day, Lu. ii. 21 ; Rabbinical passages in Lightfoot; Rabbinical maxim: Circumcisio pellU Sabbatum) falls on a Sabbath.
The reason of this higher superiority of the patriarchal law lies in the design of circumcision,
to make the man partially (in a symbolical sense)
whole.
But if this is so, how much more is the
Sabbath-law suspended (in the legal point of
view suspended, in the higher view fulfilled) by
the eternal law of God whioh enjoins the healing
of a man wholly diseased ; enjoins it even in legal form in the commandment:
Thou shalt not
kill.

*

Christ thus sets forth three sorts of laws: (1)
Eternal principles of humanity, as enacted formally in the decalogue ; among which is tho law
not to destroy life, but to preserve it, to heal.
(2) Patriarchal fundamental laws of theocratic
civilization ; among which belongs circumcision.
(3) Mosaic law in the narrower sense.
To this last class belongs, not indeed that Sabbath-law which is the safe-guard of human nature with its need of rest (the humane and moral
Sabbath [grounded in the very constitution of
man, ana hence dating from creation]), yet
doubtless the symbolical and ritual Sabbath with
its prohibition of every kind of work as a symbol of the legal theocracy.
If, therefore, these
Mosaic ordinances must be suspended by patri* [Cod. Sin* omits 6t& rovro altogether, and so does Teschendorf in the 8th ed. lie reads o Mwtkrifc with the ankle.
6t& touto in John usually stands at the beginning,
not at the closo of a sentence, conip. v. 1G, 18 : vi. 65 ; riii.
47 ; x 17 ; Rev. xvii. 7.— P. 8.]
t [In ed. 5 (p. 801) Meyer connects && touts with the following oi>x oti (as Bengel), and explains: Mosos on this ac*
connt gave yon circumcision, not because it ii from Mose\
but because it is from the fatherJ (tho patriarchs). Similarly
Alford in tho 6th ed.—P. S.J

The phrase
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tion,

12); circumcision is fulfilled by regenera"Thou
according to the commandment:

shalt not covet," as it is

written on the heart by

as a law of the Spirit.
Too observation that circumcision
fathers," has been interpreted by
faith

" is of the
Euthymius
Zig. and others as depreciating circumcision by
"It
showing it to be not a Mosaic institution.
might rather express the superiority of circumcision, by virtue of its higher antiquity (and by virtue of its more fundamental character). Then the
gradation is very piquantly expressed by Bucer;
"
•Ye rank the fathers above the law, I the Father
Circumcision had its origin not in
(Tholuck).
Moses (ek tov M.), but in the fathers (U t£>v -rrar.).
1

—

Ver. 23. If a man on the Sabbath receive
circumcision* that, etc. Circumcision is em-

—

antithesis with the healing of the
whole man in the next clause ; hence placed [in
the Greek] At the beginning of the sentence.
It is wrong to weaken the Iva /^ so as to read :
It is
without breaking the law (Bengel, et al.).
in

phatic,

by circumcising a man on the Sabbath, if
eighth day, that violation or nullifiThe idea
cation of the law is to be prevented.
just

that be the

prescription of the eighth day is that the
circumcision should be performed as early as
The higher impossible, the earlier the better.
port of the patriarchal ordinance appears also
in the fact that what are called the Noachic commandments continued for a time to be morally
binding in the Christian church, while the specifically Mosaic law, even in regard to circumcision, became extinct as a religious statute (Acts
xv.)
Hence, too, the parallel cited by Luthardt
from Gal. iii. 17, which subordinates the law to
the promise, is not without force. Meyer thinks
it is; and Tholuck (p. 216) here again fails to
see the precedence given to the patriarchal disHe
pensation, as brought out even by Lampe.
thinks that if that had been intended, the words
would have been : Iva p$} "Xv&y i) evrolj} r&v Ttark(xjv, that the statement is therefore inserted simply as matter of history. But the law of Moses had
sanctioned anew even the usage of the patriarchs,
and had soared above specific camp regulations.
Are ye angry at
because I have re-

in the

me

—

stored a whole man to health ? The bTuoc
is emphatic in antithesis with ireptTofiq, which
was the healing of a single member. Purport
of the antithesis

Wounding and healing (Kling, Stud. u. KriThis is against the notion of the par1886).
ticular healing, or of an argument a minori ad majus.
Likewise unsuitable is the reference, by
1.

tik,

Lampe,

etc.,

to the
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archal practice, bow much more by the primal
But just so far as they are suslaws of God.
pended in the spirit of the law, they are only
raised out of a prescribed symbolical meaning to
their red truth ; they are fulfilled. The Sabbath
is fulfilled by doing good, by healing men (Matt.
xii.

;;

subsequent healing of the

wound of circumcision.
2. The legal observance of circumcision, and

mercy of the miraculous cure (Grotius).
" Circumcision was a sanitary measure, purifying and securing against disease.
If ye perform on a Sabbath the wholesome aot of circum-

man on a

Sabbath.

Mangey, Tom.

(Philo

De

circumcisions, ed.

Michaelis Mos. Recht, 4, J
186, particularly the article KBeschneidung [Ciroumcision] in Winer)." Liicke.*
4. Meyer : The sanitary purpose did not lie
in the law, bat in the religious notion of the people ; the circumcision was performed only with
a view to making the person pure and holy.f
(Tholuck also is of Meyer's opinion. But of a
" sacramental healing of tho single member " one
II.

'

can hardly form an idea, though Kurtz is for it.
Sensual lust has its seat in the heart. Of more account is the argument of the Rabbi Eliezer quoted
by Tholuck, and similar to the reasoning here in
question).
In support of this Meyer quotes the
later sentiment from Bammidbar : u Prseputium est
vilium in corpore, however,
put away, not by purification, but by a surgical
or medical operation; t. *., the removal of it is
an act of healing. And this must be intended
for circumcision in the symbolical sense also
made tho whole man pure and holy. The literal
surgical healing of a part, therefore, which symbolically purified the whole man, is the thing
intended. It is manifest that a symbolical act
performed on a man in this form must be founded
in a presumed need of physical healing, however
temporary, local, or peculiar to antiquity this
might be (the Lord puts Himself at His adversaries' point of view, as in the Synoptical Gos-

vitium in corpore;"

is

etc.); which is also true of
the Jewish "laws of purity and purification."
5. We have still to mention the antithesis of a
healing performed only on the flesh (oap!-\ and
a healing extending to the whole man, body and
soul (Euthymius, Bengel, Stier, etc.). This antithesis does not come into view here, although
tho miraculous cures of the Lord did extend even
to the soul.
In truth the bodily circumcision
also was intended to be tho means of circumcision of the heart.
Ver. 24. Judge not according to appearance [/car' o4>lv]. 1. Augustine, etc. : Not according to the person, but according to the fact.
2. Melanchthon, etc. : Not according to the outward form of the work, but according to its motives.
8. Not according to the startling appearance of things, but with a righteous and true
judgment, which is expressed in the gradations
of the ordinances, and executed in tho actual
healing of that sufferer.
Vers. 25, 26. Some of them of Jerusalem.
These are better instructed than the o^Aoc
they openly avow that the rulers have laid a plan
to kill Jesus; yet cautiously, without directly
naming them. The repetition of afard£>c shows
that they demanded in the Messiah qualifications
which they did not find in Jesus. They seem,
as an ultra party, to be solicitous even over the
circumspection of the rulers, and to treat it with
irony.
They follow their ironical expression
with their own judgment, which breathes the
haughtiness of the citizens of a hierarchical capital.
As the Rabbis reproach the Lord with

pels, Matt. xii. 12,

—

—

the real
3.

cision,

which after all pertains only to one memhave a still better right to heal an entire

ber, I will

* [Similarly Alford : The distinction is between circumcision which purified only part of a man, and that perfect and
entire healing which the Lord bestowed on the cripple.—
P. S.]
f [According to Meyer (5th ed. p. 803] the antithesis is between the healing of a single member of the body, and the
whole body (but not body and wuZ).—P. &]
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His lack of a regular education and graduation,
these Jerusalemites cast up against Him His
mean extraction.
he is.— This, no doubt,
Ver. 27.
refers both to the despised town of Nazareth and
to the family of the carpenter; not, however, by
contrast with Bethlehem, as in ver. 42, but by
contrast with tho purely supramundane or mysterious origin which was claimed for the MesMeyer's restriction of the " whence " to
siah.

8. Chrysostom and others, as charging them
that they did certainly know His divine person

and

Whenoe

the father and mother is arbitrary, and proceeds
from a confounding of the different views here
expressed.
As to tho origin of the view that men should
not know whence the Messiah is, there are different opinions.
1. Liicke [Alford] and others, referring to
Justin Martyr (Dialog, cum Tryph.): According
to the Jewish view the Messiah should be hyvuatoc, even unknown to Himself, until Elijah should
have anointed Him. Against this Tholuck, after
Meyer : In that case the earthly nd&ev of Christ
would doubtless be known, but not His MessiahThis dismisses the passage in question too
ship.
cheaply ; for a man who does not himself know
whence he is till he is anointed, must have something mysterious about his origin.
2. Tholuck : From Dan. vii. 13 they expected
a sudden heavenly manifestation of the Messiah
who, according to one of tho various popular notions, lived in a secret place or in paradise (Targum Jonathan, Mio. iv. 8; Gfrorer, Jahrh, detlleiU,
II., p. 223).
Jt must be remembered that Daniel's doctrine of the Son of Man was but little
known.
On the contrary educated people in
Jerusalem might very easily be familiar with
Alexandrian ideas (as in cultivated regions gleanings of spiritualistic and rationalistic literature
combine in various ways with reigning orthodoxy), and Philo taught (De exsecrat. 8) that tho
Messiah in the restoration of the people would
appear and go before them as an dxptg. Such
people, too, can make up a view ex tempore, for
the sake of an impudent denial ; and the domand
that for every opinion a previous origin must be
shown, refutes itself as a scholastic pedantry.
At all events these Jerusalemites think that Jesus
ought to have at least as noble an extraction as
themselves.
Ver. 28. Therefore Jesus cried, teaching
We do not
in the temple, and saying.
think, with Meyer, that He raised His voice
to a shout.
The upstart loses confidence, when
His origin is spoken of; Jesus purposely enters very emphatically into what they say of
His origin. Even in the temple among the
throng of people He makes no reserve. It is not
without an ironical accordance that He takes up

—

own arrogant word (tovtov oldapev, which
with them quite equivalent to knowing ir6&ev

their
is

kartv).

Ye both know me, and ye know whence

—

I am. He makes a difference, however, between
Himself and His origin, because the latter implied in their view the utmost meanness, in His
view His supreme dignity.
Different interpretations:
1. Grotius, Lampe, and others take the
interrogatively (know ye me ? etc.).
2. Calvin, Liicke, etc., ironically.

origin, but denied them.
Meyer (after De Wette), as a concession:
The people really had this knowledge." But
4.

"

that they had with it nothing, and less than nothing, even an obstacle towards the knowledge
of Himself, Christ asserts by the ironical tone
of His words, when He says: Ye both know Mo

(by rote) and ye know (by rote) whence I am.*
And yet I am not come from mysell—
Kai is emphatic and adversative: And yet I am
not come, etc. These words briefly designate His
higher nature, which these adversaries do not
know. An ordinary extraction elevates itself
only by ambition, which comes from itself and
has no higher descent at all ; Christ is, in the
first place, simply come, and in the second place
not from Himself. This introduces the declaration
of His descent from God.
Bat he that sent me is true. The ahfttv6c
is variously explained.
1. In tho sense of dPj?tf//C a true person, verut, one who speaks the

—

truth (Luther, Grotius).

reliable person,
ch. viii. 26.
genuine person, fulfilling the idea

A

real,
(Liicke, Tholuck,

8.

A

2.

firmus, veraz (Chrysostom,

Lampe),

7th ed.).

lutely, for the true,

4.

essential

As used

God

in their legalistic spirit, live only in symbols,
figures, marks of distinction ; the Jews of Jerusalem, doubly so : they have a typical, painted
religion, painted sins, painted forgiveness, a
painted nobility of lineage, a painted God. The
real, living God, who has sent the real living
Christ, they do no/, know.f
Ver. 29. But I
him. Intensely significant contrast to their ignorance.
Founded
both on (1) real, ideal descent from Him, and on
(2) formal, historical commission from Him.
Ver. 30. Then they sought to seize him.

—

know

— As tho Jerusalemites

previously named show
themselves Judaists in the strictest sense, it is unnecessary here to think of Jews distinct from
them. Because his hour had not yet come.
John gives the ultimate and highest reason
why they could not take Him, passing over secondary causes, like fear of the people and poli-

—

tical considerations.

* [ Alford r*4 It has been questioned whether these words
ore to be taken Ironically, interrogatively, or affirmatively.
I incline to the last view for this reason : obviously no verjr
high degree of knowledga whence H<t teas, is implied, fortbey
knew not Him that sent Him ; see also ch. viii. 14, 10, asd
therefore could not know w/ience He was, in thin sense. The
they knew that He wss
answer is made in their own tense
from Nazareth in Galilee, see ver. 41,—and probably that Ue
of
Joseph.
this sense they kntw
called
the
son
In
was
wticnee He wa% but farther than this they knew not."—P. 8.]
"
hero
:
The
matter
impressed
on them is the gef Alford
nuineness, the reality of the fact: that Jesus was sent, asd
one
who
sent
Him,
though
knew
llira not, sad
they
there was
consequently knew not v60tv iariv. Tho nearest English
the mousreal
this
would
convey
be
:
but
not
would
word
ing perspicuously to the ordinary mind ; perhaps the £. V.
true is better, provided it be oxplainod to mean oiyecUtrff,
not subjectively, true really existmt, not 4 truthful ' which H
may be questioned whether the word akrfilros will bear, although it is so maintained by Euthym., Cyril, Chrya, Theo>
phylact, Lamps, Ran mgarten-Crusiua, Tholuck, and maaj
others.*'—P. 8.]

—

|

—

:

words

abso-

(Olshansen,

Kling); against which Meyer observes that oTjjtiivdc, without a particular subject, forms no definite idea.
But certainly we have a particular
subject in 6 niprpag pe.
Still we stop with the
idea of the real, the living One. The Jews,
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Yer. 31. And many of the people be- more definitely, to go to heaven. The Christian
lieved in him. A mark of the increasing fer- heaven of the blessed is first disclosed by the parting
ment in the people, working towards separation. discourses of Christ and His ascension. It would
This believing in Him undoubtedly means faith have been most natural to them to think of the
But if they did suspect this,
in the Messiah, not merely in a prophet or a paradise in Sheol.
messenger of God yet we must distinguish be- they did not dwell upon it, because they could
tween their faith and their timid confession. not themselves renounce the hope of going into
Hence the words: " When Christ cometh, will Abraham's bosom. And hence perhaps the reHe do," etc. are to be taken not simply as re- mote evasive conjecture : " Will He go . among
This explanation is confirmed
ferring to the doubt of the opposing party the Greeks" etc.
(Meyer), but as double-minded. Hence the men- by ch. viii. 22, where the evasion is still more
That the malicious than here. The expression of Christ,
tion of a "murmuring" further on.
people regard the miracles as Messianic creden- therefore, is a dark hint of an unknown irov
(Lticke), the import of which they might feel,
tials, accords with the expectation of the Messiah.
Pharisees but not understand (Luthardt).
Yer. 32. The Pharisees heard.
Yer. 84. Ye will seek me, and not find
by themselves alone hear the sly murmuring of
(me).—Comp. ch. viii. 21 ; xiii. 33. Interprethe people, which betrays an inclination to acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah. They then get tations :
1. A hostile seeking (Origcn, Grotius, etc.\
the chief priests to join with them in ordering
the official arrest of Jesus. The officers who are This applies only in the immediate reference of
the words to the officers.
sent to take Jesus are to be distinguished from
2. A seeking of the Redeemer for redemption,
the Jerusalemite Judaists before mentioned as
Under a despotic system too late. Two sorts of turning to Him (a) Afwishing to take Him.
ter the terminus peremptorius gratim (Augustine, et
the absolutist party of the people are always in
adrance of the absolutist government: more roy- al.) ; which, however, can be known in fact only
by tho cessation of that seeking, (b) With a
alist than the absolute king, more papist than
the pope.
There was no need of the Sanjiedrin false, Esau-like repentance, which only trembles

—
;

—

.

—

:

now assembled (as at the moment at
which the chapter closes). An acting authority
which could issue hierarchical warrants, was
permanent in the chief priests ; and the process
for the healing at the pool of Bethesda was here
still pending.

before the damnum peccali (Calvin).
8. A seeking for the saving Messiah,

being just

Yer. 33.

person ye have rejected, especially in tho
catastrophe of Jerusalem [Luke xx. 16ff. ; xix.
43] (Chrysostom, Lampe [Hengstenberg] etc.).
4. "And that, Himself, tho rejected Jesus, not
the Messiah in general." Meyer.*
Jesus, however, is found of those who soek.

Jesus therefore said unto them,
whom? 1. Eu-

yet a little while, etc.— To

When

thymiusZig. : To the officers. 2. Tholuck: To
3.
those Pharisees who gave the information.
Meyer: To the whole assembly, but with the
chief priests mainly in view.
As the officers at
first enter the assembly of hearers clandestinely,
waiting the proper moment to secure Jesus, and
Jesus knows their design, He speaks these words
primarily to them ; for He fixes them, and they
feel themselves hit ; while the multitude take
His words to themselves.
The sentence has evidently a more special and a more general sense.
The words: " Yet a Utile while I am with you"
ottered with majestic emphasis, mean primarily
to the officers :
Ye must let Me freely speak a
little longer here! (see Luke xiii. 82, 33); and
then also to the assembly : My work among you
draws to a close.
The words "And then I go to
Him that sent Me" mean primarily : I then withdraw into the protection of a mightier One, who
has sent Me in a power different from that in
which ye are sent; in the more general sense: I
go home to God.
The words *• Ye will geek Me,
wd not find Me" (ver. 24), were likewise capable
of a special and a general interpretation, but in
all these cases the two meanings lay in the same
line, so that the more general included the special.
This explains the conduct of the officers,
*nd their expression, in ver. 46.
I go onto him that sent me.
According to
Paulas and Meyer this would be an addition of
John's because according to ver. 85 Jesus could
not have said definitely whither He was going.
Bat His first expression was made enigmatical
te the Jews by the second.
To go to God does
to

them

to die

;

still less,

said

;

" Seek, and ye

shall find,"

it is

a secular majesty, (8) in the spirit of legal religion, and (4) with earthly, political, revolutionary prospects.
And where I am. "To explain the present
elfil9 metaphysically, like Augustine:
Ncc dicitt
ubi ero, sed ubi sum; semper enim erat, quo fuerat
redilurus (ch. iii. 13),
there is no reason; like

—

—

vrr&ya, it is the present of vivid representation."

Tholuck. The thought that His heaven is not
merely local, but also inward, and that Ho therefore is always at His goal, is not entirely out of
sight, though undoubtedly His estate of glory is

—

mean

it is

implied that seeking without finding proves a vttium in the seeking; though wo cannot, with Maldonatus and others, consider tho seeking to bo
placed here merely for an aggravation of the not
finding, as if the Lord would say, by a Hebraism : Ye shall bo utterly unablo to find Mo, Ps.
x. 15; xxxvii. 10; Isai. xli. 12.
The mero inability to find itself points back to a kind of
seeking; and seeking is the emphatic thing in
oh. viii. 21; xiii. 83; but a false socking, in
which Israel has continued through all the centuries Bince.
Of the mass the word is spoken,
and to the mass Jesus speaks ; individuals, therefore, who turned, even though in a mass, to Jesus after tho destruction of Jerusalem, are exceptions, and do not here come into view.
That
mass of the Jews has incessantly sought its delivering Messiah, but (1) in another person, (2) in

—

not necessarily

whom in

My

chiefly in view.
* [Still others My bodily presence will bo withdrawn from
you ; I shall bo personally in a placo inaccessible to you. So
Alford.— P. S.J
:

|
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Ver. 35.

The Jews

themselves.

therefore said

among

—The mocking malice of their

re-

ply (in vain questioned by Meyer) rises in a cli1. Whither will He go,
max of three clauses
that wo might not follow Him? (into Paradise?)
2. Will He seek His fortune among the Jewish
dispersion among the Gentiles, with the less orthodox, less respectable and intelligent Jews?
8. Or will He even teach the Greeks (to whom,
indeed, judging from His conduct towards the
law and His liberal utterance, He seems rather
But what they say in
to belong than to us) ?
mockery, must fulfil itself in truth ; they prophesy like Caiaphas (ch. xi. 60, 51) and Pilate
:

(ch. xix. 19).

—Unto the dispersed among
—The di go no pa (dispersion, ab-

the Greeks.

pro concret.) rCtv 'EAA^vuv (genitive
of remoter relation), not the dispersed Gentiles
(Chrysostom), or Hellenists or Greek Jews (Sca-

stract,

liger), but,
1 Pet.

1),

i.

according to specific usage (Jas. i. 1
the Jews dispersed in the Gentile

world.
is this saying that he
Vcr. 86.
said ? Indicating that they cannot get away
from this saying. They seem to feel the dark,
fearful mystery in the words, but are. inclined to
persuade themselves that it is sheer nonsense.

What

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1.

See the preceding exegesis.

The

whispering concerning Jesus from fear of
a type of the whole spirit of hierarchy in the Church, and absolutism in the State,
with its tyranny over opinion and conscience, its
censorship, heresy-hunting, and inquisition;
and an example of the fact that under such systems the enemies of the truth always venture to
speak rather more boldly than its friends.
8. The appearance of Jesus at the first feast of
the Jews (the passover of 781) was a reformation
of it. His appearance at the second (Purim of
782) was a completing of iL His appearance at
the third (the feast of tabernacles of 782) was a
contrast or counterpart to it. (Even. His being sent
to the people and His going forth to the Father
soem to allude to the sending of Moses to their
fathers and the pilgrimage of those fathers
through the wilderness to Canaan, which they
were celebrating.) His appearance at the fourth
(feast of the dedication, 782) is the following up
of this contrast His appearance at the last passover (783) was the fulfilling of the typical feast
of the passover with the reality, the abolition of
it thereby.
4. The two reproaches which the Jews cast upon
the Lord, and His answers, in their permanent
import. The reproach of Rabbinism that He was
not regularly educated, and His answer that He
was not self-taught, but taught of God. The reproach of the court aristocracy that He was of
mean birth, and His appeal to the fact that His
2.

the

Jews

is

person and His mission are a mystery of heavenly descent; carrying with it the intimation
that, as the Messenger of God, He bears the dig-

God Himself.
The test of true

nity of

doctrine, of the true course
of study in order to come to the knowledge of
the truth, and of the true capacity to judge of
doctrine, vers. 16-18.
Tradition and originality.
5.

The tracing of the wisdom of Christ to the schools
of the Essones^or other educational institutions,
is also a soulless Rabbinism, which is perfectly
blinded to the original resources of His mind.
G. The public appearance of Christ and the tmveiling of the secret designs of His hierarchical adversaries before the people, a parallel to His turning to the people in Galilee (Matt. xv. 10), a permanent type and a spiritual rule, followed in appeals from the pope to a general council, from
the general council under trammels to the Christian people ; and yet especially different from all
democratic solicitation of the people. Christ treats
the laity as accomplices of the hierarchy.
The
mental indolence of the former supports the mental tyranny of the latter.
7. Heubner: "How is it possible that after so
strong and plain a declaration of Jesus, men
should continually persist in thrusting human
means of education upon Him, as Ammon, for
example, does (Fortbildung des Christ ent hums zur
Weltreligion, I. p. 220).
Comp. Store's explanation in Piatt's Magazin, I. p. 107 sqq. ; IV. p.
220; Susskind: In welehem Sinn hat Jesus die
Qottlichkeit seiner Lehre behauptet f p. 25-47 ; Weber's Programme: Interpretatio judicii, quod Jesus Joh. vii. 14-18 de sua ipsius doclrina tulisse legitur, Wittenb., 1797."
8. Circumcision as healing ; or, the symbolical
ordinances in Israel founded on real conditions
of life at the time. Gradation of ordinances.
Jewish fundamental articles. A hint of the eternal fundamental laws of religious and moral life.
9. Earthly historical descent and heavenly, personal originality. Contrast of a polite world lost
in symbolical mummery, usage, conventional',

life

titles, and privileges, and a real, personal
coming from God and* standing in God's word

and

Spirit, vers. 27, 29.

ism,

10.

sus,

The Jews of Jerusalem sought to take Jeand ultra- imperial

—the ultra-hierarchical

party, which always in its fanatical zeal outdoes
the hierarchical and absolutist government.
11. The various Christological systems of the
Jews in this chapter (vers. 15, 27, 42), a type of
the deep and confused divisions of opinion under
an apparently uniting constitution.
12. The officers and their arrest by the word
of Jesus, a single point in the line of Christ's
ethico-psychologioal miracles. See Jno. ii. Discussion of the miracles.
13. The expression of Christ concerning His
going to Him that sent Him, the first gleam of
the Christian doctrine of heaven.
14. Ye will seek Me and will not find Me.
great prophecy of Christ respecting the tragic
retribution of the Jewish people.
Seek and not
find.
To seek salvation and not find it, is the lot
of a world lost in vanity ; to seek and not find
the Messiah, the lot of wretched Israel sunk in
the vanity of the letter and of cbiliastio worldliness.
An ultimate rectification of the false seeking into the true seeking and finding, is not forbidden. See Bom. chs. ix. and xi.

A

HOMILETICALAND PRACTICAL.
See the previous heads.

Even in the Lord's wise distinction between
His brethren's legal observance of the feast and
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His own voluntary appearance at the feast (as
the personal truth of the feast), no guile is found
The wonderful wisin His mouth, 1 Pet. ii. 22.
dom with which Christ prolonged His life more
than a year (from the feast of Purim in ch. v.)
after it bad fallen under the deadly hostility of
The ferment of popular opinion conthe Jews.
cerning the Lord in Jerusalem, a token of the
approaching separation between His friends and
Fear of the Jews, or of the despotism
enemies.
of the letter an ancient and modern hindrance
The gospel's victorious
to faith and knowledge.
piercing of the old Jewish hierarchy, a presage
of its ever fresh piercing of all hierarchical inThe fear of man in the adherents
crustations.
of Jesus, over against the fearlessness in HimThe example of Jesus in relying on the
self.
utmost publicity against the secret plottings of
a wicked party spirit. In the midst of the feast,
in the midst of the temple, the Lord appears
appears yet for a long while, though both seem
already fallen into the possession of His enemies.
The lion-like spirit of the Lord, in which He
seeks His lion enemy in His den : 1. Proved (a)
by this incident ; (6) by His previous going into
the wilderness ; (c) by His subsequent surrender
2. Again
to the judgment of the high council.
proved in the life of His apostles and in the
course of the Church (the apostles in Jerusalem,
Peter in Babylon, Paul in Rome, missions to the
heathen]. The wisdom of the Lord in bringing
before tne people the secret design of the Jewish
court to kill Him. The offence of Jewish pride
at the Lord's call to teach : 1. The phases of it
(a) Rabbinical offence at His want of a Rabbinical education ; (6) Offence of metropolitan people at His obscure birth. 2. Its self-contradiction
in its expression: (a) He knows letters; (6) He
speaks boldly, though they seek to kill Him.
3. Christ's declaration in the face of it ; (a) As
to His school and His doctrine ; (b) As to His
The alliance of ecclesiastical and secuorigin.
lar party spirit against the Lord.* The fanaticism of the hierarchical party, always in excess of the fanaticism of the hierarchical authoThe words of Jesus concerning the
rities.
heavenly tradition of His doctrine. 1. It is not
a word of man (of human invention), but a message of Ood, of eternal and heavenly origin.
2. it attests itself by the fact that whosoever desires to do the will of Ood must find in this doctrine the goal of his effort. 8. It attests the
Lord who teaches it, by its looking solely to the
glorifying of God, and thereby proving the freedom of Jesus from human ambition and human
self-deception.
If any man will do Bis will, etc.;
or : Christ the goal of all really sincere, devout
Sincerity of will, the first and last
striving.
condition of true knowledge.—The mark of a
genuine witness of God, ver. 18. The true
purity of doetrine dependent on the purity of
the mind'in its endeavors ; or, the word of truth
dependent on the truth of the word.
Why go ye
about to kill Met So Christ ever turns His defence into attack. How He unveils to the people
the fearful thought of murder against the Messiah, which is germinating in them while yet
they themselves think not of it. "Thou hast a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A
•J
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P.8.J

—

—

recent example: Napoleon III. and Pope Pius
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devil (demon) ;" so unbelief has at all times represented the Lord's stern, cutting insight into
human corruption as a morbid, melancholy conceit of His own mind.
They charge Him now
with bright heedlessness, now with gloomy, de-

—

moniacal despondency or madness, because they
understand not His holy mind. Jesus often
taken for crazy. How far are the words of
Jesus in ver. 21 an answer to the charge in vcr.
20 ? They had taken offence at His work that
is the beginning of the hatred of Christ, which
afterwards developed into the murder of Christ.
Christ's vindication of His healing on the
Sabbath by appeal to the circumcision which
was lawful on the Sabbath. They .condemned
themselves in their judgment of Jesus : 1. They
vexed themselves over one work of the Lord on
the Sabbath, while in circumcision they continually performed works on the Sabbath.
2. They
broke the Sabbath for the sake of a slight necessity, while they charged the Lord's healing
of a whole sufferer as a transgression.— Law
contends with law, knowledge with knowledge,
letter with letter, when they are not interpreted

—

—

;

—

—

—

and reconciled by the Spirit. Christ, like Paul,
overpowered the Jews with their own weapons,

—

with their own art of Rabbinical logic.
Why
Jesus did not openly reveal to the people who
were troubled over His descent, the mystery of
His miraculous human birth and His eternal
divine nature.
How He represents the law of
circumcision as a law of healing.
How He discloses as the kernel of it, a law of love, of
mercy, of liberty. "Judge not according to
appearance ;" or, judging according to the letter
a judging according to exterior looks. The
proud contempt with which the people of quality
in Jerusalem express themselves respecting the
Lotd, in its spiritual imbecility : (1) More fanatical than the Jewish authorities ; (2) more ignorant in regard to Christ's descent than the people;
(3) wholly incapable of appreciating nis spiritual greatness.
The mocking wit of the polite
adversaries of the Lord in union with gross
ignoranoe. The testimony of Christ concerning
His heavenly origin hardens the proud. The
divine origin of the doctrine of Christ in its
connection with the divine origin of His being.
How imagined greatness is embittered and enraged before tho evidences of true greatness.
They sought to take Him: but no man, etc.—Impotence of the adversary against the Lord : 1.
His impotence in the most diverse designs (they
sought to take Him themselves, they sought to
take Him through instruments). 2. Its impotence in the presenoe of true power : (a) of the
faithful adherents of Christ; (6) of the Lord
Himself; (c) of the overruling of God (His hour,
not yet come). 8. His impotence fully displayed
just when His hour is come, when it seems almighty. With the enmity of unbelief ripens
The first
also the heroism of faith, vers. 80, 81.
decided attempt of the Jewish rulers upon the
life of the Lord, brought on by the whispering
This first
of the people that He was the Christ.
attempt at the feast of tabernacles in the autumn
related to the last attempt at the passover of the
next year. The exalted words of Christ to the
people, addressed to the servants of the chief
priests in particular, vers. 83-3(5: 1. An expres-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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sion of His security in the full presentiment of
His insecurity. 2. The language of simplicity,
and yet of double meaning. 3. To the Jews an
occasion of mockery, and yet at the same time

a momentous

riddle.

Yet a Utile while am I with you (ver. 33) : the
groat importance of the little while : 1. The period
of grace. 2. Tne year of grace. 3. The day
4. The hour of grace.—The death
of grace.
of the Lord and of His people, a voluntary going
home.— Killed at last, and yet even thereby escapod from His murderers. How the Jews cannot
get away from tire word of Jesus : " Ye shall seek

—

—

Me," etc. The divergent paths which separate
the Lord from His despisers: 1. The path upward. 2. The path downward. Christ perfectly
inaccessible to His adversaries 1. They seek Him
and do not find Him. 2. They find Him, and
bind Him, and have Him not. 3. They nail Him
up, and bury Him, and seal the stone, and keep
Him not. Acts zxvi. 7. The tragical hope of

—

:

—

Israel for the Messiah: 1. How noble in its truth.
2. How vain in its perversion.
3. How prophetic
in spite of its delusion.
:
God knows the true and better time
appear and help. That neither He nor His
apostles were instructed by men, shows the
heavenly origin of His doctrine.—Cram be: In
Clfrist are hidden all treasures of wisdom; but
we must go the ordinary way, go to school,
study, ask, etc., that we also may be wise.
Hit
that tent me: 1. Because it [His doctrine] contains the whole counsel and pleasure of the Father, Jno. vi. 89, 40.
2. Because it was in substance one with Moses and the prophets, through
whom the Father had spoken, Heb. i. 1. 8.
Because Christ was filled with the Spirit of the
Father, oh. xvii. 8. 4, Because His doctrine

Staekb

to

— —— —

:

—

aimed at the glory of the Father. Zbisius : Hhe
test of orthodox and righteous teachers : 1. Their
being able to say with Christ in some measure
and truth : My doctrine is not mine, but, etc.;
taking their doctrine not from their own reason,
but from the holy, revealed word of God. 2.
Their seeking therein not their own glory, but
the glory of God and of Christ, and directing
everything towards this purpose of glorifying
the name of God. Hearers also are bound on
their part to obey them, on peril of their salvation.
If any man will, etc. As much as to say
I appeal to the experience of all the devout.
Majus : He who uses not the word of God with
the true purpose of learning and doing it, will
not be suro of its divinity. In divine and spiritual things we must believe no one absolutely
(blindly), but try every one's doctrine, whether
it be of God, or whether tho man speak of himself.
Hedinqbe: Many are ever learning, and
yet cannot come to the knowledge of the truth.
Why? They hear much, and do it not.—Quesnbl : A preacher must seek not his own glory,
but only God's. Majus : He whose words and
works aim only to honor God, is faithful and
true, and worthy to be believed.
It is good to
remind people of their evil deeds, and oonvince
them of them: perchanoe some will lay it to
heart and be converted, Mark ii. 27. Nova
Bibl. Tub.: .It is a sure mark of envy and malice,
when a man censures in others, and condemns
others for, what he does himself. Ibid.: Whence

—

—

come so many uncharitable,

false

judgments of

our neighbor's conduct ? From our not seeing
to the bottom of the heart, etc.
Zbisius : How
can preconceived opinions but blind us, and prevent our true understanding of the Scriptures ?
To the pretentious and fine-talking, who boast
so much of their knowledge, we must show thai
they lack the best.— Ibid.: Satan with bis tools
cannot hurt a hair, without the will of God.
Quesnbl: Simplicity and humility open the
heart to divine truth, but pride and boastfulness
close it.
When Christians are persecuted, openhearted confessors are commonly very few ; men
keep themselves so concealed, that the confession
of Christ is rather a murmuring than a true

—

—

—

—

confessing.
Shame, that in spiritual things
carnal means are thought of, and the power of
the Spirit is opposed by the arm of secular authority.
Hbdinqee : The season of grace lasts
not forever: follow its drawing!—Caksteim:
It is but a little while that the pious are in the
world ; afterwards they will be forever separated
from it by death. Therefore they can for tho
little time bear a little from the wicked world.
Quesnbl: The death of believers is a return to
their Father.
Majus : In heaven there is peace
for all trouble and rest from all labor.
What
the world says in mockery will often prove true
its
to
hurt.
Von Gbelaoh: A sublime disposition would
enable them to know divine things.
This is
still the proper way to attain to the knowledge
of the divine origin and matter of Christianity
to follow with the heart all traces of the divine,
and thus with honest purpose to endeavor to do
what God requires. Jesus implicated the whole
people, because He made all responsible for these
purposes and acts of the rulers ; without the
consent of the people, the rulers, even afterwards, could not have put Jesus to death. Penetrate to the spirit of my words, and contradictions resolve themselves
Lisco : Obedience to Jesus leads to experience
of the divine virtues of His doctrine and His
gospel (Rom. i.
of which there are three,
16J,
corresponding to the three principal faculties of
the human spirit: power to enlighten (mind), to
sanctify (will), to bless (heart). (From Pascal).
Human things we must know in order to love
(only conditionally true), divine we must lovo
in order to know.
The Jews know indeed the
true God, but they knew Him not as the true and
real (they knew Him not truly in His true nature]).
The lost opportunity of graco cannot be
regained.
Br acne : Therefore not the doing of
the will of God, but even before that, the will to
do the will of God, enables one to experience the
truth of Christ's assertion that His doctrine is
of God. If thou only hast the will, art decided
in thy wish, to do the will of God as thou know*
est it from conscience, nature, education. Scripture,
this leaning of will and heart to the will
of God gives (as a condition) the knowledge of
the truth. Ambition makes a man dull and unsusceptible to knowledge.
Gossner: Where it He t might one often ask
in bustling church-solemnities, or in learned,
flowery sermons. Where is He, the chief person ? There wat much murmuring among the people
concerning Him.
So Christ and His truth must

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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opinions.

This

is

—How men must avoid speaking

;

VII. 87-44.

bo

evil

of any other, but speak as much evil as possible
of Jesus. Christ comes forth at the right moment. The world calls it learning and education, only when one has passed through many
classes in a school ; of another way of learning
The doctrine of Jesus puts
it knows nothing.
us already in heaven, and thereby evinces clearly

255

Deut xviii. 15. Thou hast a devil. How those
who now so impudently clear themselves, soon

after convict themselves of falsehood; for the
people loudly demanded His death. Wickedness,
enmity, always judges according to appearances.
Kightoous judgment is only with the friends of
God. All religion is indifferentism, when men
govern themselves in it by the authority of rulers
this is contrary to the principle of Protestantism.
But I know Him. The heart of the believer is
and visibly enough its divine origin. Those who
must uphold the letter of the law, and form, and an inaccessible sanctuary, from which the world
would banish the Spirit from it, most sadly break cannot tear out the consciousness of salvation.
Schlbiermachee: Having never learned. Litethe law and the form.
IIf.ubnkr: Humanly speaking, Jesus was an rally taken, this is certainly false ; for from the
uneducated man, but He towers infinitely above beginning of our Lord's life the history informs
all the educated.
If any man will, etc. Without us that He increased in wisdom, which means
They think there were at that
religious need, without longing for "God and sal- that He learned.
vation, no conviction of the truth of Christianity, time particular institutions, etc. In such a school
no faith in Christ, is possible. To the conscience the Lord had not learned. We also can make a
And it follows which distinction between what is brought into our
all proofs must appeal.
few think of that this declaration of Jesus con- souls, by others and developed from their own
tains rebuke and condemnation of the strongest power, and what in them is the gift of the Spirit
kind : He who cannot be convinced of the divi- of God. Unless man hears the voice of the
nity of the doctrine of Jesus, etc., has no earn- divine will, he cannot know whether the doctrine
The propo- of Christ is of God or not. There is no more
estness in regard to his salvation.
sition of Christ is universal; here the univereio dangerous enemy of the true welfare of man, of
Ambition is a betrayer of a call- the pure salvation which we have in Christ, than
logiea holds.
ing not divine, of a self-commissioned prophet, spiritual pride.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CHRIST AS TUB DISPENSES 07 THE SPIRIT, THE HEAL 8IL0AM WITH ITS WATER OF LIFE.
CBEASINO FERMENT IN THE PEOPLE.

(&)
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Ch. VII. 87-44.

37
[Now]1 In the last day, that [the] great day of the feast, Je3us stood and cried,
33 saying, If any man [any one] thir3t, let him come unto me, and drink. He that
believeth on [in] me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his belly [body] 2 shall flow
39 rivers of living water. (But this spake he of the Spirit, which they that believe8
on [in] him should [were about to] receive, for the Holy Gho3t [the Spirit] was
40 not yet given, [omit given] because that [omit that] Jesus was not yet glorified.)
Many 6 [some] of the people [multitude] therefore, when they heard this saying
41 [these words],6 said, Of a truth this is the Prophet [This is truly the Prophet]
42 Others said, This is the Christ. But [omit But] some [Others] 1 said, Shall Christ
come out of Galilee [Doth the Christ then come from Galilee] ? Hath not the
Scripture said, That [the] Christ cometh of [from] the seed of David, and out of
the town of Bethlehem [from Bethlehem, the town] 8 where David was?
43
So there was a division among the people [the multitude] because of him. And
44 some of them would have taken him [wished to seize him] ; but no man [one]
4,

laid

hands on him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

M

Ver. 37.—[The
after iv Is not without force, and should not have boon omitted In the B. V.—P. 8.]
Ver. 38.—{« rfc k o t A i a ? avrov. A I ford and Conant retain the strong term of the A. V. Noyes translates : /rons
wflWa kim ; Luthor and Lange : body. KoiAt'a properly means belly, abdomen, bowels, stomach, as the receptacle of food,
but tropically also, in Hellenistic usage, the inward parts, the inner man, the heart (/capita ; comp. tho Lat. viscera), and so
ttis taken here by Chrysostom and others.
The LXX. often interchange xoiAt'a and Kap&Ca. See the Bxbo.—P. S.]
* Ver. 39.— Lachmann [Alford] reads mtrrcveavrtt [those who believed] instead of irurrcvorrtt, on tho authority of B. L.
T. rX. D. rel. Tischend.: TurrevovT*?.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 39.— A^toy [Holy before Spirit] is omitted by Lachmann and Teschendorf, after the Vulgate, Itala, most versions
K. T. As B. D. and other* hate the word, we may suppose tho omission of ayior to hare been occasioned by doctrinal con1

^*

.
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siderations, which, howerer, have rather made the passage more difflcnlt than easier. AeSop/pov [given] which Lachroann,
after Cod. 13., retains, standa Ipso firm. [Both ayioy and fado/tiror are wanting in Cod. Sin. which simply read* ovvw >ao
ty vvtu^a, (without tho article). So Tischendorf in the 8th ed. Alford omits GtSofUvoy and retains ayier, bat pats it in
brackets. Waste ott and Qort put [ayioi'J ficfa/iipo? on the margin. P. S.J
• Ver. 40.
'Ex tow oxAov o5r axovtrarrcc. The s-eAAol [text. rec.J or
[explanatory] are dropped, according to
D. D. L. T. Ac.
• Ver. 40.—?5>v \6ytav, Lachmann, Tischendorf, according to [«] B. D. E. Q. Ac.
[Cod. SiiL, Tischend., AIL: r»r Aoyvr
P. 8.
rovTwv, Lat. hot frmatvts, verba t7to, Asw verba. Tho text. rec. reads rbv \6yov
7 Ver. 41.— Instead of aAAot M, Lachmann has oi 6i t after B. L^ etc.
[Tischend. after Cod. Bin.: oAAot aAAoc without
oe.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 42.— [This Is the position of the Greek, dro BjjGA.
«£/iip o*ov.—P. S.]

—

—

nvh

—

—

i%

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
"As the
37. In the last day .—Meyer

:
Ver.
eighth day (the 22d Tisri according to Ley. xxiii.
34; Numb. xxix. 35; Neh. viii. 18) was reckoned in with the seven days of the feast proper,

and

as, Succah, foL 48, 1, the last

day (}VinX) of

the eighth, John certainly meant this
day and not the seventh (Theoph., Buxtorf, Dengel, Roland, Paulus, Amnion); especially as it was
customary at a later period to speak of an eight
days' celebration of the feast of tabernacles (2
Mace. x. 6 ; Joseph. Ant. III. 10, 4; Gem. Eruvin.
To this corres40, 2; Midr. Kohel. 118, 8).
ponds, too, the translation et-ddtov (finale of tho
feast), by which the Septuagint expresses the
designation of the eighth day, IVYS£ [solemn

the feast

is

assembly] in Lev. xxiii. 86; Num.* xxix. 85;
Nch. viii. 18.
Comp. Ewald, Alterth'dmer, p.
481." Tholuck: "A general jubilee (Plutarch
calls it a Bacchanal) and splendid ceremonies of
many kinds took place at this feast, so that the
Rabbis were accustomed to say: He who has
not seen these festivities, knows not what jubilee
See II. Majus: Diss, dehaustu aquarum."
is.
[Alford takes the same view as to the day, and
then tries to solve the difficulty which attaches
" The eighth day seems here to be meant,
to it.
and the last of the feast to be popularly used.

But a difficulty attends this view. Our Lord
certainly seems to allude here to the custom
which prevailed daring the seven days of the
feast, of a priest bringing water in a golden
vessel from the pool of Siloam with a jubilant
procession to the temple, standing on the altar
and pouring it out there, together with wine,
while meantime the Hallel (Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.i
was sung. This practice was by some supposed
as the dwelling in tabernacles represented
their life in tho desert of old to refer to the
striking of the rock by Moses: by others, to
the rain, for which they then prayed, for the
seed of the ensuing year :—by the elder Rabbis
(Maimonides, cited by Stier, iv. 831, ed. 2), to
Is a. xii. 3, and the effusion of the Holy Spirit
in the days of the Messiah. But it was universally agreed (with the single exception of tho
testimony of R. Juda Hakkndosh, quoted in the
tract Succa, which itself distinctly asserts the
contrary), that on the eighth day this ceremony
did not take place. Now, out of this difficulty I
would extract what I believe to be the right interpretation.
It was the eighth day, and the
pouring of water did not take place. But is
therefore (as LUcke will have it) all allusion to
the ceremony excluded? I think not: nay, I
believe it is the more natural.
For seven days
the ceremony had been performed, and the Hallel sung.
On tho eighth day the Hallel was

—

—
—

sung, but the outpouring of the water did not
take place: ' desideraverunt a liquid.' * Then Jesus
stood and cried,' etc.
Was not this the most natural time?
Was it not probable that He would
have said it at a time, rather even than while
the ceremony itself was going on?" This accords with tire view taken by Lange (see below
and Doctr, and Ethical No. 1), but Wordsworth, Owen and others defend the usual opinion
that on the eighth day as well as on those preceding, and with louder and more general expressions of joy, the priest brought forth, in a
golden vessel, water from the spring of Siloam,
and poured it upon tho altar, and that Jesus at
that very time proffered the water of life to all
who would come unto Him and drink. P. S.]
The last day of the feast of tabernacles was an
especially high day, being the close of the feast
(as well as of the festal season of the year), and
being a Sabbath, a day on which the congregation assembled according to the law (Lev. xxiii.
86), and which was therefore distinguished by a
special sacrificial ritual.
But one thing the day
lacked, which distinguished the other days. Oa
each of the seven preoeding days, in the morning, occurred tho festal water-drawing. A priest
drew waterdaily with a large golden pitcher (holding about two pints and a half ) from the spring of
Siloam on the temple hill, brought it into the
temple, and poured it out mingled with sacrificial wine, into two perforated dishes at the altar.
The ceremony was accompanied with the sound
of cymbals and trumpets, and the singing of the
words of Isa. xii. 8, which Rabbi Jonathan paraphrased: "With joy shall ye receive* the new
doctrine from the chosen righteous." This was
the celebration of the miraculous springs which
God opened for the people on their pilgrimage
through the wilderness. But because the eighth
day marked the entrance into Canaan, the waterdrawing ceased. On this day the springs of the
promised land gave their waters to the people;
an emblem of the streams of spiritual blessing
whioh Jehovah had promised to His people. To
this symbolical performance the words of Jesus
on the last day of the feast evidently refer (Ltben Jcsu, III. p. 619).
It is of no account that,
according to Rabbi Juda, the pouring out of the
water took place on the eighth day also. This
was probably a later supplement, if the statement is not an error.
The great day [ry fuy&Xy].—That is, especially great in comparison with the other days.*
See the preceding remarks. Philo also [De Septenaris II. 298] observes that it was the close of
tho yearly feasts ; t. t. of the three great feasts,
not of all.
Cried, saying. Jesus had not hitherto so-

—

—

• [Meyer: The pevaAoVi)? of tho eighth dsy consisted just
in this, that it brought the great feast to a solemn close.]
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CHAP. Vn.
openly presented Himself as the personal objeet
of a saying faith.
If any one thirst [i. e. whosoever thirsts]
See the
let him come to me and drink.
observations on ver. 87. The reference of this
preaching of salvation under the promise of a
miraculous draught and fountain of water to the
water-drawing is groundlessly considered by
Meyer to be dubious. It agrees entirely with
the character of the fourth Gospel, in which
Jesus presents Himself in the most varied ways
as the fulfilment of the Old Testament symbols.
The spiritual import of the water-drawing appears in Isa. xiL 3 [" with joy shall ye draw
water out of the wells of salvation "\ This
water-drawing must be distinguished from the
devotional water-drawing on days of humiliation
and fasting, 1 Sam. vii. 6.
[The invitation first given to the Samaritan
woman at Jacob's well, is here extended to all the
people on the great feast in Jerusalem. The
N. T. closes with a similar offer of the water of
life (Rev. xxii. 17).
There is an inner thirst as
there is an inner man, and the former is deeper
and stronger than the thirst of the body, and
can only be satisfied from the fountain of life in
" Under the imagery of one thirsting
Christ.
for water, which everywhere, and especially in
countries like Palestine where the want of water
i3 so frequently experienced, would be well understood, our Lord proffers to all such persons

—

that which will forever satisfy the longings -of
the soul and give it permanent rest." Owen.
"An allusion to the water drawn in a golden
vase from the pool of Siloam and poured on the

in the temple ... as a memorial of the
water from the rock smitten in the wilderness,
and typical of the living water of the Spirit from
the true Rook (1 Cor. x. 4)." Wordsworth.—P. S.]

altar

Yer. 88.

He

that believeth* in me,

etc.

—Explaining the expression: "Come unto mo"
and drink." —As the scripture hath said.
These words are not to bo connected with 6 maas if the meaning were: "He who according to the scripture believeth in Mo " (Chrysostom, Calovius, and others).
An ion may bo

rtixjv,

Meyer: «0 mortbuv is nominal,
The question then is, what words of
Scripture the Lord means.
The expression
[which follows: "out of his body shall flow

m

267

87-44.

liever being considered as a living temple.*
undoubtedly Christ at least would as surely

And
have

Himself considered the true templc-(ountain, as
in ch. ii. presented Himself as the true temple.
The notions of the temple (ch. ii.) and the
fountain (ch. iv.) here run together. The question is whether the believer also will himself bo
a temple-spring. See the next paragraph.
Out of his belly (body). 'E/c rfjg KoOAac
avrov.
That KoOda ([03) may denote in Hebrew

He

—

usage the inward part, the hoart, is proved by
Prov. xx. 27, and similar passages {see Brotschneider's Lexicon); hence Chrysostom [his
successors] and others have taken Koikia as equivalent to Kapdia.
[Augustine: the inner man,
the heart's conscience.
The only quesP. S.]
tion is, why the Lord chose the strong term.
Meyer [p. 312] thinks it should be strictly un-

—

derstood of the abdomen [Bauchh'ohU, as the
receptacle of water taken into a man], and

then this should bo taken figuratively.
His
body shall give forth living water as a stream of
a fountain (through the mouth!); without the
figure, the divine grace and truth which the believer has taken from the fulness of Christ into
his inner life, remains not shut up within himself, but imparts itself in overflowing abundance
others.
This rendering accounts for the
striking expression Kouia no better than that of
Chrysostom. KoiXia, in the wider sense denotes
any belly-like cavity [the belly of the sea, of a
mountain, of a large vessel, etc."]. If we keep in
view the symbolical reference to tho "waterfeast," we may refer tho expression to the belly
of the temple hill (Gieseler [in the Studien und
Kritiketiy 1829, p. 138 f.]; see Liicke, II. p. 229),
and also to the body of the great golden pitcher
with which the priest drew the water (Bengel).
We have previously (Leben Jesu, II., p. 94&)
given the former interpretation.-)- But as Christ
Himself is the parallel of the temple hill with
the spring of Siloam, So tho believing Christian
is well represented by the golden pitcher with
which the priest drew the water; at least this
enters into the choice of the expression. J Tho
to

understood.
absol.

rivers of living water "] does not occur literally
in the Old Testament ; so that Whiston and others

took up the idea that it was from some canonical
or apocryphal sources now lost. Against this
are (1) the usage of the New Testament, (2) the
general reference to " the scripture," which, as
such, seems to be intended to point rather to a
promise running through the Old Testament than
to any particular passage (see Isa. xliv. 3; lv. 1
especially lviii. 11 ; Ezek. xlvit 1 ff.; Joel ii. 23;
Zeeh. xiii. 1 ; xiv. 8).
Olshausen fixes particularly on those passages which promise a flowing
forth of living water from the temple, the be-

*p O WTttmp

is an emphatic absolute nominative. The
U not expressed, but implied In the words wrafuU
pevs-owr. Such irregularity is not unfrequent In the
best Greek classics. It is intended to give greater promii to the nonn, hence to the necessity of faith.
Similar
xe John vi. 88 (*£>); xvli. 2; Acts vii. 40; Apoc
a. 38 (© rc*«K—&i<r» ain$) ; iii. 12, 21 ; comp. Bnttmaun,
_

predicate
•

-.

JfaUatminUL Qrummittk,

p. 325.—P. S.]

• [The most remarkable and appropriate of these passages
are Ezek. xl vii. 1-12, where rivers are prophetically described
as issuing from under the threshold of the temple eastward
(ver. 1), and making alive and healing all that is touched by
them (ver. 9) ; Zech. xiv. 8: "And it shall bo in that (lav, that
liviug waters shall go out from Jerusalem" (<£«Aev<rcrat
vowp g&r i$ 'I«pov<raAij/i) ; and Isa. lviii. 11, where Jehovah
promises tho thirsty to satisfy his soul in drought and to
make him •• like a watered garden, and like a spring of water,,
whose waters fail not." To these prophetic words tho quotation applies in a free and comprehensive way, and tho characteristic
rfc KotAtac avrov is an interpretation in application to the individual believer. Compare hero also the remarks on p. 182 in regard to the fact made almost certain by
recent researches that thoro was a living spring beneath the
altar of the temple, from which all the fountains of Jerusalem were fed, the source of the " Brook that flowed hard by
the "perennial river tho streams
the oracles of God,"
whereof shall make glad the city of God " ( Ps. xlvi. 4).— P. S.]
-

U

—

f [8o also Olshausen The believer is hero represented as
a living temple. Alford : The temple was symbolic of tho
Body of the Lord (see ch. ii. 21) ; and the Spirit which dwells
in and flows forth from Ills people also, wbosare mado like
unto Him, Gal. iv. 6; Rom. viii. 9 ; 1 Cor. iii. G.—P. S.]
% [This interpretation seems rather far-fetched. The cavity
of a small vessel is hardly designated by belly. Besides the
Christian is not only an instrument, but a living member, of
Christ, and Christ Himself is In bins. Godet's reference to
the rock in the wilderness, which Moaos smoto, so tliat in r.
KoiAias avrov corresponds to UOOi Ex. xvii. 6, is still mere
artificiaL—P. &]
:
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The whole Christian is a vessel
emptied of Yanity, filled with the
Spirit.
Of. course the pitcher of itself yields no
stream of living water; but this is just the
miracle of the true life, that, being drunk (ch.
iv. 10) or drawn in faith (as in our passage), it
becomes a (lowing fountain of living water. To
meaning

;

is:

of grace

refer thee/cr/yc koiMo? avrov to Christ (Hahn:
T/ieologie des Neuen Testaments, I. p. 229 [and
Gess: Person Christi, p. 1061), jars with the
The living water is
context, especially vcr. 39.

explained below.

[Shall flow rivers of living water.
Uora/ioi is put first in the original to emphasize

the abundance. Chrysostom comments on the
"Rivers, not river, to show the copious
and overflowing power of grace: and living
water, i. e. always moving ; for when the grace
of the Spirit has entered into and settled in the
mind, it flows freer than any fountain, and
The
neither fails, nor empties, nor stagnates.
wisdom of Stephen, the tongue of Peter, the
strength of Paul, aro evidences of this. Nothing
plural:

hindered them; but, like impetuous torrents,
they wont on, carrying everything along with

them."—P.

S.]

Bat this spoke he of the Spirit
which they that believe in him were
Vcr. 89.

about to roceive.

—

[An explanatory remark

of the Evangelist similar to the one in

ii.

21.

Important for apostolic exegesis. Otherwise the
Evangelists never insert their own views or feelings to interrupt the flow of the objectivo narraP. S.].
Action which speaks best for itself.
cording to Lightfoot the Rabbins also considered
the water-pouring or libation of the feast of
tabernacles as the outpouring of the divine
[Comp. the proSpirit (haustio Spiritus Sancti).
phetic predictions of the Messianic outpouring
of the Spirit, J.oel iii. 1 Isa. xxrii. 15; xliv. 3
Ezek. xxxvi. 25; xxxix. 29].
According to Liicke (II. p. 230) the "living
water " is intended to mean as much as " eternal
life " [iv. 10, 14], but not the Holy Spirit ; and
John's exposition may be indeed " epexegetieaUy
correct, but is not exegetically accurate."* His
arguments are: (l)"Tho outflowing, jtsiaovacv
But the reen, is not a receiving (Aa///?dv«v)."
ceiving is everywhere identical with faith, and
the Spirit, which the believers received, also in
fact flowed forth.
(2) " The fcbaovaiv cannot be
an absolute future, excluding the present." But
neither has the gospel history made the outpouring of the Holy Ghost so for before this, in
fact, a certain miraculous power already flowed
forth from the apostles [comp. also xx. 22].
(3)
<< Olshausen, it is true, observes that even in the
Now Testament the Spirit is conceived under
tho figure of water, as the description of the

—

—

;

;

Spirit as 'poured out,' Acts x. 45, Tit. iii. 6,
clearly shows.
But how comes it, that the corresponding emblem of water is never expressly
used in the New Testament for the Holy Ghost
We have vfiup rfjg Cu/ft, but never idup rov irvtitThis is accounted for by the fact that
fiarof."
the symbol arose from the contrast, so vivid to
Palestinians, between the stagnant water of cisterns and the living water of springs.
The
legal system gave a certain measure of life, like
cistern water, which did not propagate itself,
and easily corrupted. The gospel dispensation
of faith gave the water of life, which like a
fountain replenished itself, increased, and was
always fresh. And this was the Spirit. Lucie
says: "The essential affinity of the expressions
Here*
far) aifavtos and trvzvpa is undeniable."
however, is more than affinity ; the two expressions denote the same life of the Spirit, only
under different aspects.
Meyer rightly adduces for the correctness of
the Evangelist's explanation the strength of the

term irorafwi (to which pcinjoxxji may be added).
But when he goes on to remark, that John does
not consider the Holy Ghost Himself to be meant
by the living water, but only says of the whole
declaration, that Jesus

meant

it

of the Holy

Ghost, leaving the Christian mind te eoneeive
the Spirit as the Agens, as the impelling power
of the stream of living water,
he runs substan-

—

tially into Liicke's interpretation.

Wo have only to distinguish between the Spirit
of tho life, as the cause, and the life of the Spirit,
as the effect; carefully remembering that the
cause and the effect are here not physically
separate, but penetrate each other. Assuredly
the words of Jesus speak directly of the operaThe Spirit is a selftion of the Holy Ghost.
supplying spring.
On tho doctrine of the Spirit of God in the
Old Testament and of the Holy Ghost in the
New, comp. the biblical and dogmatic theologies;
Spirit is the uniting formative principle of .visible life.
So the air, the symbolical spirit, of the
And the Spirit of
earth ; so the spirit in man.
God is, in the first place, the uniting life and
formative principle of the creation (Geo. i. 2
Ps. xxxiii. 6) ; then, of the life of the creature,
and in particular of man (Gen. vi. 3 ; Ps. civ.
29, 30); then, of the theocracy (Num. xi. 25,
Subsequently the promise of a new kingetc.).
dom (see the Prophets). So in the New Testament, the one life and formative principle of the
life of Jesus, of the body of disciples, of the
New Testament Church, of the new world.
For the (Holy) Ghost waa not yet
[obirii yap %v vvevfia (ayiov).* For the

—

V

* [The
can, of course, not refer to tho essential or personal
and previous opcratum of the Spirit, who is coetornal with tho Father and the Son, who manifested Himself in
tho creation (Gen. i. 3 ; Ps. xxxiii. 0) and through the whole
O. T. economy, as the organizing, preserving, enlightening,
regenerating and sanctifying principle (Hen. vi. 3; Ex. xxxl
3 ; Pe. Ii.; civ., etc.), who inspired Moses and the prophets
(Num. xi. 25; 1 Sam. x. 19, 26; Isa, lxi. I ; 2 Pet. i. 21X *ho
overshadowed Mary at the conception of Christ (Matt i. »>;
Luko i. 35), who descended upon Ilim without measure at the
but tu the pracne*
baptism in Jordan (John i. 32, 33 ; iii.
and working of the Spirit as the Spirit of Christ with the
fulness of tho accomplished redemption in the Christian
Church, or to the dispensation of the Spirit, which, according to tho promise of Christ (John xiv.-xvL), commenced
after His resurrection and ascension, on the day of Pentecost.
existence

* fAlford justly remarks that It is lamentable to ice such
an abloand generally right-minded commentator as LUcke
carping at the interpretation of an apontle, especially John,
who of all men had the deepest insight into the wonderful
analogies of spiritual things.
The difficulties raised by
Liicke rest in his own misapprehension. John does not say
that the promise of our Lord was a prophecy of what happened on the day of Pentecost, but of the Spirit which the
believers were about to roceive. The water of lift after all
is the life of the Spirit, for the "Spirit is 'life" and " the
mind of the Spirit is life/' Rom. viii. 6, 10. The communication of eternal
Christ.—P. S.]

life

always implies the gift of the Spirit of

&U
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•OTAP. VII. 37-44.
reasons above given we keep the dytov. The
Spirit was already always present; the Spirit
of God had evidenced Himself even in the Old
testament ; but tne revelation of God as Holy
In the glorification
•Ghost was not yet given.
of Christ the Spirit of God first came to view as
the Holy in the specific New Testament sense.
The ?p> is therefore emphatic ; He was not yet
present and manifest npon earth to men. The
addition [dedo/iivov, given, in the E. V.] in cod.
B. (Lachmann) seems to be a gloss explanatory
of the difficult term. Christ was conceived, indeed, by the Holy Ghost, and anointed with
the fulness of the Spirit ; but this was as yet a
mystery to the world ; the Holy Ghost could not
oome into the world till after the ascension of
Hofmann (Schriflbewei* L,
Christ, John xvi. 7.
p. 196) : "The outpouring of the Spirit was the
demonstration of His super-mundane nature"
and of His intra-mundanc existence; the appropriation of His perfect form of life and vital
operation to the world (comp. Acts xix. 2).
" The Macedonians were unwarranted in applying this passage against the personality of the
Holy Ghost. * It is metanymia causa pro effcclu."
(Or also: metonymia exisUntim pro
Heubner.
rtvtlatione).

[Because Jesus was not yet

glorified
atoning death, resurrection
and ascension of Jesus to the right hand of God
the Father, from whence He promised to send
and did send the Spirit, as the Spirit of the gosIn promising this Spirit, Christ
pel redemption.
expressly said that He must withdraw His visible presence from the disciples and return to the
Father before the Comforter could come (xvi. 7).
The previous working of the Spirit under the
old dispensation was preparatory, prophetic,
fragmentary and transitory, like the manifestaOn
tions of the Logos before the Incarnation.
the day of Pentecost the Spirit took up His
abode in the Church and in individual believers,
as an immanent and permanent principle, as the
Spirit of the God-Man and Saviour, as the Spirit
of adoption, as the Spirit of truth and holiness,
who reveals and glorifies Christ in the hearts of
believers, as Christ revealed and glorified the
Father, and abides with them forever.—P. S.]
they heard the sayVers. 40, 41.
ings [instead of this saying].—The reading;
"heard the sayings" has the weight of authoriThe total impression of Christ's utterances
ties.
at the feast is therefore intended. The " heard"
is emphatic : those of the people who listened to
Him with earnestness (anoiaavrt^ tqv ?>6ycjv),
Of a truth this is the Prophet.—
said, eU.
Meyer groundlessly says, this means the prophet who was to precede the Messiah, not the
Messiah Himself ; and yet it means the person
That is, these
promised in Dcut xviii. 15.
people are all agreed that Jesus is the Prophet
in general. After this, however, they divide.
Some are decided, others are not. The axobcavThe former deT*f separate into aTJuot, aTJwi*
clare outright, that He is the Prophet of Deut.

(i6o£&G$j}).

—By the

When

—

The readings StSofiivw,

fooVr, «ir' avroi?, are all superfluous
glosses to guard against a misunderstanding. If anything is
to be supplied to fa it should rather be present (aderat), or
working (ivtfyovv), or in Vie believers (Iv wtorrevovcri) from
the preceding.—P. BJ

xviii.

15

250

He

;

is

the Messiah.

The

latter,

who

would admit Him to be the Prophet, the forerunner of the Messiah aocording to the Jewish
theology, have a difficulty the supposed Galilean

—

The birth of Christ in Bethlehem was unknown to them. John considers it
superfluous to show up their error, and hence
De Wette has gratuitously inferred that John
himself did not know that Christ was born in
Bethlehem.*
John well knew that the conorigin of Christ.

ditions of faith

had

to

lie

higher and deeper

than such a circumstance.

Minds which sincerely yield themselves to the impression of
Christ, could easily learn His origin, and so be
delivered from their error.
Ver. 42. Hath not the scripture.— Isa. xi.
1; Jer. xxiii. 5; Mic. v. 1.
David
was. 1 Sam. xvi.
Ver. 43.
there
a division.— This
division or violent split among, those who accorded recognition to the Lord in different degrees, must be distinguished from the division
between all those who were friendly to Him and
the enemies, of whom ver. 44 at once goes on to
speak, or the analogous divisions in ch. ix. 16
and x. 18. There were at first but a few among
the people, who made common cause with the
hostile Pharisees.
See below.
Ver. 44.
some of them.—-That is, not

—Where

—

was

So

And

of the two preceding classes, but of the people
who heard His words. As k£ clvt&v stands after
i&eXov, it is even a question whether the words
should not be k^iavribv: would have taken Him
of themselves, on their own responsibility. De
Wette thinks they might have wished to rally the
intimidated officers. But the probability is* that
the officers, as a secret police, as under-sheriffs,
had mingled with the people ; for no point is
mentioned, at which they showed themselves
openly ; and such an arrangement would correspond with the scrupulous caution of the Sanhedrists.
These hostile people, therefore, felt an
impulse to open the summary process of eealotism against Jesus. But no man laid hands
on him. They were still fettered by the counsel of God, on the one hand; the fear of the adherents of Jesus, on the other, an involuntary
awe. And that the servants of the Sanhedrin
did not venture to seize the Lord, we first learn
in the next section.

—

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
yields an incongruous conception, to suppose (with Tholuck and the older expositors,)
that Jesus stood and proclaimed aloud the words
of vers. 87 and 88, while the priest was carrying
that holy water through the fore-court, and the
people were giving themselves up entirely te
1. It

• [Alford "The mention of the question about Bethlehem
seems tome rather to corroborate eur belief that the Evangelist was well aware how the fact stood, than (Do Wette) to
Imply that ho was ignorant of it. That no more remarks
are appended, is natural. John had one great design in writing
his Gospel, and does not allow it to be interfered with by explanations of matters otherwise known. Besides . if John
knew nothing of the birth at Bethlehem, and yet the mother
of the Lord lived with him, the inference must be that she
knew nothing of it,— in other words, that it never happened."
Owen argues from this passage in favor of the importance of
the genealogical tables of Matthew and Luke to answer
Jewish objections like these against the acknowledgment of
Jesus as the Messiah.— P. Sj
:

.
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their jubilations over ibis symbol. Just then He
would have announced that in Him was offered
in reality what was there signified in symbol.
So public an assault upon the temple-worship,
as should assume even the appearance of a vehement rivalry, cannot be expected of the Lord.
On the contrary, the eighth day, with its lack of

the festal water-drawing, must have brought with
it to the attendant people a sense of want, to
which Jesus addressed His call with good effect.
At that moment, when the symbolical lights of a
legally inefficient religion were burning low and
going out, the evangelical substance of the symbols appears. The points which determine the
symbolical utterance of the Lord are these: (1)
The water-drawing was a symbol of spiritual
blessing.
The redeemed of Israel, on their sec-

Canaan, were to draw water on
joy out of the wells of salvation,
Is. xi. 12; xii. 3.
(2) Siloam was situated, indeed, on the temple-hill, but it rose not in the
temple itself, but outside of it, at the foot of the
holy mountain. So the true spirit of life was
lacking in the sacerdotal worship of the templo;
it appeared most in the prophetic office, symbolized by the fouritain of Siloam in Is. viii. 6. (3)
Hence the prophets foretold the future priesthood and worship of the Spirit under the figure
of a stream issuing from the temple, Ezek. xlvii.
Joel iii. 18. All Jerusalem was to become full
of fountains, Zech. xiv. 8 in fact the whole people was to be like a watered garden, and like a
spring of water, Is. lviii. 11. (4) The eighth
day of the feast of tabernacles, in its symbolical
place, denoted the time of this gushing life of
the Spirit; hence it was primarily a day of expectation, of longing, of prayer for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost (see Lebcn Jesu, II. p.
This is the Lord's opportunity. In Him
942).
the miraculous fountain of the eighth day, for
the breaking forth of which from the temple they
hoped, was given to the people.
2. (hd of his belly. Tholuck: "Luthardt's observation, that *even the corporeal nature was

ond return

the

to

way with

;

—

1
to be an abode of the Holy Ghost,'
is irrelevant.'
Yet this is, in fact, involved in the idea of regeneration, of the inner man, of the members made
instruments of righteousness (see Leben Jesu, II.
945: " Their new human nature itself will become the ground whence these springs of water
shall issue").
River* of living water. While in
chap. iv. 14, the self-replenishing of the inner
life is promised, here the impartation of new life
appears in its tendency to issue into the world
as a stream for the refreshing of others. Comp.
Tholuck, p. 224.
8. On the relation between the Holy Ghost and
eternal life, comp. the Excgetical and Critical
remarks on ver. 39.
4. For the Holy Ghost was not yet (given).
In
what sense? since even in the Old Testament
the Spirit of God, as the Holy Spirit, inspired
the prophets, 2 Pet. i. 21, and was the principle
of life in the devout, Is. lxiii. 10, 11; Ps. li. 12;
•

That the prophets of the Old Testament were .conscious of a difference between the
measure of the Spirit vouchsafed to them and the
New Testament revelation of the Spirit, is shown
just by the Old Testament predictions of the
streams of living water (see above) ; of the effucxliii. 10.

sion of the Spirit (Joel iii. 1); of the anointing
of the Messiah with the sevenfold Spirit of God
(Is. xi. 2; lxi. 1); and of the Spirit of the inward law, or of regeneration (Jer. xxxi. 83;
Ezek. xxxvi. 2G). Tholuck: "The majority of
ancient and modern commentators consider the
difference only quantitative (one of degree).
Chrysostom : UficAXc rb irvevfta UxelaOm doctor,
etc.
Chrysostom, however, gives a qualitatut
difference (difference in kind (?) not in the itveim
itself, but in the aim of its operations: EIjov uh
ol 7ra?xuol irvevua

avroi,

Such a difference in the

CA^otc. 6e

ov wapeigo?.

irvevfta itself Augustine

points out, in the fact that the Christian impartation of the Spirit was connected with miraculous gifts; so Maldonatus, the Lutheran expositors Tarnow, Hunnius, Gerhard, Loci, L, 806,
Lyser, Oalovius, Meyer." Evidently this would
not prove much ; for the Old Testament prophets
also wrought miracles.
Brenz, in singularly arbitrary style: "Not till after Pentecost did the
preaching de remissions peccatorum go forth, which
was in the strict sense the opus Sphilus."—This
is, after all, of the centre of the thing, though
not the whole thing. On the contrary Luthardt
regards as the qualitative difference that which
is indicated in Rom. viii. 15 and 2 Tim. i. 7:
"The Holy Ghost was not yet in His office; the
old preaching and law were still in force." That

was not yet the economy of the
"Cocccius also, in opposition to
the identification of the economies which was
is,

correctly, it

Holy Ghost.

current in his time, presses this distinction of
the tempus promissionis et consummation*. Equidem puto, hie evidentissime diet, adeo tnultum intertm

quod anteeessit gtorifieationem Chritti
quod consecutum est" etc. P. 226.—The complete exhibition of Christ and His work in hisinter tempus,
et ia\

was the objective condition precedent of the
outpouring of the Holy Ghost; the complete
spiritual susceptibility of the disciples, as matter
of history, and in them the susceptibility of the
Not until
world, was the subjective condition.
all the elements of the life of Christ and of His
tory

redeeming agency had appeared in objective and
subjective reality, could the Spirit of the life of
Christ enter into believers, and become the
Spirit of believers. And not till then could it

become manifest and begin an economy of its
own as the Holy Ghost, who has His life personHimself (Leben Jesu, II. 2, 946). The
absolute exaltation of Christ above the world was
the condition of His absolute sinking within the
world, which made Him the principle of the new
life in believers ; this first brought into full manifestation that glory of the Holy Ghost which is a
new form, and the third form of the personality
of God, and at the same time a wholly gracious
operation (gratia appUcatriz). Yet this blessing
of the life of Jesus must be distinguished from
His personality itself, and the Spirit imparted to
believers is not to be considered, as it is by Tholuck, " the Son of man Himself transfigured into
ally in

Spirit"
5. Important as it is that the dispensation of
the Spirit he duly appreciated, it is wrong to
talk, as the Montanists, the Franciscan Spiritualists, the Anabaptists, and Hegel do, of a
separate age or kingdom of the Holy Ghost, supposed to lie beyond the kingdom of the Son.
Digitized by
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CHAP. VIL
6. The divisions among the disciples of Jesus
themselves, of which the Evangelist tells us, are
intimated also in Matthew (chap. xvi. 14). In
them is reflected the much larger division which
was germinating between the friends and the
enemies of Christ, and which is the main thing
in the section before us. Lucke's supposition
that the ostensible objection that Jesus was not
from Bethlehem, whence the Messiah ought to
come, was made in particular by the scribes
among the people, is gratuitous. But it could
not enter into the Lord's plan, to work upon the
people with the testimony of His birth in Bethlehem ; because His way was, to leave the popular
notion of the Messiah quite aside, and to have
His Messiahship recognized from His spirit and

His work.

Here

a knot of fanatical enemies of
Jesus, who would fain seize Him, comes to light
in a marked manner among the people themselves.
It was the murderous intent of which
Jesus had before testified: "Ye seek to kill Mo."
7.

at last

They fain would, they well might; but involuntary reverence for the Lord, fear from above, and
fear of the people, still restrained them.

JJOMILETICAL

AND PRACTICAL.

—

decline, Christ sounds His gracious call the
How majestically Christ will stand at
louder.
the last day of the feast of the world, and how
loud His call will be then. Christ the true end
Christ the truth and substance of
of all feasts.
every sacred feast. Even of that feast..— As the
need of salvation is a thirst, so faith is a drinking (a refreshment) in the highest and holiest
Thirst, as a prophetical pointing: (1) to
sense.
spiritual thirst; (2) to the spiritual refreshment
of salvation; (3) to the destination of the man
The call of
to be a fountain of life to others.
Christ at the feast of water-pouring: 1. His inThe measure of the
2. His promise.
vitation.
supply which Christ gives to the believer's thirst:
2. Out of
1. The believer himself shall drink.
his belly shall flow streams of living water (he
As Christians are to
shall give drink to many).
be lights through the light of Christ, and shepherds through the staff of Christ, so they are to
be fountains of life through Christ, the fountain
of salvation.— Out of his belli/ (body):" Even
our bodily nature- is to be sanctified as a vessel
of the Spirit (from mouth and hand, eye and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

should trickle and stream with
The promise of the new life a promise
blessing).
of the spirit.— "The Holy Ghost was not yet:"
L The declaration. 2. Its import for us. How
the outpouring of the Holy Ghost was dependent
on the exaltation of Christ: 1. The world must
first be perfectly reconciled, before it can be
sanctified.
2. Christ must first transcend sensuous limitation in time and space, before He can
communicate Himself to all everywhere according
8. Christ must first be
to His essential life.
rally tho Lord of glory, before He can glorify
Himself through the Spirit in all hearts. In
footsteps,

;

37-44.
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Him

the world was offered up to Goj] ; therefore
Him God could enter into the world.
All parts of His redemptive manifestation were
completed; therefore the Spirit of the wholo
could come forth. When the manifestation of
the Father was completed, it was followed by tho
manifestation of the Son. When the manifestation of the Son was finished, it was followed by
the manifestation of the Holy Ghost; while yet
this itself was a glorifying of the Son, and of
the Father through tho Son.
The glory of tho
dispensation of the Holy Ghost.
The different
effects of the words of Christ.
The division
over the words of Christ.
The division between the friends and enemies of Christ shades
off among His adherents themselves (ver. 41),
and among His enemies (ver. 44). The hand of
God overruling the hands of the enemies of
Christ: 1. A hand of omnipotence (they can do
nothing, so long as He restrains).
2. A hand of
wisdom (they can do no harm, when He lets them
loose).
8. A hand of faithfulness (they must
serve His people, when He lets them prevail).
hand of triumph (they must destroy their
4.
own work, and judge themselves).
Starke: What it is to thirst. To long after
righteousness and salvation, Matt. v. 8; Rev.
xxii. 17, etc,
Nova Bill. Tub.: We can most
nobly keep our feast-days by coming to Jesus.
Majus : The wells of salvation are open to all men
who are like dry ground. Quesnel : In vain do we
seek to satisfy our desires and quench our thirst
among created things; we only thirst the more,

through

—

—

—

—
—

—

A

*

—

Jesus at the feast of His people: 1. At the
beginning: staying out of sight. 2. In the mid8. At the close:
dle: appearing and teaching.
standing and calling aloud. The last day of the
As the hours of grace
feast, the most glorious.

—

——

——

it

—

—

—

with a thirst unquenchable, till we* me to Christ.
to the breadth and depth of the vessel
of our faith will be our portion of the water.
41
Rivers," a type of overflow, Is. xlviii. 18; lxvi.
12.*— Majus True faith is like a copious fountain
it cannot restrain itself from gushing forth in holy

—According

:

Hedikger: Christianity spreads; it is fain
communicate itself by holy conversation, testimonies of disapproval, patience, etc. Cramek:
The world will never be of one mind concerning
Christ; and yet amid a multitude of divisions the
true church and the true religion can easily be
maintained. He who loves and seeks the truth,
But he who contemptuously asks, What
finds it.
Quesnel: We have
is truth? falls into error.
not so much to fear from the evil will of men, as
from our own. Ibid. : Blessed is he who is in
the hand of God, whom no fleshly arm of man can
It is the method of antichrist always to
hurt.
use force. Osiaxder: God upholds those who
follow their calling in spite of all the rage and
bluster of enemies, till they have finished their

love.
to

—

—

—

course.

%

Braune: "If any man

thirst, let

him come

unto me, and drink."

'Faith has three constituents: Longing for the satisfaction of the most
stringent wants; turning of the heart to the Sa-

helps; and reception of that which He
and which exactly meets the longing.
From Him, from His personality as sanctified by

viour

who

offers,

rivers of living water; active, vigorous
quickenings in rich abundance overflow to others.
The believer came with thirst, with the feeling of
want ; and he sends forth rivers.
Gerlach: While John records the grand
words of the yearning invitation and mighty
promise, he feels how far they were from being

faith,
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fulfilled to any disciple who came to the Lord at
the time he spoke them ; and that the day of the
outpouring of the Holy Ghost was but the beginning of their true fulfilment.
Heudner: Pfenningeh: Every good thing in
the world must be longed for, thirsted for ; else
Bengel : Nothing but thirst,
it is not a good.
yet sincere thirst, is needed. To him who has a
true thirst, nothing is of so great account as tin
Without Christ everything is
satisfaction of it
dry and barren: everything should drive and
draw us to Him. The believer is not only to receive vital force for himself, but also to become
a fountain of life for others.— The Spirit of God is
a fulness, out of which we are to impart to others.
When Christians can give but little, they prove
thereby that they themselves have not much of the
What comes from the Spirit tastes, so to
Spirit.
speak, like fresh spring-water, not flat like water
which lias grown stale in a vefesel We lack in

—

—

—

—

'

JOH1T.

faith, therefore lack in the Spirit.

—Discord com-

monly arises wherever Jesus and the gospel attack
men. Thorough inquiry and thorough knowledge
would have solved the doabt and discord. The
authors of divisions and schisms are swelling
smatterers, who have no true knowledge of the

—

Scriptures.

Schleierjtachbb : We 83e everywhere, that
the Redeemer of the old, to which His people ever
persist in adhering, points them at every opportunity to the new.
But what else was the fruit
which the life of the Lord was to bring forth,,
than just this: that the fulness of the Godhead
which dwelt in Him, should pass thence 1o the
community of believers, the whole congregation
of the Lord. Besseb: There is a doubleness in
the nature of the church [and of every believer]:
like Abraham, she is blessed and she is a bleuxng
(Gen. xii. 2). --She is both at once : a garden and
a "fountain of gardens" (Song of SoUiv. 16, 16).

—

IL
FEBJIBHrAXIOir

AVD PABTIES Df THE

HUH

COUNCTI.

Chap. VIL 45-63.

Then%ame

the officers [Tho officers therefore came] to the chief priests and
and they said unto them, Why have ye not brought [did ye not bring]
2
Then
46, 47 him ? The officers answered, Never man spake [spoke] like this man.
of
also
[led
astray]
deceived
?
Have any
48 answered them the Pharisees, Are ye
But this people [this
49 the rulers, or of the Pharisees believed on [in] him?8
6
multitude, rabble] 4 who knoweth not the law are cursed.*
Nicodemus saith unto them (he that [formerly]7 came to Jesus by night [omit
50
51 by night],9 being one of them,) Doth our law judge any [a] man before it hear
52 him [unless it first hear from him], and know [learn] what he doeth ? They
answered and said unto him, Art thou also of [from] Galilee? Search* and look
for out of Galilee ariseth* no prophet.
[see]
And every man went10 unto his own kou8Cn
63

45

Pharisees

;

1

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Vor. 46.—[Codi, K«8 *Bt L. T., efts., Origon, «fc., Lachmann, Tischendorf (in former edd A Westeottand Uorfa. readonly?
4A<£A. our** arifHtwoty never man spoke thus, omitting <i* o&tos 6 &p0p., like this man.. Tregelles and Alford retain the lait
words, but in brackets. Tischendorf, in his eighth ed., adopts the reading of R.* in this form: •* o&roc A a Act 6 Mpmin*. Omission is more easily accounted for ( by homatoUl.) than insertion. Meyer and Lange rotain the clause.—P. &]
* Ver. 47.—[The oSi» of the text. rec. after aT*Kpitoi<rav is sustained by B. T. Vulg., but omitted by tf. B. AM. Tischemt
i

—P.

8.1

* Ver. 48.—[According to the more lively order of the Greek ffjth any of the riders believed in Hun, or of the Phanr
•
sees?— P.S.J
* Ver. 49.—TOxAoc, multitude $FUbeOiaufe) t Is hero used evidently with great contempt, not only to designate the per:

sona, bnt to indicate their character.—P. S.]
* Ibid.
[Some put a comma after v6nov,

—

some a semicolon, the English V. has no stop. Dr. Lange, in his rendering of
the text, adopts the semicolon, and construes thus " But only this rabble who know nothing of tbe law (believe in Ilim);
cursed are they !" Meyer also makes iirdparoi ti<rt I an exclamation. Tho whole sentence is certainly a passionate witburst of the rabbinical rabies theotogica, but no decree of excommunication (Kuinoel) which was inapplicable to the mass of
the people.— P. S.]
o Ibid.— Instead of ^irucariparoi, Lachmann and Tfecheudorf, after [X.] B. T., Origen. etc^ read ewifnroi.
* Ver. 50.—[riporrpov, according to B. L. T. and others, Lachmann, Aiford,
But Tischendorf, ed. riiL, with Cod. Fin.»
fvrima manu) omits the clause A e'Aflt** twerb? vpb* ainbv irpdrepov, and reads simply: Ae'-yei Nucoo'vjio? wpos avrw*.
Lachm., Alf., Mey. retain tbe clanso with the exception of wkt6* comp. xix. 39. P. S-]
8 Ibid.— Nu*t<J* is only in minuscules [and in K.*J; supplied from ch. Hi.
» Ver. 52.—Codd. B. D. K. 8. [«. Vulg.) read eyei'perai.
So Lachmann> Tischendorf [AMbrd]. The Coptic and Sahidw
Meyer ; "An inverted attempt to correct a historical error." Yet cyijyepvai [text, recj
versions have even the future.
u
seems not sufllciently accredited. It makes no material difference in the sense of the passage ; because the word bearch
points to the past.
io Ver. 63.—The reading jiropctfti) is preferable to the reading ivoptvBr^av In D. M. S.
" Ver. 53.— [This verse is usually connected with the following section, viiL 1-11,. and subject to the same ccUfcsl
icmbts (see Text and Oram, ta ch. *ui.> ; hence I have italicised, it.—P. 8*1
:

;

—
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none but tho learned would
from the dead. See Liicke II. p. 839.
[The aristocratic contempt of the people is
found everywhere in Church and State. The
pride of priestcraft, kingcraft, and schooloraft is
folly as to assert that

rise

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Then came

officers, [o I v t j?As, in general, no
one ventured to lay hands on Jesus, so, in particular, the officers did not.

Ver. 45.

pir a/].

—Tho inference

tho

is

:

To the chief priests and Pharisees. — The

The two are here
latter without the article.
viewed in the Sanhcdrin as a unit.
Yer. 46. Like this man. A well-founded

—

addition, expressive of surprise and astonishment. Augustine : " Cajus vita est fulgur, ejus
c§rba tonitrua"

—

Ver. 47. Are ye also deceived ? Even ye
officers of the supreme spiritual college?
Ver. 48. In this view the continuation is cha-

—

Have any of the rulers, etc. For
them the authority and example of the rulers
most be everything. We should not fail to notice that the testimony of tho officors makes not the
slightest wholesome impression upon the rulers
or rather, it extremely disturbs and excites them.
Or of the Pharisees. As if they added this
out of an evil conscience. Lost ye should not
trust your governors alone, see how the whole
racteristic

:

—

great orthodox, aristocratic Jewish party is
against Him! How inaccurate they are in both
points, is immediately afterwards proved 'by tho
example of Nicodcmus.
Ver. 49. But this multitude. As heroes
let themselves out before their valets, so the hierarchical rulers with their ecclesiastical servants.
The venerable fathers give themselves up
to a fit of rage, and curse.
They curse the people intrusted to them; they curse tho devout
among the people. But their curse is at the same
time a threat of excommunication. This is, however, a cunning means of intimidating tho officers,
and of seducing them to exalt thomselves likewise
in hierarchical haughtiness above the people.
knoweth not the law. What genuine hierarchs always think, judge, and in fact expect of the people in all cases a laic Ignorance
that in special gases they cast up against them
as a reproach. These are here on the way to
pat Christ to death, as they pretend according
to law, as a false prophet, while the people are
on the way to acknowledge Christ as the Messiah.

—

—

Who

—

—

Are cursed. —Not

a formula of excommuni-

cation (Kuinoel), but an intimation that the ban
is impending, which in ch. ix. 22 is hypothetical^ decreed against the followers of Jesus. The
threat is intentionally equivocal. The emphasis
assists in this: The people who know nothing, t. e. t
so far as they know nothing, of the law; or, what
is the same, who acknowledge Jesus to be the
Messiah. To put th.e people in general under the
ban, could not enter the mind of the chief priests.
4
'The hierarchical insolence and theological selfconceit here bears a genuine historical character
(comp. Gforer, Das Jahrhundert dcsHcils, 1 Abthlg.
The Sanhedrists and the bigoted party
p. 240).
of the Pharisees would pass for the supreme authority as to the truth. The common people

were

called )\*}Kn D£, even )*P#> vermin; even

among

the nobler sentences in Pirke Aboth, 2, 5,
"

it is said

Tholuck,

:

'The illiterate man is not godly.'
The Talmudists went so far in their

deeply seated in the human heart. The rabies
thcologorum also reappears in all Christian
churches and sects in times of heated controversy
the trinitarian, Christolcgical, and sacra(<?. g. t

mentarian controversies in the fourth,

fifth, six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries).
Theological
passions are the deepest and strongest, as religious wars (think of the Thirty Years' War) aro
the fiercest.—P. S.]
Vers. 50, 51. Nicodemus saith unto them.

—The ground seems more and more
der their

to

sway un-

First the officers spoke in favor
of Jesus.
Now a colleague does so. It is noted
that he had come to Jesus, though ho was a member of their Christ-hating body. His words are
the first public utterance of his courage to testify, though couched only in an impartial admonition from a judicial point of view.
Yet they aro
not without an edge. The other members had cast
up to the people their want of knowledge of tho
law; Nicodemus reminds their fanatical zeal,
that it is conducting it-self illegally in condemning the accused under passionate prejudice without.a hearing.
This was contrary to the law, Ex.
xxiii. 1 (against false accusation]; Deut. i. 1G;
xix. 15 (the insufficiency of a single witness).
They have assured tho officers that no one of
tho rulers or Pharisees believes in Jesus; he intimates the possibility of this being untrue, at least
as concerns himself.
Doth our law judge a
man, unless, etc. Docs the law do as ye do ?
This is an ordinance of the law : First hearing,
feet.

—

then judgment.

The law itself is here designated

as tho authority which is to hear the case; and
probably with a purpose. Nicodemus wishes to
bring out the objective nature of a puro judgment.
Ver. 52. Art thou also from Galilee ?
contemptuous designation of tho followers of
Jesus ; for most of them were from Galilee.* Tho
angry humor of tho council is not calmed but
only further inflamed.
striking picture of
fanaticism.
Calmness and gentleness, admonition of truth and righteousness, admonition of
the word of God itself, all inflame it, because
its zeal (being carnal) includes just the suppression of the sense of truth, tho sense of justice,
and reverence for the word of God, and is on the
path of a wilful diabolical blindness and hardness.
From Galilee. Mockery and threat combined : We should take thee for a countryman and
follower of the Galilean, and not for our honorable
colleague. "Galileo was despised for its remoteness from the centre of Jewish culture— * The Galilean is a blockhead,' says the Talmud authority
and for its mixture of heathen population."

—

A

—

—

—

—

Search, and see: for out of Galileo
no prophet. These words again are

—

ariseth

characteristic of the blind, rushing unconscionable zeal, which despises everything divine and
human [and does violence to history]. Not only
Jonah, but Elijah of Thisbe also, and [perhaps]
Hosea and Nahum were of Galilee. Tholuck:
•[Jnllan the Apostate, in tho fourth century, contemptuously caHed Christ " tho Galilean," And lbt> Christiana
M Oalij3an^ M
?. S.J

—
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" It is possible, however, that they followed a
divergent tradition respecting the origin of the
former two prophets." [Comp. Winer, Herzog,
Smith, etc. sub Eiios and Jonas.] Heubner: "According to the tradition Elijah and Elisha, Hosea
and Amos wero Galileans; it is certain that
Nahum and Jonah were. In Tiberias even a
seminary was (afterwards) founded, in which

were renowned Rabbins liko Hakkadosh, etc.
The Talmud also came from that quarter, so that
tho Jews now are ashamed of this proverb (seo
Olearius Jesus the true Messiah, p. 223)."
This gross error, the modern skeptical criticism (since the time of Bretschneider) has absurdly endeavored to use as a mark of the spuriousness of the fourth Gospel. How could the
Sanhedrists, with their Scriptural learning, blunder in such fashion ? But how often has this criticism held the Gospels responsible for the violent blindness of fanaticism, for tho mistakes of
Herod, for the stupidity of the devil himself.
We must not fail to notice, besides this feature
of unconscious or intentional falsification of history in the mouth of the Sanhedrists, the other
fact that they make an utterly irreligious point
when they say: "Out of Galilee ariseth no prophet." They deny, in the first place, the Galilean Israel, and in tho second place, the freedom
of God; and in particular the promise in Isa.
To theso add the third reproach, that
ix. 1, 2.
they take not tho slightest pains to ascertain the
real origin of Jesus.
went, etc. This
Ver. 63.
every
is usually connected with tho first section of ch.
viii.
But it is a closing word, of great significance, intended to say that the Sanhedrin, after
an unsuccessful attempt against the life of Jesus,
found themselves compelled to separate and go
home, without having accomplished their purFor tho idea that the words refer to the
pose.
return of tho festal pilgrims, is unworthy of
notice.
Probably the Sanhedrists wero in full
session, expecting that Jesus would be brought
before them for their condemnation. If this was
so, this breaking up of their session was tho
more mortifying.
:

And

man

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. Tho two methods which the members of tho
council adopted with their officers and with their
colleague Nicodemus, a type of obdurate hierarchical fanaticism in its fundamental features: (1)
Perfect insensibility to tho voioe of truth and
the dictates of conscience, and a corresponding
perfectly fixed prejudice. (2) Haughtiness, rising
even to crazy contempt of the people and of an
entiro division of the country, joined with crafty
fawning upon subordinates. (3) Abusive vulgarity, arraying itself in the robe of sacerdotal
and judicial dignity in execution of the judgment of God (cursing excommunioators). (4)
Browbeating rejection and derision of impartial
judgment, joined with impudent, intentional, or
halt-intentional perversion and falsification of
historical fact.
Bringing the voice of justice
under suspicion of being a prejudiced partisan
(o) Pervoice inflamed by partisan hatred,
petual frustrations alternating with orders of
arrogance.

2. Even in a circle so degenerate as this the
Lord has His witnesses. The officers shame

their superiors.
The minority of one or two
voices (Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathea) outweighs the large majority of fanatical prejudice,
and yet a while delays the judgment of God over
tho high council
8. Nicodemus.
The voice of impartiality and
justioe in defence, of Christ,' a prelude of the
act and confession of faith.
4. As the Sanhedrin appeals to the Pharisean
party as an authority, so the officers refer to their
experience, and Nicodemus appeals to the law.
6. ** Never man spake like this man :" the testimony of the bailiffs to the superhuman power
of thjs word of Jesus.
The victory of His word
over the official order of His enemies.*
6. After victoriously withstanding the Jewish

taunt, that the Christians were Galileans, and
Christ was a Nazarene, Christianity afterwards
again triumphs over the heathen taunt (of Celsus), that it was a vulgar religion.
7. The falsification of fact by the chief priests,
continued in Matt, xxviii. 13. The Talmudio
imitation of this example.
Similar frauds of
tho mediaeval hierarchy [e. g. the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals].

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
An hour of helplessness, as an hour of visitation: 1. In itself considered: (a) The helplessness.
Unmanageable officers.
Opposing col-

leagues.

Impotent adjournment.

to repentance in this

situation.

(6)

The

The

call

officers:

"Never man spake," etc. Even ye yourselves and
the Pharisees speak not like Him.
His word is
mightier than your order over us. Nicodemus:
Ye condemn the people as not knowing the law,
and ye yourselves despise tho precepts of the
law.
(c) The impenitency in the helplessness
in the utterance to the officers, in the utterance to Nicodemus. By these their helplessness becomes a deeper inquisition and advising
with hell. 2. As a historical type. Similar occurrences in the history of Christian martyrdom,
and in the persecution of the Reformation. The
portrait of fanaticism.
Contemptuous and fawning towards men. Hypocritical and cursing.
Casting suspicion and lying. Threatening and
taking cowardly refuge. Helpless and obstinate to the last.
Carnal zeal degenerates. It
sinks gradually from intentional ignoring and
falsification into actual ignorance.
It condemns
itself with every word: "Are ye also deceived?"
etc.
They went home to their houses, but Christ
went to the Mount of Olives. They went, to recover themselves in the selfish comfort of their

—

—

—

estates ;

He prepared Himself

for self-sacrifice.

—Witnesses of the truth in tho camp of Christ's
enemies. — The testimony of the
conofficers

cerning the words of Christ :

1.

As

their

own

* [Involuntary witnesses of the innocence or even divinity
of Christ, and the truth of the Gospel : Pontius Pilate and his
wifo. the centurion under the cross. Judas the traitor, Tacitus (in his account of the Nerontan persecution), Celsus,
Lucian, Porphyry, J. J. Rousseau, Napoleon, Strauss, Kenan,
etc.
A collection of such testimonies to the character of
Christ from tho mouth or pen of enemies or skeptics see in
the Appendix to my book on the Person of ChrisL Boston
and New York, 1865.—P. S.]
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As an accusation against their supe- True conversion and oonfession of the truth the
As a glorification of the superhuman world calls delusion. Matt, xxvii. 63; 2 Qor.
innocence of Jesus. According to the divine vi. 8. Quesnbl The world is so corrupt that
appointment, spiritual and temporal despots in it even hates those who will not join with it in
the end fail of instruments. The passive resist- persecuting the good.
Hedingkr: Diabolical
ance of the officers. The double measure of the pride
Fear of men is less than nothing in
Jewish rulers 1. To the sound popular judg- matters of faith.
Poor souls, which have no
ment of the officers they oppose the authority other rule of faith than the decrees of blind
of their party faith. 2. To the sound regard of bishops, etc. The worst is when the state policy
Nicodemus for authority, appealing to law, they prescribes rules of faith. Shame on the teachers
oppose the grossest popular judgment. " Have of the law that they have left the people in such
any of the Pharisees believed on Him?" A de- ignorance. Lampb It is a very small thing to
spotic ecclesiastical government supports itself bo cursed by men who are themselves under the
upon a despotic party. " Out of Galilee ariseth curse, when God blesses. Ma jus One man may
no prophet." Falsifications of sacred history
set himself against a whole wioked assembly if
(a) The Talmud.
(6) The mediaeval tradition only he is equipped with the whole word and
( Pseud o-Isidorian Decretals, etc.).
Spirit of God.
Zbisius : God still always has
Nicodemus: the silent, sure advances of a His own even among apostate masses.
true disciple of Jesus
1. A timid but honest
Bbaunb: Have any of the rulers believed on
excuse

riors.

2.

3.

—

:

—

—

!

:

—

—

:

—

:

:

inquirer after truth fob. iii.). 2. A calm but
decided advocate of justice (oh. vii.).
8. A
heroic confessor of the Lord, bringing his

—

grateful offerings Teh. six.). How Nicodemus
meets their boastful bluster with the words of
calmness and justice: (1) The boast, that no
ruler believes in Jesus.
(2) The boast, that
they were zealous for the law. Carnal zeal runs
deeper and deeper into blindness and obduracy
1. To shameless reviling of the justice it professes to administer. (2) To shameless denial of
the truth and history, for which it imagines itself contending.
«« And every man went unto
his own house." Most of them went from a

—

—

wandering assembly to a wandering house and
a wandering heart, not to commune with the
Lord upon their beds. How differently they
went home: 1. The enemies. 2. Nicodemus.
They went home, but Christ went unto the Mount

—

of Olives.

Starke: Canstein: So the wise God deals
with His enemies in the dispensation of grace

He

often makes friends among their own people,
children, households and servants ; and therein
the masters may see and should see the finger of
God. Zbisius : No man, however great he may
be in the world, is to be obeyed contrary to the
word of God and a good conscience. Quesnel :
Those who issue unjust commands from the necessity and demand of their office, without knowing the unrighteousness which pervades them,
are not so far from the kingdom of God as those
who issue the same from envy, hatred, or other
wicked affections.—Zbisius : Unlettered, honest
simplicity is much better fitted to know the truth
of God, than the swelling, conceited wisdom of
the schools. Hbdinger : O wonderful power of
a word, which can stop deluded hearts in the
current of their wickedness, and convert them.
Acts ix. 5, 6. Even the means which are intended for an utterly base end, God can turn to
the wholesome use of souls. Bibl. Wirt,: How
strangely God works with His enemies ; how He
makes their schemes miscarry, and confuses the
game so curiously that often those who are commissioned to do evil, are compelled to do well to
a good man. Num. xxiii. 11 ; Prov. xvi. 7.
Masters ought to set their servants a good example for imitation, but they are often so ungodly that they rather lead them astray than
O what will become of them ! Majus :
aright.

—

Himt In the haughty exaltation of their own
persons there lies a frightful contempt of others.
This is Pharisaism, which holds the external
knowledge of the letter and the law of the
Scripture, or theology, above religion. Art thou
also of Galilee?
As a disgrace they add the
falsehood: Search, and look, etc. The fiendish
joy that no ruler or Pharisee had believed in
Jesus, here comes to nought.
Heubner : The humblest servants shame their
masters. Those who are sent to take Jesus are
themselves taken. The rulers could here see
the finger of God. The Lord reigned in the
midst of His enemies. To be deceived here
means, to give honor to the truth. So living,
simple Christians are always considered deThe judgment of men is set up as the
ceived.
rule of faith : Courts, colleges are to decide
concerning the truth. But the truth has not
always been laid down by them, as we have seen
The first trace of the gentlo
in the councils.
and timid announcement of adhesion to Jesus.
Nicodemus merely insists on fair dealing with
Jesus : It is unjust to begin the Processus ab exsecutione.
The opponents of revelation act subThey begin
stantially like these Pharisees.
with this: There is no revelation, and can be
none ; whereas they ought to suppose and inves-

—

—

—

—

—

tigate at least the possibility of a true revelation.
No tribunals have proceeded more unrighteously than spiritual tribunals.
Gossner: They freely confess against their
masters, in whose pay they were and whose song
therefore (according to the way of the world)

—

—

they shoula have sung it was not the sound
which so struck the people, as if He spoke vehemently, thundered and lightened but a divine
authority always lay in His gentle address. His
;

word, in fact His very presence, struck as lightning to the heart. In this no man could speak
like Him.

Schleiermacher (the officers): This is the
beginning. The ground must first be laid
in the soul in a holy awe before the doctrine and

first

the person of the Lord.
[The preaching of the gospel sometimes restrains the violence of the hand when it works no
change in the heart. When Christ appeared, the
great ones of the world not only refused to believe in Him, but boasted of their unbelief as an
argument of their wisdom. Great in honor and

—

—
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wise in understanding, are a sweet couple, but
seldom seen together. There is no wisdom, nor
understanding, nor counsel against the Lord.
(From Burkitt.) Nicodemus an example of the
slow but sure work of grace, from the timid seeking of the Lord by night to this manly confession.

—

—

—Different ways to

the same Christ, short and

and circuitous.

—

Even in high places
friends of whom we know nothing.
Majorities in counsel may be wrong as
well as minorities. One man with God on his
side is stronger than any majority.
One little
word spoken in season may avert a persecution.
—P. S.]
long, direct

Christ

may have

—

—

—

m.
CHRIST, THE LIGHT 01 THB WORLD, THB REAL f ULTILMBNT OF THE JBWI8Q TORCH-LIGHT FESTIVITIES,
as against thb pretended seers, thb false lights, in israel.
thb adulteress, and
his ideal appearance at the court of the jews, and the two witchiiist's sentence,
SHALL
nesses. THE JUDGES
COME INTO JUDGMENT. A TWOFOLD LIFTING UP OF CHRIST AT HAND.
APPEARANCES OF YIELDING ; OR, A OREAT VACILLATION TOWARDS FAITH.

Chap. (VII. 63) VIIL 1-30.

Chap. VIL 53. And every man went unto his own house. [;]
Chap. VlII. 1, 2 [But] 1 Jesus went unto the mount of Olives: And early in the morning he came again into me temple, and all the people* came unto him; and he sat down

3 and taught them.9 And the Scribes and [the] Pharisees brought unto him a woman
4 taken in adultery [or in «m],4 and when they had set her in the midst, They say unto him
[The priests say unto him, tempting him that they might have to accuse Aim],5 Master,
5 this woman was taken9 in adultery, in the very act $Tow Moses in the law commanded
6

7

8
9

10

11

such should be stoned: but what [what then] sayest thout
This they saidt
tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. 1 But Jesus stooped down, and with
his finger, wrote on the ground, as though he heard t/iem not [omit as though he
heard them not]* So [But] when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself,
and said unto them, He that is toithout sin among you, let him first cast [be the
And again he stooped down, and wrote [with his
first to cast] a stone at her.
9
And they which heard it being convicted by their own confinger] on the ground.
science [And when they heard this, they], went out one by one, beginning at [with]
10
the eldest [or, elders, <**<) tcDv itps^Suriptov], even unto the last :
and Jem* was left
alone, and the woman standing in the midst.
When Jesus had lifted up himself,
and saw none but the woman [omit and saw none but the woman], 11 lie said' unto
1
her, Woman, * where are those thine accusers? [where are tiieyty* hath no man condemned theet [Did no one condemn thee?] She said, No man [no one], Lord.
And Jesus [he] said unto her, Neither do 1 condemn thee: go, and [henceforth] 11
sin no more.
us, that

**********
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Then spake Jesus

*

[Jesus therefore spoke] again unto them [see chap. vii. 37 sqq.],
saying, I am the light of the world : he that followeth me shall not walk in [the] 14
darkness, but shall have the light of life. The Pharisees therefore said unto him,
Thou bearest record [witness] of thyself; thy record [witness] is not true. Jesus
answered and said unto them, Though I bear record [witness] of myself, yet [omit
yet] my record [witness] is true : for I know whence I came, and whither I go : but
ye cannot tell [know not] whence I come, and [or] 16 whither I go. Ye judge after
the flesh, I judge no man. And yet if I judge [But even if I myEelf judge], my
judgment is true :" for I am not alone, but I and the Father that sent me. It is
also [Moreover, it is] written in your law, that the testimony of two men is true.
I am one that bear [he who beareth] witness of myself ; and the Father that sent
me, beareth witness of me. Then said they [They said therefore] unto him, Where
is thy Father ?
Jesus answered, Ye neither know [neither] me, nor my Father
if

ye bad known me, ye should have known [would know]

my Father also.
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These words spake Jesus [he] 18 in the treasury, as he taught [while teaching] in
the temple : and no man [no one] laid hands on him, for his hour was [had] not
yet come.
Then said Jesus again [Again therefore he said] unto them, I go my way [I go
21
away], and ye shall [will] seek me [in vain], and shall [will] die in your sins [sin]
22 whither I go, ye cannot come. Then [Therefore] said the Jews, Will he kill him23 self? because he saith, Whither I go, ye cannot come. And he said to them, Ye
are from beneath ; I am from above; ye are of this world ; I am not of this world.
24 I said therefore unto you, that ye shall [will] die in your sins for if ye believe not
25 that I am he, ye shall [will] die in your sins. Then [Therefore] said the^ unto
him, Who art thou? And Jesus saith unto them, Even the same that I said unto
you from the beginning [For the beginning; or, To begin with (2 am) that which
26 I even say to you]. 1* I have many things to say, and to judge of you [before I fully
express myself concerning myself] : but he that sent me, is true ; and I speak20 to the
27 world those things which I have heard of him [what I heard from him]. They
28 understood not that he spake [spoke] to them of the Father. Then [Therefore]
said Jesus unto them, When ye have lifted up the Son of man, then shall [will]
ye know that I am he, and that I do nothing of myself, but as my 91 Father
29 hath taught me, I speak these things. And he that sent me is with me : the
Father [he]" hath not left me alone; for I do always those [the] things that
please him.
SO
As he spake [spoke] these words, many believed on [in] him.

20

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
The whole section concerning the adulteress, from
f

chap.

Tii.

63 to ill 11,

is

omitted as spurious, or hrackettod as doubt-

by the critical editors of the Gr. Tost. Hence I have italicized the E. V. to distinguish it from the uudisputed text.
(The same course should be pursued with Mark xvi. 9 flf.) Without anticipating the very full and Judicious discussion of
the genuineness by Dr. Lange in the Exeq. and Ckit. below, I shall only state the chief authorities for both opinions, and
the conclusion to which I hare attained
1. The section is defended as genuine by Augustine (who comments on it in Trad, xxxill., and suggests, in another place,
J>e conj. adults II. 7, that it was thrown out of the text by enemies or weak believers from fear that it might oncourago their
xrircB to infidelity), Mill, Whitby, Fabriclus, Lampe, Maldonatus, Corn, a Lapide, fiengel, Michaelis, Storr, Kuiuool, Hug
(R. C.X Scholz, Klee, Maier (R. C.), Home, Owen, Webster and Wilkinson, Wieseler, Ebrard, Stier, Lange.
2. It is rejected as an interpolation (though not on that account as untrue) by Erasmus, Calvin (?), lteza, Grotius, Wetstein, Scraler, Paulas, Knapp, LUcke, Tholuck, Olshausen, Bloek, De Wette. Baur, Reuss, Luthardt, Meyer, Ewald, Ileogstenberg (who regards it as an apocryphal fiction of some strongly anti-Jewish Christian of the second century), Godot,
Wordsworth (?), Scrivener. So also Lachmanu, Tischendorf, Tregolles, Alford, Woscott and Hort.
The prevailing critical evidence, though mostly negative (especially from the Eastern Church), is against the passage, the
moral evidence for it; in other words, it seems to bo no original part of John's written Gospel, but the record of an actual
event, which probably happened about the time indicated by its position in the 8th chapter. The story could not have been invented, the less so as it runs contrary to the ascetic and legalistic tendency of the ancient church which could not appreciate it.
It is eminently Christ-like and full of comfort to penitent outcasts. It breathes the Saviour's spirit of holy mercy which condemns the sin and saves the sinner. It is a parallel to the parable of the prodigal, the story of Mary Magdalene and that of tho
Samaritan woman, and agrees with many express declarations of Christ that Ho came not to condemn, but to save tho I6st
(John iii. 17 ; xii. 47; Luke Ix. 56; xix. 10; com p. John v. 14; Luke vii. 37 ft*.). His refusal to act as judge in the case, has
a parallel in a similar case related by Luke xii. 13-15. The conduct of the Scribes and Pharisees in trying Jesus with ensnaring questions Is characteristic and sustained by many examples of the synoptical Gospels. Calvin, who is disposed to
reject it, admits that it " contains nothing contrary to the apostolic spirit." Meyer (p. 321), while disowning its Johannean
origin, says " It entirely agrees with the tone of the Synoptical Gospels, and betrays not the least indication of a dogmatio
or ecclesiastical reason whicn might account for its later invention." It is moreover so manifestly original, and has so many
positive witnesses in its favor, especially in the Western church, that it may bo regarded as a genuine relic of tho primitive
evangelical tradition which was handed down in various recensions, but treated with great caution from fear of abuse in a
:

licentious age, until in the second, certainly in the third, century

it

found

its

way

into

many

copies of tho Gospel of John.

(Cotnp. Meyer.) Some older critics supposed that it is the same story as that which Papias (perhaps from the mouth of
John) related of u a woman takon in many tin* " (««i iroAAaic ajiapTtax?, not one aiiaprta, an In our case), and which was
contained in " the Gospel of the Hebrews " (Euseb. H. JE, III. 89) ; but this Judaiziog Gospel would hardly have given currency to a story sostrongly anti-Jewish. Alford suggests that John himself may have, in this solitary case, incorporated a
portion of the current oral tradition into his narrative ; Wordsworth and others, that Jobn*delivered tho story orally, and that
another hand wrote it first on the margin from which it afterwards passed into the text. But these are mere conjectures.
The number of readings is unusually large. There are two main recensions, that of the received text (from which the E.
T. is made), that of Cod. D. (Ood. Bezm) which is somewhat abridged ; both are given with the Uctione* variant** by Tischendorf, ed. VI IL, I. pp. 830-83G, and Tregellee, p. 417. To these may be added a third and more lengthy recension of other
MSS. differing from those on which tho received text is founded (sccGrlesbach and Wordsworth, p. 309).
For the critical details, the reader is referred to Dr. Lange's discussion below, LUcke's Com^ Vol. IL, pp. 843-279; Meyer,
320-323; Tregelles on the Text of the Gr. Tut., pp. 236-243; Tischendorf (ed. VIII.). Bloomficlds Beocmia Synoptica, Alord
(ed. VI.X and Wordsworth.— P. 8.]
J>p.
* Ver.
[Ae, unquestioned in the original, does not appear in the English Version.]

1—

t Ver. 2.—Codd. G. 8. U„ SxAo* • not decisive against Aa©>.
* Ibid. [Cod. D. omits the words of the text. rec. icai Ka6C<ra<; i&Sao-xev avrov? . Not decisive.]
*Ver. 3. Cod. D.: ivl afta/m'f yvyatxa tiA. [instead of «V/moix«jV]- Euphony.
* Ver. 4.
[The insertion is from Cod; D. : Afyou«rti> avrw cxn-ctpavosTft airrbv ol itptU, Iv* «xfeMr(V Kanjvopeuu' avToO.
The text. rec. omits these words here, but has them in ver. 0. Cod. M. has them at tho close of ver. 11.—P. S.J
* Ver. 6.
[Different readings and spellings : «ar«iAi^0q (aor. I., with augmenium for Karebrfafhi, as el \rrf>a stands instead
Of the unusual AlA^a, see Winer, p. 69), xareAiftfa, xarctAiprrat, elAijarai, KarttArjuniyrfv, jcaraAi^>0eto-ay.— P. S.J
T Ver. 6.—[This clauso must be omitted here, if it is inserted with Cod. D. in ver. 4.—P. S.]
* Ibid.
In E, G. K., piy wpo<nroiovu€vos is added. In others, tcax *po<nr. Both oxegctical.
* Ver. 8.—(The rec. omits here t<£ ftaxrvAy, which Cod. D, supplies. Cod. U. and others havo the strange addition ; 4*fe

——
—
—

—

{kottov awTir t*s a|iopTuis<—P. S.J
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W Vcr. 9.— E. O. II., etc., omit «** twf io^arwy ; D. and others uart ndvras i$e\9clv. [Alford in his version adopts the
reading of Cod. D. " But each of the Jews went out, beginning with the elders, so that all went out." P. S.J
" Vcr. 10.— Kot to yvcaucfc (and teeing none but the woman), is wanting In D. M. S.
w Ibid.—*H yvwj wanting in D. B. P., etc
M Ver. 10.—(now tlaiv; So Cod. D., ete. The text. rec. inserts Utlvou oi Kanjyopot cov.—P. S.j
'« Vcr. 11.— [The text rec. reads «eu, but Cod. D. iirb tow vvv which is more forcible.—P. 8.]
J* Ver. 12.— Instead of «-eptiranj<rfi, Lachmann and Tischcndorf, after €odd. B. C. K. T. have wtptwar^rn.
M Ver. 14.—Codd D. K. T. and many others read 3. The cat probablj comes from the preceding sentence, [Codd.
:

—

:

SilL, Koi.J

" Ver. 16.—B. D. L.,

So Lachmann, Tischendorf [Alford. Cod. Sin. supports here the text rec., aAi^f .]
etc.. aAij0wJ.
interpolated after cAoAijcrcf.
Ver. 25.—£0n this difficult passage and its many interpretations, see the Exec, ahd Crit. Alford renders
«wrV
ore Kai AoAm vfii^: in very deed (or essentially), that which I also speak (discourse) unto you. Noyes: /*» thtjirst place* 1
am just that which 1 speak to you. Am. B. U. (Conant) : That which I also say to you from the beginning. Lange : Furs.
mag).—
(sagen
P.
auch
euch
sage
das,
was
Erstt
ich
8.]
*> Ver. 26.— B. D. K., Lachmann, Tischendorf: AoA£, instead of A4yw.
[Cod. Sin., AaAi.]
A Ver. 28.— Mow, an interpolation, according to many authorities [Cod. Sin. among theml.
** Ver. 29.
According to B. D. L., etc, e wai^p should be dropped. [Cod. Sin. has it, but instead of iur" epov i<mV ovk
o^fjjc* lie trivov, reads owe d^?*** /*« ftdVof ftrr* e/xov cvrir.]

w Vor. 20. —The o 'Iij<rov5

rV

>•

—

A.
[CHBIST

CHAPTEE VIII.

AND THE ADULTE&E3S, AND

1-11.
THETJl ACCUSERS.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Discussion or thi genuininess of Tnis section. The difficulty of handling the question of
the genuineness of this section, we have already

—

indicated in the Introduction [p. 81]; and we
have there indicated also the present state of the
Four points are to be considered : 1.
question.

current mention and use of the pericope in the
Latin church begins with Ambrose and Augustine." Ibid. " Furthermore, several manuscripts
in Griesbach contain the passage, but add either
the sign of rejeotion nor of interpolation. Others
put the passage at the end of the Gospel; other*
again, after chap. vii. 86, or viii. 12 ; still others
place it after Luke xxi. It not rarely appears
in the manuscripts'mutilated." Ibid.
This position of the authorities presents a great
critical problem, whioh at best makes the section
in its present place suspicious ; especially when
we oonsider that Origen has not the passage, that
Tertullian and Cyprian, when they write on subjects which would bring it in, do not mention it,
and that the older manuscripts of the Peshito are

The authorities'. 2. The condition of the text 8.
The historical connection of the occurrence. 4.
The connection of the seotion with what precedes
and what follows.
1. "Griesbach and Schultx give a list of more
without it.
than a hundred manuscripts in which the peri2. The condition of the text
This is the sorest
cope appears.* Among them are D. G. H. K. M. side of the passage. Reading disputes reading.
U.f Jerome, in his day, asserts that the peri- Compare Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf.*
cope appears in many Greek manuscripts, J and "We have three very different texts, an unsome scholia appeal to apxala avriypafa," etc. heard-of case in the Gospel of John. Besides
Liicke. On the contrary, "the majuscules B. C. the received text, Griesbach gives two others:
L. T. do not contain the passage;} neither do first the text of Cod. D., secondly one compiled

—

the older manuscripts of the Peshito, nor the from other manuscripts." Lttcke. This diversity
Nestorian manuscripts; and it is certain that it seems unaccountable, unless a traditional aposwas not translated into Byriao till the sixth cen- tolic relic (oral or in Hebrew, or preserved in
tury.
Of the manuscripts of the Philoxenian substance with free variations) was scattered
version, in whioh it occurs, some have it only on through different copies before it resulted in this
the margin, and others have it in the text with passage.
the note that it is not everywhere found. So in
[To this unusual number of variations must be
most manuscripts of the Coptio version, and in added the entire diversity from the narrative
the Arabio version which was based upon the stylo of John, whioh Meyer and Alford regard as
Of the manuscripts the most weighty argument against the passage.
Coptic, wo seek it in vain.
of the Armenian version, some have it not, others Here belong the terms 6p$pov, rrac 6 AaoV, ol
have it at the end of the Gospel. In the Sahidic ypaftfiarelc xal ol <pap. tmfi&veiv, avaftaprqroCy
and Gothic versions it is also wanting. Among KaTafaiirea&ai, Karatcplvetv, which are not otherthe fathers, the Greek expositors Origen, Cyril wise used by John, the absence of his usual ofo
of Alexandria, Chrysostom, Nonnus, Theophy- which occurs but once in this passage, while 6i
lact, entirely omit the pericope, and seem to is here found eleven times.
Hengstenberg misses
know nothing of it. So the Catenas, both pub- also the "mystic twilight" which is characterislished and unpublished. Euthymius -expounds tic of John's style.
Upon the whole, the style
it, as a npoa^KTj which is not without use.||
The is more like that of the Synoptists. Tischen* [Wordsworth (p. 309) says that it is found in more than dorf fed. VIII. p. 829> says categorically: "£oeum as adultera non ah Johanne scriplum, esse cer300 cursive MS8.— P. 8.]
t

f [Also E. F. S., but in B. the passage Is marked with
asterisks in the margin, in S. with obeli. Ten cursiye copies
put it at the end of John, some insert it at the end of Luke
xxi.-P.

8.]

+ [ u /n mulHs et Grsscis et Latinis codidbus ; Adv. Ptiag., II.
It should also be added that most of the copies of the
Itala and Vulgata contain the section.—P. 8.]
9 [To which must be added Cod. Sin. Tischendorf (I., p.
826) enumerates the following uncial MSS. as witnesses
against the section «. A. B. C. L. T. X. A. ; but A. and C. are
here defective, and L. and A. have an empty space, though
not sufficient for the whole passage.— P. 8J
remarks that the pericope from vii. 63 to viii.
| [Euthymius
17.

:

tissimum

1

—

P. 8.]
historical connection of this with other
occurrences in the Gospel.
A. In this respect many doubts have been raised,
whioh must, of course, be carefully weighed.
8.

est.*

The

12 wapa rote artptS^riPamypetyotf if oug cupirrtu, ^ wjS&urrsu.
AiO 0aiVo»rai xaptyypairra teal irpotrttyxij. P. S.J
* [Also Tregelies, Alford and Wordsworth. Godet (II.,
says Un vari text apostolique n' a jamais CU expose" a des al-

—

W)

:

terations si consider able -—P. S.J
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(a) That chap. vii. 58 refers to Sanhedrists
returning to their houses, not to festal pilgrims
returning to their homes, is obvious. This, howThey
ever, yields a very suitable connection.
had expected Christ to be brought before their
bar, and now were compelled to go home disappointed and divided.
(6) The statement in chap. viii. 1, that Jesus
went unto the mount of Olives. It is thought
that this method of securing Himself against the
snares of His enemies was not employed by Jesus till the time of the last passover. Yet the
fact that this was necessary is here evident
enough for the Sanhedrin was seeking to arrest
Him. L'ucke's reasoning (p. 255) overlooks this

—

;

point.
(c) Chap. viii. 2: "All the people came unto
Him." Even if the great day of the feast, on
which Jesus made His last appearance, was the

eighth, there would be nothing to prevent all the
people who did not immediately leave Jerusalem,
from assembling the next day in the temple.
{d) The Scribes, ypafifiareig, who do not elsewhere appear in John, are strange here.* Their
appearance here, however, is in keeping with the
immediately succeeding fact that a question of
the law comes up the strangeness of it is not decisive.
Other differences of expression are less
important (see Lucke, p. 257).
(e) It seems not clear whether the Scribes ap;

pear as

witnesses, or as accusers, or as judges.
Plainly as accusers, or as judges who would refer
their decision, in irony, to the tribunal of Jesus;
not as zealots, acoording to Wetstein.
(/) There is no mention of the adulterer (Lev.
xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22, 21). This signifies noth-

ing at
{#)
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According to the Rabbins the legal punish-

ment

of adultery was strangulation (Lucke, p.
250). On this point Michaelis has justly denied
the authority of the Talmud, and has asserted,
on a comparison of Ex. xxxi. 14 ; xxxv. 2 with
Nn. xv. 32-85, that the formula put to death,
generally means stoned. Besides, strangulation
is frequently used first only as an alleviation of
the prescribed penalty, as in the burning in the
middle ages.
(h) But what temptation was there in tho question T Chiefly the fact that Jesus had not yet
officially declared Himself Messiah, while He
nevertheless was largely acknowledged as such
among the people, and seemed Himself to give
occasion for such recognition. The procedure
with the adulteress was, therefore, in its very
form, a temptation to Him to declare Himself
concerning His authority (with reference to
Moses). Then in the matter of the case lay a
further temptation, to wit, in the conflict between the so-called commandment of the law on
the one hand, and the prevailing milder practice
and the known gentleness of Christ on the other.
To this question, however, we must return.
B. But now the apparently strange features
are offset by a number, which speak for the
genuineness of the narrative.
(a) The feast of tabernacles was pre-eminently
a joyous popular feast of the Jews; it was cele-

brated in the good time of the year; such a sin
as the one here narrated, might easily occur.
(b) The writing of Jesus on the ground is so
peculiar a feature, that it would hardly have been
fabricated.

The same may be said of His challenge
that is without sin among you," etc., and of
His closing word to the woman.
[(rf) the peculiarity of the whole incident, as
presenting to the Lord a case of actual sin on its
direct merits, is in its favor.
Such an incident
might be said to meet a want, or at least to fill a
place of its own, in the gospel history. And if
such an incident occurred at all, John would be
the Evangelist most likely to notice and record
it ; since he is the one to record the somewhat
kindred issue raised by the disciples over the
man born blind, chap. ix. With so many cases
of actual human misery, and of general sinfulness, brought before the Lord for His treatment,
'whether in pretence or in truth," and with
various hypothetical cases of conscience put to
Him, it would seem suitable that we should have
one case of actual and flagrant crime. E. D. Y.]
Nothing, therefore, can be adduced against
the details of the story or its connection with
other facts of tho Gospels ; it is even a question,
whether there are not special data in its favor.
4. As to the connection of the section with the
preceding and following portions of the Gospel:
It is clear that the story of the adulteress in this
place not only introduces no disturbance, but
even serves to elucidate the discourse of Christ
in chap. viii. 12 sqq.
The woman had walked
in darkness; her judges had admitted that they
found themselves in darkness in regard to the
disposal of this case; but for the very purpose
of making an assault of the power of darkness
upon the Lord with their captious question.
This connection does not exclude a further reference to the temple-lights and the torch-light
festivities in the celebration of the feast of tabernacles.
One of the principal questions is the question
of internal criticism : Is it conceivable that the
Jewish rulers would so early make a captious
attack upon the Lord by an ironical concession
of His Messiahship ? We must here, in the first
place, remember that the enemies of Jesus at the
last passover made a whole round, a very storm,
of such assaults upon Jesus (Leben Jesu, II. 3,
The situation there was this: They
p. 1218).
first endeavored, by their authority, to confound
Him before the people in the temple-enclosure
with the question, by what power He thus appeared ; but He baffled them with counter-questions.
Ho maintained His position before the
people, and seemed unimpeachable ; while they
were impotent. Then they had recourse to craft
they ironically assumed that He was the Messiah, in order to catch Him in entangling questions.
It is now asked, Is it conceivable, that
they had already attempted this trick before?
In the Synoptical Gospels there could be no mention of this, because they relate only the last attendance of Jesus at a feast. But in John we
should expect earlier attacks of the same sort to
decisive
be mentioned, if any had occurred.
preliminary question, however, is this: How
came the Jewish rulers to their diabolical irony
(c)

"He

—

A

•[John names the Pharisees twenty times,— four times in
connection with the chief priests, but nevor with the Scribes
•hero.— P.S.J
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and the ensnaring questions which proceeded from
The history answers: by the sense of impotence which came with the perception that with
force and authority they accomplished nothing.
it?

This condition already existed here at the feast
of tabernacles, when eren the officers who had
been sent to take Jesus, returned paralyzed by
His word and unsuccessful, and when a division
began to appear even in the Sanhedrin itself.
The impotent embarrassment of force was there,
and with it the devilish counsel of craft.
Accordingly this maneuvre was thrice repeated first at the feast of tabernacles as recorded in this section ; then at the feast of dedication in the winter, as recorded in chap. x. 24;
finally at the last passover, when these tempting
proposals became so thick, that we may well infer the rulers of tho Jews had accustomed themOf course in this
selves to it by former practice.
first instance their assumption of His Messiahship
is very equivocal; it does not reach the full
measure of its insolence till the last passover.
But the same condition of things which brought
the rulers of the Jews to this stratagem that is,
the previous failure of their forcible attempt,
led Jesus, for the purpose of security, to withdraw for the night to the mount of Olives. He
would therefore be here just in the right place
according to chap. viii. 1.
That the gospel history thus gains much in lifelike development, connected progress, is palpaAnd at the same time tho exhibition of the
ble.
;

—

.

Jewish feasts in their religious and moral degeneracy becomes more complete. Wo have already
obsorved that, in the view of John, the tragic dissolution of Judaism in the gradual completion of
the murderous design of the Jews against Christ
This is tho one side
at their successive feasts.
the other is the religious and moral decay of
the people themselves, which comes to light at
the great feasts. At the passover, the great passover of the Jews, this decay manifests itself in
tho transfer of the whole traffic in sacrificial animals and money into the temple itself, chap. ii.
At the feast of Purim, the feast of brotherhood
and deliverance, it shows itself in the leaving of
the sick without attendance, help, or sympathy
in their Bethosda, chap. r. The feast of tabernacles, the great feast of popular thanksgiving
and joy, appears defiled by licentiousness, scenes
of adultery, and partizan, temporizing policy
among the Pharisees (who here let the guilty
man run free), chap, viii., while the blind brother
is left to beggary and Pharisaic alms, chap, ix.,
against the law of Deut. xv. 4. The feast of
dedication, chap. x. 22, seems not distinguished
by any similar mark of corruption, unless it is
symbolical that the storm of winter blows through
Spirit-forsaken halls which the Spirit of Christ
alone still quiokens, and that the multitude of
the people, who at other times always gathered
to protect the Lord, have fled before wind and
weather, so that the Jews can suddenly surround

Him, and at last propose to bury him under a
heap of stones in the middle of the very court of
the temple.
Internal evidenco, therefore, speaks decidedly
for this, as the proper place for the section in
hand. If the alternative is, either that the tradition of the early church for definite reasons

partially overlooked and then dropped this section, or that it inserted the passage here as an
ancient relic of Ephesian tradition from John,
the former theory is not more difficult than the
latter.
Indeed the prevalence of the ascetio
spirit in the church might almost make the omission of a larger section of this character more
probable than insertion.
observe a late interpolation of a few words in 1 John v. 7 and 8.
We consider the passage, 2 Pet. i. 20 to ill. 2, an
interpolation, but entirely taken in substance from
the Epistle of Jude (ApostoL Zeilaltcr, I., p. 155).
On the other hand, the conclusion of Mark, chap,
xvi. 9, seems to afford an example of omission
rather than of interpolation. Now it is easy to
imagine that the centuries of ascetic austerity,
from the end of the second century to the end
of the fourth, might scruple to read in public thia
passage, in which the guilt of adultery seemed to
be so leniently dealt with.
must, therefore, by all means consider any
words of the fathers which speak of such a scruple.
Ambrose : Profecto ti quia ea auribue otioti*
accipiat, erroris inctnlivum errorit incurrit [quum
legit . . . adulters abiolutionem,
Lubrica igitur
ad lapsum via] (Apol. Davidie posterior, chap. i.).
Augustine: lloc infidelium tentue exhorret,ita ut
nonnulli modicee vel potiue inimici verm fidei, credo,
metuenles peccandi impunitatem dari mulicribu* jiot
Mud quod de adulters* indulgentia Dominu* ferity auferrent de codicibus euie, quasi permissionem peccandi
tribuerit, qui dizit : "Deinceps noli peccare" (De

We

We

Nicon [from the 10th
century in Coteler. Patr. Apost., L 238] : The
Armenians expunged the pericope from their
version BXafiepav elvai Xiyovrec rule iroZkoic ryp
Toiabrqv iucpdaoiv (see Lucke, p. 249).
Augustine's declaration we have only to change from
one of pastoral animadversion to one of historical
criticism.
The scruple was begotten not of the
interested unbelief of some individual husbands,
but of the ascetic, weak faith of a legalistic age.
(Against this Lucke, p. 248 and 252, can bring
nothing that amounts to more than assertion.)*
It may be supposed that the disuse of the passage passed through different stages. 1. The narrative stpod in its place, but was left standing and
passed over in the publio readings, or in discussions of the question of marriage.
The ascetio
Tertullian could form a very suitable predecessor
to Cyprian in such a step, and Origen an equally
suitable predecessor to others.
2. Next, perhaps, the pericope began to undergo improvement by other readings (t. g. y Cod. D, erl dtrnpTia
instead of kv fioixe(g), and especially abbreviation.
8. Some transcribers then went further,
and transferred the pericope to the end of the
Gospel as an appendix. 4. This led to the last
adulterinis conjugiis, II. 7).

:

stage of entire omission.

But now

.the codices

* [Wordsworth also urges this point, especially the i
discipline of tho Eastern church towards adultery. According
to Bingham (Antiqu. XVI., chap. 11), 8. Basil's Canons prescribe fifteen years' penance for adultery, the Council of
Ancyra seven years', the Council of Eliberis (in Spain) five
years' for a single act, and ten if repeated. Webster and Wilkinson : " The views of the fathers of the nature and objects
of Christ's mission, and of the distinction between the covenants of the law and the gospel, were imperfect and limited
... If the story appeared improbable, from moral considerations, to expositors of the third and fourth century, it would
appear far more so. on the same grounds, to those of tho
seventh and eighth.'*—P. S.j
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which had kept the pericope reacted. The passage came to be inserted again in various places,
cither where we have it now, or after chap. vii.
$G, or after chap. viii. 12, or, with the view of
combining this temptation with those of tho last
passover, after Luke xxi. In this process some
accepted it with a mark of addition or even of
rejection.
From this twofold procedure tho
critical confusion in regard to this section resulted.

In any case tho passage is an apostolio relic*
But another thing in favor of the genuineness

the xd?uv ovv avrolc eMXiprev 6 'Itjoovs , chap,
and the clxev ovv n&Xtv avrolc, ver. 21.
The words in viii. 21 literally refer to the words
of vii. 84. It is harder to see tho reference of
the first tt61lv, if wo have to take in the idea; "I
am the light of the world," The Lord, however,
already implied this to them in chap. v. 85, 86
sqq.
John was a light, and yet only a witness
to Christ who was appointed for their deliverance, ver. 40.
Apart from this, the terms of
chap. viii. 12: "Then spake Jesus again unto
them,"
must be taken absolutely, meaning simply that He addressed them again.
In other
words : by their attack upon His life they had,
in all reason, already brought His intercourse
with them to a close But then, chap. viii. 1-11,
they had apparently relented, and though He
knew that their question was put to Him in malicious hypocrisy, yet He let it pass in the official
form which it assumed beforo the people, He
of

it is

viii.

12,

—

was committed to the people, after this recognition of the rulers, to resume intercourse with
them; but that Ho might soon say to them-once
more, that He shall forsake them and give them
up.
Thus the two occurrences of tcqTuv in chap,
viii. form, in our view, a distinct demand for the
section concerning the adulteress.
As to the opponents, as well as the advocates,
of the genuineness of this passage, compare
Lueke, p. 243, and Meyer [p. 820-328, 6th ed.].
Ver.

1.

Olives.

Jesus went unto the mount of

—This retirement

for the night to the

mount of Olives (Gethsemane or Bethany) was
caused by the direct demonstration of the Sanhodrin against the freedom and life of Jesus.
At
the same time it forms a significant counterpart
to tho words: "Every man went unto his own
house."
To them every thing, meantime, remained in tho old way but not to Him, for He
saw further. During His last residence in Jerusalem this method of spending the night in the
mount of Olives appears as a fixed rule, Luke
.

;

xxi. 87.

Ver. 2. And early in the morning.—'OpQpov.
John writes elsewhere irpot (chap, xviii. 28; xx.
xpeita, chap. xxi. 4), Luke, on jthe contrary,
1
bpdpov.
It is to be observed here, however, that
the term bprdpov denotes more precisely tho dawn
of morning, and that it is intended to denote just
this time.
And all the people. Tide 6 Xa6g.
If John elsewhere prefers 6 bx^Ky the multitude,
or ol bx^ot, the multitudes, we must consider that
;

—

He here intends

to signalize the

gathering of tho

* See Ltben Jem, II., p. 052 ; Illtzig. Utber Job. MarK p.
208 m\q.; and Meyer's designation of it as an "apocryphal
document " is therefore extremely unbecoming. [In his fifth
edition (p. 320), Meyer does not call It so, but rather " tin
<uu der apartrJUchm Zcit herrihrenda SchrifUtick, tins
•troi t Sduptie evangtmeher Gexchichtc^—V. S.j
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whole remaining mass of festal pilgrims to Jesus
in tho temple.
The same may be said respecting
the naS'ioas kdidaoK. avr. [which is not used by
John] ; He again set Himself right down among
them, as if He wished to begin again, after Ho
had provisionally foiled the attack of the Sanhedrists.
That the ypafifiarelg, the scribes, are hero
named, though not elsewhere, arises from the
fact that a question of scriptural law comes up
in the sequel. And the frequently recurring 6i,
too, instead of the Johannean ovv, has an internal
reason in the great series of unexpected incidents
which here begins. That Jesus goes to the mount
of Olives, is accounted for by the beginning of
the hostile machinations, ver. 1. That He returns to the temple in spite of the persecution
(ver. 2), ia due to the fact that the scribes and
Pharisees now make as if they would acknow-

Him (ver. 3), though they mean only to
tempt Him, ver. C. The like may be said of Imost
of tho subsequent occurrences thus introduced.
Only the great accumulation of the 6k deems certainly strange but in these unusual turns there
was less occasi6n for an ovv.
Ver. 3. And the scribes and Pharisees
brought unto him, etc. Certainly not as a
distinct act of zealotry (Wetstein) ; nor as a
formal deputation of the Sanhedrin. Probably
it is the committee of a particular synagoguecourt, with which on the one hand the zealots
who had taken tho woman in her crime, leagued
themselves as witnesses, and which, on the other
hand, acts in concert with the Sanhcdrin. Tho
case was just now brought before a Jewish court;
it is thought well fitted to be made a trap for tho

ledge

;

—

,

Lord, by an ironical concession, for reasons
above-mentioned, that He is the one to decide it.
The party cannot bo described as "not official"
'Meyer), because in that case it could not have
v
deferred its judgment to the Lord. As the deathpenalty was involved, the Sanhcdrin must havo

been in concert.

Taken

in the
M
" The man, who was
Ver.

TO$£>pu,

6.

i.

very

act.

—

'En-au-

[«r'] avroQ&py, in ipso furto.*
likewise liable to death
10; Dcut. xxii. 24), might have es-

e. t

(Lev. xx.
caped." Meyer. Though stoning, according to
Deut. xxii. 23, 24, was ordered for the particular
case in which a betrothed bride yielded herself
to unchastity (because she was regarded as already the wife of her spouse), it does not follow
that this guilty woman must have been a betrothed
bride (Meyer), since in the passage referred to
the death-penalty uniformly appointed for adulteresses (Lev. xx. 10; Dcut. xxii. 22) seems only
to. be more particularly described (Michaelis,
Tholuck, Ewald, and others). The sentence of
the Talmud : Filia Israelite si adultera, cum nupta,
strangulanda, cum desponsata, lapidanda, on tho
one hand cannot be decisive for that period, on
the other may only mean a modification of tho
general penalty of stoning for a nupta.
Ver. 0. Tempting him. That this means a
malicious temptation, not innocent questioning
(Olshausen), the clear sense of the term in other
places proves. But wherein consisted the precarious alternative, which was to entangle Him ?
Interpretations: 1. The antagonism between tho

—

* [Alio the adjective avrtywpot, caught in the very
the very act.—r. 8.]

theft,

and generally in
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Roman

criminal law, which did not punish adultery with death, and the law of Moses. Their expectation was that He would declare Himself for
Moses against the Roman law, and then they
would accuse Him to the Romans. Hence the
plan, therefore, simicv ovv ri Ikyets, ver. 5.
lar to that of the question about tribute-money,
Matt. xxii. (Schulthess, Moyer). It is nothing
against this, as Liicke thinks, that the criminal
law of the Romans in the provinces did not override the peculiar customs or ordinances of tho
But this interpretation is,
respective peoples.
no doubt, opposed by the fact that a declaration
of the woman's being worthy of death might be
joined with a reference of the plaintiffs to the
legal court, besides the fact that they would
cither have to execute the penalty themselves,
or, as informers against Jesus, openly violate the
preeppt of Moses.
2. The issue lay between the traditional tribunal of the people and the supposed new tribunal of the Messiah : the question being,
whether Jesus would leave the decision to the ordinary course, or would at once take it upon Himself.
Undoubtedly this was a leading point in
the temptation; this gave tho temptation its form
(see above) ; but it was not the whole of it

A

(Baumgarten-Crusius,

et al.).

The alternative was the old, strict letter of
the law, and the looser popular practice which
had gained prevalence, which no longer visited
3.

adultery with death; hence the question of a judicial process or none at all (Ebrard).
But with
this alternative in full view their question would

+

have condemned themselves. The popular prachad a sort of indulgent tradition on its side.
4. The alternative was tho Mosaic law literally applied and the known gentleness of Christ.
A negative answer would appear, therefore, as
in contradiction with Moses; an affirmative answer, as in contradiction with Himself (Augustine, Erasmus, Luther, and others).
A modification of this view is, that they certainly expected
the lenient decision, in order to charge Him with
opposition to Moses (Euthymius, Bengel, Neantice

This modification increases the
et al.).
tangling dilemma. But this was not simply an
issue between the rigor of Moses and the mildness of Christ; it had reference to tho old legislation of Moses and the new reformation of the
law by Christ as opposed to the traditional practice of the Jews.
If He had simply affirmed the
Mosaio letter, He would have invaded the rabbinical tradition and practice, the existing order
of things, the popular opinion and feeling concerning Himself; they would have turned the
tradition against Him.
If Ho had affirmed the
popular practice, they would have turned the
letter of Scripture against Him.
But they wished
above all things to find out whether He would
venture, with Messianic authority, to lay down a
new law. On another interpretation, by Dick
{Stud, und Krit.y 1832), and Baur's view, see
der,

Moyer.

And with
ground. f

his

—Some

finger

wrote* on the

manuscripts, such as E. K.,

* [Kariypau^ev or eypa^ffr, a descriptive imperfect,

He

kept

writirtff.—P. 8.]

f [This minute circumstance Hengstenberg considers as a
mark of fiction unworthy of Christ ; Meyer, Stier and Alford,

add

[dissimulant], others kcI
[simulant]; that is, according to
Liicke, in the one case: not merely feigning ; in
the other: only feigning. Manifestly exegetical
additions.
According to the correct interpretation of Euthymius Zigabenus, the whole act of
stooping down and writing on the ground was
symbolical, and was meant to express inattention
to the questioners before Him.
Liicke: "This
gesture was familiar to antiquity as a representation of deep musing, perplexity or languor of
mind ;" see the examples in Liicke, p. 269, note
It is, there1, where Wetstein also is quoted.
fore, contrary to the spirit of the text to ask
what Jesus might have written (Michaelis: tho
answer: "As it is written" Bede: the sentence
in ver. 7 ; conjectures in Wolf and Lampe).*
If we ask, why Jesus does not here enter upon
the question, as He did in like cases at the last
it is not enough to answer, that Ho
passover,
would not interfere in civil matters (Matt. xxii.
Lu. xii. 13 sq., Meyer), or that He would intimate that tho question was too malicious to deserve an answer (Luthardt). We have rather to
consider that He has not yet received His distinct introduction as Messiah in Jerusalem by
the public hosanna, and now abstains from any
official offer of Himself as Messiah, and indeed
intends not to appear at all as Messiah, according
to their idea.
Therefore, as this matter is still
in suspense, He also leaves His position towards
their question in suspense ; He neither rejects
nor accepts it. But He certainly does already
assume the expression of a calm majesty which
is not pleased to have its leisure and recreation
intruded upon with a street scandal. If they
really take Him for the Messiah, they must consent to this.
Ver. 7.
that is without sin
you, etc.-f The test just named, they stand.
They continue in their questioning. Hence He
now gives them the New Testament decision,
fift

irpoffKotobfievoc

Trpooiroiobfievoc

—

He

among

—

correctly as a mark of originality. The hypocritical malignant
questioners well deserved this contemptuous treatment.
Writing or figuring on the ground may indicate ennui or distraction of mind or embarrassment or deep reflection or intentional indifference to what is going on. The last case is
the only one that is applicable to Jesus, and the gesture here
has the same meaning as His words, Matt. xxii. 18 :
tempt
ye we, ye hypocriUtl (Comp. also Luke xii. 14.) This disregard and rebuko implied in the act itself, is tho thing essential, not tho words or signs written ; else they would hare
been recorded. It is therefore idle to ask what lie wrote on
the ground. P. 8.]
* [Some MSS. add after the word Kariypafav (ver. 8) : tfct
tint of every one of them. Wordsworth : An emblem that the
law which He Himsolf had given, had been written on earthly
and stony hearts. Very fanciful. Lightfoot and Boaser : the
curses written by the priest against unfaithful women, Num.
v. 17. Augustine and others : reference to Jer. xvii. 13
" They that depart from me Bhall be written in the earth."
Wolf and Lampe, like Bede, conjecture that He wrote the
sentence in ver. 7; Godet: the sentence of, the judge which
must be written. But Christ evidently did not wish to listen
to them or to act as judge, and when asked the second time,
He did not answer their question about the woman, but reminded them of their own sins.— P. S.]
f [Owen remarks on this verse: " This is one of the moat
profound and searching remarks to bo found in the whole
gospel. ' Who are you that you should be so clamorous for
the meting out of punishment to this woman f Have yojx no
sins of your own to be repented of? Is it your appropriate
task to sit in Judgment upon your fellow-men, as though you
yourselves were perfect and deputed of God to do this ? Look
to your own hearts, inspect your own conduct in the light of
God's law (Matt. v. 28, 82), and be less solicitous in respect
to the exact degree or kind of punishment to be meted out
to your fellow-men.' " P. S.]

Why

—

—
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"Without

As

ain."

occurs

clean, particularly in respect of sexual defile-

ments and unchastity, let him begin the execution of the penalty upon the woman.
It presumes that no one will venture to proceed, and
the conscience of the accusers must sanction this
judgment. Then, secondly, in this actual impossibility of restoring the Mosaic rigorism is
couched the deeper moral principle, that, in the
Christian point of view, any condemnation of a
guilty person by a host of accusers and judges
who deem themselves guiltless, must be abandoned. For it must be considered that the legal
condemnation presupposed this guiltlessness, and,
at the same time that theocratic penalty of death
stood for damnation (the cutting off of its soul
from its people). Christ could no longer recognize either the innocence of those supposed to be
clean, nor the liability of the culprit to damnation
(which in fact the Mosaic system had only aimed
to exhibit symbolically). The Old Testament had
now unfolded itself into the New, which laid
down on the one hand, the liability of all, even of
human judges, to damnation, and on the other

New

frequently in classic
into an inconsistency with the style of John.
How is the word '• without sin," to be understood t
1.
Erasmus, Zuingle, Calvin, Baur, Hase
it

absolute

sinlessness.

Hase

therefore thinks that the answer is a proof of the
apocryphal nature of the section ; so do Paulus
and Baur, since the demand that only sinless men
alone should act as judges and pronounce sentence, is utterly inadmissible.

Meyer [p. 330], after Lucke: "Whether
means freedom from the possibility of fault

2.

He

(of error or of sin), like Plato in Pol. I. p. 839
B., or freedom from actual fault [comp. ywt)
avaucpT^Toc, Herod, t. 39] ; and likewise, whether
He means this latter in general (2 Mace. viii. 4),
or in respect to a particular category or species of
sin (2 Mace. xii. 42; Deut. xxix. 19), is to be
decided solely by the context. And here freedom from sin must be understood, not indeed of
adultery specifically, because Jesus could not pre*
same this of the whole hierarchy even in view of
all their moral corruption ; but of unchastity, because one guilty of this stands in question and
before the eyes of all as an actual opposite of
ava^apT7jroc [sinless one]. Compare dfiapruXdc,
Ln. Tii. 87. Apapraveiv, Jacobs' adAnthol. X.,
p. Ill; and in chap. v. 14, in /iqK&Ti d/iapTare, a
specific sort of sinning is meant; and the same
injunction given in ver. 11 to the adulteress, is
the authentic commentary on this dvafidprffro^.*'
So De Wette also, and Tholuck [and Alfordl.
Yet Lucke (and De Wette likewise) takes in addition the moral point of view: Jesus would not
trench upon the office of civil justice ; He looked
at the case solely in its moral aspect and with
reference to. the ftaaifaia rov tieov (Luther:
" Therefore we have preaching in the kingdom
of Christ, and when this preaching comes, it
supersedes swords, judge, and all").
The question is: In what relation did Christ
place Christian morality to the theocratic civil
law of Moses ? And here it must be remembered
that, with the Pharisees, the idea of being a sinner, and of being without sin, had reference to
the law. Publicans and sinners are such as are
fallen under Levitical discipline, liable to excommunication. But now the Levitical discipline
was, according to the spirit of the law, so ideal
that, strictly taken, it made every one necessarily unclean (see Hag. ii. 12 sqq. ; our Comm.
'

on Matt. chap.,iii.). And this is most especially
true with regard to sexual impurities and of-

The law, therefore, in its full ideal confences.
sistency, could not be carried out ; and the. mitigations of it in practice partook not only, on the
one hand, of laxity, but, on the other, of moral
earnestness, which must scorn to apply the law
with hypocritical rigor in particular cases, when
it could not apply it consistently in all. (Luther
and Zwingle had scruples about the discipline of
church law in similar consistency. ) Christ, thereby His word, approves the prevalent leniency, but at the same time leads His hearers back

fore,

of the ideal stringency.
His expression means, in the first place : Whosoever among you knows himself to be Levitically
to the principle
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Testament (though
usage), it cannot be made

avafidprrrroc, sinless,

only this once in the

[Owen] make

;

hand, the capacity of

all

even of the

fallen, for

'

salvation.

This, however, in the third place, does not
supersede human acquittal and condemnation;
it only shows that they must proceed upon a new
basis (sympathy of the sentence with the sinner)
and caution against hasty and over-stringent
judgment). How, far, then, this principle should
allow the civil punishment of seduced or infatuated women, Christ leaves to the future, but intimates that, on the part of severity, stringency
and pride, there is a motive equally ready to
hold the culprit to punishment. It was itself a
death-penalty, that the adulteress was socially

outlawed and condemned.
It must further be considered how singularly
Christ distributes His decision between Himself
and the appellants or Jewish court. He states
the principle, that is the vital idea of the law
but they are left to apply it according to their
best knowledge and conscience: First judge
themselves, then others.

Let him be the first to oast a stone at
her [not the first stone; fiateru, not only permis-

—

oommand]. According to Deut. xvii.
the witnesses were to cast the first stone. But
here the first one means him who will have tho
courage to condemn as being himself innocent.
According to the Rabbins the first blow struck
the breast, often with fatal effect.
Ver. 8.
again he- stooped down.-—
The Prophet, the Messiah, had solved His problem and returned to His rest, and represented
His leisure in symbolical recreation, that they
may understand that it now rests with them to
act, that is, in the first place to condemn themselves.
He is discharged of the matter. And
as He has previously not looked nor glanced at
the woman in her conscience of guilt, so He now
does the same with them. Jerome: He would
give them room to make their escape.
[Inconsion, but
7,

And

sistent with ver. 6.]

Ver.

9.

QThey went

out, &£4}pxovro, de-

One by

scriptive imperfect.
one, elg xaiif
later
e I f, or etc Ka&elc (instead of xatf' eva).

A

—

Greek formula. The preposition is here adverbial.
Comp. Mark xiv. 19; Rom. xii. 5 Acts
;
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the Hebrew 1HX irn6, and Winer, p. as if bound, and did not withdraw, seems to
234.—P. 8.].—Being Convicted by their show what an impression Jesus made upon her
own conscience. Tholuck: "It is histori- conscience. She stood, as if bound to His judgcally attested, that at that time many prominent ment-seat.
xxi. 21

;

—

Rabbins were living in adultery." Wagenseil on
the Sola, p. 525. And some of them must hare
feared that when He should lift up Himself again,
they might hear something further, which would
be still less pleasant (Musculus).
Beginning at the eldest* Fritzsche and
others construe so as to make apZ&fi. and r.
the main
npeajivrkp. substantially a parenthesis
statement being, that they went out even to the

Ver. 10.

—The

Hath no man condemned thee?

emphatic ; but so is the condemn,
KaraKpivo [not found elsewhere in John]. It denotes the sententia damnaloria of theocratic judgment, a sentence of death considered at the same
time as a religious reprobation. Meyer remarks
that since these people came asking advice, the
vote of each one is the only thing intended.
;
But in asking advice they wished to refer to the
Lord a judicial sentence, which He referred
last ; this being more particularly described by
the parenthesis ; the eldest made the beginning. back to them, and this is therefore the thing in
Winer and Tholuck : They went out, the eldest question. Hence it is neither, on the one hand,
leading off; and the hue r. tex* ** a breviloquent the actual "stoning" (Wolf) which is meant,
The former interpretation seems nor on the other hand a mere moral condemnaaddition.
clearer ; and in many manuscripts this last ad- tion (Tholuck), nor any dismissal of the referThe eldest went out first, ence (Meyer).* The people had left the decidition is wanting.
partly because of a guilty conscience, partly be- sion to Him, though in irony ; and they did the
Is not same again, when He in a conditional way cast
cause they were the more shrewd.
Tpeojl'uTspoi here an official name?
This is at the decision back upon them. When He now
least probable, because the group is a judicial says : if they have desisted from their condemone ; hence LUcke, De Wette and others take it nation, I also condemn thee not, unquestionably
of rank. Meyer (and Tholuck, 7th ed.), on the He means this in the New Testament sense, aa
contrary: This is not yielded by the contrast; in ch. iii. 17 ; Matt xviii. 11. But in this case
there would then be no proper antithesis ; it is her acquittal is included in His decision, so far
a phrase: from the first to the last. But from as He interprets the tacit practical verdict of her
the oldest to the last is no antithesis. On the con- accusers. This is proved by His next words.
trary, a sufficiently clear antithesis is: from the This withholding of moral condemnation is, howelders (of the synagogue) to the last, u e. the ser- ever, no withholding of moral judgment* AuThe expression: to the last, gustine {Tract.ZZ) : Quid est Dominet foots ergo
vants, 1 Cor. iv. 9.
might, however, have been afterwards added, to ipeccatisf Non plane ita. Attende, quod sequitur
Ergo et Dominut
destroy the definiteness of the term elder*, which vade,deinceps jam noli peccare?
perhaps might have given the section a wrong and damnavit, sed peccalum, non hommem" [Ambrose:
non crimen absolvit. P. S.]
offensive bearing in the Christian congregations. fimendavit ream,
{" They went out what else could they do ?
Not stop there, with the people gazing alternately
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
at them, and at the finger moving to and fro on the
the
exegesis particularly on verses 1, 2,
See
\.
ground ! They retreat, but observe how orderly
they do it. The Evangelist is careful to inform 6, 7, etc.
2. If the section of the adulteress can be reus that they * went out, one by one, beginning
Perhaps they stored to the credit of genuineness, it materially
.at the eldest, even unto the last'
hung back for a moment, no one disposed to go enriches the history of the life of Jesus. A systematic view of the progress of the persecution
first, lest he should thereby seem to betray himthe Sanhedrin commends the theory
So, to avoid of Jesus by
self the greatest sinner in the lot.
of its genuineness according to the rules of insuspicion, they will depart in the order of age.
As well-bred men, they give precedence to seni- ternal criticism. It would be natural, that the
temptation of Jesus which proceeded upon the
ority, the younger bowing out the elder.
« Not
assumption that He was the Messiah,
before you, sir, reverend Doctor Rabbi Eliezer, ironical
They leave; the people should form a series and climax. And the conHabbi Jehudi,' etc.
duct of Jesus perfectly accords with the existing
staring after them : their long robes and broad
state of the Messianic question, on account of
phylacteries not quite so imposing as when they
came in. They are gone. The court has ad- His official position towards the question whether
He was the Messiah.
journed. There has been an adjudication, not
8. The conduct of Christ in this situation exprecisely that for which the court was called.
hibits majestic elevation, calmness, prudence,
There has been a conviction not of the accused,
wisdom, and boldness.
but of the accusers, and they, self-convicted, not
4. The only mention of Jesus' writing ,- and
daring to look the Judge in the face, who could
that in the sand of the earth, no one knows
see them through and through." From a sermon of Dr. Miihlenberg on the Woman and her what. His usual form of writing was a writing
of the law of the Spirit in hearts with the flame
Accusers.
N. Y., 1867.— P. S.]
woman. Only the of His word.
,

ovSeic is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Left alone, and the
band of accusers had gotten away the disciples
and the people who were looking on could remain. But that the woman remained standing

* [In his fifth edition, p. 832, Meyer says on ovtt fvw e«
jraraxp.: "This is not a sentenco of forgiveness, like Matt.
\x. 2 ; Luke yii. 48, nor yet a mere refused of jurisdiction, . . .

* [Or as Lange bolow explains npwpirrtpoi from iko elders,
th<s prubyUrs of tho synagogue.— Jr\ S.J

P.S.]

;

but a reversal of the condemnation, in the consciousness of
His Messianic mission, which was not to condemn, bat to
seek and to save the lost, lii. 17 ; xil. 47 ; Matt. xyW. 1*."—
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5. He thai is tciihout sin among you: (1) Ac- meets with the calm, stately action of Messianic
knowledgment of the Mosaic law in their view. majesty (He stooped down, etc.).
2. Their
Stone her if you please she has deserved death tempting of His Spirit He meets with the search;

according to the law of Moses. (2) Assertion ing of their conscience.
3. Their Pharisaic
of His New Testament ground. But first judge question concerning the highest grade of punyourselves. Stone her not till one without sin ishment He meets with the question of the gosta found who may begin the stoning. (3) Indi- pel concerning the innocent judge. 4. Their
lation of the relation between the Old Testament judgment was to work death and damnation
ind New Testament points of view. Christ de- His judgment aims at deliverance and salvation.
clares the principle and spirit of the law of 5. They come as accusers and judges, they go as
Moses. Then they may act according to their condemned. 6. They intended to destroy a holy
best knowledge and conscience. It must not be one; He rescues a lost sinner. Or: 1. His
forgotten that the death penalty according to tho silence a condemnation of their craft and excited
letter of the Jewish law was at the same time a passion. 2. His stooping and looking down a
reprobation.
condemnation of their shameless treatment of
The Roman church considers Christ a second the woman's shame. 3. His writing, a mysteri"Moses, a new law-giver and according to her ous action, pointing to the wicked mysteries of
lie must have given a stricter law of marriage. their life. Christ and the Pharisees compared
But with a properly religious legislation a min- as judges of the adulteress: (1) With respect
istry of death also is connected (2 Cor. iii.). to rigor. Their rigor is an uncharitable delight
And of those who in this view insist on remain- in the damnation of the sinner after gross outing under the law, the words of the apostle in ward sins. His rigor delights in salvation, and
presses on their conscience with a wholesome
Gal. iii. 10 hold good.
6. On the other hand, here in tho group of ac- condemnation of the Spirit.
(2) In respect to
cusers and judges are fulfilled the words of 1 Pet. gentleness. Their gentleness is carnal laxity
iv. 17 : "The time is come that judgment must which encourages sin.
His gentleness is overbegin at the house of God."
powering grace which destroys sin. Christ is
not a new Moses, but the Redeemer from sin
7. Christ can transform the tribunal of tho
legalists into an asylum of criminals, into a by the law of the Spirit.
The position which
Christ takes toward civil legislators and judges
means of repentance and of the call of grace.
8. The New Testament gentleness the source
(1) He stands distinct from them, in that He
of a New Testament severity in questions of makes no civil laws. (2) He stands in conmoral conduct.
nection with them, in that He furnishes them
the law of the Spirit, the fundamental principles

—

;

—

—

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

for their legal administration.
The glorification
of the ancient light and law in the new covenant
The perfect know(1) The perfection of rigor.
ledge of sins recognizes all as worthy of death
and perdition. (2) The perfection of gentleness.
The full gracious perception of faith recognizes
all as called to the salvation of the children of
God. (3) The perfection of administration. Tho
decided life of the Spirit fixes the standard of
law and discipline between the perfect rigor and
the perfect gentleness.
The judgment of Christ
a word of terror for tho guilty consciences on
both sides: (1) The woman must tremble under
the words: "Let him be the first to cast a stono

The retirement of Christ to the Mount of
Olives outside the city of Jerusalem, an example for the persecuted company of believers.
The first temptation of Christ by a show of recognition on the part of the rulers of the Jews.
This temptation compared with the other (subsequent) ones. The adulteress: or, a life-like
and warning scene from the joyous ecclesiastical
and popular festivals of Israel. The law of marriage a favorite question of the Pharisees.
Conjugal infidelities a measure of the spiritual
decay of popular life.— The diabolical craft,
which would make the show of a holy zeal for at her." (2) The accusers under the words:
the law a snare for the Lord. Analysis of the " He that is without sin among you" (t. e. he
temptation: (1) Crafty plotting. Apparent ho- that is not himself worthy of death).
mage was to impose upon them all. (2) MaliThe guilty woman before the judgment seat
cious assault they aim not at the execution of of Christ: (1) How she stands bound to the
the woman, but at the execution of the Lord. judgment seat, till He has spoken.
(2) How
The woman, in she is released with a Saviour's word: Sin no
(3) Heartless, cruel procedure.
a form of judicial process no longer practised, more. The Christian spiritual care of released
was to be sacrificed as a means to an end. (4) criminals, particularly of penitent fallen ones.
The silence of the woman an intelligible lanShameless law question. They sought to make
The judgment
either zeal for Moses or an approval of their guage of penitence to the Lord.
own tradition and custom a capital charge against of the Pharisees in the light and judgment of
the Lord.
They Christ.
(5) Unsuspecting blindness.
Starke: Nova. Bill. Tab. : Tho wickedness
know not how soon their double judgment
against the woman and against the Lord is to be of the ungodly knows how to abuse even tho
turned into a judgment against themselves. (6) law, the punishment of faults, the best and holiThe most headstrong obduracy.
Though in est things. Shame, that stupidity and silliness
It does not
their conscience convinced of their unworthiness undertake to tempt wisdom itself.
become teachers and preachers to try to have
to condemn the woman they still do not perceive
one foot in the pulpit and the other in the countheir sin against the Lord.
cil chamber.
Hedinoer Thou hypocrite, look
The conduct of the Lord towards His tempters
into thine own bosom.
Though no magistracy
1. Their hypocritical homage to the Messiah He
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can be without sin it should nerertheless not be covered in transgressions. The heavy guilt and
chargeable with the sins which it must visit with shame of adultery are evident from all laws of
Magistrates antiquity against it (and also the evil of that
bodily punishment upon others.
ought to be honest persons who fear God, Ex. neglect, oppression and improper use of woman,
Quesnbl : Prudence and love require which have been gradually done away with by
xviii. 21.
Men may be zealous for
that we should give persons an opportunity to Christianity alone).
withdraw, without ado and disgrace, from a bad the divine law with evil hearts. Worldlings and
cause, into which their passsion has seduced hypocrites have a passion for bringing good
them. Zeisius : What a mighty, and in truth people into perplexity with entangling questions.
But Jesus shows us the way of Christian wisdom
irresistible witness is the conscience of man
Thus must they themselves come to shame who to escape the snares of men. Thunder from a
seek to put others, especially faithful teachers, clear sky could not have so terrified the sinners
treachery comes home to him that as the word of the Lord, which must have smitto shame
forges it. Preachers must be no doubt earnest ten them with the fear that He knew their secret
and zealous with great sinners, but not with gross sins. Cicero Ad Verrem III. exord. : Vis corrvp'
harshness, for this does not improve and edify. totem vel adulterum accusaret Providendum diliHedinoer: The pulpit should not meddle in gent er, ne in tua vita vestigium libidmis apparent.
secular affairs, and much less should the secular Etenim non est fcrendus accusator is, qui quod in
order meddle with spiritual matters. Canstein : altero vitium reprehendit, in eo ipso deprehenditur.
The wonderful power of conscience even in
If any one is rescued from the hands of justice,
he should be diligently exhorted not to abuse his hypocrites. No man, Lord: It sounds like a
Christ's
deliverance, but prove his gratitude to God and sigh of anguish, shame and faith.
office is not to condemn, but to show mercy and
men.
Geblach : The answer of Jesus pnts their redeem. Wo should never uncharitably bring
cunning to shame, without infringing the law, the secret sins of our neighbor into the light
At the same time His sentence Despair not of improving those who have fallen
justice, or love.
guards the woman against despair by pointing very low. Gossner : He went early to His work
He does not extenuate the people came early to hear Him. Early let
at the sinfulness of all.
the sin of the adulteress but He hints at in- our souls be given to Him, for He comes early
poor men, let the
ward sin which puts one further from God than into His temple, the heart.
gross outward transgressions. To drive these stones lie which ye would cast at your felhypocrites away needs only a word of the Lord low-sinners and fellow-pilgrims on this earth.
which strikes the heart like a hammer that Besser (after Bengel) : Your names are writgrinds the rock. Now Jesus could exercise His ten in the earth, Jer. xvii. 1, 18.
(From Lusaving office. He forgives her the sin, etc. This ther) : They fancy that the stones are looking
implies not the slightest disapproval of legal at them and it seemed long to them before they
punishments. [But it no doubt does imply a could find a hole and get to the doors. The difChristian principle for the criticism and refor- ference between the Pharisees and the woman
mation of civil punishments].
They, convicted by their conscience, get away
Braunb: Early in the morning, with much from Jesus ; she, convicted by her conscience,
The two were left alone : Misery
watchfulness, Jesus.was in tho temple, the place stays by Jesus.
where He loved to labor all the day.
The and commiseration {miseria et misericordia, pitithought of His approaching death and the vari- ableness and pity), says Augustine. What maous impressions of His work upon different lice prompted the Pharisees to do, was made to
drive a lost sheep into the arms of the good
hearts it seems as if this doubled His zeal.
The sins which in Christendom also attach to shepherd.
Sundays and feast-days.—The previous evening
[Scuaff: A suitable text for the Midnight
that session against the Redeemer had been held
Mission and at the dedication of Magdalene
then (during the night) this case comes. How asylums, but to be wisely and cautiously hannatural the thought, that Jesus might be caught dled. See an excellent sermon on the text by
by means of it. And now the Pharisees and Dr. Muhlenberg, of St. Luke's Hospital,
She says : " Lord ;" preached and published in New York, 1867.
scribes are in concert, etc.
she feels the majesty of Jesus, and this implies The startling contrast: a woman guilty of a
that she certainly condemns herself, Matt. xxi. most heinous crime and exposed to public igno81.
Deliverance from the hand of civil justice miny worso than death, confronted with the
is not yet deliverance from the almighty hand
Purest of the pure, who condemned even an imJesus with His meekness pure look as adultery in germ. Christ acts here
of the holy God.
showed a greater judicial earnestness than the not as an avenging judge, whose duty is to adseverest condemnation to death can express.
minister tho law, but as a merciful Saviour and
Heubner: Unto the Mount of Olives. John Sovereign with the privilege of pardoning. So
gives a hint that Jesus is approaching the time He acted towards the Samaritan woman and
Ver. 8. "But the Scribes and Mary Magdalene. He does not make light of
of His passion.
Pharisees " [instead of the Eng. Vers. And], in- sins against the seventh commandment, but, in
timates .the contrast: these scribes had spent His parting word : "Sin no more," He recognizes
the night in working out new plans against the enormity of the woman's guilt and exhorts
(The woman). To all her shame, to her her to break off from all sin (not adultery only)
Jesus.
Tho wisdom of our Safear of death which already took hold of her at once and forever.
soul, was now added the eye of the pure and viour in avoiding the snare of the Pharisees and
Holv One who judged without respect of per- rebuking their conscience, and His tender and
sons.
It is no good fortune to remain undis- holy mercy in dealing with the poor woman.
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CHAP.
The

heartless cruelty of

modem

VIII. 1-30.

society in turn-

ing the seduced adulteress over to perpetual infamy, while winking at the greater orime of the
seducing adulterer. Christ metes out the same
truth and justice to great and small, respectable
and disreputable alike. " He reverses the judgment of the world which oasts the stone of infamy at the ruined and leaves the author of the
ruin unharmed."—Social respectability was the
shield of the character of the Pharisees and
Scribes, and yet their spiritual pride, hypocrisy

—

unchastities made them more guilty
in the eyes of the Lord than the open, shame of
the poor woman at whom they were ready to
" The publicans and the harlots go
cast stones.
into the kingdom of God before you," Matt. xxi.
81, 82.— (From Muhlenberg): The service of

and secret

the

Midnight

Mission is to approach fallen
in the spirit of the Saviour, " with the
voice of brotherly and sisterly concern ; to let
them feel that they are not utterly friendless
to address them with unaffected sympathy ; to
whisper in the ear words of the one true Friend
to be Christ's missionaries to them by night, like
Himself seeking the lost in a benighted world
this is no dark mission, but a mission of blessed
light, illumined of heaven, cheered too with the
light of penitence and gratitude."]

women

B.

CHAP.

VIII. 12-30.

[CHBIST, THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.]

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Again therefore Jesus spoke to
them [rdhiv ovv avrols kXdKrjaev 6
Ver. 12.

—
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who threatened

to take Jesus, and occasioned
His saying, I shall soon go away from you,
have given Him an involuntary token of acknowledgment before the people ; now lis has the field
again for a time, and can speak once more. The
transactions following took place, accordingly,
after the scene just preceding, on the day after

the last day of the feast.

I

am the

light of the

world.—Opinions

as

to the occasion of this figurative utterance : 1.
Sunrise, or sunset. But the former was long
past, and the latter had not yet come ; and Jesus

appears here not as antitype of the sun, as in
ch. ix. 5, but as the essential light, the light of
the night. 2. The reading of the section Isa.
xlii. ; since the " light of the Gentiles " (^Sf
e&v&v) of ver. 6 is equivalent to the* " light of
the world' 1 (6c>c tov nSofiov) of this place, and
designates tne Messiah.
Jesus, accordingly,
here addresses Himself to the hope of the light
of Israel and the Gentiles (Luke ii. 82 ; John i.
Against this it has been observed that
4, 9).
the reading of Scripture lessons belonged to the
synagogues, not to the temple ; even the templesynagogue, which Vitringa adduces, was not in
the temple itself (Lttoke, p. 283). 8. The torchfeast, or the illumination at the feast of tabernacles.
In the court of the women stood great
golden candelabras, which were lit on the evening
of the first day of the feast, and spread their light
over all Jerusalem, while by the men a torch-light
dance with music and singing was performed
before these candelabras (see Winer, LaubhiUten/est.
These lights are not to be confounded with
the large golden lamps in the sanctuary). According to Maimonides this illumination took
place also on the other evenings of the festival.
Even apart from this, the exhausted lamps in the

ov {]. The connection varies according as
the section on the adulteress is regarded as in
its true placb or interpolated.
women's court, or in the treasury-hall where JeOn the supposition of its interpolation Meyer sus according to ver. 20 was speaking, would on
construes thus (and Liioke) : " After the Sanhe- the day after the feast as distinctly suggest the
drin had failed in their attempt to get possession symbolical transitory illumination of Jerusalem,
of Jesus, and had become divided among them- as the eighth day of the' feast would suggest the
selves, as is related in ch. vii. 45-52, Jesus was cessation of the symbolical streams of water;
able, in consequence of this miscarriage of the and this gave the Lord the same occasion for deplan of His enemies (ovv), to appear again and scribing Himself as the true enlightener of the
speak to the assembly in the temple." The night, which the previous day had given for prerra'Aiv is supposed to show that the time of the
senting Himself as the opener of the true foundiscourse is one of the days following the day tain (Wetstein, Paulus, Olshausen; see Leben
of the feast. De Wette, on the contrary, sup- Jesu, II., p. 955). Opinions which lack a full apposes that John has not intended to preserve preciation of John's symbolization, like Meyer's,
closely the thread of the history.
Tholuck lose their weight by that very lack ; though acconsiders it impossible to decide whether the cording to them we must take not the torch-light
discourse was delivered on the last day of the part of the feast, but, with Hug, the sight of the
feast or after it.
He says: "If the pericope candelabras, as the occasion of our Lord's exis genuine, this exclamation must have occurred pression.
Of course the Messianic prophecies
some hours later." Bather, a whole night and in Is. xlii. 6; Mai. iv. 2; Lu. ii., as well as the
some hours later.
rabbinical figures (Light foot, p. 1041), assisted
If the section be genuine, the words following this application.
But beyond doubt tne illumiare connected with the affair of the adulteress nation was specifically an emblem of the pillar
(Cocceius, Bengel).
We have given this connec- fire which had accompanied Israel at the time of
tion the preference.
In view of the remarks its pilgrimage in the wilderness and its dwelling
that the repeated irdluv in ver. 12 and ver. 21 is in tabernacles ; therefore also an emblem of the
quite unmeaning without this section, for Jesus later manifestation of the 66$a of the Lord, the
has not been interrupted by the history ch. vii. idea of the Shekinah (see Is. iv. 5). To this was
45-52; only the evangelist has interrupted him- further added, as the immediate occasion, the
self by commnnicating some things which pre- fact that the adulterous woman had fallen into
ceded behind the scenes. But the official state darkness, and that the tempters of Jesus had
of things after the production of the adulteress come and gone away in spiritual darkness.
The light of the world. Kdo/iog is here, as
must have been essentially obanged. The rulers
'I tic
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in xvii. 11, and elsewhere, the world of humanity
The true light, which enin its obscuration.
lightens the human night, the antitype of the
temple light a*d of all lamps and night lights, is
the personal truth and purity, which enlightens
and sanctifies, or delivers from walking in reThe substance or
ligious and moral darkness.
New Testament fulfilment of the pillar of fire.

Ver. 14.
self, etc.
1 am just

But ye know not [yfielc 6$ ovk oldare]
I come, and whither I go. In the

(ipxo/iai,

;

ofica/, and] whither I go, is improbable, because the knowledge of Christ's end depends

stead

upon the knowledge of His spiritual origin.
Grotius accounts for Christ's testifying of Himself from His being sent of God : "Legationis injunctse eonscius est

is,

ipso hoe debent ditcere."

whole thought.

eui injuneta est, rtliqui ab
true point, but not the

A

Cocceius observes that no other

man knows whence He comes and whither He
goes, and in this respect Christ stands above
others, and may testify of Himselfi
Unquestionably His clear divine-human consciousness
was the bright star of salvation in the night of

the world.
Ver. 15.
judge aooording to the flesh
Tholuck (after De Wette)
[Kara Tt/v capita).
"The loose and floating progression of ideas looks
as if the ideas were inaccurately reproduced."
Hardly! The train of thought is similar to that
at chap. vii. 24 ; except that here the emphasis
Ye already judge perfalls on the judging itself.
sons and actions aooording to the flesh, according
to their outward, finite appearance, and according to finite standards (m? btyiv, vii. 24). He
means, therefore, primarily, judging by a false
outward standard, but, in connection with it,
judging by a false inward estimate (so Chrysostom, De Wette: after a carnal, selfish manner).
Ye judge (condemn) the internal character of
the Son of Man from His humblo form ; I judge
(condemn) no person. Meyer justly observes
that the addition : according to the flesh, is not
to be here supplied (as Augustine and others
would have it; Lucke: as ye do), but the Kpivetv
is emphatio in the sense of Karaitpivetv*
This
is supported by the turn in ver. 16.
The sentence, however, probably includes a reference
to their theocratic judioial office, which in the
affair of the adulteress had shown a thirst for
reprobation, while His office consists not only in

Ye

et

;

also in that place

very different. There Christ professed Himself the awakener of the dead, and
as such the Father had accredited Him by the
miraculous raising of the jiok. Here He presents Himself as the sure guide through the darkness of this world to the true life, and His credential in this character must be the certitude of His
own conviction. The proof of the truth of this
conviction lies in the fact that He is clear respecting the course of His own life, His origin and His
goal, and this proof He soon states further on.
[Comp. my note on ch. v. 81, p. 192.—P. S.]
* [The rec. reads ircpura-njcret, with D. E. aJM but irepuraT^crfl
supported by tf. B. P. G., etc Orig., and adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf and Alford.— P. 8.

They could

vndyu).

now the present
not know whence

He had come, but they ought to have seen whence
He still at present came, to wit, that He was sent
by God. And from His appearance they might
then have inferred His origin. No more did they
know whence He was going, though they fully
intended to put Him to death that is, they did
not know that by the sacrifice of His life in death
He would rise to glory. The reading: or [?> in-

1

The connection

—

former case the aorist (fadov),

Yet the times differ. Christ
must be first accredited and introduced by the
Father on the testimony of Scripture and
miracle afterwards His own testimony of Himself is valid.
and in this is

—

whence

—

sanos oculos,

my-

am

know

—

sibi perhibet lux, aperit

I

For I
whence I came. The clear
consciousness of His origin and appointment on
the one hand, and of His destination on the other
(His hpx*l and His rk"koc), gives Him also a clear
knowledge of His path, clearness respecting His
own way and His guidance of others. He comes
from the Father and goes to the Father (chap,
xvi. 28).
Therefore He reveals the Father and
is the way to the Father.
Or He is in His essence pure person, He goes to the perfection of
His personality, therefore He is in His holy personal conduct the quickener and restorer of errinjr souls to personal life.

cording to the reading ireptnarrioy* this is assuring : He shall surely not walk. A stronger
expression of the assurance which is implied in
the light of Christ; not to be understood as a
demand, for this is precluded by the words : He
that folio weth Me. Darkness; the sphere of
A fundamental
error, of delusion, of blindness.
conception of John.
Shall have the light of life.— Zxor/a, the
fear of death, had literally brought the adulHence
teress to the verge of bodily death itself.
the light of life is here not the life as light, but
the light as life, as giving, securing, and susHe shall have it for a sure
taining the true life.
possession of his own, for the following of Christ
by faith causes an enlightenment from Him
which proves itself as a living light, the life
turning into light, the light turning into life, a
fountain of life.; as the water which He gives
becomes a fountain within.
Ver. 13. Thy witness is not tine. The
Pharisees who were present rejected the great
utterance of Jesus respecting Himself, «• but,
prudently enough avoiding the matter of it,
they dispute its formal validity." Meyer. In
reference to the matter of it they perhaps felt
half bound by the preceding hypocritical act of
homage on the part of their fellows. Jesus Himself also seemed to then to have formerly, chap,
v. 31, suggested to them this rule which they
now stated. But (says Lucke) the case is different.
Matters of conscience, of the inmost
sense of God and of divine things must be juged
of otherwise than matters of outward experience. As God can only reveal and bear witness
to Himself (6 62 &cbc aMc iavry o^i6kustoc pdprvr,
says Chrysostom), so the divine life and light in
the world are only their own evidence. "Lumen,"
says Augustine, "et alia demonstrat el se ipsum.
Testimonium

I bear witness of

in this situation, as
now. He hereby intimates, that in
other respects He quotes also another witness (the
Father), as immediately afterwards in ver. 17.

Shall in no wise walk in the darkness
[ovfi^irtpiizarvay ev ry anoxia"]. Ac-

sibi ipsa testis est.*

Though

—Even when

is

1

—
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CHAP. VIII
not judging, but in delivering and saying. Hence
modifications of the sentence; 1 judge no one.
Now (vw, Augustine and others) is not untrue
to the sense, but superfluous. So is the explanation: I have no pleasure in judging (De Wette).

The maxim of Christ, however, is founded of
course on the fact that He distinguishes between
the original nature or essential constitution of
persons and their caricature in sin (which Meyer
disputes). It is just this which makes Him liedeemer.
Ver. 16. Bat even if I myself judge.
Meyer supposes that this also means condemn,
and that the Lord would say that there are " exceptions to that maxim of not judging." But the
exceptions would destroy the positiveness of the
previous sentence.
He judgeth no man (unfavorably), but He does judge in general, and in
the special sense judges in condemnation of sin
in every man. Thus in His decision respecting
the adulteress and her accusers lie judged. Thus
He judges or forms His estimate of them and of
Himself. But all His judging is Kpiotg a?jfdivfi

—

ment respecting Himself. After He has declared
that His own testimony is alone sufficient for the

Ver. 19.

chests, which was also called yaCo$v?jliuov t
(see Tholuck, p. 211, where Meyer's translation:
at the money chests,
is also set aside).
The
evangelist names this locality, because it was the
most public, hero everybody deposited his temple
gifts.
The locality gives the bold words of Christ

—

concerning Himselr and concerning the Pharisees their full force; yet "no one laid hands on
Him, for His hour had not yet come" chap. vii. 80.
"The refrain of the history with an air of tri-

umph." Meyer.

Where

Ver. 21. Again therefore he said to them.
I go away, and ye will seek me, and will
die in your sin [ev rff duapria vftdv drrodavelo&e]. As lie had said before, chap. vii.
Not a new discourse, placed by Ewald and
33.
Meyer, contrary to the usual view, on one of tho
subsequent days. It seems unnecessary to as*

—

who

is

thy Father?

—An inten-

misapprehension and malicious mockery.
Therefore no doubt also a feint, as if they were
tional

;

of the

—

knowledged.

tine,

—

(see the critical notes), the real, essential esti-

am

human father of Jesus (Augusand others) ; the use of iroi> instead of r/f is
nor against this. The Pharisees well knew that
God is invisible if their question had referred
to God, it must have been: Where then does
God, Thy Father, testify of Theef They seem,
in mockery, to look about for a human father of
This reference of the
Jesus as His witness.
inquiring after a

If ye had known me, etc. Because they
did not and would not perceive the divine Spirit
in the words and life of Jesus, they were blind
to the Spirit of God in His miracles, as well as to
the testimony of God concerning Him in the
Scriptures; and this proved that they did not
know God Himself any more than they knew Jesus. Comp. chap. xiv. 9.
Ver. 20. In the treasury. 'Ev ry ya$oc)v7.aKWe must in the first place distinguish bei<t).
tween the treasury-hall, the yaZo<pv%dKiov, which
was in the court of the women (t. «., the court beyond which the women did not venture, but
where the men also stopped or passed, see Mark
xii. 41), and the treasure-chambers of the temple, ya^oQvMiua.
Then we must again distinguish between the more special term ya£o$v?AKtov t
applied to the thirteen chests, and the same term
in its more general application to the wholo hall

mation (of persons), discrimination (of sinner and
sin), and separation (of believer ana unbeliever).
The ground of this judgment, of His being thus
true, is that the Father by the actual course of
things executes these same decisions, separations,
and judgments, which the spirit of Christ passes.
Ver. 17. In your law.
From this turn it
clearly appears that Christ was including judg-

—
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1-CO.

word to a human father does not necessarily involve, as Tholuck thinks, the calumnious intimation that He was a bastard (Cyril) ; for the
thing in hand is not any exact information concerning His birth, but the presentation of His
Father as a witness. Yet the irony might possibly
have gone even to this wicked extent.

.

declaration that He is the light of the world, He
returns to the assurance that after all He is not
limited to His own testimony, but has the "*ather
also for a witness. In your law, I e. y in the law
in which ye make your boast, and the very letter
of which also binds you ; not in the law which is
nothing to Me (whether in the antinomian interpretation of Schweizer. or the doctrinal interpretation of De Wette).
Comp. chap. v. 39 ; vii. 22
viiL 5, 45-47; x. 35.—-Tholuck : In this way of
speaking of the vdptog we must by no means fail
to perceive a characteristic of John.
The testimony of two men is true. A free quotation
from Deut. xvii. 6. Two men is emphatic.
Ver. 18. I
beareth witness,
he
etc.
He produces two significant witnesses
His own consciousness and the power of the Father
working with Him. Paulus would take the kyu
to mean: I, as one who knows Himself; Olshausen: I, as Son of God. But it means also in
particular: I, as the one sent by the Father.
That which makes two witnesses valid in law, is
the agreement of two consciences in a public
declaration under oath. And if there may be
two false witnesses it must be one of those abnormal, horrible exceptions for which human soBut when the power of
ciety cannot provide.
God in the miracles of Christ and His word in
the Old Testament agree with the word of Jesus,
it is a harmony of testimonies, in which the testimony of the Father Himself joined with the testimony of Him whom He has sent must be ac-

;

sume (with Tholuck) a

t

special occasion for this
discourse; for tho occasion in the preceding
mockery of the Pharisees stands out strongly
enough (hence the ovv). The mockery of unbelief stands entirely on a line with persecution
mockery therefore is here to the Lord a new
signal of approaching death, as persecution was
at chap. vii. 34.
But for this reason He hero
declares still more strongly than He did there,
both His freedom in His death and their condemnation.
In the former case: Ye will not find me;

now: Ye

will die in your sin.
Tho seeking again
denotes the seeking of the Messiah amidst the
impending judgments; not a penitent seeking of
the Redeemer, but a fanatical chiliastic seeking
of a political deliverer. Hence without any finding of Christ And the not finding is, positively,
a dying in sin. Lticke The thing meant is mv
:
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tural dying in tbo state of sin, not a dying on
account of sin or by reason of sin. But ifce

former idea cannot here be kept apart from Ine
The sins are their sins as a whole, sealed
by their unbelief and their murderous spirit towards the Messiah ; the dying is dying in the
whole sense of the word: perishing in woe, irremediable death, utter ruin in this world and in
tnat which is to come; and lastly the persons
meant are the people as a whole, deceivers and
deceived. But as the vatic does not mean every
single Jew, so the sin of obduracy is not foretold
of all, nor the prospect of death extended to hopeleas damnation in every case.
Only the sin and
death of the nation as a body are without limit.
The extension of the condemnation into the future world Jesus declares in the words: " Whither
1 9°, V* cannot come." As they now could not
spiritually reach Him, so hereafter even as suppliants they could not reach Him on the throne
of His glory nor beyond in His heaven.
A distinct opposite of hell is not to be thought of (as
Meyer holds) a place of punishment is no doubt
latter.

;

at least implied.

?—

Formerly
Ver. 22. Will he kill himself
said : " Where I am;" now he says: " Whither
I go." Hence they now (the Jews in the Judaistic sense) give their mockefy another and a
more biting form. "Tho irony of chap. viL 35,
rises to impudent sarcasm." Tholuck.
They assume that Ho spoke of His death; and as He
called this a i-<iyeiv, they mock, because they
have no conception of the element of voluntary
departure in the violence of death : " Will He kill
Himself?" They think He has set Himself far
above them in saying that they could not reach
Him; they revenge themselves by suggesting
that Ho will sink far below them. An orthodox
Jew, they would say, utterly abhors suicide. According to Josephus, De Bello Jud. III. 8, 6, tho
self-murderer goes to the oxortoTepoc qStjc. Thus,
according to the orthodox Jewish doctrine, to
which the Pharisees bore allegiance, the suicide
falls to the lowest hell of Hades, and is separated
by a great gulf from Abraham's bo3om (Luke xvi.

Ho

26), into

which they hoped

to go.

Concerning a

peculiar interpretation of Origen, see Lucke, p.
207: [that Jesus would kill Himself, and so go
to the place and punishment of suicides, to which
the Jews could not 'go, because their sin did not
subject them to it.
Te.]

Ye

am

Ver. 23.
from
are from beneath; I
above. Jesus meets their mockery with a calm
assertion which turns the point of it against
themselves. For from beneath hardly means here
merely from the earth (Meyer), as in chap.iii. 31
but, as in viii. 44, it denotes the diabolical nature which they have shown, and by virtue of
which they belong to that dark nether world.
They therefore could go thither, where they are
spiritually at home ; He could not, since He is
from above, from heaven (chap. iii. 3). The antithesis in these words is that of hades and
heaven, says Origen; in the moral sense, says
Stier; on the contrary Tholuck, with Meyer,
makes the antithesis heaven and earth. But the
parallel k6<j^oc ovtoc does not prove this ; for that
expression denotes not the visible world in itself,
but the old bad nature of the world.
The more obscure first sentence He explains

—

JOritf.

by the second

Ye

are of this world.
according to the Jewish
Christology, denoted pre-eminently the ancient
heathen world, which was to come into condemnation.
I am not of this world. Therefore
in spirit and life belonging to the aluv 6 utt-Xuv,
the new and higher world.
The former antithesis denotes tho principle of the life; the latter, the
sphere of life corresponding.
Ver. 24. I said therefore nnto yon, that
ye wUl die in your sins. That is to say, tho
words: "ye will die in your sins," and the
words: "ye are of this world," or "from beneath," are equivalent.
Their being from beneath as to the principle of their life is the reason why they will die in their sins (Crell. Other
views of the connection see in Tholuck). Meyer
"Observe that in this repetition of the denunciation the emphasis, which in ver. 21 lay upon in
your tint, falls upon wUl die, and thus the perdition itself comes into the foreground, which can
be averted only by conversion to faith."
Yet they must not understand Him that they
are in a fatalistio sense from beneath, or of this
world, and therefore cannot but die in their sins.
Hence He adds the condition: If ye believe
not that I am He. There is, therefore, no lack
of clearness in the connection (as Tholuck supposes).
The expression : " that I am He" is
mysteriously delivered, without mention of the
predicate.
Meyer : " To wit, the Messiah, the
self-evident predicate." But the matter was not
so simple.; otherwise Christ would have previously named Himself the Messiah. And this
ne would not do, because their conception of the
Messiah was distorted. They must, therefore,
K<fo/xo?

ovtoc,

:

also,

—

by step perceive and believe that He is what
professed to bo : the one sent of the Father,
the Son of Man, the Quickener, the Light of the
world; last: the one from above. They must
believe in Him according to His words and His
deeds; His higher existence, His real being,
which stood before their eyes, and the real nature of which they criticised away, they must
believe ; not till then could they receive the word
that He was the Messiah. The predicate is,
therefore, the representation of Himself which
Jesus gives in the context According to Hofmann (Schriftbeweit, I. 62), an imitation of the Old
Testament fettn *}H. Undoubtedly correct in the
step

He

view that both here and there the self-evidencing
living presence of the divine person must be above
things acknowledged without prejudice.
This mysterious import of the word is indicated
also by the question of the Jews " Who art thouV
all

:

They wished to draw the last decisive
word from Him. The answer of Jesus whioh follows speaks to the same point. Luther takes the <rb
tic el as contemptuous so does Meyer.
But it is
(ver. 25).

;

rather a sly question, to decoy or force Jesus to an
avowal. Comp. chap. x. 24. If we compare the
expression brt ey6 tlpi with that in ch. vii. 39: ol«o
yap fy> 7cvevfia aytov, we might naturally transThat He is present at He is
late that I am hero.
present in the fulness of His divine-human life,
this they must believe and apprehend before
they will rightly apprehend Him as the Messiah.
Ver. 25. Even the same that I said nnto
yon from the beginning. [So the £. V.
renders rr)v apxv v ° Tl * a * AaAw vuir

—

:

—
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This passage has
P. S.].
been a crux interpretum, because the progressive
unfolding of the idea of the Messiah by Christ
in His presentation of Himself has not been
The interpretation depends not
appreciated.
merely on the sense of rip/ apxfo, but also on
that of the expression 5 ri ical ?xlXu vpiv.
[To state the points more fully, the interpretation depends: 1) On the construction of the
whole sentence whether it be interrogative, or
exclamatory, or declarative; 2) on the sense' of
77/v apxffvt whether it be taken substantively
[principium, the beginning, the Logos), or adverbially (in the beginning, from the beginning, first of
all, to start with, or omnino, generally)
8) on the
ambiguity of bn (conjunct.) and 5, n (relative);
4) on the meaning of AoAu as distinct from teyo;
I remark in the
6) on the proper force of nai.
premises that we must take tt)v apxfyv adverbially, and write b, n, since bn (quoniam, quia)
gives no good sense.
P. S.]
1. Constructions which take the sentence as a

—

;

—

question.
(a) Cyril, Chrysostom, Matthsci, Liicke (more
or less equivalent) : Why do I even speak to you
at all?
[Cur vero omnino vobiscum loquor? cur
fruslra vobiscum dispulo f
P. S.] (Comp. x. 25).
This is grammatically possible, for r/)v apxfiv can
mean omnino (in certain circumstances), and 6,

—

n can mean

But such a sentence would be
contradicted by Christ's going on to speak, and
it would be too " empty" (Meyer).
why.

[With this agrees in sense Ewald's explanawith this difference that he takes the sentence as an indignant exclamation: That I should
have to speak to you at all
(Bass ich auch uberkaupt zu euck rede!)
But this leaves the position
tion,

#

!

on (as Ewald writes instead
unexplained. P. S.]
(6) Meyer (and Hilgenfeld) What I originally
(from the first) say to you, that do ye ask?
or (Do you ask), what I have long been telling
you? The objection to this is that Christ had
from the first not presented Himself as Messiah.
Besides, there is no : Do ye ask ?
in the senapxf/v before

of

T7jv

of

5, ti)

—

:

—

tence.

•

2. Constructions which connect with this sentence the iroMd, £xu following [ver. 26, and put
only a comma, instead of aperiod, after "kaXti viiiv~\.

Bengel, Olshausen.
Hoffor the present, since He
is engaged in speaking to them, He has many reproving and condemning things to say to them."
This would be an entire evasion of the question
they had put.*
3. Constructions which take the sentence as a
Borne manuscripts,

mann

" For the

:

first,

declaration.
(a) Augustine (similarly Bede, Rupert, Lampe,
Fntiche) : Principium (the Logos, the Word) me
ereditet quia (bn) et loquor vobis, i. e. quia humilis

vosfactus adista verba descendi. [Wordsworth "lam what I am also declaring to you,

propter
:

Beginning;" comp. Rev. xxi. 6, % apxfi *«* t6
Untenable both in point of gramP. S.]
7&of.
the

—

*[Battmlein: "If we must take the question: Who art
thou ? as expressing contempt and wonder that Jesus should
Tentnro to say : Ye shaU die in your sins, the reply -ri)v
ipXir—o ri icol AoA** vp.tr—-iroAAa i\t» Trepl v/*. AaA. k. *cp. is
perfectly suitable: Assuredly (from the first, in general) I
Jure— what I am doing also now— many things to say," etc.—

—

:
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mar and

of fact; ryv apxfiv is adverbial, and
Jeaus could not present Himself to these adversaries as the divine Logos.
[A reference to the
Logos would require "kkyu instead of ?>a?ub. P. S.]
(b) Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Baumgarten-Crusius,
Tholuck : " I am* what I told you in the beginning (and tell you until now)." But (1) He had
not given them from the beginning a definite description of Himself ; (2) t%v aptfiv ought not to
stard first; not to say that we ought rather to

—

have

h7AXriGa [instead of ta?„&>].

Luthardt : " Prom the beginning I am,
that [bn] I may even speak to you." Obscure,
and in part incorrect ; for Jesus did not exist
merely to speak to the Jews (see Meyer).
(d) Bretschneider : " At the outset I declared
(e)

concerning Myself what I say also now."

But
no XeM'knKa.
"First of all, or above all, I am
(e) De Wette
what I even say to you."f Luther: "I am your
preacher if ye first believe this, ye will also
know by experience who I am, and in no other
way." (Ammon: He is to be known, above all
But, in the first place,
things, from His words).
rrjv apxfo must mean for the first thing, to begin
with and secondly, Christ says not that they
must know Him from His words, but He refers
to accounts which He actually gave of Himself.
"I am wholly such as I represent
(/) Winer
Myself in My words." See the grammatical
objection against wholly in Meyer.
(g) " To begin with, for the first, I am that
which I even say to you;" or, "First of all, I am
there

is

:

;

;

:

the very thing I am declaring unto you." Erasmus, Bucer, Grotius, J elal., LebenJesu, II., 963,
Bruckner. § For the first thing, they must receive
with confidence His descriptions of Himself as the
fountain of life, the light of the world, etc., which
He openly and familiarly talks (7.a7id\ to them
then they will come to a full knowledge of His
character ; for all depends on their ceasing to
determine His character by their crude notion
of the Messiah, ceasing to require in Him such
a Messiah as they have imagined, and beginning
to determine their ideas of the Messiah from His
revelation of Himself, and to oorrect and spiWhen Tholuck obritualize them accordingly.
jects that, upon this interpretation, Jesus would
be drawing them first to a lower view of Himself,
and afterwards to a higher, he is mistaken for
the issue here is between a designation of Him;

* ['Eytu et/u

JewB

:

is

<rw ti? ct

;

supplied from the preceding question of the

— P.

8.]

f [ Yon corne herein (vor alien Dingen) bin icJi, was ich auch
tu euch rede ; i. c, I am in fact what I say ; I must be known
from My speeches. Alford professes to follow this Interpretation of De Wette as expanded by Stier, but translates some-

what differently: "Essentially (rqv apvrjv, traced up to its
principle, generally), that which I also discourse unto you; or,
in very deed, that same which 1 speak unto you, lie is the
Logos His discourses are the revelation of Himself. . . When
Moses asked the name of Ood, lam that which J am, was the
mysterious answer ; . . . but when God manifest in the flesh
"
I am that which I spiak.'
is asked the same question, it is
Profound and true in itself; but hardly an interpretation of
the text in hand. The question, in all its circumstances and
its spirit, is not the same as that of Moses : and a hidden reference to Aoyot would produce Aeyw rather than AaAw. P. 8.]
J [Grotius : Primum hoc sum quqd et dico vobis (t. e^ lux
wporrov fiiv o, ti kcu A«yt* Vfiiv. P. SJ
mundi)
g [Bruckner, ed. 5th, does not materially differ from Do
Wette, except that he rejects his rendering of rriv a.pxnv by
above all tilings (vor alien Dingen), and translates : to begin
with (von vorne herein).—G odet translates (I am) Precisely
what I tell you (no more or less).—P. 8.]

—

:

—

—

—
:
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self by the New Testament thing that He is, and
a designation of Himself by the theocratic name,
which in its rabbinical form had to be regenerated by the New Testament spirit, and the course
of thought is not from lower to higher, but from
the more general to the more specific.
Ver. 26. I have many things to say and
to judge of yon. Uepl ifidv is emphatic. Because He has so much to say and to judge of
them, so much to clear up with them, He cannot
go on to the final, decisive declaration concerning Himself. It must first be still more clearly
brought out, what they are, and where they stand.

Tholuck, therefore, groundiessly remarks, quoting an opinion of Maldonatus: "This expression also disturbs the clearness of the course of
thought." The opinion, of course, has in view
also what follows.
is
is true.
Bat he that sent
difficult.
Meyer, with Apollinaris: 7ro/Ua i%uv

'MM

me

,

7.kyuv nepl vfiuv, atyCt.

So Euthymius and

others.

Better Lucke, Tholuck and others, after older
expositors However much I have to judge concerning you, My Kpiaig is still aXrjdyQ. Yet this
sentiment is to be modified. It grieves Him that
He has so much to judge of them ; yet it must
be so ; God, who hath sent Him, is true. God
judges in act according to truth, and Christ, the
interpreter of His essential words which He
hears of Him through the facts and through the
showing of the Spirit, must do the same in
speech. The aXk& % therefore, forms an adversative (missed in this view by Meyer) to the nolJA
£%<>>•
According to Chrysostom the apodosis
:

would mean

:

But

I limit

Myself

to

irpbg ocmjpiav, ov rh izpbq iXeyxov.

speaking

to.

Meyer: He

has things to say to the world, other than the
worthlessness of His enemies. But in this view
God would rather be referred to as gracious,
than as true. And Christ would not appeal to
His duty to speak what Ho hears (comp. ch.
v. 30).

—

Ver. 27. They understood not. Different
conceptions: (1) '12 rfiq ayvoiag, Chrysostom. (2)
Strange and improbable that they did not understand, De Wette.
(3) The beginning of a new
discourse with other hearers, Baumgarten-Crusius, Meyer.
(4) A moral obtuseness, and refuSo Stier and
sal of acknowledgment, Lucke.
Tholuck: hardness of heart. The failure to
understand was due, on the contrary, to their
suspecting a secret behind the expression: He
that sent Me, on account of their greedy chiliastic
hope of a Messiah. For as Messiah in their
sense Christ would have still been welcome to
tbem. This introduces what follows.
Ver. 28.
ye have lifted up the
Bon of man. It is now their turn to be tempted
by Jesus, though in a holy mind. Jesus apparently yields to their vagueness of mind with a
term of many meanings; hence the ovv. The
sense is lifted up on the cross, as in ch. iii. 14 ;
but it carries also the thought that this shameful lifting up would be the means of His real
exaltation (Calvin, el a/.), which comes more
strongly to light in oh. xii. 32. Now His hearers

—

When

—

:

understand it to mean : When ye have acknowledged the Son of Man as Messiah, and proclaimed
Him in political form. Then shall ye know
that I am he. Some willingly, in the out-

—

—

pouring of the Holy Ghost

others against their
;
the destruction of Jerusalem, etc. (comp.
ch. vi. 62, a passage which is elucidated by
this.
On the different interpretations of the
knowing, see Tholuck).
They take it thus:
Then shall ye perceive how I manifest and prove
Myself the Slessiah after your mind.
that
will, in

—And

—

I do nothing of myself. ('Air" kfiavrov comes
under on, and is not, as Lampe takes it, a new
proposition).
That is : That I do not of My own
will and ambition usurp the honor and glory of
Messiah. They understand it : That I, for secret
reasons, do not come forward on my own responsibility, but abide the result.— But speak
these things as the Father taught me.
His action is according to the instruction of the
Father, primarily a testifying, speaking (therefore not a completing, according to Bengel and
Do Wette: foAw completed by ttolu, iroiu by AaAo>);
and this very thing includes self-command in the
matter of a decisive Messianic profession. Just
this reserve leads Him into the difficult position,
in which He seems to stand alone, and yet is not
alone.
He manifests Himself and conceals Himself as the Father instructs Him.
See the history of the temptation. Now His hearers take
it that the divine arrangement requires the Messiah to let the Messianic people take the initiative
in His elevation.
Ver. 20. And he that sent me is with me.
The Messiah's trust to the arrangement of the
Father in the trying course assigned Him. But
iu the progress of their misapprehension they
must take Him as expressing His confidence of
happy success in His Messianic enterprise with
the help of God.— He hath not left me alone.
Pointing to the help of God which He has
hitherto received, and which is secured to Him
by the co-working of the divine purpose throughout the government of the world with His work,
as well as with His Spirit, and by the co-working
of His dominion with the Father. But they probably think of the silent preparation of extraordinary succor.
For I always do the things that are
pleasing to him. (Not : As appears from the
fact that I do, etc., Maldonatus.
The assistance
of the Father is to be distinguished from the
essential unity of the Father with the Son, and
reciprocates the obedience of Jesus.)
Iu His
unconditional obedience He has the seal of His
unconditional confidence. But they may imagine : He has already introduced and arranged
everything according to the direction of God.
Ver. 80. As he spoke these words, many
believed in him. In the simplest historical
sense: Became disciples, came forward as followers and confessors of Him. What kind of
faith this was, the sequel must teach, and Jesus
Himself took care that the faith which arose out
of chiliastic misconstructions should soon be
tested and set right.
Tholuck: "Tltorekuv is
here used for a faith which arises certainly not
from miracles, but from the word ; by force of
the imposing power of His testimony concerning
Himself; a faith, however, which was but superficial, for it did not find in the words of Jesus
They stand upon the footing
jrffiaTa rffc Cuffc.
of the disciples mentioned in ch. vi. 66 ; hence
phciv is required of them." The main thing

—

—

—

—
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required is submission to the word of Christ, renunciation of their carnal expectations, and a
clearing and spiritualizing of their faith.
Failure to observe the misconstructions traced
above has occasioned much confusion over the
words of Jesus immediately following, and over
the relapse of many or most of these disciples,
which follows soon upon them.

Father, and the mockery of the Jews ; the fact,
and the mistaking and denial, of the original
" It is remarkable how, in the words in
Life.
your law lot which ye are so proud), Jesus takes
issue witn them, and indeed, as it were quits
them." Gerlach. " Had not God from eternity
come out of a rigid, self-imprisoned unity, and
revealed Himself as second person in the Son,
etc., He had not been able to redeem the human

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

race, nor even therefore, to reveal, demonstrate
Himself to it in His full truth." Ibid.
[5£. The significant expression: "the Father
is with Me," is a counterpart of: "The Word
was with God," in ch. i. 1. From eternity the
Son was with the Father; in time the Father
This personal distinction of
is with the Son.

1.

•

As Christ

is

the source of

life

under

differ-

ent aspects: source of satisfaction, souroe of
healing, source of quickening and inspiration,
so lie is the light also under different aspects
the star by nigUt which prevents wandering in

—

darkness, the sun by day which brings with it
the works of the day and opens the eye to the
Here He is the star or lamp of the
day, ch. ix.
night, the true pillar of fire, which is set to
lighten from Mount Zion the holy city and the
Suggested by the illumination at the
world.
" Next to the water-drawfeast of tabernacles.
ing and libation, this illumination was the leading feature of the festivities.
As the drawing
and pouring of the water typified the fulness of
salvation which afy>de in Jerusalem and flowed
forth thence, so these lights typified the enlightening of the world from the mountain of the
Lord, Mic. iv. 2; Isa. ii. 2; lx. 8, 6; lv. 5;
After the manner of His former
Zech. xiv. 7, 17.
interpretation of the water-drawing Jesus points
here to that illumination.
It was in Him that
that prophetic festivity found its fulfilment : the
light of the Gentiles, Isa. xlii. 6; xlix. 6; ix. 1, 2.

He who follows Him, follows no flitting, earthly
glimmer, which first flashes up, and then leaves the
darkness only the more dismal His light is a light
;

of. life,

a light which in

itself is life."

Qerlach.

The consciousness of Christ is the star of
night, the sun of day.
He is sure of His origin
2.

(from the Father), of His destination (to the
Father), and therefore of His way (with the
Father), and can therefore offer Himself with
absolute certitude and confidence as the guide
of life to the people who are wandoring in dark'* Though I bear witness of Myself, yet
ness.
My witness is true.' 1 Consciousness attested by
conscience is the basis of all certitude (Luther,
Descartes, Kant, Schleiermacher).
Christ's divine self-consciousness is the starting-point of
all divine certitude.
Augustine :
light shows
itself, as well as other things.
You light a lamp,
for example, to look for a garment, and the burning lamp helps you find it; but do you also light
a lamp to look for a burning lamp'?
5. The assault of the men of the letter on the testimony of Christ concerning Himself, a type of the
battle between dead tradition and living faith.
4. The world's way of judging, and Christ's
way: (1) The world judges of the nature of the
person after the flesh (subjectively, with a carnal judgment, and objectively, from the mere

A

appearanoe); Christ judges not the nature of
the person, but his guilt.
(2) The world forestalls the judgment of God, and, midway, condemns Christ to the cross; Christ pronounces
the judgment of God, and the actual judgment
He does not execute till the end of the world.
6. Christ's appeal to the testimony of His

:

the Father and the Son from each other is the
stronger rather than the weaker, for that other:
"The Word was God," which stands-by its side,
and which has a parallel here in ver. 19: * If yo
had known Me, ye should have known My Father
It is impossible to do justice to its signialso."
ficance, without the doctrine of the essential,
eternal trinity of the Godhead; and this doctrino
may be said to be contained in this combination
of mysterious words. Augustine, in the Catena:
" Blush, thou Sabellian; our Lord doth not say,
I am the Father, and I the self-same person am
the Son ; but / am not alone, because the Father is
with Jfe."—E. D. Y.]
6. The suicidal world suspects Christ and
Character of
Christianity of a suicidal intent.
suicide on the part of the Lord. From beneath :
the contrast of suicide, which is from beneath,
and self-sacrifice, which is from above.
" I am from abovo;"
[6 J. Here the Lord says
"ye neither know Me, nor My Father;" "ye
oannot tell whence I come, and whither I go."
He had said before, ch. vii. 28 "Ye both know
4

:

:

Me, and know whence

am." This apparent
contradiction only reflects in His free, spontaneous utterance the perfect harmony and unity of
real deity and real humanity (against Docetism
And yet Wis
and Apollinarianism) in Him.
having a really eartlily, human origin, as well
as a really divine, was not the same as being
from beneath and of this world. This world "lieth
I

in the wicked one."— E. D. Y.]
7. Christ reveals Himself in the spirit by
" The teaching of
veiling Himself in the flesh.
Christ is not something outside of Him or added
to Him ; He Himself is all teacher, all revelaGerlaoh.
tion ; His doctrine is Himself."
[7£. " The Being who sent Jesus into the
world, was in such close companionship with
Him, that He shared with Him, so to speak, all
the opprobrium and hostility with which His
mission was met, and would be present to His
aid in every danger. ... It should ever be borne
in mind that this obedience of the Son, although
strictly predicable of Him only in His Messianio
office, is to be regarded as proceeding from His
essential unity with the Father ; else, as Olshausen well remarks, ... it would depend for its
perpetuity upon the fidelity of the Son. ... It is
based upon those immutable relations of companionship springing from the essential unity of
the Father and Son, and referred to so emphatiJ. J.
cally in the preceding words, is with me"

Owen.—E.

D. Y.]
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The

clemeuts in the life of Jewish
During the life of Jesus, in Galilee
(John vi.), in Judea (John viii.) ; b. After the
8.

people

:

chiliastic

a.

ascension of the Lord, (1) at the time of founding of the church, Acts vi. 7; (-) before the
death of James the Just. See his biography.
9. It is not right to presume that the rulers of
the Jews would have absolutely closed themselves
beforehand against the impression of the Messiahship of Jesus. On the contrary they were
thoroughly disposed from the beginning, under
certain conditions, to acknowledge Him as Messiah ; viz., if He would meet their idea of Messiah (see Matt, iv.) This accounts for the alternate attractions and the repulsions, which John
exhibits to us in the boldest contrast, ch. Hi.;
Even in the revilings against
chs. viii. and x.
Christ on the cross the craving for a chiliastic
Messiah may be perceived (Matt, xxvii. 42 , see
Leben Jesu, II. 8, p. 1562). This explains again
the Lord's reservation of His name of Messiah,
which He positively refused to have publicly
proclaimed by the people until the Palm-Sunday,
and to which He Himself did not confess until
the hour of His condemnation before the high
council.
10. In the miraculous gliding of Christ out of
the hands of His enemies, both here and often
elsewhere, Luthardt rightly sees a presage of
the resurrection of Christ, by which He perfectly
transported Himself from the violence of His
foes.

—

unmasked as ignorant despisers

of God. The
manifest Father of Christ, a hidden God to His
adversaries.
How Christ can charge spiritual
ignorance upon His adversaries at the height of
their power (in the treasury).
Men of the letter
have the treasury of God, and not the knowledge
of God.
The fearful word of Christ concerning His departure: 1. The horrible misinterpretation of it.
2. Its true meaning.
Suicide elucidated by toe
conversation of Christ with the Jews. Self-killing and self-sacrifice; or, the death from beneath, and the life from above. To be from beneath, and to be from above.
How Christ would
be known according to His own representation
of Himself, and not according ip the preconceived
opinions of the world : 1. According to the Old
Testament, not according to the Jewish schools.
2. According to the New Testament, not according to mediaeval tradition. 8. According to His
divine glory, not according to our human notion.
Legitimate steps in the revelation of Christ to
us.
Before the world would come to a decision
concerning Christ, it must have the judgment of
Christ concerning Himself. Ver. 26. The judgment of Christ concerning the world unavoidable:
1. As a testimony to the real government of God.
2. As a testimony to His true view of things.—
The words of Christ concerning His elevation, as
they are misinterpreted by the ear of the Jews.
The power of the Spirit in these words of the
Lord: (a) His confidence that His elevation on
the cross will be the lowest depth of His path to
His heavenly exaltation. (6) The mercy with
which He still gives His enemies the. prospect of
knowing their salvation by His death and resurrection,
(c) The clear prediction of the effect of
the preaching of the cross in the New Testament
dispensation. The twofold knowing that Jesus
is the Lord, as produced by His twofold elevation
(the knowing which believers have, and that
which unbelievers have).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

See the Doctrinal and Ethical points. Christ
the true pillar of fire to His people: 1. He gives
light upon the world of sin.
2. He gives light
through the world of nature. 8. He gives light
to His believing followers.
Christ the light of
the world in His saving work for those who follow Him : 1. The Light of the world. 2. The
followers of the light.
8. The saving effect : (a)
They shall not walk in darkness, (b) They shall
have the light of life. The star of heaven in
the night of earth. The morning star, which
guides out of the night of death into the
day of life.—The light of life: 1. The light as
life.
The effect of the enlightening of the understanding is the quickening of the heart. 2.
The life as light. Quickening is enlightenment.
The true light and the true life are one. Redemption by the light of life from walking in
the night.—-Christ the light of the world: 1. In
the sureness of His course. 2. In that which
His work begins with: not judging, not destroying, but quickening.
8. In that which His work
ends with: separating by the effects of light,
judging according to the fact, separating dead
and living. 4. In that which His work both
begins and ends with : the revealing of the real
God, of the Father in His working, His quickening, His judging.
The Jews' judging after the flesh, a judgment
Against themselves : 1. It is a judgment of the
carnal mind, of passion, on the revelations of
the Spirit. 2. It is a judgment according to outward appearance and pedigree on the wonders of
the new life. 8. It is a carnal condemnation of the
divine gentleness which could rescue from damna-

—

—

—

—

tion.
Prejudice, a way to condemnation.—The
Jewish students of God, in the treasury of God,

—

—

—

The word of Christ: / am not (left) alone: 1.
The sense of the expression The Father is with
:

Him through

the whole course of His sufferings
(Gethsemane). 2. The confidence of it: Notwithstanding He was soon to be forsaken by all the
world and apparently by God Himself. 8. The
foundation of the confidence: for I do always
those things, etc.
Those who believe from misunderstanding.—
The form of enthusiastic belief, which can immediately turn into the bitterest unbelief. Misunderstanding of the word of God: 1. Its forms. 2

—

Its causes.

8.

Its

marks.

4.

Its solution.

5.

Its consequences.

Starke: La^ge: The illumination of

the un-

derstanding always inseparably connected with
the sanctification of the will.
On life depends
light or use of eyes.
Teachers should always
lead their hearers from the earthly to the spirit-

—

Hbdinoer: He who follows Christ never
ual.
misses the right way; always with will-o'-thewisps! Is. xi. 8, 4.—-God, who is (avrdirtaros) the
truth itself, can testify of Himself, and all men,
though they be but liars, must believe His testimony. If the Father and the Son testily the
very same thing, how strong, how invincible is

—
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VIII. 81-59.

—

2b5

Ver. 19; comp. v. 37. The knowing of the
Father and the knowing of the Son are inseparable.
I go my way. Our enjoyment of the means
of grace has its day.
Ye shall seek Me. The time

the testimony ! Stiff-necked enemies of the truth
deride what they do not and will not understand,
and when they can go no further, they start something ridiculous. (In the treasury.) God wonderfully protects faithful teachers and confessors
of His word. Quesnel: Jesus says nothing but
what the Father bids Him say; therefore should
His ministers also preach nothing but what they
have learned of Him, Rom. xv. 18. Ver. 28.
Zeisius: The prophecies of God will never be
more truly and fully understood than in their
how many Christians do not know
fulfilment.
Christ before they have crucified Him with their

—

is

sure to come

when

man

the

shall

know

those

through whom God would have saved him children their father, etc.
Ye cannot come. Heaven

—

:

inaccessible to the assaults of the wicked.
From
beneath, etc.
Between the worldly-minded and
the heavenly-minded there is as great a distance
(and an abyss) as between heaven and earth.
The* enemies of the good cause must involuntarily

—

—

promote it.
Schleieemacher: Walking in the

light, walkun- ing in the truth. If our faith in the Lora rested
It is manifestly a fundamental on any human testimony, He oould not be that on
holiness, in sin.
truth that mind and will belong together ; neither which we might build the full certainty of our
can be corrupted or improved without the other; salvation. We must cease to be of this world
and enlightenment and sanctification ever play then we can believe that He is that. The Lord
into one another.
At the same time, looking at leaves not alone those who are joined with the
the preceding occurrences, the Lord seems to in- Redeemer. Besser: Zech. xiv. 7: "At eventend to guard His dealing with the fallen woman ing time it shall be light." If Christ is the light
of the world, the world without Him is darkagainst all abuses. He does not let sin prevail.
What a cutting contradiction : The
Does not the sun bear witness even to its own ness.
existence ? Set it aside, if you can. Jesus alone treasury of Ood surrounded by a GW-forsaken
knew both whence He came and whither He people, whose offerings were as heartless as the
went; His adversaries knew neither. Contend coin clinking in the chest. Heb. xii. 8. Christ,
not with blasphemers over God, but over noble and Christians with Him, go above, to heaven,
The cross is the knot in which humiliation because they are come down from above ; but
life.
and exaltation are entwined. In the cross the the servants of sin and of the devil go down, bedeepest humiliation ended in the cross exalta- cause they are from beneath.
[Matt. Henry Ver. 12. He that followeth Me.
tion began.
Hecbner: Some light a man will always fol- It is not enough to look at this light, and to gaze
low; the question is whether he will choose the upon it; but we must follow it, believe in it,
for it is a light to our feet, not our
Criterion: The following of Jesus walk in it,
right one.
There eyes only. Ver. 26: / have many things to say,
casts out all uncertain, restless groping.
are only two ways: that of the darkness, and etc. 1. Whatever discoveries of sin are made to
that of the light The test of true illumination us, He that searcheth the heart hath still more
Bearing witness to one's to judge of us, 1 John iii. 80. 2. How much sois that it gives life.
The ever God reckons with sinners in this world,
self by no means absolutely inadmissible.
believer also knows the source and the goal of there is still a farther reckoning yet behind,
How little would the hostile Jews have Deut. xxxii. 34. 3. Let us not be forward to say
his life.
suspected that this Jesus, their antagonist, would all we can say, even against the worst of men
soon be exalted at the right hand of God. So we may have many things to say by way of centhe children of the world suspect not the speedy sure, which yet it is better to leave unsaid, for

sins!

Bbaunk

" Shall not walk

:

—

in darkness," in

—

—

—

—

t

—

—

—

—

;

:

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

glorification of the godly

whom

what

they despise.

is it to

us?—E.

D. Y.]

IV.

CHRIST THE LIBERATOR, AS 80N OP THE HOUSE IN OPPOSITION TO SERVANTS THE ONE SENT FROM
GOD, A8 AGAINST THE AGENTS OF THE DEVIL THE ETERNAL AND THE HOPE OF ABRAHAM AS
AGAINST THE BODILY SEED OF ABRAHAM. OR THE LIBERATOR OF ISRAEL, THE ADVERSARY OF
SATAN, THE HOPE OF ABRAHAM. A GREAT SWINGING FROM FAITH TO UNBELIEF. ATTEMPTED
;

J

:

8TONING.

Chap. VIII. 31-59.
(Vers. 46-59, the Pericope for Judica Sunday.)

Then said Jesus [Jesus therefore said] to those Jews which believed on him [who
had believed him]. If ye continue in my word, then are ye [ye are] my disciples
32 indeed And ye shall [will] know the truth, and the truth shall [will] make you
33 free. They answered him, We be [are] Abraham's seed, and were never in bond34 age to any man how sayest thou, Ye shall [will] be made free ? Jesus answered
them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Whosoever committeth sin is the servant [a

31

1

;

:
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35 bondman, a slave] of sin.1 And the servant [the bondman] abideth not in the house
36 for ever but [omit but] the Son [son] abideth ever.* If the Son therefore shall
37 make you [If then the Son make you] free, ye shall [will] be free indeed. I know
that ye are Abraham's seed ; but ye seek to kill me, because my word hath no place
38 [maketh no progress] in you. I speak that which I have seen with my [the]
39 Father: and ye [likewise] 4 do that which ye have seen with your father.6 They
answered and said unto him, Abraham is our father* Jesus saitn unto them, If
40 ye were [are] 6 Abraham's children, ye would7 do the works of Abraham. But now
ye seek to kill me, a man that hath told you [spoken to you] the truth, which I
41 have heard of [I heard from] God: this [the like of this] did not Abraham. Ye do
the deeds [works] of your father. Then said they [They said] to him, We be [were]
42 not born of fornication we have one Father, even God. Jesus said unto them, If
God were your Father, ye would love me for I proceeded forth and came [am
43 come] from God [for] neither came I of myself, but he sent me. Why do ye not
44 understand my speech ? even because? ye cannot hear my word. Ye are of your
father [of the father who is] the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will [ye dehe was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not [doth not stand]
sire to] do
When he9 speaketh a lie, he speakin the truth, because there is no truth in him.
eth of his own [from his own nature] for [because] he is a liar, and the father of
45 it [thereof]. And [But] because I tell you [speak] the truth, ye believe me not.
46 Which of you convinceth [convicteth] me of sin ? And [omit And] if I say the
47 truth, why ao ye not believe me? He that is of God heareth God's words: ye
therefore hear them not [for this cause ye do not hear], because ye are not of God.
48
Then answered the Jews [The Jews answered], and said unto him, Say we not
49 well that thou art a Samaritan, and hast a devil [demon]? Jesus answered, I have
50 not a devil [demon] but I honour my Father, and ye do dishonour me. And
51 [But] I seek not mine own glory there is one that seeketh and iudgeth. Verily,
verily, I say unto you, If a man keep my saying [my word]* he shall [will]
:

;

:

;

:

:

;

:

never see death.

Then11 said the Jews unto him, Now we know that thou hast a devil [demon].
Abraham is dead [died], and the prophets and thou sayest, If a man keep my saying
53 [my word], he shall [will] never taste of death. Art thou greater than our father
Abraham, which is dead [who died]? and the prophets are dead [the prophets also
54 died] whom makest thou [dost thou make] thyself? Jesus answered, If I honour
52

;

:

myself my honour [glory] is nothing : it is my Father that honoureth
me; of whom ye say, that he is your [our] 16 God: Yet ye have not
known him ; but I know him and if I should say, I know him not, I shall [should]
be a liar like unto you but I know him, and keep his saying [word]. Your *
father Abraham rejoiced to see [that he should see, ha f<fcy] my day: and he saw
it, and was glad.
Then said the Jews [The Jews therefore said] unto him, Thou art
16
not yet fifty 15 years old, and hast thou seen Abraham ? Jesus said unto them,
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was [was made, or, born, yevtafcu]
I am [rifiC],
Then took they up [Therefore they took up] stones to cast at him but Jesus
hid himself, and went out of the temple, going through the midst of them, and
16
so passed by [omit going by].
[glorify]

55

11

[glorifieth]

:

1

56

:

57
58

59

:

—

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 31.—TCod. 8in. omit* the /iov, so generalising the idea of disciple.—V. D. T.]
* Ver. 31.— Tij« aftopTi'a? is wanting in Cod. D., Iren- HiL, etc. [Cod. Sin., with most of the leading authorities, has it].
The omission hits been caused by the general expression 4 6oOAof following.
* Ver. 85.—{This whole clause b vid? aidva is wanting in Cod. Sin. Otherwise it Is unquestioned. The omiMon is
probably an effort to strip the 6 6i oouAot, ver. 34, of that generalness which seemed to others to require the omission of the
A/uiapTta?
before it. E. D. Y.]
TJJ$
* Ver. 38.—{oftv after vn*U is disputed in the Greek text, and should be translated therefore or accordingly or Uktsoim or
by the same rule. Meyer: "/now* hegt eine schmersliche Ironic." P. 8.]
» Ver. 38.— Instead of & lupajcar* irapa t<£ varpt v/amp, we should read, according to decisive authorities (B. C. K.) : 1
Mow ond vntav are probably exegetical interpolations.
fiKovcrart irapa rov irarp<k. [An ironical allusion to the devil.J
Lachmann, Tischendorr, and Alford omit them. tf. D. have them. They also support Lachmann and Teschendorf in reading
& rv«» instead of iyi» &, in the first clause. But in the second it reads : & cwpdutarc wapd rov narpfc. Nothing in the nature
of the case would seem to require ifKovaart here rather thau the ccapox. which is used of Christ in His relation to the Father;
for in ver. 40 the hearing is applied to Christ, and in ver. 41 the seeing is implied in the case of the Jews.— Y.]
* Ver. 39.
eor«, [instead of ^t«, tcere % text, rec.] to which, however, the ivottlrt does not correspond, f Meyer
B. D. L.
" The apparent want offa]
grammatical correspondence between the two members has occasioned the change now of tart into
*

&

—

—

|

—
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Meyer, with Grieabach and Lochmann, prefer*

«<rr«,

and

is

supported by

Cod. tfin.— YJ

Ibid.—The av

not sufficiently accredited.
u Why do ye not
* Ver. 43.—[Dr. Lange trau*late3 this ai belonging to the question, not as an answer ; takes ori—wore
understand my speech, so that ye cannot Itear my word?" See the Exogosis.— Y.J
* Ver. 44.—[The reading ht ir is untenable.]
io Ver. 51.
Tby ifibv \6yov. The reading to* K6yov rbv ifi6v is exegotical. [Lachmann and Tischendorf read rhv ip.bv
Ilahn, Stier and Theile, etc.> prefer the othor,
Xoyop, and Meyer thinks the balance of authority in favor of that reading.
and Cod. Sin. supports it Cod. Sin. also has the weaker futures njpijcrei and 0«a>pijy«i, instead of the subjunctives njpiiTfl
and 0«u»p»icnj. But in ver. 62 it agrees with all the great authorities iu ycu<nfr<u, against the future yctwrot of the Text.
T

is

:

—

Kec-Y.J

u

Ver. 52.—{Cod. Sin. supports

Lachmann and Tischendorf in omitting oZv.—Y.]

» Ver. 54.—According to B. C . D. [Cod. Sin.], tie., 6o( d<r». [Rec. «o£d&».J
u Ibid.—(The Recepta, and therefore the English Version, are supported by the Cod. Sin.:
:

vfiwv, but A. B.* C. al. read
direct discourse. J. J. Owen: "Some critics connect" the succeeding clause with this, "and translate o/ whom ye
*jy 'he it our God' and know him not. But this presents less forcibly the contrast between their arrogant claims and real
ignorance of God.'* The conjunction is simply xot. The main contrast also would seem to lie between the Jews' ignorance
and Christ's knowledge of God.—Y.J
14 Ver. 56.
The authorities waver between ripJav (our father) and v/amp (your father). The first reading is more probable.
[There is probably a mistake here. Lachmann indeed quotes Origen in favor of y)m*>p, but Tischendorf Tregelles, Alford,
Wwtcott and Hort mention no such reading in this verse, while in ver. 55 the authorities are divided between 0cfc vfuov
and 0cfe **u*r.— P. S.]
U Ver. 57.—The reading navapaxovra in Chrysostom and others is exegetical.
* Ibid.—[Cod. Sin.1 itipaictv <r« ; hath Abraham teen thee t to conform their question to Christ's assertion, ver. 56.—Y.]
w Ver. 59.—The words from Ji«A9<op to the end are wanting in B. D., Vulgate, and seem to have been transferred from
Luke lv. 30 by way of exegesis. [Wanting also in Cod. Sin.—Y.]
%
iltivr,

—

degree ofknowledge is put in the form of knowledge itself as opposed to ignorance, because in
comparison with future attainments of knowledge
[The last discourse had made an impression in the path of fidelity, the present knowledge
The truth is not
on many, and brought them to the door of a would be quite insignificant.
superficial discipleship (ver. 30), while yet their merely something thought; it has taken flesh
heart was full of prejudice.
These half converts and blood in Christ, who says, lam the truth. By
the Lord now addresses and Warns them not to a deeper and deeper knowing of Christ they would
be satisfied with a passing excitement of feeling, know also the truth, after which, as after freebut to become true and steady disoiples. Then dom, every man who is not utterly lost has a
they would know the truth, and the truth would deep constitutional longing, and this living truth
give them true freedom from the degrading bond- would make them free from the bondage of sin
age of sin and error.
Knowledge appears here and error; while the truth considered merely as
as the fruit of faith, and freedom as the fruit of a thought of the mind would be utterly powerknowledge.
This earnest exhortation brings out less. The same liberating effect which is here
tho latent hatred of the Jews, whereupon the ascribed to the truth, is in ver. 86 ascribed to
Lord, with fearful severity, exposes the diaboli- Christ."— E. D. Y.]
cal nature of their opposition to Him, while He at
[ The truth will make you free, r) aMj&eia
the same time reveals His divine nature as the de- k%ev$ep&oei vpHr. Comp. ver. 86: "If the
stroyer of death and the One who was before Abra- Son make you free, ye will be free indeed," 6vtuc
ham was born. This address, in the lively form IXeb&epoi. Christ associates liberty always
of dialogue, unites the character of a testimony with the truth, which He is Himself, and preconcerning Himself and a judgment of the Jews, sents the truth as the cause, and liberty as the
and rises to the summit of moral force. P. S.] effect. So also Paul speaks of liberty always in

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 31.

If ye continue in

my

—

word.

That is, here, not merely: continue to believe,
but believe according to the spirit of the word,
and in obedience to the word, which He spoke.
Working towards an exposure of their misapprehension of His words
disoiples
are
indeed. This, therefore, must first appear.
[There is a latent antithesis between tzemarevK&rar and fia&irrai.
It was one thing to believe in
Jesus, quite another to be disciples, learners.
The one could be a momentary impulse ; the
other required constant study and obedience?]
True discipleship is the condition and guaranty
of their knowing the truth; and then this knowledge carries the blessing, that the truth should
make them free. Freedom is the very thing they
were bent upon all along; but a political, theocratic freedom, as pictured by a chiliastio mind.
Christ opens to them the prospect of a higher
freedom which, if they should be true disciples,
ihcy would owe to the liberating effect of the
truth, the living knowledge of God; Ho opens
the prospect of freedom from sin.
Ver. 32.
shaU
the truth more
and more. [Hengstenberg: "A difference of

—Ye

—

Ye

know

my

this positive, highest and noblest sense, liberty
in Christ, the glorious liberty of the children of
God, liberty from the bondage of sin and error,
comp. Rom. viii. 21 ; 2 Cor. iii. 17 ; Gal. ii. 4; v.
Man is truly
1, 13; Jas. i. 25; 1 Fet. ii. 12.
free when he is released from abnormal foreign
restraints and moves in harmony with the mind
and will of God as his proper element. "Deo
eervire vera libertat ett."
P. S.l
Ver. 83.
answered him,
are
Abraham's seed (or, offspring;). Here comes
the turning-point. Christ has openly told them
that He would redeem them spiritually from sin
by the truth, and in this sense make them free;
and now they see their misapprehension of His
former words. But in bitter vexation they plunge
into a new mistake, supposing that Christ had
their political bondage in view, and would require them to console themselves under their
political oppression with the enjoyment of spiritual truth. Hence, instead of explaining: Thou
shouldst free us from the domination of the Romans, they explain with insulted pride, that they
are already free ; they have never been any man's
slaves.
This answer contains (1) an unbelieving

—

They

—
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denial of their spiritual servitude ; for they
studiously avoid the spiritual meaning of the words
of Jesus ; (2) a revolutionary, chiliastic protest
against the idea that they acknowledged the dominion of the Romans, or that they could, as the
words of Jesus implied, console themselves under
This breaks again the
it with spiritual elevation.
This sharp
scarcely formed union with Christ.
contrast in the same Jews between a great demonstration of submission to Jesus and a hostility
ready to stone Him, this reaction of sentiment,
coming the moment they were undeceived concerning their chiliastic expectations, appears repeatedly in the Gospel of John in significant graIt has already come distinctly to view
dations.
chap. vi. 80 (comp. ver. 15) ; and in chap. x. 81
(comp. ver. 24) it is still more glaring than here.
If these historical points are not duly considered, it must seem strange that the same Jews
who had just believed in a mass, should ao soon
relapse into the bitterest unbelief. Hence many
have supposed that here other Jews of the mass,
quite distinct from those believing ones, now
como forward and take up the conversation (AuTholuck:
gustine, Calovius, ttc.y Lticke tt a/.).
44
It is far more likely that the same adversaries
who have hitherto been in view, the 'lovddloi, are
the subject of aireKpi&qoav. Before the believing
hearers speak, some of the rulers interpose, to
repel the supposed slander upon the whole people." This would imply an inaccuracy of expression.
On the contrary, according to the narrative of the evangelist, they are manifestly the
same to whom Jesus had spoken, and aneKpi&yoav
Justly,
cannot be translated: it was answered.
therefore, Chrysostom, Maldonatus, Bengei, and
others, have taken them to be the same. Chrysostom gave the sufficient interpretation: Kartntaev
evdiuc avTtiv $ diavoia* tovto At yiyovev anb tov
[" Their belief immenpbg rd xoofwia tKTotjo&ai.
diately gave way; and that because of their
eagerness after worldly things."] It seems transparent (\) that Jesus in His reply, ver. 84, to
those who speak in ver. 88, simply pursues the
discourse He had begun in vers. 81, 82 ; and (2)
that His suggestion of the need of being made
free, ver. 82, was intended to test the sincerity, or
provoke the latent insincerity, of tho faith of the
persons of vers. 80, 81. Contrary to Dr. Tholuck' s remark above, the evangelist has here very
accurately designated the interlocutors, ver. 81,
as Jesus and those Jews who believed on Him.
Meyer suggests that "the no'k'koi, ver. 80, are
many among the hearer* in general ; among these
• many' were some hierarchical Jews, and to these
Jesus speaks in ver. 81." There probably was
this difference among the believing many ; but it
Hengstenberg,
is hardly in John's view here.
who agrees on this point with Tholuck, thinks
"John was quite too much intent upon reality
than to ascribe faith to such murderous enemies of Christ as these, on the ground of a
mere fleeting emotion." But this very consideration might work the other way : the Evangelist
would take even a transient and impure faith for
what it is worth as faith for the time. This great
relapse from a flash of faith into deepened darkness of unbelief may be just the "reality" on
which John is intent. [Of recent expositors Olshausen, Meyer, Stier, Alford, Ellicott ("Life of

—

Christ"), J. J.

Owen, and

—

others, take the same

view with Dr. Lange. E. D. Y.]
Ibid.
are Abraham's seed.— These
words are put as the foundation of what follows:
And were never in bondage (never yielded
ourselves as bond-servants). Because they were
Abraham's seed (on the strength of many Old
Testament passages like Gen. xxii. 17 ; xvii. 16),
they claimed, according to Jewish theology, not
only freedom, but even dominion over the nations.
As Tzurrore includes the whole past, these
words oan only mean : Often as we have been
under oppression (under Egyptians, Babylonians,
Syrians), we have never acknowledged any oppressor as master, but have always submitted
only from necessity, reserving our right to freedom, and striving after it. This reservation
carried the spirit and design of revolution, and
afterwards, in the Jewish war, acted it out in the

We

Zealots and Sicarii (Joseph.

De belloJud.,i\\. 8, 6).

This extremely simple state of the case many
interpreters have lost sight of, failing to distinguish between a bondage de facto and a bondage
de jure; hence a list of mistaken explanations
(specified by Tholuck, p. 250).
Tholuck, referring to my Leben Jesut II. 2, 968 : "They were as
far from acknowledging subjection to Rome, as
modern Rome is from acknowledging secular re-

which contradict its hierarchical consciousness."
"Only as a domination 4e f ^ *
and not dejure t does even Josephus represent to
them the Roman domination, on the prudential
principle of yielding to superior force (De bello
Jud. v. 9, 8). And to this day it stands among
the fifteen benedictions which should be said
every morning: 'Blessed art Thou,, that Thou
hast not made me a slave.' Schulchan Aruch. tr.
Orach Chajim, fol. 10, ch. 8. The meanest laborer who is of the seed of Abraham, is like a
king, says the Talmud. 1 '*
Ver. 84.
Whosoever committeth sin
[jrdf 6 iroiuv t%v d papriav, living in the
practice of sin], is a slave of sin.— A solemn
In
declaration, enforced with: Verily, verily.
these words Jesus utterly expels the political
question from His scope. He states first the
The comprinciple, then the application.
mitting of sin is to be taken with emphasis; He
whose tendency and habit is to commit sin;f
which may be applied in a wide sense to every
man born of the flesh (Rom. vii. 14), in the narrower sense to the evil propension of the earthlyminded (ch. iii. 20; 1 Jno. iii. 8). He is the
servant, the slave, of sin ; fallen into the worst
conceivable bondage, or rather the only real
bondage ; the man being even at heart a slave,
lations

• [Meyer's interpretation that the Jews here in an excited
mind, confine their view to their own time, and then
make earnest of the show of freedom allowed them by ths
Romans (Joseph, vi. 6, 2), by no means excludes Dr. Langes.
which Meyer thinks unnecessary. Indeed the constitutional
and traditional temper of the Jews, as Lauge here finely arndy*
see it, would be Just the source of such excited exaggeration
as Dr. Meyer finds In th»M« words. And conversely, l*nges
view might well include BIcyer's: tor the Jews are here joi
so much stating a refined political doctrine, as venting a passionate jealousy supported by it. Nor need even the still it*
qualified view of Dr. J. J. Owen be left out: " to refer tbwr
reply to the loose and inconsiderate manner of speaking which
characterizes persons in a state of high excitement, such m
that into which these persons were thrown by the answer of
state of

Jesus."

Y.]

f [Comp. Matt. viil. 23, Jpya£o>evoc
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whereas in other sorts of servitude the man may put under the same law with the proper alien
himself be free within, though in outward bonds. slaves.*
[The contrast is here between bondage to sin
And the application was obvious. Jesus implied
that they, not only for being born of the flesh, and a freedom to which even the children of the
but for being carnally-minded and practically house of God could attain only in a new stage,
The hint a manhood, of spiritual life; and into this new
hostilo to the truth, committed sin.
that they were therefore in the hardest slavery, stage of full-grown sonship they, and much moro
and in the utmost need of liberation by the truth those who had let themselves down into servitude,
which they despised, the Lord in the sequel turns could come only in Christ, the Son of God. There
gradually into a decided opinion. Comp. Rom. were no eons, whose position would afford, except
i. 17; vii. 14, ff. " Analogous instances from prospectively, a general maxim of the kind hero
the classics see in Wetstein from Philo, in Los- before us. Even the children differed not yet
["The mere moral senti- from servants, though they were not servants of
ner, p. 149." Meyer.
ment of which this is the moral expression, was sin. While, therefore, the word son not directly
common among the Qreek and Roman philoso- denoting Christ, but being used generically,
might properly bo printed both here and in the
phers." Alford.—P. S.]
Ver. 35. And the bondman abldeth not verse following without a capital, Dr. J. J.
in the house for ever. The thought takes its Owen's remark upon it in this verse is unwarturn from the legal relations of civil life. The rantable, and in the next inconsistent: " Tho
bond-servant is not an organic member of the word son improperly commences with a capital
household, has no inheritance, and can be ex- in our common version, as though if referred to
pelled or sold, Gen. xxi. 10; Gal. iv. 80. Accord- the Son of God. It stands here opposed to sering to the law of Moses the Hebrew servant must vant, and is generically pnt for all those born to
be set free in the seventh year, if he desire; but a state of freedom, and consequently heirs to the
even if he wishes to remain servant of the house, paternal inheritance and privileges. In the next
he does not thereby become a member of the verse the word Son is properly capitalized."
family, Ex. xxi 1 ff. To this legal status of E. D. Y.]
Ver. 80. If then the Son make you free.f
the servant, however, as not a permanent member
of the household, Jesus gives an allegorical meanA new legal principle is here again presuping. And in so doing He goes upon a pre- posed by this expression. The son can give sersumption, where expositors readily incline to see vants their freedom; and he can receive them to
a jump. He who is the, servant of sin, is, under membership in tho house, as adopted brothers,
the dispensation of the law, an involuntary sub- and to participation in his inheritance. Tho
ject of the law; therefore a slave of the letter; spiritual application which Jesus makes of this
and he who is such a slave of the letter, is a slave principle stops with the first point. The houso
of sin. Paul also goes on this presumption in of God has its son and this son must make the
Qal. iii. 10. The slave of the letter, therefore, servants in the house of God free, before any
being a slave of sin, abides not in the house of true freedom can be spoken of among you.
Note, that He speaks primarily only of the son
God, the theocracy. The application is obvious
In the kingdom of God there have been hitherto of the house, not of the Son of God, and that He
children and servants (Gal. iii. 22; iv. 1); the does not designate Himself as the son (comp.
ch. v).
But His meaning, that He is the son of
servants at this time are the unbelieving Jews
they are one day driven out (Matt. viii. 12 ; Rom. the house, and as such the Son of God, the only
ix. 31 ; Gal. iv. 80). Not all Israel, but only the one who is spiritually free and can give spiritual
unbelieving portion ; of these, who treat the law freedom, stands out clearly enough. The senas a mere statute, a slavery to the letter, which tence is so framed, that it may be taken as concorresponds with the bondage of sin, it is de- taining at once the condition of the true freedom
clared that they hold no relation of affinity and for Israel, a prophecy concerning the believing
sonship to the master of the house. The refer- portion of Israel, and a warning and threatenence of the servant to Moses, propounded by ing for the unbelieving portion.
Ye will be free indeed [flvroc eXelOeChrysostom and Euthymius, belongs to a different
As opposed to their visionary, fanatical
train of thought and a different aspect of the ser- pot\.
vant, Heb. iii. 5.* The house; typically denoting effort after external, political freedom in their
Without the real freedom
the royal family of the Lord, the household of spiritual bondage.
they could neither attain, nor maintain, nor
God, Ps. xxiii. ; xxvii. 4.
The son abide th forever [viz. in the house.] eujoy the outward; while tho inward freedom
He is by blood one with the house and heir of must ultimately bring about the outward. The
the house. This point of law is also a similitude, fact that the son appears as the liberator, instead
expressing the perpetual dwelling and ruling of of the lord of tho house himself, agrees with the
Christ in the kingdom of God. As the son is figure; all depends in this case on what he is
spoken of in the singular, the word cannot be willing to do in regard to his hereditary right in
taken to imply a class of men who are morally the servants. Comp. ch. x. 26, 27.
Ver. 87. I know that ye are Abraham's
and religiously free. And in fact the children
of the house themselves, under the Old Testament seed ; bnt ye seek to kill me.
Theacknoweconomy, not having attained their maturity, are
"
;

—

—

;

—

—

y

—

* [Alford, with Bengel, Stior, Ebrard, assumes here a reference to Ishmael and Isaac, the bond and the free sons of
the same A braham, bat the bondwoman and her son are cast
oat. Meyer objects ; the sentence being general.— P. S.]

• [Meyer :
o vlos fidvtt tit r. aiwra, namely, iv r. jj oucif
Is likewise a general sentence, but with the intended application of the 6 vwfc to Christ, who as the Son of Ovd forever
retains His position and power in the house of God, i. e. in
the theocracy, comp. Heb. iii. ff."—P. 8.]
t [Grotius : " Tribw'tur hie JUio quod mode (v-ar* 32) V£Mtah, quia earn profart JIWus.'*—P. 8.J
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to natural descent from
serves only to strengthen the reproof
that follows. What a contrast: Abraham's seed,
murderers of Christ! Christ can charge them

ledgmeni of their claim

Abraham

with seeking to kill Him: (1) because they are
already turned into an apostasy from Him, which
cannot stop short of deadly enmity; (2) because
they are impelled by the chiliastio idea of Christ,
which leads in the end to the crucifixion of
Christ; (3) because they go back to the hierarchical opposition, which has already determined
His death.

Because

my word maketh no

progress

Xopelv: to make way, go through,
encompass. Metaphorically: to come to someThe last
thing, to succeed,- to make progress.
meaning is the most probable here. These adversaries are the persons in view; hence kv i/ilv
cannot mean among you (does not take effect:
Luther; has no success: Lucke). In you: (a)
Finds no room, gains no ground in you. Origen,
Cbrysostom, Beza, et al. Meyer says, it cannot
mean this; Tholuck favors this meaning; and
Origen and Chrysostom ought to have known the
admissible use of the word. Tet this thought
must then be reduced to: (o) Finds no entrance
into you (Nonnus, Grotius, Luthardt, Tholuck).
But then the accusative [or ei$ ifiac"] would be
expected. Better, therefore, De Dieu and Meyer:
It does not thrive
It makes no progress in you.
This, in fact, Christ has just had exin you.
perience of with them. They have first misunderstood His word, then loose hold of it again. This
then turns into an opposition, which by the
strength of its spirit and its reaction (" he that is
not with Me," &c.) must pass into deadly enmity.
Ver. 88. I speak what I have seen with
the (my) Father. The contrast between Him
and tnem is threefold: 1. My Father, your father
(though the verbal antithesis here is critically
doubtful; see the Text, and Gram. Notes.)
2. He acts according to what He has dearly seen
with His Father; they act according to what
they have indistinctly heard from their father
(and a further antithesis between the perfect idpaKa and the aorist ijuxtbaare.) Yet to limit itipaica,
with Meyer, to the pre-existent state of Christ,

in yon.

—

8. His way towards them is to speak
openly (Xalu) what He has known to be the will
and decree of the Father; they, on the contrary,
true to the manner of their father, even in moral
concerns, go right on to malicious dealing.
(" In oiv there is a sad irony." Meyer.) It is
the contrast, therefore, of a moral parentage, a
moral instruction, a moral way, which in Christ
issues in a purely spiritual witness-bearing, and
is partial.*

—

one which in the Jews issues in a fanatical,
murderous falling upon Christ. He speaks God's
judgment respecting them; they put Him on

The other result of
Satanic trial for death.
Christ's seeing: His doing what He sees His
Father do, does not here come into view. His
doing is all a doing good, and for this a susceptibility is prerequisite.
But to His adversaries
* [Dr. Lange,
•

it

will be observed, adopts the reading

:

Ye

do that which ye heard with your father. See the Tixt.
Notb. This reading seems, indeed, to be doubtful. But
iropA toO irarpos here {from your father), in distinction from
the v. tu varpi (with my Father) in the former clause, is less
donbtful, and warrants substantially Dr. Lauge's second anti-

^

-I.-Y.]

He says how it stands with them before the law
and judgment of God. Who His Father is, and
who is theirs, they must for the present forebode. Meyer: " He means, however, the devil,
whose children in the ethical view they are,
whereas He is in the metaphysical view and ia
reality the Son of God."
But the ethical view is
also inoluded.
On the one hand, clear impression, free compliance, calm declaration; on the
other, dark, sullen impulse, forced obedience,

malignant practice, "tloutre: constant conduct;
including the seeking to kill, but not exclusively
denoting that." Meyer.
Ver. 39. Abraham is oar father.—The dis-

between true children of Abraham and
spurious children who therefore, as to their

tinction

moral nature, must have another

father, Christ

has introduced by the foregoing sentence. They
suspect the stinging point of His distinction;

hence their proud assertion, which

calls forth

the Lord's denial: If ye were Abraham's
children. In the spiritual sense [children in
moral character and habits, as distinct from teed
or mere natural descent, ver. 87. P. S.] Ye
would do the works of Abraham, works of
faith, above all the work of faith,
"[rkwi and
Ipya are correlative.] Abraham had a longing
**
for the coming of Christ, ver. 66.
Just as Pad
does in Rom. ix. 8, Jesus here distinguishes the
ethical posterity as riicva from the physical as

—

[So also Meyer and Alford.
iKipfia, teed, is rather used to designate Abraham's posterity as a unit, Gal. iii. 16.
Ver. 40. Bat
ye seek to kill me.—
The very opposite of Abraham's spirit The
Tholuck.

OTrepfia."

—P. S.]

now

Lord does not yet characterize their murderous
plot as a killing of the Christ; this alone condemns them, that they wished to kill in Him a
man, and a man who had spoken to them the truth,
who did nothing more but told the truth which
He had heard from Oodt and therefore stood as a
prophet.* The counterpart is Abraham with his
benevolent spirit in general, with his homage for
Melchizedek, and with his sparing of Isaac when

God

interposed.

[A man, avftpuxov,
tov

with reference to irapd
This self-designation of Christ as a man,

ticov.

a human being, implies

all that is essential toonr
nature. It occurs nowhere else, but instead of it
the frequent title the Son of Man y with the
definite article, which at the same time elevates
Him above the ordinary level of humanity,
XeXdXrjica, the firtt person, according to Greek
This
rule, see Buttmann, If. T. (?r. p. 241.
did not Abraham. Litotes, knot nee, fecit
(not fecUtct), a statement of fact all the more
stinging.
reference to Abraham's treatment
of the Angel of Jehovah, Gen. xviii. (Lampe,
Hengstenberg), is not clear. P. S.]
Ver. 41.
do the works of your father.
Thus much is now perfectly manifest: They
have, in respect to moral character, some other
father than Abraham, who is exactly the opposite
The deeds of that father they
of them in spirit.
do; that is, they do according to his deeds, and
they do according to his bidding; they do his
deeds in his service.

A

—

Ye

—

• [Qodet

" Remarque la gradation: 1, fUxre movrir us
un lumme organ* de la vjuuti; 3, dtlaviriUqm
:

komme;

2,

vierU de

Duu."—P.

S.]
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Beloved of the Father], He can infer with' certainty their ungodly mind and nature. Proof:

For

I (eyu) prooeeded forth and am come
His consciousness is the clear mir-

—

from God.

then immediately save themselves by a bold
In the first instance,
spring to the spiritual.
therefore, they say: We are not bastards fathered
upon Abraham, but genuine offspring of Abraham (bastards were excluded from the congregation, Deut. xxiii. 2).
But they intend thereby at the same time to say ; Wo are not idolaters
(Grotius, Lampe, Lucke); as is evident from

He is certain (1) that
forth in His essence and in His
personality from God, ontologioally and ethically
(2) that also, in His appearance and mission
among them, in His coming like a prophet to
them, He came from God.* But again. He is
certain of this because He came not of Himself,

next words :
have one Father, God.
Their genuine descent from Abraham, is supposed to involve their having God for their
Father, in the spiritual sense; and when they
speak of Him as the one Father, the e v a is also

all

ikeir

—

We

emphatic.

Accordingly they intend to say: We (i.uetg,
with proud emphasis) are not like the heathen,
who are born of whoredom, in apostasy from
Qod (Hosca ii. 4; [Ezek. xx. 30; Is. lvii. 3]),
and have many goUs for their spiritual fathers
(as they charged especially the Samaritans);
bodily and spiritually we are free from the reproach of adulterous birth.* Children of Abraham, children of God, Deut. xxxii. 6; Is. lxiii.
The
16; Mai. ii. 10; Rom. iv. 16; Gal. iv. 23.
position: God is our father, is therefore in no
The
opposition to the paternity of Abraham.
reference of Euthymius Zigabenus to the contrast
[For
of Isaac and Ishmael is unwarrantable.

Jews would not call Abraham's connection
Eagar one of nopveia, which implies several
fathers, but one mother.]
It is obvious that
the

with

with their appeal to the fatherhood of God they
wish to crowd Jesus from His position; whether
they at the same time intended an allusion to the
birth of Jesus (Wetstein and others) is doubtful.
In their monotheistic pride they could boast of
being the children of God, even while the accusations of the prophets, that Israel was of Gentile
whoredom (Kzek. xvi. 3; see Tholuck, p. 254),
were in their mind ; and we already know how
little the Jewish fanaticism felt bound by the
Scriptures.
Ver. 42. If
were your father, ye

God

would love me.

—Emphatic:

Ye would have

(long ago) learned to love Me;f that is,
kindred in spirit and life. Luthardt: This

bs the ethical test.
that they do not love

From

Him

being

would

the fact, therefore,
[the Son of God, the

* [Meyer denies all reference to idolatry, as defended by
Lange with Lampe, LUcke, Be Wette, Tholnck, Stier, Hengtenberg, KLumlein, Alford. Bengel aptly characterizes this
objection of tho Jews as a nocus unportunUatis JUdaicm
panzysmus^—P. 8.]
f [Dr. Lunge presses the imperfect qyairare, but this is
conditioned by the %v in tho protasis, and is better rendered:
Ye would love. Me, than Ye would have loved Me. Tho sentence belongs to the fourth class of hypothetical sentences
mentioned by Winer, p, 273 and 285, where the condition of
tha protasis is supposed not to exist: in these cases et is used
with the imparl indie, and followed in the apodosis by a
preterit with the same force: comp. ver. 39: ct rtKva rod
'ASp. $ re, ra ipyo. tow 'Aflp. eiroteire, "if ye were Abraham's children, ye would do the works of Abraham; 11 John
v. 46: tiyHp iirurr tvirt Mwvir^, e'lrtcTeveTe av ifioi,
if ye bfiiewd Most*, ye would believe Me ; ix. 41 ci rv^Aot
4 t«, o5* iv e I x « * « ajiapriav, " if ye were Wind, ye would
w* hare sin ; " XT. 10 : ei ex tow x&rpow 1j r t, 6 KoVpoc av to
liter i<t>iXt i, ** if ye were of the world, the world would love
Us own ;•' xviii. 36 ; Luke til. 39 : ei j)p iroo^jjnj?, iyivmoKev
09, "if he. were a prophet, he would know,
e/c— P. 8.]
:

:

ror, the true standard.

He proceeded

t.

e.

because He knew Himself to be pure from
egotistic motives (love of pleasure, love of

honor, love of power; see the history of the
temptation, Matt, iv.); and because He was conscious of being sent by Qod, t. e, of being actuated
by divine motives. Nothing but this alternative
was conceivable: from Himself, or from God,
(chap. vii. 18, 28) ; no third origin (Meyer) is
supposable.
Ver. 43.
do ye not understand
speech? XaMa, in distinction from Xdyor; the
personal language, the mode of speeoh, the
familiar tone and sound of the words, in distinction from their meaning [xii. 48: 6 X6yoc bv
kX&hfaa\ corap. Phil. i. 14; Heb. xiii.7]. From
its original idea of talk, babble, hrfuaf here preserves the clement of vividness, warmth, familiarity.
It is the Quvt?, the tone of spirituality and tone of love in the shepherd-voice of
Christ. J They are so far from recognizing this
" loving tone," that they are incapable of even
listening to the substance of His words with a
pure, undistracted, spiritual ear. Fanaticism is
characterized by "false hearing and words;"
primarily by false hearing.
Our Lord means
unprejudiced, kindly-disposed hearing and atten-

Why

my

more therefore, even here, than
power to understand, which is ex-

tion ; something

the general

pressed by ytvtioKETe, and, in the first instance,
something less than the willing hearing which is
the beginning of faith itself. To take "kakia and
7i6yor as equivalent, and to lay stress on oKobetv,
and make it the condition precedent to yivuaneiv
(as Origcn and others do), in the first place
ignores the distinction of the two meanings of
teyetv and Xakelv, which distinctly runs through
this Gospel, and in the second place it overlooks
the language: o'v duvaode anoveiv.
The point here
is an ability to hear the ?»<ty°f> t° which the recognition of the hakid is the condition precedent.
We therefore, with Calvin, take the on as inferential, equivalent to fore, not with Luther as meaning for. Manifestly AuvaoQe is to be understood
ethically, not, with Hilgenfeld, in a Gnostic, fatalistic sense (see Tholuck).
The lively emotion in
the painful interrogatory utterance of these words
introduced the solemn declaration following.
Ver. 44.
are of the father who is the
devil. [Of the (spiritual or moral) fatherhood
or paternity of tho devil, ek tqv narpbg row

Ye

—

• [Meyer refers e£ tj\9ov to Christ's incarnation, and jjxc*
It is the result of <£^A0oy, and still bo-

to Ills presence.

—

longing to eie t. 9tov. P. 8.]
f [In classical Greek, bat in Hellenistic Greek and with
later writers it often is sermo, speech, without any contemptuous moaning. AaAta refers to the delivery or manner and
form, Abyof to the matter or substance, of His discourses.
P. 8.1

" The spiritual idiom in which Ho spoke, and
X fAlford
which can only bo spiritually understood."—P. S.]
:
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is the most important doctrinal statement of Christ concerning the devil,
teaching soberly and solemnly without figure of
speech: (1) the objective personality of the devil;
(2) his agency in the fall of the human race, and
his connection with the whole history of sin as
the father of murder and falsehood ; (3) his own
apostasy from a previous normal state in whioh
he was created; (4) the connection of bad men

(Uap6Aov. This

with the devil.— vfit'tc with great emphasis,

ye who boastfully claim to be lineal children
of Abraham and spiritual children of God,
are children of His great adversary, the devil.
P. 8.]
tov dta^oXov is in apposition to narp6c.
Not: Of the father of devils (plural tuv diaftdluv

—

Grotius); nor the Gnostio absurdity: " of the
father of the devil " [the demiurge], that is the
God of the Jews [Hilgenfeld, Volkmar]; also
not: "of your father, the devil" (Lucke, [De
Wette, E. V., Alford,* Wordsworth]) ; but: "of a
father who is the devil" (Meyer). The idea is
clearly confined to ethical fatherhood by the
placing of father first; so that John could not
the
have written simply eic tov dtafld'Aov,
lusts [rdf kTrttivfiiac tov irarpdc ifiov
i) there iroielv]— Plural; primarily meaning
not merely thirst for blood [but this is included^.
According to Matt, iv., these are of three main
classes [love of pleasure, love of honor, love of
power. p. S.]. These lusts of the devil are the
main springs of the life of his like-minded children, who, with their captive propensity, desire

And

—

($

Here)

to

do them.f

He was

where the devil
[and

fj

pi£a

ij rov
davarov apxk
the beginning of death,

is called

rife dfiapriac,

—

and the root of sin. P. S.l
(2) As the author of Cain's murder of his
brother.
Cyril, Nitzsch, Lucke, and others.
[So also De

Wette, Kling, Reuss,

The arguments

Owen.

Baumlein,
for this interpretation

are its appropriateness in view of the design of
the literal murder of Christ entertained by the
Jews, and especially the apparent parallel passage, 1 John iii. 12: *« Cain was of the wicked
one (t. e. a child of the devil, like other sinners,
1 John iii. 8) and slew his brother," comp. ver.
15: "Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer." But neither here nor in Gen. iv. is the
Satanic agency in the murder of Abel expressly
mentioned, as it is in the history of temptation
(Gen. iii.), although it stands out prominently in
the Bible as the first glaring consequence of the
fall and as the type of bloodshed and violence
that have since in unbroken succession desecrated the earth (comp. besides 1 John iii. 12, also
Matt, xxiii. 35; Luke xi. 51; Jude 11). Moreover, Cain's deed itself presupposes the previous
agenoy of the devil, when by the successful temptation of our first parents, he introduced first
spiritual and then temporal murder and death
into the world.
The fall is the "beginning" of
history, and of universal significance as tho
virtual fall of the whole race, and the fruitful
source of sin in general and murder in particular.
There the devil, in the shape of a serpent,
proved himself both a murderer and a liar, as ho
is here described.
To it therefore the passage

a murderer [lit. a manslayer]
from the beginning [av#pu?ro/crdvof must chiefly refer. 1 John iii. 8
w ** n special reference to their dfiapriav ck tov diaftdfov eartvt brt
d^r' apxv$]>

—

hatred of the Messiah issuing in blood-thirstiness and falsehood, hardened adherenoe to delusion and calumnious persecution of the truth
and the evilness of it. The devil was a murderer
of men from the very beginning (not of his existence, but) of human history (comp. Matt,
xix. 4, where apxh likewise stands for the beginning of human history). J How so? Different
interpretations.
(1) The devil is a murderer as the author of
the fall of Adam, by wliich death came on man
(Gen. iii.; Horn. v. 12). So Origen, Chrysostom,
Augustine,and most in modern times. [Schleierm.,
Thol., Olsh., Luth., Meyer, Ewald, Hengstenb.,
Godet, Alford, Wordsworth.— P. S.] This inter-

pretation is supported by the expression : " from
the beginning;" and by Wisd. of Sol. ii. 24;
Rev. xii. 9; xx. 2;J comp. also Eo. Nicod.:
• [Alford defends the rendering of the E. V. on account of
the defluite article before trarpof. Bat Meyer objects that
would require VfitU <« tow vjiuk irarpof.— f 8.]
f [The force of BiXrre, ye are willing, ready, desirous, ye
Comp. on this use of
love, to do, is obliterated in the K. V.
6i\€iv ch. vi. 21; Acts x. 10; Phil. ii. 13; Philem. ver. 14.
Alford : " It indicates, as in ver. 40, the freedom of the human
will, as the foundation of the condemnation of tho sinner."
4 Acre est contraire b VitUe ctune d«Godot: " Le verb
pendance fataliste que Hilgenfeld aUribue a Jean; il exprime V astentiment volontaire, T ahondancn de sympaViie,
avtc laqu/lU ils se wuttent a V autre pour satisfaire Us
this

.

—

u
appetite de leur pbre.
P. B.]
X [«PX7 *" relative and must be defined by the connection,
here by artfpwirojcToVoc which implies the existence of man.

—P.

S.l

£ (Add Heb. ii. 14, where Satan is called the prince of
death, 6 tx*»v to xparot tov Oavdrov. The rabbinical writings prove that the agency of the devil in the fall was thy
universal belief of the Jews.— P. 8.]

6

dtdfiohoc

dfiapTdvet)

which

(6 notov rr>

dsr dpxw
commentators
is the real parallel
1

all

refer to the history of the fall,
to our passage, and not 1 John iii. 12.
P. S.]
(3) He is quite generally described as a murderer, without any special reference. Biuragarten-Crusius, Bruckner.
(4) Evidently the thing intended is the murderous work of Satan in all history, aiming to complete itself in the killing of Christ, but baring
signalized itself iu the beginning in the temptation of man and the lie against God, which afterwards bore their full fruit in Cain's murder of
his brother (Theodoret, Heracleon, Euihymius).
We therefore consider that there is properly
no question here between Adam and Cain, 1 Jno.
iii. 15, 16.
Yet the chief stress plainly lies on
the temptation of Adam; for the devil, by his
spiritual murder of man, brought man himself
also to murder ; and he is described pre-eminently
as a liar. From that " beginning" he was a
murderer of man from time to time.
doeth not stand [ovx earrjKtv] in
the truth. Interpretations
(1) He did not continue in the truth. Augustine (Vulg.: stetit), Luther, Martensen [Dogmafii,
This makes
{ 108], Delitzsch [Psychol p. 62].
the word refer to the fall of the devil according
to 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude ver. 6.
Against this interIt would repretation eee Lucke and Meyer.
quire the pluperfect elarfjKei^ stood.
The perfect
iorqica means, / have placed myself, I stand
[comp. John i. 26; iii. 39; Matt. xii. 47; xx. 6,

—

And

—

etc.]
(2)

He

does not stand in the truth.
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VIII. 31-59.
originates from his

own

taken no stand and bo nolds no ground in

tljat

an emphatic sense he does not
he has not honorably planted

being only lor his own sake, it remained a thing
of his own, having no ground in the foundation
of truth, in God.

liantly stood.
erst; Liicke:

Euthymius: Ova

He

it.
In
take a position
himself and va-

kup&vei, avairab*

perpetually in the act of
De Wette, Meyer:
apostasy from the truth."
" Falsehood is the sphere in which he stands ; in
it he is in his proper element, in it he has his
station." Correct, except that there can be no
standing or fixedness , and no station in falsehood.
Perpetual restlessness and going to and fro are
his element, Job ii. 2. Hence he is the spirit or
deril of endless toil, and the number of his representatire, as antichrist, is 666 (Key. xiii. 18).
Compare the description of Lokke, his deceptions and his flights, in the Scandinavian mythology.
He denies his own existence, as he denies
all truth and reality.* But* he is the perpetual
rover, because he is the deceiver.
[The passage then does not teach expressly the
fall of the devil, but it presupposes it. ktmjKev has
the force of the present and indioates the permanent character of the devil, but this status is the
result of an act of a previous apostacy, as much
as the sinful state of man is brought about by the
fall of Adam.
God made all things, without exception, through the Logos (i. 3), and made the
rational beings, both men and angels, pure and
sinless, yet liable to temptation and fall.
As to
the time of the creation and fall of Satan and the
bad angels, the Scriptures give us no light.
P. S.]
««

is

—

Because there is no truth in him. Because falsehood is in him as the maxim of his
life, he is in falsehood
because he keeps no
position with himself, he keeps no position in
reality.
As he deceives himself, so he deceives
the world. For internal truth is the centre of
gravity which causes a moral being in the sphere
of truth to stand firm as a pillar in the world.
[Mark the absence of the article before atydetn,
subjective truth, truthfulness, while in the preceding clause aTJjdeta has the article and means
objective truth, the truth of God.
Comp. De
Wette and Meyer.— P. S.]
he speaketh [ 2. a X y ] a lie.— [r b
^fei 6ac is generic, but the English lauguage requires here the indefinite article, while it retains
the definite article in the phrase " to speak the
Through
truth." See Alford in /o<?.—P. S.]
;

When
t

the devil falsehood comes to its manifestation,
through his familiar way, his persuasion, his
whispering, his insinuation (AaAcZv). But then
[eie r£»v
he always speaketh of his
AaXeZ, out of his own resources], from
his own nature; himself revealing his own truth-

own

idiw

less and loveless mind ("The devil has a halfcharred heart'*); revealing himself to his own
condemnation, Matt. xii. 84 [e/c rob trepiaoebparoc
His ISta are to be
TT7C tapdiac rd ardpa ?M%eil.
taken ethically. Yet the description of a lie as
that which is the devil's own, includes the idea
• [Mepbistopheles, in QiUhe's Fhutt, characterizes himself
all existence

m the persistent denier and enemy of

Jch bin der Gtist der stets verneint.
Und das mit Recht, denn was entsuht,
Jtt werth, dast es xu Qrunde gtht.
D'rum btsser wllr\ doss nirJits aUstinde.
itt denn alUs, was ihr Sunde,
Z*rstUrunff, kitrz, das Btise nmnt,
Mein cigentlichcs lilemtnl.—P. S.J

&>
'

—

)

;

:

it

will,

and

that,

For ha is a liar and the father thereof
[bri ipevoTTjg koriv kcli 6 naryp avrov],
That which ho says proceeds indeed from within himself, and what he is within himself as
devil, in his ISiov of Satanic egoism, that he puts

—

forth continually in his own work and in the
work of his child as Us father. Different interpretations of 7rar/)p avrov:
The father of the lie, rob ij>eud*ovc, Origen,
( 1
Euthymius, et al. f Liicke. [With reference to the
first lie recorded in history, by which the devil
seduced Eve: " Ye shall not surely die," Gen.
iii.4.
P. S.] Observe, on the contrary, that Christ
intends to speak here not merely of the author
of the lie, but also conoretely of the father of the
liars, to whom he returns.
Therefore,
r€>v rffsva(2) Father of tlie liar [rob tysboTov
rov.
Consequently he is your father, and ye
are his children, see beginning of the verse

—

=

if/evorw being singular the pronoun avrfov is
attracted into the singular avrov.
P. S.] Bengel,

—

Baumgarten-Crusius,

Luthardt,

Meyer [Tho-

luok, Stier, Alford, Hengstenberg].
Then we
must of oourse take itaebonjc first as a general
predicate of the wicked personality. The devil
is a liar in himself, and is father of the liar in

abominable self-propagation through the delusion
of the children of wickedness (2 Thes. ii.)
The ancient Gnostio [and ManicheanJ interpretation, taking the demiurge as father of the
devil, re-applied to the Gospel by Hilgenfeld
[and VolkmarJ, is disposed of by Meyer [p.
859].**

Meyer

sage the

fall

justly observes that in this pasof the devil is presupposed ; but it
is by no means presupposed that the devil always
was wicked (Hilgenfeld and others). It should
be added that this description of the devil always
suggests the causes of his fail: selfishness, falsehood, envy, hatred.
The devil, the beginner
of wickedness, 1 Jno. iii. 8, 12; the founder of
wickedness, the spirit of the wicked.
In the
temptation of Adam (Wisd. ii. 24; Heb. ii. 14;
Rev. xii. 9)f as well as in Cain's fratricide, that
twofold nature of selfishness showed itself:
hatred of truth and love of murder, which culminated in the crucifixion of Christ. J There is,
however, here no opposition of formal truth and
formal falsehood, but the full extent of both ideas
* [This interpretation refers avrov to the devil and iranjp
to the demiurge: ** Ho (the devil) is a liar, and his father
(the demiurge) also;" or, "He is a liar like his father"
(hence tho old reading <o? and xa0w? xat instead of «<u).
This translation would require avrov before xfttvarr^, and
implies the unscripturol doctrine that the devil has a father.
Another interpretation even more absurd and untenable is
that of so sensible and learned a man as Bishop Middleton
who, according to Alford in Zoc., proposed this rendering of
tho passage : " When (any of you) speaks that which is false,
he speaks after the manner of his kindred (<* rur t&WI),
for he is a liar, and so also is his father," i. «. the devil.
Middleton stumblod at the article before irartjp, which on
the contrary is emphatic and necessary. There is but one
father of lies and liars, that is tho devil. The kingdom of
darkness is a monarchy as well as the kingdom of light.—*

t Comp. the passago from Sihnr Chadash : " The children
of that old serpent who bus slain Adam and all his posterity." Tholuck, p. 257 Krauth's trans, p. 236].
X [In the midst of this sentence the translation of my dear,
departed friend, Dr. Yoomans, was interrupted by disease,
never to be resumed. Vale—j4a anima /—P. 8.J
|
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is kept in view (Luthardt, Tholuck); this is
evident from the nature of the completed opposition itself, when speaking the truth turns life itself into truth, and in like manner lying makes
life itself a lie. So the external murder of Abel
which Satan effected through Cain is inconceivable without the spiritual murder performed
in Adam, which became the cause of the literal

murder.
Ver. 45. Bat I— because I speak the
truth, ye believe me not. The kyu 6k is
forcibly put first, not so much in opposition to
the devil (Tholuck, Meyer), as in opposition to
the Jews as the spiritual children of the devil.
After telling them what they are, the last word
of the explanation, what He is, hovers on His
Jesus characterizes His Ego to the exlips.
tent of their present need: (1) He is the witness or the prophet of truth, in opposition to

—

the arch-liar and his children; 2) The sinless
one, in opposition to their lust of murder, intending to kill Him; 8) Coming from God, with
the word of God, in opposition to their diabolic
nature. This however is the great obstacle of
His full self-revelation, or rather the Messianic
designation of His full self-revelation, that in
their hardened lying disposition they are opposed
that they do not believe
to His spirit of truth
Him for the very reason of His telling them the
truth. [Alford: "This implies a charge of wilful
striving against known and recognized truth."]
Euthyraius [filling up the context] : el pkv l?^yov
T
xl>svdoc, iirurreboari pot av, iif to itUov rob ira pdc
vfiCtv \kyovrt [If I should speak a lie, you would
believe Me as speaking what properly belongs to
;

your

father].

me

of
Ver. 46. which of you con victoth
sin? [r*c k% vfiuv eXeyxet P* ire pi dpapriDifferent explanations of sin.
of.]
1) Because the truth in speaking is previously
mentioned, dpapria must here mean error or inOrigenes, Cyril, Erasmus and
tellectual defect.
Against this speaks a) that dpaoria in
others.
the New Testament throughout designates sin,
and even with the classics it does not mean error,
deceit, unless with a defining addition, e. g., rfjs

—

•rComp. Meyer, p. 360 f.— P. S.] 6)
Jesus would in this case make the examination
of truth an object of intellectual reflection, we
might say, of theological disputation, while
otherwise He represents it as a moral and religious process,
e) The truth of His word is authenticated by the truthfulness and sinlessness
yv6fiw.

of His

see ohap.

life,

vii. 17, 18.

Melanc2) Sin in speech, untruth, falsehood,
thon, CaWin [false doctrine], Hofmann [•« Siinde
Against this: Either
dee Wortee"], Tholuck.
this interpretation amounts to the same as the
first, or it must include the idea of intentional
delusion, of sinful and wicked speech, or all this
together ("wicked delusion," Fritzsohe, Baumgarten-Crusius). But for this the expression is
too general.
("This is the uni8) Sin, the moral offence.
form usage of duapria in the New Testament.
Jesus
1*.
Lucke, Stier, Luthardt,* etc.
S.]
* [So also Meyer, Alford, Wohet«»r and Wilkinson, Owen.
(Wordsworth says nothing of this important Terse.) I quote
the remark* of Alford, which aro to the point " aikapria, here
not 4 error in argument^ or falsehood? These
la strictly sin
:

:

*

speaks from the fundamental conception that the
intellectual life is inseparably connected with the
ethical (Ullmann, Sinlessness of Jesus, p. 99).
There is no reason in this explanation (with
Tholuck) to miss a *' connecting link, ' or to assume a defect in the narrative. Meantime this
1

declaration is also differently interpreted: a)
The sinless one is the purest and safest organ of
the perception and communication of truth
(Lttcke), or the knowledge of the truth rests upon
purity of the wilt (De Wette). b) Meyer against
this: this would be discursive, or at least imply
that Jesus acquired the knowledge of the truih
in the discursive way, and only in His human
state, while, according to John especially, He
knew the truth by intuition and from His preexistent state, and in His earthly state by virtue
of His unbroken communion with God. His reasoning is : If I am without sin and none of you
can prove the contrary I am also without error,
consequently I say the truth, and ye, on your
part have no reason to disbelieve Me. But Jesus could exhibit His morally pure self-consciousness only by His life.
Hence e) the word is to

—

—

be understood according to the historical connection of the reproach of theocratic sin. Tbey
tried to make Him a sinner in the sense of the
Jewish regulation with regard to excommunication, but they do not venture to accuse Him publicly, still less can they convict Him.
But this
consciousness of His legal irreproachableness
implies at tlje same time the consciousness of the
moral infallibility of His life and the sinlessness
of His character and being, as He on His part
recognizes no merely legal righteousness.
Our
expression is therefore certainly a solemn declaration of the Lord in regard to His sinlessness,
which indeed is indirectly implied also in other
testimonies concerning Himself, as for instance
in ver. 29.
The circumstance, that the dirine-

human

had

to develop and
affords no reason
to call it (with Meyer) relative in opposition to
the absolute sinlessness of God according to Ueb.

prove

sinlessness of Christ

itself in

a

human way,

v. 8.

[This

is

a most important passage, teaching

clearly the sinlessness, or (to use the positive
term) the moral perfection, of Christ. He here
presents Himself as the living impersonation of
holiness and truth in inseparable union, in opposition to the devil as the author and instigator
of sin and error.
The sinlessness of Jesus is
implied in His whole mission and character as
the Saviour of sinners from sin and death; for
the least transgression or moral defect would
have annihilated His fitness to redeem and to
judge. It is confirmed by the unanimous testimony of John the Baptist (Matt. iii. 14; John L

15;

iii.

Pet.

i.

ii.

29;

81),

19;
iii.

and the apostles (Acts
22;

iii.

14;* 1

iii.

18; 2 Cor. v. 21 ;
6,7; Heb. iv. 16; vii. 26).

ii.

1

John

Christ

latter meanings are found In classical Greek, .bot never
New Testament or LXX. And besides, tbey would
introduce in this most solemn part of onr Lord's discourses
rspid tautology. The question is an appeal to His sUUsmtst
of life, ss evident to them all,—as a pledge for Ilis truthfuln^w of word : which word asserted, be it remembered, that
H* was sent from God. And wben we recollect that lie who
challenges men to convict Him of sin, never wonld hare uj»held outward fpotlessness merely (nee Matt, xxiit. 26-2S). Urt
words amount to a declaration of Ms absolute sinlessness, la
thought, word, and deed."—!*, S.J

two

in the
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challenged His enemies to convict Him of sin, in
the absolute certainty of freedom from sin. This
agrees with His whole conduct, with the entire
absence of everything like repentance or regret
in His life.
He never asked God forgiveness
for any thought or word or deed of His ; He
stood far above the need of regeneration, conversion or reform.
No other man could ask such a
question as this without obvious hypocrisy or a

degree of self-deception bordering on madness
while from the mouth of Jesus we hear it
without surprise, as the unanswerable self-vindication of one who always speaks the truth, who
is the Truth itself, and is beyond the reach of impeachment or suspicion. If Jesus had been a
sinner, He must have been conscious of it like all
other sinners, and could not have thus challenged
His enemies, and conducted Himself throughout
on the assumption of entire personal freedom
from sin without a degree of hypocrisy which
would be the greatest moral monstrosity ever
conceived and absolutely irreconcilable with any
principle of virtue.
But if Christ was truly sinless, He forms an absolute exception to a universal rule and stands out the greatest moral miracle
in midst of a fallen and ruined world, challenging
our belief in all His astounding claims concerning His divine origin, character and mission.
The sinlessness of Jesus must not be confounded
with the sinlessness of God: it is the sinlessness
of the man Jesus, whioh implied, during His
earthly life, peccability (the possibility of sinning,
posst-peccare), temptability and actual temptation, while the sinlessness of God is an eternal
attribute above the reach of conflict.
If we view
Christ merely in His human nature, we may say
that His sinlessness was at first relative {impeccabilitas minor, posse non peceare) and, like Adam's
innocence in paradise, liable to fall (though such
fall was made impossible by the indwelling divine Logos) ; nevertheless it was complete at
every stage of His life in accordance with the
character of each, t. e., He was sinless and perfect as a child, perfect as a boy, perfect as a
youth, and perfect as a man; there being different degrees of perfection.
Sinless holiness
grew with Him, and, by successfully overcoming
temptation in all its forms, it became absolute
impeccability or impossibility of sinning (impeccabilitas major, non posse peceare).
Hence it is said
that He learned obedience, Heb. v. 8.
The historical fact of the sinlessness of Jesus overthrows
the pantheistic notion of the necessity of sin for
the moral development of man.
P. S.]
Ver. 46. I speak the truth,
do ye
not believe me.
Luther co-ordinates this
word with the former; Christ asking the reason
why they did not believe in Him, since they
could censure neither His life nor His doctrine.
My life is pure, for none of you can convict Mo
of sin, My doctrine also, for I tell you nothing
but the truth.
But el dk aTJfieiav Xtyu cannot be
H>-ordinate to the question.
The connection is
•therthis: Sinlessness is the truth of life; he
? ho acts out the truth in a blameless life, mutt
•e admitted also to speak the truth and to be
'orthy of faith.
Purity of life guarantees purity
f doctrine, as vice versa, James iii. 2.
itself,

'

i

—

—

—

Ver. 47.

word.

why

He that is of God heareth God's

—A syllogism

;

but not with this conclu-

sion: I

205

now speak God's words (De

Wette), but:
That Jesus speaks the word
pro-supposed in the foregoing. An
attentive hearing and reception of the word of
God is meant. This is conditioned by being from
God, by moral relationship with God; for only
kindred can know kindred. The being of God
has above been more particularly oharacterizod
as a being drawn by God (ohap. vi. 44), being
taught by Him (ver. 45), as showing itself by
doing truth in God, chap. iii. 21.
Explanations of he that is of Ood (6 £>v ek tou
tfeoi') : a) of divine essence and origin, in the dualistio, Manichean sense of two originally different classes of men (Hilgenfeld)
b) elect, predestinated (Augustine, PiscaU>r) ; c) born again (Lutheran and recent Reformed interpreters). In
reference to the third interpretation it is to be
assumed, that to be of God and to manifest it by
hearing His word, is the beginning of the new
birth ; in reference to the second, that hereby

you are not of God.
of

God

is

;

true election comes to light, in reference to the
that the antagonism between the childron
of God and the children of the devil is not metaphysical or ontological, but ethical, and is so
defined in the New Testament, especially in John.
On both sides self-determination is pre-sup posed,
but a direction and change of life is hereby expressed, which on the one side appears more and
more as freedom and resemblance to God, on the
other as demoniacal slavery (See vers. 24, 84).
Ver. 48. Thou art a Samaritan, and hast
a demon. Malicious refusal of, and reply to,
His reproach. A Samaritan is doublcss the designation of a heretic ; but also with the secondary
meaning of a spurious origin (from a mongrel
nation), and an adversary of orthodox Judaism.
(Paulus).* "Samaritan" is meant to be a retort to
His reproach: "You are no spiritual children of
Abraham." But His reproach: "You nre of the
devil," they answer with the insult: "Thou host
a demon" here in the more definite sense of being possessed of a Satanic spirit. To His two
ethical reproaches they oppose two insults, by
which they expect triumphantly to silence Him.
Hence the self-complacent expression: oh ndhuc
Did we not
?Jyofisv Jjueie; Are we not right?
hit it ?
The form of the expression betrays, that
they do not utter these words for the first time.
Perhaps the reproach: "Thou art a Samaritan,"
was hinted at already in ver. 10; at all events
the other reproach: "Thou hast a demon,"
in a milder form, was made by the people on a
previous occasion (chap. vii. 20) ; but here we
must remember the fact, that the Pharisees had
already formerly slanderously charged Him with
casting out devils through Beelzebub, the prince
of the devils (Matt. ix. 34; comp. x. 25; xii. 24).
It is significant that in their view demoniacal possession and a voluntary demoniacal working are
the 8am e thing, or rather that they consider tho
former condition the higher degree of devilish life.
Ver. 49. I have not a demon. Jesus, with
sublime self-control and calmness, ignores the
first reproach (especially as He cannot recognize
the designation of Samaritan either as a title of
abuse or a verdict of rejection, "because He
had already believers among the Samaritans,
first,

—

—

* [So also Meyer: tin ketstrisclter Wtdcfsacher
Qotlesvolkts.]
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and He therefore did not

hesitate in the parable
of the good Samaritan to represent Himself under the symbol of a Samaritan." Lampe). Yet
He answers this reproach, while answering the
He does this first with a simple refusal
second.
or protest, but then by the positive declaration:
Father. This furnishes at the
I honor
same time the counter-proof that He is no Sa-

my

maritan and has no demon. No Samaritan: He
proves it by word and life that God is His Father;
not a demon: He proves it, that He is not possessed of a dark spirit, but full of the Spirit of
This explains
the Father, and glorifying Him.
the character of their reproaches: they insult
and blaspheme ; they insult in Him the representative of God's glorju therefore indirectly the
glory of God itself. With this wickedness the
matter cannot rest, because God reigns as the
God of truth and righteousness. His rifif} obscured by their artfiafrtv, must face them in
higher brilliancy as 66;a. But it is not His business to aspire to this <W£a arbitrarily (chap. v.
41); He leaves this to the Father with the confidence: that as surely as He seeks the 66!-a of
His Father, so surely will the Father, by His
guidance, seek His. He knows that this is even
a constant direction of the divine guidance; God
is in this respect 6 ^vrdv, and brings the case to a
decision as 6 Kpivuv, in opposition to those who
restrain the truth.
Ver. 61. If a

man keep my saying, he
will never see death. The announcement of
God's judgment, includes the announcement of
This announcement Jesus could not
death.
make unconditionally to a Jewish audience, for
1) there might be some among them and
there were some who really kept His word; and
2) He could not yet withdraw from His adversaries the invitation to salvation; 3) the thought
of the terrible judgment always awakened in
Him an impulse of pity and mercy (comp. Matt,
It is therefore incorrect to assume
xxiii. 27).
(with Calvin, De Wette) that these words after a
pause were addressed to believers only, or to
connect them (with LUcke) with ver. 31, in-

—

stead of ver. 60. Meyer justly points out the antithesis to the reference to the judgment.
His
word will carry the believers safely through
judgment and death, or rather beyond judgment
und death, as the Christians afterwards really
experienced at the destruction of Jerusalem.
Generally the expression is equal to the similar
one: to hear the word, to remain in the word ;
yet in this keeping the probation in trials and
dangers of apostasy is especially emphasized in
the Kpiote (Matt. xiii. 21; John xv. 20; xvii. 6).
will nev-er eee death (not : he will not
die for ever) ; a promise, that nis life shall pass
entirely safe through the whole succession of
judgments, and will not .see death even in the

He

final

judgment.

Ver. 62.

demon.

Now we know that thou hast a

—The

answer of blind enmity to His
enticing call of mercy. If they understand the
word of Jesus of His natural death, it is probably
an intentional misunderstanding in order to esThey argue
cape the force of His thoughts.
thus: He who promises to others bodily immortality, must Himself possess it in a still higher degree.
But since Abraham and the Prophets died,

a senseless and demoniacal self-exaltation
you claim for yourself freedom from death. It

it is

if

seems to be a characteristic part of their speech
when they say Now we know that Thou hast, tie.,
i. «., Now at last wo know positively what we
have before accused you of; and when they
further change t6v e/wtf 7.6yov (ver. 61) into rhv
X6yov fiov (ver. 62), and the expression ov
tieupfjoy into: ov ui) yevoifrcu, though the latter
expression is also used by the Lord in a different
:

w

connection, Matt. xvi. 28.
The yeieadai is a
usual expression among the Rabbins (Schottgen,
Wetstein), probably not merely in general a picture of experience, but a figure of the drinking
from the cup of death ; in any case it denotes
ironically the antithesis to every enjoyment of
life.
While the expression: not to tee death, denotes the objective side of the believer's experience, according to which death is changed into a
metamorphosis of life, the phrase: not to taste
death, means the subjective emancipation from the
guilty sinner's dread and horror of death.
Ver. 63.
dost thou make thyself?
With more than half-feigned Bhudder before
the word of self-exaltation, which He is abont to
utter, they manifest at the same time a demoniacal curiosity to know the last word of His selfdesignation.
Thus the form of the excited questions is explained by the mixture of their fanatioal and chiliastic emotions.
Ver. 64. If I glorify myself,
glory la
nothing. At first a protest against the reproach of self-exaltation. He makes nothing of
Himself from His own will, but suffers Himself
to become everything through the guidance of
God. He does not answer their question directly,
because every word referring to the true greatness of His 66£a would only be to them unintelligible and cause error and offence.
The full
majesty of the divine-human Son of God must as
a new fact be accompanied by the new idea, a

Whom

—

my

—

new name,

Phil. ii. 9.
The accomplishment of
however, belongs to the government of
the Father.
Therefore He cannot arbitrarily
anticipate His glorification, without contradicting
His real 66$a, which is just a fruit of self-humiliation and perfect patience, Phil. ii. 6.
But for
this very reason the Father is active as the one
this fact,

that glorifieth Him (6 do^uv /ze), of whom they
say that lie it their God (on tftdf $/ujv kortv). To

them

it is

same,

the strongest reproach, that

whom

He

is the

they with spiritual pride point

as their God, and which

out

true in a historical,
though not in a spiritual sense, to their own condemnation. The whole force of the contrast between their and His knowledge of God lies in
this, that He can say: it is My Father, who
glorifies Me, the same one whom you unjustly
call your God, as you do not even know Him.
is

That they do not know nim, they prove by their
not recognizing His revelation in Christ, and
their persecuting and insulting Him unto death.
Ver. 65.
know' him not, but I know
him. Commentators are apt to ignore the contrast between the ovk kyvumTc avrdv and the
threefold olfia avr6v [see, however, Meyer, footIn any case it means : you have
note, p. 3661.
not even indirectly made His acquaintance, but
I have made His acquaintance direotly; I have
looked at Him and know Him by intention. We

—

*

Ye
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choose from the different shades of the idea,
the expression: I know Him,
I should be a
The child-like expression of
liar like you.
Were
the sublime self-consciousness of Christ.

—

deny this unique and constant experience
God as His Father (Matt. xi. 27), He would,
mistaken and
if this were possible, through
cowardly modesty become a liar like them. They
arc liars and hypocrites while pretending to know
Goi (comp. ver. 44) He would fall into the opposite kind of hypocrisy, if He were to deny His
The addition: Bat I know
consciousness.
him and keep his word, is an ultimatum, a
declaration of war against the whole hell: the
word of God confided to Him, which is one
lie to

of

;

—

with His own consciousness, He wil> not permit
to be torn out of His heart by the storm of the
cross.

Ver. 56.

Abraham your

father* rejoiced

that He should see [yyaTJadaaTo Iva Idg], The
object of His joy is represented as its purpose
and aim. Abraham rejoiced, that he should see,
sad that he might see. His belief in the word
of promise (Gen. xy. 4; xvii. 17; xviii. 10) was
the cause of his joy,
this the reason of the rejuvenating of his life, and this again the condition of his patriarchal paternity, Heb. xi. 11,
The birth of Isaac was
12; comp. John i. 13.
mediated by inspiration of faith (Rom. iv. 19;
Gal. iv. 23), and is therefore a typo of that complete inspiration of faith, with which the Virgin
conceived the promised Saviour by the overshadowing power of the Holy Ghost.
The
laughing of Abraham, Gen. xvii. 17, forms only
an incident in this cheerful elevation of life, and
so far as it is connected with a doubt of Abraham, it can be only regarded as a symbol of rejoicing, not, according to Philo, as a pure expres-

—

sion of his

hope.f

That he should see

my day. —The expres-

the immeasurable hopes of Abraham
united in their central point of aim.
The hope
sion of all

—

—

for the heirs for the inheritance
(Heb. xi.) was a hope whose aim and centre appeared ou the day of the Divine Heir who embraces all other heirs and the whole inheritance.
The (/ay of Christ is therefore also the whole time
of the New Testament, as it reaches beyond the
last day into the eternal day of His glory. "Not
the passion-time (Chrysostom), J not the time of
the parusia (Bengel), not the birth-day (Schleusner),g but the time of the appearance of Christ,
as in the plural, Luke xvii. 23, in the singular,
ver. 24." Tholuck.
On the worthleesness of the
for the heir

hypothetical shape of

the

sentence with the

* [Dr. Langa reads our father, and adds tho remark " Our
father is here fall of meaning/' But he saems to have bad in
view ver. 54, where the authorities are divided between 0co«
9M.«ap {oratio directa) and $. vfiiav. In ver. 56 the text,
rec. o jraiT)p v/jJ*v, is adopted by Lacbmann, Teschendorf,
:

A

1 ford, and >?/!"»' is not even mentioned by
Tregelies and
them in their apparatus of variations (except by Lachmann).
As to the meaning, * your father ' is rather more forcible with
reference to ver. 39, and shows tho antagonism of their claim
with the tree spirit of Abraham.— P. 8.1
f [S^e the passage in Liicke, p. 363, likewise a similar passage from the Sohar.J
; [In the offe ring of Isaac as a type of the vicarious sacrifice
on the cross. So also Theophylact and Wordsworth. P. 8.J
1 [So also Meyer (p. 368, note), who insists that the singular
*. >jm«P« M c/"f means the specific day of the birth of Christ
when 6 Aoyo« <rip$ iyivero. But " the day " of Christ is no
more to be contracted in this way, 'than the day of grace, and

—

the day of judgment.—V, S.J
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Sooinians, see Luoke and Tholuck, p. 267. In
reference to a similar longing of the theocratic
pious kings, see Luke x. 24.
The connection
with the previous: 1)
Chrysostom,
Calvin:
Ille me absentem desideravit, vos pries en tern aspernaminL 2) Do Wette: Now Jesus really places
Himself above Abraham, by representing Himself as the object of Abraham's highest desire.
8) Baumgarten-Crusius : As the Giver of life He
could raise Himself above Abraham, for Abraham himself had in joyful anticipation expected
and received life from Him.
"Origen also
finds in the tldev aal kx&p?l a definite refutation
of the 'A/3/j. anidave," maintained by the Jews
(Tholuck). In answering their question whether
He was greater than Abraham who had died,
Christ asserts two points : 1) Abraham did not
die in their cheerless sense of death ; 2) He did

not raise Himself above Abraham, but Abraham
subordinated himself to Him ; comp. the parallel
word on David, Mutt. xxii. 45.
And he saw it and rejoiced. Different
explanations
1) He foresaw the day of €hrist in faith [on
the ground of the Messianic promises made to
him during his earthly life, Gen. xii.; xv.; xvii.;
xviii. ; xxii. ; Rom. iv. ; Gal. iii. 6 ff.
P. S.]

—

—

So Calvin, Melanchthon and older Protestant
commentators [also Bengel: Vidit diem Christi,
qui in semine> quod stellarum instar futurum erat,
sidus maximum est et fulgidissimum.
P. S.].
2) He saw it in types the three angels [one
of them being the Logos, Gen. xviii. so Hengsten-

—

:

;

berg], especially the sacrifice of Isaac [as foreshadowing tho vicarious death and resurrection
of Christ]. So Chrysostom, Theophyl., Roman
commentators, Erasmus, Grotius.
3) In prophetical vision. So Jerome, Olshausen
"[who refers to Isaiah's vision of the glory of
Christ, xii. 41], tie.
4) In the celebration of the birth and meaning
of Isaac. Hofmann. [So also Wordsworth, fancifully: The name Isaac {laughing). Gen. xvii. 17,
had a reference to the ayaXkiaats of Abraham
for in Isaao, the promised seed, ho had a vision
P. S.]
of Christ, in whom all rejoice.
6) Vtsio in limbo patrum. Este, etc*
6) As one living in paradise in the other world
[comp. Luke xvi. 22, 25], like the angels, 1 Pet.
l. 12; Moses and Elijah on tho mount of transfiguration, Matt. xvii. 4; Luke ix. 31. So Origen

—

[Lampe], Liicke, De Wette [Meyer, Stier, Luthardt, Alford, B'aumlein, Godot] and different
others.f Doubtless the proper sense : therefore
His living Abraham in opposition to their dead
one. [Abraham saw the day of Christ as an actual
witness from the higher world, like the angels
* [The limbus patrum, liko the limbus infantum, is one of
tho border regions of Shool or Hades in the supernatural
geography of Roman ism it was tho abode of the Old Testament saints before Christ, but when He descended into Hades
and proclaimed the redemption and deliverance to them, they
were transferred to heaven. The limbus patrum, therefore, is
empty now, while the limbus infantum is still the receptacle
of all unbaptized children who die in infancy and are ex-'
eluded from heaven, yet not actually suffering the pain of
damnation. P. 8.]
f [Meyer, p. 368, quotes from the apocryphal fiction of the
Tcstamentum Levi, p. 586 sq., where it is said aftor the Messiah Himself opens the gates of Paradise and feeds the believers from the tree of life : then wiU Abraham rqoic* (tots
AyaAAidTCTai *A0p.), and Isaac and Jacob, and I shall be glad
and all the saints shall put on gladness.—P. 8.]
;

—

.
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who sang

the anthem oyer the plains of Bethle-

hem.— P.

S.]

—

And rejoioed. Indication of changes in the
realm of death, wrought by the appearance of
Christ.* The calm joy of the blessed, kxapn,
in opposition to the excited joy of anxious desire,
ijyaXKtioaTo.
According to rabbinical traditions
God showed to Abraham in prophetic vision the
building, the destruction and re-construction -of
the temple, and even the succession of empires
(see Liicke, the note on p. 863).
These traditions represent the dark shadow of the light
which the word of -Chris toasts into Hades.
Ver. 57. Thou art not yet fifty years old.
The sensual, half imbecile and half malicious
and intentional misunderstanding grows mere
and more in its folly. " The fiftieth year was the
full age of a man, Numb. iv. 8." Tholuck
From
this passage arose the misunderstanding of
Irenasus that Jesus had gone through all the ages
of human life. [Irenceus inferred from this passage that Jesus was .not quite, but nearly fifty
years of age, Ado, har, II. 22, g 6 (ed. Stiercn

—

:

E. V. Bunsen (a son of the celebrated statesman and scholar) defends this view,
and infers from John ii. 20 f., that Christ was
forty-six years of age (The Hidden Wisdom of
Christ, Lond. 1865, II. p. 461 ff.).
Koim also is
inclined to extend the earthly life of Christ to
forty years, but confines His public ministry to
one year and a few months, (Oeschichtl. Christus,
p. 235, Oesch. Jesu von Nazara, I. 469 f. note).
It is obvious that no clear inference as to the age
of our Lord can be drawn from this indefinite
estimate of the Jews, and Irenseus was influenced
by a dogmatic consideration, viz., that Christ
must have passed through all the stages of human life, including old age (senior in senioribus),
in order to redeem them all. But the idea of
declining life is incompatible with the true idea
of the Saviour.
He died and lives for ever in
the memory of His people in the unbroken vigor
of early manhood. P. 8.]
Ver. 68. Verily, verily
Before Abraham became I am.f Over against the completely hardened Btupidity of spiritual death
this lies up the perfect mystery of eternal life.
Tevio&ai not
"was" (Tholuck [De Wetto,
Ewald,] ), or "born" (Erasmus), but "became"
(Augustine) the antithesis of the created and
the eternal, whioh implies at the same time the
antithesis of the temporal and the eternal.
Eifil
expresses the pre-existence (after the fathers), yet
not only as the divine pre-existence, but that
whioh reflects itself in Christ's divine-human
consciousness of eternity and extends to the present and the future as well as the past, or that
form of existence which makes Him the Alpha
I.

p.

860).

—

.

.

.

;

* [The descent of Christ into the region of the departed
the gloom of the Old Testament Sheol into the
New Testament Paradise ; Luke Xxiii. 43 ; Hebr.

pints changed
light of the

xl 39, 40.—P.

S.J

f [The E. V. (Before Abraliam was, I am) obliterates the
important distinction between ytviaBat,, to become, to begin to
be, to be born, to be made, which can be said of creatures
only, and tZrcu, to be, which applies to the uncreated God as
well. This distinction clearly appears already in the Prologue where the Erangolist predicates the iori and $v of the
eternal existence of the Logos, iyivrro of the man John
comp. ch. i. 1, 6 and the notes there. The present " J am,"
for **/wa«," should also be noticed. It denotes Ilis perpetual divine existence independent of all time. "He identifies

;

Himself with Jehovah." See Chrysostora.— P.

8.]

and the Omega, the Beginning and the End. He
is the propelling principle and centre of the
times.

We

distinguish, therefore, a threefold
1) The divine, timeless or

mode of existence:

p re-temporal existence of the Logos ; 2) the divine-human principial existence of the Logos as
the foundation of humanity and the world 3)
the divine-human existence of the coming and
appearing Christ through the succession of times.
This implies at the same time the ethical elevation of the feeling of eternity above the times.
The prinoipial and dynamic pre-existence must
be understood in a sense analogous to the pre;

existence of Christ before John, ch. i. 15, 17. To
the Jews this sense was most obvious: Abraham'slexistence presupposes Mine, not Mine that
of Abraham ; he depends for his very existence
on Me, not I on him. We have then hero again
a revelation of His essential Messianic consciousness,
primitive feeling of eternity over and

HU

above

all

time.

Comp.

ch. vi. 63; viii.25, 42;

8; xvi. 28; xvii. 6.
Socinus explains according to his

xiii.

Antcquam Abraham

fiat

Abraham,

t.

e.,

system:
pater mul-

torum gentium, ego sum Messias, lux mundi. The
interpretation of Baumgarten-Crusius : " I was in
the predestination of God," does not suffice, but
is not incorrect, as Tholuck thinks; it denotes
the principial aspect of pre-existence. In a similar sense the Rabbins boasted that Israel and the
laws existed before the world.
[The passage most clearly teaches the essen^
tial and personal pre-existence of Christ before
Abraham, in other words, before the world (xvii.
5), and before time (i. 1), which was made with
the world, and implies His eternity, and consequently His deity, for God. alone is eternal. This
the Jews well understood, and hence they raised
stones to punish the supposed blasphemer. The
same doctrine is taught, ch. 1 1, 18; vi. 62; xvii.
5; Col. i. 17; Hcb. i. 2. All attempts of ancient
and modern Socinians and Rationalists to explain
away the pre-existence, or to turn it into a
merely ideal pre-existence in the mind and will
of God (which would constitute no difference between Christ and Abraham), are "little better
than dishonest quibbles " ( Alford). I add Meyer's
explanation which is clear and satisfactory. " Before Abraham became (ward, not war), lam; older
than Abraham's becoming, is my being. Since
Abraham had not pre-existed, but by his birth
came into existence, the verb ytvkv&ai is used, while
elfii denotes being as such (das Sein an sich), whioh
in the case of Christ who, according to His divine
essence, was before time itself, does not include
a previous yevioirai or coming into existence.
Comp. i. 1, 6, and Chrysostom. The present
tense denotes that which continues from the past,
t. e., here from the pre-temporal existence (i. 1
xvii. 6). Comp. LXX., Pa. xo. 2; Jer. i. 5.
But
the ey6 elfu is neither an ideal existence (Be Wette)
nor the Messianic existence (Scholten), and must
not be found in the counsel of Ood (Sam. Crell,
Grotius, Paul u 8, Baumgarten-Crusius), which is
made impossible by the present tense; nor is it
(with Beyschlag) to be conceived of as the existence of the real image of Ood, nor is the expression a momentary vision of prophetic elevation (Weizs'acker), but it essentially corresponds
with Christ's permanent consciousness of per-
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sonal pre-existenco which in John meots us everyIt is
where.
Comp. ch. xvii. 5 ; vi. 46, 02.

not an
sehluss),

intuitive retrospective conclusion (Riickbut a retrospective look (Ruckblick) of

the consciousness of Jesus." In other words,
Christ did not, in a moment of higher inspiration,

Ue existed before Abraham and thp
world (Beyschlag), but He calmly declared His
knowledge and conviction, or revealed His personal consciousness concerning His superhuman
origin and pre-temporal existence.—p. S.]
Ver. 59. Then took they np stones. The
clear sound of the word concerning His eternity
sounds to the Jews like blasphemy. They get
ready, therefore, to execute theocratic judgment
as zealots of the law (comp. x. 81). A summary
infer that

—

stoning in the temple is related by Josephus,
Antiq. xvii. 9, 8. *' The stones were probably
the building-stones in the vestibule, see Lightfoot, p. 1048 (Meyer)." Considering the frequent
attempts of the Jews to stone Jesus, it must appear the more providontial, that He nevertheless
found His death on the cross, and the more diTine that He foresaw it with certainty.
Bat Jesus hid hims9lf (withdrew Himself),
A vanishing out of sight (cupavroe yiiKpvfiq.
veadai), as in Luke xxiv. 81 ( Augustine, Luthardt [Wordsworth] ), is hardly to be thought
of: to become invisible is not a withdrawal, a
hiding, and Jesus was not yet transfigured. He
hid Himself while disappearing among the multitude of the people, especially His adherents.
Therefore also not quite so av&pwTivur, as if Ho
had fled (Chryso*t.). The doubtful addition:
duXduv, etc. [sea Text. Notes], does not express
a miraculous disappearance, but rather that He
secured His safety in virtue of His majesty,
just by breaking through the midst of the group
of His enemies. Meyer, therefore, has no good
reason to say that this occurrence is quite ditferent from the one related, Luke iv. 80. The conjecture of a doceticviow (Hilgenfeld, Baur) is
arbitrarily put in. Also in these details we see
how the crisis thickens and the storm is gathering.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The grand decisive turning point in the position of the Jews in Jerusalem towards the Lord,
or the falling away from the beginnings of faith,
1.

a consequence of His exposition of true discipleship (in antithesis to false) : (1) Real faith, true
orthodoxy: continuance in His word, faithful
obedience in contrast to arbitrary perversion of
His word. (2) The fruit of faith, true philoso-

phy

knowledge and recognition of divine truth
:
in antithesis to the delusions of error.
(3) The
blessing of truth : true freedom, liberation from
the service of sin, in antithesis to a spurious
freedom or mock freedom, contemning the spiritual conditions of external freedom.
The truth
shall make you free.
Afterwards: the Son
roaketh free. Truth is personal in Christ, Christ
is universal in truth.
Truth is the light, freedom
Truth is the enlightenment
the might of life.
of the reason, liberty the redemption of the will.
Truth is the harmony of the contrasts of life,
baring its central point in the life and work of
Christ, its source in God, its rays in all fragments
of knowledge : liberty the harmony of man in
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his true self-destination in accordance with his
and the reality of God. Truth corresponds to revelation, liberty to redemption.
2. Causes of the falling away : ( 1 ) Pride (Abraham's seed)*; ^2) self-delusion ("not slaves");
(3) carnal aspirations (outward rebellion); (4)
evil fellowship, or party spirit (" we, we," etc.).
8. Antithesis of true freedom rfnd true servitude.
Servitude: (1) Beginning of servitude (the
commission of sin) ; (2) state of servitude (the
slave of sin) ; (3) result (only an unfree bond
servant in the house of God, over whom expulsion is impending).
The servant (also the servile
spirit) abideth not in the house of God (in the
communion of the kingdom) forever. This has
been first fulfilled in the case of unbelieving Israel.
4. The Son of the house, as the real Freeman^
also the true Liberator.
6. The contrast between Christ and His adversaries: (1) Indisposition. He estimates them impartially (Abraham's seed) ; He woos them with
His word. They, on the other hand, do not suffer His word to spring up in them, therefore
hatred to Christ buds within them (they chango
the savor of life unto life into a savor of death
unto death). (2) In the impulses of life. The
Father of Christ, the father of the Jews; tho
seeing of Christ, the hearing of the Jews; tho
witnessing of Christ, tho doing of the Jews. (3)
In conduct: Israelitish, anti-Israelitish ("if
abilities

—

—

Abraham were your
man that telleth you

father"); prophetic ("a
the truth"), murderously
anti-prophetic ("ye seek to kill Mo"); divinehuman, anti-Christian. (4) In origin : Of Go J,
of tho devil.
11
6. " / am from above.
This answer to the intimation : He is about to descend far below as a
suicide, contains tho idea of His ascent.
To tho
Jews death was in general a going downward.
In the Old Testament the germ of the opposite*
hope was implanted. Gen. v. 24; xxviii. 12, in
the holy mountain-ascents of Moses (Ex. xix.;
Deut. xxxiv. 4), in Elijah's ascension to heaven,
in expressions such as Prov. xv. 24.
Christ
here makes the idea of the heavenly abode appear
more clearly (comp. ohap. vii. 34) ; at a later
period, chap, xiv., He reveals it openly to His
disoiplcs in order to confirm it by His ascension.
7. The doctrine of Jesus concerning the devil.
See the Exbgetical Notes. Comp. Com. on
Matt. iv. 1 ; xii. 26 [pp. 8L, 223, Am. ed.]. Comp.
the Dogmatih of the author (Die Lehre vom Tcufcl).
8. Characteristics of the devil and his children
(1) Lusts, passions; (2) murder, hate; (3) falsehood
Starke
(4) contagion and seduction.
"A seed is figuratively ascribed to the devil,
Gon. iii. 15. By this- are commonly understood
not only the fallen angels but also all malignant
sinners (1 John iii. 10; Matt. xiii. 38, 89) ; partly
because the first origin of the evil was the first
sin of the devil, partly because all wicked people
fulfil his will with filial obedience and hence
bear his image.
Ai&fioXoc means properly a
slanderer, calumniator, because Satan is (I) a
slanderer who belies (slanders) and defames God
to men (Gen. iii. 8, 5), in that he suggests to believers hard thoughts of God, and tells them that
He is angry with them, whilst in reality He is
reconciled to them through Christ, but persuades
the wicked that God is favorable to them and un;
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mindful of their iniquities. lie also accuses and
calumniates men to God, Job i. 9; Rev. xii. 17.
(2) An adversary of Christ and the faithful, Gen.
iii. 15; Zech. iii. 1;
1 Pet. v. 8; Rev. xii. 9.
(3) A deceiver and seducer of men, 2 Cor. xi. 8,
14, etc.; he is the chief seducer, and then also
all evil spirits who are under him as their head."
9. The Sinlcssness of Jesus.
Comp. Ullmann,
The Sinlcssness of Jesus' [7 tked., 18G3] and Schaff
on the Person of Christ [Germ. ed. Got ha, 1805,
revised cd. New York, 1870, Engl. ed. Boston, 186-3,
The sinlcssness of Jesus is strongly
pp. 50 If.
asserted even by divines who are by no means
orthodox, (Schleiermacher, Hase, Keira, Bushnell) and has been assailed only by a few writers
of any note (such as Strauss, Pecaut, Thoo. Parker, Renan), and even these are foroed to admit
that He made a nearer approach to moral perfection than any other man.
But the only logical
alternative is between absolute sinlcssness or absolute hypocrisy; and to admit the former is
virtually to admit the whole Christian system.
P.S.]
10. Unbelief the uniform characteristic of the
devilish mind: (I) Unbelief of the truth of
Christ because it is truth, (2) because it is the
effluence of His holiness, (3) because it is divine.
Or (1) the lack of a sense of truth, p goneness to
falsehood, (2) the want of appreciation of the
purity of life, (3) the lack of affinity to God, of
obedience to the voice of God in the breast.
11. "A Samaritan."
The insulting and abusive
retort to the calm sentence of truth contains the
life-picture of fanaticism, which has* first boldly
chicaned (ver. 13), then .quibbled and sneered
(ver. 19), after this uttered taunts (ver. 22)
then with eager longing for a chiliastio mystery
and mystical proceeding has drawn Him out (ver.

—

—

misapprehension of the eternity of the Evangel

and the primitiveness of the fellowship of faith.)
14. Abraham's exultation in this world, Abraham's joy in the other world, or the excited
celebration (of the Messianic day) of the mortal,
and the calm, peaceful celebration of the glorified
one.
The anticipatory joy of the ancients was
riot without painful longing, their longing not
devoid of rapturous glimpses of the future.
15. Isaac, the son of faith, also in this a type
of Christ, who was conceived by the Holy Ghost,
born of Mary, the Virgin.
16. Christ's proffer of everlasting life answered
by the Jews with an attempt to stone and kill
llinj.

As Christ ever more

17.

gloriously escaped

from the Jews, thus too shall the Church of
Christ in her evangelical confession and spiritual
ever more gloriously escape the persecutions
of the legalists.

life

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

Christ.
How the Lord by
His heavenly uprightness gradually enchains the
true disciples, gradually alienates the false ones
(see John iii. C; ix. 1).
How He does not captivate the false disciples: 1. Will not caplirate
them 2. cannot captivate them. The true protoward^ the word of
fi table conduct of disciples
Jesus: 1. The conduct; (a) to suffer themselves
to be kept by the word (to continue in it, the
obedience of iaith, ver. 31); (6) to keep the word
in temptation as a guiding star through the dark-

The uprightness of

—

—

;

ness of judgments (the loyalty of faith, ver. 51).
2. Whcrounto this is profitable : knowledge of
the truth and freedom from sin (life in brightContinuance in
ness and freedom from death).
Turning the word of Jesus the condition of true spirit25), and worshipped Him (ver. 80).
round again it grows rancorous (ver. 3C), boasts life 1. Of true knowledge of God, 2. of true
(ver. 39), and arrogantly and abusively contra- moral freedom.
Through truth to freedom.—
dicts (ver. 41).
Here it stands in its fullest de- Through inner freedom to outer freedom.— The
velopment. It slanders while it reviles and re- false confidence of legal saints in their freedom
viles as it slanders.
(religious, ecclesiastical, political freedom): 1.
12. The wonderful psoof of Christ's self-com- They are enslaved outwardly by the world (the
mand, patience and freedom of spirit exhibited Jews by Rome) ; 2. enslaved at home by the letthroughout the chapter.
His frankness, His ter of the law ; 8. enslaved within and without
prudence, His wisdom, His incorruptiblencss by sin. Domestio right in the house of God: 1.
(vers. 30, 81), the most diverse virtues of the
The Son, 2. the bond-servants, 8. the freedmen.
Lord prove superior to the most difficult situaThe true children of Abraham, Bom. if.—
tion and the severest temptations.
From the Where the word of Christ can not grow in the
midit of the solemnly moving serenity with which heart, enmity against Christ flourishes, ver. 37.
He proclaims judgment, His mercy bursts forth
How man can by- spiritual pride turn inherited
again as a flaming beacon of deliverance, ver. blessings, even ecclesiastical ones, into a curse
51.
The declaration in ver. 51 reverts to that (as here the boast about being Abraham's seed).
contained in ver. 31.
The prudence of Christ in antithesis to the te13. Christ and Abraham in antithesis to the merity of sinners, ver. 38: 1. He speaks that
previously depicted relation of the Jews to Abra- whioji Ho has seen of God. 2. The evil that
ham. On the feeling of life and the feeling of they have faintly heard, they do. The trial of
death.
Between the doctrine of the pre-existence the Jews, instituted by the Lord, as to whether
of Christ and the doctrine of the anticipatory joy they are genuine heirs of the spirit and faith of
of Abraham in the Messiah and his celebration of Abraham: 1. The trial, (a) after the works of
the Messianic day in the other world, there exists Abraham, (b) after their susceptibility of God's
the closest connection; similarly, the comfortless words. 2. The result, ver. 44.
speech of the Jews with regard to the death of
Abraham's seed (consecrated children of God
Abraham and the prophets is connected with their by cirenmcision called regenerate), and yet of
witless estimation of the duration of the life of their, father the devil.
So, too, one may be
Christ. ( And thus the Evangelical Church was re- called a Christian, an evangelical Christian, etc.,
proached with her three centuries and the Evange- and yet be of one's father, the devil.
lical Alliance with its three decennaries under the
The devil a person who, by murder and lying
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continually, calls in question his personality and
Christ's severe words concerning the devil (here, Matt, xiii., Matt. iv. and
elsewhere).
The fundamental traits of the
devilish nature.
How they are embraced in the
one fundamental trait of unbelief (or of apostasy).
Falsehood and hate cognate: 1. Falsehood a murder of truth, of ideal reality. 2.
Murder falsehood against life (denial of God, of
love, sullying of the right).
How all threads of
human falsehood and hatred and murder unite
in the murder of Christ, the crucifixion.
How
love and loyalty to all truth shine inseparable
and pristine in the Crucified One. The majesty
of Jesus in His testimony to the {levil and his
children, etc. 44.
Hatred of truth. Unbelief
as a hatred of truth resting upon the love of sin.
The Gospel fob Judica [fifth Sunday in
Lent], vers. 46-59. The two-fold judgment in
all personality.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the separation between Christ and His adversaries : 1. The falso judgment of the world, resulting in the justification of Christ; 2. Christ's
true judgment of the world, that shall lead to
the justification of sinners. Christ, the Prophet

—

of everlasting life, considered in relation to the
prophets of death : 1. Wherefore He is the Prophet of life, and why they are prophets of death.
(a) He is the Holy One, the Sinless One, the
publisher of the Word of God, and Himself the
Word existing from eternity, in respect of His
essence as respects His works, the Saviour of
life, in time ; (b) they are the sinners, enemies
of the word, lost in temporalness, killing life
with the fatal letter. 2. How He proclaims everlasting life, but they can preach of nothing but
death,
(a) Of His eternal life, of the eternal life
of Abraham (b) they of the death of Abraham
and the Prophets. 8. How He offers them eternal
life (ver. 6 ), whilst they, in return, wish to kill
Him, ver. "59. 4. How He is proved to be the
Ever-Living One, while they have gone the way
of death, vers. 54, 55. As error is connected with
sin, so is truth with innocence and righteousness.
The sinlessness of Jesus corroborated by challenging the testimony of His enemies. The
testimony of the world and of Christ's enemies
to the innocence of Jesus (Pilate, Judas, the
;

—

;

—

—

high-priests and elders themselves, Matt, xxvii.
Tho innocence of Christ in respect of its
43).
complete revelation: 1. Founded upon divine
impeccability, 2. approved in human sinlessness.
The voice of Jesus, from the mere faot of its
b?ing the voice of the Holy Man, should receive
the consideration of the whole world. 1. In its
uniqueness, 2. in its credibility, 3. in its revelaHe that is of God heareth God's words.
tions.
Ver. 48. The answer of the Jews a historically
stereotype reply of the spirit of the law to the
preaching of the gospel. How religious testimony is turned into invectives in the mouth of
The calmness of the Lord
fanaticism, ver. 48.
in contrast to the railing excitement of His enePeter imitates Him in this composure
mies.
(Acts ii.) ; so likewise do all faithful witnesses
The cry of grief with which the
for the truth.
Lord again offers salvation even to self-hardeners
and blasphemers. The New Testament word of
everlasting life decried as a word of the devil by
the false servants of the Old Testament.
Ver. 66. And if I should tay. The fidelity of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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the Lord to truth in the faithfulness of His selfconsciousness and knowledge of God. Ver. 67.
Tho length of true life, 1. measured by earthlymindedness, 2. measured by godly-mindedness.
The Jews as accountants and reckoners opposed
to the Lord and His numbers.
How the everlasting to-day of the Father (Ps. ii.) is re-echoed
in the everlasting I am of the Son.
Ver. 69.
The ever repeated and ever vain attempt of
Christ's enemies to stone Him.
They were able
in the end to crucify Him and they thus contributed to His glorification, but to consign Him to
oblivion beneath -a heap of stones was beyond
their power.
How Christ always passes gloriously through the midst of His enemies.
Starke: It is not enough to make a good
beginning in .Christianity if one do not end well
{continue and persevere). Make, free, Rom. vi.
18; Gal. v. 1; 1 Pet. ii. 10. From the bondage
of sin, ver. 84, and of eternal death, ver. 61
Luke i. 77 ; by remission of guilt and punishment and by communication of the Spirit of
adoption and of faith. That only is real and
sound truth which can sanctify and save.
Osiandeb: Believers are not free from external
servitude and civil burdens; their freedom is far
more glorious, for they are free from sin, death,
the devil and hell, and can bid defiance to all enemies, Rom. vi. 22.
Zeisius: Of what avail is
it to have pious parents and ancestors, and not
to be pious ourselves? To be of noble blood, but
Ibid. : Oh wretched liberty
ignoble in soul, &c.
whose companion is thraldom under sin and the
devil!
Canstein: If sin but play the master
and have dominion over a man, it obtains right
and might to plunge him into sundry and greater
sins.
He who will be forever with God must not
be a slave but a son ; and this is the highest
good, this is true felicity to dwell in the house
of the Lord forever. Ps. xxiii. 6. Zeisius:
Priceless liberty of the children of God; but beware that thou abuse not such liberty by making
it an occasion of security!
Ver. 41. The sinner
who is forever vindicating himself does but entangle himself the more. It is the way of the
Nova
flesh to be always intent upon evasions.
Bib I. Tub. : He who loves not Jesus is not born
of God but of the devil. Jesus proceeded from
tho Father to seek us; should not we then go
forth from ourselves and the whole world to meet
Him? The can not ver. 43: A wicked, unruly
will lay at the bottom of this>
Zeisius: Execrable as falsehood is because it is the offspring
of the devil, just so base is it, alas! But
insolvent nobility of liars !
Ibid. : It is the old way .
of the world to love and to hearken to the devil's
lies, hypocrisy and flattery rather than truth.
As long as man can not endure truth he is incapable of faith. Ver. 46. Against him who
can ground his defence upon a good conscience
the harshest invectives and abuse of his enemies
will accomplish nothing.
A Christian is bound
to appeal to his good conscience when his enemies revile and slander him without a cause.
Ver. 47. Zeisius: Infallible test of those who
belong to God: who truly love God's word, &c.
When wicked men are convinced of their wickedness and have nothing to answer, they resort
to abuse, invective, and calumny, Acts vi. 10, 11,
Lampe : To call upright witnesses for the truth
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heretics and enthusiasts, moreover to persecute humiliation.
The struggle for autocratic likethem, and to boast of one's own orthodoxy on the ness to God delusively causes his aspirations and
other hand are characteristics of antichristian efforts to seem grand to him, his non-subjection
spirits, 1 Pet. iii. 9.
Ver. 49. The more we to God sublime " (Sartorius). There is cause
honor God, the more the world will dishonor us. for fear when he deceives and lies rather than
But courage! God will honor us in return. Per- when he rages. Why did they say fifty years
verse world It honors what is despicable, and old ? The fiftieth year is the close of manhood,
despises what is honorable. Ver. 50. It is honor and hence formed the period of the Levites' time
enough for believers that they are the 'children of service. Jesus was not as old as this, but
God, moreover, will defend them. The they mention this age, as though they magnaniof God.
godly find what they do not seek, but the wicked mously granted more than could be demanded,
attain not that for which they strive.
Ver. 52. in order to give an appearance of absurdity to
The wicked trample the most precious promises His language.
under foot and draw only poison from the fairest
Heubneb: Christ distinguishes between real
flowers of the divine word. Cramer: The devil and false, firm and wavering disciples. The
is a sophist.
Ver. 54. Vanity and folly make a slave of sin does not so much as know that he
great boast of themselves I Consider the Saviour lacks freedom. One does not perceive that until
and follow His example. Ver. 56. The most one begins to see clearly. That is already the
pious parents often leave descendants who do not beginning of freedom. Man is blinded by many
possess their faith, piety and virtue. Believers things so that he thinks himself perfectly free.
see what is invisible,and believe that which is in- Here it is a religious species of pride of ancestry,
credible, and rejoice with all their hearts.
&c. But besides family pride there are a numChristians existed before the birth of Christ and ber of other considerations which exert a deluwere saved through Him, Hob. xiii. 8. Cam- sive power: external refinement, rank, authority,
stein: Truth always comes off conqueror.
proficiency in business, commendation, a varnish
Geblach: The truth, the revelation in Christ, of morality, art, science. Why servant? when
This truth he says: it is my own wilt Answer: Because
1 John i. 0, 8; ii. 21; Heb. x. 26.
makes free, for only that being is free that de- the sinner never can say that his choice is the
velops in accordanoe with its God-created nature.
result of full and sober-minded conviction. He
The first sinner in God's creation, the devil, is reproved by conscience. God will have no
fell from the truth ; he fell out of God, as the
slaves, no unwilling servants by compulsion and
eternal source and vital element of all created for hire ; He wants children, free, loving chilbeings. Thus he became a living contradiction dren.
Their supreme right is: to abide in the
in himself, a lie.
Ver. 47; 1 John v. 20. Re- Father's house. Man's destiny: either adoption
cognize Him they would not, refute Him they into the paternal house of God or exclusion foom
could not, therefore they reviled Him. Ver. 52. it. The Son has broken the chains forged by
All the Jews at that time believed that the Mes- Satan.
He is the Redeemer of the human race.
siah would raise the dead and judge the world,
Fictitious freedom.
The remembrance of pious
even in the carnal, literal sense; hence the lan- ancestors should be a mighty impulse to good.
guage of Jesus might well have excited their Christ has a unique speech. The devil abode
astonishment if they had not been inclined to re- not. Hence the earliest fathers of the Church
ceive Him as the Messiah: bitter enmity how- called the devil an apostate (airoar&TiK). Aposever prompted their treatment of His words, and tasy from truth leads to the entire loss of truth.
the utter contempt which they entertained for Be it observed, moreover, that as early as in the
Him is visible in their reply. (Be it observed apocryphal Predkatio Pauli the sinlessness of
only that they were also offended beoause He as- Jesus is denied. Good men can be understood
serted His possession of this power without only by the like-minded. Christ teaches us equapublicly presenting Himself as the Messiah.)
nimity in reference to worldly honor. What is
lie strengthens the impression of mysterious true honor ?
The difference between honor with
majesty about His person, in that He, by virtue God and honor with the world. That no slander
of His glance into the higher spirit-world, affirms can strip us of our true honor.
Ver. 52. The
that of Abraham which a mere man could not words of Christ seem presumptuous because
know.
virtue often has the appearance of presumption.
Bbaunb : Continuance, 1 John ii. 28. Blessed He who is morally good really makes the highest
is ho that endureth unto the end.
A real deli- claims without immodesty or presumption; on
rium of liberty had seized the Jews. Bondage, the other hand presumption is to be found in the
2 Pet. ii. 19. Emancipation, Rom. viii. 2.
world.
Living among wicked and perverse
When a man takes offence at the expression of people the severest trial of holy men. What
Jesus, he is not in harmony with the thoughts strengthens the pious in this life? 1. The conand mind of Jesus. The evil will is the tool of sciousness of their lofty and intimate fellowship
Satan, the true devilish momentum. Thus the with the devout of all ages; 2. The prospect of
devil's nature is not naturally evil ; but wioked- everlasting blessedness, from eternity prepared
ness made it evil. It is not I that is evil but ego- for believers, through Christ.
tism.
Without the /there were no love in which
Gossnbr: The world falsely declares itself
/learns thou and says we. " To his haughtiness free when it is over head and ears in slavery.—
humility is servility, dependence on God slavery
This is the tyranny of the devil, which he exerto his false serpent-wisdom simplicity and honesty cises over natural men to such an extent, that
seem stupidity, and his egotism holds love to be Paul rightly calls him the god of this world, who
foolish sensibility his pride finds contrition, re- hath his work in the children of unbelief, Eph.
pentance and petitions for mercy an insufferable ii. 2 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4.—From the Son of God all the
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children of God derive their birth, their life,
their freedom, their redemption, their right of
sonship and heirship. What He is, that He also
communicates to His people and makes them
kings, prophets and priests.
They hare the
honor of bearing His unction, seal and name.
Infidels believe the devil, while denying his existence.* A man may try himself whether he
be a child of God or of the devil. Lying is his
proper character. Christ would not die in the
temple because He was to be sacrificed not alone
for the Jewish nation, but for the whole world

—

—

another altar was requisite, whereon He
might be offered up in the sight of all the world,
What a judgment, to cast out
as upon Golgotha.
What avoid in the heart, the temple
Jesus!
of the Church, where Jesus must hide Himself
and give way to blind zeal, pride, ambition, falsehood, selfishness before all which He must flee
Schlbiermacher Their belief (vers. 30 and
31) was in itself utterly imperfect, because expectations were mingled with it which did not.
correspond with the real purpose of God, that
He would accomplish in Christ. Now so long as
these expectations exist, it is possible that when
a man begins to doubt their truth and yet still
clings to them at heart, he will forsake the faith.
Bat just that clinging of the heart to something
incompatible with true and living faith in the
Redeemer is at the same time a non- continuance
in Hit word and a cherishing of another word
in the heart, 2 Cor. iii. 15.
There is no other
fbr this

—

—

:

—

A free rendering of the Gorman &« glauben ihx (dem
IW), okne in* (den T.) zu glauben.— P. S.J
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way for us all to be filled and penetrated with
the truth than by gazing into His holy image and
suffering ourselves to be purified through Him

—

—

—

—

from all falseness.
Besses: Vcr. 82. Something of this was known

The wise man
alone is free. But they comprehended the nature
neither of divine wisdom nor of divine liberty.
No thraldom, says Seneoa, is worse than the thraldom of the passions. Plato calls the infamous
lusts the hardest tyrants.
Epiotetus says : Liberty is the name of virtue, slavery the name of
vice.
The Brahmin sages call the natural state
of man: "Bondage." Schmalz: The rage for
heretical accusation : 1. It makes invectives take
the place of convincing arguments ; 2. it craftily
distorts the plainest utterances of others ; 8. it
casts suspicion on the heart of others ; 4. to combat them it grasps at unlawful and violent means.
Rambach : Jesus the sublimest pattern of meekness.
J. C. £. Schwarz: Falsehood: 1. in respect to its nature (apostasy from God, rebellion
against His kingdom, pollution of His image in
ourselves and others) ; 2. in respeot to its fruits
(self-belying, mischief, impulse to new sin).
J. Mueller : The holiness of Jesus Christ is
proof of the truth of His testimony about His
divine dignity.
Scunur : Why truth is so hated:
1. Because ty sees too deeply : 2. because it speaks
too openly ; 3. because il judges too severely.
Rautexbbro: Truth and its lot upon earth: 1.
It is rejected but does not keep silence ; 2. it is
reviled but wearies not ; 3. it is persecuted but
also to the heathen; Cicero says:

—

—

does not succumb.

:

V.

THE LIGHT OP THE WORLD OVER AGAINST THE BLIND. THB HEALING ON THB SABBATH Of THB
MAN WHO WAS BORN BLIND, WITH THB SYMBOLICAL CO-OPERATION OF THB TEMPLB-8PRING OF
8ILOAM. THB DAY OF CHRIST, AND CHRIST THB LIGHT OF THAT DAY. THB LIGHT OF THB BLIND
A JUDGMENT OF BLINDNB88 ON TH08B WHO IMAGINE THEY SEB. SYMBOLISM OF LIGHT, OF DAY,
OF DAY'S WORKS. (ALL LIGHT OF THB SUN SHOULD BE USED, AFTER THB EXAMPLE AND 8PIRIT
OF CHRIST, TO PRODUCE LIGHT; HENCE TOO ALL EFFORTS OF CULTURB A SYMBOLICAL CREATION
OF LIGHT, POINTINO TO HIM WHO CREATES LIOHT IN THB REAL SENSE OF THB TBRM.) THB EXCOMMUNICATION, OR THB GBRMINANT SEPARATION.

CHRIST

Chap. IX.

3

4
5
6
7

And as Jesus [he] passed [was passing] by, he saw a man which was [omit which
was] blind from his birth. And his disciples asked him, saying, Master [Rabbi],
who did sin [who sinned], this man, or his parents, that he was born [should bo
born] blind?
Jesus answered, Neither hath this man sinned [Neither did this man sin] nor his
parents : but that the works of God should be made manifest in him. I [We] 1
must work the works of him that sent me, while it is day : the night cometh, whep
no man can work. As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world.
When he had thus spoken, he spat on the ground, and made clay of the spittle,
and anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay. 2 And said unto him, Go,
wash in the pool of Siloam, (which is by interpretation, Sent). He went his way
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8 [away], therefore, and washed, and came seeing. The neighbours, therefore, and
they which before had seen hini that he was blind [who had before observed him
because he was a beggar]* said, Is not this he that sat and begged [sitteth and beg9 geth] ? Some said, This is he others said, [said, Nay, but,] 4 He is like him : but
10 [omit but] he said, I am he. Therefore said they unto him, How were thine eyes
man that is called Jesus made
11 opened? He answered and said [omit and said],
clay, and anointed mine eyes, and said unto me, Go to the pool of [omit the pool of]*
Siloam, and wash and I went and washed, and I received sight [I went therefore
12 (oZv) and washed and received sight]. Then said they [They said] unto him,
13 Where is he [that man, ixsivo^ ? He said [saith, ^ee], I know not They brought
14 [bring] to the Pharisees him that aforetime [before, once] was blind. And it was the
sabbath day [it waa sabbath on the day]* when Jesus made the clay, and opened
15 his eyes. Then again [Again therefore] the Pharisees also asked him how he had
received [he received] his sight He said unto them, He put clay upon mine eyes,
16 and I washed, and do see. Therefore said some of the Pharisees, This man is not
of [from] 7 God, because he keepeth not the sabbath day [omit day]. Others said,
How can a man that is a sinner do such miracles [signs] ? And there was a divi:

A

:

8
17 sion among them. They say [therefore] unto the blind man again, What sayest
thou of him, that [because, or, seeing that, or, for having opened] he hath opened
thine eyes? He said, He is a prophet.
But the Jews [The Jews therefore] did not believe concerning him, that he had
18
been blind and received sight, until they called the parents of him that had re19 ceived his sight And they asked them, saying, Is this your son, who ye say was
20 born blind ? how then doth he now see ? His parents answered* them [omit them]
21 and said, We know that this is our son, and that he was born blind : But by what
means he now seeth, we know, not ; or who hath opened [who opened] his eyes, we
know not he is of age ; ask him [ask him : he is of age] he shall [will] speak
22 for himself. These words spake his parents [These things his parents said] because
they feared the Jews for tne Jews had agreed already that if any man did confess that he was Christ [should acknowledge him as Christ], he should be put out
23 of the synagogue [excommunicated]. Therefore said his parents [For this reason
his parents said], He is of age ask him.
Then again called they [So they called the second time] the man that was
24
[had been] blind and said unto him, Give God the praise [Give glory to God] we
25 know that this man is a sinner. He [therefore] answered and said [omit and said],*
Whether he be a sinner or no [whether he is a sinner], I know not : one thing I
26 know, that, whereas I was blind, now I see [that I, a blind man, now see]. Then"
said they to him again13 [Thev therefore said to him], What did he do to thee?
27 how opened he thine eyes? He answered them, I have told you already, and ye
did not hear wherefore [why] would ye hear it again ? will [would] ye also be
28 [become] his disciples ? Then [omit Then] they reviled him and said," Thou art
know that God spake [hath spoken]
29 his disciple ; but we are Moses* disciples.
unto Moses : as for this fellow [but as for this man], we know not from [omit from]
30 whence he is. The man answered and said unto them, Why herein is a marvellous
thing, that ye know not from [omit from] whence he is, and yet he hath opened [he
31 opened] mine eyes. Now [omit Now] we know that God heareth not sinners but
if any man be a worshipper of God, and doeth [do] his will, him he heareth.
32 Since the world began was it not heard [it was never heard] that any man opened
33 the eyes of one that was born blind. If this man were not of [from] God he could
34 do nothing. They answered and said unto him, Thou wast altogether [wholly,
SXo^ born in sins, and dost thou teach lis? And they cast him out [not simply from
the place where they were, but from the synagogue=excommunicated him].
Jesus heard that they had cast him out and when he had [omit had] found him
35
w
he said unto him, Dost thou believe on [in] the Son of God [the Son of Man] ?
36 He answered and said, Who [And who] is he, Lord, that I might [may] believe on
37 [in] him ? And [omit And] Jesus said unto him, Thou hast both seen him, and it*
38 is he that talketh with thee. And he said, Lord, I believe [I believe, Lord]. And
39 he worshipped him. And Jesus said) For judgment I am come [I came] into this
:

:

:
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world, that they which [who] see not might see; and that they which [who] see
might be made [might become] blind.
And same of the rharisees which [who] were with him heard these words, and
40
41 said unto him, Are we [also] blind also? Jesus said unto them, If ye were blind,
see ; [.] thereye should have no sin [ye should not have sin] ; but now ye say,
1
fore [omit therefore] * your sin remaineth.

We

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
L- the Coptic and other translations read : w-uic. The Idea presented by the
and *iti.\\iavr6* pc; this dissimilarity, however,
with the motive for the dissimilarity between iyia*
wtf doabtless the canse of the two words' being made the same—several Codd. wrote c^U at the beginning also, whilst Cod.
L, the Coptic and other translations placed iifiat in the second place likewise. [The first Ajtac is probably genuine, the
second a correction occasioned by it Cod, Sin.* sustains nn*t in both clauses. Afford reads 4*4 and jW, Tlschend. (ed. viii.)
jpoc twice—P. 8 ]
t yer.
According to Codd. [8in.] A. B. Cn*» etcu avrovihv wnKSv* His day (paste), the earth-ointment prepared by
~
w... viii^
decisive testimony
— .—~»-~—— . reads
. _ - . in
... ed.
ww»—ww^ onSin.]
w»im>»>j m^.
B. mm.
L. rTischend.
. .....
****** the
M»w not
uv» w.v»o..w
IWAW1 M»U«i with
11 "H- Teschendorf
omits rov
I IW rvdAod.
I g
wy. 1U
in accordance
t mUlUHWII WUItO
{ff<^i^«r AvrovrbK mjAbe fel tw* tyloApoifc. So also Alford (ed. vi.), and Westcott and Hort, except that the latter,
Meyer
and
Ewald
rov
rv+Aov.
He
spread
retain
His
with B. C» adopt fcrcffmccv (put, spread), instead of iwixptow. Lange,
dag upon the eyes (of the blind man). Noyes translates : He anointed his eyes with the clay ; Alford in bis N. T.: He spread
(bat in the text of his Com. he reads hri\purw% anointed) the clay upon his eyes ; Lange : Er schmierU seinen (den von ihm
gmachUn) THg auf dU Augen des Blinden; Bwald: Er strich diesen Brei auf die Augen da Blinden.—P. 8.1
» Ter. 8.-~fThe true reading is irpotnccunrT, beggar* instead of the rv+Aoc, blind, of the text, rec, and is sustained by K.
A. B. CD., etc—P.S.]
* Ver. ».—fcAevor, ovv*, **** (K. B. C, ete.), for the text, rec which omits these words.—P. S.1
* Yer. 11.— Bt* rov 2tAtt«p B. D. L. X, [Alio Iron, and Cod. Sin.
The text, rec tty coAvpBippay rov, after Cod. A. and
Trieste is explanatory.—P. 8.]
* Ter. 14.—Instead of on we should read, according to B. L. X. [Sin.] and several translations : iv § iuUo+
» Ter. 17.
B. D., etc*, Lachmann, Tlschendorf : owe i<mv ooros wapa 0«ov o ayBfmvo*.
* Ter. 16.
Lachmann supplies ooV, in accordance with A. B. D. [Cod. Sin., TischeniL, Alf.—P. 8.1
* Ter. 90< According to Lachmann, the ohv after Avcxp. is not to be expected here, upon consideration of the subjectin Cod. A., etc.* and the avrott seem to be additions, against which
matter, and is supported by B. only. Similarly the
i

Ter.

4.—Instead of the

first iiii.

B. D.

U

pejssge famishes as

&—

.

y

t

..

—
—

U

L X- etc.
* Ter725.—The koX elsw [text, reel is omitted according to Lachmann and Tlschendorf by reason

an B.

M Ter. 26.—According to Codd. B. D. K., etc.* o6V. [Text, rec
» Ter. «6.—niAtv [text rec] omitted by many Codd. [Sln.»

W—

of [Sin.] A. B. D.,

etc.

P. 8.]

B. D.I in opposition to Cod. A. [8in.H etc, was perhaps
Mt out on account of a misapprehensive assumption of a collision with the vd\iv of ver. 15. That vAAtr, however, has
reference to the preceding question of the people.
* Ter. 28. The construction has the power of making the following words which they uttered, to be looked upon as
the substance of their reviling*. This seemed inadequate and probably occasioned the reading: oi Si cAryor in D. L, etc.
* Ter. J5.«—Codd. B. D. and the Ethiopian translation read : rov avBpuvov, because Jesus was wont thus to designate
Himself! {This reading is sustained by Cod. Sin. and adopted by Tischend., ed. viii., and Westcott and Uort.— P. 8.]
»Tcr.4L—The ovr before o/*apria is wanting in [Sin.] B. D. K. L, etc

—

moment

of the most imminent peril of death, and
while He was still in the vicinity of danger, that
should recognize the Lord and Master. Hence
refer the rrapdyov (comp. Mark ii. 14), not to
the beggar, but to Jesus Himself. It is obviously
the participle of the preceding, even though,
doubtful irapifyev ovtuc. While He is in the act
of passing by the last frequenters of the temple,
the blind beggar meets His eye at the door, and:
the fact of His pausing to look at Him is revealed
by the question of His disciples.
[A man blind from his birth, ix ye vtrfjr
£* KoiXiac fjajrpd^. Acts iii. 2.
Possibly
the beggar himself proclaimed the fact of his native blindness as giving additional force to his appeal for alms. It makes the miracle all the
greater, and places it beyond the reach of an extraordinary medical cure (Ammon and other rationalists), but does not warrant the extravagant^
notion of some fathers (Irenssus, Theodoras
Mopsu., Nonnus) that Jesus created the eyes oat
of the nv%6c. as God made the first man out of
clay.
According to Luthardt, the blind man. represents the " world," to which Christ turned after being rejected by the Jews ; but this does not
follow from ver. 5, " I am the Light of the world/'
for the emphasis lies on light* and the world embraces the whole of humanity, Jews and Gen-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
we
[The account of the blind man and the miracle we
wrought on him, with its consequences, is uncommonly life-like, full of circumstantiality and
characteristic details which could not have been

and clearly show that the writer was
an eye-witness of the scene. All attempts of moden skeptics to turn the miracle into a medical
cure of inflammation of the eyes (Ammon), or to
explain it from a misunderstanding of ver. 89
(Weisse), or from a mythical imitation of the
sealing of Naaman, 2 Ki. v. 10 iStrauss), or from
dogmatic design (Baur), are baseless and exploded conjectures.
Comp. Meyer, p. 391, 6th
ed.—P. S.]
iavented,

And

Ver. 1.
in passing by (ical irapayu*)- This history is evidently connected [by
*afj in respect to time and place with the preceding chapter [with k&Wev be rov lepov* viii.
69].
As regards time, it was the day after the
dote of the Feast of Tabernacles, and that a Sabbath, ver. 14.
See Lev. xxiii. 39. As for the
place, Jesus had just quitted the temple, and we
are most probably to imagine ihe blind beggar
seated at the entrance to the temple (comp
Acts iii. 2).
De Wette cannot reconcile this
peaceful occurrence with the scene of violence,
ehap. viii. 69;* but it is precisely in this secure
deportment of Jesus, and in "His* halt after the

M

* (go ftUo Locke and Alford ; while Olihausen, Meyer, Stier
(on the Miracles, p. 233) side with LoAge as to
Ike dale.-?: 8.1
id Trench
ud

-

=

tiles—P. 8.]
Ver. 2. Rabbi, whersinned? The motive
for this question on the part of the disciples
could, in their present situation, scarcely be dogmatical interest, being, as- they were, just reunited to the Master after* His escape from sto-
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Ding.

We

suppose that they wish to induce the

to pass by the man as unworthy of II is selfsacrificing interest, in order that He may hasten

Lord

and that hence their question, uttered on
the spur of the moment, derives a decided PhaAcrisaical coloring from the popular notion.
on

;

cording to Euth. Zigabenus they suppose neither
Admitting this, the question itto be the case.
The disoiples take
self would fall to the grouud.
for granted that this blindness was caused only
by sin;* the question is merely as to the dilemma: this man or his parents?! The latter
supposition was the proximate one, in accordance
with the Pharisaical explication of Ex. xx. 5
(Light foot, p. 1018). Nevertheless, the disciples
give the first place to the more remote question:
whether this man himself 6inned. Beza, Grotius and others have accounted for the expression by the belief in the transmigration of souls.
This belief, however, could not have been entertained by orthodox Jews, even though it may
subsequently appear among the Cabalists (see
Comm. on Malth., chap. xiv. 2, p. 272, Am. ed.).
Cyril, De Wette and others mention, in explanation of the question, the belief in theprc-existence of souls (in accordance with Wisdom of Solomon, viii. 20) ; but neither was this a national
tenet of orthodox Jews, although it had forced
an entrance from Platonism into Alexandrian

The view that most naturally
suggests itself is, that the man may already have
sinned in the womb, as an embryo, by evil affecThe distinction between nobler and baser
tions.
vital motions in the embryonic state is also intimated by Scripture, Luke i. 41, 44. Rabbinism
'has with reference to Gen. xxv. 22 [the struggle
between Jacob and Esau in the mother's womb]
further matured this idea (Lightfoot, Sanhedrin,
An obscuro idea of pre-exisfol. 91, 2, etc.).
tence may have occurred to the disciples, who
were here fashioning a question from reminiscences, together with this notion of embryonic
guilt.
The conception of Lampe, Lutbardt, etc. :
has he sinned, or, as this is inconceivable, etc.,
Tholuck's
is not in accordance with the text.
supposition after Camero: they thought that he
might in anticipation have been branded as a
sinner [for predestinated sin to be committed hereJewish theology. J

* [Thli is the meaning of ipo, which is rtXunk (not merely
and expresses the merited consequenco according to the divine intention.— P. 8.]
f [So also Meyer, while Euthymtus Zig., Ebrard and HengstenWg put into the question the meaning Neither one nor
the other can be possible in this case ; Stier : this man, or—
this being out of the question—his parents; AlforU and
others: the question was vaguely asked without any strict
application to the case in hand, merely taking it for granted
that tome tin must have led to the blindness. The disciples
held the popular Jewish opinion that every evil ranst be the
punishment for a particular sin. This is decidedly denied by
Christ hero, and Luke xiii. 9 ff. The general connection of
sin as the cause, and evil as the result, is«undouDtodly taught
fn the Bible from the first introduction of sin, Gen. Hi. But
since sin is in the world, evil in particular cases may be a
ctfSariKtat)

:

school of discipline of Qod's love, as the misfortunes of Job,
the blindness of Tobit, Paul's thorn in the flesh, and the
many trials and troubles to which the children of Sod are
often more subject in this life than the ungodly ; for " whom
the Lord loveth, lie chastiseth" (Hebr. xii. 6; Prov. iil. 12;

Bev. ill. li»).— P. S.]
t [Pre-cxisteiice was taught by Philo, tho Kssenes and Cabalists.
Bee Grimm, Comm. on Sap., p. 177 f., and Bruch,
Doctrine of Uw. Pr+*xitUnce oftheSnul (Strassburg, 1859), p.
22, (translated in Bibliotheea Sacra for 1803, pp. 681 ff ). See
Meyer in loc. Stier, howevor, doubts the applicability of the
passage,

Wisdom viii.

19,

20.—P.

S.J

after], is certainly not altogether clear (Meyer),
[and without analogy in the Scriptures]. Von

Gerlach speaks doubtfully in this connection of
a punishment that precedes sin ; and just as one-

how the work of divine grace has swallowed up avenging justice; while according to
Heubner it is simply a question of the recognisidedly of

tion of the fact that there are also unmerited sufferings (». e. % of sinful men, who yet have not directly brought the suffering upon themselves).

man sin nor his
There is no question of their sinfulness in other respects, but Christ knows that no
sin, either of this blind man or of his parents,
was the cause of his being born blind. But that
Ver.

8.

Neither did this

parents.

—

V

(d \
Iva); namely, to this end was he bora
blind \rv6Xbr eyew^^rf]. The ultimate object of evil, as of things in general, is the glorification of God in tho salvation of men; the glorification

of

God

is

however more

definitely a

through the works of Christ, which
are God's own works.
Here, too, God should be
glorified in the salvation of the man who was
born blind. It is incorrect to suppose that the
question of the disciples first directed the attention of Jesus to the unfortunate man. This view
is contradicted by the preceding elder.
[Trench's remarks on this verse (Miracle*, p.
238 J are appropriate: "The Lord neither def.
nies their [the parents'] sin, nor his: all that He
docs is to turn away His disciples from that most
harmful practice of diving down with cruel surmises into the secrets of other men's lives, and,
like the friends of Job, guessing for them hidden
sins in explanation of their unusual sufferings.
This blindness, He would say, is the chastening
of no particular sin on his own part, or qn his paSeek, therbfore, neither here nor there
rents*.
the cause of his calamity but see what nobler
explanation the evil in the world, and this evil
in particular, is capable of receiving.
The purpose of the life-long blindness of this man is that
the works of God should be made manifest in Km,
and that through it and its removal the grace and
glory of God might be magnified.
We must not,
indeed, understand our Lord's declaration as
though this man was used merely as a means, visited with this blindness to the end that the power
of God might be manifested to others in its removal. The manifestation of the works of God
has here a wider reach, and embraces the lasting weal of the man himself. . . it includes their
manifestation to him and tnhim" [as well as on
him]. Comp. John xi. 4; Rom. v. 30; ix. 17;
xi. 25, 82,
P. S.]
Ver. 4.
[not I] most work. See the
Textual Notes. According to Kuinoel, Jesus
designed to meet the scruples entertained by the
disciples as to the propriety of the healing on
the Sabbath, which He was about to undertake.
It is more probable that with this saying He encounters their urgent entreaties to hasten away
from the dangerous position. Hence, with the
"we" He holds them fast also to tho place where
it is their duty to remain, and reveals to them
that in the future ihey, as the prosecutors of His
work, must stand firm in similar situations; with
a view to which destiny they are now being
glorification

;

83—

We

exercised.
us.

—Who

The works

of

sent me. Not: Who sent
God are comprehended in His
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CHAP.
work, for which Ho alone is sent; in tho carrying out of His work in individual works His disciples are to be participators with Him.
As long as it is day the night is coming.
The antithesis of day and night is -the antithesis
of the time of His lite and activity in opposition
uttered
to the period of His passion and death
;

;

in anticipation of His approaching death, yet in
the assurance that at present no mortal peril

threatens Him. Similarly the contrast of day
and right is significant of tho contrast of life and
death in the classics, especially in Homer (see
Meyer). In the Rabbins : "Pirke Aboth, II. 19;
«
K. Tarphon spake : The day is short; the work
is great ; the Master prcsseth.' " Tholuck. Hence
the interpretation of Chrysostora and others with
reference to the al&v ovrog and fik7Jkav is incorPaulus quite tritely explains: Broad-dayrect.
light was requisite for cures effected upon the
eyes ! The day-time of the day's work of Christ
was at the same time a day-time of redemption, of
visitation for Israel, which terminated with His
night, viz : His death (see ver. 6).
Only we must
not convert this relative antithesis into an absolute
one by the declaration : now is the time of grace,
afterwards the time of darkness; thus Oishausen,
after earlier exegetes (Grotius and others), too
strongly defined the contrast. Luthardt: Tho
presence of Christ in the world is tho time of
the event of redemption His subsequent separation from the world the time solely of the appropriation of redemption ;f this interpretation
comes nearer the mark, and yet Meyer, not without foundation, quotes against it John xvi. 7, 15,
26; xiv. 20 and other passages, according to
which the death of Jesus was the condition of
greater enlightenment. The figure of the day's
work is here the decisive one. Every man has
for his day's work his ono day by which he must
profit; when his night comes he can work no
moro. So too must Christ perform His great,
single, and yet universal, official historical day's
work, conditional upon His earthly pilgrimage.
;

Ver. 6. "While I am in the world.— We
suppose that Christ here compares Himself to
the sun, the light of day, as chap. viii. to the pillar of fire, tho light of the night. This assumption is founded on the preceding antithesis; day,
Accordingly the brav will mean quamdiu
night.
Vulgate and many others)', but not quandoquidem
Zwingle, Lampe, Liicke), or: [quando] at the
!
time when (Meyer). The sun, throughout the day,
as long as it is in the world, is the light of tho
world. The bud, however, opens and enlightens
only the eyes of the seeing; Christ, as the real
Sun, opens and enlightens the eyes of the blind
And along with this is expressed the
likewise.
fact that Ho is tho Sun of the world in a spiriThe brav, however, in its figuratual sense.
tive sense, denotes the antithesis between the
personal presence of Christ in the world and His
departure from the world, after which He does
not indeed cease to be the light of tho world (for
the operations of the Paraclete are His), but
He no longer works corporeo-spiritually as light,
but spiritually, until at the last day the great
• [Or, as Luthardt Also expresses the antithesis, Heilsge»chichU and HdUantiffnung,or the day is the time of Christ's
Wdtgegatwart (presence in the world), the night the time
rf i2i WtUg&cfuedcnheU (absence from tho world).—P. 8.]

IX. 1-41.
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solstice returns with the day of resurrection.
The figure of tho sun, which in its day illumi-

nates everything, is the strong expression of
His assurance that He will enlighten tho eyes
of the blind man.
Ver. G.
spat—The whole conduct of Jesus is manifestly expressive of strong intentionality, and this must first receive our consideration.
As the pursuers are close behind Him, and
the disciples in a state of anxious tension, it
seems to Him that His primary concern must be to
give proof of His tranquillity by calmly remaining on the ground. Moreover, as His adversaries accounted Him guilty of antagonism to the
law of Jehovah in His previous healing on the
Sabbath, chap, v., they should now see that the
God of their temple is His co-agent on the Sabbath, since the temple-waters of Siloam are
brought into co-operation: a fundamental motive, this, whioh exegesis has omitted to notice
(see Leben Je*u f III., p. 635). Furthermore, as
tho blind man does not yet know Him, and at
first is en rapport with Him only through the tono
of His voice, the life of faith must of course bo
developed within him by a gradual process, as in
the case of the blind man at Bethsaida (Mark

He

23; comp. Mark vii. 83).
With reference to the use of external means,
the three factors: the saliva, the clay, the spring
of Siloam, and also the unity of tho entire act
must be distinguished. Respecting tho employment of saliva comp. tho analogous cases Mark
vii. and chap. viii.
(See Com. in loc.)* On tho
sanativeness of clay in diseases of the eyes see
Tholuck's quotation from Serenus Samonicus:f
" jSi' tumor intoliius typho se tollat inani, Turgentes
oculos viii circumline cosno ;" and Lightfoot.
On
the virtue of the waters of Siloam seo above tho
Exegetical Notes on the pool of Bethcsda (chap,
viii.

and Robinson II., p. 155.
In discussing tho destination of tho elements
hero employed in Christ's one act of healing, we
have to distinguish the idea of their material or
medicinal, their organic or instrumental, their ethiv.)

cal and their allegorical destination.
That the
external elements in their combination had, as
ancient remedies, no medicinal power to give sight
to the man who was born blind, is evident.
But
that they were the better fitted to be organical
bearers of the miraculous power of Christ, i. «.,
conductors of it (Nonnus : nifiJbc. <fxuo<p6po$ ; Ois-

hausen and others), because they were moreover
accounted medicinal, is all the more obvious sinco
the question is here of the saliva of Christ and
of a salve that He made with His own hand.
But since the receptive faith in the miracle must
correspond with the positive miraculous power,
the alternative is misapprehended when Tholuck
and Meyer will set aside the psychologico-ethical
consideration (Chrysostoro, Calvin> and others)
of the awakening of faith by the use of these
in the case of the man who was born blind.
In
the instances given in the Old Testament also
* [In the two accounts of Tacitus (HisL It. 8) and Sue ton.
( Vup. ch. vii.) of the restoring of a blind man to sight by the
emperor Vespasian, the use of gativa jquna is recorded.
Pliny (Hist. Nat^ xxvlli. 7) mentions it as a usual remedy in
coses of disorders of the eyes.

Bee Wetstein's note,

p. 002.

P.SJ
f [A physician in the time of Caracaua who wroto a poem
on medicine in hexameter.—P. 8.]
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(2 Kings ir. 41; chap. t. 12; Is*. xxxviiL 21)
the organic operation of the miracle-worker is
to be grasped conjunctively with the awakening
of the psychologico-ethical receptivity. The allegorical interpretation (Luthardt on the anointing with clay : he who will see must become
blind; after some Church fathers) is the most remote ; on the mythical interpretation of Strauss,
Baur, etc., see Meyer [p. 878.]
Vcr. 7. Go, wash. It is a question here
whether the asyndeton would not be better composed of three members than of two. The latter (go, wash thyself into the pool) is of course
explained by the custom of the language. Tholuck: virjtai etc pregnant, either including the
entering into the water or expressWe only of the

—

dipping into

it.

Winer, p. 860 [887].—In the

pool of Siloam.
pool,

Neh.

iii.

—Tho spring,

15.

Its

Isa, viii. 6; the

situation see

aboTe,

Meyer: u Re-discovered by Robinson
(II., p. 142 ff. [Am. ed. of 1856, vol. I., pp.
888 ff.]), after Josephus, at the mouth of the
Valley of Tyropceum on the south-east side of
Zion. See Tobler, The Fountain of Siloam and
the Mount of Olivee, 1852, p. 1 ff.; Rodiger in
chap. t.

1416; Ritter, Erdkunde,
my annotations with
regard to the latest researches, on pp. 181 ff.
Alford, at the closo of his vol. on the Gospels, p.
928 f., gives a communication of a correspondent
on the supposed identity of Siloam with the pool
Robinson has discovered, and
of Bethesda.
Tobler and Warren have confirmed the connection of the intermittent Fountain of the Virgin
(probably the pool of Bethesda) with the Fountain
of Siloam, and both were probably connected with
a fountain beneath the temple, which remains
to bo proven by further exploration.
P. S.]
Gesen.

XVI.

—

Thee.

p.

446

III.

ff.

p.

[Comp.

—

The pool of Siloam. —The

ohief reference of
this is not to the district of Siloam (as Tholuck
has It, referring to Luke xiii. 4; Joseph. Debello
Jud. ii. 16, 2 ; vi. 7, 2); but it is especially tho
Siloah-pool of Siloah-jpri/t^ which is again mentioned in the following. Tholuck's explanation
of the sending to this pool for the purpose of
purification is too bald, as is also the design
ascribed by Meyer : in order that the healing
power of the clay ointment might have the necessary time for operation. Concerning the more
direct purpose seo the note to the preceding verse.
As regards the sanative element of the water we
can as little reject it (Meyer: the rabbinical
traces of a healing power resident in the water
point to the organs of digestion, see SchSttgen)
as attach any particular oredit to it ; at all event*
it assisted in forming a foothold for the faith of
the blind man.*

—

—

Which is, when translated, One Sent
Tho designation

n'l TBf

(Greek in the Sept. and

in Josephus *2tXo&u) signifies:

the

sending

[mieeio sc. aquarum), probably with reference to
the fact that the temple-mount sends fortji its
The question is, how ' far this
spring- water.

word may become synonymous with T\V7Vf sent,
According to Hitzig the
[DitMtif], or the sent
* [The typical reference of the waters of 8iloam to the
cleansing and healing water of baptism (Ambrose, Jerome,
CaloTios, and ercn Trench X is unsuitable.—P. &]

form is derived from tyhtf as mth % from "nS\
and John has correctly translated tztordkuhof
{Com. on Isa. viii. 6, p. 97. For particulars see
Tholuck, p. 827). According to Bengel, Meyer
and others the evangelist referred the name to
the blind man who was sent to the spring. An
unfounded typology, unsupported by the context
:

This fountain, in that it is called the Sent, is the
type of Him who in John continually designates
Himself as the real Sent One, the type of Christ
(Theophylact, Erasmus, Calvin [Ebrard, Luthardt, llenestenb., Bruckner, Godet, Trench,
Alford, Wordsworth] and others). It is remarkable how this pregnant symbolism has perplexed
the commentators. Wassenbergh and others are
inclined to consider the parenthesis (after the
Syrian and the Persian translation) a gloss;
LQcke also (p. 881) will not be " persuaded " that
the parenthesis is Johannean; Meyer pleads in
extenuation the "far more striking example"
of a " typical etymologizing," Gat iv. 25.
went away therefore.—As there is no
mention of any leader it seems certainly to be
indicated that a faint dawning of sight had already begun.* Of course we are not to imagine
that the anointing of the eyes glued them together ; the release of the visive faculty may
also have been preceded by a clairvoyant disposition.
Compare the fine description of the restoration to sight of blind (Edipus in Sophocles.
But as this trait is at all events not brought forward, it cannot be insisted upon as a certainty
(comp. Tholuck with reference to Neander:
"although we may also think that there was a
guide ").—
returned. Not in particular
to Jesus, but from the spring and to his family

He

—

And

(vor. 8).

Ver.

8.

The neighbors

therefore.—Now

follows an account of what further befell the blind
man ; so minute, distinct and true to life is this
narration that we are at liberty to suppose the
Evangelist had it from the very lips of him who
was blind and healed (see Tholuck, Meyer).
Ver. 11.
that is called Jesus.—He
is therefore not acquainted with the Messianic
character of Jesus ; he, however, emphasises the
name of Jeeue, He has immediately noticed the
significant name, which was not the case with
the impotent man of Bethesda (chap. v.).
The form of his already budding faith in the
prophetio dignity and divine mission of Jesus
declares itself in vers. 17 and 88; he as yet does
not know Him as the Messiah, ver. 85.

A man

I received sight 'AvapJkKttv means to
look up, to seo again.
Meyer maintains against
LUcke's explanation : I looked vp (Mark xtL 4,
etc.), the : I received eight again; for this there is
no ground in vers. 15 and 18, although the explanation of Grotius: nee maUredperc qniidicitxr,
quod communiter tributum human* naturm ipti obfuit, is ingenious.
Ver. 18. They bring to the Pharisees the
whilom bUnd man. Doubtless the Pharisees
in a peculiar sense are meant ; hence in their
magisterial capacity and as enemies of Jesus;

—

* (This conjecture Is nnnecenary ; blind begun generally
havo a guide, and I have known three blind men I00**
matio teacher, another a preacher), who without aid could
find any familiar locality within a considerable duUncr.P.8.]
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CHAP. IX
proved also by what follows. For to reas signifying the Pharisees in general
"as a corporation" (Meyer) is historically inaccurate Neither is there any ground for the assumption that they had led him before the Pharisees on account of the healing on the Sabbath,
because they believed the transgression of the
law should be reported. On the contrary, the
clause: him that onoe was blind, indicates
that they considered it their duty to bring the
miracle to the cognizance of the theocratic court
It is only after the introduc(see Tholuck).
tory clause : it was the Sabbath, that the stumIf
bling-block appears among the Pharisees.
these Pharisees did at all events form a judicial
court (comp. the Pharisees chap. vii. 47 ; xi. 46),
since, as subsequently appears, they call a judicial inquiry and execute an act of excommunication, the question arises, whether it was the great
Sanhedrin itself fTholuck), or a minor Sanhedrin
(Lucke) ; of the latter there were two in Jerusalem; these small Sanhedrins, as synagoguecourts consisting of 23 assessors, settled minor
The latter suppolawsuits in the Jewish cities.
sition is the more probable, in accordance with
hierarchical discipline ; yet doubtless the small
Sanhedrins in Jerusalem were closely connected
with the great Sanhedrin, especially in matters
Tholuck
that concerned the Person of Jesus.
alleges in support of his position, that the great
Sanhedrin alone wielded the power of excommuBut
nication from tho congregation of Israel.
the grade of the ban incurred by the healed blind
man is not mentioned, and in minor degrees the
right of excommunicating was possessed by the
Lucke assumes that
small Sanhedrins as well.
the leading before the Pharisees took place after
the Sabbath, as, according to the Talmud, on tho
Sabbath and on feast-days no causes were tried ;
Tholuck thinks it probable that sessions were
held on the Sabbath also; he supposes only
" that no writing was done." At all events, such

1-41.
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by which tho name of
brought forward first with hypocritical
reverence, and then a contemptuous emphasis is
laid upon: this man.
Because he keepeth not the
Sabbath, see note on ver. 14.
Others said,
can a man that is a sinner do such
signs ? The disparaging inference was drawn
only by a portion of the tribunal by the majority,
it is true.
From the mention of a greater division in this forum it seems to result that it was
an association other than the great Sanhedrin.*

this is

Characteristic hyperbaton,

gard

God

it

*

Sabbath sessions were extraordinary, and

mem-

bers of the Sanhedrin themselves took the initiative in them ; therefore in this case we aro safe
in supposing that the presentation occurred after
the Sabbath.

Ver. 14.

day

when

And

was Sabbath on the
— "A
rabbinical statute spe-

it

Jesus.

prohibits the spreading of saliva on the
Maimonides, Schabb, 21.
If this ordinance was not yet extant or sanctioned,
still the general law was in force which forbade
all healing on the Sabbath except in cases where
life was imperiled (Schottgen and Wetstein ad
Matt xiL 9)." Meyer. Hence stress is laid upon
the fact that Jesus made clay on that day.
Ver. 15. Again therefore the Pharisees
he reoeived his sight.
also asked him
It is characteristic of them that they pass over
the miracle itself, thai he has received sight, and
inquire at onoe as to the manner how, because the
point to which the accusation of
latter is the
heresy against Jesus must attach itself.
He put clay (a paste), etc. Meyer justly
draws attention to the circumstance that the man
relates only what he has himself felt, and hence
does not mention the saliva; so before ver. 11.
is not from Gpd beYer. 16. This

cially

eyes on the Sabbath.

—

how

—

man

cause he keepeth not the

Sabbath.

is

How

;

Be

it

observed, that these

more conscientious

judges express themselves timidly through fear
of the others, but yet go so far as to declare that
the miracle performed by Jesus proves that He
is not a sinner.
Ver. 17. What say est thou [aO is emphatic]

of him, beoanse, etc.—John introduces

this

statement with the characteristic ovv again. It
was to be expooted that they would resort to
artifices.
For the evangelist is again speaking
of the dominant party in this court. So explain
Apollinaris and others: it is the hostile party
which is here spoken of; Chrysostom on the con*
trary, erroneously : it is the friendly party
Meyer and others: all are included. It is patent, however, that the conduct of the suit is in
the hands of the predominant hostile party. But
of course the examination takes place in the name
of the whole body. As regarded the fact itself,
they had no further hold on the clear-headed
and firm man. Hence they inquire what conclusion he has reached with respect to the miracleworker, what opinion he has formed of Him—
in order from this dogmatical point to unsettlo
him and betray him into some other statement.
From tho question of faith they design to unsettle him in the question of fact, as the hierarchy once did with the Jansenists in France.

—

He

is

a prophet— The

straight-forward,

decided and intelligent character of the man appears still more distinctly here. May we call
him "uncouth". also (Tholuck)? Instead of
that he manifests good humor, acuteness and
ready wit. [These attributes, especially a cheerful temper, I have frequently found in blind
persons. Kindly nature often compensates for
P. S.]
bo great a calamity as the loss of an organ.
Ver. 18. The Jews therefore did not believe. That tho hostile party is here designated by the name of Jews, by no means proves
that in this place it first re-appears in activo
operation (Meyer). It characterizes them, however, as Jews, or unbelievers, that they now,
having heard the eonfession of the man, issuing
from tho fact, do not believe, i. «. will not beThis does not mean that
lieve the fact itself.
they consider the whole account, for example, of
the making of clay by the Lord, a .lie; but they
pretend that some fraud may exist. John again
intimates by the expressive ovv that their unbelief
and mistrust originate in their fanaticism. In
the first place, they evidently desired to reproach Jesus with a violation of the Sabbath.
But in this they were thwarted by the great
miracle which weighed heavily in the balance.

—

—

* [Yet even In the great Panhedrln there were men like
Nieodemus (rili. 60) Joseph of Arimathea (Luke xxiiL 60),
and possibly Gamaliel (Acts t. 341T.X who might hare asked
this question concerning Jesus.— P. 8.J
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Therefore they now hope to aocase Ilim of a
spiritual deception and, at the same time, of violating tho Sabbath.—Until they called the
parents. Meyer explains; Then they believed.
Tholuck on the contrary : This does not result
from the -cue brov. Of course it follows only, that
they must now let pass the judicially protested

According

statement of the man, whether they believed it
or not.
Ver. 19. Is this your son ? The one question progessively subdivides itself into three
questions [put in strict legal formality: 1. Is
2. Was he born blind?
this your son?
8. How
did he recover his Bight? P. S.]. They, however, hasten on to the third query, because in it
is concentrated the weight of their fanatical passion, or because by intimidating the parents,
they hope to bo able to weaken the testimony of
tho son.
Ver. 21. Bat by what means he
sooth, we know not. The first and second
questions aro successively answered by the parents simply in tho affirmative. The third question they evade.
Yet they hint that they havo
heard of One who has opened his eyes. On
this point the son must speak for himself.
The
whole reply is characteristic of parents who aro
honest and sensible, but at the same time timidly
and selfishly cautious. Something of their son's
intellectual humor is perceptible in their answer,
which however especially testifies to their pride
that their son has wit enough to give them correct information with regard to the last question.
The thrice repeated avr&g [avrov tffietg avrfo
avrdg] 13 in the highest degree significant
On
tho one hand, it tells of their confidence in their
son, but on the other hand also of their fear.
That they thereby jeopardize him, or leave him
in the lurch, is truly a selfish trait.
They lack
strength to prove their gratitude for the healing
of their son by uniting their testimony to his,
although they clearly indicate by the tartness
and touchiness of their reply that they are thoroughly observant of the bad intentions of tho

Excommunication was

—

—

now

—

—

inquisitors.
Ver. 22.

agreed,

—

For tha Jaws had already

—A public and

formal decree or act
(Tholuck) can not as vet be intended, else they
must now have brought thooause of Jesus to an
immediate termination ; a mere agreement of private individuals (Meyer) would, however, be
saying too little. Doubtless the subject in question is a regulation, made by the Jews in Jerusalem, concerning excommunication from the
synagogue. Such a regulation directly became
known to the people and served to intimidate tho
spirits of the undecided.
The tva gives the interest of excommunication as a motive for the
regulation. This determination probably coincided with the resolution to have the Lord taken,
chap. vii.

He

etc.

shonld be pat out of the synagogue
Tholuck: "The word

[be excommunicated.]

—

azoowayoyoc has led to researches into the nature
of the Jewish law of these the latest (for ex;

ample, Ructschi in Herzog's Encykl.) still refer
to tho old authorities, to Drusius, Lightfoot; the
subject has been more thoroughly investigated in
Gildemeister's Blendioerk des RationalUmus, 1841.*
* [The

last

work was occasional by a controversy between

to this tho Mischna does not recogseveral grades of excommunication;* it
knows of but one, the '41J, in pursuance of

nize

which the excommunicated person was not permitted to shave or wash or to enter other than an
outer hall of the temple. The duration of this
was dependent upon the contrition. of the person.
inflicted

by the

President

of the great Sanhedrin.
Opinions differ with
regard to tho biblical expression axoow&yv)o{

whether it means simply exclusion from divine worship in the synagogue of a
single congregation (Vitringa, De Synagog. vtt,
p. 741 ; Witsius, Miscellanea, ii. p. 49), or excluyiveo&ati as to

t

sion from

the vHp, the united

congregation

De

Synedr. i. 7). But the former appeared merely as a substitute, when the temple
was no longer in existence. Moreover the recognition of Jesus as the Messiah was such an
offence that nothing can be intended save exclusion from the great congregation. 1 '
The matter, however, is scarcely decided so
simply. Evangelical history demonstrates that
this man suffered a species of excommunication
which did not prevent him from going about with
impunity, while Jesus camo under a ban with
which a trial resulting in death was connected.
The idea of the av&defia (Rom. ix. 3) or avddcpa,
fiapctv add (1 Cor. xvi. 22) is manifestly deri?ed
(Selden,

from circumstances connected with the synagogue and denotes an excommunication symbolically expressive of reprobation, the Cherem of
tho Old Testament. On the other hand, we know
that unclean persons and lepers (these from levitical reasons, as also from
ethical reasons
"publicans and sinners") were excluded from
tho full right of communion in a way which
could scarcely havo amounted to Cherem. Thus
from two to three degrees of excommunication arc
faintly traced in the Holy Scriptures themsolfes,
and three grades of excommunication ara
certainly intimated by the words of Christ also:
in danger of (the synagogue's) judgment, in
danger of the council (Sanhedrin), in danger of
hell fire (Matt. v. 22).
The first degree, as it
appears in rabbinical tradition (Niddu), may bo
designated a congregational course of discipline.
The second degree is ecclesiastical or rather
thcocratico-political ( Cherem) ; the third hierarchico-criminal (Schamaiha).
The fact that the
Mischna treats of excommunication in its more
limited sense only, might bo thus explained: tho
Jews had in its time lost all right of conducting
religious criminal proceedings or executing the
Cherem, whilst on the other hand, in the absence
of a religious centre, the disciplinary congregational proceeding might coincide with the ecclesiastical in the limited sense of the latter term.
The subsequent distinct, rabbinical development
of several grades of excommunication (see Winer,
9. v. Bann) must at all events be grounded on
ancient tradition. In this connection be it observed that a purely disciplinary course of prothe celebrated Dr. F. W. Krtunmacher and the latfonaHeti*
preacher Paniel, In consequence of a sermon of the foraier
preached In Bremen, on tho Anathema of Paul, Gal. i. 8.—
• (Three according to the older view L to be shut om
from tho synagogue Tor thirty days ; 2, the repetition of thij
exclusion accompanied by an anathema or curse; S, final
;

—P. S.j

exclusion.
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C11AP. IX. 1-41,
eeeding is no longer spoken of, while the Chiron
inBlias Levita is in its turn. intensified by the
Analogous to the latter is
ides of Sckamalha.
the solemn form of the great excommunication
accompanied by ourses in the Church of the
middle ages.*
Yer. 24.

Then they

—

called the second

time the man, etc. The rigor of the judicial
procedure appears from the fact that they caused
the man who had been healed to go away or step
out during the examination of his parents.
As
they do not attain their purpose with thorn, they

summon him again.

—Give glory to God.

As

regards the expression, this is a solemn charge to
tell the truth, which he might possibly have concealed hitherto (Jos. vii. 19); as regards the
intention, it is an insinuation that he should make
a statement such as they desired; hence in reality it is blasphemous hypocrisy, meaning as
much as* this : give the hierarchy the glory, and
lie or play the hypocrite.
So they seek to influence his evidence by the previous statement of
their opinion.
Ver. 25. 'Whether he is a sinner I
not. One thing I know. The dogma of the
flerarchical dignitaries he is content respectfolly to leave undecided.
But he will not be dissuaded from his actual experience. He knows

know

—

what

throws
npon the dogma whereby they support their
accusation of heresy.
full

well too,

Ver. 2G.

thee?

light his experience

To him

—They

again

What did

:

at first endeavored to

he to
mako the

healed man the accuser of Jesus on the score of
a violation of the Sabbath, then on the ground
of spiritual deception.
They now despair, in

view of the firmness of the man, of making away
with the miracle itself, that Jesus had wrought.
They return therefore to the how, to the accusation of breaking the Sabbath, in order to mako
that a means of working upon the man.
Their
evidently malicious examination, however, fills
the man with scorn, and ho mingles irony with
the expression of his displeasure.
Ver. 27. Are ye also desirous to beoome
his disciples? Chrysostom: Ho thus presents himself (with the nai) as tho disciple of Jesus.
But he utters the words principally with
reference to all the disciples of Jesus, of whom
he has heard.
Plainly perceiving their intention
to stamp him also as the disciple of Jesus if his
testimony docs not accord with their wishes, he
makes use of the ironical and withal defensive
expression not without a presentiment of his own

—

destiny.

Ver.
gravely,

28.

They

craftily,

reviled

him.— At

now

calmly,

first

passionately,

meanly they press upon him. To oail him the
disciple of Jesus delights them as if it were some
vile aspersion ; and the accusation seems to them
true, because fie has allowed himself to be healed
by Him on the Sabbath, bears witness to this fact
and believes Him to be a prophet, or, because
he will not turn liar to please them.
The antithesis : Jesus' disciple, Moses disciples, relates here
to the pretended violation of the Sabbath, in the
guilt of which he seems to have participated, and
to their teal for the sanctity of the Sabbath.

—

911

Qualification of the antithesis by the antithesis
Moses, Jesus. Moses characterized as a prophet, Jesus as an antithesis to Moses, a suspected
person, concerning whom they reserve their final
opinion.
Yet a sling lies in the expression : we

know not whence. Prom some quarter He had
extraordinary power ; this his dealings with the
blind man demonstrated; now if this power was
not from above, the man on whom the cure had
been performed would be distressed by the
thought that he had been healed by demoniacal
agency.
Vers. 80, 81. With respect to him, this is
marvellous, to wit, etc. We do not translate
rovTift : in this matter, herein, but : tin respect
to this one, namely Jesus, previously the subject; and we render the ydp not by: truly, but
by : namely. They have ambiguously declared:
we know not how it is with that fellow ; he is a

—

h

to us.
He rejoins ironically : certainly
wonderful as far as He is concerned. And
now comes the strange thing : they, fathers in
Israel, know not whence He is, and yet He is a
man of God and a prophet, who has opened his
eyea.
The expression doubtless bears the twofold signification that now his spiritual eyea are
beginning to be opened. And he then appeals
to their common creed :
that

mystery
that

is

Now we know

God

heareth not sinners,

(ver.

81).

Job

xxxv. 18; Ps. cix. 7; Prov. xv. 19.
But a miracle is a hearing of prayer (ch. xi.
41; Mark vii. 84), consequently Jesus must be
free from their reproach ; He is of necessity no
sinner, but in favor with God: Bat if any be
xxvii. 9;

a God-fearing man,

etc.

—
—

First,

therefore,

comes the testimony to the innocence and piety
of Jesus, and then the enthusiastic testimony to
His unique prophetic glory bursts forth.
Vers. 82, 33.

Sinoe the world began

was never heard,

etc.

it

— Hereby, in accordance

with his subjective sense of the greatness of the
miracle experienced by himself, he not indistinctly elevates Jesus above all the prophets, and
even above Abraham and Moses, whom they had
exalted as judges over Him. Finally, reverting
to what had gone before, he says appeasingly
If this man were not from God (as a prophet),

he could do nothing.

—He would like-

wise be unable to disquiet you.
Ver. 84 Thou wast born wholly in sins.—
These Pharisees assume from the beginning that
his being born blind is a punishment for sin
now however they cast upon him the additional
reproach of being ufof (not simply bhjq ) born in
intimating, namely , that as a heretic he
sins,
was not only physically blind and maimed, but
that his soul snared the defects of his body.
With haughty emphasis: thou, born thus, thou

—

wilt teach us ?

Cast him out.

—

The external turning of the
out (of the hall of judgment) was doubtless
here symbolical, a corroboration of the excommunication, the casting out ITO. rHJ •== UfidX-

man

teiv i£o,

ch. vi. 37;

31,

xii.

which preceded.

1

• [Comp. the Excursus on

pp.SttC-F.S.]

Anathema

in

my ed. of Soman*

The excommunication is indeed with malicious
wit prefaced by the words thou wast on every
:

born in sins (comp. also ver. 86), and
nied by Meyer without valid reason.

side

Ver. 35.

of

is

de-

Dost thou believe on the Son
of Man?— See Text. Notes,—

God [Son
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After Jesus has heard that by his stead- judgment of active sentencing and retributive sehe has earned the disgrace of ex- paration between those who are in need of light
communication, He can reveal to him by His and those who shun it ; of course for the latter
question the faith that he ignorantly possesses. this severance is the beginning of the judgment
According to Meyer, Jesus makes the assumption of damnation, while to the former it is the comthat he has confessed the Messiah before the tri- mencement of bliss. The contrast between thou
bunal ; and Meyer also states that this conclu- that tee not, who receive sight, and the converse,
sion is " virtually " correct. Jesus only assumes is ingeniously apprehended by Bucer and Neanthat the man has believingly recognised the living der in an intellectual and a physical sense, t. *.,
God in Hit miraculous deed, and has maintained typically, not simply allegoricaUy. The spirituthis belief in temptation without being aware of ally blind do not see well physically until with
what faith nominally comprehends. .It is pre- spiritual sight they receive also true bodily sight.
cisely the question of Jesus that gives him this Those possessed of spiritual sight, being primaMeyer asserts that not rily discerners of Old Testament truth, but who
fulfilment and sealing.
the metaphysical but solely the theocratical sig- subsequently delude themselves in their self-connification of the Son of Ood is to be understood in ceit, become through their obduracy intellectuThe theocratical signification was, ally and physically blind in presence of the Mesthis place.
however, not exclusive; its background was siah. Christ particularly addresses this saying
formed by the " metaphysical" acceptation of to the blind man; but it is also loudly and solemnly uttered for the disciples and all that are
the title.
Ver. 36.
is it, Lord, that I may about Him.
believe in him ? etc., ((Iva). He is ready to
Ver. 40. Some of the Pharisees
were
tako Jesus' word for it. That is: he credits Je- with him.
Faithless former disciples (Chrysus in an unlimited sense, and in this trust of his sostomj, more favorably disposed ones (Calvin),
lies the presentiment that Jesus Himself is the
spies from Jerusalem (Tholuck, Meyer). Ac*
cording to Matt. xii. 80 and other passages, thy
8on of God ; the germ of his faith in Him.
1
Ver. 87. Thou hast both seen him, etc.— elvat fur avrov seems to denote a relation of disThe animated question is followed by an ani- cipleship. Probably a remnant of pharisaically mated answer from Jesus, hence beginning with minded followers is meant, who stand to Him in
xai (see ch. xiv. 22 ; Mark x. 26).
Thou hast such wise as the people, Luke xviii. 9 ; com*.
seen Him. Tholuck construes the word Sppv in John x. 19, 20. Judas, as the last Pharisee, did
a general sense, with reference to experience, not desert Him until after this.
Are
namely, even to their first meeting; Meyer as
also blind? They cannot mean
having reference to the present seeing: thouhaet this in the physical sense (as Cbrysostom and
others
explain)
of
neither can they understand it
view
Him,
with
this
the
rendering
a
;
But
of
the koI koL, as well as aUo does not corres- with reference to those who have become blind
pond. The seeing really seems to contain also (Hunnius, Stier), but with reference to the intelan allusion to his spiritual receiving of eight, lectually blind who must receive sight. They
(Lttcke).
Indeed thou hast already seen Him, deny, therefore, that they, as blind men, have
and He it is that speaketb with thee. Mani- received sight, or are yet to receive it, i. e., they
The assail the principle laid down by the Lord, and
festly, a turn is given to the expression.
true antithesis would be: thou hast perceived establish a third class consisting of men origiHim, and He hath given thee sight, or : thou hast nally possessing sight and ever becoming more
clear-sighted.
This attack upon His antithesis
seen Him and dost see Him now.
Ver. 88. I believe, Lord.— Lord in a loftier calls forth the piercing words of Jesus.
Ver. 41. If ye were blind ye would not
sense here than in ver. 86 (Ben gel). The npoohave sin. It is questionable whether blindKwtlv denotes adoring worship.
Ver. 89. For judgment I came, etc.—The ness is to be taken in the same sense here as ver.
kneeling man has sealed his excommunication by 88, oi fu) pterrovrtc, £ «., whether it denotes those
his act of adoring homage and, knowing as yet who need light. Or: if ye considered yomrsebes
Thus interpret with reference to the: ye
little of fellow-disciples,
finds himself in a blind.
see, Augustine, Calvin, Meyer, Slier.
unique and isolated position, confronting, with say :
Jesus only, the mighty hierarchy. Jesus appre- Tholuck is undecided. Augustine: "Qaoadfciates the state of the case.
He reveals to him cendo : * videmue,' median* non gastritis, in cecitate
that he is entering into a congregation of the see- veetra remanetu." On the other hand Chrysosing, that the hierarohs who condemn him stand tom, Zwingli, etc., Xucke, Neander [Alford]
over against him as blind men, and that lie Him- discover in the expression the recognition of a
certain superiority. Tholuck : It cannot be deself, Jesus, is the destined cause of this separation.
The oxymoron at the same time utters the nied that the position of the scribes towards the
decree that he has become possessed of spiritual fountain of the saving knowledge of the Resight, that he is illuminated inwardly as well as deemer is regarded as an advantage (Luke xi.
physically.
The motive is the contrast between 62 ; John iii. 10) ; and thus Matt. xi. 25 they
the Pharisees, learned in the Scriptures, harden- are called cweroi not merely inasmuch as they
ing themselves in spiritual blindness in presence thus look upon themselves, but as men who really
of His light, and the ignorant blind beggar who were so in comparison with the bxhoc ayp&ufiaroc.
receives sight through His light; this contrast is So too in the practical field, where the dbauoe are
presented in the light of divine appointment (see* confronted with the dftaprutol, the ducawi are in
The judgment is not a judgment very truth relatively righteous and the dpaprukoi
Matt. xi. 25).
of damnation (Euthym., Olshausen), for it re- gross sinners, publicans, Matt, ix., comp. the
fers also to the blind who obtain sight. It is the elder brother, Luke xv.; certainly, however, the
P. 8.]

fast testimony

And who

—

who

—

—

we

—

—

—

—

—

—

we

I
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CHAP. IX
former are also such as think themselves endowed with
a sufficiency in possessing this duuuoobvn and avveatc.
The recollection of this parallel has induced
many commentators to see in the words el TvQikal
ire the recognition of a certain pre-eminence.
"If ye were indeed utterly incapable of perceiving what is divine," or better : •• if a certain insight into the truth of salvation were not granted
yoa ;" De Wette : *' if ye were ignorant, erring,
—with the accessory idea of susceptibility, the
imputation of sin would be on a smaller scale. 11
We also assume that Christ here attributes to
them a certain degree of sight. It is the gleam
of a better, objective, Old Testament knowledge
which they are consciously converting into a
false, unbelieving knowledge, t. e. into the blindness of self-infatuation,
Hence the advantage
of Old Testament knowledge itself (as of legal
righteousness itself) can not be meant.
Certainly, however, self-conceit in the possession of

—

—

this

knowledge is meant the vain-gioriousness
the Old Testament dawn into a dazzling
;

that turns

brightness, legal righteousness into self-righteousness (=impenitence), and represses the consciousness within them that in the presence of
the broad day they are still blind, t. e. in need
of New Testament illumination.

Between Chrysostom and Augustine there

is

then no real antithesis.
If a man is to acknowledge himself to be blind (Augustine), there must
needs be a relative gleam of light (Chrysostom)
if he prematurely deem that he possesses sight,
he abuses this very glimmering of light with evil
consciousness* making himself then totally blind.

But forasmuch as the emphasis lies upon this
consciousness, both interpretations are onesided.
If ye knew not that ye falsify yourselves,
ye would through sincerity arrive at self-knowledge, and your sin (with the guilt the sin also)
would be taken from you. But as, en the contrary, ye pretend against your better consciousness that ye ««e and that ye have always possessed
8 Qt> Jt> with your need of light as with the
jg
light that has arisen upon you, fall into blindness
and your Bin remaineth (because the guilt remains).
Thus in the saying, there is a dissembling, whereby they contradict their own deepest
evil

consciousness.

Self-blinding results in selfhardening on the pari of the intellect.
Hence:
if ye did not in reality know better how it is
with you, etc.; but now ye haughtily dissemble,
etc
This undoubtedly : your eyes are in some
feint degree illuminated, but just sufficiently to
render you entirely blind.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
" That of which Dr. Paulus regretted the
absence in the tales of the miracles, a thorough
1.

this instance present in the
form of a judicial examination on the part of
the most embittered antagonists." Tholuck.
2. The fact that in all cases evil is in a general
sense connected with sin, had at an early period
been individualized by natural Phariseeism;
this is to be found among Gentiles as well as
among Jews. Gentiles and Jews agreed in the
disposition to see in the misfortune of an individual the punishment of his sin, in the wretch
a man hateful to God (comp. Acts xxviii. 4), or

investigation, is in

;

1-41.
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at least to regard his affliction as a curse entailed

upon him by the sin of his parents.

It is

indeed

many

instances impossible to mistake the immediate connection between sin and punishment
in the life of an individual; neither can we shut
our eyes to the fact that parents are frequently
to blame for the misery of their offspring. That
Jesus did not unconditionally reject this reference, the following passages demonstrate: Matt,
ix. 2 ; John v. 14 ; Luke xxiii. 28.
Nevertheless
He does here reject the Pharisaical rule that in
all cases extraordinary sufferings may be immediately traced to extraordinary sins,
a rule already
contradicted by the book of Job. Luke xiii. 1. He
likewise repudiates the judicial condemnation
of afflicted sinners by sinners as yet unvisited by
God, whether the guilt of the former be more or
less apparent.
The thing, however, most abhorrent to Him is the perverted view men take of
misfortune and Buffering in themselves, as though
they were as bad as sin, nay, as if they were In
the strictest sense of the word, evil itself, con*
ducing to the perdition of souls, Matt. v. 10, 1 J
Luke xv. 16, 17; Matt. xvi. 24; the present passage.
Consistent Phariseeism saw in the lowliness of Jesus His unworthiness, in His defencelessncss His guilt, and, after having crucified
Him, in His cross His curse, whilst Jesus recognized therein His own glorification and the salvation of the world.
8. The declaration of Jesus: "Neither this
man hath sinned, nor his parents," opens to us
a glimpse of the profoundest depths of life.
There might still be a genealogical cause for tho
malady, a cause, however, far remote and contained in the guilt of generations long since
dead. But at the samo time He teaches us to
meditato upon tho clear teleology, the removal
of evil to the glory of God, rather than ponder
over the particular causality of individual evil.
4. That the works of God might be made manifest
in him (ver. 3).
A clear and Christological teleology of evil, as also of tho permission of sin.
The old world of evil, debased by sin, is destined
to be destroyed* by tho new wonder-world of
Christ; similarly, the centre of evils, sin itself,
is to bo destroyed by the wonder of His' life as
the centre of His miracles.
6. The works of Christ the very works of Ood
in

—

(ver. 4).
6. Christ's day is the day of the world, from
which proceeds all the day-light of the world
until the last -day (vers. 4, 5).
The day's work

of Christ is the day's work of tho world, the
source of all New Testament days* works until
the last day. The night of His death-time is the
termination of His work; it contains for unbelievers the principle and germ of the Last Judgment and the night of eternity.
7. The history of the man who was born blind
is the portrait or type of the great and sudden
conversion of an upright man ; the portrait of a
simple, wise, cheerful, vigorous and valiant manner of belief; the portrait of a leading from belief in the living God of miracles to the Personal
Christ; the portrait of a Jewish inquisition, as
* [The rerb aufhttxn Is her* n*ed (as often in the Ilogolian
philosophy) in the doable or triple tens© of toiler*, eowcrvare.
eUvart; e. g. childhood is aufgthobtn—abolished, preserved
and elorated—in manhood.— P. 8.]
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of the impotence of hierarchic excommunication.
8.

Christ

is

the real San-light of the world

(ver. f>), as Ilia work is tlje real day's work in
this Sun-light. Christ, in co-operation with the

sacred temple- water of Siloam, appears as the
real Shiloah and temple-fount itself. Christ
has come into the intellectual world for judgment, to transform the seeing into blind men and
The
to endow with sight those who are blind.
distinction in this fact botween human guilt and
divine dispensation in judgment is to be observed
similarly the distinction between the Christ ological purpose (the operation of Christ) and the
final design (the glory of God).
9. The brook of Siloam was the true- templespring at the foot of the temple-mount, outside
of the sanctuary ; hence at an early period it was
a symbol of prophetic spiritual blessing, the fulfilment of which symbol has appeared in the

See Isa. viii. 6.
10. The discouraged disciples of Jesus, who had
at this time in Jerusalem hoped for II is glorification within the precincts of the temple see John
vii.
and were now obliged to accompany Him
in His flight from the temple to escape the
stoning, stood in need of special encouragement.
This was afforded them in the healing of the
blind man, whoso confession might even put them
Here too we see how in every situato shame.
tion Jesus above ail things restores to His depeople
jected
first courage, confidence, and therewith presence of mind and true composure.
It
is
11.
remarkable that the Pharisees do not directly prosecute Jesus Himself on account of this
Sabbath-day healing. Probably because He called
the temple- spring of Siloam into co-operation.
Messiah.

—

—

HOMJLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

1. He does not need them; 2. He uses them for
the sake of the one who is to be healed; 3. He
consecrates them as the fore token a of Christian
therapeutics.
Christ the Light of heaven, and
earth's Fountain of salvation.
He the real Siloam, or all good is of God's sending: 1. The
typical embassador, the spring ; 2. the real Embassador; 8. the embassadors sent in His likeness and after His example (His disciples).—
How the Pharisees do not consider the what in
the miracle of Jesus, but the how. A characteristic of the Pharisaic spirit.

—

Parallels

man who

born blind:
or the power of the love of
trial or the power of upright
gratitude ; 8. the issue or the
over the strongest temptation
the

teas

and antitheses : The man who wa* born

—

blind and the impotent man (John v.). The blind
man and the Pharisees. The blind man and those
who were favorably disposed in that tribunal.—
The blind man and his parents. The blind man
and his neighbors. Good intentions and their
evil consequences.
Character of the laity and
The power
spirit of Protestantism in our history.
of moral indignation.
The blind beggar transformed into a clear-sighted preacher before the
Jewish tribunal. The prudence as well as heroic courage in the confession of the man who
was born blind. The power of facts.— The victory of personal, spiritual experience o?er traditional ordinances.
One thing I know.
Characteristics of the hierarchical spirit of
persecution: 1. Malevolent examination; 2. hypocritical exhortation; 8. anathematization. Huv
impotent when opposed to the bravery of a faithful soul 1
The development of the blind man's faith instructs us as to the nature of true faith: 1. Toe
heart before the head ; 2. trust before knowledge;
8. the thing before the name ; 4. acting and conDarkness a result
fessing before worshipping.
of misused light. Obduracy a result of perverted

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—Falsehood
ginning of sight. —The
awakening.
ness,-

The history of

—

turns light

into blind-

as sincerity changes blindness into the

be-

conversion of the faint
gleam of light into a blinding glare the cause cf
fatal darkness.
When the morning comes, the
birds of day that could not see during the night,
obtain sight; on the other hand, the night birds,
which can see in the absenco of daylight, be-

1. The miracle
Christ 2. the
simplicity and
victory of faith
4. the profound interpretation and lofty signification Of the event.
The question of the disci- come blind. These havo light enough to see and
ples, 1. with regard to its purport, 2. with regard hate tho darkness, to long for and love the light
The answer and to be enabled to see in it; the others hare
to the motives which prompted it.
of Jesus to the question of the disciples in tho light enough to see the light, to hate it and to be
most general sense all sufferings are to this end
blinded by it.
God will glorify Himself in the sufferers. The
Stabkb: Zei8IUS: As Christ omitted not to do
causos
obscure
of human sufferings often evade good, even in the heat of persecution ; so too
our glance, but the divine purpose is ever olear. should we after His example, etc* The benignity
Above all things we should keep in Bight the of Christ always anticipates men and affords
divine purpose and our duty in view of it.
them more effectual help than they in their
Christ the real Light of the world: 1. hence a penury can desire.
Happy is he who, seeing a
creative Light, not only luminous but illumining wretch, takes pity on him.—A blind man a poor
(the Light of the blind) ; 2. hence likewise the Day man.
Zeisids: Brother, bo not over hasty in
of the world, Light and Life ; 8. hence, too, the pronouncing judgment on the misfortune of thy
Accomplisher of the great day's work of the neighbor! How fortunate it is for many a one
world.
Tho exhortations of God to the day's that he is lame, etc. ; he is thus saved from hell.
work of Christ: 1. The day's work (as type,
God knows how to make use of our infirmities
archetype, copy); 2. tho warnings (of day, of for the glory of His name.— With Christ we must
night).
Christ the Light of our day's work.
be attentive to the signal and purpose of God in
The irrecoverable day of our life. Tho Lord, the His service, that wo may neglect nothing.—
Giver of light and life when Himself in peril of Hedingke: Time and opportunity to do good.
death.
The beggars at the temple-gates (comp. Grnsp them and lay up none for the morrow.
Acts iii.). Tho night comet h, etc Christ, the
ZEI9IU8 To every man God has appointed the
Healer, in His employment of natural remedies: iiwit of his activity and labor; this goal is soon
;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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The should bo a receptacle, a vessel of the spirit.
attained. Bibl. Wibt. : Now or never!
same: The works of God often seem strange to *' They cast him out." But he is not at all ofour eyes, nay, utterly foolish and preposterous; fended at this; on the oontrary, it was a happy
but bow gloriously is His purpose accom- thing for him, for they did but cast him out of their
Canstbin: The more speedily a .man hypocrisy. Blessed proscription, that separates
plished!
grasps aod executes the word of Christ, the more us from connexion with blind and malicious men
quickly and powerfully he experiences His help. and brings us nearer to Christ. He who proThe same: The manifold speeches and opinions scribes believers, proscribes not them, but himself.
Schleibbmaoheb: But what are the works of
of men concerning the actions of God serve to
make these the better and the more widely God in this connection ? None other than the
known. Osiander: The ordinance of God, to manifestation of love in all human misery. For
care for the poor. Canstein: When a man is love is the strength of God and whatsoever proenlightened by the Holy Ghost, he becomes so ceeds from it is the work of God. Yes, God has
changed that even his acquaintances and friends given man eyes to know Him; the intellectual
do not know him. The tame: It is a good thing ability is there, but it is opened and awakened
to tell of the misery from which we have been only by Him who has come to change darkness into
It is in order that the works of God should
delivered and of the loving-kindness that God light.
has shown us. Ver. 15. In this answer: Sim- be made manifest that God has permitted the huZeisius: True man race to sit in darkness. The parents of the
plicity, truth, frank avowal.
miracles, the more they aro investigated, thp blind man. Here we see one of the sad instances
more they are recognized and shine forth, whilst, of the consequences of handling anything that ap-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

on the contrary, in false miracles the more appaVer. 22. Hedingeb
rent does the deceit become.
It is a sin and a shame to fear men more than
how sorely the wicked often
God. Ver. 26.
strive to fell a child of God! but their attempts
arc fruitless. If enemies of the truth are unable
to gain their point, they grow bitter and wrathful and begin to curse and revile. Zeisius:
Despised simplicity baffles the superiors (rulers)
Ho rightly confesses Christ, who, for
in Israel.
His name's sake, gladly suffers himself to be cast
out by the wicked. Zeisius: They who for
confession of the truth are rejected and accursed
by the world, are graciously looked upon by
Christ and blessed by Him with a larger measuro
Hedinger: How speedy is
of divine light, etc.
the operation of grace in a willing soul! Bibl.
Wirt.: Faith has its steps. Zeisius: Faith in
Christ, the Son of God, is no frigid approbation,
hut such a fervent affection and stirring of tho
soul, that the whole* heart together with all the
remaining powers of the man are forcibly impressed into the service of Him on whom he beCramer: No punishment more fearful
lieves.
than privation of sight. The tame: The first
step towards help is the acknowledgment of sin.
Zeisius Hypocrites aro always the wisest and
most sharp-sighted in their own eyes, even
though they are in very deed blinder than bats.
Bbaune: Do not ponder over the origin of
How reevil; work with helpful, divine love!
pulsive is the appearance of a blind eye, unavailable for sight; how glorious tho clear lustre of
the friendly eye in the upright man! Equally
repulsive is the blinded man whose inner eye is
destroyed by evil lusts, and equally glorious is
the recognition of a clear enlightened spirit.
Gossmeb: When a man is delivered from his
spiritual blindness, people say: Is not this he
who formerly did thus and so? In this way
they testify to his reformation. But for them it
A man whose heart has been enis a shame.
lightened by Jesus and changed by His grace
can not be recognized any more. Thus it is to
this day: Pharisees cling to the form and reject
Him for whose sake the form is, and to whom
the form is to lead. They hold to the letter which
kills them and with the form and the letter strike
dead the lifo of tho spirit, although the letter
:

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

pertains to faith, to the innermost sanctuary of
man's conviction, with outward violence, for the
purpose either of disseminating or crushing it.
Heubneb: See examples of remarkable blind
men, Didymus,* Milton,} etc. [Add : Homer, Prescott, the American historian.
P. 8.]
Tho want

—

—

* [Didymus, the last distinguished teacher of tho Alexandrian School of theology, a follower of Origon. lie wrote
several commentaries and an able work on the Holy Ghost,
and died at a great age in 395. St. Anthony, the flither of
monks, once told him : Do not mourn over the loss of those
oyes with which even flies c&u see, but rejoice in tho possession of those spiritual oyes with which angels in heaven see
tho mysteries of God.— P. 8.1
f [Milton repeatedly alludes to his blindness, e. gn In Sonnet XIX. commencing:
" When I consider how my life is spent
Ere half my days, in this dark world and wide,
And that one talent which is death to hide,
Lodged with mo useless, thongh my soul more bent
To sorvo therewith my Maker, ' etc.
'

In the third Canto of Paradise Lost he hails in the sublimost
strains the holy light, and monrns its loss to him
"Thee I revisit safe,
And foel thy sov'reign vital lamp but thou
;

Rovisit'st not these eyes, that roll in vain
To find thy piercing ray, and find no dawn."

I add the following most touching and eloquent allusions
of tho great poet to his terrible affliction
"Thus with the year
Seasons return ; but not to me returns
Day, or the sweet approach of cv'n or morn,
Or sight of vernal bloom, or summer's rose,
Or flocks, or herds, or human face divine
But cloud instead, and ever-during dark
Surrounds me, from tho cheerful ways of men
Cut off, and for tho Book of knowledge fair
Presented with a universal blank
Of Nature's works to me expunged and raxed,
And Wisdom at one entrance quite shut out."

....

•

***** **•*
44

dark, dark, dark, amid the blase of noon
Irrevocably dark 1 total eclipse,
Without all hope or day !"

*•* **** ••
"Those

eyes,

Bereft of light, their seeing havo forgot
Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear
Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout tho year,

Or man, or woman.

Yet I argue not
Against Heaven's hand and will, nor bato a jot
Of heart or hope ; bnt still bear up, and steer
*
Bight onward."
Thore is also a beautiful poem on Milton's blindness by
Miss £. Lloyd, in which this passago occurs:
" On my bended knee
I rocognlzo Thy purpose clearly shown
My vision Thou hast dimmed, that I may see
Thyself, Thyself alone."—P. S.]
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more oorreot judgment than false proud scholars
and theologians. Bsssbr: Christ hastens with
rapid and erer more rapid steps in the career of
blessing in which He with His serrants is at
work. Their cursing is before God nought but
blessing.
It was the misfortune of Israel that
he was wise in his own eyes (Is. t. 21) and
a thought himself clean and whole (ProT. xxx. 12).

of the external sense is said to sharpen the inner
It is the duty of gratitude to bear witness
one.
The pato our Sariour even before His enemies.
rents of the blind man a type of ail who, in
order to escape the enmitv of the world, draw
back from the fellowship of the children of God.
False zeal for the old (here Moses) blinds men.

—

—

—
—Simple-minded laymen have a sounder eye,

—

—

VL
OHEIST Till FULFILMENT OF ALL SYMBOLICAL PASTOBAL LIFB TH1 TRUTH OF THE THEOGBACT AKD
THB OHUBOH. a) THB DOOB OF THB FOLD IN ANTITHESIS TO THB THIEVES ; b) THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD IN ANTITHESIS TO THE HIRELING AND THB WOLF J c) THB CHIBF SHEPHERD OF THE
GREAT DOUBLE FLOOR. (REFERENCE OF THB DOOR OF THE FOLD TO THB EXCOMMUNICATION, CHAP.
IX. 85.
CHARACTERISTICS OF FALSE 8HBPHBBD8, THIEVES AND MURDERERS. CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE GOOD 8HEPHBBD. CHRIST, THEREFORE, NOT ONLT THE HIGHER REALITY OF THE EAETHLY,
BUT ALSO THB TRUTH AND FULFILMENT OF THB SPIRITUAL PA8TORAL OFFICE IN I8RAEL AND THB
CHURCH, IN CONTRAST TO THB FEARFUL PERVERSIONS OF THE SYMBOLICAL OFFICE.) THB SYMBOLICAL COMMUNION AND THE BEAL COMMUNION, OR SYMBOLICAL EXCOMMUNICATION AND REAL EXCOMMUNICATION. THB COMMOTION AND DISAGREEMENT AMONG THE JEWS AT THEIR UTMOST
HEIGHT.
J

—

Chap. X. 1-21.
(Vers. 1-11 perioope for Tuesday in Whitsun-week

1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

;

•

vers. 12-16 pericope for Misericordias Domini.)

Verily, verily, I saj unto you, He that entereth not by [through] the door into
the sheepfold, but climbeth up some other w*y, the same is a thief and a robber.
But he that entereth in by [through] the door is the [omit the] shepherd of the
sheep. To him the porter openeth ; and the sheep hear [give heed to] his voice
and he calleth 1 his own sheep by name, and leadeth them out. And when he put3
teth forth his own sheep [when he hath put forth all his own], he goeth before
them, and the sheep follow him : for [because] they know his voice. And [But]
a stranger will they [they will] not follow,* but will flee from him ; for [because]
they know not the voice of strangers.
This parable spake Jesus [Jesus spoke] unto them ; but they understood not
what things they were which he spake [spoke] unto them.
Then said Jesus unto them again [Jesus therefore said],4 Verily, yerily, I say
unto you, I am the door of the sheep. All that ever [All those who] came before
me [or, instead of me, %X0ov itpd faou]* are thieves and robbers : but the sheep did
not hear them. I am the door ; by [through] me if any man enter in, he shall

10 [will] be saved, and shall [will] go in and out, and [will] find pasture. The thief
cometh not, but for [omit for] to steal, and to kill, and to destroy : I am come
[I came] that they might [may] have life, and that they might have it more abundantly [may have abundance].
11
I am the good shepherd : the good shepherd giveth [layeth down]6 his life for
12 the sheep. But he that is an hireling, and not the [a] shepherd, whose own the
sheep are not [nor the owner of the sheep], seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth the
sheep, and fleeth and the wolf catcheth [teareth] them, and scattereth the sheep. 1
8
13, 14 The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and careth not for the sheep. I
am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine [and they Know
15 me* even as]. As [as] the Father knoweth me, even so know I [and I know, zayco] die
16 Father and I lav down my life for the sheep. And other sheep I have, which
are not of this fold them also I must bring, and they shall [will] hear my voice;
and there shall be [will become] one fold [flock, itoinwrj, not abkrf, comp. ver. 16], and
17 [omit and] one shepherd. Therefore [On this account, for this reason] doth my
[the] Father love me, because I lay down my life, that I might [may] take it again.
;

:

:
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No man [No one] taltcth it from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power
to lay it down, and I have power to take it again. This commandment10 have I
received of my Father.
19, 20 There was a division therefore again among the Jews for these sayings. And
many of them said, He hath a devil [demon], and is mad ; why hear ye him?
21 Others said, These are not the words of him [of one] that hath a devil [demon].
Can a devil [demon] open the eyes of the blind?
18

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 3.—4um, in accordance with A. B. D. L. pt, 8in„ Lachm., Tischond., Alf.], efc„ instead of xaAtt [text. rec.].
former T*rb better corresponds with the figure. The sheep, as sheep, are not influenced by an understanding of the

*

The

but by its warm, accustomed tons.
* Ver. 4.—T* lUa vdrra a more expressive reading than the received text. In accordance with B. D. L. X. [Sin.l efc.,
Tochmsnn, Tischendorf. [Alford The text. rec. reads koJ. at the beginning, and r* iUa s-prfpara, hit own sheep, mechani-

call,

:

cally changing t«na into s-prfjSara.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 6. In accordance with vastly preponderant authorities, A. B. D., etc., oxeAoveNfcr o voir instead of #ij<r » crir. [The
usual conjunct, was substituted for the indicat. and is sustained by Cod. 8ln., which in this case agrees with tho text, rec.—P. S.j
* Ver. 7.— [The text. rec. inserts avroU with D. against preponderating testimony, vaAir is better supported, but omit*
tad by K.* Tfschend , ed. vlii., reads simply elver of r a 'J*rok . Alf. retains »aA*r.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 8.— n«KT#f is wanting in D., efe. on account of the difficulty of tho passage, and s-po cuov in E. F. and some
others, because the passage could bo turned against the Old Testament by the Gnostics. See Do wette on the passage.
[Tischendorf, ed. 8, omits nab *>o0 in accordance with K.* B. F. G M ate.; Alf., Westoott and Hort retain it, and explain its
omission, with Do Wette, Meyer and Lange. from the fear of the Gnostio and MankhsBan misuse of the passage against the
O. T. On the different translations of s-po «mov—before me, instead of ste, without rtgard to me, ste.—see tho Jiiio.— P. S.j
* Ver. 11.—[We^o-ir, layeth down, is preferred by TlschendL, Alf., W. and H. to ftcoWti', ffiveth.—P. 8.)
» Ver. 12.—[The last r& vpoBara is omitted by R. B. I). L., Tischend., W. and H., bracketed by Lachm n Alf., defended
by Meyer and Lange, who regards it as M indispensable for the expression of the idea that the wolf is indeed able to make
individual sheep his prey, but not the flock as a whole which he can only scatter."—P. 8.]
* Ver. 13.—The words : e to /&i?o\»rto tevyct, the hirelingtJUeth, might appear to be a superfluous repetition or might be
omitted ; on this account they are wanting In B. D. L. Sin. (Tischendorf). They however serve as an introduction to the
•
characterisation of the hireling.
* Ver. 14*—Instead of ytrwowopai fare rmr ifimr [text. recj. B. D. L. [God. Sin.], etc^ read yunincovoir pc va in&. So
Lachmann, Tischendorf. Meyer justly remarks (following De Wette) : This active turn is in conformation to tho following.
Ver. 18.—[Lange rondors irroXyr rather freely : LebcnegeseU, law of lift ; Noyes : charge.—?. S.j

—

»

EXEGETICAX,

AND

CRITICAL.*

[The parabolic discourse of

ch. x. is closely

connected with the preceding miracle and suggested by the tyrannical and cruel conduct of the
Pharisees the blind guides and false shepherds
towards the blind man who had been restored
to sight by Jesus
the Light of the world and the
true Shepherd. It was no doubt spoken before
the same audience, as may be inferred not only
from the uninterrupted connection, but also from
the express reference to the preceding miracle in
We have here a divine pastoral taken
ver. 21.
from everyday life in Palestine and addressed

—

—

—

mainly to ministers of the gospel. With the
whole subject should be carefully compared the
Old Testament descriptions of the false Bhepherds
and the true Shepherd of Israel with prophetic
reference to the Messiah, in Exek. xxxiv.; Jer.
xxiii. 1-6; Zech. xi. 4-17.
To these may bo
added, as a remoter parallel, the incomparable
Pa. xxiil which represents the Lord as the good
8hepherd of the individual believer, who feeds
and guides and protects him throughout life, and
even through the dark valley of death.f—John
omits the parables which form such a prominent
and characteristic part of Christ's teaching in
the Synoptists (oomp. especially Matt xiii.), but
he gives two parabolic discourses or parabolic al-

extended similes (called irapoiula, x. 6),
one on the Good Shepherd (oh. x.), and on the True

legories,

Vine (oh. xv.), which are not found in tho other
parable (irapapoty, from TrapafidMuj,
Gospels.
a comparison, a similitude), in the strict technical
sense derived from the synoptical parables, is a
poetio narrative taken from real lifo for the illustration of a higher truth relating to the kingdom
of heaven, which is reflcotod in, and symbolized
by, tho world of nature. As a conscious fiction,
the parable differs from the myth, and the legend,
which are unconsciously produced and believed as
an actual fact (as children invent storios without
doubting the reality) ; as a truthful picture of
real life for the illustration of spiritual truth, it
differs from tho fable, which rests on admitted
impossibilities (as animals thinking, speaking and
acting like rational men), and serves the purposo
of inculcating the lower maxims of worldly wisdom and prudence. John's parables are extended
allegories rather than parables ; they present no
narrative or completed picture, but simply one
figure, either a man (the shepherd in relation to
his flock), or an object of nature (the vine in relation to its branches), as a symbolic illustration
of the character and relation which Christ sustains to His true disciples.* Christ stands out
here expressly as the object and meaning of the
parable.
In the parable before us we must distinguish tw6 acts: in the one Christ appears as
the Door of access to the church and to God,

A

* [Similar brief parabolic allegories we find also in the SynMatt. ix. 37. 38; xxiv. 43-15; Luke xv. 4, ft; xvIL

optists,

John neror uses *«pa£oAij t which occurs nearly fifty
times in the Synoptists and twice la the Hebrews, but trapotuia four times, mi., x. 6 (parable
the B. V.); xtI. 25,20
[rendered proverbs]. Literally, wopot^ua [from wapa" and olpo?,
way, couth] means a by-word, on out of the way discourse,
hence a figurative, enigmatic, pregnant speech, a dark saying
[in opposition to s-a^piprto AaAcivJ ; then also, and, like the
Hebrew nuuchal, a sententious maxim, proverb or also parable in the usual sense.—P. S.]

7-9.

* Comp. Chr. Jr. Fritssche : Gmwuntatio de Jesu janua avium, sodimmu rasters. In FriUtchiortan Opuscida. fVoretssch : JHsseri. deJoKx. Altenb„ 1838].
t[Cbsnp.also the description of eastern shepherd life in
Br. Thomson's The Land and the Book (New York, 1859),
vol. L, p. 301 ff_ which tends to confirm and illustrate many
fittaMlTS in this parable].

m
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vers. 1-10; in the other as .(he true Shepherd of
similar blending of
the flock, vers. 11-13.*

A

images we find in Heb. ix. and x., where Christ
forth both as the priest and the sacrifice,

is set

as tho offerer and the offering (ix. 12; x. 19).
Ben gel says : Christus est ostium et pastor et omnia.

—P.

S.]

Our section closes the period of undecided
fluctuations and fermentations in the nation. It
is not merely a continuation of the word of the
preceding chapter (as Meyer, Tholuck, Besscr
suppose) ; in that light is the fundamental idea,
in this the shepherd is the leading thought. The
conversion of the man who was born blind to
Christ and his excommunication by the Pharisees
(it appears from this chapter also, that they acted
as an official forum) induce the Lord to exhibit
in His own person the truth and fulfilment of the
earthly as of the spiritual pastoral office, and in
believers on Him the truth and fulfilment of the
Hence, this discourse
theocratic communion.
ripens the disagreement among the people to a
point necessarily resulting in separation. The
scene is undoubtedly unchanged, the auditors are

the same, but there is no reason why wo should
on this account, in pursuance of the example of
Meyer [to which Alford assents], begin the chapEven vers. 40 and 41 beter with chap. ix. 35.
long to the close of the foregoing chapter.
This figurative speech is in form a flowing parabolical discourss (xapoi/ria, together with KapafloXfy
to

be comprehended in the Hebrew vEfo; ac-

cording to Quinctilian fabella brevior, as the saying, chap. xv. 1), and not a completed similitude
There is no foundation for the as(a parable).
sumption of Strauss, that what was originally a
parable was transposed by tho hand of the evangelist into this more fluent form, especially as
flowing parabolio discourses are to be found in the
Synoptists also.
Tholuck after Wilke (Rketorik
[p. 109],): "It has tho character of an allegory,
which exhibits a relation and 13 technically significant in all its features, not that of a parable,
the scope of which is the application of tho fundamental thought." Allegories and parables form,
See Comm. on
however, no true antithesis.
Matthew, chap. XIII.
Fikst parabolic discourse.
Vers. 1-9.
Christ tho Door of the fold for the true shepherds
of the communion in antithesis to thieves and
slaughterers. Introduced by the solemn formula,
Verily, verily. Certain knowledge of tho true
church -discipline in antithesis to that exercised
by the hierarchy.
Vcr. 1. He that entoreth not through the
:

—

—

door,

etc,

— A figuro borrowed from oriental pas-

toral life. The sheep needing protection and guidance, but, at the same time, submissive and gentle,
pressing closely to its fellows in such wiso as to
form a flock, knowing and following its leader,
symbolizes the pious, believing soul;f the flock
* [Dr. Lange resolves It into threo parables, by dividing tho
second act into two (vor. 10). Christ tho Shepherd in relation
to tho sheep, and Christ tho Archndiepherd of Jews and
Gentiles. Godet, less appropriately First Parable tho shopherd (In poneral), 1-0 ; Second Par.: tho door, 7-10; Third
Par.: the Good Shepherd, 11 -IS.—P. S.]
f [Augustine, Lampe, and Meyer correctly confine the sheep
to tho elect, or the true believer. Alford: " The tAeep throughout this parable nre not the mingled multitude of good and
bad ; but the real sheep, the faithful, who ore, what all in tho
:

:

a symbol of the Church ;* the shepherd, entering by tho door, symbolizes tho ministry in the
Church (Ps. c. 8; xcv. 7; lxxvii. 20); the fold
is

•"Pia, ab?J/, aula), i. e., an uncovered space, surrounded by a low wall and affording protection to the flock at night
is a symbol of the
fenced-in and inclosed theocracy (fpaypdc, Matt,

—

xxi. 33) ; the door itself, as the necessary entrance to the fold, is the symbol of Christ For
the further features consult the sequel. The eh-

terino in [cloepx6pevoe. ] is brought forward as the
leading thought in antithesis to the climbing up

By itself it denotes authorized en[avafiaivuv~\.
trance with right purposes. Each, however, is
characterized oy the addition: through thi
dooh. There should be no doubt as to the meaning
of this, after the explanation of Christ, ver. 7. in
reference to the Pharisees who did not understand Him, vcr. 6: 1 am the door.
The interpretation of the door as signifying
tho Uoly Scriptures (Chrysostom, [Theophyi,
Euth.-Zigab.J Ammon), is connected with the
falso discrimination of the parabolic discourses,
in acoordanco with which the similitude changes
as early as ver. 8 or 9; Tholuck approves of this
discrimination.
Patristic expositors since Augustine have therefore rightly comprehended the
expression as having reference to tho institution
of the ministry by Christ; they wcro wrong
only in limiting it to the historic Christ and the
New Testament ministry. Luthardt wishes us to
understand by the door, simply, tho way ordained
by God, without further definition, in contradicTholuck, assenting to the opinion
tion to vcr. 7.
of Luthardt : the right, divinely ordained entrance,
by which devoted love to the sheep is meant De
Wctto: Only in Ills truth, in His way can one
arrive at the condition of a true shepherd of tho
Approximately correct. But why is
faith fuL
Christ spoken of in thould Testament, and why
is lie in an especial manner the subject of this
Gospel throughout? Christ is the principle of
the Theocracy, the fundamental idea, fundamental
impulse and goal of the Old Testament church of
God, and hence the principle of every theocraticoThus, He
official vocation from the beginning.
He who enters not by
is the Door of tho fold'.
Abrahamio faith in the promise, or through the
spirit of revelation and in accordance with that,
upon a theocratic office, has not entered into the
fold through tho door. Even Meyer says Christ
Himself is the door, with the wonted, chiliastio reference, however, to the *' future members
of the Messianic Kingdom."*
:

—

Climbeth up some other

—

way

[avafialvap

aAAax^ev]. Climbeth over from some other side
[than tho one indicated by the door], in order to
fold thruld be. The flilse sheep (tho goats rather, Matt xxv.
82) do not appear; for it is not tho character of the flock, bat
that of tho shepherd, and the relation between iiim awl ths
sheep, which is here prominent." P. 8.1
* (That is the community of believers in the chnreb; white
the church as an organised Institution (tho theocracy in ut
Old, tho Tisiblo church in the Now economy), is reprewatal

—

by tho fold, the ovAij i&p vpopdrwv. See below.— P. 8J
c9.
t [Meyer quotes in illustration Ignatius Ad. PhUad.
is called 9vpa rov warpto, and Pastor Henn»
can
ons
Sim. ix. 12, to which may bo added lii. 9: "As no
enter into a city but by its gate, so no oae can enter iuto the
TM
kingdom of God but by the namo of tho Son of God."
reference of the door to Christ is settled by the text itself prer.
U
7) and should not be disputed, as Melanchthon says : JP*J**\
tus addit imagini interpretaWmtm qua amtenti sinus"—^PaJ

where Christ
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get in over tho wall or over the hedge.
The (Maldonat, Bengel [Tholuok, Ewald, Ilcngsten*'Othku whence [aXAa^o'tfffv, like tho old classi- berg, with reference to vi. 44 f.] ), or to the Holy
cal AAAofov]," chiefly indicates tho other place; Spirit, Acts xiii. 2 (Theodor., Ileracl., Rupert,
Aret., Cornel, a Lap. and several others), or to
it denotes likewise, however, the comer from
some other direction, the stranger, who does not Christ (Ggrrill, Augustine), or to Moses (Chrybelong to the fold. Significant of the untheo- sost.,Theod. Mopsuest. and several others)." Tholuck interprets it as signifying the Father, in
cratic mind,
e., disbelief of the promise, and
of nntheocratic motives (according to Matt. iv. accordance with chap. vi. 44, 45. But as the porcupidity and sensuality, ambition, lust of power). ter is within, in tho fold, we must undoubtedly,
The climbing over may denote a human, vain with Stier, apprehend tho Holy Spirit in this
striving in scriptural learning, legalistic zeal, etc., feature of the parable, although qualified as tho
Spirit of the church ; this view is contested by
in antithesis to the way of the Spirit.
The same is a thief and a robber.* Tho Luthardt without sufficient grounds.*
the sheep [rd * p 6 ft a to] give heed
false way is in itself indicative of treacherous
The fyorje, robber, is not simply a cli- to his voice, and he calleth his
designs.
sheep
mactic augmentation (Meyer); neither is it a [to, 16 ta it p 6 para] by name.
The articlo
downright murderer. But the robber readily rd xpdpara is to bo observed. According to most
becomes a murderer if ho meet with resistance, expositors, these aro all the sheep of the fold,
and the sheep-robber in the like caso becomes a and are identical with the idia irpofiara. [Bengel, Luthardt, Hengstenberg, etc.
slaughterer (in this respect also the translation
P. S.]
This
murderer is incorrect, since it is a question of view is impugned by the fact that nothing is said
In the explanation, ver. 10, tho thief is of the irpdfiara in general, but that they hear his
sheep).
the leading idea; it is divided, however, into the voice ; the M/a, however, ho calls by name.f Acstealing thief and tho rapacious slaughterer and cording to Bengel, these idia aro distinguished
Thus, false officials become thieves from the great mass of tbe sheep by their special
destroyer.
need. Meyer considers it necessary to make use
to those souls that submit themselves to them
and confide in them, and worriers of those that of the circumstance that ono fold often afforded
maintain their independent faith, as chap. is. of shelter at night to several flocks' whoso sheptho blind man whom they excommunicated. Tho herds, coming every morning, were known to all
On the other hand, the idia are tho
antithesis presented by these thieves and true tho sheep.
fhepherds is of course (after Tholuck) the anti- sheep belonging to tho particular flock of tho
It is, however, an unfrce
thesis of selfishness (Ezck. xxxiv. 8) and love shepherd in question.
dependence [of Meyer] upon an archaeological
(Jer. xxiii. 4).
Ver. 2. Is a shepherd of tho sheep.
[rro^^v note to pretend to discover in this passage a
without the article, in the generic sense, while portrayal of the driving together of a plurality
of flocks, when the figure has reference to the
in vers. 11, 12, 14 where it refers specifically to
Christ, the Article is used three times.
The E. unitous Old Testament Theocracy. Tho second
V. misses this difference by translating in all misapplication of an archaeological comment, accases " the shepherd," whilo Luther is equally cording to which it was customary for the shepinaccurate in using unitjprmly the indefinite arti- herds to give names to the sheep (Pricaoua on our
,
cle: "ein (gutcr) Hirte.'
In tho first part of passage), consists in tho idea that the shepherd
the parable, vers. 1-10, Christ appears as the must call out all the sheep of his flock by their
Door; in the second ns the Shepherd. lie is in- names ( indulge in a very minute roll-call). Tho
deed both, but the figures must not be mixed in statement that tho sheep hear his voice forms
the same picture.
P. S.J Only he who has be- part of tho ideal background of 1 lie figure, for in
come a shepherd through faith in the promise or the enclosure of the Old Testament Theocracy
through Christ, has a loving shepherd's heart. there are some that are not truo sheep, and these
The form of his entrance upon tho office must do not givo ear to tho voico of the shepherd
have been pure, in accordance with his* pure mo- (comp. the Prophets and Galatians, chaps, iii. and
iv.).
But from the real sheep, i. c., the susceptitive, and ho will prove himself a shepherd. This
true shepherd does but form a contrast to the rob- ble in general, Christ further distinguishes tho
ber; he is not yet, ns the good Shepherd, placed UUa npSfiara, that tho shepherd calls by name;
the favorite sheep, tbe elect in a stricter sense
in antithesis to the hireling, or as the head Shep(LebenJetu, II., p. 995);«in tho symbol of pas*
herd (ver. 16) to the under shepherds.
Ver. 3.
him the porter [6 dvpupdc] toral life tho bell-wethers which p'recedo the
openeth. The porter watches in the night-timo flock and are followed by it. J
within tbe fold, and in the morning thrusts aside
* [Alford agrees with Lango and Stier in referring the
the bolt for the shepherd when he announces Bvpufrtk especially to the Holy Spirit. In tho parallel pashimself.
Meyer (after Liicke, De Wette and sages, however, which he quotes, Acts xiv.27 (how God had
others): «''0 tivpopdc is requisite to complete the opened the door of faith to the Gentiles) 1 Cor. xvi. 9 (no
agent mentioned); 2 Cor. 11. 12; Col. Iv. 3 (that God would
picture of the lawful entering in, and is not de- open unto us a dour), there is no specific reference to the Holy
signed for special exegesis; hence it is not taken Spirit, except in Acts xiii. 2. which ho omits. (Jodet understands tho porter of John the Baptist (comp. i. 7), but this
into consideration again ver. 7.
It is, therefore,
would confine tho parable to the Old Testament theocracy,
not to be interpreted either as referring to God wliile it is equally applicable to tho Christian church. Webster and Wilkinson: 0vpo>p<fe, as in Mark xiii. 34, signifies a
•'.

And

own

—

—

—

—

To

—

;

* [Comp. Ter. 8, where tho snmo persona are meant by
xXiwrax koX Amoral, viz^ the anti-messianic (Jewish) and
tntl-christlan hierarchy, especially the Pharisees tnd their
suc cesso rs in the Christian church. In the Synoptists Christ
speaks of them with equal severity ; comp. Matt, xxiii 13

Hark

xii.

3840; Lake xiL 2.-P.

S.J

—

minister, one who has charge of tho house of God. PJ5.J
f f * a T* ovofia, distributive! y, each by its own name, not
simply ofo/jta<rrt, or oroftart, or iw bvofiaro*. It denotes
Christ's individual interest in each soul. On the eastern cus%

tom to name sheep, individually, nave give names to horses
and dogs, see the quotation in the next note. P. S.J

—

X [In favor of this interpretation

may be quoted
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Meyer controverts

this view in the text and
note (against Luthardt) in these
words [p. 393]: "Only the Uia does the shep1
herd coil by name. ' The idea of the figure is
very clear: among the sheep there are some that
are on terms of closest intimacy with the shep-.
herd; these he calls by name, and because these
follow him, he is followed by the whole flock.
But rh irpdpara, the others in the fold, do not
here come under further consideration.
lie hath pat forth
Ver. 4.
[ra Idia irdvra, accord[ex/feU?] all his
ing to the true reading, instead of raldta irpdpara,
These come at his call.
P. S.]
his own sheep.
He LAYS uold or them and brings them out
through the door. Comp. Acts x. An intimation of the exodo of the faithful from the old theoHe brings forth all the elect (see the
cracy.
reading navra), leaves not one behind.
['EicflaZXeti> illustrates the energetic mode of
kgayayeiv, and is appropriate to the employment of a shepherd who «* drives" and "turns
out " the sheep to pasture. It implies that the
sheep hesitate and linger behind, and must be
almost forced out of the enclosure. Dr. Lange
first discovered in this passage an allusion to the
approaching yiolent secession of the Christian
church from the Jewish theocracy, although Luther already intimated that Christian freedom
from legal bondage and judgment was here hinted
It is supported by the term UfinXkeiv, by
at.
the true reading, n&vra, but especially by the
preceding historical situation, the excommunication of the blind man, ix. 84, the threatening decree of the excommunication of Jesus with all His
disoiplcs (ix. 22) and the deadly hostility of the
Jewish leaders, which made an ultimate violent
rupture inevitable. Meyer objects without reason, but Godet adopts and expands Lange's view,
although he connects it more with h$byei (ver. 3)
than UjidXn (ver. 4). " Jesus, he says (II. 280),
eharactirizt par ces mots un$ situation historians
ddterminie.
Le moment est venu pour lui cTcmmener
sonpropre troupeau hors de la thiocrotie, divouie a la
ratifies it in the

And when
own

—

reading instead of aKobwdfaootv), and feifovrot
taken by Lampe as prophetic, pointing to (he
cathedra Mosis plane deserenda, by Meyer simply as
indicating the consequence. This whole picture
of vers. 4 and 5 is drawn from real life, and is to
this day illustrated every day on tho hills and
plains of Palestine and Syria. Thomson, The
Land and the Book, I. p. 801 ; "I never ride
over these hills, clothed with flocks, without
meditating upon this delightful theme. Our Saviour says of the good shepherd, 'When he
putteth forth his own sheep, he goeth before
them, and the sheep follow him. 1 . . . This
is true to the letter.
They are so tame and so
trained that they follow their keeper with the
utmost docility. He leads them forth from the
fold, or from their houses in the Tillages, just
is

—

where he

pleases.
to got into trouble.

ence.

Any one that wanders is sure

The shepherd calls sharply
remind them of his presThey know his voice, and follow on; but,

from time

to time to

if a stranger call, they stop short, lift up their
heads in alarm, and if it is repeated, they turn
and flee, because they know not the voice of tbe
stranger.
This Is not the fanciful costume of a
parable ; it is a simple fact." P. S.J •
Vers. 6, 7. This parable spoke Jean* onto
them, etc. Tlapoifiia [not=n-apa/3oA#j, any discourse deviating from (napd) tbe common way
(olfwc). See above [and Meyer and Alford m loci.
What has been said is totally incomprehensible
to the Pharisees, in consequence of the idea entertained by them of their offioe ; hence follows the
direct explanation of Christ, see above. Tholuck
remarks : The not understanding is not to be taken
in a merely literal sense, any more than chap,
viii. 27 ; it means rather a state of being sealed

—

—

up against that

truth,

which would

affirm that

they are not the true leaders of the people.
Nevertheless it is here a question of an inability
to understand, resting upon that evil basis, not
simply of the unwillingness to understand,—The
door to the sheep, t. e., here, the door of tho
shepherds : not yet primarily that of the sheep
(Ohrysostom, Lampe). [Ver. 7. 1 am the door
ruinet "etc.—V. S.]
Ver. 5. Bat a stranger. Tho communion re- of the sheep. An expansion of the parabolic
presented in vers. 4 and 6, is delineated in respect allegory and the key to its understanding. 'B/4,
of its exclusive nature. By the stranger only emphatic tQv irpofiarov, not to the sheep
the false prophets can here bo understood, until (Lange and Meyer who thinks that ver. 1 requires this interpretation), but for the sheep, ie.,
tho time of the pseudo-Messiahs.*
[They will not follow, but will flee from the door through which Doth the sheep and tho
him. Tho futuro ov fir) aKolovfrfjoovaiv (the true shepherds (spoken of vers. 1-5 in distinction front
ths one true arch-shepherd, mentioned afterlog remark* from Dr. W. W. Thomson, The Land and ths
ver. 11) must pass into the fold of tho
Book (N. Y., 1859), toI. I., p. 302: " Some sheep always keep wards;
near the shepherd, and are his special favorites. Each of them church of Qod (Chrysostom, Lampe, Hengstenlias a name, to which it answers joyfully, and the kind shepberg, Godet, Alford, etc.).—P. S.]
herd Is erer distributing to such choice portions which he
Ver. 8. All
oame instead of me,
gathers for that purpose. These are the contented, happy
fX&ov xpb ifiov. The expression is obones. They are in no danger of getting lost or into mischief,
nor do wild beasts or thieves come near them. Tho great scured by the failing to abide strictly by tho
body, however, are mere worldlings, intent upon their own
figure, i. «., the door*. In the first place, then,
pleasures or selfish interests. They run from bush to bush,
•©arching for variety or delicacies, and only now and then the moaning is : all who rpb rfc tibpac #o\w.
lift their heads to see where the shepherd is, or rather, where
With the first idea of passing by the door, this
the general flock is, lest they get so far away as to- occasion
other is connected : the setting of themselves up
remark in thoir little community, or rebuke from their
keeper. Others again are restless and discontented, jumping for the door, t. e., all who came claiming rule
into every body's field, climbing into bushes, and even into
over the conscience, as spiritual lords, instead of
leaning trees, whence they often fall and break their limbs.
The time of their
These cost the good shepherd incessant trouble. Then there the Lord who is the Spirit
are others incurably reckless, who stray far away, and are coming is undoubtedly indicated to be already past
often utterly lost."—P. 8. J
by the $Movt not, however, by the irpo\ foras* [So also Alford aAAorpto? is not the shepherd of another
much as tbe positive irpd does not coincide with
section of the flock, but an alien: the Awmk of ver. 1.—
the temporal one. Henoe we must not only reF.S.J

—

who

—

:
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ject the interpretation of this passage as an anti- bolical discourse announces itself: the true
judaiatic utterance against Moses and the Pro- shepherd does indeed find the pasture for his
phets (Hilgenfeld*), but also the temporal con- sheep in the first place, but ho also finds it for
struction of Meyer: the hierarchic, especially the himself as a sheep (Augustine, Stier and others).
Pharisaic opposition preceded Him.f John the Opposed to him stands the thief who arbitrarily
Baptist also came before Him, as did all the Pro- makes a false door for himself, and finally himHe comes but, on tho
phets. The explanations of Camerarius: prater self counterfeits the door.
vie (sine me, me negleclo), of Calov : be/ore me (ante- one hand, to steal, i. e., to rule over souls, and,
quam mitterentur, instead of after me), of Titt- on the other hand, to slay, i. e. t to cast out spirits;
mann, Sohleussner: vxep, loco, in the place of, are in the one case, however, as in the other, to decorrect; they are, however, imperfect and liable stroy.
The following words : I oame that they
to misapprehension, since all the prophets came
in a certain sense loco Christi. The instead of our have life, and that they may have abnntext at once expresses the substitution of some one danoe (nepioodv), constitute the transition to
for Christ, the denial of Christ, the claim to ab- the next parable. Two considerations here claim
First, they are for the first time
solute Messianic authority. And at the same our attention.
time emphasis is given tolhe tjWov. They came to receive true life ; secondly, together with true
as though the Messiah were come ; there was no life they are to receivo abundance of true food
room left for Him (Jerome, Augustine, etc.). As (green meadows, fresh water-springs). [Comp.
a matter of course, they were false Messiahs, John i. 1 : "Of His fulness have we all received
though without bearing that name. It is not grace for grace." The English Version (with the
necessary that we should confine our thought to Vulg., Chrysostom, Grotius, etc.), renders xeptooSv
those who were false Messiahs in the stricter "more abundantly," but this would require irepursense of the terra (Chrysostom, Grotius and many adrepov. P. S.]
others), since the majority of these did not make
the good shepherd. Second
Ver. 11. I
Every parabolic discourse.
Antithesis of tho good
their appearance until after Christ.
pseudo-Messianic
the
hireling, on the one hand ; on
hierarch prior to Christ was
Shepherd and
for
axti-cheistian,
in proportion as he was
the other hand, of the good Shepherd and the
pseudo-cbristianity involves anti-christianity, wolf, vers. 11-15. I, 'Eyu, emphatically repeated.
rule
covet
To
and the converse is also true.
As the Shepherd (with the article), He is the
over the conscience of men is pseudo-christian. true, real Shepherd, in antithesis to symbolical
Be it further observed that the thieves and rob- shepherds in the field and symbolical shepherds
bers who climb over the wall, appear in this in the legal office (Heb. xiii. 20 : 6 noifiyv 6
rers« with the assumption of a higher power. fiiyac) ; as the Good Shepherd {6 naldg*). lie
They stand no longer in their naked selfishness; is the ideal of the shepherd (Ps. xxiii. ; Is. si.
they lay claim to positive importance, and that 1 1 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 1 1 ) in antithesis to bad shepherds
not merely as shepherds, but as the Door itself. (Ezek. xxxvii. ; Zech. xi. ; Jer. xxiii.), who first
Thus, the hierarchs had just been attempting to appeared in the form of tho thief, and now
exercise conscience-rule over the man who was branch out into the figures of the hireling and
born blind.
the wolf. That this is at the same time indicaBat the sheep did not heed them. Only tive of the promised Shepherd, Ezek. xxxiv. 23
became
them
those who were like-minded with
xxxvii. 24, results from the foregoing passages,
But the true sheep remained especially tho: "I came," "they came in my
their followers.
constant to the good Shepherd.
"Comp. Tr. Berachoth, fol. lv. 1:
position."
Yers. 9, 10. I
the door ; if any one en- Three things God Himself proclaims; famine,
antithe
ter in through me.— Conclusion of
plenty and a 310 DJ")3. t. e., a good shepherd
Enter in through me, he will be or head of the congregation ; D'DID Q'DHD of
thesis.
in
the
saved ; t. e., he shall find deliverance
Moses and David in Vitringa, Syn. Vet., p. 636.
theocratic communion.
The fence of the fold As tho leading consideration in tho idea of the
entrance
saves from destruction; so also does
shepherd, sacrificing love for his sheep is brought
into the true fastness of the church through forward in Heb. xiii. 20." Tholuck.
of
truth
Christ.
will go in, u e., in the
hia life for tho sheep—.
Layeth
the Old Testament he shall subordinate himself Ti&ivai ttjv ifwxivt a Johannean expression (ch.
shall
he
to the Law.
will go out; t. e.,
If we keep
xiii. 37; xv. 13; 1 John iii. 16).
find in the fulfilment of the Old Testament, in the figure in mind, this is here expressive neither
faith.
Christ, the liberty of the New Testament
of the sacrificial death, nor of the payment of a
will find pasture. He who g6cs out ransom for the slave, but of the heroic risking
pasturage
through the door shall reach the true
of life in combat with the wolf. The vxtp, then,
of faith, knowledge, peace. Already a new para- is hero synonymous with avri. The shepherd
[Alford:
* [And the anti-Jewish Gnostics and Manichaeans, who used dies that the flock may be saved.
" These words are here not so much a prophecy,
this passage as an argument against the Old Testament.
as a declaration, implying, however, that which
f [So also Bongel (who presses eitri as Indicating living opexplicitly."— P. S.]
ponents) and Lttcke. Dean Alford likewise takes wpd* in the ver. 15 asserts
Ycr. 12. Bat he that is an hireling [/uosense of #ne, but includes in those false predecessors all the

may

—

am

am

—

—He
—He

down

And

followers of the devil (coinp. viii. 44), who was the first thief
that clomb into God's fold. Ills was the first attempt to lead
hamaa nature before Christ came. Wordsworth lays the stress
on $AsW, came («*. e., in their own name), as opposed to being
tad; but such a distinction is artificial and is set aside by the
fact that Christ says of Himself cy» ^Affor, ver. 10. Still
others limit wirrtt to (also Messiahs and false prophets before

• [KoAdc, fair, beautiful, often in the moral sense, good,
comp. the Attic xaAbf ayado? in opposition to vovripos, iceucot.
Here it is almost identical with dAqtftwfc, genuine, as set over
a&iinst the Imperfect, the inadequate ; the model shepherd.
Comp. i. ; vL 32 ; xv. 1 (I am tho true, genuine, ideal Vine).

Christ-P.8.J

—p. a]
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—

He is characterized by two things: 1.
not a real shepherd to the sheep, bat a
hired servant, he has no affection for the sheep
2. the sheep are not his own, are not united to
him by appropriation and cannot confide in him.
The inner vital bond is wanting on both sides.
Characteristic of the Pharisaic leaders of the
4ur6cf].

he

is

—

Whose own the sheep are not,
people.
does not denote the "owner," but the own shepIn this very thing consisted the guilt of
herd.
the hierarchical hirelings, that they constituted
themselves "owners' 1 of the flock. And in this
very way also they became hirelings, i. e. undershepherds, to whom the dishonestly increased
wages were the principal thing, while they of
course as hirelings had also the predicate of the
official situation
[Christ sees here, prophetically,
the long list of those selfish teachers who make
merchandise of the ministry for filthy lucre and
hate the cross, from the apostolic age (Gal. vi.
12; Phil. iti. 18) down to the present.—-P. S.]
.

He

—That

beholdeth the wolf coming.*

he perceives him while yet at a distance,

is expressive of his fear, not of his watchfulness;
this fear is manifested by his withdrawal at first
to a place of security {aQirjot ra rcpop.), and then
by his downright flight (Qebyzt). The wolf comes
from without, from the wilderness ; he is, however, connected with the hireling by the fact of
his being an alien to the flock and by his
treachery towards it. Ho has been interpreted

Olshausen), heretics

(Euthymius and others,
(Augustine and others),

"every

power"

as symbolizing

the devil

(Liicko); "every
anti-Messianic power, whose ruling principle,
however, as such, is contained in the devil 11
(Meyer). According to Matt. vii. 15 and Acts
xx. 29, wolves may also make their appearanco
in an official or pseudo-prophetio form.
In such
case, however, according to the first passage,

anti-theocratic

they have disguised themselves in sheep's clothThe declared wolf is the enemy of tho
flock, displaying his enmity openly and boldly,
while the apostasy of the hireling is still cloaked
in cowardly friendship; hence the wolf is the
antichristian adversary of the Church, as heretic
or perseoutor, in any case the instrument of
Satan (comp. the Wolf in Northern Mythology).
The wolf ravisheth them and scattereth.
Twofold pernicious effect.
Individual
sheep arc ravished and torn to pieces, t. e. individual souls are destroyed, but the flock as a
whole, the Church, is confused and scattered.
Ver. 13. The hireling fleeth, because he
is an hireling, e/c—No repetition, but the explanation of the flight
As a hireling, he is
solely and selfishly interested in pasturing himself; he has not the welfare of the sheep at heart.
It is questionable in what degree this figure is
illustrated by the conduct of the Jewish shepherds of that time. They did not seem to be
wanting in bravery; at first they acted like
.avening wolves towards Christ, the Good Sheping.

—

—

* [In the East tho shepherds are well armed to defend
their flock against fierce wolves, leopards, and panthers who
Erowl about the wild wadies and frequently attack the sheep
i the Tery presence of the shepherd.
And when the thief
and the robber come, the faithful shepherd has often to risk
his life for the flock. Dr. Thomson says (1. 802) ; " I hare
soon more than one esse in which he had literally to lay it
down in the contest.'*—P. 8.J

herd, and in the Jewish war they conducted
themselves in a similar manner towards the Romans. The point illustrated by the figure is this:
The hireling vanishes at the appearance of danger.
There are two classes of shepherds to
be found when destruction overtakes a church
the one class is composed of cowards who are
secretly faithless, the other of bold and open
apostates.
It is, however, the cowardice of the
former that enables the boldness of the latter'
class to excite consternation in the church. Such
hirelings composed a good part of the Sanhedrin,

and were especially numerous among the
in the time of Jesus

(John xii. 42)

Scribes

they possessed
a consciousness of the truth of Christ but no
heart for it, and they delivered up the Good
Shepherd to the wolf.
Ver. 14. 1
the good shepherd. I know
own, etc. Explicit interpretation of tho
parabolic discourse just unfolded, as ver. 7. The
proof of this character: I know them that are
Mine, and the fact of the indissoluble connection
with the flock, with true believers, whom the
;

am

—

my

Father has given Him, here expressed by

the re-

lation of mutual acquaintance.
True, this knowing does not mean loving; but it is still an emphatic expression by which a loving knowledge
is implied.
It is the expression of the personal,
divine cognition of kindred personalities. Tho
grace of Christ is such- a cognition of His own
on His part; faith, on the other hand, is a corresponding cognition of Christ on their part

Ver. 16. Even as the Father knoweth
[Belongs to the preceding verse. The E.
V. wrongly treats this as an independent senIn the personal, spiritual comtence.
P. S.]
munion of the Father with Christ, and of Christ
with tho Father, the mutual relationship between
Christ and the faithful is rooted. The " as" denotes the similarity of manner as also of kind,
inasmuch as the life imparted by Christ to His
people is a divine one. A chief motive for the
comparison, however, is that the cognition on the
part of Christ is the cause of His recognition by
believers in return, as the cognition of the Father
is the foundation for the corresponding cognition of Christ (comp. chap. xiv. 20; xv. 10; xvii.
Tholock:
8, 21; 1 John v. 1; Matt. xxv. 40).
" The ytv/ooKeiv rd ifid corresponds with the to"kelv Kar* bvopa, the yiv6aKOfiai with the oidew r$r
life.—
<1>uvi}v avrov."
I lay down
Expression and measure of the strength of Hi*
love towards His people. But the salvation of
the heathen also is to be effected by His death
(see chap. xi. 52; xii. 24; Eph. ii. 14; Heb.xiii.
Thus this thought leads to the following.
20).
Tiihfu. «« Near and certain future," Meyer.
Ver. 16.
other sheep I have. [Other
sheep, not another fold; for they are scattered
throughout the world (xi. 52), while there is hot
one kingdom of Christ into which they will all
ultimately be gathered, and to which they already
belong in the counsel and love of God and His
Son. Salvation comes from the Jews, bufrpasses
over to the Gentiles.—P. S.] Christ the chief
Shepherd as Shepherd of the double flock of believers from the Jews and the Gentiles, ver. 16.
The Jews resident out of Palestine (Paulas) are
not meant, for they too belonged to the unitous
Jewish fold; it is the heathen to whom Christ

me.

—
—

—And

my

And
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refers; they are not to be thought of as existing
in a fold (De Wette), although subject to the guidance of God in another way (chap. xi. 52 ; Acts
xiy. 16). The heathen are His sheep in the manner stipulated, even as the Jews, 1. 1. those who
hear His voice, who follow the drawing of the

Father.
Of these Christ says: I have them (ixu )
with divine confidence. He must lead them {Sec);
it is the decree of His Father's love and of His
own love. That He shall bring them into the
fold of Israel (Tholuck), is not implied by the
ayayttv, which "means neither adducere, bring
(Vulgate. Luther, Beza, Lutthardt [Hengstenb.
Godet]), nor avvayaytlv (Euthymius, Casaubon
and others), but to lead as a shepherd." Meyer.
Bengel: *' Hon opus est UUa solum mutare." Yet
the form: ayaytiv certainly indicates that the
imminent manifest leading of these sheep is a
continuation of a secret leading, previously begun (gratia prseveniens). Christ saw the restriction of His ministry to Israel (Matt. x. 6) abolished with His death (Matt. xxi. 43 ; chap, xxviii.
As the exalted Christ He was made manifest as
the Shepherd of the nations.

my

And

—

voice. Christ's
they shall hear
confidence in His mission to the Gentiles presupposes at the same time an assuranoe of their
destination to salvation and of the divine guidance of gmce exercised over them. They are
already sheep, not merely proleptically speaking
(Meyer), for the idea of the sheep which gives
heed to the voice of the shepherd, and the idea
of the regenerate child of God are not one and
the same.
The sheep is a symbol of the man
who hears the voice of Christ; hence, he is
shown to be a theep by his calling, while regeneration occurs but in

company with justification.

One shepherd, one

1-21.
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shadow-wise.

Christ

the principle of

is

kingdom of heaven; He

is,

the

therefore, also the

principle of the unity of the two flocks, Rom. xi.
25.
Inner relation to Christ being the grand
point here, this promise has been fulfilled from
the beginning of Christianity Tone church) ; but,
hence, it must also receive at last its perfect fulfilment in appearanca.
[Christ is, as Bengel remarks on elc irotuf/v, always the one Shepherd by
right, but He is to become so (yevfyrerat) more and
more in fact. So it may be said, the unity of
Christ' 8 flock exists virtually from the beginning and need not be created, but must be progressively realized and manifested in the world.
The unity of the church, like its catholicity and
holiness, are in a steady process of growth towards perfection. "It has not yet appeared
what we shall be.' 1 The nearer Christians draw
to Christ, the more they will be united to each
other.
It is a shallow exegesis to say that this
word of Christ was completely fulfilled in the
union of Jewish and Gentile believers in the apos-

church.

tolic

Eph.

It

was indeed

fulfilled

then ; comp.

11-22, which is a good commentary on
the passage; but it is also in ever-expanding fulfilment, and, like His sacerdotal prayer for the
unity of all believers, it .reaches as a precious
promise far beyond the present to the gathering
in of the fulness of the Gentiles and such a glorious unity and harmony of believers as the world
has never seen yet Meyer says correctly : "The
fulfilment of the sentence began with the apostolic conversion of the Gentiles; but it progresses

and

ii.

will only

be complete with Eom.

xi.

25

f."

P.S.]
Ver. 17.

love me.

On

this account doth the Father

—The freedom of Christ's

self-sacrifice,

flock \jua iroiuvn, e<?
mhuJjv]* The asyndeton betokens the closer
connection of the two members. On an analogous

vers. 17 and 18.
Various conceptions. 1. Aia
tovto
bn significatively refers to the following:

Zeno in Plutarchf (Alex., chap, vi.),
see Tholuck.
The two flocks become one flock
by means of the one Shepherd, in Him not by

again" (Bucer,
Stier).
This view may seem to be upheld by the
fact that the love of the Father precedes the work

entrance into the abty of the Jews. On the contrary, the subject recently under consideration
has been the leading of the Jewish flock out of
the ab7Ji to pasturage. Tholuck: "Since the Old
Testament and the New Testament kingdom of
God is but one kingdom, the latter being merely
an outgrowth of the former, the Gentiles' reception into it is pictured as a leading unto Zion (Is.
ii. 3; Zech. xiv. 17), by Paul as a grafting into
the trunk of the good olive-tree and, similarly,
in this passage as a reception into the avTJj of
Israel."
See, against this view, the note to ver.
16.
In connection with the unity of the Old and
the New Testament kingdom of God, we must,
however, not overlook the antithesis between the
typical Old Testament theocracy and the real
New Testament kingdom of heaven. See Dan.
vii. 14.
The latter* does not issue from the
former, bat the former goes before the latter

of redemption, and is manifest in tho exaltation
of Christ. But the love which from eternity has
flowed from Father to Son, tho lovo modified by
their Trinitarian relation, does not exclude a love
to the God-Man, called forth by His historic accomplishment of the work of redemption, and by
His moral conduct on earth. Comp. John viii. 29
Phil. ii. 9.
Hence 2. Meyer : Aw tovto on is to
be understood as in all passages in John (chap,
v. 16, 18; viii. 47; xii. 18, 89; 1 John iii. 1): on
this account, because namely,
so that dm tovto
refers to the words preceding, and 6ri introduces
an exposition of J/drovro. Consequently: "therefore, on account of this my pastoral relation of

—

utterance of

;

* [AJfprd : ** The tiia woifinj is remarkable—not iua avAij,
at auxraeUrUtically, but erroneously rendered in the E. P.;
not onefold, bnt on* flock; no one ex cl twite enclosure of an
outward church,— bnt one flock, all knowing the one shepherd and known of Him." The B. V. followed the Vulgute
(wife), Cranraer's and the Geneva Bible.—P.
8.J
f [Of a union of all men &<nrep kyikrft owrfpa v6n* koiv$
<rffTp«tot4fftf. a stoic dream that can only be realised by
Christianity,—P. 8.J

—

"By
I

lay

this doth the love of

down My

life

my Father

only to take

appear, that

it

—

—

whieh I have been speaking (down to ver. 16), doth
My Father love Me, because namely, I (sy& with
the emphasis of self-appointment, see ver. 18)
lay down My life," etc.
Manifestly, the whole
thought is contained in vers. 15 and 16 also, for
the resurrection of Christ must of course precede
the taking possession of the " other sheep " from
the heathen- world.
Even the conclusion, in

take

it

again

(Iva tt6?uv

order that I may
Mfiu avTijv), is various-

ly understood.

1. It denotes the simple consequence of the sacrifice of Christ expressed in the
preceding clause (Theod. of MopsuesL, and
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many

others) ; 2. it indicates the condition (hac
Calvin, De Wette); 8. the subjective
purpose of Christ : because thus only could be
fulfilled the ultimate design of the pastoral office
Yer. 16 (Stier, Meyer) ; 4. the divine appointment of the aim ; namely, in order to take it
again, in accordance with the purpose of God, 1
lege utt

Cor. i. 14;
again, also,

vii.

is

29; Rom.

viii.

17.

This taking

comprehended in the divine

evToTji)

Tholuck. Since the obedirov trarp6^ ver. 18.
ence of Christ is here represented as the object
of the lovo of God, Iva must undoubtedly be understood as referring to the purpose of Christ
this purpose, however, is not merely subjective,
but corresponds with the ivToikfj of the Father,
which again, is an ivToMj of personal lift; this
has, not without reason, been urged by Calvin and

De Wette.
The sense then

is this: therefore doth My
FAther love Me, because I, dying, render a sacrificial obedience whose principle and motive is
in the resurrection of My perinfinite trust
sonal life in the fellowship of His absolute personality ; because I do not die despairingly, with
the idea of annihilation, but in the assurance that

I shall thus obtain the full revelation of life

;

or

because I fall into the ground like a grain of
wheat, in order to bear much fruit. In this victorious reliance on the new life in death contained in His sacrifice, Christ is the delight of
the Father, as, in a similar spirit, the Christian
well-pleasing to God in Christ (see Is. liii. 12
ii. 14; Matt. iii. 17; chap. xvii. 5; John
xfi. 28; chap. xvii. 1).
"If the Father love the
6on for this reason, this love contains also His
love to the world, in the sense of chap. iii. 16.
Calvin : amorem unigenito debitum ad not velut ad
finalem cam am refert" Tholuck.
Ver. 18.
one taketh it from me. As
on many other occasions Christ has here, by the
solemn asseveration of His voluntary self-sacrifice, precluded any misconstruction of His death,
as if He had succumbed to the hostile power of
the world involuntarily and contrary to His expectations.* I have power to lay it down,
and I have power to take it again. Different interpretations of kt-ovoia.
1. Ancient dogmatical opinion: the power of
the Son of God, the power of the divine nature
to render the human nature quiescent in death,
and to rouse it again. Tholuck: "Likech. xiv.
13 a dictum prolans for the non posse mori of the
Redeemer (Quenstadt, III. p. 420, also according
to Beck, ChristL Lehrwissenschoft, II. p. 618 and
But it is not the intrinsic, physical ne517).
cessity of death that is denied, but the compulsive force of circumstances, as ovdeic. shows.
Nothing is meant but what is contained in Matt,
xxvi. 53.
Comp. John xiv. 80. Mortality, as
also Luther rightly acknowledges, is to be imputed to Christ, inasmuch as He took upon Himself sin-infected [1] humanity; see my [Tholuok's]
Commentary on Komans vi. 9."
is

Luke

No

—

—

'

•

-

.

*

+ [Ol8haasen: "Yer. 18 shows that neither a compulsory
decree of the Father, nor the power of the Evil One occasioned
the death of the Son, but that it resulted only from the inward impulse of the love of Christ. . . This view sets aside
many objections derived from the argument that God, as love,
could not deliver the Son to death. The death of Christ is
the pure effluence of boundless love, which thus displays its
very essence In the rabllmest form."—P. S.J /

2.

Meyer: "The

authorization, in the

first

place of His self-sacrifice and secondly of His reassumption of life, resting in the divine iiro^."
Probably a not altogether correct resumption of
the views of Liicko and De Wette.
8. Liicke: "If the Father have given to the
Son to have life in Himself (ch. v. 26), He has

Him power to take it again. If that
power be essentially a moral one, so too is this.
But holy, moral power is at the same time always
a power over nature.
Forasmuch as Christ freealso given

ly died as the Holy One, He likewise had power
over death, but as a power in which the power
of the Father is always present as absolute cause."
There, however, the definite distinction: is
Himself ch. v. 26, is not adhered to.
4. Tholuck: " The human irvevjia of Christ did
not die; His self-activity, gaining still greater
freedom by His death, penetrates the bodily organ and admits it to the process of spiritualization ; thus, according to ch. v., Christ proceeds
in the case of believers.
Again, in ch. ii. 19 ii
is the Son who effects His own resurrection."
5. A separation of the divine and the human nature is unseasonable here.
It was in His divinehuman nature that Christ had life, as the principle of immortality and revivification, in Himself,
i. «., in personal principial independence, though
it was communicated by the Father.
In this
life-power, as the Man of spirit from heaven (1
Cor. xv. 45), He could pass immediately, by
transformation, from the first earthly form of
existence into the second heavenly one. But He
also had power to let His pure and holy body
assume the death-form of natural humanity
(not by a quiescence of its immortality, but by
suffering the natural conditions of death, by humbling Himself as a man even to die as men do).
He might die, but He could not see corruption;
for He had power to take His life again, i. «., to
cause the transformatory energy reposing in His
spirit, now modified into a resurrective energy, to
operate within His organism from which life had
been expelled. This faot is a re-animation on
the part of the Father, since the physical conditions of life, the omnipresent healing powers of
God in nature, forthwith meet the spirit returning to life; it is a spontaneous resurrection, because, at the actual life-call of the Father, Christ
from the other world performs the wonder of His

—

self-quickening.
[Comp. ch. ix. 19; xi. 25, iju
ei/u >j avdaraaig; 1 Pet. iii. 19, (uoKoty&eli ««£•
fian.)

This commandment,

t. *.,

this known, uni-

versal law of life.
Christ never has but one hv
of life, for holy life is perfect simplicity. This
evTo/J; is the voice of God in unison with His
situation and His consciousness.
It has a peculiar form for each moment, chap. xii. 49. Here,
however, He has sketched it in respect of its
ground-plan. It is the fundamental plan foretokened in the leading of all Old Testament saints
through suffering to glory and reflected in the
lives of all the faithful.
This evroAy has reference not merely to dying (Chrysostom), nor is it
to be understood simply as a promise of new life
(many of the ancients) ; it embraces both considerations, their indissoluble connexion being

precisely the main point.
Vers. 19-21. There was
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fore again. The definite presentation of the
characteristic features of Christ's redemptive
work ag.iin occasions a division among the Jews,
vers. 1U-21; a division which is to be regarded
as the final and most serious one, the foretoken
Be it observed
of approaching separations.
that this division occurs among the "Jews"
(not in the 6,y&)c), *• «•» among the Pharisaic
hearers with whom the Lord's last discussion
was, chap. ix. 40. YI&Tuv refers to chap. ix. 16.
The last words of Christ had indeed the effect of
embittering and hardening the majority still
hath
more. Tuey now advance the opinion :

He

a demon,

they dare not say
They propose, however, to treat

face.

etc. ;

still

it to

His

Him

as a

madman and pay no more attention to Him.
the other hand, the friendly minority seem

On

to be
It is patent
intimidated in this instance also.
that tliey are themselves impressed by the words
of Jesus (*' these words are not the words" etc.);
but the only argument that they think will tell
upon their adversaries is : Can a demon open
the eyes of the blind? Meyer: The miraclo
seemed to them too great to have been performed
by such agency, although it results from Matt,
xii. 24, that in former times even beneficent
miracles may have been ascribed to demons.
That passage, however, does not present a view
prevalent among the Jews; it merely demonstrates that the spirit of blasphemy ventured to put
an evil construction upon all the miracles of Jesus.

Symbolism of the Theocracy, the Church
and the Christian Pastorate. Christ the Door of
the Fold, i. e. 9 the fundamental condition of a true
1.

life for all time.

A. First Parable
herds

:

He

is

:

His

relation to the shep-

the principle, the spirit

and

How the
2. The dechristianized official life.
thief gradually branches out into the hireling
and the wolf. The thief and tbe robber. The
render and scatterer.
How he neither knows,
nor will know, any door of the fold, either for
ingress or egress.
How he at last vanishes from
the scene, and there is but One Shepherd, One
Flock. When the right motive is absent, there
are always false motives (egotistical worldly ones);
where the true means of entrance are not, there
are always false ones (simony in the fullest sense);
where true pastoral labor is not, a destructive
influence over the flock invariably takes its place.
8. Christ the Door of the Fold or Old Testament Theocracy: (1) For protection from without during the night-time, (2) for removal to the
pasture in the New Testament morning.
4. Church-life at the core a personal relation,:
(1) The Shepherd and the favorito sheep and the
sheep in general; (2) the sheep which understand His call, which at least know Him by the
tone of His voice.

—

6.

Decisive

the goal

of the pastoral office. They are cither real shepherds, or, with the appearance of shepherds,
thieves and murderers, a. Characteristics of
genuine shepherds: In respect of their relation to Christ, to the porter, to the sheep. (They
know the sheep ; the sheep know them. They
lead them out of the fold to the pasture, from
forms into life. ) b. Characteristics of false shepherds : In relation to Christ, to the porter, to the
sheep. Pseudo-Christianity in the broader sense
of the term: (1) Beforo the appearance of Christ.
(2) After the appearance of Christ.
B. Second Parable: His relation to the sheep
(to which the shepherds also belong).
He the
Good Shepherd, the Arch-Shepherd. Property of
Antithesis: the hireling
the Good Shepherd.
and the wolf. False shepherds in collusion with
declared enemies.
Pseudo-Christianity in its
transition to Anti-Christianity.
C. Third Parable : Christ the Head- Shepherd.
The other sheep and their union with the sheep

of the fold. The end: One Shepherd and One
Flock. The condition: the sacrificial death of
Th e freedom of His self-sacrifice. The
Jesus.
three periods of the divine pastoral office on
earth ; a. Christ the spirit and root of the pastoral
Applied pre-eminently to the Old Testaoffice.
ment time. b. Christ the Arch-Shepherd. Appearance, life and work of Jesus, c. Christ the
Head- Shepherd, The Now Testament Church.

mark of

the true shepherd : Love

to the sheep, faithfulness, devotion to

them unto

death.
The death of the Arch-Shepherd, the
preservation of the sheep.
6. The end: One Shepherd, One Flock.
7. The mystery of th© resurrective power in
the dying Christ.
8. The opinion of enemies touching the shepherd's call of the Lord. The disagreement between friends and enemies progressing towards
separation.
See, moreover, in reference to particular details,
for example the doctrine of excommunication the above Exegetical Notes.

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

pastoral

325

1-21.

—
—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Trial of the excommunication or ban-decree
of the Pharisees on the part of the Lord Trial
of the spiritual administration of office by the
symbol of pastoral life. Earthly pastoral affairs
an image of spiritual pastoral affairs. The three
parables of Christ concerning the marks of genuine shepherds: 1. Tbey are called through the
pastoral spirit of Christ (by Him, In Him, to
Him) ; 2, they are themselves sheep in Him, the
Arch-shepherd ; 8, they rejoice at the union of
the divided flock, the scattered sheep. Christ's
conception of the pastoral office.
The first parabU, or Christ the Door of the fold.
1. What the passing by imports: a, denial of the
door; 6, an arbitrary climbing in ; c,. denial of
the sheep; d, stealing, strangling, destroying. 2.
What the going in through the door imports ; a.
recognition of the door and the porter: b, a calling of the sheep c, a leading of t hem out to the
pasture; a\ the proving one's self to be a shepherd in the pasture also. The voice of the shepherd and the voice of the stranger What Christ
understands by the voice of thejoaa/or.;— The door
to the church and the door to the hearts (to the
The cordial underfold and to the sheep) one.
standing between shepherd and flock.
The second parable, or Christ the Good Shep1. His pastoral aim, ver. 10; 2. His pasherd.
He
toral mind, ver. 11; 8. His pastoral zeal.
removes the hireling, opposes the wolf, vers. 12,
The hire18; 4. His pastoral joy, vers. 14, 15.
ling and the wolf in the flock of Christ: 1. In

—

—

—

—

*

;

—

—

—

—
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respect of their contrast; 2. in respect of their
The sheep are His: 1. By original
connection.
nature; 2. by di Tine appointment; 3. by virtue
of His self-sacrificing fidelity. The Good Shepherd knows His own: 1. By their attraction to
Him ; 2. by their tractableness.
The third parable: "And other sheep I hare."
1. Sheep without a fold, without pasture, without
shepherds, and yet His sheep, or the wonders of
2. Attested as sheep; a, by
gratia prmveniens.
His destination to die for them and to be exalted
to glory in order to lead them; 6, by the fact
that they know His voice; c, by their becoming
under Him, the Shepherd, One Flock with the
former sheep. "And there shall ha one flock,
one Shepherd."—*The death of the faithful Shepherd, the revelation of the divine pastoral fields;
1. The sign of true shepherds and true sheep; 2,
the salvation of the flock; 3, their union under
the one Shepherd's staff of Christ. The word of
Christ: One Shepherd, one flock; 1. How it has
already been invisibly fulfilled ; 2. how its fulfilment shall one day be fully visible ; 8. how it
is continually being fulfilled more and more in
great signs. The One Shepherd is Christ alone,
The
as believers alone constitute the One Flock.
freedom in the self-sacrifice of Christ: 1. As a
power of love; 2, as a power of life; 8, as a
power of hope. The mark of genuine, pious submission to God unto death, is the hope of resurrection.
True joy fulness in sacrifice is always
at the same time an assurance of resurrection.
The death of Christ the consummation of the
good-will of God to mankind in Him. The death
of Christ the unique great deed, 1 John iv. 9. The
communion of God a kingdom of personal life.
How the word of Christ concerning His faithfulness as a Shepherd itself severs the true members
of His flock from His enemies (the prelude to the
final future separation of shoep and goats).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Starke The church (Theocracy) resembles a
sheep-pen (a fold): 1. Unity of the sheep; 2.
goats among them, hypocrites 8. protection from
cold, thieves, robbers; 4. of mean appearance;
:

;

wildernesses yet fruitful places, (or rather
Consideredin solitary but grassy pastures).
significant of separation from the world; riches
of the Word of God, etc., (Ezek. xxxiv. 1; Jer.
xxiii. 1; Matt. ix. 36; Is. xl. 11; i.23; Hos. vi.
6. in

—
—

Zeisius:. The mask must finally be
etc.)
torn away from unfaithful shepherds, wicked
The door of faith, of the mouth, of
teachers.
heaven, etc. All such doors must be opened to
us by the Holy Ghost. Shepherds and sheep are
together; preachers must not sunder themselves
from their hearers. Canstbin : In all ages a true
9,

—— —

—

—

—

though invisible church has existed, which has
not listened to seducers, but has followed Christ
only.
Qde8Nbl: We never know better what is
meant by good shepherds and hirelings, than in
times of persecution.
Men may flee not only in
body, but also in spirit. False prophets called
dumb dogs, Is. lvi. 10; Ezek. xiii. 5, who, as
shepherds, assume a very bold front, and yet flee
gracious,
when they should stand. Zeisius:
cordial and blessed acquaintance of Christ and believers!
Who would count his life too dear when
the honor and will of Christ demands it? Christ

—

—

—

—

affords all

men

an opportunity

at all times, and in all places,
of becoming sheep of His flock.

Brauhb: Ps. lxxviii. 72; Eiek. xxxiv.—
hireling gradually becomes a thief and a murderer because he has not a shepherd's heart—
Gossneb: Where do the thieves climb in? How
do they enter upon the office of teachers, into the
churches ? Ambition and avarice, etc. The harmony existing between Christ and the Holy Ghost.
They flee from him (the sheep from the
stranger).
They do not in addition, however,
use violence towards him. Hence the world's
lamentations over the obscurity of the Bible:
The porter does not open to them because they
are not sheep. Bat why do the simple understand? Because they are sheep.
Hedbner: "Jle that entereth not in at the
door." General import: He who does not enter
upon his work as a teacher in the open way,
pointed out by God Himself. Special import:
He who fails to enter upon the office of a teacher
through the Messiah whom God has ordained,
with faith in Him, in His strength and in fellowship with Him,—-" But climbeth in some other
way." The general meaning of this is: He who
seeks to gain access to the people and to obtain

—

—

—

'

office and
authority with them by unlawful
means, without inward calling and with carnal
views.
A soul-murderer is far more horrible
than a body-murderer. False preaching, wolfs
preaching, as Luther calls it
Poor fools, who
seek to press into hearts by their strength, art or
clamor. Sheep, souls who already feel drawn
to the Saviour, soon obtain a right discernment.
He calleth Hie sheep by name. In this see the
special care of souls.
One's life is more edifying
than one's doctrine. Ver. 6. How many thousands of hirelings have read this text without
noticing how it touches them.
On the first peri-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

cope, vers. 1-11:

and

Christ.

— How

Comparison of

false teachers

shall Christians learn

to dis-

from true leaders?— The
Love will run some risk.— The

tinguish misleaders

Good Shepherd.
wolf.
The devil and men resembling Satan.—

An

evil spirit has supplanted the old public spirit
of faith.— The extent of the love of Christ—8uch
a great, wide-embracing heart is proof of the

—

wide-embracing spirit. If we grow more like
Jesus our hearts also expand. In Christ is the
centrum unilatis of the churches.
On the tecond
pericopef vers. 11-21 (Misericordias) : The mutual fidelity of Jesus, the Good Shepherd,and His
flock.— Ver. 18. The death of Jesus a voluntary

—

self-surrender.

Scbleierm acher: Those who are able to promote the outward prosperity of men should make
use of this excellent gift ; but they should neither
believe themselves nor persuade others that they
thereby give men the right and the true. (Faith-

—

The bond of faithfulful following of Jesus:)
ness which has held the little troop of believers
together through all seasons of disgrace and per-

Mabheinekb: The

secution.

invisible rule of

Christ over all human souls.
Hopfrer: What
relation does the Reformation sustain to the
promise of the Lord i There shall be one flock and

One Shepherd?

Burk: The

between Christ and believers.

acquaintanceship

— Rautbwbebo:

The dispersion of the flock of Christ Abndt;
The Good Shepherd knows His sheep: 1, By
their faith 2, by the Holy Ghost
3, by the re;

;

newal of their lives;

4,

by prayer.— Floret:
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CHAP. X.
In the pastoral office of the Lord the glory of His
divine lovo is revealed. Ahlfeld: The Good
Shepherd and His flock.
[Craven : Christ the author and finisher of our
faith: 1. the shepherd who seeks the unfolded
sheep and guides them (ver. 16) ; 2. through Himself, the door; 3. to Himself, the governing,
nourishing and protecting Shepherd. Christ the
door7 denoting 1, His authority to admit and
shut out; 2. His sacrifice, Heb. x. 19, 20.— Vers.
19-21. The division occasioned by the revelation
of unpleasant or mysterious truth.
Unbelief
ignores miracles because of difficulties ; faith
ignores difficulties because of miracles. From
Chbtbostom: Ver. 1. The Scriptures the door;
they 1. admit to knowledge of God; 2. protect the sheep ; 8, shut out wolves ; 4, bar entrance to heretics. (Our Lord calls Himself the
door, ver. 7; He is the door as He introduces
us to the Father, but the Scriptures are a manifestation of Christ, and in certain respects they
are what He is. E. R. C.) Some other way (ver.
1), the commandments and traditions of the
Scribes and Pharisees. From Auqustine : Christ
a lowly door he who enters through Him must
be lowly, the proud climb up some other way.
Ver. 3. He leadeth them out, implies that He looses
the chains of their sins that they may follow
Him. Ver. 6. Our Lord : 1. feeds by plain
words ; 2. exercises by obscure. Vers. 6, 8. The
times (before and after the advent') different; the
Ver. 8. By going in, i. e., by
faith, the same.
faith, they have life ; by going out, t. e,, by death,
they have life more abundantly. Vers. 7, 9. How
does He enter by Himself? We enter by the door
because we preach Christ, He preaches Himself.
Ver. 11. The good Shepherd; 1. not because
He gave His life, but 2. becauso He gave His life
for the sheep, 1 Cor. xiii. 3. Ver. 18. He shows
His natural death was the consequence; 1. not
of sin in Him, but 2. of His own will, as to the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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gifts and bo useful in the church; 4. find food and
refreshment for his own soul. From Musculds:
Ver. 9. Our Lord does not say ; 1, if any learned,
or righteous, or noble, or rich, or Jewish man,
but 2. if any man. Ver. 12. Churches cannot
keep together without (faithful) pastors, the wolf
scattereth them.
From M. Henry: The similitude is borrowed from the custom of the country;
similitudes should be taken from those things
which are familiar, that the things of God be not
clouded by that which should clear them. The industry of the wicked to do mischief should shame
us out of slothfulness and cowardice in the servioe

—

—

—

—

—

of God (ver. 1).
The rightful owner enters in by
the door as one having authority (ver. 2).
Good
men have the good qualities of sheep; 1. harmless,
2. meek, 8. patient, 4. useful, 5. tractable to the

—

much used in sacrifice.
knows His own sheep,
2. calls each one by name, 3. marks them, 4.
leads them out to pasture, 6. makes them feed
Shepherd,

6. sociable, 7.

—The good Shepherd
and

1.

speaks comfortably to them, 7. guards
guides them by going before. Christ's
explication of the parable; whatever difficulties
there may be in the sayings of Jesus, we shall
rest, 6.

them,

—

8.

Him

willing to explain, if we be willing to
one scripture expounds another.
;
Though it may be a solecism in rhetoric to make
the same person, to be both the door and the shepherd, it is no solecism in divinity to make Christ
have His authority from Himself Himself to enter
by His own blood into the holy place. Christ the
door, 1. a door shut, to keep out thieves and robbers, 2. a door open, for passage and communication
(1) by Him we have our first admission
into the flock, (2) by Him we go in and out in
religious conversation, (3) by Him God visits
and communicates with the church, (4) by Him
we are at last admitted into heaven. The mischievous design of tho thief; the gracious design
of the shepherd (1) to give life to the sheep,
A description
(2) to give His life for the sheep.
of bad shepherds 1. their bad principles (as hirelings), (1) the wealth of tho world their chief
good, (2) the work of their place the least of
their care; 2. their bad practices the effect of bad
principles, (1) they desert the flock when danger
threatens, (2)(they rob when in apparent safety.
£. B. C.) The acquaintance of Christ with
those hereafter to be of His flock (ver. 16); Observe 1. the eye Christ had to the Gentiles, 2.
the purposes of His grace concerning them
("them also I must bring"): (a) the necessity of
their case required it, (6) tho necessity of His own
engagements required it ; 8. The blessed effect of
find

understand

—

—

—

—
—

—

(1) why, (2) when, (3) how. From Theophylact: Ver. 8. The Holy Spirit the porter, by
whom; 1. the Scriptures are unlocked; 2. the
troth revealed. Ver. 10. The thief is the devil,
who 1. steals by wicked thoughts ; 2. kills by the
assent of the mind to them ; 8. destroys by acts.
Ver. 14. The good Shepherd knows His sheep
(and is known by them. E. R. C), because He is
so attractive to them. From Greooet : Ver. 9.
Shall go in, i. e., to faith ; shall go out, t. e., to
sight; find pasture, i. «., in eternal fulness. Ver.
11. He, 1. did what He bade ; 2. set the example
of what He commanded. Vers. 12, 13. An hireling holds the place of a shepherd, but 1. seeks
not the gain of the sheep ; 2. pants after the good His purpose, (a) they shall hear my voice not
things of earth ; 3. rejoices in the pride of sta- only shall my voice be heard among them but by
The hireling flees ; 1. not by changing them, (b) there shall be one fold (flock) and one
tion.
place, but 2. by withholding consolation. The Shepherd—Jews and Gentiles (all classes) being
hireling does not face danger, lest he should lose united to Christ, unite in Him. Christ takes off
what he loves. Whether one be a shepherd or the offence of the cross by four considerations
an hireling cannot be told for certain except (vers. 17, 18), the laying down of His life was
in time of trial. Ver. 15. By my lovo for my 1. in order to His receiving it again, 2. the consheep, I show bow much I love my Father.
dition of His exaltation therefore doth My Father
From Alcuin : Ver. 18. The Word does not re- love Me, 8. voluntary, 4. by order and appointBetter that men should be
ceive a commandment by word, but contains in ment of the Father.
Himself all His Father's commandments. From divided about the doctrine of Christ than united
Melanchthon: Ver. 4. A picture of a true pastor in the service of sin (ver. 19). From Burkitt:
he shall 1. be saved himself; 2. go into intimate He collet h His own sheep by name (ver. 6) this
communion with God ; 3. go forth furnished with denotes, 1. a special love He bears them, 2. a

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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special care He has oyer them, 8. a particular
acquaintance* with them.
lie goeth before them
(ver. 4), Ho treads out those steps which they
take in their way towards heaven. He does not
say all that were tent before Me, but all that came
The properties of a good
before Me (ver. 8).
shepherd 1. to know all his flock, 2. to take care
of them, 3. to lay down his life for them, 4. to
From
take care for increasing his fold (ver. 16).
known of Mine; a rebuke
Besser: Ver. 14,
of those doubters who in voluntary humility reFrom Stier :
fuse to be sure of their salvation.
I. Concerning the true and false shepherd generally in order to a transition to Christ Himself, who is in the fullest sense the Shepherd: 1.
the fundamental difference, t. e. the entering in to
the fold through the right door (vers. 1, 2) ; 2.
the difference as to result, the true shepherd, (1)
is admitted by tho porter, (2) is acknowledged by
the sheep, (3) leads them out going before, (4) they
follow the stranger, they (1) follow not, (2) flee
from (vers. 3-5). II. The medium of transition
concerning Christ as the door: 1. to the sheep
for all under-shepherds (vers. 7, 8), 2. moro comprehensively, of the slicpherds and the sheep (ver.
III. Tho true and good shepherd in the sole
9).
and supremo sense, 1. in contrast with the enemy
and his servants, with (1) the thief (ver. 10), (2)
the hireling and the wolf (vers. 11-18), 8. indepenVer. 8. Preaching is the
dently (vers. 14-18}.
calling of individuals, and finds its consummation
in tlve special care of souls; the leading out requires the going before of tho shepherd in life and
Ver. 14. My sheep mine, a plain indiexample.
cation that there are false sheep [? goats rather
according to Scripture language] as well as false
From Ryle: The use of a parable to
shepherds.
convey indirectly a severo rebuke. Ver. 2. If we
would know tho value of a man's ministry we
must ask Where is the doort does he bring forward Christ and give Him His rightful place?
Ver. 3. The character of a true shepherd shown,
1. the porter knows by his manner of approach
that he is a friend, 2. the sheep recognize his

—

—

—

—

Am

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

he calls eaoh sheep by its own name,
he leads the sheep out to pasture. Vers. 4,

voice, 8.

—

4.
5.

A

spiritual instinct in believers which generally
enables them to distinguish between true and
Ver. 6. They unfalse teaching, 1 John ii. 20.
derstood not; if Christ was not understood, His

—

ministers cannot wonder that they are often misunderstood. Ver. 9. Go in and out is a Hebraism, 1. implying a habit of using a dwelling as a
home, 2. expressing the habitual and happy intercourse of a believer with Christ Vers. 11-18.
The great secret of a useful and Christ-like ministry is to love men's souls; he that is a minister
merely to get a living, or to have an honorable
position, is the hireling of the verses.
The true
pastor's first care is for his sheep ; the false pastor's first thought is for himself.
Ver. 14. Christ
knows all His believing people; He knows 1.
(heir names, 2. their families, 3. their dwellingplaces, 4. circumstances, 6. private history, 6.
experience, 7. trials. Ver. 16. One flock (iroluvn
not avAT)) ; there is only •* One Holy Catholic
Church," but there are many various visible
churches. From Barnes : Vers. 1, 2. The only
way of entering the Church is by the Lord Jesus,
i. e. by, 1. believing on Him, 2. obeying His commandments. Ver. 10. Life more abundantly;
they shall have, 1. not merely life, t. e. bare existence, but 2. all those superadded things which
are needful to make life blessed and happy (both
here and hereafter. E. R. C.)— Ver. 21. The preaching of Jesus always produced effect it made
bitter enemies, or decided friends.
Not the
fault of the gospel that there are divisions, bat
of the unbelief and mad passions of men.
From
Owen : Ver. 6. The blessings promised are two-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fold,

1. perfect safety

(shall

—

go in and out),

2.

abundance of pasturage. Ver. 15. I lay down My
life; the consequence and illustration of His love.
Ver. 18. Tho fact that Christ's death was volun-

—

tary shows that it was necessary.
From Webster
and Wilkinson: Ver. 9. There is no door between the soul and Christ. Ver. 16. £ph. iL 1122 a perfect commentary on the passage.] %

—

FOURTH SECTION.
friends and foes of Christ, the children of light and
the children of darkness.

The separation between the

Chapters X.

22—XIII.

30.

antithesis between the unbelievers in judea, who wish to kill the lord, and the believers
the feast of the dedication of the temple.
IN perea, amono whom he finds refuge,
THE FINAL CONFLICT BETWEEN THE FALSE MESSIANIC HOPE AND THE TRUE ME8SIANIC WORK;
FOLLOWED SPEEDILY BY THE 8TONINO. THE TRUE AND THE FALSE DEDICATION OF THE TEMPLE.
CHRIST THE SON OF GOD. THE ACTUAL REALISATION OF THE DIVINE AND MESSIANIC FORMS OF
THE OLD COVENANT.
Chap. X. 22-42.

And it was at Jerusalem the feast of the dedication [Then the feast of the dedi22
23 cation occurred at Jerusalem], and [omit and] it [It] was winter [,]. And Jesus
24 walked [was walking, xepiendret] in the temple in Solomon's porch. Then came
the Jews round about him, and said unto him, How long dost thou make us to
doubt [agitate our souls, hold our minds in suspense] ? If thou be [art] the Christ;
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CHAP. X.

25

22-42.

32D

us plainly [frankly]. Jesus answered them, I told you [spoke to you], and ye
believed [believe] 1 not the works that I do in my Father's name, they [these] bear
26 witness of me. But [Nevertheless] ye believe not, because [for, y^p] ye are not of
sheep hear [heed] my voice, and I know them,
27 my sheep, as I said unto you.*
28 and they follow me : And I give unto them eternal life ; and they shall never perish,
neither shall any mart [and no one shall] pluck [tear] them out of my hand.
Father, which gave t Item me [who hath given them to me], is greater [some29
thing greater, /islC^] than all,8 and no man [no one] is able to pluck [tear] them
30 [anything (at all) ] out of my Father's hand. I and my [the] Father are one
tell

:

My

My

31
Then the Je W3 [The Jews therefore] took up stones again to [in order to, ha] stone
32 him. Jesus answered them, Many good works have 1 shewed you from my [the]
33 Father; for which of those [these] works do ye stone me? The Jews answered
him, saying, [omit saying]. 4 For a good work we stone thee not; [,] but for bias34 phemy ; and because that [omit that] thou, being a man, makest thyself God. Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods ¥ (Pa. lxxxii.
35 6). If he called them gods, unto whom the word of God came, and the Scripture
36 cannot be broken [made void], Say ve of him, whom the Father hath [omit hath]
sanctified, and sent into the world, ' Thou blasphemest ;' because I said, 1 am the
37, 38 Son of God ? If I do not the works of my Father, believe me not. But if I
do [them], though ye believe not me, believe the works ; that ye may know, and
believe [understand],8 that the Father is in me, and I in him [in the Father].
Therefore they sought again to take [seize] him; but [and] ho escaped [passed
39
40 out, went forth, l^Xfe*] out of their hand, And went away again beyond [the]
Jordan into [to] the place where John at first baptized [was baptizing] and there
41 he abode. And many resorted [came] unto him, and said, John did no miracle
[John indeed wrought no sign] but all ttiing3 that John spake [said] of this
42 man were true. And many believed on [in] him there.
'

;

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 23.—[Tischend., Alf., etc. % read ov wurrerirre Instead of ovk ^jri<rretf<raTe.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 26.— Ka0w? •Xnov vfilv probably erroneously considered a superfluous addition, on which account it is wanting
In Codd n B. K. I*. etc. [It is wanting also in Cod. Shi., omitted by Tischend., bracketed by A 1 ford.— P. S.]
> Ver. 29.—[The received text reads : 6 rarjp j&ov bs SeSwici ftot, p.ti£<ov wayrvv cart, the Futlicr who hath given (them)
tomtit greater than all; bat the best authorities omit /*ov, and read 6 for 5?, and pet^o? for intifrv. Tort. Pater quod
mini decu't, maj lis est omnibus. So Tischendorf : o varno 6 itbiuciv pot ndvrtov p.el^6v iarivt .thnt tohidi the fiulur hath given
me is greater Uian all. Bat this gives no good sense. The neuter pct^o? was no doubt the original reading, but as transcriber* did not understand it as belonging to iranjp, they changed o? into the neuter. Bestoring be, wo gut the senso '"The
Pjithtr (or, My F\itlur% if we retain ftov) who hath given (them) to me, is something greater (a greater power) than all. n On
the different readings see the apparatus In Tischend., ed. 8.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 33.—A«yo»r<« must be dropped in accordance with preponderant authorities. [Aeyoire* is omitted in Sin., A. B. K.
L, etc ; it occurs jn D. B. O. H., etc.]
» Ver. 38*— Meyer, in company with Lachmann and Tischendorf [Alford], prefers tho reading: Ira yvwre *al yivucr«i» t« [Uam and know, or, know and understand], in accordance with B. L. A., supposing tho yuw/nj™, on account of a
failure to comprehend it, to havo been changed into irwrrtyaijTt [believe |. But manifestly tl»o lect. recepta might at an earlier
period have appeared strange to minds of the Alexandrian school. Yet its sense, notwithstanding tho objections raised
dost it, is rich and pertinent.
* Ver. 38. Instead of iv avrcp, B. D. L. [Sin.], eten most Torsions, etc^ rood iv ry varpi.
l

:

:

—

with tho remark : " The

departure from Galilee by great multitudes that
accompanied Him through Pcraa, whereas the
greatest sccresy had been observed on the occasion of His journey to tho Feast of Tabernacles.*
The chargo of ** bar monistic hypothesis," made

the issue looms up with
conflict thickens,
certainty, the great hour approaches swiftly."
The section is remarkable for one of tho strongest

this assumption, is utterly without
weight; ir&Aiv, ver. 40, assuredly has reference
to the presupposition that Jesus had before so-

assertions of Jesus concerning His dynamic and
essential oneness with, and personal distinction
from, God the Father, ver. 80.—-P. S.]

journed in Pcraa. Tholuck alleges, in opposition to the view, of Paulus, Ebrard, P. Lange
and Neander, that tho feast of tho dedication
of tho temple might be celebrated out of Jcrusa-

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
g-Qcke introduces

this Discourse at the Feast

edication, vers. 22-42,

The

feast of the dedication of
after His appearnnco at
the Feast of Tabernacles, returned to Galilee
(Leben Jesu, vol. II. p. 1004), in order to prepare the great body of His disciples for tho last
The proof of
decisive journey to Jerusalem.
According to tho testimony
this is given above.
of the Synoptists, Jesus was followed at His final
Ver. 22.

the temple.

—Christ,

against

* [The sarao view of a new visit to Jerusalem is taken by
Neander, Ebrard, Luthardt, Godet, Alford; while Bleyer,
Wicseler, Hengstonbcrg, Ewald and Owen assumo that Jesus
daring tho two months intervening between tho feast of Tabernacles and that of tho Dedication remained at or in the
neighborhood of Jerusalem.
Tho words iv roU 'Upovc,
favor Dr. Lnnge's viow and sooni to indicate a previous absence from tho city.— P. S.J
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lcm; it, however, by no means follows that it
must be celebrated out of that city. The evangelical history is mudo to exhibit a strange
anomaly by the supposition that Jesus passed
two entire months (between the Feast of Tabernacles and that of the Dedication of the Temple)
in Jerusalem, without leaving any traces or reminiscences of His stay. This journey to the
Feast of the Dedication may be regarded as an
episode in the journey to the last Passover, the
latter journey being begun with full decision of
purpose as openly and at as early a period as

—

possible.

Feast of the Dedication of the Temple Was
insignificant; it must, from its
Israelite, and hence the Lord
individually to the temple, so long as He had
not come to a positive rupture with the temple.
It was the feast of renovation (»13jn, iynaivca)

The

by no means so
nature, draw the

instituted by Judas Maccabeus (1 A'iaco. iv 86;
2 Mace. x. 6; Joseph. Antiqu. x. 7, 6 [xii. 7, 7])
in commemoration of the purification and fresh
dedication of the temple after its profanation by
Antiochus Epiphanes; it was the type of the
Christian festival of church dedication (which is
Tho celebration lasted
also called h/Kaivia).
eight days, commencing with the 25th of the
month Rislev (the middle of December); its jubi-

lant pageantry resembled that of the Feast of
Tabernacles; there was especially a general
illumination of the city, and hence tho feast was
also called ra i/>£ra, while from its fundamental
idea it derived the name of jfiipai kymiviojAov
tov tivoiaorrjpiov.
Jerusalem. Even if there was a general
observance of the feast throughout the country,
its centre was of course the temple.*
It was winter (-weather). As this remark
is designed as an explanation of what follows, it
is not to be regarded (with Lucko [Meyer, Alford]) as merely denoting the wintry season, in
order thus to explain [to Greek readers] why
Jesus walked in a porch of the temple, particularly as the temple was ordinarily the constant
The
resort of Jesus when He was in Jerusalem.
raw wintry weather is at the same time indicated (Matt xvi. 8, Clericua, Lampe), very probably in explanation of the circumstance that Jesus
was, for the instant, not enoircled and protected by
the customary throngs of faithful followers, when
the Jews suddenly surrounded ilim.f
Ver. 23. In Solomon's poroh [arcade, colonnade]. The oroa loXouuvoc (Acts iii. 11) was
according to tradition incorporated into the new
temple buildings as a venerable remnant of the
temple of Solomon (Josephus Antiqu. xx. 9, 7).
It was situated on the eastern side of the templeporch (oroa avaroXutff in Josephus). Exegetes
direct attention to tho trace of eye-witness-ship
in this remark (comp. ch. viii. 20). J

—

At

—

—

• [Tho temple was soon to bo profaned again and to be destroyed by the Romans. But Christ raised His own body,
and with It the indcstrnctible temple of the true worship of
God. Hooker and Wordsworth infer from the feasts of Dedication and of Purim the lawfulness of appointing religious
festirals by human authority. P. 8.]
f [Wordsworth has a long note here on the supposed spiritual signification of this remark (;r«tuwi> V) and the inner
sympathy between the world of nature and the world of
grace. But it is imposition rather than exposition.— 1\ S.J
X [So Meyer: "The indication of this specific locality belongs to the traces of eye-witness-ship (Augatteugemcho.fi),

—

[In the same place the apostles afterwards
wrought miracles and proclaimed the gospel of
Christ, Acts iii. 11; v. 12.
Large portions of
massive masonry, evidently belonging to the
early ages of the temple, are still found on the
temple area. Dr. Robinson (Researches, Am. ed. t
1856, vol. I. p. 280), after describing these ruins,
says: "The former temple was destroyed by
fire, whioh would not affect these foundations;
nor is it probable that a feeble colony of returning exiles could have accomplished works like
these.
There seems, therefore, little room for
hesitation in referring them back to the days of
Solomon, or rather of hisjsuccessors, who, according to Josephus, built up here immense walls, * imall time* (aiuvfjTov^ t£ iratrrl XP^¥*
Anliq. xv. 1 1, 8). Ages upon ages have since rolled
away, yet these foundations still endure, and are
immovable as at the beginning. Nor is there
aught in the present physical condition of these

movable for

remains, to prevent them from continuing so long
as the world shall last.
It was the temple of the
living God; and, like the everlasting hills on
which it stood, its foundations were laid for all
time."— P. SJ
Ver. 24. Then came the Jews around

him

[lit. gathered around him in a circle,
tKbKAuaav avrdv]. It is manifest that Jesus

—

is at this

time destitute of adherents,

—

a situapromptly take
advantage.*
He
unawares encircled by them. He must, however, have had
tion of

which the

hostile Jews
finds Himself

His reasons for permitting the arrival of this

moment.
Here again are things spoken, by
^hioh their most secret thoughts are laid bare
and exposed to the illumination of the word of
Christ.
As a matter of course, these Jews are
Pharisees; the position assumed by them and
Jesus' answer to them, ver. 26, prove that they
are likewise members of the Sanhedrin.

How long

['Etjf irdre

t%i>

dost thou agitate our soul?
Not: how
V^/t,/v ip&v aipeic ;]

—

long dost Thou take possession of our hearts, but,
how long dost Thou raise us up, excite us, how
long dost Thou hold our souls in suspense? See
the illustrations from the Classics and Josephus
in Meyer.
[In Josephus Intf/v aipt-tv means to
courage (Antiq. iiL 2, 3;
5, 1), but it has also the more general sense
to excite the soul (=/ttrfu/>/£e<v), which in this case

vpl\fL the soul, to raise the
iii.

—

was done by Messianic expectations. P. 8.]
If thou art the Christ. The usual explana-

—

tion, that

they design from the

first

hypocriti-

draw from Him some expression whereupon they may ground His condemnation, leaves
unnoticed the ardent longing of the Jews for s
temporal Messiah after their own heart, a longing which ocoupies a conspicuous place in the

cally to

—

gospel history.
Hypocrisy certainly is at work,
but only inasmuch as they have a presentiment
that He will not answer their chiliastic cravings.
There is then a visionary longing as well as a
fanatical irony in their question (comp. chap.
which impressed such events indelibly upon the memory of
Bnt he objects to the far-fetched view of
the author."
Thiersch and Luthardt, that by walking in Solomon's porch
Christ intended symbolically to set forth the unity of the 0.

and N. covenant.— P.

S.]

* [«• How grateful," says Bengel, "would their approach
have been to the Saviour, had they approached in faith."—
P.S.J
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The feast of the dedication was the festival of Judas Maccabaaus who had driven the
heathenish Syrians out of Jerusalem. On that
day did the Jews wish more ardently than ever that
a new Maccabee or Hammerer might arise and beat
Tiii.)

down

the Romans.
Ver. 25. I have spoken to you. The
elirov i>fuv must not Jt>e translated: I have told
you so. For that would be an unmistakable
affirmative, and would at onco present to them
the alternative either of paying Him homage as
the Messiah, or of seizing and trying Him as a
false prophet.
The eln-ov might indeed bo considered to have a positive reference to the foregoing elite ijiiiv irapfrqaia: "I have (plainly) told
you, but," etc.* Christ subsequently, however,
sets forth His desire to be first acknowledged by
them in the works that He does in the Father's
name (not in the official Messianic name). Therefore we read: " I have spoken to you and ye
the works," etc., i. e. I havo
believe not
:
given you a token of what I am. This answer is
not really evasive, for it is Christ's will to be
known as the Messiah by what Ho is to them,
and not by their Messianic idea in what He is.
According to Meyer Jesus had already told them
many times that He was tho Messiah, though not
so directly as He had told the Samaritan woman.
Bat the tragical part of this history and tho
proof of how far a would-be orthodox theology
may depart from the living word of God, is contained in the very fact that it was necessary for
Him to lock up His Messianio name from them
in His own heart, until the moment (Matt. xxvi.
64) when their fanatical Messianio conception

—

—

—

condemns Him

to the cross.

my

—

—

Ver. 26. Por ye are not of
sheep.
statement of the reason of their unbelief. Ye do
not recognize Me in My word and work, and, not
knowing Me, ye do not subordinate yourselves to
Me and trust in My guidance ; on the contrary,
ye desiro a Messiah, that he may be the subservient tool of your passions. Aa I said unto
yon. The omission (see the Text. Notes) was
probably occasioned by the fact that no verbal
declaration to this effect is to be found. Such a
declaration is, however, conveyed in intention
by the parables of the Good Shepherd, ch. x.
Hence we must not with Eathymius and others
refer these words to the subsequent discourse of
Jesus. And so much the less, since entirely new
considerations are therein presented to us: 1.
that the sheep follow the Shepherd, 2. that He
gives His sheep eternal life, etc. Neither can
any importance be attached to the doubts of
8transsand others concerning the probability of
the assumption that Jesus is reminding His hearers of a parabolical discourse uttered by Him two
months before; and Meyer justly observes that
it was not characteristic of Jesus to repeat His
more lengthy discourses.
Vers. 27-29.
sheep hear
voice, etc.
Bengel: " Tria sententiarum paria, quorum
singula et ovium fidem et pastoris bonitatem exprimuntper correlate." But we apprehend the three

—

—

—

My

my

831
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correlative members somewhat differently, always
placing the Shepherd before the sheep. In advance, however, comes the saying which embraces the whole: the sheep that are Mine, they
hear My voice [ra ttpofkira ra epa rfjq Quvyg fiov
OKobovotv],
The unfolding of this personal connection: a. I know them [/cayo yivuotiu avrdl:
and they follow Me [«aZ &ko?>ov&ovgiv fioij;
b. 7" give unto them eternal life; and they shall
never perish [icayu d idwpi avrols $ ofjv

a\6viov, nal ov

pi)

andhuvTai

ei? rbv

none shall tear them out of My hand
[pi)x apirdoei Ttg avrh ck Tfjg x et p6c
pov]: the Father gave them to Me, and lie is
greater than all: none can tear them out of the

aiijva];

c.

Father's hand.

In this arrangement of the propositions, Christ
the Shepherd, the principle of the relationship; with His personal conduct the conduct and
relationship of tho flock correspond.
The first
proposition (a) declares the foundation and condition of salvation; the second proposition (b)
declares the blessing, internally and externally
considered: because Christ gives them eternal
life, they shall never perish in tho terrors of
eternity, death and judgment.
Tho third proposition (c) is descriptive of the absolute protection which they enjoy.
It has reference to the
former word concerning the wolf.
Exegesis,
however, should not overlook the fact that tho
Jews at that time beheld the wolf in the Roman
power which threatened destruction to their nation. If, then, Jesus means to say that the spiritual safety of believers, as the Church of Christ,
should be secured in His hand, so too He says
that in the hand of the Father who is exalted
above every power of this world, they should at
the same time be preserved from destructive oppression on the part of the Roman temporal
powor. Therefore, what the Jews in carnal and fanatical excitement sought in vain in their Messiah,
they should really and truly find in Christ.
According to Augustine and Calvin, Christ's
words declare tho doctrine of tho grace of final perseverance; Tholuck agrees, but insists upon the
condition which Augustinian and Calvinistio divines imply, that the marks of a true sheep must be
discoverable in them that are kept, and that according to 1 John ii. 19, the apostate is regarded as not
really belonging to the Church, because of his
failure to comply with the condition of walking
in the light. Meyer, on the other hand, remarks
in accordance with the Lutheran belief, that the
possibility of falling away is not excluded by the
words of Christ. What is excluded is, above
all things, the confounding of different stages:
he who is awakened may fall away as an
is

awakened man he who is sealed
dispute upon this subject, without
;

the different stages,

is

A

is seated.
distinction of

a battlo of words.*

* {Tore. 27-29 characterize tho trno sheep of Christ with a
Slonous promise as to their future, and draw a clear line of
emarcation between His true disciples and the unbelieving
and persecuting Jows, as well as all that are merely nominal
Christians. 1. Subjective marks (a) •' They hear My voice ;"
the receptive side, faith, (b) ** They follow Me ;" the active
side, love, obedience. 2. Objective marks (a) " I know them ;w
this knowledge implies recognition of the sheep by Christ and
corresponds to their faith. (6) I give unto them eternal life
{6i'6tt>/it, even now in this world).
This life is eternal both
intensively and extensively, and Implies (aa) "that they
shall nerer perish ;" lit. " they shall not at all," in no wise
:

:

* [So most commentators, referring to snch passages as
19: Tiii. 86, 56. 58 ; x. 1. etc. Yet lie did not expressly and
directly reveal His Bfeasiahsbip to the people, as He did to
the Samaritan woman and to the blind man ; the chief proof
c works, t. 36, and here.—P. 8.]
i His
t.
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Ver. 80. I and the Father are one.—This
grand saying of Jesus serves primarily as a
proof of the preceding statement; hence its primary signification is: I and the Father are one
in tbe work of salvation. Tbe heart of the Shepherd corresponds with the nature of the sheep,
which nature the Father created by His gratia

The Shepherd's call of grace corprxveniens.
responds with tbe divine vocation in them. His
eternal life that He puts into their hearts, corresponds with the destiny prepared for them by
God, that they shall never perish. His spiritual
preservation corresponds with the historical preservation ordained by God: the triumphant
Church of Christ is the triumphant Kingdom of
God. But this soleriological oneness of Father

—

and Son

in

work and government

is

same

at the

fovpq, double negation) "perish forever" (el^ rbv aiutva)
(66) that " no ouo " (no wolf, no robber, no hireling, no enemy) ** can tear tlicm out or the hand," (t. e. tho possession and
protecting power) of Christ; for to tear them out of His hand
would bo to tear them out of the hand of His Father, who is
greater (/te«£o»% neuter, something greater, a greater power)
than all (rtamtav) the enemies and opposing forces, singly or
combined ; since Christ and the Father aro one In power because they ure one in «s*enco (ver. 30). Reduced to a syllogism tho argument is this: No one can tear My sheep from
the hand of My Father, Qod Almighty ; 1 and My Father are
one ; consequently no one can tear them out of My hand. This is
the strongest possible assurance of the faithfulness of Christ
to His chosen followers and a protection on His part that will
prevail over all opposition, including the devil and his host.
We have no right to weaken tho languago by arbitrary insertions and qualiflcationj in tho interest of a particular system of theobgy or sect. It will not do for instance to exempt sin from the opposing forces (vavrtav), for, as Hongstenberg in lo-:. well remarks, this would deprive Christ's promise
of its chief weight and comfort, since wo roquiro first of all a
guarantee against ourselves; sin being our greatest enemy.—
There is therefore a kind of election which implies the grace
of perseverance to the end and which can in no way bo defeated. This is taught not only hero, but also in ch. iv. 14:
1. 37, 30, 40, 44, 45 ; xvii. 2, 9, 10 ; 1 John ii. 10; iii. 9; v. 18:
Rom. viii. 28-39; Eph. i. 4 IT. 13, 14; 2 Tim. il. 13, 19; 1 Cor.
Ou tho other hand tho Scriptures are fnll of exi. 8, 9, etc.
hortation and warning addressed to believers against tho
danger of unfaithfulness and apostasy (Hob. vl. 4ff. x. 35;
Gal. v. 4, etc.), which aro strengthened by not a few examples
(Adam and Eve, David, Solomon, Peter, etc.) The apparent
contradiction between those passages involves tho great problem of the relation of God's sovereignty to man's freedom,
which we are unable fully to solve theoretically in our prosent limited state of knowledge. Practically theru is 90 serious
difficulty among true Christians, who are all agreed that
their ultimate salvation depends entirely on the power and
grace of God, and implies faithful perseverance on their part.
Looking to Christ, we are perfectly safe, looking to ourselves,
we are surrounded by danger. Genuine faith and. trust in
Qod always Implies distrust in ourselves, but controls and
overrules it by constant prayer and watchfulness. Paul puts
both together, Phil. ii, 12. 13: "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God who worketh in
yon both to will and to work for His good pleasure." Pious
Lutherans and Methodists pray like Calvinists, as if all depended on Qod, and pious Calvinists work like Armtalans,as
If all depended on themselves. Theologically at war, they are
devotional ly agreed, and. forgetting the doctrinal antagonisms of their great hymnists in the days of their flesh, they
unite all over the world in singing the hymns of Paul Gerhardt and Tersteegcn, Toplady and Wesley, as if they had
been of one creed. 1 discussed the question here involved
more at length in my treatise on the Sin against tfut Holy
Ghost (Halle, 1841) pp. 103-125. Alford and Wordsworth, perhaps from aversion to Calvinism, do not enter into an exegesis of this passage. Owen in toe. says " The doctrine of
the saints' perseverance in holiness is here most expressly
taught If one of the elect should Anally perish, it would not
only falsify the declaration here made by Christ, but would
be a violation of the compact between the Father and the Son
(see vi. 37), and contrary to the expressly declared will of the
Father (vi. 39, 40). Yet this great truth, which so illustrates
the sovereign mercy of God through Jesus Christ, and which
is the only sure foundation upon which the believer rests his
hope of eternal life, must not be abused to Justify any laxity
of effort on his part to make his calling and election sura,
by a life of prayer and holy living, suchms bocometh the
disciples of Christ."—P. S.J
;

:

time expressive of their ontological oneness

in

power and substance. This saying, therefore,
has not a mere soteriological reference to the
oneness of the hand or the oneness in power,
set forth in this syllogism

:

(a)

No man

as

can pluck

My Father's hand; (b) I and My
Father are one; (c) consequently no man can
pluck them out of My hand. (Chrysostom, Calvin,
them out of

and

others, Liicke).
It is rather the unity of
the whole parallel, *« the co-operation of Father
and Son in the whole economy of salvation."
Tholuck after Tertullian and others; comp. 1
" In the Arian controversies AlexCor. iii. 8.
ander, Athanasius and miny others mode use of
this passage against the Arians as a dictum probant, declaring it to mean the unitas naturm of
the Logos and the Father, while the Arians on
the other hand held that it signified the consensus
voluntatis.
Tho interpretation of the Socinians,
who regarded it as signifying the unitas voluntatis tt potestatit, was not indeed rejected by the
representatives of the Church, but tbe latter considered the unitas nature to be implied by the
unitas potent ite.
See Gerhard I. p. 252, Lyser and
others.
Even Calvin although on this account
accused by Hunnius of a scelus brought forward
this argument. The point treated of by this saying
is, in fact, not the Trinitarian relationship, but
the relation of tho Incarnate One to the Father."
Tholuck. Meyer is also of this opinion.* In upholding this view, however, they overlook these
facts: 1. That the economical Trinity [ef revelation] points back to the ontological Trinity
[of essence] ; 2. that the Jews apprehend this
expression ontologically,and hence accuse Christ
of blasphemy against God 3. that Christ does
not correct their ontological conception of His
meaning, but favors it, and in conclusion, as they
fully believe, confirms it, ver. #8.
[The neuter tv denotes, according to the connection and for the purpose of the argument,
unity of will and power, which rests on the unity
of essence or nature; for power is one of the
divine attributes which are not outside of the
divine essence, but constitute it. Even if we
confine iv to dynamic unity, we have here one
of the strongest arguments for the strict divinity
of Christ It is implied even more in eoftsv than
in cv.
No creature could possibly thus associate
himself in one common plural with God Almighty
without shocking blasphemy or downright madness.
In this brief sentence we have, as Augustine and Bengel observe, a refutation both of
Arian ism and Sabellianism ; ev refutes the former
by asserting the dynamic (and, by implication,
the essential) unity of the Father and the Son,
*Ey6 teal 6 iraTqp and koutv refute the latter by
asserting the personal distinction. Sabellianism
would require the masculine elf instead of the
neuter, and this would be inconsistent with hjuv
and the self-conscious 'Ej^.f P. 8.]

—

—

;

—

* [Meyer understands cv i<rn«v of the dynamic union, or
union of power, and rejects both tbe Arian and Socinlan interpretation of moral union, and the orthodox interpretation of essential union, but he admits that, especially in tbs
theological system of John, the essential union, the bonoousia, though not required here for the argument, is the pre*
supposed basis of the dynamic union. Seep. 40tff.($thed.)

—F

80
_^
Qun»
f [The best commentators (with the exception of
-

who

understands the passage dt consensu cum Patn\ support
the interpretation given in the text, as the following quota*
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Took up stones again. Again
50 and for a similar cause. The arrival of the decisive turning-point in their wavering mood is again'induced by Christ's asseveraThey have
tion concerning His divine nature.
no use for such a Messiah who contradicts their
They
consciousness, that has become unitarian.
have already caught up stones and raised them
high in air (ifiaoraaav) ; nevertheless the word
It is the counteracof Jesus fetters their arm.
tion of the might of His Spirit no doubt assisted,
however, by the want of a literal formula, upon
the strength of which they might securely bring
Him to trial. His words are everywhere peculiar to Himself, the Man of the Spirit, and they
are forever in doubt as to whether they have
rightly understood Him.
But the matter with
which they think they can reproach Him, they
subsequently declare.
Ver. 32. Many good works have I shewed
yon from
Father. Jesus answers (hem;
Ver. 31.

as ch.

viii.

—

;

my

He

replies to their sign-language.
He
has thoroughly understood them in their malice,
but designates them as incomprehensible, in accordance with their own consciences to which
He appeals. KaXd, Ipya, 1. Works of love:
Banuig.-Crusius; 2. prseelara opera, excellent

that

is,

works: Meyer;
hardt.
Special

irreproachable works: Lutimportance attaches to tho
ipyov itself.
The Ipyov £k rod iraTp6c, is a miracle.
Similarly, the iSst^a without doubt contains the
idea of sign-giving. KaAdv is indicative of mnral

beauty,

8.

beneficence.

—For

works do ye stone

which of these

me?

The

ironicalncss

expression is unmistakable and invites an
elucidation of biblical irony in general (comp. 2
Cor. xii. 13.
A principal passage is Ps. ii.). At
the foundation, however, of this ironical speech
lies the deeper meaning that He, in all His words
and works, is but tho representative of tho Father; so that their every assault upon Him is a
declaration of war against God Himself. Furthermore these words seem to assume 1. that capital
punishment should not be inflicted on account
of a word ; 2. that it should be inflicted on account of a work, only inasmuch as that work is
of this

tioni from different ages and churches Mill show. Euthymiua
Zigabenns : i* *ara ivvantv, r/yovp rairroivvafioi ; ci 61 er
«tA Jvfojiir, er Spa «oi Kara r^v $t6njra cat oinriav

Bengal ** Union sumus non solum voluntatis consensu, s*d vni'ate poUntut, adeoque natura.
Nam omnipotent** est attributum natural*."
Oodet (II. 307) "ft pluriel
'Dustomin,' us seraiUl pasun blaspheme dans labouche
d
creature t La minislre «f Hat qui se permit un jour ds
dirt: Le roi tt mot, nous. . . . provoqua le rirt de tout le ParImatt; que meriterait la creature qui oserait dire: * Moi tt
£fcK,*MU.' ..." AlTord: "One In essence primarily, but
therefore also ono in working, and power and in will. This
certainly is implied in the words, and bo the Jews understood
them, ver. 33." Comp. also tho long notes of Webster and Wilkinson, and Wordsworth in toe.—Two objections are raised
against the orthodox interpretation (1) The reply of Jesus,
ten. 34-30; but this is evidently an aiyununtum a fortiori.
«ai i>votv.

:

:

W

:

Bee below. (2) The passages, John xriii. 11, 21, where Christ
•©plies the same language to tho unity of believers among
themselves and with llim : a that they may be one as we/*
and " tliat they also in us may be one." But the imperfection of the copy does not prove tho Imperfection of the original; and then the union of believers with Christ is really

more than a moral union, it is a vital union, a community of
lift.
Qodet (II. p. 307): u L'umon de Jctus et des jUties
*'«{ pofnt tin simple accord de volonti, e'est uns action con**Q*tanticlU. L' incarnation a fmdl entre Jctus tt nousun
rapport de mature UUement complet, quHl embrasse notre per""^^ *~~* enUirey physique et morale," Oomparo
*^ also
Ji»toftr-P.8.f

22-42.
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proved to bo deserving of death.
Execution
should bo preceded by a regular trial. Abovo
all things we should fix our eyes upon the sublime composure of Jesus as manifested by His
ironical speech in this condition of affairs.
Ver. S3. For blasphemy, and because

thou, being a man, makest thyself God.
questioned whether tho following Kat 6ri ob,
etc., is simply an explanation;
according to
Meyer: ** For blasphemy and that because."
The koI would then be superfluous. They roproaoh Him with two things: first, that Ho places
God on a par with Himself— and this they call
blasphemy; secondly, that He makes Himself
God and in this they think they recognize tho
It is

—

false prophet; although both ideas undoubtedly
play into each other.
Ver. 84. Is it not written in your law, I

said ye are gods?

—

In your law (seech, viii.
a reference to Ps. lxxxii. 6. According to
Tholuck and Ewald tho psalm does not refer to
angels or foreign princes but to unjust theo17),

cratic judges.

D*iV7K,

Ex. xxi. G;

xxii.

28

(comp. 2 Chron. xix. 5-7). " Moses uses it in a
collectivo sense
Sept. to Kpni/ptov tov tieov;
here in the Psalm it is a personal appellation of
individuals; in parallel with deoi is viol vrj/iotov." Tholuck.—i said, ehza.
Ewald explains
this: I thought yo were.
Tholuck thinks it has
reference to the institution of Moses; according
to the subsequent explanation of tho Lord, the
expression refers to tho fact that tho ?.6yog tov
&eov came to them, that they wcro called to
their offico by tho word of God.
Full of meaning, then, is the idea of Cyril who considers tho
passage ns significant of tho X6yoc toapicor ; and
that of Theodor-Mopsuest. (and Olshausen) who
take it to moan the word of God's revelations to
the judges. In opposition to this Tholuck remarks that revelations were attributed only to
tho Law-giver as judge. This latter viow is,
however, contrary to tho Old Testament: every
judgo in the time of the judges was called by a

—

—

David and Solomon were so called
and every royal or priestly Mashiach was assumed to have received such a call, inasmuch as
'Adyoe. deo'v;

he did at

least receive it through the typical
anointing.
principal consideration is this: the
theocratical callings came by the Angel of tho
Lord, t. e., by'Cbrist in the Old Testament, the
?.6yoc baapKoc, and hence those who were callod
received tho name of Elohim.

A

Ver. 35. If

he called them gods.—Conmajus. In what respect: 1.

clusion: a minori ad

from those blameworthy judges and

—to

their lofty

Christ (Bengel, Lucke); 2. from those
who derived their dignity from the Mosaio institution, to Him whom God hath sanctified (Gerhard, Tholuck); 3. from those to whom tho Myoc.
tov deov did but come, to Him whom God sanctified and sent into the world, t. e., whom Ho has
actually made His 7J>yoc. to tho world ; the Logosnature of Christ is here implied though not expressed (Cyril, etc.). This last we hold to bo
the only correct conception, the only one satisfactory to the Old Testament Christology.
[Alford: " The argument is a minori ad majus.
If in any sense they could be called gods, how
much more properly He, whom, etc. They wore
title

—
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80 called, only Xeydjievot &eol
tbo only One, sealed and hallowed by
the Father, and sent into the world (the aorists
refer to the time of tho Incarnation), is essentially
&e6c, inasmuch as Ho is vide r <>v deov. The
deeper aim of this argument is, to show them that
the idea of man and God being one, was not alien
from their Old Testament spirit, but set forth
there in types and shadows of Him, the real

only

officially

—but

lie,

God-Man."— P.

S.]

And

the Scripture cannot be broken
Xvdijvai, Matt. v. 19; John v. 18; vii. 23.
Meyer: " The
Be made invalid, subverted.
auetorilai normativa et judicialis of the Scripture
cannot be done away with. Note here the idea

of the uuity of the Scriptures." This practical
sense of the Scripture certainly provails here,
although it is founded upon the inspiration of
the sacred writings. (Gaussen, Stier). Inspiration is undoubtedly modifiable, though not by
tho distinction of important and "unimportant"
words.
[Webster and Wilkinson: " This remark proves
that the terms in which God made His revelation
to man were regarded by our Lord as Divinely
inspired; that the form as well as the substanco
of Scripture is given by inspiration of God, for
His argument here is founded upon the mode of
expression adopted by the sacred writers."
Godet: " The expression shows the boundless
confidence with which the Scripture word inspired Jesus." P. S.]
Ver. 30.
the Father hath sancti-

—

—

Whom

Interpretations: 1. Melanchthon and
fied, etc.
others: the unclio with divine gifts and attri-

butes; 2. Tholuck: consecration to the Messianic
office, one with the otyayl&tv, ch. vi. 27, etc. (?).
Tho meaning, in accordance with the idea of
sanctification, is as follows: He has taken Him
out from tho world in order to appropriate Him
to the world; u «., Ho has made Him the GodMan, the now Man, the wonder of the new life,
and has also accredited Him to you by His sinlcssncss and miraculous works.
This is spoken
in antithesis to the typical sanctification, or consecration to office, enjoyed by the Old Testament
judges or messiahs. They were consecrated by
men, by means of outward anointing or calling;
He is consecrated by the Father, by the anointing
of the Spirit and the attestation of works. This
circumstance, then, contains the strongest intimation that Ho is in truth the Messiah, and at
tho same timo furnishes the most conclusive evidence that Ho is no typical Messiah, but the real
Messiah.

—

in oneness with the Father, ch. ix. 8. Believe
not. A conditional absolution from belief;
at once real and ironical.

me

—

And

me

Ver. 88.
ye believe not
(might
not are not able to believe). Distinction of a
gradation in faith.
They cannot, perchance,
soar up to the direct view of His personality.
This flight of faith is not allotted to every one.
But they are able and arc morally bonnd to set
foot upon the first step of faith : to recognize the
divinity of His mission by His works.
Hence
they will derive the knowledge that Christ stands
in the closest communion with God, and thus
a higher belief' in His personality will be produced in them. There would hardly be an immediate knowledge on their part of His divine
personality; and this also is unfavorable to
the reading quoted above and recommended by
Meyer [see Text. Notes].
That the Father is in me.—This is not
the full import of that oneness with the Father,
declared by Christ, ver. 80, but the living manifestation of it in His works; if they would not
harden themselves, they would be in a condition
believingly to take knowledge of that revelation,
and their further progress in faith would be assured. In a sense, then, the ireptxopTfotc essentialis is but intimated here.*
Christ in His character as the Redeemer is in the Father by submersion, contemplation, by the seeing of His
works; the Father is in Christ by revelation, appearance, co-operation in the works of Christ
Ver. 89. Again to take
(See ch. viii.
80, 82). This denotes a milder ebullition of their
rage in comparison with their previous attempt
to stone Him.
The apparently obscurer and
more indefinite saying of Christ seemed to demand a preliminary trial.

—

.

—

him—

And he escaped oat of their hands.
" Something in this of a miraculous nature (a
rendering of Himself invisible), although assumed by many ancient exegctes and still by
Baumg.-Crusius and Luthardt, is not intimated
by John." Meyer. But John has just shown
that Christ was able so to impress His enemies
as to render them powerless.
Ver. 40. Again beyond the Jordan. PeSee Note on ver. 22. In thus doing He
raaa.
has not given up tho people, but He withdraws
into a region of greater susceptibility.
He was
still bound to the last trial, as to whether the
dynamical power of His friends would overcome
that of His enemies or succumb to it, when the
whole nation should be assembled at the Paschal
He remained in that place from the time
Feast.
Christ's reasoning of the feast of the dedication until His journey

—

—

1 am the Bon of God.

receives additional force from tho antithesis between tho real dignities and tho titles. In respect of tho dignities Ho .proceeds a minori ad
majus; in respect of the title a majors ad minus
(gods. Son of God),
i. e.
at least according to
t
the literal expression as apprehended by them.
This expression is also an explanation of the
words: I and
Father are one. The conclusion, ver. 38, proves that the vide dtov might, in
accordance with rationalistic interpretation, be
primarily understood as a mero official name.
Ver. 87. If I do not the works.— The
works of Christ are the Father's works as new
works, creative works, such as He can do only

—

to Bethany.
Ver. 41.

And many resorted onto him.-*

Bengel: Fructus posthumtts officii Joharrnis. But
we must not overlook the fact that Christ had
before sojourned in Peraa and worked there.
John did no miracle. Nevertheless he is attested by Christ Himself in what he said of Him.

—

My

* [The patristic and scholastic terras w«ptx«iPt<m (from
ireotxttpfo, to circulate, to go about), crv*-ap£i«,
iiUiaUilaiio, intercommunio, circumincesno (also

inexutmtU,
cirruwumth

$io\ are intended to express the reciprocal indwelling and
vital communion of the Persons of the Trinity. The doctrine
**
I am in the Father and ths
is based npou such passagesas:
Father in Me;" "The Father that dwelleth in Mo," John
xlv. 10, 11.—P. 8.]
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And

thus his testimony to Christ lives again and
continues working to the furtherance of faith.

Stark k

The different dedications of the Jew1. Under Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 2;
2. under Hexekiah, 2 Cbron. xxix. 17, 19; 8. by
Zerubbabel, Ezra vi. 16; 4. by Judas Macca:

ish temple:

iv. 41
2 Maco. x. 1
time of Herod. Joseph. Aniiqu. xv.

bseus, 1 Mace.

;

;

6. in

the

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

22-42.

Three Persons. Men are not different natures
from each other; they are all of one blood (Acts
xvii. 26), of oue substance,
being all from Adam
and Eve. If the Son is inferior in nature to the
Father, and different in substance from Him, the
comparison could not have boen made. The consubstantiality of all men, with a diversity of persons in each individual, and their union in God,
is an apt illustration, as far as human things can
be, of the true doctrine of the One Nature and
Plurality of Persons in the Godhead." Owen
14
Some refer this unity to one of purpose merely.
But the context refers to power, as the attribute
of the Father specially referred to. This shows
that unity of power, rather than unity of purpose, is here predicated of the Father and Son,
But a oneness of power which with God is omnipotent power involves the idea of a unity of
being or essence, and shows that the Father and
Son are essentially one. But even if & unity of
will and purpose only is meant in the unity hero
spoken of, does not an absolute oneness in this
respect presuppose essential unity ? In either
case, whether unity of power or purpose be intended, the passage teaches most clearly an esThe manisential unity of the Father and Son.

—

:

See the Exso. Notes vers. 24-30 and Ter. 84.
2. The longing of the Jews for a Messiah in
its relation to the temptation of Jesus in the
1.

wilderness, to ch. vi. 15, and to similar moments
in the evangelical history.
8. The temptation of Christ by the Jews, in
connection with the temptation, ch. viii. 1-11,
and the temptation in the history of the Passion.
4. Christ here also evades their Messianio
idea in order, on the other hand, to establish
His own. The life of Christ the ideal realization
of Maccabsean heroism and of the new Dedication of
the Temple,
6.

New

The sheep of Christ, or the germs of the
Testament biblical doctrine of election, pre-

destination and vocation, Rom. viii. 29.
6. " I and the Father are one." (Ver. 30V The
soteriological foreground, the ontological background of this word. The distinction of Person: We; the oneness of substance: One.
[Comp. the Ex kg. Notes. Wordsworth
loc.
** We are one.
List en to both words * are ' and * one.
*
4he word are' delivers you from the heresy of
Sabellius; the word 'one' ('unum') delivers
you from that of Arius. (Aug.). Sail thou in
the midst, between the Soy 11a of the one and the
Charybdis of the other. Christians framed a
new word, < Ifomoousion Patris (consubstantial with
the Father), against the impiety of Arianism; but
they did not coin a new thing by a new word.
For the doctrine of the ifomoousion is contained in
our Lord's own words, ' I and My Father are
one* 'unurn,' one substance (Aug. Tract, xovii.
See also Aug. Serm. 139).
And there were
Christians in fact, before the name * Christians, 9
was given to believers at Antiooh. (Acts xi. 26).
The same remark applies to tho words ' Trinity,'
Oeor&Kog, and some others; against which exceptions have been made by some in modern times.
It has been objected by Socinians and others,
that these words of Christ do not signify oneness of substance, because our Lord used a similar expression when speaking of His disciples,
in His prayer,—iva n&vree i» &oiv, Kadux; oh,
Tarep, tv ifioi, myu iv ool, Iva koX avrol ev j/uv
iv uatv, xv ii. 21 ; comp. vers. 22, 23. That language of Christ does indeed prove that the
Father and the Son are not the tome person; and
so it is valid against the Sabellian heresy. But
it does not show that they are not consubstantial.
It is a comparison; and things compared are not
It contains a prayer, that all beidentical.
lievers may be one in heart ana will, as the Persons of the Trinity are; that by virtue of Christ's
Incarnation, by which He became Emmanuel,
God with us, Qod manifest in the flesh, or, as He
there expresses it, eyo ev avrolc (xvii. 23, 26)
they may be united in the One Godhead. Indeed
that language proves the consubstantiality of the

—

—

—

m

—

—

fest design of the declaration is to prevent

any

misconception which arises from the fact, that the
sheep are spoken of as being in the hand of both
the Father -and the Son. The question might
arise, how, at one and tho same time, they could
be in the hand of two distinct beings, each so
powerful that none oould pluck them from their
hand. The answer, simple, concise, and unmistakable, is that these Persons are one and the
same in essence ; and that so united are they in
their essential being, that whoever claims the
protection and care of one, has an equal demand
upon that of the other. Hence there was nothing
strange in the assertion, that the sheep were in
His hand, and also in that of His Father. That
this is the great argument of the passage, seems
too plain to be for a moment' questioned.
To
claim that a mere unity of will and purposo,
meets
the
aside from an essential unity of being,
requisitions of this declaration, when considered
in relation to the oontext so clear and well dofined, is as absurd as to say that two persons may
have distinct and personal possession of a thing
at one and the same time, merely because there
exists between them a unity of will and purpose.
That essential unity is hero intended is clear,
not only, as we have shown, from the scope of
the passage, which requires something more than
oneness of purpose, but also from the following
context, and especially ver. 88, where the mutual
indwelling of tho Father and Son is expressly
declared, in terms which admit of no other interpretation, than as referring to the mysterious and
ineffable union taught so clearly in the passage
before us. The numeral one is tho Greek neuter,
tho idea of essence and not of personality being
Had the masculine form been
predominant.
employed, it would have been / and My Father
are one person, which would involve an untruth

and an absurdity. "—P. S.]
7. The authority of Holy Scripture. 'Be it observed that Christ by His quotation also reminded
the unjust judges* who stood opposed to Him of
the threat in the Psalm oited: ye ihall die*
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6. Foretokens of the doctrine of the divinity
Whom the
of Christ in the Old Testament.
Father hath sanctified, t. «., really consecrated
by the anointing of the Spirit (after Ps. ii.) v in
Antithesis to the typical consecrations under the
Old Covenant.
9. The majestic eecapts and flight* of Christ.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The Jewish dedication of the temple:

2. first the stoning, then the accusation;
the charge of blasphemy, then the proposal of investigation (wished to take Him).—
The charge of blasphemy brought against the
Lord by the Jews, on account of the holy revelation of His divine consciousness of being one
with the Father.
The three great vouchers for the divinity of
Christ : 1. The Scriptures ; 2. His works ; 8. the
direct impression of His personality. The separation between the friends and enemies of Christ
The retreat of Christ into Percea a prelude to
the flight of the Christians into Peroa before the
destruction of Jerusalem.
Perma, or the mountain sanctuaries of the Church of Christ (in the
Piedmontese mountains, the mountains of Bohemia, the Cevennes, the Scottish hills, the
mountains of Switzerland. But principally in
spiritual hill-countries, or in a popular life in
which the heights of spirituality and the depths
of simplicity and humility are united). The believers of Perma, or how John's work revives,
glorified, in the work of Christ
Tho flights of
Christ lay the foundation for the refuge of sin-

saults

;

8. first

—

1.

In

respect of its noble destination, 2. in respect of
its degeneracy, 8. in respect of its terrible end
in our text. The degeneration of Christian
The
Its gradation:
1.
church dedications.
church is glorified more than Christ its Lord
2. the festival is more a cause of rejoicing than
the ohurch ; 8. attempts are finally made to cast
out the Lord as the disturber of this joy. Nevertheless, church dedication, as the birth-day feast
of individual congregation's of the Reformation,
has the qualities of a delightful festival. Christ
suddenly surrounded by enemies in Solomon's
porch : provocative of a query as to the whereabouts of His friends. Hindrances Of Christians ners.
Starke : Nova. Bibl. Tub. : Church dedication
from the public assembling around the Lord, a
measure of their fervor and faithfulness : 1. Wind an old but abused custom. Zsisius : A Chrisand weather ; 3. amusements ; 8. contagious ex- tian can, in pursuance of his Saviour's example,
ample.— Enemies around! The ever fresh ex- with a good conscience observe those festivals
perience of the always victorious Christ. How which, though instituted by men, have a single
long dost thou make us to doubt? or the wicked, aim to the glory of God and the edification of
temptations ambiguity of the Jews' question: 1. the Church. Quesnel: The walks of our SaThe old and fading desire that He might becomo viour are not idle ones, etc. The concourse of
a Christ in their sense; 2. the ever now and ever many men even to a holy place is not invariablj
higher blazing enmity unto death. Christ's pre- an indication of seal for learning. As Christ
sence of mind at the moment when He sees Him- provod by His works that He is the Messiah and
self surrounded by enemies: 1. In His cautious Son of God, so ehouldest thou prove by thy worki
and yet decided reply to their question, vers. 25- that thou art a Christian and a child of God.—
28; 2. in the calm and triumphant answer and Ze isms : Believers may be entirely certain of the
threat, vers. 81, 82; 8. in the profound and yet divine favor and of their salvation in this world
Cramkr: Steadclear response to their charge of heresy, vers. and the next, Rom. viii. 31-89.
84-88; 4. in the majestic answer in deed to their fastness in the faith does not rest in human
attempt, vers. 8*9, 40.—The import of Christ's strength, but we are by the grace of God preanswer, ver. 25 flf. I am not a Christ in your served unto salvation. Tho hand of the Father
is God's omnipotence.
Ibid. : The Father is one
sense, but the Christ in the#name of the Father.
They do not know the Shepherd because they Person, tho Son is another, and yet Father and
are not His sheep.—The word of Christ concern- Son are not divided but are one in substance.
ing His sheep a presentation of their cordial re- See the mystery of the Holy Trinity.— Holy
ciprocal conduct : 1. He is their Shepherd; they Scripture is the sword wherewith we may strike
hear His voice; 2. He knows them; they follow our adversaries. On ver. 85. Magistrates are
Him ; 8. He gives them eternal life; they do not indued by God Himself with a lofty title; henee
perish ; 4. Ho keeps them securely in His hand ; they must not be despised, but honored—-Majw:
thoy rest safely through Him in the Father's Christ goes from one place to another with His
hand. The great word of Christ: I and the Fa- Gospel. Ibid.: Yet truth triumphs finally.—
ther are one how it holds good: 1. Of His Zbisius : Godly meditation upon the strange and
work of redemption in the life of His people and wonderful things that formerly came to pass in
in the world ; 2. of His redemptive impulse and this or that place, may bo a powerful incentive
His consoiousness ; 8. of His divine essence in to repentance and faith.
Geelacu: He and the Father ore not eir. one
the eternity of God. «« Ye are gods," or the presages in the Old Testament of tho doctrino of Person, Jmt lv% one divine Being. Lisco: Since
" The Scripture cannot He (the Father) is greater, mightier than all
the divinity of Christ.
bo broken." In particular not in its testimony than all hostile powers, Christ's friends are «*/*
Christ sanctified by the Father; under the protection and guidance of the Alto Christ
mighty, nay, safe under tho protection of both
this, to a comprehender of the Old Testament,
presented the following meaning: consecrated (Father and Son).— It is only malefactors that
and anointed by the Holy Ghost as the real Mes- aro usually persecuted; why then do ye persecute Me, who have conferred only benefits upon
siah, in accordance with Ps. ii. ; Is. lxi. 1.
The fearful contradictions in tho conduct of you? Bbaunb: He believes the works, who
fanatical passion : I. First flaftering, hypocriti- through them experiences suggestions and precal questions, then murderous threats and as- sentiments of the divine in Jesus; he belicTei

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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who knows that God is truly in Him.
Gosbnxr: If Thou be Christ, Ull us plainly. Ye
are not of My sheep: ye are in the Church, but
not of the Church. / know My sheep. The whole
world may judge them as it will; He knows what

Jesus,

—

—

to

My sheep follow

think of them.

Me.

It is the

magnet of love, that draws and drives, voluntarily on both sides.
Eternal Lim. Who can
resist the hand of the Almighty or despoil it of
anything? How sweetly and securely, then, may
we repose in His hand! The salvation of the
chosen sheep of Christ stands firm, for 1. they
belong to Christ, from whom no violence oan
ravish anything; 2. they are the gift of the Father, a gift of infinite love, presented by Him to
His Son ; 3. they are an irrevocable gift that oan
never be taken back ; 4. they are the gift of a
Father who is mightier and greater than all
creatures.
To their stony reply He makes a
right loving rejoinder.
As they caught up stones,

—

—

—

—

—

He once more laid hold of their hearts. Can it
be wondered at, that the holiest truths we preach
are railed at as errors and fanaticism, when Jesus
Himself was treated as a blasphemer beHe spake the truth? On ver. 87. A
ghostly-man must be ghostly-minded, a Christian
must have the mind of Christ, a child of God
must be godly- minded; they must lead lives spiritual, Christian, and worthy of God, or make no
Christ
cause

—

professions so to live.
He escaped out of their
hands, but they shall not escape Him.
He stays
as long as He can,
until they begin stoning Him,
until He finds everything walled up and petrified.

—

—

Hbubnbr: The Church

is

permitted [within

proper limits] to institute festivals in commemoration of great benefits from the Lord (Festival
of the Reformation ; Days of Prayer and Humiliation, of Thanksgiving).
Ver. 28. He who here
walked in a porch was more than all the Peripatetics and Stoics.
Jesus reveals Himself only to
still and deep souls.
Many scoff at the figure
"Sheep, Flock of Jesus."
were they but sensible of the warmth and tenderness of that love
which chose the figure ! A believer must lose his
faith in Jesus before he can be torn away from
Him. The enemy oan disperse and scatter outward societies but not the confederation of
hearts.
Ver. 83. They themselves were the
blasphemers. Ver. 41. John did no miracles.
In this very thing Jesus was to have the preeminence over John.
Ver. 42. Thus John's
preaching is working even to this day.
Schlrirrxaohrr: Art thou the Christ? No
doubt they said as did others: Never man did
Booh miracles before, etc.; but because they
found in Him no food for their oarnal natures,
no encouragement for their lust of outward distinctions among men, their souls were kept in
suspense: they wavered and fluctuated between
faith and unbelief,— nothing firm took form in
them. Hence they demanded only the letter and
hoped for good from it. ( All their fanatical claims,
however, were attached to the letter; they held
that if Jesus were the Messiah, He must be a
Messiah in their sense of the term, opposed as
that sense was to the divine Word).
But why did

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the Redeemer keep from them this trifling gift
of the letter?
In the first place, He would permit nothing to turn Him from the path on which

He had once entered; secondly, the time was

X. 22-42.

887

approaching when (at a formal trial) the Lord
should hear this same question from those who,
as the spiritual superiors of the people, deriving
their superiority from the gradual conformation
of time, had a right to demand of Him the decisive letter.
So for that occasion He reserved
it.
Then that letter, being in the right place,
also possessed the highest fulness of spirit and
life.

[Craven: From Chrtsostom: Ver. 80. land
one; this is added that we may not

My Father are

suppose that the Father protects while He is too
weak to do so. Vers. 84, 85. Our Lord did not
correct the Jews as if they misunderstood His
speech, but confirmed and defended it in the
very sense in which they had taken it. Vers. 39,
40. Christ after discoursing on some high truth
commonly retired immediately, to give time to the
fury of the people to abate. From Auoustine:
Vers. 27-29. Of these sheep, 1. the wolf robbeth

—

—

—

none,
none.

the t hief taketh none, 8. the robber killeth
30. We are one; what He is, that am
7", in respect of essence, not of relation.
Vers. 84,
85. If men by partaking of the word of God are
made gods, much moro is the Word, of which
they partake, God. From Thiophylact: Ver.
41. Our Lord often brings His people into solitary places, thus ridding them of the society of
the unbelieving, for their furtherance in the
faith.
Christ departs from Jerusalem, t. e., the
Jewish people, and goes to a place where are
springs of water, i. e., the Oentile church [.?].
From Alcuin: They follow Me 1. here, by walking in gentleness and innocence, 2. hereafter, by
entering into the joys of eternal life. From
Zellbr: Ver. 27. Hear My voice; one may hear
the words of the Lord without submitting to His
voice; the voice of the Lord is the spiritually
quickening influence of His words upon the
heart.
From Burkitt: Ver. 24. The subtlety
of Christ's enemies, expressing earnest desire
for information that they might entrap.
Ver.
25. The wisdom and oaution of Jesus: He, 1.
2.
refers
(refuses a direct answer, E. R. C),
to
His miracles. Ver. 26. The true cause of infibut
delity, 1. not obscurity of doctrine,
2. not
having the properties of Christ's sheep. Ver.
in
Him
His,
27. All Christ's sheep follow
1.
doctrine, 2. example.
Ver. 28. Eternal life is,
the
2.
the
gift
1.
portion of Christ's sheep,
of
Christ, 8. now given to the sheep, in (I) purfruits.—
chase, (2) promise, (3) first
Ver. 32.
Such was the perfect innocence of Christ that He
dared appeal to the consciences of His most inveterate adversaries.
From Henry : If Wisdom's
sayings appear doubtful, the fault is not in the
object, but in the eye.
Vers. 24, 25. The Jews
pretended that they only doubted, Christ declared
that they did not believe; skepticism in religion is
Ver. 26. Ye are not of
no better than infidelity
My sheep, t. e., ye are not 1. disposed to be
Vers.
followers, 2. designed to be My followers.
27-29. Jesus described concerning His sheep,
their 1. gracious disposition, they (1) hear His
voice, (2) follow Him; 2. happy state, tie (1) takes
cognizance of them, (2) has provided happiness
for them (a) eternal life, (6) freely bestowed, (8)
has undertaken for their security and preservation,
Ver. 87. Christ does not require a blind and implicit faith, nor an assent to His divine mission
2.

—Ver.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

My

—

—
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He gave proof

of it.—Ver. 89.

The

life, 3. both the Father and the Son
are pledged to keep them, 4, there is no power
He
be- in man or devil to defeat Christ's purpose.— Vers.
cause He was afraid to suffer, but 2. because His 89-42. The opposition of the wicked resulted is
hour was not come, ch. Tiii. 30.—Ver. 40. Though the increased success of the cause they persepersecutors may drive Christ and His gospel out cuted.— From Ryli: Ver. 26. " My sheep" iaof their city, they oannot drive Him or it out dicates the close connection between Christ tod
of the world.—Ver. 41. The result of John's believers; they are His* 1. by gift from the Faministry after his death; the suooess of the word ther, 2. by purchase, 8. by choice and calling,.
Believers are called
preached not confined to the life of the preacher. 4. by their own consent
Ver. 42. Where the preaching of repentance has sheep, because they are, 1. helpless and depenhad success, there the preaching of gospel-grace dent on their Shepherd, 2. harmless, 3. foolish
From Barkis: and liable to go astray [?].—Ver. 27. Christ
is most likely to be prosperous.
Ver. 29. It is implied that God will so oontrol knows His people with, I. approbation, 2. interest, 8. affection.
Ver. 28. Christ, 1. often
all other beings and things as that they shall be
Vers. 28, 29. We are taught concerning withholds worldly prosperity, 2. never fails to
safe.
Christians that 1. they are given by the Father give eternal life, i.e., (1) grace, (2) peace, (3)
Ver. 85. The high honor Christ pats on
to Christ, 2. Christ gives to them eternal life, t. e., glory.
{I) procures by His death and intercession, and (2) the Scriptures.
Vers. 87, 88. The importance
impart* by His Spirit, that religion which results Christ attached to His miracles.]

farther than

flight of Jesus, 1. not an inglorious retreat,
escaped, 1. not
2. a glorious retirement.

in eternal

but

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

n.
ANTITHESIS BltWlKN TH1 BBXISVJHO AND THE UNBELIEVING JEWS OF JUDEA AND JBETTSALEJf AT TBI
GBAVE OF LASABD8. CHRIST, IN CONSEQUENCE OF HIS BAISINO OF LASA&U8 FROM TBI DEAD,
HIMSELF DEVOTED TO DEATH. SYMBOLISM OF DAY '8 WORK AND OF BLEEP. THE BBSUBEECTIOI
FROM THE DEAD.

Chap. XI. 1—57.
A. Chris? $ death-bringing journey

to

Bethany

His friendfrom the dead.
Symbolism of sleep.

to raise

and night-life.

Symbolism of

<fcp-Jjfr

(Vebs. 1—16.)

1
Now [Bat] a certain man was sick, named Lazarus, of [from] Bethany, the town
2 of Mary and her sister Martha. (It was that [the] Mary which [who afterwards]
anointed the Lord with ointment, and wiped his feet with her hair, whose brother
3 Lazarus was sick.) Therefore his sisters sent unto him, saying, Lord, behold he
4 whom thou lovest is sick. When Jesus heard that, he said [And Jesus hearing it,
said], This sickness is not unto death, but for the glory of God, that the Son of
God might [may] be glorified thereby.
5, 6 Now Jesus loved Martha, and her sister, and Lazarus. When he had heard
therefore [When therefore he .heard] that he was sick, he abode two days still in
the same place where he was [he then remained in the place where he was, two
7 days]. Then after that saith he [Then after this he saith] to his [the] disciples, Let
His [The] disciples say unto him, Master, the Jews of late
-8 us go into Judea again.
sought [just now were seeking, vbv Ifyroov] to stone thee; and goest thou thither
9 again? Jesus answered, Are there not twelve hours in the day? If any man
10 walk in the day, he stumbleth not, because he seeth the light of this world. But
11 if a man walk ta the night, he stumbleth, because there is no light in him. These
things said he and after that [this] he saith unto them, our friend Lazarus sleep12 eth [hath fallen asleep] ; but I go that I may awake him out of sleep. Then said
his disciples [The disciples therefore said to him] , Lord, if he sleep [hath fallen
13 asleep] he shall do well [become whole, recover]*. Howbeit Jesus spake [But
Jesus had spoken] of his death but they thought that he had spoken ojt^^
of rest in sleep [he was speaking of the rest of sleep, mp\ V^c xotpjatu* rob &n*°i'
14 Then [Then therefore, t6t* o3v] said Jesus unto them plainly, Lazarus is dead.
15 And I am glad for your sakes that I was not there, to the intent ye may believe;
16 nevertheless let us go unto him. Then said Thomas, which [who] is called Didjmus [i. e. twin child], onto his fellow-disciples, Let us also go, that we may a*
:

1

:

with him.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 12.—Lachmaan ojrf oi (lafrrrai In accordance with Codd. D. K.; Tischondorf
simply aim* in accordance with
Cod. A. etc /according to Mayor, the latter might bo tho original reading.
[In od. vili. The lendTeada. withCo? 8h» •
*UaV)
We8tC0tt
***** <COd"
*°*- Alfol*
'
*

S^Sif*
cr
—
-

Md

* *"

**

*«** oi^^l

bSli^ni;

without onr making a portions Jonrnoy thither.—P. S
J
taking of rest In sleep," or " of taking rest in sleep."-P?SL

Z ,„ [J* ^ Inserts the gloss
» Ver. 13.-[Or - of the
!

21

:

[The narrative is divided into three parts:
(1)
The preparation, which is ruled by the idea of
death, 1-16; (2) The raising of Lazarus, or the
la the raising of Lazarus from the dead, the
triumph of life over death, 17-44; (3) The effect,
most stupendous of the revivifying (quickening)
(a)

EXEGETIOAIi

AND

CRITICAL.

the positive effect: confirmation of the faith
miracles of Jasus, we see at one© the ultimate
of the disciples, 45; (6) the negative effect: exoccasion of Ilis death, and the first foreshadowciting the opposition of the Sanhedrin to deadly
ing of His resurrection. Bayle relates of Spihatred, 47-67.
The miracle carries its own evinoza [the Jewish philosopher]: " On m'a assuri

—

qu'il disait

a

que s'U eutpu se persuader
la resurrection de Lazare, U aurait brisi en pieces
tout eon tysieme et aurait embrasse' tans repugnance
la foi ordinaire de* Chretiens." [Diet. art. Spinoza].*
The special plea of modern criticism against
the reality of this miracle is the silence of the
Synoptists.
This fact may be explained: 1. By
the character of the Gospels, each one of which
being a particular view of the life of Jesus, uses
only such historical matter as suits its total ; 2.
see amis,

by historical circumstances which made it seem
advisable to the Synoptists, who wrote earlier, to
omit from their records the history of the family
of Bethany, probably in order to avoid attracting to it the attention of Jewish fanatics in Jerusalem (see Leben Jesu, II. 2, p. 1132)
;f 8. by
the preponderance of Galilean tradition in the
8ynopti8ts, which may well be connected with
the fact that a great portion of this tradition was
derived from narratives of the life of Jesus addressed by tho earlier disciples of Galilee to tho
later disciples at Jerusalem.
We have proof in
the writings of the Synoptists that they were well
aware of tho frequent sojourn of Jesus at Jerusalem; Matt, xxiii. 37; Luke x. 38.
J
•

dence to every fair and unprejudiced mind. But
as the performance of it was a moral test to the
Jews, so is its narrative to the readers and
critics: a savor of life and a source of comfort
to
believers, a stumbling-block to .unbelievers.
There are four false theories, opposed to the true
ono: 1. The rationalistic view of a raising
from a trance, in spite of the ijbri b&i, ver. 891
(Paulus, Gabler, Ammon, Kern, Schweizer, modified by Gfrorer and Weisse). 2. The mythical
hypothesis of an unconscious poem of the primitive Christian fancy.

(Strauss,

in

his large

"Life of Jesus," while in his now Leben Jesu,
p.
4/0 ff., he represents the historic Lazarus of
John as a free fiction of the fourth Evangelist
based upon the parabolic Lazarus of Luke.) 8.
The theory of a conscious symbolical or allegorical representation of the death-conquering
glory of Christ and His disciples.
(Baur, Weizsaoker). 4. The infamous hypothesis of a downright imposture or pious fraud, an intrigue
of
the family of Bethany, to which Jesus lent Himself as an instrument with the view to make
an
impression upon the unbelieving Jews. (Renan,
Vie de Jisus, p. 859 f.). 'All these theories
owo
their origin to a disbelief in the supernatural.
They neutralize each other and explain nothing

[*I have been assured that he would say to his friends:
at all.
The only alternative is : historic truth,
ii ha could bare convinced himself
of the resurrection of
Icarus, he would have dashed to pieces bis entire system or dishonest fiction.
The historic truth is abunlof pantheism] and embraced without repugnance
the com- dantly attested by the simplicity, vivacity and
mon fiuth of Christians." This is sound reasoning. If Christ
circumstantiality of the narrative, the four days
could raise the daad to life, It was an easy task
for Him to
Aeal the sick, and to command the powers of
nature, and He in the tomb (ver. 89), and the good sense and
Brat hare been truly the Son of Uod. This miracle
was a moral honesty— to say the very least— of Lazarus
falfllmeot of what He said concerning His
person as tho and his sisters,
tho Evangelist and Christ HimFountain of life, and a prophecy of His resurrection.
It
gj^tos, as then for the family of Lazarus, the disciples and self— P. S.]
men* of Jesus, so now and for all time, tho most solid comVer. 1.
there
a certain
sick.
»* «f«ctaaUy disperses the gloom and terror of the
6i indicates that Jesus' stay in Persea
fmve. P. 8.]
- tjAccording to tradition (Epiph. Bkr. 66) Lazarus lived was terminated by the sickness and death of
uurty years after his resurrection and died
sixty years old. Lazarus.
JJt the Gospels were probably written after the year 60.
Lazarus, from
The designation
l^jphanitis, Grotlus, Herder, Olshausen,
Baumlein, Oodet
Md Wordsworth agree with Lunge in explaining tho silence of Lazarus: from Bethany [arrd*, like c/c, denotes
JLu Synoptists from a prudential regard to the surviving descent, or, as here, residence], as also the deMejror (ed- 6th
39)
A »«rd signation of Bethany as the
'
jmfcpn p. 15) reject this supposition, because
of
such concoalw
,toa trom IUe
her sister (comp. ch. i. 44), pre«wl
character
of
the
Bvange.
kZZ
1
6
?°9 U and BPktl« ^re at first not supposes tho acquaintance of the readers with
S&fcKi to the world
PWUBhed
at large, but to believing commnnithe family of Bethany, and places Mary, as the
««fc Meyer explains the
omission from the plan of tho
Jfoopttats who confined themselves to tho Galilean
most prominent personality of the group, in the
activity
R
fl
emn 1 lnto
(Matt. xxi. and foreground.
After her, mention is made of
.?!L& J?°L
"J
G»Hk«» miracles of the Martha, as her
SSa^r*r t
°i^ar of Jalrrath0
sister; after both, Bethany is deugh
and tho widow's son from
J J
^
"""waton miracle which took place signated ; after Bethany, Lazarus.
1°"
'

But

2? —

—The

was

man

Bethany.—

SKL°l r^l^X
VWt
¥^

?^

uS3
2SS

Ha
*!^

Kndei-P^

^

P*

«*

and Martha

town

Mary

^

W
?

'•""k"

Bethany

on the Mount of Olives, distinct from
**»****»* the resurrection of Lamms furnishes
fli ^E?
^»<^xplanatlonof the olaudlu and hosannas of our the Bethany beyond Jordan, in the environs of
eUtI7 *** f*™"1** " described by the which Jesus is now, probably, again abiding (see
8WtS^^£j
oh. i. 28), is distant three-quarters of an
hour
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[about two miles] from Jerusalem, in a southeasterly direction, on the other [eastern] side of
the Mount of 01 ires, oyer whose southern portion the road leads. From its situation on the declivity of the mountain, Simonis thus construes
nO£ JV3i locus deprcssionisf Low Borough,
it:
Valley Borough; with more probability, however, LigUtfoot, Roland and others hold that it
dorives its name from its date-palms: \JT| JV3>

House of Dates, Dale Borough
(see the palm-entry, Matt, xxi.).* In the history of the Passion, Bethany appears as a peaceful refuge for the Lord from hostile Jerusalem
Matt. xxi. 17; xxvi. 6, etc.f
[Bethany is never mentioned in the Old Testament or the Apocrypha, and is known to us only
from the New Testament, but possesses an unlocus dactylorum,

usual charm as the place where more than in
any other Jesus loved to dwell and to enjoy domestic life. There was a house of peace with
three children of peace, where the Prince of
Peace went in and out as a friend. There He received the hospitable attentions of busy Martha,
and commended the contemplative Mary (Luke
x. 38 ff.); there He performed His greatest miracle on their brother Lazarus, and proved Himself to be the Resurreotion and the Life ; there
Mary anointed Him against the day of His burial

cai character of this Gospel.
In the next chapter he proceeds to relate the history of the

anointing itself [as required by the course of his
narrative]. The evangelist designs here to bring
into view the friendly relation existing between
Jesus and the brother and sisters of Bethany, in
explanation of the following history. Comp. Com.
on Matthew, chap, xxvi.; Luke, chap. x. Touching
the vast difference between Mary of Bethany and
the great sinner or Mary Magdalene, comp. the
Art. Maria Magdalena in Herzog's Real-Encyklo>
ptedia [vol ix. p. 102 ff.] * On the oharacter of
the two sisters comp. the Com. on Luke, chap,
x.f Hengstenberg's romanoe founded upon the
story of the family of Bethany, is well known.
[Hengstenberg devotes twenty-six pages of his

Commentary on John

(vol.

ii.

pp. 198-224)

to

prove that Lazarus of Bethany whom the Lord
raised from the dead, is none other than Oa
poor Lazarus of the parable, and that Mary of
Bethany is the same with the unnamed sinner
who washed the Saviour's feet with her tears of
repentance (Luke vii. 86 ff.) and with Mary Magdalene (Luke viii. 2). In the former he is original; in the latter he follows the tradition of the
Latin church which identified the two or three
Marys, down to recent times when it was rightly
opposed by several Roman Catholio as well as
Protestant divines. Out of the scattered hints
of the Gospels Hengstenberg, with more ingeniity than sound judgment and good taste, wetves

from Bethany He commenced His triumphant
entry into Jerusalem; to Bethany He resorted for
the rest of the night during the few days before
the following religious novel, which is worthy of
His crucifixion ; and near this village He loved
a place in a Romish legendary. Mary, origiso well, He ascended to heaven. At present it is
nally of Magdala, a village on the western coast
a "poor, wretched mountain hamlet of some
of the lake of Galilee, near the city of Tiberias,
twenty families, and is called, from Lazarus, Elled a disreputable life, but was converted to
Azaftyeh(by Robinson) or El-Lazarieh (according
Christ, who expelled from her seven devils, «.,
to Lord Lindsay and Stanley) ; the traditional
her wild passions, and gave her rest and peace.
sites of the house and tomb of Lazarus are still
She clung to Him with boundless devotion and
shown. Stanley and Grove give a very unfavorfollowed Him on His journeys in Galilee (Lake
able account ; but Bonar and Lindsay describe
viii. 2) and to Judea.
While the Lord labored
the situation of Bethany, as viewed from a distance, as " remarkably beautiful," '< the perfec* [The Roman tradition (since Tertullian, De padfc. 11),
tion of retirement and repose," "of seclusion
contrary to its ureal habit of multiplying scriptural pernor
and lovely peace." It is no doubt with Bethany alities, identifies Mary of Bethany with Airy of Msgdils ssd
as with Jerusalem and Palestine generally : it is the unnamed sinful woman who anointed the Bartow's fe«t
vii. 37 ff.), although Irenieus, Origen and Chirsoitosi
a mere shadow of the past, a scene of desolation (Luke
clearly distinguish them. To account for the difference of
and death; yet not without traces of former locality, It was arbitrarily assumed that Mary of Bethany ia
glory, and not without hope of a future resur- Judea had a country-seat at Magdala in Galilee. Bat Um
t.

reotion.

Ver.

—P. 8.]

2.

It

was

the

Mary who

(afterwards)

anointing recorded by Luke (vii.), differs as to time, plan
and character from the anointing In Bethany (Matt xxrl;
Mark xiv.; John xliA The superstitious Pope Gregory I

anointed the Lord with ointment, etc.— gare his sanction to this hypothesis of the identity of thethrw
Marys, so that it even passed into the service of the T
John supposes the history of the anointing to be Breviary
for July 22d and several medieval hymns, e.s,osi
familiar through the evangelical tradition; and de 8. Maria Magdalena (in Daniel's Thesaurus hymn*, too.
this trait shows the vividness and copiousness Lp.221):
u Lauda, mater eecUsia,
of that tradition and at the same time the histori"

Lauda Chritti dementiam,
Qui septem purgat vitia
JPer septtforsuM gratiam,

* [Stanley (Sinai and Pal, p. 144) agrees with this last derivation, but admits that even then the palm tree was probably rarely found on the high land in Palestine. The oure
and fig now only remain. Arnold (art. Bethania in Herzog's
Bncya., II. p. 110) derives the name from the Chaldee or

Aramman §Vty JV3, demus

miseri,

(comp. Buxt. Lex. Chald. col. 631
phylact call it oLcot vvcueoip, as

Bouse of

Ab

Origen and Theorelated to nj)7» re-

sponds, exaudivit, i. e., where the prayer of the needy is
heard and answered.—P. 8 J
f With respect to the Bethany of the present day, see
Notes on MaU^ ch. xxi. ; Art. B. in Winer [Smith, Kitto
and others], the books of Eastern travel ; the legends on
Laaarns see In Thilo, Cbd. Apoer^ p. 711 ; Fabric. Cbd. Apocr.,
IIL, p. 476. On the name of Lazarus see Com. on Luke xvi.
ft) [p. 254, Am. Sd^also arULasaxus in Smith's Diet—P. 8.]

ipsafauce tartari

BedU ad

the afflicted

sq.).

if

u Maria, sorer Lasetri,

vita liming."

etc,

Comp. other hymns on Mary Magdalene
Hjfmnen

da

MiUetalters, vol. II. pp. 415-425.

in Mone, LsL

On

all potato

of exegesis and criticism the Romish traditions are verts
very little or nothing at all.— P. 8.]
coof [Martha represents the active, practical, Mary the
templatire, passive, type of piety. They are related to etc*
other as Peter and John among the apostles. Romish sssett*
cism has perverted Mary into a nun and abased the sower
of the Lord, Luke x. 42 (" Mary hath chosen the good partj
for an overestimate of monastic seclusion from the world sw
its daily duties.—P. fl.]
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in and around Jerusalem she resided at Bethany
in the house or country-seat of her sister Martha,
who had married a rich but low-minded PhariHere she anointed the
see, Simon the Leper.
Lord and wiped His feet with the tears of repentance, six days before His passion (Luke vii.»
which is assumed to be the same with the scene
described John xii.)
Her brother Lazarus,
after a similar life of dissipation and consequent
poTerty, resorted also to the protection of Martha
and lived off the parsimonious charity of his brother-in-law. He is the beggar at the gate of
" the rich man who was clothed in purple and
fine linen and fared sumptuously every day"
(Luke xvi. 19 if.). He died, was buried, and carried to Abraham's bosom, but was raised again
by Christ, to which an allusion may be found in
the parable (ver. 31, " though one rose from the
dead " ). Mary and Lazarus were so dearly loved
by Him, not on aocount of their virtuous and
lovely character, but as striking examples of the
power of redeeming grace. They illustrate His
saying that it is easier for publicans and sinners
to enter the kingdom than for righteous PhariThe grounds for this strange combinasees.
tion are the identity of names (Lazarus of the
parable the only name mentioned in any paraand Lazarus of
ble of the New Testament
Bethany ; Mary Magdalene and Mary of Bethany), and the similarity of the anointing scene
related by Luke, ch. vii. 86 ff., and the one described by John, ch. xii. 8, as well as Matthew,
But the diffech. xxii. 3 ff. ; and Mark xiv. 8.
rences of locality (Magdala and Bethany), of
time (the beginning and the close of Christ's
ministry), and of circumstances, in the anointing
scenes, are sufficient to neutralize the superficial
Besides, there are
appearance of identity.
strong arguments against Hengstenberg's hypothesis.
1. Luke's Gospel which is constructed
on the chronological order (i. 3), can not be
charged with such a glaring chronological mistake, as to place the anointing of Christ in Bethany in the first year of Christ's ministry, when
according to Matthew, Mark and John it occurred only six days before His passion and had
special reference to His near burial.
2. Luke,
in introducing Mary of Bethany in ch. x. 89,
gives no intimation that she was the unnamed
tinner of ch. vii. or the Mary Magdalene whom
he had already honorably mentioned in ch. viii.
2 ; nor does John give any hint of such identity
when he introduces Mary Magdalene in ch. xix.
25.
To explain this fact, Hengstenberg (p. 208)
resorts to the far-fetched conjecture of intentional concealment of the identity from family
considerations and apprehensions of abuse.
8.
If Lazarus lived in miserable dependence on a
mean brother-in-law, it would have been cruel
to call him back from Paradise.
4. There is an
intrinsic improbability, as urged already by
Origen and Chrysostom, that Jesus should have
selected for His special friendship persons whoso
former lives were stained by gross impurity.
The view of Hengstenberg has been generally

—

—

—

by German commentators, but Bishop
Wordsworth (on John xL 1 ), without mentioning
name, seems to adopt it as far as the identity
of the Lazarus of the parable and the Lazarus
of the miracle is conoerned.
He finds in the
rejected

his

—
XI. 1-16.
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parable a prophecy of the miracle, in the latter
a fulfilment of the former. Godet (II. 820} aptly
says of Hengstenberg's dissertation that it only
proves the facility with which a man of learning
and acumen can prove any thing he wants to
prove.— But while we must utterly reject the
identification of the two Lazaruses, it is quite possible that the Lazarus of John xi. was either a
son or a brother-in-law of Simon the Pharisee.
An article in Smith's Diet. (vol. II., p. 1614)
identifies him with the young and rich ruler
who came to Jesus and was loved by Him, Matt
xix.; Mark x.; Luke xviii. 8, but this conjecture
is without proof and contrary to the chronological order of events.
The traditions concerning
life of Lazarus and his labors in Marwhere he is said to have founded a church
and suffered martyrdom, are worthless. The

the later

seilles,

ecclesiastical applications of the name of Lazarus (Knights of St. Lazarus, lazaretto, leu or- house,
lazzarone) are derived from the Lazarus of the
parable and connected with the etymology (La-

zaru8="U# K 7,

auxilio destilutus,

or better="!TyS, abridged from

Dene

auzilium, the

German

no

help, helpless,

^*?&

Ootthilf).

Eliazar,

The Laza-

a French Society of missionary priests, were
after Lazarus of Bethany (from the College of St. Lazarus in Paris which they acquired

rists,

named

1682).—P. S.l
8. Lord, behold, he whom Thou
lovest is sick. If we read in these words the
indirect expression of a positive entreaty that
Jesus would oome, possibly we overlook the situin

Ver.

—

ation of the parties. It is as .evident to the sisters in Bethany as to the disciples that imminent
peril of death threatens the Lord in Jerusalem
and its surrounding country. We are not warranted in assuming that they rated the sickness of their brother higher than the deadly
peril impending over Jesus.
In fact, in their
very appreciation of His danger we read the explanation of their tender message in its delicate
historioainess.
They give emphasis to their
communication thus : whom Thou lovest / it is the
expression of an ardent, heart-felt desire wherewith they inform Him of what may happen*
[bv ftXeic is more solicitous of help than the

mere name, and yet more modest than "who
loves Thee," or the designation of " friend," as
the Lord in His condescending love calls Lazarus, ver. 11.—P. S.]
Ver. 4. Jesus hearing it said [elrev] This
sickness, etc. [Alford: "The only right understanding of this answer, and our Lord's whole

—

Re knew and foresaw
well the termination of
Lazarus's sickness and his being raised again, as
the part which this miracle would bear in bringing about the close of His own ministry." P. S.]
In the lack of aireicpivaTo (replied) there is no
warrant for the assumption that these words did
not form part of a message sent to tho sisters,
although they were addressed to the distiples
also. It was, in reality, His prophetic utterance
concerning the entire sickness. Is not unto
death fn-pdf ddvarov]. The expression was
an ambiguous one and involved a trial of faith
for the sisters.
They might thus understand it:
The sickness will not result in death, will not be
proceeding here
all

from

is,

the first,

—as

that

—

—

—
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fatal ; and to this interpretation the rest of the But since the evangelist has not specified this
sentence might seem to point: for the glory of connection more positively, room is left for both
God, etc. From these words it was possible to conjectures (" although" and " therefore 1*).
draw the inference that Jesus would at all events The expression Tjy&na, not fyiXet (as ver. 8), may
preserre Lazarus from death ; perhaps by an ex- not have been chosen solely " on account of the
But this was therewith mentioned sisters" (Meyer), but also
ercise of healing power from afar.
not Uis meaning. The certainty and the neces- on account at the loftily severe conduct of the
sity of the death of Lazarus were manifest to love of Christ,
[ayairav may be used of divine
Him from the beginning ; Ue foreknew also that love, but fiXciv expresses human love and the
He should raise him from the dead. In this personal relation of friendship. The relation of
sense, therefore, we are to understand His words: Jesus to the female sex exhibits a tenderness truly
The end and aim of this sickness is not death, human with a purity and dignity truly divine.
but the glorification of God by a raising of the Comp. the remarks on p. 167. P. S.]
Ver. 6.
dead, which shall also glorify the Son of God.*
therefore he heard that he
Therein lay a trial of faith for the sisters (Brenz, was sick, then (at that time), indeed, he
Neander). A human instrumentality in order to remained two days. Tore fUv [turn quiim,
the divine awakening of the dead was also thus omitted in the E. V.]. The fitv leads us to exordained. The sick man and his sisters waited pect a 6i after bretra, which has, however, been
hopefully for the Lord even until the coming of omitted in order that the conclusion of the sendeath ; then, if they would not be perplexed by tence might appear independently in all its sigthe promise of Jesus (see ver. 40), on which their nificance. Explanation of the delay of Jesus:
1. In order to test the faith of the interested
hopes were based, they must take refuge in the
mysterious expression: to the. glory of God. parties (Olshausen after the ancients). This
Not only does the text afford no ground for the motive cannot be rejected as " inhuman arbisupposition that a second message concerning trariness" (Meyer). It was undoubtedly influthe further progress of the malady was sent to ential, although not exclusively so.
2. Jesus was detained in Peraa by important
the Lord, informing Him of the incorrectness of
His favorable opinion (Paulus, Neander), but business (Liicke [Neander, Tholuck] and others.)
such a supposition is directly contrary to the Here, without doubt, we have the grand mot be
text (see ver. 14).—That the Bon of God and the foundation of the previously mentioned
may be glorified thereby. This was the one, for it would have been an utter impossipurposo of God. Not that God should be glori- bility for Jesus to remain two days away from
fied by the glorification of Christ (Meyer), but Bethany in inactivity,
Meyer objects to this exthat the glorifying of God through the miracle planation on the ground that nothing of the kind
wrought in His name should also glorify the Son is stated in the text. But it is implied everyof God, and this in a striking manner, in the where that Jesus was never inactive and that He
presence of a great multitude and in the vicinity had days' works, times (natpoi) and hours, apof Jerusalem. They who accused Him of working pointed Him by God.
8. Meyer [and Alford] : The motive is indicamiracles by the power of Satan, should be witnesses to this astounding miracle, performed by ted ver. 4 : the glorification of God through the miHim after a solemn invocation of that God, whom racle. This was undoubtedly a final and supreme
they called their God and as the blasphemer of motive, one, however, that never stands alone;
whom they denounced Him. It is noteworthy it is invariably associated with concrete, moral
that after this fact He is no more oharged with motives. Assuming this to be the sole motive,
having a demon and working miracles by the the delay of two days was totally unnecessary,
assistance of Beelzebub. Christ's prayer to God since Lazarus had already been dead a long time.
Bretschneider and his followers have based
at the grave of Lazarus was, however, introduced by tho sending of the man who was born their arguments against the authenticity of the
blind to the pool of Siloam, that being the pro- history itself upon this delay, whioh they did not
perty of the temple and of the God of the temple. comprehend. We must further beware of the
Ver. 5.
Jesus loved Martha, and false idea that Jesus first suffered Lazaros to
her sister, and Lazarus. [and—and: happy die, and then went to raise him from the dead.
family! Bengel.]
Reference of these words: As Lazarus had already lain in the grave four
days, when Jesus arrived at Bethany, he would
1. Do Wette: Explanatory of ver. 8; 2. Meyer:
explanatory of the consoling assurance con- (assuming the distance to have been a day's
tained in ver. 4; 8. Baumgarten-Crusius : pre- journey) have been two days in the grave, if
paratory to ver. 6. " Although Ho loved them Jesus had sot out for Bethany immediately upon
Why is Martha here the receiving the message. Hence He caused no
all, He tarried."
prominent person and Mary simply designated fruitless waiting by the bedside of the sick man.
as her titter f Martha stood in peculiar need Tho sisters had deferred sending the message to
of a Btill greater trial of faith, of purification Jesus until Lazarus was at the point of death, befrom her petty cares ; and in order to theso re- cause they knew the danger attending the return
of the Saviour to Judea. So fine a historical trait
sults, death must be felt in all its terrors and
deliverance in all its rapture.
In this sense cannot have been invented.
days. On the great activity of Jesus
Jesus loved her. Thus the connection with ver.
He was to
6 might also be expressed by a " therefore" etc. in Persea see the Com. on Matthew,
depart from a province in which there were
• fAlford ** It need hardly bo remarked, with Olshausen many that believed on Him.
and Trench, that the glorifying of the Son of God in Lazarus
Ver. 7. Let as go again into Judea (from
himwdf is subordinate^ implied. Men are not mere tools, but
temples of God." Comp. ver. Id, that ye may believe—P. 8.] Peroa), e/c—He does not say, to Bethany. To

—

When

—

—

—

Now

—

Two

—

:
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CHAP. XL
Jadea, " to the land of unbelief and deadly en-

mity."*

The

irdXiv is doubtless

indicative of

the fact that Jesus had previously journeyed
with the disciples from Per® a to Judea, to attend the feast of the consecration of the temple.
Ver. 8. Bat jnst nowf the Jews were
seeking to stone Thee.— Dissuading, in
view of the obvious peril of death. In this connection the form of the message sent by the sisThese words, as well as
ters is to be explained.
ver. 16, prove that the disciples were not apprehensive as to their own safety merely, but that
the Lord was the principal subject of their

1-16.

84*

rence to both facts, the subsequent sentence
proves : but if any man walk in the night, etc. The
one consideration does not exclude the other;
on the contrary they form together a higher
unity.
To walk and to work as long as the assured day of life lasts, but after that, to rest, and
not by wilful working in the night of suffering
and death, to plunge into danger and ruin,
such is the teaching of the outward life-regimen,
prescribed to us in the distinction of day and

night

But again, the expression, and particularly
" stumbling in the night" points to a still
higher antithesis: as the day was made to symanxiety.
Ver. 9. Are there not (fully) twelve bolize the day of life, so the day of life becomes
hoars, etc. t " In Palestine, where the days the symbol of duty and of heavenly light in
are of nearly equal duration, they are divided, divinely appointed duty; and the evening and
the whole year through, into twelve hours." night of life are an image of the darkness
Gerlach.J Jesus probably uttered these words outside of duty. This was especially applicable
Now, when the day of life was
in the early morning, in view of the rising sun, J to the disciples.
just as the day was beginning in like manner still assured to them, they would willingly have
the words: I must work as long as it is day (ch. abstained from walking and working; but when
the Saviour's night of suffering arrived, then
ix. 4), were spoken in face of the setting sun.
In the first place, this was not said to allay the they desired to walk and to act. Judas walked,
apprehensions of the disciples on their own ac- stumbled, and fell into bottomless perdition;
count (Chrysostom, Neander) it had reference Peter walked, and fell after the most perilous
fashion.
I walk in the day, and as long as the
to the life-journey of the Lord Himself: Christ
employs, however, such general terms, that the day lasts, in perfect security ; take care that ye
do
not now desire prematurely to rest, and then,
words are applicable to the life-journey of the
disciples also.
Under the figure of the day, the at an unseasonable time, when the night has
idea of the life-day of the individual and of the come, to walk.
Meyer admits only the former apprehension:
day's work appointed him is again presented, as
in ch. ix. 4 f.
Here, however, the God-given, " The working time appointed Mo by God has
not yet passed away so long as this lasts, no
fully meted out day of life is the main point. If
there the meaning be I must work with speed, man can prevail against Me; but when it has exfor My day draweth near its close
there is but pired, I shall fall into the hands of My enemies,
the

—

;

;

;

:

—

—

time romaining the twelve hours will soon just as he who walks at night stumbles, because
be over; so here the signification is: I can still he is destitute of light" (and thus Apollinaris,
work without peril of death, I can still make Jansen [ Maldonatus, Corn, a Lapide ] and
the journey thither,
My twelve hours are not others}. Tholuck apprehends in this tho symyet at an end.
The determination of the day to bol of working as predominant over that of
twelve hours has led Grotius and others to this walking, with reference to the neptirarelv, which
explanation: Are there not only twelve hours undoubtedly implies such an idea, because now
—contrary to the sense of the figure, which por- the work of Jesus was a walking to Bethany;
tions out the one day into twelve assured sections.
nevertheless, this is not the prevailing view ; to
Lyra and Luther have discerned in the twelve warrant its adoption as such, another verb would
hours the image of the changing moods of men: be requisite. With the primary figure of the
" the hearts of the Jews are fickle." This is at day of life, Liicke, after Melanchthon, has rightly
all events an import of minor weight and promiconnected the figure of the day of duty. Luthnency. Entirely arbitrary and gratuitous is the ardt : " He who moves within the bounds of
interpretation of Augustine ; according to him, duty, does not stumble, makes no false steps, for
the twelve hours are the twelve apostles, who the light of the world, t. e. the will of God, enmost follow the Lord as the hours follow the sun. lightens him; but he who walks, i.e. is active,
But now arises the question, whether, by the outside of the limits of his vocation, will err in
twelve hours, Jesus intended to express simply what he does, since not the will of God, but his
His present safety from mortal peril, or whether own pleasure, is his guide." And still further,
He would intimate at the same time that, in the beyond even this second figure, has the spiritual
future, death was inevitably prepared for Him
interpretation of this saying been carried out
that a time of suffering and death was impend- Chrysostom and others: The walking by day is
ing, when He must desist from active work.
that blameless conduct* wherein one has nought
That we are to understand Him as having refe- to fear; Erasmus and others: It is fellowship
with Christ; Be Wette: It is a pure, guiltless,
the twelve hours being
* [Lnthardt, Godet and Gumllch discover the same design clear course of action;
little

—

—

—

In vi\tM.

But

Winwlnch

it

corresponds rather to the waAiy via** tow

x.40.— P.S.]
with the imperfect i{wrwv

refers to the recent past
f [rvv
ss being still present, x. 31. Ktthner II. p. 385.—P. 8.1
a[Alford thinks that the twelve-hour division was proly borrowed from Babylon, and refutes the view of Townson and others, that John adopts the so-called Asiatic method
of reckoning time : see on ch. i. 40 : It. 6.—P. S.J
{ [&o also Gumllch and Godet—P. &]

ways and means of activity, the night, deficiency in wisdom and integrity. All these considerations, however, are included in a just per*
the

ception of the antithesis of day and night.
The great law of phytical life : the day-time for
walking and working, the night-time for resting
and sleeping, is a symbol of the law of moral
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life: during the whole day of life to fulfil with
joyous and fearless activity the whole duty, and

then, in the night of suffering

and death,

to sub-

mit calmly to God's providence, and rest and
eease from labor in Him. But this law of moral
conditioned by that of religion* life: to
work in the day of the light of God and Christ;
not in the night of self-will, whereby we should
prepare for ourselves a fall into perdition. And
thus this thought also is indicated.: that a false
prolongation of life by evasion of duty is the immediate preparation for a night, in which one
must of necessity stumble and fall; while a resigned and passive demeanor in the divinely appointed night of death becomes a walking in a
loftier sense, a going to the Father (Leben Jetu,
Still this is but the result of the
II. 2, p. 1118).
ethical idea, not the immediate tense of the
life is

figure itself.
Twelve, brought forward with emphasis, signifying, objectively, life full-measured, rich, with
its manifold appointments; subjectively, Christ's
joyful assurance of life.
walk. The living man a walker
If any

—

man

and worker, a pilgrim and workman of God.
In the day. The present day a symbol of the
day of life, which, together with its day's task,

—

is

appointed to man.

—He stumbleth

not

As men run against objects at night. He does
not stumble upon an occasion of his death.
For he seeth. The light shines upon him so

—

that he avoids the stumbling-blocks that obstruct
his road even in the day-time.
Thus, in a
moral sense, man sees in the light of his calling
the dangers which he can and should avoid,
without being obliged to abandon his vocation.

But

if

any man walk in the night.—

The exceptions

to the law of physical life (nocturnal working and walking) do not here come
under consideration. Such is the rule in the
physical life: a rule which obtains in a still
greater degree in the moral life.
self-seeking
excitement tumultuous living of life prepares
for itself death in the twilight of suffering, and
destruction in the night of death. As Jesus has
no desire to walk=work in the night, this remark is intended especially for the disciples.
stumbleth. See the account of the disciples in the history of the Passion.-—The light
is not in him.
No day-light from heaven, no
light in the eyes; this holds good both in a
physical and in a symbolical sense. The weakening of the antithesis of day and night to
temput opportunum and inopportunum (Moras,
Paulus, etc.) is not incorrect but altogether in-

—

—

—

A

—
—

Be

sufficient.

Ver. 11.

And

after this.

words a pause.
friend Lazarus.

quilizing

—

—After

the tran-

Our
Thus Christ was
acquainted with his sickness, with the hour of
his death and the nature of it, by virtue of His
divine-human consciousness. Our friend. An
expression of hearty love and fellowship, in
which they also do and should share. [Bengel
notices the kind condescenion with which our
Lord shares Ilia friendship with the disciples.
Only twice more does Christ call men by the endearing name of friend*, viz., the apostles, ch.
xv. 14, 16 ; Luke xii. 4. Figuratively John the
Baptist called himself a friend of Christ (ch. iii.

JOftN.

Abraham is called a " friend of God**
(James ii. 23; comp. 2 Chr. xx. 7; Isa. xli. 8),
but more in the passive sense; the favorite oJT
29).

God—P.

S.]

—

Hath

fallen asleep. This expression is not
selected Bimply in view of the approaching
awakening. Comp. Matt ix. 24; 1 Thess. iv.
13.
It is the kinship of sleep and physical
death, that Christ here proclaims. Sleep is the
periodical death on earth; death is the final
sleep for earth in the period of its present existence;
sleep is the concentration of outward
life to the interior, in the nocturnal consciousness
and vegetation of -the body; death is the concentration and internalization of life in the transit
of the soul to another state of existence.
I go. The confidence of the Lord in His mis-

—

—But

—

sion.

[Bengel: "Death, in the language

of hea-

ven, is the sleep of the pious, but the disciples

did not here understand His language.
The
freedom of the divine language is incomparable;
but men's dullness often degrades Scripture to
our sadder mode of speaking. Comp. Matt. xvi.
11." The scriptural designation of death as a
sleep from which the pious awakes in the glorious morning of eternity (Matt ix. 24; xxrii.
62; Acts vii. 69; xiii. 86; 1 Cor. xv. 6; 1 Thes.
iv. 18; Rev. xiv. 18), furnishes no basis
for
the false doctrine of the sleep or unconscious
condition of the soul from death till resurrection
(ptyehopannychia), against which Calvin wrote

The life union of
his first theological treatise.
the believer with Christ can not be suspended or
lost in the darkness of unconsciousness ; on the
contrary, it passes through death to a higher degree of clearness and joy, being translated into the
immediate presence of the Lord, although it does
not attain to its perfect maturity till the time of
the general resurrection, when the whole body
of Christ, and consequently every member of it,
will be fully grown.—P. S.]
Ver. 12. He shall be restored (be saved).
i. e. recover by means of sleep as a healthbringing crisis. Their misapprehension of the
Lord's words and their application of them to
bodily sleep have a psychological connection
with their repugnance to the journey to Bethany.
According to Bengel and Luthardt, they thought
that the sleep had been produced by the agency
of Jesus while yet absent (to which the *opzi>opai
is considered to refer); according to Bbrard,
that a cure had already been effected by the
same agency (after ver. 4). The text affords no
ground for either assumption. Of the rest of
the sleep. Of the rest of dream-life; £ e., of
real sleep in antithesis to the sleep of death.
Ver. 14. Plainly: Lazarus is dead.
Tiafrtooig, here, without circumlocution, vera.

—

—

—

10, 24.

Ver. 16. I am glad for your sake*—He is
glad that He was not there. This does not mean,
glad that He was not there to see Lasarus die,
beoause his death might have raised doubts in
the minds of the disciples (Paulus; against this
construction Bengel remarks, that none ever died
in presenoe of the Prince of Life),
but glad because now the greater miracle of a raising of
the dead should take the place of a healing of the
not at his death but in anii*
sick. He rejoices

—

—

—
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eipation of the sign from God.

— [The subjective
to the disciples themself es

—That ye

may

intent with regard
the objective intent
;
being the glory of God, ver. 4. P. S.] With
reference to their still weak faith, and to the
trials of faith which they are about to encounter.
Meyer : " Every new step of faith is in measure
a new believing." Comp. chap. ii. 11. But let

believe.

ns depart.

—The

—

—

terminates the conversation in order to the departure, as ch. xiv. 81.
aXX.6.

Ver. 16. Then said Thomas.—KD«n=DKh
Aramaic] corresponding to the Greek Aidvpoc

tDidymus],

twin,* In the Gospels (Matt. z. 8;
[ark iii. 18; Luke vi. 15) he is mentioned in
connection with Matthew, in the Acts (i. 18)
with Philip. He was probably a Galilean, as
he is mentioned John xxi. 2 together with the
Tradition has made
Galilean fisher-apostles.
him a veritable twin and bestowed the name of
Lysia on his sister. In yet another relation he
was pronounced a twin. Acoording to Eusebius,
H. B. I. 18, 6, he was called Judas; he is also
designated in the Acta Thomm, and has doubtless in this way been confounded with Judas,
Tradition assigns
"the brother of Jesus."
Antioch as his birth-place, states that as an
Christianity
preached
among the
apostle he
Parthians and that he was buried at Edessa.
later
authority
(as early, however,
According to
as Gregory of Nazianzen) he made an apostolic
India
and there, after the latest trajourney to
Apocryphal literadition, suffered martyrdom.

ture has

appended his name to an EvangeUum

Tkomm and the Acta Thomm.
His characteristics are vividly portrayed in
the sayings preserved by St. John; thus here
chap. xi. 16; xiv. 6; xx. 24 (xxi. 2).
In ecclesiastical tradition he is one-sidedly designated
as skeptical, from his conduct in the moment of
temptation.
For various delineations of his
character see the Art. Thomas in Winer. According to Winer, he had a bias towards the
visible and comprehensible; he Was, above all
things, desirous of seeing clearly and was then
rashly, even violently, deoided.
According to

Tholock, he united a mind inclining to doubt
and despondency with intense acuteness of
sensibility.
From the passages cited it would
appear that his doubting was the result of profound earnestness approaching to melancholy;
and allied to a yearning after truth ; hence, ho
became the critical spirit of the circle of apostles
—and hence, too, he displays the utmost decision in living in conformity to his convictions
(see Leben Jesu, II. 2, p. 697; Com. on Matthew,
p. 188).

Yer. 16. Let us also depart that we may
die with Him.
With reference to Jesus
[Meyer, Alford], not to Lazarus (Ewald, following Grotius). Thomas foresees, as he believes,
that Jesus is going to His death and is ready to
die with Him.
Weak faith, strong love ; an unequal relationship which is thus explained : a

—

* [Hengstenberg fancies that Christ gave Thomas this
oam« to designate his double nature and vacillation between
unbelief and faith, and refers for this to Gen. xxv.23f.l
Christ did not thus brand His disciples ; the names He gave
(to Peter and the sons of Zebedee) were names of honor.—

£45

1-16.

vigorous germ of faith, reflected in his not yet
purified and glorified love to Jesus ; a weak, dull
development of faith, held in check by the carefulness of his hitherto empirical view of the
world.
[It is the language of mingled melancholy, resignation and courage, controlled by love to
Christ.
It is in full accordance with the character of Thomas as it appears on other occasions, ch. xiv. 5 ; xx. 6 ff.
He is ever inclined
to take the dark view, but deeply attached to his
Lord, and ready to die with and for Him. He
represents the honest, earnest and noble skeptics,
who do not hold fast to the Invisible as if they
saw Him, who require tangible evidence before
they believe, but who submit to the evidenoe
when presented, and exclaim before the risen
Saviour: My Lord and my God! P. 8.]

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Theraising of Lazarus, the death of the Lord.
Christ as dying for the resurrection of the world.
2. The three dead-awakening* of Christ in their
gradation: The child on its death-bed, the
youth on his bier, the man in his grave; the
awakening in the hushed circle of friends, in
presence of a funeral procession of acquaintances,
in the midst of the Jews.
8. How the* opinion of Jesus concerning the
sickness of Lazarus applies in a broader sense to
every sickness, considered with reference to its
final aim, and so in a peculiar sense to the sickness of the believer.
4. The love of the Lord to His friends is holy,
and therefore manifoldly and inscrutably deep
and mysterious in its manifestation, like the providence of God itself.
6. The delay and haste of Jesus.
6. Symbolism of day-life and night-life.
The
duty of the day is the day of the duty. This is
applicable to the day of life as well as to the individual day.
7. Symbolism of sleep.
Christ has changed
death into sleep; but as the death of His people
is sleep, so is the spiritual sleep of unbelievers
death.
8. *The noble and therefore open doubt of
Thomas in antithesis to the wicked, secret and
reserved doubting of Judas.
9. The mysterious rapport of spirit and life between the praying Christ inPerseaand the praying .household in Bethany.
1.

—
—

—

—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
[Literature: On the raising of Lasarus see the
numerous and valuable notes of Dr. Mallet on John,
eh. xi. and xii. in the " Bremer Poet," from the close
of the year 1857 to the year 1859. Similarly John
xi.
Sermons on the eleventh chapter of St John's
Gospel by Dr. Schroeder, Pastor at Elberfeld, 1853.
As also the list of books in Heubner, p. 389. HUtorie
von Laearo, by Sutellius, Wittenberg, 1543; Joh.
Arnd's Lauarus redivivue, Jena 1020; Balthabar
Muenter, Public Lectures on the discourses of Jesus,
etc., ninth volume, 1793: LtLTENTHAL, Predigten tiber
die Aufenoeckung dee Latarns, 1764; Ewald, Latarus, Berlin 1790; Herder, Homiliee, No. 19; Seilbe,
Pastoral- Tkeologie, II. p. 93-101; Hahstbix, Erinnenuigen an Jesu, vierte Fortsetiung; Wiceeleaus,
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The victory of his faith. 1. Prepared by his
ardent love to Jesus and to the brethren (chap,
xi. ) ; 2. introduced by his longing desire for a
higher disclosure (chap, xiv.); 8. decided by
his joy at the manifestation of the Risen One

Weg tvr Kuhe; Bourdalouk, Sermon, etc.; MABSILlon, Focrnier, Bethauien, Berlin, 1837; Theremin,
Predigtcn, III. no. 8; W. Hu els em ANN, die Oeechichte
der Auferweckiuty dee Laxarve, Leipzig, 1835. [GumLicn, in the Studien und Kriiiken, 1862, pp. 65 ff.,
248 ff. ; Trench, Note* on the Miracle*, pp. 312 ff, See
also a large list of English sermons, lectures and
practical treatises on John zi. in Darling's Cvclopxdia Bibliographica, vol. L, pp. 1115 ff.—P. S.J

B.

(chap, xx.)

Starke: Ma jus: In distress and misery we
should dispatch sighs and tears as our messengers to Christ, and remind Him of our coTenant
that we have made with Him.
Zeisius: Not to
the physician of the body, as is the general custom, but to Christ, the omnipotent Physician of
soul and body should the sick first of all resort
Ps. oxxxiii. 1. Cramer: We pray well when we
ground our petitions on the love of Christ that
is, on His love to us, not on ours to Him.
Heducoer: To be sick and to be a dear child of God
go well together. When we pray, we must not
limit the Lord in respect to time and method.—
Quesnel: God's manner of regarding sickness
and prayer for the sick often differs materially

Tub three sections from yen. 1-57 together,
as a homiletical trilogy: 1. The journey of Jesus
to Bethany to the grave of His dead friend, or
the journey into peril of death, in order to the
raising of the dead; 2. the miracle at Bethany,
or the raising of the dead in the face of mortal
enemies; 3. the message from Bethany, or the
death-fate impending over the Lord in consequence of the message of the Prince of Life.
" Now there was one sick," or how the distress
of His people draws the Lord unto them: 1.
down from heaven into human misery; 2. over
the Jordan into peril of death; 8. forever back
from the rest of heaven into the conflict of earth
4. in the future, from the throne of glory to
the judgment-seat
Our section, vers. 1.16. The pious household
of the sick man. The fellowship of a believing
family: 1. a relationship of blood and spirit; 2.
The imfellowship of suffering and triumph.
perishable glory and blessedness of«the names of
the just. How they shine eternally in the light
of the love of Jesus.—" That the Son of God
may be glorified thereby." Or how Christ has
always in the highest sense made a virtue of
necessity: 1. Of oppression, deliverance; 2. of
danger, a triumph ; 8. of temptation, a victory
4. of misery, redemption ; 5. of death, a festival
Brothers and sisters after the
of resurrection.
flesh, as spiritually kindred in Scripture and

—

from that of praying relatives and friends. He is
concerned for His honor and the eternal salvation of the sufferer, Rom. viii. 28; PhiL i. 20.—

Hedinger: Help

oftentimes delayed, only that
all the more glorious.—
Quesnel : God sometimes denies us a small favor,
that He may show us a greater one. There is
no believer who is not at times forced to cry out:
Lord, how long! Ps. xiii. ; Matt, xxvii 46.—
Majus : Jesus does not forget His own, although
it sometimes seems as if He did; before they
are aware, He is with them. When God calls a
man to venture something, he must shun no
danger. They who seek to escape the cross are
never at a loss for exouses. Hedinger : Death
a sleep, Is. xxvi. 19 ; IviL 2. The ways of the
Lord, which apparently militate against faith,
must often serve to strengthen it Ibid. : It is
deliveranoe

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

history.

—The

message from Bethany:

—

1.

How

strong: 2. how tender. Christ, the Master, over
against His people: 1. They call and He tarChrist's
ries; 2. they dissuade and He goes.
heavenly knowledge of the earthly circumstances
of His people. " Let us go again into Judea."
Or Christ returns in spite of His enemies. The
twelve hours of the day, or life-time and life's
duty in their indissoluble unity ; 1. The certainty
of life within the bounds of duty. The servant
of God does not die until his work is performed.
2. The saoredness of duty within the bounds of
life.
Day and night in relation to the life of
duty; 1. Within, day; 2. without, night. The
order of the antithesis between day and night,
an image of the antithesis between life-time and
(Now work, then rest). Tho invertdeath.
ers of this order, who pass their time in idleness
now, shall then incur fearful pains. Our friend
Lazarus sleepeth. How this is applicable to
every departed believer: our friend sleeps.
This also is true: the Awakener is already on the
way. The misunderstanding of the disciples.
" Let us go! " Or the same words in their twofold meaning: 1. In the mouth of Christ; 2. in
the mouth of Thomas. The three expressions
of doubt proceeding from Thomas and the victory of his faith. A. The expressions of doubt:
doubt as to the victory of life; 2. a doubt
1.
as to the way to heaven (chap, xiv.) ; 8. a doubt
as to the certainty of the resurrection (ohap. xx).

well, if thou

—

—

—

—

unto

Braune : In no narrative is the Lord's fulness
of love more clearly and richly revealed, and
nowhere is tho heart of the Redeemer more fully
unveiled to us. Ver. 4. Honor, therefore, tho
Christian, and ye honor God; the two things are
inseparably connected. Ver. 14. Jesus rejoiced
when men wept; He may likewise be angry,
when men arc glad.
Gerlach : Tho dead man was not a stranger
to Him, like the young man of Nain and the
daughter of Jairus (although it is a question,
whether these were essentially strangers to Him),
but he believed on Him. In all such cases Jesus
proceeds in precisely the same manner as divine
Providence, which generally affords relief in the
most wonderful ways only when, the utmost need
Thus, forsooth, dares no human
is reached.
helper act, who holds not the issues in his power.
When God carries the torch before us and bids
us follow, we may courageously advance, even
though menaced on all sides by death.
Gossner : The Church of Jesus resembles this
It has Marys,
house, where Jesus stopped.
clinging with ardent devotion to the Lord ; it has
Marthas, active and fruitful in good works; it
has Lazaruses, sick or even dead (better: it has
suffering and dying members), but who are
healed and raised up by the word of Jesus.—
Love and a cross; man cannot make the two

—

—

—

be ready to go with Christ

death.

—

—

is

may be

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

I
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rhyme, but

Hbubner

it is

thus that

We

:

can

three-fold

lore in Jesus : 1. Towards all men ; 2. towards
believers on Uim; 8. towards individuals; a
peculiar friendship for them, as here for this family, and for John.
Happy the household, the
hearts of whose members love to Jesus unites.
One of the three was sick; the others suffer
with him. The sickness of loved ones is a means
of strengthening and intensifying the bonds of
love.
"Lazarus, by his weakness and death,
assists in the accomplishment of a greater and
more glorious work than if he had personally
preached in all the world." (Sutellius.) Before
God all the discord of suffering humanity is already melted into harmony. Habet Dominus suas
karat et moras. As sleep is the withdrawal of
life inwards, for the gathering of new strength,
so likewise is death, etc.
Schlbiebmachbr: But two houses are mentioned in which Jesus was peculiarly at home
one was the house of Peter (Matt. viii. 14), when
He began to dwell at Capernaum and as often as
He abode there afterwards; the other is the
house of Lazarus and his sisters at Bethany, in
the vicinity of Jerusalem. (The third is doubtless the country-house of Gethsemane, the fourth
the house in Jerusalem, where He kept tho Passover; but a veil hangs over the respective families.)
We may be right in believing that He
would not leave this region (Persea) so suddenly,
without saying farewell to those that believed
on Him, leaving with them yet other sound words
of doctrine and establishing more firmly their
faith and love;
all this He must do before He
could depart thence with a good conscience and
tranquil heart. From the raising of Lazarus
they were to derive the hope that the promise,
so frequently heard by them and so deeply
graven on their hearts, should in like manner be
fulfilled in the case of the Lord.
Schroder: The brother and sisters of Bethany; Lazarus, Martha, Mary. Was it not, perhaps, a step-ladder of spiritual life? Well, if
we take Lazarus for the beginning, Martha may
be our point of transit, but Mary ever our aim
and end. Vers. 8-5. The love of the Lord a
tabernacle of God among men. The outer court
(ver. 8), the Holy Place (ver. 4), the Holy of
Holies (ver. 6). Vers. 6-10. The way of Jesus:
He acts in darkness, He walks in light Vers.
11-18. The death of His friends a sleep. They
fall asleep, they rest, they awake.
[Craven: From Augustine: Ver. 4. This death
itself was not unto death, but to give occasion
for a miracle ; whereby men might be brought
to believe in Christ, and so escape eternal death.
Vers. 11-14. To our Lord, he was sleeping;
to men, who could not raise him again, he was
dead.
From Chrtsostom: Ver. 8. They sent,
not went, partly 1. from their great faith in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Him;

—

2.

because their sorrow kept them at home.
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but 2. having been absent, I shall now raise a
dead man. From Brbntius: Ver. 8. The message is like all true prayer ; it does not consist

—

—

much .speaking and fine sentences. From
Lavatbr Ver. 6. Jesus proposed to help them
in His own way, that is as Ood.
From M. Henry
in

:

—

to

if

falls

9, 10.

evil,

the wicked only have cause for fear: Or, If any
one seeth this world's light, he is safe ; much

more he who

is

with Me.

—From

Thbophtlaot

—

:

Ver. 15. I am glad for your sakes, for 1. had I
been there I should have only cured a sick man;

—

His sisters sent unto Him; though God knows
all our wants, He would know them from us, and
is honored by our laying them before Him.
He whom Thou lovest not, he who loveth Thee;
our greatest encouragements in prayer are
fetched from God Himself, and from His grace.
Note 1. there are some followers of Jesus for
whom He hath a special kindness, chap. ziii. 28;
2. it is no new thing for those whom Christ
loves to be sick 8. it is a great comfort (blessing) when we are sick, to have those about us
who will pray for us 4. we have great encouragement in our prayers for the sick, if we have
reason to believe that they are such as Christ
8.

—

—

;

;

—

Ver. 4. The afflictions of saints are designed for the glory of God; The Son of Ood is
glorified thereby, as His wisdom, power and goodness are glorified 1. in supporting the sufferers;
2. in relieving them ; (3. in ordering their sorrows for their welfare. E. R. C.)—Ver. 6. It is
not said, He loved them, and yet He lingered
but, He loved them and therefore He lingered:
He lovingly delayed 1. that He might try the
loves.

—

—

and through trial, bless; 2. that He
might have opportunity fordoing more for Lazarus (and his sisters) than for any others. God
hath gracious intentions even in seeming delays,
sisters,

—

xlix. 13, 14; liv. 7, 8.—Ver. 7. When
Christ knew they were brought to the last extremity (ver. 14) He said Let us go into Judea;
Christ will arise in favor of His people when the
set time is come, and the worst time is commonly
the set time man's extremity is God's opportunity,
-w-Let us go ; Christ never brings His people into
nny peril without accompanying them in it.
Vers. 7, 8. Christ's gracious purpose of revisiting persecuting Judea, and the wonder of the
disciples thereat; His ways in passing by offences, are above our ways.
Vers. 9, 10. Christ
shows 1. the comfort and satisfaction of walking in the path of duty ; 2. the pain and peril
Christ ever walked
of not walking in this path.
i'ti
the day; and so shall we, if we follow His
steps.
Ver. 11. Our friend Lazarus sleepeth:
see here how Christ calls 1. a believer, friend;
Note 1. there is a
2. a believer's death, sleep.
covenant of friendship between Christ and believers; 2. those whom Christ owns as His
friends, all His disciples should take as theirs
(our friend) ; 8. death does not break the bond
of friendship. A Christian when he dies does but
sleep; he— 1. rests from the labors of the day
past; 2. is being refreshed for the next morning.
Ver. 13. How carefully the evangelist corrects
tho mistake of the disciples; those who speak in
an unknown tongue, or use similitudes, .should
learn to explajn themselves. Ver. 14. Christ
takes cognizanoe of the death of His saints, for
it is precious in His sight, Ps. cxvi. 15.
Ver. 15.
Let us go unto him not, unto his sisters; death,
which separates from all other friends, cannot
Isa.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

I

:

Ver. 2. Extraordinary acts of piety, will not
only find acceptance with Christ, but will gain
reputation in the church, Matt. zzvi. 18.
Ver.

—Ver. We are instructed not be sad —
upon good men, and friends of
sickness
The upright need fear no
God. —Vers.
6.

;

XI. 1-16.

God always rhymes.

distinguish a

——

—
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—

Ver. 16. Let us go
separate us from Christ.
that we may die with Him, u e. with Christ (?);
Thomas here 1. recognizes the danger of following Christ; 2. expresses a gracious readiness to
die with Him; 8. manifests a zealous desire to
bring his fellow disciples to a similar readiness.

—

—Vers. 11-14 The word
— because of the resemblance between

Christ.
to death

them

;

sleep is applied

1.

2. to

—From

intimate that death will not be

final

Williams : Ver. 15. Instead of raising
up Lazarus from sickness, as they whom He
loved had desired, they are all by this miracle
From Buekitt: Ver. 4. Ood is glorified when to be raised up, together with Lazarus, unto the
Bis Son is glorified. Vers. 9, 10. Learn 1. life of Faith, which will never die. From A Plaii
Every man has his working time assigned him Commentary (Oxford): Ver. 6. "To faithful

—

—

—

by God in this world; 2. whilst this time is unexpired he shall not be disabled (for the performance of the work given him. E. R. C). he shall
not die ; 3. every man has his night in which he
must expect to stumble, i. e. to die. Ver. 16. To
the intent ye may believe; the faith of the strongest
1. needs confirmation; 2. is capable of increase.
From Scott: Vers. 1-5. Those families in which
love and peace abound are highly favored ; but.
they whom Jesus loves and by whom He is beVer. 1. Jesus did not
loved, are most happy.
oome to preserve His people from affliction ; but
1. to save them from sin and the wrath to
come; 2. to convert sorrows and temporal death
Vera.
into means of completing that salvation.
1-6. We cannot judge of Christ's love to us by
outward dispensations. From Alfoed : Ver. 4.
The glorifying of the Son of God in Lazarus
himself is subordinately implied; men are not
mere tools, but temples, of God. From Stier:
Ver. 4. The indefinite answer of Jesus 1. includes a consolation which dispels the fear of
death as to the issue ; but 2. leaves " this sick"
ness" to itself, to run its appointed course. The
resurrection of Lazarus, the comprehensive con-,
eluding symbol of all the miracles exhibiting the
glory of God in Christ. From Barnes: Vers.
1. pe8-5. Whom Thou lovest; this shows that
culiar attachments are lawful to Christians; 2.
those friendships are peculiarly lovely which
are tempered and sweetened with the spirit of

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

suppliants there is no better sign than for their
prayers not to be soon answered, for it is a
pledge of greater good in store." From Rtli:
It was meet that the victory of Bethany should
closely precede the cruoifixion at Calvary.—Ver.
1. How much in life hinges upon little events,

—

and

especially on illness; sickness is one of
God's great ordinances. Ver. 2. The good deeds
of all saints are recorded in God's book of remembrance. Ver. 8. The humble and respectful confidence of the message.
Ver. 5. Jesus
loves all who have grace, though their temperaments differ Marthas as well as Marys.—Ver.
6. Christ knows best when to do anything for
His people. The pain of a few was permitted

—

—

—

—

—

for the benefit of the whole Church.
Ver. 8. How
strange and unwise our Lord's plans sometimes
appear to His short-sighted people.—Ver. 15.
Jesus does not say, lam glad Lazarus is dead;
but, lam glad I was not there: we may not rejoice in the death of Christians, but we may rejoice in the circumstances attending their deaths,
and the glory redounding to Christ and the benefit
accruing to saints from them.
Ver. 16. The despondency of Thomas; a man may have notable
weaknesses of Christian oharaoter, and yet be a
d i8oi pie of Christ.
From Owen: Ver. 10.
Spiritual light is as necessary to the spiritual
traveler, as the natural sun is to one who walks
on the earth.]

—

—

-

B. The raising of Lazarus. TIu trial and victory of faith at the open grave, The heart of Jesus. The
glory of the Ood of Israel and the glory of Jesus united in a glorious work, for a sign for
the Jews from Jerusalem.

(Vees. 17-44.)

Then when Jeans came, he found that he had lain [been] In the grave four days
17
18 already. 1 Now Bethany was nigh unto [near] Jerusalem, about fifteen furlongs
2
19 off: And [But] many of the Jews came [had come, iXyXufoura*] to Martha and
Mary,8 to comfort them concerning their brother [the brother, x. rod ddeXfoo]*
20 Then Martha, as soon as she heard that Jesus was coming, went and met him
[when she heard that Jesus was coming, went to meet him] but Mary sat sM
:

21 [omit stUZ] in the house. Then said Martha unto Jesus, Lord, if thou hadst
22 been here, my brother had not died.6 But I know, that even now [And even
now I know that] 6 whatsoever thou wilt [mayest] ask of God, God will give Jt

23 thee [will give to thee]. Jesus saith to her, Thj brother shall [will] rise again.
24 Martha saith unto him, I know that he shall [will] rise again in the resurrection
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31

32
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XI. 17-44.

Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life:
[of all] at the last day.
he that believeth in me, though he were dead [should die], yet shall he [he will]
live:
And whosoever [every one that] liveth and believeth in me shall never die
Believest thou this ? She saith
[lit. will not die for ever, ov pi) axoddvy efc rdv alQva],
unto him, Yea, Lord : I believe [have believed, become a believer] 7 that thou art the
Christ, the Son of God, which should come [who cometh] into the world.
And
when she had so said [having said this] she went her way [away] and called Mary
her sister secretly, saying, The Master is come [is here, ndpeart], and calleth for
[omit for] thee. As soon as she heard that [#], she arose quickly, and came8 unto
him. Now Jesus was [had] not yet come into the town, but was [still] in that
[the] place where Martha [had] met him. The Jews then [therefore] which [who]
were with her in the house, and comforted [were comforting, itapafuudobnevoi] her,
when they saw Mary, that she [saw that Mary] rose up hastily and went out, followed
9
her, saying, She goeth unto the grave [thinking that she was going to the tomb]
to weep there. Then when Mary was come where Jesus was, and saw him [Mary
seeing him, or, as soon as she saw him], she fell
therefore, when she came . .
down at his feet, saying unto him, Lord, if thou hadst been here, my brother had
not died [comp. vers. 21, 22]. When Jesus therefore saw her weeping, and the Jews
also weeping which [who] came with her, he groaned [ivspptfirjiraTo, was deeply
and indignantly moved, stirred up10] in the [his] spirit, and was troubled [troubled
himself, lrdpa*ev iauT6v~\ f And said, Where have ye laid him? They say unto
him, Lord, come and see.
.

33

34

Jesus wept
36, 37 Then said the Jews, Behold how he loved him I And [But] some of them said,
- Could not this man, which [he who] opened the eyes of the blind [man, too roykou,
38 see chap, ix.] have caused that even this man should not have died [die]? Jesus
therefore again groaning in [deeply moved within] himself cometh to the grave
39 [tomb]. It was a cave, and a stone lay upon it [against it]. Jesus, said [saith]
Take ye [omit ye] away the stone. Martha, the sister of him that was dead,11
12
for he hath been dead four days
saith unto him, Lord, by this time he stinketh:
40 [he hath his four days]. Jesus saith unto her, Said I not [Did I not say] unto
thee, that, if thou wouldest [omit wouldest] believe, thou shouldest [shall] see the
glory of God?
Then they took away the stone from the place where the dead was laid [omit from
41
18
the place where the dead was laid].
And Jesus lifted up his [the] eyes [to heaven,
42 or upward, £vw] and said, Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard me. And
[Yet] I knew that thou nearest me always: but because of the people [for the sake
of the multitude] which stand by [around] I said it, that they may [might] be43 lieve that thou hast sent [didst send] me. And when he thus had [had thus]
spoken, he cried [out] with a loud voice, Lazarus, come forth.
And he that was dead [the dead man] came forth, bound hand and foot with
44
graveclothes; and his face was bound about with a napkin. Jesus- saith unto

35

them, Loose him, and

let

him

go.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
l Ver. 17.—[Tisehendorf omits f)&rf {already), on the authority of A.* P., etc.t but Alford, Westcott* an* Hort retain
it
with B. C.i—P. S.]
* Ver. 19.— Lachmann, Tisehendorf. [Alford, Westcott and Hort] read: voAAol 6 e\ instead of it o I woAAot, in accordance

with important authorities, [ft. B. C. D. L. X- etc.]
* Ver. 19.—Lachmann r Alford, Westc. and H.], in accordance with B. 0. L. [also Cod. Sin.] read : wp*« rnv
n etc. [The
text, rec and Tischend., ed. 8th, read woo* rftj ire pi M., to thou who were around Martha and Mary. The allusion
aeems to be to the custom of a company of comforters collecting themselves around mourners. The expression is foreign to

M

theN.T.

8ee Kx*»<-P. 8.]

41Ter. 19.—Tisehendorf omits avruv In accordance with the B. D. L. [So also Cod. Sin.. Alford. Westc. & H.—P. 8.1
s Ver. 21.—Different placing? of the words. Tisehendorf: ovx ar 6 a$*AAo« jtov «T«0pif«ft. [So formerly ; but in his
8th crit. ed. 1809, Tisehendorf gives owe av av46av*v o adcA^rfv julov. Aw*$. is in accordance with ver. 32, supported
by Cod. Sin. B. C* D. K. L. 2L LL, dcn and is also adopted by Westcott & Hort ; while Alford prefers rriOrnictu would have
died.—P. 8.].
* Ter. 22d—'AAAa is wanting in B. C, etc. [The proper reading is x al r v ?, and is now preferred by Tischend., Alt
to AAA* *ol iw.-P. 8.]
t Ver. 27.—[vtwiartvica Is the proper reading adopted by all the critical editors; wiorofo is poorly supported.—P.
8.]
8 Ver. 29.—-[Tiachendorf, ed. 8th, reads iytCperai and Jpxerat, but Alford, Westcott and Hort retain the reading of the
5ftC*ro, which is sustained by Cod. Sin. and B. The historical present is more lively,
text. rec. vHp*4
' but may be an
emendation.—P. S.]

—

"^
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* Ver. 3l.—{A(Jf <ht«* Is abundantly sustained by It. B. C* D. L. X. Yen*, and now. generally adopted instead of the
Atyoire? of the text. rec. P. 8.]
» Ver. 33.—lit is perhaps impossible to find a precise equivalent in English for the Greek Ij&fiptfULojLat in the sens* in
which it Is used bore and in rer. 58. See the Kxto M pp. 352 f.— P. 8.]
» Ver. 39.—Tcr<A<vri)«e>e« established by A. B. C.« Sin., etc, against the TteVycerot of the Recepta.
u Ver. 39.—[The Saxon ttinktth for oC«i is uo doubt a repulsive term for a repulsive thing, but for tbJs reason also
expressive than it offtntivt (Noyos, Conant and others) or similar modern sabstitutes.—P. 80
w Ver. 41-—In accordance with B. C* Sin. and others, the sentence : ov j|r i rc0n|K«x jcrf/urot must be omitted.

—

mom

To Martha and Mary. ITpdc rhc vtpa M. k.
M. Properly, to the two sisters, with the persons
EXEGETICAL AND OBITIOAL.
about them. According to later Greek usage it
Ver. 17. Four days already. Jesus comes might be indicative simply of the two sisters.
into the vicinity of the place and learns that " But the New Testament contains no instance

—

Lazarus has already been buried four days. The
journey from Persea to Bethany is estimated at
ten hours, a day's, journey. One day, therefore, is consumed by His journey, two days by
His stay in Persea after the receipt of the message, and still another day by the journey of

of its use in this sense and there is here an especial decorum in the expression, since those who
came to them were men. It reveals, moreover,
an establishment of the better class." (Meyer).*
But the more obvious and definite allusion is,
probably, to the company of mourners and wail-

—

tl^e

messenger.

Hence

it

results that Lazarus,

ing women.

—

who, in conformity to the Jewish custom, was
To comfort them. The conventional conburied on the day of his death, died shortly dolences and consolations lasted seven days, acafter the departure of the messenger, or while cording to 1 Sam. xxxi. 18; 1 Chron. x.
12;
be was preparing to depart. The first and last Maimonides, De luctu, oap. xiii. ; Lightfoot
[pp.
days enter into the computation as parts of days. 107 sqqj* and others.
And so, when Lazarus died, his sisters must have
Ver. 2u. Then Martha, when she heard,
known, with perfect certainty, that their mes- etc She appears as mistress of the bouse and
senger had not yet reached the Lord, or, at all reoeives the message. She goes without delay
events, that Jesus could not so soon be with to meet the Lord and does not first communi-

—

them. They could not, therefore, with the feeling common to humanity, attribute the death of
Lazarus to any delay on the part of Jesus ; on
the contrary, it is far more probable that they
reproached themselves with delay in despatching
the messenger. But this very trait, like their
timid message, finds its explanation in the condition of affairs; they were well aware of the
peril involved in His coming.
Be it also observed that plain-spoken Martha says: " If
Thou hadst been here, my brother had not died,"
and not (<*If Thou hadst come sooner."
Ver. 18. About fifteen furlongs (stadia)

—

:

—

i

I

I

i

j

news to Mary; ver. 28 also leads as to
suppose that such was the case (Meyer in opposition to Tholuck).
Bat Mary sat in the
(interior of the) house; «• because, according to Geier, De luctu Hebf. [pp. 210 sqq.] and
others, it was the custom to be seated in receiving condolences," or " sitting was a part of the
mourning rite with the Greeks and Hebrews."
But certainly not for this reason alone. The
different conduct of the two sisters in our Gospel is in perfect accordance with the characters
in Luke x. 88-42.
[This agreement between
two Gospels so widely different is no small proof
of the historical character of the two sisters.
Both loved our Lord, but Martha was more
active, practical, demonstrative; Mary contemplative, pensive and quiet, but moved in the deep.
Martha as soon as she hears of the Lord's approach, hastens to Him. Mary does the same
afterwards (ver. 29), but speaks less and feels
more. We nave a precise analogy in the difference between Peter and John. P. 8.]
Ver. 21. Lord, if Thoa hadst been here
[el #c ode, not the language of reproach, but
cate the

—

A staOff [wf hnb OTodluv dexairivre].
dium (arddtoc and in the classics also orddtov)
The fifteen stadia
a distance of 125 paces.
about three-quarters of an hour [about two
Ancient construction (Tholuck) : Tramiles].
jection of the preposition hn6, which relates
In opposition to this, Winer, [p.
to Jerusalem.
618]: The and designates the looality beyond
the fifteen stadia, and is to be considered as referring to the stadia. The latter construction
seems far-fetched.* The short distance is mentioned in order to acoount for the presence in
Meyer translates: If Thou wert here,
of regret].
Bethany of so many Jews from Jerusalem. The
That would
not abiding in distant Persea.
use ot the preterite (Bethany wot) is to be exmean: if this were Thy constnnt place of abode.
plained by its connection with the historical
This would convey an excellent sense if Bethany
narrative.
had ever been the permanent dwelling-place of
Ver. 19.
of the Jews, u e. not ne- Christ; this, however, was not the case.
cessarily members of the Sanhedrin (ver. 46),
brother would not have died. Strongly exbut people of Pbarisaio or Judaistio views.
[On the different readings
pressed: hz&vfinu.
Possibly they wished to regain this family in the
see Text. Notb 6.—P. 8.]
absence of Jesus, whose friendship /or them may
[koi vvv without
even
Ver. 22.
have been Known. However, many of the kinthat etc. She still retains this
alM] I
dred of the family may have been among these
assurance. She gives strong expression to her
Jews and we have no grounds for representing confidence: 1. Whatever Thou mayett atk God,
all who came to condole with them as miserable
2 Ood will give it to Thee in the original, thecomforters.

—

—

—

Many

—

And
know

—My

now

—

—

• [Alford almost verbally copies this note from Meyer. We
* [Buttmann, N. T. Gr., p. 133, derives this peculiar position
of artf and vp6 in indications of space and time from the in- bare good reason to Infer from eereral indications that the
M one of large hospitality
and ao>
fluence of the Latin. Comp. John xii. 1, wpo 1$ tytcpttr tov family of Bethany was
qnaintance." Comp. ch. xii. 8, ft and note,—P. &]
w4tr\* ; xxi. 8 ; Apoc xiv. JO.—P. &]
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CHAP. XL
"giro"

[dCtau ooi\ takes precedence of the rest
the name of God twice mentioned. Certainly an indirect expression of the boldest hope,
to which she dares not verbally give utterance
a hope, namely, of the raising of the dead man.
The sisters at Bethany were* acquainted with the
raising of the daughter of Jairus and of the
Martha also remembered the
youth at Nain.
promise (ver. 4) contained in the message of
Jesus (Tholuck, Meyer). Hence not simply: if
Thou wilt implore consolation (Rosenmuller),
or: that Lazarus may not be oast away (Euthymius), or only an assuranoe: nevertheless, I consider Thee a fat orite of God (Paulus). We must
not, however, convert this indefinite and sifting
expression into a confident expectation of the
raising of the dead man, as results also from

—

;

8.

—

the words: whatever Thou mayest ask.
[This is the only place where alreiodai is used
of Jesus as praying to God, instead of kpurav,
-jrapaxaXelv, irpooei>xeo&ai, dela&ai, comp. Luke
xxii. 82; John xiv. 16; xvi. 26; xvii. 9, 15, 20.
Bengel calls aiTeladat, verbttm minus dignum; it

17-44.
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position to the present
to

power of death which

be overcome ; Resurrection

is

Life itself in conflict with, and victory over, death, it is the Death
of death, the triumph over decay and dissolution
8 wallowing up mortality in life.
(Luther has
forcibly described the marvellous duel between
Life and Death on the cross, in an Easter hymn,
where the passage occurs: " Wie ein Tod den andern
frost; Ein Spoil aus dem Tod ist worden")
Life
comprehends spiritual as well as physical life,
life eternal of body and soul
Christ is the Victor
of death and the grave, because He is the Prince
of life in this absolute sense. In the words following the first clause is an explanation and application of the term Resurrection, the second of
the term JAfe. I am the Resurrection : he that belicveth in Me, though he have died, will live (will be
raised up again
I am the Life: whoever liveth
J.
and bdieveth in Me will never die (will live forever
in unbroken life-union with Me, the Prince of
life).— P. S.]
I [and no other], i. «., the future resurrection
is not an impersonal fate that is to take place
at some future time, but a personal effect prois

is certainly more human and implies a state of
dependence and need. It is, however, as Meyer ceeding from Me who am present with you.
remarks, in keeping with the deep excitement of It is even now present ahd active in Me.—
Martha and her as yet imperfect knowledge of And the life. Life in the absolute sense, in
the superhuman relation of Christ to the Father. its power to awaken spirit and body. Hence,

—

—P.

S.]

Yer. 23.

Thy

brother

wiU

rise

again.—

A grand promise, though corresponding with the
indefinite hope in being indefinitely worded ; not:
I will now raise him up. She might understand
Him as referring to the general future resurrection.
And besides, specific faith in the raising
of the dead must issue from a general faith
in their resurrection. It was an ambiguous expression, designed for the trial and development
of her faith.*

know that he wiU rise again,
meaning is obvious: I aoquiesoe in
that, but I hope for something more. Her words
are expressive not merely of a sad resignation,
hut of an indirect query she is feeling her way
(De Wette).
Vers. 25, 26. I am the resurrection.
Yer. 24. I

etc.

— Her

—

as well the principle of resurrection (Hunnius,
Luthardt), as its essence and result (Meyer). As
the vital principle of the resurrection, He exerts
a purely quickening influence, which branches
into two forms: a. He who believes on Ilim, if he
have died[airo&&vij, past], shall live, shall continue to live, shall rise again b. he who is still
living, who through belief on Him becomes truly
alive, shall never die, i. e. shall not become a prey
to death and the sense of mortality.* The life
of Christ is the author of the resurrection in a
two-fold sense; it is the root of the waking of
the physically dead, because it is the power
which effects the moral awakening, the power
which rouses into spiritual life. They that live
in Him shall not die ; and the dead are not dead,
but live again. In both cases, undoubtedly, the
saying has reference to the same believer; the
two propositions do not resolve themselves, as
ancient commentators declare, into the parallel:
" for dead believers I am the resurrection, for
living ones the remedium mortis." It is true, however, that the two propositions indicate, after
Euthymius and others, the two-fold point of view
whether one be already dead (Lazarus) or still
living (Martha, Mary).
In both cases, the
jpt'riteo-physical or whole life-agency of Christ
is meant.
The dead rise spiritually and corporeally to the new life of the resurrection.
The
living are not swallowed up in the death of the
;

—

[This is evidently the central idea of this chapter: Christ the Resurrection of the dead, and the
Life of the living. The following miracle is the
practical proof of what He is in His own person
and a pledge of what He will do on the last day.
To Himself (ey&), therefore. He first directs the
weak faith of Martha ; from the future resurrection and the dead brother she was to look to the
present (eifd), ever-living and life-giving Saviour.
The general resurrection of the dead is only a
manifestation of the moral power of the person
that stood before her. What sublimity and what
comfort in this testimony of Christ concerning
• [The phrase ov n^—ei* rbv almva, ver. 26^ is in itself amHimself! Who can measure the effect which it
produces from day to day in countless chambers biguous and may mean either not forever, or never. The first
and literal rendering would give a very plain sense He that
of mourning and before open graves all over the Uoeth (physically) and btUeveth in Me, will not die (physiChristian world ! Resurrection is put first, in op- cally) for ever, {. e. will be raised again. But in all other
passages In which the same phrase occurs (ch. iv. 14; viiL
• [So also Meyer, and Alford who remarks that atxumfcrrot 61, 62; x. 28; xlii.8; 1 Cor. riii. 13), it is equivalent to
:

used to lead on to the requisite faith in her
1
never, like the Hebrew oStyS-K" ? (Ps.lv.22;Prov.x.30),
mind, and doubts whether it could be used of a recall Into
Hengstenberg refers the word mainly to the with an emphasis on the negation : surely not, in no wise, by
life.
final resurrection, and subordinacy to the translation to no means (see Winer, p. 407, on the force of the double negaParadise, which he includes In the first resurrection (Apoc tion in Greek). We must then suppose that Christ in ver. 26
zx. 5 ?) : bat Lazarus must have been already in Paradise either spoke of spiritual death, or overlooked physical death
(comp. to-day in Luke xxiiL 43>-P. aj
as a vanishing transition to real and eternal life.—P. &,]
Is pedagogfcally

human
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world either spiritually or bodily (inasmuch as
they transport with them the germ or the concrete body of the resurrection).
Therefore we aro not to attach a merely spiritual meaning to the two propositions, just because Jesus is speaking of faith, as, for instance: he that believeth on Me shall rise again
spiritually, and he that hath received life shall
retain it for ever; which would, implicite, involve
the idea of the resurrection (Calvin). Neither
is the first sentence to be referred to the* resurrection of the body and the second to that of the

—

(Lampe, Olshausen,

spirit
vi.

61

;

viii.

66.*

Stier).

Comp. chap,

—

Bella vest thou this? Christ had said:
Every one that liveth and believeth, and had
thus laid down a general rule. Now comes the
application of it to her. If she believes this, she
believes on Him.
Ver. 27. I have believed that Thou art

—

—On account of the Jews who were

present.

It

appears that Mary was still sitting in the interior of the house, surrounded by the Jews.
Therefore Martha called her secretly,—Xotfpd*,
a word, no doubt, indicative of a whisper: therefore she simply said: the Master is here—
which Mary well understood; and therefore:
He caileth thee. She was to go out to Him.
The prudenoe of Jesus, who remained standing
outside, is met by the prudence of Martha; common fear, however, is not to be attributed to
either.
He must remove His disciples from the
influence of the Jews , and they, by going oat to
Him, must make confession of their faith in Him.
It was, moreover, the rule of the Lord to avoid
making a parade of His miracles, though He
did, on this occasion, finally welcome the eventual
notice of the Jews.
Remarkable consonance of
human prudence and divine assurance. We mast
not suppose that Martha simply gathered the

the Christ, the Son of God. It is appa- mandate : He caileth thee, from the expectations
rent that Martha does not thoroughly compre- that Jesus excited in her own breast (Chrysostom,
hend the grand thoughts in the words of the Tholuck [Bruckner, Stier]); she tells of a behest
Xord; she, however, takes for granted that He of Jesus (Lucke, Meyer).*
Ver. 29. Aa soon as she heard that—
is designating Himself as the Raiser of believers
from the dead, and perceives that this is in- Mary, as the more important personality, now
volved in a belief on the Messiah. She there- steps into the fore-ground, although Martha, as we
fore utters a joyful confession of her faith in see from ver. 89, again makes one of the group.
Ver. 80.
Him, 'E yo> xeirioTevKa, with emphasis. She
Jesus was not yet, etc.—
docs not believe this now for the first time ; she See note to ver. 28. Jesus might have been ashas already become a believer, being convinced sured from the ciroumstances of the case, that
a. that He is the Christ, b. as the Christ the Son there were Jews in the house of mourning; it
of God; she believes in the full sense of the was needless for Martha to apprise Him (after
term, not simply in accordance with the theo- Meyer) of the fact.
Ver. 81. The Jews \ . . followed her,
cratic idea of belief (Meyer), although she has
not yet attained to a developed Johannean know- thinking that she was going to the tomb
ledge; c. that comethjd ipxdfievog] into (he world to weep there. It was a custom much practised
(Present), that is: who is even now continually among the Jews and Greeks, to sit down and mourn
engaged in the unfolding of His Messianio glory by the graves of their dead ( Wetstcin, on this pasand work. Observe the truthfulness of Martha, sage; Geier, De luctu Heir.). They therefore
which will not permit her to repeat Christ's ex- went with her, doubtless regarding the scene of
pressions word for word, but moulds her confes- mourning which they expected to witness, as a
sion into conformity with the measure of her ceremony that had to be performed in complifaith.
And yet this is enough. Confessions ance with Oriental custom. Even in these
differing in outward form or expression may points the false way of the ancient world, which
gratified its feelings by a common lamentation
agree internally and in substance.
Ver. 28.
when ahe had so said, she over the dead, stands contrasted with the truth
went away. Martha knows enough for the of life, which demands- solitude for its grief. Of
moment. With womanly instinct (such as espe- course the too great isolation of mourners is to be
cially belongs to her practical nature) she does guarded against as much as the other extreme.
Ver. 82. Mary . . . feU
at His feet
not enter upon a deeper investigation of the great
The first stroke of character which distinthoughts of Jesus ; sufficient for her is the pracThe second is, that
tical thought, that He meets her boldest hopes guishes her from Martha.
with the assurance that the resurrection is not she says nothing further than : Lord, if Thou
brother had not died.
merely a distant resurrection-time, but rather a hadst been here,
present resurrection-power resident in His person. While Martha added to these words: and even
o ailed Mary, her sister, secretly, f now I know, etc. (ver. 22), Mary bursts into tears.
Martha may at first strike us as the one who
• [Comp. Godot in toe. (II. 333), who justly Bays that it is
possesses the greater joy in believing, but Mary
Impossible hero to separate the moral and the physical sense
feelings,
in the words resurrection and life, I subjoin the remarks of is the more human and warm in her
Trench (Miracles, p. 322) on this glorious declaration: "lam and there is more of devotion in the expression
the Resurrection and the Life; the true Life, the true Resurof her faith.
Her kneeling posture and her
rection the everlasting triumphs oyer death, they are in He
of
no distant things, as thou spakest of now, to find place at tears are more eloquent than the words
the end of the world no things separate or separable from Martha.
The saying that both utter, constiMe, as thou spakest of lately, when thou desiredst that I tutes a precious trait from life.
They made this
should ask of another that which I possess evermore in Myremark to each other over and over again at the
self.
In Me is victory over the grave, In Me is life eternal
by faith in Me that becomes yours which makes death not to

—

Nov

—

And

.

—

down

—

my

And

—

;

;

—

be death, but only the transition to a higher life." P. 8.]
f [Alford: " Her calling her sister is characteristic of one
who (Luke x. 40) had not been much habituated herself to
listen to HJ* instruction*, but knew this to be the delight of

Besides this, she evidently has hopes raised, though
iyeSV
of a very feint and indefinite kind. vrnxTtoafratf**
av6 rS>v k6yt*v airrov (Buthymius.**)—
• [So also correctly Alford and Oodet—P. 8.]

Mary.

n
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CHAP. XI.
death-bed of Lazarus: if He were here, etc.
Bengel: "Ex quo colligi potest, hunc earumfuisse
termonem antefratris obiturn : utinam adesset Dominus Jesus!"
Vor. 33. He was vehemently (indignantly, angrily) affected (stirred up) in (his)
spirit and troubled himself [evePpififtoaro

r£ irveiuaTi nal kra pa% ev iavrdv. —
Comp.

ver. 88 iupptfiApevor, ev tavrfi, but
also the weeping between, eddicpvaev, ver. 85.
Note first of all the perfect participation of the
Lord in our natural feelings and His sympathy
with our sorrows (Heb. ii. 17; iv. 15), in opposition to the stoio apathy, yet at the same time
His perfect control over passion and grief and
its violent outbreak.—P. S.]
He was deeply
perturbed inspirit. The eve0ptfi^aaro r(p
irvcbfiari (see Matt. ix. 80; Mark i. 48; ziv.
6) makes the passage one of exceeding difficulty.
The affection here depicted iB explained in three
ways: 1. as anger, 2. as grief, 8. as a general
affection of the mind, in which there is a combination of different emotions.*

—

" pptpt&ofMi with all its com1. Of anger.
pounds has in the classics as well as in the fathers of the Church (and the Byzantines) the
signification: to snort (of horses), to mutter (of
to express anger, to threaten angrily"^

Hecate),

But

again, anger is variously understood
He was angry, in respect of His divine
nature, with His human spirit (nvevpa) in its passionate emotion (ird&or). So Origen, Chrysostom
[Cyril, Theophylact, Euthymius Zigab. j, recently
[Alford].
This conception is doubly untenable: in the first place, it condemns the human
sentiment of grief; and secondly, it creates a conflict in the consciousness of the Lord.
[It is also
inconsistent with the act of weeping, which follows, vor. 85, and with the parallel expression
a.

Men

* [Lange translates regte sich Hef auf im Geiste, stirred
TTimvlf up in His spirit; Noyes and Alford: was greatly
moved in His spirit. The B. V. groaned in spirit, expresses
more the feeling of grief and pain than of indignation and
wralb (though Trench on Miracles, p. 823, strangely asserts
:

u We that are in this tathe very reverse); comp. 2 Cor. v. 4 :
bernacle do groan, being burdened." Webster defines groaning : ** to give forth a low,' moaning sound, to utter a mournful voice, as in pain and sorrow,** and says nothing of anger.
The K. V. translates the verb in four different ways to charge
stratify. Matt. ix. 30 ; Mark i. 43 ; to murmur, Mark xiv. 5 ; to
groan. John xi. 33, 38.— P. S.]
f [So the Vulgate : infremuitspiritu; Luther: Erergrimmete im Geiste, was wroth at, moved with indignation. 0ptpaofMt and cpSfK/uao/uu (from the root 0p4u», to rush, to
roar, $ptftaw, fremo, to roar,to bluster; comp. 0pi>7j. anger,
pi*?*. The Angered, a name of Persephone or Hecate), when
not used of uttering a sound (snorting, murmuring), always
express an emotion of anger or indignation, and are equivalent to &pyt£eo0ai and av*i\tlt>. Passow and Pape know no
other nftaning. Gumlich has abundantly proved it in the
Studien und Kritiken for 1862, pp. 260-269. Sophocles, in
his Lexicon of Byzantine Greek (Boston, 1870, p. 453), gives
the meaning to be greatly moved, but without any authority
except the two passages in John xi., which are under dispute. Meyer confidently asserts (p. 431} : " Nie anders als
:

Zoax (violent anger) wira 0pt/*aopat und
4p0pt|Laojaat, woes nicht das eigentUche Schnauben oder

torn hffligtn

(Aesch. &pL 461, Luc. Xtecym. 20) bexeichnet, bei
und im N. T. (Matt. ix. 30; Mark L 43;
Grieehen,
Hengstenberg
xiv. 6) gtbrauchL 8. Gumlich, p. 266 f."
agrees: ** Es ist lUngst festgestellt, doss iupotuaaOai
hHntn anderen Affect beseichnen kann als den des heftigen
Zorncs." Alford : " ififipiuAouai can bear but one meaning,
the expression of
tint of indignor (' infremuit,' Vulg.),
n
Trench (p. 325)
indignation and rebuke, not of sorrow.
**
It is nothing but the difficulty of finding a satisfactory

Jfmmmem

LXX

—

object for the indignation of the Lord, which has caused
many modern commentators to desert this explanation,
and make the word simply and merely an expression of

so

17-44.

ev iavry,

—

858
In Himself, ver. 88,

r(p irvtbiian

cannot be the

which proves that
but must be the

object,

—

sphere of the emotion=m His spirit.
P. S.]*
Ililgenfcld and others fall upon the same interpretation, with a different conception of it, in
imputing a gnostic Christology to this Gospel.
b. lie was angry at the power of sin and death
(Augustine, Erasmus and others, Luthardt).f
Not to be exoluded, but too abstract by itself.
c. At the unbelief of the Jews [Erasmus,
Scholten, Wordsworth], and also the sisters
(Theodor of Mopsueste,Lampe [Kuinoe1],Wichelhaus]). But the sisters were not unbelieving.
d. That He was unable to avert the death of
Lazarus (Do Wette). This would be impious and
is contrary to the connection.
e. At the misconception of His enemies and
the want of comprehension displayed by His
friends (Bruckner). There was, at the moment,
no special oocasion for such a feeling.
/. At the mingling of the hypocritical tears
[crocodile tearsl of the Jews with the truo tears
of Mary (Meyer). Against this, comp. ver. 45
["Many of the Jews . . . believed in Him"].
g. This description of anger has, in the interest of negative criticism, been caricatured by
Strauss and others.
2. Of grief. In the passages, Matt. ix. 80;

grief and anguish of spirit. Lampe and Kuinoel defend the
right explanation ; and Lange (Thcol Studien und Kritiken,
1836, p. 714 sq.) has many beautiful remarks in an essay
wherein he seeks to unite both meanings." Godot : u 11 est
gCn&alcmentrcconnu, a cette heurt, que le terme i/ipoi/*a<r0ai (de /Spipa^ctp, hennir, rugir)ne pent designer
qu * unfremisscment d indignation." But all this does not
yet settle the precise meaning in this Terse. See below. The
verb is generally transitive and constructed with the dative
of the person or thing against which the angry feeling or rebuke is directed ; but here and in ver. 38 it is used intransitively ; vvtvuan being not the dot. obj., but the dot. instrum,
or loci.— P. S.]
• [The Greek Interpreters usually take ry s-rtv/uiari—t$
w<£0« (as dative of the object), but Cyril refers it (as instrumental dative) to the Holy Ghost or the divine nature of
Christ, by which He indignantly rebuked His rising human
sympathy. (epSptparat t» irvevuan, tovt«oti tjj 6Wa/i.ei
tow ayiov irvev/xaro? crtirAipTft rpowov rxva tj) i6iq aapxi.)
In a milder form Dean Alford renews the Greek interpretation without its stoic repulsiveness. Ho thinks that Jesus,
with the tears of sympathy already rising and overcoming
His speech, checked Hum so as to be able to speak the words
following. He considers this self-restraint as merely physical, requiring indeed an act of the will, and a self-troubling,
but implying no deliberate disapproval of the rising emotion
which immediately after is suffered to prevail. Webster -and
Wilkinson likewise explain iytpptutiaaro of a violent repression of emotion. But this is clearly refuted by the explanatory lrapa$<v JavroV, and by the fact that Jesus did
shed tears immediately afterwards.
His effort at selfrestraint then would have failed, which is incredible.—P. 8.]
f [According to Augustine, Cornelius a Lap., Olshausen,
Trench and Gumlich, Christ was indignant at death as the
wage* of sin ; according to Nic. Lyra, Melanchthon, Ebrard,
Luthardt and Hengstenberg, at the power of death, the terrible foe of the human race, who dared here to confront and
threaten his great Conqueror. Nic. Lyra: Fremitus ChrisH
procedebat ex indignatione ejus contra diabolum,per cvjus suggestionem mors intravit in mundum, quam erat cito debeUaturus. To the same effect is Liithardt's remark (II. p. 217):
" Ueber den Tod und den der des Todes GewaU hat, Semen Gegner
von Anfang an, ergrtmmte Er, dass er Ihm solclus angerichtet, so xn Seinen nachsten Kreis gedrungen und so Ihm Selbst
wie drohend entgegengetreten war. Und das Brgrimmen Jesu
ist wie ein Gegendrohen, das sich in der Auferweckung dann
versinnbildUchte. Es Mnd gleichsam die ersten aegenseitigen
Ankundupmgen des letsten dussersten Kampfesr Comp. my
notes to Lange's view below. P. S.]
X [Meyer urges the preceding words «* efter avrqv kAcuovo-av—xaX tow« 'lov&Wovc kAcuoktos, as indicating this contrast and cause of the indignation ; but this is not applicable
to the second use of the verb in ver. 38. although ver 37
clearly shows that the indignation must have had some reference to the unbelief of the Jewa*-B. S.J
'
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Mark

—

—

—

is

upon which

is

Er

out of the question. Thoequally comprehensive with
German *grimmen,' t. £. originally, an inward convulsive emotion of anger,
grief, etc.
Hence Luther renders : Er ergrimmcte,
which he himself explains by oirhxyxv^erai."*
Tet Tholuck observes that the signification of
grief is not supported by usage, but only by
analogy .+ In favor of this view are Nonnus,
Buzer, Grotius and others, Liicke.J Tholuck,
in the early editions of his Commentary, and
Ewald: an emotion of great strength, analogous to the oreva&tv r£ irvsv/mri of Jesus, Mark
i.

43,

anger

luck: " This verb
(he corresponding

I finally settled

seems preferable

regte sieh tief avf, He stirred Himself up from
the* deep.
He moved Himself in the spirit to

such a degree that the disciples perceived His
agitation in His bodily appearance,
hence: He
convulsed Himself; He billowed up,
He surged
up.
A divine storm of the spirit [ein Gottesgewitter des Geistes] passed through His breast,
under which His human nature quaked. The
fremere invariably arises out of the depths.
[It is not inconsistent with this interpretation
of Dr. Lange, if we emphasize sin and death as
the chief object of Christ's mingled emotion and
commotion.
vii. 34 (comp. Markviii. 12). J
In this heart-rending scene of
mourning: the grave of the departed friend, the
8. A general affection of the spirit, in which
broken hearts of the beloved sisters, and the
different sentiments combine and alternate.
This construction is supported (1 ) by the choice tears of their sympathizers; Jesus saw a miniaof the expression, since the Evangelists are fa- ture photograph of the world of human suffermiliar with other terms for the definite emotion ing caused by the terrible curse of sin ; all the
cither of anger or of grief; (2) by the addition: graves an* all the mourners passed in endless
t£ trvEv/iaTt. The nature of the spirit renders it procession before His vision; He felt the comimpossible for any single psychical emotion to rule bined misery and woe of the human family ("der
within it*, the spirit is the all-e*mbracing unity Mcnschheit gamer Jammer fasste Ihn an ") ; He
of the many-parted life of the soul.fl (3) By the was moved at once with holy indignation at sin
psychological experience, that when the soul is which caused all this dreadful desolation, and
in a state of intense excitement, it is seized at with tender sympathy for the sufferers, which
once by the most diverse emotions (see the quo- latter feeling found vent in tears.
troutation from Gothe's Iphigenic: " Es w&lxtt tick tin bled (shook) himself, irdpa^ev lav to v.
"
This is not quite the same with the passive form
Rad von Freud' und Schmerz durch meine Seele
" A wheel of joy and grief rovolveth through my irapAxtin r$ irveipan, which is used on a similar
soul."
Leben Jests, p. 1125). (4) By the situa- occasion, John xiii. 21, but it expresses the extion.
The weeping of Mary coula excite nought ternal manifestation of the inward commotion by
but the most heart-felt sympathy. But the tears a voluntary act. Hengstenberg (II. 261): "Jeof the better sort among the Jews were mingled sus excites Himself for the energetic conflict
with the tears, of the unbelieving. A scene of with Death, the evil enemy of mankind." Comp.
Meyer, Luthardt, Godet, in loc. Augustine, Benhuman lamentation over death presented itself
sympathy in view of the power of death was gel and Wordsworth derive from the expression
aroused. Jesus had not to bar out this sym- the inference that Christ's affections were not
pathy; still it was necessary that He should passions,' but voluntary emotions (voluntarim
stand on His guard against it and rouse Him- commotiones), which He had entirely in His power,
self in indignation against it.
Thus His emo- and that the emotion here spoken of was theretion was converted into an ecstatic anticipation fore orderly, rational, full of dignity and directed to proper ends. P. S.]
of victory. I had at first chosen the expression
Ver. 84. Where have ye laid him?
Er sck utter te sick He convulsed agitated Himself.
ilt is significant of violent agitation.
But the one Manifestly, the impulse to work the miracle is
completed by what has been going on in His inCome and see. The answerers
* [As now used, however, ergrimmen always signifies in ner life.
German violent emotion of anger, Indignation.—P. 8.1
Martha and Mary.
[Tholuck
and
Liicke
shake
with
refer
/3ptji<£<r<rw,
to
to
f
Ver. 35. Jesns wept [*E 66. Kpvaev 6 '1 370*.].
vehuancf, Ppd<rm» to ferment (intransitive), and to shake vioTwo little words : a whole verse, of infinite
lently (transitive), also to the Hebrew *Wl—P. 8.]

—

—

—
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:

—And

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

t

X

[Among American commentators, Owen

A dwp

takes this view:
feeling of grief, and not a rebuking of such a feeling.

—P. 8.]
I

[Ewald (Cbm.

I.

823) translates

:

Er

erbrauste

<m GeUU

ersdiillUrte tich, and explains that Jesus, like a hero of
old, like a Jacob, gathering np the deepest powers of his
mind, went forth to the conflict and in the conflict burst out
in tears. Corap. Ewald's Life of Christ, p. 486.— P. 8.]
[Dr. Lango has more fully demonstrated this comprehen|
sive Interpretation in a treatise on the words: e p«/3pt/*ija-aro
T<j> irpevVari, in his Miscellaneous Writing*, vol. iv. pp. 194 ff.
(originally published in the Theological Studies and Criticisms
for 1836) ; comp. also his Lebtn Jan, II. 2. p. 1125. Tholuck

und

(7th edition) substantially adopts Lange's interpretation:
" We shall, then, include a feeling of horror also, etc. Hence
wo assume KtyturBai to be the established philological signification, as one of the most ancient commentators, the
translator of the Peshito has done."]
K [Meyer thinks that John might as well have written 17/
tl>vxn (xii. 27); Godet (EL 329) distinguishes trvtvy-a as the
s»at of religious, ^vyrfi as the seat of natural emotions.
Here and xiii. 21, when
There is certainly a difference.
speaking of the treason of Judas, and Mark viii. 12, Jesns
was moved in the spirit} while when speaking of His approaching passion Ho says : " My soul is troubled," John xii.
27.—P. 80

value.

Significant

On
He

way

the

and pertinent verse-division.
After

to the grave, Jesus weeps.
troubled Himself in spirit and has

has
good His stand against

ail

made

sympathy with Jewish

lamentations for the dead, He is at liberty to
give Himself up to His fellow-feeling with the
sisters the tear follows His passion, as a summer rain succeeds the thunder-storm. The objection, that Jesus could not weep if He had a
real presentiment of tho miracle that He was
about to perform, carries with it a doubt as to
the compatibility of the divine and the human
nature ; it is also contradicted by human experience itself.* Not only the succession of feelings, but likewise the truth and disinterestedness
of feeling, are explained by a fact, in accordance
;

* [Neander: "The sympathizing physician in the midst of
a family drowned in grief—will not his tears flow with theirs,
though ho knows that he has the power of giving immediate relief?*— P. S.J
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CHAP.
with which the deepest grief may invade the
mind when it is occupied with the anticipation
these oppoof joy, and vice vered; nay, more;
site emotions may even succeed each other with
the rapidity of lightning, like a " wheel of fire"
** Chrysologus
in swift revolution.
supposed
that Jesus wept for joy ; Isodorus Pelus., because
the raising of Lazarus would summon him from
repose back to the unrest of life (this was the
decision even of the Concilium ToUtanum) etc.

—

explanations of the fathers of the
Church are utterly unnatural." Hbubner.
[This sentence is the shortest, and yet one of
the most significant verses in the Bible.
It
stands by itself unconnected by any particle with
what precedes or what follows.
It describes
what was seen, and intimates what was felt.
Jesus knew that He would shortly raise Lazarus,
but in true sympathy He opened His heart to the
present grief which opened to Him a picture of
the universal desolations of the king of terrors
and witU a sympathizing heart, not with a heart
All these

XI. 17-44.

855

It is certainly the intention of the evangelist to
distinguish these kindly disposed Jews from the
others who thus express themselves: Could not

he

who opened the eyes of the blind man,

(ver. 87).
According to Chrysostom and
most of the ancients, as also Luthardt and Meyer,
this speech has something of malice in it ;* according to Lucke, Tholuck and others, it is well
meant. The idea of malice is supported by 1.
the manifest intention to spread abroad an accusation against Jesus, to the effect that He was
either unable (want of power) or unwilling
(want of love) to avert this death; 2. the circumstance that their words occasion again the
etc.

convulsive self-agitation of the Lord, and, so to
speak, constrain Him to brace Himself anew in
the spirit. 8. Here, as in ver. 46, John distinguishes the malicious Jews from those of tho
better sort by rivic 6k.
[" John seldom uses 6k
as a mere copula, but generally as but, see vers.
46, 49, 51." Alford].
Hence arises the conjecture that they,* starting from the assumption of
of stone, He raised the friend to life again.
He the powerlessness of Jesus in this case, are desirous to cast a shadow of doubt even upon the
felt and acted like a man before He gave a proof
of His divine power ; so He slept just before He healing of the blind man (Meyer).
Still less is
stilled the storm (Matt. viiL 24).
But His grief it to be expected that these citizens of Jerusalem
was moderate. Aaicpvetv signifies a gentle weep- should cite the previous raisings of the dead in
ing, the expression of a calm and tender grief;
Galilee (Strauss) rather than the healing of the
blind man, which last was an event of recent ocit differs from tcAaietv, the crying and wailing of
the sisters and their friends, ver. 33, which imcurrence in Jerusalem, still fresh in the memory
of all,
plies " not only the shedding of tears, but also
an occasion of admiration to some, and
every external expression of grief" (Robinson, to others of Pharisaical offence, f Their words
sub. k?jud).
It is remarkable that the very Gos- are the cause of fresh agitation on the part of
the Lord, now, however, He is stirred not only
pel whioh most clearly reveals the divinity of
in spirit but in Himself, t. e. the emotion is felt
Christ, notices this truly human trait of His character.
As fur as we are informed, Jesus wept in the soul-life also.
or shed tears on three occasions : tears of tender
Ver. 38. To the tomb. It was a cave.
TAn indication of tho comparative wealth of
friendship and silent grief at the grave of Lazarus (tdaxpvotv) ; tears of bitter sorrow and loud Lazarus and his sisters that they had a family
lamentation over unbelieving Jerusalem in view vault, such as is here implied.
The poor were
buried in common places. The large concourse
of the approaching judgment, Luke xix. 41 (&Xavaev) ; and bloody tears of agony and sacerdoof mourners from Jerusalem, and the very costly
tal intercession in Gethsemane when He bore the
ointment with which Mary anointed the feet of
burden of the sins of all mankind and wrestled our Lord (xii. 3), lead to the same conclusion.
with the powers of darkness, Luke xxii. 44 P. S.]
On the Israelitish graves see Com. on
(comp. Heb. v. 7, fiera Kpavyrfc \axvpac km Matt. chap. xxvii.J On the grave of Lazarus,
SaKpvuv). The eternal Son of God in tears 1
* [Alford and flodet take the same view. The second emoWhat a sublime contrast ; what a proof of His
tion of indignation (ndXiv cji0ptf*(£p.ei>ov iv iavru, ver. 38)
true humanity, condescending love and tender seems to have been provoked, partly at least, by this exhibisympathy. How near He is brought in His tears tion of unbelief, as tho oiv Indicates.—P. S.]
f [Trench, Alford and Godet rightly regard it as a mark of
to every mourner.
How far more natural, lovely

—

and attractive is a weeping Saviour than a cold,
heartless, unfeeling stoic!*
By His conduct at
the grave He has sanctified tears of sympathy,
provided only we sorrow not immoderately as
those who have no hope (1 Thes. iv. 13).
His
tears over Jerusalem and in Gethsemane should
call forth our tears of repentance and gratitude.

-P.

S.]
Vers. 86, 37.

Behold

how he

—This even the Jews could

see,

loved him.
without com-

prehending the full significance of His tears.
* [After the appearance of Christianity, the heathen noabout the rightfulness of humau affections underwent
a tileot resolution, and the rigor of Stoicism was broken,
'"crop, the beautiful passage in Juvenal, Sai. 15, quoted by
tions

Trench:

.... Molissima corda
Humane gtneri dare so natura fatehtr,
Qua lacrymas dedit : hxc nostri pars optima
tauU.—Y.

8.]

historical accuracy that these dwellers in Jerusalem should
refer to a miracle performed there and still fresh in their
memory rather than to the former raisings of tho dead in
distant Galilee, which they probably may have heard of, but
naturally would not thoroughly credit on more rumor.
Says Trench: •'
maker up of the narrative from later and
insecure traditions would inevitably have fallen upon those
miracles of a like kind, as arguments of the power of Joans
to have accomplished this." Comp. the pointed remarks of
Godet (1L 342) against Strauss.—P. S.]
% [Also the art. Gr'dber in Winer's if. IF. J?., art. Tomb in
Smith's B. D. (Uackett and Abbott's ed., vol. Iv. pp. 3277
fi.\ Robinson, Researches, I. pp. 349 ft"., and Capt. C. W.
Wilson, Remain* of Tombs in Palestine (in Quarterly Statement of the Palest Exploration Soc, Lond. 1869). The
Jewish sepulchres were out of town, away from the living,

A

and either natural caverns or artificial, excavated by man's
labor from the rock, with recesses in the sides, wherein
the bodies were laid, occasionally with chambers one above
another, and closed by a door or a great stone to prevent the
numerous jackals and beasts of prey from tearing the bodies.
Many of these tombs still remain. Robinson, I. p. 352:
u The numerous sepulchres which skirt the valleys on the
north, east, and south of Jerusalem, exhibit for the most part
one general mode of construction. A doorway in the perpendicular face of the rock, usually small and without orna-
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is said still to exist, see the books of travel
a stone lay
(Robinson, II. p. 310j.*—
upon [or against] it. 'En-lxaro may mean:
upon or before, according as the grave is to be
conceived of as a perpendicular vault (such were
entered by means of steps), or as a horizontal
That the tradition makes it a perpendicuone.
lar sepulchre is not conclusive proof that it was
so; yet the expression apare rbv M&ov, seems
also lo testify in favor of a perpendicular grave.
In Matt, xxviii. 2 the term is a^eKvXire.f
Ver. 89. Lord, by this time he stinketh
The fearful reality of the grave,
Xrjdrj b£e t],
in which her brother has lain four days, disturbs the practical woman and shakes her faith.
She thinks a scandal may result from the bursting forth of the odor of corruption,—especially
in the presence of so many people from Jerusalem. For it follows from the reason she assigns
for her remark, that she does not already perceive this odor: for he hath been dead four
days. [Lit. he is now the fourth day (vii. as a dead

of that countenance upon which corruption had
already set its seal. We cannot, from the words
of Martha, draw the inference that a previous
embalming of the body by wrapping spices about
it, had not taken place; the customary anointing might, however, have been deferred by the
sisters, because, almost unconsciously to themselves, a spark of hope was smouldering within
them, as they anxiously expected the coming of
Jesus.
Hence, likewise, Mary had saved the
precious ointment of spikenard.
There is no
more foundation for the statement that at this
particular moment Martha, influenced by the utterances of Jesus, vers. 23-26, had merged her
hope of a special raising of Lazarus in a higher
stretch of faith (Meyer), than there is ground
for questioning tne momentary tottering of her
hope (Tholuck). This only can be said: she is
so agitated by the fear lest her brother appear
as a putrefying corpse, that she is unmindful for
the instant of the duty of submission to the word
of Christ, and delays the execution of *His com-

man), rerapralo^ quatriduanus, an adjective markbut used only pro-

mand.

which

— And

—

ing succession of days,

verbially, like devrepaloc, rpiTaloq. dodeKaTaZoc.—
P. S.]J " It is a proverb in the Talmud and the
Targum, that corruption sets in the third day
after death " (Tholuck after Wetstein).
As «• the
sister of the dead man " [j$ ad&ffi tov Terefavudroc ]
she sh udders at the thought of seeing her brother

in a putrefying state, of witnessing the exposure

?—

Ver. 40. Did I not tell thee
Not only
the words, ver. 25, but the whole of His sayings

from

ver. 4.

Buch time as

—The
He

glory of

God

appears

working might
words of Jesus as they took the

faith in the

away

at

reveals Himself in His wonderManifestly, therefore, they had
stone

(41).

Yer. 41.

heaven.

Jeans lifted up His eyes

—We

to

have already adverted to the
grand aim of this form of the miraculous healing
of Jesus.
The Jews in Jerusalem are to see in
walls in general are plainly hewn and there are occasionally,
a great sign, not only the miraculous power of
though not always, niches or resting-places for the dead Jesus but also His connection with their Qod in
bodies. In order to obtain a perpendicular face for the doorHence the unreway, advantage was sometimes taken of a former quarry or the working of this miracle.
an angle was cut In the rock with a tomb in each face or a served outpouring of the prayer. But the prayer
square niche or area was hewn out in a ledge, and then tombs
is a thanksgiving : I thank thee.
He is conexcavated in all three of its sides. All these expedients are
fident of being heard, and this presupposes earlier
seen particularly in the northern part of the valley of JehoshaJudges.
Many
the
of
the
tombs
of
the
doornear
phat, and
prayers.* So that when He says : I knew that
ways and fronts of the tombs along this valley are now thou nearest me always, an intimation is
broken away, leaving the whole of the interior exposed."—
given us of an uninterrupted life of prayer, a
P. 8.1
ment, leads to one or more small chamber! excavated from
the rock, and commonly upon the same level with the door.
Very rarely are the chambers lower than the doors. The
;

;

;

* [Robinson (vol. I. p. 432, Am. ed.) says: "The monks, as
a matter of course, show the house of* Mary and Martha, that
of Simon the leper, and the sepulchre of Lazarus. The latter
is a deep vault like a cellar, excavated in the lime-stone rock
in the middle of the village, to which there is a descent by
It is hardly necessary to remark, that
twenty-six steps.
there is not the slightest probability of its ever having been
the tomb of Lazarus. The form is not that of the ancient
sepulchres; nor does its position accord with the narrative
of the New Testament, which Implies that the tomb was not
in the

town."— P. S.J

f [Meyer leaves it undecided whether ini here is to be
rendered upon or against, before, the cave: "tVeVt. in* auT<j»
kann auch neisten : er lao dab an, davor (vgl. Homer, Od. vi.
19: 06pai 3' irriK*LVTo\ to dost ein horitontaUr Eingang grdacht sein wurde, Zu entscheiden ist nicht."—]?. 8.]
X [Olshansen. Luthardt and Trench agree with Lange that
the words »}8ij &£«, which were spoken before the opening of
the tomb, indicate only the conjecture of Martha, which was
erroneous, and assume that He who sees the end from the beginning watched over the body of Lazarus in His providence
that it should not hasten to corruption. But the fathers (e.g.
Augustine: rettucitavU putenten), Calvin {alios Christus
exsuscitavit, Sid nunc in putrido cadavere potential*
tent), Stier, Owen, Alford and Wordsworth take the judgment of Martha as a statement of a sensible /act, on thfe
ground that the very act of death is the beginning of decomposition, and that there is no more monstrosity in the
raising of a decaying corpse than in the restoration of the
withered hand. Godet also is of this opinion " 11 est pint
naturel de voir dant eet mots V expression (Tun fait positif
As an expreset dont tUe a fait eUe-mime F experience."
sion of fact it has been turned to apologetic account against
the hypothesis of a raero trance or swoon; but the miracle is
sufficiently attested without this by the veracity of Christ

mam

:

and of -John.—P.

8.]

continual union, in prayer, of the will of Jesus
with the will of the Father a union resulting
in the continual working with Him of God's omnipotence.
Thus Christ accomplishes His miracles as the God-Man ; not in pure divinity, or
as a super-humaii God, without the Father (see
ch. v. 19, 26; vi. 6), nor in simple humanity
amidst sporadic entreaties.f
At the same time this saying introduces the
following utterance: bat because of the
multitude standing around, etc.— Those who,
like Baur, have inferred from these words that
the prayer of Jesus is debased to a mock-prayer
have failed to comprehend the grand idea of it}

—

* [So also Meyer and Alford. Others suppose that petition
and thanksgiving coincided (Biers, Tholuck), still others that
Jesus thanked in anticipation of the miracle as if it was already an accomplished fact (Godet, comp. Hengstenberg).—
P. 8.J

M The power (of working miracles) wss
t (Trench (p. 330)
most truly His own, not indeed in disconnection from the
Father, for what He saw the Father do. that only He did;
:

but in this, His oneness with the Father, there lay the unin. . The
terrupted bower of doing these mighty works.
thanks to God were an acknowledgment that the power was
from God."-P.S.]
% [Baur calls the prayer a Schsingebet, Weiss© a Schaupbet,
conceived by the evangelist in the apologetic interest for
Such impou*
the divinity of Christ (Strauss, 8ch often).
nonsense arises from utter ignorance of the singular intiiaacy
.
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la presence of the Jews of Jerusalem, Jesus calls
upon their God as His Father, and is heard.*
Thus Moses, in pursuance of God's instructions,
produces his credentials as the ambassador of the
God of Israel, before his nation and before Pharaoh (Ex. iv. 8ff; chap. vii. 9); and thus Elijah
on Mount Carmel, before the priests of Baal and
the backsliding people, petitions the God of Israel for the decisive sign from heaven which shall
corroborate the truth of the Israelitish faith, 1
Kings xviii. 86 ff. For this cause, the design of
this prayer is so distinctly emphasized: that

ters, particularly as the

they might believe that Thou didst send
Me. That prayer may not have a reflexive re-

ducere videretur.
[The terms a$ere in&yeiv, as Godet observes,
have a triumphant tone, like the order to tho

—

ference to the hearers of it, is a tenet which finds
prayer only in pantheistic moods; it would, if
consistently acted upon, abolish the idea of
motherly, ecclesiastical, judicial prayer (the
oath), of prayer offered in performing miracles
and of prayer generally.
Ver. 43. Lazarus, come forth!— Properly :
Lazarus, hither! forth 1 [devpo e$o, without a
verb, hue forail Icit dehors! The simple grandeur, brevity and force of this resurrection call
corresponds with the mighty effect, and may be
compared to the sublime passage in Genesis:
Let there be light! And there wat light. Cyril
calls

S.]

—

P.
deoirpents koI fiaaikucbv Kklevopa.
According to Origen [and Chrysostom]
it

the moment of awakening preceded the thanksgiving of Jesus and the call merely occasioned
the forthcoming of the recipient of new life. But,
manifestly, the loud call with a powerful voice
and majestic utterance should itself be recognized as the moment of awakening, f
Ver. 44. Bound hand and foot with
grave-clothes. Since the dead man was so
wrapped up, even his face being covered, there
happened, according to Basiiius ($ai>/ia£e Vavjia
kv Voipon), Chrysostom and many others, Lampe,
namely, that
Stier, a miracle within a miracle,
Lazarus was able to go forth in spite of his wrapOthers, again, have assumed that he
pings. J
was wrapped about after the fashion of the
Egyptians, his hands and feet being bandaged
separately (Olshausen, Be Wette). Liicke supposes him to have been wrapped from head to
foot so closely that his freedom of motion was
not impeded. J From our passage the .windings
certainly seem to have been partial; whether
they were applied in the Egyptian style or not.
Such might also have been the idea of the ais-

—

—

between ChrUt and the Father, which is so often asserted in
this Gospel (ch. v. 19-21, 36, 37 ; viii 16, 18, 29, 42; x. 26, 80,
33) and illustrated on this occasion. By Tlrtne of this intimacy He, the only Begotten, never addressed Qod as " our
Father/* but as "My Father" or "Father" simply, and
stood in constant communication with Him so that His prayers
assumed, as it were, the character of reflection and mutual
consultation, and were always answered. P. S.]
* [So also Godet: " En rendant qrfces a Dim devant taut
It peuple avant de /aire It miracle, Jisus wui positivement
JKeu en part dans V atuvre qui va se /aire ; cette atuvre devient par Id ctUe de Dim mime. Jehovah, le Dim cf Israel,
sen <Usormais le garant de sa mission,—ou le complice de

—

—

son imposture.** P. 8.]
f [So also Hilary (nuUo intcrvaUo vocis ft vitrn), Meyer,
Alford, Trench. So in the general resurrection the dead will
come forth from their graves when they hear the quickening
mict of the Son of Han, ch. v. 28, 29; comp. the ** shout." 1
M the last trnmp," 1 Cor. xr. 62.— P.
Thea, Ir. 16; and
S.J
X [Also Augustine : processit Hie vinctus: non trgoptdibus
pmpriix, sed riHutevrqdMcentis.]
Meyer, Trench, Owen. Alford is uncertain.—P. S.J
| [So also

ceremonies of anointing

and interment had not yet been completed.

But

obvious that the miracle of new life might
be carried out in a miraculous walking, similar
to somnambulism.
And indeed it was necessary
that the forthcomer should be disencumbered of
his wrappings, in order that he might move with
perfect freedom,
in accordance with the words
of Jesus: Loose him and let him go.—!, e.
go home independent of aid. We cannot adopt
the inference of Grotius ho holds that Christ
did not accompany him ne quasi in triumphum
it is

—

;

:

cripple: "
v.

8).

Take up thy bed and walk"
" St. John here breaks
:

Trench

(ch.
off

the narrative of the miracle itself, leaving ns to
imagine their joy, who thus beyond ail expectation received back their dead from the grave;
a joy, which was well nigh theirs alone, among
all the mourners of all times,
*

Who to tho rerge hare followed those they love
And on the insuperable threshold stand,
"With cherished names its speechless calm reprove,
And stretch in the abyss their ungrasped hand.'

He

leaves this, and passes on to show us the
historic significance of this miracle in the development of the Lord's earthly history, the permitted link which it formed in the chain of those
events, which were to end, according to the de-

terminate decree and counsel of God, in the
atoning death of the Son of God upon the cross.' 1

—P.

S.]

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
the Resurrection and the Life, tho
principle of the future resurrection:
a. The foretokens of the principle: the miracles
of transformation and the histories of raisings
from the dead in the Old Testament, and the
raisings of the dead effected by Jesus.
6. The appearance of the principle in the revivifying life jand spiritual resurrection of
1.

Christ

Christ.
e.

first

The operations of the principle nntil the
resurrection and nntil the general resurrec-

tion.
2. Faith in Christ, the Son of God, embraces
tho resurrection.
8. The rmjstcriousy holy affections in the life of
the Lord. The sensational life in the spirit or
the innermost and highest emotion, within which
all feelings revolve;
supreme compassion for
the misery of men, supreme indignation at the
unbelief of the world. The Lord's bracing of
Himself against all sympathy with ungodly Borrow, while at the same time fully sympathizing
with the godly Borrow of men.

—

4.

Thb raising or Lazarus.

Different interpretations: (1) Lazarus was opparenlly dead (Paulus, Ammon, Schweiser and
others); (2) the account a myth (Strauss); eithera
misunderstanding of a conversation concerning
the resurrection, held with the two women of
Bethany on the occasion of the death of Laxarus
(Weisse) ; or a remodelling of the story of the
raising of the young man at Nain (Gfrorer) ; or
a dogmatico-allegorical representation of the
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66%a of Christ (Baur).* At the grave of Lazarus
modern skeptical criticism manifestly celebrates
every man tells a different
its own dissolution

—

story.

—

:

Omission'of the history in the Synoptisls : (1 ) The
synoptists were not acquainted with it (Lucke
and others). (2) It lay beyond the circle of
their statements (Meyer).
(3) It was omitted
out of consideration for the family of Bethany^
(Herder, Schulthess, Olshausen, Lange, Leben
Jesu, II. 2, p. 1133). Meyer assures us that this
last explanation runs counter to the mind and
spirit of that first age of Christianity (he should
say rather: to the spiritual bravado of the
Comp. John
Montanists and Circumcellians).
iii. 10.

Instrumentalities of the miracle, a. The general one:

Christ the resurrection and the life, the principle of raisings, quickenings, of the dead. b. The
special one : Christ, now entertaining a presentiment of His own death and resurrection. It
was necessary that Jerusalem and the Supreme
Council should behold a sign of His glory beaming very near to them ; this robbed them of ail
excuse, c. The most special one : The faith of the
sisters and of Lazarus, and the expectation of
that Jesus
ail,
especially of the dying man,
would come and manifest His power and willingness to help; an expectation which Lazarus preserved in death, as Jesus Himself carried down
to death Ilis confidence in His own resurrection
(see my Leben Jesu, II. 2, p. 327 and 1127 ff.).
The form of the miracle : A prayer for the
hearing of the God of Israel, as a testimony to
the Lord in the face of Jerusalem.
Its import: The crown of His raisings from
the dead, the presage of His resurrection, the
first flashing of His ddga from the Mount of
Olives over Jerusalem.
5. " As regards the moral application, there is
no need for allegorical interpretation such as is
found in Jerome, Augustine, Bourdaloue, H.
Martin, etc. This allegorical interpretation is
obviously without historical foundation ; it is
unnatural, and to make Lazarus, the friend of
Jesus, the type of a sinner utterly dead and even
stinking,
is also unseemly." Heubner.

—

—

—
—

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
The

raising of Lazarus as the most glorious
of the revivifying miracles of Jesus: 1. In respect of the peculiar circumstances attending it
in comparison with the previous raisings of the
dead ; 2. in respect of its intrinsic significance,
as demonstrating that Christ is the Resurrection
and the Life, or as a demonstration of His glory
8. in respect of its decisive effects.
Or: the
raising of Lazarus in respect of its essential
features: 1. The introductory conversation ; 2.
the walk to the grave ; 3. the prayer of thanksgiving; 4. the awakening call; 6. the appearance of the dead man ; 6. the effect of bis resurrection.
The arrival of Jesus on the fourth
day after the burial of Lazarus.
Or: Jesus,
coming as a Saviour, never comes too late.
How the banished and fugitive Jesus from Pereea

—

—

* [Dr. Lange omits the disgraceful explanation of Renan,
here resorts to the theory of a downright imposture.
See above, p. 330.— F S.]

who

and those haughty scorners of Him, the Jews
from Jerusalem, meet again at the grave of LazaThe different kinds of condolence on the
rus.
death of a member of a family 1. The condolence of the world in general ; 2. the ceremonious condolence of Pharisees ; 3. the hearty condolence of relatives and friends ; 4. the heavenly
condolenoe of Christ.—Christ waiting before the
village, or the divine power of Christ in His human weakness, the type of the Christian life.
The greatest precaution combined with the
most joyful anticipatiou of victory. Martha and
Mary at the gravo of Lazarus. Comparison of
the two, 1. At their first meeting with Jesus
(Luke x. 38), 2. at the second here, 3. at the
third in the history of the anointing. The saying of both : Lord, if Thou hadst been here, etc.—
The if of mourners in view of the dead. If this
and that had happened: 1. In what degree tinful t As an expression of grief that will not be
reconciled to the dispensation of God. 2. In
what degree warranted f As on expression of
pain investigating the causes of the suffering. 3.
In what degree salutary f As an expression of
humiliation before God on account of actual neglect.
The trial of faith imposed upon Martha.
The deliverance of Martha from petty household cares by means of the deep distress and
mighty aid. Christ the Resurrection and the
Life: 1. What this means: a. the Life unto resurrection; b. the Resurrection unto life. 2.
What this signifies to believers: a. to the dead;
0. to the living.
Believest thou this?—The confession of Martha in reply to the question of
Christ touching her faith.
How Martha here
already subordinates herself to Mary, whom she
before desired to tutor (she takes a still more subordinate position in the history of the anointing,—serving silently).— " The Master is here:"
1. The Master is here 2. and calleth thee.—The
presageful visit to the grave, prelusive to the
most presageful visit to the grave of Jesus.—
The weeping of Mary and the weeping of the
Jews: 1. In itself; the external similarity, the
internal diversity ; 2. in its signification thus
voices mingle in the songs of the sanctuary, tears
in our houses, different spirits in the company of
Jesus.
The twice-repeated convulsion of Jesus
inspirit: 1. The occasion, 2. the mood, 3. the
fruit.
The sensational life of Jesus. The heart
of Jesus in its full revelation : 1. In the full
revelation of its love, 2. of its holiness, 3. of its
divine power. How the Lord Himself must
guard His temper before His great work.— The
moving and yet bo salutary sight of the grave.—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—
—

—

—

0*r graves.—In their relation to the grave of
Christ.
The temptation of Martha.—The prayer

—

of thanksgiving and its signification 1. In relation to the Lord: reliance on God; 2. with reference to the Jews: a miracle in fellowship
with their God, as a testimony against them and
to them; 3. in relation to the mourners: the
divine consecration of their human joy.—The
call of Christ three ghostly words, instinct with
:

vital

power: l.The name,

—The

voice of Christ.

2. to Christ, 8. forth.

—The

infinitely significa-

and comprehensive nature of the human
voice.
The unique heaven-tone (the peal of
love and lightning-flash of life) in the voice of
Christ.—The deoidedneas of Christ in all Hia

tive

—
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oven in His voice. The appearance of the living man in the garments of the
grave, a type of the new life of the Christian in
the old vestments of death.
What is expressed by
vital traits,

—

the words : "Loose him and let him go" : 1. How
the adoring amazement of the chronicler is lost
in silence ; 2. how Christ gives Lazarus credit
for full vital strength ; 3. how He diverts attention from Himself to him who has been raised
The three evangelical stories of Bethany.
up.

—

Starke

Canstein : Jesus comes Boon enough
because He always brings salvation with Him,
though to us He often seems to come too late.
Hedingbr: Everything is possible to the power
:

of God : it quickens physically and spiritually
those who have lain in the grave for an hour or
for a thousand years,
who have sinned for a
long or for a short time. To comfort the mourning is a part of godliness.
Quesnel : We comfort one who has lost his brother by death, and
have little or no compassion for him who has lost
his God.
Osiander : See how faith wrestles and
battles with unbelief!
God is rich above all

—
—
—

who call on Him and can do infinitely more than
we ask. Bibl. Wirt. The greatest consolation
of Christians in all kinds of misery and so in
:

peril of death, is the resurrection of the dead, 1
Cor. xv. 54; Heb. ii. 14.
He who believes not

—

—

on Christ is dead ere he dies. Ver. 28. Ah,
how fitting it is for one friend to call the other
to Christ !
It is often better to preach Christ in

—

—
—
—

than to proclaim Him publicly. Ver. 29.
Hz dinger : Love tarrieth not Ver. 81. Zeisius :
Those whose hearts are very heavy and particularly those that are sorely tempted
should
not be left alone. Ver. 82. Can stein : A believing knowledge of Jesus worketh holy reverence
toward Him and deep humility. The misery
of men moves Jesus' pity.
We too, after His
example, should pity the wretched. Zeisius:
We may weep and lament for them that are
asleep in Jesus,
but with moderation ; and we
may comfort ourselves, on the other hand, with
the future, joyful resurrection, 1 Thes. iv. 18, 18.
Ver. 85. Thus He wept over Jerusalem (Luke
lix. 41) and in the garden of Gethsemane, Heb.
v. 7.
lie first gives a sign of His true humanity
and then of His divinity. Ver. 41. Ibid, : Learn
here from Jesus, when thou art about anything
of importance, not to enter upon it without
prayer.
Ver. 43. Osiander: A testimony to the
divine majesty of Christ.
Ver. 45. Quesnel:
It is good for us to visit pious people ; sometimes
our salvation depends thereon.
Gerlach : Jesus
begins here, as He often does, with words purposely mysterious. and sifting; they sound like
a general consolation uttered in view of the fusecret

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ture resurrection.
It was the grand aim of
Jesus in many of His discourses to exhibit the
unity of the spiritual and bodily resurrection

He

therefore raised

up the bodies

of the dead.

The resurrection of the wicked is not a true resurrection, but the second death.
He calls the
dead as He would a living man, as God calls that
which is not as though it were, Rom. iv. 17.
Lisco, ver. 38: The affections of believers
have not the mastery over them ; they are not
passions.
Brauke : Mourning has a good name
in the Old Testament
Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob mourned. And Paul writes (Rom. xii.

—

;

— —

——

—

—

——
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" Rejoice with them that do rejoice, and
weep with them that weep." Com p. Phil. ii. 27.
From the God of all comfort cometh the gift
15)

:

—

—

of consolation. Ver. 27. In this belief is contained her all. Lest her defective conception
should deprive her of the enjoyment o'f salvation.
Mary, ver. 82.
Not another word, only
tears ; they speak louder.
He was convulsed, etc.
What a glorious glimpse of the great heart of
Jesus John gives us here! Scripture mentions
eight persons who were raised from the dead
the son of the widow of Sarepta, by means of
Elijah (1 Kings, xvii. 22), the son of the Shunamitess by Elisha (2 Kings, iv. 35), a dead man
who was cast into the grave of Elisha (2 Kings,
xiii. 21), the young man of Nain (Luke vii. 15),
the daughter of Jairus (Matt. ix. 25), Lazarus,
Tabitha by Peter (Acts ix. 40), Eutychus by
Paul (Acts xx. 9). Gossner, ver. 17. Yet Ho
never fails to come. No Christian dies. It is
true a child of God may outwardly suffer all
manner of things, but that is to be sick ; that
is not death.
Mary. She arose, not to go to tho
dead, but to Him who was her life. Mary spoke
in the same tone that her sister used.
For it is
customary for one thing to infect another. Ono
man may discourage and dishearten another.
Another time He said on a similar occasion:
Weep not ! Namely, for tho consolation of tho
widow of Nain. But here He weeps Himself.
By His tears 1. He heals (hallows) ours, 2. He
wipes them away. The mighty voice of tho
Saviour a type of His almighty grace.
Heubner : The longer faith is obliged to wait,
the stronger faith grows by waiting and trial,
the more glorious is the help afforded (Wichelhaus). Ver. 24.
general belief in a certain
truth is indeed of no avail. This does not touch
a man. It must become a faith personally applied to and personally concerning us.
"Bclievest thou this ? "
A proof-question for every
one.
" The inner relationship of the heart to
Jesus must remain a secret to the world, although weshould freely confess Jesus" (Wichelhaus).
The Master calleth thee. It is a question
of personal relationship. Ver. 29. Who may
delay when Jesus calls him?
What divine
strength human tears possess
Ver. 43. The
voice that we now hear is the authoritative word
of The Awakener of the Dead, who hath the keys
of hell and of death.
Like a spirit Lazarus
comes forth, that at the sight of him all may be
seized with trembling and awe, as they think of
the invisible world thus brought near to them.
The dead man vouchsafes no narrative to our
" He had nought to say in words of this
ears.
earth" (Herder).—Schleieemacher: The Jews.
Such sympathy in the common incidents of life
as is manifested even by men who do not share
our feelings in regard to the things which are
most important and which we have most at
heart, should not be condemned by us as devoid
of sincerity. The grief that locks itself up
within itself is selfish, inasmuch as it separates
a man from connection with his brethren. That
which can rise so high (to God), that which is
capable of such communion with the universal
fountain of life, is also removed beyond the
power of death. If thou believe, thou shalt see
the glory of God.
(

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

—
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Mallet:

Jesus* wrath

and

tears.

— Tears

are not only the signs of love, interest, grief;
thej are also infallible signs of human impotence and weakness. Thus tears here reveal
His holy love, but tbey conceal His might and
glory.—-She called the grave the place of corruption,
the Lord calls it the place of glory.
The Jews. Tbere is a power in the rays of the
sun. They wake the vital germ within the grain
of corn and call new, beautiful and manifold
life into being.
But the same sun-beam draws
poisonous vapors out of bogs and morasses.
It summons life from the one,
death from the

—

a

—

other.

[Ceaves: From Obigen: Ver. 41. Then
took away the stone ; Borne delay had arisen ; it
is best to let nothing come between the commands
of Jesus and doing them. Jesus lifted up His
eyes: We should pray after Christ's pattern
lift up the eyes of our heart above present things
in memory, in thought, in intention.
From
Hilary: Vers. 41, 42. Christ's prayer did not
benefit Himself, but our faith ; He did not want
help, but we want instruction.
From Augustine : Ver. 22. Martha does not Bay, Bring my
brother to life again, but / know whatsoever Thou
wilt ask, Qod will give it Thee
t. «., what Thou
wilt do is for Thy judgment and not for my presumption to determine. Ver. 25. He that bethey

—

—

Me: Faith

—

life of the bouL
Ver.
Where have ye laid himf He knew, but He
asked to try the faith of His people. Ver. 85.
Jesus wept : Wherefore did He weep, but to teach
men to weep ? Ver. 89. Take ye away the stone

lievelh in

is

the

84.

—

—

Mystically, Take away the burden of the law,
proclaim grace, f?]
From Chbtsostom: Vers.

Martha does not take her sister with her
because she would speak with Christ alone;
when her hopes had been raised by Him she
called Mary.
Ver. 29. In her devotions to (trust
in ?) her Master, she had no time to think of her
afflictions.—Vers. 85-88. That He wept and
groaned are mentioned to show the reality of His
From Bede: Vers. 82, 88.
human nature.
Mary did not say so much as Martha, she could
not speak for weeping, (but her tears were as
effective as the words of her sister.
E. R. C.)
From Alcuin: Ver. 17. Our Lord delayed
for four days that the resurrection of Laxarus
might be the more glorious. Ver. 25. I am the
Resurrection, because I am the Life, Ver. 26.
Jesus knew that she believed, but sought a conVer. 85. Jesus wept befession unto salvation.
cause He was the fountain of pity. Vers. 48, 44.
Christ awakes, because His power it is which
quickens inwardly; the disciples loose, because
by the ministry they who are quickened are absolved, [?] (through the ministry they are deE. R. C.)
livered from the bondage of sin.
From Theophtlact : Ver. 28. The Master is come
and ealleth for thee: the presence of Christ in itVers. 88-85. He groaned wept:
self a call.
Jesus sometimes gave His human nature free vent,
sometimes He restrained it: He acted thus 1. to
prove that He is very man ; 2. to teach us the due
measure of joy and grief—the absence of sympathy and sorrow is brutal, the excess is womanly
[better: heathenish.—P. S.]—Ver. 48. He cried
with a loud voice the symbol of that trnmpet
which will sound at the general resurrection.—
20, 28.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

From Bubkitt:
firmity

Vers. 21, 22-88. Faith and t»: faith, in
Martha's firm

mixed together

persuasion of Christ's power; infirmity, in her
limiting Him as to place and time.
Ver. 28.
Christ's meek answer to Martha's passionate
discourse.
Ver. 80. The earnestness of Christ
to finish His work
He went to the grave before
entering the house. Ver. 85. Jesus wept partly
from compassion, partly for example 1. from
compassion, (1) to humanity debased by sin to
death, (2) to Lazarus whom He was about to
bring back to a sinful and suffering world,
( (8)
to the sorrowing sisters. E. R. C); 2. for example, to bring tears from us—(1 ) at the sight of
others* woes, (2) at the graves of our friends.—
Ver. 89. Take ye away the stone: Our hands
must do their utmost before Christ will help.
Ver. 48. Our Lord did not say Lazarus, revive,
as to one dead ; but Come forth, teaching us thai
they are alive to Him who are dead to us.
From M. Henry: Ver. 17. When Jesus came:
Promised salvations though they often come
slowly, always come surely.
Ver. 19. The home
of Martha and Mary a house of mourning.
Grace will keep sorrow from the heart (chap,
xiv. 1) not from the house.
Where there are
mourners, there ought to be comforters.
They
comforted them concerning their brother, speaking
(probably), 1. of the good name he had left behind ; 2. of the happy state to which he had
gone. Ver. 20. The different temperaments of
Martha and Mary, as manifested by their different conduct-Ver. 21. If Thou hadst been here:
We are apt to add to our troubles by fancying
what might have been. Ver. 22. When .we know
not what in particular to ask, let us in general re-

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fer ourselves to God. When we know not what
to pray for, the Great Intercessor knows and is
never refused. Ver. 28. The comforting answer
of Jesus.
Thy brother shall rise again, directing
Martha's thoughts forward to what shall be,
Vers. 25, 26. Note 1. The sovereign power of
Christ, 1 am the Resurrection and the Life; 2. the

—

—

new Covenant, (1) what it is,
(a) for the body, a blessed resurrection, (b) for
the soul, a blessed immortality, (2) to
made,

promise of the
life

believers

in

Him.

—Ver.

whom

27.

Martha's

Creed;

1. The guide of her faith, the word of
Christ ; 2. The ground of her faith, the authority
Christ
; 8. The matter of her faith, that Christ
of

observe

—

was (1) The Christ the anointed One, (2) The
Son of God, (8) The One who should come, 6

—

Vers. 29-31. The (gracious) haste of
ipx6uevoc.
Mary ; she did not consult 1. the decorum of
her mourning, 2. her neighbours. Vers. 29-82.
Mary's abounding love for Christ; though He
had seemed unkind in His delay she takes it not
amiss.—Vers. 81-88. The Jews who followed
Mary led to Christ by the beholding of the miracle; it is good to cleave to Christ's friends in
their sorrows, for thereby we may come to know
Him better.—Ver. 88. The tears of Mary; the
tears of devout affeotion have a loud, prevailing
voice with Christ. He was troubled, t. c, He
troubled Himself; He was voluntary both in His
passion and His compassion.-Ver. 85. Jesus wept,
showing that He was a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief—-Vers. 89, 40.
Martha's
(momentary) distrust, and Christ's gentle reproof and re-assurance. Ver. 41. The prayer

—

—
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of Christ teaches us in praying 1. to call God,
Father; 2. in our prayers to praise Him. Ver.
42 The objects of His public thanksgiving
(possible) objections of His
1. to obviate the
enemies that He wrought miracles by charm*
or the power of Satan ; 2. to corroborate the
faith of His friends.
Ver. 43. Loud voice 1.
significant of the power put forth ; 2. typical of
other works of resurrection (1) of the gospel
cal^ (2) of the Archangel's trumpet at the last
day. Ver. 44. The miracle was wrought 1.
speedily, 2. perfectly, 8. with the additional
miracle, that Lazarus came forth though bound
From Scott: Ver. 41. We
hand and foot.
cannot raise the spiritually dead, but we should
remove the stones and the grave clothes.
From Stier: Ver. 21. Lord, if Thou hadst
been here; thus does man look back with if
in all his heavy trials. Ver. 22. Martha at
this point a heroine in faith, but only for a
moment. Ver. 24. The implied dissatisfaction
of the bereaved one with the mere promise
of a resurrection at the last day
("Halffaith always does what Martha here does."
I)hai8ikb). Ver. 25. I am the Resurrection
1. because I am the Life; 2. as I am the Life
in the same most intrinsically true, and already prevailing, sense. Vers. 25, 26. He that
believeth in Me shall receive a life which death
cannot invade. When the living bury His living
nothing should be heard but resurrection joy.
Ver. 83. He groaned in the spirit (evspptufoaro
The sorrow of Jesus on account
rCf> Trvevuart):
of sin, and His wrath against death. Ver. 44.
Loose him: The relics of the (spiritual) grave are
(in the case of the spiritually quickened) to be
removed, by the Lord's appointment, through
From Barnes: Ver.
the ministry of men.
26. Believest thou this t The time of affliction a
favorable period to try ourselves whether we
have faith.—Ver. 28. The Matter: A title which
Jesus claimed for Himself, Matt, xxiii. 8, 10.
Ver. 85. Jesus wept: Learn 1. that the most
tender friendship is not inconsistent with the
most pure religion ; 2. that it is right to sympathize with the afflicted ; 8. that sorrow at the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
;
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death of friends is right ; 4. the tenderness of
the character of Jesus. Ver. 40. The glory of
Qod: The power and goodness displayed in the
resurrection.
From Melville: Ver. 25. 1
am the Resurrection and the Life; Christ the cause
and the origin of the immortality of our bodies
and our souls.
From Hall : Ver. 28. Secretly
for fear of the unbelieving Jews : Christianity
doth not bid us abate anything of our wariness.
r From A Plain Commentary (Oxf ) : Ver. 20.
The blessedness of Martha in going forth to meet
her Lord. Ver. 30. By His remaining without
the town, the whole body of friends brought to
Him (and to the beholding of the miracle.
E.R.C.)
From Hdtcheson: Ver. 24. Men believe great things that are far off, when their faith
proves weak in a less matter of present trial.—
From Williams : Vers. 38-41. God created man
by a word, without effort ; but recalls him to
life not without many groans and tears and intercessions.
From Ryle: Vers. 20-27. To
know how much grace believers have, we must
see them in trouble. Ver. 21. A strange mixture of emotions 1. reproachful passion; 2.
love; 8. faith; 4. unbelief.
Ver. 24. General
faith is easier than particular.
Ver. 81. Those
who came to comfort, themselves blessed.
Vers. 83-85. He saw weeping and He wept (as
the consequenoe of His real humanity) ; He still
retains His human nature. Ver. 36. Behold how
He loved him I Of all graces, love most arrests the
attention and influences the opinion of the world.
Ver. 40. Said I not unto thee: The best believ-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

ers need reminding of Christ's sayings.

Owen
Our

/ am

From

Vers. 25, 26. He that believeth in Me, etc.:
Lord's commentary on the preceding words,
:

the Resurrection

and

the Life.

Vers. 41, 42. The duty of public thanksgiving
1. that God may
for gracious answers to prayer*
be glorified by the one benefited before others
2. that others may be led to glorify Him.]

—

* fli not tho address recorded in these verses simply a
thanksgiving spoken in respect of a previously offered private
prayer f Is it not probable that the prayer was being offered during tho period of delay beyond Jordan, throughout
the travel to Bethany, and in the growings at the sepulchre t
B. B. C.J

—

The believing Jews. The obdurate ones as betrayers.
C. Two-fold result of the raising of Lazarus.
The high-priestly prophecy, or the extinction of the ancient Urim and Thummim. Demoniacal
policy and Divine counsel. Jesus now in the wilderness of Ephraim, as He was in the
wilderness at the beginning of His ministry.
(Vers. 45-57.)
1
Then many [Many therefore] of the Jews which came [who had come] to Mary,
45
46 and had seen the things which Jesus [what he] did, believed on [in] him. But
some of them went their ways [went away] to the Pharisees, and told them what
things [omit things] Jesus had done.
Then [Therefore] gathered the chief priests and the Pharisees a council [the
47
Council, or, the Sanhedrin] 3 and said. What do we [shall we do, or, are we to do] ?
48 for this man doeth [worketh] many miracles [signs]. If we let him thus alone [thus
go on], all men [omit men] will believe on [in] him; and the Romans shall [will]
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49 come and take away both our place and nation. And [a certain] one of them,
named [omit named] Caiaphas, being the [omit the] high priest that same [omit
50 same] year, said unto them, Ye know nothing at all, Nor [do ye] consider that
8
it is expedient for us [for you], that one man should die for the people, and that
51 the whole nation perish not [and not the whole nation perish]. And this spake
he [he spoke] not of [from] himself: but being high priest that year, he prophesied [gave the high-priestly prophetic decision] that Jesus should [was about to] die
And not for that [the] nation only, but that also he should
for that [the] nation ;
[that he might also] gather together in [into] one [body, or, people] the children of
God that were [are] scattered abroad.

52

[Therefore] from that day forth they took counsel together4 for [omit for]
put him to death. Jesus therefore walked no more [longer] openly [freely]
among the Jews ; but went [departed] thence unto a [into the] country near to
[omit to] the wilderness, unto a city called Ephraim, and there continued [so55 journed, abode] with his [the] disciples. And [Now] the Jews' passover [the passover of the Jews] was nigh at hand [omit nigh, or, at hand] and many went out
56 of the country up to Jerusalem before the passover, to purify themselves. Then
sought they [They sought therefore] for Jesus, and spake [said] among themselves,
as they stood in the temple, What think ye, that he will not come to the feast?
57 Now both [omit both] 5 the chief priests and the Pharisees had given a commandment [issued commandments or, ordered],* that, if any man [any one] knew where
he were [was], he should shew it [give information, or, make it known], that they
might take [seize] him.

Then

53
54

to

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Vor. i5.—TO* cX^irif is the true reading, supported by Origen, and adopted by Alford, Teschendorf, efc, instead of
twit iXOorruv of Cod. D.—F. S.]
* Ver. 47.—[avyiipioy means the Sanhedrin, the great council of the Jews.
See Exec—I*. S.l
* Vor. 50.— [Tischendorf (ed. 1869), Alford, Weatoott and Hort read vfi.lv in accordance with B. D. L , etc., instead of
Lange follows here the text rec— P. 8.J
illiiv.
* Ver. 63.—[Tischendorf supplies wvtpov\4v<r*m by ipovk4v<ravro in accordance with Sin. B. D.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 67.—«ai is omitted by Lachmann and Tischendorf in accordance with many Codd.
Yet it is recommended bj
Cod. D. and others, and was perhaps omitted because men failed to recognize the great intensification of the persecution
of Jesus expressed in this mandate. Since the decree in question must be disseminated throughout the land, we also cooeider the reading ItroAaf, in accordance with B. M., etc., to be correct. [The first xai after 6t&Jnc<iarav, which in the £. V.
Is rendered both, must bo rejected on the authority of ft A. B. K. L. M. U. X., Alford, Tischendorf, We*tcott sod
llort.-P.S.J
* Ver. 67.—[The singular ivrok^v of the text. rec. as a correction (because but one Is mentioned) must be set aside for
the plural c'troAaf, ordcr$% on the authority of Cod. Sin. and B., ete.— P. S.J
.
i

—

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver. 45. Many
A new split in the

of the

Jews

therefore.

Pharisaical party in Jerusalem itself. The important effect of the raising
of Lazarus is observable in the fact that many of
these Jews became believers. Some, however,
of those who witnessed the miracle at Bethany,
separate from the believing portion and confirm
themselves in their obduracy, giving notice of
the event to the Pharisees, «. e. y here, the hostile
members of the Sanhedrin. Origen held these individuals to be friends of Jesus, whose intentions
in giving the information were good. On the other
hand the view of £uthymius,who regarded them
as malevolents, is the one generally entertained.
According to Euthymius, they denounced Him as
a soroerer (yoiryg); according to Theophylact,
as a sacrilegious person, who had disinterred a
corpse.
These hypotheses overlook the possibility that the hardened denunciators held the
same opinion to which Caiaphas gives utterance
ver. 60, and considered Jesus to be merely a
dangerous man. And thus their notification is
apprehended by the generality of people. Meyer
impugns the assumption of hostile intention on
the part of these men ; it is ol fotidvTeg [who

had come], says he, not
reading of D. and text. reo.

tuv &$6v7uv [the
But in this
construction the evangelist would say, that the
Jews who came to Bethany constituted a plurality of the whole body of Jews.
The better plan
would be, perhaps, to distinguish among the
spectators friends of Mary, sharers of her sentiments these had come to Mary and were diaadThe Jews were well aware of the deadly
fievot.
enmity of the Pharisees towards Jesus; if these
informants had been friends, they must hate
witnessed for Jesus with heroic martyr-courage,
and they would have secured a firm and coii-

—P. S.]

;

spicuous station in the evangelical history.
Ver. 47. The high priests and the Pharisees therefore assembled the Sanhedrin.
See Oomm. on Matthew, chap. v. p. 113, Am.
Ed. ; Winer, Art. Synedrium.
1. The make: awidptov, talmudic: T"H»-'

—

Sanhedrin*
* [Sanhedrin

is

more accurate than

ABzaJtaZrua, though

this is more frequently used (even by Alford). The rabbinical attempts to trace it to a Hebrew root are futile (see
Buxtorf, tub verb.) ; it is formed from the Greek 9w46p*or
(ovwepor, e&pa), a sitting together, an assembly, a council.
Winer s article is more scholarly than the article Smktdrin
in Smiths Dictionary of the Bible. lange has conveniently
brought together all the necessary information on the sub-

ject;-*. 8.]
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CHAP. XL 45-57
2. SioiiwiCATiON : tho Bupreme, theocraticohierarchical Court of the Jews, resident at Jerusalem.
It con3. Composition and organization.
sisted of screnty-one members forming three
At that
classes (chief priests, elders, scribes).
time it was composed of Pharisaio and Sadducean elements (Caiaphas, the high-priest, belonged to the Sadducean party). The Sanhedrin
had a president (WtSttn), ordinarily the high-

priest,

who was

(pi iV3 3X). There is not sufficient proof that
a third functionary, styled D3H, stood at tho
left of tho high-priest (Vitringa).
Extraordinary: in urgent cases
4. Sessions.
Ordinary : held
at the house of the high-priest.
daily (with the exception of the Sabbath and
feast aays), of old in a session room adjoining
the temple, called Oazith, but in later times (from
a period of forty years before the destruction of
the temple) in places near the temple-mount.
6. Matters oomino under the ooonizanob or
this court Afl a forum Matters concerning a
whole tribe, a false prophet, the high-priest, or
an arbitrary war, or blasphemy.
Formerly: Infliction of
6. Punitory power.
capital punishment (stoning, burning, beheading, hanging) ; later : excommunication and recommendation for capital punishment.
7. Administration. Connection with the minor
courts; highest court of appeal from these; intercourse with them through surrogates and ap:

8.

**

Extent of authority:

Legislation,

ad-

Talmudists this
court originated in the institution of Moses, Num.
xi. 24.
That, probably, was but prelusive. So,
too, the supreme court of Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron.
Increased importance of this institution
xix. 8.
The yepovaia in the time of the
after the exile.
8eieucidas (2 Maco. i. 10); the first decided
mention at the time of Antipater and Herod
(Joseph. Antiqu., xiy. 9, 4). A session of the
Sanhedrin is called.

History. According

What shall we do

—

to the

[or,

What

are

we

to

do, irotovp £v] ? The indicative, i. e., something
must be done.
For this man. Implacable hatred.
They no longer protest against the many
signs of Jesus; but nevertheless they contemptuously say : this man. Doubtless the expression
many miracles, is also intended to obliterate the
simple recognition of tho grand raising of the
dead.
At the same time an expression of fear
that ne would perform yet other miracles.
thus alone.— The
Vcr. 48. If
let
It is a
policy of fear and anti-christianity.
wicked and empty fear that ail will believe on
Him ; a wicked &nd empty fear that thence troubles
will arise that will cause the Romans to invade
the country ; a wicked and empty fear that they
will then make an end of the Jewish commonwealth.
There is, moreover, in each one of these
considerations a co-operative element of falsehood; hence it is likewise a trebly hypocritical
fear.
And a fear, in sooth, which thinks itself
justified by its motives, in carrying on hostile
proceedings against a prophet of God, a doer of
many miracles. In fine, a fear that occasions

—

we

—

away both our place
rbv rdrrov nal rb iUvot;].
'Apovaiv according to Euthy mius and many others
They

will take
[ical

aKoteoovotv,
according to Nonnus and others:
they will wrest from us; this certainly is moro
in accordance with their egotistical sentiment
whioh considers everything lost when the hierTholuck is in favor of:
archical rule is gone.
annihilate,
because Judea was already a Roman
province. But the hierarchy still exercised rule.

—

Our, 4fjiL>v. Meyer: placed first, with the emphasis of egotism. Tbv tj6 to v variously construed: 1. As the temple, as the central sanctuary (Origen, Liicke [De Wette, Hengstenberg]
and others, after Acts vi. 18; 2 Maoo. v. 19); 2.
as the country, "Land und Leute" [Luther]
country and people (Bengel, Luthardt, and
others) ;* 8. as the holy city [the 'seat of the
Sanhedrin and the whole hierarchy], in favor of
which, 2 Mace. iii. 18, 80. Chrysostom, Meyer, f
Be it observed that the temple with the holy
mountain and the holy city form a concrete unit,
as the residence of the theocratical hierarchy.
However, the expression is also an unconscious
prophecy, like the subsequent remark of Caiaphas.
Ver. 49.
a certain one of them, CaiSee Comm. on Matt. chap,
aphas.
a I a $ ac
It must be observed
xxvi. 8. Also Luke iii. 2.
that the Sadducecs, to whom Caiaphas belonged,
have already begun to take part in the hostility
against Jesus ; having probably long despised
Him, their active enmity is doubtless excited by
the raising of Lazarus. They now, in the person of Caiaphas, take the foremost rank 4n the
persecution ; subsequently we see them for a time
take the lead even of the Pharisees in hostility
towards the Christian Church (Acts iv. 1, 2).

—

And

ministration, justice.
9.

the very mischief it considers itself bound mischievously to avert. Weisse and Strauss haro
regarded this hierarchical portrait as an improbable one. Analogies at once suggest themselves; for instance, Ultramontanism confounds
the Reformation with Anabaptism, Socialism,
Communism, Antichristianity, and is itself the
parent of those very thiogs which it seeks to
foist upon the other.

by a vice-president and nation

assisted

paritors.

3G3

—

Him

K

.

Being high-priest that year [rob iviavtov

Different interpretations:
Bretsobneider, Strauss [Schenkel, Scbolten] : It is the erroneous idea that the highpriestly office changed hands from year to year.
[But whoever was the writer of this Gospel, he
shows sufficient familiarity with Jewish customs
and localities throughout, to manifest that he was
incapable of making such a mistake. P. S.]

kicelvov].

1.

—

Baur: The Pseudo- John supposed Caiaphas
and Hannas to have discharged the office alter2.

nately [very arbitrary].
8.

"The repetition of r. hiavrov kic
oh. xviii. .18 cannot bo understood

Tholuck:

vers. 49, 51

;

otherwise than thus: namely, that the highwho once in the year offered the joint sacrifice for the people (Heb. ix. 7), must himself
deolare that in that year a greater and more
1
universal joint sacrifice should be offered. * Yet
John himself refers tho saying not to the highpriest

* [Alford : Our local habitation and national existence.-*

f [So also Grottos, Kwald, Baumleln, Godet.—P. &]
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priestly, but to the propbetio position of the
high-priest.
4. Liicke: In that memorable year, the deathyear of the Redeemer, Caiaphas was at the head
of affairs (and the Evangelist deemed it superfluous to add to the mention of this fact a reference to the duration of the office).* This suf-

yet the expression undoubtedly contains
an intimation to the effect, that the highpriestly-office was debased at that time by the
fices;

also

frequent alternations it sustained. SeeLebenJesu.
nothing at all. Ovk ovS'fv. As
he is aware that he is giving utterance to the inmost wishes of the greater part of them, he can,
with an appearanoe of righteous indignation, revile them, without apprehending the taking of

Ye know

much

offence.

Nor consider

that it is expedius us of the Sanhedrinf
that one man should die for the people
according to divine purpose—e If &v<kpo[I va
iroc. airo&avn virip tov "kaov, and not
the whole nation perish, teal pi} blov rb
Thus the Jewish priestedvoc ax6%7iTai.
hood expired with an unconscious and unwilling
Ver. 50.

ent

[ovfi$£pei]

for

—

prophecy of Christ's atoning death, which it tyStier and Luthardt see
pically foreshadowed.
in this a sublime irony of a most special Providence in the very centre of the world's history.
The v tt k p, in commodum, for the benefit,
P. S. ]
becomes also an avri, instead of, in consequence
of the concluding clause: " and that not the whole
nation (faify, the whole mass of the people) peroA.'^ " Analogous sentences are collected by
Schottgen and Wetstein." The dcvilishness of
this pseudo-political maxim as conceived by Caiaphas, is contained in the idea that Jesus shall
be a guiltiest and involuntary sacrifice to secure
the good of the nation. This diabolical notion

—

causes the proposition to assume, in this sense,

an ultra-heathenish, superstitious and lying asIt is the completed idea of the most repect.
volting heathen Moloch-sacrifices, into which Israel lapses when at the very acme of its legalSee Leistic seal for putatively pure Judaism.
benJesu

11.,

Ver. 51.

2,?. 1138.

Bat being high-priest that year,

he prophesied

—

t. e., unconsciously to himself,
the wicked decree, as he apprehended it, had the
significance of an official prediction, and, as
such, a higher sense. Various interpretations:

1.

In the sense of

^p-Q? (De Wette). There

undoubtedly something of a kindred nature in
the Bath Kol; yet that is here insufficient, and
belongs to another sphere. See Herzog's
it
Real-Eneyklopxdie [I. 719].}
is

* [So also Meyer and Alford. Comp. xviii. 13, where the
expression Is repeated.—P. 8.]
f[Lange follows Lachmann in reading J^M*** But the
true reading is vj»Ik, for you, seo Text. Notts.—P. 8.]
% [There is here a slight mistake, as will bo seen by referring to the Greek text. Caiaphas uses Aoo* in the first, and
c0pot in the last clause. Meyer distinguishes between effpoc,
tho people as a nation, and Aaoc , the people as a political or
theocratic society. Or, to speak more accurately, Aoot usually
signifies the chosen people (Matth. i. 21 ; ii. 4, 6, etc.), Mro*.
a nation among the nations (comp. below ver. 52 ovg virip row
e0yovf ii6vov)\ Matth. xxiv. 7, " nation against nation ;" xxv.
32, "att nations," etc.). Yet Aoot is also used for a great crowd
or multitude, like 6xAoc, John Till 2 ; Luke xxiii. 27, " a great
company of people,'' rtc.— P. 8.J
3 [The Talmudic term, Bath Kol, lit., " the daughter of the
voice," means the echo of a heavenly voice of revelation, or a

2. An involuntary prophecy, like that of old,
contained in the involuntary blessing of Balaam
(Liicke, Tholuck).* The cases are certainly allied ; they differ, however, in that in the case of
Balaam, a distinction must be made between bis
common consciousness and his inspired mood
(wherefore his words of blessing are not susceptible of a double interpretation, as is his character), while in Caiaphas we have to distinguish between his consciousness and the unconscious expression, mirroring a higher truth, and hence
bearing a double meaning.
8. A sentence in accordance with the appointment of the high-priest, to prophesy by the Urim
and Thummim, t. e., to utter the decision assignable to divine causality. Leben Jesu IL, 2, p.
1137.
[So also Alford. This view is confirmed
by the repetition of the phrase apxiepeh wv rob
h. kK. But this reference to the Urim and Thummim does not exclude the second view. P. S.]
"The high-priest," says Meyer, "was considered in ancient Israelitish times as tho bearer
of the divine oracle, the organ of divine revelation (Ewald, Antiquities, p. 385 sq.), which he obtained by examination of tho Urim and Thummim (Ex. xxviii. 30; Lev. xxvli. 21). It is true
that this examination was discontinued in later
times (Joseph. Ant. III., 8, 9) the high-priestly
office being in all things shorn of its glory yet
even in the prophetic age there still existed a belief in the prophethood of the high-prie9t (Uos.

—

—

;

4) we find also in Josephus Antiq. VI., 6, 3,
the ancient high-priesthood represented as the
bearer of the oracle,'*^*?., [p. 444 /., 5th ed.]
The high-priest was not the organ of divine revelation, but of divine decision; for the people
whose king was God, must be able in all cases
to have the mandate of its King.
Now the decision was, if auspicious (as Philo.f idealizing the
priest, represents him as a prophet), a prophecy
of blessing; but if the high-priest was an unenlightened man, his oracle became tho utterance
of a curse. The decision might also, in itself,
bo the fountain sometimes of fortune, sometimes
of misfortune. But even in the latter case there
was attached to it the blessing of a divine judgment, that brought deliverance to the pious (rabbinical passages of unconscious predictions in
Schottgen).
iii.

;

divine oracle which the Rabbins Imagined to receive, or which
they were accustomed to derive from accidental circamstanoM
and lots. It aroee after the extinction of the prophecy and
John would not use of this tbe
is a basfard substitute for it.
verb •»po^^T«v#ei'. P. 8.1
• So also Trench and Wordsworth. 8imilar instances of
involuntary prophets or witnesses to the truth ws have in
Pharaoh, Saul. Nebuchadnesxar, Pilate. God uses bad men
as well as good ones for His own ends ; He can speak wisdom
even through the mouth of an ass, and confound the philosophers. Trench says : " There is no difficulty in such •*
conscious prophecies as this evidently is. Uow many prophecies of the like kind,—most of them, it is true, rather in
act than in word, meet us in the whole history of the crodf
flxion I What was the title over our blessed Lord, 'Jesus of
Nazareth, the King of the Jews/ but another such scornful
and contemptuous, yet most veritable prophecy? Or what
again the robe and the homage, the sceptre and the crown?
And in the typical rehearsals of the great and final catastrophe in the drama of God's providence, how many Xlmrods
and Pharaohs, antichrists that do not qnite come to the birth,
have prophetic parts allotted to them, which they play oat,
unknowing what they do ; for such is the divine irony ; so,
in a very deep sense of the words,

—

I

*

t IDs

Ludit in humants divina potentia reoai.' '—P. &]

creat. princ. IJ n p. 367.]
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That Jesus was about to die [tf/ieAAev
&7ro&vJjoKetvl. 'On. The subsequent observation is not merely a pious reflection of John, as
Lucke represents it it is declaratory of the decisive providence of God, which caused the
wicked decree to be so worded that it must express at the same time, unconsciously to the
;

speaker, a divine sense, containing the real docthe doctrine of the redemptrine of salvation,
tion of man by the death of Jesus.
To die for
the nation. The vir& p tov Xaov (ver. 60),
with its hierarchico-national sound, is here
changed, in accordance with the last words of
Caiaphas, into irrtp tov t&vovc.
Ver. 52.
not for the nation only,

—

—

And

but that he might also gather together into
one [people] the children of God that are

—

abroad. Christian unive realism,
conditional, however, upon divine ordinance, as
defined in the Bible, and upon human faith.
[Ver. 52 is an addition of the Evangelist to the
scattered

unconscious prophecy of Caiaphas to prevent a
limitation of the benefits of Christ's death ; comp. 1
John ii. 2 : "He is the propitiation for our sins ; not
for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
world."]
The children of Qod. Interpretations
1. The future children of God.
[Among the
heathen.
Prophetic and proleptic, like x. 161.

(Euthymius [£tc fiiXXovra yeviffdat], Meyer [AlTrench Those who should hereafter become His children. So also Calvin, in a predestinarian sense (to which Meyer assents) lUios
ergo Dei, etiam antequam vocentur, ah election* jmford,

:

:

tfroa/.—P. S.]
2. Children of God, who are longing for Christ
(Messner [Tholuck, Luthardt, Godct]).
3. Children of God by nature, who are such
without first becoming so through Christ (Hilgenfeld [contrary to i. 12 ; iii. 8, 6, etc.])
4. The children of God generally, among the
Jews, they being in reality scattered by the

—

—

hierarchy, jealous for the %a6c,
as among the
heathen, whose religious men have been scattered abroad since the building of the tower
of Babel.
The antithesis is: dying for the
nation as a unit; dying in order to tho gathering of the people of God from all places
whither they have been scattered. The fundamental idea is the bringing together (this expression does not refer to place) of all the children of God into one9 t. e., into one nation, in an-

the "ka6c of Caiaphas. Comp. Ephes.
In that passage the fundamental idea is
the union of believing Jews and Gentiles, as ch.
x. 16
here the fundamental thought is the union
of the scattered sheep.
Caiaphas said : the natithesis to

ii.

14.

;

—

tion is perishing
therefore He must die ; John
says: He, doubtless, has by His death created the

Christ is the union of this people.
Ver. 53. From that day forth they held assemblies of their council, having in view His
death : meetings for the murder of Christ. Before this time inferior courts, as well as the Sanhedrin itself, have occasionally sought to bring
about His death (chh. v. and viii.) ; before now,
individual Pharisees have sought to thrust Him
aside by means of their standing tribunal of zealotism (chh. ix. and x.) ; before this, too, His adherents have 'been threatened with excommunication,—.have been actually excommunicated
true, real 2>a6c.

—

XI. 45-67.
(ch. ix.)
to death,

8tfj

Now

the question

beoomes a

settled

how He

shall be put

and ever recurring

subject of debate in the Sanhedrin. It is clear
that Jesus has long been considered by them as
under the ban; apparently, fear of the people
has deterred them from inflicting public and for-

mal excommunication upon Him, although this is
involved in the mandate issued subsequently to
this session.
Ver. 64.

—

To a city called Ephraim. Jesus
can no longer appear openly among the people
without exposing Himself to the danger of being
seized and prematurely sacrificed.
It only remains to Him to reflect upon the true way of
sacrifice.
For this purpose He retires to the
oity of Ephraim, a small place, whence He can
easily withdraw into the wilderness for security
and contemplation.

—

Into the conn try. The
Into a

country in antithesis to Jerusalem.

region near the wilderness.

—

"Eprjfioc

gene-

rally denotes the wilderness of Judea. In reality,
however, it is a uniform desert tract between
Jerusalem or the hill-country of Judea and the

valley of the Jordan ; its centre is formed by
the wilderness of Judea between Jerusalem and
the Dead Sea, to the right of the brook of Ei-

dron

this wilderness is continued southwards
;
in the deserts of Engeddi, Siph and Maon, and
northwards in those of Tekoa, Jericho (with Mt.

Quarantania) and Ephraim, which last appears
as the northern extension of the whole desert
region of Judea. Thus it was, in effect, one
wilderness in which Christ dwelt at the beginning and the close of the years of His ministry.
Ephraim was probably situated not far from
Bethel, since it is several times associated with
Bethel in historical events and records. With
regard to the site of Bethel, it is Robinson's belief that he recognized it in the ruins of Beitin
{Biblical Researches, II., p. 127 [Am. ed., voL I.,
" Bethel," he remarks, " was a border
p. 449]).
city between Benjamin and Ephraim; at first

assigned to Benjamin, but conquered and afterwards retained by Ephraim. According to Eusebius and Jerome, it lay twelve Roman miles
from Jerusalem, on the right or east of the road
leading to Sichem or Neapolis (Nabulus). From
Beitin to el-Bireh we found the distance to be
forty-five minutes, and from Bireh to Jerusalem
three hours, with horses." In an easterly direction, not far from Bethel, Robinson passed the
night at the village of Taiyibeh. "Here the
proximity of the wilderness was plainly discerIn particular, there is here a rocky
nible."
valley, " overgrown with furzy plants and sage,
interspersed with the fragrant Zaeter." For a
description of the desert itself see Robinson.
The village of Taiyibeh is considered by some
to be identical with the ancient Ephraim [the
same with OphrahfJosb. xviii. 28; 1 Sam. xiii.
17) and Ephron (2 Chr. xiii. 17) of the Old Testament So besides Robinson, Van de Velde and
Stanley. The latter says (Sinai and Palestine,
p. 210): « Further still, the dark oonical hill of
Taiyibeh, with its village perched aloft, like
those of the Apennines, the probable representative of Ophrah of Benjamin, in later times ' the
city called Ephraim,* to which our Lord retired,
' near to the wilderness,' after the raising of La-

zarus."—P. S.]
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Since Jesus was now resolved to repair to Jerusalem with the next Galilean and Peroan paschal caravan, t. e. since but one step remained
for Him, to surrender Himself publicly to the
Messianio hope entertained by the pious among
the people and now purified by Him, possessing
a distinct foresight, however, of the death resulting upon this step, accompanied by the succumbing of the party of believers to the hierar(see Leben Jetu II. p. 1140)
chical party
Ephraim was the place exactly fitted for a temporary sojourn. Hence He could at need withdraw into the desert; here He could collect His
disciples and prepare them for the last journey
here
(see Comm. on Matthew, p. 360, Am. Ed.)
He could join cither the caravan coming across
Samaria to Bethel or the one passing through
Jericho on its way from Peraa (see Tholuck, p.
31G).
Comp. Jos. xv. 61; xvi. 1; xviii. 22;
2 Kings ii. It was in the vicinity of Jericho,
according to the Synoptists, that Jesus attached
Himself to the festive train from Perma, having,
it is probable, previously received His friends
from the Galilean company that passed through
Samaria.

house without giving information of Him, t. e.
without hostility to Him. In all probability the
command was issued with a particular view to
the family of Lazarus. See Chap. xiL 10.

—

—

;

Vcr. 55.

And

the passover of the

was at hand. The nearness of this

Jews

feast occa-

many to go out of the Jewish country
(jwoanot simply that region, as Bengel supposes,
but the country in contrast to Jerusalem) beforesioned

to Jerusalem, because they had to purify
themselves (Lightfoot) before the feast, by means
of the prescribed sacrifices and ablutions (Num.
ix. 6 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 17 ff.).
Ver. 56. They sought therefore for Jesus.
Wo gather from this, in the first place, how
eagerly all the people were expecting the appearThey had hoped
ance of Jesus at the feast.
Hence, then,
to find Him already in Jerusalem.
it likewise follows that no special reference is
had to people from the country about Ephraim.
We therefore translate the brt ov fir} IWy : that
He will not come (with Meyer), but not: that He
has not come (Vulgate and others). Borne appear
to take it for granted from the condition of things
that He will not come, while others question this
Manifestly, it is like a sort of betting
decision.
whether He will come or not. The occasion of
this conduct was the mandate of the high-priest,
which had been spread abroad throughout the land
by means of special orders of the Sanhedrin (see
the Textual note) and in accordance with which
every one who knew of the abode of Jesus, was
bound to give information of it. This mandate
a kind of interdict of course presupposes excommunication. There seems to have been at
that time not a single traitor among the peasants
and dwellers in the deserts of Ephraim. Subsequently, however, this decree formed a point for
Judas to fasten on. He probably silenced his
conscience at first with the cry, that he must be
an "obedient son" of the hierarchical Church,
or a "loyal subject" of the spiritual authoriThe decree may be regarded as the result
ties.
of the session ver. 47 (comp. ver. 58, Meyer).
The anteposition of ihduneioav, with reference to
the decree, is emphatic. We must observe that
this edict was at all events designed as an intera fact of special importance to the friends
dict,
of Jesus ; no one should receive Him into his

hand up

—

—

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
has been early demonstrated by John in
the history of Nicodemus, that a sincere lawzealot, Jew- and Pharisee may believe and be
saved.
Here he gives prominence to the fact
that many Jews believed after witnessing the
raising of Lazarus. And this was the second
great spiritual miracle connected with the external mighty miracle of the raising of Lazarus
with one impulse many Jews believed on Him.
Some, indeed, of those who at first were overpowered by the grand fact, may probably have apostatized. At all events, there was a remnant of unbelievers.
To these the savor of life unto life did
here become literally a savor of death-unto death.
2. The Jews who go from Bethany, from
the grave of Lazarus, to the Pharisees, to show
them what Jesus has done, are thus become precursors of Judas; in a general sense, types of
apostates.
They all come from Bethany ; they
all go— to the Pharisees ; they all, with hostile
intent, report what Jesus has done.
1. It

—

The council of blood. The policy of fear.
what it means to avert. The policy
of timidity became a policy of intimidation, ter8.

It occasions

rorism. Probably the rough words of Caiaphas
to his colleagues were further serviceable in terroristically beating down any attempt on the part
of the friends of Jesus, Nicodemus and Joseph
of Arimathea, to dwell upon His many miracles
(comp. Gerlach on this passage). It is not likely
that these men had any share in the subsequent
determined deliberations of the Council of Blood.
Once they expressed their positive disapprobation (see Luke xziii. 61), probably on this very
occasion.
To this the minute account of this
session is no doubt attributable.
4. On the road of ultra-Judaism the Jews have
relapsed into the worst heathenism. Pursuant
to the counsel of Caiaphas, they relapsed, as regards their intentions, into the Moloch-sacrifice.
After the destruction of Jerusalem, at the conquest of Massada, into the suicidal despair of
the Hindus (Josephus, De bello jud. t VII.; chh.
VIII., IX.); with their Talmud into a mythology
which, in comparison with that of Qreece and
Rome, is utterly odious. Thus, too, Christian
Judaism [Romanism] usually. relapses into the

most abominable heathenism.
6. Even Caiaphas, then, has with tolerable
plainness set forth the maxim : the end justifies
the means.
6. The extinction of the Old Testament office
of high-priestly prophecy in the sentence of
Caiaphas. Caiaphas must unconsciously sketch
the principal features of Christian dogmatics
and soteriology. The fearful double meaning of
his speech with regard to his intention and the
What it proves: 1.
meaning of the Spirit.
Prov. xvi. 1:* Man is master of his intention;
that is his own ; not so, however, the full import

* [Luther's translation reads different! j from our English
version, viz : " Man indeed proposeth in his heart, but from
the Lord cometh what the tongue shall speak-"]
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of his words. In the domain of speech the cooperating and counteracting rale of divine pro*
yidence begins. 2. The symbolical ministry becomes, even in its ungodly tendency, an unconscious prophecy of the real ministry of the
Spirit ; the false, official high-priest a prophet
of the true High Priest and His sacrifice. In
what relation do these types stand to the former
typism f They are types moulded by the irony
of divine dispensation from the elements of human perversity. The school of truth is perfected in the mouth of these wicked priests, while
the school of falsehood is perfected in their heart.
Henco they are able to blaspheme with words
of prayer, to prophesy with words of demoniacal
policy.
Caiaphas prophesied. "Roman Catholics apply this to popes ; popes, though wicked,
might still be the organs of truth, as Stolberg
remarks in his History of the Religion of Jesus.
Our church teaches only that the Word of God
and the Sacraments retain their own virtue even
when administered by unregenerate preachers."
Heubner. But here also a relative soundness of
the Church as a body must be assumable.
7. The Urim and Thummim are likewise expressive of the truth that decision and resolution
are needful in ail cases, while, on the other hand,
endless vacillation is the greatest evil. Therefore God hardens Pharaoh's heart with the view
of expediting matters, and Judas also receives
the command, " What thou doest, do quickly."
The temporal hardening of the people of Israol,
however, was designed to prevent their eternal

—

obduracy, Rom.

ix.-xi.

8. The work of Christ, regarded by His enemies as a scattering and destroying of the ancient

people of God, resulted in the creation of a new
and real people of God, gathered from abroad.
9. Christ in the wilderness at the beginning
and the end of His career. In the beginning He
resolved not to appear publicly under the title
of the Messiah, to avoid the Messianic conception
of His nation. Now the time had come for Him
to issue from the desert for the purpose of surrendering Himself to the Messianio faith of His
people, in the state of purification to which

had brought

He

it.

10. Christ the subject of interest

and conver-

sation with all the people, while they are occupied with services of ordinances and legal works
of purification. How is this? An ultra-montane
mind cannot rid itself of the thought of the Evangelical Confession ; moreover, the friends of Jesus
are present in the camp of legality.
11. The mandate of the Supreme Council : the
interdict.
Men should show where Christ was.

8oon He showed Himself and afterwards all
Christian church-steeples pointed upwards to
Him. And thus Luther is no longer hidden in
the Wartburg, but is everywhere proclaiming
himself to the hierarchy.

—

—

— —

——

;
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XI. 45-67.

—Sincere consciences

are liberated from dea<J
ordinances by facts of life. The "Borne" also
believed that Jesus had raised Lazarus ; they
believed it and trembled with fear and rage.
Comp. James ii. 19. Even the new life of Lazarus to some a savor of death unto death. And
thus every important awakening is a soul-danger
(of offence) for those whose attitude towards tho
truth is a false one. Treachery a main-spring of
unbelief.
The conference of the Supreme Council
about the raising of Lazarus : 1. T.he wicked lack
of counsel of some ; 2. the .hellish counsel of tho
high-priest ; 8. the silenced voice of the pious
counselors (Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathea)
4. the heavenly counsel of divine Providence.
How selfish fear ever brings on by its superstitious proceedings the very trouble it would avert
by arbitrary acts (the parents of (Edipus). He
who thinks to escape some fate by wicked ways
of his own choosing, incurs the doom he flees.
Tho Supreme Council also prophesied in its own
fashion,
like the high-priest ; the former conversely, Caiaphas unconsciously.
The recognition of the works of Christ uttered by the Supreme
Council : He doeth many signs. The saying of
Caiaphas in its twofold sense. The irony of divine Providence as exercised over human perversity, Ps. ii. 4.
The ministry of the letter a
type of the ministry of the spirit; thus, too, unconsciously, official things and words are manifoldly typical.
Christ, by His death, the Rescuer
of the ancient people, the Creator of a new people.
They would kill Him because Ho made
alive.
This the main reproach that the slaying
ordinance has to make against vitalizing faith.
How the Supreme Council has become a standing
court of inquisition against Christ
Jesus, outlawed and banished, in the wilderness. The
Jews who have repaired to Jerusalem, do not
converse about their Jo wish rites and ceremonies,
but about Christ. The conjectures (bets), as to
whether He will dare come or not. The champion of God ; and Israel with Philistinish thoughts
concerning Him. The Jewish edict and interdict, ver. 67.— How all the world fulfils this
commandment: 1. How enemies show where
Christ is ; 2. friends.
How Christ gives information concerning Himself. See Matt xxvi. 64.
How far the edict was ineffectual or rather accomplished the reverse of its design.
Starke, Hedingee: How wise worldly-minded
people and knavish men think themselves, when
they imagine that they are able to quench the
word and kingdom of Christ by their false, famous
strokes of state
Cramer: It is possible even
for councils and assemblies of the learned to err.
It is never well to make church matters affairs
of state.
Zbisius : The Jews thought that if
they did but put Christ out of the way, their repose and prosperity would be lastingly secured,
and it was thus that they lost both their temporal
and spiritual good things. Bibl. Wirt. God
often punishes the wicked with calamities which
they thought they had averted. Canstkin: It
is almost a daily occurrence for men to plunge
into disaster while essaying to ward off some
imaginary evil. Ibid. : It is the way of worldlyminded politicians to measure all things by the
standard of profit and gain, not by that of truth,
righteousness and justice; and this, while in
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The decisive

Lazarus.
quiet family the starting point
of the decision : 1. The starting point of the positive separation between the friends and the enemies of Jesus ; 2. of the palm-entry ; 8. of Judas,
as 4. of the faithful anointing of the dying Christ.

Bethany and

effect of the raising of

its
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Often it was a hidden country, valley, that received Christ's faithful ones until the wrath of
the enemy was overpast
Schleiebjcacher: Evil should be overcome
but selfishness.—-Osiander : The false church is
happy country, that only by good. But to do evil that good may come
cruel and blood-thirsty.
is the grossest perversity and the worst deprareceives the Son of God in His persecution I
Geblach : " That He should die instead of the vity into which man can fall. Involuntarily he
whole nation, a cleanse-offering, as it were, to prophesied, and in uttering the counsel of huavert the ruin that else would threaten the entire man depravity, he declared at the same time the
counsel of eternal wisdom and love, the counsel
nation.
It seems that superstition was mingled
with the unbelief of the Sadducee, or that he of Him who gave His Son for us while we were
feigned it while in company with the Pharisees. yet sin n ere.
Bbsser, ver. 43: They went their way to the
(Not the Sadducees, however, but the Essenes,
were at variance with the old system of sacri- Pharisees who were a net spread, Hos. v. 1.
fices).
Not merely for the Jews whom Caiaphas Once, on the threshold of the Promised land, Ismeant, but also that He should gather God's elect rael was blessed through the prediction of a
into His flock from among the heathen, whilst prophet who would fain have cursed; him the
this wicked high-priest believed that the disper- strength of the Lord overpowered, putting words
sion of His followers would be the natural ac- into his mouth whioh confirmed the promise made
companiment of His death. (Quite right This, to the Patriarchs and renewed through Moses,
however, is the first antithesis present to the Num. xxiii. 24. Thus Caiaphas, willing to curse,
mind of the evangelist: In the sense of Cai- must now, a second Balaam, on the threshold of
aphas the meaning is : if Christ die, the Jewish the New Covenant, pronounce a blessing upon
nation lives, in the ordinary sense,—while the the true Israel, confirming the prediction of the
law and the prophets concerning the expiatory
higher sense of the ambiguous expression was
if Christ die, the nation lives as a redeemed peo- death of the Lamb (see, however, the note to
"Caiaphas and Pilate condemned Jeple, and thus a great nation is formed from the ver. 51).
Lisco: The deci- sus, but both must testify of Him in words exscattered children of God).
sion of Caiaphas, that the end justifies the means, ceeding the sense which they consciously attached to them ; here Caiaphas witnesses to the
that necessity is here an excuse for injustice.
They feel that one must fall : the kingdom of pu- high-priestly death of Christ,—there Pilate testirity and truth, or the kingdom of falsehood and fies to His kingdom, in the superscription of the
hypocrisy ; and this last, in their avaricious lust cross" (Bekobl). John reads the names of
many scattered ones already written in God's
of dominion, they desire to save.
Gossner: They are forced to say it them- heart as children; he gazes with opened eyes
This is into the holy mission movement of the whole reselves: this man doeth many miracles.
but—of what consequence is a conciled world, which movement shall not end untrue, to be sure,
single man T (thinks Caiaphas) it is the many, to til all that the Father hath given the Son art
whom regard is due. The world cares nothing brought together.
[Craven: FromOniQEN : Ver. 47. This speech
for the small ones of the earth ; it thinks: what
an evidence of their audacity and blindness. Ver.
if they be unjustly dealt with, so long as the
others are satisfied? Ver. 55. T?o Ilis last hour 51. Not every one who prophesies is a prophet,
He was a faithful church-goer and observer of as not every one who does a just action is just
Ver. 54. Jesus therefore walked no more openly
religion.
If He for once missed a feast-day, the
among the Jews: It is praiseworthy when strugpeople immediately inquired: where is He?
Ver. 57. They wished to prepare themselves a gles are at hand (pressed upon us) not to avoid
festive joy, and to do God a service by slaying confession or refuse to suffer; and it is no less
His Son at the Passover. He should show it. An praiseworthy to avoid giving occasion for such
obedient son of the devil was Judas, who con- trial. If we do not avoid our persecutor, when
scientiously obeyed this command of hell and de- we have the opportunity .(without sin), we make
"The church ourselves responsible for his offence.
livered Jesus into their hands.
From
hath commanded it." Thus Judas might (fain Gregory: Vers. 50-58. That which human cruelty executed against Him, He turned to the purwould) think.
From Augustine: Vers.
Heubneb: The assembly should have met for poses of His mercy.
the recognition of Jesus. It was the duty of the 47, 48. They were afraid of losing temporal
Supreme Council to be the first to accept Jesus things and thought not of eternal life, and thus
and to call upon the nation to accept Him. But they lost both. Ver. 54. He would show by exfrom this very college proceeded the rejection ample that believers do not sin by retiring from
From Chbtsostox:
of Jesus. The power of self-interest, and ava- the sight of persecutors.
Ver. 51. The power of the Holy Ghost in drawrice, make men blind to the strongest proofs of
divine power,—deaf to the voice of God. Vers. ing forth a prophecy from a wicked man. The
Ver. 50.
49, 50. How are the weal of the masses and the virtue of a (divinely appointed) office.
right of the individual to be united t Impure His enemies made the feast time, the time of His
From Alcuin : Ver. 56. Men may
state-oraft never discovers the right means for death.
From Theophyaccomplishing such a result. The same words seek Jesus with bad intent.
have an entirely different sense in the mouth of lact: Vers. 55-57. While engaged in. purificathe wicked and the meaning of the Holy Ghost. tions they were plotting our Lord's death.
Ver. 54. This concealment of Jesus also be- From Bubkitt : Vers. 45, 46. The different eflonged to Ilis state of humiliation. The Light fects produced by this miracle. Ver. 48. Opposers of Christ color their enmity with spethat lightened all men must withdraw itself.

most cases the prosperity of the country is declared to be the grand reason for such a coarse,
though in reality they are actuated by nothing
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cious pretences. Yer. 60. A most wicked speech
each to the love of every other. Ver. 63. Evil
as tk judge he regarded not what was lawful but men confirm themselves and- one another in ill
as a politician consented to what was (apparently) praotices by conference. Yer. 57. It is an agIt is unlawful to (strive to) promote gravation of the sins of rulers when they make
expedient,
the greatest national good by unlawful means.
their subjects the instruments of their unrightYer. 51. It is consistent with the holiness of eousness.
From Scott : Vers. 47-67. No deGod to make use of the worst of men in decla- vices of man can derange the purposes of God ;
ring His will. Yer. 63. The baneful effects of whilst hypocrites and worldlings pursue their
own projects, Christ still communes with His
evil counsel, especially from leading men.
From M. Hbnby : Yer. 47. The witness of the disciples (ver. 64) and orders all things for His
Sanhedrin for Christ. Ver. 48. The success of own glory and their salvation.
From Barnes :
the gospel the dread of its adversaries. When Vers. 60, 61. God may 1. fulfill the words of
men lose piety they lose courage. Pretended the wioked in a way they do not intend ; 2. make
fears are often the color of malicious designs.— their wicked plots the means of accomplishing
Plain Commentary
Vers. 49, 50. Carnal policy commonly sets up His purposes.
From
reasons of state in opposition to rules of justice. (Oxford) : Ver. 51. The unworthiness of the indiviThat calamity which we seek to escape by sin, dual does not affect the sanctity of his office.
we take the most effectual course to bring upon us. From Rylh : Ver. 46. Seeing miracles will not
That the welfare of communities is to be preferred necessarily convert souls, Luke xvi. 81. Vers.
ecclesiastical
before that of individuals, is a true or false maxim 47-57. The power of unbelief;
as it may be employed ; it is expedient and hono- rulers are often the foremost enemies of the gosVer. 60. What is morally wrong can never
rable for an individual to hazard his life for his pel.
country, but it is devilish for rulers to put an in- be politically right. Ver. 53. The conclusions of
nocent man to death under color of consulting great ecclesiastical councils are sometimes wicked.
Ver. 64. Christ retires Himself for a season
the public safety. Yer. 51. Caiaphas prophesied
1. God often employs wicked men as His in- before His last great work ; it is well to get
struments; 2. prophecy in the mouth is no in- alone and be still, before we undertake any great
Vera. work for God.
Ver. 55. What importance bad
fallible evidence of grace in the heart.
61, 52. The enlargement of the Evangelist on men sometimes attaoh to outward ceremonial.
the prophecy, teaching 1. for whom Christ The religion which expends itself in zeal for
From Owen :
died, (1) the Jews, (2) the children of God scat- outward formalities is worthless.
tered abroad, (a) then living, (b) throughout all Ver. 52. Gathered in one, i. *., into one spiritual
time; 2. ike purpose of His death concerning nation or people.
Christ's dy[Vers. 47-60. The blinding power of hate.—
these, to gather them together in one.
ing is 1. the great attractive of our hearts ; 2. Ver. 64. Christ never acted recklessly nor in
the great centre of our unity, (1) by the merit of bravado, nor in the spirit of one seeking martyrHis death recommending all in one to the favor dom; He hid Himself from danger when duty did
of God, (2) by the motive of His death drawing not require exposure.]
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Antithesis between faithfulness and apostasy in the circle of disciples itself. The lifefeast over Lazarus an anticipatory celebration of the death of Jesus. The anointing? (of the Messiah, at the beginning of the six days' work of His passion, the
nsw bix day8' work for the redemption and glorification of the world).
Chap. XII. 1—8.

(Matt xxvi. 6-16; Mark

1

2
3

xiv. 8-11;

Luke

zxii. 8-6.)

Then Jesus [therefore], six days before the passover, came to Bethany, where
Lazarus was which [who] had been dead,1 whom he [Jesus] 1 raised from the dead.
There they made him a supper [dinner] f and Martha served but Lazarus was
one of them that sat [reclined] at the table with him. Then took Mary a pound
of ointment of [pure] spikenard, very costly, and anointed the feet of Jesus, and
wiped [dried] 4 his feet with her hair and the house was filled with the odour of
the ointment Then saith [Judas Iscariot] one eff his disciples, Judas Iscariot,
Simon's son [omit Simon's son]? which should betray him [who was about to betray him], Why was not this ointment sold for three hundred pence [denfcries],8
and given to the poor? This [however] he said, not that [because] he cared for
the poor ; but because he was a thief, and "had the bag [kept the purse], and bare
:

;

4
5
6
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took away] what was put therein. Then said Jesus, Let her alone
my burying hath she kept this [Suffer her that she may keep
8 this for (or, until) the day of my burial].' For the poor always ye haye [ye have
olnrotrol tdiKK
mo ye
vra haye
Viotto not
nnf always.
olvovs'8
with vaii
but me
you ; linf
always]

7 Paid hold

of,

against the

day of

•

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
T«r. 1.—[In God. Sin. B. L. X. o resVipcttf If wanting, on which account Lachmann and Alford hare bracketed tbt
words, and Tischendoif, Westcott and Hort have omitted them. Probably this purposely significant term wat employed si
expressive of the fact that a man who had lately been dead did, by means of the miracle of Christ, appear as one of the gusto
at the feast. It is, however, superfluous, the (act being sufficiently indicated without it.—P. 8.
* Ver. 1.—[Tischendoif, Alford, efe, read 'Ias-ovt in accordance with 8in, A. B. D. E.G., etc. The text rec omits it
l

—P.8J
»

•

Ver. 2.—[iiinw should perhaps be better translated dinner at feast, than stepper, for it was the chief meal of the
Jews, as also of the Greeks and Romans, taken after the work and heat of the day early in the evening and often prolonged
into the night, aptvrw is break/cut, Uinch.—\f. 8.]
* Ver. 3.— [Uiko/rvm or Uiiirrm, to wipe off, to wipe dry, in poets and later prose writers, for the Attic e*op*>p»ju

and i$oiiApywm.—P. 8.1
* Ver. 4.—Instead of lotto* Jipmvot Imapuirm in accordance with Codd. A.Q. and the Recepta, Tischendorf sinpry
ninuscules. ILumvo? appears doubtful, being now become ssperfla*
reads 'foxap. in accordance with God. B. and several minuscules.
Omitted also from the Bin. [Tiscuendorf, ed. 8, Alford, Westcott and Hort read lottos * 'Ioropcwrsjc, without
liiuu**.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 0\— A 6rp*P"» (I*t denorias—10 asses), a Roman coin, is equal to .the Attic drachma, about 15 or 17 cents of
our money. Three hundred denarii therefore are about £9 16s. sterling, or from 45 to 60 Am. dollars. The E. V. rim
a very false Idea of the value of this ointment. Dimes or shillings (in the New York sense) would come nearer.—P. 8.J
i Ver. 7.— Instead of etc rijr
w4p*y toO ivru^uuriiov TtrrjpriKty [hath kepi] ain6 (comp. Mark xiv. 8\ Lachmsnn tad
Tischendorf [Alford, Westcott and HortJ read In accordance with H- B\ D. K. L. and others, Vulgate and other trsmlstiosi
and Fathers: Ira etc tV nitfpav vov irra^toepov rif>i<r-Q[may keep]. The Sin. likewise.
* Ver. 8.—The eighth verse is wanting in Cod. D. " and might be suspected of having been introduced from Matt xxri.
11 ; Hark xiv. 7, if it came before afat, and the characteristic order of the words were the same as in the 8yDopttti
|

(vavroT*

first)."

Hover.

[Tischendorf, ed. 8, Alford

Here, however, the complete preponderance of Oodd.

and Westcott and Hort retain it—P.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver.

1.

Jesus therefore came.

—The dbv

is

merely to resume the story
of Jesus (Meyer) ; neither does it declare simply
•thai Jesus went consciously and freely to meet
death (Luthardt). It is preparatory to the fact
that Jesus Himself showed Himself to the Sanhedriits in the most publio manner. The edict
commanding that information should be given of
the hidden Jesus, was answered by Him with the
palm-entry. (Starke, from harmonistic interest,
supposes two anointings in Bethany, one at the
house of Simon, two days before the Passover,
the other at the house of Lazarus, six days before

^certainly not designed

the Passover.)

Six *ays before the Passover.*— 8ee
XXVI. [Am. ed., p. 454 if.,
and Robinson's Harmony, pp. 207 and 212 ff.—
P. S.] The 15th of Nisan was the dying day
of Jesus, a Friday; six days before, therefore,
was the Sabbath (the 9th of Nisan). We learn
here that a day intervened between the departure of Jesus from Ephraim (and Jericho) and
the palm-entry on Sunday this day is passed
over by the Symoptists, who place the palm-entry
Coram, on Matt., ch.

;

in immediate connection with the departure from
In accordance with the more exact
Jericho.
statement of John, we must suppose that Jesus
left Jericho on Friday, in company with the festive caravan, and arrived in the neighborhood of
the Mount of Olives. Here they rested during

is

alone decisive in favor of the tors.

S.J

the Sabbath. On the evening of that day, after
the legal Sabbath time, the meal was prepared
for Him at which the anointing occurred.*
Upon the difference which Meyer and others
pretend to disco ver between John and the 87noptists see the Comm. on Matthew; see the same
on the motives which induced the SynoptieU to
transpose chronologically the story of the anointing, and make it introductory to the history of
the Passion.
Meyer reckons with Ewald from the 14th back
to the 8th of Nisan ; he also asserts, however, that
it was a Sabbath, in accordance with the false
assumption that Jesus died on the 14th of Nisar,
and yet on a Friday. Grotius, Tholuck, Wieseler and others fix upon Friday, because the law.
regulating a Sabbath day's journey forbids the
arrival in Bethany on the Sabbath, Henoe, according to Tholuck, the feast was on Friday evening.
But certainly the caravan of pilgrims to
the feast might be encamped on the Sabbath
around the Mount of Olives, and thus extend itTheopbjlsot
self into the vicinity of Bethany.
and Liicke are in favor of the 9th Nisan. Others
reckon it to have been Sunday (De Wette) others
Monday (Baur). The matter is confused by prejudice respecting the difference between John
and the Synoptists, and by the different ways of
reckoning, from the 14th or 15th Nisan. (Upon
the calculation of this date see Jacobi, Stud. «.
Kritik. 1888, No. 4; Wieseler, Chronol, p. 877;
Wichelhaus, LeidmsgeschkhU, p. 147.)
The trajectio verborum irpb If jfupav instead of
l£ ipipatg np6 seems to have been made for the

—

*

[s-po t£ inupmv tow rio^o, instead of !£ ifsvtfeatf s-pb tow
no Latinism (ante six dies, instead of six dies ante
pascha), but very frequent in later Greek writers (Philo, Joeephns, Plutarch, Appian, etc.), see Winer, p. 618 f., 7th ed.
The same combination is formed with jmto, and in local specifications, comp. ch. xi. 18, «* **b araiimr ecca.rtiTc. Oreswell fas qnoted by Alford) defines the expression to be exclusive of the period named as the limit ad quern or a quo (according as wp6 or firra may be used), but inclusive of the day or
month or year of the occurrence specified.— P. 8.]

"ttaVxo, is

• [Wordsworth : M This Sapper at Bethany wse probsNjon
the Sabbath before His death. It was on a Sabbath-tteSsbbath before that great Sabbath, on which Christ rtsted in the
grave and fulfilled the Sabbath, and prepared the grave sis
place of rest for all who pass from this life in His frithssd
fear." He also allegorises on the meaninffofBsthsJW.sjwoiJ
of passage, as prefiguring the passage to the i|piritaslsaDf»»
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Bike of emphasis: perchance, before tho great
work or Hexa&neron of this passover.
Where Lazarus was. Made prominent as
a continual living sign of the glory of Jesus ; also
in particular as a motive for the anointing of
Mary, for the palm-entry, and for the hatred of
six days'

the

—

(feast).

There they made

Him

—See the parallel passages

;

a dinner
Matthew

in

aad Mark. The Jews were fond of giving entertainments at the close of the Sabbath. The following points in John's statement are characteristic:
1. The representation of the feast as a festive
celebration of the raising of Lazarus in the circle of the brother and sisters of Bethany.
2. The distinct delineation of the three,
Lazarus Bits with the guests ; he is therefore perfectly well ; Martha serves at table, in accordance with her way, and as hostess ; Mary glorifies the feast by the extraordinary anointing.
" vase of
8. The manner of the anointing.
precious ointment," says Matthew; " of pure,
precious nard," says Mark; "a pound of ointment of pure precious nard," says John (comp.
the precise mention of the one hundred pounds
of spices, ch. xix. 39, and other preoise accounts
for instance, ch. xxi. 11).
According to Matthew, she anoints* the head of Jesus; likewise according to Mark,
breaking the flask, however
according to Matthew, she pours it on his head,
—so, too, according to Mark ; John gives prominence to the fact that she anointed the feet of
Jesus and dried them with her hair.
Manifestly

—

A

—

item does not exclude the former ones
however, this strong expression of adoration and devotion is the main point.
The trait reported by John reminds us of the
anointing of the feet of Jesus by the great sinner; from this similarity, as well as from the
name of Simon in Luke, some have taken occasion, utterly without ground, to identify this history with that related by Luke ch. vii. 87 ff.
Furthermore John mentions that the house was
filled with the odor of the ointment.
4. John, who gives the most explicit account
of the act of Mary, pursues the same course with
regard to the censure encountered by that act.
According to Matthew, the disciple* were angry,
—according to Mark, some had indignation, according to John, one of the disciples, Judas, Sithis latter

to John,

—

mon's son, the Iscariot, lifted

up

his voice.

It

John alone, too, who distinctly characterizes
Judas as a thief. We arrive at the conclusion
that the murmuring originated with Judas, that
it infected some of the disciples; but that the
is

disciples

generally were, by their silence, more

concerned in this sin. John seems best
to have understood Mary who, in her feeling, was
in advance of the entire circle of disciples.
On
the other hand, John omits the promise for Mary,
that her deed should be proclaimed in ail the
world ; he mentions, however, the exceedingly
significant saying: she hath kept the ointment
or less

for this day.

Ver.

3.

A pound.*—According to Olshausen,

* [The Greek KCrpa, the Latin libra, a pound, was adopted
into the Aramaic, and is fonnd in the Rabbinical writings as
equivalent to anuria (see Priedlleb, ArchHoL der Leidensgesch^
P. 33, quoted by Alford).
The Roman libra was divided into
12 ounces, and was equivalent to nearly 12 ounces avoirdu-

this unwonted measure of ointment employed by
her was an expression of love ; Meyer corrects
him she did not anoint with the pound, but from
it.
But John writes,—she took the pound and
the house was filled with the odor Mark writes
that she broke the vase. Had not the anointing
in its heroic measure given rise to the appearance of prodigality, Judas would hardly have
ventured to speak, and would have still less met
with assent among the disciples. "Who knows
whether it was a Roman or a Greek pound? And
the ancient Greek pound was but half as large as
the Roman pound, while that, again, does not
equal our pound." Braune. Comp. Comm. on
:

Sanhedrin.

Ver. 2.

871

•

Matthew, p. 468, Am. Ed.

—

Anointed the feet. " The anointing of the
head at feasts was a customary thing, and might
have been passed over by the Evangelist in order
to mention tho unusual demonstration of love for
which the remainder of the ointment might be
employed. To wash the feet with tepid water,
and then to anoint them with costly oil, is mentioned in the Talmud tr. Menaehoth as a duty of
maid-servants." Tholuck. Braune gives prominence to the fact, that the anointing of the feet
was also particularly noticeable to John, since
he reclined by tho side of Jesus and the anointing of the feet took place close behind him.
Ver. 5. For three hundred denaries [L e. t
between forty-five and
Text. Nots 6.— P. S.].

gold.
See
See Comm. on Matthew.

fifty dollars

The preoise estimation is characteristic. Indicative of the wealth of the family.
[Utterly inconsistent with Hengstenberg's hypothesis of the
identity of the historic Lazarus with the poor
Lazarus of the parable. P. S.]
Ver. 6.
kept the purse, yluaaomfiov^ cash
repository.* Luther, significantly and expressively : the puree (Beutel).
The common cash-box,
made up by male and female disciples (Luke viii.
Alms for the
3), to supply the common wants.
poor likewise (ch. xiii. 29) were of course taken
from this coffer. This keeping of the cash must
have been connected with a corresponding talent
possessed by Judas ; that talent, however, was,
in its turn, connected with the temptation that
made him a thief; and thus a connection exists
between his chiliastio views of the kingdom of
Christ and the despondency which led him to
turn traitor (see Comm. on Matthew, ch. x.). He
proved himself a thief by his management of the
Be laid hold of what was put therein.
coffer.
He put aside for himself a portion of what others
offered.
Baard^eiv may mean : he bore, kept (portabat) what was donated (Vulgate, Luther, Luoke,
etc., Luthardt), [De Wette, Alford, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, Ewald, Godet], and he bore away, stole
(au/erebat), he abstracted the deposits (Origen,
Nonnus and others, Meyer). Stress has been
laid upon the article, as opposed to the latter
It is inconceivable that Judas should have
view.
purloined everything. Be it observed that /fo-

He

—

* [Lit- a tongue-box (from yXmwa. and gopta) or reed-case
for Keeping the tongues or mouth-pieces of pipes and flutes
then any kind of chest, or box, or pouch, or purse for money.
Found only in late writers. Mark the striking contrast between the money-box of Judas and the alabaster box of Mary,
his thirty pieces ofstirerand her three hundred denaries, his
love of money and her liberality, his hypocritical profession
of concern for the poor and her noble deed for the Lord, his
wretched end and her blessed memory throughout the Christian world to the end of Urns.—P. 8.J
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means to lay hold of to touch, to hanadopt this intermediate signification
he laid violent hands on the money and especially
on the alms. His lusting after the three hundred
denariep renders him not simply heartless towards Mary's beautiful act, but it also makes him
ardfriv also

dle.*

We

a hypocrite.
With reference

to the apparent singularity of

his being intrusted by Jesus with the purse, the
following considerations are to be pondered:
1. The common purse itself, doubtless, did not
acquire considerable importance before the finaldeparture from Galilee; 2. the appointment of
the cashier was probably a general determination of the disciples rather than a matter with
which Christ particularly concerned Himself.
Compare the institution of deacons, Acts. ti. 8.
8. The disciples must learn by experience that
their reliance upon the brilliant talent of Judas
in accordance with this trust, doubtless, he was
introduced by their intercession into the circle
of the apostles (see Coram, on Matthew) was even
in this point premature.
4. Jesus committed the
bag to him, not indeed to deprive him of all excuse for his treason (Chrysostom and others), but
He committed it to him having respect to his destiny, and because such a character might better
be cured by confidence than by mistrust, 5. We
are guilty of a wondrous over-estimation of the
cashiership in relation to the apostolic dignity,
if we think that a man intrusted with the former
is beset with greater difficulties than one upon
whom the latter is conferred. The Lord in a
measure intrusted Judas with Himself and His
life ; it was a small thing for Him to commit the
money -"bag to his keeping. So the grand question would again be: wherefore He called him

ding presentiment of it and offered this great
her farewell to Him. Baumgarten-Crusius : Suffer her, that she may hate
kept; Luthardt: that she has reserved. These
explanations too are grammatically proper in
the sense : leave her this, do not grudge her this,
that she has kept it and is even now saving it
from your bag for the anointing of My body
unto death. We are of opinion that the rnpeb
saorifice of love as

—

also contains an allusion to the infidelity of
Judas; a reference which, as well as the numerous authorities, recommends this reading ; and
we deny the need for the explanation that the
reading originated in the necessity for meeting
the objection urging the later occurrence of the

embalming (Lucke.)
Ver. 8. For the poor,
thew on the same passage.

—

—

(hereupon comp. Leben Jesu, II., p. 698 and 700).
Since Jesus could venture to have Judas for His
apostle, Ho might well risk having him tor Has

The

probable, was also
intended to be expressive of the standard by
which thepurse was here estimated in relation

cashier.

6.

history,

it is

to higher good things, and it should be a significant warning to the Church not to reckon upon

the security of an accumulation of external
church-property.
Ver. 7. That she may keep this [ryot? on,
spoken proleptically, and therefore, like all similar expressions of our Lord, somewhat enigmatically] for the day of
burial. See the
Textual Notes. We do not understand the
reading of Lachmann as Meyer does: Let her
alone that she may (not give this oil, a portion
of which she has just used to anoint My feet,
to the poor, but) keep it for the day of My embalming.
Meyer means, namely, on the actual
day of burial. In this we -can detect nought of
"
the
odor of the ointment." The sense is : Permit her to keep the ointment (which she might
already have used at the burial of Lazarus and
which would not keep well in thy bag) for the
day of My burial (which is now ideally present
with the outbreak of thy malignity). In this
we, at the same time, read the declaration that
she, though without being clearly conscious of
His approaching death, did entertain a forebo-

my

—

* [Meyer, while substantially agreeing with Lange, objects
in the literal sense of 4m~

that fiavriCtir means to seise only
Aa*ar (8uidas).-P. &]

etc.

See Com. on Mat-

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
See the Comm. on Matthew and Mark, The
anointing of the Messiah, the Anointed One^ previous to His public procession as the Messiah and
entry into Jerusalem: (1) By whom anointed?
1.

The Christ by a grateful, presageful Christian
woman. (2) Wherewith anointed ? With flowing
ointment, with preoious balm, the offering of devoted love. (31 How anointed? On the head
and feet. The hair which adorned the head of
His disciple, appropriated to His service. (4)
Whereunto anointed ? To His high-priestly sacrificial death as the completion of His life-work
(to the six days' work of His Passion, as the
preliminary condition of His Sabbath). With a
foreboding presentiment, half consciously, half
unconsoiously, well known to the Spirit of God
2. The six days before the Passover (until the
death of Jesus) the six days of Christ's great
toil and labor.
Comp. Isa. lxiii. 1 ff. and the
symbolism of the number six in ch. ii. 6.
8. The post-celebration of the raising of Lazarus

at the same time the pre-celebration of the death
of Jesus.
This connection makes the death of
Jesus appear in a peculiar sense a sacrifice for
His friends and His friend in Bethany.
4. The festive celebration of the Bethanian family
in honor of the Lord a symbol of the feasts of
the living communion in the Church, and of the

heavenly

feast.

The involuntary similarity in the anointing
of the great disciple and that of the great sinner
[Luke vii. 86.—P. S.] The contrast and its
equalisation.
The disciple as a sinner,—the
6.

—

sinner as a disciple, at the feet of Jesus.—
If the washing of a pilgrim's feet denoted the
termination of the little journey of a day, so the
anointing of the feet of Jesus with oil might be
indicative of the end of His glorious life-pilgrimage. Thus too did the great sinner anoiat
the feet of Jesus, wetting them with her tears—
those feet which had drawn near to rescue her.
But in our anointing there is a predominant
reference forwards, to the death of Jesus, in
accordance with His explanation.
6. The contrast between the heavenly offering
and life-portrait of Mary and the hellish malice
and death-portrait of Judas. Faith's half-conscious presentiment of the death of Jesus end
of its import, within the breast of Mary. The
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already half-conscious thought of the betrayal to
death in the soul of Judas. The evangelic hearty
acquiescence of Mary in the Passion of Christ.
The anti-christian self-will of Judas in his obThe deed of the innermost heart and
duracy.
Over
the words of the outermost hypocrisy.
against the first ripe Christian woman stands
Heaven and hell in
the first ripe anti-christ.
their manifestations drawn up in close opposition.

The

silence of Mary, the speech of Jesus.
Christ suffers no sort of hypocrisy to obtain
dominion in His Church ; neither hypocrisy of
prayer nor of fasting, nor humanistic eleemosynary hypocrisy.
9. The doctrine of Judas is at bottom selfIf every one should sell the predestroying.
cious ointment, in order to give it to tho poor,
7.
8.

Judas must
would be rendered worthless.
therefore assume : the ointment is too good for
Christ; it is for people of higher rank, or tho
moment is not one of sufficient importance.

it

Pauperism.
10. Antithesis between the fixed affairs and
exercises in the kingdom of God and the unique,
irrecoverable moments; and the subordination
of the former to the latter.
11. An evangelic flash of light, illuminating
the subject of church-property, the temptations
of administration and the dangers of an increase
of property in the common treasury (see Acts
v.l).

The gradual hardening of Judas at the
two feasts of the glory and grace of Christ.
12.

Great operations of grace are succeeded in false
minds by a great reaction of wickedness.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
In what way Jesus, upon the edict of the Sanhedrin commanding that information should bo
given against Him, Himself appears by making
the palm-entry into Jerusalem.
The six workdays or Passion-days of Christ until Easter.
The feast at Bethany or the trio (Lazarus and
his sisters) in three different meetings with the

—

Lord:

1.

The

visit of Jesus:

Lazarus probably

Martha serving, Mary learning
at Jesus' feet [Luke x.]. 2. The return of Jesus:
Lazarus in the grave, Martha busy about the
at his business,

grave of Lazarus, Mary with her tears at the
feet of Jesus [John xi.].
8. Tho departure of
Jesas : Lazarus at the table, participating in the
feast, Martha the festive hostess, Mary with the
costly ointment at Jesus' feet [John xii.].
Or
1. The school of the word ; 2. the battle-ground
of distress ; 8. the feast of salvation.
The fes-

—

Bethany compared with the festival of
the Lord's Supper.
Agreement, difference.
The house was filled with the odor of the ointment.— The anointing in its signification: 1.
The expression of the most heartfelt gratitude,
2. of the most solemn veneration and homage,
3. of the deepest humility, 4. of the most detiTal in

voted love, 5. of the holiest sorrow, 6. of the
boldest confidence.
Mary by her spirit of

—How

manifests her budding courage in the
face of the cross and death.
The discipless, a
ripe Christian heart, uncomprehended even in
the circle of the disciples, and in advance of
sacrifice

—

——

—

:

A
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—

—

most of the disciples. Mary and Judas. The
two in their participation in the death of Jesus.
Self-denial, in its heavenly brilliance, over

—

—
—

against selfishness, in hellish darkness. The
connection of fanaticism and avarice in the soul
of Judas (after the prelude of Balaam).
How
the secrets of hell come to light face to face with
the secrets of heaven.
The Lord's defence of
Mary in its eternal signification : 1. A defence
of a festive spirit in opposition to hypocritioal
sadness, 2. of great love-offerings in opposition
to a hypocritical reckoning, 3. of holy spending
(prodigality) in opposition to a hypocritical
pauperism. The perception of the unique moments of life. The* censure of Judas, merely as
a rude disturbance of the feast, immoral and reprehensible ; on the other hand, the reproof of
Christ gentle, mild, in accordance with the festive spirit and intelligible* in its hidden sharp*
ness to the disturber of the peace alone. The
separation between Christ and the poor made by
Judas, was opposed to the spinit of Christ (see
Matt. xxv. 35). For : 1. In the true veneration
of Christ consists the most effectual caring for
the poor ; 2. true care for the poor ministers to
Christ in the poor. While, therefore, Christ
accedes to the separation of Judas, Ho at tho
same time pronounces His judgment upon the
false, externalized care of the poor.
(Externalized poverty itself is forever at your heels ; it is
inexterminable ; but Christ, meanwhile, is vanishing from you). The contradiction in thecensure of Judas. If Christ should not be anointed with the precious ointment, who then
should ? People of rank ? Manifestly, tho Lord
has grown small and poor in his sight, and the
polite world rich and great
The offence of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Judas:

1.

The

fair,

festive joy

augments his

gloom, 2. the celebration of the honor of Jesus
his envy, 3. the princely munificence his avarice,
4. the mild reproof his exasperation against
Him, 5. the heavenly calmness with which Jesus
saw through him the dark self-confusion in
which he surrendered himself to the influences
of Satan. The false antithesis which Judos
makes between Christ and the poor: 1. It
asperses the Lord; 2. it asperses poverty.
prelude to pauperism. The judgment upon this
pauperism: 1. It loses the Christ; 2. it reHow the spirit of Christ is victains the poor.
torious over the disturbances of the feast.
Starke : Zsrsius : Though Christ gave place
for a time to the rage of His enemies, He, nevertheless, returns in accordance with His divine
vocation; duty, therefore, must not be abandoned by a teacher or by any Christian on account of danger. Hedinoer: Love spares no
expense. Canstbin: All Christ's friends, when
they have been awakened by Him, sup with Him
in the kingdom of grace (Rev. iii. 20), and when
He shall have aroused them from bodily death at
tho last day, they shall sit with Him at His table
in the kingdom of glory, Luke xvi. 22 ; xxii. 30.
That which is spent? on Christ is not wasted
but well employed. Cramer: Even in extreme
persecution God does not leave His own without
A friend of Christ
comfort and refreshment
gladly lays out all that he has, even to the very
choicest of his possessions, in testimony of his
Nothing more shameful than
love to his Saviour.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Zbisius: Hypocrites always find
something to oensure in the works and conduct
of honest Christians. Ibid.: Judas is a true
type of wicked church-patrons, directors, managers of eoclesiastical estates, who, under cover
of all sorts of speoious reasons, secure to themselves the funds, benefices and revenues and do
not restore them). Christ espouses the cause
of His people and defends them faithfully.
Pisoator: Men, impelled by the Holy Ghost,
frequently perform an important action without
comprehending its significance.
Beaunb: What a feast was that where the
noble Simon, gratefully rejoicing in his health,
was host; Lazarus, the visible trophy of life's
triumph over death ; friend Martha, personating business-like alacrity, is the waitress; but
where Mary, as thoughtful love, brings precious oil, and Jesus, the Son of God, going
to a death upon the cross, appears as guest,
to refresh Himself on the way ! Here is a table
prepared for HiM in (he presence of His enemies,
and Hit head i$ anointed with oil, Vs. xxiii. 5.
To John, Bethany is as one house, and families friendly to Jesus (the house of Simon the
leper, the house of Lazarus and his sisters)
are as one family. 1 Tim. vi. 10. Like Mary,
prevent death, that death may not prevent
ingratitude.

—

—

—

—

thee and cut off thine opportunity.

Gossneb:
With her what was outward proceeded
from within, as it always should be. The odor
of her ointment, etc. How the glorious odor of
the gospel fills all Christendom, and particularly
the house of a heart that receives it. Judas
betrayed that ho would rather have money in

Mary.

—

—
heart. —Yes,

his purse than his Saviour in his
to such lengths do abuses go that the thief,
avarice, covetousness, the devil, steals into tho
apostolic college.
Ointments were preserved
among the household treasures until burial. It
is true that we have Jesus always with us in tho
poor, but His prcsenoe with us is not always to
be felt. Therefore when He discloses Himself
so perceptibly, as if we saw Him, as if He were
corporeally and visibly present, we must profit
by this occasion and not forsake Him for the
sake of outside works that can be performed at

—

—

another time.

Schleiermachee : The human kindliness and
pleasantness of the Redeemer. As Christians,
who have become what they are by the death of
the Lord, death itself must remain a something
continually present to us all. But gladsomeness
of heart is just what turns even the continual
thought of death into something that does not
annoy us in the cheerful moments of social life.
Mallet : The odor of the ointment. Thus the
house had suddenly become the very opposite of
the grave (there a savor of mould, here a savor of life). The days of glory and the cross in
Jerusalem stand in the closest connection with
the occurrences in Bethany.
[Ceaven: From Augustine: Ver. 6. Judas
was already a thief, and followed our Lord in
body, not in heart: wherein we are taught the
duty of tolerating wioked men in the Church (for
a season.— E.R.C.)—It is not surprising that
Judas who was accustomed to steal money from the
bag, should betray our Lord for money. In the
person of Judas are represented the wicked in

—

—

—

—

—

the Church.
From Alouim: Ver. 1. As the
time approached in which our Lord had resolved
to suffer, He approached the place He had chosen
for the scene of His suffering.
Ver. 2. The
Lord's Supper is the faith of the Church working by love. Martha serveth, whenever a believing soul devotes itself to the worship of the
Lord. Lazarus is one of them that sit at table
when those who have been raised from the death
of sin, rejoice together with the righteous, in the
presence of truth, and are fed with the gifts of
heavenly grace.
From Bubkitt : Ver. 1. Our
Lord's example teaches us that although we are
bound by all lawful means to preserve ourselves
from the violence of persecutors, yet when God's
time for our suffering is come we ought to set
our faces cheerfully toward it. Ver. 3. When
strong love prevails in the heart nothing is adjudged too dear for Christ. Vers. 4-6. How
does a covetous heart think every thing too good
for Christ.
Vers. 6-7. Men may, through ignorance or prejudice, censure those actions which

—

—

—

—

—

—

From M. Hexbt: Ver.

God commends.

1.

As

there is a time when we are allowed to shift for
our own preservation, so there is a time when we
are called to jeopard our lives for God. Ver. 2.
Martha served: Our Lord had formerly reproved
her for being troubled with much serving, she did
not therefore leave off all serving as some who
being reproved for one extreme run into another.
Better a waiter at Christ's table than a guest at
the table of a prince. Lazarus sat at the table
with Him : Those whom Christ has raised up to a
spiritual life, are made to sit together with Bin,
Eph. ii. 6.— Ver. 8. The act of Mary manifested a love 1. generous, 2. condescending (selfhumbling), 8. believing. God's Anointed (Messiah) should be our Anointed with the ointment
of our best affections (and service). Honors done
to Christ are to God and men an offering of a
sweet smelling savor.
Ver. 4. It is possible for
the worst of men to lurk under the disguise of
the best profession. Vera. 4, 6. Coldness of love
to Christ in professors of religion is a sad presage of final apostasy. Ver. 6. Here is— 1. a
foul iniquity gilded over with a specious pretence;
2. worldly wisdom passing censure on pious teal;
3. charity to the poor made a color for opposing
an act of piety to Christ. Many excuse themselves for laying out in charity, under pretence
of laying up for charity. Proud men think all
Ver. 6.
ill advised who do not advise with them.
Judas the purse-bearer : Strong inclinations to sin
within, are often furnished with strong tempta-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

tions to sin without.

—Me was a

—

thief:

The

reign-

ing love of money is heart-theft, as much as anger
and revenge are heart-murder. Judas who betrayed his trust, soon after betrayed his Master.
Ver. 7. Against the day of My burying hath she

—

—

kept this : Providence often so affords opportunity
to Christians that the expressions of their pions
zeal prove to be more seasonable and beautiful

than any foresight of their own could make
them. Ver. 8. The good which may be done at
any time, ought to give way to that which cannot
From Stibb: Vers. 4, 6.
be done but^w** now.
The oensure of Judas echoed by the other
Apostles (see Matt. xxvi. 8, 9; Mark xiv. 4;
also the ye of ver. 8) : 1. " Censure infects like a
11
2. Could we but know the wicked onplague;

—
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gin of many of the judgments which we thought- had not been known and honored the evil eye
lessly echo, the Judas-heart from whioh springs (and tongue) of the wicked serves to do honor to
Prom A Plain Commentary.
many of the current oriticisms of books and God's servants.
things (and men) how should we recoil from (Oxford) : Ver. 8. Can we wonder at the love of
them! An example of those views and judg- Mary T Lazarus was at the table
Vers. 2, 8.
ments whioh have their foundation in the princi- Christ at the table with the Leper who was
ple of utilitarianism falsely applied 1. to the cleansed (Matt. xxvi. 6) and with the dead man
wounding of pious hearts ; 2. to the damage of whom He had raised to life a figure of His
that justifiable cultus which, (1) aims worthily Church when he who is cleansed and he who is
raised from the death of sin, sit with Christ, and
to express the sentiments of reverence and love,
eat and drink in His kingdom which is filled with
(2) is in itself productive of highest blessing.—
An example of 1. the " oold judgments passed the odor of His Death. (Alteredtrom Williams).
upon the virtuous emotions of warm hearts;" 2. —Vers. 6-7. The offering of Mary the most exthe more or less conscious or unconscious cen- pensive she could procure : Our Lord's commendation is 1. the abiding warrant for munificence
sures of the artless outgoings of honest feelings
on every similar occasion; 2. the perpetual re3. the narrow-minded criticism of others according to our own mind and temper ; 4. that slavish buke of those who think that anything is good
enough for the House of God, while they deny
spirit which metes out all good works by rigid
rule.
Vers. 7, 8 (see also Matt. xxvi. 10-13; themselves in no luxury at home.
Ver. b\
Mark xiv. 6-9). Christ's affectionate and sympa- Christ suffered Judas to remain amongst the
Apostles teaching us not to look for a Church
tketic justification of the wounded Mary;
1. He
surpasses the blame of the disciples by His own (or a ministry) where all shall be saints.
Ver.
instant praise and consolation; 2. Behold the 8. The poqr always with the Church, in order
moral sesthetics in the estimation of human acts that His people may always show them kindness
From Rylb : Ver. 2. The supwhich He teaohes and requires Ho commends for His sake.
the deed as deriving its value from the state of per a type of the marriage supper of tho Lamb.
Ver. 6. A specimen of the way in which
the soul thereby expressed ; 8. He corrects the
errors of human judgment as to what is great wicked men often try to depreciate a good action,
and noble in human works the greatness of the by suggesting that something better might have
been done. Ver. 6. Multitudes, like Judas, exresult gives them not their value, but the intencuse themselves from one class of duties by protion; 4. Observo the deepest ground of His verdict
they compensate neglectshe hath done it unto Me (Matt, and Mark) tended zeal for others
—love for Him (for God) the first, and most es- ing Christ's cause by affecting concern for the
It is the successors of Mary and not of
sential regulating measure of all good and lovely poor.
works.
13a confident, misunderstood soul
Ho Judas who really care for tho poor. He was a
knows thee and thy purpose ; even if His dis- thief and yet an Apostle privileges alone conciples blame, He will justify thee both now and vert nobody.
A man may go far in Christian
hereafter.
Ver. 7. The beautiful work (koMv profession without inward grace.
Ver. 7.
loyov) of love elevated, interpreted and glorified
Christians do not always know the full meaning
into a prophetic act; Jesus establishes from its
of what they do God uses them as His instruprovidential significance its moral propriety. (?)
ments.
Ver. 8. The existence of pauperism is no
Ver. 8. No agragrian law can abolish the poverty proof that States are ill - governed or that
whioh is ever being reproduced; we must, in- Churches are not doing their duty.— Relieving the
deed, give with the wisdom of charity, but with- poor is not so important a work as doing honor
out hoping that giving will mako poverty ceaso.
to Christ.
(During His absence from us is He
-From Barnes: Ver. 6. He was a thief and not honored by our ministering to the poor
had the bag: Every man is tried according to bis (Matt, xxv. 40, 45)?—E. R. C.)— Ver. 8- Me ye
native propensity
the object of trial is to bring nave not always: These words overthrow the
out a man's native charaoter.
Vers. 4-6. Learn Romish doctrine of transubstantiation.
From
that
Owen: Vers. 4, 5 (in connection with Matt xxvi.
I. it is no new thing for members of the
Church to bo covetous; 2. such members will be 8; Mark xiv. 4). How pernicious, even upon good
those who complain of the great waste in spread- men, may be the example and influence of one,
ing the gospel ; 8. this passion will work all evil Who with apparently charitable motive decries
in a Church (even the betrayal of our Lord,
the benevolence that would surrender all for
Ver. 4).
From Williams : Vers. 8-5. Ob- Christ. The Evangelist does not seek to cover
serve the nature of the notion selected by our up the disgrace brought upon the family of
Lord as the one above all others that should re- Christ by having cherished so long in its number
ceive an earthly memorial (Matt. xxvi. 18) ; it this bad man : it is thus (by their honesty) that
was I. wrought in a private room; 2. an ex- the sacred writers manifest the truthfulness of
Ver. 8. The inferenoe is clear
pression of loving, reverential thanksgiving; 8. their statements.
not to please men, but for the simple purpose of that it is a Christian duty to relieve the wants of
doing honor to Jesus.
Ver. 5. But for the re- the poor.]
proof of Judas the costliness of Mary* s offering

—

—
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IV.

ANTITHESIS BETWEKX THI HOMAGB 07 PIOUS JIWS A3CD FESTAL PILORDCS, AWD THE HIGH-PRIKSTS
WITH THEIR ADHERENTS, WHO DESIRE TO DESTBOY THE LOBD'S FBIEHDS AS WELL AS HIE8EL7.
THE FBIECB 07 PEACE AND THE PALM-BBAXCHES.
(Vebs. 9-19.)
(Matt. xxi. 1-11

Much

;

Mark

xi.

1-10; Luke xix. 29-44.)

people of the Jews therefore knew Pearned] that he was there : and they
[thither] not for Jesus' sake [on account of Jesus] only, but that they might
10 see Lazarus also, whom he had raised from the dead ; But the chief priests con11 suited that they might put Lazarus also to death. Because that by reason of him

9

1

came

[For on his account] many of the Jews went away, and believed on [were going

away and

believing in] Jesus.

12
On the next day much people that were [had] come to the feast, when they heard
13 [hearing] that Jesus was coming to Jerusalem, Took [the] branches of [the] palm
trees, aud went forth to meet him, and cried, Hosanna: Blessed is the King of
Israel that cometh in the name of the Lord [Blessed ia he that cometh in the name
14 of th9 Lord, even (xaC) the king of Israel].* And [But] Je3us, when he had found
15 [having found] a young ass, sat [set himself] thereon; as it is written, Fear not,
daughter of Zion : behold, thy King cometh, sitting on an ass's colt [Zech. ix. 9.]
16 These things* understood not his disciples [his disciples did not understand] at
the first but when Jesus was glorified, then [they] remembered they that these
17 things were written of him, ana that they had done these things unto him. The
people [multitude] therefore that was with him when4 he called Lazarus out of his
18 [the] grave [tomb], and raised him from the dead, bare record [bore witness]. For
this came [On this account} the people [multitude] also met him, for that [because]
19 they heard that he had done this miracle [wrought this sign]. The Pharisees
therefore said among themselves, Perceive ye how ye prevail nothing? [Ye see
5
that ye accomplish, or, effect nothing:] behold, the world is gone [has run
away] after him.
:

x

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Tor. 9.—[Noyes translates o\\xn voAifc, the great multitude, Conant : a great multitude. Alford retains the A. V.]
* Vor. 13.—Lac h man n in accordance with D. K. X., Origen, etc. : 6 0oo\ Since even B. Is e'e, read xal o Sao-., ths
omission of the article seems unfounded. [The reading jeol o before Sao-iAcfc is adopted by Tischondorf in ed. 8, Alt,
Westc. and IL, and supported by tf * tt «» B. L. Q., etc.— P. S.J
* Ver. 10.—(Lachmann. in accordance with A. D., ete., inserts M; Tischondorf; Alf., W. and H. omit it by authority of K*

:

B.L.0,,efc.-P.S.]

—

* Ver. 17. For 8>t B. [?] D. E.* K. L., Lachmann, Tischendorf [formerly] ; for ore A. B. *• 0. M., and man* others.
Since ifiaprvptL receives additional weight, the oyo-witnesship greater emphasis by ore, and the preponderance of Codd.it
in favor of it, this reading seems preferable. {Tischondorf, ed. 8, for contextual reasons, prefers etc; although ho affirms that
not only «. A. K* O. II. M. Q., etc., but also B., give fin, which is adopted by Alford, Westcott and Ilort. If we read on,
the translation would bo : The multitude that too* with him bore witness that he called Lazarus out of the tomb, and raised kirn

from

the dcad.—V. S.]

* Tor. 19.—[ Viz., with our cautious, undecided, hesitating policy. Bengel
Approbant Caiphn consilium (xi. 60). The
sentence is generally taken as an interrogation (also by Lange and Alford) ; but it seems to be more forcible as a direct as*
aortion.— P. S.J
A.
* Ter. 10.—[Or, the whole world. In D. L. Q. X., oAos is inserted ; Tlsch. omits it, in accordance with KB. V.
:

A

n, ek.-P.

A

S.]

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

.

See the Commentary on Matthew, oh. xxi. ; on
It has been shown there
x. ; on Luke xix.

Mark

that there are no actual differences (the existence
©f which is claimed by Meyer and others) between
the narrative of John.and the accounts of the Synoptists, irrespective of the fact that the latter have

in effoct blended the two halves of the journey,
fron| Jerioho to Bethany, and from Bethany to
Jerusalem, into one journey, without mentioning
the intervening rest.
Consequently a double
entry (Paulus, Schleiermacher) is still less conceivable : on these points comp. the construction
of the facts in Matthew [p. 868, 371].

A

Ver. 9.
great multitude of the Jewa.—
The Jews in the national sense (especially the in-
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CHAP. XH.
habitants of Jerusalem, as the word is generally
understood) were, at the same time, most of them
Jews in the Pharisaio sense, and here also John
understands the expression in this latter sense,
not, however, necessarily of "the Jewish opposition " ( Meyer [and Alford] ) . The raising of Lazarus had created a great sensation among these
Jews in Jerusalem; it hud inclined many of them
to believe, so that the whole party of the Pharisees seemed about to go over to Christ, ver. 19.
They came thither. All the people streamed

—

Bethany. Some already believed, and
wished above all things to see Jesus again;
others were desirous of seeing Lazarus, t. e\,
This pilthey were on the high road to faith.
grimaging began as early as Saturday evening,
forth to

9-19.
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the Galilean pilgrims may have already entered Jerusalem or its environs, and may thus
turn baok to join in escorting Jesus. The acclamation, according to Ps. oxviii. 25, 26, " where
the Messiah is greeted as coming
bvduari
icvplov.
deception such as is allotted to kings
and conquerors, 1 Mace. xiii. 61 ; 2 Mace. x. 7."

h

A

Tholuck.
Ver. 13.

They took the branches of the
palm-trees [ra pat a rdv Qoivikuv'].*
well-known palm-trees, which
then, as the reporter vividly reminds us, stood on
the road leading from the city to Bethany. This
notice is wanting in Luke Matthew mentions

—

lively view of the

;

only branches of the trees; Mark speaks of things
strewed in the way ; we are indebted to John
alone for the precise information ; and therewith
see ver. 12.
Ver. 10. Bat the high-priests took coun- for the terms: Palm-Sunday, Palm-miry, and the
The state of matters seemed so desperate to symbolism of the palm-branch. "As the pomesel.
the high-priests (Caiaphas, Han no a and ihe in- granate tree is the symbol of the secretly flowing
nermost circle of chief-priestly intimates in the fulness of blessing, so, on the other hand, the.
Sanhedrin) that they consulted together as to palm-tree represents the overflowing horn of
how they might make away with Lazarus also, the plenty and is the symbol of all fulness of strength
and outward prosperity: thy stature is like to
living memorial of the miraculous power of Jesus.
The consequence of the counsel of blood: 'It is the palm-tree, thy breast like dusters of dates,
Hence Tamarf a favorite name
expedient that one man should die,' thus begins Sol. Song vii. 7.
It ever demands more for women, Qen. xxxviii. 6; 2 Sam. xiii. 1 ; xiv.
to make itself manifest.
27.
Hence the palm has from ancient times been
blood, as is proved by the history of the hierarchy.
Upon similar, secret murderous plots see Acts regarded as the escutcheon and sign of Israel.
Coins
of tho times of the Maccabees have on one
Of course, as Lampe remarks,
zxiii. 12; xxv. 3.
the Sadducean party, of which Caiaphas was a side the palm, and on the other a vine branch as
member, were specially interested in putting tokens of the land. Also on the medals of the
Lazarus aside, he being a living witness to the Emperor Titus, struck at his command in countless numbers from the spoil of Jerusalem and distruth of the resurrection. Corap. Acts iv. 1, 2.
Ver. 11. Many of the Jews were going' tributed among the Boman army, the 'Captive
away; hnfiyov, Lampe and others: They Judah ' is portrayed as a woman sitting under a
Meyer combats this interpretation. palm-tree." (Bibl. Naturgcsch., publ. atCalw., p.
apostatized.
The apostasy is indeed merely a consequence of 843.) By the biblical palm we are generally to
understand the date palm. Elim, the camp of
their going away to Bethany ; nevertheless it is
tho seventy palm-trees, Ex. xv. 27 ; Num. xxiii.
intimated.
the next day.—On Sunday 9; the palm-branches at the feast of tabernacles,
Ver. 12.
morning.
See Comm. on Matthew. Here, too, Lev. xxiii. 40 ; Jericho, the city of palms, Dent,
the diversity between John and the Synoptists xxxiv. 8; Jud. i. 16; the righteous a flourishing
continues ; John mentions that part of the palm- palm-tree, Ps. xoiL 18; Sulamith, Sol. Song vii.
procession which issues from Jerusalem, while 8.
According to these stages of the symbol it is
the Synoptists give prominence to the portion expressive of refreshment, blessing, festival, new
accompanying Jesus, t. e., the Galilean. Since life or victory ; 1 Mace. xiii. 61 a sign of victory.
the same story is here told us by the Synoptists
Hosanna. J Matthew: " Hosanna to the Son
and by John, it becomes very evident that it was of David
Blessed is ho that cometh in the name
John's intention to supplement their accounts.
of the Lord; Hosanna in the highest !" Mark:
"
Blessed is He that cometh in the
However, tho Synoptists themselves distinguish
Hosanna
between a part of the procession that preceded name of the Lord : Blessed be the kingdom of
Jesus, and a part that followed Him.
By the our father David, that cometh in the name of the
former attendants thoso seem to be meant who Lord Hosanna in the highest I" Luke: «• Blessed
.set out from Jerusalem intending to bring Jesus
be the king that cometh in the name of tho Lord 1
into the city.
John, on tho other hand, likewise Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!"
discriminates between two.di visions (vers. 17 and Here (as in the account of the resurrection)
18),
citizens of Jerusalem and festal pilgrims the variations more decidedly attest the reality
who are already in Jerusalem.
of this scene of intense excitement than would
great multitude that had come to the a uniform account. It is the liturgy of ecstatio
feast, hearing, etc.
Believing pilgrims to the life. Some cry thus, others thus; each evanfeast, already present in Jerusalem.
Be it ob- gelist reports in accordance with his own hearserved that, according to John, the Hosanna
* [The article rwr (not rd\ which is omitted in the K.Y., inmovement, the solemn proclamation of Jesus as
dicates, as Lange and Merer explain, that the palm-trees were
the Messiah, originates with these festal pilgrims.
on the road, or perhaps that the custom was usual at such fesJerusalem herself seems to receive the Lord as tivities (Alford).— P. 8.1
t LIDn, the palm-tree—P. 8.1
her Ring. According to Tholuck, these were
TT
„

—

—

On

!

I

I

—

A

—

Galilean pilgrims ; this is contradicted by the fact
that the Galilean festive train is just approaching from Per® a; but a considerable portion of

X r/D<ra»f&, from the Hebrew, means <n*ror 6if, tat* now,
is originally a formula of supplication, but conventionally
one of triumphant acclamation and joyful greeting to a de-

and

liverer.—P.

a]
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ing or that of witnesses. Be it observed that in
the Hosanna precedes the mention of the
ass's colt, while in the Synoptists it is subsequent
Naturally, because the Hosanna with
to that.
which, as with the watch-word of the day, the
festal pilgrims from Jerusalem approach, is not

John

communicated until later to the festal train from
Galilee and Pertea. In this the new disciples
are in advance of the old ones ; hence too more
rapturous.
Vers. 14-16.
Jesus having found a
young ass, etc. See Comm. on Matthew: the
quotation Zech. ix. 9. Freely cited. That upon
which alone the evangelist lays stress, is the contrast between the devout homage paid to Jesus,

tasy of the whole nation from the hierarchical
party.
This moment of despair on the part of
the Pharisees is the corresponding contrast to
the triumphal procession of Christ.
But thai
Christ better understood the import of this procession is proved not only by His weeping in the
midst of the triumphal entry, according to Luke,
but also in the subsequent portrayal of the mood

of Jesus by John himselt

And

and His humble equipment, mounted upon a
young ass (bv6piov)
found, as it were, by acci-

—
—together with the
t

dent,

prediction concerning

this fact in the prophet.
Hence he also gives
prominence to the circumstance that the disciples
did not then understand this fulfilment of prophecy. Hence the highly emphatic, thrice repeated ravra, " these things" ver. 16. That the
fulfilment of the prophecy was directed by God and
is expressed by the first and the
third ravra. Exactly so men did unto Him, and
even the disciples did not so much as understand
it.
Even if Jesus was conscious of the fulfilment
of that prophecy, the unsuspicious co-operation
of men proves it to have been the dispensation
of God. At a later stage of enlightenment the
import of this moment was revealed to the disAnd here it cannot be merely the
ciples also.
fulfilment of a type which is spoken of.
It is the
fulfilment of a prediction concerning the Messiah ; in a typico-symbolicai form, doubtless, t. e. t
the prophet has predicted the entrance of the
Messiah in insignificant equipment; but to him
the ride upon the ass's colt was typically the
symbol of the gentle and humble accoutrement
of the Prince of Peace, i. e. t the investment of
his prediction.
Ver. 17. The multitude therefore . . .
bore witness. An antiphony is formed between the eye- witnesses of the raising of Lazarus
(inhabitants of Jerusalem, of Bethany, and others)
and the people who have come, as believers, from

not by men,

—

—

Jerusalem to meet Him. This antiphony is likewise indicated in Mark (where in our translation
we read: and they that went before and they
that followed).
Luke, too, has indicated that
the disciples who formed the escort of Jesus
praised Him on account of His wondrous deeds.
Here John supplements he informs us that the
raising of Lazarus was the leading motive for
the ascriptions of praise to Jesus in the Palmprocession.
This motive was passed over by
the Synoptists for the same reason which induced them to pass over the raising of Lazarus
;

itself.

Ver. 19. The Pharisees therefore said.—
According to Chrysostom, thus spoke the secret
friends among the Pharisees. But it is manifestly
the language of despairing rage.
Comp. the
similar expression of displeasure on the part of
John's disciples, chap. iii. 26. They reproach
each other for not having taken more energetic
measures. In the great movement they, as they
hyperbolioally express themselves in their excitement and fear, believe they already see the apos-

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
See Comm. on Matthew, Mark, Luke, on the
Palm-entry.
2. As Jesus, at the beginning of Ilis ministry,
issued from the wilderness resolved to avoid,
during His official pilgrimage, the unpurified
Messianic name among His people,-—connected,
as it was, with all false Messianic hopes, in
order, by His actual self-revelation in prophetic
anonymousness, to purify the Messianic hope of
His nation, and the Messianic conception, so
now He has come forth from the wilderness with
the determination of surrendering Himself to the
purified Messianic faith of His disciples in the
1.

—

—

nation, t. *., to the nation itself, in respect of its
present festive enthusiasm. In both cases He
acts, according to the command (kvroty) of the
Father, in perfect obedience ; according to the
principle of truth, as personal Wisdom, in perfect
freedom.
But He foreknows the event; He
knows that in the fluctuations of dynamical
moods in His nation the curse shall at first outweigh the blessing, or the demoniacal spirit that
bame to Him as a tempter in the wilderness, according to Matt, iv., shall circumvent and overpower the heavenly enthusiasm with which He
has inspired His people ; that He consequently
shall be betrayed, that He goes to meet His sacrificial death, but that then, when the propitiatory
effect of His death has been manifested in His
resurrection, the blessing shall preponderate over
the curse, for His people as well as for the whole
world. And thus the Palm-procession has a twofold import.
In referenoe to the Lord, it is the
froe surrender to His people, in His real Messianic dignity, unto death, and, therewith, the free
surrender to the disposition of the law itself—
veiled type of His sacrificial procession to Golgotha; hence, also, the symbolical pre-celebration of His Easter passage, in the resurrection,
back to the Mount of Olives, and up to the Throne
of glory, of His triumphant entry into the world
and His kingly appearing to judgment. But in
reference to the world itself, it is the surrender
to a legal enthusiasm of His people, which cannot protect Him from death, but changes to
treachery, and His surrender to the people of
true believers, with which surrender His real
glorification in the world begins.
In the former
relation we have to distinguish the extolled
Christ who became the Crucified One, and the
crucified Christ who became the Risen One ; in
the latter relation the symbolio Hosanna of those
who were under the temporary influence of a
spirit of enthusiasm, and the real Hosanna of the
children of the Spirit.
8. In the celebration of the raising of Lasarus
by the Palm-entry is conoent rated the celebration of the whole official pilgrimage of Christ,
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See

To the symbolism of sacred springs and
is annexed the symbolism of trees
which are especially hallowed.
The fig-tree,
under which Nathanael sat, the symbol of peace,
of calm life and of quiet oontemplativeness (chap.
L 48), is here joined by the palm-tree, the symbol of blessing and victory, of peace, of kingly
state and royal grandeur and glory; subse4.

mountains

Suently, however, ohap. xv. 1 ff., the symbol of
io yine is set forth in detail; see Friedreich,
Symbolik und Mythologie der Natur, Wiirsburg,
1859, p. 832: the ^aim-tree.
6. " Thus Zeohariah, in one of his visions
(ohap. ix. 9), describes the Messiah, in wretchedness and lowliness approaching His peoplo.
That this and not the bringing of peace is the
meaning of this symbol has been convincingly

shown by Hengstenberg (Chritlologie dee A. T.
on the passage, iii. 1. Second edition). Christ
designs by facts to recall this prophecy; the
young ass's colt in the prophet forms a climax to
owe (Ewnld, Hengstenberg), and as this (bvog)
presents to our view what is already contained
in **)$, not gentleness, but lowliness, so the colt is
expressive of the same in a higher degree. Seeing
that

John omits not

only the significative predi-

,
j?&flJ> hut also the irpatie of the Sepp ??»
tuagint and of Matthew, the simple riding upon

cates

must have been significant enough,
namely, as a symbol of lowliness, for great men
and kings ride only upon horses." Tholuok.
To this we have to remark: (1) the idea of lowliness as condescension is not necessarily connected with wretchedness; (2) in Zechariah the
symbol of humility is evidently a symbol, at the
same time, of gentleness and peace, vers. 9, 10.
(3) If John, therefore, pretended to see in His
mounting of this animal merely a sign of lowliness, then would Matthew's interpretation of the
prophet be more correct than his. (4) But this
is the more out of the question since, according
to John, the people that wish to glorify the Lord,
pot Him upon the young ass. In accordance
with the she-ass of Balaam, we should see in the
ass a symbol of the presageful in the irrational
In Friedreich's Symbolik und Mythocreation.
logU der Natur are various interpretations without result.
Here we have to do with the ass
merely as the beast of peace.
6. John too intimates, with evp6vt that the
choice of the ass' colt proceeded from Jesus.
But he lays special stress on the fact that the
people, not thinking of that prophecy, did thus
with Him ; thus he emphasizes the providential
direction of the event, which took care that the
prophecy should be fulfilled, consciously to the
Lord, but unconsciously to the disciples and the

this colt

—

people.

The great contrast. The victorious kingof Christ seemed to have arisen, the whole
nation was apparently going over to Him with
Hosannas; the hostile party was in despair.
Then the treachery of Judas brought the fearful
turning.
But what explanation is to be found
for the treachery of Judas in the present posture
of affairs? Judas saw that Jesus did not utilize
the triumphal entry for the founding of a worldly
7.

dom
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kingdom, and he now gave up His cause for lost.
Exactly the opposite to this contrast is formed by
the triumph of enemies after the crucifixion of
Christ.
Hell is jubilant, Christ dies, His disciples fear.
And now Nicodemus and Joseph
desert the Sanhedrin and go over to Christ, as
Judas, after the Palm-entry, forsook the company
of the disciples and went over to the enemy.
Appearances, therefore, are not decisive in the
situations of the kingdom of Qod.
Exalted moments of triumph are admonitory to extreme
prudence ; on the other hand, the greatest calamities are accompanied by the announcement
of an approaching wondrous festival in honor of
the victory of divine help and wisdom.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

—

;

XII. 9-19.

xiz. 37.

—

—

•

—

See Comm. on Matthew, Mark, Luke. The great
movement and meeting between Bethany and Jerusalem, or the Communion of the Gospel and
the Communion of the Law
1. Jerusalem comes
to Bethany
2. Bethany comes to Jerusalem.—
Christ's great victory over the Jews a sign of
:

;

eternal promise.
To kill Lazarus also, or the
consequence of violence in the domain of the spirit and faith.
The Palm-entry aocording to
John. 1. Its cause (vers. 9-11); 2. its form
(vers. 12-18) ; 8. its effect, ver. 19.—Antithesis
of life and death in the story of Lazarus:
1. In
contemplating the life-miracle of the Prince of

—

Life susceptible hearts

become

alive; alive to

such a degree that all Israel seems to quicken
2. the mortal hatred of dead Pharisee hearts towards Christ seeks to kill Lazarus also, and with
the breath of death breathes upon the people
(even upon the flock of disciples, especially Juaas).
The scattering of palm-branches, or tri-

—

umphal homage to the Victor: 1. As Victor and
King in the kingdom of the Spirit, in the believing heart, the believing people, the whole
world receptive of salvation; 2. as Victor over,
and Destroyer of, the kingdom of darkness in the
heart, in the church, in the world (here and hereafter); 8. as Victor and Conqueror with the
spoils of Victory (His are souls entirely ; His the
people oY the peoples their marrow). The
world in its destiny as the new heaven and the
new earth. As Sunday precedes the week-day,
so the Palm-entry preoedes the last great work
of Christ :
1. As a refreshment for the work

—

—

—

2.

as the survey of the work;

3.

as the warranty

—The

Hosanna of
the people of Jerusalem :
1 . In the old time (Ps.
cxviii. 26) ; 2. on Palm Sunday ; 8. at Pentecost;
The riding4. in the time of the Reformation.
beast of Balaam and the riding-beast of Christ,
a sign: 1. How dumb nature, (a) loudly contradicts all false prophets, and (6) is wiser than they.
2. How it is (a) serviceable to the King of truth,
and (b) is rendered worthy and consecrate by Him.
The important, minute fulfilments of ancient
prophecies in the life of the Lord.—The Spirit
of Christ in the Old Testament specially glorified
by the prophecy under our consideration: 1.
The prophet knew in spirit the wonderful humility and meekness of Christ; 2. he saw in spirit
a people, spiritual enough not to be offended in
a Prince of Peace on the ass's oolt The grand
antiphony on the Mount of Olives, or the greetfor the success of the work.

—

—

—
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tags and counter-greetings in the kingdom of
1. From heart to heart ;
faith :
2. from congregation to congregation; 8. from charch to
church; 4. from world to world (from star to
star, or between heaven and earth).
The Pharisees' hour of despair:
1. Why they despair
(on account of the triumphs of Christ) ; 2. how
they despair (they lose head after haying lost
heart, and dispute among themselves) ; 8. who
comes to their aid in their despair (Satan
and treacherous disciples) ; 4. whereunto that
helps Ihem (into ever deeper despair). The
kingdom of darkness, the shadowy foil of the
kingdom of light. Ye see that ye prevail nothing,
etc., or how the hierarchy prophesies concerning
its own downfall ;
2.
1. In vain all our plots;
all the world sides with Him.
Behold, thy King
cometh unto thee. H% eonuth; 1. 2/iscometh; 2.

—

—

—

—

He

—

—

cometh.

—
—

Starke, Quksnel: Only Satan's spirit, yea,
Satanio envy, would fain destroy the works of
the Spirit of God.
Miracles arouse human
heart 8, but they do not convert ; that belongs to
the word of the Lord, Luke xvi. 29. Ibid. : Jesus leaves to the kings of earth their magnificence which they need as a cloak for their weakness.
Humility and lowliness are the best adornments of a King who is fighting only against
pride, and who wills to triumph over sin and
death.
Cramer: In the sohool of Christianity
there is much to be learned and remembered,
even though it be not yet understood ; for we do
not believe because we understand, but that we
may finally understand. Zeisius: Believers increase in the knowledge of Christ and in understanding of the Holy Scriptures. Canstein : As
a general thing, the fulfilment of prophecies first
exhibits their true meaning.
He dinger: We
should praise God's work and the grace of Him
who hath called us to His wonderful light. Zeisius: Christ, His honor and doctrine, must be
boldly confessed, even though His enemies be
Honor
like to " burst" with envy and malioe.
Cramer: Envy does not
to whom honor is due.
The
injure Christ, but His enemies themselves.
whole world runneth after Christ, is still the lanthat it might soon come
guage of the wicked;
to pass in the greatest fulness 1

—

—

The manner of His entry showed Him
an earthly prince, but a King ot Peace.
Ver. 16. Braunb: Thus what seemed lost for
the present has become a blessing for the future.
Palm branohes are true peace branches. The
Lisco

:

to be not

—
—

palm

is verily the noblest tree; it is ever reaching upwards, without lavishing its strength in
side-branches, and it proves itself of the utmost
Yet there was a
utility in leaf, fruit and wood.
little band of believers hidden in unbelieving Jerusalem; some of the seven thousand of God,

—

whom

Elijah

saw

not,

came forth.

Gossner:

sion that even the meanest need not fear but may
gather confidence.—All wrath is put away; He
is all meekness and goodness.
Behold, the whole
that this would come to pass towritten, Gen. xlix. 10.
Hedbker : Those that were healed or raised
by Jesus were standing witnesses to His glory.—

world,

day!

etc.

Truly,

it is

—

Jesus accepted applause ; He knew it to be the
road to shame. And He then endured shame as
having the prospect of eternal glory.—Schekkel : How Christ as a King is continually coming
to His people:
1. What Christ as the coming
King brings us ; 2. what we as His people should
bring Him. Bbsser: Ye see that ye prevail nothing ; behold, the world runneth after Him.
Even in this angry speech somewhat of a prophecy lies hidden, and that which we are about
to read is a prelude to the fulfilment of this prophecy.
[Cravbh: From Augustine: Ver. 9. Curiosity
brought them, not love.—Ver. 10.
blind rage!
as if the Lord could raiso the dead, and not raise
the slain.
Vers. 12, 18. See how great was the
fruit of His preaching, and how large a flock of
the lost sheep of the house of Israel heard the
voice of their Shepherd. Vers. 13-15. Christ
was not the king of Israel, to exact tribute and
command armies, but to direct souls and bring
them to the' kingdom of Heaven. For Christ to
be king of Israel was a condescension, not an
elevation— a sign of His pity, not an inorease of
His power. From Chrtsostom : Ver. 13. This
is what more than any thing made men before
in Christ, viz., the assurance, that He was not
opposed to God, that He came from the Father.—
From Beds: Vers. 18-15. Christ does not lose
His divinity when He teaches us (by example)
humility. From Burkitt: Ver. 9. It was the
sin of many that they flocked after Christ rather
out of curiosity than conscience. Vera. 10, 11.
Such as have received special favor from Christ
must expect to be made the butt of malicious enemies. Nothing bo enrages the enemies of Christ
as the enlargement of His kingdom. Vers. 14,
16. That it might appear that Christ's kingdom
was not ot this world He abandons all outward
magnificence. Ver. 19. In the day of Christ's
greatest solemnity there will be some who will
neither rejoice themselves nor endure that others
should.
From M. Henry: Ver. 9. Much people
came not for Jesus sake only : yet they came to see
Jesus there are some in whose affections Christ
will have an interest in spite of all the attempts
of His enemies to misrepresent Him.
Ver. 10.
The consultation of the Chief-priests a sign that
they neither feared God nor regarded man. Vers.
12, 18. Those who have a true veneration for
Christ will neither be ashamed nor afraid to own
Him before men. Those that met Him, were
they that were come to the feast; the more regard

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wished to kill Lazarus. This is the religion of men have to God and religion in general, the
Caiaphas and Herod. It spares nothing. Every- better disposed they will be to entertain Christ
Tidings of the approach of Christ and His
thing that is feared must be thrust out of the
way. Instead of reporting Him to the magis- kingdom should awaken us to consider the work
trates, as they were commanded to do, ch. xi. 67, of the day, that it may be done in the day.— The
they bring Him as their King. Jesus always palm-branch was 1. a symbol of triumph; 2.
finds more faith and love among the people than carried as a part of the ceremonial of the feast
among those who hold themselves above the peo- of Tabernacles its use on this occasion intimates
The state of our King consists in simplicity that all the feasts, especially that of Tabernacles,
ple.
and lowliness. He oomes with suoh condescen- pointed to Christ's gospel. (It may have been so

—

—

—

—

—

—
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E. R. C.)—Ver. 18. The written.— Ver. 17. They who wish well to Christ's
language employed was that of Psalm cxviii. 25, kingdom should proclaim what they know.
26 ; high thoughts of Christ are best expressed Vers. 17-19. This miracle reserved for one of the
in Scripture words. Thus must every one bid last that it might confirm those that went before,
Christ welcome into his heart we must praise just before His sufferings; Christ's works were
Him, and be well pleated in Him. Ver. 14. This not only well done, but well timed. Ver. 19. They
was 1 More of state t ban He used to take—show- who oppose Christ will be made to see that they
ing that, though His followers should be willing prevail nothing.— From Soorr: Ver. 10. There
to take up with mean things, yet it is allowed is nothing so wicked and infatuated that men
them to use the inferior creatures; 2. Less of who have engaged in persecution, will not attempt to escape defeat.
From Barnes: Ver. 10.
state than the great ones of earth usually affect
manifesting that His kingdom was not of this When men are determined not to believe the gosworld. Ver. 16. See 1. the imperfection of the pel, there is no end to the crimes to which they
From A Plain Commentary (Oxdisciples in their infant state ; 2. their improve- are driven.

in the purpose of God.

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

ment

—
—

in their adult state.

—The Scripture
—

is often

by the agency of those who have no
thought of Scripture in what they do. There are
many excellent things both in the Word and
Providence of God which disciples do not at first
understand. It becomes Christians when they
are grown to maturity in knowledge frequently
to reflect upon the weakness of their beginning.
—Such an admirable harmony there is between
the Word and works of God that the remembrance of what is written will enable us to understand what is done, and the observation of
what is done will help us to understand what is
fulfilled

—

ford) : Ver. 10. Notice the rapid growth of sin.
Vers. 12-15. Royal even in its lowliness is the
mysterious pageant!
From Rtle: Vers. 9-11.
People will think for themselves when God's
truth comes into a land. Ver. 13. From " Hosanna" to '^Crucify Him," there was an interval
of only a few days! Nothing so soon caught up
as a popular applause.
Ver. 16. Men may bo
true Christians and yet very ignorant on some
points.
In estimating others we must make
great allowance for early training and associa-

—

—

—

tion.]

Vfl.

antithesis between the gentile greeks from abroad who do homage to ghbi8t, and the
majority of the jewish people that fall awat from christ in unbelief and occasion
his return into concealment. 8ymboli8m of the jewish pa8chal-fba8t, of hellenism, of
the grain of wheat. the glorification bt suffering and death, or the spiritual selfsacrifice of christ in the temple.

Vers. 20—80.
(Chap, xii 24-26. Laurentius-Pericope ; vers. 81-36. Elevation of the Cross.)

20

And

21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29

30

[Bat] there were certain Greeks f EXX^ef,

Gentile Greeks, not ^Xhjvurrat, Greek
that [those who] came up [made pilgrimage up to Jerusalem] to
worship at the feast. The same [These] came therefore to Philip, which [who] was
of [from] Bethsaida of Galilee, and desired [asked] him, saying, Sir, we would see
[wish, or, desire to see] Jesus.
Philip cometh and telleth Andrew : and again [omit
and again] 1 Andrew [cometh] and Philip [, and they] tell Jesus. And [But] Jesus
answered them, saying, The hour is [hath] come, that the Son of man should be glorified.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a corn [the grain] of wheat fall into the
ground and die, it abideth alone [isolated, by itself alone] : but if it die, it bringeth
forth much fruit He that loveth his life [his own soul, ri)v (pup^v afcou]* shall lose it
and he that hateth his life [his own soul] in this world shall [will] keep it unto life
[C^tj v] eternal. If any man [any one would] serve me, let him follow me ; and where
I am, there shall [will] also my servant be: if [idv without xat] 8 any man [anyone
shall] serve me, him will my [the] Father honour. Now is my soul troubled; and
what shall I say? Father, sav6 me from this hour: [!]* but [But] for this cause6
came I unto [I came to] this hour. Father, glorify thy name. [!] Then came there
a voice from heaven, saying [omit saying], I have both glorified it, and will glorify
it again.
The people [multitude] therefore that stood by, and heard it, said that it thundered : others said, An angel spake [hath spoken, XiXdXyzev'] to him.
Jesus answered and said, This voice came not because of me [for my sake, oV £/tl],

Jews]

among them
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31 but for your sakes [oV fyiac]. Now is the judgment of this world now shall [will]
if I [shall]* be lifted up from the
32 the prince of this world be cast out And
33 earth, will [shall] draw all men unto me [myself, */>oc ituwrov]. This he said,
signifying what death he should die [by what manner of death he was about to die,
34 or, what kind of death he was to die]. The people [multitude, therefore, o3v] answered him, We have heard out of the law that [the] Christ abideth forever: and
how sayest thou [how then dost thou say], The Son of man must be lifted up? who
them, Yet a little
35 is this Son of man? Then Jesus [Jesus therefore] said unto
8
T
while is the light with you [within you]. Walk while [as] ye have the light, lest
darkness come upon you [that darkness may not overtake you, ha fiij oxozia &j±ae
zaraXdPy] : for [and] he that walketh in [the] darkness knoweth not whither he
36 goeth. While ye have [the] light, believe in the light, that ye may be the children
of light [become sons of light, ha ulo\ <p torbq yiv^^e].
These things spake [spoke] Jesus, and departed, and did hide [and, having departed,
trted, he hid, or, withdrew] himself from them.
:

%

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
i

Ver. 22.—Instead of tak

*<£Air,<efc.

[text

roc.],

Lachmann and Teschendorf read

ipx*r<u 'Aytpias col

"T^S^SM
i^S-: •* flff-** " ^ifiL^^J^.tW2=5* &L

ttAimc,

«<d

*~M * distinguished here from 0* K* and be translated a, in

X

vcr.27 .

Let. 8jrM etc, *ai is
second Or; in *. B. D. L.
^
• Var
28 LrThe text/rec. with A. I\ A., etc^ inserts *<u before the
withthe B. V. In LutheVs Vers, the ««u is translated, bnt Lange omits it-P. 8.]
tted which
omitted,
Godet)
takes the words s£tw«,«»o* #u
Ewald
Lampe,
ThoU
Grotins,
Chrrsostom,
4
(with
« r
27. [Luge
Ver.
'
int^rtihati^lv as if we had here a reflective monologue, instead of an address to the Father. In this case a colon
and an in^ogation mark after hour. So also Lachmann in his Greek Testament. But I take the
mnatbe !S?3Cr t
AlXordfrfc.) a> » veritable prayer which corresponds to the prayer in Gethsemano, Matt. xxvL
the B V ' Me J
"H'"*"1 Rubied, Lord, help me" (Ps.ri.3,4; xxv.17; xl.12,13; Ixix.

«^

U r^m

w

wor^wKh

S

Z9^the^^c^y^tSX^:
1 ^~ P
i ve'rl

866

27.—[Lange

inserts after

e^;.^-^hr«nderin ?

Hermann^.

832)

the necessary antecedent condition.
<PX

by when

Just

(W)

Lachmann, Tischendorf [ Altord]. So

instead of tf

is

But the meaning of

inaccurate.

It does not

toft.

toSto

Is

disputed.

nvxuarO*-imply doubt.

i

**&* faith yott, text

W h
36 -The ^ing^'^eaVof

^Ter

troubled.

:

of <*r

ex^^^

T ver?^'.-InsteadU *•**

£

tkU came the gloss in order to be

roc.

with

A, Chrys^

Cyr.,] should be read i» vfilr, within yon, In ao-

has the overwhelming authority of A B.

iut [text, rec ]
likewise, ver. 36. The close of ver.

3tt

also

recommends

DI, eU^ in IU favor,

«*, rather

than ««, since Jesus

departs with this very word.

be attributed te the unusualness of seeing the
Master hold intercourse with Gentiles (Matt. x.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
5j — or the uncircumcised proselytes of the gate
Certain Greeks pm*ver].«—By were still so considered ^Acts x.J." Tholuck.
20.
Ver.
On this we remark that it is not altogether prothese we are 1. not to understand (after Semler

—

and Baumgarten-Crusius [Calvin, Ewald],) Jews
who spoke Greek [Hellenists] ; this view is contradioted by the name, comp. ch. vii. 86, the
whole scene and the deduction of Christ, vers. 23
and 82,— the reference to the universal extension
of His ministry. 2. Not perfect or pure heathen
Chrysostom, Euthymius, SchweizerJ,
(after
against which interpretation ava/tofvovreft militates,—but, as this very word proves, 8. proeelytet

bable that these Gentiles were from Galilee, or
from any part of Canaan, because in that case
they might easily have had an earlier opporFurthermore, Jesus had
tunity of seeing Jesus.
already had dealings with the Gentile captain at
Capernaum, and the Canaanitish woman ; the disciples, however, might for reasons of policy,
hesitate for a while before bringing the Lord, after
He had just been proclaimed King of Israel, into

contact with Gentiles, in the sight of all the
of the gate [half Jews, or Judaising pagans], like
For, doubtless, the scene occurred withthetreasurer,Actsviii.27. See Coram. onAcU\$. Jews.
"If they were from Galilee, in the area of the temple, t. e., the porch. Per155, Am. ed.].
haps Jesus was, by the mediation of His disciwhich was partly inhabited by Gentiles, we
ples, to be called back into the court of the
might imagine them to have been previously acThis locality is supported by 1. the
Gentiles.
quainted with Philip; yet (Grecianised) Syrians
testimony of the Synoptists, that in the days subinhabited the country from Lebanon to Lake
sequent to the Palm-entry Jesus abode continuTiberias (Josephus, De bello Ju<L t III. 4, 6);
temple; 2. the character of thesa
Perseahad Greek cities (Joseph. Antiq., XVI. II, ally in the
Gentile visitors to the temple ; 3. the concourse
Philip's consultation with Andrew must
4), etc.
of people, ver. 29. (Contrary to all indications
• [Bengel Prtdudium regni Dei ajudmit ad genk* brati- Michaelis and others have shifted the scene to
turC]
Bethany ; Baur places it "in the idea of the auJerusalem.
f [The present indicates habitual pilgrimage to
thor 1"). As to the day, the thirty-sixth verse
P.K1
:
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CHAP. XIL
seems to indicate that it was the last of the three
days of Jesus' stay in the temple, t. e., Tuesday
(see Doctrinal akd Ethical Notks, No. 1).
[These God-fearing Greeks, who (in their groping after " the unknown God," embraced the
monotheism and the Messianic hopes of the Jews,
without being oircumcised) belonged to the church
invisible, to the children of

God

scattered

among

the heathen, x. 16; xi. 62, and were the forerunners of the Gentile converts. Stier : " These
men from the West at the end of the life of Jesus, set forth the same as the Magi from the East
at its beginning; but they come to the cross of
the King, as those to His cradle." We find such
chosen outsiders under the Old Testament, as
Melchisedek, Jethro, Job, Ruth, king Hiram, the
queen of Sheba, Naaman the Syrian. Augustine,
exclusive as was his system, yet adduces the
case of Job as an example of genuine piety outside of the visible theocracy, and infers from it
that among other nations also there were persons
"qui secundum JJeum vixerunt eique placuerunt, pertinenlcs ad spiritualem Jerusalem" (De civil. Dei
xviii.

47).— P.

Yer. 21.

S.]

These therefore came to Philip.

—Philip might be

accidentally in the court of

the Gentiles, and hence, as the first' of the disciples who was forthcoming, be charged with the
communication of their request to the Lord. It
is still remarkable, however, that both Philip
and Andrew had Greek names and, according to
tradition, their labors were likewise in part

among
Sir,

the Greeks.

we wish to see Jesus.

[Kvpie, not in

the higher sense, yet with reverence].
pression of their desire
licitation

;

2.

is threefold :

the respectful

1.

The exThe so-

manner of address-

ing even the disciple of the celebrated Master;
8. the strong and yet modest expression of the
wish.
To see can here mean nothing less than
(Goldhorn : They wished to proto speak with.
pose to Him that He should go to the Hellenists.
A misapprehension of the proselytes and also of
the situation. Bruckner: They wished merely
Too literal). As proselytes of the
to see Him.
gate they shared Israel's hope and the enthusiastic feelings of the people.

Ver. 22. Philip

cometh and

drew.

—Meyer:

fairs."

—Andrew cometh

telleth

An-

Philip was of a deliberate disposition.* The other characteristics of Philip
are in no wise indicative of a deliberate man.
The case was of sufficient importance, as an official question, for two disciples, and Mark iii. 18
we find these two in close contact; John vi. 7, 8,
however, they even act in concert, as in this
place, and in measure, likewise, in " foreign af-

and,

etc.

—Andrew

seems

to take the lead.
Ver. 28.
Jesus

And

answered them.—

The

following discourse is framed so decidedly
for the Greeks that we cannot assume their re-

quest to have been denied by Jesus (Ewaid
such a proceeding
[Hengstenberg, Godet]),
would, moreover, be unprecedented; neither can
we hold that the admission of the Gentiles had
been resolved upon, but that the voioe from heaven changed the scene (Meyer). De Wette
thought the answer unsuitable. Tnolock, in ac-

—

am

* [So «tao Bengel
sodaU, audet, when associated with
a companion, Philip makes bold and dow it—P. S.]
:

20-86.

888

cordance with the usual conception, supposes the
meeting between Jesus and the Greeks to have
preceded this discourse; Luthardt: the disciples had given Jesus occasion to speak in presence of the Greeks. The scone certainly seems
to have changed ; either the Greeks must have
immediately followed the two disciples to Jesus,
or else Jesus directly aeoompanied the disciples
to the Greeks.
He seems to have intentionally
avoided addressing Himself particularly to the
Greeks, preferring to discourse in their presence
to the circle of disciples, with special reference
to them and their desire.
For at this moment
and in this place it was of the utmost importance
that He should withhold from His enemies every
pretext for reproach.
Ver. 23. The honr is come. From the visit
of the Gentiles Jesus deduces the preparation of
His mission for the Gentiles,
«., His resurrection.
From the nearness of the period when the

—

•'.

bounds which have encompassed Him shall be
removed, and His ministry be rendered a universal one, He infers His imminent death. Universalness and resurrection are. for Him reciprocal ideas; universalness and preceding death
are for Him inseparably connected, ch. x. 15,
16; ch. xvii. And so this saying also again recalls the barrier whioh hinders Him from surrendering Himself to full communion with the
Greeks. But the decisive hour which is to conduct Him across this barrier is at hand ; it announces itself in this petition. The hour, however, is not His hour of death by itself, but that
together with the hour of His departure out of
this world.
The two are comprehended in one,
as in the idea of exaltation, vers. 82, 84, and ch.
iii. 14.
Thus Christ saw in the Samaritans (ch.
iv.) and in the Gentile centurion (Matth. viii. 11)
a distant indication of the future approach of the
believing Gentiles; here the future of the believing Gentile world, the future of its access to
Him, is before Him in its nearest representatives
as an incipient present (comp. oh. xiii. 81).
Be it observed that here it is the glorification
of the Son of
that is spoken of, not simply that of the Son of God, as ch. xi. 4. The
glorification of the Son of Man is the exaltation
of Christ in His human nature above death (a
transit from the first stage of human life to the
second), above the limits of tho servant to the
boundless liberty of the lord ; above a qualified
working by individual words and signs to unqualified activity through the Spirit.
It is a development of His inner wealth, according to ver.
24; a personal lifting up, according to ver. 82 ; a
local, but at the same time a universal one, according to ver. 83. For the Greeks, whom we
conceive to have been true Hellenes, a peculiar
significance attached to the announcement that
Christ as the Son of Man should be manifested
in His glory. This glorification presupposes a
suffering of death, in accordance with a law of
nature (ver. 24) and in accordance with an ethical law obtaining in this world, ver. 25.
Yer. 24. Exoept the grain of wheat fall
into the ground and die, etc. [eav /*$ 6
k6kkoc tov oirov ireabv etc r^v y^v
anod&vy, avrbc p6voc pivet], First oxymoron. A fundamental truth is again announced
with verily, verily. We assume the subsequent

Man

—
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words to have been intended to correct the Greek
view of the world, jtfst as those contained in ch.

tune

odieti,

ei bene oderit,

tunc amaeti."

—Unto

—First promise.
FoUow me. —Indicative of the way

life eternal.
Vcr. 26.

86 are applicable to the ideas entertained
Human nature does not attain of suffering and death so readily forgotten bj
in this world a true and essentially beautiful ap- the disciples, as they witness the fresh homage
pearance by the aid of poetry and art ; but it rendered him by the Greeks; a way which Helarrives at the true and the beautiful by passing lenic worldly-mindedness in particular must
through death into a new life (see 1 John iii. 2). henceforth tread.
And where I am, there, etc. Not simply
The grain of wheat here symbolizes the new life
which must proceed from death in order to ap- on the same road (Luthardt) ; that is expressed
pear in its richness, its fruit. Hence the thought in the preceding sentence; nor only in the Pa*
ronsia f Meyer), out first in the state of humiliais no mere elucidation of the preceding sentence.
It advances from the idea of the personal glory tion, oi death, then in the state and land of doga*
of Christ in the new life (the glorification of His beyond death, the idea of the raising of the serhuman nature) to the idea of His glorification in vant being thus involved (see ch. vi. 39, 44, 64 ;
the universal Church. Thus even nature pro- xvii. 24; 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12). Second promise..
Him will the Father honour [rtfiijott].
tests against the Hellenic fear of death, against
The Father Himself will
the Hellenic isolation of the personality in the —Third promise.
outward individuality. In the way of death, esteem him as a personality connected with Himnot only does the single grain of wheat develop self and exalted above death.
Ver. 27.
is
into many, but these many, as fruit for nousoul troubled
rishment and new seed, appear as an infinite [Nvv 4 tyvxfi f* ov rerepoicrai].* The
power, a universal life. It is evident that this agitation of soul experienced by Jesus has been
symbolism of the grain of wheat is indirectly il- already introduced by the whole train of thought
Primarily, indeed, Jesus fixed His
lustrative of simple death in the physical nature from ver. 24.
This death, however, is in particular a eye upon the great goal of the death-road; now
itself.
symbolism of the ethical, sacrificial death. [Al- the road itself engages His attention. Another
thing the Greeks must learn by His example, viz. 9
ford: "The symbolism here lies at the root of
that in ch. vi., where Christ is the Bread of life."] neither to be fanatically enthusiastic about the
Vcr. 25. He that loveth bis own life conditions of death, nor to turn away their eyes
better: his from them in cowardly dread.
He therefore
[Lange translates: Eigenleben;
own soul, 6 QiXuv t%v i>vx*)v avrov], gives free utterance to His emotion. This change
etc.—Comp. Matth. x. 39; xvi. 25; Lukeiz. 24; of mood is, however, not unlooked for in the life
This is the watch-word of Christ, and of the Lord. In the perfect life of the spirit the
xvii. 83.
most blissful moods pass, in the sublimest tranit should be that of His people also, Matth. x. 38,
The egoism that clings to the out- sition of feeling, into the saddest. Thus in the
1 John ii. 6.
ward life of appearance, and lives for that, loses Palm-entry (Luke xix. 41), thus here, thus after
the high-priestly prayer, thus at the Supper, ch.
its true life which is conditional on surrender to
God ; the spirit of sacrifice which does not cleave xiii. 81. On the other hand, the saddest moods
Thus at the
to its life of self, nay, which hates it in its old likewise pass into the most blissful.
form in this old world, t. *., joyfully sacrifices it, departure from Galilee (Matt. xi. 25), thus at the
the sooner the better, and even hates it, if it be Supper (ch. xiii. 81), thus in Gethsemane (John
about to become a hindranoe—regains it unto a xviii. 16 if.), thus on the Cross (see Comnu an
higher, eternal life. That fvxti must here mean Matthew, ch. xi. 25; comp. Luke xiL 49, 50).
tout in our conception of the word, does not re- The difference between the rj rffoxf/ M° v reTapaxnu
sult (as Meyer maintains) from the distinction and the h&pagev lavrdv, ch. xi. 83, does not lie in
made between ijwxf/ and £«# (al&vioc); for the the antithesis of irvevpa and tyvxfi (as Olshausen
latter is expressive not simply of an endless du- affirms; since the latter passage does not treat of
ration of natural lrfe, but of divine life. The a Tapaooeodai iy irvebfian), but in the fact that
declaration Matth. xvi. 25 ["for whosoever there the psychico-corporeal agitation is an effect
will save his life, rifv tyvx^v alrov, shall of His indignation in spirit, an act of His spirit
lose it," etc.] is undoubtedly intended as the (Origen: rd ira&of fjv kpx6uevov ry ixiKpartia row
rationale of the foregoing airapvqodo9u lav- irvevjiaroc), while here it is an affection of suffert6v, and hence it is proved that iwxt means ing inflicted upon Him by the objective situation.
"self" as well as "life" (Tholuck) * But the It is the horror of death which the contemplation
reason of this is that the false love of life is one of death brings upon the inward life of feeling.
with, and has its root in, false self-love. With The soul may and must be thus troubled, prethe life of self the selfishness of the soul, the false pared, as it were, for its death ; but not so the
Kapdia (ch. xiv. 1, 27).
So then, the subject unself, must be sacrificed ; thus with the life in
God, in the true self, new life also is gained. der consideration is neither the trichotomy nor
But the point in question is the sacrifice of life, the dichotomy, body and soul (Tholuck), but tho
On the /uoelv comp. antithesis of passive and actual consciousness, or
since the opposite is death.
Luke xiv. 26. Augustine ; " Magna et mira ten- of the life of feeling and the will. The thought
o/ death moves Him as the law of His death, as
tentia, qutmadtnodum tit hominU in animam tuam
amor ut p treat, odium ne pereat; ti male amaveris, of the death of all His followers who must be
baptized with His baptism into His death. And
• [ Alford
The word tout (or, life) Is not really in a doudoubtless this, rightly understood, is a feeling of
ble sense as tho wheot-coro retains its identity, though it
divine wrath, not as confronting Jesus within
die, so the soul so that the two senses are In their depth but
xviii.

by the Romans.

—

—

Now

my

—

—

'

:

**

:

:

one.

Notice that tho Moid Involves the life In both cases, and
In the present acceptation of that term."]

must not bo taken
P. 8.]

'{Bengal :

ommrnbat

horror mortis et ardor dmUemtim.]
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His conscience, but as perceived by Jesus in the
law of death governing sinful humanity, to which
law He has submitted Himself. A " momentary
abhorrence of the pains of death, induced by human weakness" (Meyer), must be out of the
question, inasmuch as abhorrence involves an
We might with
active inclination of the will.
equal truth talk of an innocent abhorrence of
(Beza, Calov, Calvin:
suffering or the cross.
Mortem, quam subibat, horroris plenam esse oportuit,
quia satisfactione pro nobis perfungi non poterat,
quia horribile dei judicium sensu euo apprehenderet.)
Sohleiermacher gives special prominence to the
thought, that to Jesus the coming of the Hellenes
was attended with the full presentiment of the
fact that His people would reject Him, and that
the salvation of the Gentiles was conditional upon
That was the
the great judgment on the Jews.
great tragic grief of Paul also (Rom. ix. ; comp.
2 Cor. xii. 71.
We have seen how, also in
Gethsemane, Christ's sufferings were especially
grievous to him as a being betrayed and delivered
up (see Coram, on Matthew, ch. xx. 17; Note 8).
And what shall I say? etc. [On the
punctuation compare the Textual Note. P. S.].
It is difficult to. suppose with Euthymius \a7copoCtucvo* and rijq ayuviac] and others (Lucke, Meyer,
ttc. y even Calvin
[Alford] ), that Jesus is uncertain what to pray for ; that in this uncertainty
He at first prays: Father, save me from this
hour; but then, in the subsequent words, retracts "this momentary wish of a human abhorrence of death." In opposition to this view:
1. the assumption of such an uncertainty on tho
part of Jesus is not justified by Rom. viii. 26 ; 2.
the presentation of suoh a retracted wish would
be explained neither by the words, Heb. v. 7, nor
by the prayer in Gethsemane ; 8. the idea of a
self-correction is inappropriately applied to Je-

—

—

88*

rectly able to reconcile Himself to this juncture,

and with the question there begins already His
elevation above the nameless grief which has
come upon Him from the historical world.
But for this cause I came into this hoar.
[Hut: Christ controls and corrects the natural
shrinking of His true humanity from the horrors
of death by the consideration that He tamo to

—

this world

foir

tho very purpose of enduring death

To do full
for the redemption of the world.
justice to the deep commotion of our Lord on
this occasion and in Gethsemane of which this
was a foretaste, we must keep in view the vicarious naturo of His passion by which He bore
the sins of the whole world.
P. S.]
For this
cause [did rovro]. not that by My mortal sufferings Thy name may be glorified (Lucke, Meyor),
but in order to be thus troubled, and in order to
appear before you in this commotion. He knows
1. that grief itself has its holy aim, and 2. that
the humiliation in His grief, like every one of
His humiliations (see the Baptism, the conflict in
Gethsemane), is connected with a glorification,
to tho glorification of the Father.
And becauso
in His grief He has just sacrificed Himself to the
Father, He can now pray as follows.*
Ver. 28. Father, glorify Thy name [Mfao6v oov rd bvop.a~\. The gov emphatically comes first, yet not in antithesis to an
" egotistical V reference of the preceding prayer
[Meyer]. It expresses tho idea: it is Thy causo
and for Thine honor that there should bo a compensation for this humiliation also. Whereby, is
the Father to glorify His name : 1. Greek exegetes [and Alford] : by His death (Comp. chap,
xxi. 18) ; 2. Bcngel : quovis impendio mei; 8.
Tholuck: by the bearing of fruit, ver. 84; chap.
xv. 8. The most obvious explanation is : by the
issue of this mood itself.
By this the name of
the Father, t. e., the one God of revelation, must
be glorified in presence of the Greeks in particular. And this purpose was served by the heavenly
voice, in and for itself, irrespective of its purport ; a form of revelation exactly suited to the
exigencies of tho Gentile disciples.

—

—

sus.
We prefer, therefore, the interrogativo explanation with most Greek exegetes and Erasmus
(Lampe, Tholuck [Ewald, Godet], etc.), the interrogative interpretation of irarep, etc.
After
Jesus has revealed His quaking heart to His
auditors He can also show them how He works
off the affection, that they in like situations may
oame there a voice from heavon.
behave similarly. They too should accord to
The evangelist, in writing oiv here, expresses
grief its sacred right.
We cannot discover that the assurance of his faith. The answer to
such a reflection is incongruous with this mood Christ's prayer could not fail.
must first

—

Then

Wo

with emotion, as Meyer maintains. Comp.
cb. xi. 42.
They may thus see that He stands
at the junction of two ways.
What shall I say ?
He asks them. Hence tho subsequent words are
part of the question.
Would you advise Mo to
replete

give utterance

Father, save

to

Me?

My
etc.

distinguish the voice iteelf from its purport, because the voice, in the abstract, was a glorificaLntbrtion at once of tho Father and tho Son.

PRETATIONS OP THIS WONDER:
1. "Since Spencer many (Paulus, Kuinoel,
feeling in these words: Lucke, etc.) have apprehended this heavenly voioo

—Meyer:

"Tho hour of to bo the Jewish Bath-Kol (i\p A3, daughter of
His mind as if He a voice), and this has been regarded as a voico
had actually entered into it." But He has in- issuing from a peal of thunder according to
deed actually entered it, for hero as little as in modern rationalistic interpretation (as in his time
Qethsemane is He speaking of the hour of exter• [This interpretation of But rovto (to endure this suffering) is
nal death in itself alone (comp. Comm. on Mat-

From

this hoar.

suffering is

made present

to

—

also defended by Grotius, De Wette, Luthardt, EbrarU, Godet,
It is the convulsion itself in its deathHengstenberg, Wordsworth. Olshausen supplies: that th*
might.
In Gethsemane, when He was simi- world may be saved, which is not sustained by the connection,
larly and yet more powerfully affected, He could but results necessarily from the atoning death of Christ. Aland Stier, supplies I * a a w w «« rij? S>pas
conceal Himself in some measure from His most ford, with Lampe
tovttjs, I came to this hour for the rery purpose that 1 might
intimate friends; it humiliates Him to be obliged be delivered from it, or that, by going into and exhausting this
to stand here before representatives of the Gen- hour, I might pass to My glorification. But this interpretation is not rery clear, and would in consiNtency require the
tile world who are to greet in Him the King
interrogative punctuation of the preceding clause, which Alof Glory, in this sad figure. [?]
But He is di- ford opposes.—P. 8.]

thew).

like

:
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.
MaimoBides) the subjective interpretation of &
peal of thunder on the part of Jesus and His disciples." Tholuck. However " the Datk-Kol itself
cannot be traced to a peal of thunder, and how
much less the voice mentioned here, where the
narrator expressly excluded the idea of thunder " (the same). Still it is remarkable that by
tho Bath-Kol a derivative voice is to be understood, one developed from another, the echo of a
voice, a voice in the second power, t. e., the transformation of an apparently fortuitous sound into
a spirit-voice by the interpretation of the Spirit
conformably to the situation (comp. Tholuck on
this passage; Lilbkert Stud. u. Krit., 1885, III.
Horzog's ReatrEncyklopsedie : Bath-Kol),
2.
voice actually issuing from heaven, considered by John as an objective occurrence.
a. Acoustic.
The voice sounds directly over
Christ's head; hence those who stand at some distance from Him perceive only a heavenly talking,
those still further removed, but a sound as of
thunder (ancient commentators). But in the case
ofpurely objective sounds as loud as thunder, even
thoso at a distance must have understood the
words as well. Untenable, likewise, is the interpretation which affirms that the oapxucol soon
forgot the more exact impression of what they
had heard fChrysostom).
b. Resembling thunder, so that the preoise words
sounding through these tones were unperceived
by the insusceptible (Meyer). There is a lack
of clearness in this reasoning in the case of a
purely objective voice, for in such case perception
would depend upon the acuteness of tho hearing,
not upon tho degrees of spiritual susceptibility.
c. Of an angelie nature, mediated by angelic
ministry (Hofmann). Apart from the arbitrary
interpretation of an intensified doctrine of angels,
this would afford not the slightest explanation of
the voice.
d\ A spiriiuo'corporeal [a spiritual and celestial,
yet audible] voice, whioh was understood more or
less according to the corresponding frame of
mind (Tholuck; my Leben Jesu, II., p. 1207).*
Manifestly, the voice now heard by Jesus is
entirely analogous to the voice at His baptism
(see Comm. on Matthew, the baptism of Jesus, and
at His transfiguration (see Comm. on Matthew,
the Transfiguration).
Its distinguishing point
is the circumstance of its sounding here openly
above the temple, in the hearing of all the people and of the Greek proselytes, and the trait of
its striking even the insusceptible with the foroe
of a sound like thunder, ringing upon the ears of
the more susceptible with a beauty of tone whioh
they can liken only to angelic voices, while Jesus, and with Him doubtless the most intimate
of His disciples, perceive the perfeotly distinct

A

• [So alto the ancients, and, among modern commentators,
Gtahansen, Kling, Stler, Meyer. Luthardt, Godet, Alford.
Lange mentions only incidentally (rab. 1) the rationalistic
interpretation of actual thunder and no more (Paulas, Knlntfl,
Ammon, etc.). Hengstenberg (II., p. 330 ff.)t otherwise so
•uncompromisingly antf-rationalistic, likewise assumes natural thunder which was identical with "the voice from
heaven," and through which God spoke to Christ. But then
it could not have been mistaken by some for the voice of an
angel. It was clearly a supernatural phenomenon, a spiritual
manifestation from the spiritual world, clothed in a symbolic
form, an articulate sound from heaven, miraculously uttered,
heard by all, but variously interpreted according to the dogree of spiritual susceptibility .—P. 8.]

expression of the words which even contain an
Just this latter trait of a twofold
gradation converts the event into a revelation
concerning the nature of celestial voices. In the
voice heard by Samuel, and not by Eli (see the
note in Tholuck, p. 888), the subjective, ecstatic
condition of the voice was clearly conspicuous,
as in the case of the two angels seen by Mary
Magdalene, and not by the disciples, this contrast
became apparent in reference to miraculous
visions.
In the history of Paul there is a proportional, simple gradation between Paul himself, who sees the Christ within the shining light
and hears* the word of His voice, and the attendants who perceive only the brilliant light and
the sound (seeApoelol. Zeit alter, II., p. 116). Bnt
here a twofold gradation appears: the hearing
of Christ and His intimate friends, the hearing
of the people, the hearing of others. The ecstatic conditions of such a hearing are clearly
manifest, Acts ix. 7 ; eomp. chap. xxii. 9.
The
condition upon whioh an apprehension of the
voice by those not standing in the centre of rerelation (as here Christ; Acts ix., Paul} depends, Is
spiritual connection, fellowship of feeling,—symantithesis.

pathy ; this results especially from the rapport
between Christ and the Baptist at the baptism in
Jordan. But the objectivity of the voice which
proceeds from the living God is proved by sensuous evidence which it creates and procures.
Tholuck: "Voices from heaven, as in this place,
are found also, Dan. iv. 81 ; 1 Kings xix. 11, 12;
Matt. iii. 17; xvii. 6; Acts ix. 7; x. 18; Rev.L
10; iv. 6, where we read of ewai together with
ppovral;—on this Zullich: articulate sounds contrasted with the inarticulate thunderings."
Purport of the voice: I have glorified it, and
will glorify it again [Kal ed6§aoa *ai
ird?.tv dol-aoo,
TidXiv is no mere repetition,
but an intensification of the glorification]. Meyer
makes the first sentence of the voice refer to the
works of Jesus hitherto, the second to the impending, glorification through death to dlfo.
Taking into consideration the antithesis, chap.
x., and the existing state of matters, we assume
that the consummated glorification of the name of
God refers to His revelation in Israel, closing of
course in the labors of Christ, and the new glorification of His name to the impending revelation of
God in the Gentile world, this of course being conditioned by the death and resurrection of Jesns.
Ver.29. The multitude therefore, eft. Pssciption of the voice. 1. The comprehension of
it was probably not confined to Jesus, but wis
shared by His disciples, or by some chosen ones
among them. 2. For the surrounding people the
voioe had a tone like thunder.
Is this expressive simply of the third degree of susceptibility?
Perchanoe it contains also an intimation of the
judgment impending over the people of Israel
8. To this hearing the hearing of others seems

to form an antithesis.
Those hear a voice of
thunder; they, on the other hand, angelic speech.
Is it not possible that by these Others the Greek
proselytes are meant? Suoh a thing is not posi-

Be it observed, however, that
these very men whom Jesus seems to answer
in the subsequent speech. At all events, their
attitude towards the people is that of a more susceptible minority.
tively expressed.

it is
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Ter. 80. This Voice came not [was not
sake, but for yours.
audibly uttered] for
The disciples were really no longer in need of
Neither was it needed
.this attestation of Jesus.
by that portion of the people that believed on
Him on account of the raising of Lazarus. From
the words immediately following it seems to be
spoken with special reference to the Greeks.
Henoe He continues:
is the judgment of this
Ver. 81.
world, etc. The Jewish world is assuredly included ; the words, however, relate pre-eminently
Therefore Satan is spoken
to the heathen world.
of as the prince of this world who is now
being cast out. The words are explanatory of
Judgthe heavenly voice : I will glorify it again.
ment was also now proclaimed to the world.
It proclaimed itself with His woful feeling of
death; it was put in execution by His death,
made manifest by His resurrection, published
and appropriated to the world by His Holy Spirit
The judgment upon the world
(chap. xvi. 11).
Bhould, however, be the world's salvation; a
judgment in which it was judged but as an ungodly world, its prince (2 Cor. iv. 4; Eph. ii. 2;
•hap. vi. 12) being cast out of it and Christ in
In
his stead assuming the sovereignty over it.
the rabbins, Satan, as regent of the heathen
world, bears the name; Prince of the world* (according to Lightfoot, Schottgen and Eisenmenger.
The expulDelitisch, Bibl. Psychologic, p. 44).
sion from heaven (Luke x. 18) is not again
Satan had penetrated into the
meant here.
Paradise of the first man when he tempted the
first of the human race ; when he tempted Christ
in the wilderness he had ventured into heaven
itself (the heaven of spiritual life ) as a tempter.
With the victory of Christ over Satan in the
wilderness, the latter fell from heaven like lightning ; and upon this transaction rested the victories of Jesus' disciples over demons in Israel
(see I*ben Jesu, II., 8, p. 1070; III., p. 428).
Now Satan is likewise cast out of the world, the
t&oftoQ ovrog, L t., the old pre-Messianio and nonMessianic world with special referenoe to the
Gentile world whose highest eosmieal formation
is the very Hellenism that is confronting Him.
8atan's empire over the -world is shattered with
the death and resurrection of Jesus.
He is indeed still tarrying and working over the earth
(Eph. ii. 2) ; here he retains his *E£u, the air
and wind regions of the hnman world as far as it
is not yet spiritual, whence he reacts upon the
church of Christ. Subsequently he is cast upon
the earth (Rev. xii. 9), t. «., he possesses himself
of traditional, ancient ordinances, now deadened
—lifeless.
But in time to oome he is also oast
out of the earth into the bottomless pit, Bev. xx.
Thus this saying opens up a perspective of the
final judgment, whilst Hilgenfeld has pretended
to discover in it a negation of the last judgment
(together with other favorite gnostic ideas).
Ver. 82.
I, if I shall be lifted up
[tayo eav vipw&u c* rrjq y^f]. See chap,
ui. 14; viii. 28.
As in those passages both
events are understood by the lifting up; the

my

—

Now

—

—

And

* [OStyTI
S Cor.
P.8.J

It. 4,

Ifef-

Ami c&Ua Satan o

fcfe tow moVjiov

rotfrov-,
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lifting up upon the cross and the lifting up upon
the heavenly throne ; in this place, pre-eminently
the latter.* This double meaning of the word
(Erasmus, Tholuck, tic.), is disallowed here by
Meyer; he particularly denies that there is any
referenoe to the crucifixion (the Fathers,, most
of the ancients, Eling, Frommann), maintaining
that the ck rfc yyt conflicts with such an interpretation, though indeed it is that of John himself.
However, the crucifixion itself in Us inward essence was an exaltation of Christ above
the earth* With the dethroning of Satan, the
dark usurper in the world, the enthroning ef Jesus corresponds; hence: "And /."
With t hebreaking of the Satanio principle and the power
of the spirits of darkness by the expiatory and
redemptive death of Christ* the full power of theChristian spirit releases itself; then cornea the
Holy Ghost, ch. vii. 89; xiv. 26 ff.
Will draw all men unto Myself [rcdvra c
iXfcbou irpbc kfiavT6v\. All is referred:
1. by Chrysostom, Cyril, Calvin, Lampe, to the
antithesis of Jews and Gentiles, after ch. x. 16;
2. by Lutheran theologians to all who hear tho
preaching of the Gospel and do. not resist tho
drawing of Christ ; 8. by individual Reformed
theologians to the elect; 4. Meyer: without restriction.! We suppose it to be indicative of the .
totality of the nations in antithesis to the firstlings of the Greeks who have here inquired after
Him; similarly: I will draw them forms a contrast to the announcement tent by these individuals.
It is the attraction of the oross,~-its
medium the preaching of the crucified One,—made effectual by His Spirit, which draws the nations to baptism and death with Him, and to new
life.
But the Ih&eiv of the Son does not here
assume the place of the I'Xkvuv on the part of the
Father, oh. vi. 44 (Tholuck) ; for the drawing of
the Son is the gratia converten* in vocation which
joins the drawing of the Father in the gratia pr&All must experience
veniene or fore-ordination.
the powerful drawing of calling grace; yet it ia
a drawing without moral compulsion because it
is a drawing of free love calling unto freedom.
The emphasis contained in irpbs tyavrdv (oomp. ch.
They will
xiv. 8) signifies of course: to Myself
not stay with Philip or Andrew, or require the
mediation of a Jewish or priestly church. J
Ver. 83. Signifying what kind of death
he was to die [iroi^ davary ^/teAAev anod-

—

• [The deepest humiliation of Christ is at the same time Hit
highest exaltation; His crown of thorns Is Ills crown of glory.
The doable meaning of v^wtifpai is in keeping with John,
oomp. it. 19; ill. a; It. 10; xl, 61. Alford: The Saviour
crucified, is in fact the Saviour glorified ; so that the exalting
to God's right hand is set forth by that uplifting on the cross.

-P.

8.]

f [Some infer from wims the apocataitajis or final restoramen. But in all such passages all must be explained in accordance with other passages where faith is extion of all

Sressly laid down as the indispensable oondiiian of salvation,
hrysostom finds in ihntm an intimation of deliverance from
the chains of Satan. It rather implies the strong and irresistible power of Christ's love. This attraction of the cross
is one of the Holiest themes for effective evangelical sermons.
See the Homilstigal Department.— P. 8.]
" by the diffusion
% [I add the note of Alford on iXxw* :
of the 8plrlt in the church : manifested in the preaching of
the Word mediately, and the pleading of the Spirit Immediately. Before the glorification of Christ, the Father drew men
to the Bon (vi. 44), but now the Son Himself to Himself. Then
now
it was, * no man can come except the lather draw him
the Son draws alL And, to Him»eJfy as thus uplifted, that
exalted ;—the great object of faith ; see ch. xi. 62/'—P. S.]
*,'

o ipx*" t*> i$owi*t rov

4tfpor,

Bpb. H. 2.—
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vi]OKtLv\ Not simply a Johannean interpreta(Meyer) or a mere hint perchance (Tholuck).
For the death of the cross was not only objecti?ely
the condition of the lifting up of Christ it is also
subjectively the strongest and the single decisive
tion

;

attraction to the exalted Christ (irotof tiavarog!).
Ver. 84. That the Christ abideth forever
A people
[6 Xptorbc ftivei etc rbv atCtva].
is spoken of that recognizes the Christ in Jesus.
They have heard out of the law [£* rov vdfiov],
t. «., by the reading, as well as by the explanation
of the Holy Scriptures generally, that the Messiah
should abide forever. This conception was occasioned in them by passages such as Ps. ex. 4
According to Meyer
Isa. ix. 7, and the like.
But with this last passage in
also Dan. vii. 13.
their minds, Christ's being lifted up from the
earth could not have appeared strange to them,
for there the Son of Man is brought to the Ancient of Days before whom His kingdom is given
Neither was that passage popularly
to Him.
supposed to refer to the Messiah. According to
Meyer it was likewise from ths Danielio passage

—

that they took the expression: the Son of Man, and
put it into His mouth ; such an explanation of
their use of the term is entirely unnecessary since
Jesus has just entitled Himself the Son of Man
(see ver. 23)^(although even Tholuck can remark, in opposition to Luthardt, that this reference to Christ's words is too remote).* Neither
is it alone the distinction of the earthly and the
spiritual Messianic hope which here comes under
consideration, oven though an elucidation is
found in the fact that Jonathan translates the
l?~'3K f Isa. ix. 6, precisely as the people ex-

" He that abideth forever, the
Sress themselves :
[essiah;" the Septuagint, however, has it: *ro
Tholuck. But the
ri)p tow fiLXtovTos ai&voc"
people, as also the disciples, lack as yet all discrimination between the first and the second
coming of Christ. They imagine that if the Messiah had but come (with the breaking forth of
the " Messianic travail-pangs," perchance) fhe
Kingdom of Glory would at once be ushered in
with His residence at Jerusalem. At this they
that their Christ should be refirst stumbled,
moved again from the earth, like Enoch and
But manifestly at this also, that He has
Elijah.
again exchanged the name of Messiah for the designation of the Son of Man. And hence they
ask: who is this Son of Man ? Meyer considers
their meaning to be: Who isthisanti-Soriptural
Son of Man who is not to abide in accordance
with Daniel, but is to be lifted up from the earth?
Thus too Tholuok. But in that case they would
not ask: who is this Son of Man? but, how does
that agree with the Son of Man? The first offence, .namely at His being lifted up, concerns
the spiritual and heavenly side of the Messianic
picture set up by Christ; the second concerns
that universality in the idea of the Son of Man,
which they doubtless feel. The Greeks, evidently, have again excited their Jewish jealousy,
manifested on a former ocoasion, ch. vii. 85. Especially prominent in the response of the people

—

• [ Alford refers to the still remoter passage in the discourse
with Nicodemtu. ch. iiL 14, and " perhaps In the other parts
of Christ's teaching which hare not been recorded." The reference to ver. 23
cient,—P. 8.]

trot

6o£a<r9g & vie* tow arlpwirov, Is suffi-

is this

practical trait; their carnal Messianic

hope prevents them from having the slightest
suspicion of what is impending over the Messiah,
and hence also over them in their relation to Him
during the next days. To this the answer of
Christ has reference.
Ver. 35. Yet a little

among you.— [rb £6f

while is the light
refers to Christ Him-

i. 4, 6, 7, 8; vii. 83; viii. 12; ix.
P. 8.]
Jesus does not enter upon a theological disquisition with the view of convincing
them of their error in stumbling at His sayings,
because the reason of their stumbling lies in
their want of obedience to His word, in their
lack of true surrender to the light. In the path
of this surrender they should be freed from stumbling.
Thus He practically lays hold of them is
the centre, the conscience. They have not the
slightest suspicion or presentiment of what awaits

self; see ch.

4, 5.

—

Him and them. Therefore:
the light (wf stronger than

Walk as ye have
!<•?),* in accordance

with the fact that the light is about being taken
from you, unless, by submissive faith, ye appropriate it permanently to yourselves as inward
light.

That darkness may not overtake

—

yon,

[Iva fi% OKoria vfiaf KaraXdpn"]. Namely
unprepared, and so to your destruction. The
great night of temptation came upon them on the
day of crucifixion, and to those who confronted
it unsuspiciously, with their outward Messianic
hope, it likewise became an inward night of apostasy and ruin.
that walketh in the darkness.—He
that ads then, walk* then (comp. ch. xi. 10).
This Trepnraretv is expressive of the fault by which
outward darkness is converted into inward ob-

He

scurity. — Knoweth not whither he goeth.
—The figure drawn from outside
demonstrative of the fate of the Jews. They
knew not whither they went— into

life is strikingly

perdition, into

dispersion to the ends of the world, into the cone
of judgment until the end of time. Antithesis to
Christ's going to the sure goal of glory.
Ver. 36. Believe in the light that, ett.Faith here especially conditional upon obedience.
The stumbling of these believers on the Messiah
proved that they had not yet true faith in the
sense of submissive obedience. The walk shonla
be in conformance to the light, t. *., with trust
become [not be]
in the light. That ye

—

may

sons of light {iva viol furbz yivie&t*
It is by believing in the light that men become
sons of light]. Then should the inward light of
illumination conduct them safely through the
outer darkness, Luke xvi. 8. It is most fitting
that those should be the last words of Christ to
the believing portion of the people. Nothing hot
trust in that light which had risen upon them in
Him, could lead them safely through the fearful
night of trial.
departed and hid Himself from
them \_Kal aircX duv knpv fin air' avruv}*
This moment ooincides, as regards the mam
point, with the departure from the temple described by the Synoptists (see Comm. on Matthew,
Meyer [and Alford]: "Prop. 415, Am. Ed.)

And He

—

• [Alford : «*, a*, not exactly " white " (E. T.) : waiMf
cording to your present state of privilege In possessing light
yo*-?. &]
which indeed can only be dona

wMU UUv&h
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bably (o Bethany [Luke xxi. 87], in order to
spend the last days of His life, before the coming
of His hoar, in the circle of the disciples." Theso
last days of His life amounted at the utmost to
two. On Tuesday evening Christ left the temple ; on Thursday, towards evening, lie returned
to Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
John's description of the closo of the' public? ministry of Christ forms a most important
supplement to tho description of the same given
by the Synoptists, Matth. xxiii. 89; Mark xiii.
They depict pre-eminently
1; Luke xxi. 88.
the departure of Jesus from the hostile portion
of the people (with the exception of Luke, whose
account in this respect is less definite), while
John delineates His departure from the more
friendly portion. But if we regard the Palmentry as the introduction to this history, then
John has supplemented an account not only of
the immediate occasion of the Palm-procession,
1.

—

the coming of
also of the grand acme of it,
the Greeks and the glorification of Jesus by tho
Toice from heaven within the precincts of the
temple itself. In accordance with this presenta-

but

tion of the subject, we should conjecture that the
introduction of the Greeks took place on the
great, festive Monday when Christ displayed His
glory in the temple undisturbed (see Leben Jesu,
IIL, 1, p. 1200). It were possible so to incorporate these words (descriptive of His Btay in
the temple) with tho Johannean account, that we
should find in the axeX&uv ver. 8G an intimation
of the farewell discourse of Jesus, Matth. xxiii.
together with the preceding great contests on
the Tuesday. But since the denunciatory discourse, at all events, which Matthew records as
pronounced against the Pharisees by Jesus, was
followed by His still longer stay in the temple
over against the treasury, according to Mark
and Luke, since Matthew is induced by the order of affair* to alter the historical sequence, not
since, furthermore, the deso, however, John,
finite announcement, in the temple, of His speedy
death, nay, the very presentiment of death which
has already entered His soul, seem to presuppose
His final, open rupture with the Hierarchs on
the great day of contest-, Tuesday, we now assume this conference of Jesus with the Hellenes,
the glorification consequent upon it, and His
charge to the people, to be significant of the last
grand sunbeam which His presence shed on
Mount Zion ; the very reference to the remnant
of day-light still illumining the nation is apparently indicative of the decline of this, the last
day of His publio ministry. These proselytes of
the gate remind one involuntarily of the tradition
(protested against indeed) that Luke was one of
the seventy disciples. Comp. Luke xxiv. 18 if.
2. The last facts recorded by John do not present the motive for Christ's departure from the
people and the temple as distinctly as do those
related by the Synoptists; nevertheless, the
cause is intimated by the final question of the
people that recognize Him as the Messiah. They
have not the faintest foreboding of the state of
matters, and even their lofty enthusiasm of the
day of Palms begins to be obscured again by

—

—

—
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Judaistio expectations.
This exhibition of the
mind of the multitude seems to the evangelist
sufficiently expressive $ but he too subjoins his
explanation in hid epilogue on the public ministry of Jesus and the motive for His retirement.
8. Remarkable is the glorious, threefold climax
with which, according to John, the public ministry of Jesus closest 1. The anointing of Jesus
in Bethany before His official Messianic entry
into Jerusalem ; 2. the Palm-entry itself, originating particularly with festal pilgrims going
forth to Bethany out of Jerusalem; contrasted
with this, the despair of the Supreme Council;
8. the announcement of the Greeks, and the
glorification of Jesus through the voice from
heaven, upon Mount Zion itself, in the hearing
of tho whole nation, together with the proclamation from His own mouth of His redemptive
death, His glorification for all nations, and the
universal Gospel.
4. Christ's last words of farewell to the people
on the tcmplo-mount a gentle warning, according to John, and yet also an earnest explanation
of Jewish stumblings. Therefore did Jesus return no answer to these stumblings themselves.
Obedience from the heart unto truth alone can
free from the prejudices of tradition.
5. At the moment of the consummated apostasy
of the sacerdotal party from tho Christ on Zion,
the first Gentiles most significantly made their
public appearance as His disciples. The hypo-

—

thesis of Sepp assuming them to have been a
deputation sent to Jesus by king Abgarus of
Edessa, after the well-known account of apocryphal sound in Eusebius, oannot avail to enrich
this event.
6. The Hellenes.
A literal fulfilment of the
predictions of the prophets, especially of Is. ii.
also a fulfilment of the type contained in tho
forehistory of the wise men from the East.
token of the ensuing conversion of the proselytes
of the gate, then of the Gentile world itself.
7. The pure historical truth, tho clear picture
of the situation in the intercession of tho disciples
Philip and Androw.
To the Lord the presentiment
8. The Hour.
of His death is connected with the presentiment
of His glorification. Be it observed that John
regards even the humiliation of Jesus unto death
as a particular form of Christ's exaltation, and
that not simply in the ironical sense of the being
It is the perfect exlifted up upon tho cross.
altation of Jesus in His love, to the perfect
glorification of the grace of God.
9. Stier very ingeniously remarks: " For this
Ho now appeals not to the testimony of tho
prophets,* but to a secretly prophetic mystery of
nature (as a proof also that His discourse is
aimed at the Greeks as well as the Jews) which
yet on the instant shines transfigured in His
mouth." Symbolism of the grain of wheat. See
Note on ver. 24. The word concerning the grain
of wheat has a threefold reference : (1) It declares
a universal law of life: a death-like metamorphosis, as a condition whereon depends the renewal
of life, is a type of the fundamental law in the
kingdom of God, which law provides that we by
a priestly surrender of our own wills to the will
of God do obtain new kingly life in God. (2) The
law of life of sinful humanity ; in God's kingdom

A
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of this earth real death is a condition of the
transition from the old life to the new ; a symbol
of the propitiatory sacrificial death of Christ for
the reconciliation and glorification of the world;
likewise of 'the death of thank-offering in which
believers die with Christ in order to walk with
Him in new life. (8) In the most special sense,
the law of life* of the regeneration of Hellenism,
whose |>eculifir< essence consists in a fleeing from
death and the cross in the embellishment of the
present life (Leben Jesu, II. p. 1208; III. p.
665).* The Groek's aim is levelled at beauty of
appearance
Even these Greeks, religious
though they be, betray themselves with the expression: *' We wish to see Jesus. 19 Essentially
eternal youth, beauty and glory in the new
world ane attained by the Christian only through
death.
Henoe the butterfly alone does not suffice for a
symbol' of immortality ; the symbol of the grain
of wheat must be added to it. The butterfly
symbolizes the capacity of man for a paradisaical, death-like metamorphosis which yet is not
dead and is merely a symbol of an individual renewal; the grain of wheat symbolizes the renewal of life through death, and that a renewal
which is at once its infinite enrichment and exJesus
tension, and its glorification in spirit
did not indeed see corruption, but He drew very
near to it; and thus it is, at bottom, with the
grain of wheat; it passes through the semblance
of oorruption, bat, in respect of its innermost
kernel, its life leaps out from corruption into the

present

mental
12.

moment denotes nothing

less

than the

self-sacrifice of

Jesus in the temple.
The voice within the precincts of the

temple.

See Exeoetioal and Critical Notes.

Ver. 81. The divteremt stages in the
subjection of Satan, the prince of this world.
18.

See Exbobtical and Critical Notes.
The
death of Jesus a judgment, glorified by the
Spirit.
See John xvi. 1. The foundation and
beginning of the separation between Satan and
the world 2. the foundation and beginning of
the separation between believers and unbelievers
8. the foundation and beginning of the union of all
the godly.
"The anabaptists cited this verse
(81) among others as a proof that the powers
that be are not of divine ordinance.
See the refutation in Gerhard, Loci tkeoL 13, p. 260."
;

Hbubher.
14. Ver. 85. Who is this Son of Man ? It
was as little their desire to find the doctrine of
the Son of Man in their Christology, as to discover in it the doctrine of the Son of God. They
would have no true Son of Man, no Redeemer re-

vealing divinity in the perfection of manhood and
humanity, no suffering Messiah; they wanted on
orientally superhuman and godlike Son of David,
displaying the perfect and exact medium of a
divinity broken through humanity, of a humanity broken through divinity;—the ideal of
all benumbed orthodoxistio systems, a rigid,
everlasting symbol of the God-Man, which
should be the central point of the rigid symbolism of the kingdom of God, beyond which symmetamorphosis of the butterfly, just, as on the bolism they desired never to pass. (See Leben
other hand, the butterfly must strip itself of a Jesu, III. p. 608.)
15. Vers. 85, 86. The gentle and impressive
corruptible something the dead pupa. Christ
has glorified both forms of transit from the farewell words of Jesus to the believing portion
Moreover all the chief of the people in the evening of His public minisold to the new life.
moments in the life of Christ are prefigured in try. But once more should He re-appear as a
the history- of the grain of wheat: Christmas, prisoner among the people ; like a setting sun, to
shed upon them for the last time the radiance of
Good Friday, Easter, Ascension, Whitsuntide.
(Ibid. p. 668.)
10. The two oxvmora, vers. 24, 25; the three His life.
promises,' vers. 24-26. See the Exbqbtioal and

—

—

Critical Notes.
11. Ver. 27. The first presentiment of the
death of Jesus in the temple a fulfilment of the
foretoken of His baptism, the announcement of
His baptism of suffering (Luke xii. 50) ; again, a
foretoken of the mortal conflict of His soul in
Gethsemane, the sure prophecy of His death;
crowned, therefore, as a great moment in the
pathway of His humiliations, with a glorification,
like the baptism, like the announcement
of His sufferings (Matt. xvi. 21 by the transfiguration chap. xvii. 1), like His conflict in
Gethsemane, like His death. We have too mean
an idea of the emotional life of Jesus if we refer
these moods to a fear of death. See Exbqbtioal
and Critical Notes on ver. 28 and the conclusion of that on the first clause of ver. 27. The

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Doctrinal Notes.
lytes, or

—

The Greek proseJudaism a leading of the Gentiles to

Christianity: 1. In the historical sense; 2. in
the spiritual sense. The advance of the Gentiles
at the recession of the Jews in the history of the
kingdom of God: 1. Historical; 2. typical.
The last discourse of Jesus in the temple for the
benefit of the Greeks, compared with the last
discourse of Jesus in the temple for the benefit
of the Jews (acoording to Matthew).
The two
signs in the meeting of Jesus with the Greeks
within the temple limits: L The sign seen by
Jesus in the appearance of the Greeks: a sign
of decision, a sign of death, a sign of life. And
that in accordance with the Old Testament and
the law of the spirit. 2. The sign given by the
* fGomp. the beautifal verses of Nlc. Lenao (from Savona- Father to the people about Jesus.
How the Lord
rola's Christmas sermon)
was troubled also by grief at the impending rejection of His nation when He saw the coining
" Die Kunste der HelUnen kcrnnten
Nieht den BrWser und tin LichL
of the Gentiles (see the conclusion of the note on
undnarAten
so
gem
rum,
tie
J)
sehertten
the first clause of ver. 27). The humiliation
Da Sohmertes tie/den A bgrund nicJU.
and glorification of Jesus in the temple an image
Doss tie am Schmerz, dm tie a* trtokn
a reflection—of His whole life (especially of
Jticht ttmsste, nutdvorObtrJWirt,
the baptism, the transfiguration, His soul-pasJSrkcnn' iehalsder Zauber grOuten,
sion in Gethsemane, His death).
Womit uns die AntQct ritfirt."—P. 8.]
The great

—

—

—

—
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—
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change

in the great emotional lifo of the Lord:
often it appears (see note on first clause
of ver. 27); 2. what it denotes: the strength, extent, earnestness, buoyancy and holiness of His
l$ven the humiliation of Christ already
spirit.
1.

How

—

an

— — —

— —

20-86.
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a thousand-fold more. Zbisius : How many servants Christ hath and yet so few true and constant followers
Ver. 27. Soul, if thou be not
cheerful and joyous, but, on the contrary, sad
and dejected, look upon thy Saviour, He in His
infirmities was as thou art ; courage as He conquered, thou too shalt conquer in Him. Ibid.t :
No better remedy for all suffering, nay, for
death itself, than fervent prayer after the example of Christ. Osiakdbr: Even the cross
and tribulation add fresh glory to the name of
God ; therefore we also should take such upon
us with thorough willingness.—Ver. 29. Lamps:
O how .diverse are the hearers of the Gospel!
Ver. 80. (The voioo of God.) Canstein : Wo must
take for granted that we too are concerned in
everything that it says. Ver. 81. Heb. ii. 14.
Ver. 82. Cbambb: Christ is the true magnet that
draweth us after itself. Ver. 85. Hbdinqer:
To-day, to-day is certain, to-morrow is uncertain.
Zbisius: The greater the light was,
the thicker the darkness of wrath fallen upon
the despisers of grace. Am I too a child of
light ?—-Gerlach : Jesus warns His disciples
likewise not to surrender themselves now to
earthly hopes of a carnal glory ; He indeed is
going to His glorification, but the way lies
through death and resurrection. The goal of
suffering and death,
that of Christ and henoo
!

—

—

!
exaltation of Him, or the beginning of the
lull revelation of the glory of His inner life: 1.
In His obedienoe; 2. in His confidence; 8. in His
Made specially prominent by John as a
lore.
Srecursory exaltation. The antioipatory soHnnization of the Christian sacrificial feast upon
the eve of the Jewish one. Christ and the
Greeks (Christianity and Hellenism) : 1. The application of the Greeks: a. Courteous form
(through Philip and Andrew); b, purport: we
would see Jesus. 2. The word concerning the
grain of wheat. Concerning the life of this world
concerning the following of Christ.-r-Messianio
traits in our history: 1. The teaching Christ
(vers. 24-26) ; 2. the high-prUtthf Christ (vers.
27, 28, first half) ; 8. the royal Christ (vers. 2882); 4. the wholly undivided Christ (vers. 88-86).
The saying concerning the grain of wheat and
sermon on salvathe succeeding sayings : 1.
tion, as a word concerning Christ ; 2. a sermon
on repentance, as a word for us; 8. a sermon of
consolation, as a word concerning suffering and
dying Christians. The Christian life in three
decisive traits : 1. In the three truths concerning the grain of wheat, life, service; 2. in His peopled also, is glorification, My soul is
the three demands of Christ ; 8. in the thrde troubled. To the end that He may the more deThe soul-passion of Jesus in the cisively counteract the carnal hopes of His discipromises.
temple a foretoken of His soul-passion in Gethse- ples, He openly announces the state of His feelmane. The self-sacrifice of Christ in the temple: ings. The voice. As, at the conclusion of the
Old Covenant, Moses spake and God answered
1. its occasion: the announcement of the Gen2. its form: assumption of the feeling him aloud (Ex. xix. 19), so the New Covenant is
tiles;
of death; by anticipation, therefore, of death here solemnly concluded before all the people,
the Son offering Himself to the Father and the
itself; 8. its result: the voice, the future of
The three- voioes from heaven in at- Father accepting His sacrifice.— Thb pbincb of
Christ.
testation of the Lord: 1. By Jordan; 2, on the this world. It stands to reason that this is no
denial of the devil's power to tempt the people
Mount of Transfiguration ; 8. in the temple.
The prospect of death and of glory as one un- of Christ after His exaltation ; as little do the
divided prospect with Jesus. The import of this words of Jesus: "It is finished," declare that
The two stumbling-blocks to there are no more battles to be fought by Christ
to the Christian.
the believing Jews in the word and life of the and His Church. But the power of the prince
Lord: 1. His removal to heaven unto divine of this world has now become impotenoy in reglory; 2. His humanity and devotion to man- spect to the faithful ; individual Christians, as
kind.
The farewell words of Jesus to the better well as the Church of the Lord as a body, are
portion of the Jews like the solemn, tender, now in faith on Christ sure of their ultimate
victory.— He had striven to .subdue the carnal
parting gleam of the sinking sun.
Stabkjs : It was not without the special pro- transport of joy by the mention of His mortal
vidence of God that so great a multitude of sufferings (ver. 24), and seeks with equal earneststrangers from the Gentiles were at Jerusalem in ness to show that His death itself, His deepest
those days; to the end, namely, that in this humiliation, would constitute the strongest
way the truth of the revealed glory of Christ centre of attraction for the hearts of men. Hence
might, through approved witnesses, not from the in this instance the double meaning attaching te
Jews alone, but also from the Gentiles, be pub- the term " lifted up " is expressive of the following facts : His deepest humiliation should be
lished and corroborated throughout the world.
Lamps : This desire (of the Greeks) typified the His very exaltation, the most horrid shamo His
fulfilment of the prophecies in which it was pre- highest honor; and so afterwards in the incidicted that the nations should oleave unto Him dents attendant upon His death everything sig(Christ), Gen. xlix. 10; Hag. ii. 7, 8.— shame, nificantly came to pass after this fashion (purple,
that heathen who have not God's word, outstrip crown, chap. xix. 2 ; kingly title, chap. xix. 19Christians in inquiring after Christ, though these 22), which very circumstances are mentioned by
(Philip John with peouliar emphasis.—Lisco : Fruits of
latter call themselves after His name!
and Andrew.) Preaohers must agree in this, the the death of Jesus. The true and only way to
Ver. 24. Zbisius : serve Christ is to follow Him. To the impenileading of souls to Christ.
Hbdikobr: tent the Gospel is thunder ; to him who thirsts
Christ's death is the world's life.
He who would live in Christ must first die unto for salvation it is an angel; to him on whom
flesh and sin.
Ver. 25. Ibid, : Much lost to gain salvation has been bestowed, it is Jesus Himself
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and His heavenly Father. By means of the Redeemer's passion and death, judgment is passed

referenoe to John xvi. 7, 14; xiii. 84.—We know
that it is only His redeeming and sanctifying

upon the world.
Bbaune: This seen© constitutes most truly the

amongst us and taking root
within ourselves, from which depends the fruit
that Ho shall bear.
We should know and love no
other honor than that which comes to us from
God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ and of
us.
It is still true that we can enter into the
kingdom of God only through tribulation.— His
soul could not but be troubled by the reflection
that the very greatest and most glorious event,
the salvation of the human race, should not be
brought about without the deepest ruin (of the

close of Christ's public ministry.

Gentiles ap-

proach Jesus, divining that they behold in Him
the Light of the Gentiles, whilst His nation rejects Him; here a divine voice attests Him in
Jerusalem at the close of His ministry, as by
Jordan at its beginning; and before tho conflict,
He is stirred with a sense of victory. He speaks

—

love, diffusing itself

—

—

commencement of the high-priestly
prayer, John xvii. 1.
It abideth alow.
It
doth not increase; no slender verdant stalk, no Jewish
here, as at the

—

nation, in particular),
that heavenly
rich ear is given it, wherewith to rejoioe in the light should force a way for itself only by a hard
brightness of the sun, and to make glad the eyes conflict with the darkness. It is the same sorof the world. Seed-time and harvest, suffering row that filled Him when He gazed upon Jeruand glory are mated for Himself and His people. salem and. said: "Jerusalem, Jerusalem," etc;
The glimp80 of tho rich harvest ensuing from the same sorrow that He would fain have comthe seed of His death, draws His soul into that municated to others when He said : " Daughters
conflict, whose first traces are perceptible in His of Jerusalem, weep not," etc.
And this sorrow
lamentation, Luke xii. GO, and whose culminathat the word of life could not come unto the
tion is reached in Gcthseraane.
Tho Baptist Gentiles except after the Jews had rejected Himcried* "Behold the Lamb of God!" This title self, the Prinoo of life— was natural to His soul
was given to Christ, not simply under the cross, at the moment when Greeks desired to see Him.
hut from tho beginning; and thus, side by side
Wo too should keep fast hold of the maxim,
with the assuranco of victory, the anguish of that for this cause we are come into every hour,
conflict threaded His life.
Divine life did not namely, that the alone-wise counsel of God ma/
be executed in us and through us, that all things
stifle or abolish human feeling; and this must
needs struggle against the sufferings which wcro may be fulfilled whereby the glorification of Him
whom God has sent for our salvation may be aopressing upon Him, against death.
(? But
doubtless the struggle consisted 1. in nis work- complished.— "Qlorify Thy name." In this everj
ing off His emotion, and in His submission, 2. in wish of ours should centre. To us also the name
His resurrection.} Jesus was the original man, of the Most High should be glorified in His wars.
not an unnatural man ; not cfo-huraanized, but
In our speculations let us ever hold fast that
the ideal of pure human nature.
His grief was which is far greater than speculation, namely,
the misery of all who despised Him, etc. Follow that we walk in the light and believe on the light.
Bbsser: The glorification of the Son of Man
Him. He requires the act of obedience. Father, olorift, etc.
That was a sublime mo- comprehends three things : 1. the perfection of
ment on earth, in perfect unison with that heaven, His obedience in the sacrifice of His love; 2. exwhence a voice resounded. Are there not, then, altation to the glory proper to Him; 8. tho exorgans of perception for tho higher regimen of the hibition of His name as that of the Saviour of
world? Ephes. v. 8.
-Gossner: Thus He mankind, the gathering of a holy church, the outBengbl: "A bob
gives death an entirely different form. It is, pouring of the Holy Spirit.
namely, nothing but a passage ; the goal is glori- of thunder (Markiii. 17) is well able tohearroices
fication.
And where I am. Where Christ stay- of thunder (Rev. iv. 5; x. 3). The saying of the1
eth, thero do we stay also.
Thus it is betwixt Lord: 'now is judgment passed upon the world,
the Saviour and the soul.
He comes to us with was deeply graven on his soul." Richtbr: The

—

—

—
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truth, and we go to meet Him with our faith. -Ver.
37. Gone is gone. One trembles when one sees His
blind people upon the very verge of losing the
light for ever because it loves darkness so much.
Heubner, ver. 23: Everywhere the future
opens wider to the God-fearing man than to the
common eye. Thb hour. Jesus calls the whole
period of His final suffering an hour; it was the
great hour for the world, when, by His passion
and death, the liberty and life of mankind were
obtained; He suffered the natal pangs of the
whole world in order that He might bring a new
world into being. The missionary discourse of
James is glorious: The attractive potter of the
cross of Christ, Nuremberg, 1820.
Josephus can
not depict in colors dark enough the confusion,
the anarchy, into whioh everything lapsed in the
Jewish nation. This was the consequence of the
rejection of Jesus.
Any enlightenment that fails
to lead to a new and holy life is no true en-

—

—

—

On

the grain of wheat,

is

a

glorification of Christ
is affected to-

resemble.

light,

believes

and thus ono becomes a child of light
[Craven: From Augustine: Vers. 20, 21.
Lo the Jews (some of them) wish to kill Him,
the Gentiles to see Him.—Behold them of the cirin

it,

!

cumcision (some of them, ver. 13), and them of
the uncircumcision, once so wide apart, coming
Ver. 23. Christ
together in one faith of Christ
took occasion from this request of some Gentiles
to see Him, to announce the approaching /ulnae
of the Gentiles.—Ver. 24. That grain of wheat
was He; to be mortified in the unbelief of the
Jews, to be multiplied in the faith of the Gentiles
(and in the subsequent faith of the Jews also.
E. E. C.)—Ver. 26. They serve Christ, who seek
not their own things but the things of Christ,

—

t. «.,

who

—Ver.

Him—love Him

follow

sake and think

lightenment.

Sohliirrmacher:

mission to the Gentiles

—The Father does but see how one
wards His Son whom He would have us
then one
—First one walks by the

27.

it

Now

a rich reward

is

my soul

to

troubled:
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XII. 20-86.

lore wast of Thine own will troubled to console naturally unwilling to come to Christ, they must
those who are troubled through the infirmity of be drawn. All men are not effectually drawn to
nature, that the members of Thy body perish not Christ, but by the preaching of the gospel they
in despair. Ver. 81. There is a judgment, not are called (so drawn) as to render those who do
of condemnation, but of selection, which is the one not come inexcusable. Ver. 85. Note 1. A prihere meant the selection of His own redeemed. vilege enjoyed, the light is with you, (1) a personal
Now shall the Prince of this world be cast out: light, Christ, (2) a doctrinal light, the gospel
The devil never ceases to tempt believers ; but it these brought with them the light (a) of knowis one thing to reign within, another to lay siege ledge answering our darkness of ignorance, (b) of
from without. Vers. 82-85. The Jews understood holiness answering our darkness of sin, (c) of joy
that our Lord spoke of His own death; it was not answering our darkness of misery ; 2. The time of
wisdom imparted, but conscience disturbed,which enjoying this privilege limited, yet a little while is
disclosed the meaning of His words.
Ver. 86. the light with you ; 8. A duty enjoined, walk whilst
When He hid Himself, He consulted our weakness ye have the light, i. e., walk according to— (1) the
precepts of the gospel, (2) its privileges, (8) its
He did not derogate from His own power.
From Cbbtsostom: Ver. 26. Where lam, there supplies of grace, (4) its hopes: 4. A danger
shall also my servant be; death shall be followed threatened to neglecters, lest darkness come upon
by resurrection. What greater honor can an you, a darkness of (1) judicial blindness, (2) eradopted son receive than to be where the Only ror, (8) horror and despair, (4) tho blackness of
From M. Henky: Vers. 20Son is? Vers. 27-88. As He draws near to the darkness forever.
cross His human nature appears Christ had a 22. The Greeks having a desire to see Christ
body free from sin, but not from natural infirmi- were industrious to use tho proper means; they
ties.
Ver. 22. The Father draws (ch. vi. 44) by that would have the knowledge of Christ must
seek it. They made their application to one of
the Son Who draws. I will draw, He says, as if
men were in the grasp of some tyrant from whom the disciples; they that would see Christ by
they could not extricate themselves.
From faith must (should) apply themselves to His minBkdb : Ver. 24. He Himself, of the seed of tbe isters. It is good to know those who know the
Patriarchs, was sown in the field of this world, Lord.
Ver. 25. Behold 1. the fatal consequence
that by dying, He might rise again with increase; of an inordinate love of life; 2. the blessed recomHe died alonet He rose again with many
pense of a holy contempt of life. Our life in this
From Theophtlact : Ver. 25. It were harsh to world includes all the enjoyments of our present
say* that a man should hate his soul, so He adds,
state ; these we must hate, t. e.
1. despise them aS
in this world, u e., for a particular time, not forvain, 2. dread the temptations that are in them,
ever.
8. cheerfully part with them when they come in
[From Bubkitt: Vers. 88, 84. Jesus arms His competition with the service of Christ. Ver. 26.
disciples against the scandal of the cross; by The Greeks desired to see Jesus ; He lets them
showing the great benefit that would result from know that it was not enough to see Him, they
His death 1. (to Himself—-He was to be glori- must serve Him. Christ fixes for His servants
fied, £. B. C.)
2. to all mankind.
As corn un- both their work and their wages: 1. their work,
sown never increases, but if sown brings forth a to attend (1) His motions let him follow Me, (2)
crop ; so if Christ had not died He would have His repose where I am, let my servant be, (a) in
had no Church, whereas His death made Him the assemblies of the saints, (b) in heaven in thought
fructify.
Observe how plainly our Lord dealt and affection: 2. their wages, they shall be (1)
with His followers. Ver. 25. The surest way to happy with Him (2) honored by His Father.
attain eternal life is to lay down our temporal Ver. 27. Trouble of soul sometimes (often) follife when the glory of Christ requires it.
Ver. lows great enlargement of spirit. Note 1. The
26. If any man profess himself to be My servant, sin of our souls was the trouble of His soul ; 2.
let his conversation correspond with his profes- The trouble of His soul was designed to ease the
All that will be Christ's servants must be trouble of our souls.
Holy mourning is 1. consion.
His followers, t. e., they must 1. obey His doc- sistent with spiritual joy; 2. the way to eternal
trine; 2. imitate His example.
Christ's servants joy.
What shall I say : He speaks like one at a
must not expect better usage than their Master loss ; He was in all points tempted like as we are.
God will crown the fidelity of Christ's When our souls are troubled we must take heed
received.
servants with the highest honor. Vers. 27, 28. of speaking unadvisedly, and debate with ourTheir trouble is no sin; Christianity does not selves what we shall say. It is the duty and intermake men senseless. Tho fear of death, espe- est of troubled souls to pray to God, and in
Prayer against
cially when accompanied with apprehension of the prayer to eye Him as a Father.
wrath of God, is most perplexing and soul-amaz- trouble may consist vrith patience and submission.
ing.—Vers. 81, 82. The double effects of Christ's He calls His suffering this hour, intimating that
death 1. the judgment of this world; 2. the the time of suffering was 1. a set time, 2. a
drawing all men unto Him. Learn that 1. Sa- short time. For this cause came I unto this hour;
tan is the Prince of this world, not by right but it should reconcile us to our darkest hoars that
by usurpation ; 2. this usurper will not quit his we were all along designed for them. Ver. 28.
possession unless he be cast out; 8. Christ by Father, glorify Thy name; here is 1. More than
His death has cast him out There is a twofold bare submission, a consecration of His sufferings to
a tender
the glory of Ood; 2. A mediatorial word
1. ignominious, when He was
lifting up of Christ
hung upon the cross ; 2. glorious, in the preach- of His. sufferings as satisfaction for the wrong
ing of the gospel : meritoriously by His death, in- done the Father's glory by our sin. What God
strumentally by the preaching of His gospel, He has done for His own glory, is an encouragement
draws all men unto Himself. All persons are to us to expect what He will yet farther do.—
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Ver. 29. God speaketh once, yea twice, pet man
percdveth it not, Job xzxiii. 14. Ver. 80. The
supports granted to our Lord in His sufferings
were for our sakee.—Vers. 81, 82. Two things designed by the death of Christ 1. that Satan
should be conquered; 2. that souls should be
Christ's death the judgment of thie
converted.
world, a judgment— 1. of discovery and distinction ;
2. of absolution to the ohosen ones; 8. of conSatan
demnation against the powers of darkness
is here styled the Prince of thie world, because he
rules over the men of tho world by the things of
the world. Christ reconciling the world to God
by the merit of His death, broke the power of
death and cast out Satan as a destroyer ; Christ,
reducing the world to God by the doctrine of His
cross, broke the power of sin, and cast out Satan
as a deceiver. The bruising of Christ's heel was
the breaking of the serpent's head, Gen. ili. 16.
Ver. 82. Christ all in all in the conversion of a
soul— 1. it is Christ who draws ; 2. it is to Christ
we are drawn. He does not drive, but draws.—
Ver. 84. Great knowledge in the letter of the
Scripture may be abused to serve the cause of
infidelity.
In the doctrine of Christ there are
paradoxes which to men of corrupt minds are
Christ's dying, was as constones of stumbling.
sistent with His abiding forever, as the setting
(eclipse) of the sun is with its perpetuity.
Ver.
85. The Jews had the light; they had— 1. Christ's
bodily presence; 2. His preaching; 8. His miraIt is good for us to consider what a little
cles.
while we have the light
Walk while ye have the
light ; as travellers who make the best of their
way forward. Our life is but a day and we have
a day s journey to go.—The best time of walking
is while we have the light.
Lest darkness come ;
The sad conlest you lose your opportunities.
dition of those who have sinned away their day
of grace—they know not where they go nor
whither they go.
Ver. 86. They that believe in
the light shall be children of light— 1. sons of God,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

Who

—

——

heirs of Heaven, which is light.
and hid Himself: He justly removes the means of grace from those that quarrel
From Scott: Vers. 20, 21. They
with them.
who are nearest the means of grace often ripen
fastest for vengeance, whilst sinners come from
afar to inquire after Christ. Ver. 81. In the
death of Christ faith beholds the world judged,
Satan vanquished, his slaves liberated, and his
work destroyed* Vers. 84-86. An obedient faith
is better suited to our condition than disputatious
speculations.
[From Stibb: Vers. 28-86. The Lord's last
public declaration concerning His death. Vers.
20, 21. We would see Jesus, a great missionary
text ; the Greeks ("EXA^vec) were heathens (?) unconsciously they speak in the name of the world
of heathenism, the highest desire of which in all
times has this for its goal—to find and know a
Ver. 24. The Greeks were to behold the
Jesus.
Cross succeeding the triumphant entry He presents beforehand the solution of the mystery,
He explains in brief His (philosophic) system.
Not only prophecy in Israel, and the presentiments of the heathen world, but Nature also
speaks of the mystery of a redeeming death. The
inmost kernel of the seed and harvest parables.
Wheat is specified, partly because it is the most
is light ; 2.

'--Jesus departed

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

precious grain, partly because it more effectually
than any other perishes in pushing forward the
almost invisible germ, (partly because the moat
productive).
The germ of St. Paul's resurrection doctrine in 1 Cor. xv.
Ver. 25. That which
holds good of Christ in its peculiar sense, is a
type for us and is fulfilled in us to a similar victory and blessedness. Ver. 26.
Where I am,
there shall or should also My servant be : Both an
added condition and a promise. What shall be
done to the man whom the Blessed and Only Potentate, the King of all kings, the Creator of the
universe, the Father of Jesus Christ, delightet*
to honor!—Vers. 27, 28.
prelude to Getfcsemane—the lamentation, the petition, the resignation.
All the typical appeals and supplications
of the Psalms reach in the lips of our Lord their
Messianic meaning.
The two opposites pressed hard
upon Him, perfectly combined but eeparated in atterance
the cry (desire) for help and (spirit of)
submission.—The entering into this hour is the

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

being brought out of
liverance (?).

—Ver.

it,

28.

the suffering is the de-

The

glorification is not

of the Father Himself but of His Name—of the
revelation of Himself in the Son of Man (see ver.
28).
Ver. 28. The three accrediting voices from
heaven at the beginning, the middle, the end of
the Messiah's course all in relation to the assumption on His part of His destiny of death.
Ver. 29. " Before men will see (hear) and believe
in God they will resort to all kinds of imaginaVer.
tions of thunder and angels." Hamabh.
81. Our dogmatic theology has much to do before full justice will be done to all the relations of the mystery of the Cross the revelation of love, the vindication of right, the reconciliation between the world and God, the mortification of sin in the flesh, the abolition of death,
the breaking down of Satan's power.
The ungodly world is in a certain sense judged in its
prince, even while it is saved.
The casting out
of Satan goes on from age to age down to the
final victory.—Ver. 88. What death (raw Oavdrv)
comprehensively expresses all that our Lord had
said concerning the significance, the power, and
the fruit of His death.—Vers. 82, 88. " The attraction of the Cross" (James, of Birmingham).
I will draw them unto Me, through the Crossfirst, to Me on the Cross; ultimately, away from
earth into heavenly places. Before the glorification of Christ, the Father draws to the Son;
afterwards the Son Himself draws immediately.
Does not the Lord actually draw all men?-*
drawing is no enforcement, Children of light is
not a mere Hebraism a new race (yeved) was to
be born of the light

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

[From
Plain Commbktabt (Oxford): Ver.'
24. The whole World is but one mighty Parable
to whioh the Gospel supplies the due.
Ver. 27.

—

The Humanity of our Lord Soul as well as
Body becomes more and more apparent as His

—

—

Cross draws nearer in sight. Ver. 85. Men
walk in darkness because the god of this world hath
blinded their minds, 2 Cor. iv. 4 ; the light is around
them, the darkness is to them and within them.
From Babhbs: Ver. 26. Let him follow Me,
i. e.,
1. imitate Me ; 2. do what I do ; 8. bear
what I bear ; 4. love what I love.
From Rtlb :
Ver. 24. The death of Christ the life of the world.

—Death

is

the

way

to spiritual life
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abiding alone Christ meant that if He did ance in prayer." {Bollock).—Ver. 28. Glorify
He would be alone in Heayen with the Thy Name the highest, greatest thing we can
Father and the elect Angels, but without any of ask Ood to do. Ver. 81. Satan is a vanquished
the sons of men." (Gill.) Ver. 26. The object enemy. Ver. 82. " The passion of Christ began
of Jesus in thus speaking 1. to prevent His to draw souls at once, as in the case of the penidisciples from looking for good things in this tent thief and the centurion.'' (Euthymius).
half knowledge of Scripture will acworld; 2. to teach them that like Him they must Ver. 84.
sacrifice much in the hope of glory in the world count for a large portion of mistakes in religion.
Ver. 26. However little we know of
Vers. 86, 86. The duty of using present opto come.
From Owsn: Ver. 26. The imthe life to come we do know that we shall be portunities.
Honor from men, Christians may port of the mask of disoipleship well understood
with Christ.
not have; honor from the Father shall make by the early Christians when a profession of
amends for all. The clearest (and most blessed Christ tfas attended with fearful persecution.
J
conception we can form of Heaven is being with Self-sacrifice and a readiness to sacrifice ail
Never did things for Christ now demanded. Ver. 26.
Christ and receiving honor from God.
Jesus keep back the Cross, or bribe men to fol- beautiful correspondence between the words follow Him by promising temporal comfort or hap- low Me and the promise of attainment to the
Ver. 27. The possibility of much in- presence of our Lord in His glorified state.—
piness.
ward conflict without sin. The weight of the Ver. 82. All of every nation both Jew and
Unto Me to the state of dominion and
world's imputed sin laid on our Lord's soul.— Gentile.
" By Thine unknown sufferings, good Lord, de- glory to which He was raised. From Whedox :
liver us." (Litany of the Greek Chubch).— Ver. 81. The Cross is the test and discriminator
" What shall I say? is the language of highest of the responsible character and final destiny of
perplexity and anxiety; the Lord found deliver- the race the Cross becomes a throne ofjudgment.']

—

not die,

—

—
—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—
—

—

Vo.
ANTITHESIS BETWEEN 8ELF-HABDENING I8BAEL AND THE WORLD, THAT BOTH STANDS IN NEED OF
8ALYATI0N AND IS BEADY TO BECEIVE IT,—OB THE WITHDRAWAL Of CHBI8T AND THE EVANGELIST'S BEVIEW Of HIS OFFICIAL LABORS.

(Chap. XII. 87-60.)

37
But though he had done so many miracles [had wrought so many, or, so great
38 signs] 1 before them, yet they believed not on [in] him : That the saying of Esaias
[Isaiah] the prophet might be fulfilled, which he spake, ' Lord, who hath believed
our report? and to whom hath the arm of the Lord been revealed' [Isaiah liii. 1] t
39 Therefore [On this account, or, For this cause] they could not believe, because that
40 [omit that] Esaias [Isaiah] said again, ' He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened1
their heart ; that they should not see with their eyes, nor [and] understand with
41 their heart, and be converted [turn themselves],' and I should heal4 them.' These
6
things said Esaias [Isaiah], when [because] he saw his glory, and spake [he
4
42 spoke] of him. Nevertheless among the chief rulers also [Yet even of the rulers]
many believed on [in] him ; but because of the Pharisees they did not confess him
43 [omit him], lest they should be nut out of the synagogue [excommunicated]. For
they loved the praise' [glory] of men more than [rather than at all]7 the praise
[glory] of God.
44
[But] Jesus cried [aloud] and said, He that believeth on [in] me, believeth not
45 on [in] me, but on [in] him that sent me. And he that seeth [beholdeth] me Beeth
46 [beholdeth] him that sent me. I am come a [omtt a, ins. as] light into the world,
that whosoever [every one that] believeth on [in] me should not abide in [remain
47 in (he] darkness. And if any man hear my words, and believe [keep them] 9 not
48 I judge him not : for I came not to judge the world, but to save the world. He
that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that judgeth him [his
judge (with him)] : the word that I have spoken, the same shall [will] judge him
49 in the last day. For [Because] I have not spoken of [from] myself; but the
Father which [who] sent me! he gave me a [omit a] commandment, what I should
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50 say, and what I should speak. And I know that his commandment is life everlasting whatsoever I speak therefore, even as the Father said [hath said onto
me, ttpiqxiv pot], so I speak.
:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ter 37.—fTotravra may he understood of magnitude: *>grtat% such (comp. Matt. tIIL 10-, Lnko riL 9; R*t. XYfii.
17 Gal. Hi. 4), or of multitude to many (Matt. xt. 83 John vl. 9 ; xir. 9 ; xxi. 11). Lilcke and De Wette decide for the
former, Meyer and Alford for the latter. Lange translates such.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 40.—jTischendorf gives ^viipwiro', imtead of the vcroptMcr of Lacb n in accordance with A. B.» K. L. X, efc^ and
alio K- I'm as amended from ewijpwTiforc*.]
.
.
*
!*•...»•»*»**.
» Ver. 40.—[Tlschendorf and Allord give orpafaxriv in accordance with tt B. D.; tit© text. Tec. read* « w urrp«**#<ri
1

•

;

:

...

aCC

°4
Ver. 40.—The Future ia<rop«t is to be preferred to the SubinnctiTo ilowpoi, in accordance with the decided preponderance of authorities, Larhmann, Tisohendort |M.A.D.D.,efe]
* Ver. 41.— On [because] is to be adopted in the place of or« [when, text rec^ E. V.] In accordance with [*.] A. B. L,
efc, lAchmann, Tlschendorf [Alford, Weetcott and UortJ.
* Ver. 41.—(See Exeobtical NotksI.
t Ver. 43.— See Exeobtical Notes].
.../,-. ,^,
#
rr m.-. -^
» ^
s Ver 47
Kai nh *vAa$n instead of aal m*j wt<mv<n», In accordance with Codd. [HO A. B. K. [L. M.l ete^ Lachmaas
Tlschendorf [Alford, Weatcott and Uoit]. Jesus goes away after uttering this saying. [*. T. A. A. and Versa, gira *»«,

^^

.«-

I

—

in this verse ; in ver. 36, tf.B. D. L. give

•*.—P. S.J

Yet they did not believe
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The
gelist

entire section is an epilogue of the Evanon the public ministry of Jesus and its

a result already
announced by tho lamentation, chap. i. 11. Even
the concluding words from ver. 44 are to be regarded throughout as an epilogue (according to
Coccejus and many others, LUcke, Tholuck, Olsresult in the Israclitish nation

;

hausen, Meyer).
We reject therefore as unfounded 1. the supposition of Chrysostom and all the ancients (among
the moderns Kling), that Jesus once more addressed the people publicly in these words; 2. the
modification of this hypothesis in Lampe and
Bengel, who affirm that on His departure from
the temple, in the very act of withdrawal from
the Jews, lie shouted out these words to them
from afar; 8. the conjecture of Besser and Luthardt, who hold that He uttered these remarks
respecting the Jews in the presence of the disciples; 4. finally, the fancy of De Wette, who supposes these reminiscences to have grown under
the hand of the Evangelist into a regular discourse one, however, not delivered by Jesus.
The main support of assumptions of this kind
has been found in the iKpafe ml elirev, ver. 44.
But the first word is employed by John in tho
sense of loud, public declarations (chap. i. 15
vii. 28, 87), and does not necessarily signify a
shout from a distance, or a final, vehement outAnd as for the aorists, it is not necessary
cry.
to regard them, with Tholuck, as resumptive
Pluperfects. On the contrary, the whole is a risurnS en grot of the life of Jesus, in which summary the account of the unbelief? and obduracy
of the great mass of the Jewish people and its
rulers is contrasted with the account of Christ's
holy testimony to Himself.
had done suoh,
Ver. 87. But though
ete.—Tooavra, LUcke, De Wette: So great; Meyer,
Tholuok : so many, bo too the E. V. Its proper
signification is: such signs as those He did;
hence the nature of the signs itself determines
whether so great or so many should be underThe passages chap. vi. 9 ; xiv. 9 ; zzii.
stood.
11 certainly seem, as Meyer remarks, to be in
favor of the interpretation : so many ; yet the
generalncss of the term is doubtless indicative

—

He

of quality as welL

in

Him.—In

disobedience to the purpose of God in the signs,
and to the divine attestation of Jesus.
Ver. 88. That the word [6 toyoc] of Isaiah,
etc.
" It is in the very presence of unbelief and
of hiuderances cast in the way of the kingdom of God that both Jesus and the apostles
most frequently appeal to the word of prophecy.
For prophecy exhibits the divine itptafikvw (comp.
Luke xxii. 22 with Matt. xxvi. 24), while it demonstrates the fact that even theso seeming contradictions in history must bo co-included in the
divine counsel, chap. xiii. 19; xviL 2." Tholuck.
The passage is Is. liii. 1 according to the Septaagint.
According to Meyer, Jesus is in trod need
in this passage as addressing God, Kbpte. According to Luthardt, it is a lament of the Evangelist
and of those like-minded with him, and okos)
means tho message that we actually receive from
If, however, we adhere to the context, it
Jesus.
is the lament of the prophet, in his own namo
and that of his colleagues, over his time. But
the emphasis is upon the words: that it might
be fulfilled. Herewith, undoubtedly, the lament of the prophet becomes indirectly, and as a
type, the lament of Christ (comp. Ps. xxii. 1).
The prophets might lament over two things: 1.
That men did not believingly receive their oko}
(the message heard by them
the prophets or
the message which penetrated the ears of tho
hearers) and 2. that men did not suffer their
prophetic wonders whereby they made plain the
arm of the Lord, t. «., interpreted the great deeds
of God, to be the means of revealing to them
these deeds in their significance. All this unbelief which opposed itself to them as an incipient
hardening, is now fulfilled in the perfect obduracy manifested by the Jews towards Jesus : towards His preaching and His revelation of the
arm of the Lord in His miracles (by the arm of
the Lord, Augustine and others incorrectly apprehend Christ Himself) ; hence the lament of
the prophets is also fulfilled in the words of Jesus and His people. The saying is most significantly chosen from the beginning of the prophecy about the suffering Messiah, Is. liii. The
hardening began to be accomplished in the face
of the sufferings of the prophets; its fulfilment
is completed in the'eruoifixion of Christ on the
part of the Jews and in the rejection of the
Crucified and Risen One.

—

—

—

;
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Ver. 39. On this account they could not
believe, because Isaiah said again.
According to Meyer did, tovto otl, therefore, on
this account, has reference to what has gone before, t. e. the saying of ver. 38 contains the
ground for the saying ver. 40. On the other
hand, according to Theopbylact and many others,
also Tholuck and Luthardt, dia tovto is preparative;— it announces the cause, t. e. the inability
to believe of ver. 89 explains why they did not
believe according to ver. 88. This interpretation
seems to bo supported by the sequence of the
dicta; first Is. liii. 1, then Is. vi. 10, and Tholuck remarks: " After the fact of their unbelief
is declared, the reason of it is assigned in the
But
fate of hardening decreed them by God."
their divinely decreed destiny, as a judicial infliction, presupposes their guilt in voluntarily
choosing unbelief, as it is also remarked by Tho-

—

luck: ** The fact that the guilt of the parties involved is not excluded in such an actus judicialis
Dei in the Scriptural sense, is most plainly set
forth by the history of Pharaoh, in which it is
said in six places: he hardened himself, and in
Moreover it is
six others: God hardened him."
not necessary to regard Is. liii. as the thoughtsequence of Is. vi. ; with regard to facts the train
of ideas may be inverted, and thus it is doubtless
here.
Fast upon the ovk eiriGrevoav follows the
Undoubtovk yti'uvavTo iztarevetv as a judgment.
edly, therefore, 6ia tovto is to bo explained in
accordance with Meyer. As in the prophet the
preaching of the prophet was the object by
means of which the judgment of hardening should
be brought upon Israel, so in the evangelical his-

was tho manifestation of Jesus by word
and deed. That which might and should have
been a savor of life to the Jews, became a savor
of death to thorn ; and herein was accomplished
their judgment of hardening.
As the most
speaking type of this judgment the passage Is.

tory it

repeatedly cited: Matt. xiii. 14; Acts
xxviii. 26; Rom. xi. 8 (comp. Luko ii. 34).
The quotation from Is. vi. 9, 10 varies from
the letter of the original text, but in a way that
is agreeable to its sense.
There the prophet is
commissioned to occasion obduracy by his preaching; here it is said, by way of historical report:
He hath hardened them. 1. e. the secondary or
instrumental cause mentioned by Isaiah is omitted by the Evangelist, becauso in the latter,
Christ, in accordance with ver. 41, is at once the
secondary cause And the author of this hardness.
According to Isaiah, God is the author or efficient cause, in His revealed form, His 66ga; according to John, Christ is the author, in His
divine glory, as the Christ of the Old Testament.
Hence there is no foundation in the text for tho
assertion of Meyer (and Tholuck) that not
Christ, but God, is to be understood as the subject; the interpretation of Morus and others who
consider the nation itself as the subject, likewise
does violence to the text.
According to Meyer,
on the other hand, Christ is, in the sense of the
Evangelist, the speaker in Isaiah, God the hardener, while l&oofMt has reference to Christ.
The
assumption that the hardener cannot also be the
healer, is a groundless one. According to Tholuck Idaofiai should also be referred to God,
having, as a negligence in expression, remained
tL

9,

10

is

—

—

sn

87-50.

first person; Grotius and others, and Luthardt are correct in considering the whole as referring to Christ. The " negligence " is, however, conscious breviloquence ; to be supple-

in the

is: and as it is further written, That I
should heal them. This turn, however, has its
foundation in the fact that the negation of Kal
laoo/iai, etc. is not to lapse into the historical past
like the items of the hardening, and that there
is present to the mind of the Evangelist a distinction between Christ as the retributive God
of revelation and the historical Saviour.
Ver. 41. These things said Isaiah because [or*] he saw his glory.— Meyer "Ac-*
cording to Is. vi. 1, it was indeed the glory of
God that was seen by the prophet (God sitting
upon His throne, attended by seraphim, etc.) ; in
accordance with the idea of the Logos, however,
the theophanies are appearances of the Logos."
Rather, the Logos who is about becoming incarnate, is Himself one with the 66£a of the
Father, although this again in the abstract is
distinguished from the 66!-a of Christ (comp.
Heb. i. 8) ; and hence too the ddga of God is one
with tho Angel of the Presence {see Luke ii. 9),
although Christ again has also His divine-human
dd^a. His essential estate is the fioptf) tieov. The
seeing of Christ on the part of the prophet
was not cognitive (Origen), but visionary (Tholuck).
Vatablus and others have, in opposition
to the context, referred airrov to God.
he
(not dependent upon on, the prophet) spoke of

mented

:

And

Him.
Tho Evangelist
[Alford: " Avtov of Christ.
giving his judgment, having had his understanding opened (Luke xxiv. ^o) to understand
the Scriptures,
that the passage in Isaiah is spoken
of Christ. And indeed, strictly considored, the
glory which Isaiah saw could only be that of the
Bon, who is the anabyaofia rfjc tidfye. of the
Father, whom no eye hath seen." Wordsworth:
44
The Evangelist here says that Esaias (Is. vi.
St. Paul says
1-9) saw tho glory of the Son.
(Acts xxviii. 25) that he heard the words of the
Holy Spirit. There is one glory, therefore, of
the Holy Trinity: and the glory of the Father is
the glory of the Son, and is the glory of the Holy
Ghost. (Theoph.) The glory of the Ever-blessed
Trinity appeared to Isaiah, when he heard the
Angelic Holy, Holy, Holy (Is. vi. 8); and the
glory of the Trinity is here called the glory of
There
Christ, because Christ is God. (Cyril).
is a remarkable resemblance to this passage in
the Book of Revelation (Rev. iv. 8-11), compared
with Rev. v. 12-^4, where the glory ascribed to tho
Holy Trinity, and tho worship paid to the Holy
Trinity, is ascribed and paid to Christ; and is
therefore a clear evidence of His Divinity.*'

—

is

—

—

—P.

S.]

Yer. 42.

Yet even

believed in him.

of the rulers manyEvangelist limits and

— The

In relating
explains the preceding sentence.
that many even of the rulers (Sanhedrists) believed on Christ, he cannot mean such people as
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea (Meyer).
We must appreciate the fact that John distinguishes between the wider sense of the word
*« believe" (chap. viii.
80) and its more limited
sense (chap. vii. 6; xx. 27). Manifestly, it is
belief in the wider sense of the term, inward
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("almost faith"), that is treatment and argument (the IoXcip). The bThe Evangelist then proceeds to roMi, however, is not simply the commission laid
it happened that the great commoupon Him at His sending it is God's law for

historical recognition

here meant
explain how

tion and awakening in the nation did not ripen
into a great conversion.

Him

;

—a

itself

law continually in operation, fitting
to eaoh moment it is the voice of God
;

Bat because of the Pharisees they did

within Him f««an individual court of appeal").
not confess (it or him), etc. The counterac- But as this life-law of the speech of Christ is
tion of Pharisaism in its broadest sense is meant. principally a commandment of God, so it is, in
They did not confess, did not come forward with regard to its end and aim, gternal life; i. e. it
the confession of their belief, for fear of excom- contains, imparts, is productive of, eternal life;
munication.
But excommunication seemed so it develops into eternal life in the obedience of
frightful to them because they loved honor among faith.
And Christ, being fully conscious that
men better than amy (rprtp emphatically) honor He stands, with every word, between the God
with God. This means in the first place objec- who has commissioned Him and the eternal life
tively the honor which men bestow by their re- of the soul, says nothing in fake selfism, bat
cognition, in contrast to the honor given by God. gives utterance to all things as the Father has
This signification is, however, not exclusive of told them to Him. J. e. even in expression, His
the subjective sense in which we interpret that word is thoroughly in accordance with God. Be
honor of men to be of a human kind, but the Christ could testify of His works that they were
honor of God of a divine sort, 2 Mace xiv. 42
pure from all self-seeking and selfism, as though
Bom. Hi. 23.
He vanished out of each one ; disappearing first
Ver. 44. Bat Jesas cried aloud and said. as a principle, in presence of the causal all*
A perfect antithesis to the honor-seeking agenoy of the personal God, and then theologipartyism of the Jews, whioh was the cause of cally before the aim of bringing salvation to
their unbelief, is now presented to us by the souls as the perfect Mediator.
This is one side
Evangelist in Jesus' testimony to Himself, as the of the divine-human revelation and this, as a
expression of His mental disposition or mind. clear mirror, is contrasted by John with the
In the first place, the setting forth of the pereon of sombre pioture of that ambitious, selfish, utterly
Christ was free from ambition; it was a setting forth falsified party righteousness which rejected the
of the glory of God. He sought singly and Lord. In contemplating this we may not overalone the glory of God. Belief in Him should look the other side, namely, that this pure rebe a belief in the living God to the same extent velation of God was accomplished by the very
as if it were no belief in Christ, t . e. as if belief perfection and perfect distinctness of the human
in His human, individual appearance were fully individuality of Christ.
merged in the divine glory of revelation of which
He was the Mediator. And thus, also, in corDOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
respondence with the above, His appearance
should be to those who saw Him the image of
1. The pause between the end of the prophetic
the appearance of the Father who sent Him.
and the beginning of the high-priestly ministry
So, moreover, the sending of Him was free from of Christ, is marked by the Evangelist with
selfish aims; being designed purely for the salva- an epilogue, which excites the certain expectation of those to whom He was sent.
Being, as tion that the close of the second half of the
Light that came into the world, in principle Gospel will also be furnished with its epilogue,
purely a shining of God, so He was, in respect as a conclusion to the entire Gospel and also as
of His aim, absolutely the deliverance of be- a companion piece to the prologue (see the Inlievers from darkness, ver. 40.
troduction and chap, xxi.)
Further, therefore, the operation of Christ was
2. Had Jesus been simply a Prophet, His work
likewise purely and exclusively of a redeeming species would have been accomplished with the announcewithout admixture of a condemning agency. This ment of judgment made by Him within the
shining unto salvation and deliverance from temple after the rulers of the people had tempted
darkness is in so great and exclusive a degree the Him and hardened themselves against Him withaim of His mission that He is able to say : he in that building (see Comm. on Matt. p. 418, etc
that shall have heard My word and not have kept Am. Ed.). But the bond of fellowship with His
it (which will be proved at the Day of Judgment) nation, the bond of high-priestly compassion,
shall not be judged by Me.
/. e. He came solely now drew Him forth again from His concealand alone (in His one appearance as the Saviour ment to the hour of the Paschal sacrifice.
of the world} to save. But the word of God
8. The grief of the disciple that Israel hardened
which the unbeliever has not kept, but which himself in face of the full and perfect unfolding
holds him fast in the evil consciousness of his un- of the life of the prophetic Christ, ver. 87.
belief; the consciousness within him of the
4. The pacification of the Evangelist in subdivine mission that he has slighted that shall missive contemplation of God's word and provijudge him at the last day (the iax^rn ifuipa, dence, vers. 88-41. Analogous is the lament of
comp. ohap. vi. 89, 40).
the Prophet and nis pacification in which the
And this is then, finally, purely and absolutely a Evangelist merges himself.
judgment of God, devoid of any humanly turbid,
5. The lament of the Prophet (Is. liii. ) abstractly
individual admixture, because He has not spoken considered. The unbelief of the Jews in the
of Himself, but entirely in accordance with the time of Isaiah impenitently opposed itself to the
kvTo"kii of God by which He was conducted ;
preaching of the prophets as well as to the arm
and that, as it regards the purport (the elireiv) of the Lord, His wonders and signs of judgof what He said, as well as the form, the human ment Henoe the prophet saw in the sufferings

—

—

—

—

—
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of the prophethood (he type of the suffering serxant of God, the Messiah. And hence the greatest of the Evangelists, in passing to the sufferings of Christ, reverts to that lament of the
greatest of the prophets. He knows that lamen-

tation to have had its perfect fulfilment in the
face of the sufferings of Christ and in those
Isaiah, in prophetic spirit, saw the
sufferings.
beginnings of unbelief of the Messianic promise,
the beginnings of impenitence and obduracy,
the beginnings of the suffering prophethood and
of judgment accelerated by the preaohing, and
depicted the future in advance ; John witnessed
the fulfilment of all this in the life of Jesus.
6. Unbelief, as an unwillingness to believe, was
punished even in Isaiah's time with the inability
to believe, the judgment of obduracy. It is the
solicitous operation of the word of God which,
with a holy and even healing purpose, drives the
beginnings of judgment towards their compleThe Evangelist, like the Prophet, becomes
tion.
tranquillized in adoring this judgment.
7. The Evangelist, with equal meaning, explains the unbelief of the Jews, which brought
about the sufferings of Christ, by the introduction to Is. Uii., and the judgment of impenitenoe
upon the Jews by the vision Is. vi. ConseSuent upon the judgment of impenitence was the
est ruction of the city, the climax of which was
reached by the burning of the temple ; Isaiah
himself had seen the temple totter at the revelation of the glory of Christ, the house being filled
with smoke at the appearance of the seraphim.
Hence these are doubtless symbolical angels of
fiery judgment, as, in like manner, the cherubim
are symbolical angels of divine providence under
its historical veil, in great storms especially ; an
explanation certainly more obvious than the
usual interpretation of *pfr

—

was the lack

809
of a knowledge

and sense of honor

with God, the lack of true, inward spiritual life
and of a prayerful spirit, spiritual lethargy,
spiritual death under the mask of the most fiery

—

life.

10. In contrast to the gloomy picture of fatal
and damnable ambition presented by Pharisaic
Judaism, which denied the honor of God in
Christ and finally blasphemed it and covered it
with shame on the cross, appears the bright image
of the mind and self-presentation of Christ. He

sought nothing for Himself, with human selfism

and selfishness, but made His life a pure sacrifice
for the glory of God and the salvation of the
world. So it is with His personality : it is the
pure ideality of His essence as the manifestation
of God, ver. 44. Thus with the sending of Him:
it is the pure ideality of His appearance: the
glorification of the manifestation of God, ver. 45.
With His aim : it is the pure ideality of the transfiguration of the substantial world, of the enlightenment of the darkened world of sin, ver.
46.
With His operation: it is the pure ideality
of redemption, ver. 47. With the judicial operation of His word: it is the pure ideality of
His coming to judgment, ver. 48. So it is with
the motive, the aim and even the expression of
His word, i. e. the pure ideality of His obedience,
life and conduot even to the expression of His

word

itself, vers.

49, 60.
up this resume* of the selfpresentation of Jesus in these words: Jesus was
the pure, perfect, divine-human hypostasis;
transparent as crystal in respect of the motive

We may sum

11.

of His life, the manifestation of the Father,
hence pure devotion, in His love, to that portion
of the world that will receive salvation, the
pure outpouring of eternal life. He was, however, just this complete personality because His
& Christ, in the Old Testament, the manifesta- presentation by the Father was equally distinct
tion of the 66§a of God, as also the Angel of the with His own presentation of the Father; t. e.
He was the complete divine-human individuality,
Presence (see Notes on ch. i. 14).
And He gave proof of
9. But the Evangelist is also necessitated to the oomplete character.
assign the human, ethical reason for that divine His perfect personality as well as of His perfect
judgment in the unbelief of his nation. He individuality because He, in perfect subjectivity,
therefore repeatedly gives prominence to the m- continually transformed the general hnvXy into
dmation to believe, fonnd not only in the greater the momentary bnoTJj of His consciousness, or
part of the people but also in many of its rulers. kept the will of God in unison with His own wilL
It is a fact of the highest significance that fear (Comp. Lsben Jesu, II. p. 1292.)
of the Pharisees, of the enmity of the Pharisaic
party against Christ, was the ruin of everything
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
and prepared for the nation its tragic fate. It is
The Evangelist's retrospect of the public mia statement of startling gravity that all the
causes of the general apostasy were concen- nistry of Christ and its apparently frustrated retrated in the one sin of fear; and that the sult. This retrospect in the light of prophecy.—
different phases of fear: the fear of man, the Yet they believed not
The yet of unbelievers

—

—

fear of spectres, the fear of shame and suffering,
were concentrated in the one form : the fear of
Pharisaic excommunication. Such fearful ruin
can the dominion of a Pharisaic terrorism effect.
This has been again demonstrated by the history
of the Reformation. And the true courage of
belief and conviction is as holy and replete with
blessing as that fear, in spite of all its pretended
holiness, is fatal and damnable. The emotion of
fear was, however, grounded on the impulse of
ambition, slavish devotion to the honor of Jewish
patriotism, irreproachable orthodoxy, Pharisaic
righteousness. Yet the ultimate reason of this
wordly ambition in hypocritioo-spiritnal apparel,

and the

yet of believers, Ps. lxxiii. 1 :
1. An anwhich the reality of human freedom is

tithesis in

expressed; 2. the glory of divine judgment and
divine grace; 8. decision for eternity; 4. a contrast, as betwixt heaven and hell.—The shocking
obduracy of the Jewish nation in view of Christ's
full, divine revelation of life.—How unbelief is
changed from guilt to judgment: 1. Unwillingness to believe, as a crime demanding judgment
2. inability to believe, as the judgment upon the
crime. The fault contained in the unbelief of
the Jews a warning to all times. The form of
their fault: 1. Fear the cause of their unbelief; a. as a fear of excommunication; 6. of ex*

—

—
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communication by the Pharisees. 2. Ambition
the foundation of their fear* a morbid delight in
the fame of piety, righteousness, orthodoxy, etc.
8. The want of knowledge, of spiritual life and
of a sense of God's honor the foundation of their
morbid ambition. The frightful effects of a Pha1. As disrisaic ordinance of excommunication:
played in our history; 2. in tbo history of the
middle ages; 3. as resulting from the very nature of such an ordinance. The curse of the
The
fear of man, especially in matters of faith.
ultimate and deepest cause of all evil the want
of a sense of God's glory, Rom. i. 21. Unholy

—

—

—

—

party spirit in its fatal effects : 1. Characteristics of such party spirit: mutual belying, deception, exciting, fettering.

2. Tlte fatal effects; a.

—

The rarity
fear; ©.denial; c. universal "ruin.
and gloriousness of true frankness in the serChrist the Glory of God in the
vice of truth.
Old Testament. That the Jews despised the
glory whieh God gives, was manifest in that they
despised Christ, who, in His righteousness, revealed the glory of God. Jesus cried aloud. The
solemn protestation of Jesus against the charge
of having arrogated to Himself a peculiar glory
as a false prophet. The gloriously effulgent picture of the life of Jesus, who rejoiced in sacrifice, contrasted with the selfishness of His contemporaries: 1. They sought their own profit,
honor, life, etc. ; He lived but for the cause of
God. 2. They, therefore, were slavishly dependent one upon another; He stood free in God.
3. They, under the mask of zeal for the glory of
God, sought to mar and obliterate the radiant
image of His glory ; Christ glorified the honor
of God and His mercy to His enemies by His perChrist the
fect joyfulncss in meeting shame.
pure manifestation of God: 1. In His essence
2. in His aim; 3. in His work; 4. in His word.
Christ the pure manifestation of God in tha
What
clear distinctness of His personal nature.
distinguishes Christ's testimony to Himself from

—

—

—

—

—

—

1. His remounting unreservedly
His life, the Father; 2. His single aiming at His life's goal, the salvation of the
How the unbeliever is unable to rid himworld.
self of the despised word of salvation, bearing it
with him, as an inward judgment, to the Last
Day, which day shall convert it into an outward
judgment also. The Last Day a revelation of
inward judgment. Christ's clear law of life an
admonition to us to make our darkened life-law
Christ's law of life as the law of His freeclear.
dom. The Evangelist's retrospect of the prophetic work of Christ a proof that His highpriestly and kingly work was yet to follow.
The deep grief and the sublime pacification of
Prophet and Apostle (Isaiah, John) in regarding

all self-praise

:

to the source of

—

—
—

—
—

the unbelief of their times.

Starke, Canstein: What happens, happens
not because it has been foretold, but it was foretold because God foresaw that it would happen.
—The truth of righteous and divine obduration.
Ver. 42. Hbdinqbb: Blessed is the man to
whom the world, with all her rags of honor, is
crucified, and who holds her to be worth no
more than a thief on the gallows, Gal. iv. 16.
Cramee True, unfeigned belief must always be
Quesnel:
in harmony with a man's confession.
Stand we in whatsoever circumstances or situa-

—

:

tion we may, we are on no account to attach ourselves to them; we must place our dependence
on nothing that men can deprive us of, if we desire to obtain and keep that which God alone
give.
Canstein : Christ always appeals to the

can

Father when defending Himself against His enemies. So may faithful servants of the word,
finding themselves in contempt and adversity,
trust in the ministry which they have received

from God.

—Ver.

46. The sun is a fair light ;
Sun of Righteousness, many thou-

Christ, the

—

Ver. 47. A loyal servant of
sent only to bring salvation.
Ver.
48. Quesnel: It is never permitted to the servants of Christ to avenge themselves on the despisers of their preaching; it is God's word; At
the right time He will judge such conduct.
Gerlach : The guilt of the Jews assumed snch
magnitude
that they were not only inwardly
estranged from Jesus and His revelation, but also,
when, by the most glorious miracles, Jesus supported that highest proof (see chap. vii. 17), they
yet turned away from Him. The discourse from
ver. 44 is not a single one ; in order to show the
inexcusableness of Jewish unbelief John subjoins
a summary of the Lord's discourses; many reminiscences of former speeches. With ver. 44
comp. ch. vii. 16; v. 19; viii.42. With ver. 44 cb.
viii. 19; xiv. 10; chap. i.
With ver. 46 chap. L
5; viii. 12; zii. 35.— With vers. 47 and 48 chap,
iii. 17; v. 45, etc.— With ver. 49 chap. viii.
2§,
With ver. 60 chap. vi. 89, 40; x. 11. His
revelation was nothing but light, life and love.
Bbaune: Elisha did twelve miracles, Elijah
fewer still, and if we reckon up all the miracles
of the prophets we find that seventy-four were
performed by them ; those of Moses are estimated at seventy-six. But although John chronicles but seven, he remarks, chap. xxi. 25, that
the world would not contain the books that would
have to bo written if all the deeds of Jesus should
be detailed. (Interesting from a theological
point of view; homiletically a quantitative numeration of nil the miracles would bo unadvisable.
As to tho Number Seven of John the case
And yet they beis of course quito different).
Awful yet! In sins of conlieved not on Ifint.
science the beginning is to fear and flee.
Without confession, faith soon wanes and its light
threatens to become extinct.
Gossner: We fear the excommunication of
men, but not the excommunication of God, of
This fear of an unrighteous excommuniChrist.
cation may plunge us into eternal perdition, into
the eternal excommunication of God.
It is
possible for a soul to be saved without external
communion with the Church, without sacraments administered by priests, if it be unrighteously shut out from them. Let us therefore fear
nothing but excommunication from Christ in our
hearts, nothing but separation from the love of
Christ.
Faith is the name of the way that leads
from darkness into light. Ver. 48. The hearing
of God's word is never without result; a man
cannot remain neutral with regard to it; it is
friend or foe— grace or judgment.
either, or
Ver. 60. He preaches with exceeding joyfulness
who speaks nothing from himself; when it is
His (God's) word and not the preacher's babble
or work of art.

sand times
the

Word

fairer.

—

is

m

—

—
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Heubneb: The secret, inward conviction of now is the time of mercy, afterward will be the
the divine mission of Jesus makes him so much time of judgment Ver. 49. He Himself is the
the more culpable who is ashamed of acknow- Word which the Father speaketh.
FromCnnTledging such a conviction. The confession of sosTOM : Vers. 87, 88. The prophets had prethe gospel, the confession of Jesus, is of particular dicted this very unbelief, and He came [amongst
worth in times when it involves shame. How other intents] that it might be made manifest.
many dangers and hinderances to free confes- That is expressive not of the cause but of the
sion there are in high positions 1
The fear of event; they did not disbelieve because Isaiah
men, and ambition are the mightiest impediments said they would, Esaias said they would because
to outspoken belief.
Pharisees. Entire parties they would.
Ver. 89. Could not, a common form
may exert an influence in the repression and of speech among ourselves ; we say, / cannot love
hinderance of the gospel. To reject Jesus is to such a man, meaning only a vehement will. Vers.
reject God.
His judging at some future day shall 89, 40. He does not leave us except we wish Him
not be partial, as on account of personal injuries we begin to forsake first. As it is not the fault
inflicted by unbelievers.
The unbeliever will be of the sun that it harts weak eyes, so neither is
condemned by his own conscience. Unbelief God to blame for punishing those who do not
bears its judge within itself.
Christ left no attend to His words. Ver. 48. The praise [glory]
particle of His duty undone.
So it was no fault of God is publicly to confess Christ ; the praise
[glory] of men is to glory in earthly things.
of His if men would not believe.
Ver. 47. I am not the cause of his judgment, but
Schleiermacher: There is but one honor
he is himself by despising My words. Ver. 48.
and that is the honor which is in God's sight
there is but one fear which does not debase men That this (vers. 46, 47) might not serve to en—and that is the fear that says: How should I courage sloth, He warns of a terrible judgment
From Litany of the Church
do this great wickedness and sin against God? about to come.
Bat we do commit sin against God and His Spirit, of England: Vers. 87-40. "From all hardness of
heart, and contempt of Thy Word and commandif we seal up within our hearts what we in their
inmost depths account as truth, and put a bar to ment, good Lord, deliver us."
[From Buekitt: Vers. 88-41. The reference
For as comits outgoing and further operation.
mon property and possession the Lord has en- is to Is. vi. 8; whence a clear argument for
dowed us with all spiritual gifts. Some are of Christ's divinity may be drawn.—Ver. 87. Let
opinion that it was the general design of the not the ministers of Christ be discouraged at
Lord to turn aside the belief of mankind in their want of success, when they consider the
great measure from His own person and direct small success of our Lord's own ministry.
Ver.
88. Isaiah's complaint of the small success of
it towards Him who sent Him; others think:
All the faith that He demands must be directed his preaching, a prophecy of the like success
Let us avoid the that Christ and His ministers should have under
to Him and His person alone.
one and the other extreme, whilst we combine the the gospel.—The gospel in all ages lias met with
more that rejected it than have savingly entertwo, for such was the Redeemer's intention.
In view of His Passion and Death saith the Re- tained it.—Vers. 88, 40. T^hen men close their
deemer: I know that His commandment is life eyes wilfully, it is just with God to close their
eyes judicially.
The infidelity of a people is to
everlasting.
Bessie: Perhaps the expression that so fre- be resolved into the perverseness of their own
quently and emphatically recurs in the discourses wills, and not to any judicial blindness wrought
of the Lord, to the effect, namely, that God had by God upon them antecedent to their own sin.
God's act of hardening was consequential upon
sent Him, should also serve to designate Him as
the Angel (Ambassador) of the Lord in the their sinning.
Ver. 42. Even in times and places
Stieb : John where infidelity most prevails, the ministry of
Scriptures of the Old Testament.
knows no other true and full belief than that the word shall not be altogether without fruit.
Fear of men has kept many from believing on
which makes confession.
[Cravbn: From Augustini: Ver. 88. It is Christ, and more from confessing Him. Ver.
evident that the arm of the Lord is the Son of God 48. They valued applause from men, more than
Himself.—Vers. 87, 88. God predicted the un- God's approving them ; no greater snare to draw
belief of the Jews but did not cause it; He does
persons from duty than an inordinate love of
not compel men to sin because He knows they their own reputation.
How often is the applause
will sin.—Vers. 89, 40.
If any ask why they of men preferred before the commendation of
could not, I answer, Because they would not
God.—Ver. 46. We do not see Christ aright unit
is the fault of the human will that they could
less, we see Him to be truly God.—The Father is
not.
They well deserved this God hardens and not to be seen but in the Son.—Ver. 46. The
blinds a man by forsaking and not supporting
dreadful judgment denounced by Christ against
him.—Vers. 42, 48. As their faith grew, their all unbelievers.—Vers. 46, 47. Learn— 1. Christ
love of human praise grew still more, and out- and His doctrine inseparable; 2. rejecters of
stripped it—Vers. 44, 45. He signifies that He Christ and His doctrine shall not escape tho
is more than He appears to be.
We believe an judgment of Christ at the last day; 8. were
Apostle, but we do not believe in an Apostle.— there no other witness against rejecters, the word
Ver. 46. He saith to His disciples, Ye are the preached would be sufficient.
The word preachlight of the world, but He does not say, Ye are come
ed is now the rule of living, hereafter it shall be
* light into the world that whosoever beUeveth in you, the rule of judging.
•fe.; All saints are lights but they are so by
[From M. Hknet: Vers. 87-41. The honor
faith [reflection] because they are enligbtoned done to our Lord by the Old Testament prophets.
by Him.—Ver. 47. Ijudge Him not, t. e. not now;
Two things said concerning untractable Israel
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they did not believe; 2. they could not beThey could not believe because 1. they
would not, a moral impotenoy like that of one
accustomed to do evil, Jer. ziii. 28 ; 2. God had
blinded their eyes, God is not the author of sin and
yet, (1) a righteous hand of God sometimes to be
acknowledged in the blindness of those who persist in sin as punishment for preoeding resistance, (2) judicial blindness is threatened against
1.

—

lieve.

those

—

who wilfully persist in wickedness. Vers.
Many professed more kindness for Christ

42, 43.

than they had, these had more than they
were willing to profess. A struggle between
There are
their convictions and corruptions.
more good people than we think there are
some are better than they seem. The power
of the world in smothering convictions. Observe
concerning these believers 1. wherein they failed
in not confessing Christ; 2. what they feared—
disgrace and damage; 8. the ground of their fear
•—they loved the praise of men more than the
praise of God.—Love of the praise of men— I. as
a by-end in that which is good, will mako a man
a hypocrite where religion is in fashion 2. as a
principle in that which is evil, will make one an
apostate where religion is in disgrace.—Ver. 44.
Jesus cried [aloud] and said : this intimates His
boldness and earnestness in speaking.— Vers. 44-

—

—
—

—

—

—

commission it, in its ground and aim, according
to its design and indwelling power, life everlasting
for all who believe.

[From

A

Plain Commrhtary (Oxford): Ver.

46. It is evidently implied that He found all the
world in darkness.
From Barnes: Ver. 87.
The Jews did not believe as a nation. Vera. 42,
43. True faith is active it overcomes the fear of
man, it prompts to self-denying duties. Ver. 48.
Hath one that judgeth him: He will carry his own
condemnation with him, his own conscience will condemn him. Learn that 1. a guilty conscience
needs no accuser; 2. the words of Christ will be
remembered by the rejecter ; 8. this [rejection]
will be the source of his condemnation; 4. the
conscience of the sinner will concur with the sentence of Christ in the great day; 5. the word that
Christ has spoken will be that by which the sinner
will be judged in the last day.
Ver. 50. Bis commandment is life everlasting, t. e, the cause or source
of everlasting life.—The [one] reason of the ear-

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

nestness and fidelity of Jesus He saw that eternal life depended en faithful preaching.
Every
minister should have a deep and abiding convic;
tion that he delivers a message connected with the
eternal welfare of his hearers ; under the influence
of this belief he should preach fearlessly.—The
close of the public ministry of Christ; such a dose
46. The privileges and dignities of those that be- as all His ministers should desire to make,
[From Rtlk: Ver. 87. Where there is the
1. an honorable aclieve, they are brought into
quaintanee with God ; 2. a comfortable enjoyment of greatest quantity of the form of religion, there is
themselves.—Vers. 47, 48. The peril of those often the greatest proportion of formality and aathat believe not; observe—1. who they are belief.— Ver. 8a It is a singular fact that the very
whose unbelief is here condemned—those who chapter which the Jews have been most unwilling
Wko
hear and believe not ; 2. the constructive malig- to believe should begin with the question
nity of their unbelief—a rejection of Christ; 8. hath believed our report t If the Jews had not
been
unbelieving,
the
their
Scriptures
them
4.
toward
would have been
;
the forbearanoe of Jesus
" Darkness does not blind men so much
certain judgment at the great day.—Vers. 49, 50. untrue.
light,
as
unless
God
from
renews
commission
the
His
mind by His
The authority of Christ 1.
Spirit." [Bollock.]-Remark how seeing, underthe Father; 2. the design of that commission
standing,
being
converted,
the
of
and
being
observance
heated, are
life everlasting ; 8. His own
Our Lord learned obedience linked together. Ver. 42. Many of the Chief
instruction* thereof.
Rulers
believed:
their
faith
was
only
who
Those
of the head
to
us.—
it
Himself before He taught
and not of the heart— they were cowards.—
disobey Christ despise everlasting life.
[From Dodoridob: Vers. 42, 43. Strange in- Ver. 48. The same miserable motive is still min" They were not willing
fatuation ! that the human mind should be capa- ing myriads of souls.
ble of believing that there is a God, and yet of pre- to part with their great places in the magisFrom Scott: tracy." [Poolr.]—Ver. 48. There will be a referring the creature before Him.
Vers. 42, 43. That will not be accounted true surrection of all faithful servants at the last day.
[From Owrm: Ver. 40. He hath blinded—
faith which does not overcome [worldly] ambition, and induce its possessors to confess Christ hardened; this He did mediately or by the instrubefore His enemies.— Chief Rulers are especially mentality of the truth; the indirect agency of
From A. Clarks truth when resisted to render the soul insensible
in danger of prevaricating.
Vera. 42, 43. Many persons are liberal in their to divine love is equally certain and dreadful in
condemnation of the Jews who are* probably its results as though the effect were produced by
committing the same sort of transgression under a direct agency upon the heart.—Ver. 60. Hit
commandment contains in itself the germ and
circumstances which heighten their iniquity.
It is possible for a man to credit the four Evan- principle of eternal life, and when received into
gelists [the entire Bible] and yet live and die an the soul results in everlasting salvation.
[From Whrdom: Ver. 40. Although God was
infidel so far as his own salvation is concerned.
[From Stirr: Vers. 89, 40. The predicted ju- the unwilling cause of their blindness, it wis
their wicked will that gave to the cause itaeffeet
dicial hardening [of the Jews] in the fulfilment of
Their perverse will transformed His mtrcy
which, unbelief itself becomes only a new sign
The guilt of unbelief rested into judgment; his means of softening into re[to us] in proof.
solely with Israel —Vers. 87-43. Of the unbe- sults of hardening thus does the same sun that
Ver. 42. A typo
lieving there are, according to St. John, two melts the wax harden the clay.
fulfilled in nearly every age of advancement and
1. the unsusceptible and hardened; 2.
classes
those who confess not in spite of their [imper- beneficent resolution.—Ver. 60. God's divine,
He knows no other genuine and perfect authoritative word implanted within our soul is
fect] belief
Ver. 50. The eternal life in its very element and essence. J
faith than that which confesses.
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VI.

TUB BSTUBN Of JESUS FROM CONCEALMENT, IN LOVE TO HIS OWN. THE 8EPAEATION IN THE CIRCLE
OF DI8CIPLE8 ITSELF. THE ABASHMENT AND AGITATION Of THE FAITHFUL. THE SEPARATION
AND WITHDRAWAL OF JUDAS. THE FOOT-WASHING OF CHRIST A GLORIFICATION OF HOSPITALITY,
AS OF MINISTERING MASTERSHIP. SYMBOLISM AND FOUNDATION OF BROTHERLY DISCIPLINE IN
THE CHURCH. THE DYNAMICAL SEPARATION OF THE ADVERSARY FROM THE DI8CIPLE8HIP OF
JESUS.

Chap. XIIL 1-30.
(Comp. Matt. xxvi. 17^-85; Mark

xiv. 12-81; Luke xxlL 7-88;
Maundy-Thursday).

vers. 1-15 Perioope for

Now [bat] before the feast of the passover, when Jesus knew £Jesus knowing]
1
that his hour was come [coming] that he should depart out of this world unto the
Father, having loved his own which were (who remained behind) in the world, ho
2 [omit he] loved them unto the end. And supper being ended [the meal being
1
about to begin, or, having begun] the devil having now [already, ijfy] put into the
heart of Judas Iscariot, Simon's son, to betray him [put into the heart, i. e., sug3 gested that Judas Iscariot, the son of Simon, should betray him] ; 'Jesus [HeJ4
knowing that the Father had given [him, mnf] all things into his hands, and that
he was come [came forth, &;9jX&ev] from God, and went [was going, Oxdyet] to God
4 He riseth from supper [the meal],6 and laid [layeth] aside his garments [the outer
5 or, upper garment] f and took a towel and girded himself. After that [thereupon
or, then] he poureth water into a [the] basin, and [and he] be^an to wfesh the disci6 pies' feet, and to wipe them with the towel wherewith he was girded. Then cometh
he [so he cometh] to Simon Peter: [,] and Peter [he] saith unto him, Lord, dost
feet? Jesus answered and said unto him, What I do thou knowest
7 thou wash
8 not now ; but thou shalt know [wilt learn, understand] hereafter. Peter saith unto
him, Thou shalt never [Never shalt thou] wash
feet Jesus answered him, if I
9 wash thee not, thou hast no part with [in] me. Simon Peter saith unto him, Lord,
10 not my feet only, but also my [the] hands, and my [the] head. Jesus saith to him,
He that is washed [hath been bathed] needeth not save to wash his [the] feet [need7
eth not to wash himself (save his feet)], but is clean every whit [wholly, entirely
11 clean] : and ye are clean, but not all.
For he knew who should [was about to] betray him ; therefore [for this reason] said he, Ye are not all clean.
12
So after he had washed their feet, and had taken his garments [upper
and was set [had sat] 8 down again, he said unto them, Know [Unind] ye what I have done to you ? Ye call me Master [the Teacher] and
14 [the] Lord : and ye say well ; for so I am. If I then, your [the] Lord and Master
Sthe Teacher], have washed your feet; ye also ought to wash one another's feet
for I have given you an example, that ye [also] should do as I have done to you.
16 Verily, verily, I say unto you, The [A] servant is not greater than his lord ; neither he that is sent [nor one sent] greater than he that sent [the one sending] him.
17 If ye know these things, happy [blessed] are ye if ye do them [the same].
18
I speak not of you all : 1 know whom I have chosen [I chose] : but (thus it is)
that the Scripture may be fulfilled, " He that eateth bread with me hath lifted up*
19 his heel against me." (Ps. xli. 9). Now [From henceforth] I tell you before it
come [hath come to pass], that, when it is [hath] come to pass, ye may believe that
20IamAe. [He, the Messiah indicated in Psalm xli. 9]. Verily, verily, I say unto you,
He that receiveth whomsoever I send receiveth me ; and [tut] hie that receiveth
me receiveth him that sent me.
21
When Jesus had thus said, he [Having said this, Jesus] was troubled in spirit,
and testified, and said, Verily, verily, I say unto you, that one of you shall [will]
1
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Then

22 betray me.
j

__.i_.-_...

«...

[omit then] 10 the disciples looked one on another [at one another]
*__•_,•*
.-»
* ,
,
*
,
§ lean-

^

Jeans
that he should ask who it should be of whom
rhom he spake [and saith to him, say, iwho
is it of whom he speaketh] ?"
He then [But he]" lying [leaning back (thus),
(outws)] on Jesus' breast saith unto
to him, Lord, who is it?
it ?
Jesus [therefore]
[therefc
answered, He it is to whom I shall give a sop, when I have dipped it [for whom I
shall dip the sop (morsel) and give it to him]. 14 And when he had dipped the
sop he gave it [Having therefore dipped the sop, he taketh and giveth it] to Judas
iBcariot, the eon of Simon [to Judas, the son of Simon Iscariot]."
And after the
sop Satan entered into him. Then [Therefore] said Jesus unto him, That [What]
thou doest, do quickly.
Now [But] no man [no one of those reclining] at the table knew [understood]
for what intent he spake [said] this unto him.
For some of them thought, because
Judas had the bag [kept the purse] that Jesus had [omit had] said unto him r Buy
those things that we have need of against [Buy what we need for] the feast; or,
that he should give something to the poor. He then, having received the sop, went
immediately out; and [but] it was night.

25
26

<

maw

27

28
29

30
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
B. K. 8In. and others, Lachmann. Teschendorf, we should read J}A#tr, not iXfk*
"The Perfect resulted from the recollection of chap. xil. 25.*' Meyer. [Alford, Tregelles and Westcott ana Hort like
wise read lA6<v, came, wot coming.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 2.—B. L. X. 8in~ etc. ; ytyofidvov instead of yvouivov ; a momentous difference. [Lachmann and Alfbrd read
ytvofi4v9v (cum cama facta tit), but Tregelles, Tischend. ed. 8th, Westcott and Hort giYe the preference to ytvofth—
(cum camaJUretur), which is supported by K- B. Origen. Noyes and Conant translate : supper being tewed ; Alfbrd whm
supper wot begun. The B. V. (tupper being ended) is inconsistent with Yer. 12, where the Saviour placed Himself again si
the table, and with yer. 26, where the meal is still going on. The aorist crept in as the more usual form in disregard of th*
chronology.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 2.—The reading Ira vapa&ol avrbv 'Ioveat Xipmrot leiraptMrnf, in accordance with B. L. M. X. Sftx, Copt, iia,
Vulgate, ete .received by Tischendorf, affirmed by Meyer to be the correct one, is not entitled to prevail against the reading
given by A. D., etc, Lachmann [which is the text roc. followed by the B. V. : sis rr\v aap&ar 'Iovta 2tp*»roc 'Imcupuanv In
When the devil had already made hit plot (taken tf
vapaey ( Lachm. s-opaeot) airror]. Meyer interprets the above reading
into hit own heart) that Judas thould betray Him, and remarks that this reading was early (so early as Origen) misunderstood
to be an account of the seduction of Judas by the devil. Pear was. however, probably entertained that fatalism might find
a support in the Recepta, and thus originated a conjecture which, however, without its being remarked, must necessarily
have a for more fatalistic effect [The preponderance of authority is in favor of the more difficult reading: tis v%r capita?
Ira w-apoJot nirrbv 'Ioudat 2. 'I<r«., which Is adopted by Tregelles, Alford, Tischend., ed. 8th, Westcott and Hort The
rec. looks like a rearrangement to escape the difficulty of construction. The subjunctive form vapaboi is unusual in the
New Testament hut sustained by K. B. D.1 The text rec. reads vapaoy.— P. 8.]
* Ver.
The words o 'Iipovt are wanting in B. D. L. X. 8in., etc. God. A. and others give them. They might easily
have been omitted because they seemed unnecessary in the already involved sentence.
* Ver. 4.—(Lange inserts the gloss after the meal: " which should now begin, and it, hindered by the circumstance that
no one performs the hospitable rite of foot-washing." See Exnj.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 4. [banj^e dot Obtrkleid. T& i/tarta may mean the outer and inner garment, or, as here, and often simply tie
outer garment mantle, pallium (different from the tunic or x'Tw*% and worn over it), which was wrapped around the body
or fastened about the shoulders, and was often laid aside, comp. Matt. xxi. 7. 8 j Acts Tin 68 ; xxii. 20. There is no necessity
to suppose that Jesus literally divested Himself as the basest of slaves.— P. S.]
i Ver. 10.—[Tischendorf, ed. 8th, (18G9X omits, in accordance with Orig. and Cod. Sin., 1} to** v6tat, which he gave is
the ed. of 1859 in accordance with A. C .» K.* G., etc. ; Lachmann, Tregelles and Alford retain ei pi* rovt vttctc, in accordance
with B. C* K.L., etc.; Westcott and Hort put it in brackets. Meyer explains the omission from the following xaJ. Use.
If we read simply ova cvet ypetar ridraetfat, we would have to translate : hath no need to wash Mmtctf.—V. 8.]
» Ver. 12.— Tischendorf «oi av*n«r*v in accordance with Codd. [N.] B. 0.,* etc
In favor of a ei are also A. L. and others.
[The text, rec. omits the second aoi and reads &.v*v*c*iay.—P. 8.1
* Ver. 1».—{Instead of
(B. 0. D. L. Lachm. Treg. Alt, Westcott and Hort), Tischendorf. ed. 8th, reads csaacsr
wlthtf. A.U.H.-P.8.]
» Ver. 22.— [Tischendorf, Alford, Westcott and Hort omit o$r in accordance with £.« B. C; T^Wunn gives it accord! i.,: to K«* A. D. L^ etc. Tregelles retains it but in brackets. Its insertion is easier accounted for than its omission,
1

Ver.

1.—In accordance with Codd. A.

tor.
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in accordance with B. G» L.; T^*"ntnn Hrea &
"Ver. 2&—[Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alf., Westcott and Hort, omit
according to K. A. C * D., etc]
" Ver. 24.—[Codd. [K.J B. C. [L]^ L. X. Vulgate and Origen read aal hdyti avr** tiwi r«« «>T»r, wtpi oi hi1c ». The reading wvBiviJfai vi* av «i» [text recj seems modeled after ver. 25. [The latter reading has the authoritj of
. D. T. A. A. II. ; but the former is adopted by Treg., Alf. Tischend., Westcott and Uort—P. 8.]
w Ver. 25.—The 64, omitted by Tischendorf [Treg., Alf., Westcott and Hort J in accordance with [*.] B. C, retained by
Lachmann, in accordance with A. B. F. G., manifestly places the conduct of John in a certain antithesis to the expression
of Peter. The ©8r in Codd. D. L. M., seems to be exegeticsi, *. e., it explains how Peter intended his speed ; tjoy, etc,tc,
ask the Master.
»* Ver. 26.—The reading in Tischendorf in accordance with B. C. L^ etc : fit^m re +***•* aal bi<ru avrj obUteratsi
the more exact sense. The first iufiwfiat L/3a^a« with K-] in Lachmann, in accordance with A.D.K. seems to bs cosformed from fktyat in accordance with the second iiifid\fta^ which is in its right place. [£*jfa« e5r in accordance with K.
B. 0. L. : aal ifi&d+a* with A. T. A. A. X. 11.,* etc Tregelles, Alford, Tischend., ed. 8, and Westcott and Hort agree in resding: v <yi» fid^fm re ^uuiov aal bmv» avr^—for whom 1 thall dip the top and give it to him. Lachmann's reading y tjm
to HmpUor iw timem, which Is preferred by
*>0e>a«
411**10* tvtOMVM, and the reading
re...........
y iym &d\pas
B of the text rec.:-T.../T.,
"
,.
.
•
.
I—lUdipthetopaUdtot'
thall dip the top and to whom 1'
whom,
tht top, I thall give U,or,fmr whom
having
dipped
Lange, requires the translation to

—

—

.

thaUaivetL—V.S.)
L.M n etc, Ttachead
»» Ver. 28,—[The correct reading is loiftf lifimnx loiraptMrov, according to K. B. C. L.
Tischend n
Treg^ Westcott and Hort, over against 'lo-Koptmr j of the text rec, which is conformed to vi. 70.—P.
P.S.J
8.J
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CHAP.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[Here begins the third main part of the gospel

John setting forth the glorification of Christ
as the euffering High Priest and the victorious
It is subdivided into three sections.
King.
The
of

treats of His private glorification in the
midst of His disciples; the foot-washing, the
parting discourses and the sacerdotal prayer,
chs. xiii.-xvii. ; the second His public glorification in His passion and death, chs. xviii. and xix.
the third His full glorification in His resurrection and reappearance among His disciples as
the pledge of His abiding presence to the end of
With ch. xiii. we aptime, chs. xx. and xxi.
proach the Holy of holies in the earthly lifo of
our Lord. Having completed His prophetic office
and public ministry, He spent the evening before
His crucifixion in the quiet circle of His disciples
and friends, and poured out before them His
heart, in full view of the sacrifice on the cross by
which He was shortly to show in faot His boundSuch
less love to them and to the whole world.
an evening occurred but once in the world's
history: the fullness of eternity itself was condensed into a few fleeting moments. The farewell
words of our Lord, chs. xiii. 31-xvii 26, stand
alone even in the Book of books. The nearest approach to them we may find in 'the parting song
and blessing of Moses (Deut. xxxii. and xxxiii.),
and the farewell address of Paul to the elders
of Ephesus (Acts xx. 17 ff.).
more remote
parallel is the prophetic picture in the second
part of Isaiah, the prince and evangelist among
the prophets, especially ch. liii., where the Messiah is represented as a man of sorrows who bore
our griefs and carried our sorrows, who was
wounded for our transgressions and bruised for
our iniquities. The last words of our Lord to
His own combine the deepest emotion with serene repose; they are solemn, weighty and affecting beyond description; they 'seem to sound
directly from heaven, and they lift the reader
high above time and space. We have here more
than words, we have things, verities, acts of infinite love going out from God and going into tho
The main idea is: I in the
hearts of men.
Father, the Father in Me; I in the believers, the
glory; or, as Bengel
believers in Me, sharing
puts it: I came from
Father in heaven, I fulfilled His will on earth, I now return to My Father.
("Veni a Patre, fui in mundo, vado ad Patrem").
No disciple was so well qualified to apprehend,
preserve and record these farewell words, as
the bosom friend of Jesus who, during their delivery, reclined on His breast and heard the beatings of His heart.
He omits an account of the
institution of the Lord's Supper, as being already
sufficiently known from the other Gospels, but
these discourses, as also those in chs. iv. and vi.,
are full of the ideas of vital union with Christ
and the communion of saints, which the sacrament
symbolizes.
In the same way John omits the
form of baptism, but unfolds the underlying idea
of regeneration (ch. iii.).
Comp. on these wonderful chapters the introductory remarks of Dr.
Lange below on ch. xiii. 81 and ch. xvii.* P. S.]
first
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XIII. 1-80.

On the hypotheses of modern criticism (Bretschneider, Strauss, Baur, etc.), concerning the
history of the foot-washing, see Meyer [p. 492].
On the relation of the Johannean account of the
farewell-repast of Jesus to that found in the
Synoptists, comp. Comm. on Matthew, chap. xxvi.
[Am. ed. p. 454 ff., where the English literature
on this difficult question of chronology with many
additional remarks is supplied. P. S.].
After
that general examination it will here suffice for
us to render prominent once more the agreement
between John and the Synoptists in those particular passages in which it is disputed. Thus
here vers. 1-4; ver. 27; chap, xviii. 28; chap,

—

xix. 31.

Bynaus, Wichelhaus (HUtory of the Passion)
and Rope (1856) hold that the repast of the footwashing was not identical with the feast of the
Passover. This view, is, indeed, not tenable
in its separation of the two repasts;
there is,
however, some truth in it, inasmuoh as two
divisions in tho Last Supper are to be definitely
distinguished, of which divisions the Synoptists
portray preeminently the seoond, i.e. the institution of the Lord's Supper, while John brings
into relief tho first section, t. e. the Jewish paschal feast, that which has been transformed
into the typical Christian love-feasts.
That the
Christian Agape, in its distinction from the Lord's
Supper and yet in conjunction with the same,
was already existent at the time when John
wrote his Gospel, is evident from 1 Cor. xi. 17 ff.,
etc.; Jude ver. 12; 2 Pet ii. 18; probably also
from Acts ii. 42, 46; vi. 2. That, moreover, the
Agape preceded the celebration of the Supper
in the Apostolic Church, is evidenced by 1 Cor.
xi. 20, 21 and by the faot that down to Augustine's time the African Church retained the
custom of holding a common feast in the Church
on Maundy Thursday, previous to the reception of the Lord's Supper ; this was the case
long after the ordinary Agapes had been separa(There was doubtted from the Lord's Supper.
less, however, a more decided separation of the
Love Feast and the Communion in the Western
than in the Eastern bhuroh).
Now if in John's time the Agape already existed in the stead of the Paschal feast, we can
an
readily comprehend that the term ayavqv,
expression which of itself signifies: to testify
love,
might have a double meaning in the mouth
of John, and thus imply : He showed them His
The mysterious expression
love by the Agape.
of the Evangelist seems to contain still more of
design when we consider that rb TtAoc was likewise indicative of the religious ceremony, the
celebration of initiation. The scarce translatable word: unto the end, unto the decision He loved

—

—

—

—

arc also worth reading. "What Christ discussed," he says,
" with the Twelve in these hours, our Apostle describes here
with a vivacity and quiet flow of composition which even surpasses all his former reports of the disconrses of Christ, but
which after all is doubtless only a weak attempt to fully reproduce the Infinite glow of holy love and divine earnestness
with which Christ addressed to them His earthly farewell."
This is rather a loft-banded compliment to John, but it will
do for Bwald, who, In his own way, is an enthusiastic admirer
of the fourth Gospel and with the intuition of genius looks
often deeper into its meaning than many an orthodox commentator.
On p. 359 ho characterises these parting discourses as " the greatest and most wonderful " piece of ooiftpositi<uv-P. 8.]
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them (or: His lore to them brought on His end
together with its [His love's] completion; or, as
Zinzendorf has it: He loved Himself to death,
brought on death by loving), contains for Christian Greek readers the assonance of the thought:
He gave them the Agape in anticipation of the
Christian festival of initiation, of Christian initiation into the fellowship of His death by the
Lord's Supper.
Since Christ desired to develop the Passover
into the New Testament form of the Supper, it
was quite significant that He so ordered the
feast that the Passover itself took plaoe before
the beginning of the 15th Nisan and only the
Supper fell into the full feast Therefore Ho
came early with the disciples to Jerusalem and
commenced the celebration before the turningpoint of the two days, u e. before six o'clock on
the evening of the 14th Nisan ; so early was it
that the conclusion of the Paschal feast or original Agape was reached before six o'clock, or,
at all events, just about that hour. This simple
supposition removes all difficulties, especially
when it is observed that in those days the accuracy of our measurement pt time had no existence.

Ver.

over,

eidwf

1.
etc.

6

Bat before the feast of the pass[Upb di rye ioprijc tov ir&oxa,
6pa
'lyaovc brt %%&ev uvtov
f/

Iva fierafiy en tov k6o\lqv tovtov irpdc
rbv iraripa, ayanifaac rove Idlove rove kv

t£

Kdcrfiff),

elf r^Aof iydnijaev avrohg,"]*

Different constructions
1.

The

first

sentence continues to the close

5 [or rather ver. 4— P. 8.1 and the apodosis
begins with the words ver. 4: «' He rose from
supper" (Griesbach, Matth'ai [Bleek, Ebrard,
Westcott and Hort] and others). If we make it
ver.

the evening before the festal eve, or the evening
of the 13th Nisan and allow of no pause, the
history is continued uninterruptedly through the
night until the end of chap, xvii., and the cruoifixion follows the next day, on the 14th, still before the feast. This assumption is contradicted
by a. the exceedingly difficult construction (com p.
chap. vi. 22) ; 6. the different sense of eld&c, vers.
1 and 8 ; the distinction is entirely blotted out
if we consider the second el66c a repetition of the
first,and the words: elc t&oc, etc, a parenthesis.
(Bleek: Before the feast, when Jesus knew that
His hour was come to depart out of this world
unto the Father, having loved His own who were
in the world—He did love them unto the end—,
when a repast was spread, etc.). The Evangelist had in view a two/old great antithesis redounding to the glorification of the Lord. The
first (ver. 1) glorifies especially

His

love,

where-

by

in the love-feast itself He revealed His love
to the disciples unto the consummation'; the
second (vers. 2-4) especially eglorifies His humility, in which He washed the disciples' feet,
although He knew, of Himself, that the Father

was already tendering omnipotence to Him and
that the Satanic betrayer was amongst the disThese two specifically different considerations cannot be mingled without obliterating

ciples.

* [Lachm&nn, Tlschendorf (ed. 8th), Tregelles and Alford
agree In making a stop after avrov*. Bat Westcott and Hort,
with Qrietbach, Matthiei, Scbolx, pnt iyajrwrus—nvrovs in
parenthesis and close the sentence with ver. *.—P. &]

the sense of the entire passage, c. The formal
ending of the sentence ver. 1 is equally dear.
2. The first sentence comes to a conclusion
with the first verse (Vulgate, Luther, Lfieke,

Lachmann,

etc.

[Ewald, Hengstenberg, GodetJ).

there are various conceptions:
a. Kling, Luthardt and others connect wpb
rfr iaprfc, etc. with eti&e.: when Jews knew before
the feast of the passover.
But this would reader
the designation of the time unmeaning.
6. Application of the wpo rfc, etc. to ayasefaac
{Wieseler, Tholuok) in this sense: having even
before the feast, in His consciousness of His approaching departure (chap. xii. 28), loved His own,
He loved them more than ever at the end. In connection with this, Tholuok observes, thai it is
impossible to interpret yy&miotv airrobc with
Lfieke: He gave them a proof of His love, and he
maintains that it indicates merely a loving frame
of mind. But certainly it may mean a loving
mood manifesting itself by a sign. And this admitted, the loving mood relapses into the proof
of love.
c. Application of irpb rfr to the entire history.
Meyer thinks that if it had been the eve of the
feast (the evening of the 14th Nisan) John must
have written : ry np&rg tup a^bfiuv. The chronological turning-point seems to be obscured in
this place bv the fear of " Harmonistica."
Tj
irp6ry ran* a^hfiuv and vpb rfc ioprfc axe the
self-same thing. We make irpb nfr, etc relate
to the mysterious and significant etc riXoc <7}<imfcev avroOc. But before the feast He came forward again (contrast to what has gone before).
Then He carried His love to the rtXoc;. The
completed expression of His love brought along
with it the completion of His life. In particular, namely, He manifested at the love-feast the
humility of His love.
Jesus, knowing [e\6uc 6 '1 70-.].—The 6i
[after irpd at the beginning of the verse] is of
great moment here, serving also as an elucidation. Jesus bad withdrawn Himself. Bui before
the beginning of the feast He was again drawn
forth by the consciousness that His hour was
come, and by His love to His own, and now He
loved them so that the end, or the crisis, was the
result.
The love-feast brought the crisis. And
so, even though the primary reference of the
words of the first verse is to the disciples, they
also relate to the great mass of His own in the
world. He came back and carried out His work
of love to the end. He loved Himself to His
end, to death, for the paschal feast brought on
the decision of the betrayer and hence His death.
'Rydnyoev, therefore, has reference undoubtedly to the whole love-feast, and the like is true
of irpb rife koprrje. Before the paschal evening
had fully begun, Judas went out into the night;
with his departure rb tIAoc was decided ; Jesus'
act of love had induced the decision. But the
more definite date was the leaving of Bethany
for Jerusalem that was the expression of His
love by which the end was occasioned.
The reference of the words dyairfcraf rove idiovc to the
foregoing: to depart unto the Father, after He
had loved (Meyer), is void of meaning; but the
interpretation: "He rendered them the last
testimony of His love," likewise withholds from
Still

:

sic rktoc. its rights.
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And when the meal had began, among, the disciples on this occasion as to their
sapper being served [k<i2 tielnvov respective ranks, a dispute chronicled by Luke.
yivouivov]. The introduction of Selvvov with- No doubt the unwillingness of each one of the
out an article is explained by the fact that John disciples to take upon himself the office of the
has already indicated the nature of the delirvov foot-washing was one of the modes in which their
Ver. 2.

or,

—

—

by the ijyaxnoev in the first verse. " It seems unfavorable to the idea that it was the paschal
meal (Wichelhaus), but as curb ddnvov, kirl dsiirvov
leva* mean : after the repast, to go to table, so
delirvov yivofiivov does not mean: when a meal
took place, but it signifies when the meal took
place or was about to take place, to wit, tho repast
of this day, and that was the festive meal."
Tholnck. Should we even read ytvophov (see the
^Textual Notbs), it would not mean : after the
repast was over (Luther, Hofmann [E. V.]), but
According to Meyer
after it had already begun.
and many others this meal was not the supper
John, they say, assumes that to be already known
to his readers (it having been celebrated on the
same evening). Hence, according to Meyer the
paschal meal is omitted. Aocording to Baur it is
omitted because the author of the Gospel chap.
vL connected it with the second paschal feast of
J eras; according to Strauss the Evangelist knew
[According to Schenkel
nothing of the Supper.
John intended to guard against ascribing a magical
effect to the LoroVs Supper, and to prevent sacra*
mental controversies. But this could have been
done more effectually by plain instruction.
P.S.]

•

contentious spirit manifested itself (Luke xxii.
24, 27; ancient exegetes; Leben Jent, II. pi
1314). Euthymius Zigabenus sees in the mention of Judas a trait illustrative o/ the longsuffering of Jesus ; the truth of this view Meyer
groundlessly denies.
Ver. 3. Jesus, knowing. Albeit He had the
presentiment of His glory; namely 1. the presentiment of His elovation to divine power; 2.
of His perfected mission resting upon His descent from the Father; 8. of His imminent elevation to the throne of glory.
Ver. 4.
riseth from sapper. The contrast of His service with the presentiment of His
lofty dignity.
He rises to perform the footwashing. Since this was ordinarily done by
slaves previous to the commencement of the meal,
in the absence of a slave tho duty naturally devolved upon the humblest of the circle. In this
assumption lay the fuse that kindled the disciples'
last strife for preeminence.
At all events the
dispute recounted by Luke appears to have been
in part the occasion of the foot- washing. According to Strauss, De Wette, Meyer and others
It was,
this is not the place for that dispute.
however, natural for it to break out more than
The meal having began, or, being once, and we should be attributing too great a
served. That is, they had already reclined, piece of inaccuracy to Luke, were we to imagine
vers. 4, 12.
[Not being ended, as in the £. V. that his placing of it in the history of the Supper
P. 8.]
was altogether erroneous. According to Meyer
flee Textual Rotes.
The devil having already pat it into and Tholuck no such cause was requisite to inthe heart of Judas [rov dia(362.ov qdn duce Jesus to wash the disciples' feet ; they mainPepXffKdroc eic. Ttjv Kapdiav] The explana- tain that tho act was a purely symbolical one.
But this is in opposition to the realism of the life
tion of Meyer, when the devil had already made hie
of Jesus and commingles the Old and New Tesplot [had put it into Ait heart], is untenable (see
Textual Notes).* Strange indeed it would be taments. Symbolism set forth in ceremonies is of
if the heart of the devil were the subject of this
the Old Testament. Wichelhaus discovers in the
announcement, independently of the fact that foot- washing an indication that the entertainafter all there would be little sense in the state- ment was no paschal feast, since, if it had been,
ment: the devil had resolved within himself, etc. the host must have assumed the duty. As conAs if such a thing were dependent on the resolve tradictory to this view we cannot, with Tholuck,
The condition of affairs is this
of the devil.
cite Luke vii. 44, affirming that the washing of
the devil had sown the thought, the kntdvfiia, of the feet was not always practiced. The omission
Manifestly, the very
betrayal in Judas' heart; the wicked counsel be- of it there is reprehended.
comes a firm decree only in ver. 27. It is true absence of the host proves that it was the time
that, according to Matthew, Judas had previously
of the celebration of the Passover. On the evenbeen to the high-priests and negotiated with ing of the 18th Nisan the host might have
them; this fact, however, does not preclude sub- charged himself with the foot- washing ; on the
sequent waverings and conflicts on the part of evening of the 14th Nisan he was obliged to eat
the unhappy man. Now while the first antithesis in company with his family-circle as the father
was general in its character and referred to the of the house and was thus prevented from perwhole love-feast, this second antithesis is special forming the rite in question. For he did not
and has reference to the humility of the love of sup with the circle of disciples; here the posiJesus which found expression in the washing of tion of father of the family belonged to Jesus.
the disciples' feet Vet the words: the devil
Layeth aside His outer garment [r&
having, etc., are to be primarily referred as a ifi&ria.
Bengel: eat vettee, gum lotionem t»»supplement to the foregoing, in this sense: the pedirent. P. S.] The prompt and joyous alabrooding treason in the breast of Judas did not crity of the Lord is picturesquely delineated by
hinder the Lord from causing the repast to com- the rapid succession of the several sentences in
mence.
Perhaps, however, it is likewise in- designation of the several acts. The fact of His
tended that the words should mark out Judas as girding Himself contrasts with the expectation
the chief author of the dispute which arose that others should have done it for Him.
Ver. 6. Into the wash-basin [rov viir* TAIford calls It ** wholly unworthy of a scholar and
rypd], Into the one appointed which stood
simply absurd," Ha explains fttSAipctfrot etc, tuggttUd. prothere. [Qrotius: JiiMl mmitterii omittU.} From
pottd, via, to the mind of Judafc—P. 8.J

—

—

He

—

—

—

—

,

—

—
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this trait as well as from the expression: He
girded Himself, we perceive that the foot-washing
was anticipated and had been left undone in default of a servant, or a disciple willing to discharge the office.
began [kg I % pf a to], It undoubtedly seems to follow from the relation of
ver. 6 to ver. 6, that He had already washed the
feet of other disciples when He came to Peter
( Meyer), because the whole proceeding is already
described ver. 5. But He seems too to have oome
soon to Peter, since the latter interrupted His
work as He was beginning. It would also be contrary to the inversion of orders of rank in the

—

And He

Jesus had begun with a disciple
who was in a certain respect the first. Augustine and many Catholic exegetes make Peter the
first; Chrysostom and others, on the contrary,
conceive Judas to have been the first.
Ver. 6. Dost thou wash
feet? According to Tholuck (with reference to Chrysost),
this is a refusal fro m reverence, only after the reproof of Jesus becoming a refusal from self-wttL
Yet the unmistakable reverence is lacking in a
true sense of the extraordinariness and spiritual
significance of the action,
is lacking in full submission ; thus a germ of self-will lent its influence even here. At all events Peter applied to
the action of Jesus the same rule of outward
rank, whioh effectually hindered the introduction
into his own mind of the idea that he should wash
the feet of his fellow-disciples.
Ver. 7. Thou knowest not now. bat

foot-washing

if

—

my

—

thou wilt
Apri,

know

hereafter

[<ri>

ovk oldac

yv6oy 6i pera Tavra].—The

anti-

met by the antithesis
of e}6 and ob. According to Chrysostom and
others, also Tholuck [Hengstenberg, Ewald],
perd ravra is indicative of subsequent enlightenment [atter the day of Pentecost] ; according to
Luthardt it means : in eternity ; according to De
Wette and Meyer, the explanation ver. 12 ft
That explanation is doubtless intended In the
first instance, not, however, to the exclusion of
a progressive experience or knowledge in Christian illumination. Calvin: Quavis scientia doetior
hsse ignorantim species (est), cum Domino concedimus, ut supra nos sapiat,
Ver. 8. Peter saith onto Him, Never
halt Thou wash
feet \ov ur) . . . e\c
rbv aluva]. Again the. self-will of the apostle
develops into open contradiction and disobedience, as on the occasion when Jesus announced that He was about to tread the path of
suffering, Matt. xvi. 22.
The connection between the two passages is discoverable, on the
band,
one
in the great attachment and reverence
whioh Peter entertained for the Lord ; but, on
the other hand, also, in his cleaving to the external glory and sovereignty of Christ and in
coveting a share thereof for himself. Christ
now began practically with His self-humiliation
to turn Peter's moral view of the world upside
down ; Peter, meanwhile, instead of divining the
blessing of the cross enfolded in this act, straggled with anxious forebodings against its pricks.
Christ's washing of the disciples' feet was an
affair utterly repugnant to his soul.
Never;
properly to eternity, into the eon; etc tov alvva.
If I wash thee not. In this case too Jesus
thesis of ob, fiov is sternly

—

my

—

—

—

must give utterance

to a threat, as in Matt. xvi.
23, before Peter's strong self-will is brought into
This strong self-will is indicated in
subjection.
the further history of Peter and likewise by the
words of Jesus John xxi. 18. Hence the saying
of Jesus was true, primarily, in the literal sense;
not, indeed, in the sense ascribed to it by Peter,
viz., If I do not corporeally cleanse thy feet,—

but: if thou accept not my service of love in this
washing of thy feet. Peter, had he persistently
refused, would have put an end to the relationship between disciple and Master. The enure
relationship was made dependent on this single
point.
No fortuitous thought was thereby involved, but a symbolico-typical act. Insomuch
as this is true, Peter's resistance was, in the first
place, a negation of the act of religion symbolised by Christ; in the second place, a refusal to
have his life purified by the Lord; a fatal protestation,
this latter
against that spiritual
foot-washing, for example, which was apportioned him chap. xxi. and without which he could
have had no part in Christ; his resistance was,
finally, a revolt against that ordinance obtaining
in the kingdom,
the law of ministering lore
and humility in the Church of Christ;—a molt
which would in no wise have fitted him for his
place as the first pioneer of that kingdom.
Thou hast no part with
[ovx Ijeif
pipoc per* kpov].* Matt. xxiv. 61, etc, (flff

—

—

—

Me

—

fa tne Mme kingdom and the
kingdom, they being founded
on loving and serving. According to Maldonatus
and others, the menace contains a renouncement
of personal friendship ; according to Grotius an
announcement of the loss of eternal life according to Bengel, Luthardt and others it signifies:
no part in my cleansing. The latter explanation
is, however, not demanded, as Tholuck thinks it

p!?D)
P^
same glory of the
DJP

*• «•

;

by the ethical and symbolical sense of the
washing (in so far as this sense is presupposed,
which is certainly to be assumed). The outward
washing is accompanied by that which is inward,
i. e. moral
purification; from this, however, the
Bapfuture blessing must be distinguished.
is,

tism is attended by the renunciation of sin, bnt
the blessing of it is communion with Christ and
Christians in this present world; the Lord's Supper is attended by the sealing of reconciliation
and the communication of the new life of Christ:
but its future blessing is communion with Christ
and with Christians in the resurrection. The
view represented by Bengel, Luthardt and Tholuck might be designated as one-sided or ultra-

Reformed.

also my hands and my head.
prompted by the agitation and
entire subjection of the disciple.
Not for all
the world would he lose the fellowship of Jesus.
He would be washed by Him as a child he offers to Him all the uncovered portions of his
body his hands, his feet, his head. A trace of
Ver.

9.

Bat

—An utterance

;

:

dietatorialness is,

however,

still

visible in this act

of submission ; a fact connected with his apprehension of the action of Christ ; he still regards
it in too great measure as an outward or legal
thing and does not yet fully perceive the simple,
• [The corresponding cUarical phrase would be ovk (roc
or ficrtxw f*4>of fiov.—P. 8.]
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which appertains to it
in accordance with the idea of
Christ Hence a third reprimand is necessary,
albeit one of dispassionate mildness.
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spiritual symbolicalness

cal, ecclesiastical ordinance, in

when viewed

which a

accordance with

purificative, disciplinary preparation or

confession precedes the celebration of the Lord's
It is not altogether clear how Tholuck,
that bath bathed, needeth after De WeUe, Liicke (so too Meyer) can proVer. 10.
not to wash himself.— Not a shade of doubt test against the universal, symbolical significance, originally intended, of Christ's words;
(as, for instance, by Tholuck) should be cast on
the fact that Jesus primarily proclaims a law of. for together with the primary signification of the
the Jewish ordinances relative to purification act for the disciples, its second universal, Chris(Michaelis, etc.). But this ordinance consisted tian, moral signification is established ; and the
not in the custom of bathing before each meal latter contains likewise the ecclesiastical ordi(Wetstein), and then again washing the feet, de- nance in embryo. Be it observed, furthermore,
thai the declaration relative to the needs of the discifiled by the going forth to the meal, or washing
the feet again separately on account of their pol- ples must by no means be confounded with the enRather, forcement of the example of Jesus upon the disciples
lution by the bath-water itself (Bexa).
the bathing is indicative of the greater and rarer (vers. 14, 16), although the second consideration
the foot-washing of the minor and corresponds with the first.
purification,
ye are clean. Application of His words
daily one, such as was requisite each time that
Bat not all. A hint at the
the traveller paused for rest or refreshment. to the disciples.
Provided, therefore, that a man had seasonably traitor. Since he does not stand in the combathed himself in conformity to the ordinance, munion of Jesus and His word, or, figuratively
he needed, on such an occasion as the present speaking, is not bathed, the foot-washing is vain
"Such further comments on our
Jesus, then, in his case.
one, nought save to wash his feet.
declares in the first place, on Peter's demanding passage as impute to it a polemical tendency
a bath for his whole body, that he must content against Peter, in spite of chap. i. 42; vi. 68, etc.
himself with the washing of his feet, in ac- (Strauss, Schwegler, Baur, Hilgenf.), and even
cordance with the law which regulated this cus- credit Peter with the demand for an Ebionite
tom.
But at the same time He pronounces the lavation of the whole body (Hilgenf.), are pure
spiritual law of life in conformity to which He fabrications." Meyer.
Ver. 12.
ye what X have done to
would wash the feet of His people spiritually and
Ye are bathed in the spiritual yon. Namely, the meaning and significance of
symbolically.
sense and thus clean in general (although not all it. Herewith begins the introduction to the exof you) ; hence ye need, in this sense, but the planation.
Ver. 18. The Teacher and the Lord [6
washing of your feet.
distinction did&oicaXoc. Kal 6 Kvpioe*].
What is the meaning of this?
*VD ana> *3?
must here be made between the signification of were likewise
the titles given by the Rabbins'
the saying as a rule of Christian ethics, and as
scholars to their masters (Lightfoot and others).
the rule of an ecclesiastical ordinance.
Relative
With the relation of the Master, who was also tho
Origen: they were clean in general
to the former.
Lord (in a theoretico-practical school), corresthrough baptism;* it was obligatory merely that
ponded the relation of the disciples, who were
the inferior parts, the affections, should be purialso servants.
Theod., Herak.: Clean by means of the
fied.
Ver. 14. If I then, elc—U your Lord has
doctrine; their feet must be consecrated to the
performed for you this service of a slave, ye
Chrysost. : Clean through the word
apostleship.
must do likewise to one another. One another.
(chap. xv. 3) ; the washing of their feet signiMuch more should ye, in conformity to your nafied that they had still to learn humility.
The tural
coordination, discharge for one another this
latter interpretation is doubtless the true one.
lowly office of self-denying love. But since the
As disciples, they had received, in the fellowship
disciples were to bo under a life-long obligation
and the Word of Christ, the principle of their to self-abasement
in humble love, this act of
general purification or regeneration; but they
Christ must also suggest to their minds tho
must, by the shaming example of their Lord and
spiritual fact of His having ever thus served them
Master, be cleansed from ambition and other sins
in a spiritual sense.
The sign of His self-huwhich had clung to their feet, their endeavorings,
miliation hitherto in slavery to legal ordinances
in their pilgrimage as disciples.
should thus bo to them a presage of His imThe maxim generalized reads thus for Chris- pending
self-humiliation unto the death of tho
tians ; Justification must be followed by sanctificaslave.
And so neither had tho Lord in mind the
tion or daily repentance (evangelical theologians).
outward copying of His action, but rather the
Connected with this is the symbolical interpretaspiritual imitation of it.
This imitation in the
tion with reference to the ecclesiastical ordinance
service of love and humility is to consist, howin Cyprian, Aug. and others: "They were clean
ever, specifically in a mutual foot- washing, t. <?.,
through baptism, and had need but of the Sacrain efforts for the purification and emancipation
mentum pamilentise." Only not in a legal sense.
of our brother from the sin that cleaves to him.
The manner in which Christ made the love-feast
If we would show our brother tho right way and
with the foot-washing a purificative preparation
lead him in it as we should, we must do it in tho
for the Supper, is a vivid type for the evangelispirit of humility, of subordination in self-deny* [The reference of e AcAov/iiroc to baptism as the " bath ing love ; thus done, it is an act of the greatest
of regeneration (Tit. lii. 6 ; Kph. t. 26)/* is also defended self-denial.
Reprehension or reproof adminis-

Supper.

He

—

—

And

—

A

by Theodor. Mopsr., Augustine, Erasmus, Olshausen, Ewald,
llengstenberg, Godet, Wordsworth, but wholly denied by
Meyer, who, like Lang©, sees the purifying element in the
word, as in chap. it. a.—if. S.J

—

Know

—

• [The nomlnati re of the title, after verbs of designation ; see
Winer, p. YIJ, 7th ed., and Buttman, N. T. Gr^ p. 13&-P. S.j
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tared from the high horse or throne ie no footwashing.
Hence it is remarkable that the literal footwashing gradually gained ground as a ceremony
in the church at a time when the spiritual footwashing receded more and more before hierarchical pride, lust of power and austerity (See the
Article Fusswaschung, by H. Men in Hersog's
Reat-Encyklopudie, with reference to Bingham,
IV. 394). It follows from Augustine's EpistoL,
118 ad J armarium, that it was in use during his
time, though without definite appointment of the
day. Bernard of Clairvaux desired to convert
the customary Catholic ceremony into a sacrament; without success. Catholic argumentation
for the tradition of this rite does not sufficiently
discriminate between the ancient custom of hospitality (1 Tim. y. 10), which of course extends
forward into Christian times, and the rise of
the Catholic ceremony. On Maundy-Thursday
Catholic monarchs and the pope symbolically
practise it upon twelve poor old men.
Upon this
Ben gel sarcastically comments thus: " Magis
adnUrandusforetpontifez, Uhius regis, quamduodecim

pauperum pedes,

Maria humilitate, lavans."

Luther

counsels the substitution of a bath for the poor
men when they really stand in need of one. Yet
we cannot avoid recalling the beautiful saying of
Claudius touching ceremonies that have become
void: ''they are little flags, floating above the
surface of the waters and showing where a richly
freighted ship Jtath sunk" In the communion of
tho Moravians the governors of the choir decide
as to the practice. The sacramental character
of the foot-washing has found an advocate in Fr.
Bohmer (Stud. u. Kritiken, fourth number, 1850).

Tholuck*
The frequent recurrence of evangelical theologians to this view overlooks these facts:
That the Lord desired a reciprocal footrwash1
ing of all the faithful, not a one-sided ono of inferiors

—

:

.

by

superiors.

That He elevated His foot-washing into a
unique symbol, expressly substituting for His peo2.

necessity for accepting the assistance of others
" Humbly to labor for
in our daily repentance.
the purification of others" (Meyer, Luthardt).
Ver. 15. For I have given you an example.— Now an example is intended not to be
outwardly counterfeited, but to prompt to ethical imitation.
Ver. 16.
servant is not greater, ete.—
Comp. chap. xv. 20 ; Matt. x, 24 ; Luke vl 40.
With a "verily, verily" the humility and selfdenial of ministering love here enforces the axiom
according to which the servant should look open
himself as being at least as lowly as his master.
Well did the Lord foresee the great temptations
and errors connected with clerical self-upliftmeat
in His church. See Matt. xx. 25 ; xxiv. 49.
Ver. 17. Blessed are ye if ye do them.—
"In conclusion yet another reference to toe
great gulf that is wont to lie between insight and
practice with regard to this very commandment."
Tholuck. As with regard to all commandments;
here, however, it is particularly damnable. This
is a saying spoken by the Lord as if in anticipation of the ceremony of foot-washing. For the
ceremony is at all events an expression of intelligence.
Suggestive of tho "servitt servorum."

A

The non-performance of knowledge, then, is in
manner followed by unblessedness. A know-

like

ing without doing,

i.

«.,

without moral

realisa-

tion in Bpirit and life, is creative of a shadowy
doing in abortive ceremony ; in many respeets
the ceremony may be regarded as the visible type
of knowledge thai falls short of- performance.
Ver. 18. Not of yon ail.
second strong*
allusion to Judas. See ver. 10.
Tholuck: "Ascording to general interpretation, ver. 18 is connected with ver. 17: a fulfilment of this ministering love is not to be expected from yon all
Since this thought, however, does not fit into the
connection of the subsequent remarks, we mast
assume that reference is had to ver. 10,—a loose-

A

ness which fails to appear surprising in the Johanneon style.' 1 Yet even here John is sufficiently
precise. Meyer, after ancient exegetes (Angastine : est inter vos, qui non ait beatus, tuque fseiet
*a),more pertinently refers ver. 18 to the beatitude, ver. 17. Tho two verses are even implicative of a sharp antithesis: there is one who, instead of washing the feet of his fellow-disciples,
ventures to trample his Master under foot. The
contrast to faithful, humble, ministering love towards fellow-disciples is found in false, haughty,
seditious treason to the Lord and Master.
I know
I chose.—This sentence—
lyo olda obc [Tischend., Alf.: rivac] igtfetdfW—
is differently explained

ple the ethical explanation and application.
3. That the foot-washing as a sacrament would
be a sacrament devoid of any definite word of
promise ; a oiroumstanoe which would, of course,
alter the whole idea of a sacrament
4. That the ecclesiastical consideration of the
moral exaction of the Lord is fulfilled in the evangelical preparation or confession.
5. That the foot- washing as a sacrament would
constitute a pendant to the Lord's Supper, as the
sacrament of sanctification, equally marring with
the Catholio confession or absolution in its rela1. The emphasis is upon tiOikyeodai.
Election
Irrespective of tho
tion to the Lord's Supper.
foot that the outward foot- washing is too climatic ad salutem is meant, either in accordance with
in its nature and too closely connected with the the Cslvinistio doctrine of decree, or with refedifference between sandals and shoes, to be rence to foreknowledge, agreeably to the teachadapted for a universal rite. In many places it ing of the Lutheran communion. " Non omnee
ad apostolatum elects ad beatitudmem electi stmt"
is more necessary to shoe the feet; in the Polar
(Qerhard). Tholuok gives a slightly different
regions to warm them.
Tho commandment of the Lord ; ye shall wash explanation : " I know whom I have really chosen;
each other's feet-, is indicative of the duty of thus in 1 John it 19 the signification is: * those
humbly and lovingly helping our neighbor in his who have fallen away from us were not really of
daily repentance; with equal distinctness does us." Tet another interpretation has been attached
the necessity for washing the feet set forth the to this : I know whom / have chosen, u e. of My
own accord, not at the instigation and interces• [The sect or the Tunkera in Pennsylvania are strenuous
sion of the circle of disciples. But thero is no

whom

—

advocates of foot-washing.—P. 8.J
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second ky6 to support this. Tho passage chap, bread, subsisting, as he did, upon the blessing
70 is, however, contradictory of the method of His society. But what Jesus desires to throw
of explanation noted above. In this place, as in into relief is the contrast between the malicious
the former passage, a distinction must be made plot of the traitor and the unbounded confidence
between the eternal election of God and the histori- that prevailed in his familiar association with
That Christ acknowledges Judas at the table. This prophecy manifestly
cal election of Christ*
having in the historical sense chosen Judas, is belongs to the spiritual types [and was fulfilled
roved by the following : " he that eateth My in an analogous experience of a higher order] ;
5 read."
Hence
eyen that experience of shameful treason allotted
2. 016a must be emphasized.
to David, the typical Mashiah, must finally, in
I know thorn
I fathom them all and discriminate between accordance with divine judgment, be fulfilled in
them ; thus I know even the wretch. The same that highest imaginable treason of Judas to the
Idea is presented as in chap. vi. 70; it is bnt de- real Messiah. The choice of the passage was
veloped. But then, according to Meyer, the idea likewise suggested by the meal. He hath (alproceeds thus: hXX with the supplement of ready) lifted up his heel against me.*—,
ege/US-a/iev avrobc, etc.: but I have made the selec- The figure represents a fellow who, having turned
tion in the service of that divine destiny con- his back, makes off with a sudden act of cunning
formably to which the Scripture had to be ful- and brutal malice ; it cannot be expressive of
filled.* An exceedingly hazardous and fatalistic the throwing of the foot under in wrestling
supplement. Meyer here also fails to discriminate [irrepvi^eiv\.
We need not enlarge upon tho
bet wen the moment of the calling of Judas and truth that the prophecy of the Scripture is in
that moment of his germinant apostasy, John vi. this instance as little proolamatory of a fatalistic
[Owe eye) vjiac tov{ (JuxJc/ca ejjelxfjdfujv ; teal e£ destiny as in similar oases, since the prophecy
70.
ifitiv etc 6i&^oX6c iartv}.
should be regarded as the ideal consequence of the
Bat—that the Scripture may be fulfiUed. facts, although it does historically precede them.
This but contrasts the allusion to the apostasy
Ver. 19. From henceforth I tell yon [d n'
of Judas, prophesied by the Scripture, with the iprt, now, from this time], etc. He iutimatos
painful fact that Christ sees through His chosen that He will tell them repeatedly, and giv,es His
ones and perceives a traitor among them. It is reason for so doing. That I am he [oti kyu
the ever-recurring antithesis of the human, *'/*0 has here more of explicitness than chap,
moral grief of Jesus over unbelief, apostasy, viii. 24, to which Tholuck refers. The very
and His religious elevation and pacification in Person is meant to whom that passage in the
view of that divine providenoe which directs all Psalms typically points. When the treachery
things; a mode of pacification in which He has of Judas stalked forth in all its horridness, the
been followed by the apostles and by all Chris- disciples (whose faith might have been shaken
tians of all ages (see chap. xii. 38). Hence the by the success of that treachery, Meyer) stood in
connection of dAA' with rp&yw (whereby Iva % special need of comfort; this was afforded them
yp. would be resolved into a parenthetic propo- when they contemplated the fulfilled word and
sition, Semler, Kuinoel) is contrary to analogy sentence of Ood.f
.
(eomp. chap. xix. 28, 86). To be supplied is
Ver. 20. He that reoeiveth whomsoever,
"this happened " (see 1 <Jor. ii. 9).f
etc.
Comp. Matt x. 40. The original fitness
The Scripture: Ps. xli. 9.
A free citation of the saying in this place is confirmed by the
{differing from the Hebrew and the Sept.] with- preceding: verily, verily (notwithstanding
out any material alteration of the sense. The that Kuinoel and Liicke consider the words as a
expression : My bread is changed into : bread gloss derived from Matthew, and that Lampe
with me.J It was not Christ's intention to re- [Hengstenberg] and others annex them to ver.
present Himself as the bread-provider of Judas 16). The connection is resident in the fact that
in a literal sense; David, to whom the descrip- Jesus intends to contrast the future glory of His
tion is more applicable than to Jeremiah (Hit- faithful ones with the picture of the miserable
aig), might with truth thus speak of his betrayer.
traitor, for the consolation and comfort of those
But in a higher sense Judas did indeed eat His (Melanohthon and others), and for a mirror to
the traitor ; in connection with the antithesis
* [Meyer emphasizes ey», 7 for my part, in distinction from
between those whom He has historically chosen
tho divine intention (AAA tea), which required that Judas
should be included among the chosen. Similarly Alford, who and those, from among these historically chosen
thvt states the connection It might be supposed that this ones, whom He will send in the might of the
treachery has come upon Me unawares; but it is not so: I
know whom I have selected (trfr., the whole twelve, vi. 70, Spirit (between disciples and apostles'). They
shall be endued with such dignity, they shall
not only eleven, as Stler, with reference to xv. 16 assumes)
but this has been done by the determinate counsel and fore- communicate such blessing, as though He came
knowledge of God, declared in the Scriptures^—P. 8.]
Himself; nay, as though, mediately through
f[Most commentators supply tovto ytfyopc after oAAo.
This dignity is still
Meyer, on the contrary, supplies 4£cA«£ofunp avroifc aber ich Him, God Himself came.
habe die Auswahl imDienstedes gVtUichen Verhlinffniuesvoll- more powerfully represented in its spiritual exvi.

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

nach todchetn die Sahrtfl erfxVU toerdsn mussU, This
sounds rather fatalistic, as Lange charges.—-P. 8.1
A. D. Vulg. read: e rpuymv fter* ifiov tot aprov,
[Cod-K.
X
togtn,

B. C.

L~-

mov to* aprov. The Hebrew: 'DlV?

^N; the

* [The pneter. irfipev (from ivaip*, to Ujt up, the figure
being taken from a vicious horse kicking from behind),
represents the treason of Jndas as an accomplished act.
Instead of i*0pw iw% 4/U r^p wripvav avrov, the Sept. reads
less expressively: i/uyaXwev «V «pi srcpirurfioV, and the
Vulg.: magnjficavit super me suppfantattonem. Bengel remarks : Cbngruit hie sermo imprimis ad lolumem psduk, ei

Septj aprov* plov ; the Vulgj panes neas. Wordsworth falsely
refers this to the eating of the sacramental bread. This
would be incompatible with the reading ii*t> Jpov, and besides
Judas left before the institution of the Eucharist (see below).
Augustine says: The eleven disciples ate the Lord who fa
the bread (panem DcmtnumV Judas the bread of the Lord

ad morem veterum discumbentium ad panbm edendum.—P. B.]
tTAs Meyer well expresses It: Dxtrch
die. Vorhertagung
'
totrd, was ZwnrzL&grund hUtte werden
we
k&men, Glaubxxs-

(panem Domini).-*.*}

ffnmd.—P.

\

8.1
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altednes8 by being portrayed in the light of the
By
receivers of apostles, t. e. of the faithful.
means of them Christ shall appear, God shall be
made manifest, throughout the world. And thus
the contrast between treason and apostolio worth
is also expressed (Hilgenfeld, see Acts ii. 17, 18).
According to Calvin Christ means to say: the
wickedness of some few who are guilty of unworthy conduct in Ihe apostolio offioe does not impair the dignity of that office a conclusion which
results but indirectly from this passage and which
is but conditionally correct; according to Zwingle, He designs to dissuade the others from imitating the apostasy of Judas ; but of their eventual
[Alford
fidelity He was assured (see rer. 10).
The saying sets forth the dignity of that office from
which Judas was about to fall; and the consideration of this dignity, as contrasted with the sad
announcement just to be made, leads on to the
hapdx^rj r£ nv. of the next verse. Meyer connects vor. 20 with Iva irtoreborrre, yer. 19, i. e. to
confirm you in this faith, I say to you, etc. P. 8.]
Ver. 21. One of yon will betray me.
On the relation of John to the Synoptists comp.

—

—

—

[p. 469 Am. Ed.] ; Tholuck,
In the 21st verse we find the first intimation of the Lord's Supper, together with the
beginning of the history relative to the disclosure of the betrayer. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 21.
That the conflict here undergone by Jesus
[krap&x^V T Q irvebpari, comp. ch. xi. 83;
xii. 27] extended far deeper than that recorded
John xi. 33, and that it was not merely " physical compassion," results from the fact that He is
here represented not as being stirred up in spirit
so that He troubles Himself outwardly, but as
being troubled in the spirit itself. The inmost
life of His human spirit was invaded by horror
at the unprecedented fact of His approaching

Comm. on Matthew

p. 847.

and imminent betrayal; the sight of the crafty
one and of his connection with the circle of disciples, most of whom were without suspicion of
his guilt and had trusted implicitly to his fidelity,
tempted Him to despise the whole raoe of mankind and tended to produce in Him an exasperation of spirit which He must summon all His
energies to resist His victory was comprised
in the open proclamation, characterized by John
both as a testimony and a declaration [e/iaprbprjaev real clxcvl: One of you will betray Me.
Strong emphasis is placed, in the first instance,
upon the " one of you" The Lord must bring
into view the entire accompliceship of the disciples simultaneously with the immeasurable iniquity of the disciple. Such is His object; the
saying may not be regarded as barely expressive
of

"His

grief-stirred soul."

The horror of

from which Christ here frees Himself can
not be lightly compared with an emotion of grief
having its seat in the soul.
Ver. 22. Then the disciples looked one
on another, etc. See the Synoptists : they were
They inquire of each other and of the
troubled.
spirit

—

Lord, saying: surely it is not I?
Yer. 23. On Jesus' bosom [kv t$ k6Xizo tov
K6\iroc, the bellying of the garment
'bfoov].
over the girdle [Luke vi. 88; Pliny, Ep. iv. 22],
the bosom, the lap ; ethically defined, the breast.
They reclined [on divans or couches] in a half
sitting posture, facing the low table, the left

—

elbow resting upon the pillow, the feet outward
[behind], and the right hand free. So that the
person who sat to the right of another seemed
to lean upon his breast
(Hardly, however, in
accordance with Lightfoot [p. 1095 s. v.] and
others, did "the back of his head come into contact with His breast," because in that case the
other would have been unable to reach the table
with his right hand). The purposed omission
of the name proves this person spoken of to have
been John; comp. ch. xix. 26; xx. 2; xxt 7, 20.
The traditional name of John: 6 hrtortftuK. See
the Introduction.
Jeans loved. In
a special sense; hence designative of friendship.
Here for the first time do we meet with this
["nameless and yet so expressive"] self-designation, induced by " the hallowed moment, never
to be forgotten by him." [Words of Meyer in Ice.
Bengel: "Optabtlhu e$t amari ab Jesu, quan nomine propria celebrarL Est tamen hoe loco nototio

—Whom

ipsius nominis proprii (utiLue.

ii. 11 ; Apoe. i. 1)."
Besides Bengel, Hengstenberg also and Godet
discover in the designation bv rjyaxa 6 'Lpotf a
pcriphraso of the name of John=" Jehovah is
merciful/' Ootthold.
Godet adds (IL 446) that
for this reason Jesus gave to John no new name,
as He did to Peter, being content to sanction the
significant name which involved as it were a prophecy of his relation to Jesus. Meyer objects
on the ground that 'Iyoxri? is used, not Kbpw;.
But seech, xii. 41 .—P. 8.]
Ver. 24. Simon Peter, therefore, beckoneth to this man. They were, then, not
sitting by each other.
The reading: "andsakk
unto Him: Say, who is it of whom He speaketkP 1
(see the Textual Notes) is to be preferred ; insomuch the more since it is more vividly characteristic of Peter.
Peter, with his usual impetuosity, presupposes that John already knows.
And, without doubt, John had a distinct presentiment of the facts of the case, without, however, allowing himself prematurely to declare
his suspicion.
See ch. vi. 70. The whole disturbance among the disciples is indicative of an
anxious whispering, murmuring, or speaking in
an under-tone. In this and similar traits, Bam*
and others pretended to discover an indication of
the intention of giving Peter an inferior position
in comparison with John ; whereupon, see Meyer
It is thp perverted fancy of
[p. 493, foot-note].
a humanly cunning, egotistical pragmatism that
seeks to foist the like base motives of its own invention upon every passage of the Holy Scriptures.
Ver. 26. Leaning back on the bosom of
Jesus.—Illustrative. Indicative of a low and
familiar questioning.
[John, who was before
reclining on the bosom (cv rp ttftitv, ver. 28) of

—

Jesus,
breast

now moved

head more closely to His
and whispered the question

his

(M rb eriftoc)

into His ear; kmirecov, having fallen upon, thrown
himself upon, is better supported than avaweoto
(although avaniirro is the usual verb for reclining at table, see notes in Tischend. ed. 8th), sad
indicates a lively movement corresponding to the
excited state of feeling. P. S.].
Ver. 26.
it is to
I shall give
the sop. /. e. whose turn it is that I should
give him the morsel. In the first place, we must
remove the prejudice denyinr that the paschal

—

meal

is

He

—

whom

here spoken of; such, for instance,
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CHAP. XHI.
Then the question arises as to
of the paschal meal is intended.
As regards the order of the Passover (see Comm.
on Matthew, p. 469, etc.), it is a question whether
we are to understand by the morsel [rd ipopiov] presented, a morsel of the bitter herbs which were
partaken of after the first cup, or the morsel of
blessed bread distributed by the householder subsequently to the second cup. According to Tholuck, a sop of the bitter herbs wrapped together
might also be called rffufiiov. Contradictory to this,
however, is the fact that the herbs were not
handed round, but that several dipped in the dish
at the same time. On account of this latter circumstance Tholuck opines that the 6 eu/3&il>ac in
Matthew, spoken with reference to Judas, cannot be conceived to apply to anything but the
herbs. But doubtless a weightier moaning attaches to the trait that Judas dipped his hand
also into the dish. According to Matthew, Jesus
says: he that dippelh hit hand with Me in the dish;
similarly Mark ; according to Luke, to whom we
owe the greatest number of psychological traits,
He even exclaims : But lot the hand of My betrayer is with Me on the table. Hence we persist
in regarding this trait viz., that Judas thrust
his hand into the dish simultaneously with the
Lord as an arbitrary movement of his hand in
violation of the rite, by which movement his evil
Meyer's view.

what moment

—

conscience betrayed itself (see Comm. on Mark, p.
140, Am. Ed.) Henoe, too, the token in the Synoptists coincides perfectly with the token in
John. It was the presentation of the morsel of
bread subsequently to the second cup.
Three things are now conceivable:
First supposition. That Judas received the consecrated bread and, shortly after, the consecrated
cup likewise. This, however, is flatly contradicted by the account of John. After the sop
Satan entered into him and he went out into the
It is simply inconceivable that the prenight.
sentation of the cup took place prior to this movement of Judas; irrespective of the consideration
that John would have mentioned suoh an item.
This statement is not invalidated by the different
sequence which Luke, in conformity to his view
of the facts, observes, if we only rightly understand the construction of Luke. It is doubtless

1-60.
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now under examination,

—

albeit simply by giving
the precedence to the positive unmasking of the
traitor,
but also John, inasmuch as it is not
until after the purification of the circle of disciples by the withdrawal of Judas, that he pictures the Lord as yielding Himself up, in entire
trustfulness, to communion with the disciples.
Third supposition. Judas did not participate
at all in the Lord's Supper.
In favor of this : a.
the destination of the love-feast, to purify the circle of disciples ; b. the great contrast made by
John between the celebration prior io the departure of Judas and after it ; c. the account of
Matthew and Mark. But hence it will result
that, after the distribution of the paschal loaf,
when Jesus handed Judas the bread with the
words: this is the bread of affliction, etc., and after
whioh Judas withdrew, Jesus paused in order
then to begin the distribution of the bread
for His Supper.
It would even be conceivable
that Judas was the first and last who received
the morsel of the paschal loaf as such : the
bread of affliction.

—

Give the sop when I have dipped

it.

According to Meyer, this act was merely a
sign for John, whose query was prompted not
by curiosity but by affection. Taking this view
of the matter, the act would certainly be a
somewhat surprising one, and thanks for an

—

elucidation of the moment are due to the harmony of the Evangelists. Judas, in imitation
of the other disciples, asked, at about this
time: is it It and Jesus answered him: thou
sayest it.
We are doubtless to . conceive of the
words : he it is, as spoken in a tone sufficiently
loud for Judas to hear them ; the betrayer must
have sat near Christ since his hand reached the
dish.
Then, upon his shameless question, followed the direct announcement of Jesus. (On
Strauss' preference of Luke, and Weisse's of
Mark, see Meyer [p. 494]. Weiss e psychologically maltreats the entire narrative of John as
a fiction growing out of ver. 18).
Ver. 27.
after the sop.—That is, after
the reception of the same, he took his resolve,
—made up his mind—rdre. [ Then, at that moment

—

And

marking with graphic power and pathos the

horrible moment of Satan's entering into the
He designs, in the first heart of the traitor and taking full possession
to be apprehended thus.
place, Luke xxii. 15-20, to set bofore us a pic- of him.
When Satan entered into Judas, eloture of the sacred transaction, inclusive of the rjlfiev, Judas went out, k £ fatiev, from the comcelebration of the Passover as well as the Lord's Sup- pany of Christ into the darkness of crime and
Then he reverts to the Lord's dealings with despair. P. S.] John specifies three periods
per.
individual disciples on this occasion (vers. 21-88) in the development of the iniquity of Judas;
—and, again, not chronologically, for he first dis- these may be severally designated as the period
poses of the betrayer, then recounts the conten- of the treacherous bent or disposition of mind
tion of the disciples relative to their respective (ch. vi. 70) ; as the period of the thought of
ranks and, finally, relates the warning of Simon. betrayal (oh. xiii. 2; comp. ch. xii. 1, etc.); and
The story proceeds in its 'order from the worst as the period of the resolve of betrayal (in this
disciple to the one of most repute, him who after place).
He now resigned his will entirely to
his conversion is to strengthen his brethren. the will of Satan, becoming the devil's slavish
The account of Matthew and Mark makes the in- tool. Meyer disputes the interpretation of Thestitution of the Lord's Supper succeed the pat- odore of Mopsueste who holds that the consumting aside of the traitor.
mate hardening of Judas is meant [r$» Kbpootv
Second supposition. Judas did not receive the tuv Kara&vfiluv rp diafttXy XoytOftuv"]. But what
cup, but he did receive the consecrated bread. other designation could the ethical side of the
It is true that Luke is not here to be taken into present transaction possibly receive ?
The only
consideration in respect of chronology ; but John thing is, that the expression is not sufficiently
speaks of a sop dispensed by Christ. However, strong for the historical import of the moment
not only are Matthew and Mark against the view in respect of that, he became the complete tool

—
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of the enemy of Christ in the midst of a posture sake also (not simply, however, in order that He
of affairs the like of which was never seen again. might accomplish His &pa).
The confounding of the condition of Judas with
But the main consideration for the Lord is the
the state of actual demoniacs (Meyer) must, independent purpose which the departing of
however, not be ascribed to John.
Neither Judas is designed to accomplish, viz.: 1. His holy
should too great stress be laid upon the distinc- separation from the wicked one, in the form of
tion of Bengel : post offulam, non cum offula ; as a voluntary self-destination on the part of the
if the matter of the greatest importance were to latter; 2. the purification of the circle of disciguard against the imputation of a magical effect ples from the dangerous and infective member;
In this connection Tholuck remarks 8. the restoration of a confidential circle in
to the sop.
that he far rather became an organ of Satan "in which He may open His whole heart
Tholuck:
consequence of perceiving that he was known "Now such a reason for desiring his departure
and therewith (with the bestowal of the sop) is contained in the necessity for expressing bebranded/' Notwithstanding all this, his hard- fore the circle of disciples the feelings that have
ening did accompany his reception of Christ's been awakened in Him by that decision. It is
last token of love ; it was of course no magical the wondrous prerogative of Supreme Causality
result, but an ethical one.
Thus unworthy com- to celebrate the loftiest triumphs over the very
municants eat and drink judgment—condemna- blackest of individual deeds, in that these, ention to themselves, and perfect hardening can, tering into that objective connection which
as a general thing, take place only in connection worldly events sustain to each other, issue in
with the full operation of the gospel. The un- something entirely at variance with the end that
masking of the traitor was so gentle, so gradual they were humanly designed to accomplish, Acts
as to allow time enough for repentance; the iv. 27. But this triumph over evil that is to be
branding was accomplished by Judas himself, converted into a means of good, cannot be exwhen he arose after the sop and went out. Even pressed in presence of the evil-doer himself, preat the words : What thou wilt do, do quickly, most vious to the performance of his deed, without,
of the disciples were ignorant as to how matters by such expression, assuming for the evil-doer
stood with him.
the character of a solicitation to eviL Rom.

—

'What thou doeat (wonldeat do, art UL7."
aboattQdo), doquiokly [4 iroeelc, noirjoov
{I add
T&xtov,Ut., more quiokfy, right soon].
liotelc, art on the point of doing.
See ver. 6.
The comparative [rdxtov] is not only augmentative in reference to the time, but also mitigative in referenoe to the

command.* Thou

art

already doing it, without any word of Mine;
and so be quick about it, and not so lurkingly
slow. In point of fact this saying is declaratory
of the true expression for the divine judgment
of obduracy, in the whole world and to all time.
The command in all these judgments is never:
do quickly what thou art not yet intending to do,
but invariably: what thou wilt do, what thou hast
already begun to do, do more speedily. Those
who have really resolved upon evil are, by such
circumstances as God has ordained, driven to
and there is a holy
their goal as in a storm ;
reason for this : 1. It is the final attempt at deliverance ; if a single spark of resisting power
remain, it may be kindled under the pressure of
outward decision, whilst it will assuredly expire
if a more lingering course be pursued.
2. It is
the vital law of what is holy to purify itself, by
a crisis, from admixture with such elements of
obduracy. 8. The later judgment is, the more
fatal it is ; although in this case it was fatal
enough already. 4. The freedom of divine providence is therein manifested ; it knows itself
to be in no wise jeopardised by suoh acts of

—

rebellion.

Therefore the imperative is undoubtedly not
permissive in this passage (Grotius and others).
And therefore, also, we must likewise take into
consideration as a motive the desire of Jesus to be
freed from the irksome proximity of the traitor
('Ambrose, Lueke). We «can not overlook the
fact that Jesus invokes the decision for His own

the explanation of Alford on this difBpassage, who agrees substantially with
Meyer: " These words are not to be evaded, as
being permissive (Grotius), or dismissive fChrysostom). They are alike the sayings of God to
Balaam, Num. xxii. 20, and of our Lord to the
The course of sinful
Pharisees, Matt. xxiiL 82.
action is presupposed, and the command to go on
is but the echo of that mysterious appointment
by which the sinner in the exercise of his own
corrupted will becomes the instrument of the
purposes of God. Thus it is not, 6, or el rt,
iroif/oeic,but b iroielf 'that which thou art
doing, hast just now fully determined to put in
present action, do more quickly than thou seemest
willing/—or perhaps better, < than thou wouldst
Godet : "La parole ds
otherwise have done.'
Jesus a Judo* n'est point une simple permission;
On a reprochS A Jesus cT avoir
c*e4t un ordre.
poussi Judas dans VabUne, en lui parlant de la sortt.
Mais Jesus ne le menage plus, precisiment pares qu'il
P. S.J
n'y a plus de retour possible pour hti."
no one of those reclining
Ver. 28.
at the table understood, etc. Preceding observations show that John tacitly excepts himHe also qualifies this
self (Bengel and others).
verse by ver. 29. It was at least impossible for
him to share the following conjectures. But his
remark proves that even now the circle of disciples as a body did not definitely regard Judas
as the traitor.
Ver. 29. [Beoanae Jndaa kept the parse.
See note on ch. xii. 6].*
have
need of for the feast. Judas was cashier.
Meyer observes : " No necessaries for the feast,
t

—

"—

your deed.

"The comparatire

expresses the idea: hasten
Bo often faroo* in Homer.*'—P. 8.]

—

—

What we

• [Wordsworth (after Augustine) makes here the practical
remark " Here is the primitive form of a church fond, and
:

learn that when Christ commanded us not to be
careful about to-morrow, He did not forbid us to
money, but He forbade us to senre God in the hope of Raining
it, or to forsake righteousness for fear of losing it."—P. &.]

thence

• [Meyer:

—

Now

we
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had as jet been purchased." Bat it
for people to buy neces-

was hardly customary

saries for the eight days' feast all at once.
This
trait, generally cited in favor of the view which
defers the beginning of the paschal feast until
the evening of the following day, is in reality
most decidedly opposed to it (see Matthew). No
one could pitch upon the idea that the command
Make haste, had reference to the making of purchases, if the whole of the next day might be
thus employed. So also Tholuck, p. 851. But
it is hardly to be supposed that the close of this
feast was not until «• the tenth hour of the even:

ing." The foot- washing had commenced before
six o'clock and the distribution of bread after
the second cup occurred about in the beginning
of the feast. "And as regards the legal permission to make purchases after the beginning
of a feast, we will confine ourselves to the mention of what follows : That the killing, baking
and cooking of food for the feast was allowed on
the 15th of Nisan is proved by Ex. xii. 16, to
which passage no exceptions are made even by
Rabbinical expounders ( Jarchi, Aben Ezra, particularly R. Levi) ; moreover, according to Luke
xxiii. 66, purchases were also made ; nay, even
on the Sabbath, which was still more strictly
observed than the feast days, not only almsgiving, but also the making of purchases, upon
certain conditions (as for instance, buying on
pledge), was permitted (tr. Schabbat)." Tholuck.

—

—Or, that he
the poor.
in the

should give something to

—Special aid was afforded to the poor

way

of assisting

them

to

procure neces-

sities for the feast.

Ver. 30. He, then, having received the
sop, went out immediately [e$fjX&ev,
comp. the elo^X^ev, ver. 27]. The fact of
Judas' immediate departure is brought out by
John, as though with the view of precluding any
misunderstanding ; hence it is impossible to suppose that the former participated further in the

—
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DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
to His own was the motive for the adherence of Jesus to His nation until death, even
after that nation had rejected Him. This fundamental motive is at the same time explained by
the second and secondary one, His faithfulness
to the law, which made Him at the appointed
time keep the pasohal feast in Jerusalem. The
great difficulties occasioned by the beginning of
the 18th chapter are particularly induced by the
1.

Love

—

insertion of the Evangelist's closing reflections,
contained in chap. xii. 87-50, in the midst of the
grand antithesis contemplated by him. Now this
is the form of said antithesis : Jesus, after having

spoken His last words of exhortation to the peodeparted and hid Himself from them (chap,

ple,

But before the feaet of the passover lie
ieeued forth ogam (albeit not amongst the people) ; warned by a consciousness that the great hour
was come when He should go home to the Father, and
impelled by His love to His own whom He left in the
worlds He gave these a sign of His love, namely His
death ; by this at once attaining to His own consummation in love and to His end by love. On the
relation of the love-feast, which He celebrates
with the disciples, to the passover of the Synoptists, see the introductory note.
2. From the demands of custom as well as from
indications in Luke, it results that the footxii. 87).

washino was no mere symbol, manufactured by
the Lord, but a symbolical example shaped by
the force of circumstances. See the closing note
to ver. 5.
As a symbolical example it can not
be a sacrament; it may well be, however, the
introduction to a sacrament, that is, to the Lord's
Supper. The fulfilment of the foot-washing appears again in a truly evangelic discipline, preparation, and confessional ordinance as a solemnity to be observed previous to the Lord's Sapper. This is demonstrated by the fact that Christ,

The circumstance is likewise ex- by His foot-washing and love-feast, separated
pressive of the full decision of the traitor.
Judas from the communion of the disciples,
Bnt it was night tfv 6i v £•£].—The but without employment of legal compulsion, and
is indicative of an antithesis.
It was, indeed,
also instructed the disciples themselves relative
rather late to buy provisions for the feast or to to their spiritual standing and reproved them,
give alms to the poor ; night had stolen unob- with a view to purifying, warning and arming
served upon the deeply agitated circle ; but still them. See ver. 22. But the symbol of the ecanother truth is intimated ; vis. that Judas went clesiastical ordinance is at tho same time exr
oat into a spiritual night to accomplish the work pressive, as an ethioal example, of the two fundaof darkness. See chap. xii. 85 ; Luke xxii. 58. mental requisites of Christian sanctification: 1.
[So also Origen, Olshausen, Stier, etc. There is We should be ready to have our feet washed by
certainly something awful in this termination, the brethren in the name of the Lord, to acand its brevity makes it all the more impressive cept reproof, instruction, correction from them
(Meyer). The event had so deeply engraven it- 2. we should be ready, as circumstances may reself on the mind of John that he remembered the quire, to perform this servioe of love in all huhour. Similar indications of his retentive me- mility for the brethren. To this must be added,
mory see in chs. i. 40; vi. 59; viii. 20; x. 28. however, the maxim that should be our guide:
The " night" does not imply that Judas was that the latter, rightly exercised and practised,
present at the Lord's Supper (Wordsworth) ; the is still more an aot of self-denying love and
contrary may be inferred from aydpaoov, ver. 29. humility than the former.
The institution of the euoharist took place after
8. The washing of the feet, to be effectual,
ver. 80.
See note on ver. 26, and Meyer, p. 500. must have been preceded by a bathing of the enThis is now pretty generally admitted among the tire body, t. e. baptismal grace and the substantiabest commentators. The presence of the traitor tion and moral actualization of baptism, as the
would have most seriously disturbed that holy theocratico-social regeneration, in personal bbfeast of love, and would cut off the right of dis- gbnebation. The disciples in general were benecipline and excommunication so necessary for the fited by the foot-washing, while in the case of
parity and dignity of Christ's church.—P. S.]
Judas it accelerated the judgment of obduracy.
festive meal.

—
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4. Not only did Christ draw forth the New
Testament Flower of the Lord's Supper from the
covering which enwrapped it, but He likewise
metamorphosed the covering itself the Passover
into something in keeping with the New Testament by transfiguring it to the Christian Agape.
The discontinuance of the Agape in the Church
is productive of a heavy loss of blessing ; a loss
which, at the utmost need, does but begin to be
supplied by Christian union festivals. Still less
are our charitable institutions the full and lively

—

—

expression of that brotherly fellowship in life
which is shared by differing Christian ranks.
5. The two great antitheses: Christ, already
parted from the world, is drawn back into the
world by love to His own, in order that He may
give them a last proof of His love, which proof
grows into that exhibited in His death itself;
Christ, entertaining the presentiment of His omnipotence and confronting disciples within whose
circle there nestles, in the person of the betrayer,
the canker-worm of Satanic treason, washes the
Jesus, girded for the foot-washdisoiples' feet.
ing and washing those feet that have already
hastened to the Pharisees to shed His blood, a
living warning against those who fancy that they
have established a Church, whether Novatian or
Donatistio in its form, within whose pale none
but saints are found. The foot-washing the presage of His humiliation unto the death on the
cross ( Hilgenfeld).
6. Yet the washing of feet, conducted with the
holy and startling earnestness employed by Him
towards this circle, is, in an equal degree, the
living archetype for the spirit in which the
sanctuary should be cleansed, and the Christian
communion protected by an evangelically severe
and free discipline, dealing not in legal thunders,
but endued with power to make men quake.
7. Tub portrait of Judas. The stages of his
growing obduracy John delineates with a masterhand. See note to ver. 27.
The fact
8. Tub picture or the disciples.
of their not perceiving that Judas was the traitor, even when the end was near, is a proof of
the strength of the prejudice entertained by
them in favor of his talents and his promising
deportment. (See the history of the anointing
in the Synoptists; Com. on Matthew, p. 463, Am.
Ed.)
Before the Lord's
9. The portrait of Peter.
Supper. Piety, love to the Lord, heroic humor,
are traits not to be mistaken, but self-will, dictatorialness, eccentricity are likewise unmistakable; self-exaltation, proud modesty that would
fain pass for humility.
After the Lord's Supper.
Over-estimation of his spiritual strength, of his
In both
joyfulness in confession and death.
cases a stiff-necked inclination to refuse the full
obedience of faith to Christ's words " in order that
he may have his say." In this respect also Peter,
before his conversion, was symbolical. He repeatedly needed the sternest threats of the Lord
and yet he came to himself only when the cock
(gallus) proclaimed most fearful judgment upon
him. Three times did he deny before the cock

—

—

crowed.
10. The portrait or John, the friend of
Jesus: 1. He reposed on Hi* breast ; 2. not a word,
not a gesture, not a mood of the Heavenly Friend

escaped him; 8. he shared with Him tho deep
emotions of His soul in grief and horror at evil,
in the anticipation of glory ; he saw in His light.
11. The position of the Lord's Supper in our
chapter. See note to ver. 26. On the different
hypotheses see Meyer [p. 500 f.]; Paulus and
others, after ver. 80; Liioke and others, between
vers. 83, 84; Neander and others, after ver. 32;
Olshausen, after ver. 88; Sieffert, before the
foot- washing ; Bengel, Kern, Wichelbaus, after
chap. xiv. 81. (These assume Jesus to have at that
time just set out for Jerusalem, in order to celebrate the paschal meaL ) Meyer : At all events
not until after the departure of Judas. See the
next Section, ver. 84.
12. On the question as to whether Judas participated in the Lord's Supper, see note to ver. 26;
Comm. on Matthew, chap. xxvi. Tholuok: "Unquestionably the ancient Church in general conceived of the ^fufiiov (Vulg. : pants) as the sacramental bread; this view was likewise entertainee] by the Lutheran Church.
The Form.
Cone. Art. vii. alleges the example of Judas as
a precedent for the partaking of the body and
blood of Christ by unbelievers. That view is at
present, however, generally abandoned;
even
by Kahnis, Abendmahl, p. 10. Comp. the historical part in Byn'aus, De marts Christi, I. p.
844 f." Comp. Wichelhaus, Leidensgeschichtej p.
256 ff.
19
13. "What thou doest, do quickly.
The true
formula of the judgment of impenitence. See
note to conclusion of ver. 27.

—

—

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

How

the love of Christ to His own in the
world decided Him to issue forth from His concealment upon the path of suffering. How He
transformed the paschal feast into a love-feast.—
The Passover, as a feast of triumph over the
darkness of Egypt, changed into a feast of
triumph over the Prince of darkness and his
tool.
How, with the revelation of His love at
His last love-feast, the Lord accomplished in
After the example
spirit the journey of His life.

—

—

—

—

The beof Christ to depart blessing others.
ginning of a threefold celebration of love on
Christ's part: 1. The passover and love-feast as
a feast of parting and death ; 2. the Supper as a
feast of reconciliation and life; 8. the farewelldiscourses as a feast of spirit and knowledge.—
The manifestation of Christ's love to His own at
the last repast: 1. The perfect faithfulness and
devotion of His love: the return of the defunct
Prophet to life, that He may suffer (the transition from the Prophetic to the High-priestly
" Until the end"). 2. The profound
Work.
8. The
humility of His love (the Foot-washing).
severity and divine decision of His love (towards
4. The masterhood and animating power
Peter).
of His love (an example for the disciples). 5.
The fondness of His love (John, the confidential
6.
The holiness of His love
communication).
(the grief and 'horror excited in Him by Judas;
the separation of the latter through the power
Of the Spirit).—The Foot-washing : 1. as an instructive custom (hospitality) ; 2. as a beginning
of the redemptive self-humiliation of Christ (the
Father of the family discharges a slave's office) jl
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8» as an ecclesiastical symbol (preparation or
confession) ; 4. as an example for the Christian
(to suffer one's own feet to be washed;
The purificaio wash the feot of others).
tion of the circle of disciples by the foot-washing: 1. The shaming of the whole body of
2. The correction of Peter. 3. The
disciples.
How confidently Christ
separation of Judas.
knew His hour: 1. The hour of glorious homegoing as the hour of painful departure. 2. The
hour of His death-journey as the hour of His
exode to the Father. The picture of Jesus,
girded in readiness to serve as a slave in the
How gracious, free,
1.
cirole of disciples :
brisk and serene: a picture of free love. 2.
What a contrast to His heavenly glory : a picture of the kumbleet love. 8. How entirely expressive of His holy feeling: a picture of eating
and awakening love. Heaven and hell arrayed
against each other for spiritual combat at the
paschal meal : 1. The lineaments of hell in the
conduct of Judas (reserve, subtleness, gjoom,
hate, rebellion, despair; which things are one
with Satan, the murderer of mankind, the murderer of Christ). 2. The lineaments of heaven
in the conduct of Jesus (openness, faithfulness,
brightness, love, humility, peace; which things
are one with God, the Saviour of mankind, filled
with grief and horror at the traitor himself).
The,wonderful self-denial in the foot- washing of
the Lord: 1. the Master washes the disciples'
feet: 2. the Heir of omnipotence performs this
servioe for a circle harboring the betrayer.
in
In his refusal;
2.
1.
Peter's self-will:
his compliance. Return of these characteristics
of Peter's in ecclesiastical time. The stern word
of the Lord to Peter (ver. 8): 1. In its literal
sense, or the necessity of obedienoe; 2. in its
figurative sense, or the necessity of sanctifioaHow Christ in dealing with Peter, who in
tion.
his self-will is desirous of laying down the law,
gives a legal expression to His Gospel itself.
As the eye of Christ once pierced through His
circle of disciples, so His penetrating glance
Beans His whole Church for evermore. (The Lord
knoweth His own.) The example of Jesus: 1.
Wherein appearing ; 2. how authoritative (as a
law of life for the disciples) 8. of what exclusive (clerical pride, hierarchicalness, an undisciplined condition of His Church) ; 4. what it
requires (humility to perform the heaviest serVers.
vices of love ; alacrity in accepting them).
It is easier to set forth
16, 17. See above.
Christianity symbolically and ecclesiastically,
than to practise it morally and humanely. True
symbols should be changed into real life; not
life itself into arbitrarily manufactured symbols.
The heavenly wisdom of Christ ; how it unites
the most careful forbearance with the holiest
openness in the gradual unveiling of the traitor.
The word of Scripture concerning the traitor,
the everlasting label, the brand of all traitorous
ingratitude especially in unbelief or apostasy
from Christ, or from evangelic truth. The startling contrast between the figure of Judas and the
glorious destiny and dignity of the apostles (vers.
The lofty signification of the expres19, 20).
sion: "Jesus was troubled in spirit;" or how
Jesus then, in the midst of the circle of disciples,
victoriously fought out His spiritual combat with

ufe
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1-80.

Satan : 1. The temptation of the evil spirit to
scorn of mankind, hatred of mankind, doubt as
to the healableness of the human heart, as to
God's ruling hand. 2. The victory: A victory
of the God-filled Son of Man over the Satanruled hireling of the legal hierarchy : a victory
of trust over despair, of humility over pride, of
love over hate, of life over death. 8. The circumstances ; this conflict not distinctly known
to the disciples, yet felt by them with grisly discomfort. So it is with the spiritual conflict that
Christ carries on His church with Satanic spirits.
The fearful but deserved excitement of the circle of disciples at the awful disclosure of Christ.
At the revelation of the enemy of Jesus, it is
the disciple's duty and honor to call himself Jesus' friend (ver. 23).
The sop, a type and expression of the opposite effects of the Gospel.
The presentation of the sop a final, unavailing
warning to the conscience of Judas: 1. The final
one : <*. Had there been a spark of honesty in
him, he would now have confessed, ft Had there
been a spark of repentance in him, he would not
have tasted the sop amidst these signs. 2. Unavailing: a. By the sign that it was he, he became thoroughly exasperated to hatred and
turned the bit of blessing into a serpent's bite. b.
He still continued his falsehood and hypocrisy
before the circle of disciples after being unmasked before the eyes of Jesus and the nearest
witnesses.
" What thou doest," etc. See above.
The reserve of Judas a fundamental feature of
his ruin.
Reserve and pious reticenoe (see the
conduct of John in antithesis to the conduct of
Judas): 1. The former shuts his heart to heaven
and opens it to hell. 2. The other shuts his
heart to the world and hell, and keeps it open
for the Lord and His people.
The decision of
the wicked a laceration of the inmost life. The
going of Judas out into the night. 1. Into the
beginning night. (His sun of peace has set upon
him.) 2. Into the midnight.
(The fellowship
of the wicked awaits him for the work of darkness.) 8. Into eternal night. ( Endless despair.
Stabkb: Ziisius: The death of the faithful
is a going out of the world to the heavenly Father.
The spiritual birth of believers is o/God, their
life in accordance with God, their departure out of
the world to God. Well is it for those who have
an experimental knowledge of this and comfort
themselves with the thought of it, 1 John v. 19.
A Christian shows politeness to friends and
enemies, and renders loving services to both.
Hedinger: Humility, precious possession. Seethat thou come not with an unwashed*, t. «., ira*
penitent heart to the table of the Lord. Zbisids :•
Untimely humility, unoourteous courtesy, unwise
wisdom, that refuses obedienoe to Christ. It befitteth us always to obey Jesus; but always to
know why this or that is done is no part of ours:
neither doth it behoove us to wish to knew all.
Believers do not know, in time, all of God's
workings within them in the grace of sanctification, and how blessedly He is conducting them
even when He seems to them to be leading them
through misery, but in a blissful eternity they
shall fully know these things and gloriously
praise Him.
Ver. 8. It is an abuse of good
breeding to set fine manners in opposition to the
ways of the kingdom of God. Christ cannot en-
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—

dure that
Untimely and excessive complimenting is inconsistent with Christianity. We
must tell even our good friends of their faults,
Pa. cxli. 5.
Happy is he who here accepts reproof for his sins. Ver. 9. Hedikqir: Exercises in humility, originating in our own heads,

—

—

—

are worthless, like all other self-chosen works.
We must not lay down rules to God in any particular.
Ver. 10. We are, in truth, all washed,
but not all clean, The visible Church is, and
will continue to be, a mixed mass.
If Christ
washed the feet of Judas, His betrayer, ougbtest
not thou likewise to love thine enemy and do him
good ? Matt. t. 44. Many a man has an enemy
in his household, and is ignorant of the same.
Osiandeb: Those who preserve the intention of
sinning are not clean in the sight of God. Ver.
15. Pastors and preachers must be exemplars for
their flocks.
Ver. 16. Let our earthly rank be
high or low, we are but servants of Jesus, and
hence may not refrain from rendering every
loving service that has nee.d of us, 1 Pet. ii. 16,
17.—-Quesmil: The bare knowledge of God's
commandments avails men nothing, but only
causes them to be judged the more rigorously.
Ver. 18. The making of bad distinctions is sinful,
but the making of good distinctions is Christian.
Camstbin : The fulfilment of divine prophecies
a grand corroboration of our faith.—Osiandbr:
O shameful ingratitude! That the good are often
so shamefully rewarded for many benefits. Ver.
19. Hudingbb : Time opens many truths, as in
temporal, so in divine mysteries. Ver. 20.
Wherein the reception of a servant of God consists.
Canstbin: Righteous servants of the
divine Word may derive strong consolation from
a contemplation of the lofty dignity of their office,
and may, by such contemplation, arouse their
Qdesnbl: The union of Christ
souls to action.
with His members is so complete that He receives
Consolation for faithful
.the good done to them.
servants of God, that some do good to them,
.-even permitting their ministry to be fruitful in
-them.— Hidingib: The righteous are not at a
loss for signs of the common destruction of a
church as well as of the hastening of a soul to
Zeisius: If Christ was so bitterly disruin.
tressed in spirit at the devilish wickedness of
Judas, how is it possible that God should be the
cause of the sin and damnation of a single man ?
Zbisius: Christ did not make His betrayer
known at once ; He knocked at his soul ever and
anon to incite him to repentance. Cramer:
Christ washed the feet of His betrayer, suffered
him at the feast of the paschal lamb, Himself
gave him the sop, endured his kiss in the Garden.
Learn by this great and unspeakable example of
Uhe love, meekness and patience of Jesus, to love
.thine enemies also, and to recompense evil with
•good.
Ver. 27. Hall: The wicked spirit generally takes occasion to fall upon us with an access of zeal when we have been the recipients of
some divine gift. Zbisius He who deserts God
is deserted by Him in return, and he who will
not be ruled by His Spirit is given over to the
power of the Evil One. No vice opens the door
wider to the devil, who was the first hypocrite,
than hypocrisy. Ver. 80. Satan grants his worshippers no rest ; they dare not delay to do evil.
who withdraws from Christ, the true Light,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—
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—

—

—He

and loses the

light of grace, will assuredly fall
into the thickest darkness.
Qubshbl: When the
wicked man does evil in the night, the night that
he bears within his own heart, is far blacker than
that which he chooses for his work of darkness.

Hbubmbb: Jesus always knew His time, C «.,
what was to be done. He even knew the time of
His death. It is a divinely illumined glance that

—

teaches us rightly to know the time, i. «., God's
peculiar purpose with us at a certain time.
Jesus teaches us the duty of setting all our affairs
in order before death, of bestowing every proof
of love on our dear ones that it is possible for as

—

—
—

At parting, all love's yearnings awake,
even though they may have slumbered a little
before.
This love, what hate, what falseness and
ingratitude were opposed to it.
The nearer thou
feelest thyself to God, the more humility have
thou.
Spiritually He is ever thus descending
and washing us clean. Jesus' humility is an
enigma to the disciples. In like manner the
lowly conduct of the righteous is ofltimes surprising to the unconverted.
Ver. 8. He whom
Jesus does not sanctify, has no fellowship with
to give.

—

—

—

—

—

Him. Ver. 9. We must learn true moderation
in our seal and obedience.
Ver. 10. They were
clean in Christ; in faith in Him. Judas lacked
this faith.
Ver. 13. MASTBB=Whose word
believe; LoBD=Whose commands we should obey.
Thefoot-waehing. It is a customary rite in a few
cathedral cities only; in Vienna, for instance,

—

—

we

—

where, on Maundy-Thursday, the emperor washes
the feet of twelve aged men. Zinzendorf reckoned it among the sacramental acts, but not among
the sacraments. We do not interpret it literally.

—The

imitation of the act of Christ in spirit
to render services of love that are somewhat

—

burdensome, such as nursing the sick, etc. How
glaringly it contrasts with Christ's act when the
so-called Holy Father (the pope) suffers his foot
to be kissed. ---Sad incongruity between knowing
and doing. Ver. 18. Christ's word holds good
with regard to many of His servants who eat
His bread. Ver. 21. Noffe can inflict more sorrow upon the heart of Jesus than unfaithful,

—
—

—

Ver. 22. The disciples were diswas a grief and a shame to have such
an one in the midst of them 2. each one was reminded of the danger to his own heart 8. they
must needs stand in dread of such a sad issue to
the fate of Jesus. The most anxious condition
for a pious soul When it becomes uncertain as
It is
to its perseverance and state of grace.
false disciples.

mayed :

1.

It

;

;

—

:

—

possible that Judas perceived himself to be discovered when he took the sop and was put into
a certain rage by the fact. (Be it observed that
it was only at the reception of the sop, or the
manner of its reception, that his decision was
formed and he was designated as the traitor.)

Ver. 27. Quod dubitas, nefeceris.

Timorous de-

lay excites the suspicion of wrong.
Gossnbb: Ver. 8. So politeness turns to inPeter's fault consisted in his liking
civility.
always to have his own way. Ver. 9. But Peter
now errs on the other side and will not be satis-

—

—

—

with what Jesus here purposed. Now we
want to do (or suffer) too little, now too much.
The feet that walk upon earth are continually
gathering some particles of earth, and interfied

—

—

course with the world imperceptibly contracts
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CIIAP. XIII. 1-30.

—

something from the world. Peter did not here
recline next to Christ: John was nearer to the
From this we see that love has the priLord.
macy in the Church of Christ. It may ask questions, and it receives answers, about things that
Peter does not know of, and of which it must be
the means of his hearing when he desires to
know them. What thou doest. Do but quickly
accomplish the work of iniquity, that I also may
be able perfectly to reveal the
wonders of My love.

work

of

My grace,

the

Geslaoh:

How

he (John)

is

always most

anxious to exhibit the soul, the spiritual meaning, of things that were already sufficiently familiar to all his readers through the other Gospels
and oral tradition. As he, therefore, makes no
mention of th*> institution of holy baptism, but
touches upon the internal process of regeneration

whose sacrament it is (chap, iii.), so, in like
manner, he is silent about the institution of the
Lord's Supper, the sacrament of continual and
intimate communion with the Saviour, dwelling,
by preference, on a former occasion upon the
partaking of His flesh and blood (chap, vi.), and
now upon the invisible yet genuine union of Jesus with His disciples, and of the disciples among
each other in Him. The world wills His death,
and He and the Father will it also. But now
that He is dead to the world and will no more
manifest Himself to it (chap. xiv. 17, etc.) i. e.
before His death
He lives entirely in His own.
(Conjecture) Jesus first washed the traitor and

—

—

—

then came to Peter. No part with Me. He who
does not recognize true greatness and dignity in
love that humbly serves, is no disciple of Christ's.
Coloss. iii. 18.
(Augustine:) He lay on the
breast (in the lap) of Jesus. For what is meant
by the lap or breast save the part that is hidden ?
Lisco: How close Judas was to Jesus; how far

—

removed from Judas was Jesus soon after He
in glory and Judas in perdition.
Jesus the ReBraune: Vcr. 6. Modesty is
vealer of hearts.
praiseworthy; but obedience is still more so.
Peter was terrified at his unworthiness in the
Bight of the holy Saviour, as on that occasion in
the ship when he said (Luke v. 8): Lord, depart,
etc.
His speech bears a resemblance to that of
the Baptist, Matt. iii. 13. But not all brave
words are always seasonable.
(We must not
!

—

observe, however, that in this case the
turning-point with Peter was his unreadiness to
be reconciled to the spiritual humiliation of
Christ and to what of necessity followed his
fail to

own

—

—

self-humiliation.)
The temperament (mental constitution)
of Peter did not willingly
listen to promises of future knowledge.
2 Pet.
i. 5.
Ver. 8. Recalls chap. vi. 63. Applicable
to Judas is the saying of Peter, 2 Pet. ii. 20.
Vcr. 12. Jesus sought to strip them of pride by
means of a child th$t He placed amidst them
(Matt xviii.), by the parable of the envious laborers, by the repulsion of the sons of Zebedee
He must now make another similar attempt (yet
not simply as an attempt). (Herder:) Christianity gained rule only by ministering to all. The
noblest bears sway only by understanding how
to minister to many,
if it be possible, to all.
Christ walks majestical in lowliness. Follow Him.
Trust Him in all dark matters, in ail enigmas of
Gospel history and of life. Stieb: When it is

—

—

—
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necessary, love lays its own shoulder to the wheel
it does not rest satisfied with contributing its
two pence for the care of the sick and the
poor.
It willingly performs burdensome, unusual, despised, nay, loathsome services, to use
Draseke's expression. But yet the real, spiritual
work of foot-washing in the sense of Jesus 1
words, ver. 10, is described Gal. vi. 1 and 2.
Luther says justly: Now, therefore, this example
of foot-washing is particularly meant for those
who are in ecclesiastical offices.
Ver. 20.
(Rieger.) He inspires them with courage again
in view of their future ministry, for it would
please the devil to divest all Christ's servants of
authority.
When some Judas is set up by him,
he would fain have men look upon the eleven
others as in no whit better; he would be glad if
they themselves thought: We are disgraced no
one will put any faith in us now; our whole
order is made to stink. But no! the Lord's:
Verily, verily, etc., interposes; He can justify us
by proving that we are sent from Him.—-See
Godet (the Foot-washing). In the " Stimmen der
Kirche," Langenberg, 1862 (p. 214).
[Craven: From Oriqen: Ver. 8. The Father
had given all things into His hands, i. e, into His
power, for His hands hold all things; or, to Him,
for His work.
Ver. 6. Even they who sup with
Jesus need a certain washing, not indeed of the
top parts of tho body, t. e. the soul, but its lower
parts which cleave necessarily to earth. Vers.
6-9. Peter often appears in Scripture as hasty in
putting forth his own ideas of what is right and
expedient.
An instance that a man may say a
thing with a good intention, and yet ignorantly
to his hurt.
As Peter did not see his own good,
our Lord did not suffer his wish to be fulfilled.
Ver. 10. Christ washes their feet after they are
clean, showing that grace goes beyond necessity.
Ver. 14. It is not necessary for one who wishes
to do all the commandments of Jesus, literally to
perform the act of washing feet this is merely
an act of custom, and the custom is now nearly
dropped. This spiritual washing of the feet is
done primarily by Jesus Himself, secondarily by
His disciples. Vcr. 23. Whom Jesus loved: this
has a peculiar meaning, viz. that John was admitted to a knowledge of the more secret mysteries of the Word. (?)—Ver. 27. At first Satan did
not enter into Judas, but only put it into his
heart to betray his Master; let us beware that
Satan thrust not any of his darts into our heart,
for if he do, he watches till he gets an entrance
there himself.
[From Augustine: Ver. 1. All was now to
take place in reality of which the first passover

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

was a type. We perform a most wholesome
journey or pass-over when we pass over from the
devil to Christ, from this unstable world to His
sure kingdom.
Unto the end, i. e. that they themselves too might pass out of this world, by love,
unto Him their head ; for what is unto the end, but
unto Christ? Vers. 4, 6. He laid aside His garments when, being in the form of God He emptied
Himself; He girded Himself with a towel, when
He took upon Him the form of a servant; lie
poured water into a basin, when He shed His blood
on the earth with which He washed away the
filth of their sins; He wiped them with the towel,
when with the flesh wherewith He was clothed

—
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He

—the

established the steps of the Evangelists

whole of His passion [humiliation] was our
cleansing.
Ver. 12. Let us confess our faults
one to another, forgive one another's faults, pray
thus we shall wash one
for one another's faults
Ver. 29. Judas had the bag : the
another's feet.
first institution of ecclesiastical property; our
Lord shows that His commandment not to think

—

—

—

of the

morrow does not mean that the

saints

should never save money.
[From Chutsostom: Ver. 1. By His departure
He means His death being so near leaving His

—

He shows more

disciples,

love for

them

;

Ho

loft

undone nothing which one who greatly loved
should do. Ver. 7. How useful a lesson of

—

—

teaches thee. Ver. 29. How was it
that He who forbade scrip, and staff, and money
carried bags for the relief of the poor T It was
to show thee that even those who are crucified
Ver.
to the world ought to attend to this duty.
80. It via* night showing the impetuosity of

humility

it

—

Judas.

From Bedi: Vers. 18, 14. Our Lord first did a
f
Ver. 17. To know what is
thing, then taught it.
good and not to do it, tendeth not to happiness,
From Alcuin: Ver. 12.
but to condemnation.
When, at our redemption we were changed by
the shedding of His blood, He took again His
garments rising from the grave, and clothed in
the same body ascended into heaven and sittcth
on the right hand of the Father.

—

[From Burkitt: Ver. 1. Christ chose the
time of the Passover to suffer in, that He might
prove Himself to bo the substance of that typo.
Ver. 2. Can we wonder to find friends unfaithful, when our Saviour had a traitor in His own
house ? It is no uncommon thing for the vilest
sins to be acted by the most eminent professors
Tho devil, being a spirit, has a quick
of religion.
access to our spirits and can instil his suggesVers. 4, 5. The most amazing
tions into them.
instance of self-denial, for our encouragement and
example,
We ought to be ready to perform the
lowest offices of love and service toward one another.
Vers. 6-8. A sinful humility to refuse
tho offered favors of Christ because we are unworthy to receive them. Though we are not
worthy of Christy and of His love; yet Christ is
worthy of us, and of our faith. The servants of
God themselves often cannot understand, at present, the dealings of God with them, yet there
Christ
will come a time for the clearing of them.
washeth all that have an interest in Him both
from guilt and pollution. Ver. 10. All justified
persons are in God's account clean. The holiest
saints, whilst in this world of sin and temptation,
do need a daily washing by repentance. Ver.
17. The necessity of 1. knowledge in order to
Ver.
practice ; 2. practice in order to happiness.
18. How many are there who by profession lift
up their hand unto Christ, yet who by treason lift
up their heel against Him. Ver. 20. Christ and
the Father account the respect paid to faithful
ministers as paid to themselves. Ver. 21. It is
the duty of Christians not rashly to judge one
another ; but to hope the best of others, and to
It is possible for
fear the worst of themselves.
secret wickedness to lurk in the hearts of those
in whose conduct nothing has appeared to give a
just suspicion. Ver. 80. Judas went immedi-
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TO'

—
JOHN.

ately out, and it was night :
zeal in the devil's cause.

what a warmth and
given over by
God and possessed of Satan are unwearied in

—Men

sin.

[From M. Hbnet: Vers. 1-17. A wise man
do a thing that looks odd and unusual

will not

but for very good reasons : Christ acted thus
that He might 1. testify His love to His disciples (vers. 12) ; 2. give an instance of His voluntary humility (vers. 8-5); 8. signify to them

—

spiritual

example

washing (vers. 6-11); 4. set them an
(vers. 12-17).
Ver. 1. Our Lord has a

—

—

people in the world that are His own by, 1. gift
from the Father; 2. costly purchase; 8. His
setting them apart for Himself; 4. their own devotion to Him as a peculiar people.
His own;
not things (ra Idia) as cattle which are transferable, but persons (rove ISiovc) as a man's wife
and children to whom he stands in a constant
relation.
Having loved His own . . He loved them
unto the end: He did love them with a love of
good-trill [benevolence] when He gave Himself
for their redemption ; lie does love them with a
love of complacency when He admits them into
communion with Himself. Those whom He loves,
He loves unto the end; i. e. 1. with an everlasting
love; 2. unto perfection, He will perfect that which
concerneth them.
Vers. 4, 5. Christ's love was
condescending.
The disciples had just before
shown the weakness of their love by grudging
the ointment that was poured on His head, yet
now He gives this proof of His love to them;
our infirmities are foils to His kindnesses and set
them off.—Ver. 2. The treason of Judas traced
to its original.
Those that would be conformable
to Christ must keep their minds low in the midst
of advancements.—Vers. 4, 6. Nothing is below
us which may be serviceable to God's glory an J
the good of our brethren. Many will do mean
things to curry favor with superiors, they riso
by stooping and climb by cringing; but for
Christ to do this to His disciples, could be no act
of policy or complaisance, but pure humility.—
He riseth from supper ; learn 1. Not to reckon
it a disturbance to be called from our meal to dor
God or our brother a real service—Christ would
not leave Wis preaching to oblige His nearest relations (Mark iii. 83), but left His supper to show
His love to His disciples ; 2. Not to be over nice
about our meat. He laid aside His garments and
took a towel; we must address ourselves to duty
as those who are resolved not to take state, but to
take pains.
Vers. 7, 8. Subsequent providences
explain preceding ones. We must let Christ take
His own way, both in ordinances and providences,
and we shall find in the issue it was the best way.
—In the refusal of Peter there was— 1. A show
real contradiction of the will of
of humility ; 2,
Jesus.
Christ's answer
1. A severe caution
against disobedience ; or, 2. A declaration of the
necessity of spiritual washing.
Ver. 10. The
evidence of a justified state may be clouded, but
the charter of it is not taken away.
It should
be the daily care of those who are in a justified
state to cleanso themselves from daily defilement.
Ye are clean, but not all: many have the sign,
but not the thing signified. Ver. 12. He adjourned the explication till He had finished the
transaction 1. to try their submission; 2. to
finish the riddle before He unriddled it.—It is the
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should be
Master and Lord.— 1. He is
Master and Lord that He may be Redeemer and
Saviour; 2. It becomes us thus to call Him;
George Herbert when he mentioned the name of
Christ used to add my Master, and thus wrote
will of Christ that sacramental signs
explained.

—Ver.

13.

" How swoetly doth my Master sound, kt Mastir J
As ambergris leares a rich scent unto the taster,
So do these words—a sweet content, au oriental fragrancy

—my Masts*."

A

parable to the eye,
Vers. 14, 15 with 4, 5.
our Master thereby teaching us— 1. An humble
condescension;

2.

A

condescension to be

A

ser-

eerviceableness to the sanctiWhat a good teacher
ficathn one of another.
Christ was, teaching by example as well as docWhen we see our Master serving we cantrine.
not but see how ill it becomes us to be domineering.
Ver. 17. Most people think, Happy are they
that rise and rule; Christ saith, Happy are they
Nothing is better known
that stoop and obey.
than that we should be humble, and yet how little
is seen of true humility ; most know for others,
few do for themselves. Ver. 18. They that are
chosen
1. Christ Himself chose; 2. Are known
to Him.
All that eat bread with Christ are not
His disciples indeed. Judas lifted up his heel
1. forsook Him, turned his back
against Christ
upon Him ; 2. despised Him, shook off the dust
of his feet; 3. spurned at Him.
Ver. 20. Judas
had been sent they that received him, and perhaps had been converted and edified by his
preaching, were never the worse when he afterward proved a traitor. Though some by entertaining strangers have entertained robbers yet
we must still be hospitable ; the abuses put upon
our charity will neither justify uncbaritableness
nor lose us our reward.
Ver. 21. Christ is not
the author of sin, yet this sin of Judas He
1.
The sins of Christians are
foresaw ; 2. foretold.
tfie grief of Christ.
Ver. 22. Christ perplexed
His disciples for a time that Ho might 1. humble them; 2. prove them; 3. excite in them * jealousy of themselves ; 4. excite indignation at the
baseness of Judas. Ver. 23. There are some of
His disciples, whom Christ lays in His bosom,
who have more free and intimate communion
with Him than others.
Vers. 28, 24. It is good
to engage for ourselves the prayers of those that
He in ChrisCs bosom.
They who lie in Christ's
bosom may often be reminded of something that
will be profitable by those who lie at His feeU
Ver. 26. Though John whispered in Christ's ear,
yet he called Him Lord ; familiarity did not lessen
respect.
Ver. 26. Our Lord indicated the traitor
by a sop; we must not be outrageous against
those whom we know to be malicious against us
Ver. 27. After
if thine enemy hunger feed him.
the sop Satan entered into him ; many are made
worse by Christ's bounties. Ver. 28. The disciples did not suspect that Jesus spoke to Judas
as the traitor; it is an excusable dulness in Christians not to be sharp-sighted in their censures.
Christ's disciples were so well taught to love
one another, that they could not readily learn to
suspect.
Give something to the poor : Learn that
1. our Lord, though He lived on alms (Luke viii.
?) Yet gavG &l ms 2. the time of a religious feast
is a proper time for charity.
-Ver. 30. Withdrawing from the communion of the faithful is
viceable ;
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commonly the first overt act of a backslider, the
beginning of an apostasy.
[Prom Scott: Vers. 1-11. Neither the deepest
abasement, nor the highest exaltation, rendered
our Redeemer for a moment inattentive to the
ooncerns of His disciples. Vers. 18-80. If professed disciples and ministers be found unfaithful, let us not be discouraged; the Scripture
hath foretold that thus it must be. As some are
more near to Him than others, wo should not
envy their privilege but use their friendship.

—

—

From

A. Clark: Vers. 1-17.

It

was the common

custom of our Lord to pass from things sensible
and temporal to those which were spiritual and
eternal: He was a consummate philosopher,
every subject appears grand and noble in His
hands. Ver. 16. Christ has ennobled the acts of

—

—

humility by practising them Himself.
Ver. 17.
u Sacred knowledge and devotedness to God are the

means whereby a man can arrive at beatitude."
[Institutes of Menu],
[From Stieb: Vers. 1-30. If the history of
the Passion is the Holy of Holies in the New
Covenant, St. John opens to us the very Ark of
the Covenant in tho heart of the incarnate Saviour.—Vers. 4, 6. For thy sake,
sinner, I
have laid by the garment of My glory, have
girded Myself with the napkin of the flesh, to
pour out My blood as a cleansing bath for thee
as thy God and thy Servant.
Ver. 13. The
Master is believed, the Lord is obeyed. Ver. 14.
The mutual feet-washing embraces the whole

—

—

duties

collective

of

—

Christian

—

charity

among

Christ's disciples.
Love is humility, it delights
to serve tho necessities as well of body as of soul.
Ver. 30. It was night in the soul of Judas;
night in a broad circle around Judas
in tho

—

—

hearts of many, condensed and mighty darkness;
nevertheless [therefore?] Jesus goes on to speak
the words ot light and life which have approved
their full meaning in the overcoming and extinction of all darkness.
[From A Plain Commentary (Oxford): Ver.
1. The disoiples, on the eve of orphanhood, were
objects of His compassion indeed !
Ver. 17. The
knowledge of religion is worthless, apart from the
practice of it.— Ver. 20. Our Lord spreads over
the ministrations of His ministers the awful sanction of His own special presence.
Ver. 26.
Does it not follow from this portion of the narrative that while John was reclining on one side
of our Lord, Judas must have been reclining on the
other ?-— V er. 27. After the Bop Satan entered
into him
The warning, evermore, of the unworthy communicant. Ver. 29. Judas, the Almoner of Christ. The contrast between the traitor's outer and inner life.
Vers. 1-29. Ministers
of Christ "following their Divine Master in
their earnest search for souls, are to leave none,
no, not even the most abandoned untried by their
hand; even Judas was washed." (Rev. T. T.
Carter).
From Barnes: Ver. 2. 8atan can
tempt no one unless there is some inclination of
the mind. [? See ver. 80, p. 468.]—Ver. 28. " Tho
highest honor that can be conferred on any man
is to say that Jesui loved Him." (Robert Hall.}
[From Kkummachbr: Vers. 4, 5.
great ana
significant symbol !
powerful exposition of the
words, " I came not to be ministered unto but
Vers. tf-8. Even to this day we
to minister."

—

—
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" For the honor of Christ, I cannot
it said
believe that He receives sinners, as such, without
any thing further." If you wish to honor Jesus,
hear

do so by submitting

to

His

word.—Ver.

9.

Ex-

cellent, but not altogether correct; Simon now
oversteps the line to the right, as he had before
transgressed to the left.—Ver. 10. When a Chris-

tian is overtaken by a fault, he has no need of
an entirely new transformation, but only of a
Vers.
cleansing; he must let his feet be washed.
14, 15. Acts of love never degrade, however menial
they may be.— Vers. 8-14. Christ Himself must
first wash us before we can wash the feet of any
in the sense intended by Him.—Vers. 18-30. The
heathen world is ignorant of a Judas, such a
monster matures only in the sphere of ChristiThe Lord appointed Judas the receiver
anity.
and almoner in His circle, and assuredly for no
other reason than that He perceived he was the

—

fittest.

[From Owen: Ver. 1. The whole .economy of
redemption is made up of most signal developments of Christ's love for His chosen.—Vers. 4,
6. Our Lord in view of the foregoing strife of
the disciples for precedence (Luke xxii. 24; performed

this ablution.

(!)—Ver.

14.

«>

The Pope

JOHN.

would do a more remarkable thing if, in unfeigned humility, he washed the feet of one king,
than he does in washing the feet of twelve poor
men." (Benqel.) Ver. 17. "The recognition
of such a duty, is a much more easy matter than
From
the putting it in practice." (Alfobd.)
Whbdon : Ver. 8. Peter in his presumptuous hu/ know whom I have
mility is utterly disobedient.
chosen: He knew, of the entire twelve, the fidelity
of most and the treason of one. Ver. 30. The
son of night goes through the darkness of night
on his errand of treason (darkness).
[Vers. 8-5. The act of Jesus one of self-humiliation, but not expressive of humility; humility
is a readiness of mind to take a low place because
of conscious weakness or unworthiness; self-humiliation is an act which may spring from humility,
or it may be, as in the case of Jesus, conscious
greatness stooping to beneficial service.
washed the feet of all, Judas included, teaching
U9 that we are not to look for certain evidence
of piety before performing fraternal service.
manifestation of what is involved in true Lordship— viz. : service. Ver. 9. The submitting to
being washed often a greater test of humility
than the washing of others.]

—

—

—

— He

—

—

FIFTH SECTION.
in the circle of His friends, the ohlldren of Ught; how He discloses and
communicates to them the riches of His inner life, thereby consecrating
them as bearers and ministers of His own life, with a view to the
enlightenment and transfiguration of the world, and the union of
the present and the hereafter.—Disclosure of Heaven (and
explanations relative to the Heavenly life).

The Lora

Chap. XIII.

81—Chap.

BT50PT1CAL VIEW.

28.

figures the same, supplying Christ's presence to
the disciples, who sojourn on this earthly shore,
until the time when they shall be ripe for heaven

The farewell discourses of Jesus, as recorded and
by John, contain the most mysterious and most 86).
holy of all the sayings through which He manifested Himself to His own. They form the spiritual ante-celebration of His own glorification and
that of His people in the new celestial life opened
up by His death and resurrection. Distinction
must be made between historical periods and
those embracing different divisions of the subjectmatter; there exists, however, an exact correspondence in the march of the two. The total
the reis the walk to the Mount of Olives and
velation of heaven or the new heavenly home,
high above the old Sheol of the dead.
First Perioo. From the end of the paschal
meal, or the departure of Judas, to the end of
the Supper. Starting-point of the meditation
the Supper; how it reveals the gulf that intervenes between the heavenly home that Christ
discloses and whither He is going; but also trans-

XVII.

at liberty to follow the Lord as martyrs (ver.
Martyrdom the fairest, ripest fruit of the

Therefore: the task and goal
Lord's Supper.
of personal life in thai Kingdom of glory, to found
which Christ leaves this world, chap. xiii. 31-38.
Second Period. From the close of the Sapper
On
to the departure for the Mount of Olives.
stepping forth beneath the starry sky. Startingpoint of the meditation : the going forth into the
dark world, and the contemplation of the nocturnal heavens. Revelation of the heavens situExposition of heaven, or
ate beyond the gulf.
the Father's House, as the goal of Christ and
His people.
1. Christ as the Way to the goal; in the truth
and life of His personal essence standing surety
for the goal, in spite of the contradiction of outward agencies which reveal an apparently aimless aod pathless vista of misery and death

(Thomas).
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CHAP. XIIL
2.

Christ as the

Goal of the way, or the spiritual

and heavenly theophany, in antithesis to the sensual and earthly theophany or as the personal
Christ, through whom the personal Father manifests Himself, and who, through the Holy Ghost,
;

founds the fellowship of personal, heavenly life
(ver. 20; Philip).
8. Christ, on Hit return, at once the Goal and the
Way. How, in the communion of His people, He
establishes the hidden heaven upon earth, as the
Kingdom of the Spirit and of Love in antithesis
to the ungodliness of the world ( Judas Lebbssus).
4. The departure for the Passion as a departure
for heaven, or the parting salutation as a pledge
of greeting at a speedily ensuing meeting.
The one warranty for the heaven beyond this
world which warranty is given us through the
heavenly Christ present in the world branches
oat into various manifestations: (1) Of the
heavenly Christ; (2) of the heavenly Father;
of the heavenly Spirit or other Paraclete;
!3)
4) of the heavenly and personal life and opera-

—

—

tion of Christians.

First promise of the Holy Qhost as the Spirit
of Christ and the Church generally, ver. 16.
Second promise of the Holy Ghost as the Spirit
of evangelic knowledge and of enlightenment,

Chap. xiv.
Third Period. The walk from the city to the
Vineyards and nocturnal gardenbrook Kedron.
Starting-point of
fires on either side (see below).

ver. 26.

the meditation: the sight of the vineyards, of
the cleansed vines and the burning branches.
Glorification of this earthly shore ; or the heavenly life upon earth, in the history of the Kingdom of Love or the Vine of God; in the judgment
executed upon dead branches, and in the fruitbearing love's blessing—of living ones.
L Divine establishment and cultivation of the
heavenly Vim upon earth, or the establishment
of the heavenly Kingdom of Love—a kingdom
rich in joy. « The fiery judgment upon dead
branches; the purification of living ones; or the
destiny of the Vine (chap. xv. 1-8).
2. The fruit-bearing of disciples in their life
of tove (vers. 9-17).
8.
Verification of love in opposition to the

—

hatred of the world, or the defensive oonduct of
the disciples of Jesus (ver. 18 to chap. xvi. 6).
4. Consummation of love in the fellowship of
the Holy Ghost who convinces and conquers the
world by the judgment of the Spirit, or the offensive conduct of disciples, chap. xvi. 7-11.
Revelation of the future, together with the development
of Christianity, vers. 12-15.

Third promise of the Holy Ghost as the Spirit
chap. xv. 26. Fourth
promise of the Holy Ghost as the Spirit of victorious might that overcometh the %orld, chap,
xvi. 8-11.
Fifth promise of the Holy Ghost as
the Spirit of apostolio development and apocalyptio revelation of the future, chap. xvi. 12-15.
of martyr-faithfulness,

;

428

81-88.

Fourth Period. Towards the end of the way.
Conclusion of communications, and promise of
future disclosures through the Holy Ghost.
Starting-point of the meditation: The approach
to the goal. Transfiguration of the union betwixt
this world and the world beyond, in the new, heavenly life.
1. Promise of the revelation of the new and
second heavenly life in the resurrection of Christ,
vers. 16-22.
2. Promise of a new meeting, when He of the
further shore shall hold intercourse with them
who are still remaining on this side of the gulf,

vers. 28, 24.
8.

Promise of

life

in the Spirit, vers. 25-27.

The

flash of light from the Spirit, apportioned to the disciples even now in surveying the
4.

of Jesus, vers. 28-81.
consciousness of victory, His assurance of new life, as a legacy of consolation for
His people, vers. 82, 33. Chap. xvi. 12-83.
Fifth Period. Before the crossing of the brook
Kedron, the black brook in the gloomy vale.

life

5. Christ's

Period of final

decision.

Development of Christ's consciousness of
victory in His high-priestly prayer for the transfiguration of the personal Kingdom of Love, or
House of the Father, in this world and the next,
through the sanctification or sacrifice of Christ,

the redemption of mankind
1. For the glorification of the Son, vers. 1-8
2. For the glorification of His people, vers.
9-19;
8. For the glorification of all future believers
until the disappearance of the world before the
glory of the Son and of His heaven, vers. 20-24;
4. The perfect glorification of the Father, in
conformity to His righteousness; the foundation of said glorification having already been
laid by the Son, vers. 25, 26.
Or, the prayer
for the perfection of the Kingdom of Love unto
the absolute Epiphany, Rev. xxi. ; Tit. ii. 13;
Chap. xvii.
1 John ii. 28; iii. 2.
SYNOPSIS. First Period: Antithesis between
Period: Heaven and its
Second
heaven and earth;
vouchers on earth; Third Period: Establishment
and development of heaven on earth; Fourth
Period: Internal union of heaven and earth;
Fifth Period: The perfect appearing.
On the farewell discourses of Jesus see Luther's
Sermons of the year 1588, vol. viii. [ed. Walch].
Matthesius: Luther said this was the best book
G. Lehr: De sublimitate serhe had written.
monum Jesu Christi, John xiii.-xvi., Gottingen,
1774. Stark: Paraphr. et Comment, in Ev. Joh.
An extensive cataloguexiii.-xvii., Jena, 1814.
of separate treatises see in Lilienthal's Bibl.
Archivart p. 821 ; Danz, Universalworterbuch der
On the sacerdotal
iheolog. Literatur, p. 466, etc.
prayer see below chap. xvii. [Comp. also our introductory remarks on ch. xih. 1, p. 405. P. S]
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8T&0XO AHTITHE3I8 BETWEEN THIS PRESENT WORLD AED THE WORLD BET05D J ALSO THE LTHK
BETWEEN THEM FORMED BT THE NEW INSTITUTION OF CHRIST (THE LORD'S SUPPER, AS THE
COMMANDMENT OF BROTHERLY LOVE). GRATE MAGNITUDE OF THIS ANTITHESIS, EXPRESSED IN
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF PETER'S DENIAL.
THE OLORIFICATION OF CHRIST; AND THB NEW
THE NEW COMMANDMENT AS THB TRANSFIGURATION OF THE LAW AND LIKEWISE
COVENANT.
OF THB ANTITHESIS BETWEEN CHRIST'S VISIBLE EXI8TENCB IN THB WORLD BETOND AND THB
SOJOURN OF HIS PEOPLE IN THIS PRESENT WORLD.
Chap. XIII. 81-88.
(Matt.

31

32
33

34
35

36

37
38

xxvL 26-85; Mark

xiv. 22-81;

Luke

xxii. 81-88.)

Therefore,1 when he [Judas] was [had] gone out, Jesus said,
Now is the Son of man glorified, and God is glorified in him. If God be [is]
1
glorified in him, God shall [will] also glorify him in himself and shall [will]
straightway [immediately] glorify him. Little children [rcxvfa], yet a little while
[only a little while longer] I am with you. Ye shall [will] seek me; and
as I
said unto the Jews, Whither I go, ye cannot come ; so now I say to you.
new
commandment I give unto you, That [in order that, ?»<z] ye love one another
[even] as I have loved you, [in order] that ye also love one another. By this shall
[will] all men know [perceive] that ye are my [ipaQ disciples, if ye have love one
to another.
Simon Peter said [saith, liftc] unto him, Lord, whither goest thou? Jesus answered him [omit him],' Whither I go, thou canst not follow me now; but thou
shalt [wilt] follow me4 afterwards. Peter said [saith] unto him, Lord, why cannot
I follow thee now? I will lay down my life for thy sake [for thee]. Jesus answered [answereth] 1 him, Wilt thou lay down thy life for my sakl [forme]?
Verily, verily, I say unto thee, The cock shall not crow [will not have crowed],*
7
till [before] thou hast denied me thrice.

M

A

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

A

* Ver. 81.—{Tischendorf, Alf. and W. ft H. give ort o 3 v, in accordance with K- B. C. D. L. X. ; ov* If omitted in
X.
H. K., etc, and those ed. who wrongly Join 5rc c^Affc? to ver. 30. P. S.J
• Yer. 32.—The words cc o $*bt i&o$ajrto\ i* aim? are wanting in [ft.*] B. C.
H etc Probably the repetition was regarded as superfluous. [They occur in K-* A. C* T. A^ etc.* they are retained by TischencL, omitted by Westc and H^
bracketed by Alf. The omission may have been occasioned by the similar endings of this and preceding clauses,— P. g.]
• Ver. 3d-—[Tischendorf; Alford, Westcott and Uort omit awry (text, roc.), in accordance with B.
L. ; it occurs,
however, in K. A. C.« D., etc.—P. S.]
* Ver. 36.—The pot is wanting in [K-] B. C;» L. X, Vulgate, etc
[It occurs in
C.»
n etc., text rec, bnt is omitted by

—

D

C*

A

Air., Westc and Hort.— P.S.]
..............
..
38.—[Instead of AircKptft)
the best authorities

TischencL,
* Ver.
• Ver.
edv—P. a]
f Ver.

term.

..

.

'

C

aroxplrrrai, In
in accordance with K- B.
read Aroxplrrroi,
B.C. L.
LI,«(,-P.
X-, etc.—P. 8.]
'* ---'—
rT * f - — - -— "
-'-" etc.
" G.,
-'- and
*
*
*
[It
is so given K- A.
B.
in the
best- crit

38.—feMnprp, against ^yrja*^ has very strong authority.
i

D

1

38.—«The reading iov^<rn decidedly preponderant over against the (synoptic) composite [awapvfav].
X. ; the latter in K. A. C. T. A., etc—P. S.J
[The former occurs In B. D.

Yer.

L

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
81. Now when he .had gone out.

Chrysostom and others connect this sentence
with the foregoing: " but it was night when he
went out." Not only the obv, but also the emphatic pause introduced by the word v(f and the
strong contrast between the preceding and the
,

ensuing Sect, are declarative against this view.
is the Son of
glorified [£&>£<$This is not merely a proleptical announcetrd?].
ment on. the part of Jesu&of approaching triumph

Now

—

Man

A milder

[Meyer, Alford, tie.]. It is the celebration of
an actual tHumph. In spirit He has already
.vanquished the kingdom of darkness. His victory succeeded to His perturbation of spirit at
the sight of Judas, and was gained on this wise:
By the operation of His Spirit in perfect consistency with His truth, love and patience as
opposed to the utmost falseness, embitterment
and irritation, He, as the Christ, sundered Antichrist from the communion of the faithful through
the mere exercise of His personal might The
victory gained by Him in spirit over Judas, is a
victory over Satan himself and over those worldly
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u reKvta here only used by Christ
temptations whose nature partakes of the spirit [Alford:
of Iscariot (see Ltbtn Jesu, II., p. 1827; III., p. (comp., however, naidia, chap. xxi. 6) affectingly
This victory lays the foundation for the expresses not only His brotherly, but fatherly
675).
victory in His psychical life (Gethseraane) and love (Isa. ix. 6) for His own, and at the same time
for that in His physical life (Golgotha) ; in view their immature and weak state, now about to' be
of this fact He is already glorified in principle.
left without Him."
The same term of endearVer. 82. If God is glorified in
ment, Tewia, little children, dear children, is used
Antithesis to the Son of Man. It was while con- once by Paul, GaL iv. 19, and seven times by
serving to the uttermost His purely human na- John, the disciple of love, in his Epistle. Acture that He, as the Son of Man, overcame Judas
cording to Jerome the last exhortation of the
but, as this Son of Man, He was also the instru- aged John to his congregation in Ephesus was
ment of God, chap. v. 19; 2 Cor.
19.
It is simply this: " Little children, love one another,"
effectual to the glory of God Himself that evil,
because this comprehended the whole of practithe whole kingdom of Antichrist is, in respect cal Christianity.—P. S.]
of its principle, overcome in so purely human, a
cannot come.—
I said unto the
manner now, and that it shall henceforth be thus Jews, chap. vii. 84 ; viii. 21 , 24. He now says the
overcome throughout the world.
same thing to them ; although in another sense
God will also glorify
in Himself. [and without the threatening addition: "and
As God is glorified in the heart of Christ and ye will not find Me, and yo will die in your
in His victorious conduct, being therein set forth sins."
The &reiv of the unbelieving Jews is the
as the omnipotence of the Spirit, He shall also vain looking for a deliverer after rejecting the
glorify Christ in Himself; ue., He shall glorify true Messiah, the ^rjrelv of the disciples is the
the almighty spiritual power of the Son in His seeking of faith and love.—P. S.].
What He
(the Father's) divine providence, in His peculiar says to them now [&pn, emphatically put last, as
domain, the sphere, the revelation of the Father vers. 7, 87; xvi. 12. P. S.] is binding only for
—and that especially in that world and from that the present. For the present they cannot follow
world whither Christ is now returning.
'Ev Him to heaven. From the two propositions : ye
iavru has been interpreted by Chrysostom and will miss Me, and : ye cannot follow Me now, the
Ammon as equivalent to d/tt. Such an interpre- following results.*
tation does away with the antithesis.
Ver. 84.
In like
commandment I give
manner the antithesis is weakened by the ex- unto yon [kvro'kijv Katvfjv dldum t>/*Zi>].
planation of Cocceius : Since God was glorified,
Manifestly, the new commandment is to supply
the Son also was glorified.
Augustine and many His [visible] presence to them for a time, until
others interpret the passage as referring to the they come to Him again.
Different interpretaexaltation: "ita sciUcet, ut natura humana, quae tions, premising, in every oase, that the corollary:
a verbo seterno suscepta est, etiam immortaU eeternitale Iva ayarrdre aXkrjAovq, etc., contains the substance
doneturr Tholuck refers to PhiL ii. 9: " The of the new commandment The consideration
exaltation of the Son, which, in accordance with that the commandment of neighborly love is not
the representation of Paul, is the (uod6$ for His anew but an old one, (Lev. xix. 18; Matt. v. 43
humiliation."
Meyer: By the return to the ff. ; xix. 19; xxii. 89), nas led some to ascribe an
fellowship of God, out of which He went forth. intensive sense to the adjective new, and others to
From this point of view
kavry needs defining. take it in an altered sense.
The existence of Christ was an existence in God,
1. The intensive sense [new in degree],
not alone from the time of His ascension, but
(a.) One is not to love his neighbor simply as
from the moment of His death, inasmuch as He himself [«c iavroY], but more than himself [wrip
was removed from this present world. For this iavrdv] (Cyril, Theod. Mopsueste [Theophyl.,
world His personal life was now hidden in God's Euthym. Zigab.; among modern commentators,
providence, but His personal essence issued forth especially Knapp, Scripta var, arg., p. 869 sqq.]
Without regard to other objections to the
again, clear and distinct, from the providence of
etc.).
God, simultaneously with the resurrection and view, the idea of it is not clear. [Christ, Matt
the sending of the Spirit ; an essence now glori- xxii. 89, 40, and Paul, Bom. xiii. 9, adopt the
Old Testament commandment, " Love thy neighfied in divine spiritual might, and destined to be
1
ever more and more glorified until His appear- bor as thyself without addition, as the second
ing.
great oommandment which is like unto the first,
See Col. iii. 8. Hence the expression :
Bun, has been in course of fulfilment ever since "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God," etc. The
the death of Christ.
oc iavrfo is the highest measure of love and does
shall immediately. The second ml not exclude, but includes the self-denial even to
Finally
introduces the modifying word, tv&bg, from which the sacrifice of life for our neighbor.
it follows that the glorification of Christ in God
xa&&g does not indicate the degree, but the kind
shall take place immediately.
of love.—P. S.].
(b.) One should love his neighbor as Christ
Ver. 88. Little ohildren, bat yet a little
while fa little longer). After the stern dis- has loved His people. The following rjyatnjoa is
missal of the traitor He is at liberty to unbosom modificative of natvfj (Chrysostom, Tholuck).
Himself to the disciples and to reveal to them the
* [Similarly 8tier and Alford connect vers. 33 and 34 Te
love and grief that stir His heart at parting
from them. Here for the first time we find the will be left on earth, when I go to heaTen but, unlike the
Jews, ye will seek Mo and find Me in the way of love to Me
tender " little children," reavia. With them too, and to one another, forming a united body, the church, in
however, He has to deal earnestly (see Comm. which all will recognize My presence among you as My dison Luke), He designs teaching them not to set dples.—P. 8.J
f [So also Wordsworth who, however, combines with this
their hearts upon following Him to death now. interpretation that of Augustine (rtncwing), see below, 2 L
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Against this view it has been objected (by De
Wette) that the modifying clause does not apply
to what precedes, but to that which follows it.
A main consideration against the Tiew just set
forth is that it represents the most involved commandment as being given, without any instructions as to the manner of its fulfilment.
(<?.) It is the new commandment of Christian
brotherly love as distinguished from a geneGrotius, Kdibing,
ral love to our neighbor.
Stud. u. Krit., 1845; and similarly Luthardt,
[Ebrard, Bruckner, Baumlein, Hengstenberg,
Godet]. Meyer: "The novelty lies in the tmpuUive power of love; the love of Christ, as experienced by us, should be this impellent. Thus
the commandment, old in itself, is endowed with
new ezplicitness, viz., the love XptorQ." Here
the fact is overlooked, that a commandment with
which we are experimentally conversant and
which is instinct with motive power, is no longer
a mere commandment, but an inwardly impellent
principle.
Therefore,
(d.) The principle of the new life brought by
Christ (De Wette). Meyer : That, indeed, is the
new evro?.fj, but it is not so stated here. In that
respect, then, Meyer's own interpretation would

h

be

refuted.

(e.) The removal of the bounds which, in the
Ola Testament, inclosed neighborly love within

national limits (Kostlin, Hilgenfeld). This has
already been done, Matt. v. 44, inasmuch as
Christ there finds in the Old Testament commandment itself the germ of His commandment of
neighborly love, in antithesis to Ihe ordinance of
the scribes.
2. Altered sense
(a.) Prmceptum illustre
(Hacks pan, [Ham*
mond], Wolf).
(b.\ Mandatum ultimum (Heumann).
(c.) The most recent (Nonnus; dzTjoriprnf).
(d.) One always new (Olshausen :; never growing old, ever fresh [=ael Kaivf?].
(e.) A renewed one (Irenaeus, Janseu) [Calvin,
Maldonatus, Schottgen].
(/.) A renewing [regenerating] one (Augustine), [Wordsworth].
(o\) An unexpected one (Seraler: unexpected
after the strife touching rank, Luke xxii. 24 ff.).
[ (h.) The koivStijc of this oommandment consists
Similarly
in its simplicity and unicity (?) Alford.
Owen: "a love unique, simple, self-renewing
and ever fresh." The same applies to the old

commandment.—-P.

8.]

We adhere

to the view which we have previously set forth, viz., that the ivrolif Kaivi/, is
indicative of the institution of the Lord 9 Supper
8.

(LebenJesu, II., p. 1330; III., 681) ; and Meyer's
wondering note of exclamation we accept as a
sign of affirmation.* That Christ did not intend
Similarly Webster and Wilkinson : "This lore was to resemble His lore to them in manner and degree (iraStfc. m. r. A.X

and

therefore must be gronnded on their spiritual relationship to each other in Him."—P. 8.]
* [In his fifth edition, Meyer has no * wondering note of
exclamation," but object* to Dr. Lange's reference of irroArf
to the institution of the Lord's Supper, that it is not indicated
in the connection, and Is contrary to the parallel passage, 1
John il. 8. But it should be remembered that these words
were spoken at the rery time when the Lord's 8upper in connection with the Agape was instituted and commanded to be
obserred to the second adrent as a perpetual commemoration
of Christ's dying lore. Neaader, Amnion and Ebrard pot

His precepts to be taken in the sense of outward
laws, is a fact which the whole of the New Testament warrants us in assuming.
But Ho did
found institutions for His Church: the Lord's
Supper, Baptism, the ministry, etc., all centering
in the Lord's Supper.
Of that Christ says: rd
a\ud fiov rift luuvifc SiadqivK (Matt. xxtL 28;

Mark

xiv. 24), or, also,

$

tarri) dta&fyai

(Luke

If dia&fycri and brroty be thoroughly
kindred ideas, the former is converted into the
latter by the words : " Do this in remembrance
of Me ;" " Ye shall show forth," etc. ; if there be
but one new Sia&^Kn, but one new kvroTJ/, the one
necessarily coincides with the other.
Moreover, it is just in this place that we should
expect John to mention the Lord's Supper. Tholuck: "The institution of the Lord's Supper,
omitted by John on account of its being sufficiently well known by tradition
would here
(ver. 84) find the plaoe best befitting it
That
Supper is not only a memorial feast of the Departing One (1 Cor. xi. 25), but a feast of union
with His disciples in love until He comes,, Rev. iii,
20 ; 1 Cor. xi. 26. In like manner it is a feast
wherein His cherished ones are mutually united,
Attention should likewise be di1 Cor. x. 17."
rected to the fyydirijoa; on which word Meyer:
** For Jesus perceives Himself to be at the end of
His work of loving self-surrender." This was
undoubtedly the case at the institution of the
xxii. 20).

—

—

—

Lord's Supper, and it can be explained only by
a reference to that institution.

In order that
other,

etc.

[Zva]

ye may love one an-

—Agreeably to the foregoing explana-

words do not constitute the substance
of the new commandment, but the ethical purpose
of it. The Lord's Supper is to be the channel for
the conveyance of light, impulse and strength for
such a brotherly love. Two-fold construction
icadbc ir/ampa, etc. f is a
1. The sentence:
parallel sentence to the preceding one (Beza, De
Wette and others). Ka#£f, etc., is emphatically
put first : " As I have loved you that ye so love
one another." Meyer remarks with reason : This
does not correspond with the simple Johannoan
tion, these

—

style.
2. The sentence: Kaduc iry&Trnaa, etc, is the
apodosis to the preceding clause, and contains
that which shall ensure compliance with the admonition : ye shall love one another. Meyer : " In
order that ye may love one another, in accordance with My having loved you, in order that
ye, on your part, might love one another." This
would make the last clause either tautological or
oblique. The love of Jesus would be modified
solely in accordance with its purpose of exciting
love, and it would be accordingly required that
the disciples' love should exhibit a similar mode.
We come back to No. 1, with a different apprehension of it, however : The new institution
is founded in order that the disciples may leva
one another ; [its foundation being] in conformity
to the faot that Christ has loved His people in
order that they may love one another. That is:
The Lord's Supper is the sacrament by which

the institution after ver. 83; Tholnck at rer. 34. Laage
makes the crroAii xairif itself the *«tr* bmB+ct* the love**
Do this in remembrance of Me."
feast of which Christ says
This riew is certainly ingenious and plausible, and allows u*a
its full force,—P.8.J
:
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the juz$&c of His sacrificial death is brought homo
to the minds of His people; the etbical fruit that
would spring from that death itself, viz., a company of believers living in the fellowship of
brotherly love shall now be realized by the
Supper as the lively representation of His sacrificial death, and the substitute for His presence.
(peroeive).
this will all
Ver. 85.
Mutual brotherly love the distinctive mark of
Christians, 1 John iii. 10 ; Neander's DenkwiirdigkeUen, I., p. 97; G. Arnold, AbbUdung der
ersten Christen, Vol. III. Tholuck : " The heathen
were wont to exclaim with astonishment : * Behold how these Christians love one another, and
how they are ready to die for one another.' *
One Minuoius Felix, the heathen, says of the
Christians: * They love each other before knowing each othor;' and Lucian (in Peregrwus)
sueeringly remarks : « Their law-giver has per"
*8uaded them that they are ail brethren.'
Ver. 86. Lord, whither goest thou?—
Peter finds a thorn in the saying of Jesus (ver.
83), of whose prick he cannot yet rid himself.
Jesus, therefore, meets the true idea of his question with the answer : Thither thou canst not follow Me now. He thus makes an application of
the general sentence (ver. 88) to him ; comforting him, however, with the obscure intimation
of his martyrdom, as He pacified the sons of
Zebedee, Matt. xx. 28 (comp. John xxi. 18).
By 6'ovaaat Tholuck apprehends simply the
subjective impossibility in Peter, whereas, on
the other hand, he conceives dbvaade to be deIn both
clarative of an objective impossibility.
cases, however, an objective and a subjective imThe disciples were no more
port correspond.

—

—

know

By

ordained to pass through death immediately with
Christ than they were ripe for. such a journey.
iThe words aKaXov&foete (fioi is doubtful, see
ixtual Notes) vorepov, are probably an allusion to the crucifixion of Peter, -comp. ch. xxi.
18, 19.—P. SJf
•
Ver. 37.
can I not follow thee
life for thee.
? I will lay
It is clear to him that the going is to be

Why

now

—

through death.

down my

But not only does he undertake

to die after the example of

protests that

he

will lay

the Master ; he even
his life for IIim.%

down

* [From a well-known passage In TertulUan's ApUogetiau,
39. He adds : " Yea, verily this mast strike them (the
heathen) ; for they hate each other, and are rather ready to
kill odo another.
And even that we call each other brethren,
seams to them suspicious for no other reason than that among
them all expressions of kindred are only feigned.
are
eren your brethren in virtue of the common nature, which is
the mother of us all ; though ye, as evil brethren, deny your
human nature. But how much more justly are those called
and considered brethren, who acknowledge the one God as
their Father; who have received the one Spirit of holiness;
who have awaked from the same darkness of uncertainty to
the light of the same truth ?" Comp. my Church History,
e.

We

Vol

L, p. 336 ft% N. Y. ed.-P. 8.]
t [The question of Peter xvpie, trow

vira-yei?

;
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XIII. 81-38.

Doming quo

tamkt has furnished the name to a church outside the city
of Borne, on the spot where, according to the legend, Peter
having from love of life escaped from prison, was confronted
by the appearance of Christ, and asked Him " Lord, whither
goest Thou? w The Lord replied: **I go to Homo, to be crucified again," whereupon the disciple returned to his prison
sad cheerfully suffered martyrdom on the cross. Si rum t
:

vero, e ben trovato.—P, S.]
1 [Augustine : Peter imagined that he could precede his
guide. Presumptuous supposition !
It was necessary that
Christ should first lay down His life for the salvation of
Peter, before Peter could be able to
olay
lay cdown his life for the
gospel of Christ. But when Christ hadd
had died tor Peter and re-

Ver. 88. Jesus answers in view of these facts
to the blush.
Ho uses the asseveration: Verily, verily. Lay down thy life for
Me ! Thou wilt not so muoh as confess Me. On
the contrary, thou wilt deny Me.
And that
three times. And this will come to pass directly,
before the cock hath crowed, before the ensuing
morning. Peter again stood in need of strong
and emphatic words.
As regards the time of this conversation with
Peter, Luke's account agrees with that of our
Evangelist, while it supplies additional items
(chap. xxii. 81-34).
Matthew and Mark are
induced to record tne conversation after the departure of Jesus from the place where He celebrated the Passover to the Mount of Olives, by
their desire to superordinate the more general
declaration made by Jesus to all His disciples,
to the effect that they should all be offended
that night because .of Him. This declaration
might also very readily occasion Peter once more

and puts Peter

to

avouch his faithful devotion.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
1. The exultant breathing again of Jesus after
the departure of Judas: (a) presage of the reviving and shining of the Church at the Last
Day, Matt. xiii. 43 ; Luke xxi. 28 ; (b) a sign expressive of the great victory of His Spirit in tho
spiritual combat with treason in the circle of
with Judas as the representative of
disoiples,
Satan; (c) a symbolical sign for His Church,
teaching her how she shall conquer the antiChristian Adversary and finally expel him by
a dynamical censure ; all this she shall do (after
the example of the Son of Man) in simple humanity, a state which Qod, in the person of His
Son, has hallowed, and with whose conditions He
has complied. Similarly, an intimation that we
should solemnly rejoice at the open desertion of
false brethren and members rather than be vexed
at the same.
2. The contrast of the pure Son of Man, the
representative of God's honor, and the false
friend who, from an historical point of view, became the tool of a Hierarchy possessing hearts
hardened against Christ, or, regarded from an
ethical stand-point, delivered himself up to be
the tool of Satan.
3. Qlorification is the revelation of internal spiritual power in the untrammeled appearance and
activity of its life;
hence, appearance in conformity to the idea, the real and perfect beauty,
a representation of spiritual sovereignty in the
unobstructed glory of life. The Father glorified
through Christ. The highest victory of love over
hate, of faithfulness over falseness, of humility
over pride, of a repose of soul over excitement
and self-perturbation, of brightness over demoniacal gloom, is the highest verification of the
glory of the personal Son of Man, the central
Hypostasis Himself, and, at the same time, the
perfect glorification of the personal God, the
Father, who has given such power to His Son
and, through Him, to His children. The glorifying of the Son of Man in Qod. In and from

A

—

—
—

deemed him by His own blood, and had risen from the dead,
then Peter was able to follow Christ, even to the cross.—P. JaJ
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the other world God glorifies Christ's personality
as the absolutely dynamical principle which retains its grasp of itself even in death, which
breaks through all the bonds of death, soars
above the highest heavens, comprehends in its
personality the depths of the Spirit and pours
them out over all flesh; in order to draw all
mankind up into the Kingdom of personal life
and love and, in and along with mankind, to
glorify the world into the Father's House.
4. The tender saying of Christ at His departure, Little children, etc., echoing in the words of
His disciple; 1 John ii. 1; chap. iii. 18. The
chasm betwixt this world and the world to come
disclosed, and closed, or glorified, by the Lord's

Supper.
6. Christ no new Law-giver, because He has
comprehended all of His commandments: (a) In
the institution of love which is His sacrament
accompanied by His word, or (b) in the gift of
His Spirit ; two principal phases of the same

blessing.
6. If the Lord's Supper be intended to supply
to us the presence of Christ, because He works

and manifests Himself dynamically through

it,

how can

the self-same thing be declared of the
Comforter, chap. xiv. 16!
For the reason that
the office of the Comforter bears altogether upon
the heritage left by Christ to His people, the institutions established by Him in word and sacrament; and only in the fellowship of the Holy
Ghost has the proclamation of the death of
Christ by word and sacrament its full truth.
7. The unsuspicious self-confidence of Peter a
great warning to the Church and a foretoken of

her history.

How

Christ,

by the celebration of the Love-

and the Supper, has prepared His disciples
for the new and great revelation of the heavenly
Paradise, of heaven, and of the living connection
between heaven and earth which He is to establish by means of them.
9. The divine assurance of Christ in view of
the treason of Judas and the denial of Peter, an
feast

assurance of the absolute victory of Divine Providence over all the contradictions of evil; of
the triumph of truth and righteousness over
wickedness ; of the triumph of love and grace
4>ver

;
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8.

—

——

—

—

needy sinners.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL,
Christ's triumphant joy consequent upon the
departure of the traitor. The Lord's subsequent aloneness with His disciples a type of the
purified, heavenly Church: 1. in respect of the
cordial intimacy; 2. the high festivity; 8. the

—

rich revelation of love and life ; 4. the glorious
disclosures; 6. thepreeageful glimpse of eternity
in this communion.
What the Lord discourses
of with His disciples after Judas has gone out
1. Not another word does He say of Judas himself, let alone a harsh one; 2. but He talks of
God's triumphant over-ruling of his dark deeds.
Now is the Son of Man glorified.
blissful
sense of victory is felt in the disburdened breast,
after the weightiest of oppressions and the hottest
of conflicts (ver. 21). Judas goeth out to betray
His Master, and Christ trembleth not except
for joy.— He looketh not upon that which is be-

—

—

A

—

—

ing done by men who have conspired together
against Him, but upon what God doeth. And
therein also should the evangelical Church recognize and follow His example.
The mutual
glorification of the Father and the Son. See ch.
xvii. : 1. How the Son of Man has glorified His
God as the Friend of man in holy humanity. 2.
How God glorifies the Son of Man as the Son of
God in holy and divine sovereignty. Dear little
children.
The sensations of the Lord in anticipation of His departure: 1. of grief; 2. of bliss;
3. of apprehension ; 4. of good confidence.
Or:
The horror and joy of Christ at the departure of
Judas, in comparison with the mild grief with
which He now departs from the disciples. The
intimation of Christ relative to His entrance into
heaven : 1. He is now going thither ; 2. the Jews,
as Jews, can never come thither; 8. the disciples
cannot now come thither. A decided indication
of our need to ripen for heaven by a Christian'
life.
Christ's bequest to His people upon His
departure, or the new commandment. The Holy
Supper the new life-law of Christ's Church.
The Supper of the Church her fundamental law:
1. the sum of her institutions (Word, Baptism,
Discipline, etc.); 2. the sum of her teaching;
8. the sum of her moral admonitions.
Love,
the mark of Christians. The interruption of
Christ's leave-taking with His disciples by the
overweening protestations of Peter: 1. Onco
more a self-willed contradicting of Jesus' words,
and that after the foot-washing and the Supper;
2. the utterance of a stout vow of fidelity, a vow
which the Lord foresaw would turn to denial
Comparison of Judas and Peter at this moment:
1. Similar features:
The former, out in the
night-, prostitutes himself to the enemy in determined apostasy ; the latter, within the circle of
disciples, lays claim to a fidelity for which he has
not the strength.
2. The difference: In that
case embitterment, in this love to the Lord
Yonder the utmost falseness, here sincerity and
open outspokenness. There is always a capa*
bility of redemption in the sincere man.
The
sad certitude of Jesus touching the imminent denial of Peter, set in the calm assurance of the
certain victory of grace.
Starke, ver. 81 : A wise teacher giveth not
that which is holy unto the dogs, nor casteth the
pearls of the divine word before swine, Matt. viL
6 2 Tim. ii. 16.— Canstein : All the sufferings
of true Christians end in their glorification; nay,
they are themselves a glory to them. Zeisius:
In all tribulations the best course to be pursued
is to fix the eye of faith immovably upon the
promised, future glory. Even in the midst of
suffering, as in the deepest humiliation and in
death itself, the most admirable beams of glory
shine forth. Zeisius: Christ's glory is our
glory also, for to this end (also) was He glorified, that He might bring us to everlasting radiance and glory. A blissful death is the way
to the eternal glory of God's children in heaven.
Ver. 84 : -^ He dinger : Try thyself.
Much

*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

much

Christianity.
1 Pet. i. 22.
Zeisius :
fleshly order have their
particular insignia, so love is the badge of spiritual brethren, or faithful Christians.
He who
has not this, has forfeited his order. Ver. 36.—
love,

As the brethren of a

—

Quesnel

:

God has His

hours.
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do at one time, He causes us to perform at sufferiog and death, and Christ is glorified in
Hedinoer: Even in good Qod through the (resurrection,) ascension into
another.
Vcr. 87.
hearts there is sometimes more presumption than heaven and the exaltation to the right hand of
strength, Phil. ii. 18. Christ must die for Peter the majesty of the Father. Little children, 1 Pet.
before Peter can die for Christ. Beware, there- i. 28. And as I said unto the Jews. But with
Everything must what a difference here. Here the sharp words
fore, of relying upon thyself.
come of Christ's Spirit and death. Ver. 88. We are wanting, that were aimed at the Jews; but
should not reject or disown our brethren on ac- the perverse rejoinders are missing likewise

—

—

—

—

count of their many infirmities, but bear with
them, in the confident hope of their renewal and
Qod sometimes lets
purification, 1 Cor. x. 12.
His saints stumble and fall, so that the ruin latent in them may become right patent to them.
Hbubnbr : Now. With the treason of Judas,
Jesus looked upon His death as dmermined (the
proximate sense of the "now," however, is, that
His viotory was already decided), as good as accomplished and, by consequence, His glorificaVer. 82. A man is deserving
tion was the, same.
of glory in proportion to what he himself has
done and sacrificed for the glory of Qod. He

—

—

—

that glory his first aim, may confidently hopo that Qod will glorify him. How
were the apostles glorified ! Ver. 86. An assurance that an honest man grows in strength
for duty, in the strength of spiritual life.
Qossnib : On ver. 80. The devil is a stormy
master ; he demands to be served with speed,
and he leaves a man no time to bethink himself.
Away with thee quickly I Be off I he cries.-*
Ver. 88. The way I go is as yet too rough for
you (and the goal is still too high for you).
Throughout the world Christians should be
known by love. Each reverences that graoe in
On
another, which the other honors in him.
vcr. 87. Human nature is so arrogant. It thinks
itself able to outrun grace, until, having started
in the race and stumbling, as in Peter's case,
Gehlach : By the word
pride dies at last.—
glorify we are to understand the revelation of the
The divine glory is
divine power and glory.
God's manifest, almighty, holy love. This one
another (ver. 84) deserves our special consideration.
In these last parting discourses Jesus is
no longer speaking of the world, ( ? See chap,
xvi. 8, etc.), but of His people only; therefore
not of the love that sacrifices itself for another
without meeting with any return from that
other; but of the love existing in the mutual relationship of true disciples.
It is the duty of
these to strive for a vnity like that of the
Father and Son (chap. xvii. 21), and to manifest
this unity before the world, that the world may
know that Jesus was sent from Qod.
This
brotherly love is, in its nature, one and the same
with a universal love ; it differs, however, in expression.
Ver. 86. In this annexed allusion to
the future martyr's death which Peter should
suffer, there is contained a word of comfort that
afterwards had the power to raise him up, when
bitter grief at his deep fall brought him nigh
unto despair. Com p. Luke xxii. 32.
Lisco:
/ will lay down my life. Thus he spoke with a
lively consciousness of his sincere love and
hearty attachment to Jesus ; but, blinded with
regard to his weakness, he gave himself credit
for more moral strength and firmness of faith
than he possessed.
Braunb, ver. 81. An exultant cry of victory in the night in which Ho
was betrayed. God is glorified in Christ through

who makes

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(John vii. 84; viii. 21). A Christian destitute
of this brotherly love, is like sounding brass or
a tinkling cymbal. Peter proves that a man is
always better than his bad, but worse than his
good, moods.
Richter: Ver. 87. That Peter did not, in tho
exercise of faith and obedience, keep silence, was
the inward beginning of his fall.
Stier: Ver. 84. If the Kaivr) dta$j?Kr? spoken
of in the institution of the Lord's Supper, have
reference to Ex. xxiv. 8, comp. Jer. xxxi. 81,
then doubtless the evrolr) naivf) stands in closest
connection with the diadf/Kn. For the making of
laws is the necessary accompaniment to a covenant As I have loved you. In Christ, a man
like us, the first perfect fulfilment of the law
now stands before us as a living decalogue but

—

t

;

when faith petitions, strength, to love in like
manner issues forth from His perfectness ami
flows into us, Eph. v. 1,.2.—-It has been falsely
said Peter's denial was thrice predicted ; here, in
accordance with Luke, in accordance with

Matthew and Mark. Truer and more significant*
would be the statement that Peter thrice protested against such a catastrophe.
Nitzsch It
:

who love one another,
are but practising and preparing themselves to
extend their love outside of their own circle into
the whole world.
[Craven: From Origen: Vers. 81, 82. It is
the glory of the Man which is here meant ; Christ
at His death glorified Qod, making peace by the
blood of His cross thus the Son of Man was gloresults of itself that those

—

—

and Opd[glorified

The word glory
in Him.
here used in a different sense from that which
some pagans attach to it, who defined glory to be
the collected praises of many ; the mind when it
ascends above material things and spiritually
sees Qod, is deified, and of this spiritual glory the
visible glory on the face of Moses is a figure.
The whole of the Father's glory shines upon
the Son ; of this glory He hath made all who
rified,
is

know Him partakers.

—

Ver. 88. Little children He
says, for their souls were yet in infancy.
Ver.
88. To seek Jesus, is to seek the Word, wisdom,
righteousness, truth, all which is Christ. As if
He said, I say it to you but with the addition of
now (ver. 86) ; the Jews would never be able to
follow Him, but the disciples were unable only
for a little while.
From Augustine : Ver. 81.
The unclean went out, the clean remained with
the cleanser ; thus will it bo when the tares are
separated from the wheat Ver. 84. He teaches
them how to fit themselves to follow Him. Ver.
86. He checks the forwardness of Peter but does
not destroy his hope; nay, He confirms it. Be

—
—

—

—
—

not lifted up with presumption, thou canst not
now; be not cast down with despair, thou shall
follow me afterwards. Ver. 87. Peter knew his

—

great desire, his strength he

knew not.

From

have loved you ; My
love has not been the payment of something ow-

Chrysostom

:

.Ver. 84.

As J
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ing to you, but had its beginning on My side.
Ver. 88. Thou (Peter) shalt know by experience
that thy love is nothing, unless thou be enabled
From Bedk: Vers. 86-88. Should
from above.
any one fall, let the example of Peter save him

apt to think we can do anything, but without
Christ we can do nothing.—It is good for us to
shame ourselves out of our presumptuous confidence
shall a bruised reed set up for a pillar, or as

from despair.
[From Bubkitt : Ver.

not

33. Little children; in-

timating the tender affection He bears His disW/uther I go ye cannot come ; till our
ciples.
work be done, whither Christ is gone we cannot
come. Ver. 84.
new commandment because,
urged from a new motive, and enforced by a new
example.
Ver. 35. Christ will have His disciples
known by their profound affection to each other.
One of the best evidences we can have of our
vital relation to Christ, is a hearty love toward
Ver. 86. Though disciples
fellow. Christians.
shall certainly follow their Lord, they must paVers.
tiently wait His time and finish His work.
87, 38. The holiest of men knows not his own
strength till temptation brings him to the trial.
None are so near falling as those who are most
From M.
confident of their own standing.
Henry: From ver. 81, to the end of chap. xiv.
Christ's table-talk with His disciples ; teaching us
to make conversation at table serviceable to religion.
Ver. 31. Christ did not begin this discourse till Judas had gone out; the presence of
wicked people often a hindrance to good discourse.
Vers. 31, 82. Christ gives three comforting assurances concerning Hi* Buffering* 1. That
He should be glorified in them, by (1) obtaining
a gloriou* victory over Satan, (2) working out a
glorious deliverance for His people, (8) giving a
gloriou* example of self-denial and patience ; 2.
That God tub Fathee should be glorified in them
those Bufferings were, (1) the satisfaction of the
Father's justice, (2) the manifestation of the Father's holiness and mercy ; 8. That He Himself
should be greatly glorified after them, in consideration of the glorification of the Father by them
(ver. 82).
In the exaltation of Christ there was
a regard had to His (self-) humiliation, and a
reward given for it; those who mind the business
of glorifying Qod shall have the happiness of being glorified with /Tim.—Ver. 83. The words little
children do not declare so much their weakness,
as His tenderness and compassion. The declaration Whither I go ye cannot come suggests— I.
high thoughts of Him, 2. low thoughts of themselves.
They could not follow Him to His cross,
for they had not f then) oourage ; they could not
follow Him to His crown, for they had not a
sufficiency of their own, nor was their work yet
Vers. 34, 85. He urges the great duty
finished.
of mutual love by three arguments 1. The command ot their Master; 2. The example of their
Saviour ; 8. The reputation of their profession.
Brotherly love is the badge of Christ's disciples,
by this— 1. He knows them, 2. others (the world)
know them. The true honor of Christ's disciples
to excel in brotherly love.
Ver. 36. Peter's curiosity and the check given to it.
Believers must
not expect to be glorified as soon as they are effectually called there is a wilderness between
the Red Sea and Canaan. Vers. 87, 38. Peter's
iself-) confidence and the check given to that
>eter was inconsiderate but not insincere; we are

—
—
—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sickly child undertake to be

a champion?—Christ

only foresaw that Judas would betray
Him, but that Peter would deny Him;
He
knows not only the wickedness of sinner*, bat
the weaknes* of Saint*.
The most secure are commonly the least *afe.
From Scott : Ver. 34.
Alas! the commandment to love one another a*
Christ ha* loved us is still new and strange to most
professed Christians.
From A. Clabk : Ver.
81. Now it fully appears (is about to appear)
that I am the Person appointed to redeem a lost
world by My blood. Ver. 84. Christ more than
fulfilled the Mosaic precept ; He not only loved
His neighbor a* Himself, but He loved him mors

—

—

—

His commandment was strictly
36, 88. We should will, and then
look to God tor power to execute.
From Stier :
Ver. 81.
cry of exultation in the night in
which He was betrayed. The first glorification
is the beginning and ground of that which follows as its consummation. In His humiliation
He is exalted, in this darkness of shame does His
glory beam forth, from Golgotha go forth those
attracting energies which are to wrest from Satan
the world of mankind. The glorification of God
in the suffering and dying Son of man embraces
1. when we look into it, the self-offering of God
in the person of this Son of man as a great and
solitary fact; 2. when we look back, the shining
forth of God in human nature generally, as the
longed for goal of all aspiration and effort ; 3.
when we look forward, the representation and offering of God to humanity as the object of faith

than Himself

new.

—Vers.

A

—

—

—

and

love.

—The purest honor of Qod shines forth

—

Son of Man, All
Divine ; the Ecce Homo is
changed to the eye of faith into—Behold thy God!
Ver. 32. The Lord speaks of a twofold glorification 1. He is made perfect through suffering
2. the glorification of the Son of Man in God.
Ver. 84. A new commandment 1. in the simplicity and plainness of the expression ; 2. in the
perfection of the new, now first existing, type; 3.
in the power offulfilment which flows from this lifegiving type; 4. and consequently, in the^abiding,
living newness of this commandment
Ver. 87.
Peter (a little child, ver. 88,) would be a man
From A Plain Comxshtaby
before the time !
(Oxford); Ver. 84. The commandment called
new because destined to become the great law of
From Barnes: Vers. 84, 35.
the new creation.
This commandment to be a badge of discipleship;
it was called new because— 1. it had never before been made that by which any class of men
in the deepest dishonor of this

is

—

human and

all is

—

—

—

—

had been distinguished 2. of the extent to which
it was to be carried.— From Owen: Ver. 35.
As a historical fact there has been no feature of
;

Christianity exemplified in the life of believers,
so potent in overcoming opposition as their muFrom Whedon: Vers. 86-88.
tual love.
Enough there was of a downfall to neutralise the
pride of Peter, but his subsequent recover/
evinoed the earnestness of his profession.]
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IL

KBAVIX (THE HEAVEHLT HOME) THBOWN OPEN AHD REVEALED BY THE REVELATION OF THE
HEAVENLY CHRIST IN THI8 PRESENT WORLD. GLORIFICATION OF THE WORLD BEYOND, RESULTANT UPON HI8 GOING AWAY AND HIS UNION WITH THE DISCIPLES IN THE SPIRIT. UNDERNEATH THE 8TARRY HEAVENS. CHRIST THE WAY TO THE FATHER'S HOUSE. (THE MANIFESTATION
OF THE FATHER (AND OF HEAVEN) IN THE VISIBLE WORLD. THE COMMUNION OF THE SPIRIT
AS THE ENTRANCE TO THE FATHER'S HOUSE, OR AS THE TABERNACLE AND FORETOKEN OF THE
HEAVENLY HOME. THOMAS, PHILIP, JUDAS LEBBJEU8, OR: 1. THE PER80NAL CHRI8T, AS
OPPOSED TO THE MENACING ACTUALITY OF THINGS, AND TO DOUBT 2. THE SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATION OF GOD, IN OPPOSITION TO A VISIBLE APPEARANCE AND TO SENSUOUS PREJUDICE
3. THE CHURCH OF THB LORD IN OPPOSITION TO THE WORLD AND TO WORLDLY ME881ANIO
;

;

LDEAL8).

Chap. XIV. 1-31.
(Vers. 1-14, Gospel for St. Philip and St. James*

Day

;

vers. 23-31 for

Whit-Sunday.)

Let not your heart be troubled ye [omit ye] believe in God, believe also in me
1
2 [Have faith in God, and have faith in me].1 In my Father's house are many man[For, 8rt] I go to prepare a place
sions : if it were not so, I would have told you.
for you. [Lange If it were not so, would I then have said to you, 1 go to prepare
3 a place for you?]* And if [Lange: Even though] I go and prepare1 a place for
you, I will [omit will] come [epxop&i] again, and [will] receive [izapaXTj/xtfopat]
4 you unto myself; that where I am, there [omit there"] ye may be also. And whither
I go ye know, and the way ye know [And ye know the way whither I go, xa\ okoo
:

:

trw bizdr<o ofdare

rijv 6d6v].*

5
Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither thou goest ; .and how can
6 [should] we know the way?* Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, [and] the
7 truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by [through] me. If ye
had known me, ye should [would] have known6 my Father also : and from henceforth ye know him, and have seen him.
Philip saith unto him, Lord, shew us the Father [yisibly], and it sufficeth us [we
8
9 shall be satisfied]. Jesus saith unto him, Have I been so long time with you, and
yet hast thou not known me [dost thou not know me], Philip? he that hath seen
me hath seen the Father; and how sayest thou then [omit then], Shew us the
10 Father? Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father [is] in me?
7
the words that I speak unto you I speak not of myself: but the Father that
dwelleth in me, he doeth the works [the Father, abiding in me, doeth his
11 works].8 Believe me that I am in the Father, and the Father in me or else [but
12 if not] believe me* for the very works' sake. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He
that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also ; and [eYen] greater
10
works [omit works] than these shall he do ; because [for] I go unto my [the]
11
13 Father. And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father
14 may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall ask anything in my name, I will do it. lt
And I will [shall] pray the Father,
15, 16 If ye love me, keep my commandments.
and he shall [will] give you another Comforter [Paraclete18], that he may abide
17 [be] 14 with you for ever; Even [omit Even] the Spirit of truth ; whom the world
cannot receive, because [for] it seeth [beholdeth] him not, neither knoweth him
but1* ye know him; for [because] he dwelleth [abideth] with you, and shall be
18 [will be] w in you. I will [shall] not leave you comfortless [orphans] : I will
19 [shall] come to you. Yet a little while, and the world seeth [beholdeth] me no
20 more ; but ye see [behold] me : because [for] I live, [and] ye shall live also. At
that day ye shall [will] know that I am in my Father, and ye in me, and I in you.
:

—
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He

that hath [possesseth] my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth me ; and [but] he that loveth me shall [will] be loved of my Father, and
I will [shall] love him, and will [shall] manifest myself to him.
22
Judas saith unto him, not Iscariot, Lord, how17 is it that thou wilt manifest thy23 self unto us, and not unto the world ? Jesus answered and said unto him, If a man
[any one] love me, he will keep my words [word] : and my Father will love him,

21

#

24 and we

will [shall]

come unto him, and make our abode with him.

He

that

loveth me not keepeth not my sayings [words]: and the word which ye hear is
not mine, but the Father's which [who] sent me.
These things have I spoken unto you, being yet present [while yet abiding, or,
tarrying] with you. But the Comforter, which is [But the Paraclete, even] the Holy
Ghost, whom the [my] 18 Father will send in my name, he shall [will] teach
you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance, whatsoever [which]
I have said unto you. Peace I leave with you,
peace I give unto you: not
as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither
let it be afraid.
Ye have heard how [that] I said unto you, I go away, and
come again [omit again] unto you. If ye loved me, ye would rejoice [ye
would have rejoiced, tyd/tyrs') because [that] I said [omit I said 1*], I go unto tne
Father: for my [the]* Father is greater than I. And now I have told you before it come to pass, that, when it is come to pass, je might [may] believe. Hereafter I will [shall] not talk much [add more] with you : for the prince of this
1
[the]* world cometh, and hath nothing in me [and of me there bclongeth to him nothing
But that the world may know that I love the Father; and as the Father
at All].
gave me commandment [commanded me], even so [thus] I do. Arise, let us go

25
26

my

27

28

29
30

31

hence.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Vor. 1.—{Or, " Trust (confide) In God, trust also in Me."* The sentence admits of fonr Interpretations and trsotlstlons, as irurrcveTc may be taken both times in the impprs.tlro.or both times in the Indicative, or-omoe in the immratiTA,
and once in the indicative sense. Hence : 1. " Believe in God; believe also in Me " (Cyril, Konnus, Theophyl., Kuthrm.
M Ye believe in
Zlgab., Lampe, Bengel, Whitby, Doddridge, Lttcke, De Wette, Mover, Stier, Alford. Hengstenberg, Godet); 2.
God, ye believe also in Me" (Luther in his transi); 3. ** Believe in God, and (then) ye will also believe in Me" (Olshansen,
n
CrediUeiH Devm. din Me crtditc (Vulg., Aug, Erssmoa,
Lange); 4. ** Ye believo in God, (therefore) belie vo also in Me;
Beza, Engl. Ver., Grotlus). I take wurrevrre in both clauses as Imperative. See the Exso.—P. a]
» Ver. 2.—TOti in accordance with ft*. A. B. C* D. K., Lachmann, Tischend., Alford, etc The omission in the text. ik.
arose from its being taken as the mere on recitantit and hence as unnecessary. It may be taken as the on rtcittmtis vilh
Lange who connects on nopevouai with claw &k vfuy, or in the sense because, for. See Ex*}.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 3.— Kal froi/xatrw. Lachmann, in accordance with A. B. E. G., etc^ omits ««u. Tischendorf retains It hi sceoHance with Codd. [«.] 0. 1. L., the Vulgate and Itala. [Tischendorf; Ed. viii., claims B. as supporting the latter reedins.l
The former reading seems to have arisen from the idea that trotttaa*. as a promise, must be attracted to the subsequent
traAiK cpw»M<", etc. The corollary, however, is designed to limit Christ's going away and remaining in the other world.
Codd. D. M., etc. read crotfidaa i in accordance with the foregoing.
• Ver. 4.—Codd. B. C .• Sin., etc., Tischendorf TAlfordj Westcott and H.] read otftave
M6v instead of eI8aTf,*ai tw
biSv olSart in accordance with A. D., etc Meyer favors the former reading : ** and whither I go, ye know the way." Ter. 5
he declares to be in favor of this reading. This passage indeed seems at first declarative for the Reoepta, since it makes *
decided distinction .between the goal and the way. Nevertheless we must give the preference to the former reading, it
being the more difficult and also according significantly with the context. [The *ai and second otoat* of the text neb
explanatory according to v?r. 6.^P. 8.1
• Ver. 5.— Lachmann and Tischendorf, in accordance with Oodd. B. C* D., Versions, etc read otoofup t%v eWrinstiad
of IwaittOa Ttiv btbr ei&ivau The Recepta is explanatory [sustained by (It) A. C* (K.) I*, etc]
• Ver. 7.— Eyvwctirt dV is opposed to rfiure &v by strong authorities. A. E. G., etc. [Tischendorf, Ed. viiin resdj
«V&rar«, instead of cyvwKctrt, and yyunreaBe (cognoscetis) for ifievn, with Cod. Sin. and D.* The other reading is supported
by A. B. C. D.» L. N. Q. X., etc- Lachm., Tischend., ed. 7th, Alford.—P. 8.]
T Ver. 10.—[Tischend., Alf., etc read A«> (with B. L.N.X.), the text rec. AoA* (with K. A. (L, etc) ; D.aeth. AtAaAaM,
i

tV

perhaps from vi. 63.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 10.—{According to the reading 4
varV o sV inol fie*w* worn tA igya avrov, which Is supportedJW
dettk
K- B. D. and adopted by Tischendorf, ed. viil. The text. rec. Inserts avnfc before s-o<« and omits avrov, As kimsetf
the works; so Lnchm. and Tischend., ed. vll., In accordance with A. Q. T. A. A. U n etc—P. S.]
• Ver. 11.—[Tischendorf, Ed. viii., omits poi in accordance with K- D. L.J Lachmann and Alford give it with A.B.Q,
efc."—P 8
» Ver. 12.—Mov is omitted in accordance with decisive authorities, [vis. K. A. B. D. L. Q. H.]
" Ver. 13.—{Tischendorf gives ain^c in accordance with *. A. D. L. X. ; Cod. B. reads atrsrs.—P. S.]
m Ver. 14.—This verse is wanting in X. and a few Minuscles and Versions. Omitted probably on account of Its da*
larity to ver. 13. (Tischendorf, Ed. viii. and Lachmann read otnjoTfW pc in accordance with K. B. E. H, etc ; TiscbeDdorf
in Ed. vii. omitted m« with A. D. G. K.. etc So does Alford, ed. vi/-P. B.l
M Ver. 16.— [On the different renderings of irap<£jcA*To«, ParacUtcOomf&rttr, Btlptr, Advocate teprmntatn*. teethe
Exio. Not. The English rendering Comforter, which corresponds to Luther's Trfottr, is derived from Wicliff, who ana
uses it in the sense of the Latin wmfortari, so as to combine the idea of help and strength with that of consolation. Bw
Archdeacon Hare, Mission of the Comforter, vol. a. J. a. and Alford <»toc^-P.8.J
v
M Ver. 16.— Instead of ^vji according to Cod. [A.] Dn in conformity to ver. 17 [It] B. L. Q. X. 8. Lachmann, Tischendorf [Alford, ete.1 decide in lavor of jj.
.
JA __,..
» Ver. 17.—TTischendorf and Alford omit
after vfitU, in accordance with tf. B. Q.; Lachmann gives

W

X

„

it™

U

Ver! 17.—The Future so-toi, in accordance with [«.] A. [D.» L.]
Lachmann [AlfordJ, is recommended by the very nivu which precedes
(Vulgate).
i«

^

H
it

Tischendorf, in opposition to icri [i*]^as a Present (B. G. K.) instead of a Ftttura
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1-81.

accordance with K.G.

II.

K., etc.: Lachtnann omits not with A. B. D.

E.L.

Ver. 26.— [The pov is supported only by D. n.2 and a few inferior authorities.— P. S.]
*• Ver. 2$.
El*ov is omitted in accordance with Cod. [{(.J A.D.D. K., rte. A repetition from the foregoing.
Ver. 28.—[The fiov is omitted by Tischendorf, Kd. viii., in accordance with tf.« A. II. 1).+ etc.; Griesbach
Lachronnu give it with tf > D.* T. A., etc.]
Ver. JO.—Tovrov is omitted iu accordance with [&J A. B. D. [g. r.], rfc. An explanatory addition.
>•

—

»
«

xi.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

silent'

1

(Liicke),

and the other

disciples sadly

treason

of Judas, the denial of Peter and the departure
of their beloved Lord and Master, He addressed
to them these opening words of cheer which,
coming from His lips with all the thrilling solemnities of the night preceding the crucifixion,
have an immeasurable power of comfort and coneolation in seasons of deepest distress and on the
"very borders of despair.
The parting discourses have already been characterized at the
beginning of ch. xiii. and on xiii. 31 ; but the
beautiful remarks of Olshausen may here be
added:
come, finally," he says, "to that
portion of the evangelical history, which we may
with propriety call its Holy of Holies. Our
Evangelist, like a consecrated priest, alone opens
to us the view into this sanctuary. This is composed of the last moments spent by the Lord in
the midst of His disciples before His passion,
when words full of heavenly thought flowed from
His sacred lips. All that His heart which glowed
with love had yet to say to His friends, was compressed into this short season. At first the interview with the disciples took the form of conversation; sitting at table they talked together
familiarly. But when (xiv. 31) the repast was
finished, the language of Christ assumed a
loftier strain; the disciples assembled around
their Master, listened to the words of life and
seldom spoke a word (only xvi. 17, 29). At
length in the Redeemer's sublime intercessory
prayer, His full soul was poured forth in express petitions to His heavenly Father on behalf
of those who were His own. Meanwhile, His
discourse retained the form of free communication, in which no marks of designed arrangement
are to be discovered, as would be the case with a
formal oration. It is a peculiarity of these last
chapters, that they treat almost exclusively of
the most profound relations as that of the Son
to the Father, and of both to the Spirit, that of
the Christ to the Church, of the Church to the
world, and so forth. Moreover, a considerable
portion of these sublime communications surpassed the point of view to which the disciples
had at that time attained ; hence the Redeemer
frequently repeats the same sentiments in order
to impress them more deeply upon their minds,
and, on account of what they still did not understand, He points them to the Holy Spirit, who
would remind them of all His sayings, and lead
them into the whole truth (xiv. 26)."—P. S.]
Ver. 1. Let not your heart be troubled
[affrighted, fi # rapaoaia^u vftuv r) Kapdia],
—The spirit, the soul, may be troubled (see chap.

"We

—

—

xiii.

21); not so the heart, as the organ

and symbol of

[These discourses were spoken after the Lord's
Supper, which took place, according to Lange
and Tholuck, at ch. ziii. 34. A pause intervened
between the close of the last and the beginning of
this chapter. When Peter was " humbled and

moved by what they had just heard of the

83;

and

trust.

This encouragement has

reference not simply to what He has told them
about the approaching denial of Him (Chrysost.,
etc.), but, in the first place, to the announcement
of His departure and to the decree uttered by
Him (De Wette and others), to the effect that
they could not follow Him. Taking this decree
in its concrete sense, however, there comes into
consideration as well the saying concerning the
denial of Peter, a saying which revealed a perspective full of danger to all the disciples.
The
prospeot of the denial of faith's goal in the high
and invisible world which lay beyond them, was
a prospect calculated to startle them, even when
apprehended in the most general sense.
Trust in God, and (then) ye (will) trust
[or rather: Have faith in God, and have
in
faith in Me, irtareve-e (Imperative) etg rbv
&ebv, xal tic kpl iriOTetoere (Imperative).
See the Textual Notes. P. S.] Uiareveiv does
not here mean belief in the general sense of that
term (in which sense they had belief), but in its
special sense trust: trust directed to God, and

—

me

—

trust directed to Christ.
Hence we translate
trust in; namely, in God who is on high; in Mo
when I ascend on high. This sets aside:
1. The interpretation: i ye believe in God, believe also in Me.' With the first verb in the Indicative, the second in the Imperative (Vulg.,
Erasm. and others [E. V.]).
2. 'Jfje believe in God (as if it were el
mar.), ye believe also in Me' (Luther).* With
the verb each time in the Indicative.
3. According to Cyril, Liicke, De Wette and
others [Meyer, Alford, Godet], both expressions
are in the Imperative : * Rely on God and rely
also on Me.' We do not think, however, that

Christ can thus make two separate trusts. We
might, perhaps, more reasonably expect: 'Rely
on Me; in so doing ye rely also on God,' in
analogy with the saying ver. 6. But here Christ's
ascension to heaven must be presupposed, as
resulting from the fact that the Father in heaven
is the goal towards whom that ascension tends.
Therefore: Trust in God; in so doing ye do also
trust in Me (etc, expressive of the direction of
this trust to heaven and to the One who is about
ascending into heaven).
Tholuck: " Even Erasmus observes that ver. 1
may be apprehended in four ways, according as
irtorebere is assumed to be both times in the Indicative, the sense of an hypothesis being attached to the word at its first occurrence (Aug.,
Luth.), or taking the latter as Indicative and as
a consequence of the former (Grot., Glsh. and
others), or the former as Indicative and the
second as Imperative (Vulg.), or, after the example of most of the church fathers, both as in
the Imperative." For the reasons cited above,

—

• [In his translation, bat not in his Commentary on chh
xyL, whore he follows, the translation of the Vulgato,

xiv.,

see no.

L—P. 8.]
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with Grotius in holding the first marshattaching to
it the sense of trust, however
and the second
to be consecutive to the first.
[I prefer to read irtoTebere both times imperatively, as in ver. 11, because this agrees best
with the preceding imperative, pi) Tapaoako&o, and
with the fresh, direct, hortatory character of the
The other interpretations introduce a
address.
reflective tone. Our Lord exhorts and encourages
the disciples to dismiss all trouble from their
hearts and to exercise full trust and confidence
(xujTtber.e, emphatically first and last) in God, who
has in reserve for them many mansions in heaven,
and consequently also to trust in Christ, who is
one with the Father and is going to prepare a
place for them; faith in God and faith in Christ
are inseparable (hence e<? kfik is placed before
the second wiarebe-e), and the glorification of the
Son is a glorification of the Father in the Son
ire to

be in the Imperative mood,

—

xiii. 81, 82, with which this passage is
closely connected.
In claiming the same trust
and reliance on Himself as on the Father, Christ
makes Himself equal with God, as in ch. v. 17
and 23. Hence there is here no addition of faith
in Christ to faith in God (as Olshausen objects),
nor a transfer of our trust from its proper object to another, but simply the concentration of
our trust in the unseen God who out of Christ
upon the incarnate Son,
is a mere abstraction
in whom this trust becomes real and effective.
-P. S.]
Father's house Tev ttJ
Ver. 2. In
olicia tov narpdc fiov fioval jroAXaf elotv.
Mark the simple, childlike, cheering character
of this address to dear children (ruwia, xiii. 83)
the touching ideas of Father, house, home, peaceful and durable rest, room enough for all in
heaven. P. S.] The house of the Father is
the real temple of God, as opposed to the typical
temple or house of the Father (chap. ii. 1G),
which they are now cast out of, having taken
According to Meyer
their leave of it as Jews.
" not heaven in general,
[p. 605], this house is
but the particular dwelling-place of the divine

—

my

—

66$a in heaven, the place of His glorious throne
(Ps. ii. 4 ; xxxiii. 13 ff. ; Is. Ixiii. 15, etc.}, considered as the heavenly sanctuary (Is. lvii. 15),
according to the analogy of the temple at Jerusalem as the ohcoe tov irarpds on earth (John ii.
16)." But not in vain is it written : Our Father
in the heavens (Matt. vi. 9) ; Christ came down
from heaven (John iii. 13) ; ascended into heaven
(Acts i. 11) is set on the throne of the Majesty
in the heavens (Hcb. viii. 1) ; the inheritance of
Christians is reserved for them in the heaven* (1
Pet. i. 4). Therefore even if the throne of God be
denominated die central point in the heavens or
the highest point above the heavens, still the
.heavens themselves are not exoluded from being
His house, for there is a distinction between the
seat or throne in a house and the house itself;
and this irrespective of the fact that heaven is
also simply called His throne, Is. lxvi. 1. We
assume, moreover, that we are not required to
make a spiritualistic separation between God's
heaven and the starry universe, and that the aspect of the starry heavens is a figure to us of the
heavenly mansions, even though it be true that
All stars are not to be regarded as heavenly
:

places.
(See my book : The Land of Glory*
Kurtz, Bible and Astronomy; also my Leben Jcsu,
1349.) And so it is most probable that
Jesus spoke these words to the disciples as they
were leaving the Passover room, pointing, as Ho
utterod them, up to the starry sky.
[According

—

comp.

—

:

II. p.

to xiv. 81, they seem to have been still in the
room, but see Lange's notes on the passage.—
P. S.j Henceforth they, like Him, were strangers
on earth, having no abiding place : at this moment He disclosed heaven to their view and gare
them a promise of the many dwelling-places in

the Father's house.
of the expression:
lodging.

Hence the significant choice
uovfa a place of rest, a

[The term ft oval, which in the N. T. ocean
only here and ver. 23, is derived from fiivu, to
abide, and hence implies the idea of abode, rest,
stability, home (comp. fikvovaav iroXiv, II eb. xiii.
14; the oiajvaX aiuvioi, Luke xvi. 9, and tbe
oiKodojiijv eK ireov, the oliua axtipoiroititot aiuwof b
toIc ovpavoie, 2 Cor. v. 1 ). The E. V. mansion, from
mansio, manere, fikvetv (introduced by Tyndale),
here and in old English means dwelling-house, not,
as in modern usage, manor-house, palace. Christ
probably alludes to the temple, His Father's
house on earth (ch. ii. 16; Rev. iiL 12; comp.
Luke ii. 49) with its numerous chambers (1
Kings

perhaps also to the vast
apartments for all the
Heaven is not only a stale,
which commences already here on earth with
the presence of Christ in the soul and the possession of everlasting life by faith in Hi to, but also
a place, from which Christ descended and to
which He ascended, and where He, with the
Father and the Spirit, dwells among saints and
angels, patriarchs and prophets (Luke xiii. 28),
in the fulness of His majesty and glory. Philosophy and astronomy are unable to define the
locality of this spiritual heaven, it is a matter of
vi.

5,

6,

10),

oriental palaces with
princes and courtiers.

• (Tills little book of Br. Lange, Das Land der Berrtehappeared flrat in a series of articles in nengstenberrfi
Evangelical Church GaxdteJ and then separately, Mori
183d. It is an argument for the Scripture idea of heaven
against the astronomical objections, and abounds in beaatifal
poetic passages; I shall quote but two : M It Is certain that
there must be bomb place in the upper worlds where the
beauties and wonders of God's works are illuminated to tbe
highest transparency by Ills power and holy majesty; where
the combination of lovely manifestations, as seen from radiant
summits, the enraptured gase into tbe quiet valleys of universal creation, and the streams of light which flow through
them, must move the spirits of the bleat in the mightiest
manner, to cry out : Holt! Holt! Holt I And there is the
holiest place in the great Temple 1 It is there, because there
divine manifestations fill all spirits with a feeling of Ilia
holiness. But still rather, because there He reveals Himself
through holy spirits, and through the holiest one of all, even
Jesus Himself I "—" Sock not to persuade us that all those vast
regions are destitute of inhabitants. Seek not to persuade the
pilgrim, wandering through tbe darkness, that yon cottage,
whence a hospitable light streams forth to greet him, ii without an inhabitant. So on us there shimmers from above, light
out of * many mansions.' It is a city of God that beams upon
us, whose golden streets stretch forth into remotest infinitude. We see not its furthest battlements ; its nearest ones
do meet our gaze. And when we consider that light from
there is thousands of years in reaching us, and that, starting
from a remoter point, it is millions of years on its way. we
may well call the city of the Living God an 'Eternal City.'
Its radiance beams mightily upon our bodily vision if we do
but step forth into the starry night. Its glory and higher
nature have been made evident by science. But to tbe believer alone do the heavens disclose themselves as the Fatherland and Heritage of the Blessed. Unto Christians it is said
4
Ye are come unto the City of the Living God,' and 'in my
Father's House are many mansions.' " P. 62.—P. 8.J
krity
'

—
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pure faith, jet most real, even more so than this
changing earth; for earth is but the footstool of
God and derives its value from the life and
light of the supernatural world above, around
and within us. The Jewish Rabbis distinguished
two heavens (comp. Deut. x. 14, the «* heaven
and the heaven of heavens"), or seven heavens
(sererally called velum, expansum, nubes, habitaculam, habitation sedes fixa, araboth; see Wetstein
on 2 Cor. xii. 2). St. Paul speaks of the third
heaven (2 Cor. xii. 2), which by some commentators is placed beyond the atmospheric and the
starry heavens

;

but heaven

may be much

nearer

than is generally supposed. According to the
Apocalypse, ;the many heavenly mansions here
spoken of are after all not the final but the intermediate resting-places of the saints till the
general resurrection when the heavenly Jerusalem will descend upon the new, glorified earth,
and God will dwell with His people for ever,
Kev. xxi. 1 ff. ; 2 Pet. iii. 13. Then heaven and
earth will be one; earth being changed to heaven

and heaven

to earth,

union without end."

"one kingdom, joy and

—P. S.]

Many* mansions.

Tholuck: "In the multithe fioval the fathers discovered a diversity of grades; thus Clemens Alex., etc, also
The context, however, does
Stier, Lange, etc.
not indicate any difference of degrees, but
simply the multiplicity of the dwellings." But
if this multiplicity were merely quantitative and
not qualitative as well, the expression: there is
room enough, would suffice.
Of course the
words convey this meaning too, in accordance
with Luther's saying: " If the devil with his
tyrants hunt you out of the world, ye shall still
have room enough." [Wordsworth agrees with
Lange as to different degrees of felicity in the
same blessed eternity. But Meyer, Godet and
Alford confine iroXkai to the number : mansions
enough for each and all, ucaval 6£!-aodai teal vpac
(Euthym. Zig.) The idea of degrees of dignity
and blessedness in heaven corresponding to the
degrees of perfection, though perhaps not implied in the word many here, is certainly scriptural, comp. 1 Cor. xv. 41, and has always been
admitted in the Church. No envy or jealousy
will arise from disparity of glory, for, as Augustine says, the unity of love will reign in aiL
—P. S.]*
If it were not so, would I have told
yon: I go to prepare a place for you?
[This is Lange's construction, which differs from
the English V. Comp. Textual Notes and seo
below. P. S.] Various constructions
1. The fathers, Erasm., Luther and others
[Maldonatus, Bengel, Ebrard], Hofmann : " If
tt were not so, I would say to you: I go to prepare a
place for yov." [These interpreters refer elirov
plicity of

—

* [A

rory singular and painful abuse of this passage on the
man v mansions was made by Otfthe in his old ago (1823) when,
iua letter to Countess Augusts Bernstorf-Stolberg who, as a
friend and correspondent of his youth, had most delicately
said touchingly entreated him to attend to the salvation of
his soul, he coldly replied " Let us dismiss all fears about the
future. In our Father's kingdom are many provinces, and
since lie has prepared for us such -a delightful abode in this
world, He will no doubt take good care of both of us in the
other world : perhaps we may there succeed also, what we
failed to do heretofore, to become acquainted with each other
fkee to lace and to love each other all the more deeply. Kemember me in undisturbed faithfulness."—P. S]
:

4C5

hv tfiiv to the following brc iropebo/iat.
Lange does the same, but makes the sentence a
question.
P. S.]
Meyer thinks that vcr. 8 is

—

decisive against this supposition; according to
that Terse Jesus actually goes and prepares a
But it would not be the only passage in
place.
which John presents a relative antithesis in the
form of an absolute one. (See chap. i. 11, 12.)
more powerful consideration against the view
is, that the work of Christ joins on to the work
of the Father, re-organizing the creation but not
extending it (Leben Jesu, 11. p. ISoO).
2. Laurent. Valla, Beza, Calvin, Lucke, Tholuck and many others have placed a period after
elxov &v ifuv.
"If it were not so, I would have
told you"* The expression of Christ's veracity
might recommend this reading, if the idea of the
heavenly dwellings had been already diffused

A

among the

disciples.
But this was not the case
hitherto they had had but the idea of Sheol, with
its two grand divisions: Paradise and the place
of punishment [Gehenna]. Hence it would have
been superfluous for Christ to deny the truth of
an idea which as yet they had not entertained.
8. We, therefore, adopt the interrogative ap"
prehension of the words : "would I then, etc. f
(Mosheim, Ernesti, Beck); yet not in the sense
of the Present: would I tell you? against
which Meyer cites the aorist elirov, but: would I
have told you? (Ewald). He has really told

them

this,

though not

literally,
x. 14-

any more than He

—

Ye are not My
sheep (comp. ver. 2G); for instance chap. viii.
22; comp. chap. xiii. S3; chap. x. 4, 11; vers.
So, then, He has told
28, 29; chap. xii. 26.
them before this, that He is going to another
world where He has destined abiding-places for
them near Himself. It is His intention now to
develop this germ of revelation, in the most
The
glprious disclosures concerning heaven.
jiovfj is there already
by Christ, and above all
by His making Himself the centre of it, it shall
be converted into a fitting rdxoc. for them and all
believers.
For iroifidcat rdirov does not
mean: to create the place as a place, but: to arrange it as a habitable place. [Comp. 2 Pet. i.
11: "An entrance shall be richly ministered
unto you into the eternal kingdom of our Lord;"
2 Cor. v. 1, "a building from God, a dwelling
'
not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.
Alford quotes here from the Tt Deum: " When
Thou hadst overcome the sharpness of death,
said to the

Jews—chap.

:

;

1

didst open the Kingdom of Heaven to all
Christ prepared a heavenly home for
believers."
His disciples by His atoning death, resurrection
and asceusion; but considering that the heavenly
mansions are merely intermistib abodes, the term
may perhaps also refer to the building up of the

Thou

* [8o also the Eng. V., Qrotius, Oishausen, De Wette, Meyer,
Alford, Lachmann, Tiechendorf (in their punctuation),
/u$, •law &v vfup
liengstenberg, Godet. In this case
is parenthetical, and on noptvofuu, fur 1 go, etc^ begin* a
now sentence which confirms (on) the assurance : "In
;
Father's house are many mansions " the i-roifid^tty toVop
implies poi*« woAAas. The parenthetical assurance, " if it
were not so, I would hare told you," agrees with the childlike simplicity of the discourse and is calculated to beget implicit confidence, comp. ch. xvi. 4. Upon the whole I prefer
this interpretation and would retain the English Version, except that it omits for (on) before u 1 go." Lange's interrogative interpretation is open to the objection that no such
words as woptvofiax iroin&acu rovov vfi.lv, are recorded iu
the previous chapters of John.—P. 8.]

« M
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heavenly Jerusalem, which
scend upon the new earth.

On

ia

ultimately to deiropcbofiai

Augus-

and Wordsworth remark: "Christ sets out
on a journey, to prepare a place for us. Let
Him depart ; let Him ascend, and not be visible
to the bodily eye; let Him be hidden from it,
that thus lie may be seen by the eye of faith
and being so seen, may be desired ; and being
desired, may be possessed for ever; the desire
of our love is the preparation of our house in
heaven."— P. S.]
Vcr. 3. And though I go. Here stress is
laid upon the going away. To prepare for them
tine

—

the place in the inheritance of glory, He must,
indeed, first leave them. But the going away is

by His coming again to
[Moyer: ical eav, not
take them to Himself.
Jesus does not intend to indicate the
k. brav.
time of His return, but the consequence of His departure.
The xopeieadai k. froifiaoat are the
antecedent facts which, once accomplished, result
The nearness or distance
in the itakiv tpxofiai.
of this return is left undecided by cav. P. S.]

to be counterbalanced

—

I

come again [naXtv ipx o P ai ]' —Three

different interpretations:
1. As referring to the irapovala of Christ on
the last day (Origen, Calvin, Lampe, Meyer,
Hofmann [also Luthardt, Bruckner, Ewald] ).

On which Meyer:

It is the idea of the imminent
Parousia, an idea appearing also in John, though

with less prominence. [Meyer refers to ch. v.
This
23 ff.; xxi. 22; 1 John ii. 28.— P. S.]
view is contradicted (a) by the erroneousness of
the supposition that tne disciples (or Christ Himself) conceived of the Parousia as so imminent,

a chronological sense, (©) By the fact that in
the true Parousia there is to take place, not a
re-union between Christ and His people in
heaven (where Christ is), but a re-union on
earth (where the Church is; see Rev. chap. xiv.
and xx.); while here the disclosures made concern the heaven beyond this life, not the earth
with its future destiny of glorification, (c) By
the circumstance that the Present ipxoftai denotes a right speedy return of Christ, thus being
adapted to console these disciples at their separation from Christ and in the sufferings inflicted
upon them through persecution.
2. Christ's coming again to His people, through
His Spirit, and their reception into the full and
holy spiritual fellowship of the glorified Christ,
in accordance with ver. 18 (LUcke, Neander
[Qodet], etc.). But that this spiritual re-union
is not the precise thing intended by the passage,
though con-supposed or pre-supposed, results
from the faot that Christ is here speaking of
coming to fetch them to a goal whose locality is
in

determined.
8. The words are indicative of a coming of
Jesus for the purpose of receiving the disciples
into heaven by means of a blissful death (Grotius,
Knapp, Baumg.-Crusius, Nitisch [Beuss, ThoAgainst this
luck, Hengstenberg] and others).

view Meyer remarks " It is in opposition to these
words (oomp. vers. 21, 22) and to the manner in
which other portions of the New Testament speak
of the coming of Christ ; death truly transports
the apostles and martyrs to Christ (2 Cor. v. 8;
Phil. i. 28; Acts vii. 69), but nowhere is it 6aid
of Christ that He comes and takes them to Him:

self.

Except in the Paraclete of whom John

Christ comes only in His glory at tbe
Parousia." Against this we would remind our
readers that the parable of Lazarus mentions
a calling for and carrying away of pious souls
(Luke xvi. 22). There, indeed, the coming of
angels is still the temporary substitute for Christ's
coming Himself, But when dying Stephen prays:
" Lord Jesus, receive my spirit" (Acts viL 58),
he takes it for granted that the Lord is coming
to meet his parting spirit; for this cause he saw
Jesus beforehand, already standing, L e. having
arisen from His throne, on the point of receiving
or fetching him (ver. 55). Further, unless we
are willing to affirm that the saying of Christ,
John xxi. 22, has not been fulfilled, there is no
way .in which we can understand it except as referring to His coming to John in death, to take
him away with Him. Dying believers also (not
" Apostles and Martyrs" only) are in Jesus'
hand (chap. x. 28). But, without doubt, this
coming of Jesus to believers in death is connected
with His spiritual and yet personal coming to
them in life, in Word and Sacrament, and in the
Holy Ghost (chap. xvii. 23; Rev. i. 8; chap. iii.
20) and, similarly, it points to the last coming
of Christ (Stier, and my Leben Jcsu, II. p. 1SG1).
Tholuck: "It only remains to explain fpjoum
agreeably to Biblical usage, according to which
the word to come, to visit, *1p£), is employed to
treats,

express every revelation of the Lord, ever/
manifestation of His power, whether for good or
evil, comp. vers. 18, 23, 80; Matt. x. 23; xxvi.
64, and in Revelation whose whole theme is tlie
ipxeo&ai of the Lord."
[Alford t» Zoc., with Stier and Lange, takes a
comprehensive « perspective' view of the coming
again of our Lord from the resurrection of CurU:
" This ipxofiai is &'yui
to the final judgment
(ver. 18) in His resurrection
carried on (Ter.
23) in the spiritual life (xvi. 22 ft), the making
them ready for the place prepared ;—further advanced when each by death is fetched away to be
with nim (Phil. i. 23); fully completed at His
coming in glory, when they shall for ever be
with Him (1 Thess. iv. 17) in the perfected resurrection state." P. S.]
Ver. 4.
whither I go. See the Tut.
note.
According to the Recepta Christ says to
them: " Ye know the goal whither I go, and so ye
also know the way."
This reading seems to be
confirmed by ver. 6, since Thomas too distinguishes between the goal and the way. But
the connection rests upon the contrast of Christ's
spiritual view to the sensual view which Thomas
takes of the matter. Christ means to say: because ye know the way to the place to which I
am going, ye also know the goal. Thomas, on
the other hand, says: because we know not the
goal, neither do we know the way. For here the
subject of discourse is not simply the Father's
house, or the Father generally, as the goal of
Christ (ver. 2, to which Tholuck refers), but
that place in the hereafter, the place of Christ's
The way should be their guido to an inglory.
ference concerning the goal. Interpretation of
the way: 1. The Passion and death of Christ
(Luther, Grotius and others, Luthardt. Tholuck
"the way of denial," chap. xiii. 36; xii. 24,
2. Christ Himself, in accordance with ur.
26).

And

—
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6 (De Wette, Meyer). Christ most undoubtedly;
Christ, however, in His motion ; consequently the
view presented in No. 1 is equally to be held here,

But now, to enter into particulars, Christ is
the truth of this way, the clear manifestation of
it, because He is, in general, the truth or maniin accordance with ver. 8 (Tittmann, Knapp). festation of God ; and He is the life of this way,
The expression is not anacoluthical ; it is a speci- the animating motive power by which we come
men of breviloquence. And whither I(ky6, em- to the Father, because He is, in general, life.
phatic) go, thither ye know the way, Christ is the This life is, indeed, £0% ai&vioc ; it is, however,
living way for Himself and His people to 66£a in part conceived of more generally, in part difwith the Father.
ferently applied.
The difficult conception of life
Ver. 5. Thomas saith unto Him: Lord, presents for observation these items : the powers
not. This was perfectly correct, of development, appearance and action. If we
supposing the goal to be inwardly and outwardly turn truth into the metaphorical expression:
determined. Here the way or direction is known light, then light and life appear side by side as
only by the goal.
Grotius: Quodsi ignoretur, exponents of the way, that being identical with
guse tit meta, non potest via sub ration* via coneipi. love, and, similarly, our transport past hate and
But this reflection is an accessory consideration its exponents, darkness and death.
merely; the main point is the oppressive sense
man oometh unto the Father. " 'And
of obscurity, of uncertainty with regard to the so, when a man is saved, the Lord Christ must
goal uncertainty arising from their imperfect have a hand in the work,' says Luther, rightly
citing these words against Zwingli, who makes
apprehension of their Lord and Master.
Ver. 6. Jeans saith nnto him : I
the a Theseus, a Socrates, to be saved even without
way. The answer of Jesus is not intended to Christ." Thus Tholuck; inexactly, however;
divert the over-forward curiosity of Thomas, as proof should have been adduced that Zwingli
Calvin supposes.
("In re magis necessaria in- expressly taught the possibility of being saved in
Thomas has declared that he does not the other world without Christ, and that Luther, on
sistit"*)
know the way to that goal of Christ, because he the other hand, advanced the doctrine of salvaJesus answers, tion in the other world through Christ. De Wette
is ignorant of the goal itself.
very pertinently : 7" am the way ; only for Him observes: "the exclusive principle, to the effect,
the way means something different from the idea namely, that no man cometh unto the Father
which it conveys to the mind of Thomas. The but by Christ, is mitigated in reference to those
contrast is, however, not that which exists be- who are ignorant of Him as the historical Mestween an exterior way and a spiritual one; it is siah, by the fact that He is also the eternal, ideal
a contrast between a local, dead, external way Logos." More definitely stated : that He is also
and a dynamical, living way, with which latter, the eternal Christ and High-priest. (See 1 Pet.
incontrovertibly, the attribute of spirituality is iii. 19; iv. 6.)
Ver. 7. If ye had
bound up. Since the way is the main idea, it
Me. In accordfollows: 1. that the words: the truth and the ance with the antithesis : known the Father, the
life [kcI j} alffteta not i) £u#], are explicative emphasis falls thus : known Me, not upon kyvux.
(the truth as well as the life), primarily of this It is not His intention utterly to deny their
way, t. e. for this reason : because He is abso- knowledge of His personality; what grieves
lutely truth and life ; 2. that, on the other hand, Him, is that they have as yet not recognized in
the words:
one cometh nnto the Him the absolute way to the absolute goal, L e.
Father bnt by Me, are an applicative cir- the living, heavenly image of the heavenly
cumscription. The significative summing up of Father, an image coming from heaven and going
Augustine : vera via vitte [the true way of life], to heaven. In a knowledge of the eternal, divine-human personality of Christ they would
is inadmissible, for it fuses into one the three deNeither may they be apprehended as also have obtained a view of the personal Father
finitions.
three co-ordinate definitions as (1) in respect of and His love-kingdom in heaven a kingdom
time; Luther: the beginning, the middle and elevated above all transitory things.
from
the end on the ladder to heaven ; (2) in respect henoeforth. The sharp oontrast : ye have not
of effects, Grotius : exemplum, doctor, dator vita known the Father, and from henoeforth ye know
teternm.
On the contrary, the way is the whole Him, is somewhat striking ; hence it has been
idea, metaphorically presented (De Wette, my the subject of various interpretations : 1. The terLtben Jesu, p. 1858, Tholuck). We must further minus a quo is imminent in the future ; it is the
guard against conceiving of the way as the bare, time of the communication of the Spirit (Chrysost, Liicke and others; the explanation of
objective means of salvation (Meyer, Tholuck)
Kuinoel and others, who apprehend the verbs as
it is the objective and effectual means of coming
to <Mfa with the Father through' salvation though they were in the Future tense, is but an(redemption and glorification comprehended to- other phase of the above). 2. The statement
gether in the predominant idea of glorification). is hypothetical: from henceforth, I hope (De
But He is the way in an absolute sense because, Wette). 3. The from henceforth is indicative of
in His own coming from the Father and going the beginning of appropriation, comp. chap. xv.
to the Father, He is abeolule motion (the pioneer) 8 (Tholuck).
4. From henceforth, "after My
and in His going first and bringing to the Father, having told you, ver. 6, what I am " (Meyer).
He is the absolute motor. (A warranted double re- The from henceforth denotes that method just now
ference in Augustine, Lampe and others, miscon- to be disclosed by Him, and which He desired
strued by Tholuck as an irrelevancy ; Heb. ix. 12.) sharply to define, by which they were to arrive
at a knowledge of the Father and the Father's
• [Xot consUHU u the original reads In 2d and 3d ed. A House the method of faith, namely. Doubtless, however, the apn at the same time embraces
typographical error.— P. S.]
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the confirmation of this method by the whole
grand period of Christ's death and resurrection,
whereby, according to Rom. i. 4, He was demonstrated to be the Son of God and thus at once
made the Surety and the Heir of the Father in

that Christ does not speak the words of Himself
(Grot., Fritzsche, Meyer).
Least of all are
the works to be apprehended as effects of the
word as "the office of teaching" (Aug., Nos-

8 elt) ; nor are we to assume with Tboluck the
heaven. The Kai is expressive of both contrast existence of an " incongruence of contrasts pehave seen Him. Said culiar to the Johannean style." Even the words
and connection.
Christ speaks not of Himself: as the Son He
of the intuitive glance of faith.
Ver. 8. Philip saith onto Him: Lord, utters them from the depths of the Father ; as it
show us, etc. As the seeming contradictions of respects them, however, the initiative lies within
reality darken the glimpse which Thomas' faith Himself, while for the works the initiative is in
might have of things spiritual, so Philip, in like the Father who permanently dwells in Him
niauner, looks for the confirmation of faith by (fi&vuv).
Words and works are the property of
sight; eomp. chap. i. 46; vi. 5. According to both Father and Son ; the words, however, are
De Wette, Tholuck, Meyer: he demands that preeminently and primarily the Son's, the works
Jesus effect a theophany, in accordance with preeminently and primarily the Father's.
Ver. 11. Believe
Mai. iii. 1 ; as Ex. xxxiii. 18. The main point
for the very works'
sake [6ta ra ipya avra iriareheri fiot].
is this : aooepting Christ's words : ye have teen
Jesus here turns to the disciples as a body.
Him, in their literal sense, he requires that Jesus
should occasion an appearing of the Father out- For as Thomas' doubt was, more or less, the
doubt of all, so the like was the case with the
side of Christ ; a sign in the heaven, perhaps,
rather than a theophany. Luther: " he flutters scruple of Philip. The explanation of the verse
11
lie deolares his faith by
results from the foregoing.
As disciples of
up into the clouds.
assuming Jesus to be capable of producing such Jesus, they ought first to believe that He was in
a vision; his failing to perceive the manifesta- the Father and then to know that the Father
If ye are not able to do this,
tion of the Father in Christ, however, proves was in Him.
it
it enffioeth is His intention to say to them in a few sharp
that faith to be but small.
words, why then go to work the other way
/. t. in accordance with the context : it
us.
suffices to render us certain of the goal above us begin with the works (in the way pointed out to
or beyond us, and to make us journey towards the Jews, chap. x. 88) and, through a belief in
the divinity of My works, arrive at a belief in
it with a brave heart; or, to cause us to abandon the expectations we have hitherto entertained the divinity of My person.
Ver. 12. Verily, verily, I say onto yon.
and to embrace the new hope.
thou hast not known Ma.
Ver. 9.
he that believeth in me, the works that I
For so long time I have appeared among you and do he shall do also, etc. Now follows, unhast thou not known the nature of My appearing ? doubtedly, a new series of consolations. Not
Not alone from the "words and works," but only shall they be united to Him, but also He
from the whole personality of Christ he should to them (Tholuck). The further progress of
have recognized His heavenly origin, which did, the discourse, however, must correspond with
the principal thought, according to which His
indeed, display itself in word and work.
in the Father, and the earthly appearance shall cease to veil from them
Ver. 10. I
Father in Me. See chap. x. 38. There the the heavenly house of the Father. The disclosure
order is inverted, and with reason. The Father of which we speak, consists in the revelation of that
is in Christ in virtue of His Father-revelation in personal, heavenly life which issues from His perVerily, verily, therefore it is
the works of Christ. Christ is in the Father in son as its centre.
virtue of His Son-revelation in His words.
The written, he that believeth on Me, t. e. on the
Jews were to ascend from a belief in His works divine personality of Christ Himself, the works
and mission to a belief in His words and indi- that I do, shall he do also, and greater works than
vidual personality. But the disciples began with these. I. e.: Through this faith there shall be
a belief in His word and they have not to ascend developed in that man likewise such a mighty,
to a belief in His works, but to advance to a personal spirit-life that works shall be the nediscrimination between the manifestation of the cessary out flo wings of the life-spring of personFather in Him through His works and His being ality, which, originating in Christ, wells up
in the Father with His word.
Though Christ within his breast ; the heavenly state shall be
even speaks His word according to the Father's unfolded to him on earth and become his surety
commission (chap. xii. 50), there is still this dis- for the heavenly home, whioh last should be retinction : that the words are His most individual, garded as the perfect revelation and realisation
personal life-revelation, while in the works the of the personal kingdom of love founded by
most special concurrence of the Father's gov- Christ in this world. He that believeth on
ernment is, consciously to Christ, manifested Me. Not simply applicable " to the disciples
in the oreation and the human world.
We may of Jesus" in the strictest sense (Meyer). Still
not wipe out this oontrast with De Wette: " The the "believeth on Jfe," is emphatio. Bengel:
words that I speak to you, I speak not of My- qui Christo de se loquenti credit, t. e. he that beself, and the works that I do, I do not of Myself,
lieves on Himself, His personality (see ver. 11).
but the Father who is in Me teacheth Me the
The works that I do he shall also do
words and doeth the works." Neither does there himself. Expressive of the essential relationoccur a climactic progression (as Tbeoph. ship or homogeneousness existing between the
and LUcke pretend): not only are the words works of believers and the works of Christ ; of
God's words, but the works also are God's works. the eternal progress of Christ's wonder-works
As little are the works here intended as a proof through the world by means of Christianity.
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And
do

(even) greater than these shall he
fiei^ova Toitruv irotfjoei]. The

—

[ical

Kai ia climaotio

:

And

Tholuck: "Ancient

even.

writers believe this greaterness [peitovdrris] of the
Ipya to consist: 1. In their numerical superiority ; 2. in their local extension beyond Judea ; 8.
in the more striking signs, such as the healing by
the shadow of Peter, Acts v. (Theod., Herakl.)
Origen : In the victories which believers obtain,
through faith, over the world, the flesh and the
devil. Augustine : In the results of the preached
Ch. iv. 88 He
word in the heathen world.
had, with prophetic glance, declared that others
would reap what He had. sowed ; ch. xv. 26,

.

and, indirectly, ch. viii. 28; zii. 82 are
likewise indicative of the greater efficacy of the
Messiah through the medium of the apostolic
testimony." Be it observed in this connection
that even here, vcr. 14, it is Christ that will do
these greater works ; the disciples, through their
prayers in His name, in fellowship with Him,
are to be but the instruments through which He
acts, chap. zv. 16; zvi. 28; comp.'Acts iii. 6;
27,

Luther : " For He took but a little
corner for Himself, to preach and to work mirawhereas the aposcles in, and but a little time
tles and their followers have spread themselves
through the whole world." Manifestly, Christ
has in view the greatness of the development
of His wondrous works throughout the Chrisxvi. 18.

;

1-81.
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[A. V.]) ; 2. because He goes to the Father, I e.
to glory with the Father and will thence work in
them in His might (Luther, Baumg.-Crusius,
Luthardt and others). In the first case a period
follows iropeiofiai ; in the second a comma. 3.
The two considerations are not to be sundered.
His going to the Father (ky6 is emphasized), as
well as His being with the Father, is the reason
for their doing greater miracles (Grotius, Lticke
and others). When this view of the matter is
taken, impevojuu is connected with the following
sentence by a colon (Knapp, Qriesbaoh, Lachmann, Tisafeendorf). Both items are more directly emphasized in chap. xvi. 7, in accordance
with which our passage is to be explained.

Ver. 13. Shall

ask in

My name. —Exposi-

tion of the import of His going to the Father/
in reference to their destiny to work miracles.
Invocation of God in the name of Jesus, in order
to any rl in the way of works of redemption or
glorification ; that is, in order to the working of
miracles.
Their power of prayer is to have no
other limit than His name.
name is objectively
the revelation of any subject, subjectively, experience of it; the signature of its consciousness
stamped upon the consciousness of others. The
name of the heavenward ascending Jesus is the

A

—

Elijah-mantle left by Him to His people on the
earth: the sign of the living revelation and
knowledge of His essence, in which His essence,
fully concentrated, works. His name, viewed by
tian ages until the glorification of the world.
[Alford: '* This word pel^ova tqItw is not to be faith, is the continual working of His essence,
evaded (so as to=jrtew>va, Lampe), but taken in or, rather, of His personality: the element of
its fall strict sense.
And the key to its meaning His personal self-revelation in the experience of
The works His people; hence a. His word or cognizance, b.
will be found chap. i. 61 ; v. 20.
which Jesus did, His Apostles also did, scil., His Spirit or mind, c. His works, His institugreater works than those tions and instigations, d. His aim. In a word:
raising the dead, etc.;
they did,
not in degree, but in kind: spiritual the communion of His Spirit. There are various
works, under the dispensation of the Spirit, interpretations which form different parts of the
which had not yet come in. But they did them, one just given: 1. Bearing upon the principle.
not as separate from Him : but in Him, and by Chrysostom: Amidst the invocation of tho name
Him; and so (ch. v. 21) He is said so to do them. of Christ (formal) ; Augustine ; In the name of
The work which He did by Peter's sermon, Acts Him who is called Salvator (non contra salutem
the first- nostram);* 2. Bearing upon the medium. Meii., was one of these pei^ova robruv,
This union of lanchthon: Me agnito; Luther: With, faith in
fruits of the unspeakable gift.
them with and in Him is expressed here by ra Me ; Calov : Per meritum meum. 8. Bearing upon
"He has the end. Erasmus : In gloriam Christi. Or upon
ipya a k y i> noiti, kclkcIvoc irotf/oei."
sown, we reap ; and the harvest is greater than the furtherance of the end; De Wette: In acGodet (ii. 472) refors the cordance with My mind, and in My cause. f If
the seed-time." Stier.
we desire to sum up all in one, No. 2, setting
ftei^ova to the communication of spiritual life
which is superior to the healing of the body. forth the medium, seems best fitted for our pur" Le terme plus grand ne dSsigne pas des miracles pose: in faith, knowing and confessing Christ;
plus prodigieux, mais des miracles (Tune nature plus hence, briefly, ev Xpionp, iv Kvply (Lttcke), only
with a more objective and teleological modificaezcellente."—?. S.]
For I
going to the Father, and what- tion. Manifestly, the prevailing thought is the
ever ye shall ask, etc. [5 r * eya npbq rbv end purposed; hence the predominance of the
iraTipa(ftov)7rope{)Ofiai f nal b, ri av airl}- idea : as ambassadors of Christ, the Son of God,
ar} t e].
Rationale of the preceding and, in the by virtue of His 66£a. See chap. xv. 16.; xvi.
Various interpre- 28. Tholuck: " When even finite good things
abstract, astonishing clause.
tations : 1. The iropcbofiai forms the foundation are prayed for in accordance with the mind of
for the idea that they are to do the miracles in Christ, they are desired only as means to the
final end, Matt. vi. 88.
liis stead, because of His retirement from the
As, however, this may
scene (Chrysostom, Theophylact and many others be attained by other means, the cardo desiderii is.
"
fulfilled even when specific requests are denied
(Augustine).
Nevertheless, the ideal side of
* ("Wordsworth refers alio to the healing power of Paul's
prayer, its perfect, prophetic nature, is here as*
handkerchief* (Acta xix. 12) and the e peaking in new tongues.
CoiDp. Mark zvi. 17 if. But, as Meyer justly says, such a

—

—

—

am

—

mechanical measurement of the greatness of miracles is
New Testament. The true comis found in the Acts and especially the labors of Paul.—1\ 8.J
entirely foreign to the

mentary on the p«i£ova ipya

* [Similarly Wordsworth : in submission to My will, and:
conducive to your own salvation and to God's glory. P. 8.]
f f So Alford " in union with Me, as being Mine, manifesting forth Jesus as the Son of God."—P. 8.]
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turned, and, such being the case, the 5, rt is fulthe tovto.
That will I do [roi to irotfjoiS]. Stress
falls upon tovto ; the eyu, expressed in conjunction with irope'vopai, is absent here. He will
do precisely that for which they pray, and in
such a manner, besides, that their doing in the
matter shall be vindicated, their believing, individual personality.
That the Father
be glorified.
The end is the 66£a; modified, the 66ija of the
Father ; still more explicitly defined, the 66%a of
the Father in the Son. Hence results, also, the
modification of prayer in the name of Jesus as
prayer in the 66$a of the name of the Son of
God, in the name of the glorified Christ.

filled in

—

—

may

ye shall ask anything [«] in
name, I will do it [e y A—emphatic

Ver. 14. If

My

—

oi 4? a «].
Ver. 14 appears, at first sight, to be
a recapitulative repetition of the foregoing (Euthymius); Bengel, however, very justly gives
prominence to the eytu Here the definite 6, ri, or
the thing (this simply n) is no longer emphasized but stress is laid upon the asking in the
name of Jesus, the mind, the communion of
spirit with Him, and, to correspond with this,
upon His doing, as His doing. According to the
preceding verse, He does it upon the request of
ir

—

;

the disciples; here He does it through their
request, Himself, again. At the same time ver.
14 forms an introduction to vers. 15 and 16. See
chap. xvi. 23. In the latter passage the doinj is
ascribed to the Father. But the Father operates
through the Son. Here we see the instrumentality, there the final causality.
Ver. 15. If ye love me, keep
com-

my

mandments
?*ag

[eav ayairdri

—

fit,

rdf evro-

rdf eua^ rnp^aare], Jesus proceeds
more fully how the disciples are to at-

to explain

tain to the doing of the greater works in His
name. The first condition is, however, an assumption as well ; to the effect, namely, that
they love Him. Thence it will follow that they
will keep His commandments, embraced, as these
are, in the one commandment of fellowship.
If
they thus stand in the fellowship of prayer (see
Acts ii. 1, duotivfiaddv kirl rd avrd), the Holy
Ghost shall, at Christ's intercession, be given
them. Tholuck : " With John, love is no mere
blissfulness of feeling ; it is oneness of will with
the beloved, ver. 21; chap. xv. 14; 1 John iii.
18. It is love which makes men susceptible of
the communication of the Paraclete ; the K&oftos
cannot receive Him." A loving contemplation
of Christ's personality is the bond of fellowship
of disciples, that whioh makes them a collective
personality and in this fellowship they may become the organ of the personal manifestation of
the Holy Ghost.
Ver. 16. And I will entreat the Father
tical kyo kpuTTjoo rdv iraripa], Christ
ere makes choice of the term eporpv, not
aiTelv, as before, in reference to the disciples.
Expressive of a more intimate, free and homogeneous relation. In chap. xvi. 26, on the' contrary, He says : ov ?>£yu, bn epcrrfoo.
Tholuck,
setting aside Calov's explanation : non solus, sed
vobiscum rogabo, remarks: " He is there speaking
of the time when they, in possession of the
Spirit whose mediation is here promised, shall

—
—

—

bo able themselves

to

pray acceptably in

that

Spirit."

And he

shall give

yon another

repre-

helper [*al aXXov ircp6K^nTov 66aet vp.lv']. Here the great promise of the irap&KXrpvc, to speak more accurately, the dlTuoc. nap&i&nToe., makes its appearsentative,

or,

—

ance; the promise of the Holy Ghost, spoken of
under this name by John only, chap. xiv. 26;
xv. 26; xvi. 7.* The word itself is never met
with in the New Testament except in the
writings of John, yet the designation: alloc
irapaicfarroc, announces that it may be applied to
Christ also.
[The designation of the Holy Ghost, as another
Paraclete, who would supply Christ's own plaee
in His absence, implies that the Lord Himself is
ihe first Paraclete ; and this is confirmed by 1 John
n Jesus Christ the righteous" is
ii. 1, where
called irap&KhjTos irpbc. tov iraripa.
This allusion
is lost to the readers of our English version.
I
quote here beforehand the excellent interpretation of Calvin in loc: «« The name Paraclete w
here applied to Christ as well as to the Spirit,
and properly: for it is the common office of each
to console and encourage us and to preserve us
by their defence. Christ was their patron as
long as He lived in the world ; He then committed them to the guidance and protection of
the Spirit. If any one asks whether we are not
to-day under the guardianship of Christ, the answer is easy : Christ is a perpetual Guardian,
but not visibly. As long as He walked on earth.
He appeared openly as their Guardian (patronus) ; now He preserves us by His Spirit. He
calls the Spirit another (so. paracletum) in view
of the distinction which we observe in the blessings proceeding from each. It was the appropriate work of Christ, by expiating the sins of
the world to appeasa the anger of God, to redeem men from death, to obtain righteousness
and life. It is the office of the Spirit, to make
us partakers of Christ Himself, as well as of all
His blessings." The designation Paraclete, advocate (as already Irenmus, Adv. har. III. 17,
and also G rod us observed), implies an antithesis
to the accuser, the Kar^yopoc tuv adeXfuv, as the
Spirit of evil is called, Rev. xii. 10. Comp. on
this whole passage the excellent remarks of the

Arohdeacon Hare on The Mission of the
Comforter (a series of Sermons on John xvi. 711, preached before the University of Cambridge,
1840, with long notes which are by far the most
important part of the book), 2d ed. 18o0, Boston reprint 1854, pp. 848 ff.— P. S.]
late

* rnap&tAifrof occurs fire timet In the N. T., four timet in
the Gospel of John, as a designation of the Holy Spirit, and
once in the first Ep. of John, as applied to Christ It is alwiy*
translated by the B. V. comforter (following Wiclif \ except 1
John il. 1, where it is rendered advocate (after the Vulgate). In
the Gospel the Vulgate retains the Greek with a slight chango
of Paracltttu into Paraelitus ; the long Greek t being turned
Into the short Latin i, as in Eyrie eleUon. The R.C. Rhemish
Version which is constructed on the convenient, but very
slavish and un-English system "of taking the words of tho
Vulgate, chipping off the Latin, and tacking on English terminations," gtres paradcU in all the four passages of tho
Gospel, and advocate In the Epistle, like the Vulgate. Archdeacon Hare observes (Million of the OmforUr, p. 318), tlut
to avoid coufusion the Greek word might have been aneli*
ctzed (as baptism, artoetlt, bishop, deacon. dc.\ but that tbi»
would have obsenred our perception of the meaning and, by
severing it from its etymological associations, deprived it of
a portiou of its power.—P. S.J
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As to the philological meaning, Meyer
"The irap&K/jjToe. is, according to classical
Greek usage, one who is summoned to help in
particular, an advocate (advocatus), one who
I.

ssys:

;

or an intercessor.
trSp^a agrees. See
Buxtorf, Lexicon Tabn., p. 1843, and in general
Wetstein on our passage and Dasterdicck on 1

manages another's

cause,

With this the talmudic

1."
[It should be added, however, that
in our passage, as also in Philo Dt opific. mundi,
p. 4, and in the Ep. of the church of Vienne, c.
6, ap. Euseb. v. 2 (both quoted by Enapp and
Meyer, p. 515), irapaKfajroe. must not be taken in
the narrow sense of a legal advocate or pleader
(for which the Greeks generally use the terms
c'wdiKoc and ovvrjyopoc), but in the more general
sense of counsellor, helper, patron.
On the philological meaning Knapp has a valuable dissertation De Spirilu S. ct Christo paracletis, in his
lie shows that
Scripta varii arg. I. pp. 115 sqq.
the Greek xapdnljjTog and the Latin advocatus,
answer more nearly to our general term counsel
whose office is to advise, direct and support
rather than to plead. It is the work of the
Holy Spirit, not only to plead for the disciples,
but also to plead in them, to direct them in
all their ways, to give them mouth and wisdom*
to fulfil the part of a higher conscience, to sustain, comfort and cheer them in ail their trials
and to lead thom to heaven. Hence the English
word Advocate, which relates more exclusively to
the pleading of a cause, is no full equivalent to
wapd/cfafToc, and docs not cover the whole extent
of the office of the Spirit.
The idea of Comforter
must be added to it. A Comforter is a spiritual
Unfortunately we have no single word
Helper.
coextensive in signification.
See below sub. 2.

John

—P.
II.
1.

ii.

S.]

Interpretations:
Conformably to the idea of the advocatus in

wider sense: assistant, helper, etc., Tertullian,
Augustine,* Calvin, f Lampe, most of the moderns.
add under this head the names of Melancthon,
tl
ieza, Grotius, Wctstein, Bengel, Knapp, Lticko,
Tholuck, De Wette (Beistand), Hengstenberg
(Fursprecher), Godet (defenseur), Hammond, Pierson, Webster and Wilkinson.
P. S.]

Nevertheless, we may safely give the Greek exegetes, who are by preference on this side, credit
for having said something phiiologically justifiable.
That, however, in point of fact, the word
1

John

diator,

—

* [So in his 74th Tractate on John ; trat in the 04th, Auguscombines the Interpretation Advocate with that of Com-

tine

forter ; both terms being equivalent to the
See the quotation in Hare, p. 352 f.~-P. S.]

Greek

paraclete.

f [The same may be said of Calvin ; see his interpretation
quoted p. 440. —P. 8.]
X fin the Vulgate Jerome, as already obserred, retains the
Greek ParacUtum (Paracletum). Some MiS. of the Itala

adrocalun^—V. 8.]
) [Luther translates TrOtter, Comforter,

give

but explains Ad-

weak.—p. 8.1

| [Meyer, in a footnote, p. 515, urges against this meaning the passive form «apd«Airro«, instead of the active wapaAjjtuco* (Plat. ReptM. p. 524
in accordance with tin.KAijTtKifc aiMxAirrucof, He. But it should be remembered that
in the N. T. wapcucakim doe« not mean to colt for, but always
to exhort or to oomfortr-V.
8.J

DA

cannot mean comforter, but only mehelper, and that here also
no immediate question of comforting, is

ii.

1

representative,

there is
manifest.

[The term Comforter, as used in this and the
16th ch. of John by our E. V., in harmony with
the Hellenistic use of TrapaKalslv and xapaOjioic,
with all the Greek commentators and Luther
(Truster), carries with it so many sacred associations and expresses such an important part of
the office of the Uoly Spirit (comp. the 7rap6~
K?jpjic, tov ayiov nvebuaTot;, Acts ix. 31), that it
almost sacrilege to exchange it for
another; and hence Archdeacon Hare and Dean
Alford, while admitting that Advocate (in tho
wider sense above explained) is the strict etymological meaning x>t Tzap&K?jroc which satisfies
1 John ii. 1, yet retain the E. V. and combiuo
tho idea of help and strength with that of consoOlshauscn does the same
lation in the term.*
among German commentators, f Wo should remember that the English word Comforter originally means not only Consoler, as now, but
primarily also Strengthener and Supporter, agreoably to its derivation from the Latin confortari,
to strengthen, which, though scarcely found in
classical Latin, is common in the Vulgate, and
was frequently used in its Latin senso by Wiclif,
e.g. Luke xxii. 43; Acts ix. 19; 1 Cor. xvi. 13;
Phil. iv. 13.
In this sense it falls in with tho
connection and object of our Lord, which was,
not merely to comfort the disciples for the loss
of His visible presence, but mainly to strengthen
their hearts.
Dr. Lange, as will be seen below,*
likewise takes a broader but somewhat different
view and combines in nap&KlriToe the idea of
Helper (Beistand) with that of Mediator (Ver-

seems

%

its

2. Comforter, consolator [in accordance with
the Hellenistic use of irapaxaXetv and napdKhjotc], Origen, Chrysostom, Theophylact [Cyril,
Eathy mius Zigab.], Jerome J [Erasmus], Luther J
[Maldonatus, Jansen] and others [A. E. V.].
Against this Meyer says (according to the note
in Liicke, p. GOo) : *' It rests upon an unphilological confusion of the word with irapoKtyrop
(Sept., Job xvi. 2) in Aquila and Theodotus."||
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tnitiler),

and hence translates

it

Representative

(Vertretcr).—V. S.]
3.

Teacher,

Opusc. p. 216],

Theod. of Mopsueste

Hofmann

[Ernesti,

(Schriflbcwcis, II.

2,,

p.

17), Luthardt [also Campbell who inappropriP. S.]. This view has
ately translates Monitor.
less to support it than cither of the others.
In reference to No. 1, explanations are again
divided:
a. Ancient exegetes explain advocatus as equivalent to causa patronus, orator, against which
view Liicke observes: "this would euit 1 John
ii. 1, but not the passages of the Gospel."
b. It was Knapp who, supported by the usage
of the term, in pure Greek writers as well as in
Jewish ones availing themselves of tho languago,
also in the writings of the Rabbins who havo

—

adopted the Greek word (O^Sp^D),

etc.,

demon-

strated that the word originally possessed the
general signification of a helper [Beistand"]. "The
office of helper as performed by the Holy Ghost
* [Wordsworth goes beyond these limits and makes wapakXtttc* to mean Sanctifler, Teacher, Comforter, Exhorter, Inspirer. Counsellor, Guide, etc.. all in one.— P. 8.1
f [Olahausen remarks in Joe, that the original meaning,
advocatus, called to aid, is lost in the more general idea of
helper, assistant, comforter; that this idea suits admirably tho
connection in ail passages where the word is applied to the
Holy Spirit, but that advocate is better suited in 1 John ii. 1
where it is used of Christ.—P. B.J
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consists of directing and leading to the truth,
testifying and reminding, teaching and glorify-

ing." Against this view, it must be observed:
(a) Christ arrives at the idea of the fiAAof irapdxA.
through the promise: " What ye shall ask in My
name, I will do." He will mediate with God for
His accomplishment of their work. Thus He is
(b) The dUoc
the Mediator, 1 John it 1.
"
napdid. is described as "the Spirit of truth;
as such He is the Mediator through whose instrumentality believers are made one with the
Father in Christ; He transports them into
Christ, thus making them certain and glad of the
operations of God. Without doubt, then, He is
a helper, but it is because He is a mediator (see
Bom. viii. 26, 27); i.e. since He conducts their
cause before God, He conducts it before the
world; (not vice versA).
Tholuck: "The
III. Dogmatical question.
representative of the departing One is called, in
these discourses, irapdnh. (rather bXXo? nap&K?..),
again, irvcv/ia rfc aAtjdeiac here and in chap. xv.
2d; xvi. 13, not immediately on a£i6KiGTos
tarat (Chrysostom), but on account of His being
the Mediator of the theocratic and practical
truth which, according to ver. 9, is Christ Himself; again, according to ver. 26, He is called
irvev/ia ayiov and, according to an expression
peculiar to Luke, 6'uva.uig rob itpiorou, Luke
xxiv. 49; L 8-3; Acts i. 8.
He is called aMof,
for it is not Christ according to His historical
appearing. Yet again it is also Christ Himself
ver. 18; that which, according to chap. xvi. 25;
xvii. 20 (yvopiou), is declared to them by Christ,
is, according to chap. xvi. 14, to be declared to
them by the Spirit, for He shall take of His
(Christ's).
These declarations lead us to the be-

—

lief that, in John, by this irveu/ta we must understand Christ, glorified into a spirit. The view

setting forth this Kvevfia as a 'self, distinct from
Christ' has lately been revived by Olshausen,
Meyer, Schmid, Theologie des Neuen Testaments,
I. p. 103; Bruckner, p. 230; Hofmann, I. p. 165.
No arguments but those of Quenst'adt have
been brought forward in favor of it." .It is
strange that Tholuck will admit neither the ex-

pression aATjog irapaicX., nor the peft' vjuov, nor
the masculine inslvog, nor the di6d*ei, XaXfoei,
etc., as a proof that the Spirit is designated as
another self, although he fully grants the hypostatizing of the Holy Ghost, in the dogmatical
conception of the Divinity. But if in this point
dogmatics are to find their support in Paul, not
in John, the latter is thrust into a false position, unsuBtained by the fact that he has given
the deepest conception of the doctrinal system
That Christ alternately
of tho New Testament.
speaks of the coming of the Holy Spirit and
of His own return, does not justify the expression by which the irvcvpa is in this instance
declared to bo "Christ glorified into a spirit;"
it is an expression inadmissible in any case,
Christ being, indeed, glorified in the Spirit and
through the Spirit, but not into a spirit.* Wo
might almost as well say that the Father is, ac-

cording to ver. 9, glorified into Christ. We have
seen that the two expressions ; I in the Father,
the Father in Me (chap. x. 88; xiv. 10), do not

mean

the same thing.
The former is indicative
of the personality of Christ, the other of the
personality of the Father as manifested in Christ.
Precisely in the same way do the expressions
ye in Me, and I in you, ver. 20, differ. By the
translation of Christ's personality into the disciples, they are translated into Him as personalities ; but that whereby they, being translated into
Christ, are made one personality with Christ, is
that very aXXog and i/telinc, the personality of the
Holy Ghost. For the Holy Ghost Himself shall
not only be in them, but also with them, ver. 17.
Inasmuch as He is in them, Christ Himself is
with them ; inasmuch as He is with them. He is
the aXXoc napdnX. and Christ is in them. That is,
the fellowship rests, in individuals, upon the
manifestation of the glorified Christ; individuals
rest, as Christ's fellowship, upon the revelation of
the Holy Ghost.
Hence we may likewise expect
the two ideas: in what degree Christ, in the
Holy Ghost, is with them, and in what degree
the Holy Ghost, in Christ, is with them, to branch
out and divide when we ponder over them.
First, then, the discourse turns upon this point:
Christ comes to them again, the Holy Qhost being in
them, vers. 18-81.
The second point discussed
,

be in Christ, the Holy Ghost
being with them, chap. xv. 1 to chap. xvi. 15.
The
conclusion embraces both items in the promise
of the resurrection, chap. xvi. 16-83.

is this: they shall

That he may be with you for ever
[Zva fte&' ifiov y el? rbv aluva]. Seethe
Textual Notes. Observe, moreover, the /ud*
vfiuv, in accordance with the preceding elucida-

—

The etc rdv alova is explained by Meyer
as having reference to the aiuv ptXfajv.
But
doubtless such a fact would be more definitely
expressed.
Ver. 17. The Spirit of truth [rb irvcvua
rye aXnticiag].—-The Holy Ghost is the living,
personal, divine unity of complete revelation
and, as such, the Spirit of truth (see chap. xv.
26; xvi. 13). He is the 8pirit of truth, inasmuch as He makes objective truth subjective in
believers, in order to the knowledge of truth.
Objectively He is the Spirit of God (Rom. viii.
14), and God Himself (Acts v.); the Spirit of
the Father (Matt. x. 20); the Spirit of Christ
(Rom. viii. 9) ; the Spirit of the Lord (2 Cor. iiL
17), the Holy Spirit (Acts ii.).
Subjectively He
is the Spirit of truth, the Spirit of wisdom and
revelation (Eph. i. 17), the Spirit of power, of
love and of a sound mind (2 Tim. i. 7), the Spirit
of adoption, of prayer (Rom. viii. 16), the Spirit
of sanctification (Rom. i. 4), of life (Rom. viii.
10), of meekness (1 Cor. iv. 21), of comfort (Acts
ix. 31), of glory (1 Pet. iv. 14), of sealing, of
the earnest of eternal life (Eph. i. 18, 14), of all
Christian charismata (1 Cor. xii. 4).
As the
Spirit of truth, the Holy Ghost applies to believers the full truth of the perfect revelation of
God in Christ.
tion.

"Whom

[Meyer also (p. G16) calls Tholnck's idea that the Paraclete Is aer xu Geitt vtrkl'drtt Cftristus, obscure, unjohannean
and unbiblical. Comp. 1 Cor. iiL 17. Against a similar confounding of the Logos with the Spirit by Reuss, see Qodet IL
P.480.-P.S.]

the world cannot receive [5
dbvarai \apelv\. The world
as world.
Why not? 1. It does not see
him [hrt oi Oevpel a h r d] in His manifesta-

—

6 Kdofjtot oh

tions, t>ecause it lacks the

eye of faith,
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One God above the world, much
the oneness of His manifestations in the
world. And henoe 2. it does not know him
[ovdk yiv6oKtt avr<5]. It lacks experience
Bat ye know
of the Holy Ghost, 1 Cor. it. 14.
him [vpelc 6k ytv&o acre avro\. The imminent future is already truly present, inasmuch
as they have commenced to recognize the Holy
Ghost in the manifestations of Christ, Matt. xvi.
17.
They are already beginning to have an exNevertheless,
perimental knowledge of Him.
the full expression is indicative of a future, near
at hand.
Proof: He remaineth with you,
and will be in you \bri irap* vfj.lv fifvei*
nal tv vp.lv karat]. He will not relinquish
not even see the

lesa

—

(Present)

His

activity

among them

He comes

xxii. 82), until
to dwell in them.

abode

is

with

all

His

(see

Luke

influences,

Meyer correctly : Since*' His
in the midst of them, in the Christian

communion."

It is

necessary to add, however:

He

will maintain His uninterrupted activity
amongst you until He comes to be fully revealed
in you.
Not until then, indeed, will He in full
measure be with them and abide with them as the

since

noly Ghost.

•

The one Future

karat,

will be, is

contradictory of Meyer's assumption: namely,
that the Present ytv6aKere should be taken as absolute, without respect to any set time.
Ver. 18. 1 leave yon not as orphans behind Me. I come to you [ov a<pfjcu vpac

kpxopai

irpbc vpac.
The
and the A. V., comfortless,
may have been chosen with reference to the Comforter, but is no translation of bpQavovc and impairs the force and beauty of the original. Wiclif h&s fadirUss.
The marginal reading orphans
ought to have been inserted in the text.
P. S.]
See Mark xii. 19.
The reKvia, chap. xiii. 33, an
expression of KarpiK)) eboTrtoyxvta (Euthymius

bpfavovc,

rendering of Tyndale

—

Zigabenus) : I come unto you, the Present. [Not
vitl come, as in the A. V. which follows the Vulgate: teniam.
P. S.]
connecting ydp would
do away with the pure antithesis.! I go not
away from you in the sense of leaving you orphans ; on the contrary, it is now that I do truly
come unto you. Iu what respect is this true?
1. It is not to be understood as signifying
Christ's Parousia in the abstract (Augustine,
Beda, etc., Luthardt, Hofmann; against which
vers. 19, 20ft;), although this glorious coming
of Christ continues until the Parousia.
2. Nor the manifestations subsequent to the
resurrection (the Greek exegetes: Origen, ChryBostom, etc., Rupert, Grotius [Ewald, who however spiritualizes and idealizes the resurrection] ).
Against this view too vers. 20, 21, 23; chap. xvi.
16, 22, 23 are cited.
Hence
8. Christ's spiritual coming through the Paraclete is intended (Calvin, Lticke and most of the
moderns [Obhausen, Tholuck, Meyer, Btiumlein,
Godet]).
4. We, however, uphold the explanation, according to which Christ had in view both His
corporeal and His spiritual return (Luther, Beza,
Lampe and De Wette [also Ebrard and Ilengstenberg] ); for His spiritual return was con-

—

A

• [The absolute present, not the future m«vci, manebtt
Comp. Meyer in toe.— P. 8-1
tj Meyer explains the omisslou of a connecting particle
frost the deep emotion.—P. a.
(Valg.).
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ditioned upon His first returning in the body
upon His resurrection as the consummation of
His revelation (without Easter no Pentecost).
There is no double meaning in this interpretation, forasmuch as the manifestations of the
Risen One were assisted by the operation of the
Spirit and the pouring out of the Holy Ghost
was the means of perfectly revealing the Risen
and Glorified One. Tholuck remarks on the opr
pOSite side, that the seeing again, spoken of
chap. xvi. 16, is conditioned upon His going to
the Father. True, but it was on His way to the
Father that He saw them again, John xx. Tholuck's assertion of the identity of the returning
Christ and the before-mentioned aA%oc irapdid..
is of a piece with the disregard of the contrast
being with you and being in you, or the contrast
between the irapdxX. and the h'Ojoc izap6i<X.
Ver. 19. Yet a little while, etc. ['Ert
ptKpdv, so. tart]. ^liKpovy jcai, \ C3£."3.

—

See chap.

83 [xvi. 10; Heb. x. 37; ITos. i.
From now until the moment when He was
4].
removed from the world by death, less than
twenty-four hours elapsed. But ye see Me.
Tholuck: Not "ye shall see Me again," but:
"your eyes shall be opened to perceive Me."
Against this bo it observed that the same verb
(tfftjpeif) is used to express the not-seeing of the
xiii.

—

world. Beyond a doubt, the imminent seeing of
the Risen One with the bodily eye is meant; a
sight destined for the disciples but denied to the
world. The second little fiiKp6v, from the death
to the resurrection of Christ, is swallowed up in
the first [UKp6v. The fact that this Utopeiv of
the disciples passes into the spiritual, eternal
contemplation of Christ, does not militate against
the bodily seeing of II im to begin with. Tho
subsequent sentence is expressly indicative of
this bodily seeing again : " for I live,*' etc. This
seeing of Christ is to bo brought about by tho
life of Christ.
For I live, and ye also shall

—

[bri kyh £&,

tal vpelc £%aeo&c.
The reason of the preceding tieopelre pz. Not:
live

" Because I live, ye shall live also," Beza, A. V.,
Godet. P. 8.] Tho antithesis of Present and
Future supports the exegesis. The Present: /
live, is expressive of His divine vital power, outlasting death (see ch. v.) ch. xii. ; Rev. i. 18).*
Luther: " He is the Person whom death could
not devour, though, as it regards His bodily life,
it did indeed kill Him."
Bub His thus living, as
the God-Man, mighty in life, is at the same time
indicative of His living again in the resurrection, —a fact proved by the promise: ye shall Uve.
For Christ's life has, by His death and resurrection, become the principle of the new life of His
people, Rom. vi. 8; Eph. i. 19,20. The onesided interpretations of these words as having
reference to the resurrection,
interpretations
quoted by Meyer (Grotius: Yo shall see Me
really alive [non spectrum], and ye yourselves
shall survive in the midst of the dangers imminent upon you; or Theophylact: Ye shall be as

—

—

* [Bengel

—

JVon modo vivam, sed vrro ; Apoc. L 18. VivitaJUUlium tequitur ttiiam Jem; et
Mo vivunt ; vi. 67. Meyer's note on this
passage is excellent. On these assuring words of Christ
Schlefarmacher, in the touching funeral discourso of his only
son Nathanael, despairing of all philosophical arguments for
the immortality of the soul, firmly placed bis hope and
trust fur a future life.—P. S.J
vetis,

:

futvmm; nam

non ex

se,

sed ex
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men who have received new life; or Augustine: pheus, the author of the epistle of Jude. His
Te shall rise at the last day) do no detriment to name (the courageous or stout-hearted) as well as
the general application of the saying to the re- his participation in the scene, Mark iii. 21, in
the challenge, John vii. 3 and the character
of his epistle, give him the appearance of a peculiarly energetic and courageous nature. These
characteristics perfectly correspond with the
question in our chapter ; the query is expressive
of his expectation that Jesus would manifest
Himself to the world.
In this saying there
echoes once more with sufficient distinctness the
demand (ch. vii. 8) that Jesus should labor
openly in Jerusalem (Leben Jetu II. p. 141 and

surrection.

At

that day ye shall

know

['Ev
kutivy ry i/fiipa yvoaead e ifielc, bri
iyo ev r(j> TTdTpi fiov ical ifielc ev euol
Kayo kv irfiiv]. Various interpretations: 1.
Reference to the resurrection (see the next note)
2. Meyer: " its historical fulfilment was the day
of Pentecost " 8. Luthardt : the day of the PaVer. 20.

—

;

rousia; 4. Da Wctte: in that time. Be it observed
that the day of the resurrection became for them
not only the continually returning day of the
Lord, or Sunday, but also the day tun* kgoxfjv,
the new Day of their life. Ye will know that I
in the Father. f. e. ye will recognize My
It means more than the
divine personality.
words: the Father in Me.
ye in Me.
/. e. personalities who have attained unto new
life, who are in Christ through the Holy Ghost
because Christ is in them (I in yon) by means
of His glorified personality, the spirit of His
glorified life.
See note to ver. 16.
commandVer. 21.
that hath
ments. ['Oix uv T<ie evroXac. fiov ical

1360).

ecclesiastioal tradition respecting
under
that art. : Apottol. Zeitalter II. p. 407.
is it that
wilt manifest
Thyself, ete.t Ti yiyovev, What has hap-

How

am

—And

He

my

—

whole world would pay Him homage

ifiQavioo

ah Tip

kfiavrdv].
solely upon
the appearings of the Risen One (CFrotius), nor
ical

Hence the discourse neither bears

it a general reference to the Parousia conIt is this
sidered in the abstract (Luthardt).
manifestation of Christ through the Holy Ghost
which, to Philip and the disciples generally, is
to supply and overbalance the wonted, actual,
visible presence of Christ.
Ver. 22. Judas, not Iscariot. obx & 'IffKapioTtjs. To be distinguished from that traitor.
The reader was indeed aware of the departure of the traitor, according to ch. xiii. 80,
as also that he could not (according to Bengel)
again be present It was not John's desire on
this occasion to give utterance to his " profound
abhorrence " of the traitor [Mever, Aiford]
willingly, however, did he bring into view the
contrast between that malioious Judas who despaired of Christ's cause, and this other Judas,
replete with enthusiasm and energy, even now
conceiving of his Lord as one certain of victory,
and that
for whom the conquest of the world
Thadtoo in a material sense— was reserved.
dcus or Ltbbtus according to Matt x. 8 ; Luke vi.
1G (see Comm. on Matt. p. 182, Am. Ed.). It is,
then, one of the brothers of the Lord (Comm. on
Matt. p. 256 ff. Am. Ed. ; my Apost. Zeitalter, p.
189) and, as the brother of James the son of Al-

if

He should

manifest Himself in full.
Ver. 23. If a man love Me, he will, etc.
[('Edv tic ayairq, fie, tov \6yov fiev
TTjpffaet).
Bengel: Tbv X6yov fiov, eermnem meum. Sermo unut est, in hoe vers*, retpeti*
fidelium; eermonet pluret (to t>f Ad y owe fiov),
reepeclu infidelium, qui ditcerpunt, ver. 24.—P. 8.]
In the following reply Jesus sketches the contrast between His people and the world, assigning such contrast as the reason which renders it
impossible for Him to manifest Himself to the
world or to make His abode in it Be it observed
that Jesus has inverted the similarly sounding
words in ver. 21. There it is : " he that hath
My commandments and keepeth them, he it is
that ioveth Me ; " here : " if any man love Me,
he will keep My word." There must be some
good reason for this antithesis. The proof of
the inner life, in antithesis to the utible world,
must itself be visible ; for this cause ver. 21 the
keeping of the commandments is mentioned first
as an evidence of love. The proof of the stem*
life, however, in antithesis to the ungodly life of
the world, must be love for Christ, since the
world can counterfeit the inner life and the keeping of the commandments. In the one case, the
proof of the eubjective truth of the religious life,
in the
t. e. the antithesis to teneuality, suffices
other, Christ treats of the proof of the okjtetm
truth of the religious life, i. e. of the antithesis
to demoniacalnett.
Ascetics may have some inner
life, and yet may subjectively belong to the world;
but believers in justification, they being truly hi
Christ, do not belong to the world. Thus, lore
to Christ is the foundation.
It keeps His word
as His objective portrait and law. The believer,
pursuing this course, is well-pleasing to the
Father. Therefore, the Father comes to him
with the Son (by means of the Holy Ghos^ the
Paraclete).
For the manifestation of Christ is

proof of this living possession will be the keepiny
of His commandments. And that shall be the
mark of love to Jesus. Now love to Jesus is that
whereupon an experience of the Father's love is
conditioned [hyanrf&ijoerat vnb to if irat p6g fiov]; and that, again, is proved by the
sending of the Holy Ghost. But the sending of
the Holy Ghost is, at the same time, an act of
Christ's love towards the believer ; an act in
which He manifests Himself to the believer as
the heavenly Christ [*ai eyb ayanffou av-

t6v

Thou

pened ? what is the reason? /. e. in spite of all
the threats and persecutions of Thine enemies,
there seemeth to me as yet no sufficient reasoa
for this holding back. This courage may in part
rest upon the expectation that the Messiah, if
He manifest Himself at all, must manifest Himself to the whole world in His judicial glory; a
view which Tholuck upholds by the citation of
Dillmann on the Book of Enoch, chap. xxx.
Christ's answer, however, renders it more probable that Judas entertained the hope that the

rtfpuv avrdc, enelvdc iartv 6 ayan&v
The 6 Ixuv is emphatic, significant of that
inward appropriation whereby the words of
Christ are become the vdpoc rob irvebfiarog. The

fie].

The

Judas Thaddeus or Lebbeus, see in Winer

has

;

—

|
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the glorification of the Father through the
tht Father through the
Holy Ghost. The Father will manifest Himself
through tho Son, the Son through the HolyGhost. They make their abode icith him [povrjv
nap' airy i oitjoofiev], not merely in him;
i. e. they found a community, a place where the
Triune God manifests Himself— which commuThe nap*
nity forms a contrast to the world.
The Spirit
ttvrip does not mean : in his dwelling.
is not only in the faithful, but with them as well
He forms a fellowship of believers, the Church.
Thus He builds the spiritual house for an indiThe dwelling with him presupposes a
vidual.
dwelling in him. (We may quote as a curiosity
the explanation of oemler and Less : Christ and
the disciples shall come unto the Father and
make their abode with Him). New Testament
realization of the tabernacling of God amongst
His people, Ley. xxvi. 11 ; prophesied Ezek.
The real Shekina.
xxxvii. 26 and in loc.
not ['0 fiy
that loveth
Ver. 24.
ayandv pe roi»c Xbyovg pov ov rqpei].
The world, as an
Characteristic of the world.
ungodly world, loves itself ; its tendency is not
centripetal but centrifugal; hence it loves not
Christ.
Hence it keeps not Christ's word as a
living word, for the reason that it lacks the bond
that should hold it and Christ together namely,
the Spirit.
Now in failing to keep Christ's word
it also fails to keep the Father's word which He
has sent into the world with Christ [k a I 6 A.6yoc
this

Son,

:

—of the Con with

Me

He

—

—

ova iariv kp6c a%?.a tov
ptyavr 6q pe izaTp6g\. And thus the

bv aKovere,
jt

i

y

on which depends the

preliminary condition
manifestation of God to the world, is wanting;
that condition is the medium and focus of His
word.
Ver. 25. These things I have spoken
unto you. [Tavra XeXd?.7fKa vplv nap*
ipiv pivuv]. /. e. thus much of the heavenly
life on earth as the sign of the heavenly home
Thus much
that awaits you beyond this world.
ye can understand now through My words. At

—

some future time, however, the Paraclete shall

make

it all

perfectly clear to

you

(see chap. xvi.

Tavra XeA&jjua. Perfect. I have spoken
shall be certain.
Ver. 26. But the Paraclete, etc. [6 6h napdxXrfrog, rb vvevpa rb dyiov o iriptyet
6 irarf/p iv r£ ovdparl pov, knelvoc
t/idf dtddijei rd irdvra teal ire opvrjaet
vpag iravra, a elirov ipiv]. The desig12).

it, it

—

nation of the Paraclete is more definite.
The
different predicates are summed up together
the Paraclete the Holy Ghost whom the Father
sends in the name of Jesus. Differ en t interpretations of the
rfy bvbpari pov: 1. Grotius
(Lticke and others) : At My intercession (in
tntam gratiam, with reference to ver. 14).
2.
Euthymius Zigabenus and others : Instead of Me,
i «. not, as Meyer explains : He will send Him
instead of
sending Him, but : He will send
Him as the representative of Me in My character of Ambassador..
8. Meyer: So that the
name of Jesus is the sphere containing the divine

—

—

—

h

My

purpose and will which are to be accomplished
The object of God's intent and
design is the name of Jesus. Since the name is

by the sending.

the subjective knowledge of an objective mani-

Ml.

festation,

445
the sense is:

in the knowledge of

Christ, perfected through the perfect manifestation of Christ,
in the glorified Christ,
in His
inclination towards tho Church, in the Church's
inclination towards Him, a bias effected by love

—

—

Him and by the keeping of His word. Luther:
Here the emphatic words are : in My name and
what 1 have said unto you.
He will teach you all things and bring
to

:

all

things to your remembrance.— The

proximate reference is to the subject of chap,
xiv., the heavenly home, the heavenly goal.
But, together with His teachings on this head,
He is to be the means of imparting all fulness
of Christian knowledge regarding the whole plan
of salvation (ndvra). The first promise embraces
the whole Christian science of salvation, progressing, as it doe:?, in infinitum; the second its
inalienable principial basis: that which Christ
has said. It is not specifically new truths that
the Holy Ghost will teach ; not specifically supplementary ones (traditions in the Romish sense),
still less such as shall take the place of those
taught by Christ (as the fanatics and enthusiasts
would have it), or correct and contradict these
(according to Rationalism).
His teaching shall
consist in reminding men of the word of Christ,
in giving them a subjective understanding of the
same. In performing this His office, He shall
unfetter the word break down the barriers of
individualization, parable, misunderstanding
thus causing it to develop into an ever-living organism of doctrine, the specific soul and character of which does, nevertheless, remain the
word of Christ. The first irdvra says that every
one of Christ's words shall attain its full development; hence it refers to the infinite import
or capability of development belonging to His
words. The second irdvra declares that none
of the words of Christ shall be lost, that they
all, as items of His doctrine, shall become operative.
The interpretation of Grotius, according
to which d tlnov vplv extends even to the first
irdvra, has the effect of confusing the parallels
and intrenching upon the independence of the
Spirit.
The meaning is not: everything that I
have told you, He shall teach you and remind
you of, but: He shall teach you all things,
whilst He brings all things that I have told you,
The xai is explicative.
to your remembrance.
[The work of the Spirit is the appropriation
"Dicente Filio," says
of Christ to the believer.
Augustine, " verba capimus, -docente Spiritu eadem
verba intelligimus" Objectively all is done by
Christ, subjectively the same work is done or
applied every day by the Spirit. The fulfilment
of this promise of the Holy Spirit to the Apostles,
who was to guide them into the whole truth and
give them the right understanding of Christ's
teaching, guarantees their inspiration, sufficiency
and authority as witnesses of our Lord, and is
abundantly testified by their writings, which
carry in themselves their own best evidence, as
the shining sun proves his existence to all but
the blind. The irdvra furnishes a strong argument for the completeness of the New Testament

—

—

revelation and against the Romish doctrine of
ecclesiastical tradition, in the sense of an additional and co-ordinate source and rule of faith.
For two of the most important dogmas of modern
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—the

siolessness of Mary and the inthe pope there is not the faintest
P. 8.]
trace in the apostolic writings.
peace I leave with yon [Ei/j#Ver. 27.
vqv apt nut if* lv, elprjvnv rfjv kutjv 5i-

Romanism

—

fallibility of

A

dofii vuiv],

— According

and

this

—

Not as the world giveth [ov ko&uc q
6a uoc 6 l6uo ij iyu> didufii v u Z v]
The proposition is, undoubtedly, a general one

k

.

not for this reason, however, should its application to the world's empty forms of greeting

to Luther (Neander (Grotius, Bengel and others) be denied (De
farewell-greeting of Wette, Meyer, Tholuck).* In the world also
14 ; 3 John the manner of salutation on going and coming
Christ to His people (corop. 1 Pet.
Luther : "These are last words, as of is connected with the manner of giving. The
ver. 14).
one who, on the eye of departure, says good world gives as it greets, t. e. in a vain and empty
night or invokes a blessing." Tholuck remarks, way, 1 John ii. 17. Having just recognized an
against -this view, that Christ is not going away antithesis in the words of Christ : " I leave you
from them, but that they are going with Him a peaoe " at parting, " I give you My peace " at
(ver. 81), and that in this case the correspond- our new union, it readily occurs to us to mediing phrase could not mean tip. doiiuat, but only tate upon the inverted conduct of the world.
And so afthai (still according At the start the world with its greetings prodidovai or liyziv.
to Tholuck) should be taken in the sense of leav- mises golden mountains ; coldly and heartlessly
ing behind, namely, as a parting gift, and it is it takes leave of its servants and prepares them
the peace of reconciliation that Jesus speaks of. an end full of terrors. It fared literally thus
But this deeper meaning offers no obstacle to the with Judas. Christ makes a warm and comforting
belief that to the concrete fact of His departure farewell-greeting the forerunner of the beatific saluHe affixes His peace as a parting greeting. The tation which shall accompany the eternal meeting.
Hebrew greeting was perfectly adapted to exLet not your heart be troubled, nor let
press this union of the highest with the trivial. It be afraid [/*# Tapaoo&a&o iu€>v jj
And as certainly as the saying of the Risen Kapdla untie' detXiar u]. Repetition of the
One: Peace be with you (John xx. 19, 21), is the exhortation ver. 1; hence the indication of a
customary salutation and yet, at the same time, concluded meditation. The annexed deiXi&ru
the announcement of the resurrection peace, just (which is found in this place only in the New
so certainly is the leaving of peace here at once Testament)! proves that He views the trembling
the higher farewell greeting of Jesus and a real more as a natural emotion that might seise them
But there is nothing contradic- at the thought of a hopeless parting, while in
gift of peace.
tious in the fact that parting friends may bid uttering the tietfadru His mind is contemplating
each other good-bye, perchanoe more than once, the danger of a cowardly course of conduct proand still walk a little way together. It is here ceeding from that emotion.
that the subject we have been considering vig.,
Ver. 28. Said unto yon, etc. [yxovaaTe
the going of Jesus to heaven, in order to the hrt iyb elirov vuiv vrr&yu Kal ipxoftai
preparation of the place for His disciples is irpbc vu&c], See ver. 2. At the same time,
brought to a conclusion. The term h^itjat is ex- however, the words : I go away and I come
plained by the too slightly estimated didupu Thus to yon, are doubtless explanatory of the farewell just uttered : " peace," etc., ««
peace,"
the Hebrew OV?tf, prosperity, peace (go in peace,
Neither does the proposition mean simply:
etc.
OlSffS -|S, 1 8am. i. 17, etc.; Mark v. 84, etc.; "I go away and come again," etc., but, " by
to you more truly than
see the farewell salutations Eph. vi. 23 [1 Pet. going away, I come
ever;" as results from what follows.
If ye
v. 14 ; 8 John ver. 13]), in this place certainly
[el yy air are ue.
Of perfect love
peace of soul likewise ; this interpretation is dis- loved
puted by Meyer.*
peaoe (peace-greeting) that casteth out fear (1 John iv. 18. He makes
I give unto you [elp^vffv rr}v kurjv did u fit their love to Him a motive of comfort to them.
We question the generally assumed They loved Him, but not spiritually enough, else
vfiiv].
they would have rejoiced at the prospect of His
identity of this saying with the foregoing one
"A peace (tlp^vijv) I leave unto you." On the abiding spiritual presence. Bengel: Amorparit
nerval ver bum Christi
contrary, the emphasis: "My peace" (ri)v) gaudium; per se, et quia
Isetissima omnia aperient, " Love begets joy, both
It
ipf/v) is of itself indicative of an antithesis.
of itself, and because it keeps the word of Christ,
is the intention of Jesus to declare in the strongopens all the most joyful prospects."—
est manner possible that His greeting on seeing which
would have rejoioed (e x^pvre
them again shall follow fast upon His parting P. 8.1—
Av
iropevouai
salutation, and that He will not present to them (not the Imperf. ixaiptre)
nark pa). He does not mean: in
that full peace-greeting which is His specific wpdc rbv
property until, meeting them again, He salutes that case ye would not be in the least affected by
them, bringing His perfect and entire peace.
* [Bengel: " In taltttationibui inanibtu vel bm&di* Huntm
With a peace I left you ; with My peace I am at extern**, cor turn attingenUbug.et e
with you again. I leave you a peace for a sup- ac vita mortati dtsinentunuS' (Comp. the English proverb,
Munduti
port

others)

is

the

.

—

—

—

My

—

Me

—

— My

—

Ye

—

keep you upright My
The most lively
construction of the words: after a little while,
;

lull

it is sufficient

peace

I will give

to

;

unto you.

ver. 19.
* [In the fifth edition (p. 624) where Meyer takes cipi}inf
Indeed tn the most general sense of prosperity, like the Hebrew Shalom but so as to include " the peace of redemption or reconciliation with God as the first essential element."

—P. 8.J

on

nm rtUnquit."

Alford and Godot likewise refer the «•** to
the manner of giving, rather than the unreality and emptiness of the world's peace. But Meyer thinks a reference to
the empty formulas of worldly greeting entirely out of place
in the solemnity of this moment. • Lange has the right new
here.—P. 8J
f[But often in the Sept. For inXum the classics me
*w«0ciAta«. fetAdV, timid, fearful, occurs Matt. riiL 96;
Mark W. 40 ; Rev. xxt. 8, ftetAia, timidity, 2 Tim. L 7. Bengel refers TtparoArA*, ne turbrtur, to the intrinsic, taJUtTw,
ne formidd, to the extrinsic fear.—P. S.J
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grief at parting from

Me

(comp. ch. xvi. 21),

but, the joy of faith would preponderate. The
tuing in My difficult journey that would appear

1-31.
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Uic enim neque ds humana
fuit patrum solutio.
Christi natura, neque de eeterna ejus divinitate sermo
habetur, ted pro infirmitatis nostrse eaptu se medium

—

pre-eminent to your eyea would be My triumphal inter nos st Deum constituit" P. S.]
home-going to the Father. Hence: because I
2. Christological explanations
a. The superiority of the Father has reference
said unto you, I go unto the Father," t. &,
because i have put such a cheering interpreta- to the human nature of Christ, because it is in
tion upon My going away from you.
For the this alone that He goes to the Father (Hunnius,
Father is greater than I (on 6 irarjjp J. Gerhard}. [Comp. the Athanasian Creed:
uel£uv fiov eariv). A. We have first to " equal to tne Father as touching His Godhead ;
consider this proposition in the abstract, and and inferior to the Father as touching His manhood." So also Webster and Wilkinson. Wordsthen in its relation (on) to what precedes it
worth " Christ is speaking of going which can1. Theological elucidations [in the essential or
metaphysical sense] a. The Arians regarded the not be predicated of God. My Father is greater
than I am in that nature which goes to Him."
declaration as a proof-text for their system.
[The Arians inferred from this passage that This interpretation implies a mere platitude.
Christ is a creature of the Father, though existing Who need be told that the human nature is infebefore the world. The same interpretation has rior to the divine ? It also assumes an abstract
been revived by the 8ocinians, Unitarians and separation of the two natures in Christ, which
Rationalists, who deny also the preexistence of constitute one life. The speaking and acting Ego
Christ, which the Arians admitted. But this gives of Christ is His divine-human person, and the nano intelligible sense at all. On the contrary, the ture is the organ through which He acts. P. S.]
b. Reference is had to Christ's state of humiwords imply (as even Meyer freely admits, p. 626)
the homoousia or divine nature of Christ. If a liation (status ezinanitionis, Luther, Calvin, Lu"
mere man or creature says
God is greater than thardt).
1," he talks blasphemous nonsense almost as
[This interpretation is also defended by Cyril,
much as if he said : "I am equal with God. ' Melanchthon, Beza, Bengel, De Wette, Bruckner,
Comp. also the remarks of Godet (II., 490): "Cette Stier, Alford, Barnes, Owen, etc. Christ spoke
parole suppose ehez celui qui la prononce, Is sentiment these words as the battling and suffering Messiah
Uplus vif de sa participation d la dioiniti." P. 8.] from His state of humiliation, which was to cease
with His departure to the Father; and it is His
b. Athanasius, Gregory of Nasianzum [Hilary,
Eutbym. Zigab.] and others, in modern times prospective exaltation to glory and bliss which
Olshausem,* considered it expressive of the ayev- ought to have been an occasion for rejoiciog to
vrpia of the Father in antithesis to the begotten- His disciples.
There is no force in Meyer's objection that God is greater than Christ even in
ness or eternal generation of the Son.
[On the Arian controversy concerning this pas- His exalted state (xvii. 6; 1 Cor. xv. 27 f.; Phil.
sage see Suicer, Thesaur., II., pp. 1368 sq., and ii. 9-1 1), as He was greater than the preexistent
Bull's Defens. Fid. ivTc, sect. 4.
To escape the Logos (John i 1-3). He refers the uci£ov6tjk of
Arian inference it would have been better to refer the Father to His superior power: "As My
the ftetZov6riK of the Father to His official superi- Father is greater, especially mightier than I,
ority.
The Nicene orthodoxy admitted a cer- My departure to Him will be an elevation to
tain subordination of the Son to the Father, as greater power and activity, to the victory over the
to dignity or office, but not as to essence or subworld, to higher union with Him, hence a matter
stance, which is the same ; there being but one
of rejoicing for those who love Me." P. 8.]
God. But this passage has no reference to the
c. It refers to both the above-mentioned conessence or nature at all, but to the state or con- siderations ["humanity in its state of lowlidition ; for the superiority of essence which ex- ness"] (Calov, Quenst'adt, Tholuck, Augustine:
" quia naturm humana gralulandum est eo, quod sic
ists always and everywhere, could be no reason
why the disciples should rejoice at the approach- assumta est a verbo unigenito, ut immorlalis constitU"
ing departure of Christ to the Father.
Hence eretur in cctlo ") #
no inference unfavorable to the orthodox doc8. We must grasp at onco the theological import and the Christological one, for there is a
trine of the homoousia can be drawn from it.
Calvin clearly, with his usual tact, saw this, and good reason why the Son of God became man
gives substantially the right interpretation, which and humbled Himself,
not the Father. TheoloI may anticipate here (see it b.) : *« Varie delorgically considered, the Father is greater than

—

—

:

:

—

:

1

—

—

—

ius fuit hie locus.
Ariani ut Christum probarent
quendam secundarium esse Deum, objiciebant minorem esse Pair*. Pafres orthodoxi, ut tali calumnim
ansam prseciderent, dicebant hoc debere ad naturam
humanam referri. Atqui ut impie hoc testimonio

abusi sunt Ariani, ita nee

recta, nee consentanea

* jOlshausen explain* : " The Son is born of the essence
of the Father, but not inTersely the Father from the 8on
hence the Father is the cause (dar Grundy of the 800, but the
Poo is not the cause of the Father. The Son proceeding
thus from the Father (xiiL 3) there was necessarily in Him a
desire to return to the Father, as erery being is attracted to
iu source ; accordingly the return to the father was the
satisfaction of the desire felt by the Son after His source,
•nd this relation is indicated by the words fi<i£mr pov larlvr
Bat the essential relation is eternal and hence unchangeable.
F.8.]

the Son, as the first principle, in respect of order
or succession, by whom the Son was established,
both being perfectly equal in substance. Hence
it follows that He is greater in substance also
than Christ in His human natqre, and above all,
greater in regard to the rule or power which He
exercises, than is Christ in His humiliation. And
it is upon this latter circumstance that the stress
here lies. [So also Meyer, see above. P. S.]
Christ, in going to the Father as to the One
greater than He, enters into the joint possession
of His greatness and majesty, without, however,
thereby destroying the subordination of order
(see ver. 16 ; ch. xvii. 8, 6; 1 Cor. xv. 27; PhiL
ii. 9-11 ; 1 Cor. iiL 28; xi. 3).
The characteri-

—
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zation of the theological import as the "absolute

New

Testament," by Meyer,
in connection with Liicke, is liable to misapprehension and fails to afford, in any case, a suffi-

monotheism of the

cient explanation.

B. We now consider the relation of this proposition to the preceding kx^pl^' av.
For (on)
the Father. Why should the disciples be glad of
His going to the Father?
1. On account of His exaltation to fi6!-a and
blessedness (Cyrill, Olshausen, Tholuck).
2. On account of the more powerful protection
which He should thenceforth be able to bestow
upon the disciples (Theophylact, Liicke and
others).
3. On account of Jesus* exaltation to greater

power and

activity (Meyer).

Because the going away of Jesus was His

4.

own

exaltation and was likewise of benefit to
them (Luther, Bengel, Lampe).
It is as little possible to separate Jesus* exaltation to glory from His exaltation to power as
to separate His own exaltation from the exaltation of His disciples; nevertheless, their love
should first view His exaltation, passing on, however, as the context admonishes, from a glance
at that in the abstract to the consideration that
it is through His exaltation alone that He shall
become in very deed their own.
Ver. 29.
I have told yon. As
is frequently His custom He emphatically states
that He tells them such and such things beforehand, in order that, when His predictions are

—

And now

fulfilled,

they may

Thus prophecy

believe.

is,

like miracles, a proof of the divine power and
presence (Isa. xli. 22-26). It is impossible that

the bare prediction of the death of Jesus can
here be meant ; it is the announcement of His
exaltation by means of His death, resurrection
and ascension. These facts, in which they saw
Christ's prediction fulfilled, made perfeot their
faith.
In this sense, therefore, it is written
here also: "that ye might believe." (See Chap.
xx. 81).
Ver. SO. Hereafter I shall not talk
with you (ovk kn iroX'ka Xahfiou ue&'
vutov).
A presentiment of departure, an introduction to the start which He was about pro*

mnoh

—

posing.— For the prinoe,
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:

etc.

—

(kpx^rat yap

tov k6ouov apx<*>v). See chap. xii. 81.
reference of the mood of Jesus to the prepa-

tius, Meyer more generally: in Me he possesses
nothing, as owning his sway).
[Meyer thinks
that the sinlessness (Augustine.* "in Me ron
habet guidquam, nullum omnino scilicet peccatum")
is not directly expressed in the passage, but necessarily implied as the causal condition, since
only when Christ was free from sin, Satan had
no hold on Him and no power over Him. Alford
similarly: "no point of appliance whereon to
fasten his attack."—P. 8.]
4. Tholuck : He has no claim on Me (nihil juris).
Submission on Christ's part was, therefore, voluntary; comp. chap. xix. 11 (so too De Wette,

Hofmann and
The words

others).

certainly declare not only Jesus'
sinlessness but also His freedom from death.
They are a repetition of Jesus' solemn protestation of His freedom,
a protestation aimed
against the idea which represents Him as of
necessity succumbing to the irresistible fate of
sinful men (see ch. x. 18; xii. 24; xiii. 19). At
the same time the saying contains an intimation
to the effect that Satan, possessing, as he does,
not a single fibre or hair of Him in an ethical
sense, shall likewise fail to retain a single fibre
or hair of Him in a physical sense.
But the
fact that he now, in accordance with the counsel
of God, is coming upon Him, is implied in the
emphasis that rests upon the expression: he
cometh (comp. Luke xxii. 68).
Ver. 81. But that the world
know,
etc.
Expressive of His willingness to become a
sacrifice.
The root is love to the Father; the
proof, obedience to the Father ; the consequence:
the departure, not so much in order to go obstinately to meet the enemy, but rather, in pursuance of God's guidance, to await him at the
place of prayer, in Gethsemane.
That the world.

—

may

—

" fit mundus desinat mundus esse etpatris
:
bene placitum agnoscat salutariter."
That,
in His personal submission to the personal
Father, the kingdom of grace, love, personal
life, may dawn upon the world, for a judgment
upon its unrightful prince and in order to the
freeing of it from that false tyranny which he
exercises through the fear of death.
That the
world may know that love is stronger than death
(comp. Sol. Song viii. 6: "strong as death").
Arise, let us depart. The mighty saying
prompted by a holy emotion finds expression not
in two only, but in three asyndetical exhortations
Bengel

in

me

—

—

—

Him that are going on in Jerusa- kyeipeoft e ayufiev evrev&ev. Various
He is aware that His enemies are explanations of the item
1. Jesus, accompanied by the disciples, pronow making ready to advance against Him and
in them He sees the tools of Satan hence " the ceeds to a secure place where He uttered ohh.

rations against
lem. In spirit

;

:

;

prince of this world cometh," ch.

And

hath nothing in

ovk ix eL obdiv).

—

Me

(kg

xiii. 27.
I

kv ifiol

The k v iu o I antithesis
to the prince of this world.
He comes as the
prince of this world's power, of this world's
fear, of death and corruption, to claim a power
euoi9 etc.
Various
over Me, Heb. ii. 14. Kal

h

constructions
1. He can, or

is able to, do nothing to Me ; he
death upon Me ; of My own free
will I suffer it (Chrysostom, Kuinoel).
2. He finds nothing in Me ; no accusation against

cannot

Me

(Origen).
possesses nothing in Me (Cyril, Auguspeccatumt cut debetur mortis supplicium; Gro-

He

3.

tine

inflict

:

xv., xvi., xvii.

others)

;

(Chrysostom, Theophylact and

—unsupported.

2. Still less tenable : hitherto Jesus had been
outside of the city ; He was but now about departing for Jerusalem to keep the Passover
(Bengel, Wichelhaus [RSper]).
8. Jesus, too full of the matters which were
still pressing upon His heart, spoke, still standing in the room where they had eaten the supper, chh. xv., xvi., xvii. (Knapp, Liicke, Tholuck, Meyer, [Calvin, Olshausen, Bleek, Bruckner, Ewald, Afford, Owen], etc.).
And this after
the three powerful exhortations to depart ?
4. The following (chh. xv.-xvii.) was spoken
by Him on the road (Luther, Grotius, Lampe,
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CHAP. XIV.
Lange, Leben Jesu II., p. 1347 [Ebrard, Barnes,
Webster and Wilkinson, Wordsworth] and others).
Meyer [Alford and Owen] in opposition to this
view : The thing is psychologically improbable.
Psychologically improbable indeed would be the
supposition that Jesus did not discourse to the
disciples of the most momentous matters even
when they were upon the road to their destinaWalking and standing still and walking
tion.
again is the very expression of a mind stirred
by great things.
5. On the hypercritical remarks of De Wetto
(who identifies the syeipea&e, iyufiev, Matt. xxyL
46, with that of our text), Strauss, Weisso, Baur,
Hilgenfeld, see

Meyer

[p. 529].

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The farewell discourses of the Lord hare not
been sufficiently valued for what they are:
1.

namely, the new revelation of Christ concerning
Until these discourses were delivered,
heaven.
the theocratic belief of Israel was acquainted
only with Sheol, and with the antithesis of a
paradise and a place of punishment (gehenna)
See Luke xvi. 22 ff. The doctrine of
in Sheol.
paradise was of course the germ of the dootrine
of the heavenly home, and even the Old Testament contained sundry dark intimations of the
latter in the translation of Enoch, the ascension
of Elijah, the description of heaven as the throne
of Qod and the habitation of His holy angels,
and the hope of the faithful for a closer union
with Qod, in sayings such as Prov. xv. 24 ; Eccl.
But it was reserved for Christ to throw
xii. 7.
heaven open, in the first instance by His word
in the farewell-discourses, and, secondly, by His
Hence the farewellact in the ascension itself.
disconrses substantially contain a theology of
The doctrine of heaven was,
Christ's ascension.
however, not intelligible to believing human
hearts until the disciples were forced to learn
experimentally that the earthly world was no
longer a resting-place for the Lord and for them
When the
that they were cast out of the world.
world cast them out and its doors shut to behind
them, there opened to them the gates of heaven.
Understanding the ethical import of the going
down of the sun and the gathering night, they
coald also comprehend the symbolical sign of the
starry heavens, the Father's great open house.
And even now they were enabled to grasp and
hold fast this hope only through the imminence
But the reof Christ's ascension into heaven.
velation concerning heaven as the place and land
of glory could and should not be the exchange
of a new sensuous expectation for an old one;
together with the local heaven Christ disclosed
destined,
the dynamical heaven to their view
this latter, to be developed in the new life upon
earth as a personal kingdom of love ; founded
by the revelation of His personality, by the
manifestation of the personal Father and the
glorification, by means of the personality of tho
Holy Ghost, of the personal love-life of Qod as
the foundation of tho personal kingdom of love
in which they are, which they are to maintain
against the hate of the world, and which they are
to spread through the world.
In the second life
of the second Man who is from heaven, in the

—
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1-81.

resurrection of Christ, heaven was made manifest on earth (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 21, 22, 47; John
xvi. 21); through the Paraclete as the Spirit of
glory, of 66$a, tho disciples were translated into
the fellowship of this heavenly state (Phil. iii.
20).
2. The startling effect produced upon the disciple of Christ when this present world is darkened for him by the cross, and sets upon him or
casts him out. Then he is comforted by the
watch-word which bids him put his trust in the
Christ who ascendeth to heaven and in the
Father who is in heaven. The soul may be
troubled at this transition; but not the heart

(vers. 1, 27).
8. Trust in Ood; in so doing, ete.
Become
thorough Israelites, for thus ye shall also be-

Christians. We can go still further and
say: become thorough Catholics and then ye
will also be Evangelical Christians.
4. Man, having as a sinner lost his power over
the earth and being chained by an autochthonio
consciousness to particular climes and countries,
had, in still greater measure, lost the bent or
drawing of his astral or heavenly citizenship;
his way led not upwards toward the stars, but
downwards to the earth. Christ has restored us
our heavenly citizenship (Heb. ix.). The words
of Christ : In My Father's house, etc., do not, indeed, contain any new astronomical system, but
they do prove His view of the world and of
heaven to have been infinitely elevated above
that of His time.
6. The three sayings inculcating faith in the
heavenly home : the saying addressed to Thomas,
the saying addressed to Philip, the saying addressed to Judas Lebbrous.
Or our heavenly
home is sure to us in spite of the contradiction of

come

an outward reality full of distress and death, in
spite of the want of phenomena evident to tho
senses, in spite of the denial of the hostile world,
which even by its hate, as the germ and sign of
hell,

must

testify of love, as the seed

and sign of

heaven.

See above.
It is
6. Meyer on ver. 8 [p. 607, footnote]
«J
incorrect to affirm that the idea of reward is utterly wanting in John.
(Thus Weiss in the
Deutsch. Zeitschr., 1853, pp. 825, 888 and in his
Petrin. Lehrbegr., 1856, p. 65 ff.) As Christ ask»
for eternal glory for Himself as a reward, chap,
xvii. 4 If., so in like manner does He promise it
to the disciples as their reward.
See chap, xvii,
24; xii. 26. Under this head we should also
class the promise of Idelv rijv fiao. rob tieou,
:

chap. iii. 8, 5, and of the raising up at the last
day, chap. v. 28 ff. ; vi. 40, 64. Comp. 1 John
iii. 2, 8, where the future glorification and union
with Christ is expressly designated as the subject of the iXwig ; as also 2 John 8, where the
term fuo$6v irtypt? is used and must bo understood as referring to eternal bliss (see Dttsterdieck, II. p. 605)."
Upon all which we must observe, that in John especially, the term reward
cannot be apprehended in its legal sense ; it is
to be construed, in conformity to the kingdom of
love, as a loving recompense, bestowed, it is

—

true, in accordance with justice.
7. Christ the living Wag, the pledge of the goal.
Christianity the absolutely dynamical view of the
world. Tho personal, Qod-fiiled heart and es-
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sence of Christ becomes surely for the existence
and unclosure of the personal, t. e. eternal and
Christ's heart the
absolute dynamis of the eternal places and times,
1 Pet i. 4.
Christ the absolute Way, because
He is the Truth, the principle, medium and aim
of all connection, all that is lasting in the world
perfect reality ; and because He is the Life,
the complete manifestation of the highest appearanoe and beauty from the deepest ground
all-animating Life and Love.
8. If ye had known Me. The mystery of Christ's
personality, the medium of the manifestation of
God and of the manifestation of the personal
spiritually glorious world.

tum of a man.

Spirit is the-concentratcd, condefinite life.
So the Spirit of
God is the unity of the manifestations of the essence of God; the Holy Spirit the unity of the

scious unity of

a

complete manifestation of the Father and Son,
fully made manifest His
antithesis to the world, in order thus folly to
communicate Himself to the world. But because
the essence of God is actual to its very foundation, the Holy Ghost also, as the Spirit of the
complete manifestation of God, appears as a
particular third form of the personality of God,
and is free in Himself, like the Father and the
Son. The life of the Spirit becomes a fountain
of life in men's spirits.
kingdom.
This truth has been
misinterpreted by the Montanists, Manichees, the
9. The greater works of Christianity, a continual miracle in the world, to result in the spiritualistic Franciscans and other enthusiasts
wonderful metamorphosis of the .world at the of the Middle Ages, the Anabaptists and the phiconsummation of all things, and in its transfigu- losophers of the school of Hegel, inasmuch as all
these distinguish, more or less definitely, three
ration into the world of the Spirit.
the kingdom of the Father, that of
10. The evidence of Philip and the evidence of kingdoms,
Philip still sees in things power oyer the Son, and that of the Holy Ghost
And the
Christ,
persons ; the Lord sees in personality power oyer Catholic doctrine of ecclesiastical tradition adds
things. On the Paraclete see note to ver. 1G, in to the kingdom of the Son a kingdom of the Spireference to Tholuck, p. 864 [and Hare's Mission rit, to the administration of which the Hierarchy
pretends.
This forms the other extreme to the
of the Comforter.— P. S.]
11. Similarly seo note on the distinction, be- Spirit's sphere of manifestation according to the
tween the manifestation of Christ in the Father doctrine of the Quakers. The Holy Ghost is reand that of the Father in Christ. Analogously, lated just as purely and entirely to the Son as the
The infiniteness of the
the being of believers in Christ—justification is Son is to the Father.
Christian spiritual life, the eternal nature of it,
distinguished from Christ's being in believers
is expressed in the calling of the Spirit who has
sanctifieation.
12. The promise that His people shall tee Burn been given to the believer, now the Spirit of
again, ver. 10, is inclusive of the resurrection, truth, now the Spirit of knowledge, of strength*
together with the entire future manifestation of etc. There is always denoted an infinite pleniChrist in His word and Spirit here, in His pa- tude self-begetting like a fountain of this
ternal house beyond this world, until the time of divine life of truth, knowledge, etc.
16. Christ's farewell-greeting a pledge for the
His great Epiphany. Henoo it is wrong to conThus the Lord coatrast, as Meyer does (p. 400), Christ's paracletio greeting of a future meeting.
coming again with His resurrection; and, simi- ibrteth His people.
17. The prophecies in their fulfilment are
larly, to suppose it to result from the Johannean
version that Christ did not so definitely predict miracles of God's Spirit, in order to the awakenHis resurrection (except in such hints as are ing, quickening and confirming of faith.
18. Christ's repeated protest against the misincontained in chap. ii. 10; x. 17) as the Synopterpretation of His death-way, against tho con-'
tists report Him to have done.
blind, inevitable fate or a sign
18. The manifestation of Christ in its relation ception of it as a
world's superiority; in connection with
to the world, according to the view of Judas of the
Lebbous and according to Christ's view. Love tho asseveration of His freedom in submitting to
In this free submission
will of His Father.
to Christ, as the tendency of the Spirit in the the
Church to the centre of life, is the fundamental His high-priesthood is perfected; the Priest is
the Sacrifice and tho Saorifico is the Priest
condition, the medium of the manifestation of
His personality; the world as world, on tho Himself.
other hand, is, in its centrifugal tendency, ben*,
upon vanity, upon impersonal things. In this
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
medium Christ cannot manifest Himself to it.
word of the Lord to II is disciples: "Let
The
Boly
the
procession
of
14. The doctrine of tho
your heart be troubled! " or how He enGhost, according to ver. 26, stands, in a manner, not
betwixt the assertion of the Oriental and that of courages them on their entrance upon the night
to eubraisMte
the Occidental Church. See the history of dog- of sorrows : 1. By the admonition
2. By the
mas. The former Church with reason insists and unconditional trust (ver. 1).
npon the priority of the Father as first princi- opening up of a view of the high and heavenly
8. By His going before an?*
(ver. 2).
ple; the latter, with equal reason, gives promi- home
and 8). 4. By the exnence to the autonomy of spiritual life which the coming again (vers. 2
planations and promises whereby He removes ail
,Son too possesses and of which intimation is
their scruples and doubts (the scruple of Thomas,
given here: ««in My name."
of Philip, of Judas Lebbeus). 5. By the gift of
16. On ver. 26. The Spirit is related, as Spirit,
His peace as a pledge of a speedy and joyful reto a specific vital cause by which He is necessitaThe wind, as the symbolical Spirit, cannot turn (ver. 27 flF.). The rise of the heavenly
ted.
upon Christ's earthly night of passion:
be conceived of without the earth ; the spirit of Paradise
man cannot be oonoeived of without tho substra- 1. The Paradise a heavenly one, better than the

—

by which unity God has
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Paradise on earth.

2. Its

rise,

brought on

by Christ's exode
company with His

into the night of Passion, in
disciples.
8. Christ the Repealer and Perfccter of it, and the Quido to it.
Discovery of the new celestial realm of life above
The
the old subterranean kingdom of the dead.
glorification of the human life through Christ, at
the same time the glorification of the creation.
He hath brought life and immortality to light.
First an inner life for God's paternal house, then
a paternal house of God for that inner life.

—

The heavenly heart revealed and unlocked the
heavenly home. Christ has disclosed and unclosed heaven: 1. He was tho bearer of disclosures concerning it ; 2. the opener of a way
Christ has pledged His word to His
into it.
people that there is an heavenly inheritance for
them.
He makes all things ready for the heavenly life: 1. The place for His people, 2. His

—

—

—

—

people for the place. Tho Christian's way to
earthly woe, the way to the Father's house in
heaven.
Heaven our Father-house: 1. The
Father of the house; 2. the house of the Father.
Our journey to the Father's house: 1. Tho
goal of our way; 2. the way to our goal.
The
many mansions in the Father's house: 1. Many
mansions, one Father-house. In all one Father,
one Son and Heir, one inheritance for one
throng of children. 2. One Father-house, many
mansions. Room enough for many inhabitants.
8. Tho mansions, habitable, resting-places, abidingplaces.
4. The mansions manifold, for every one
a special home in tho one eternal citadel of God.
The heavenly mansions: 1. In what respect
prepared from the beginning; 2. in what respect
receiving additional preparation through the
ascension of Christ; 8. in what respect undergoing an eternal process of glorification.
The
unshakablo assurance of Christ with regard to
the heavenly Fatherland.
The home-country of
Christians where the glorified Christ is.
Christ's
disclosures in regard to the way to heaven. (See
above).
The doubt of Thomas.
The saying of Christ: I am the way: 1. He is
the way, as the truth of the way ;— the living,
personal motion to the Father because He is
truth itself; 2. He is the way, as the life of the
way; the victorious mover to the Father because He is life in general. Christ the way in
His divine-human personality: 1. God's way to
man. Therefore 2. man's way to God. Christ's
personality as a pledge of the heavenly home:
1. As the truth of the heavenly life ; 2. as tho life
of heavenly truth.
No way to the Father except through the Son.
He who knows nothing
of the life beyond, knows nothing of it for this
reason because he is ignorant of the kernel of
this present life.
The Lord's discourse with
Philip.
The personal life of Christ the substantial appearance in the midst of the seemingness of the world.
The manifestation of the
Father in the figure of the Son. Christ the
image of God, Heb. i. 8. Different ways of
knowing the one way of truth: 1. The knowledge of elect disciples, a cognition of the Father
in the Son by means of the cognition of the Son
in the Father, or a comprehension of Christ's
works by Christ's word. 2. The way of the
majority: or the cognition of the Son in the
Father by tho Father in the Son, i. e. compre-
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hension of the word through a comprehension of
tho works.
The greater works, or how tho
wonders of Christ are developing in the wonders
of Christianity until the great wonder of His
appearing.
How Christ's miracles are perennial
in His works.
Greater works, t. e. tho increasingly glorious unfolding of Christ's work
in His people.
As Christ Himself has been
glorified by the Holy Ghost, so the wonders of
Christ have been glorified through the wonders
of the Holy Spirit.
For I go to the Father. Christ's power rendered boundless by His going to the Father, tho
Fountain of power. Prayer in the name of Jo8us tho channel for tho performance ef Christ's
works. The sighs of the Christian heart as tho
prophecy and origin of the triumphs of the
Christian hand. The longing of Christians and
the blessing of Christ encounter one another.
An ever purer praying in His name results in an
ever richer doing in His strength.
The Holy Spirit as tho othor Comfortor, not
Christ's substitute but His presence.
The promise of the other Comforter (Mediator). Tho
Holy Ghost promised to Christians as, above all,
the Spirit of truth.
Tho world, as world, is not
capable of receiving tho Holy Ghost: 1. It docs
not see Him, thereforo it does not know Him;
2. it does not know Him, therefore it docs not receive Him.
Tho world with all its spirit yet
without the (Holy) Spirit: 1. Its spirits lack tho
Spirit (the true Spirit) ; 2. its spirit lacker spirits
(its inspiration does not attain to great personal
spirit-life).— The Holy Ghost, like Christ, a
stranger to the world. Always an intimate of
Christians, always a stranger to the world.
Tho
disciples of Jesus become the intimates of His
Spirit.
Christians never orphans. Christianity
a living in the coming of Christ: 1. Ho lives,
therefore His people shall live 2. He comes,
therefore His people shall see Him.
The grand saying: Yet a little while: 1. Yet a
little while and He will be hero with us (as Comforter, asQuickener, Gladdener, Helper-through)
with wonders of refreshment. 2. Yet a little
while and we shall be yonder with Him. After
Gethsemane and Golgotha, in sooth, but still
after a little.
Through trouble and death, and
yet after a little. (Rom. viii. 18.)— At that dag,
ver. 20.
The new day of a three-fold lustre
1
That of the Resurrection, 2. of the Ascension,
8. of the outpouring of the Spirit.
Isa. xxx. 26;
lx. 19.
The resurrection time as the triumphal
celebration of the personal life: 1. Of Christ, 2.
of His own, 8. of the hearts that they, in His
strength, shall awaken to personal life.
Upon
what conditions do we become recipients of tho
manifestation of the living Christ? (See ver. 28.)
The
Christ's discourse with Judas Lebbeus.
gloomy views of Thomas, the wavering views of
Judas'
Philip, and the cheerful views of Judas.
faith in the piety of the world not free from
worldly-mindedness. The difference and contrast between Jesus' disciples and tho world:
First mark: Love to Jesus; no love. Second
mark The keeping of Christ's word ; tho failing
Third mark : Experience of how tho
to keep it.
Father, together with the Son, takes up His
dwelling with His own. The Father's staying
away from the despisers of the Son. Only
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where Christ's radiant image is extant in His
word, is this radiant image filled with the power
of His life. Christ having covered up the great
abyss between earth and heaven, discloses the
great abyss between the company of the faithful

—

and the world.
The Holy Ghost as the teaoher of Christ's
word 1. How He brings to mind all things 2.
how He develops all things. The Holy Ghost as
a Reminder 1. Who unlocks the penetralia of
:

;

—

:

revelation for the Christian, 2. the penetralia of
The inner life as a
the Christian for revelation.
being reminded, or a calling to mind. The mark
of the true Christian spirit, unison with Christ

—

—

and His word.
The peace-greeting of Christ His gift of peace.
The farewell-greeting of Christ the pledge for

—

—

How Christ greets
the greeting of a reunion.
us so differently from the world : 1. At coming,
Christ's going away itself a
2. at parting.
mightier comiog again to His own. The gain of
the faithful in Christ's going home to the Father.
How, in the hour of temptation, the heart's
peace should stand firm in the midst of all and
any grief of soul. Christ's prophecies concerning His death and glorification, a fountain of
The protestation of Christ
faith for His people.
The prince of this world comelh, or
ver. 80.
He hath
Christ's enemies a host of Satan.
nothing in Me : He possesses none of Me. 2. He
8. He shall retain none
shall seize none of Me.
of Mo.*— Everything of Christ's belongs to the
This fact decides His fulight, even His body.
ture: 1. His going home to the land of light. 2.
His return in the power of light. Christ's joyfulness in sacrifice (ver. 81): 1. Its purpose
(that the world), 2. its impulse (love to tho
Father), 8. its act (obedience), 4. its expression
The eternal
(the exhortation to departure).
authoritativeness, as applying to Christ's people,
of His charge to depart: 1. Arise! 2. Lotus
go! 8. Away from this place!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Gospel foe Whitsunday

vers.

—The

23-81.

promise of tho Holy Ghost as an answer to the
question of Judas: 1. The magnitude of that promise,^, its certainty to the disciples of Jesus, 8.
its

——

—— —

—

seclusion against the world.

—For whom

is

the

1. Not for the
promise of tho Holy Ghost?
world, as world, but only for the disciples. 2.
Not for the disciples alone, but for the whole
world which, as world, is at once to be de-

stroyed, and, in the susceptible, elevated and
The coming of the Holy Ghost: 1..
preserved.
The stipulation of it : a contrast between the disci2. Form
ples who love the Lord, and the world.
of it: a contrast between the condition of those
who are anointed with the Spirit and the condition of immature disciples. 3. The effect of it:
a contrast between the true peace of the Lord
and the false peace of the world. 4. The aim
of it: a contrast between victorious departure
out of the world and the destruction of the
world. The development of the Christian life by
means of the Holy Ghost: 1. Love to Jesus (vers.
8. Peace
2. Enlightenment (ver. 26).
28, 24).
4. Joy.
5. Victory ana perfection
iver. 27).

—

—

ver. 81).
the devil tries to
Starke: Luther:
terrify and dispirit, Christ comforts; but whom
tho devil lulls into security, and emboldens,

Whom

—

Christ terrifies. Jer. xviL 9. Hedixgeb. : Faith,
the best weapon of defence against all fear.
"In My Father's house:" in heaven, in the
which house I am no servant but a son. CaeSTEI5 : O blessed friendship and fellowship of
Christ with His faithful ones! His heart doth so
hang upon them that He is not able, as it were,
to dwell in heaven if He have not them with
Him.—Zeisius : When the world will no longer

put up with thee, remember His house.—-On ver.
Lutheb : It is laudable for a man to perceive
his ignorance in divine things.
On ver. 6. Rev.
i. 8.
Ibid. : A Christian is a man who forthwith
commences to go out of this life to heaven.—
Hedinoeh : Through Christ we look into the divine nature. Canstein on ver. 11: If Chritt
did not will that men should believe Eim without
works, still more does it behoove Christiana to
show in deed and in works how it is that they desire to be accounted of.
On ver. 18. Learn to
pray aright.—On ver. 15. 1 £or. xvi. 22.—
Zeisius : If thou desire to know whether thou
truly love Christ, ask thy conscience whether
thou be leading a life of genuine and daily repentance, etc. If thou grieve not the Holy Spirit
with sins, He will not depart from thee, but will
guide and lead thee into life. Osiaxdkb. on ver.
17 : The bad Spirit is a lying spirit who seduces
men, making them trifling and deceitful ; but the
Spirit of Christ is a Spirit of truth who brings
forth truth and makes men true so that they
take pleasure in the truth. Ver. 18. Hedissee:
Made sorrowful and yet beloved. Luthee:
Christendom has this consoling promise in common. On ver. 19. No matter how thyself and
thine art, thy splendor and thy cleverness may be
seen ; yet a little while, and the world shall see thee
no more. On ver. 20. Hkdingkr : The cross and
experience open both the eyes and tho understanding.— mysterious bliss of the faithful!
They are united to Christ as Christ is to the
Father—Ver. 21. Zeisius : To love Christ is not
merely to know His commandments, but to keep
them. Be solicitous of this manifestation of Jesus,
soul ! more than of all in the world beside.
Ver. 23. Lutheb: -Christ intends to say:
This is the reason why I will not reveal Myself
6.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

to the world ; it is so mad-brained and foolish
as to presume to lecture and tutor Me as to how
I ought to rule.
It should hear Me and learn of
Me ; but it thinks itself too clever for that and
undertakes to dictate to Me how I should act.—
Despise not the meanest human being that lores
Jesus ; meet such with reverence ; his soul is a
dwelling-place of the triune God. Craves:
Precious guests, God the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost ; these come to us ; not as to a wedding or
on a visit, but to dwell in us and so we are the
temple of God. Hedieoeh: Listen! Christ's
word thou must keep, not simply know. Should'st
thou say: that I will not do, that I cannot do,
then thou must suffer us to dispute thy Christianity.
Yet even keeping is not (necessarily) fulfilling.
Ver. 26. Cramer: The office of the Holy
Ghost is implied in His name (and in His different names). Zeisius : How will the Holy Ghost
adorn His dwelling and fill it with light, comfort*
righteousness, peace, joy. Faithful teachers
must first suffer themselves to be instructed and
reminded by the Holy Ghost before they teach

—

—

—
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their hearers.
Zbisius: True love rejoiceth at
Why then, O
the prosperity of the beloved.
Christian heart, dost thou mourn so bitterly at
the departure of those who have shut their eyes
upon this atrocious world and fallen asleep in
Christ?—Ver. 80. Dost thou hear, worldling?
thy prince is the devil.
As Satan has no power
over Chrfst, neither has he power over those who
are justified through the blood of Christ.
Ver.
81. The faith, the lore and the patience of true
Christians must shine in the eyes of the world.
Canstbin: All our actions must originate in
faith in, and love to, God; their aim must be
His glory, and the rule of them His will. Be
comforted, dear Christian, in thy misery ; thou
art suffering in accordance with thy heavenly
Father's will. He will end thy sufferings in His
own good time and will order them to the accomplishment of some good purpose. Nov. Bibl.
Tub.: What is the true Christian's pilgrimage?
After the example of Jesus, it is a continual
going hence and a continual hasting to tho heavenly Father.
Girlach: 1. Of Christ's going to the Father
and the way to be pursued. 2. Of the Comforter, tho Holy Ghost, in whom Christ comes to
His people again in greater glory. 8. The setting out to suffer.
Now did the disciples more
and more clearly understand that their Master
was really about going away from them, and their
faces reflected their fear and anxiety—emotions
which had been heightened by His last words to
Peter.
Therefore it is that the succeeding discourse is preeminently comforting in its nature.
—Jesus does not merely point out the way, He
is the Way ; He does not simply guide to life,
He it the Life. The Way itself carries the man
who enters upon it and continues in it, to tho
goal; the Truth lights him so that he cannot
stray; the Life imbues him with strength in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

which he walks without growing weary. This
demand of Philip shows that the disciples still
imagined the Father to be with Him, not m Him.
The greater works.
Jesus had sowed, they
were to reap (chap. iv. 88) ; before the whole
work of redemption was finished, Jesus' works
on the earth, His teaching, His working of miracles, His guiding and speeding of His people,
could not but be (appear) small in comparison
with the mighty works of the apostles, to whom
tire Holy Ghost more than supplied the visible
presence of Jesus, glorifying Jesus and His
cross for them, throwing open to them the doors
of the heathen world, and giving them, through

—

— —

—
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Beaunb : To believers, death is in very truth a
going home their life a journey home. The
Jews were gathered to their Fathers, Christians
go hence to the Father. The disciplci, Thomas,
etc.
How honestly they speak out their hearts
not one utters a false Yea. Thomas This reminds one of the verse of the natural man: "I
live, I know not for how long; I die, I know
not how soon; 1 go, I know not whither; how
can I be so cheerful ?" In our earthly speech
we say : The wayfarer makes a way, but in the
spiritual tongue the Way makes the wayfarer.
The prophecy Isa. xxv. 8 is fulfilled in Christ.
The greater works. When He had completed
;

—

—

:

—

—
—

the reconciliation, a free, familiar and living
intercourse was opened between God and man,
and streams of power from on high could now
discharge themselves unchecked into the hearts
of men. (Heedeb).
He opens (says He) a
clear and lightsome way.
The assurance with
whic"h Christ declares this, makes heaven and
earth one, as it were.
(Bengel:) Truth makes
all the virtues in us true; otherwise there would

be false knowledge, false

—

faith, false love, falao

hope. Beginning with this passage (ver. 17),
Christ makes a distinction between the world
and His people, such as does not elsewhere appear in His addresses.
Pentecost, however,
confirmed this distinction and made it manifest.
Tho Christian cannot be distinguished from the
world if he has not yet celebrated His Pentecost.
The Holy Ghost. The longer we have Him,
the better wo have Him, the better we know Him,

—

—

until finally He comes to be in us.
Thomas,
Philip, and the faithful Judas speak'; the more
intelligent, profounder and greater disciples
John, Peter, James, keep silence. He says in
the face of death : I live and ye shall live also.
Peace be with you. The heart is free from
everything that is hostile to God ; there is no
latent love of the world, no want of trust in tho

—

—

Perfect concord of heart

spirit.

and His peace

is

where Christ

are.

Heubneh : It is the duty of the Christian to
be courageous, undaunted and composed so long
as Christ is with him.
We hear after what
fashion the Son speaks, as one perfectly at home
and able to find His way about in the house of
tho Father more familiar with it than all the
astronomers who scarcely descry the visible
covering, tho threshold *of that heavenly house.
Many mansions. Many as regards number and
kind: different in glory and blessedness. So
long as thero are stars in the heavens, there shall
ho w*ord of reconciliation, multitudes for a spoil not be wanting witnesses to a higher world.
»:nd the strong for a prey.
(Luthbb). Who is Comp. Daub, JJer Stemenhimmel mil Christlichem
tliis «« I ? "
He assumes to Himself all tho power Axtge sur Erhebung des Uerzens bctrachtet, Essen,
and strength of the divine majesty and seizes 1886. Thero is already assigned us through
everything in a mass:
"Whatsoever ye ask, Christ a place in heaven.
What consolation
without exception. "—Judas probably understood does this afford in poverty, persecution and
the "manifestation" to mean an outward one. death.
The reply of Basil to the question of
Ife hath no- power over Me.
In order that, the Arian emperor Valens, as to where he would
even at His death, they might not believe that remain in the face of his persecutions : Aut sub
(be prince of this world had conquered Him, He ccslo, aut in totlo.— Urban, the deputy of Cajetan,
told them so clearly that He went of His own to Luther: Where wilt thou abide then ? Luther:
free will to the Cross.
A saying of Frederick the MagLisco. Vers. 1-14. The Under heaven.
departing Redeemer comforts His disciples in nanimous (p. 427, note).
Must not the Chrisview of their imminent separation.
Vers. 15-81. tian be homesick for his heavenly Fatherland ?
The departing Redeemer promises the Holy 44 Knowost thou the land ?" Ver. 8. Christ's
Ghost to His people and comforts them.
going henoe by the way of His cross and passion

—

—

—

—
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served,

of

—through His appearing in the presence

God (Heb.

ix. 24),

through the offering of

His blood in the Holy Place or the presentation
of the sufficient reconciliation made by Him,
to purchase for us our re-adoption into heaven.
It is to Him we owe our heavenly citizenship.
Ver. 3. Perfect union with Christ. No heaven
without Christ. On vor. 23. We can surrender
ourselves onlv to one who meets us with a trustful heart.
Ver. 26. Every one longs to be spirited (a play upon words: Alles will Geist haben, Geist in the sense of esprit, wit).
Why do
not men seek the true Spirit which is with
Christ? Whoso does not become a doctor in
this school (of the Holy Spirit), is no true docWhat is true clearing up? What Christ
tor.
makes clear, glorifies. Ver. 28. Nothing against
the divine nature of Christ can be deduced
from this passage, even should we be unprepared to regard, as Basil docs, the very fact
of Jesus' instituting a oomparisou between Him
self and the Father, as a proof of the Son's
equality in substance with tho Father.
(Basil
says, namely : none but things of a like nature
can be compared, angels with angels, men
with men, etc.).
The prince of this world. Of
course he thought it conducive to his highest
interest to see Jesus, the Holy One, the Founder
of the kingdom of God, covered with opprobrium a3 the greatest criminal, and all under
the pretence of justice.
Gossker : The Saviour had in His humiliation,
never exactly declared (out and out) who Ho
was. Therefore it was difficult for people who
were to see' him hanging for several hours on
the cross between two murderers, to believe in
The Father's House. No fear that
His diviuity.
there will not be room enough there. No bridge
nor path is there, leading from earth to heaven,
from time to eternity, from this world to God,
and stretching as far as Christ who did como
from heaven and go to heaven. All other
bridges break; all other roads fail thee just
where they ought to begin, namely, in death.
Philip here asked a question which has puzzled the brains of tho wisest men of all ages
namely, as to what God is and how wo may
know Him. Ver. 10. In this verse the Triune is clear as the sun. Ver. 18. It is not: ye
shall have a shadow, a conception, a thought of
Me; no, I nm coming to you. Our soul doth
live, our wholo heart laugheth, when He rovealChrist, our salvation.
At
eth Himself to us,
At tho Easter day, which comes to
that day.
every Christian when Christ rises within him
and begins to live at the day of manifestation.
Without Christ it is not possiblo to know
Christ, without God it is impossible to know
God. This saying: "I will reveal Myself unto
him," must be fulfilled for each man or he knows
nothing truly of Christ and has no living God.
On ver. 23. Scripture ascribes to the inner
man all the senses of tho outer man. Taste and
When
hco that the Lord is good, Ps. xxxiv. 8.
the body is dead, the soul continues to be a living substance. This is a proof of the substantiality of spiritual experience in the heart.
Ver. 30. Against this, Christ's innocenco, the
devil has dashed his horns to pieces; it has
broken his neck for him. Ver. 31. Up, up!
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to suffer with Him ; ye must not be
taking your repose.
Stiee : The first chapter fxiv.) manifestly takes

away

!

for its starting-point faith in God as existent in
Christ ; the special subject of the second is the
love of those who are united in Him and through
Him ; finally, the third contains (for the exercise
of hope, we may say) the most minute announcement of all that is to result from and succeed the
departure of Jesus.
Richtkr (Luther): So long
as we aro not ready, the habitations are not prepared for us, though in themselves they are pre-

—

pared.

Schleiehmachkb

:

He

requires faith in God

and faith in Himself, as something which indeed
seems to be two things things, however, so inseparably united as to be actually one and the
same.
That which we do in faith on the Lord,
is a work of the Son ; and when this work is
promoted by the government which the Father
exercises in the world, the Father is glorified in
the Son.—Only he who holds fast that in My
life which, as commandment, doctrine, or promise for they are all one has become on eternal, divine word of love and grace to men, rfc,
only ho it is who loveth Me.
My peace. This
peace restcth upon love, and love expelleth all
fear.
Bessek: On ver. 1. Bo of good courage,
Deut. xxxi. 6, 7. But a greater than Joshua is
here.
On the " other Comforter." The ancient
Church advisedly took the Gospels for four Sandays of the glorious time between Easter and
Pentecost from these three chapters of John.—
Heaven tho true archetype of the Old Testament
temple.
Heb. chh. viii.-xii.
On the Pentecostal pericops. Gexzkis:
Concerning the glorious Pentecostal gifts which
the Lord hath promised us.
Bachmann: The
Christian a temple of God, of the Holy Ghost.—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Rambach : The victory of Christianity over the
world.
Hagenbach: Tho peace of God as tho
most precious legacy of our Lord, the most glorious gift of the Holy Ghost.
Floret: The
kingdom of the Holy Ghost. A kingdom of lore,
truth, peace.
The peace of the world, and the
peace of tho Lord.

—

[Craven:
Ver.

G.

From Hilary (De Trin. vil 9):
is the Way cannot lead us astray;

He who

He who

is the Truth cannot deceive us; He who
the Life will not desert us in tho darkness of
death. Ver. 0. He does not mean the sight of
the bodily eye; the Father is seen in the Son by
the incommunicable likeness of birth. Vers. 9,
10. That the Father dwells in the Son shows that
Ho is not solitary; that the Father works by the
Son, shows that He is not different or alien,
From Augustine : Vers. 1-4. Our Lord consoles
His disciples, who would be naturally troubled
at the idea of His death, by assuring them of His
divinity.
As the disciples were afraid for themselves when Peter had been told that he would
deny his Lord, He adds In My Father's house, etc.,
to assure them that they might with confidence
look forward to dwelling with Him. Many mansions, i. e. many degrees of dignity corresponding to people's deserts. Vers. 6-7. The disciples knew not what they did know.
/ am the Way,
whereby thou wouidest go ; the Truth, whereio thou
wouldest go; the Life, in which thou wouidest
Walk by the Man, and thou wilt arrive
abide.
is

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Ver. 8. To the joy of beholding His
at
[the Father's] face nothing could be added.
Ver. 9. When two persons are very much alike,
we say, If you have seen the one you have seen
the other. Ver. 10. Spiritual vision is tho reward of faith, vouchsafed to minds purified by
Ver. 12. Greater works; they afterwards
faith.
converted tho Gentiles to the faith. Ver. 13.
Why, then, do we often seo believers asking and
not receiving? Whatsoever we ask for that
would hinder our salvation, wo do not [truly]
ask in our Saviour's name. Whenever we ask
any thing to the disadvantage of our salvation.
He shows Himself our Saviour by not granting.
What we ask for is [often] deferred, not denied.
Ver. 17. The worla, t. e. those who love the
world, cannot receive the Holy Spirit; unrighteousness cannot become righteous.
The world cannot receive Him, because itseeth Him not; the love
of the world hath not invisible [i. e. spiritual] eyes
to see that which can be seen .only invisibly
[spiritually].
Ver. 19.
little while; that which
seems long to men, is short to God. Ver. 21.
He that hath them in mind and keepeth them in
life; he that hath them in words and keepeth
them in works; he that hath them by hearing and
keepeth them by doing; he that hath them by
doing and keepeth them by persevering, he it is that
Love must be shown by works, or it is
lov'eth Me.
a mere barren name. Now He loves us so only
that we believe, then He will love us so that we
shall see; now, we love by believing that which
we shall see ; then, we shall love4 by seeing that
which we have believed. Vers. 22-24. Love distinguishes the Saints from tho world: it maketh
men to be of one mind in an house; in which
house the Father and the Son take up Their
abode; Who give that love to those to whom in
the end They will manifest Themselves.
We will
come unto him: They come to us in that we go to
Them ; They come by succouring, we go by obeying;
They come by enlightening, we go by contemplating;
They come by filling, we go by holding: so Their
manifestation is not external but inward; Their

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

abode is not transitory but eternal. The abode
He promised them hereafter (ver. 8) is altogether
different from that of which Ho now speaks ; the
one is spiritual and inward, the other outward and

—

perceptible to the bodily senses.
Ver. 20. The Son
speaks, the Spirit teaches; when the Son speaks
we take in the words, when the Spirit teaches we

understand those
brance,

i. e.

member

is

words.—Bring

•suggest; every

to

your remem-

wholesome hint

—

to re-

of the grace of the Spirit.
Ver. 27*
He left no peace in this world, in which we conquer the enemy ; He shall give us poaco in the
world to come, when we shall reign without an
enemy. This peace is Himself both when we believe that He is, and when we shall see Him as
He is. His peace is such peace as He has Himself.
There is a peace which is serenity of
thought, tranquillity of mind, simplicity of heart,
the bond of love, the fellowship of charity ; none
will be able to come to the inheritance of the
Lord, who do not observe this testament of peace.
—Ver. 28. In that He was Man, He went ; in that

—
—
—

He was God, He
Ver.

He

stayed.
that hath seen

From Ciirysostom:
Me

hath seen the lather :
A man cannot see the substance of gold in silver,
one nature cannot be made apparont by another.
9.
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—Ver.

16. Another Comforter: The word another
shows tho distinct personality of the Spirit ; the
word Paraclete (Comforter) His consubstantiality.
They were made to wait some time for this
gift (the Comforter) in order that they might feel
the want of it, and so be the more grateful when

—
it

came.

—Ver.

19. Because

The doath of tho

J

live

ye shall

live

also:

you

cross shall not separate

from Me forever, but only hide Me from you for
a moment. Ver. 27. External peace is often even

—

hurtful, rather than profitable to those who enjoy it
From Gregory: Ver. 23. If thou
wouldest prove thy love, show thy works. Into
some hearts He cometh, but not to make His abode.
In proportion as a man's love rests upon lower

—

—

—

things is he removed from heavenly love. To
the love of our Maker, let the tongue, mind,
life bear witness.
Ver. 26. Unless the Spirit be
present to the mind of the bearer, the word of
the teacher is vain. The invisible Spirit suggests, not because He takes a lower place in
teaching, but because He teaches secretly.
From Alcuin: Ver. 21. By love, and the observance of His commandments that will be perfected in us which Ho has begun, viz. that we
Bhould bo in Him and He in us.
From Thbophylact: Ver. 6. When thou art engaged in the
practical, He is made thy way ; when in the contemplative, He is made thy truth; and to the
practical and contemplative is joined life, for we
should both act and contemplate with reference
Ver. 21. As if He had
to the world to come.
said, Ye think that by sorrowing for My death
ye prove your affection, but I esteem the keeping of My commandments the evidence of lovo.
—Ver. 2*6. The Spirit was to teach what Christ
had forborne to tell His disciples because they
were not able to bear it; He was to bring to remembrance what Christ had told and they had
failed to remember.
From Bubkitt: Ver. 1.
The holiest of God's children subject to disquieting fears. Christ's remedy for fear, viz. faith in
God and in Himself. Vers. 3-4. Christ's arguments of consolation in view of His departure.
Ver. C. As though Christ had said I am the
author of the way that leadeth unto life, the
teacher of the truth that directs to it, the giver
of the life that is obtained by walking in it.
Ver. 8. Much ignorance may consist with saving
grace.
Vers. 13, 14. Our Lord assures His disciples that whatever comforts they enjoyed by
His presence, they should obtain by their'prayers.
To pray in the name of Christ is 1. to
look unto Christ as having purchased for us this
privilege; 2. to pray in the strength of Christ;
8. to pray in respect of the present mediation
of Christ. The promise is doubled for the confirmation of it.
Ver. 15. Christ requires an
obedient love, ami loving obedience. Not waiters,
but workers are the best servants. [We often
work by waiting. E. R. C.J The surest evidence
of love to Christ is obedience. Ver. 16. The
office of the Holy Spirit— a Comforter [Paraclete],
t. e.
an Advocate, an Encourager, a Consoler.—
Ver. 18. Christ does not say, I will not suffer you
to be comfortless, but I will not leave you so.—
Ver. 19. Because I live ye shall live also. While
there is vital sap in the root you that are branches
Ver. 21. Christ
shall not wither and die.
teaches 1. thj) necessity of knowledge in order
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to practice; 2. tho necessity of practice in order
I will manifest Myself: Obedient
to happiness.
Christians shall not only enjoy the benefit of
We may
Christ's love, but also the tense thereof.
as rationally think to nourish our bodies with
poison, as to enjoy the manifestation of Christ's
Vcr. 28. Make our abode
love in a way of sin.
denotes 1. the tweet and intimate fellowship between God and the obedient; 2. the perpetuity

—

—

saw the Father in Him; the Father's 1. wisdom
His doctrine; 2. power in His miracles; 8.
holiness in His purity; 4. grace in His acts of
grace.—Vers. 10, 11. Christ's miracles proofs
in

of His divine mission, not only for the conviction
of infidels but for the confirmation of disciples.
Vers. 18, 14. In prayer 1. humility prescribed, ye shall ask; 2. liberty allowed, ask
anything.
In My name 1. to plead His merit;
thereof.—Ver. 26. The great Comforter, the 2. to aim at His glory. Ver. 16. The Comforter
He teaches, 1. condescend- the great New Testament promise. Ver. 17.
special Teacher
ingly; 2. efficaciously; 3. plainly; 4. unerr- Christ is the truth, and He is the Spirit of Christ.
Speak to the children of this world of the opingly.—The Spirit the Remembrancer, He teaches
nothing but what Christ Himself taught. Ver. erations of the Spirit and you are as a barbaThe experiences of the Saints are the
27. The world may wish [in words] peace, yet rian.
never intend it; or they may wish it and not be explications of the promises: Paradoxes to
able to give it; but Christ's peace is real and ef- others are axioms to them.
Vers. 18-24.
fectual : The world's peace is freedom from out- The departure of Christ neither total nor finalward trouble; Christ's peace is deliverance from Union with Christ the life and felicity of believers.
Ver. 19. Because I live ye shall live also. The
inward guilt, which though it does not give exemption from troubles, affords 1. a sanctified life of Christians is bound, up in the life of
improvement of them; 2. an assurance of de- Christ.-Ver. 20. At that day you shall know
liverance out of them. Ver. 28. True love to perfectly what now you see through a glass
Christ will make us rejoice in His advancement, darkly.—Yets. 21-24. Note— 1. The (Airy of those
From who claim the dignity of being disciples ; 2. the
though it be to our own disadvantage.
M. Henry: Ver. 1. Christ knows our souls in dignity of those who do the duty of disciples.—
adversity. Let not your heart be troubled He The returns for love—those who love shall have—
does not say let them not be saddened, but let 1. The Father's love; 2. Christ's love; 3. the
them not be disquieted : Let not your heart be comfort of that love. / will manifest Myself.—
troubled— keep the heart with all diligence: Let Christ's manifestation of Himself to His discinot your heart be troubled you that are My pies— 1. is done in a distinguishing way to them
chosen, redeemed, sanctified ones. Ver. 2. A and not to the world; 2. is justly marvellous in
particular declaration as to what we must trust our eyes. Ver. 23. God will be with obedient be*
God for viz. heaven Heaven will make amends lievers as at His home. Vers. 25-27. With two
for all
Heaven is 1. a house, not a tent ; 2. a things Christ here comforts believers, that they
1. Uuder the tuition of His Spirit; 2.
Father's house, My Father's and therefore our should be
Father's; 8. a place of mansions; (1) distinct Under the influence of His peace. Ver. 26. He
dwellings ; (2) durable dwellings 4. a place of shall teach you all things, as a Spirit— 1. of
many mansions for there are (I) many sons to wisdom ; 2. of revelation. Ver. 27. Peace I lean
be brought to glory, [(2) many classes of sons]. with you, etc.; observe— 1. the legacy bequeathed,
If it were not so I would have told you. The as- viz.: peace, which is here put for ail good;
surance of heaven, built upon 1. the veracity of 2. to whom it is bequeathed to His disciples;
8. the manner in which it is left—not as the wsrli
His word; 2. the sincerity of His affection.
Ver. 3. The belief of Christ's second coming an giveth; 4. the use that should be made of it—to
excellent preservative against trouble of heart, prevent trouble and fear.
Ver. 28. Many test
The coming of Christ is love Christ let their love run in a wrong channel;
Phil. iv. 5, James v. 8.
in order to our gathering together unto Him, 2 they think they must be in continual pain beThess. ii. 1. The quintessence of heaven's hap- cause of Him, whereas they should rejoice in
piness is being with Christ, ch. xvii. 24. Ver. 4. Him.
[From Stier: Ver. 1. The already existing
Christ having set heaven before His disciples as
the end, here shows them Himself as the way to it. faiih in God must be the ground of faith in Christ;
Ver. 6. The nature of Christ's mediation, He and, on the other hand, the perfect faith in God
1. the way, the highway, Is. xxxv. 9
is
(1) llis is to be the result of faith in Christ—Ver. 2.
own way, Heb. ix. 12; (2) our way; 2. the House is home, where one abides, to which he
belongs, to which he has a right ; still more— it
truth, as opposed to— (1) figure, (2) error, (3) dewe are alive unto God only is a firm, secure building, provided for all kinds
ception; 8. the life
The of need. Many mansions the household chain and through Jesus Christ, Bom. vi. 11.
way, the truth and the life, He is 1. the beginning, racter of the abodes; many mansions intimating
middle and end, in Him we must set out, go on and degrees and distinctions in blessedness. Ver. 8.
finish; 2. as the truth the guide of our way, as His coming again and receiving embraces the whole
the life the end of it ; 8. the true and living way, of His influence, drawing, setting free (ch, zii.
there is truth and life in it as well as at the end 82 ; viii. 85, 86), beginning with the resurrecof it; 4. the only true way to life. No man tion and ending in His final manifestation.—
cometh unto the Father but by Me the necessity of Ver. 5. When any one in due time, after the Word
Christ's mediation.
Ver. 9. He reproves Philip and Spirit of Christ have long spoken to him,
1
for 1. not improving his acquaintance with opposes his "we know not, * then becomes he the
Him as he might have done; 2. his infirmity in unbelieving Thomas who will not know and beliete;
the prayer made— we know not what we should but a genuine Thomas asks for the way in deep
pray for as we ought, Rom. viii. 26, and often ask earnestness, and will not be long without a peramiss, James iv. 8. All that saw Christ by faith fect understanding.—Ver. 6. Christ is as—1*
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CHAP. XIV.
the way which offers itself to all men ; 2.
God, absolute, independent truth ; 8. Ood-Man,
the Uft, that is the fountain of life springing
from Him and received by us. «« Yea, Thou art
the goal and Thou art also the way : so is a
stream goal and way at once : I will bend my
energies to go. thither where the stream pours
itself into the sea, thither where the Son sits at
the right hand of the Father ; and to reach it I
will commit myself to the stream which is
ray way, and not only a way which guide* me,
but a way also which heart me : thus come I to
Thee through Thyself, Thou guidest me and
beared me at once." (Thbeemiw). Ver. 8. Previous to the true " my Lord and my God " there
was no greater honor given to Christ, or higher
power ascribed to Him than in this Lord show us
the Father.—It sufficeth us ; to see God is blessedness.—Ver. 9. Christ is the visibility of the
Invisible, as far as, and in such a way as, He
may be seen. Ver. 10. Believest thou f That is
still the humbling question of the Lord which
rebukes the presumption of every aspiring Philip
in life, as it is the consoling question which alleviates the sorrow of every downcast Martha at
the grave,
His words are no other than works,
and His works are speaking and testifying words.
—Vers. 11-24. The transition from believing to
loving ; from believing primarily as the reliance
and subjection of knowledge, to loving as not
merely the fruit of faith but as already the
living germ of the true and living trust of a person on a person as the affiance of the heart.
Ver. 12. He sowed, we reap and the harvest is
indeed greater than the seed. I go to death, indeed, but thereby to the Father; away from you,
indeed, bat thereby the more spiritually and
Vers. 18,
effectually to unite Myself with you.
14. Let your faith in My Person become prayer
in My name.
To pray in the name of Jesus is
1. to mention Him in connection with the thing
asked for, appealing to {depending upon) Him ; 2.
to pray actually in the Person of Christ, that is,
as standing in His place ; 8. to ask for nothing
bat what is according to His mind, in His interest
4. to call immediately upon the name of Him,
who is with the one praying by the Spirit at the
same time that He is above with the Father.
Ver. 16. Christ is Himself the one Paraclete,
and by His side with like personality stands
the other.
The acts of the three Persons
asking, giving, abiding.
Paraclete—on* who
performs all that which a Counsel or Representative, being at the same time an Adviser, can perform for us. Ver. 17. The Spirit brings to us
the Troth—that is the truth concerning ourselves, the will of God toward as, the way of retarn to God through Christ ; He shows, glorifies,
opens to as this way as truth and life, so that we
know what follows in ver. 20. The world cannot
receive Him, because to receive Him requires
susceptibility.
The beginning and ground of all
knowing is an internal true beholding. Ver. 18.
I will not leave you orphans ; they are His little
children, ch. xiii. 88.
Ver. 19. Because I live ye
shall live also / there is no other guarantee for
onr personal continuance in the integrity of our
being than the personality of Christ all other
arguments and hopes of immortality are like
shadows and vapor before the light and power
Jtf<m y
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of this living word. Ver. 21. / will manifest
Myself to him ; beyond this, promise has nothing
greater or higher for man. (Is not the promise
of ver. 8 greater / will come again and receive
you unto Myself f—R. R. C.).—Ver. 23. This first
loving, which is the point of decision on our

—

part, is the essential

—Learn better what

germ of

life

in living faith.

ye zealots, and mako
the banner of love to the Lord, the sole banner
of His Church
My Father will love him, etc.—
the rewarding love for such as thus love (obedilove is,

1

—

ently) in full communion or manifestation^ As
sin dwells in our hearts as a home, so does the
new love which casts it out Ver. 26. On ac*
count of our weakness or our sinfulness, we
forget the most familiar words just where they

—

should be remembered, and there is always need
that one should stand behind us ready to pronounce oar duty in our «ars. Let us not scorn
in relation to babes in the school of Christ the
receiving and the keeping of even the word not
understood. Ver. 27. Peace; the whole salvation of man, his re-establishment into final perfect
external and internal well-being.
"In the Hebrew this little word peace means nothing else
but thriving and prospering" (Luther). My
peace ; the poaoe which 1. I Myself have, 2. I
alone can give, 8. I can give only through fellowship with Myself. Not as the world giveth ;
public peace is not to be trusted, still less the
world's peace of heart. The peace of God in
Christ is higher than all understanding; higher
than all words about it, and deeper than all consciousness of it.
Ver. 28. They would rejoice at
His departure if they loved Him aright ; their
love is not yet disinterested enough.
"Up! up!
let us go forth to suffering and the fulfilment of
the Divine willl Thus does the Lord arouse
them, and carry them with Him into His contest,
that they may be His followers in the way of
suffering." (Bbblenb. Bibel).
[From Bakne8. Vers. 2, 8. The universe is
the dwelling-place of My Father; in that vast
abode earth is one mansion, heaven is another; it
should not be a matter of grief when we are
called to pass from one part of this vast habitation to another.
I am about to leave you ; but
shall still be in the same habitation with you,
performing an important work for you. Ver. 7.
if ye had known Mc : they had not a full and
accurate knowledge of His character and designs.
Ver. 13. In My name, i. e. on My account; if a
man who has money in a bank authorizes us to
draw it, we do it in his name—Ver. 15. The evidence that a chilli loves his parents is his being
willing without hesitation, gainsaying, or murmuring, to do all they require him to do. Ver.
16. The other Comforter, a compensation for
Christ' 8 absence ; it is the office of the Spirit

—
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—

—To

furnish to all Christians the instruction
consolation which would be given by the personal presence of Jesus. Ch. xvi. 14. Ver. 19.
Ye shall live also; learn that—1. The life of

and

—

the Christian depends on Christ ; 2. The fact
that Jesus lives is a pledge that all who believo
in Him shall be saved. Ver. 21. Religion is
love.
Ver. 23. We will come unto him with the
manifestation of pardon, peace of conscience,
and joy in the Holy Ghost. Make our abode, i. e.
manifest ourselves in no temporary way. Ver.

—

—

—
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to your remembrance; the
Remind you of My sayings; 2.
Tench you the meaning of them. Ver. 27. Not
1. Not as the objects which
as the world giveth
men commonly pursue 2. Not as the men of the
world give 3. Not as systems of philosophy and

26.

Bring

all

Spirit will

—

things

1.

—

—

;

;

My peace is such as meets
the wants of the soul, silences the alarms
of conscience, is fixed amid all external changes,
and will abide forever. Ver. 30. Hath nothing
in Me ; there is in Me no principle or feeling
that accords with his, and nothing therefore by
false religion give; 4.

all

—

which he can prevail ; temptation has only power
because there are some principles of evil (?) in
us which accord with the designs of the tempter.
( How then could holy Adam have been tempted
toafall?—E. E. C.)
[Vers. 13, 14. True faith, wrought by the
Spirit, cannot unconditionally ask for anything
not in accordance with the will. of God; many
say: If we had faith we could obtain such a
(supposed) blessing for the asking whereas if
our minds were enlightened and purified by true
faith we might not regard it as a blessing.]

—

m.
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HATRED OF THE WORLD. THE HOLY SPIRIT'S VICTORY IN THEM OVER THE WORLD. DEVELOPMENT
OF CHRISTIANITY THROUGH TUB* HOLY SPIRIT.

Chap. XV. 1.—Chap. XVI.

15.

(Pericope for Exaudi Sunday chap. xv. 26-chap. xvi. 4 ; chap. xvi. 5-15 Pcricope for Cantate
Sunday).
1.

1,

The love of Jeeut at the eource of love

to

Him

(Vers. 1-10).

I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. Every branch in
that beareth not fruit he taketh away [aipst, cutteth off] : and every branch that
beareth fruit, he purgeth [xaOaipst, cutteth partially, pruneth, oleanseth] it, that it
may bring forth [bear] more fruit. Now ye are clean through [Ye are clean already because of, by reason of] the word which I have spoken unto you. Abide
As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in
in me, and I in you.
the vine ; no more [so neither] can ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye
are the branches. He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth
If a man
[beareth] much fruit ; for without [apart from] me ye can do nothing.
[any one] abide not in me, he is cast forth as a [the] branch, and is withered ; and
men [they] gather them, and cast them into the fire,* and they are burned [they
burn (quickly and readily). If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall
[may] 8 ask what [whatsoever] ye will, and it shall [will] be done unto you.
Herein [Therein] is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit ; so shall ye be

2

1

me

3

4
5

6

7

8

[and ye will become (thus for the first time truly)*] my disciples.
As the Father hath loved me, so [thus also] have I loved you continue [abide]
9
10 ye in my love. If ye keep my commandments, ye shall [will] abide in my love;
even as I have kept my Father's commandments, and abide in his love.
:

2.

Joy (Vers. 11-17).

5
These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might remain [may be] in
12 you, and that your joy might be full [may be made full, filled up]. This is my
13 commandment, That ye love one another, as I have [pmU have] loved you. Greater
love hath no man [no one] than this, that a man [he] lay down his life for his

11
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Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever [what]

1 command you. Hencedo I call you] servants for the servant knoweth
have called you friends for all things that I have
heard of [which I heard from] my Father I have [omit have] made known unto you.
16 Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you [Ye did not choose me, but I chose
you], and ordained [appointed] you, that ye should [may] go and bring forth [bear]
fruit, and that your fruit should [may] remain ; [in order] that whatsoever ye shall
17 ask of the Father in my name, he may give it you. These things I command you,
[in order] that ye [may] love one another.
14,

15

friends.

forth I call you not [No longer
not what his lord doeth : but I

;

;

•

3. Steadfastness in

view of the hatred of the world (Vers. 18-25).

If the world hate you, ye [omit ye] know that it [hath] hated me before it hated
18
19 [omit it hated] you.7 If ye were of the world, the world would love his [its] own
[in you] ; but because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you out of the
20 world, therefore the world hateth you. Remember the word that I said unto you,
The servant is not greater than his lord. If they have [omit have] persecuted
me, they will also persecute you ; if they have kept my saying [if they kept my
8
21 word] they will kesp yours also. But all these things will they do unto you for my
22 name's sake, because they know not him that sent me. If I had not come and
spoken unto them, they had not had sin [would have no sin9] ; but now they have
23 no cloak [pretext, excuse] for their sin. He that hateth me hateth my Father
If I had not done among them the works which none [no] other man
24 also.
10
but now have they [they have]
did, they had not had [they would have no] sin
25 both seen and hated both me and my Father. But this cometh to pass, that [But in
order that] the word might [may] be fulfilled that is written in their law, They
hated me without a cause (Ps. xxxv. 19 ; Ixix. 4).
:

•

4. Promise of the

28
27

2

Holy Ghost as

the strength

of martyrdom (Ver. 2G to Chap. xyi. C).

But11 when the Comforter [Paraclete] is come, whom I will [shall] send unto you
from the Father, even [omit even] the Spirit of truth, which [who] proceedeth from
the Father, he shall testify [will bear witness, ixapzup^C] of me And ye also shall
bcar.witness [But ye also bear witness, or, are witnesses, xal u/ieU dk fiaprupsXTs] 12
XVI. 1 because [for] ye have been [are] with me from the beginning. These
things have I spoken unto you, that ye should [may] not be offended [fall
through offence]. They shall [will] put you out of the synagogues [excommunicate
you] yea the time [hour] cometh, that whosoever [when every man that] killeth
you will think that he doeth God service [a sacrificial service, or, that he is offer1
ing service to God]. And these things will they do unto you [omit unto you], ' because they have not known the Father, nor me [they neither know the Father nor
me]. But these things have I told you [But I have spoken these things unto you],
14
that when the time shall come [when the (their) hour cometh], ye may remember
that I told you of them [ye may remember them as I told you, or, ye may remember that I myself told you of ttiem]?* And these things I said not unto you [I told
you not] at the beginning, because I was with you. But now I go my way [uTcdrfw,
see ver. 7] to him that sent me ; and none of you asketh me, Whither goest thou ?
But [Yet] because I have said these things unto you, sorrow hath filled your heart.
:

:

3

4

5
6

5.

The Holy Ghost as

the strength

of the victory over the tcorld (Vers. 7-11).

7

Nevertheless [But] I tell you the truth ; It is expedient for you that I go away
[depart, aTziXdw] ; for if I go not away [do not depart], the Comforter [the Para1
clete] will not come unto you ; but if I depart [go, shall have gone, nopeuda)], * I

8

And when he is come,ne will reprove the world of sin,
righteousness, and of judgment [he will convince and convict the world, or,
bring conviction to tne world concerning, or, in regard to sin, and to righteousness,
and to judgment, iXiyzst rdv xdofxov irep\ d/xapria': xal xepl dtxatoeuvyq xa) irep) xpiaeux;]}1
will

send him unto you.

and of

9

Of [In

regard to] sin

(that

it is

rooted and essentially consists in the fact), because
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10 [that18] they believe not on

me Of

[In regard to] righteousness (that it becomes
go to my [the] Father, and ye see
11 me no more (whereby grace and judgment are indicated) ; Of [In regard to] judgment,
because [that] the prince of this world is [bath been] judged (in the work of redemp;

manifest in the foot), because [that] I (glorified;

tion).
6.

Promise of the Holy Ghost as the Spirit of the glorification of Christ, and the revelation of the future.
(Vera. 12-15.)

12, 13
I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit [But] when he, the Spirit of truth is come, he will guide you into all truth [all
the truth, or, the whole truth, ck tqv dArj&etav itaaaJ*] : for he shall [will] not speak

of [from] himself; but whatsoever he shall hear [he heareth],* that shall he speak
[he will speak about] : and he will shew you [tell you, proclaim to you] things to
14 come. He shall [will] glorify me : for he shall receive of mine [he will take of
what is mine, ix rod ifioo Xjjfuper at] f euid shall shew [will tell, proclaim] it unto you.
15 All things that the Father hath are mine : therefore said I [for this cause I said],
that he shall take of mine [he taketh of what is mine, ix rou Ifiou JLafifidvet]*1 and
shall shew [will tell, proclaim] it unto you.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
*Ver.l.—{Dr. Lange translates^ a uvcAo* ii l\iiOi,v^ u derufesentUehe Wdnttock? the essential vine, and Inserts
the gloss " Wurzel und Stamm des persdnUchen IAcbetreichs," root and stem of the personal love-kingdom. We have do
wanrnajug, veritable,
auunguisa
precise
cise equivalent in English
ventaou. to
irom a A
a 17
isngiisn for
lor aAiftfiror,
OAifcrtroc, wahrhaftig,
awe. 'AAir&roc,
AAijtftcof, varus,
q cr 1$
t, true.
vents, k>
m
d «,
..*».* it from
" w distinguish
*
..is derived,
*
.
true in the senso of true to the idea,
primitive, essential, as distinct from what
Idea, genuine, primith
copied, typical, shadowy
and more cor less imperfect: while aAwvijv, verax, is true in opposition to false. Christ is the true, veritable, perfect Light,
Bread,8he
ad, Shepherd,
Vine, in distinction from all reflected light,
..„._., etc, as well as in opposition to false light,
„_.,—.
etc 8ee the remarks
,_
r
on ch. i.
vi. 32, and Trench's Synonyms qf the New testament, ( 8.
Our true has both meanings and is therefore retained
by most translators.—P. 8.1
* Ver. 6.— With the article to wOp, In accordance with Codd.
O. K. Sin., etc, Tischendorf ; the Reoepta and Lacbmsnn,
in accordance with B. D., etc, have *vp without the article. The passage is not, as Meyer thinks, to be estimated in accordance with Mark ix. 22, as here a particular fire is in view. See the exegesis.
* Ver. 7.—The Aorist oinpravtfc, in accordance with
B. V^ctc, Lachmann, Tischendorf, instead of the Future airs>
:

.......

,

;

,

,

,

;

A

A

<n<r6*. [Codd. K. E. G. H., etc.. have the latter reading].
* Ver. 8.—The reading vc r*Vco0« [It] A. S. G., etc., Tischendorf,

was probably changed into yivypBe (Codd. B. B. L, dc,
expression. Also in accordance with the d<4nrr« (Meyer).
D.,e&., Vulgate, Lachmann, Tischendorf, # instead of M«tVp. [Cod. K. gives
the
Tregellos, Tischen<L, ed. 8th, Alford, Wostcott and Hort, following A. B. D., agree in reading p\—P. 8.1
*
14.—The 15th verse seems to favor the Recepta baa (Cod. A., etc.) more than the £ (Codd. B. D. Sin., etc) received
by Lachmann and Tischendorf. [Tischendorf, in ed. 1S69, gives 6, in accordance with what he declares to be the reading
Of B.; in ed. 8, he gives a.]

Lachmanu) on account of the strangeness of the
11.—In accordance with Codd. A. B.

* Ver.
latter.
* Ver.

18.—{Tischendorf, Ed. 8, in accordance with K.* D n eic, reads : ytvuvicm on ifie vpwror (without vmmr) p«atbut Trcgelles; Alford, Westcott and Hort retain vptor, which is sufficiently supported by K.« A. B. L. N. n etc.—P. 8.]
Ver. 21.— In accordance with Codd. [R.»] B. D.* L M etc t Lachmann, Tischendorf [Alford, etc.], we should read etc v**c
instead of v*ur [text, rec]
* Ver.22. for lit: would tiof have sin, a jsapr lav ov«c clxocar. The Alexandrian form styowar for clxor is sustained
by K- B. L. N • II., Orig., Cyr., and adopted bv Lachm n Tischend., Treg., A If., Westc and II. 80 also in ver. 24, Meyer
(p. 630) objects for the reason that the Alexandrian form is established onl£ in one passage, Rom. iii. 13, in a quotation from
the 8ept (cooAtovo-ar). Buttmann (as quoted by Meyer) conjectures that tixovar arose from the original rigor or, but of
•> there is no trace in the critical authorities, nor is it necessary.— P. 8.]
1° Ver. 24,— [Lange. Lachm., Tischend., ed. 8, Alt, Treg , road ewoiijfftr did\ in accordance with
ft. A. B. D., etc, instead
Ver.

*

X

•nfKfr,

—

wwoir\K*v, has done — P. 8.]
M Ver. 28.—(Tischendorf; Ed. 8, omits W, tn accordance with

of thelect rec.

u Ver. 27.—{«** after vastf is omitted
«*f

.

.

l*

14,

Ch. xvL ver.

K. B.

A., etc

Alford brackets

it—P.

8.]

by Dn Vulg.. 8vrM but retained by Tischend., A If., etc—uaprvpttr*, on account of
must be taken as indicative, not as imperative, which is too abrupt. P. S-]
3.—*i>u» it omitted in accordance with decisive authorities. [Codd. A. B. T. A^ etc., omit ; ft. D. L^ efe,

and the reason on

—

a. r. A.,

give it]
** Ver. 4.—The if &oa avrmv [their hour]
«cond avrwr, which probably originally stood

in Lachmann in accordance with A. B., e*c, seems to be occasiooed by the
before |tin|»ovtih|r« (Meyer). [K- I>i ttc^ Tischend^ ed. 8, omit avrwr, Alford,
Westcott and Hort retain it—P. 8.]
U or *-7-f Som« M8S. omit the second avrAr, others vft.lv. See the apparatus in Tischend., ed. 8, who reads fu^uswfrr
.
Y
avrwv, on jyit clroK v/uk.—P. 8.]
w Ver. 7.—{The E. V. reverses the distinction between aWAftw, to depart (from earth \ and ropctfe#«i, to §9 (to heaven).
The one hore signifles the starting point, the other the goal, of Christ's journey ; as Bengel, with his usual sagacity, suggests
" aa-tfAftw, TO0cv0», aotero. pro/edus ero. Differunt verba ; illud terminum a quo, hoe terwanum ad quern magi* spectaL*
In German tne difference is well rendered by Be Wette and Lange: uteggehen, fanpthau—P. 8.]
u Ver. 8. [The B. V. reprove Is certainly too weak for iXey^tu which implies both a convincimg onto salvation and a
convicting unto condemnation. See the Exrq. Notes, and the remarks of Meyer (p. 551), who likewise ascribes to the ikeyfrt
the double aim of conversion (1 Cor. xiv. 24 f.) and condemnation (Acts xxiv. 25 ; Rom. xi. 7 ft), in opposition to Erasmus,
Be Wette, etc, who confine it to the latter. The first example of the eAcy£t? of the Spirit as effected through the apostles, is
the pentecostal sermon of Peter, Acts ii. and its double effect Webster and Wilkinson : " c'Aty£ct means (1) convince by
proof, (2) convict (3) reprove or rebuke
. . The passage is to be interpreted by the preaching of the apostles, or rather,
of the Spirit by them (Matt x. 20). In their discourses, recorded in the Acts, these three objects are the most prominent
(1) Christ the only Saviour, and rejection of Him fatal and damning sin. (2) Righteousness or Justification, through the
exaltation and intercession of Christ (3) The kingdom of Christ, instead of Satan's, now, and to be perfected in the final
'

—

.

Judgment"— P.

8.]

w Ver. 8. [I have given in this verse the translation of Lange with his explanatory insertions. lie takes 9n fn the
demonstrative sens* (—»tovto 5, rt), as pointing out the object of the preceding words. Alford aad Noyea retain the
A. V. because (on, causal—&* tovto o, n). It can also bo rendered "in that," or " inasmuch as" (on«»ccf i*eivo en.
ii. 18; ix. 17; xi. 61).
See the Exxo. Notis.— P. 8.1
» Ver. 13 —The reading «i? rip «A#«i«r vmjr+r in Codd. A. B^ Origen, etc. Lachmann. [Tischendorf reads «V r§ «Us#«f vaVn (which is more common after e&ryswX in accordance with K. D. Ifc, Baa, Xpiplk, Tort, Nov., UmL The text

—
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and Hort agree with Lachm. and Longe in reading

els tJjv AXiffaoi'

9.]

[The text. rec. reads Akovoji; Tischendorf. ed. of 1859, Tregelles, Alford, Weetc. and H., give a*ovW
L.
Lange translates : hath hoard (historical
in accordance with B. D. ii*.; Tischend., iu ed. S, gives oxovci with
13.

&

—

transmission.) P. 8.]
** Ver. 16.
In accordance with Codd. A. B., Lachmann, Tischendorf Aa/iSawt instead of the Recepta A^rrai. [&•
A. hare the latter reading (or rather Aqp^Tai), but Aa/i/Sawi is better supported, and adopted by Tischend., ed. 8th,
Treg., Alt, Westc and H.-P. 8.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[The parabolic discourse or allegory of the
Viae and the Branches is the seoond of the two
vapoifuai recorded in the Gospel of John; the
other being the parable of the Good Shepherd,
It illustrates,
ch. x. See the remarks p. 317 f.
under the figure of the noblest of fruit-bearing
plants, the precious truth of the organic life-

second conjecture] considered as relating to
Christ and the disciples who were about Him

(Hofmann).
C. The walk down to Eedron through the
vineyards (Lampe, Lange) [in his Leben Jew,
followed by Godet (II. 406), who supposes that
Christ, seeing a vine with branches, stopped on
the way, gathered His disciples around Him and
spoke this parable. P. S.]
We, however, in upholding this latter view,
proceed from the supposition that there were,
burning along the sides -of the valley of Kedron
nocturnal vineyard-fires, for the burning of
the cut-off branches is a prinoipal point of consideration.
It was 1. the time of year for the
vineyard-fires, 2. for the cleansing of the vine,
8. for the burning of the offal from the Pasohal

—

union of Christ with believers: He is the only
source of their spiritual life and fruitfulness
they lite in Him and of Him and apart from
Him they must inevitably wither and die, like
the branches cut off from the parent stem, although they may retain for a little while a deThe
ceitful greenness and appearance of life.
same truth is set forth by Paul under the simi- lamb ; this last was strictly commanded (Ex. xii.
litude of the head and the members, Eph. v. 80; 10; Num. ix. 12) and might easily have been perCol. i. 23; ii. 19; Rom. xii. 5; 1 Cor. x. 17; formed in connection with the duties appertainxii. 20, 27.
In Archbishop Trench's Studies on ing to vine-dressing (see Leben Jesu II. 8, p.
the Gospels, pp. 278-286, there is a suggestive 1425).
The Easter-fires which the Gallio and
exegetical essay on vers. 1-6. P. S.]
British Churches caused to be kindled in the
vine,
etc.
['Eyo»
1.
true
am
the
night
Ver.
I
following Maundy-Thursday, point to the
eiut 4 iuireXog j) aXn^ivy, ttal 6 irarfip celebration of the Lord's Supper as obtaining in
meditation
kari).
The
new
yeupydq
Asia
Minor and, through this, back to tho Jewish
fiov 6
;

—

—

—

takes for granted a preceding pause; the figure
chosen by the Lord presupposes a particular inducement to its selection. Various conjectures
as to the inducement:
1. It was presented by the golden vine on the
door of the temple (Josephus Ant. xv. 11, 8; Be
belio Jud. v. 6, 4), viewed during a stay in the
temple (Jerome, Rosenmiiller), or seen from a
[This
distance in the moonlight (Lampe).
golden vine was one of the chief ornaments of
a
symbol
of the
Herod's temple and no doubt
theocracy which is called ' a noble vino' (Jer.ii.
Ezck.
xix.
10 ff.; Ps.
21; comp. Isa. v. Iff.;
Ixxx. 8-10); yet Christ would scarcely set Himself over against a dead imago of man's workmanship. P. S.]
2. The sight of the wine-cup at the Lord's
upper (see Matt. xxvi. 28; Grotius, Nosselt,
Meyer). [Ewald, Trench. The communion wine,
the ykwtflia rob afinitov (Matt. xxvi. 28), which
He had declared to be the symbol of His blood
shed for the remission of sins, presented undoubtedly the nearest motive for this discourse
on the closest union between Christ and His people, which is embodied in the sacrament of
union with Christ and His people. Tet this does
not exclude an external occasion suoh as is suggested by Lange, sub 6. P. 8.]
8. A vine which, from the house, had shot its
tendrils into the guest-chamber (Knapp, Tho-

—

—

Paschal-fires.
Jesus' discourse concerning the vine is neither

an allegory nor a parable, but a parabolic discourse, and that a symbolical one (see chap. x.).
The essential Vine, not the " real." [Comp.
on bXndtvdg the first Textual Note.—P. S.J That
which the earthly vine is figuratively as a symbol, that which the people of Israel was as a type
(Ps. Ixxx. 8; Jer. ii. 21), Christ is in radical essentiality ; Ho is the trunk-root and stem of the
kingdom of love, of its invigorating and inspirit-

ing fruit and effect: festive joy doth the vine represent in an earthly figure, more a child of the
heavenly sun than of earthly soil. [The comparison with the 0. T. theocracy (defended also

by Ebrard and Hengstenberg who nnd in aAqdivf?
an antithesis to the unfruitful vine of the Jewish
theocracy) is not so natural here, since Christ
represents Himself\ and not His Church, as tho
true Vine, t. e. the reality of the idea which is
figuratively represented in the natural vine.
P. S.]

Ye

the branches [yuelc ra K?J/uctTa,

—

ver. 5.
P. S.]
1. Christ the principle of disoipleship, bearing and quickening all through
His Spirit ; 2. they an organio whole with Him,
through the communion of His Spirit.

The husbandman.

\yeupy6g

t

of the vineyard as well as the laborer,

the
is

owner
a more

term than afiKetovpydc, i. e. the vinedresser or actual cultivator of the vine. King
4. The view of vineyards reposing outside in Uzziah is called yeupyfy, 2 Chr. xxvi. 10, and the
leaders of the Jewish theocracy yeupyoi. Matt,
the full moon (Storr).
Trench: " Not that the yeopySc need
5. Only the mental recollection of the Old xxi. 81-41.
Testament figure (Is. v. 1 ; Jer. ii. 21 ; Ezek. xv. be assumed to ' purge* or prune only by the
2; xix. 10; Ps. Ixxx. 8; Lttoke, Baumg.-Crusius. hand of others. The labor of the vineyard is ex[Alford who, however, combines with this the aotly of that lighter kind, in which the propriedignified

luck).
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take a
share." Wordsworth: "He tills our hearts with
the ploughshare of His word, and scatters the
seeds of His precepts there, and sends us the
dew and rain of the Spirit, that He may reap the
God's rule over the
fruits of holiness."— P. S.]
world is 1. a personal government; 2. a telcologScal government: establishment, culture, perfection of the kingdom of love ; 8. a government
exercised upon Christ as the centre of the world
and upon His disciples as His organs; a strict
and wise government corresponding with the

tor might be well pleased himself to

noble nature of the Vine; a government realizing the destiny of the Vine, partly through a cutting off of the useless, partly through a pruning
of the serviceable, branches (judgments and
[Arians used this passage, as impurifyings).
plying that the Son was a creature and entirely
subordinated to the Father. But Christ calls
Himself the true Vine, not in His eternal divine
nature, but in His historical mediatorial characAugustine: Quamvis aulem Christer and work.
tus vitis non esset, nisi homo esset, (amen istam gratiam palmilibua non praeberet, nisi eliam Deus
esset.—P. S.]

Ver.

not

2.

Every branch in me that beareth
ho takethaway [Tiav K\fi\ia kv

fruit,

—

<pcpov napirdv, alpei avr6]. In Me;
kv kjwL* Antithesis of the non-fruit-bearing and fruit-bearing
branches. The circumstance that the fruit-bearing 'branches are not placed in the fore-ground,
is indicative of the occasion which suggested the
figure: the view of the vineyard-fires. The ground
of unfruitfulness is declared in the following, ver.
The natural degeneracy of the proud shoots
4.
(Luther) which are not governed by the noble
impulse of the vine, but are common, useless
wood, is made a figure of the moral misconduct
of such of Christ's members as stand in the external connection of discipleship, without, however, remaining internally connected with Him.
[The fruits of the Spirit are enumerated Gal. v.
kfiol

fti)

namely in organic intimacy,

22.—P.

S.]

Every (branch) that beareth
prnneth (cleanseth)

it

—

may

—

Ye

—

—

—

he Him.
[By reason of the word which I have
6ta indiknife, spoken to you, 6ia top ?.6yov

fruit,

[Kadaipei avr<5].—

to attack their lives also with the
as is indicated by the similarity of sound: alpet,
Ka&aipei.f The purgings here mentioned are to
be referred to the providences of the Father.

Seeming

them neipaafioi; Augustine: cas("sunt emendatorise, non interfecloria"). [Bengel: afflictiointerna et externa; Trench
and others refer the purging to the whole process
of sanctification which includes temptations and
P. S.] The purging itself is not, inafflictions.
deed, accomplished without the co-operation of
Chrysostom

the internal judgment of the Spirit (Gal ii. 19)
here, however, Christ has in view those divine
judgments, such as overtook the disciples in the
Passion-night.
That it
bear more fruit
\lba Kapirdv nXelova Qzpij]. The relation
between Christ and His disciples is here indicated
in such general terms as to render it impossible
for the branches to denote only the Apostles, or
the fruits official fruits merely. The general
fruits of spiritual fellowship with Christ, particularly as fruits of love, constitute the meaning.
Such fruits were, doubtless, to make their first
appearand as results of the ministry of the Apostles, there being, indeed no true official fruits
independent of the fruits of their labors.
Ver. 8.
are clean already [*H<5? hfitit
Ka&apol karty clean by virtue of your connection with the root and stem, and yet in need
of being cleansed as branches, ver. 2 (xa&aSpet);
mundi atque mundandi . . quis enim t* hoc vita tie
mundus, ut non sit magi* magisqve mundandast
(Augustine). Clean objectively, as being justified in Christ, in need of cleansing subjectively,
as to sanctification. P. 8.] See chap. xiii. 10.
It is a question whether the idea presented is
that of men already purified in antithesis to those
whose purification is yet future (Meyer), or that
of an internal principled purification, which they
already possess, in antithesis to the external
purification which they still lack and must now
We regard the
receive (Leben Jesu, Tholuek).
latter antithesis as the one intended and agreeing with the context. The noble vine-branch
is clean in respect of its inward vitality, bat,
nevertheless, it must be purged from wild outgrowths, shoots and append iclcs. The purifying word of Jesus that made the disciples clean
from within (see chap. vi. 57), must be supplemented from without by the Father's school
of suffering ; the latter, however, was not to
give them the principle of purity, but to strengthen
it and free it from the danger of degeneration.
In this school of suffering their purification must
bo rendered complete through their abiding in

calls

tigationes dei

—

—

cates the ground or reason, as vi. 67. The
living word of Christ received by faith into the
heart and dwelling there (comp. yer. 7, to fa
para ftov kv vtuv peivovra) is the principle of regeneration* and purification (xvii. 17 ; James i
It is not said 6y
18; 1 Pet. i. 23; £ph. v. 26).
reason of baptism; the apostles were not baptized (except with the preparatory baptism of
John), and regeneration is possible still without
water baptism, which recoives its force and effi-

cacy only from the word and power of the Spirit
present with it and working through it. AugusInto Christ are in Him planted together in the likeness of
tine who otherwise, as most of the fathers, has
whether
determine
themselves
to
for
remains
but
it
death,
His
an exaggerated view of the efficacy and necessity
by believing and obeying they shall make the potential blessings of this position actually their own; whether that fellow- of water baptism, remarks: "Why did He not
ship with Christj which has been so freely given to them, say : ' Ye are clean by baptism ?
Because it is
shall unfold itself into the new creation."—P. 8.]
Take
"
rhythm, the word which cleanses in the water.
f [Bengel: mavis rhythmus." Yet no more than a
away the word, and what is the water ? Add the
for Kataxp* is not derived from alp* (which would require
«ar<u>»), but Is a technical term for pruning or cleansing a word to the element, and it becomes a sacrament
vine or tree of useless branches. But there is a connection
Whence is this power of the water that it touches
between KaBaifxiv and KoBapfc: we are purified by being
Whence,
pruned. " Cleanliness and irultfulness," says Bengel, "mu- the body and the heart is cleansed T
tually assist one another."* The two vav ffAAfta are absolute
but because the word operates not merely in benominatives emphatically placed first, as L 12; vi. 39; xvii.
ing spoken, but in being believed."—P. S.J
• [Trench emphasize* the ir

ifioi.

u All infants baptized

;

'

fc-P.

8.J
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CHAPS. XV. 1-27.—XVL
Vcr. 4. Abide in Me and I in yon
[Helvar e kv ipoi, <cdy& kv vfilv]. — Not
"on Me" (Meyer) but "in Me," Le. in the true
internal vital connection of spiritual communion
with Christ. The abiding in Him is the condition whereon depends His ability to abide in
them. The interpretation : " Take heed that I
may abide in you" (Grotius), likewise converts
the promise into a condition, and that the one
already declared: "Abide in Me."
[Meyer
supplies to icdyw
vplv, with Lange, pev£>, I shall
abide,- but Bengel, Qodet, Trench supply, with
Grotius, ptivu, I abide. Bengel: Facile ul maneatu
in me, et ui ego tnaneam in vobis. Trench: "Take
heed that ye abide in Me, and that I abide in
you." This is supported by ver. 7 (fielvy), but it
is grammatically less natural than the usual interpretation, which makes the second clause a
promise. P. S.]
the branch cannot bear fruit of itself [xatf £>? to K"kfjfia ov dbvarai Kapnbv
aipeiv ap* iavrov], The thing treated of
here is, manifestly, the abiding of the branch as
a noble branch in the vine, not merely as a shoot
on the vine. This is the condition of fruit-boaring.
The same law applies to the disciples: so
neither can ye [ovtuc. oif6k vpelc, kdv
It is no question here
fiy kv kfioi fttvrjT e].
of the natural inability of the old man (Augustine), but of the simple organic dependence of
the Jt>eliever on Christ; though with this dependence, the effect of such inability, or the constant danger of turning into a proud shoot again,
is taken for granted also.
The sort of synergism
expressed under the supposition of abiding in
Christ is explained by tho figure itself; nothing
without Him, everything in connection with Him.
This is fulfilled, in the case of the branch, in organic vitality ; in the case of the disciples, in free

h

—

As

—

—

personality.

Ver.

['Ey&

—The

5.

1 am the Vine, ye are the branches
4 apireXoc, vpeic tcl K'kijp.ara'].

elfii

positive antithesis to tho negative declaration ver. 4. At the same time, however, an emphasizing of the organic contrast: I the Vine=
principle; ye the branches=organs entirely
conditional upon the Vine and dependent upon

—And I in him,
namely. —For apart
from Me. —Without fellowship with Me
vov^xupiodtvTcc
from Me,
which more than without Me. — 3.] — Ye can
—
abide,

it.

[*<*>/>< c

&

air*

ifiav,

separate
P.

:

1-15.
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views.
Augustine says that Christ spoke thus
" ut respondent fuluro Pel-agio," Calvin: u Non
tantum co-operantie sua grades auzilium hie commendaty eed nos penitus privat omni virtule nisi guam
17
suppeditat ipse nobis.
Yet the passage has frequently been applied without proper discrimination.
Christ speaks here not of natural morality
and civil righteousness, which has nothing to do
with man's salvation, but of spiritual righteousness and fruits of the gospel ; nor does lie speak
of unconverted men, but of Christians who even
after their conversion are in constant need of His
grace for the performance of any Christian work.
Christ is the beginning, middle and end of spiritual life; we can do nothing without Him, but
much, yea, every thing with Him. Trench says:
44
It is a poor and inadequate interpretation of
the words * Without Me to make them to mean,
'

*

Vo can do nothing

My

grace.

1

until

Me

ye are in

and have

After ye are in Me,
ye can even then accomplish nothing except ye
draw life and strength from Me. . . . From first
to last it is I that must work in and through you.'
We have a warning here to the regenerate man
that ho never seek to d& aught of himself; not a
declaration that tho unregenerate is unable to do
aught."—-P. S.]
Ver. 6. If any one abide not in
[tuv
Properly, shall not
/*# tic fiivn kv kfioi].
have abode.
is cast forth [spTiytin ifo
oc rd KXijfia Kal ki-ap&v&q, Kal avvdyovaiv
avTd Kal etc rd irvp ^dkXovatv, Kal Kaierai]. /. e. already cast forth (or cast out, i£u>t
viz. from the vineyard, i. e. the true Church), like
It is rather,

'

Me

—

—He

—

branch [to KXijfia, sc. to axprjoTov (Euthym.),
the useless branch. P. S.]
The article, as well
what
as
follows, very distinctly intimates that
Jesus and His disciples are viewing the burning
up of withered branches. He is cast forth and
is withered, and is now, in company with other
similar branches, gathered for the. fire. Interpretations of the Aorists [kpTJify and i$ap&vd7?]
1. As is tho custom (Grotius)
2. They have a Future signification (Euinoel,
tho

—

Baumg.-Crustus);
3.

They are expressive of what

happen: very soon,

is

immediately

(Beza, Lucke, etc.);*
The events described are things past as
viewed in presence of the Last Day. The fire,
therefore, meaning the firo of the final judgto

etc.

4.

ment (Meyer).f
But we should not permit our interpretation to
[ov dvvao&e irotelv ovdkv].
Properly, ye cannot be productive and creative be biased by this allusion to the last fiery judgas vine-branches. Hence, Christ is speaking of ment, since fiery judgments manifold in their
specifically Christian labors and achievements. nature precede that final one, and every trial is
Christian vital activity is entirely dependent directly converted into a fiery judgment to him
upon vital communion with Christ. Even such who has not stood tho test, Mai. iii. 3; Matt. iii.
noble things as precede conversion are, so far as 12. Therefore the Aorists are indicative of time
they are noble, done in the truth of the Logos past, because the things which they denote are
(Olshausen); but it is only through communion viewed from the stand-point of judgments already
with the Christ of history that a man attains to present in time. When we see branches gathered
the performance of Christian acts, new works, together and blazing up, we know that these
deeds of faith, God-like deeds,—or, in fine, that
• [So also Winer, Tholuck, Do Wette, Lnthardt, Ilengstona man brings forth fruit. Luther: «* He doth berg, Wordsworth.—P. 8.]
not here speak of a natural or worldly life and
t [Meyer (p. 635) refers to Hob. vi. 8; x. 27. So also Alford: "The aorists I take with Meyer as a consequence of
conduct, but of fruits of the Gospel."
the whole being spoken by onr Lord as if tbe great day wora
[The passage plainly asserts the total spiritual como: hence also the presents, SaAAovatv and fcaterat."
inability and unfruitfulness of man without vital Alford regards this verse as "a most important testimony
error, showing us that failing from
connection with Christ, and so far is a strong againstis supra-lapsarian
possible, and pointing out the steps of the feu."—
fraee
proof-text for Augustinian and against Pelagian
is

do nothing
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were withered because they were oat off, and they
were out off because they had not abode in the
Jesus is induced to select this tense: 1.
Tine.
by the sight of the burning branches ; 2. by
proximate reference to Judas who but now is being gathered up together with the withered
branches of the Sanhedrin. Hence the fire is,
primarily, only a prelude to the fire of Gehenna,
though, at the same time, it points towards it;
and the gatherers* are all divinely ordained instruments of judgment, and not merely the
angels at the end of the world, Matt xiii. 41
Simi(xxiv. 81; Rev. xix. 24); see Ps. civ. 4.
larly Tholuck in reference to Heb. vi. 8.

And

they barn [kqI xalerat,

—

so.

rd

KX^y.ara']. Emphatic. Like dry brush they
flame up quickly and are speedily consumed. Indicative of the conspicuous, rapid and shocking
ruin of apostates, or, in general, of dead members of Christ.

[They burn,

is

more graphic and

than

terrible

the E. V., they are burned; comp. the Pass. part.
Kai6fievoc, burning, flaming, and Ezek. xv. 45,
where it is said of the wood of the vine-tree:
it hat h been given
two ends have the fire e*ten.

*Lo, to the fire
Its

And

its

midst has been scorched

Bengel : " Magna

for fuel,

•

!'

positum ezimia cum mojestate."
is here expressed or ImTrench :
plied, of 'the fire' (Matt. iii. 10), «the flame'
(Luke xvi. 24), 'the flaming fire' (2 Thes. i. 8),
•the furnace of fire' (Matt. xiii. 42, 60), Hhe gehenna of fire' (Matt. v. 22; Mark ix. 43), 'the
lake of firo' (Rev. xx. 15; xxi. 8), 'the everlasting fire' (Matt. xxv. 41; Judo 7), with. all
the secrets of anguish which words like these, if
there be any truth in words, must involve, demands rather to be trembled at than needs to be
vi

" All which

expounded."— P.

S.]

glory and the salvation of souls. Such prayers
mutt be heard, as to their true spiritual intent, although very often they are heard at a time
and in a manner which differs widely from our
short-sighted vision. God sometimes hears the
substance of our prayers best by denying their
form. On prayer in Christ's name, see notes on
chap. xiv. 13 f.—P. 8.]
Ver. 8. Therein is
Father glorified

My

PEv Tolrp kdof&o&n

6

We

nar^p pov).—

agree with Meyer in considering kv tout? as
relating not to the Iva following it (Liicke), but
to the verse preceding it: " by this granting of
prayer, conceded to the fulfilling of the condition,—the pfaeiv kv ipoi."* The first object to
be accomplished by the granting of the disciples'
prayers is the glorification of the Father, in pursuance of the glorification of the Son, the
latter being accomplished subsequently to the
effusion of the Holy Ghost upon the disci pies.

—

Ehis, the Father's glorification, should, however, react upon the disciples, causing theot
to bear much fruit and to become, more thoroughly
than ever, the disciples of Jesus. The bearing
of much fruit was not to be the means of their
entering into new discipleship with Him; the
two things were to appear simultaneously. So

—

ye grow up to be true disciples to
Me. [kgI yevfioeo&e (Codd. Sin. and A.*

shall

text, rec.,

Tisohend.

Mey.,

viii.,

etc.),

or ykvvadt

D., etc., Lachm., Treg., Alf., WestooU and
Hort) ifioi fiatinral—P. S.]. It is most fitting
to interpret yevfaeotie as a consecutive promise,

(B.

not as a further demand ; hence it is independent
of iva, [This is preferable. Tevfaeotie expresses
the results of noibv Kaprrbv (Qkpctv) with the additional idea of a gradual process of growth. Discipleship of Christ is the beginning and the end,
or, as Bengel has it, the foundation and top (fundamenium et fastigium) f of Christianity. MaSnrai
here is, of course, pregnant, such as are worthy
of Me and worthy of the name of Christian* which
means followers or imitators of Christ P. S.1
Ver. 9. As
Father hath loved Me.

Ver. 7. If ye abide In Me, etc*. ['Edv
fieivnre kv kfiol Kai rd pf/fiard pov kv
vfilv pelv-n, b kdv dtXnre alrijoao'&t (imperative, which some MSS. have changed into the
future tense alrijoea&e), ical yevfioerat vulv'}.
The shocking judgment of the withered branches fKa#£>? ijydirnakv fie 6 erar^p, tayit
The apodosis oommences,
inspires them with the ardent wish that they may vfidc yy&nnaa].
be preserved from a like catastrophe. The Lord's not at ueivare (Grotius) but at tcdy69 as is demonanswer anticipates the expression of this wish. strated by the distinction ver. 10. Aside from
Ye 8b all not only be preserved, but the most glori- this fact, the construction of Grotius would cerous gain shall accrue to you ; but ye must pray tainly afford a good sense. Aooording as My
But in order to pray aright, ye must re- Father hath loved Me, i. e. in accordance with
aright.
and for this end, the mystery of the Trinity,—and as I have loved
tain my words within you,
again, ye must steadfastly continue in the true you, i. e. in accordance with the mystery of redemption. Continue in My love [ueivars kv ra
fellowship of love with Me, 1 John v. 14.
"What ye will (6 kav $6 In re, emphati- ay & fry rp kuy]. Thus the whole weight would
rest in the modification of the continuing.
/. e. not in the sense of arbitrary
cally put first).
The
choice, but in the way of love and of Christ's continuing, however, has already been the subword [or " in the way of God's will and as tend- ject of discourse ; this continuing in Christ is
ing to iroXvv mpnbv Qt.petv" (Alford) ]. In this modified here as a continuing in Mis love* It is
direction (in His name) no request which they a question whether the Aorists are employed bemay venture, can be too bold. How far did their cause Jesus is standing upon the boundary of
deliverance and exaltation by means of the night His life and looking back (Meyer), or whether
of the Passion exceed all that they could ask or un- the meaning of the expression is not: recognised
[They who abide in Christ, can only in love, conceived a love for, as, similarly, the
derstand
pray in conformity or at least in entire submis• [Obmp. iv Tovry, ch. lv. 87 xvi. 30. where it likewise
sion to His will, and for things which tend to His has a retrospect! re reference, while vi. 89 may be quoted for
the prospective reference, which i» also adopted by Alford and
* [The subjects in <rw&yown.v and /WAAovair. In the image Barnes. But Lange and Meyer are right, for Im in not—on,

—

My

—

—

—

!

:

they are the servants of the vineyard, in the application the
Instruments of God generally in the execution of His judgments, bat especially the angel reapers.—P. &]

its proper tcieological sense it would here convey the
is glorified by the intention (instead of
the actual./***) of bearing fruit.—P. &]

and in

wrong idea that God
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CHAPS. XV.
term

means: I have become a betake the latter for granted; in this
view of the case, the Aorists mark the love Of
God and Jesus as an accomplished fact, not
pimply from the boundary of Jesus' life, but from
the whole future of the disciples. In the glorification of Jesus they should contemplate the
fact of the Father's love to the Son ; also, however, the measure of the Son's love to them
love which was analogously to glorify them.
They must continue, must take root in the contemplation of this love their regeneration, their
fruits, their disoipleship, shall all spring from
their thus abiding (t. e. it shall be the source of
their justification). The ay&nn ij k\ifi not love
to Jesus (Grotius and others), though grammatically the expression might nave this signification, but the love of Jesus to them, as is proved
by the foregoing (ver. 11 ij xaP& i &%)• Love
to Jesus is here, as throughout the section, expressed by the continuing in Him,
Ver. 10. If ye keep
commandments.
—The commandments of Jesus are, in this place
as elsewhere, the provisions that He has made
for the spiritual regulation of men's lives : precepts, promises, instructions, consolations and
warnings in a mass. The warmth and sincerity
of vital communion is conditioned by fidelity in
But, again, the
«« will-oneness" (Tholuck).
singleness of our view of the life of Christ is
conditioned by our faithful perception of His
word in detail. True unity is conditioned by
the plenitude of manifoldness, true synthesis by
analysis, fidelity in great things by fidelity in
email things.— Even as I have kept
Father's commandments. The obedienco
of Jesus even to the death upon the cross ; tho
conservation of the love the Father bore His
human form and conduct.
Ver. 11. These things have I spoken
unto you. Now follows the section bearing
upon the joy that the new life in brotherly love
and friendship with Jesus brings. The discourse
upon the love of Christ was to be the means of
developing joy within them. Thus it is written
of the fruit of the Spirit, Gal. v. 22: love, joy.

We

—

;

My

My

—

—

That

—

My joy might be in yon \lva

$ x a P&
Observe the collocation of
Interpretations

$ kp.% iv vp.lv y.
7 ijtfi and h h/uv'].
1. My joy in you [mea de vobis Imtitia] (xaipetv
h; Augustine, Lampe: the joy inspired by His

—

viewing their

life

as pictured in predestination,

—which joy was always
rejoice in you, —that ye
subject for
2.

my joy

That

perfect).

maybe a

I

may

cause and

(Luthardt).

Your joy over Me [gaudium

(Euth. Zigab., Grotius, Piacator

vet f rum de me"]
;

over Christ's

merit).

o

: ;
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epistles of St. Paul).
It is impossible to maintain the distinction of a joy that Christ tastes in

Himse\f (Chrysostom, Ben gel), and of one which
He occasions (Calvin, H ofmatin, Tholuck) ; for
Christ communicates to, and occasions in, His
people precisely that which He possesses in Himself.
That, moreover, Christ*s joy itself was
first made humanly complete in His exaltation
and communication of salvation to the world, is
certainly a fact to be insisted upon, in accordance with Chrysostom and Bengel, although they
specialize individual considerations too much.
From the following it also results that Christ's
joy in the redeemed is likewise particularly
" And good pleasure in men." In
treated of.
you, i. e. as a new and resident vital principle.
They have not this perfect joyfulness yet ; it
must come to them from Christ ; and for this
reason also the reading y is better than pttvy.

—

—And your joy may be made perfect
#apd {ffiov n'kTipii'&y]. —Man's natural
[/cat

tf

impulse to joy has, even in the disciples, already
developed into the beginnings of a sacred joy;
these beginnings are, however, as yet imperfect;
through Christ's joy, their joy shall be made
complete [" uplifted and ennobled even to fulness
to the extreme of their capability and satisfaction" (Alford)]. And, again, the joy shall
be theirs, existing under a peculiar phase in each
one.
For the .dominion of Christ's personality
in the hearts of His people does not destroy, but
quicken, develop and glorify their own personality, 1 John i. 4; 2 John 12.
Ver. 12. This is
commandment, That
ye love one another. Christ does not here
pass to another exhortation (Tholuck, Meyer)
He does but declare the vital law whose aim is
the perfection of their joy.
It must be grounded
on His love, developed in mutual brotherly love.
As the 14th chapter is an exposition of the words
chap. xiii. 83 : " whither I go, ye cannot come/'
i. e. an exposition of the heaven
beyond this
present world, so here the exposition of the saying chap. xiii. 84 appears as the full explanation
of the heaven upon earth treated of in chap, xv.:
that earthly heaven, with its heavenly joy, is to
be revealed in mutual brotherly love. This kvro?Jj
is the sum of the kvrdXal ver. 10; comp. Rom.,

—

My

—

—

xiii. 8.

—As

I have loved you.

—

/.

a.

first

as personalities destined for salvation they must love one another sub specie
mterni; for only such loving constitutes true
love ; thus doing, however, they will always be
quantitatively approaching the true sacrificial
joyfulness of His love.
Ver. 13. Greater love hath no man. than
[M e £ v a r avrnc aydnt/v ovthis, etc.
"
delc ixe** tva Tt C T $ v i> v X%v avrov d$
qualitatively

:

—

inip rwv QlXov avrov]. Difficulty is here
3. That the joyfulness occasioned by Me may
occasioned by the 7 v a, and the different conbe in you (Calvin, De Wette).
4. The joy experienced by Christ Himself, the struction of this leads to a different interpretajoy of His own Spirit (Cyril, Lucke, Meyer tion of the verse. The ordinary explanation
[Alford]}. Doubtless this is the meaning of the considers it an exposition of raiiTnc. This
passage. The holy joyfulness of Christ, the un- makes the whole verse a generalised' description
trammeled, glad upsoaring of His soul in the of the love of Christ "A greater love than I
midst of all His tribulations shall, through the bear to you hath no man, namely, that he layeth
Meyer, on the
Spirit, by means of the communication and down his life for his friends."
awakening of love, devolve upon the disciples other hand, maintains that Iva is expressive of
themselves (see 1 John iii. 21 iv. 17 Gosp. xvi. purpose even in this plaoe ; he interprets thus
22 ; Phil. ii. 17 ; iv. 4 and many passages in the Greater love than, Mje love ta.yjou. hath, no man
80
;

;

:
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(ho divine purpose (Iva) which My love is destined to accomplish, is, that a man shall surrender his life for his friends. Opposed to this
view is, however, the grammatical objection that
iva would then in reality be the beginning of a
new sentence; another objection is the logical
one that the love of Christ would then be cited
merely as an example. Moreover, in the subsequent verse the Lord calls the disciples IIu
friends, after having given utterance to the idea
of a man's dying for his friends. Hence we
must doubtless assume, with Be Wette, that
ay&Kij, in conjunction with its meaning of love,
contains the idea of an impulse of the will, a
law ;* and in like manner we must accept the
supposition of Lflcke, that the case of a sacrificing of life is put to express the ideal of love.
The proper meaning of the saying is this : greater
love hath no man than that which goes to the
point of causing him to lay down his life for his
It is a picture of the love of Christ
friends.
generalized, however, because this love, after
the pattern of Christ, should bo to His people a'
law of their lives, and because foretokens of this
love may make their appearance in the realm of
the noble, even amongst the uncbristianized of

mankind.
Yet another interpretation were this : a love,
great like this, hath no man beside, in order
that One there might be to give proof of such by
laying down His life, etc. The dearth of love in

—

others renders the great love-sacrifice of the
necessary. Still, it is the intention of Christ
to represent His self-sacrificing love as a pattern
for the disciples, and therefore the usual interpretation seems advisable.
The passage Rom. v. 6 is apparently acquainted
with a still higher degree of love. But dying
for men who have been sinners and enemies is a
dying for men who shall be friends; Christ dies
for sinners who are to bo friends ; or, again, He
dies in a special sense for sinners who have already become friends, in a general sense for
friends who are still sinners.
Be it observed,
moreover, that He is not delineating His death
under its unique form of an expiatory death, but
under its representative form as a death of selfsacrificing friendly love.
Ver. 14.
are
friends [it ft el g e)l\ot
,/iov kari, eav iroiyre a eyc> kvr iXXo/iac
vplv\ Christ, with these words, applies the
general proposition of the preceding verse to His
relation to tho disciples.
I look upon you as
friends for whom I die ; but ye too must provo
yourselves My friends by doing after My commandment, t. e. loving one another according to
the degree set forth by My sacrificial love, in so
far as that is designed as a pattern for you.
And hence the idea of QtAoi is not merely that
of *• passive recipients of love" and indeed the
word must always, ff-om the nature of tho case,
all

One

Ye

My

—

—

mean something more than

that.

N ow no more— servants.— Neither

•

Ver. 15.
did He officially

ctk.ll them servants before, but
were such in accordance with the conception of Rabbinical discipleship, and but a short

tjiey

* [Similarly Godet: u lra conserve la notion <U butt

phu haut point auqwil pui$sc aspirer ramour dan*
lion, est,' " etc

Afford rqiecU the idea of will aud

•Imply—tctiicet tit.—P.

8.J

*le

cetU rtlatakes tra

time previous to this He had expressly brought
out this oharacteristio of their relation.
This is
now at an end ; but their emancipation and eonversion into freedmen does not estrange them
from Him ; on the contrary, it elevates them into
the category of friends. As, however, the idea
of disciple is connected with that of servant, so
the condition of friends is implicative of thai of
apostles.
What Christ understands by the term
friends, He explains by the antithesis of servants.

A distinction must undoubtedly be made between

the stricter and the broader sense of friend as
well as of servant. Friends though they were
before (Luke xii. 4 ; John xt 11), from this time

become such in a higher sense ; and
though now ceasing to be His servants in a legal
sense, yet, in the sense of free obedienoe, they
do now become servants of His more truly than
ever (ver. 20; Acts iv. 29; Rom. i. 1, rfej; jo*
forth they

as the Son of Ood was, as such, also the £tervaat
of God icar* k^ox^v. In what respect, then, do

they cease to be His servants in the former
sense ?

The servant knoweth not what bis lord
bnt I have oalled yon friends, etc

doeth

;

—-The servant executes the individual orders of
his master but is not privy to the whole idea
which informs his government; moreover he executes the individual order simply as under authority, without being in full unison with it, beit is not instilled into him as an idea and
a motive, and in respect of this fact, it is bis

cause

—

master that does such and such things through
him still less does ho understand what his master does personally, or through the medium of
other servants. He, with his nnfree individual
performances, does not understand the free do;

ings of his lord, Rom. vii. 15. The friend, on
the other hand, is the confidant of the thought
of his friend and exerts himself in harmony with
him. And so the exaltation of the disciples from
Christ' 8 service to friendship is accomplished by
His confiding to them the fundamental idea of
His life, His sacrifioial death of love in accordance with the loving counsel of God ; it was by
this confidence that He sought to arouse them to
a loving activity that should rejoice in sacrifice.

They are initiated into His foundation of the
personal kingdom of love and consecrated to assist in the extension of the same.
And in this
respect He has made known to them all (wavra)

—

that

He

tensively

—

has heard from the Father, notex(see chap. xvi. 12), but intensively; in

the Father's counsel of love all lies enfolded.
Lucke makes this distinction: All that I have
heard that was meant to be communicated to
you ; Meyer distinguishes the will of salvation
and the further instructions connected with it.
The distinction between a principle and its development is also intimated, Eph. i. 17 ff. Be it
observed that also in Luke xii. 4. as well as in
John xi. 11, the name of friend is placed in connection with joyfuiness in death. Friendship
with Christ is co-partnery in His loving, selfsacrificing dying-courage in the strength of the
thought of self-sacrificing love.
Ver. 16.
did not ohoose Me, ae.
[01>x i>!"*S pe ittMfac&e, aAA 1 * y £

Ye

iijtXefdftvv

memento

i>f*act k. r. X.
after the lofty things
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about their mutual indwelling, and the unreservedness of the friendship they had been admitted to" (David Brown).—P. S.]— Though
sharers with Him in the perfect vital fellowship
of joy, though placed on an equal footing with
Him as friends, their relation is still not one of

—
4G7

1-15.

That whatsoever ye shall ask of the
Father [Iva 6 ri av alriicrjTt rbv narkpa
iv r 9 b^dfiari ftov, dyvfilv]. The Lord
having previously made tho bearing of fruit in
work dependent upon prayer (vers. 7, 8), Lttcke,

—

Tholuck, Meyer, infer that the second Iva is hero
not co-ordinate with the first, but subordinate to
it, whilst Chrysostom and others deem that the
them,but in His love. He has chosen them to be hearing of prayer is here declared to be the fruit
His friends, not out of an abstract liking for of faithful activity. It is, however, possible that
their individuality, but in the light of the moral a good reason exists for the change in the sucdestiny of their personality. The election of cession of these two considerations. As prayer
Christ is not identical with the election to the must precede work, so work, again, must become
kingdom on the part of God, in the Pauline the basis of a more extended, 'bolder asking.
sense (Augustine and others), though, in respect This is what Christ has in view, He being upon
to these faithful disciples, the former election is tho point of setting His disciples, with their work
pre-suppositive of the latter ; the choosing spoken of love and fellowship of love, in array against
of by Christ is the election to the apostolic office tho entiro hatred of the whole world.
Ver. 17. That ye may love one another
(see chap. vi. 70; xiii. 18); in a more general
sense it is here expressive of Christ's election of [iva ayaTrare aXXqXovg]. With these words
any and all of His disciples to render friendly the Lord sums up the fundamental thought preservice to Him as co-workers in His kingdom of sented vers. 11-17 in one concluding utterance.'
Everything that He has told them of His perfect
love (Euth. Zig., Luthardt).
appointed you. This i&nica vfiag joy, His friendship, His election and their callpresents with greater distinctness the idea of tho ing, is intended to become to them a vital law of
apostolic calling.
The election to friendship is, mutual love. Brotherly love, concord, unity
viewed from the stand-point of their moral des- are to form the close-banded fellowship of the
tiny, a now still more settled calling or ordination disciples of Jesus, in which fellowship they may
to apostolic labors (ndivat, 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; 1 Tim. confront the hatred of the world and vanquish it.
Ver. 18. If the world hate you [Ei 6
i. 12, etc.) Hence not: I have planted you (Chrysostom and others) ; this interpretation does not icdofioc vfiag fiioei.] Saying concerning the
correspond with the preceding figure of the hatred of the world and their defensive attitudo
branches and still less does it harmonize with towards it, reaching from vers. 18-27, in its moro
the following Iva imayrrre. To suit this inter- extended bearing, to chap. xvi. G.
that
before you [ytvCxoKtre
pretation of i&ijKa, the latter words were con- it hath hated
imperative, not indicative bri ept nporov
strained to mean the reaching forth of plants
(Chrysostom and others). They are expressive vp&v pefiiGTjKcv]. Mo as tho first, in adof the forth-going of the disciples by virtue of vance of you.
Before (above) you all. Together
their mission as apostles (Meyer, Tholuck) ; at with its reference to time, tho expression is inthe same time, however, they imply a personal dicative of causality and comparison: Me first,
laboring, carried on in independent life (Luther, Me most; Me as tho predecessor for whoso sake
Lucke, etc.) Meyer, without grounds, denies it hateth you. Tholuck: " The superlative comthat this is the case. The repetition of vpac prehends the comparative" (see chap. xiii. 1G;
countenances the view we have just set forth. Matt. x. 24; 1 Pet. ii. 21; iv. 12; 1 Johniii.
Hence it results, however, that an oxymoron is 13, 14).
Ver. 19. If ye were of tho world
contained in the antithesis tdtjita v/iag, iva i/ieig
vTcdytfit.
1 have set you right firmly in your tov KdxTfiov #re].
** The five times repeated
It is at the same
place, in order that ye might sally forth right Kfafjtog is solemn" (Meyer).
independently and travel far and wide, knowing time a strong emphasizing of the idea. Mankind
no bounds. In the farewell discourses the item is a world in its sympathy in sin, in the ungodly
of the ordination, like a series of similar Preter- tendency in which individuals, as personalities,
are dissolved. Asa world, they hate believers;
ites, is expressive of the imminent sending of the
Comforter as a fact already determined; and their individual antipathy to Christianity results
thus we may regard the whole matter of the fare- from that sympathy with ungodliness wherein
well discourses as a pre-celebration of tho Pente- they stand.
Ver. 20. The servant is not greater, etc.—
costal festival.
that your fruit may remain. Their Chap. xiii. 10 ; comp. Matt. x. 24.
institution into the fellowship of Bis love should
If they persecuted Me. The hypothetiresult in their going forth under the impulse of cal el is exceedingly apodictical here.
It exlove; this going forth should be followed by their presses in a concrete manner the certainty of
bringing forth fruit, their work and ministry of the fact that they, as disciples of Christ, must
This fruit, again, in its virtue of keeping experience the same treatment at the hands of
love.
and being propagated everlastingly, should be de- the world which Christ has met with. They
monstrated to be a foundation imperishable, es- must, therefore, be able to see by Christ what
tablished by love. Undoubtedly the fruit is to re- fate is awaiting them, since the life of Christ is
main unto eternal life (chap. iv. 80; Tholuck, the same in Christ and in them, and since the
Meyer) ; but here the proximate idea is the re- world, for its part, continues the same, as
maining of the apostolic fruit in the world and world. The first " if," then, reveals to them the
in face of the world, as results from the fol- positive prospect of persecution ; the second tells
lowing.
them how scant a hope they nee J entertain of t
caprice and individual extravagance. For the
principle of their friendship is not resident in

—

—

—

And

—

—

—Know

Me

—

—

[Eih

—

—

And

—

—
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unbelief.— But now they have no pretext,
It can not be inferred from this that the heathen, to whom Christ has not yet spoken, are
guiltless ; such a supposition is the leas tenable
from the fact that the crucifixion perpetrated
upon Christ by the Jews must be regarded as an
What does result from
act of the whole world.
the passage is, not that they incur a lesser (damnation) punishment (Augustine), but that decision in regard to them is still reserved until
Crusius),
the time of their own decision. If damnation
men.
but individual
be made dependent upon the antithesis to a revethey
will
things
these
all
But
21.
Ver.
latio universalis, facta ab initio mundi (Cyril, If eis to the first
reference
The
etc.—
you,
do unto
lanchthon), the natural inference must be that
Consolapersecution.
of
prophetic
clause, that
Worldly men that revelatio might have been sufficient even for
tory explanation of persecution :
name's sake, salvation.
Christ's
for
disciples
the
persecute
Ver. 23. He that hateth Me, hateth
they have
just as they persecute Christ because
also. In the face of Christ, want of
Father
it
Hence
Him.
sent
who
God
from
turned away
knowledge of the unknown God who sent Him
and
Christ
their
have
persecuted
the
follows that
(ver. 21) develops into hatred of the Father
God Himself on their side (see chap. viii. 19
accordance whom they do know. The unbelieving Jew, like
in
Christ,
of
name
The
xvi. 8).
hostility against
the con- the unbelieving Gentile, turns in
with the full extent of its meaning, is
the idea of the living, personal God of revelation,
odious
is
name
this
Now
disciples.
fession of the
Christ's works, though
world for the reason that —and that in the face of
to the children of the
they be referred in a special manner to the
unknown
is
Father,
the
it,
of
the originator
Father.
The first clause is declarative of the
to them.
Yer. 24. Not done among them the
at least so much
world's guilt, the second of
works. Ciimactio gradation of tho guilt of units
for
hope
leave
to
as
guilt
its
palliation of
believers in accordance with the distinction of
conversion ; yet but in part.
degrees of faith : ch. v. 86; x. 37 ; xiv. 11.
spoken
and
come
not
had
Ver. 22. If I
Ver. 25. The word that is written.—The
[comsin
no
have
would
they
unto them,
frequently recurring exaltation of Christ's spirit
iXdArjaa
Kal
[El
paratively].
to a state of calm acquiescence in the providence
oiroif, dfiaprlav ovk elxoaav (Alex- of God (particularly that exercised over the
expressive
is
v)].-This
e
o
I
for
X
andrian form
centuries before in Holy
-the glory of His Messiah), as portrayed
of the depth of His origin,
Writ. The word is found Ps. xxxv. 19 ; lxix. 4;
spoken
And
mission
His
of
holiness
being, the
case as a verbal prophecy, but as a
This is expressive of the in neither

inadmissicontrary course of proceeding. It is
and others,
ble to apprehend rnpelv, as do Bengel
That, on the other
in the sense of: to lurk for.
(Grotius),
hand, it contains an element of irony
the grarity of the disis not inconsistent with
with the
course ; and neither is it inconsistent
clause
strength of the negation, that the second
to some with
leaves them a ray of hope in regard
whom they may have to do (Olshausen, Baumg.since the subject here is not the world,

My

—

—

M

*^ov

tothemUXdlnoa).

warmth
perfect familiarity, clearness, fulness,
and condescension appertaining to tho revelaand of God. They
tion He has made of Himself
would not have sin. J. e. in respect to this sin,

Unguiltless.
they would be relatively sinless,
fall," John iii. 16.
belief, "the new and deeper
Meyer seeks in vain to put a distinction between
hatred of the
unbelief (Bengel and others) and
name of Jesus.
pretext or excuse [vw 6i Trpo^a-

No

mental type. They have cast (DJTI) their hatred
upon Me without a reason, without a cause. /. e.
:
they faithfully follow what is ia
their law (De Wette), but : as a judgment upon
them, there must be a fulfilment of what is written in their Law,— i. e. in their Holy Scriptures

not ironically

—

which they read with blinded eyes, concerning
The broader
their hatred of Messianic piety.
sense of vo/joc is the one intended, as chap. x.
Aurwv as ch. viii. 17; x. 34; it upbraids
34.
them with the fact that the same' Scripture
wherein they do continually read, as in their
own, has sketched their portraits with so sure a

aiv ovk kxovaiv nepi ttjc dfiapriac
awTfiv].— /• «• « very attempt at an apology
tho
comes to nought It melts away in face of
Had Jesus not come, touch
revelations of judgment
still be under the
or not yet come, they would
time; now
n&peoic (Rom. iii. 25) of the olden

become a new

(see ch. v.

45

;

2 Cor.

iii.

13).

Bat when the Paraclete is come,
['Orav (6i) iX&y 6 ^apdicAiyrof].*—

Ver. 26.
etc.

their sin has become guilt, has
The objection to this view, urged by
nap&Baotc.
Do Wettc: As a matter of course they would not
coming of Christ,
have fallen into this sin without the
in
overlooks the indicated graduation of sin;
the hatred of Christ into a hatred of

Tromise of the Holy Ghost as the strength of
their martyrdom in the world, ch. xv. 26 to xvi
If left to their own resources, they would
6.
succumb to the hatred of the world and be overcome of evil ; but the Holy Ghost shall victoriously meet this hatred and, unmoved, bear teschanging
of this timony to Christ.
Repeated promise of the
the divine cause, he mistakes the spirit
character- Holy Ghost. Ch. xiv. 16 ff. He is first proGospel in particular,—John's special
things in persons. mised as the Spirit of faith and of the living
istic being the merging of
knowledge of Christ. (See ver. 26). Here Ho
As little is Tholuck (with Meyer) in the right
the sin of is promised as the Spirit of steadfast testimony
contesting that this new guilt is not
Augustine
Ch. xvi. 7 as the Spirit of the worldfor Christ.
unbelief in specie (in opposition to
Ch. xvi. 13
cuncla peccata, quod overcoming strength of the gospel.
hoc-est peccatumquo tenentur
of the
unuswisque, si non habet, dimittuntur a/"™*"*' as the Spirit of Christ's glorification and

m

The
similarly Zwingli, Luther, Stier, Luthardt).
speak of
citations chap. viii. 21, 84: ix. 41 also
identical with
sins of self-blinding, which are

• fLange translates irap«A. throughout r«rtrrfer, *£»*See ihe Kxeg. Kotes on ch. xir. 18, p. 44Q£-P.S.J

smtative.
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future until the consummation. It is declared
promise that the Son asks the Father,
Hud the Father sends the Spirit; whilst here
i tie
Son sends [bv eyu irifLyjjv] the Spirit
who proceedeth from the Father [6 irapa Tov
rrarpdc iicir opetoerai]. For it is only
through the intercession of the Son that they receive the Spirit as the Spirit of prayer, and they
then know that not only the Father sends the
Spirit, but the Son sends Him too.
Moreover,
the glorification of Christ in the knowledge of
believers is pre-eminently a work of the Father
(he maintenance of the witness of Christ* in the
world is a work that He, the faithful Witness
(Rev. iii 14), continues through the Holy .Ghost.
Upon the disagreement of the Greek and Latin
Churches in respect to the procession of the
Spirit, comp. the history of doctrinal theology
and the notes upon chap. xiv. 16. To the
Father, doubtless, belongs the honor of being. the
first apxh from which the Son Himself proceeds
but since the Holy Ghost is at the same time the
Spirit of the Son, unto whom (the Son) it is also
given to have life in Himself, the 6ta tov vlov (£k
tov narpde.) of the Greek theology is not sufficient.
As it regards the eiciropeveTat, most of the
Lutheran [and Greek] ezegetes (also Lticke,-01shausen) understand it as having a theological reference to the trinitarian relations of the Spirit;
Beza, Cocceius, Lampe, etc., apprehend it eoteriologically as identical with the being sent*
But
if we decline to assume the existence of any tautology in our passage, the soteriological jrijurec&at may be referred to its theological basis, the'
proceeding from the Father; though the proceeding from the Father is also practically designed
as an intimation of the Holy Ghost's invincible
power of truth and witness. f Hence emphatically inelvoq [as opposed to the world, which
hates Christ. Observe also the masculine, though
r) irvevfia . . 6 is neuter.
An additional indication of the personality of the Holy Ghost, as distinct from a mere power or influence.
His testimony is personal, and distinguished from the
personal testimony of the disciples, vfutq 6k papTvpelre.—V. S.]
ia the

Will bear witness of
-epl tuov], ;t Of My

—

Me

[fiaprvp^aei

person, My work,"
[Aleyer] ; according to the context, however,
more particularly of Him as the Vine, of the
personal life of love, and of His love.
[Tnis is one of the principal proof-texts for
the doctrine of the Holy Trinity.' Both the essential identity and the personal distinction of
the Father (napa tov irarpfy), of the Son (eyv
m

• [So also Lnthardt, Alford, Webster and Wilkinson, who
understand the whole of the (economical Trinity, or the
Trinity or revelation.
Luthurdt (11., 335): "The word*
must be understood historically, and not metaphysically, of
the immanent relation of subsistence, or in the sense of
Gnostic emanation.
For the expression, irapa tov xrarpo?
ccvopevrrat, is parallel to the other, bv iym Wp^rc* irapa
tov varpas. lie is with the Father, and comes from the
Father. The present tense (rop«v«rat) does not express the
timeless nature of the Spirit, but is determined by nin^t.*'
So also Meyer (p. bib) " The Spirit proceeds If He is sent."—
:

V. 8.1

f [Stier likewise regards the first clause (&r ty» s-t>^«) as
spoken oeconomically of the office of the Spirit in the Church,
the second clause (exropevcrat) as referring to the ontological or essential relation of the Spirit to the Holy Trinity.
Cadet entirely agrees with Lange (II., 613), and emphasizes
the difference iu the future, ve/t^w, and the present, ««s-opc«

WTO*.—P.

fl.J

xipipu

—

1-13.
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Trepi kfJLav),

6 TTap&KhfToQ

.

.

.

and of the Holy Spirit

eKTropeveTac

.

.

.

(fatiy

cksIvoc papTvplj-

are very clearly stated, especially when compare4 with xiv. 16, 18, 26; xvi. 7, 18; xx. 22.
Our passage is also the locus classicus for the
technical word "procession " of the Holy Ghost.
aet)

The noun

kKirdptvatg, processio, nowhere occurs in
Testament, and belongs to the ecclesiastical language, but it is legitimately formed
from the verb iKirooebofiat, which is here (and
here alone) used of the Holy Ghost and denotes
the characteristic individuality (ididrTK, proprietasy character hypostatics) of the person (not the
essence, which is the same in all Persons) of tho
Holy Spirit, as Sonship or eternal Generation
yewijoia, yiwrjat^, generatio, filiatio) is the propriety of the Son, unbegotten "Patemitj (paternitas,
ayewyoia) the propriety of the Father. The Nieene
orthodoxy refers the procession of the Spirit to the
eternal, metaphysical procession from the Father.
Christ speaks here no doubt mainly of the Trinity of revelation and of the historic mission of
the Holy Ghost in the Christian Church and in
believers (comp. ch. xx. 22 ; Rom. viii. 9 ; 1 Cor.
ii. 10, 11
2 Cor. iii. 17, etc.). Yet it is significant that while He speaks of His sending of the
Spirit in the future tense (irtpipv), He speaks of
the procession of tho Spirit from the Father in
the present (eKxopeverai), as if He intended to
intimate a permanent relation of the Spirit to the
Father.
The effusion of the Holy Spirit on the
day of Pentecost is the historic manifestation of
His eternal procession from the Father, and bears
a similar relation to the latter as the incarnation
of Christ does to the eternal generation. At all
events we have a right to deduce the oeconomical Trinity from the ontological or immanent
Trinity ; the former is the revelation of the latter; for God manifests Himself as He is (or, as
Godet, II. 614, well expresses it: "Les faits de

the

New

.

;

la rtvilalion reposent sur lee relations trinilaires.
1
lis en sont comme les reflets. *). Comp. Lange above.

—As to the

difference between the Greek and
Latin churches on the subject of the procession
of the Spirit, Beza, Meyer, Alford and others
deny that our passage can bo used either in favor
of the Greek formula d-d tov vlov £« tov irarpdc,
or the Latin clause filioque ; Godet maintains
that the passage teaches both the homoousia and
the subordination of the Son. Dr. Lange briefly
intimates the true view. The original NicenoConstantinopolitan Creed affirms the procession
of the Holy Ghost from the Father not with an
exclusive intent, but rather in opposition to tho
Pneumatomachi ; and in this sense it is that
Athanasius, Basil, the two Gregories maintain
it; some Greek fathers, as Epiphanias, Cyril of
Alexandria, expressly teach the procession of
(he Spirit from the Sou as if ell as the Father,
while Theodore of Mopsueste, Theodoretand the
later Greek church maintain the exclusive procession from the Father alone
The Latin doctrine
of the procession of the Spirit from the Son as
well as the Father, is logically derived from the
dogma of the homoousia, or the essential unity
of the Father and the Son, and is exegetioally
based on the words 6 v ky & irkfiifto in our passage,

and

John

xiv.

-rrifiipu oh xvi. 7,
& n tprpei 6

26

pari pov.

compared With
iv t$ 6v6Augustine refers also to John xx

naT^p
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22, where Christ breathes the Holy Ghost on His
disciples (De trinit. IV., o. 20; Tract in Joh. 99,
{ 9) ; but after all he makes the Spirit proceed
mainly from the Father (de patre principalitbr,

De

XV. 20; Scrm.

71, c. 16; oomp.
Aug. specul. Lehre von Gott dem
Dr. WaterDreieinigen, Augsb., 1866, p. 871).
land ( Works, vol. III., p. 237 f.) thus briefly and
clearly sums up this controversy : "The Greeks
and Latins have had many and tedious disputes
about the procession. One thing is observable,
that though the ancient* appealed to by both
parties, hare often said that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father, without mentioning the
Son, yet they never said that He proceeded from
the Father alone; so that the modern Greeks
have certainly innovated im that article in expreetion at least, if not in real sense and meaning.
As to the Latins, they have this to plead, that
none of the ancients ever condemned their docthat many of them have expressly astrine
serted it ; that the oriental ohurehes themselves

see

;

trinit.

Gangauf

:

Des

h.

;

rather condemn their taking upon them to add
anything to a creed formed in a general Council,
than the doctrine itself; that those Greek churches
that ohargo their doctrine as heresy, yet are
forced to admit much the same thing, only in
different words ; and that Scripture itself is plain,
that the Holy Ghost proceeds at least by the Son,
if not from Him ; which yet amounts to the same

thing."— P. S.]
Ver. 27.

Bat ye also bear witness

[or are

ipe'ic. 6i fiaprv ptlt e,
the present indicating their past and present experience, as the foundation of their future testimony ; hence not ye shall bear (/laprvpfoere), E.
V. Hofmann takes fiaprvpelre in the imperative,
which is abrupt and contrary to koI 6i f atque
vos etiam.—1?. S.].—It is their constant duty to
testify of Him from this time forth, t. e. to the
same degree in which the coming of the Spirit,
an evenfr which is to take place after a little
while, is realised in this anticipatory festival.

witnesses, Kai

—

The reason:—for—because

ye are with

Me

from the beginning [on Jnr apxvc /****
kfiov tori, the present cork indicates the relation as continuing ; henoe not have been, E. V.
air' apxfc, relatively, from the beginning of the
Lord's ministry, an important qualification of
the apostles as witnesses (oomp. Acts i. 21, 22
x. 40, 41 ; xiii. 81), which in the case of Paul
was made up by a direct call of the exalted SaComp. Acts i. 21. How are the
P. 8.].
viour.
testimony of the Holy Ghost and the testimony
1

—

—

—

—

of the disciples distinguished

?

The Holy Ghost shall testify by miracles, in
particular by the Pentecostal miracle, by the
conversion of the masses; the Apostles by the
word (Theod., Mopsueste, Gerhard, al.).
2 Tne two sides of the unitous testimony of
the Apostles are mentioned in company with one
1.

another (Augustine; see Aots v

32; xv. 28).

Similarly

founded upon the faot that the Apostles were
eye-witnesses of Jesus (Luke i. 1; Acts i. 8;
Liicke, p. 646).
Meyer [p. 545]: "One testimony; with a distinction, however, in respect
of its two actual factors (comp. Acts i. 8 ; Rom.
viii. 16; ix. 1) as Acts v. 82; oomp. also chap,
xv. 28." {[Similarly Webster and Wilkinson:
44
The Spirit's testimony, as distinguished from
theirs, consisted in their inspired utterances con-

cerning the nature, office, and work of Christ,
attested by the miracles which the Spirit enabled
them to perform (Matt. x. 20; John xvi. 8, 14)
also in His action upon others besides themselves.
Their additional testimony * and moreover ye'
—consisted in their attestation of the facts of
His life, death, and resurrection."
Alford:
*« The witness is one and the
same the Spirit
will witness in and by them."
The historical
witness of the apostles forms ** the human side
of this great testimony of the Spirit of truth,
and or which our inspired gospels are the
summary; the divine side being His own indwelling testimony in the life and heart of every
believer in all time.
But both are given by the
self-same Spirit ;
neither of them inconsistent
with, nor superseding the other." P.S.]
Along with the last-mentioned interpretation,
in particular, the following thought demands
our consideration : the personality of the Holy
Ghost is not, in the Montanistio sense, to convert
the disciples into involuntary, mechanical organs; on the contrary, under His influence their
personal life shall attain its full development, so
that they too do now stand forth as personal witnesses (p&prvpeg) in accordance with their own peculiar historical and spiritual experience. [Godet
makes a similar remark. P. 8.]. Haprvpeir* is
not the Imperative (Hofmann), but the Indicative, for tho entire passage bears the character
of a sure promise.

—

—

—

—

—

chapter

xvi. 1-15.

These things have I
spoken nnto yon. Tavra: Another recaChap. xvl. ver.

1.

pitulation, this time of the contents of vers. 1825, in order to the introduction of a new idea;
like ch. xv. 17 ; xv. 11.
That ye
not be

—

may

# a KavdaX iff Vitrei, u e.
that ye may not be disconcerted by coming in
contact with the sufferings attendant upon the
world's persecution, and be made to fall from the

offended [Iva

/*

but may, rather, steadfastly approve yourSee Matt, v 29; xiii. 21; xviii.
Christ is discoursing of the danger of be7.
coming offended in the future ; His glance pierces
beyond the offence that they shall take at Him
in the impending night He reverts to it, howfaith,

selves martyrs.

;

ever, ch. xvi. 82.

Ver. 2. They will pnt yon ont of the
synagogues [or they will excommunicate
yon, airoavvay&yovc. iroiyoovat vpae],
He now reveals to them, by fundamental traits,

—

The testimony borne by the Holy Ghost the operations of the world's hatred, announced
within the Apostles and designed especially for to them by Him. First comes excommunication.
them the testimony of the Apostles through the See ch. ix. 22 [and xii. 42]. Jewish persecuHoly Ghost—a testimony addressed to the world tions are meant as a type, however, of the
8.

;

;

(LiAhardt).
4. The fttimonium divinum, through the power
of the divine word, and the testimonium historicum,

whole mass of declarations of excommunication
and outlawry to be levelled against His followers.
Yea, and an hooroometh [<UA' tp ;t«TG«
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£>pa]. In the form of an antithesis, aXXd [at,
yea and] gives exceeding prominence to the following climax to the persecutions. [It introduces the contrast of a much more grievous, even
bloody persecution; corap. 2 Cor. i. 9; vii. 11;
PhiL ill. 8.— P. S.]. Lucke : They were also to
experience the bloody fanaticism of the world at
the hands of Jews and Qentiles. He Himself
fell a sacrifice to the same, as,did later, Stephen,
Acu vi. 8, etc.; 2 Cor. i. 9; 1 Cor. iv. 13.— That
every one. Iva lays stress upon the destiny
of that hour. [Or, as Meyer expresses it, " that
which shall happen in the upa, is regarded as the
object of itt coming; comp. xii. 23."
P. 3.].

—

Will think that he doeth God sacrificial
servioe [iva traq 6 djo KTtlvac. vpac S6£y
karpeiav npoo<pi peiv tQ & e $]. — Serve
God by offering unto Him a sacrifice. Xarpeia in
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need of comfort. 2. The hatred of the world
touched Me alone (Chrysostom, Luth., Meyer,
etc.).
8. Because ye were then too weak to bear
such sayings (Erasmus, Calvin). 4. Because He
now promises them the help of the Spirit, Ho
can also tell them of suffering (Bengel, Tholuck).
The meaning maybe simply this : because I thus
had it in My power to tell you at any time and
had neither inclination nor need to tell you
something painful and oppressive too soon now,
however, for the reason assigned, I am obliged
to tell you, in order that ye may not be astonished
at experiencing sufferings, of whoso coming I
have forewarned you. Further motives, as, for
instance, forbearance towards their hitherto
gradual development, etc., are not excluded by
the above. But according to the Synoptists,
Christ foretold such sufferings to the disciples at
a much earlier time (Matt. v. 10 ff.; x. 16 ff.;
;

the sense of worship, service rendered to the
Deity [comp. Rom. xii. 1 ; Heb. ix. 1, 6, etc.]. xxiv. 9). Deliverances upon this diversity:
1. Here QofitpLrtpa eiaivuv are announced (EuThe performance of the curse-sacrifice, Cherem,
as the last and highest form of excommunication, thymius, Chrysostom),
2. Christ before spoke minus aptrU (Grotius,
was looked upon as a religious act. That the
idea of a Cherem is present in this place is proved Bengel).
8. Now He proclaims the cause of the world's
by the expression npoaQkpeiv, a term which Llicko
seems not precisely to understand, whilst Meyer hatred (Lampe).
4. As a farewell-word the revelation was a now
observes : " This axiom of Jewish fanaticism is
well known : «« omnti cffundtm tanguinem improbo- one (Luthardt). [So also Alford : in reference
rum mqualis eel illi, qui sacrificium facil. Bara- to His immediate departure. P. S.]
5. Earlier intimations of a moro general and
midbar Kabba, f. 829." Comp. Matt. x. Ty
#ep "is primarily expressive of Jewish fanati- less definite character are reported by the Syncism: Gentile fanaticism, however, was substan- optists in agreement with later and more definito
tially the same.' Lucke.
The Gentile world also ones (Meyer).
6. Those earlier predictions probably belong
was acquainted with the curse-offering and perto the time when Jesus delivered His last disformed it in manifold ways. See 1 Cor. iv. 12.
Ver. 8. And these things will they do courses (Bcza, Maldonatus).
7. The expression here recorded by John can
onto yon. This verse contains 1. consolation
for the disciples in regard to their persecutions hardly be justified (De Welte).
8. Tholuck
—conveyed in the intimation that these persecuThose utterancos were of an isotions will not arise on account of anything in lated cast; Christ has here more expressly de-

—

1

—

:

the disciples themselves ; this involves the prosupposition of their normal behaviour. 2. The
thought is suggested that the persecutors will
overweeningly imagine themselves to be raised
above the disciples on the platform of intelligent judges and defenders of the truth, whilst
in reality they are grovelling in the most lamentable darkness.
Ver. 4. Bat I have spoken these things
nnto yon. According to Lucke, aXka is an explanation: notwithstanding that nothing else
can be expected, I have, etc. But it has just been
necessary for Him to inform them that these very
things must be expected. Meyer interprets the
But enough: these
aXkd as a breaking off.
things (thus much) nave I told you beforehand,
[So also Alford]. A later recollection of
etc
the prophetic fore-announcements shall serve to
strengthen faith, faith in the trustworthiness
of the Lord as well as in the divinely normal
course of things, see chap. xiii. 19. Hence correctly Tholuck (after Cyril, Gerhard) : But, so
little is it My intention to affright you with these
things, that I have told you of them only in

—

clared the prinoipial position of tho disciples.

This view must be illustrated more in detail
(1) in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 10, tho
prediction is couched in such general terms that
the disciples might apprehend it as referring to
a participation in transient " throes of the Messiah," soon to be succeeded by the appearance
of the kingdom of God.
(2) In the Apostolic
Instructions, Matt, x., tho momentary predictions
are, in accordance with the ideal order of things,
amplified through later additions. Even to the
adoption of the esohatological items. (8) Tho
eschatological sayings, Matt, xxiv., were uttered
but a day or two previously ; hence they coincide ideally with our date.

Ver.

5.

Bnt now

that sent

I

go [vndyu] to

Me.—The motive for

Him

not from the beginning. In
what respect do the words: Because I was
'With yon, serve as an elucidation ? 1. So that

His present full
enlightenment of them with regard to their future, in order that, together with what is sad,
He may tell them the most gladdening things.
And none of yon asketh
This seems
to be at variance with ch. xiii. 56; xiv. 5.
The
sense, however, is as follows: ye give yourselves
up to the sad thought that I go -away and make
no inquiries as to the glad thought: whither,
namely, to the Father. Calvin: "Audilo meo
dieceiiu expaveecitis, neque enim reputatU, quo discedam, vel in quern finem."* They cling to the ruins.

Against
I could comfort you (Aug., LOcke).
this view it may be said : they were then not in

(irov

—

order that, etc.
I told yon

—

Me —

•jSoiUso Alford: None of you inquires into tho naturt
being omphalic) of My departure, to as to appear
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of their old expectations with regard to the Messiah's kingdom and are afraid to venture a leap
into the new views of life, however urgently the
solemn mood of the Lord presses them thereto.
Ver. C. Sorrow hath filled your heart.

Sorrow and only sorrow. Verse 6 is explanatory of the mild reproach ver. 6, none asketh
Me: whither? They do the opposite; they
linger at the fact of His departure and its immediate and sad results, as revealed to them by
Him; they stay at the itrdyu, not at the trpbc
top irifiipavra.
The course of ideas, therefore, is
perfectly clear; De Wette and Lttcke are under
Borne misapprehension when they fain would improve it by reading ver. 6 before koI ovdeic. Even
the construction of Olshausen seems to be superfluous; he introduces a period and pause after
fli/iV*. fie and makes ver. 6 follow as a question.
Vers. 7-11. The Holy Ghost as the strength of
their victory over the world.
[This whole passage (7-12), relating to the
mission of the Holy Ghost, is unmeaning and incomprehensible to the carnal mind, but unspeakably precious and comforting to the spiritual
it touches on the deepest questions of doctrine,
and on the practical discipline of our hearts and
With a few groat strokes, a« Olshausen
lives.
remarks, Christ depicts all and every part of the
ministry of the Holy Ghost in the world, His
operation on individuals as well as the mass, on
Comp. here the
believers and unbelievers alike.
remarks on pp. 440 f., and the Critical Notes to
the five Sermons of Julius Charles Hare (late
Archdeacon of Lewis and Rector of Hertsmonceux) on John xvi. 7-11, entitled The Mission
of the Comforter (2d ed., republ. Boston, 1854).
These notes betray a rare familiarity with pajristio and German exegesis, and contain by far
the ablest and fullest exposition of our passage
in the English language ; yet they are wholly
unknown to continental commentators and are
ignored even by Wordsworth.—P. S.]
Ver. 7. But I tell you the truth; etc.—-Prominence given to the cheering results of His de[But,
parture, as also to that departure itself.
a?JA, notwithstanding, nevertheless, refers to the
5U>x7 in ver. 6.
P. 8.]. I tell you; ey6 [I myself, in opposition to vpeis, the sorrowing disciples (5, 0), and in the consciousnessyof personal
ability to remove their sorrow by sending the
Comforter.— P. S.].— It is expedient for you
that I [for My part] should go away [avfiQipet vfilv I va (expressing the divine necessity and intention), ky& cnriXdo (depart from this
world, leave you). P. S.J 'Iva marks the fact
of His going away, considered with regard to
the purposes destined to be accomplished by it.
[With this passage should be compared ch.
The sending of
vii. 89 and the notes pp. 258 f.
the Spirit to men as the Spirit of redemption
and adoption, presupposes the offering of the
atoning sacrifice, the glorification of Christ's
humanity and His elevation to His mediatorial

—

:

—

—

Ivpftpei v/uv, it is profitable, expedient
for you (comp. 2 Cor. viii. 18; 1 Cor. vi. 12),
indicates that the post-pent ecostal dispensation
of the Spirit who makes us partakers of the
whole fulness of Christ and His completed re-

throne.

auxious to

-P.

8.1

know what advantages are

to be derived

from

it,

demption, is higher and more blessed than the
dispensation of the Son in the state of His humiliation, as this was higher than the dispensation of the Father before Christ's advent.
Christ's departure, in itself considered, without
the consequent sending of the Paraclete mentioned in the last clause of this verse, would be
the greatest calamity that could have befallen
the disciples. For there never was any communion upon earth that could at all be compared in
blessedness with their daily intercourse with
their Lord and Master, who was dearer to them

than

But they lived then more in
and depended too much on
His visible presence and His human form, like
children upon the presence of their parents.
They had to lose Christ as a mere man, in order
to find Him again as God exalted on His heavenly throne, from which He might send them
His Spirit as it never had been sent before,
establish His kingdom and convert through them
the whole world. The book of Acts proves what
they gained in independence and self-government, in strength and endurance of faith by
life itself.

sight than in faith,

the withdrawal

of

Christ's visible

Archdeacon Hare (Note C,

presence.

p. 234) ingeniously

turns this passage against the Church of Borne,
which has indeed preserved the true confession
of Christ against all Christological heresies, but
has been unable to recognise how it was expedi" She has never been
ent for Christ to go away.
content, unless she could get something present,
a vicar, images, outward works, actual sacrifices,
with priests to offer them up, real flesh and
real blood.
Sho chose rather to defy the evidence of the senses, than not to have an object
of sense." She has, as Augustine (Serm. 270,
quoted by Hare, p. 232) says of Peter, "loved
the Lord Jesus Christ as a man loves man, as
the carnal loves the carnal, not as the spiritual
loves true Majesty." P. S.]

—

For if I go not away, etc. [eav yap Uyit)
fit) airiXdu (depart, leave you), 6 xapd/cXt}roc ovk iXevaer at npbc vfiac, tav 61

nopev&G (go to My Father), irkfi-tyu aitrbw
7rpdc vf*** f]« Explanation see in Doctb. axd
Ethical No. 15. Augustine : "Si aliment*, ambus vos alui, non subtraxero, solidum cibum jus
esurictis"
The expression here becomes sublime; it is indued with ghostly severity and

—

heroic boldness.
Ver. 8.
when

And

kXOuv

iiceivoc].

He

is

—Solemn

come,

He. [* a 2

and

triumphant
exaltation of spirit, and proclamation.
The
witness of the Spirit, announced chap. xv. 26,
is now, in accordance with its subject-matter,
power and effect, declared to be a threefold victory over the world.
Mention is not made of
the disciples for the simple reason that, as
bearers of the Spirit, they seem to vanish utterly
from sight in His glory. [Godet, II. 519: " Yoki
la description de la victoire morale que, par Vorgane

U

Saint Esprit remporttra sur le
discours de saint Pierre a la Penteette
et ses effeU sonl le meilleur commenlaire de cells
promesse." P. S.]
des

disciple*,

monde.

He

Le

—

will convict* the

world [tXiyfti

• [The B. V. translates rrproce (Luther: ttrafcm\ bat gives
in the margin convince which is much better. See Text.
NOTtt, and the exegesis below.—P. 8.
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in

its
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totality as world, as

Binner, convicts

it.

Thus, with checkless superiority, He executes
an ideal judgment upon the whole world. Tbe
is variously construed:
1. In the sense of a judgment.
Cbrysostom: conversion of the world, or its confirmation in
They shall not do such things unreproved ; on impenitence, is a result resting not solely in the
the contrary, sentence shall be passed upon impressions of the Holy Qhost, but in the diverse
them ; similarly Theophylact [Erasmus, Wetzel] reactions of men, somo turning to belief, others
and others. De Wette : " Tbe idea of judgment hardening themselves in unbelief. Under this
is conclusive."
A one-sided and abstract up- all-powerful i^eyx<K't however, the world, as an
holding of the punitory consideration , in oppo- ungodly world, advances towards its dissolution;
sition also to the idea of conviction, which in the after the accomplishment of the kXeyxog it no
forum itself is distinct from the passing .of sen- longer exists. (See ohap. xvii. 23 ; 1 John ii.
The meaning, therefore, is as follows : Ho
tence, as is the latter, again, from the infliction 17).
of punishment.
Tbe Kplaig here spoken of is the shall reprovingly convince— conviot the world
judgment upon the devil. [The patristic inter- in His judgment, and, by convicting it, occasion
pretation to reprove, ttrafen, conveys a very in- its disintegration into the two portions of the
adequate description of the work of tbe Spirit, saved and the judged, neither of which is any
and gives no clear sense when applied to right- longer a world. (See ch. iii. 20 ; viii. 46 ; 1 Cor.
xiv. 24).
eousness and judgment.
P. S.]
The conviction of the world ensues in
three act*.
2. A convicting, a bringing to a consciousness
Be it observed that the point of view taken by
of the truth, in such wise that decision must
ensue, resulting either in faith or in impenitence Christ in describing tho following events, is that
of the consummation of the things predicted
(Calvin, Lampe, Bengcl, Lucke, etc).
Exposition No. 1 must not be confounded with hence He employs the Present tense.* On tho
the doctrine of the Holy Ghost's disciplinary three themes see Tholuck, p. 884.
office (Tholuck), in accordance with which Lu['E2.iy eiv "* Homer and earlier Greek
ther's translation: strafen, discipline, reprove, authors means chiefly to rebuke, to reprove, to relikewise conveys an excellent meaning.* The proach; so also in Luke iii. 19; 1 Tim. v. 20;
operation of the Holy Ghost is never external Tit. i. 13 ; Rev. iii. 19. But in the phraseology
but always internal ; His testification addresses of the courts of justice and of the schools .the
itself to the human consciousness,
never to tho verb expresses demonstration, conviction and
intellectual consciousness alone, but invariably to refutation of an opponent by fair and conclusive
the moral consciousness as well, the conscience. arguments.
"Iu kXiyxetv" says Lucke, "is
And inasmuch as this is true, the world, in being always implied the refutation, the overcoming
convicted, is always reproved as well, through of an error, wrong,
by the truth and the right."
the judgment of the Spirit.
Now the power of So the word is used Matt, xviii. 15; Tit. i. 9
Christ's saying is involved in the idea that the James ii. 9 (Vkeyx^pevoi vno rov vdpov ug irapaftdHoly Ghost, as the Paraclete of the persecuted rat) ; John viii. 9 (vird rrjg ovveid/jOECjg kfeyx6pevot
Apostles, turns the tables upon their adversa- being convicted by their conscience); viii. 40 (rig if
ries,
reverently bo it said ; He prosecutes the ifiQu eteyxei pe irepl dpapriag, which of you conpersecuting world, brings it to judgment, and, victeth Me of sinf). The last passage comes
nearest to our own. Tho tkey^ig here meant is a

His testimony.

—

—

—

—

%

—

* [Thin reproving and punitive action of tho Holy Spirit
only tbe negative side of the i\4yx* iV hero spoken of; the
U the salutary action, which leads to godly
repentance and conversion. Luther describes the Strafamt
with his usual force. See the eloquent passage admirably
translated by Mare, 1. c. p. 357 f. The following is a specimen: ** Christ gives here His apostles and the preachers of
the gospel the highest authority upon earth, that they must
rebuke the world with their preaching, and that all men
must for God's sake bo subject to their preaching, and must
suffer themselves to be rebuked by it, if they would receive
Qod's grace and be saved. Verily, this is a vast grasp in a
word, and the beginning of a war which was to be great
and arduous, that these few mean, poor beggars, the Apostles,
are to stir up the whole world, and to bring it upon their
shoulders. For what is meant by the world? Mot one or
two of their fellows ; but all emperors, kings, princes, and
whatever is noble, rich, great and learned, wise, or anythiug
upon earth ; all these are to be rebuked by their preaching,
as being ignorant, unrighteous, and condemned before Ood,
with all their wisdom, righteousness, and power, which they
hitherto had had and made boast of.—Tbe world cries out
furiously, when this sermon begins, that it is a mischievous,
intolerable sermon, producing dissension and confusion,
giving rise to disobedience, insurrection, tumult. And we
cannot wonder at these complaints; for it is a vexatious
matter, that the preachers should take upon themselves to
reprove all, without distinction, and should allow none to be
joit and good before Ood. Who can deem it right or reasonable that this sermon should breed such a hubbub, and
bring about changes and innovations so that the whole
former religion and worship, with so many beautiful ceremonies of such long standing, should be despised, and should
fall?
And the most vexatious thing of all is, that they
who undertake the work of rebuking, are not high and
mighty, learned or otherwise eminent men, but poor, mean,
unknown, despised fishermen, and such folks as everybody
would class with beggars and vagabonds.**— P. S.J
is

positive tide

conviction (Ueberfuhrung), by which the sinner is
proved to be such and becomes conscious of his
sin and guilt, is " pricked to the heart" and
" smitten in conscience " (comp. Acts ii. 87), and
brought to a crisis that he will either sincerely
repent and be converted (1 Cor. xiv. 24), or
harden his heart and bring upon him condemna-

tion (Acts xxiv. 25; Rom. xi. 7 ff.).
The divino
intention of this convicting agency is the salvation of the sinner; for the Holy Spirit, iiko
Christ Himself, was sent not to condemn tho
world, but to save it (comp. John iii. 17). This
view of eXiyxetv is substantially held by Calvin
and Beza, who translate it convincere, Lampe,

Bengel

(arguet), Lucke, Olshausen, Tholuck,
Meyer, Hare (1. c. p. 855 ff.), Alford,
Wordsworth, Barnes ("convince men that they
are sinners and cause them to feel this "), Godet
(convaincre de tort ou d'erreur, ici A la foi de Vun
et de V autre),
The world, 6 icdapog, is tho
objeot of the Spirit's convicting agency and
must not be confined to the Jews or to the heathen or to the ungodly, but be extended to all

Stier,

—

* [Hare, p. 65 : u That which was to be eifected by His
Spirit in the Church during the whole course of ages down
to the end of the world. He concentrates, as it were, into a
singlo point of space, and a single moment of time ; even as
our eye, with the help of distanco, concentrates a world into

a star."-P. 8.]
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men (oomp. John iii. 16 ; xii. 81) who come under the blessed gifts and graces of the Spirit, love,
the influence of the Spirit and the preaching of 'joy, peace, gentleness, goodness, etc (Gal. v. 22,
the gospel. Calvin : " The term world compre- 23 ; 1 Cor. xii.-xiv. ; Bom. xii.), will necessahends those who were to be truly converted to rily manifest themselves. As to the interpretaChrist, as well as hypocrites and reprobates. tion of this profound and comprehensive passage
For the Spirit reproves men through the preach- there is a substantial agreement among orthodox
ing of the gospel in two ways. Some are seri- commentators, yet with characteristic differences
ously impressed, so that they willingly humble of theologioal schools and creeds. See the dethemselves, willingly subscribe to the sentence tails below.—P. S.]
Vor. 9. With respect to Bin [n-epi conby which they are condemned. Others, although
they are convicted and cannot escape from the cerning, on the subject of, in respect to-—a uapposition of a criminal, yet do not heartily yield, rlag}.
Act the first. That they believe
nor submit themselves to the authority and dic- not on Me. on explicative : inasmuch as. Intation of the Holy Spirit; nay, rather being terpretations:
constrained they inwardly fret, and in their per1. He will discover to them
the sin they
plexity cease not to cherish obstinacy of mind." commit in not believing on Me (Eathymius
«* He will convince them that
Calvin aptly quotes, in illustration, 1 Cor. xiv. Zigab., Liicke
24-6 : " If all prophesy, and there come in an un- their unbelief is sin, is wrong," Meyer).* But
believer or an ignorant man, he is convinced to the truth of this interpretation it were requi(eXiyxerai) by all, he is judged by all ; and thus site that unbelief should be the object not Bin.
are the secrets of his heart made manifest ; and And, moreover, the thought would not be a parBui above all, the
so, falling Jown on his face, he will worship ticularly comprehensive one.
God and declare that God is truly in you." view is subverted by the circumstance that
Godet : " &i It monde est Vobjet de la repr&hcnsion the three terms : sin, righteousness, judgment, are
du Saint- Espir it c'est done encore dans un but de mentioned with perfect universality, and unconThe threefold objects of the conviction ditionally, in accordance with the universal
salut."
are sin, which belongs to men, righteousness, operation of the Spirit.
which belongs to Christ, judgment, which is exeTherefore, 2. The passage has reference to sin
cuted on Satan by the overthrow of his king- simply, which, as the Holy Ghost shall convince
dom and the establishment cf Christ's kingdom. the world, consists in, is rooted in, in its differHe who is convicted of sin, passes over either to ent phases comprehended in, and, finally, made
the righteousness of Christ, or to the judgment manifest in, their not believing on Me ( Apollinar.,
of Satan (see Bengel). The triple bri defines Calvin [yuaZa in se sit hominum natural, De Wette
the substance and ground of the triple IXeyxoc., [also Wetzel and Godet]. Only De Wette's conand is=cif kiaivo bri, in that, inasmuch as (comp. struction of the case is obscure ; he opines that
ii. 18; ix.
17; xi. 61). The omission of the the Saviour's words have reference solely to the
article before the three nouns gives them the unbelief of the impenitent as contrasted with
widest sense. The natural man has some slight believers, according to John iii. 86. That unbeperception of sin, righteousness, and judgment, lief is not prior, but subsequent, to the act of
as is evident from the writings of the heathen Ifoyf-tc. It is sin too, beyond a doubt ; sin, howand infidels, and the penal codes of all nations
ever, of a particular kind, since it is unpardonbut it is only the Spirit of God who, appealing able. Believers themselves do not attain unto
to the inner law of our conscience, and unfold- faith without, through the medium of the coning the higher law of God, especially the atoning viction of the Spirit, perceiving the identity of
sacrifice and divine-human fullness of Christ,
their sin with the unbelief hitherto cherished by
The refection of Christ is the central appear*
leads us to a living, practical knowledge and them.
conviction
these
three
of
facts, and
ance of all the sins of all the world; light is throirn
personal
traces them to their fountain-head and culmina- thereupon by the spiritual manifestation of ChrisCs
ting point sin to unbelief, righteousness to Christ, divine exaltedness above all the world.
The old
and judgment to Satan. Moreover, the natural world makes a distinction between sin and unbeman, with all his knowledge of sin, cannot get lief, and even ventures to consider the latter a
rid of its power. The great aim of the Spirit is very meritorious thing; on that point, the views
to deliver man from his sin and from the judgment of the world shall be subverted by the Holy Ghost.
to come, and to make him partaker of the right[Bengel: **Infidelitas est confluent peccatorum
eousness of Christ.
The actual proof of this omnium et omnibus pejor. * Alford: "This unbebut
of
the
Spirit
is found in the Acts
threefold work
lief is not a mere want of historical faith,
of the Apostles, who were His organs, and is unbelief in its very root, the want of a personal
daily repeated in the history of the Church and living recognition of Jesus as the Lord (1 Cor.
throughout the world ; for the Spirit's convictive xii. 8) which, wherever the Spirit has opened His
work goes on in unbroken succession wherever commission by the planting of the visible church,
the gospel is preached, producing everywhere is the condemning sin of the world." On this point
the same effects unto condemnation and salvation, Luther, in his usual forcible and graphic style,
and will go on to the end of time, as long as there makes some remarks which show how much
There is, however, deeper he penetrated into the marrow of (he
is a world to be converted.
another work of the Spirit, which is not touched Scriptures on the doctrines of sin and grace and
upon here, the work of the sanctification of those the depths of faith and unbelief than the fathers,
who have come out of the udouog. Our Lord
• [Similarly Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotlne, TTammond,
speaks here of the great help of His disciples in
who refer at the same to signs and wonders and other extertheir warfare with the world and in laying the nal proofs as the principal means by which men are to be
foundations of Christianity. Within the Church convinced of the sin of their unbelief.—P. SJ

—

—

—

—
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—
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not excluding even Chrysostom and Augustine.

"The

unbelief spoken of in the text," says
Luther, "is not merely that which is planted by
Adam in man's nature, but plainly this, that
men believe not in Christ, that is, when the gospel of Christ is preached, in order that we may
confess our sins, and through Christ seek and
obtain grace. For when Christ came, the sin
of Adam and of the whole human raoe, namely,
their previous unbelief, and disobedience, was
taken away before God by Christ's sufferings
and death ; and He built a new heaven of grace
and forgiveness; so that the sin, which we have
inherited from Adam, shall no longer keep us
under God's wrath and condemnation, if we believe in this Saviour. And henceforward he
who is condemned must not complain of Adam
and of his inborn sin: for this Seed of the
woman, promised by God to bruise the head of
the serpent, is now come, and has atoned for this
sin,

and taken away condemnation.

But he

must cry

1-15.
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unbelief, which we may call the mother of all
sinful actions: but unbelief itself is, in its most
glaring form, unbelief in the Incarnate Christ.
The inability of recognising this purest manifestation of the Divinity implies utter blindness."
Stier and Hare may also be profitably consulted
on this passage. P. S.]

—

Ver. 10.

With

respect to righteousness

—

[irepl ducaioovvnc*]. Act the second. Here,
again, righteousness simply is manifested. Christ's
exaltation to the throne oj glory is the central appearance of God's righteousness; we toy, of God's right'
eousness in Christ, Gods righteousness in His providence, Gods righteousness in believers, in the conscience of unbelievers even,
an appearance illuminated by the spiritual manifestation of Christ's

—

world-reconciling

Meyer thinks

and glorifying

operations,

" things

of entirely diverse
natures are mingled together " in these words
(Leben Jesu, II. , 1885). f So Paul might seem
to him to mingle things of different natures,
Rom. iii. 26, but the dticatoovvn &cob is but one.
1. By Chrysostom, Beza, etc., Lticke, Meyer,
the passage is construed to mean the righteousness of Christ (" guiltlessness," which is too weak
a term in this connection) ; comp. 1 Tim. iii.
16. J This view, Tholuck thinks, is untenable in
that

out against himself, for not having
accepted or believed in this Christ, the devil's
head-bruiser and sin-strangler. Thus every man's
danger rests with himself; and it is his own fault
if he is oondemned ; not because he is a sinner
through the sin of Adam, and deserving of condemnation by reason of his former unbelief; but
• [The Rhemish version, as usual, follows here the Vulgate
because* he will not accept this Saviour Christ,
translates justice (iustilia), on which Hare (p. 371) makes
who takes away our sin and condemnation. and
the following instructive observations **Tho Latin word Is
True it is indeed, that Adam has condemned us more appropriate here than in many other cases though
all, inasmuch as he brought us along with him
even here the corresponding Saxon word better expresses the
into sin and under the power of the devil.
But vital principle dwelling and working in the soul while the
Latin, in conformity to the predominant character of the
now that Christ, the second Adam, is come, born language, and of the nation whoso imago that language
rewithout sin, and has taken away sin, it cannot flects, relates rather to outward acts and conduct. The diflonger condemn me if I believe in Him; but I ference is analogous to that which we find in the translations
of the sixth beatitude, where, instead of the pure in heart, the
shall be delivered from it through Him and be Rhemish Vereion is led by the Vulgate, beati tnundo cordc, to
If, on the other band, I do not believe,'
put *BUued are the clean of heart* 1 trust it is neither unjust
saved.
nor fanciful to look upon these two words as in some measuro
the same sin and condemnation must continue
symbolical of the distinctive characters of the Reformed
because He who is to deliver me from it, is not churches and of that of Rome, that is to say, so far as each
taken hold of: nay, it will be a doubly great and answers to its peculiar principle and Idea. The former seek
heavy sin and condemnation, that I will not be- purity; and cannot be satisfied without it, and therefore aro
always oppressed with a deep consciousness of impurity tho
lieve in this dear Saviour, by whom I might be latter aim at cleanness, which may bo' attained in a high dehelped, nor accept His redemption. Thus all our gree, and by means of outward acts. So may justice ; but
salvation and condemnation depend now upon righteousness is unattainable. I do not mean that the Romish
Church Is altogether regardless of purity and righteousness*
this, whether we believe in Christ or no.
A or
the Reformed of cleanness and justice. Specific distinctions
judgment has at length gone forth which closes are seldom absolute, but relative, and aro formed by the preelements, by
heaven against all such as have not, and will not dominance of one or other of the constitutive
the development of that which had been latent, tho coming
receive, this faith in Christ.
For this unbelief forward of that which had been kept in the background, the
retains all sin, so that it cannot obtain forgive- superiority of that which had been subordinate. Neither are
:

:

;

;

And hence
ness, even as faith removes all sin.
without this faith everything is and continues
sinful and condemnable, even in the best life and
the best works whioh a man can perform; which
although in themselves they are praiseworthy nnd
commended by God, yet are corrupted by unbelief, so that on account thereof they cannot
please God ; even as in faith all the works and
In fine,
life of a Christian are pleasing to God.
without Christ everything is condemned and
lost; in Christ everything is good and blessed
so that even sin, which continues in our flesh
and blood, being inherited from Adam, can no
longer hurt or condemn us." I add Olshausen's
explanation, which well agrees with the foregoing extract: "In the first place the Spirit makes
;

—

sin manifest, not however in its outward chain this respect the Law awakens the
racter,
knowledge of sin (Rom. iii. 20), but in its in-

—

ward deep

—

root.

Now

this is

nothing else than

the cleanness and Justice inculcated by tho Church of Rome
irrespective of purity and righteousness ; nor are tho purity
and righteousness, the ideas of which were tho beacon stars
of tho Reformation, irrespective of cleanness and Justice.
Indeed it would be utterly impossible for either to exist
without some admixture of the other. But the error, which
is the caricature and corruption of each church, and has
evermore lifted up its head therein, marks its tendency by
its main danger : and this in the Church of Rome has been
the proneness to Pelagianism, in the Reformed Churches tho
aptness to run into Antinomianlsm. Our modern impugners
and revilers of the Reformation have never duly recognized
these main distinctions between the two great branches, into
which the Western Church since that event has been divided.
Hence they have gone blindly astray in their Judgments upon
each, blaming and praising inconsiderately and irrelevantly,
nay, at times blaming where they ought to have praised, and
praising where they ought to have blamed, even as in their
own theology tbey want to turn back the hands of the world's
great clock, and to pull down to cleanness and justice, to
rudiments of outward acts and observances,—ie«e& net, taste,
not* handle no*,—instead of urging and helping us to that
inward purity and righteousness, which we are to seek from
the Comforter, and whioh ne alone can give."— P. 8.]
t [Omitted in the fifth edition of Meyer.— P. 8.]
t [So also Maldonatus, Bengel, Olshausen, Barnes, B&un>
lein,

Godet,

Owen.—P.

8.]
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the absence of a ftov in connection with diicaio- is still in the hereafter with Christ, and not until
obvq; in addition to this objection, we would the Last Day shall it appear.
[The explanation of ducawoUnj has caused more
state that " the going to the Father " and " the
seeing Christ no more," must receive their share difficulty than that of dftapria. Commentators
are divided, as has already been stated, on the
of consideration.
question whether ducaioovvq here means the per2. By Cyril, Augustine, Calvin, Luther, Gerlach, Stier, it is interpreted as significant of the sonal and inherent righteousness of Christ (as
righteousness that comes of faith, in the Pauline maintained by the ancient. Qreek and the masense.* Controverted by Tholuok on the ground jority of modern exegetes), or the communicated,
that in the writings of Paul diKaioofny is the cen- justifying righteousness apprehended by faith (as
tral idea, but in those of John that position is vigorously advocated by the reformers and
occupied by £w#. Hence he thinks to interpret reoently by Stier). Dr. Lange rightly sides with
the word in accordance with the Johannean the former view, but gives it, in his own original
usage exemplified elsewhere (1 John ii. 29; iii. way, the most comprehensive meaning, in accordance with his exposition of the diKawoiv^
7, 10), as indicative of moral purity or " Recht(Comp. my annotabeschaffenheit " (righteous nature, to use the abor- tieov in Rom. i. 17; iii. 2G.
tive term that has sprung up of late).
But if tions in the Comm. on Rom., pp. 74 f., 134 ff ).
we consider that the moral purity of Christ is To me it is very clear that the personal rightinfinitely positive, that it is the moral purity eousness or absolute sinless perfection of Christ
not of a child, but of the Lord of glory, we find is meant, and not justification by faith (although
that this exposition coincides with No. 1 ; irre- this, of course, rests on the former), for the folspective of the faot that the lack of jiov might lowing reasons: 1. dinaioovvij is plainly the opwith equal justice be complained of here.—•Be- posite to djiapTia, and Christ is the subject of
sides, the word is introduced entirely without «' righteousness," as the world is the subject of
limitation.
The old world pronounced the Lprd " sin." (Stier and Alford, who take doc. in the
a sinner (chap, ix. 24) in His crucifixion it set sense of justification of the sinner, consistently
Him fortn as sin itself, as the enemy of man make «o>/«>f the subject not only of dfiapriac but
Kar* igoxffv, and treated Him as such ;
the Holy also of dtmtoovvrK and Kpioeuc, which is unnatuGhost will subvert the world's old views in refe- ral). The absolute holiness of Christ is the only
rence to Christ and, together with these, its full and proper antithesis to the sin of the world,
views of the righteousness of God and the human which centres in unbelief, as the mother of sins
from Adam's disobedience down to the rejection
life itself.
The expression, and ye see
no more of Christ in our day. 2. The explanatory on
Tnal
deupeiri ft e], is interpreted irpbg rbv naripa, etc., refers to Christ, not to us,
by Meyer as an affectionate participation in the and gives the proof of His righteousness, not
disciples' grief at their parting
an idea utterly ours. It was by the triumphant exaltation of
incongruous with the context. It is likewise in Christ to the right hand of the Father and His
accordance with righteousness that Christ, in invisible reign, that lie, who had been sent to
His exaltation, is removed from the sinful world death as a •' sinner," yea as a blasphemer
;

—

Me

ovKin

—

until His appearance in judgment; hence His
this side of eternity must be a kingdom
of the cross, and the world can reach Him only

kingdom
through

faith. f

The

full

glory of righteousness

• [In this sense : The Spirit convinces tho world alto of
the necessity of justification for the sinner (so that KMrpof
would be the subject of oucauHnhnp as well as of dpa/m'ac)
for after my atoning death I go to the Father and will work
invisibly for you. This is substantially also tho interpretation
of Erasmus, llelanchthon, Lampe, Donne, Storr, llengstenberg, Alford. Its chief representative is Luther, the almost
inspired teacher or justification by faith. Bee the rich and
full extracts given from him in fresh, racy Saxon English by
Ilaro, pp. 441 ft*., which are true in themselves and in opposition to Romish work-righteousness, and yet miss the proper
sense of our passage. Ebrard adopts the same interpretation
in the modified sense: the righteousness which the world
ought to have, but has not But in this case, as Mpyer justly
objects, the cAry|if trtfk ftucaioo-vpi}* would substantially
amount to the same thing as the cAryftf ir«pt ctftapriac— P. 8.1
f [Hare, p. K»: "In that Christ wont to the Father, He
fave the most certain demonstration of His righteousness,
n that we see Him no more, Ho renders it easier for us to
make His righteousness ours. Were He still living upon
earth, were lie walking about bofore our eyes, it would not
ba so. ... So long as He continued with His disciples, they
lived by sight, rather than by faith. Sight, as belonging to
the world of sense, partakes of its frailties and imperfections.
To put forth all its power, faith must bo purely and wholly
faith.
It is so even with the human objects of faith and
love. So long as they continue in the flesh, our faith in
them, our love for them is imperfect. The infirmities of the
flesh cleave to it. Their corruption must put on incorruption,
—they must be transfigured by death,—they must pass away
from this world or sight,—we must see tbem no more;—then
may our faith and love towards them become pure and holy
and heavenly and imperishable. When our love springs
from the root of faith, then alone may it hope to blossom
through eternity."—P. S.J

and impostor (John xviii. 80 ix. 24), was vindicated by God Himself and demonstrated by
the testimony of the Paraclete, through the
apostles, as the AiKatoc, the pure and holy one
(comp. Acts ii. 83 ff.; iii. 14; vi. 62; Bom. L 4;
1 Pet. iii. 18; 1 John ii. 1, 29; iii. 7).
The
other interpretation would require the mention
;

of Christ's expiatory death (comp. vi. 51 ; xxli.
19), as the explanatory ground of justification,
rather than His exaltation to glory. 3. John
uses diKowcvvT} always in its proper sense of righteousness (I John ii. 29; iii. 7, 10; Rev. xix. II),
not of justification, which corresponds to the
Greek dinaUxm; a term unknown to John's vocabulary. 4. He expresses the Pauline idea of
justification in opposition to condemnation not
so much in its legal as in its moral aspects and
in connection with its effects upon the soul by
the familiar phrase: "He that believeth on
Christ, hath eternal l\fe" (oh. iii. 16; ir. 14; v.
24 ; vi. 27, 40, 47 ; xii. 60 ; 1 John ii. 25; v. 11,
It is perfectly true, however, that accord18).
ing to John as well as Paul, Christ's righteousness becomes our righteousness hjfaiOu Christ
is the Lord our Righteousness.
He did not come
down to lead a holy life for Himself, for He was
holy from eternity, but for our benefit, that we
may beoome partakers of His righteousness,
and so also sharers of His exaltation to the

—

—

Father in glory. It is in this way that Archdeacon Hare, Dean Alford, and Bishop Worda-
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-worth endeavor to combine the two interpretations. " If the conviction of righteousness/'
says Hare (p. 135 f.), "which the Spirit works
in us, were merely the conviction of God's righteousness, or of Christ's, we could only fall to the
ground with awestruck, palsied hearts: we could
no more venture to look upon Christ, than the
naked eye can look upon the sun. But when we
are thoroughly convinoed that Christ's righteousness is our righteousness, the righteousness
which He purposes to bestow upon mankind,
that He came to fulfil all righteousness, not for
His own sake but for ours, in order that He might
give us all that we lack out of His exceeding
abundance, then indeed a bright ray of joy and
comfort darts through the heart, startling the
frost-bound waters out of their yearlong sleep.
Then the soul, which before was a wilderness

—

solitary place, solitary, because God was
it,
yea, the barren desert of the heart
All its hidrejoices and blossoms like the rose.
den powers, all its suppressed feelings, so long
smothered by the unresisted blasts of the world,
unfold like the rose-leaves before the Sun of

and a

far from

—
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1-15.

the whole world mightily in his hands, and is the
and thereto the all-fiercest
enemy of God and His Christians, so that everything which is great, mighty and wicked among
men is nothing in comparison with him. . . . Therefore it behooves us not to dread or care for their
judgment and condemnation, because we hear
that it shall not harm us, but is already powerless, being condemned by God's contrary judgment, so that they shall not work or effect anything against us, however fiercely they rage
against us with their condemnation, persecution
and murder, but must finally and forever remain
under condemnation, which is passed against
them both by God, and by us who judge after
and by His word. And Christendom shall maintain the supreme judgment, and shall abide,
as it has done hitherto, in spite of the devil and
the world." This is the same spirit that breathes
in Luther's "Em feste Burg."—Y. S.]
Vers. 12-15. The Holy Ghost as the Spirit of
the development of Christianity, and of the revelation of the future.
Ver. 12. I have yet many things to say
all-wisest, mightiest

9

Righteousness; and each and all are filled and unto yon, but ye cannot bear them now.
transpierced with its gladdening, beautifying 5'Eti <ro7i,l,a ix<* Myetv vulv, aXW ov
light." Comp. also the note of Alford, who
vvaa&c paor&Zeiv dpri]. Ye cannot bear
P. S.]
them now. BaordCeiv. Cannot bear them menclosely follows Stier.
tally ; t, e in the first place, ye are intellectually
Ver*. 11. With respect to judgment, etc.
[trept de Kptoeuc, bri o dp;r«v row k6o- unable to comprehend them; doubtless, howftov robrov KCKpiTai]. Act the third. Elu- ever, it also means, ye are morally inoapable of
cidation of the judgment. The prince of this supporting them. What is Jesus' meaning ? Inworld appears therein as judged. The judgment terpretations :
executed upon the devil through the death and resur1. New articles of doctrine are intended.
Roman Catholic exrection of Christ, is the central appearance of all Tradition and its dogmas.
God's judgments in the history of the world until the egetes, Meyer also in measure. The latter does
end of the world ; an appearance fully illuminated by not pretend that the noMid are specified, but he
means of the spiritual manifestation of the cross, or the too conceives of the relation of new to old as
accursed tree, to which Satan brought Christ, as additional (" for neither can we imagine the oral
Thus the Holy Ghost subverts instruction of the Apostles to be fully set down
the sign of victory.
the old view of the world, which made misfortune in their Epistles"); he does not consider the
and the cross a sign of reprobation, but held the new as an organic development of the old.
momentarily successful issue of Satanic plots to
2. Sufferings to be endured by the disciples.
be a sign of the favor " of heaven." To that
8. New forms of truth, in itself already faprincipiary judgment, consummated on the cross, miliar. Thomas Aquinas : "Non nova fidei mysthe victory over the tempter in the wilderness teria, sed novo tantum modo (sc. altiori) docebit."
(Matt iv. ), and that over the traitor in the midst
4. New developments and applications of truth
of the disciples (chap. xiii. 80), were introduc- already known. Ancient Protestant interpretatory : it must, however, as the consummation, be tion, Liicke.
distinguished from those. This principiary con5. The entire ecclesiastical development of
summated judgment has been in process of de- doctrine. Hegelian exegetes. Against this view
velopment throughout the world's, history ever Tholuok remarks : *• The latter extension is
since the time of Christ and shall become evident manifestly in opposition to the context. Doubtless the promises made to the apostolic disciples,
on that day when the world is judged.
[For a full and able practical exposition of including those contained in the Sermon on the
this conviction of judgment see Hare's fourth Mount and in Matt, x., must admit of an appliSermon (pp. 162 ff.) and his ample notes. Luther cation to the disciples generally; they can,
however, only relatively be thus applied; even
is quite in his element here, when, in his bold,
defiant, triumphant tone, he carries on as it were Hofmann, II., 2, 245 ff., says in reality nothing
the word of God, and applies it to his own times. more than this. Now the persons here addressed
" Christ," says he, "here speaks very grandly are none other than those pdprvpec air apxw,
and boldly. Not only, He says, shall all empe- chap. xv. 27, those to whom chap. xvii. 18 aprors, kings, princes, or others, who rage against plies, for whom He prays first, chap. xvii. 9, reGod's word, be condemned along with their serving His petitions for other believers on Him
judgment, but the prinoe of this world himself, until later, ver. 20." Against the *« developwho has more might and strength in bis little, ment view " see Tholuck still further, p. 887.
And the We agree with him in thinking that reference is
finger than all the world together.
gospel shall not only be judge over flesh and not again had to the general development of
blood, nay, not only over some of Satan's angels Christian doctrine; that having already been
or devils, but over the prinoe himself, who has treated of in ohap. xi v. 26. Tholuck, with justice,

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

1
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directs attention to the expression : ra iox6p**a>
avayyefcl; the term avayyeAtl, be it observed,
occurs three times in succession.
Hence 6. Christ has in view the apocalyptio
disclosures of apostolio Christianity in its more
developed stage ; revelations, for instance, concerning the perfect emancipation of Christianity
from Judaism, Acts x., set forth also in the life
of St. Paul, Eph. iii. 8, 9 ; preeminently those
eschatological revelations reposing upon evangelical premises, which appear in the Revelation
of St. John, in the Epistles to the Thessalonians,

Rom. xi. 26 j 1 Tim. iv. 1. Thus Albertus M.:
" Non solum futura in tempore, sed magi* stterna,
ad quorum amoreminfiammqbunt.
Tholuck. The
1

*

mterna are not to be excluded, we admit; the
ultima, however, occupy the foreground of the
picture. Of course these proclamations of things
to come are principially contained in the communications hitherto made to the disciples, especially in the eschatological discourses of the
Lord. Nevertheless, the theocratic and apocalyptic revelations as subsequently received by
the Apostles (Acts x.; 2 Thess. ii.; the Apocalypse), constituted new matter in the development of the kingdom of God, never before revealed with such distinctness.
Ver. 18. But
He, the Spirit of truth,

when

He

will guide you into the .whole
is oome,
['Qrav 6k i?L& v Ueivoc,
(fnll) truth.
rd ir v* v ft a T7C a'krj^ ciac, ddyyfiaei

vpag fie

rfjv a\f/$

Textual Notes.

etav ffcffcv],

—Seethe

Lachmann's reading

suits the
apocalyptic items of apostolic experience far
better than does that of Tischendorf: iv r$ a/jfOtia n&oy.
The emphatic position of n&oa is
indicative of the new points of revelation.
On
The Spirit of truth, see chap. xiv. 17.
[Rightly understood, this important passage
proves the sufficiency of the Scriptures. The
iraeav after r. ok. expresses the truth in its completeness or totality; comp. ver. 22: ri/v Kplatv
naoav. The article is important: the whole truth,
The A. V. (into all truth), and all
the full truth.
the preceding E. Versions, as also Luther in his
G. V. (in alle Wahrheit, instead of die game or
voile Wahrheit), miss the sense of the original by
omitting the article. It is not omniscience or
any kind of speculative or scientific truth which
is promised, but the full knowledge of living,
practical truth as it is in Christ, and as it relates
to our soul's salvation.
The Bible is not a universal encyclopaedia of knowledge, but an infallible guide of religious faith and moral practice.
Luther corrects his faulty translation in his
comments. " This truth," he says, «« which the
Holy Spirit is to teach them, is not such a doctrine
and knowledge as reason of itself can understand
and hit upon ... for the Holy Spirit and Christ's
Church do not concern themselves with things
which are subject to man's understanding and
which belong to this temporal life and to worldly
Tule . . but treat of far other matters, how
God's children are to be begotten out of sin and
death unto righteousness and everlasting life,
how God's kingdom is to be established and the
kingdom of hell to be destroyed, how we are to
fight against the devil and to overcome him, how
to cheer, strengthen and uphold faith, so that a
man shall continue alive in the midst of death,

—

.

and even under the consciousness of sin shall
preserve a good conscience and the grace of
God."
Alford: "All the truth, viz. on those
points alluded to in ver. 12. . . The Lord had
.

told them the truth and nothing but the truth, in
spiritual things, but not yet the whole truth, be-

cause they could not bear it. This the Spirit
should lead them into, open the way to it, and
unfold it by degrees. No promise of universal
knowledge, nor of infallibility, is hereby conveyed ; but a promise to them and us, that the

Holy Spirit shall teach and lead us, not as children, under tutors and governors of legal and
imperfect knowledge; but as sons (Gal. iv. 61
making known to us the whole truth of God.
This was in a special manner fulfilled to them, as
set to be the founders and teachers of the
churches." Yet in a certain sense, the Spirit
of God alone can lead us into all truth, even in
temporal and human things, since the love of
truth is inseparable from the love of God, and
the perfect knowledge of truth from the knowledge of God, which comes from the Spirit of
God, the true illuminator of the human intellect
darkened and distorted by sin and its bosom
companion, error. See some excellent remarks

—

on

this

ff.— P.

passage by Hare, L

c.

Note

B., pp. 224

SJ

For He

not speak of Himseil

shall

[Ov yap XaXijcei af iavrov, akV bee
av axovei (a nob ay) XaX^aei, Kal re
hpxbpeva avayy ekel ip I v].—-See boots
1

ch. xiv. 26.
Luther: "Thus He impose! h a
limit and measure (a basis and principle) to the

preaching of the Holy Ghost Himself; He is to
preach nothing new, nothing other than Christ
and His Word ; to the end that we might have
a sure sign, a certain test, whereby to judge

—

false spirits."

Thus the Spirit is conditioned bj
is by the Father, ch. v. 19.

the Son, as the Son

He

"Whatsoever
hath heard [heareth; on
the different readings, atuAxL, axo'vey., amvcti, see
Text. Notes.— P. S.].—L e. such historical
things as He, as the Spirit of 'believers and of
the Church, has heard from Christ, either directly
or indirectly : 1. Heard from Christ (Olshansen,
Kling, etc.) ; 2. from God (Meyer) ; 3. from both
( Luthard t [Alford, Godet] ).
A hearing from God
on the part of the Spirit, a hearing independent
of history, is not a clear idea at all ; it would,
moreover, set the revelation of the Spirit, as a
separate one, by the side of that of the Son.—
Things to oome. See notes on ver. 12. [To*
epx^fieva are especially the eschatological doctrines scattered through the Acts and the Epistles and most fully in the Apocalypse; see Her.
i. 1 ; xxii. 6, 20.—P. S.]
[Ver. 14.
wiU glorify me, exelvoc i*l
tiof&cet. The Son reveals and glorifies the
Father, the Spirit reveals and glorifies the Son.

—

—

He

emphatic and clearly implies, as this
whole discourse does, the personality of the Half

encivoc is

Spirit luf is also emphatic. The Spirit alone
gives us a living knowlodge of Christ as our Lord
and Saviour, and makes us partakers of His
very life and all His benefits. The sole aim of
the Son is to glorify the Father, the sole aim of
A mysterious
the Spirit to glorify the Son.
rivalry, so to speak, of divine love, whose very
essence is to do all for the beloved. How much
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1-15.

special importance for the proper conception of
the Scripture doctrine of the Trinity (comp.
Matt, xxviii. 19), ia that it clearly exhibits ihe
living, interexistence of Father, Son and Spirit,
This, too, in reference to what the and is equally opposed to the Arian subordinaifiiv].
Everything that shall tion and to a mechanical, wooden, though orthoSpirit shall proclaim.
appear until the arrival of the great Epiphany, dox co-ordination of the persons of the trias."
Meyer explains the whole passage: **I have a
is not only actually enclosed in Christ, but also
germinally expressed in His word. [Alford; full right to designate the divine truth which He
"This verse is decisive against all additions and (the Spirit) will reveal as My property, for all
pretended revelations subsequent to and besides which the Father has, t. s., according to the conChrist ; it being the work of the Spirit to testify text, the whole possession of the truth of the Father
and to declare the things of Christ, not anything (der gesammte Wahrheiisbesitz des Vaters) belongs
new and beyond Him. And this declaration is to Me as the Son who was in intuitive communion
coincident with inward advance in the likeness with the Father (i. 18), who came out from the
and image of Christ (2 Cor iii. 17, 18), not with a Father (viii. 42), who am consecrated (x. 86) and
mere external development." Comp. also Words- sent to fulfil His work, who also continually live
and move in the Father and the Father in Me
worth in loc. P. S.]
things that the Father hath, (xvii. 10). Observe the emphatic and compreVer. 15.
etc.
[II<Svra baa ix et ° irarqp, ifia hensive ir&vra baa, as the major proposition to
iffTiv Sia rovro elxov vulv brt ck rqv the conclusion from the general to the particular
ifiov laufi&vet ical avayyeXel hulv\. hence the less to be restricted to the announce—As the entire ante-Christian revelation of the ment of the future (with Grotius and HengstenFather, through the medium of the creation and berg)." Alford: "This verse contains the plainthe Old Testament, is embraced in Christ (Col. est proof by inference of tlio orthodox doctrino
iL 3, 9 ; 2 Cor. i. 20), so Christ is also the source of the Trinity."— P. S.]
of the entire post-Christian development of the
new world until the Epiphany, together with all
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Jesus
the revelations concerning that advent
1. The first subject which has engaged our
Christ, the same yesterday, to-day y and forever,
attention is the relation which the disciples susHeb. xiii. a
[Here again, as in ch. xv. 26, we have an in- tain to the departure of the Lord, chap. xiii. In
cidental, but all the more convincing argument referenoe to this the nacvij bnoAfj is given them.
for the Trinity, both in its internal relation, as Then follows an intimation of relation to the
a living intercommunion and interpenet ration of Lord in heaven. In view of that, they have reFather, Son, and Spirit in self-communicating ceived the promise of the Holy. Ghost; first as
the Spirit of Christ and the Church in general,
infinite love, and in its external, self-revealing
action upon the world for its salvation.
The subsequently as the Spirit of knowledge and enBy means of this Spirit
essential unity of Father, Son, and Spirit is im- lightenment, chap xiv.
plied in k6vt& iud kartv and ck tov kuov, the tri- they are to abide in Christ, like the branches iu
pcrsonality is clearly taught in the verbs ixet the vine, in order to the production of true fruit.
of the Father, elitov of the Son, Aau/Savci and In order, first, to the production of brotherly
avayyeXel of the Spirit
This
Christ distinguishes love, the specific fruit of Christianity.
Himself both from the Father and from the brings us to a consideration of the mutual relationship of the disciples, and, further, to their
Spirit, and yet claims the whole fulness of the
Father (ir&vra baa ix^)* as His 0Vfn ( C0 ™P« Col. attitude towards the ungodly hatred of the world.
In view of this latter, the Holy Ghost is proii.
8), and communicates His fulness to the
Spirit.
The unlimited ir&vra reveals His con- mised them, as the Spirit of martyr faithfulness,
After which, their relation
sciousness of the astounding grandeur of His chap, xv 26-xvi. 6
person and mediatorial work. At the same time to the divine destiny of the world is treated of.
we must infer from this passage a certain subor- In order to the realization of this, the Spirit of
dination, not indeed of essence (for this is one victorious strength, mighty to the overcoming of
and the same, and is incapable of division or the world, is promised them, chap xvi. 7-11
multiplication), but of dignity and office ; for the Finally, the discourse turns upon their relation
Son derives His life from the Father (comp. to the development of Christianity in the world
eh. v. 26 IdoKtv r
vlu ^ufjv &xetv tv iavry), and and the development of the world in Christianthe Spirit takes and receives His fulness from ity, a process to continue until the consummathe Son.
The present Xaufi&vei (the true read- tion of all things. In reference to this lasting against Xfrferat of Els., which is a correction named relationship, they receive the promise of
from ver. 14) indicates a standing relation and the Spirit of apocalyptical annunciation, chap,
permanent function, which necessarily precedes xvi. 12-16. It is then promised them that they
the future avayyeXel and refers, like the future shall celebrate a new life in spiritual communion
with Christ, chap xvi. 17-27, and in conclusion
tofiaoet and tyuferat, ver. 14, to the economical
Trinity, the pentecostal and post-pentecostal ac- tne Lord bestows upon them a momentary foretion of the Spirit in His relation to the exalted taste of the Pentecostal feast, with a view to
Saviour and to the Church. Calvin correctly
strengthening them for His departure, chap xvi.
"Hie non tarn de areana et intrinseca, ut sic loquar, 28-88.
potentia duserit quam de injuncto sibi erga nos offi2. Chapter xv. contains a dissertation upon
cio.
Denique suas divitias prsedicat, ut nos adfru- the glorification of this present life through its
enduminvitet" Olshausen: "This passage has conversion into an heavenly one, by means of
sole

to glorify

God.— 1\ 8.]
For He will take of what is Mine [9 r t
Ik too kuov Hjutyer at Kai avayyeXel

—

—

AU

—
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tbat spiritual fellowship with the heavenly Christ
which is enjoyed by the disciples hero. This
heavenly life shall be revealed in a two-fold
manner: (1) by the cordial' brotherly love and
fellowship of Christians; (2) by the fact that
they, by their spiritual life, excite the hatred of
the whole ungodly world, yet manfully stand
their ground against it and overcome it with the
testimony of Christ, in the strength of the Holy

'

the exceeding combustibility of the withered
branches which have been cut off, is taken into
consideration. See the Exbgbtical Note.
It is

worthy of remark

still further, that the

figure of the Vine has not the following for

its

meaning alone: viz. tho Father hath planted
Christ in mankind; its full sense is this: He

hath made Him the foundation of mankind and
the world He hath made Him the principle and
the centre of them.
Spirit.
It is apparent at once that
8. Christ the eeal Vihb. Earthly things mere the parable has a special bearing upon the conshadows and similitudes of heavenly realities. The trast of the disciples who have remained faithmost prominent symbols of Israel in the Old ful, and Judas.
The figure of the Vine and the Branches is
Testament are the palm tree (see Ps. zcii. 12),
the olive tree (Jer. zi. 16), and especially the supplemented in reference to other of Christ's
vine, or the vineyard (see Gen. zliz. 11; Is. v. relations to His people, by the symbols of the
Shepherd and the Flock, the Head and the
1 and the New Testament parallels; Jcr. ii. 21
Esek. zvii. 6, 7, 8, etc.).
The vino, first culti- Members, the Corner-stone and the Stones built
vated and improved by Noah, though he was not upon it, the Bridegroom and the Bride,
the first to drink of its fruit (Matt. zxiv. 88;
4. Without Me ye can do nothing. The Christian
see Calwer Naturgeschichte), was especially fitted life is so entirely dependent upon Christ, so
to bo the symbol of Israel by the contrast of its entirely and organically dependent, that a man
insignificant appearanoe and its fine and gene- can accomplish nothing Christ-like and Godrous nature (baseness and dignity); by the con- like without the most cordial connection with
We might go still further and affirm:
trast of its immense need of culture and train- Christ.
ing and its generous fruit which not only without the Logos no man can do anything stall,
refreshes, but inspirits man; by thejcontrast of not so much as ezist (Heb. i. 3) ; but here we are
speaking of a doing of the Vine. And as, on
its useless, dead wood and the fulness of blessing which waits upon its living branches; by the one hand, this doing is purely dependent on
the fair shade of its magnificent leaves, the sweet Christ, so, on the other hand, it is an organic
perfume of its delicate blossoms, the healthful, co-living, co-working with the Vine, not a mere
even healing refreshment of its generous clusters, efficiency through mechanical impulsion. The
the festive effect of its juice and its wine upon passage is, in truth, utterly subversive of the
the human intellect and heart (Ps. civ.); by the views entertained by Pelagius; at the same time,
contrast of its natural tendency to put forth its however, it does not confirm the Augustine docstrength in luxuriant branches and its tendency trine in its eztravagances.
6. Love is the source of the Tine and its
when under cultivation, to bear rich fruit;
history.
finally, by the contrast of its misgrowth as eviThe love, of the Father to the Son apdenced by sour, wild grapes and its thriftiness pears in the figure of the Vine-tiller who haih
as evinced in sweet, ripe clusters. But being planted the Vine and tendeth it; the love of the
the symbol of Israel, it is also, together with Son to the disciples is revealed in His approIsrael itself, the symbol of the New Testament priation of them to Himself as IJis branches and
kingdom of God. Hence Christ is the real Vine His communication to them of His heart's life,
in respect of His connection with mankind, in They must prove themselves to be true branches
particular, the believing portion of mankind, tho by fruits of love.
Christ now adds warnings to
Theocracy, the kingdom of God, the Church. In the consolations hitherto presented by Him.
this figure there appears the true idea of the
6. But as the fire of the grape is evinced by tit
universe, and particularly of the kingdom of producing a joyous enthusiasm, so the fire of CAntfi
God. It is a noble plant ; hence it demands the love is manifested
the joy of His Holy Spirit;
care which we perceive to have been ezercised and it is designed to be manifested as the spirit cf
by divine Providence in the history of the world, joy in and through the disciples also, vers 11-17.
and it is destined to bring to maturity the pre- First as a mutual brotherly love. It is concious fruit of refreshment to the human heart, jointly only that the single clusters, the single
the fruit of the divine and blessed life of love, branches, make the wine of joy.
the fruit of heavenly, festal mirth and joy at7. Abide in My love.
/. «., continue to experitendant uppn that life. But the simile, as en- ence and contemplate My love. This is the idea
larged upon in the tezt, will be our best in- of justification by faith. It is conditional upon
formant as to the manifold relations of the life the keeping of Christ's commandments, it.
of Christ, adumbrated in the symbol of the vine. obedience to His word. The justification of the
Believers are regarded as the branches, in re- disciples, ver. 9, rests in the righteousness of
They develop in perfect joy,
spect of their close connection with the Lord. Christ, ver. 10.
Their need of suffering finds a parallel in the de- or in the life of the Holy Ghost and the fruits
mand of the branches for the prtining knife. of brotherly love. See Note on clause 2 of
Their remaining in the Vine is considered as a ver. 10.
remaining in it, not in respect of the ezternal
8. Love, as joy in personal life (a prototype
connection of the wood simply, but in respect of that rapture which is the effect of the vine,
of the internal connection consisting in the fruit- Ps. civ.), is exercised in the centering of a man's
bearing impulse ; in view of this latter connec- aspirations upon the living- of a life in the Spirit,
tion, the wild wood on the vine itself is degene- hence, also, upon the perfect joy of a mind fully
rate and must needs be lopped off. Finally, oonsoious of fellowship with God and Christ,
;

—

m

—
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and of the possession of eternal

life

14 and 15.
11. Love being the gravitation of hearts and
minds, in personal conduct, towards the centre
of all personal life, it is thence evidenced that it
is a fundamental characteristic of the world to
hate, for, as an ungodly world, it gravitates, with
a perverted force, toward the finite, toward
things impersonal or unsubstantial, out into
darkness and into the midst of death.
Hate
stands in the centre of evil betwixt falsehood
death,
and
just as love occupies the centre of
good between light and life. And as these last
three characteristics are the fundamental traits
of Christ, so, in like manner, the first three
are the characteristics of the Prince of this

world (John

viii.

if

44) and, hence, of the world
peculiar propensity be to
Now
hate, it is natural that this propensity, diametrically opposed as it is to the Spirit of Christ,
should first attain to full development by feeding upon Him and then spend itself upon the disits

ciples.

fall.

Promise of the Holy Ohost (see Note to ver.

13.

The disciples have need of Him: (1) that
may not be overcome by the hatred of the

they
world; (2) that they may overcome the world
with the Spirit of love.
14. The shame and sufferings of Christ fraught,
for His disciples, with the peril of becoming
offended at Him; a peril made manifest in its
full magnitude by the night of passion; rendered impotent, however, as far as His people
were concerned, by His warning proclamation.
iBee Note to chap, xvi., ver. 1.
15. Christ must needs go away, in order that the
Holy Ghost might come. His departure was not
necessary, as some might think, simply because
He had to send Him, for He was perfectly
able to summon Him hither while Himself
still abidrng in this world; it was necessary
that His disciples should, from viewing Him with
the eye of sense, come to look upon Him with
the eye of the spirit; that they should pass
from a contemplation of separate details of
His life to the view of it as a total. He must
be completely withdrawn from them, in order
to become fully alive in them and to be formed
in them.
They must first despair utterly of
His external glory, before His inward and eternal glory could arise upon them.
They must
be completely submerged in the depths of
their inner selves, in order that they might be
fully translated into Him.
See Leben Jesu, II.
1879.
16. The personality of the Holy Spirit.
The
three great operations of the Holy Ghost at His

—

coming.

See Notes on vers. 8-11.

The work of the Holy Ghost in its relation
the work of Christ. See Notes on vers. 12,

17.

to
13.

On

of the
ology.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Christ's parable of the Vine, and its interpretation: 1. As expressive of the Christian's
cordial, vital fellowship with Christ; 2. of his
faithful fellowship of love with the brethren;
8. of his firm fellowship of salvation with the
hating world; 4. of his victorious spiritual fel-

—

lowship with the Holy Ghost. Heavenly things
not symbols of earthly things, but the converse.
How does Christ found His heaven upon earth ?
Saying concerning the Vine: 1. The Vinedresser and His ministry; 2. the Vine and its
operations 3. the branches and their work ; 4.
the fruit and its effect. The genuine and the
false branches, or the difference between a merely
extrinsic connection with Christ and a lively
connection, grounded within, at the same time
that it is outwardly evident. The solemn position of the Christian in the figure of the branch:
1
Dependence upon Christ is the condition of
his life (without Me, etc.); 2. he must be purged
by the Father's knife (ver. 2) ; 3. he may lapse
from his connection with the Vine and go to
destruction (may run wild, be lopped off, cast
away, dried up, gathered, burnt) 4. he must
evidence his branchhood by the noblest fruit.
The solemn and glorious position of the Christian in the figure of the branch: 1. The solemn
position:
see the foregoing remarks; 2. the
glorious position: a. a planting of God, an object upon which God's eye ever rests; b. one
with Christ in a historical and spiritual connection ; a partaker in His salvation and His Spirit
c. one with all the faithful in the communion of

—
—

;

—

—

;

12. The consummation of sin, in view of the
word of Christ, ver. 22.
Unbelief the second

26).
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in the king-

dom of love.
9. The farewell discourses a foretaste of the
Pentecostal feast.
See Note on ver. 15.
10. Servant and friend.
See Notes on vers.

itself.

1-16.

the theological distinction of four offices
see works on doctrinal the-

Holy Ghost

and the Spirit d. destined to refresh
and rejuvenate the fainting world in her sickness
and hour of death. The wine of love is designed
salvation

;

—

worn out with hatred, with
great and decisive difference

to inspire the world,

new

vigor.

—The

between true and false branches: 1. The outward semblance of similarity (or the semblance
of superiority on the part of the wild shoots)
2. the inward difference: a. these spend themselves in the finest and most precious fruit, those
in the most useless wood; 6. these kindle a
beautiful fire of life, those are consumed in the
flame of death. As the vine is more a child of
the heavenly sun than of the earthly soil, so is

—

the Christian.
The abiding in Christ: 1. Whereby conditioned: the keeping of His commandments, i. e. the
preservation of His word in the obedience of
faith ; 2. Wherein consisting : in abiding in the
contemplation and experience of His love; 8.
How blessed : with the blessing of the word,
with the blessing of prayer, with the blessing
of the work, of joy, of the Spirit. Christ's love
to His people, the model for their brotherly love
1. The greatness of His love (in laying down His
life) ; 2. the cordiality and intimacy of His love
(friends); 3. the freedom of His love (chosen
you) ; 4. the holiness of His love (established
you that ye might bring forth fruit). It is only
in the faithful exercise of brotherly love that
Christians overcome the hatred of the world.
The attitude of Christians towards the hatred of
the world: 1. They think on the experience of
the Lord (clear view) ; 2. on their vocation (va-

—

—
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liant imitation]; 3. on the guilt of the world
(steadfastness in being hated without a cause);
4. on the Holy Ghost's office as Witness (faithful

—

The world's hatred of witnesses
of the Gospel: 1. A hatred of Christ; 2. a hatred
of the Father; 8. a suicidal hatred of the cause
of her own life. The flight of the world before
the power of personal life: 1. From the truth of
it (Pantheism) ; 2. from the demonstration of it
(unbelief of the Gospel); 3. from the founding
f
of it (turning away from the lore-kingdom of
Christianity).
The witness-ship of the faithful in
the witness-strength of the Holy Ghost: 1. This
witness-ship calls for this witness-strength; 2.
this witness-strength demands this witness-ship.
The Lord's warning against offence at His
martyrdom).

—

—

—

—

shame and

cross.
The excommunication and
outlawry to which the world sentences the witnesses of Jesus: 1. In a (brutal or polished)
secular form ; 2. in ecclesiastical form ; 3. in a

—

That ye may remember, ver. 4.
Christ's home-going in its two-fold effect upon
the disciples : 1. In its deeply distressing effect
upon their natural feeling; 2. in its highly exalting effect upon their life of faith.
The departure of the first Comforter, the arrival of the
Why must it be that Christ must go
second.
away? See the Doct. and Etii. Notes. The
infinitely quiet and secret, and yet all-powerful,
victorious entry of the Holy Ghost into the
sectarian form.

—

—

world.

—

—

—

— His

office 1.

an office of
and judging; 2.

In the world

attesting, convincing, reproving

:

in the Church : an office of guiding, explaining,
revealing, and of glorifying Christ.
The convincing and convicting of the world
1. In respect of its subject: a. of the one sin in
which all sins are embraced; 6. of the one
righteousness wherein

all righteousness is maniand fulfilled e. of the one judgment in
which all judgments are decided and grounded.

fested

;

2. In respect of its effect: the convincement of
men's opinions, minds, consciences, hearts.
How tho Holy Ghost leads the children .of

truth into all truth : 1. no leads them, not away
from Christ (roving, visionary spirits), but unto
Christ (Spirit of the Church) ; 2. He adheres to
gospel words and facts and explains them (whatsoever He shall hear) ; 8. He unfolds what there
tho
is of a prophetic nature in Christian truth
love of the future; 4. He glorifies tho Christ to
•come in the present of the Church's life. The
Holy Ghost a* the Mediator of tho perfect community of possessions existing between Christ
and Christians. How He conducts them into the
whole inheritance of God, ver. 15.
On the Gospel for the Sunday after Ascension
Day, chap. xv. 26-xvi. 4. Pray for the coming
of the Spirit when the hatred of the world arrays
itself against you,
For this hottest of temptations, God affords help by the sending of the
Holy Spirit— The martyrdom of Christians begins -simultaneously with the true Christianity
of the Spirit. The coming of the Holy Ghost
.considered with reference to the riches of His
names: 1. The (other) Mediator; 2. the (other)
Helper; 3. the (other) Awakcner; 4. the (other)
Comforter. The marvellous coming of the Com-

—
—

—

—

—

—

forter: 1. How it adds new sufferings to the old
ones (the sufferings of the martyrs) ; 2. how it
transforms the old sufferings together with the

—

new ones into joy. The martyrdom of true
Christianity and the inquisition of false.
The
ban of the sanctuary and the ban of fanaticism.
The cross of patience and the cross as the
standard of persecution (crusades against the
Albigenses and Waldenses). The horrible festivals of faith of religious persecutions (autos-dafe: in a broader sense "festivals of faith").
The perseverant patience of the Saints.
On the Gospel for the Fourth Sunday after
Eatter, chap xvi. 5-15.
The sending of the Holy
Ghost: 1. Dependent upon a painful condition
(the departure of Christ); 2. glorious in its intrinsic valuo (victory over the world) ; 3. heavenly in its aim (the communion of the Holy
Ghost, the glorification of Christ, the communion of goods with the Father). As all the sad
moments in the life of Jesus have been changed
into joyful ones, so it is with His departure: 1.
How this holds good with regard to all the
earlier moments (His birth in poverty. His pilgrimage under the form of a servant, His death
on the cross) ; 2. and how it is specially applicable to His going home through the medium of

—

—

—

—

—

His departure from earth.
The Ascension,
viewed under its two- fold aspect: 1. Wrapped in
the gloom of Good Friday, one with Good Friday 2. bathed in the light of Easter and Pentecost,
one with Easter and Pentecost Christ's
going away—or not until Christ went away, did
He come to us in His most glorious form. How
the Lord meets His disciples* extreme
depression (which does not so much as venture the
question: Whither goest Thou?) with the loftiest
elevation of His spirit (the word: It is expedient for youV Weaning of the babes of the
Spirit, ver. 7.
Wonderful relation betweea
Christ and the Holy Ghost: 1. Christ must go
in order that the Spirit may come; 2. the Spirit
is not permitted to speak of Himself, to the end
that Christ may remain.
The office of the Comforter an office of reproving
1. True reproof as
a comforting 2. true consolation as a reproving.
The operations of the Spirit: 1. In the world

—

;

—

—

—

—
—

—

:

;

—

Church (vers. 12-15).
Zeisius : Just as a vine-dresser treateth his vine, doth the Heavenly Father deal with
tho Lord Christ in His bitter afflictions, and He
deaieth even thus, in measure, with all His faithful people.
Lcther: God is a Master who
possesseth the art of making things that are
meant for our hindrance and injury turn to our
(vers. 8-11); 2. in tho

Starke

:

advancement and profit ; whatsoever would kill
must conduce to our life; whatsoever would
plunge us into sin and condemn us, must aid in
strengthening our faith and hope, in adding
power to our prayer, and bounty to the answering of it. Hkdingee: If God lay not the knife
to the vine, its strength is consumed in useless
us,

—

The word of the gospel the blessed
means of bringing men to a condition of purifica-

shoots.

Zeisius :
the glory, of
the dignity,
tion.
being a branch on the living Vine! Love and
obedience are bound up together. Cansteih:
The love of God, of Christ and of a Christian
maketh a three-fold cord that never can be broinexpressible felicity, to be exalted to
ken.
Hedinger : Christ will
the friendship of God !
have no forced selection of men, no soldiers by
compulsion, no timorous slaves, but children,

—

—
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Canstein: The dignity of
brethren, friends.
being God's friend, James iL 3. Rom. viii. 15.
The gospel does not make glares, but freemen,
On ver. 16. Grace doth in all
children, heirs.
things antioipate us.
1 Pet. ii. 12, 16.
Blessed
is the man whom God loveth, though the whole
world hate him. A Christian is a cross-bearer.
The member must conform to the example of the
Head.—Ver. 23. That which is done to the Lord
Jesus and His members, be it good or evil, is
done unto God Himself. Ver. 24. The greater
damnation.
Luther :
unbelief, tho heavier
There is no vice and no wickedness to which the
world is so inimical as to the name of Christ
Christian should
and. His gospel.
Ver. 27.
bear witness to Christ by word and by confession, by his life and walk, and by suffering, and
that with a single view to God's honor.
On
Zeisius: As Cain
chap. xvi. 1 ; Luke viii. 13.
persecuted Abel, so the false Church stilt persecutes the true, so misbelievers still persecute
true believers, hypocrites and mouth-Christians
those who are Christians in sincerity, Gal. iv.
29.—Ver. 5. Ibid. : The whole Christian life a
constant going to the Father.
Ver. 8. Hedinger :
The Spirit is not idle. Zeisius: Everything,
from the highest to the lowest, is subject to the
Holy Ghost in His office of Reprover. The reproving office of the Holy Ghost is as necessary
to men as salt is to meat.
Ver. 9. Unbelief is
a sin such as reason knows nothing of; the
Holy Ghost must make it manifest. Unbelief a
cause of all sin, distress and misery in time and
eternity.
Ver. 12. Canstbin: Faithful preachers must, in the execution of their office, have
regard to the condition of their hearers, that
they may discover what they are ablo to comprehend.
Heubner: Spiritual strength flows from Christ
into believers as really as sap from tho stem
penetrates into the branches.
The Father, the
efficient cause of the entire redemptive provision
in Christ; He hath set and planted and tended
Christ.
Pruning is painful; it is effocted by
grievous trials, but it is good and salutary, more
blessed than to be lopped off and cast away.
Ver. 6. If it is a sad and menaceful thing to see
one's physical strength declining,
and sen-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

draw nearer dissolution, what must spiriconsumption and decay be. Ver. 7. Steadfast
abiding in Jesus Jesus calls it the hearing of
prayer, because everything in aman who has a living religion, turns to prayer his thoughts, etc.
Jesus* friendship the reward of the faithful.
Ver. 15. A notable test of friendship
not to be
making many presents, but to open the heart, to
give that that is more than to bestow all riches.
My openness towards another is a decisive
mark of the confidence that I place in him.
Jesus revealed to the apostles whatsoever He
had heard from the Father ; His most sacred
sibly to

—

tual

:

—

—

—

;

—

thoughts,

—

emotions, sentiments, therefore tho
whole counsel of God. Vers. 1-10. The cordial
and intimate connection of Jesus with His people.
Vers. 17-27. An exhortation to patience
even amidst persecutions. Ver. 17. The very
commands of Jesus are love. It is a great consolation for a persecuted, hated Christian to
know that he has a like fate with Jesus. There
is then, thus teaches Christ, a hatred towards

—

—

—
—

1-15.
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Him, an antipathy to His person. To imagine
that these were possible only in the case of personal acquaintance with Jesus, would be to
judge superficially. Hate has an intellectual
spring in intellectual beings ; to this day there
exists hatred toward Jesus.
Ver. 27. And ye
also shall bear witness.
This passage is manifestly
discriminative of a double testimony of tho
Apostles: a 'divine and a human testimony (inspired testimony and that founded upon what
had come under their own observation). Chap,
xvi. 1, 2. A description of the sufferings of the
first confessors of Christ, in particular, tho
martyrs (in the note, p. 457) ; a register of the
histories of the martyrs
Are religious persecutions to be laid to the charge of Christianity?
No. Religion, the supreme good, is exposed to
the utmost abuse ; to the danger of being made
a cloak for malice and hate and the shedding of
blood.
Oospelfor the Sunday after Ascension Day.
Chap. xv. 26-xvi. 4. How Christ has been glorified in His Apostles.
The call of the ancient
martyrs to the later Christian world. Chap,
xvi. 6. There is a true and a false grief at separation from our friends.
Vers. 5-15. The diviuo
enlightenment of the Apostles a fruit of Christ's,
departure.
Brotherly correction a duty of love.
The ministry of reproof of Christian teachers.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Gerlacq The glorification of God centres in
the prosperity of the Church of Christ.
Tho
redeemed disciple is Jesus' friend, without thereby ceasing to be His servant (that he is then,
however, in a higher sense). Chap. xvi. He will
not speak of Himself.
These words are an irrefragable testimony to tho personality of the Holy
Ghost.
Braune: Everything -that one friend can say
to another concerning the spirit of the Christian
Church, concerning the harmony in which she
must live, her purity of morals, activity in love
and increasing illumination, concerning the con:

—

—

fidence

which she must needs possess, and her

separation from tho wrong, is here uttered in tho
trustful tone of parting love (Herder).
Purification is not effected without pain ; even vinebranches are said "to bleed," when they are
pruned. Only let .no breach be made in the
bond of peace through vain glory or wrangling;
else will prayer in Jesus* name be hindered,

—

.

—

everything will become worm-eaten and go to
destruction (Rieger). On Chap. xvi. 2. Ver. 7.
It is expedient for you that J go away.
A saying
of wondrous magnitude. The Spirit's work in
regard to the world is comprised in the threefold operation of impressing her with a consciousness of sin, a consciousness of the holiness
of Christy the Redeemer from all sin, a consciousness of the impotence of the Wicked One ; a conviction of the latter fact is adverse to the establishment of the devil's kingdom.
Gossner, ver. 2 : Something must show itself;
faithfulness must be evidenced ; otherwise, if
there be no result at all, a heavy judgment of
God ensues. Persecutors of Christians do not
themselves constitute the vine-dresser they are
but pruning-knives ; God is the Vine-dresser
who guides the knife and casts it into the fire
when it has entirely served His purpose (after
Through the word;
Luther).—Ver. 8.
The
branches derive their holiness (purity) from the

—

—

—

—

;
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Vine. Everywhere are all things ascribed to
the word ; not alone purification, as in this passage, but 1 Pet. i. 23 regeneration, Jas. i. 18,
21 the whole of salvation. Ver. 4. This, the
spiritual indwelling of Christ in us, is all-important. Ver. 20. Either we must not profess
to be servants of Christ, or we must put up with
His cross. A good servant will not sit in the
chimney-corner whilst his master's life is in
jeopardy. Ver. 24. Men do not care to have
the name of haters of God, enemies of God ; yet
nevertheless, they put that name in practice in
Vers. 26, 27. There are in the
their works.
Church two inseparable witnesses for Jesus
Christ : His Spirit and His word. Chap. zvi. 2.
This hour, when it is thought to be a species of
religious service to persecute the truth and the
witnesses for the truth, this hour is come ; it is,
and it shall cease only with the end of the world.
Since the rise of the Spanish Inquisition, it
has burnt, from the year 1481 to 1808, no less
than 34,358 Christians in person and 10,049 in
Unbelief. And so this or that thing
effigy, etc.
The Holy Ghost
is not the sin that damns thee.
says : this is the sin, that thou believest not on
Jesus; this condemns thee. Ver. 13. Such is
the double office of the Holy Ghost: first He reproves and corrects, then He leads and guides,
as a mother does her child. All parties and
sects, all epeakers and gabblers, insist upon it
that they have the Holy Ghost, and consequently
demand that belief should be accorded to their
words. But if we grasp for support these words
of Jesus, we can repel them all, etc. Do but
compare what they Bay with the word of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Christ.

Schlkieemachee: Concerning

—

the purifying

—

purging of the branches. The Lord has shown
us in these words the uninterrupted progress of
the Christian Church in purification, presupposing, at the same time, its continual development.
Clean for the word's sake; It is the
whole connection of His words, a connection
discoverable, of course, in every individual word
of His.
The word was the only means by which
He could unite men to Himself, just as it is our
sole power of communication with each other.
If we would not be involved in the destiny
of being sundered from connection with the
divine and higher life, and of being profitable
only through the ashes that remain of us if we
would not have it so, then must this be the great
rule of our whole life: without me ye can do
nothng. The Lord here abolishes all those dis-

—

—

—

—

tinctions, so often made by men, between things,
spiritual and secular, things temporal and eternal.
In whatever sphere of life we may be, our
work, if done without Christ, is nothing ; and its

nothingness shall ever become more and more

There is no strength or fruitfulncss
manifest.
The Comforter in Mis
in aught without Him.
stead.
In all who believe on the name of the
Lord, the strength of truth is to become a life
and a continual activity, proper and peculiar to
themselves. For this cause His bodily, personal
presence must be withdrawn, to the end that,
with the help and through the strength of the
divine Spirit, all things that Christ had given
them might develop into, a peculiar (personal)
life,

—

—a

life

independently self-communicative

and

filling

the whole

human world with the same

blessing.

Bessee : If the devil's ill-will were the only
thing needful, he would soon lay his knife to our
throats and stifle us with his manure and the
stench of it. But God taketh him in his hand
and saith : Devil, I know well that thou art a
murderer and miscreant, but I will make such
use of thee as I will ; thou shalt be but My
pruning-knife ; the world and all that cleaveth
unto thee shall be dung for My beloved vineyard,
that it may prosper and improve (Luther). If
thou wilt not suffer the evil to be taken away from
thee, thou wilt have to suffer thyself to be taken
away (Bengel). To abide—that is the whole.
Constancy, says Bernard, is the king's daughter,
the sum of the virtues and the perfection of them,
etc.
But what an affable and friendly command
is this of His : Abide in Me.
The vine may
live without the branches, and, instead of
one that is cut off, may put fortfi three fresh
ones, but the branch can not live without the
vine.—Casting away, drying up, gathering,
throwing into the fire, burning, are the fire
degrees of that judgment whose execution is dependent upon the long-suffering of God. John
is the faithful minister of the Comforter in the
three grand departments of the latter: through
his Gospel he reproves [convicts] the world concerning sin, righteousness and judgment, through
his Epistles he guides it into all truth, through
his Revelation he proclaims things to come.
On the Gospel for the Sunday after Asctnsim
Day, chap. xv. 26-xvi. 24. Schultx: What
should be the conduct of the true Christian
when experiencing the world's enmity to the
kingdom of God. Ram bach : The persecutions
of Christianity as a loud-tongued testimony to
its worth.
Gbuknei8EN : That our testimony and
that of the Spirit belong together.
Floeey:
How edifying for us the memory of the martyrs
of the first centuries of Christianity.
Muellerbie¥EX (Zeugnisse von Christo, 1st collection, p.
101): Testimony to Christ: 1. How the Holy
Ghost testifies of Christ ; 2. how we, through the
Holy Ghost, should testify of Christ. Kapit:
The promise of the Holy Ghost: 1. How definitely
bestowed by the Lord ; 2. how much needed by
us ; 8. to whom fulfilled. Ahlfbld : The Holy
Ghost is to testify of Christ, 1. in us ; 2. through
Stibe: The Holy Ghost's testimony to
us.
Christ : 1. How necessary for the world it was
and is; 2. how it has really existed in the
Church throughout all ages; 8. how it may and
ought to be given through us also. Stedshofee:
The government which, from His throne, the
Lord Jesus exercises amongst men on earth:
He leads us, 1. by His Spirit; 2. amidst the contradictions of the world; 8. to the glory of Himself and His Father.
On the Gospel for the Fourth Sunday after Batter
Chap. xvi. 6-15. Deaesekb: Let not jour heart

—

—

—

mourning. Hossbach : The Redeemus through the Holy Ghost
Reinhabd: That God's Spirit reproves the
world in our days just as emphatically as He

be

full of

er's glorification in

—

ever did. Gorwitz : What is requisite to make
us regard our departure from the world as a
going home to the Father? W. Hoffmann
("Xufzum Ilcrrn") : The Holy Ghost tettijiet of

—
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CHAPS. XV. 1-27.—XVI.
Jesus ; that is the beginning of His ministry to
the world ; He glorifies Jesus that is the end
and aim of His ministry to the believer. Steinhofbr: The three principal things in which the
;

Holy Ghost's operation and work upon the hearts

men appear.

He

labors at man's heart for the
purpose of convincing him, 1. on account of sin,
2. on account of righteousness, 3. on account of
judgment. Fuohs: What consolation have we
at the departure of our loved ones who have
Ahlteld: Rejoice
fallen asleep in the Lord?
ye at the arrival of the Comforter : 1. Rejoice
for the sake of Him who sendeth Him ; 2. rejoice
Heubner : The
for the sake of what He doeth.
vocation of every true Christian, to reprove the
world : 1. What is demanded by this vooation
2. what binds us to it ; 8. what renders us fit for
it.— Buek : Want of faith in Jesus (Christ) the
Rautenberq :
greatest, nay, the one only sin.
A strong
It is good for you that I go away;
word of consolation: 1. from the mouth of the
Redeemer; 2. from the mouths of departing
redeemed ones. Ibid.: That we are still unable
to bear as much as the Lord hath to say to us.
Hablbss : The Holy Ghost's testimony against
the world, at once reproof and comfort.
[Ceavbn: From Hilary: Ch. xv. vers. 1, 2.
The useless and deceitful branches He cuts down
for burning.
By pruning the branches we make
the tree shoot out the more. Ch. xvi. ver. 15.
This unity hath no diversity ; nor doth it matter
from whom the thing is received, since that
which is given by the Father is counted also as
From Augustine : Ch. xv.
given by the Son.
He says this as being the Head of the
ver. 1.
Church, of which we are the members, the Man
Christ Jesus ; for the vine and the branches are
of the same nature. Ver. 2. God's culture consists in extirpating all the seeds of wickedness
from our hearts ; in opening our hearts to the
plough of His Word ; in sowing in us the seeds
of His commandments ; in waiting for the fruits
of piety; [and in pruning.] Every branch;
who is there so clean that he cannot be more and
more changed T He cleanseth the clean, t. e. the
fruitful, that the cleaner they be, the more fruitVer. 3. Christ performs the
ful they may be.
part of the husbandman as well as of the vine.
Ver. 4. Abide in Me and Tin you not they in Him
as He in them ; the branches do not confer any
advantage upon the vine, but receive their support from it. As the branch cannot bear fruit of
Great display of grace ! He strengthitself, etc.
ened the hearts of the humble, stoppeth the
mouth of the proud. He who thinks he bears
fruit in himself is not in the vine ; he who is not
in the vine is not in Christ ; he who is not in
Christ is not a Christian. Ver. 5. Without Me ye
eon do nothing; He does not say, Te can do little.

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—Much fruit

; Christ, though He would not be
the vine, except He were man, yet could not give
this grace to the branches, except He were God.
Ver. 6. The branches are as contemptible, if
they abide not in the vine, as they are glorious,
One of the two, the branches
if t'jey abide.
must be in—either the vine or the fire. Ver. 7.
His words abide in us, when we do what He has
commanded, and love what He has promised.
When His words abide in the memory, and are
not found in the Ijfe, the branch is not accounted

—

—

—

—

1-15.

—So far as we abide in the Saanything that
foreign
salvation. —Ver.
Father hath
As

be

in the vine.

viour

we cannot

to
to
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our

will

is

the

9.

loved Me, etc.; This is the source of our good
works, they proceed from faith which worketh
by love ; but we could not love unless we were
first loved.
The grace of a Mediator is expressed
here. Ver. 10. These words do not declare
whence love arises, but how it is shown. Ver.
11. What is Christ's joy in us, but that He deigns
to rejoice on our account? And what is our joy,
which He says shall be full, but to have fellow-'
ship with Him? He had perfect joy on our account, when He rejoiced in foreknowing and
predestinating us ; but that joy was not in us,
because then we did not exist : it began to be in
us when He called us. And this joy we rightly
call our own, this joy wherewith we shall be
blessed , which is begun in the faith of them
who are born again, and shall be fulfilled in the
reward of them who rise again. Ver. 12. Where
then love is, what can be wanting? Where it is
not, what can profit ?
This love is distinguished
from men's love to each other as men, by the
words, as I have loved you. To what end did
Christ love us but that we should reign with Him?
Vers. 18-15. Great condescension 1 Though to
keep his Lord's commandments is only what a
good servant is obliged to do, yet, if tliey do so,
He calls them His friends. Shall we therefore
cease to be servants as soon as ever we are good
servants f
There are two kinds of servitude, as
there are two kinds of fear. There is a fear
which perfect love castcth out; which also hath
in it a servitude, which will be cast out together
with the fear. And there is another, a pure
[filial] fear [and with it a filial servitude] which
remaineth for ever. Ver. 16. Ineffable grace!
For what were we before Christ had chosen us,
but wicked and lost ? He does not choose the
good; but those, whom He hath chosen, He
makes good. Ver. 17. Love is this fruit (Gal. v.
22).— Vers. 18-21. Thou refusest to be in the
body, if thou art not willing with the Head, to
endure the hatred of the world. Our Lord, in
exhorting His servants to bear patiently the
hatred of the world, proposes to them an example than which there can be no better and higher
one, viz., Himself.
Ver. 21. For My name* s sake;
i. e. in you they will hate Me, in you persecute Me,
your word they will not keep because it is Mine,
Ver 22. By sin here He means not every sin.
but a certain great sin, which includes all, and
which alone hinders the remission of other sins,
viz. unbelief.
Vers. 23, 24. How could they hate
one whom they did not know (ver. 21)? If the
Jews were asked whether they loved God, they
would reply that they did love Him, not intending to lie. but only being mistaken in so
saying [through mistake as to His real character].
For how could they who hated the Truth, love
the Father of Truth ? They did not know that
the Truth was born of God the Father, and therefore they did not know the Father Himself. Thus
they both hated, and also knew not, the Father.
Ver. 25. A man hates without a cause who seeks
no advantng? from his hatred ; thus the ungodly
hate God.— Vers. 26, 27. The Holy Spirit by His
testimony made others testify; taking away fear
from the friends of Christ, and converting the

—
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hatred of His enemies into lore. Ch. xvi. ver. 4.
These things have J told you, that when the time shall
come, ye may remember, etc. The night of the Jews
was not permitted to mix with or darken the day
of the Christians. Ver. 7. Christ departing in
the body, not the Holy Ghost only, but the Father
and the Son, came spiritually.— Ver. 9. It makes
a great difference whether one believes in Christ,
or only that He is Christ ; for that He was Christ
even the devils believed; but he believes in
Christ, who both hopes in Christ and loves Christ.
Ver. 11. Satan is judged in that he is cast out;
or, that he is destined irrevocably for the punishment of eternal fire.— Ver. 13. The Holy Spirit
both teaches believers now all the spiritual things
they are capable of receiving, and also kindles
in their hearts a desire to know more.
[From Cbbysostom : Ch. xv. ver. 2. By fruit
is meant life, t. e. that no one can be in Him
without good works. Vers. 4, 5. Having said
that they were clean through the word which He
had spoken, He now teaches them that they must
Without Me ye can do nothing; the
do their part.
Bon contributes no less than the Father to the
help of the disciples. Ver. 6. Cast forth as a
branch; t. e. shall not benefit by the care of the

—

—

—

—

—

husbandman

:

is

withered, i

e.

shall lose all that

desires from the root, all that supports its
and shall die. Ver. 8. He now shows that
they themselves (true disciples) should be invinVer 11. As if
cible, bringing forth much fruit.
it

—

life,

—

He had

•

sorrow fall upon you I will take
it away, so that ye shall rejoice in the end.
Ver. 15. All things, i. e. that they ought to hear.
Ver. 17. These things (vers. 13-15) I command you
that ye love one another; I have said this (these
things) not by way of reproach, but to induce

you
I

—

said, If

to love one another.

know

it is

a hard

—

—Ver.

trial,

18.

As

if to say,

but ye will endure

it

Ver. 19. He consoles them still
for My sake.
farther by telling them, the hatred of the world
would be an evidenoe of their goodness, so that
they ought rather to grieve if they were loved by
Vers. 19-21. Ye must not be disthe world.
sufferings, for ye
turbed at having to share
aro not better than I. Ver. 2(5. lie calls Him not
the Holy Spirit but the Spirit of Truth, to show
the perfect faith that is due to Him.—Ch. xvi.
ver. 7. Nevertheless 1 tell you the truth, etc., as if
He had said, Though your grief be ever so great,
ye must hear how it is profitable for you that I
From Gregory : Chap. xv. ver. 12.
iro away.
When all our Lord's sacred discourses are full of
His commandments, why does He give the special
commandment respecting love, if it is not that
every commandment teaches love, and all preAs ail the boughs of a tree
cepts are one?
proceed from one root, so all the virtues are
produced from one love; nor hath the branch,
any life, except it abide
f. e., the good work,
Vers. 12-15. The highest,
in the root of love.
the only proof of love is to love our adverOur Lord
sary, as did the Truth Himself.
came to die for His enemies, but He says that
He is going to lay down His life for His friends,
to show us that by loving, we are able to gain
over our enemies, so that they who persecute us
are by anticipation our friends. Whoso in time
of tranquillity will not give up his time unto God,
how in persecution shall he give up his soulf

—

—

My

—

—

—

—

Ver. 19.
praise.

The dispraise of the perverse

our
— He proves himself no friend to God who
is

pleases His enemy; and He whose soul is in
subjection to the Truth, will have to contend
with the enemies of that Truth. Chap. xvi. ver.

—

withdraw not My body
from your eyes I cannot lead yon to the under7.

As

if

He

said, If I

standing of the Invisible, through the Comforting Spirit.
From Alcuin : Chap. xv. vers.
4-7. All the fruit of good works proceeds from
this root.— He Who hath delivered us by His
grace, also carries us
that abideih in

onward by His help.

lit

Me, by believing, obeying, perse-

and J in Him, by enlightening, assisting,
giving perseverance, the same, and none other,
bringeth forth much fruit.
From Theophylact: Chap. xv. ver. 8. The fruit of the Apostles
are the Gentiles. Ver. 15. As if He had said.
The servant knoweth not the counsels of his
Lord; but since I esteem you friends, I have
communicated My secrets unto you.
From
vering,

—

Didtmls: Chap. xv. ver. 26. The Holy Spirit
He calls the Comforter, a name taken from His
office, which is not only to relieve the sorrows
of the faithful, but to fill them with unspeakable
joy.
Chap. xvi. vers. 13, 14. The Holy Ghost
would lead them by His teaching and discipline
into all truth, transferring them from the dead

—

letter to the
ail

quickening Spirit, in

whom

alone

Scripture truth resides.

[From Burkitt: Chap.

xv. vers. 1, 2. The
symbolize Christ in His office
for, and relation to, His people
1. As being
weak, mean and small in outward appearance;
2. As being plentifully fruitful of sweet fruit;
3. In that the fruit thereof is pressed that it may
be drink unto men ; 4. As being the root from
which all the branches derive their nourishment
and fruitfulness.—The Father is the husbandman.
He— 1. ingrafts all tho branches into this vine;
2. takes notice what store of fruit every branch
brings forth ; 8. daily tends His vineyard thai
it majr bring forth fruit abundantly.
There are
two sorts of branches, some fruitful, others unfruitful; some are branches only by external
profession [mechanical connection], others by
real implantation [ingrafting].
The true touchstone whereby to discern one sort of branches
from another, is not by the fair leaves of profession [not by connect ion with the church], but by
tho substantial proofs [fruits] of a holy conversation.
In the most fruitful branches there remains much corruption to be purged out. The
vine doth

most

fitly

—

—

—

—

—

Husbandman's hand manages the pruning knife
of affliction ; He had rather see His vine bleed
than be barren. Such branches as, after all the
Husbandman's care, remain unfruitful, shall be
finally cut off and cast away, as was Judas.—
He purgeth it, by His word and Spirit, by ordinances and providences, by mercies and actions

—

—

[afflictions].
Ver. 8. Now are ye clean; such as
are justified and [partially] sanctified, are iu
Christ's account clean notwithstanding their
many spots.— Through the word; the word of
Christ is the instrumental cause of a believers
cleansing.
Ver. 4. Abide in Me, and J in you;
abide in Me, not only by an outward profession,
but by a real and fiducial adherence, and I will
abide in you by the influences of My Spirit—
The union between Christ and His members is

—
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mutual.

—Believers themselves, without daily de—

pendence on Christ and constant communications
of grace from Him, can do nothing. Ver. 6.
8uch as have had a long standing in God's vineyard, and contented themselves with a withered
profession, are in danger of having God's blasting added to their barrenness. Ver. 7. Observe
here 1. A glorious privilege declared, ye shall
ask what ye will and it thall be done unto you ; 2.

—

—

condition of this privilege, If ye abide in Me
abide in you,
Ver. 8. Our Lord
here exhorts His followers to a holy fruitfulness
by a double argument 1. One drawn from tho
glory of God ; 2. The other from their own advantage, so shall ye be My disciples, i. e. hereby
ye shall have evidence and prove yourselves to
be My disciples. Ver. 9. What a comparison is
here ! As the Father hath loved Me so have I loved
you! This love is 1. real; 2. operative; 8.
Continue ye in My love ;
eternal ; 4. immutable.
it should be the care of every Christian to preserve the sweet sense and inward diffusion of
Christ's love in his own soul.
Ver. 10. As our
obedience to Christ is the best evidence of our love
to Him, so it is the best means to preserve us in
the sense and assurance of His love to us. Ver.
11. Our Lord declares tho reasons of His urging
1. That His joy
fruitfulness on His disciples
might remain in them, t. e. that the joy He had in
their holiness might remain with Him ; 2. That
their joy in Him might be full, this arises from
the former. Ver. 12. Christ's lovo unto believer*
is both an obligation unto mutual love, and a
Ver. 13. Christ's lovfc in laying
pattern for it.
down His life for His people a matchless love.
Ver. 14. Christ invites His people to obedience
by the honorable title of friends. Ye are My
1. Actively, you will manifest yourfriends, etc.
selves to be My friends ; 2. Passively, 1 will declare Myself to be your friend. Learn 1. How
condescending is the love of Christ He calls
His servants, friends ; 2. How glorious the believer's relation to Christ; 3. How grateful [excellent] is obedienco to Christ ; 4. Our conformity
to Christ consists, not so much in# imitation of
what He did,. as in obedience to what He prescribed some of His actions aro inimitable, but
all His commands are obey able; 5. Nothing short
of obedience will evidence the truth of our relation to Christ. Ver. 15. Henceforth I call you
not servants, t. e. not mere servants, not that they
All Christ's
were to be exempted from obedience
disciples are His servants; and all His servants are
His friends, in regard Of intimate communion
and tender usage. After His resurrection He
called them brethren, chap. xx. 17; the dignity
of believers is a growing dignity tho longer
they follow Christ, the higher privileges are accorded them. Vers. 17-21. With what frequency
and importunity our Lord pressed the duty of
mutual love upon His disciples; from this learn
1. The great importance of the duty ; 2. The
great averseness of our hearts to its performance. The argument our Saviour uses to press
His disciples to mutual love, viz., that the world
Tho considerations prowould hate them.
pounded by Christ to comfort His disciples under
the world's hatred 1. His own usage by the
world ; 2. This hatred is evidence that they are
not of the world ; 8. Their relation to Him as

The

—

and My words
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1-15.

servants to a master ; 4. The goodness of the
causo for which they suffer, viz., Christ's name's
sake.
Ver. 19. Ye are not of the world, but I have
chosen you out of the world ; 1. The children of
God, though in the world, are not of the world
either in Spirit or conversation; 2. The difference
between them and worldlings is of God's making.
—»-Ver. 21. For My name's sake; the great quarrel of the world against the disciples of Christ,
whatever may be pretended, is for the Name of
Christ.
Ver. 22. Sins of ignorance are, as it
were, no sins, compared with those committed
against light. Sins committed against gospel
light are of aggravated guilt, as against the
very remedy. The gospel, where it is plainly
preached, takes away all excuso from sinners.
Vers. 23-25. Let men pretend to never so much
respect for God, yet if they hate Christ and despise His gospel, they arc haters of God.
The
miracles wrought by Christ surpassed all others
in number, kind, and manner. Chap. xvi. ver.
1. All afflictions are so trying that the best of
Christians have need to be guarded against them
lest they should be offended.
Ver. 2. The being
under one trial will not shelter from another.
Ver. 8. Ignorance of tho Father and the Son tho
ground of the world's hatred against Christians.
Ver. 4. Christ is so tender of His disciples, that
He will not put them under the hardness of
suffering until they be prepared for it.
Ver. 7.
It is expedient for you that I go away, etc.
Tho
presence of the Holy Spirit with us is a greater
comfort and advantage, than tho presence of
Christ in the flesh amongst us.
Vers. 8-14. Our
Lord declares the advantages that would redound
by tho coming of the Comforter 1. To the
world, vers. 8-11
2. To the Apostles, ver. 13;
To Himself, ver. 14.—Vor. 9. Of sin, t. e., of their
sinful state and nature, of the largo extent of

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

sin,

and particularly of the

sin of unbelief.

—Ver.

Of righteousness, i. e., of the insufficiency of
all human righteousness, or (and) of a complete
and perfect righteousness in Me imputable to
10.

sinners for their perfect justification. Because 7
to My Father and ye see Me no more ; as though
He had said Hereby you may be satisfied that
by My active and passive obedience [righteousness] I have fully satisfied my Father's justice
for you, and you shall never be charged or condemned ; because, when I go to heaven, 1 shall
abide there in glory with My Father, and never
be sent back again ye shall see me no more as I
must have been, had anything been omitted by
Me. Ver. 11. Of judgment t i. e., that Jesus is
both Lord and Christ, that He had power to judge
Satan, tho prince of the world, and that He did
by His death put down the kingdom of darkness.
[FromM. Henry: Chap. xv. "There. aro four
words to which our Lord's discourse in this chapter may be reduced: 1. Fruit, vers. 1-8; 2.
Love, vers. 9-17; 8. Hatred, vers. 18-25; 4. Tho
Comforter, vers. 26, 27. Vers. 1-8. Christ discourses concerning the fruit, which His disciples
were to bring forth, under the similitude of a vine;
observe L The doctrine of this similitude: that
1. Christ is (1) the vine, i. e., (a) planted, not
spontaneous, (6) having an unpromising outside,

go
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—

—

—

—

—

a spreading plant, (3) whose fruit honors God
(2) the true vine, as opposed to
(a) counterfeit, (6) type; 2. Believers are tht
(c)

and cheers man,
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i. e., (1) supported by the unseen root,
(2) many, (3) jet meeting in one root, (4) insufficient to stand (and be fruitful) of themselves;

branches,

3. The Father is the husbandman, i. e., (1) the
proprietor, (2) the land-worker, ycopy6c, though
the earth is the Lord's, it yields Him no fruit un-

He work it, (3) the husbandman, having care
of the vine and all the branches, by planting, waterII.
ing, [pruning], and [thus] giving the increase.
The duties taught us by this similitude 1. To
bring forth fruit; this duty is urged by (1) the
doom of the unfruitful, ver. 2 ; (2) the promise
made to the fruitful, ver. 2 [increased culture
in order to increased fruitfulness]; (8) the duty
of showing forth the power of the benefits they
have received, ver. 8 ; (4) the glory that will redound to God, ver. 8; (5) the comfort and honor
that will come to ourselves, ver. 8, so shall ye be my
disciples; 2. To abide in Christ in order to fruitfulness, consider (1) the duty to abide in Christ by
faith, (2) the necessity of so doing in order to fruitfulness, vers. 4, 5 ; (3) the fatal consequence of forsaking Christ, ver. G ; (4) the blessed privilege of
those who abide in Him, ver. 7.
Ver. 2. Farther
fruitfulness is the blessed reward of former
The purging of fruitful branches
fruitfulness.
is the care and work of the great Husbandman,
Ver. 8. There is a cleansing
for His own glory.
virtue in the Word, as it works grace and works
out corruption. Ver. 4. The knot of the branch
abides in the vine, and the sap of the vine abides
in the branch, and so there is a constant communication between them. Ver. 5. Wo depend
upon Christ, not only as the vine upon the wall
for support, but as the branch on the root for sap.
—Ver. 6. Withered; They that bear no fruit, after
a while will bear no leaves. Fire is the fittest
place* for withered branches, for they are good for
nothing else. Ver. 7.
See here— 1. How our
union with Christ is maintained, by the Word; 2.
How our communion with Him is maintained, by
prayer.
They that abide in Christ as their heart's
delight, shall have through Christ their heart's
less

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
desire. —If we abide

in Christ

—

and His Word in

us,

two things are promised 1, that we will not ask
for anything but what is proper to be done for
us; 2, that we shall have an answer of peace to
all our prayers.
Ver. 8. The fruitfulness of all
Christians is to the glory of God 1, By their
good works many are brought to glorify God; [2.
Good works manifest the beauty of His law, and
the power of His gospel. E. E. C.]. Vers. 917. Christ who is Love itself discourses concerning
a fourfold love, I. The Father's love to Him, He
tells us that
1. The Father did love Him (ver.
9) ; 2. That He abode in His Father's love (ver.
10); 8. That He thus abode because Ho kept His
Father's.law (ver. 10). II. His own love to His

—

—

—

—

disciples",

—

—

though He

Observe— 1. The

leaves

them He

pattern of

this

loves

love,

them
as the

Father hath loved Me, etc ; 2. The proofs and products of this love, which are (1) His laying down
His life for them (ver. 13), (2) His taking them
into a covenant of friendship (vers. 14, 16), (3)
His freeness in communioating His mind to them
(ver. 15), (4) His choosing and ordaining them to
be the prime instruments of His glory in the world
(ver. 16}.
III. The disciples' love to Him, this is
enjoined in view of His love to them ; He exhorts
them to 1. Continue in His love, t. «., keep up

—

their love ; 2. Evidence their love

commandments.

The

IV.

Christ's pattern; 2.

one to

Recommended by
Required by His precept.

anotiicr; this is (ver. 12)

—Ver.

—

by keeping Hie

disciples' love
1.

9. A strange expression of the condescending grace of Christ I As the Father loved
Him who was most worthy, so He loved them who
were most unworthy. Ver. 10. Ye shall abide
in My love, as a dwelling-place.
Ver. 18. This
is tho love wherewith Christ hath loved us, He
is our avriifwx°C
Bail for us, body for body, life
for life, though He knew our insolvency and
foresaw how dear the engagement would cost
Him. The excellency of the love of Christ beyond all other love; others have laid down (passively) their lives, Christ gave up (actively) His.
Ver. 16. The treasure of the gospel was committed to the disciples that it might be 1. propagated; 2. perpetuated. Those whom Christ
ordains should and shall be fruitful.
Whatever
ye shall ask, etc. Three things set forth for our
encouragement in prayer 1. That we have a
God to go to who is a Father ; 2. That we have

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

a good name to go in; 8. That an answer in
peace is promised. Vers, 18-25.
Christ discourses concerning hatred: Observe I. Who
they are that hate, viz., the world, u c, the children of tlus world as distinguished from the children of God, called the world as indicating their
1. number, 2. confederacy, 3. spirit.
II. Who
they are that are haled 1. The disciples of Christ;
2. Christ Himself; 3. God the Father (vers. 23,
24).— Ver. 19. Whom Christ blesseth, the world
curseth ; the favorites of Heaven have never been

—

—

—

—

—

the darlings of the world.
Ver. 20. The fruits of
the world's hatred 1. persecution; 2. rejection
of doctrine.
Vers. 19-21.
The causes of the
world's hatred against Christians 1. They do
not belong to it ; 2. They belong to Christ, for wig
name's sake; 8. Its ignorance of God.
Ver. 22.
Observe 1. The excuse they have who have not
the gospel ; 2. The aggravated guilt of those who
reject the gospel.
Vers. 23, 34.
In hating
Christ the world hates God; deists are in effect
atheists.
Var. 25. Enmity to Christ is unreasonable.
Vers. 26, 27. Christ speaks of the
Comforter, promising I. That He should maintain Christ's cause in the world notwithstanding
all opposition.
II. That the Apostles by His
assistance should have the honor of being Christ's
witnosses.
Ver. 26. The Spirit is spoken of as
1. A* Person; 2. A divine Person proceeding from
the Father.—The offices of the Spirit 1. One
implied in His title Comforter or Advocate; 2.
Witnessing for Christ—Ver. 27. The Spirits
working is not to supersede, but to engsge and*
encourage ours. They are best able to preach
Christ that have themselves- been with Him;
ministers must first learn Christ and then preach
Him. Chap. xvi. Christ by His words—I.
Wounds, vers. 1-6: II. Heals by the assurances
that He
Would send them the Comforter
1.
(vers. 7-16) ; 2. Would visit them again at His
resurrection (vers. 16-22); 8. Would secure to
them an answer of peaoe to all their prayers (vers.
23-27); 4. Was now returning to His Father
(vers. 28-32); 6. By virtue of His victory over
the world would give them peace in Himself.—
Vers. 1-6. Christ dealt faithfully with His disciples when He sent them forth, for Be told them
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—

—

To guide, taking care 1. That they
the worst of it, tfiat they might sit down and oonnt Christ.
the cost Ver. 1. The disciples of Christ are should not miss their way; 2. That they should
apt to be offended at the cross. Our Lord by giv- not come short of their end. Into all truth into
1. The whole truth ; 2. Nothing but the truth.
ing notice of trouble, designed to prevent its beThe Spirit glorified Christ 1. By His coming;
ing a surprise ; Being forewarned we are forearmed.
Ver. 2. Behold two swords drawn against the 2. By leading the disciples into the truth.
[From President Edwards: Chap. xvi. ver. 9.
followers of Jesus, that of— 1. Ecolesiastical censure ; 2. Ciiil power. Many a good truth has Of sin, etc. The. greatest sin in the world is sin
been branded with an anathema, and many a against the Gospel, contempt of and opposition
child of God delivered to Satan. God's people to Christ ; and the greatest evidence of man's
hare suffered the greatest hardships from con- sin is his ill treatment of Christ, His Gospel and
Ver. 8. The true reason followers. Ver. 10. Of righteousness, etc. Christ's
scientious persecutors.
of the world's enmity to Christians, because they ascension was the brightest evidence that He
have not known the Father nor Me: Note 1. Many had suffered wrongfully it confirmed the righteousness of His words, doctrines, design in comthat pretend to know God are ignorant of Him
ing into the world, and promises. Ver. 11. Of
2. They that are ignorant of Christ cannot hare
any right knowledge of God. Ver. 4. When suf- judgment, etc. It is the greatest evidence of
ferings come it will be of use to remember that Christ's might and kingly power to overcome
Christ has told us of them. As Christ in His and dethrone Satan ; and the greatest manifessufferings had, so we in ours should hare, an eye tation of His high judicial authority to judge
to the fulfilling of the Scriptures.—Vers. 6, 6. As and condemn this great rebel, and to execute
From Scott : Chap. xv.
though He had said, Instead of inquiring after vengeance upon him.
that which will comfort, you pore upon that ver. 1. The union of the divine and human nawhich looks melancholy. An humble believing ture in Christ, and the fulness of the Spirit in
inquiry into the design and tendency of the Him, resemble the root of the vine, deriving the
darkest dispensations would help to reconcile us fertilizing juices from a rich soil; and His mediatorial work, like the stem, conveys these to all
It is the common fault and folly of
to them.
melancholy Christians to dwell only on the dark believers. Vers. 1, 2. As professed Christians,
we appear to belong to this vine; but woe to them
side of the cloud. Nothing is a greater prejudice
who have no other union than what consists in
to our joy in God, than the love of the world. Ver.
Those things often notions, sacraments, and forms. Ver. 9. As the
1.
7. It is expedient, etc.
seem grievous that are really expedient; 2. Jesus Father hath loved Me, so, etc. No love of man to
his dearest friend over was comparable to His
is always for that which is most expedient for us.
love to us, when strangers nnd enemies.
Vers. 18Jrhe glorified Redeemer is not unmindful of
His Church on earth though He departs. He 20. We cannot experience worse usage than our
sends the Comforter; nay, He departs that He Master met with ; and we ought not to be ofmay send Him. Ver. 8. Convincing work is the fended or grow weary of well-doing, if we meet
The Comforter begins His work with no better. Chap. xvi. vers. 2, 8. How falSpirit's work.
by convincing first opens the wound, and then lacious the opinion that God will accept every
applies the remedy. Ver. 9. The Spirit con- roan who is sincere in his religion, whatever that
Tinoes of Sin, its— 1. fact; 2. folly; 8. filth ; 4. religion may be. Humble docility, implicit befountain— corrupt nature; 6, fruit death, He lief of Scripture, and a disposition unreservedly
fastens especially on the sin of unbelief as 1. The to do the will of God, are essential to godly singreat reigning sin ; 2. The great ruining sin ; 8. cerity. Vers. 6, 7. Our hearts are often filled
That which is at the bottom of all sin. Ver. 10. with sorrow at events highly advantageous.
Of righteousness, i. e., Christ's righteousness 1. Vers. 8, 12. Sin. righteousness, and Judgment; On
His personal righteousness; 2. His righteous- these subjects all who would bo honored as instruments in converting sinners, should be freness communioated to us for our justification.
Christ's ascension is the great argument proper to quent, copious, alarming, encouraging, distinconvince men of this righteousness; if He had left guishing; but in matters less essential th«*y would
any part of His work unfinished He had been do well, after the example of Christ, not to press
sent back again. Ver. 11. Of judgment, because them on their hearers before they are able to bear
the Prince of this world is judged, the devil was
them.
From A Plain Commentary (Oxford)
judged, was discovered to be a great deceiver and Chap. xv. vers. 1, 2. The vine is a tree which not
destroyer; judgment was entered against him only admits of pruning, but whose very producand in part executed ; he was cast out 1. from tiveness depends on the judicious use of the
the heathen world, when his oracles were silenced pruning-knife. Delightful is it to find writers
and his altars deserted ; 2. from the bodies of about the Grape- Vine, who bad nothing less in
men in Christ's name; 8. from the souls of people view than the illustration of the Gospel, becomby the grace of God working with the gospel of ing our instructors in such passages as the folChrist ; 4. as lightning from heaven. A good ar- lowing ;— " It is hardly possible to plant a Vine
gument wherewith the Spirit convinces ot judg- in any situation in which it will not thrive . . .
ment
I. Of inherent holiness and sand ificat ion,
The truth is that the roots of the Vine possess an
Matt. xii. 18; 2. of a new and better dispensa- extraordinary power of adapting themselves to
tion of things; 8. of the power and dominion any situation in which they may be planted, proof the Lord Jesus (Isa. xlii. 1-4) ; 4. of the final vided it bo a dry one. They will ramble in every
dty of judgment. Vers. 12-15.
See what a direction in search of food, and extract nourishteacher Christ is I None like Him for 1. copi- ment from sources apparently the most barren.
ousness; 2. compassion. Vers. 13-15. The Spirit In short, they are the best caterers that can
promised 1. To guide the apostles ; 2. To glorify possibly be imagined ; for they will grow, and
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even thrive luxuriantly, where almost eyery otber
description of plant or tree would inevitably
starve. . . . Pruning and Training are so closely
connected together, that they almost constitute
one operation. In pruning a Vine, regard must
be had to the manner in which it is afterwards
to be trained; and, in training it, the position of
the branches must, in a great measure, be regulated by the mode in which it has previously been
pruned. . . . The old wood of a Vine is not only
of no use, but is a positive injury to the fertility
of the plant. . . . The sole object in view in
pruning a Vine is to increase its fertility. . . .

Although by pruning a Vine its fertility is increased, its existence is no doubt thereby shortened (?). The severing of a healthy branch from
any tree is, without doubt, doing an act of violence to it the effects of which are only over;

come by

the superior strength of the vegetative powers of its roots." (Clement Hoabi on
the Cultivation .of the Grape- Vine). Ver. o. And
1 in him; The branch bears fruit, not because it
obideth in the Vine, but because in it the Vine
abideth.
Ver. 12. Love ye one another even unto
death, as even unto death I have loved you.
Ver. 15. The servant know el h not what his Lord
doeth;
"It is not necessary that he should!
The common soldier is neither expected nor permitted to know the plans of the commander."
(Hobbet Scott). Ver. 22. "He meaneth they
had no color of plea, nothing to pretend by way

—

—

—

—

of excuse." (Saundebson). Ver. 24. Without
effort, by a mere word, He showed that all creation was obedient to His will , from Him, as
from an inexhaustible fountain, flowed forth
boa ling virtue equal to the needs of all. Chap,
xvi. ver 7. What must be the value of that great
blessing which was given to them, which is given
to us, to ^compensate for the loss of His visible
presence! Ver. 8. " He shall so bring home to
the world its own sin f My perfect righteousness,
God's coming judgment* shall so convince it of
these, that it shall be obliged itself to acknowledge them." (Trench). Ver. 9.
Under one
great head of unbelief the guilt of the world is
git her ed up and comprised; unbelief is therefore
a sin of the heart, not a mere error of the understanding: a fault not a misfortune. Ver. 15. "Our
God is One, or rather very Oneness, and mere
Unity, having nothing but. itself in itself, and not

—

—

—

—

consisting (as all things do beside God) of many
things.
In which essential Unity of God, a
Trinity personal nevertheless subsisteth, after a
manner far exceeding the possibility of man's
conceit. The works which outwardly are of God,
they are of such sort in Him being One, that
each Person (in the Divine Unity) hath in them
somewhat peculiar and proper. For being Three,
and they all subsisting in the essenco of One
Doity , from the Father, by the Son, through the
Spirit, all things are.
That which the Son doth
hear of the Father, and which the Spirit doth
receive of the Father and the Son, the same we
have at the hands of the Spirit as being the last,
and therefore the nearest unto us in order, although in power the same with the second and
the first." (Hookrb.)
[From Stikb: Chap, xv., vers. 1-6. Our Lord's
language in reference to the Vine and its branches
in connected by a three-fold foundation with the

whole system of the sacred language of figures
1. Nature in itself; 2. The prophetic phraseology
which interprets nature; 8. The recently instituted Supper.
"Since God was constrained to
give His vineyard up to ruin, He separated for
Himself this Vine, and designed it to be a beginning from which a great increase should take
its rise." (Luthabdt).
Bread and wine are correlated as the flesh and blood in man's personality ; hence Christ is the bread of \ife,4Ju corn
of wheat in the general, inasmuch aa from His
body and life the Church is nourished, but as He
gives His life to death for that purpose, and ia
His blood makes us especially partakers thereof,

—

—

He

is also the Vine.
The juice of the grape, the
juice of stem and branches generally which is
to bo glorified, as it were, into a spirituous
energy, is, according to the profound phraseology of Scripture, the blood and life of the
noble plant.
[This "has its classical analogies in the alfja fiorpbuv of Ach. Tatius, the sanguis terrse of Pliny, the rivarum frigidus sanguis of
Cassiodorus."]
Ver. 1. The true Vine: The
Vine in nature is only a figure and symbol pointing to Me.
Vers. 1, 2. He explains that all the
sufferings which both He and they should encounter are no other than (the manifestation of)
the diligent care and watchfulness which a vinedresser bestows upon the vine and its branches.
Vers. 1, 2. They are. 44 Christians" (branches)
who have the Word and Sacraments, but receive
them in vain ; and to these the preacher should
earnestly apply this saying! They are indeed
planted in the vineyard like that fig-tree, Lake
xiii. 6
even grafted for a beginning into the
Vine.
The fruit which the Vine-dresser desires
La, in its general principle, only the consummation and ripening of our own regeneration; as
the cluster, so to speak, is the glorified form and
manifestation of the virtue of the branch. Every
thing here goes strangely against appearances!
An inexperienced person might say. For what
purpose is this crooked and unsightly tree in
this beautiful garden ?
[And why] the unpitying cutting away of so many shoots seemingly so
green and healthy?
branch that hearth
fruit, He purgeth, etc. : Purging is applied without respect of person, sparing none, according
to the vine-dressing rule which aims at fruit, and
the utmost possible fruit. Ver. 3. " That which
is clean bears fruit; that which bears fruit becomes also (more) clean." (Hillbb). All the
cultivation and care of disciplining grace is eftcient only on the condition of our receiving and
faithfully keeping His word; Christ, the Vine, at
once begins by His word to cleanse, and thus is
Himself the Vine-dresser. Vers. 4, 6. On Me
has become in Me inasmuoh as the connection of
the shoots with the stem is no mere joining cm,
but there is a participation of the same juice
flowing from one into the other.
So act by year
abiding thai 1, as I gladly would, may abide in
you.
Without our abiding in Him, there is no
abiding of the Lord in us; as without our receiving. Him there is no such ooming as ends in
His indwelling. " The question here is not of
external doing, and general influence upon men,
but of the holy power to cave ourselves aad
others, through deliverance from sin and death."
(Schmibdxb). Loaves and sour grapes are not
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fruit.
of apostasy and refection" (Zbllkb) 1. The solitary ground (apostasy), if a man abideth not in
Me; 2. the five stages of judgment, the accomplishment of which begins in time, is fulfilled in
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more reverently call Him only their Lord
The love between us began with
Me and not with you. Ordained (i&yica) you, etc.
The branches beoome elevated, as it were, themselves into new vines of the second degree, since
the Lord sets them to bear fruit.
" He who is

all

the

and

their God.

—

—

eternity (1) casting forth (the appearance of
continuing), (2) withering (the appearance of united with Christ, obtains thereby the true indelife departed), (3) gathering, (4) oasting into the pendence, and stands before God as a personality
Concerning the damned the pervaded by Christ." (Fikensohbb). I have
fire, (5) burning.
present (icaierai) may always be used ; they burn, planted and appointed you that ye should bring
or feed the fire. Ver. 7. Only those who wil- forth fruit, that is, that ye should secure fruit by
fully forsake Me can ever thus burn ; only apart your effectual prayer.
Ver. 17. By all these
from Me ye oan do nothing and fall to ruin, In My discourses and commandments I would speMe ye can do all things! If His words remain cially point you to that one (commandment) which
in us, His prayer pre-eminently remains in us.— I would confirm in your hearts, that ye love one
Ver. 8. " This means not only that our works another! Vers. 17, 18. There is need that ye
appear in the world honorable as good fruit, but should be all the more closely united in
love,
that they are carried up to heaven and offered for the world hateth you. Ver. 18. The most
to God, so that He accepts them as His especial conscientious and tender Christian is the roost
honor and highest service" (Luther). Those likely to fall into the temptation of seeking the
may take courage whose light the people will not cause of the world's hatred solely in himself, of
regard.
" Therein, that ye bring forth much fruit, thinking that if he were perfect in goodness,
is My Father glorified, and / shall have in you
love, humility, and meekness, the evil of the
genuine disciples who will do Me honor." (Kling.) world must needs be overcome; and this might
Vers. 9, 10. The common life, which from the load to a false compliance: Against such trouble
vine-stock pervades the branches and produces and temptation the Lord arms us beforehand:
their precious clusters, is love. Love is the first 44 If the most holy love upon earth found no better
root-prinoiple in God, the first living germ in us; return, if He did not succeed, if Ho could not in
and perfect love, as God loves, is also the last ripe His wisdom avoid hatred when it arose against
fruit.
We can think of nothing beyond this, Him, all the more fiercely as His pure love more
nothing greater to be promised than that the brightly beamed upon it how could we hopo allove, in which the Father and the Son through
together to escape this hatred? or do wo vainly
the Spirit are eternally one, shall be poured out imagine that we oan surpass the love and pruAll love, like all righteousness, is dence of our Lord? " (Dietz.).
also in us.
The world canlivingly imputed, communicated, and implanted not love you, it must hate you as it hates Me!
in us at once, from the Father through Christ.
Ver. 19. This world would not indeed love you
In Christ the eternal love of the Father appears (for it cannot truly love at all!)— but its own in
as the sole, abiding, impulsive principle of all you.
"Although worldly men often quarrel
His life and suffering, of all His acts and of all fiercely, which is one of tho characterise ics of
His love. Ver. 11. My joy is pre-eminently the corrupt nature, Tit. iii. 3, yet these enmities are
joy which He Himself has, but then immedi- only about particular conflicting interests: in the
ately the words might remain in you makes it the great essentials there is always a perfect accord among
joy which He gives. Your joy is by no means them.* 1 (Lampb). Th«/has a twofold emphasis:
only their joy, *joy in Him and in His work,' but as to the world, its hatred is reduced to hatred
the gladness in God which flowed from Him into against Himself; as to the disciples it is impressed
them.
Vera. 12, 13. Our Lord graciously con- upon them that He alone is the origin of their
descends bo deeply to a comparison with our hu- new life.
Therefore, etc. The hatred of the
man relations, that He, as it were, leaves out of world becomes to us a precious vole (sign) that
sight for a time the all-embracing, and in the we are His not indeed the first and only mark
solitary sense atoning, character of His death.
as the second note it neither begins our test nor
"The Lord does not speak (primarily) of the re- must we seek it or wish it; but if, alas, it indeeming design of His death, but of that point cessantly comes, then it is time to comfort ourin great love which we may recognize and imi- selves in the reflection that the love of the world
tate." (Richter).
Jesus calls even sinners and would be a sad condemnation ; Luke vi. 2G
enemies, whom He desires to save, His friends, Gal. i. 10; Jas. iv. 4, c/c— Ver. 20. The consoinasmuch and because He is first their friend. lation has an undertone of demand, that they
•* The love wherewith, according
to St. Paul, He should rejoice and feel themselves honored iu
dieth for sinners, is at the same time the love being counted worthy to suffer as He suffered.
whereby, according to St. John, He maketh the 44 It belongs to the perfection of a disciple, who
disciples His friends.
He dies for sinners only would be as his Master, that he should encounter
because in the fulness of His love He regards the hatred of the world." (Braune). The genethem as friends." (Lubckb). Ver. 15. The proof ral tolerance of a tolerant world is always gratof the relation of friendship is that open, confi- ing the limits of its liberality ; when the / have
dential, unrestrained communion, the typical exchosen you out of the world is obtruded upon
pressions of which are found in Abraham's them in all its earnestness, then begins their exease, Gen. xviii. 17— that of Moses, Ex. xxxiii. clusion, their ban, their rage.
If they have kept,
11—of the pious generally, Ps. xxv. 14; Prov. etc. Let not their hatred oause you to keep back
iii. 32, etc.
Ver. 16. Though the Lord en Us us this word ; and also. Oppose the world with your
friends, this does not imply an equality ; He calls word alone, do nothing more, for the rest suffer
His followers afterwards even brethren, but they patiently as I have suffered. Ver. 21. This sin
life
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is practical, persevering, opposing unbelief
Ver. 22. " Ignorance would be otherwise an excuse " but here it is in the fullest sense inexSin enough they hare ; but all their sin
cusable.
would hare been forgiven and taken away through
Ver.
Christ, if they had received Him in faith.
23. One of the many consequences that result
from the unity of the Father and the Son ; he
that seeth Me, seeth he that believeth in Me,
believeth in he that loveth Me, loveth he that
hateth Me, hateth —the Father!
He that can hate
Jesus, the manifestation of God in the flesh, must
bear in himself hatred to God. Ver. 24. * My
works, Me, and the Father, in them to see and yet
to hate; these two irreconcilables are reconciled
by a God-hating world*" (Lukckb.) Ver. 25. The
last solace for the hatred to ChriBt which the
God-hating world exhibits, lies in the counsel of
the divine wisdom which foretold all this. " In
"
sin there is neither reason nor righteousness
(Biblenb. Bidkl). " Hatred without cause is
worse than idolatry or blood-guiltiness." (Talm.
Joma.)—Vers. 26, 27. While the Spirit previously testifies of Christ to the disciples themselves, and then through them to the world, He
becomes at the same time a Counsellor, Helper,
Intercessor, Representative, for the disciples.
How will He testify and what f He will not immediately (by any personal manifestation as the
Son) bear witness, but tn and through you: further, He will testify that which ye have already
seen in Me, that which ye have already heard of
Me nothing besides, essentially different or
new. Then shall ye actually bear witness; and
more, then will your testimony be the testimony of the Spirit, who will make you infallible
Not a speculative
in this vocation and function.
idea, but a historical fact, is the ground- work of
the world' 8 salvation. We (of tho present day)
first livingly experience and receive, through
the New Testament Scriptures, the life, deeds,
and sayings of our Lord, as eye and ear witnesses of the second degree ; then we also wail
humbly for power from on high ; and then it is
our obligation and right to testify with power
and success what we have seen and heard in hisChap,
torical conviction and living experience.
xvi. vers. 1, 2. It has been said that excommunication is a greater evil than bodily persecution,
vet the Lord does not here so regard (present) it
he who is strong in the truth may suffer that truth
to bo called a he without being much aggrieved;
but to our weakness, and our unsinful natural
love of life, the death of martyrdom must ever
be the crown of patience and endurance.
that unhappy thinking, into which the hatred of
unbelief may be blinded and hardened, while it
seeks to justify itself before God! Ver. 3.
Even the true Church should and must cast out,
for tho sake of truth and love ; but it belongs to
the false synagogue to treat those differing in
faith with hatred which reaches unto persecution,
and putting to death as %arpeia. It becomes us
to mourn over our blind persecutors, and, like
Stephen, to continue the Lord's own intercession
Ver. 5.
for those who know not what they do.
We should never be too idle or too sorrowful to
investigate and inquire from the impulse of faith
and love, and with an eager desire for saving
knowledge. Ver. 6. The same disciples after-
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wards, when the risen Lord ascended to heaven,
returned to Jerusalem with great joy, without
any sorrow for the separation (Luke xxiv. 62).
•• Under this gentle rebuke
there lies a tacit consolation.
While He accuses their negligence in
not putting the question, Whither goest Thou, He
gives them their own excuse, that their omission
was due to exoess of sorrow." (Lampe.) " The
Lord knoweth our frame, and of what stuff we are
made. And of this we can remind Him, Heb.
iv. 15." (Bbrlenb. Bibel.)
Ver. 7. In precise
opposition to the disciples' view, that to Him, the
pure and holy One, death would be no suffering or
ruin, but their irreparable loss, the Lord points,
in silent contrast, to the fact that to Him the
departure to the Father through the death of a
sinner, for sin's sake, would indeed be very
bitter (ch. xii. 27)-— but all the more does He
turn it into an it is expedient for you. Thus speaks
the love that looks not at its own. The primary
thought which, in the analogy of human relations
generally, finds here its grandest application, is
that only after the withdrawal of the sensible
presence of a teaoher and master, his abiding
and influential spirit is truly set free and penetrates our being.
"Before He went away, (the
Christ after the flesh), the Christ after the Spirit
could not come. When the former vanished, the
latter appeared." (Dbaeseke.)
In all fellowship
with the sufferings of Christ, which might seem
to us to be His going away from us, the Comforter repeats to us His prototypic word of consolation
// is expedient for you !
Ver. 8. •* The
Apostles were to convince the unbelieving and
hating world, maintain their right against it, and
conquer it by the truth they testified." ((Etingeb.)
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sentiment, so often misunderstood ana
perverted, that the world's history is the world's
judgment, has its truth in this working and
judging of the Spirit, this final preparation for
the judgment to be revealed, which, again, must
tarry for its consummation until that personal
oppea ranee of the Son to which the Spirit points
the Church.—" The reproof, that is, the bringing
to view of our own unrighteousness, could not
be without a gracious revelation and offer of the
true righteousness; even the judgment is exhibited before the world only in order, tchere possible, to turn its thought to Him, who frees all who
believe from condemnation. (Schleiermacheb.)
reproving office necessarily precedes the
comforting.
The Paraclete does not, properly

—The

speaking, perform " a strange work, before He
to His own work, that of comforting, and
preaching grace." (Lutheb.) In the three great
words dftapria, tiiKaioovvn, Kpioie, the Lord names
the three all-embracing, essential elements of
truth and its whole procedure. Not until the
Holy Ghost has explained these words, does the
world know what sin, righteousness and judgment
are.
The production of an experimental and
perfect knowledge of these three words is the
office of the Spirit alone, and that as Spirit,
by
the modiation, indeed, of the word and the work,
yet only so far as these are made inwardly efficient in the heart and conscience.
Ver. 9. The
on gives us the thing signified in sin, righteousness,
judgment, tells us what kind of sin, righteousness
and decision of judgment, He means. The Lord
means first specifically the sin of unbelief. This
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CHAPS. XV. 1-27.—XVL
is no mere error, but the foundation and crown,
the fruit and kernel, the true essential substance
of all sin of the evil will.—" The Holy Ghost
reproves the world of lying when it pretends
that its unbelief is honest doubt, etc." (Riohteb's
The reproof of unbelief is at once
Hausbibel).
a proffer of faith (and) an offer of all strength
and grace requisite in order to it. Ver. 10.
•« The Holy Ghost convinces the world of righteousness : partly, that it must necessarily have a
righteousness; partly, that it cannot find that
righteousness in itself; partly, that it should
seek such righteousness in Christ." (Rieger.)
The vrtayetv denotes here, as in ver. 7, a minisThe not
tering, obtaining, redeeming departure.
using must refer to faith in the Invisible. The
righteousness of Christ, to be laid hold of in faith,
is thus arrayed against the sin of unbelief.
Ver. 11. Even the Holy Ghost (who was to do
away with all accommodations and strip off all
Jewish embellishments of the truth) does not
put an end to the teaching concerning a Devil,
but rather begins it anew. The great cause is
lost by the enemy of God, the author of all sin
and unrighteousness, the blinder of men's minds
into unbelief of a Saviour ; and it is won for the
world, in which he has no longer either power
or right The future judgment to which the
world is proceeding, under the deciding testimony of the Spirit, is founded on the judgment
which has been already accomplished through the
departure of Jesus, and which is presented to the
minds of men by the Holy Ghost. The Spirit's
llzyx<K separates mankind into two classes, each
consisting of three sorts of men. Among those
who accept this lleyxoc, we distinguish the penitent who acknowledge their sin, the believing who
are justified in Christ, the holy who are perfectly
delivered from Satan's power in the full accomplishment of their sanctification. Among those
who persistently oppose, there are the abiding
Satan is either
sinners, unbelievers, condemned.
condemned to our advantage if we lay hold
on righteousness, or we remain with him in
condemnation if wo continue as the world
Will ye then be, and be forever, the
in sin.
Devil's? Will ye be condemned with him?
The three-fold office of the Holy Ghost has a
corresponsive reference to the prophetical, high?riestly, and judicial offices of Christ.
Ver. 12.
e cannot bear it, is a more gracious and stronger
expression than if He had said, Ye cannot receive
The Lord considers the weakness of their
it.
further development and
oppressed minds.
exposition of these great things would have
altogether weighed them down, without the understanding which the Spirit should first bring.
Prematurely to pour out to people the whole
truth, is not only useless, but it is also positively
Ver. 13. The living teaching of the
hurtful.
Spirit is a guidance and leading into truth, in
more senses than one. First, because it must
assuredly presuppose, bring with it, require, a
constantly corresponding practical obedience,
hence bringing no more to the inner and true
understanding than the life is ripe for and fully
"The Spirit will lead,
willing to be guided by.
the Christian must therefore walk with Him."
(B&aunb). Then, secondly, the Spirit gives,
as we see in the oase of the Apostles, His solu-
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1-16.

tions and explanations according to the need and
the occasion (Matt. x. 19, 20)—just as in part at
least the laws of Moses were given according to

the emergencies which required them. " In the
activity of his vocation a man attains the region of truth," says Bbaune. Thus, while the
leading into of itself indicates a gradualness, in
opposition to the mechanical and childish notion
that the Apostles at one bound were established
in all truth on the day of Pentecost, we have to
seek the reason and the measure of this gradualness, both externally and internally; partly, in
the internal ripening and progress of the Apostles themselves in their own sanctification, with
which their knowledge keeps pace and partly
in the stages of the way in which their vocation
as witnesses led them through the world.
" If
tho Holy Ghost may not speak of Himself, and
out of Himself
Preacher ! how canst thou
draw thy preaching out of thyself, out of thine
head (or even heart) ?" (Gossnbb.) Let nothing
of thy preaching and testimony come from thine

—
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—

own mere impulse and will to know and to teach,
before the Spirit hath taught and impelled thee
Ver. 14. The glorification of Jesus Christ will
be consummated before His disciples and in
them, only by the Holy Ghost. He shall glorify
Me in this the Lord names the inmost centre of
the whole truth, around which the periphery of
its manifold development revolves; as also the
most decisive test for every spirit of lying.
" What preaches Jesus, and leads to faith in Him,
is of the Holy Ghost.
For as the Son Bpeaketh
of the Father and glorifieth the Father, even so
speaketh the Holy Ghost of tho Son and glorifieth
the Son."
(Luther). "The full harmonious
close of all the words of Jesus is Spirit; the
testimony of Jesus is the kernel end spirit of all
the prophets." (GStingeb.) The Holy Ghost testhis is tho beginning
tifies of Jesus (ch. xv. 26)
of His office in the world ; He glorifies Jesus
that is the goal and end of His office in believers.
The glorification of Christ before us must coincide with the appropriating establishment/^ His
image in us. There is no other receiving of this
glorifying light, no other living growing and becoming perfect in it than that which takes place
according to 2 Cor. iii. 17, 18. Ver. 16. The
honor of the Father could not be left without its
positive expression; we have found this pervading all these farewell discourses, but the
Trinitarian expression and winding up of all
culminates in this passage. Thus, there is
opened to us a glimpse into the living blessed
bond of love in receiving and giving in the eternal ground of the triune essence of the Godhead.
" This is the circle ; round and complete ; all
Three, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost in one eternal Divine nature: thus the Holy Ghost is
Himself true God, without any difference, only
that He hath it both from the Father and the
Son." (LuTHBtt).
[From Barnes: Chap. xv. 1. Christ really and
truly gives what is emblematically represented by
a vine. A vine yields proper juice and nourishment to all the branches, whether these be large
or small. Ver. 2. Every branch in Me ; Every
one that is a true follower -of Me that is united
and that truly derives grace and
to Me by faith
strength from Me, as the branch does from the
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It is a union of friendship, of lore, and
of dependence ; a union of weakness with
strength ; of imperfection with perfection ; of
a dying nature with a living Saviour ; of a lost
sinner with an unchanging Friend and Redeemer.
It is the most tender and interesting of all relations ; but not more mysterious or more physical
than the union of parent and child, of husband
and wife (Eph. v. 23), or friend and friend.
He taketh away : The Tine-dresser cuts it off
God removes suoh in various ways : 1. By the
discipline of the church ; 2. By suffering them
to fall into temptation; 3. By persecution and
tribulation, by the deceitfulness of riches, and
by the cares of the world. (Matt. xiii. 21, 22),
by suffering the man to be placed in such circumstances as Judas, Achan, and Ananias were
such as to show what they were to bring their
characters fairly out, and to let it be seen that
they had no true love to God ; 4. By death.
To bear fruit is to show by our lives that we are
under the influence of the religion of Christ
and that that religion produces in us its appropriate effects.
Ver. 4. Live a life of dependence
on Me, and obey My doctrines, imitate My ex-.
ample, ond constantly exercise faith in Mo.
Ver. 6. We see heuce, 1. That to Christ is due
all the praise for all the good works the Christian performs ; 2. That they will perform good
works just in proportion as they feel their dependence on Him, and look to Him ; 8. That the
reason why others fail of being holy is because
they are unwilling to look to Him and seek grace
and strength from Him who alone is able to give
it.
Ver. 8. Bear much fruit: Abound in good
works; be faithful, zealous, humble, devoted,
always abounding in the works of the Lord.
This honors God, 1. Because it shows the excellence of His law which requires it ; 2. Because
it shows the power of His gospel, and His grace
that can overcome the evil propensities of the
heart, and produce it ; 3. Because the Christian
is restored to the divine image, and it shows how
excellent is the character after which they are
formed. The Saviour says those who bear much
No one
fruit are they who are His disciples.
should take comfort in the belief that he is a
Christian who does not aim to do much good.
Ver. 9. So have I loved you : Not to the same
degree, but with the same kind of love—deep,

Tine.
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;
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tender, unchanging; love prompting to self-deniand sacrifices to secure their welfare.

als, toils,

A strong
love, 1.

why we should continue in His
Because the love which He shows for us
reason

is unohanging; 2. It is the love of our best
Friend love whose strength was expressed by
toils, and groans, and blood ; 3. As He is unchanging in the character and strength of His
thus only can we
affection, so should we be
properly express our gratitude, thus* only show
that we are His true friends; 4. Our happiness
here, and for ever, depends altogether on our
continuing in the love of Christ.—Ver. 16. Bring
forth fruit : This is the great end for which ChrisYour fruit should remain : This
tians are chosen.
probably means, 1. That the effect of their labors
2. That their
fchould be permanent on mankind
He that expects or
labor should be unremitted.
desires to grow weary and cease to serve Christ,
has never yet put on the Christian armor, or

—
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—

known anything

of the grace of God. Ver. 19.
If ye were of the world: If you were actuated by
the principles of the world if, like them, you
were vain, sensual, given to pleasure, wealth,
ambition, they would not oppose you. Ver. 22.
We may understand ibis as teaching, 1. That
they would not have been guilty of this kind of
sin ; 2. They would not have been guilty of the
same degree jot sin. Chap. xvi. ver. 1. Learn, 1.
That if Christians were left to themselves, they

—

—

—

would fall away and perish 2. That God affords
means and helps beforehand to keep them in the
path of duty 8. That the instructions of the
Bible and the help of the Holy Spirit, are all
4. That
granted to keep them from apostasy
Jesus, beforehand, secured the fidelity, and made
;

;

;

certain the continuance in faith, of His apostles
ail their dangers, and knowing all their
enemies ; and, in like manner, we should be
persuaded that " He is able to keep that which
we commit to Him against that day." 2 Tim. i.
12.
Ver. 7. It is expedient for you, etc.; 1. By
His departure, His death, and ascension by
having these great facts before their eyes they
would be led by the Holy Spirit to see more
clearly the design of His coming than they would
by His presence; 2. While on the earth the Lord
J e8 us oould be bodily present but in one place
at one time ; 8. It was an evident arrangement
in the great plan of redemption, that each of the
Persons of the Trinity should perform a part ; 4.
It was to be expected that far more signal success
would attend the preaching of the gospel when
the atonement was actually made, than before.
Vers. 8-11.
Here is presented a condensed and
most striking view of the work of the Holy

—seeing

—

—
—

Spirit.

[From Owen: Chap. xv. 6. There is no true
branch of the Vine that does not bear some fruit.
Those who have no living connection with
Christ, represented by abiding in Him, are to be
cut off eventually even from the outward and
visible connection with His body, and cast forth.
Ver. 7. The word of Christ is His own presence where that dwells and forms the rule of
conduct, He dwells
Ye shall ask what ye will,
etc.
This is not a promise, as some absurdly
suppose, that every request made by Christ's
disciples shall be granted; but that such petitions as result from His indwelling word, and
are therefore in accordance with the mind of the
Ver. 8.
Spirit, shall be heard and answered.
We should be cautious not to refer the bearing
of fruit to the external results only which crown
a life of activity in the servico of Christ; the
main reference is to the growth of grace in the
soul, the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. v. 22, 23).—
So shall ye be, etc. The condition of discipleship
Ver. 9. The connection
in the school of Christ
between Christ and His followers is one of love,
having the same characteristics as that which
Ver. 10.
subsists between the Father and Son.
Not only is obedience the proof of true discipleship, but it is here declared to be the very means
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Ver.
of indissolubly uniting the soul to Christ.
16. The verb rendered have chosen, literally sigto choose out for one's self, i. c for one's
use, or in accordance with one's own pleasure; hence it signifies a choice with the idea of
Ye have not chosen Me:
favor, approval and love.

nifies,
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CHAP. XVI.

No

one ever chooses Jesus in this evangelical
sense of the word, until inclined thereto by the
sovereign purpose and grace of Qod through Jesus Christ. Should go and bring forth fruit: A
picturesque expression denoting living energy and
activity, a going forth under a profound sense of
responsibility ; and an addressing of one's self
with all one's powers to the service assigned one.
Ver. 19. It is only in opposition to truth, and
in hatred to the followers of Jesus, that the men
of the world are united, and it is in reference to
this hatred to everything that is good, that the
world is said to love its own. Ver. 24. Miracles
must be connected with a holy life and true
words, to have any power and significancy (as
being from Qod). Ver. 26. Comforting is an im-
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16^27.

portant function of the Spirit's office, though it
constitutes but a small portion of His work as
the Helper and Guardian of the Baints on earth.
The preposition in from the Father implies that
the original abode of the Spirit was with God.

—

xvi. 1. Offended, "Hindered by stumblingblocks such as are mentioned in the next verse."
(Chosby.) Ver. 10. "The world's only possible
righteousness is in the grasping of the unseen
and asceuded Christ, and they will be convinced
of thai by God's Spirit either to salvation or damVer. 14. He shall glorify Me,
nation." (Cbosby.)
announces the great object of the Spirit's mission ; as all that He reveals has reference to
Christ, so in the fulness and clearness of His revelation is Christ glorified, 2 Cor. iv. 6.]

Chap.

—

—

IV.

HIOHBB UiaON OF TUB FARTHER AND THB HITHER WORLD AT THE NEW TESTAMENT EASTER AND PENTECOST. GLORIFICATION OF CHRI8T THROUGH THE HOLY GHOST AND OF THE FATHER THROUGH
CHRIST. THE GOING AND COMING AGAIN OF THB LORD. THE CHURCH'S WATCHWORD A LITTLE
WHILE. SYMBOLISM 07 SORROW, OF NATAL PANGS AND JOYS. OOOD-FRIDAY GRIEF AND EASTER
JOY IN THE LIFE OF THE LORD AND THB LIFE OF THB CHURCH.
:

Chap. XVI. 16-27.
(Pericope for Jubilate Sunday, vers. 16-23

16

A little while, and ye shall not see me
pstri

17 I go

fis']

:

and again, a

to the Father.*

Rogate, vers. 28-30).

[and ye no longer1 behold me, o»Wn

$eu>-

shall [will] see me [otf'strfti /is], because
[Therefore] said some of his disciples among themselves

little

Then

;

while,

and ye

one another, npd<; aXAJXous], What is this that he saith unto us, A little while,
and ye shall not see me [behold me not] and again, a little while, and ye shall
They said therefore, What is
[will] see me: and, Because I go to the Father?
little while ? we cannot tell what he saith [we know not what
this that he saith,
he is speaking of, oux otda/isv t( XaAst'}* Now 4 Jesus knew that they were desirous
to ask him, and said unto them, Do ye inquire among yourselves of [Do ye inquire
little
of this among yourselves, xspi toutou C^refre /xer' dXAjjXwv Stc] that I said,
while, and ye shall not see me [and ye behold me not], and again, a little while,
and ye shall [will] see me ? Verily, verily, I say unto you, That ye shall [will]
weep and lament, but the world shall [will] rejoice; and {omit and] 5 ye shall [will]
be sorrowful, but your sorrow shall [will] be turned into joy. A woman when she
but as soon as she is delivered
is in travail hath sorrow, because her hour is come
of the child, she remembereth no more the anguish, for joy that a man is born into
6
the world. And ye now therefore [So ye also now] have sorrow but I will [shall]
see you again, and your heart shall [will] rejoice, and your joy no man [no one]
taketh [will take, apstf] from you. And in that day ye shall [will] ask me noVerily, verily, I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in my
thing.
name [If ye will ask the Father anything],8 he will give it you [in my name].
Hitherto have ye [ye have] asked nothing in my name ask, and ye shall [will]
receive, that your joy may be [made] full.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
[to

:

18

A

19

A

20
21

:

22
23

24

:

:

**

These things have I spoken unto you in proverbs [parables, xapat'xiaiq but* the
time cometh [the hour is coming] when I shall no more speak unto you in proverbs
[parables], but I shall show [tell] you plainly of [concerning, about] the Father.
26 At [In] that day ye shall [will] ask in my name and I say not unto you [I do not
27 tell you]* that I will [shall] pray the Father for you For the Father himself loveth
you, because ye have loved me, and have believed that I came out [forth] from
God [from tie Father].10

25

:

:

:
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 16.—(The text. rec. reads ov, not; bat ov*4n, no longer. Is supported by K. B. D. L-Oris^, Yalt:., 8rr^ cfe, and
adopted by Lachmann, Tischend. (e«l. viii., against ov of his former edd.), TregeHes, Alford, Wostoott wad Hart, fangs
follows it, and says, in opposition to Moyer, who considers ov*fri an interpretation from tot. 10 and xiy. 19, that it
better with the contrast betwot* n 0«wocirc and 6^«otf«.— P. S.J
» Ver. IS.—{The words dn («y») va-ayw wpb* top varcpa In the recelTed text are supported by A. and retained by Lacbmann and Lange (who accounts for their omission on the ground of their seeming inconsistency with o^tvttf m*)» bat they
are wanting In K- B. D. L., Orig., dcn and dropped by Tischend^ Alford, Treg., Westc and H. It looks as if they ware inserted to suit Ter. 17.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 18.—[On minor differences of reading In rers. 17 and 18 tee Alf. and Tischend. ed. riii.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 19.—[Lange with Lachm. retains ©tV (after iyvm) which is backed by A. and suits the Jouanneon style, bat Tregelles, Alf., Tischend., W. and II. omit it in accordance with K. B. D. L.— P. S.J
* Ver. 20.—[64, but, before Avnj0ij<r«r0« is omitted by Lange in accordance with §t* B. D. L^ Tischend. (ed. TiiL, against
his former edd.), Alf., etc It marks a contrast which has already been presented. P. 8.1
* Ver. 22.—[cxctc is supported by K.+ B. C., dc, and adopted by Lange, Trecelles, Alf., Tischend., Wcstcott and H.; the
future f(er«, which Lachmann prefers with A. D. L. and K.*. seems conformed to the fut. in vor. aO. Mayer, on the contrary, thinks that «x«rc is conformed to f*«i in ver. 21 and to *vr. P. 8.
'

i

—

—

friB

of the rec. oaa'&r. "The best authorities put iv r«j» bv&tiari jtov after oWet vp.lv,' not before (as the text, rec
the medium of all communication between the Father and the bolieTer.—P. 8.1
but, is omitted by Tischend. and Alford, but retained by Lange with Lachmann ou the authority of
A. C* D. lie claims also B., but B. as well as K„ according to Tischend. ed. Till., sustain the omission. P. 8.]
» Ver. 27.—[Tile text. rec. and Tischend ed. Till, road $*o» (from ch. xiti. 3) with fet .• A. C* etc, but «.«• B. C*
8yr.t dc, Lachm., Lange, Tregclles, Alford, Westcott and Uort givo the preference to varpo? .—P. 8.J
L., etc., instead

does).

Christ

* Ver.

is

25.—foAA*,

—

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[Olshausen states the connection thus: Before
the Spirit can fulfil His blessed work, a painful
is necessary.
But the pinpiv sugmoro natural connection The promised

separation
gests a

:

coming of the Comforter with His disclosures of
the whole truth, spoken of vers. 18-] 6, is near at
The Lord now speaks of His speedy
hand.
withdrawal with its joyful effect after a brief
season of mourning. The mode of expression is
purposely enigmatical, to stimulato the disciples.
Veopelre and b\\>e<r&e are not co-ordinate; the
former refers to the bodily, the latter chiefly,
though not exclusively, to the spiritual vision on
the day of Pentecost, which, however, goes on
to its final completion at the parousia.
Comp.

D.LI,

cies a perspective of continually unfolding fulfilments; the b^eude began to be fulfilled at the

resurrection of Christ, then received its mam
fulfilment at the day of Pentecost, and shall have
its final completion at the great return of the
Lord hereafter. P. S.] For I go
to
the Father. I go away, not to abide in SheoL
Because I go to the realm of life, I can also soon
manifest Myself again ; manifest Myself here and

—

thence,

—

—

—

away

and tin the future. After
shall continually be seeing

there

ye

a

little

Me

again
and seeing Mo more thoroughly than ye have
ever yet seen Me; ye shall view Me with the eyes
of the spirit and of living knowledge, because I
am with the Father in the kingdom of life, as
He that liveth. And thus, together with the resurrection, thero is embraoed the entire manifestation of Christ through future ages until His
coming; a manifestation whose principle is
ch. xiv. 19.— P. 8.]
Luthardt: In
Ver. 16.
little while.— The determina- contained in His resurrection.
tion of time is not the same as chap. xiv. 19. In the transient return of the Risen One they are
the latter passage the term is one reaching from to see a pledge of theParousia(an opinion which
the night of Maundy Thursday to Easter Day; Meyer groundlessiy combats). On the genuinein the present chapter the one little period is re- ness of the words: for I go, etc., see the Textcai
solved into two small or lesser ones (after a sacred Notes.
The first " little
divide et impera, we might say).
Ver. 17.
is this whereof
saith:
while" reaches to the death upon the cross; it a little while (rd pi k p<J*)?—The exciteamounts, therefore, to about one day ; the second ment and mutual questionings of the disciples in
extends from that death to the resurrection, and, regard to the mysterious saying of the Master,
hence, amounts again to one day.
ye are themselves of a somewhat mysterious nature.
[nal ovk£ti They passed by tho first fwepov, chap. xiv. 19,
will no more behold
deopeirl fie], According to Meyer, reference without stumbling. In the first place, the double
is not had to the resurrection in this place either, fiucpov seems to stagger them. Formerly He said:
but to the spiritual viewing of Christ in the "A little while, and the world will behold Mi no
To accord with this more; ye, however, will behold Me;*' now He
activity of the Paraclete.
view, the not seeing for a little while must like- says : "A little while, and ye will not behold Mi."
Better Tholuck: But He goes on to declare further: "and ogam
wise be merely spiritual.
With still more directness than in chap. xiv. 19, a little while, and ye will eee Me," u e. view Me in
our thoughts are led to Christ's resurrection, on a more glorious way. And as a reason for all
the ocoasion of whioh His disoiples did see II im this is assigned His going to the Father.—
no more. This seemed to denote
again.
[Ebrard, Hengstenberg, Ewald, Weiss behold
view
again ; and this
likewise refer btyeotie to the resurrection, but His death;
this seems inconsistent with ver. 23: "In that to be indicative of His glorious appearing to
day ye shall ask Me nothing," comp. with Acts judgment Should the first ensue, in what respect could the second be? or the second, then
i. 6, 7, where the disciples did ask the Lord concerning the time of the establishment of His wherefore the first? And, assuming the second,
kingdom. Alford assumes in all these prophe- how was it possible for them to view Him better

A

while,

—

—

He

What

—

Me

—And

—

Me

now

—

Now

Me
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CHAP. XVI.
than they had done before, if He went to the
Father? Thus, they hare a foreboding of the
greatest, the most mysterious changes, but the
greatest mystery of all to them is still that all
these things are to happen in a short space; here,
we must observe, they make their final stand, viz.,
at the stress borne by rb fwcpdv. And it is upon

16-27.
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ltvered or to give birth, she hath sorrow.
Not
alone physical pangs or throes, but likewise
mental pressure, solicitude and anguish. Her
hour [v tipa avrifc, her (appointed) time]. For
woman the fateful hour of tribulation. Bat
she is delivered of the -child [brav
6i yevvfjoy rb jraidiov not necessarily

—
—

when

—

accordance with the purpose of the Lord, masculine (pier), but indefinite]. The anguish
that the accent should now fall; it is here that is forgotten merged in the joy that a human
they should stand still. The pain of parting, just being is born into the world. This is the rappressed upon them by Him in its full greatness and turous thought of maternity.
The child is a
startling, trying power, must now be viewed by human being (avtipwirog), a mystery of personal,
them from the other side, as a suffering, sharp but infinite life. See Gen. iv. 1. Into the world
[on kyevvij&ij av&powoc eic. rbv k6cshort, no longer analogous to the agony of death,
in the natural world, but, rather, to the anguish pov~\. Not into the natural life only: into the
of travail, as a swift transition from the depths of Cosmos and for it; in order to the full developwoe to the heights of joy. As to how the apostles, ment and moulding of it In the Old Testament
and with them all Christians, have learned this also, the pangs of a travailing woman are used as a
saying, see the Doctrinal and Ethical Notes. symbol of that grief which is turned into joy, Is.
Jesus was aware.—See xxi. 8; xxvi. 17; xxxyii. 8; lxvi 7; Hos. xiii. 18.
Ver. 19.
Ver. 22. And ye now therefore have
ehap. vi. 61. It was His desire to lead them to
Explanation of the symbol, for the
this point; He now offers them an explanation, sorrow.
the magnitude and certainty of whioh are intro- immediate comprehension and need of the disciples.
Ye are like a travailing woman, in your
duced by a: verily, verily.
Ver. 20. Weep and lament [K^aioere sorrow; soon ye will also rejoice exceedingly.
Kal &pijvf]otTt ifteigl, The intensity of the At this Meyer stops, in antithesis to older and
anguish imminent upon them, vividly portrayed. more extended interpretations. Even Tholuck
The ye will is placed, in indication of their observes: "in the case of the disciples, the
great contrast to the world, immediately before subject of their sorrow did indeed turn into a
the words: The world will rejoioe [6 di subject for their joy ; their joy we may say
udofioc %apii<strai\, The weeping and la- was the recompense of their anguish; it was
menting has for its subject, together with the not, however, born of their anguish." Against
death of the Lord, the apparent downfall of the this view we will cite the remark of Liicko
hopes they had built upon the imminent king- 44 The death-hour of Jesus was for the disciples
dom of God and redemption of IsraeL ye will the natal hour of new life." Thus, not in the
be sorrowful [vuele Ati7rJ7##o*eo*#e], em- change of the subject alone did the joy lie, but in
phatically : plunged in sorrow.* The expression the change of their condition, as well ; only by
is partly characteristic of the depth of their de- tho death of their old view of the world and by
solation, partly introductory to the second anti- their fundamental renunoiation of it, their dying
thesis and, hence, descriptive of the measure of with Christ, did they become capable of underNot alone shall, for them, joy follow standing the import of His resurrection and of
their joy.
upon sadness; their joy shall grow out of their rejoicing over that resurrection as they should."
Prominence is given to this thought by Tholuck
sadness, sadness shall be ohanged into joy
consequently, the bottomless depth of their sor* also. And exegesis is justified, on this point*
row shall be the heavenly measure of their joy. in passing beyond the proximate application of
Their dying with Christ was the condition of the figure in accordance with tho practical needs
new life with Him. [Alford: eig x^oav 7 EV~ of the disciples aw that time. Most undoubtedly,
foerat, not merely ohanged for joy, but changed the death of Christ is, according to Apollinaris*
so that the very Chrysostom, Olshausen and others, the agonizing
into, so as itself to become
matter of grief shall become matter of joy ; as travail of humanity, from which labor the GodChrist's cross of shame has become the glory of Man issues, glorified, to the eternal joy of the
whole body of mankind.* De Wotte's remark
the Christian, Gal. vi. 14.—P. 3.]
Ver. 21. The [A] woman, when she lain 44 the living Christ is subjectively the offspring
travail [/} ywi) brav Tiicry, Xbirrjv $%ec ' Mark of the mental productivity of the disciples," is
this touching proof of the Saviour's sympathy
with suffering humanity and woman's deepest is generic bnt the use of tho article in Greek and in German
corresponds, in this casa, to its omission in English conip. o
trial (Gen. hi. 16).— P. S.]
The woman [r) fovAof, xv. 15.—
P. S.J
" Hence the proper import of the figure
yvvfj],
tfhis is the universal rule; hence the
• [Oishanscn
definite article. f When she is about to be de- seems to be, that the Death of Jesus Christ was as it were an
this, in

—

—

—

Now

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

:

* [Alford: M AwnjGijewSt goes deeper than the wailing
and weeping before and plainly shows that the whole does
not only refer to the grief while the Lord was in the tomb,
:

but to the grief continually manifesting itself in the course
and conflict of the Christian, which is turned Into Jot by the
adraneing work of the Spirit of Christ :—and, in the completfon of the sense, to the grief and widowhood of the
Church during her present state, which will be turned into
Joy at the coming of her Lord.'* David Brown : •• At the
same time the sorrow of the widowed Church in the absence
of her Lord in the heavens, and her transport at His personal
return are certainly here expressed."— P. 8.1
f [In the German, as in the Qreeklang^ the definite article

anguish of birth belonging to all Humanity («» schmerzvolUr
GtburUact dtr aanten Menschheit) In which the perfect man
was born into the world ; and In this very birth of tho now
man lies the spring of eternal Joy, never to be lost, for all, inasmuch as through Him and His power the renovation of the
whole is rendered possible.** Alford adopts tfrls view, and
applies the same to every Christian who Is planted in the
likeness of Christ.
His passing from sorrow to joy till
" Christ be formed In him/1 is this birth of pain. " And the
whole Church, the 8ponse of Christ—nay, even the whole
Creation, avv&rti, till the number of the elect be accomplished, and the eternal Joy brought In. And thns the meaning which Lnthardt insists on as against the above remarks
of Olshausen, vi*. the new birth of the Church, is in inner
truth the same as his."— P. 8.J

—
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open to misapprehension, for this reason, if for
none other, viz. that mental productivity is an
attribute of man, and not of woman. According
.

to Luthardt, the silbjeot treated of is the new
birth of the Church, her transition to a state of
glorification,

an occurrence simultaneous with

coming to the Church.* This view would
completely obliterate the words: a little while,
Christ's

as well as the reference to Christ, Upon this
however, we must insist: namely, that man
is perfectly born to the world only in his second, heavenly state of existence, in the resurrection, and that, inasmuch as this is conceded,
before the resurrection of Christ no human being had been fully born into the world, whilst
with Christ's resurrection, the birth of One Man
into the world did at once make manifest this
new world, and involve the co-geniture of the
new humanity for this new world (with Christ
dead, risen, transplanted into the heavenly exAnd thus, again, He was born of the
istence).
travail- pangs of the Theocracy, the whole of tho
old humanity in its higher tendency, its longing
for salvation ; these pangs truly centered in His
heart ; at the same time, however, they thrilled
through the members of believers and became
the mortal agony of their old view of the world.
(See Is. xxvi. 17; lxvi. 9; 1 Cor. xv. 47; Eev.
fact,

xii. 1.)

Tour

heart will rojoioo.

— Meyer

con-

siders this as relative to the communication of
the Paraclete, in opposition to tho just view of
most commentators, who assume it to have refethis your joy
rence to the resurrection.
will take from yon. It is the beno
ginning of the eternal life in the heavenly existence, in which heaven and earth are intrinsically united.

—

—And

man

And in that day ye wiU ask
Me.— This is the great, endless

Ver. 23.

nothing of

day, beginning in their souls with the beaming
of the Easter Day. The day when they shall sco
Christ personally again and gaze upon Him spiThis seeing again includes the fact
ritually.
that the living Christ is then born in the disciples (De Wette) ; but this, the subjective festalHess of the day is conditioned •pon the objective
dawn of the day of Christ The glory of this
festal day is depicted: 1. in tho assuranoe that
the disciples will ask the Lord nothing an intimation of the enlightenment of the Spirit ; 2.
that, in the Spirit of sonship, they shall acceptably pray in Jesus' name, with perfect certainty
of a hearing and of the reception of miraculous
power; 8. that, thus praying, they shall have an
entrance into the spiritual life of consummate
joy. The Lord explains the first promise by the
announcement that they shall at that time enjoy
unbounded spiritual intercourse with Him
whtyh condition of affairs existing, He will unreservedly reveal divine things to them. Tho second and third promises He explains by telling

—

w

;

* [Corap, Wordiworth in loe. (after Augustine) " In a
socondary and wider sense, the Church in this world i» the
woman in travail ; she is in travail with souls for the new
8he groans in the
btrth to grace and glory (Gal. It. 10).
pangs of parturition even till the great day of Regeneration,
the day of the glorious reappearing of Christ, and the general
resurrection and new birth to immortality (Bom. viii. 22).
Then humanity will cast off its grave-clothes, and be glorified for ever with Christ.**—P. SO
:

them that they shall experience the Father's love
in direct communion with Him.
floooe it is tho
day of full, heavenly communion with the trinne
Qod, the Holy Ghost, the Son and the Father.
Ask—inquire of— Me nothing.—Chry808 torn and others interpret ipurav as expressive
of requesting. According to Johannean usage
it might bear this meaning.
And we should be
forced thus to interpret it, if, from vers. 28-27,
there were presented but a succession of fresh
items in the promise. In that ease, this first
proposition would contain the general promise:
on that day ye shall have nothing more to desire, to request, but shall experience the fullest
content, for, first, ye shall have the hearing ef
your prayers granted you in My name, etc
But in ver. 25 the promise of ver. 23 owe ip*
rfaeTe, is, from the stand-point of the future,
further explained; similarly, vers. 26 and 27 art
explanatory of the promise of ver. 23: Whatsoever ye shall ask petition the Father for, ete
Accordingly, the meaning is: Ye shall in that
day ask inquire of Me nothing. That is, their
immature disciplehood and pupilage—that condition in which they were continually becoming
astonished or startled at something, and were
consequently led into many questionings (for instance chap. xiv. and chap. xvi. 17), failing,
however, to put the true and decisive question
(chap. xvi. 5) shall come to an end and be replaced by the higher condition of enlightenment.
The condition of enlightenment is a condition of
ever-living revelation revelation suited to all
the true needs of the intellectual spirit, 1 Jeha

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ii.

20.

Ver. 28. If

anything.
Hence,

ye wiU entreat the Father for

—Introduced

it is

by a verily, verily.
upon the following promise that the

principal weight lies. Christ divides their waati
into intellectual and practical ones, the need of
complete revelation and that of finished redemption ; in laying particular stress upon the latter,
He brings out the fact that the new life of

knowledge

is

conditioned by the

new

life of

prayer in the practical appropriation of salvation.
We consider the reading av n to be
established not only by the Codd. (see the Mote),
but also by the consideration that the principal
emphasis should here rest upon the filial tasocstion of the Father, a circumstance unconsidered
in Meyer's decision for b u&v after Cod. A.
He will give it yon in
name.—
Notice here the right reading.
P. 8.] See
i
ohn xiv. 26. Just as the name of Christ, as
the living view of His personal manifestation,
and the experience of His salvation, is the
medium of their prayer (a fact presupposed in
the invocation of God as the Father, namely, the
Father of Christ in the first instance), so a
hearing on the part of tho Father is allotted
them through the name of the Son, u «. the unfolding of the fulness of blessing, the divine
power in His manifestation, His salvation and

My

—

purpose.

The name of

Jesus, therefore,

is

not

" motive," but also the medium.
The clearer, objective radiance of Christ's
manifestation is the means by which God endows
believers with more abundant power of prayer
and more bountiful answers to it.
merely the

Ver. 24.

Hitherto ye have asked
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—

nothing. Not simply for the reason that they
lacked divine illumination (Meyer], or because
Christ Himself was not yet perfected: (Hofmann),
bat because they prayed, as yet, with the reservations of their old view of the world, their old
Messianic hope, not in that submission to the
Messianio name of Christ and to His work, to
which they shynld attain by means of the cross.
That your Joy may be made fall. See
ver. 22 and chap* xv. 11.
Glorious condition of the blessed spirit-life.
Also an ultimate end of the life of prayer (iva). Christ's
exhortation to prayer manifestly has for its aim
Pentecostal prayer for the Holy Spirit as the
Mediator of that joy which should be their porUnanimity of
tion in the unanimity of love.
prayer (Acts ii.) is the yearning of love. Unanimity in the Holy Ghost is the fulfilling of love,
and that is the experience of heaven upon earth.
Ver. 25. These things have I spoken
onto yon in parabolic discourses [kv
wapoifiiaic]. The course through which the
disciples, as unripe scholars, have hitherto been
passing, with Christ for their Teaoher, is here
brought to a conclusion; hence it is that He
contrasts the accommodative method which He
has hitherto employed, with the system of instruction that He intends pursuing in future.
The proximate reference of ravra is, we admit,
to the last discourse upon the saying, a little
while (ver. 17), and, in particular, to the parabolio word concerning the travailing woman.
But we must not (as docs Meyer) limit its application to tho abovo; the incorrectness of such
limitation is proved by the plural kv irapoiplatz,
itself (Tholuck).
Even tho reference of the word
to all those matters of which Christ has hitherto
been speaking, inclusive of His discourse con-

—

1

—

cerning the Viue (Luthardt), fails to do full
justice to this summary.
The moment of the
close of the Teachership till now exercised by
Christ in the circle of disciples, could not remain
without a designation of deep significance. Jesus
characterises the entire method which He has
hitherto pursued amongst the disciples, as a
speaking kv napotuig. If it was necessary that
He should speak much to the people in parables
or complete similitudes, whilst to the disciples
His deliverances were direct (Matt, xiii.), He
still had been compelled until now to speak to the
latter also

m

figurative expressions [seo

Notes on

chap. x. 6 and xv. 1, pp. 317 and 461].
Be it
observed in this connection that even the figureless saying remains a dark and simile-like conception to the unenlightened, while to the enlightened man the very concretest figuro is
illuminated by the idea of the Spirit (seo the
Revelation).*

Bat the hour cometh.—There

shall

be a

great hour in that great Easter-Sunday of re-

409
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—

newed meeting and of the Spirit, an hour when
the boundaries and wrappings of Christ's
teachership, His revelation, shall fall.
The
Lord

illustrates this

crete manner,
yers. 23

and

new

stand-point in a con-

by repeating the two promises

24.

Bat .... plainly—openly— without

con-

—

cealment with freedom of speech— free-spokenly
(irap facia).
As a substantive, izapprjaia is
sometimes subjective (perfect frankness), sometimes objective (perfect openness and freedom
from concealment); and, the one signification
being inconceivable without the other, it is, as a
general thing, susceptible of both interpretations at onoe.
These remarks are likewise applicable to the adverb in question, formed by
the Dative of the substantive. It means the
objective sense predominating
without re:
serve, with plainness, directness.
According as
Christ institutes a contrast between His whole
future speaking in the Spirit and His speaking
hitherto, it is assumable that He has in mind, in
the first instance, the last parabolio saying concerning the travailing woman, at the same time
intending, however, to characterize His whole
style of speech hitherto, and, in antithesis to that,
the new style in future employed by Him.
Ver. 26. In that day ye will ask.—
Present petitions. From the complete manifestation of Christ through the Spirit, a manifestation realized, for them, in their enlightenment,
there shall issue, as the product of the full

—

—

knowledge-life, the true prayer-life in the name
of Jesus. Worthy of note is the distinction:
ulrfjoeade, ipurfoo.
[Bengel: Cognitio parit orationem,
Lucke: "Tho more knowledge, the
more prayer in the name of Jesus." Alford:
" The approaching the Father through Him shall
be a characteristic of their higher state under
tho dispensation of the Spirit." P. S.]
I

—

do not say unto you.

—And

According to Aretius, Qrotius and others, this is an intimation to
the effect that Jesus will also pray for them: /
will not so much at mention that, etc.
According
to Lucke and others, on the other hand, it is declarative of the directness of prayer to the Father,
a directness removing the necessity for
intercession.* According to Meyer, this offers
no contradiction to chap. xiv. 16; xvii. 19, for

—

the reason that those passages treat of the intercessions of Christ previous to the time of the
But yet John had reoeived the ParaParaclete.
clete when he wrote 1 John ii. 1 (comp. Heb.
vii. 25; Rom. viii. 84), a fact to which Meyer
himself recurs later. The intercession of Christ
for believers anointed with the Spirit, has, however, a different character.
It is no longer a

mediation whereby immediateness must be effected, but one by which it is carried to perfection;
consequently, a mediation continually*
merged more and more in immediateness. His
intercession has reference then to the develop•

• [8a also Alford: vapotpfe, properly, a proverb .-—but implying generally in Scriptural and oriental usage something
dark and enigmatical; see especially Sir. vi. 35; Till. 8;
xxxix.S; zlrii. 17: *in ditto tedioribu*; Bengel. This to
true of the whole discourse—and of the discourses of the
Lord In general, as they most then hare seemed to them, before the Holy Spirit furnished the key to their meaning.
i remarks that all human speech to a wapotnia, only
aMe to hint at, not to express fully, the things of God ; and
that the Lord contrasts the use of this weak and ineuflcient
medium with the inward teaching of the Holy Spirit which
fs a real Imparting of the diTine nature and life.— P. 8.]

ment of reconciliation

into sanctification.* Also,
this is the sense of our passage: even though I
shall pray the Father for you, it will not be as

though the necessity were upon Me of procuring
you the favor of the Father, or the Spirit of son* [So also Alford : " Christ is setting in the strongest light
their reconciliation and access to the Father."—?. S.]
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ship; on the contrary, ye shall learn that the
Father Himself doth lore yea and communicate

ye have loved Me. "Because y* are ihej
(vftiic emphasised) who hare loved Me." Meyer.

Lore to Christ in faith in His name is the medium
Himself, the Father through which believers experience the Father's
"
without My inter- lore or the consolation of their sonship.—And
loveth you. /. e. not
cessory mediation " (Meyer), but with the Holy have believed that I came forth from the
Himself unto you.
Ver. 27.

For

—

He

:

Ghost the lore of the Father doth also directly
manifest itself unto you.
The Christian life
alternates between moods when, on the one hand,
life's immediateness in God, on the other hand,
its mediation through Christ, is felt; this immediateness being, however, modified by the fact
of its existence in the name of Christ, and this
mediation also appearing in the glorification
effected by the Spirit.
The Present denotes the
proximity of the communication of the Spirit,
or, rather, the already beginning ante-celebration of this communication as that of the Spirit
of sonship, Rom. riii. 15 ; GaL ir. 0. Because

—

Father

(see chap. riii. 42).

This decided beof Christ is the
foundation and the proof of their love for Christ
For in the disciples, faith was not developed as
another and secondary thing, from love to Jesus, but germinant faith, in the form of loving
devotion, unfolded into this, faith's knowledge.
The Perfects denote the festaineea of the moment,
which was anticipative of the Pentecostal time
That Christ regards the belief in His wondrous
outgoing from the Father as the basis for the
consummation of faith in Him, is evidenced by

lief in the divine personality

the following.

QLOBIFICATIOH OF CHRIST'S H0ME-00I5G THROUGH HI8 GLORIOUS COMING INTO THE WORLD FROM TBI
FATHER. (PRE-CELIDRATION OF THE DAT OF PENTECOST IN A PRECURSORY PENTECOSTAL MOMENT OF THE DISCIPLES. THE FIRST RAT OF THE COMING ENLIGHTENMENT OF THE DI80IPLBS.)

Chap. XVI. 28-33.

I came forth from 1 the Father, and am come into the world: again, I leave the
28
29 world, and go to the Father. His disciples said unto him, Lo, now speakest thou
30 plainly [£v •*<*/}fatria], and speakest no proverb [parable]. Now are we sure [we
know, ofdajjLsv] that thou knowest [oTtfacj all things, and needest not that any man
31 should ask thee: by this we believe that thou earnest forth from God. Jesos
32 answered them, Do ye now believe? [Now ye do believe.]* Behold, the [an]
hour cometh, yea, is now [omit now]* come, that ye shall [will] be scattered [Zech.
xiii. 7] every man [every one] to his own, and shall [will] leave me alone ; and
yet I am not alone, because the Father is with me.
These things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might [may] have peace.
33
In the world ye shall have [ye have, rjfere] 4 tribulation: but be of good cheer; I
have overcome the world.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

A

i Ver. 28.-Codd. B. 0. L. X., Lachmann, Tischendorf read he ; Cod.
[C« text reel <&• ™«P*» *hich might be a dogmatical modification [or a repetition of the wapa in ven 271.
« Ver. 32.—NO* [text rec.J is wanting in K. A. B. C.*
• Ver. 31.—[I read *pnirta-T«vfr« not as a question, but, with Luther, Lange, Meyer, Stier, Alford, Godet,aia
concession (comp. Ter. 27 ; XTil. 8\ Christ recognizes the present faith of the disciples, but shows how weak it was. Jftw
u MainUmmt, vout
(oprt is emphatic) ye beliere, but how soon will your faith be shaken! So also Qodet:
croyer,tZcsf
trai; mais bient&t, queftrtt-vou$!"—V. 8.]
* Ver. 33.—The c£trc [ye uriU have] which Lachmann gires in accordance with B.D., has not sufficient authority to
.sustain It against «*«r« [ys Aaos, which is supported by K. A. B. C, etc—P. S.]

"A
EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
28. I came forth from the Father

simple,

personal life."

grand

Mark

summary of His whole
the symmetry of the four

clauses: Iffa&ov, k?J/?.vda, afuifu, wopebofiai, humiliation and incarnation, death and exaltation.
Solemnly Christ throws the individual
P. S.]
and
oome into the world \JE%fj\dov
in rot) irarpbs Kal eXfyXv&a etc rbv k6o- elements of His discourse into a concentric exir&%iv h^irjfii rbv kSojiov xal irop- pression, one representatiye of the unity of the
ebofiai npbc rbv nartpa. Bengel: li Re- whole picture of His life and, hence, declarative
eapUulationem maximam habet hie veruu." Meyer: to the disciples of the cause of His going back

Ver.

am

—

—

pov
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an extraordinary manner. He
was, namely, obliged so to return because He
had come forth from the Father thus wonderThe one half of His life, the way from
fully.
heaven to earth, in faith surveyed by the disciThe words of
ples, demands the other half.
Jesus thus give them, for the first time, a dear
view of His entire life, and, together with this
beetowment, convey to them a ray of the Pentecostal Spirit.
For enlightenment through the
Holy Ghost is, concretely taken, one with the
survey and unitous view of the life of Jesus in
to the Father in

its totality.

Ver. 29. Lo,

now speakest Thou plainly

vvv ev irapfryaia XoAcZf, nal
napotfiiav obdeplav %kyet$]. Behold,i.e.
with astonishment do they perceive that He even
now speaks to them in this new way. We can[*Io*e,

—

not subscribe to Liicke's and Tholuck's unconditional approval of the words of Augustine:
ill* usque adeo non intelligunt, ut nee saltern se non
intelligere intelligant.*
Christ Himself recognizes
that some great thing is now going on within
them, ver. 81. They do but make the mistake
of regarding this momentary view enjoyed by
them in the radiance of one beam of the promised
Spirit, as the beginning of an uninterrupted enlightenment and festival of the Spirit. Now,
say they with emphasis, now Thou speakest
plainly ; even now do we perceive that Thou art
able to anticipate by Thy disclosure every question that we might still have desired to ask Thee.
we know, etc. That they
Ver. 80.
really understood Christ's saying, in respect of
its fundamental thought, is proved by the declaration: by reason of this we believe [ev
TotoTQ—propter hoe vtarebo fisv bri and
^eov cf? A, #£$•]. I.e. from the belief that
Thou didst personally and miraculously come
forth from God, faith draweth the deduction
and reconcileth us to the fact that Thou wilt in
like manner go to the Father. 'Ev rotory
{propter hoe), therefore, does not mean: on account of this that Thou hast just imparted to us,
we do now believe that Thou earnest forth from
the Father, but in accordance with the words
of Jesus
supported by this conviction that
Thou didst come forth from the Father, we be-

—

Now

—

—

—

—

:

lieve the rest also. The first half of Thy life
doth explain to us the second. And thus is also
Meyer's interpretation set aside : they confess to
have found a new and special reason for positiveness in their existent belief in the divine origin of Christ. [Meyer makes bri dependent on
irtarebottev and indicative of the object (not the
ground) of faith.—P. S.]

Ver. 81.

Ye do now

wi&Tebere. Comp.

and

believe

ver. 27, ireiriorebicaTe

xvii. 8, kwiertwrav fin, etc,

—
;

28-38.

601

ing the sentenoe as a question, with Euthym.
Zigab., Olshausen and others,* we should overlook the fact that Christ actually acknowledges
the upsoaring of their faith, a fact evidenced
by the very restriction that follows.
Liicke
dubiously declares against the reading of the
proposition as a question; Meyer is more decided in his recognition of the concession therein expressed ;f Bengel takes said concession in
too unconditional a sense: nunc habeo, quod voluf
et volo ; opposed to the latter view are the restrictive apn and the subsequent words of Christ.
[Bengel takes the following words as intended to
strengthen the faith of the disciples against the
gathering storm. P.S.]
Ver. 32. Behold, the hoar oometh.
Not the hour when your faith shall cease (see
Luke xxii. 82), but the hour when it shall fail
to stand the test,
when, therefore, it shall be
characterized as an enthusiasm or rapture. The
impulse and inspiration of faith must mature
into the settled mind of faith.
It is already
oome [eX^Avtfev], saith the Lord, with a
presentiment of the approaching crisis. That

—

—

—

—

—

ye will be soattered \lva aKopTriadyte
eKaoToc etc rd Id id], with Iva; this is the
destiny of the hour. See Matt. xxvi. 31 Zech.
xiii. 7.
[The passage of the prophet Zechariah,
from which the oKopTrio&qre of our text is taken
is more fully quoted by Matthew and reads thus:
" Awake,
sword against My Shepherd, and
against the man that is My fellow " (My associate,
My equal, nearest kinsman=the Messiah), "saith
the Lord of hosts: smite the Shepherd, and the
sheep shall be scattered " (the dispersion of the
disciples at the crucifixion, and then of the Jewish nation), "and I will turn My hand upon the
little ones" (the humble followers of Christ, the
poor of the flock). Comp. the Notes in Com. on
,

own busiwould not translate elg
ra idtai to his own property or home. J Comp.
Is. liii. 6.
A man's peculiar possessions were'
no hindrance to the notvuvia, but the latter was
shaken by the circumstance of every man's seekMatthew,

ness

p.

478.— P. S.]—To his

or interests.

ing safety in his

We

own way.

—And

alone [«a^£ fi6vov affjTe].

leave

To

Me

degree
own way,

this

shall their faith waver.
Going one**
and leaving Christ alone, are reciprocal ideas.
{This allusion implies a rebuke, most gently and

bvingly expressed, but all the more deeply and
humbly to be felt afterwards by the disciples.
As a man, Christ was keenly alive to the law of
sympathy, and their temporary desertion in the
hour of need, when a friend proves to be a friend
indeed, must have wounded Him to the quick
['Apr* but the absence of human help was more than
on, etc., made up by the constant presence of His hea-

—P. —In readST.]

* ["They so Httle understand Him as not even to understand
that they did not understood; for they were as babes (parvuli
cnu* trout)." Similarly Lampe " They are annoyed that they
should be accounted by their Blaster as unskilful and in need
:

of another Teacher. . . And thus they go so far as to contradict
Christ and dispute His plain words, and deny that He was
speaking enigmatically to them." This is too strong. The disciples caught a glimpse at the truth and hastily inferred that
the pentecostal time had already come for the cr wafiarpia AaXt2*. CftlTin: Ermltant ante Umpu* ptrinde acti qms nummo
•rio aureo diviUm. se putareL The stress lies on vvv. as contrasted with the future AaA^w and aravyeAa, ver. 25.—
P.8.]

venly Father, and in the clear consciousness of
this presence, He soared calmly and serenely over
* [Also Calvin, E. V., De Wette, Ttechendorf, Hengstenberg, Bwald ; comp. L 51 ; xiiL 38 ; xx. 29.—P. S.]
f [So also BongeL Stier, Alford, Godet. See Textual

Noti ».-P.

8.]

% [So Meyer : Seine eiamu AtfetOkaUsUUte ; Oodet : dans leur
domicile. The sense depends on the connection : in ch. xix.
27 ra 181* means John's home ; while in ch. i. 11 it means
the Jewish people. Here we are to understand more generally
their own ways and interests which the disciples had left before in order to follow Christ ; comp. Luke xrili. 28, where
Peter says : m*«i?
w&rr* xol ipcoAov9ij?ap4r trot.
So also Bengel and Alford.—P. 8.]
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the clouds of loneliness caused
P. 8.]
fulness of men.

—

And (yet) I am not alone.

by the unfaith-

—adversa-

[*a (

and yet, an emphatio and pathetic use of
acoompanied by a pause and unexpectedly
introducing the opposite, as often in John (see
Meyer and Alford) ovk elfil pdvoc, on 6
irar^p fier* e/iov ioriv. P. 8.] One of
the sublimest and profoundest sayings. He mil
remain confident of the counsel, guidanoe, approval and presence of His Father and will preserve this confidence even throughput the darkest
moment (Eli, Eli, etc.). [The exclamation on
the cross, Matt, xxvii. 40, proceeded from a
tive,
Kai,

—

—

momentary feeling of desertion by the Father,
with an underlying faith in His ptesenoe hence
He addressed Him still as Hit God, and His will
continued subject to Him, as in the agony of
Gethsemane. Comp. the Notes on Matthew, p.
626.—P. 8.]
Ver. 83. These things have -I spoken,
[The concluding farewell word of these
etc.
;

—

farewell discourses, revealing the deepest tenderness and suavity of affection, and indicating the
one object: to give them His peace in this evil
world, with courage and strength to overcome
the world on the ground of His own triumph
which He sees already completed. P. S.I The
reference of ravra is not necessarily to the last
ravra alone ; it refers to the whole of the fareWe must recollect that the
well-discourses.
denial of Peter, and the disciples' inability to
follow the Lord, form the starting-point of these
To this thought, the occasion of the
discourses.
farewell-discourses, He has now, at their conclusion, returned.
In their despondency they
shall be preserved from despair.
That in
have peaoe \lva kv iftol elye
pfjvnv ix*l rel. In antithesis to the tribulation
prepared for them by the world. In Me : Luther: In My word; Tholuck: In vital commu-

—

—

Me

may

nion with Me (after Gerhard, Lampe).* We
not apprehend the antithesis in as purely
objective a sense as attaches to it when applied
to the ripened Christian ; it has its subjective side
as well. Through faith in His word and through
the keeping of the same, they were in Christ to

may

however much the surface of the ocean of
may be agitated by wind and storm. P. SL]
Bat be of good cheer [aXXa Gapoeire].

reign,

—The

strengthening of their weakness in their

tribulation.
[A living commentary
is especially the apostle Paul;
oomp. Rom. viii. 87; 2 Cor. ii. 14; iv. 7ff.; vi
4ff. ; xii. 9; his speech before Felix and Featus,
etc. (Meyer).
P. S.]
I have
the
world. [hy<a vevifcifica rbv Koopov, "not
only before you, but for you, that ye
be able
to do the same; 11 comp. 1 John v. 4, 6.
'£>%*—

impending

of this OapoclTt

—

—

overcome

may

—

I, not you
is emphatio and gives prominence to
that unique personality, whose victory secures

subsequent victories and makes His church
indestructible.
P. 8.]
In the spirit of the farewell-discourses, this is the anticipatory celebration of His victory, or tfie perfect assurance of
victory, expressed in an anticipatory celebraall

—

It was the more proper, however, for this
future event to be expressed in the Perfect tense
for the reason that His whole course hitherto
had been a victory over the world. The threefold victory over its lust, in particular, was decided in the story of the temptation in the wilderness fMatt. iv.); the first of the three great
victories over the anguish of the world was decided in the triumph over Judas (see chap. xiii.
These were the pledge of the full accom31).
plishment of His victory. Be of good cheer, 1 1.
this victory shall also conduct them past the tribulation which is in the world. This joyfulness
of believers, in reliance on the victory of Christ,
first displays itself in the life of the apostles (see
tion.

Rom.

viii.

;

1

John

v. 4, etc.)

[With a cheering shout of victory Christ closes
His farowell-disoourseS to the disciples ; but this
was an anticipation of faith, which was to be realized by the omnipotent power of Qod: and
hence, going forth to the last and decisive conflict with the prince of darkness, He pours out
His heart in prayer to the Father for Himself,
His disciples, and the whole future congregation
P. S.
of believers. See next chapter.

—

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
(On Chap.

an extent that

sufficed for the preservation of
but also in the world still, to an ex-

—

life

xvi. 16-33.)

In the preceding section Christ clearly
distinguishes His presence with the disciples
from the future presence of the Holy Ghost with
them. But now He reveals to them the prospect
of Himself speedily being with them again in s
new form. By this can be meant, in the first instance, nothing else than the Resurrection, with
[On tipfjvj] comp. notes on ch. xiv. 27 ; on dAtyvc, its manifestations ; that, however, is at the same
Peace embraces ail that con- time a symbol and pledge of the general fact of
xvi. 21 ; xv. 18 ff.
their future meeting ;— of their meeting by means
stitutes rest, contentment and true happiness of
heart on the basis of the Christian salvation and of viewing Christ in spirit, of their meeting on
Tribulation is both the way to the Father and in the Father's House,
vital union with Christ.
persecution from without and distress from with- and of their meeting in the Parousia. With the
in.
The happiness of Christians in this life Holy Ghost He Himself shall re-appear to them
in His glory. The new day of Christ is but one
is subject -to frequent interruptions and disturbances from their own remaining infirmities day, and also the eternal seeing of Him again in
and sins as well as from an ungodly world. Yet faith is essentially one seeing.
2. A little while [ver. 16]. The one and the
deep down at the bottom peace continues to
other fwepov are symbolical of the alternation of
• [So ftbo Meyer: u Living and morlng in Me.*' Comp. Good Friday and Easter periods in the Church;
XT. T. "This presuppose* the return from the scattering In
an alternation regularly continuing until the day
Tor. 32,—the branches again gathered in the Vine'* (Alford).
The Apostles studied
of Christ's appearing.
—P. 8.)

their peaoe ;
tent that necessitated their endurance of a tribulation perilous to their souls. This was their
final departure out of the world to full communion with Him. Hence there was need for the
exhortation: be of good cheer, and for the subsequent high-priestly, intercessory prayer.

1.
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CHAP. XVL
tbeir whole lives long; but whon
proclaiming, as they did, ever and anon, during
the tribulations of the early Church: the Lord
oometh quickly, it is the last time, the last hour,

to the mind, becomes a
a man in a condition of enlightenment, every discourse, even the figurative, parabolical one, becomes an undraped word
of revelation ; just as the unconverted man has,

parabolic speech

they announced a religious date, established
through the fellowship of the Christian spirit
with the Spirit of God and Christ, before whom a
thousand years are as one day and one day as a
thousand years (2 Pet. iii. 8); and it Is a decided mistake of modern exegetes to be continually regarding this religious date of a lofty,
apostolic view of the world, as a chronological
date of chiliastio error. The same Paul who, in
a religious sense, proclaimed : " The Lord cometh
quickly" (1 Thess.), in the second Epistle to the
Thessalonians opposed the chronological misunderstanding by the declaration : The Lord cometh
not so soon ; and the same John who wrote the
words: "It is the last hour" (1 John ii. 18),
did in Revelation likewise depict the grand succession of the ages until the appearing of Christ.
Ver. 20. The

the world.

to

Law another Law in
the Gospel, while the converted man finds, added
to his Gospel, another Gospel in the Law.
Law
and symbol are the indivisible forms of revelation for the pious of tender age
the law for the
heart and conscience, the symbol for the understanding ; whereas, on the other hand, the Gospel and spiritual speech are the inseparable
forms of revelation for the believer who has attained to maturity ; see note to ver. 25. Life iu
the Spirit is a life in the ever new revelation, in
the overlasting Gospel, Rev. xiv. 0.
10. [Ver. 20.] In the life of the faithful,
Christ's intercession coincides with the immediate prayer of the Holy Spirit within the heart
fRom. viii. 26), in which latter prayer the manifestations of the Father's love are announced.
11. [Ver. 28.] The one half of the life of
Christ,
namely, His personal coming, as the
Son of God, from the Father is the key to the
other half— His going, in divine glory, to the
Father.
12. [Vers. 29, 80.] The disciples, in obtaining
from the Lord their first general view of His
entire life and course, also experienced a foretaste of the Holy Spirit.
For the Holy Spirit is
the divine life in its central unity. Hence the
first illumination touching the life of Christ and
of all tho divine manifestations in general, completed in the ascension, is the instrumentality
for tho reception of the Holy Ghost; as the
anointing of the Holy Ghost is the instrumentality for the full, undivided view of the life
of Jesus in its unity. Tho unit is needful and
unity indispensable. This is so much a law of
life, that always with the dismemberment of the
patchwork of knowledge, life takes its departure,
;

distress

And

—

disciples.
4. [Ver. 21.] The sufferings of Christ were the
birth-pangs of the Theocracy, which made themselves felt in the disciples, the true children of
the Theocracy. Christ's resurrection, however,
was, in reality, the birth of the eternal man into the
eternal world, simultaneously with whioh birth
the new mankind, as a whole, was born into the
world. When He died, the great work of God
was finished; when He rose, the eternal GodMan was perfected. With Him the Church, the
new mankind, was born. On this birth see
Rev. xii. 1 ; on the First-born, Col. i. 18 ; on the
oongenitive humanity, Col. iii. 1. Comp. the
note on CL 1 of ver. 22, p. 497.
6. Ver. 22. All Christianity is an alternation

—

its centralization, life is evolved.
For
cause, poly-history is an inanimate, true
science a living, thing. For this cause, legality
through ordinances is lost in death, while from
central saving faith it develops an abundant life
in God-like virtues. Even the pantheistic feeling of all-oneness (AUeinsgrfahl) displays a rich
shimmering of spirit ; but a shimmering as false
as pantheism itself, in its antagonism to personality.
We do not doubt that the disciples had,
in that moment, a glimpse of Pentecost.
13. This glimpse was, however, the last moment of their pre-Pentecostal enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is tho blossom of the new life a blossom, in prophetic times, so gloriously unfolding
in the prophetic word.
But enthusiasm must
first pass through mortal suffering, to the end
that it may set into fruit, into fire-proof disposition of mind.
Such trial, therefore, was now
imminent even upon the disciples, according to
ver. 32.
14. Ver. 83. Christ's peace in the faithful on
They have this
earth, is heaven upon earth.
peace in Him ; in the world they have anguish.
What is yet wanting to the fulness of peace, shall
be supplied by the courage and confidence inspired by the thought that He has overcome the
world. Peace is made entire by oheerful confi-

but with
this

of mourning and fog, as the natural life is an alternation of joy and sorrow; parting grief and
joy of meeting, in the highest sense. Joy not
to be taken away. An alternation in spiritual,
as in natural things, but in an inverse order.
6. Verify, verily, etc (ver. 23) : the solemnly
asseverated, absolute hearableness of prayer in
that degree in which it is prayer ; and His Amen
a prophecy of a hearing, spoken by the Spirit
of prayer.
7. The Christian life is a spiritual life in which
inquiries and researches are transformed into
entreaties and experiences, ver. 24. That great
day of New Testament spiritual life is a day
when men shall live in the communion of the
Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost, a day when
men shall walk in the manifestation of heaven
upon earth. See notes to ver. 23.
8. Perfect joy, and life in the Spirit are one.
An exhortation to Pentecostal prayer. See note
to last clause of ver. 24.
9. [Ver. 25.] To a man in an unenlightened
state, ewtry discourse, even one whioh in a direct

;

in addition to the [Mosaic]

of the disciple*, the joy
the joy of the disciples?
Here the Lord has not carried out the parallel,
for the joy of the disciples is to be the Evangel
for the world, and only to the impenitent portion
of the world shall it be an occasion of lamentaHence homilists, in completing the second
tion.
antithesis also, are but conditionally correct.
Only the impenitent world with its distressful
lamentations, forms a contrast to the joy of the
8.
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—
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GOSPEL ACCORDING TO

donee, as salvation through patience, Rom. viii.
see 1 John v. 4.
;
15. Christ alone, and yet not alone in His hour
of suffering. See note to last clause of tot. 82.
16. The farewell-discourses of Jesus: discourses speaking peace, warning, consolation, vicVer. 83.
tory.

26

—

—

;

—

—

life of Christ, 2. in that of the Church,
that of the individual Christian, 4. in that
The
of the whole present age of the world.
history of the natural birth of man, a symbol
of the history of the higher life. Christ, as the
First-born from the dead, is the First-born for
the kingdom of everlasting life. The blossom
of the highest heavens in the low, earthly world.
The brightest day (ver. 23), preceded by the
darkest hour (ver. 82).— The Christian life as
the joy of fresh seeing : 1. The seeing of Christ
again, perfect joy ; 2. perfect joy a pledge of
And on that
all Christian re-seeing, ver. 22.
day: 1. Easter-day as Sunday, 2. Sunday as
Easter-day. The new and great God's Day of
the Resurrection: 1. One day as a thousand
years ; 2. a thousand years as one day. How
all our questioning and searching should terminate in faithful prayer, ver. 23. Acceptable
prayer, vers. 23, 24. Prayer in the name of Jesus.
The distinction of parabolic speech and spiritual speech: 1. In the word of revelation ; 2. in
the word of the Church ; 8. in the ear of the ChrisTokens of salvation in fidelity to Jesus
tian.
1.

In the

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

man a

type of the natal hour of the
Symbol of the woman; 1
symbol of the child. Every human being a
token of the change between sadness and joy in
the kingdom of God : 1. With anguish expected
and born ; 2. jubilantly received and welcomed
into life.
The winning of life from out the peril
of death: 1. In the natural life; 2. in the spiritual life.
Out of supreme renunciation the fulfilment of all desires, ver. 28.
The weeping and
lamenting of the godly, how it is changed into
filial entreaties, proffered with heavenly confidence.— In the way of Christ all lost, all gained.
—The heaviest hour (ver. 21), the womb of the

kingdom of God

(On vers. 16-88.)
How heaven and earth are now through Christ
already made one in reality, with a view to their
one day becoming one in actual manifestation
The great word of the Lord : a little while;
also.
2. a
1. A little while and ye shall not see Me
How we. in
little while and ye see Me again.
company with the disciples, have to make a lifelong study of the words : a little while. Alternation betwixt Good Friday and Easter periods:
8. in

JOIIN.

contrasted with the worldly life as the highest
vicissitude of joy and sorrow.
The word of the
Lord, a little while: 1. An enigma to the disciples (vers. 16-19) ; 2. a prophetic type in the
mouth of the Lord (vers. 19-22) ; 3. a blissful
contemplation and experience in the new life of
the children of His Spirit
The natal hour of
the natural

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

:

1.

—

—
—

—

—

most glorious day (ver. 28).

On

—The word

of the

Be joyful I

Pericope:

Rogale (Gospel for the Fifth
after Easter), vers. 28-30.
The new life
of the faithful in the day of salvation: 1. Anew
speaking of believers to the Lord (ask nothing,
ask in the name of Jesus) ; 2. a new speaking
of the Lord to believers (not through parables,
but through the immediate word of the Spirit):
8. a new order of conversation (He anticipates ail
their questions witu His answers).
The day cf
salvation: 1.
day of blissful silence in view of
the revelation of Christ (ver. 23) ; 2. a day of
blissful prayer in view of the revelation of the
Father (ver. 26). The new life a praying in the
name of Jesus : 1.
new craving, in contemplating His heavenly personality, for the fnO
manifestation of the personal kingdom ; 2. a new
praying, trusting in the victorious right of His
personality ; 8. a new striving in the strength
emanating from His personality. The old and
the new order of things in the Kingdom of God:
the Pericope

Sunday

A

—

A

—

1. A communion of disciples, a communion of
Prayer urged in His name guarantees us His apostles (ver. 23) ; 2. a praying in general, as
intercession ; 2. love to Him is our guaranty that asking in His name ; 8. an asking for the renon*
the Father loves us ; 8. the belief that He has ciation of all things ; an asking for the granting
come unto us from the Father is our guaranty of all things; 4. a parabolic word, a word of
spirit and knowledge
4. the
that He has gone for us to the Father
6. the consciousness of
word that He has spoken unto us is our guaranty human love to the Lord, the consciousness of being
The blissful mo- divinely loved by the Father ; 6. belief in the
that He will tell us all things.
ment of the disciples a foretoken of their darkest mission of Christ, belief in the life of Christ as
hour. Even though the congregation be scat- perfected in the humiliation and exaltation.—
How Christ's discourse concerning the Pentetered, Christ standeth firm on the battle-ground.
Christ alone and not alone. How Christ hath costal time procured for the disciples the first
blissful ante-celebration of that Pentecostal time.
armed His people for their warfare, ver. 83.
The word of the Pericope : Pray!
The Christian's peace in the tribulation of the
Starke Of the disciples' state of mourning
world : 1. How the peace of Christ and tribulaHedinoeb : Our tribulation is
tion in the world demand one another ; 2. the and rejoicing.
peace of Christ a source of tribulation in the temporal, 2 Cor. iv. 17; Is. liv. 7; Ps. xxx.6.—
world 8. tribulation in the world a token of Men are always desiring to know bow it shall
the peace of Christ The peace of Christ as a fare with them in the world ; here they are invictory over the tribulation in the world: 1. formed : They shall experience a constant alterHow, as peace in Christ, it calls forth tribulation nation of joy and sorrow. Men often do not
in the world 2. how, as peace through Christ, understand the best consolation, it being, for the
most part, enveloped in what appears to them
it inspires courage and oheerfulness, and exalts
the greatest cross.—Crambe It is a vexations
a man above the tribulation of the world.
On the Pericope Jubilate (Gospel for the Third order of things in this world, that the godly weep,
Sunday after Easter), vers. 16-23. Christianity, and the wicked laugh, believers mourn, and sinas the highest vicissitude betwixt sorrow and joy, ners rejoice, Job xxi. 7; Jer. xii. 1; Ps. lxxiiLSr

1.

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

:
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Bat there shall follow a different alternation in
which all will be reversed.—The best cometh
-Woman is saved through child-bearing, if
last.
If the physhe abide in the faith, 1 Tim. ii. 15
sical birth be so hard, what must the spiritual

—

—

—

2 Cor. xii.
10.—Worldly joy is unstable, and an evil hour
sweepeth all away, but the joy of eternal life
hath no end, 1 Pet i. 4. On ver. 26. Teachers
be!

—

—

blissful pains, blessed labor!

—

particularly, as also other Christians, must accommodate themselves to the weak as much as is
possible, and deal with them according to their
simplicity, if they desire that their labor should

;
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(In sooth, the highest meeting of blessed spirits
in the kingdom of Christ has the most perfect

—

depth and is a final aim of Providence.) The
words: "A little while," contain much consolation for those who are in bodily distress, poverty,
sickness,
for those who sorrow, etc.
The impatient man, indeed, would fain object: that

—

—

—

no fwcp6v—it is a fiaupdv. Why does God
good men?
Hear His word, 1. Thou
mourner; 2. thou ohild of fortune; 3. thou
presumptuous sinner,
4. thou faithful and
is

—

part

godly Christian!-—We should regard the thought
of the future meeting not simply as a joyous
one, but also as a thought full of solemnity
and warning. For many a one the re-seeing
of others will be fearful.—Our spiritual life, also,

not be in vain among them. Hedinobr: God
leads from one glory to another, until the face
of Christ is fully uncovered.
There is still much
of the knowledge of God, our heavenly Father, is subject to vicissitudes. At onetime we see
in arrears to us ; but what we do not learn here, Christ; at another we see Him not.
The Chriswe shall certainly know in heaven. As wine tian's art is patiently to wait.—Vers. 17, 18. God's
issues from grapes when they are pressed, and ways are often dark sayings to us also. The joy
as spices, when bruised, give forth a powerful of the world is a brief joy, the suffering of the
odor, so the tribulation of believers beareth glo- just is a brief suffering.
The recollection of
rious fruits, Eph. vi. 13. Nowhere in the world sufferings endured out of love to, and for the
sake of, God, is that which gives sanctity and
is there rest for a child of God, but (everywhere)
anguish only; in Christ, however, his Redeemer, dignity to joy.— Ver. 21. This simile reveals the
tender interest which Jesus felt in mother-woes
he finds peace.
Lisco : The spiritual (and not simply spiritual) and mother-joys. Hence it must be refreshing
re-seeing, i. e. the new spiritual fellowship with to sensitive and pious mothers.
Jesus bestowed
Jesus, is for His people the ground of an inde- a glance upon them. (Veith.)—Worldly joy and
Gbblach : The death of Christ, the dead Christ; spiritual joy and the living
structible joy.
with all its effects upon His people, was the birth- Christ. Vigorous pangs are an indication of
pain of the new man upon earth; from His death vigorous births; it is so also in spiritual things.
(Fenneberg): The children .of God have three
there issued forth a new mankind unto the reThe joy which at that time sprang kinds of birthdays: 1. The natural one. Then
surrection.
up, was an imperishable one, for the new man they weep; their kinsmen rejoice. 2. The new
was, through Christ's resurrection, born forever, birth. Then, also, do they often weep piteously
L e. the redemption, with its infinite, eternal re- the angels in heaven rejoice. 8. The day of
death (celebrated among the martyrs in the ansults, might not cease, but must grow into incient Church as a birth-day).
finitude. The last words (ye shall ask me nothing)
Their end is not
are to be understood similarly to Jer. xxxi. 84. without tears and woe, but after that an eternal
The condition upon which ye then, after the Holy rejoicing begins.
Ghost has led you into the whole truth (ver. 13),
JubUate-Pericope. [Vers. 16-28.] Hkubner:
shall enter, sustains the same relation to your The grief of the Apostles at their separation from
present one that the condition of a mature and Jesus: 1. Description (source, effects). 2. Apintelligent man bears to that of a child, who must plication.—The tender love of Jesus for His
frame a separate question with regard to each weak, mourning disciples. Of prayer in Jestu f
thing, beoause he is ignorant of the centre and name; No Christian prayer remains unheard.
connection of the whole. The whole, full mean- Kant would not pray; but in his last hours he
ing of the name pf Jesus was first explained to folded his hands. Spinoza could not pray, and
them by His death and glorification. In the wept because he could not. Ability to pray is a
sure indication of our own inner life, of our
filial relationship itself, the free love of the Father is sovereign, so that in that relationship we Christian condition. When we pray and learn
have free access to Him. Braunb : Jesus does to pray in Christ's name, there begins a new penot say: a child; He says, that a man is born riod in our life. Prayer makes the spirit serene.
a man, still undeveloped, yet present, with* all
Ver. 26. (Luther) : His words were dark and
his hopeful powers, dispositions and destinies, in recondite to the disciples; it was as if He spoke
the child. The very pangs pierced the spring of with them in an unknown tongue; for as yet
out-gushing joy. Tears are oft-times the dew- they had no experience of what He told them
drops on the grass and the flower, by whioh and knew not what sort of a kingdom Christ
names man is designated, Is. xL 7 ; chap. xxvi. would establish. Hence, in accordance with the
17; lxvi. 7; Jer. iv. 31. Every affliction (reli- judgment of Jesus, an entirely new life-period
giously applied), is a birth, in which the new must set in at such time as we begin to pray in
man, or some gracious addition to the new man, Jesus' name, nay, to oall upon Himself. In the
Where religion is, there is prayer; but same sense in whioh He now leaves the world
is born.
as the one varies, so also does the other. In personally, therefore He had come forth from
Homer the Priest is called a Pray-er.
God. Ver. 80. Now we know, etc. Whence did
nruBNEB : The application of this saying to they know this? Beoause Jesus could thus read
parting and meeting is very obvious and almost their hearts.
worn out. But the saying is deeper. It is the
Rogate-Pericope. [28-80.] Heubner:
Spirit
key to the knowledge of divine Providence.
of Christian prayer.—Close connection of our
.
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praying with oar whole Christian piety. Prayer
the breath of spiritual life. Double as to the
blessing of prayer. Causes of the moo-hearing
of prayer.—Prayer as the highest honor. Ver.
32. When thou art deserted of all, fear not, so
Qod but be with thee. Who stands with Christ,
and cleaves to Him, takes part in His victory.

—

—

—

—

Gobsxeb: The humble and ingenuous man,
some passage in God's word,
asks and learns; the proud and disingenuous
failing to understand

man

takes occasion thereat to despise or reject
that word.
Ver. 19. Jesus ad ranees to meet
those who honestly desire truth and helpe them
oat of their doubts. He anticipates their quesUe was
All is brought forth in anguish.
tions.
taken from them then (at His ascension) ; not so
Since that time they do
joy, Luke xxiv. 62.
ever see Him in spirit; He is at home with them;
they are His house and His dwelling-place, John
There is a saying that peoxir. 23; Ueb. iii.
ple who hare seen spectres are never glad any
more, so long as they live. One who has seen
Him can never grow sad. It is a privilege of
G od's children to pray to the Father in J esus' name.
This promise: Whatsoever ye shall ask in My
name, etc., presupposes that our hearts and minds
are in harmony with the Saviour. Ver. 27. Men
have such sorry thoughts about the Father, as if
He were a hard man, with whom a legion of intercessors must speak for us and constrain and
compel Him, as it were. But the Son of the Father tells a very different tale about Him. Ver.
28. Thus must we too leave the world, if we would
approach the Father. His eternal outgoing, or
birth from the Father, His coming and being
born in the flesh as Man, His regeneration (birth
of glorification) by means of His death, resurrection and ascension unto an everlasting, divine-human life in glory, are threo births worthy
of our wonder and admiration and constraining
our worship.
Schlsixrmaoitbb: The glorifying of the Lord
forms part of the essential and imperishable
work of tho Holy Ghost.—The form of the Re-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

deemer

is set up for all ages in imperishable
glory within the souls of the faithful, through
the work of the Spirit whom He has poured out
upon His Church. The Father loveth you because,
etc. The Father loveth us in the Son and will also
be loved only in the Son. 1 am not alone. He
would comfort us with this truth,— that though
we, from weakness, should leave Him alone, He
yet is not alone, but His Father is with Him.
How could we derive comfort from the thought
that the Lord has overcome the world, if we were
not assured that He has overcome the world in

our hearts.

Besser: The final aim of all God's dealings
with Christians, especially of nil our experience in
prayer, is this: "that our joy may be perfected."
Alot seeing occasions sorrow, seeing occasions
It is a blessed thing that back of the
joy.
little while of sorrowful not seeing, so soon over

and gone, there lies a future of joyful seeing
which shall never pass away. The seeing again:
The Pentecostal coming and seeing forms the
central point, that of Easter is preparatory thereAnd
to, that of the last day is its completion.
thus did the ancient Church understand the matter, for she has taken the Gospels for the four

—

Sundays team JmbOaU to Bzmmmz' all out of the
farewell-discourse in which Easter and Pentecost tones ring out together.
His speech is
triply incomprehensible to them: in the first
place, they know not what sort of a seeing shall
succeed the not seeing ; in the second place, they
meditate fruitlessly upon the marvellous because
( •• because I go to the Father ")
and are unable
to lay hold on the glorious fruit of His departure
lastly and thirdly (this they purposely thrust
forward as particularly enigmatical), the hasty
alternation between seeing and not seeing, the
little while, they regard as wonderful exceedingly.
The sigh of Si, Bernard: O thou little.
Utile wktie, how long thou art!
And the still
more ancient sigh of David: Lord, how long!
(Ps. vi. 3; xih. 1, 2; lzxxix. 47).
We must
have patience if we would arrive at the true
Jubilate.— Ps. xxx. 11. is. xxvL 17-20.—In
those forty hoars of travail the disciples wept
and wailed as if there were on earth none but
sinners godlessly laughing in their sin and sinners helplessly weeping over their sin (Slier).
44
There is none whom the heavenly Father
calleth Benjamin (son of my right hand), whom
the Church, his mother, hath not first called
Denoni (son of my sorrows) " (J. Gerhard).
Rev. xii. John xx. 20, oomp. with Luke xxiv.
52.
white sheet (carte blanche), says Spener,
subscribed beneath with His holy name, to be
filled in above by ourselves with our petitions.
"If / do not deserve that ray prayer should be
heard, nevertheless Christ, in whose name I offer
the same, doth abundantly deserve a hearing."
(Luther).
If ever a request is denied us, it is
because it is out of tune with the grand petition:
Grant us but salvation. "Whoso saitu 'Oar
Father,' doth embrace in this one prayer the
forgiveness of sins, justification, sanctification,
redemption, sonshipand heirship to God, brotherhood with the Only-begotten One, and the whole
plenitude of the gifts of the Holy Spirit " (Cbrysostom).
Vers. 26, 27. How should He not lot
those who become one with Him in the love of the
Beloved ? «« Threefold is the way which Christ
trod for the salvation of the children of men: The
way of love (from heaven to earth), the way of
obedience (unto the death on the cross), the way
of glory (return to the Father"). J. Gerhard.
(According to ver. 28, however, the way is a twofold one.)
Ye shall be scattered, Zech. xiii. 7;
Matt xxvi. 81.— The Father is with me, John
Huss comforted himself with this saying in his
Ver. 33. It is the peace of
lonely dungeon.
Shiloh (Gen. xlix. 9, 10; Is. ix. 6, 7; Rev. v. 5),
" Peace
of the celestial Solomon, Song viii. 10.
in Christ is that on which all Christian essence
This peace shall have no end in time,
reposes.
"
but is itself the end of all our holy endeavors
(Augustine). In order that we might have peace
in Him, did the Lord speak these things. Hie
word brings us peace. Peace must triumph over
** 'Tis won! 'Tis won! Hecrieth; danger
anguish.
and trouble are over. We need not struggle and
war. Ail is done already. The world, death
and the devil lie vanquished and prostrate;
heaven, righteousness and life are victorious"
(Luther).*
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* [Hero follow a number of themes for sermons, which are
omitted.—P. 0.]
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:

From Augustine:

which

to joy,

Vers. 16-22.

The

compared

to sorrow, the birth
is especially true in the birth of a

bringing forth

is

boy*—And your joy no man takethfrom you: their
joy is Christ. Nor yet in this bringing forth of
joy, are we entirely without joy to Kghten our

—

sorrow, but, as the Apostle saith, we rejoice in
hope: for even the woman, to whom we are compared, rejoiceth more for her future offspring,
than she sorrows for her present pain. Ver. 23.
The word whatsoever, must not be understood to
mean anything, but something which with reference to obtaining the life of blessedness is not
That is not sought in the Saviour's
nothing.
name, which is sought to the hindering of our
salvation ; for by, in My name, must be understood not the mere sound of the syllables, but
that which is rightly signified by that sound/
He who holds any notion concerning Christ,
which should not be held, does not ask in His
name. But he who thinks rightly of Him, asks
in His name, and receives what ho asks, if it be
not against his eternal salvation: he' receives
when it is right he should receive; for some things
are only denied at present in order to be granted
at a more suitable time. Ver. 24. This full joy
is not carnal, but spiritual, and it will he fall
when it is so great that nothing can be added to
it.
And this is that full joy, than which nothing
can be greater, viz. to enjoy God, the Trinity, in
Ver. 26. At
the image of Whom we are made.
that day ye shall ask in My name : What shall we
have to ask for in a future life, when all our desires shall be satisfied? Asking implies the want
of something. Ver. 80. JJo asked questions of
men not in order to learn Himself, but to teach
them. Ver. 31. He reminds them of their weak
tender age in respect of the inner man.
[From Chbysostom: Ver. 21. He shows that
Borrow brings forth joy, short sorrow infinite
woman when
joy, by an example from nature ;
the is in travail hath sorrow, etc.
By this example
lie also intimates that He loosens the chains of
death, and creates men anew. Ver. 28. It was
consolatory to them to hear of His resurrection,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

A

and how He came from God, and went to God:
the one was a proof that their faith in Him was
not vain; the other that they would still be
under 9 is protection.
[From Gregory: Ver. 88. As if He said,
Have Me within you to comfort you, becausoyou
will have the world without you.
From Bbdb
Ver. 21. As a man is said to be born when he
comes out of bis mother's womb into the light of

—

:

day, so may he be said to be .born who from out
of the prison of the body, is raised to the light
From Alcuin : Ver. 20. This speech
eternal.
of our Lord's is applicable to all believers who
strive through present tears and afflictions to attain to the joys eternal. While the righteous
weep, the world rejoiceth ; for having no hope
of the joys to come, all its delight is in the preVer. 21. The woman is the holy Church,
sent.
who is fruitful in good works, and brings forth
spiritual children unto God.
As a woman rejoiceth when a roan is born into the world, so
the Church is filled with exultation when the
faithful are born into life eternal.
From Theophylact : Ver. 24. For when your prayers shall
be fully answered, then will your gladness be

—

—

—

—
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Ver. 27. The Father loves you, because ye have loved Me ; when therefore ye fall
from My love, ye will straightway iall from the
Father's love.
[From Bubkitt : Vers. 16-22. How unreasonable it is to arrogate to man's understanding a
greatest.

power

to

comprehend

spiritual mysteries, yea, to

understand the plainest truths, till Christ enlightens the understanding.
Ver. 20. The different effects which Christ's absence should have
upon the world, and upon His disciples. Ver.
22. The^oy of the saints may be interrupted, it
shall never be totally extinguished.— Ver. 23.
To pray in the name of Christ, is, 1. To look up
to Christ, as having purchased for us this privilege ; 2. To pray in the strength of Christ, by the
assistance of His grace, and the help of His
Spirit; 8. To pray by faith in the virtue of Christ's
mediation and intercession. Ver. 25. The clearest truths will be but dark mysteries, even to

—

—

—

disciples themselves, till the Holy Spirit enlightens their understandings. Ver. 30. The knowledge and experience of Christ's omniscience, may
and ought fully to confirm us in the belief of His
Deity.
Ver. 82. God was with Christ, and will
be with Christians in a suffering hour, in His essential presenoe, in His gracious and supporting
presence. Ver. 88. Hence learn, 1. That the
disciples of Christ in this world must expect and
look for trouble; 2. The remedy provided by
Christ against this malady: In Me ye shall have
peace.
Christ's, blood has purchased peace for
them, His word has promised it to them, and His
Spirit seals it up to their souls.
I have overcome
the world, I have taken the sting out of every
cross, the venom out of every arrow.
[From M. Henry: Ver. 16. It is good to consider how near to a period our seasons of grace
are, that we may be quickened to improve them
while they are continued.
The Spirifs coming
was Christ's visit to His disciples, not a transient,
but a permanent one, and such a visit as abundantly retrieved tho sight of Him.
Thus we may say
of our ministers and Christian friends, Yet a little
while, and we shall not see them.
It is but a good
night to them whom we hope to see with joy in the
morning. Ver. 18. The darkness of ignorance and

—

—

—

—

—

tho darkness of melancholy commonly increase
and thicken one another; mistakes cause griefs,
and then griefs confirm mistakes. Though we
cannot fully solve every difficulty we meet with in
scripture, yet we must not therefore throw it by,
but revolve what we oannot explain, and wait
till God shall reveal even this unto us.
Ver. 19.
The knots we oannot untie, we must bring to Him
who alone can give an understanding. Christ
takes cognizance of pious desires, though the/
be not as yet offered up. This intimates to us
who they are that Christ will teach: 1. The humble that confess their ignorance. 2. The diligent
that use the means they have. Ver. 20. Believers have joy or sorrow, according as they
have or have not a sight of Christ The disciples
were sorrowful and yet always rejoicing (2 Cor. vi.
10) ; had sorrowful lives, and yet joyful hearts.
—Vers. 21, 22. Applicable to all the faithful
followers of the Lamb, and describes the common case of Christians 1. Their condition and
disposition are both mournful ; sorrows are their
2. The
lot, and seriousness is their temper.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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world, at the same time, goes away with all the
mirth.
8. Spiritual mourning will shortly be
turned into eternal rejoicing. The sorrows
of Christ's disciples in this world are like
travailing pains, sure and sharp, but not to
last long, and in order to a joyful product.
Christ's withdrawings are just cause of grief to
His disciples. When the sun sets, the sunflower
will hang the head.
Three things recommend
the joy: 1. The cause of it;
/ will see you
again.
2. The cordialness of it; Your heart

—

—

shall rejoice.

8.

The continuance of

—

—

;*Your joy
Christ will

it

no man taketh from you. Note 1.
graciously return to those that wait for Him,
though for a small moment He has seemed to fortake them, Isa. liv. 7. 2. Christ's returns are
returns of joy to all His disciples. Joy in the

—

—

heart is solid, secret, sweet, sure.
Vers. 23-27.
An answer to their askings is here promised, for
their further comfort
Now there are two ways
of asking, asking by way of inquiry, that is the
asking of the ignorant ; and asking by way of

and that is the asking of the indigent.
Christ here speaks of both 1. By way of inquiry, they should not need to ask.
2. By way
of request, they should ask nothing in vain. The
promise itself is incomparably rich and sweet
the golden sceptre is here held out to us, with
request,

—

—

this

word, What

—

is

thy petition,

and

shall be

it

granted f We are here taught how to seek ; toe
must ask the Father in Christ's name.'—Perfect
fruition is reserved for the land of our rest ; asking and receiving are the comfort of the land of
our pilgrimage. Ver. 24. Here is an invitation

—

to

them

to petition.

It is

thought sufficient

men permit

if

addresses, but Christ calls upon
us to petitiou. Vers. 26, 27. Here are the
grounds upon which they might hope to speed,
which are summed up in short by the Apostle
We have an Advocate with the
(1 John ii. 1).
Father 1. We have an Advocate; 2. We have to
do with a Father. Ver. 27. The character of
Christ's disciples; they love Him, because they
believe He came out from God.
See what advantage Christ's faithful disciples have, the Father
loves them, and that because they love Christ.
Believers, who love Christ, ought to know that
God loves them, and therefore to come boldly to
Him as children to a loving Father. Vers. 2883. Two things Christ here comforts His disciples with: 1. An assurance that, though Ho was
leaving the world, He was returning to His
Father; 2. A promise of peace in Him, by virtue
of His victory over the world. Vers. 29, 80.
Two things they improved in by this saying
Tver. 28) : 1. In knowledge, Lo, now Thou speakest plainly ; 2. In faith, Now we are sure.
When
Christ is pleased to speak plainly to our souls,
and to bring us with open face to behold His
glory, we have reason to rejoice in it.
Observe
1. The matter of their faith ; We believe that
Thou earnest forth from Ood; 2. The motive of
their faith
His omniscience.
Those know
Christ best, that know Him by experience. These
words, and needest not that any man should ask
Thee, may speak either: 1. Christ's aptness to
teach ; or, 2. His ability to teach. The best of
teachers can only answer what is spoken, but
Christ can answer what is thought. Vers. 81, 82.
As far as there is inconstancy in our faith, there

great

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

cause to question the sincerity of it, and to
v Ver. 32.
«« Do we indeed believe ?
Many
a good cause, when it is distressed by its enemies, is deserted by its friends. If we at any
time find our friends unkind to us, let us remember that Christ's were so to Him. Tboee will
not dare to suffer for their religion, that seek
their own things more than the things of Christ.
Even then, when we are taking the comfort of our
graces, it is good to be reminded of our danger
from our corruptions. A little time may produce
great changes, both concerning us and in us.
Yet lam not alone, because the Father is with Me.
is

—
—

ask,

—

—

—

A privilege common

to all believers, by virtue
of their union with Christ 1. When solitude is
their choice; 2. When solitude is their affliction.
While we have God's favorable presence with
us, we are happy, and ought to be easy, though
all the world forsake us.
Ver. 33. It has been
the lot of Christ's disciples to have more or less
tribulation in this world.
Men persecute them
because they are so good, and God corrects them
because they are no better. In the midst of the
tribulations of this world, it is the duty and in*
terest of Christ's disciples to be of good cheer.
Never was there such a conqueror of the world
as Christ was, and we ought to be encouraged
by it ; 1. Because Christ has overcome the world
before us ; 2. He has conquered it for us, as the
Captain of our salvation.
[From A Plain Commentary (Oxford) : Ver.
16. He shows that on His departure depended
His mysterious presence. Vers. 29, 80. Faith
admits of degrees; and one of the periods is
here marked when the disciples made a clear
advance in this heavenly grace. Ver. 83. It was
not the object of the present Divine Discourse
to gratify curiosity, or to solve doubts (for that
was reserved for the Holy Ghost) ; but to administer heavenly consolation.
[From Stieb: Vers. 16-24. There is, as for
Himself the breaking through death into life, so
for the disciples a deeply penetrating, fundamental change from sorrow to joy. As this way
of Ike disciples through sorrow to joy between the
cross and the resurrection of our Lord was
already for themselves something preparatory
and typical, it becomes to us a type of the way
which all His future disciples have also to pass
through; a way through that godly sorrow
which at first distinguishes them fully from the
world, into the joy of faith, and life in the Holy
Ghost. Ver. 20. This rejoicing of the world is
the keenest sword to weakness and unbelief, as
well as to the true dependence of the sorrowful
disciples trusting in God (Ps. xlii. 10).
The
sorrow is itself to become joy ; it is not merely to
be lost in, or exchanged for, joy, but the subject
and ground of the sorrow becomes the subject
and ground of the joy. The cross of our Lord
is glorified into an eternal consolation ; out of
the sorrow at the cross and the sepulchre, because
in it there was the believing and loving seeking
of the Crucified, is born their joy in the Living,
Risen One. Those who weep, bear already the
precious seed which rises again into sheaves of
joy—" on the flood of tears we float out of ruin."
Ver. 21. Under the cross of their Lord the
disciples learned to sorrow for sin, as they had
never been taught before. They saw and they

—
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tasted with Christ, as far as in them lay, the sin
of the world, and they saw, moreorer, their own sin
The way from sorrow to joy was to the first
in it.
disciples as the pangs of birth for the outburst
None of us approof resurrection-gladness.
priates, in true personal experience, the joy of
Easter and Pentecost until the passion-sorrow has
Ver. 22. "One feast folfirBt prepared the way.
lowed another after the passion, in which they had
sorrow : at the resurrection He saw them again, but
(we would add) they saw not Ilim yet in full clearness, they had not their full joy through fear of
the Jews ; first at the ascension, when they saw
Him go to "the Father (pteirforuv avr&v, Acts i.
9), their hearts rejoiced; but this also would have
vanished as a beautiful dream if the Comforter
had not assured them at Pentecost that no man
should take from them their joy." (Beck.) The
last fulfilment of this promise reaches forward
to the end of the church's victory, and this joy
of the heart is the contrast of the world's joy
turned into mourning (Is. lxv. 13, 14). The
world which, with or without Christ, would evade
the thought of sin and death, the deepest ground
of all sorrow, can secure its joy only by the dissipation of its inmost nature, and by becoming
deaf to its voice. Therefore its joy is loud, while
yet silent joy is alone genuine and profound.
The world is satisfied without satisfaction. We
lose not the heart's peace in the midst of all
the tribulation which may befall. The root and
principle and strength of their joy cannot be
touched, however afflictions may come. The
child-bearing woman is (further) the Church
through the Spirit within her. As the sum of
all : Every disciple of Jesus through his entire
life, the Church of Christ as a whole down to the
end of the days, learns and experiences in the
cross of Christ that true sorrow which genders
joy, receives and enjoys this as the fruit of the
resurrection and Pentecost in a progressive measure ever approaching perfection until the great
Day dawns, which will be followed by no night.
Ver. 28. In the eternal glory, which will be the
final issue of all temporal adversity, all our past
doubts will be solved, all our complaints silenced,
and all our questioning answered for ever. Vers.
23, 24. Now, in the bright hope of that great day,
ask and pray as ye have never done before! As in
the Old Testament way of holiness the problem
had ever been to learn better how to pray, so also
we have in the practice of prayer in the name of
Jesus the only way of progress toward perfect
holiness, knowledge and joy of heart. All the
discourses, exhortations, encouragements of our
Lord, find their ultimate aim in directing us to
perfect prayer. Ask, so shall ye receive ! Many,
alas, who only half pray, and do not urge their
knocking even to pressing in, cannot afterward
But
receive even what they havo prayed for!
persistent prayer " obtains for me the blessing
that I ean receive, and appropriates that which
the Father gives, actually obtains the hand
which enables me to lay hold of and receive the
heavenly gifts." (Riegeb.)—Ver. 26. The state
of perfection which knows no need is not yet
there is still the asking, and yet it is the same
seal every prayer with a doxology
day.
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We

reaching forth, in confident and tranquil
toward the future eternity ; and thus it

trust,
is

al-
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ready the same day in the light of which we ask
and receive the answer. Ver. 27. This word
most decisively overturns that false notion concerning the redemption which attributes to the
Father a wrath which is to be extinguished, and
not also that reconciling love which from eternity
needed not first to be propitiated. Christians
who believe, to whom Christ has revealed this in
all its clearness, cannot too often be reminded
of this ; " think not too little of the love wherewith ye are loved 1" Not merely has the Father
Himself already loyed them as He loves all the
world and every creature, but He loves them with
that especial love which He bears to those in
whom He finds Christ's word, and through faith

—

—

in it Christ Himself, who stand before Him
clothed in the garment of the righteousness of
His Son. Ver. 28. To what end did He come into
the world, but to become the Saviour of sinners?
Again, to what end and in what way does He return to the Father, but that He may accomplish
eternal redemption through death, and diffuse
from on high the fruits of His redeeming work ?
Vers. 81, 82. It is true that ye do believe, but
how soon will my passion make manifest your
real and great weakness !
Ver. 82. "Whosoever
well ponders this, will hold firm his faith though
the world shake, nor will the defection of all
others overturn his confidence; we do not render
God His full honor, unless He alone is felt to be
sufficient to us." (Calvin.)
Ver. 88. In these
last words He " condenses the sum of the instruction which He had ministered to the disciples at
the last supper." (Nitzsch. ) Tribulation is certainly not alone " the violence and enmity of the
world, which causes grief and anxiety to the disciples."
For all this would not interrupt our
peace, if the persecution did not meet with and
exoite weakness of faith, and the temptation sinful desire, sis us.
We must call to mind the
dXtytc of the woman in ohild-birth, a tribulation

—

—

—

—

—

from wWiin and of

herself.

— Who

is

he,

where

is

there ono, that overcometh the world, except he
that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ? " In
Him all overcome who rejoice to ,be the world
overcome by Him." (Nitzsch).
[From Barnes : Ver. 20. The apparent triumphs of the wicked, though they may produce
grief at present in the minds of Christians, will
be yet overruled for their good. Ver. 81. When
we feel strong in the faith, we should examine
ourselves. It may be that we are deceived ; and
it may be that God may even then be preparing
trials for us that will shake our faith to its foundation.
Ver. 82. Pain is alleviated, and suffering made more tolerable by the presence and
sympathy of friends; He died forsaken. It
matters little who else forsakes us, if God be with
us in the hour of pain and of death. The Christian can die, saying, I am not alone, because the
Father is with me. Ver, 38. The world is a

—

—

—

—

—

vanquished enemy.

And

Satan

is

an humbled

foe.

that believers have to do is to put their
trust in the Captain of their salvation, putting on
the whole armor of God.
From Owen : Ver.
80. There was doubtless much darkness and error
in their mind, much unbelief and sin yet to be
eradicated from their heart; but yet their words
were sincere, their love deep and tender, and
their faith, imperfect as it was compared with
all
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ne*9 of Jesns in the last hour, when He exclaimed,
My God, why host Thou fortaken Me
E. R. C.].
Ver. 83. Here is the ground of all faith, confidence, and hope ; only as the soul rests in Jesus, can it attain to that spiritual peace which is
the foretaste of blessedness above. J

power after their baptism of the Spirit, embraced all His declaration. Ver. 82. God the
Father did not leave His belored Son to enter
alone upon His great redemptire work, but was
with Him through all the scenes of His bitter
agony. [The Father was ever with the Son; but
was not His presence hidden from the comcwum-

its

—

—

THE HIGH-PRIESTLY, INTERCESSORY TRATBK 07 0HBI8T OH BEHALF 07 HIS PEOPLE. A PRATE*
70R THE OLO&IFICATI0H 07 HIS EAMB EVEN TO THE GLORIFICATION OF HIS PEOPLE AMD THt
WORLD, OR UNTIL TUB VANISHMENT 07 THE WORLD AS WORLD. 0HRI8T, IE HI8 SELF-SACRIFICE FOR TUB WORLD, THE TRUTH AND FULFILMENT 07 THE BHEKINA AND ALL THE MANIFESTATIONS OF OOD IN TUB WORLD. GLORIFICATION 07 PRATBR, 07 DECISIVE CONFLICTS 07
THE HEAVENLY GOAL.
SPIRIT, 07 SACRIFICE.
Chap. XVII.

1

1

These words spake Jesus, and lifted up his eyes' to heaven and said [and having lifted
he said], 2 Father, the hour is come glorify thy Son, that thy [the] Son also [omit
also] may glorify thee As [According as] thou hast given him [gavest him, coWar]
power over all flesh, that he should give eternal life to as many as thou hast given
him [that whatsoever, or, all which thou hast given him, he might give to them life
eternal, ha x<lv 6 dldatxac aoT<p dd>&et auroU C^* aiatvwi/]. And this is life eternal [the
eternal life, 7 almnoq C<^], tna* *ney might know* thee the only true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast sent [didst send] I have glorified [I glorified, U6*a<ra\ thee
on the earth I have finished [having finished, or, by finishing, relet dura?]* the work
which thou gavest [hast given, didtoxas'] me to do. And now, O Father, glorify thou
me with thine own self with the glory which I had with thee before the world was.4

up

2

3

4

. . .

;

:

f

:

:

5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

**************

I have manifested [I manifested] thy name unto the men which [whom] thou
6
gavest me out of the world : thine they were, and thou gavest them [unto] me
and they have kept thy word. Now they have known [they know] 1 that all tilings
whatsoever [even as many as] thou hast given me are of [from] thee. For I have
given unto them the words which thou gavest me ; and they have received them, and
have known [they received them and knew] 8 surely that I came out [forth] from thee,
and they have believed [and believed] that thou didst send me. I pray for them : I
pray not for the world, but for them which [those whom] thou hast given me ; for they
are thine. And all mine [all things that are mine, rd ifid xdyra, ncut.] are thine, and
thine are mine ; and I am [have been] glorified in them. And now [omit now] I am
no more [longer] in the world, but [and, xaQ these are in the world, and I come [am
coming] to thee. Holy Father, keep through thine own name those whom [keep them
in thy name which iv tw 6i>6>xaTi <roo $]• thou hast given me, that they may be one
[even] as we are [omit are]. While I was with them in the world [omit in the
world] 10 I kept them in thy name : those that thou gavest me I have kept [I
kept them ir-jpoov in thy name which" thou hast given me, and guarded,
watched over l<pvXa$a them], and none [not one] of them is lost, but the eon of
And [But] now come I
perdition; that the Scripture might [may] be fulfilled.
[I am coming] to thee; and these things I speak in the world, that they might
[may] have my joy fulfilled [made full], in themselves. I have given [?ldwxd\ them
thy word ; ana the world hath hated [hated, fyuV^cv] them, because they are not
of the world, even as I am not of the world. I pray not that thou shouldest take
them out of the world, but that thou shouldest keep them from the evil [the evil
one, ix too no'srjpoj].
They are not of the world, even as I am not of the world.
18 Sanctify them through thy 11 truth [in the truth] : thy word is truth. As thou
hast sent [didst send] me into the world, even so have [omit even so have] I also sent
[or, even so I sent] them into the world.
And for their sakes [or, for them, in their

—

13

14
15
16
17,

19

—
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**************

behalf] I sanctify myself [mine
through [in] the truth.

own

self], that

they also might [may] be sanctified

Neither pray I for these alone [Yet not for these alone do I pray], but for them
which shall believe [but also for those who believe, rcDv nuneuovTwvy* on [in] me
through their word ; That they all may [may all] be one ; as thou, Father, art in me,
and I in thee, that they also may be one" in us that the world may believe that thou
hast sent [didst send] me. And the glory which thou gavest [hast given, didtoxa;'] me I
have given [didwxa] them ; that they may be one, even as we are one I in them, and
thou in me, that they may be made perfect in [perfected into, rsTsXstw^ivot efc] one
and [omit and15] that the world may know that thou hast sent [didst send] me, and
hast loved [didst love, or, lovedst] them, as thou hast loved [didst love, or, lovedst]
1
me. Father, I will that they also, whom [that what *] thou hast given me," be
with me where I am ; that they may behold my glory, which thou hast given me:
for thou lovedst me before the foundation of the world.
O [omit O] righteous Father, 18 [and (yet), xai 19] the world hath not known thee
[knew thee not] but I have known [knew] thee, and these have known [knew] that
thou hast sent [didst send] me. And I have declared [I made known] unto them
thy name, and will declare it [make it known] ; that the love wherewith thou hast
loved [didst love, or, lovedst] me may be in them, and I in them.

20

also

21

:

22
23

:

24

25

:
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
H

Ver. 1.— [Cod. A. B. 0. D. E., etc, Tischend., Treg., Alf., Westc. And
M read JAaAifw, Cod. Sin. AeAaAqxei', had
spoken* which Noyes follows in his translation : " When Jesus had thus spoken."— P. 8.]
* Ver. l.r—[N. B., etc., LuchtiL, Treg., Tischend., Alford, e/c, read iwdpas without tcaL instead of the text. rec. : hniptv.
8.1*
. . . JCOi.— P.
» Ver. 3.—The Xva yi*w<jKov<nv (A.D. O. L^ etc., Tischendorf) probably not merely an ancient error in transcription
(Meyer), but also a dogmatical correction. *Im ywta?ic»o>i seems at tho same time to donoto the impulse of a striving after
the perfect knowledge of God and Christ, characterizing such impulse as tho beginning of eternal blessedness. [Tischend., ed.
VIII., and Tregelles read yutwric o v cw, but Lacbm., Alford, Westcott and Hort, road yttw*w<rir, which is supported by
K- B. C. X-, Grig., and adopted also by Lange in his version : " doss sie dich musten erkewun" Alford and Noyee translate
**to know? Conant: "that they knovo.^—V. 8.]
Ver. 4.—[The text roc. reads irtkeUnra with D., Vulg.; but tf. A. B.C. L, etc^ and tho best modem authorities read
rcAsuwif, which explains «&$£ euro. —P. S.]
* Ver. 5. [Instead of wpb tou t6v JtdVjaor e v a t wapa <rof, Cod. D. reads ytviaOa t. P. 8.]
• Ver. 6.—{For the second firfftaiiea?, thou hast given (0. L., Orig., etc., Alford), I prefer iStaxat, gavtst which Is sup, and adopted by Tregelles. Tischend., Westcott and Hort.— P. 8.1
ported by K. A. B. D.
* Ver 7.—{« J *»« *v i* best sustained by (A.) B. C. D., etc., Lach., Tisch., Treg Alf., Westc.
Cod. Sin. roads *yv»r.
n
r
1

—

—

K

U.X. €>»<w.-P.8.]
» Ver. S.— Rat iyiwtrav is wanting In A. D., 8In. • Itala it is bracketed by Lachmann, and by Meyer regarded as a gloss.
It however, has a decided reference to chap. xvi. 30. Codd. B. [C. L.l, etc- Hilary, support it. [Alford, Tregelles, Tischend.
;

Westcott and Hort retain it—P. 8.]
• Ver. 11. —The reading £ [referring to eVo/taj Instead of ov* [referring to avrovc], rests upon A. B. C. [tf.1 e/c, and is
decisively established by the Codd. [? is adopted by Treg., Alf., Tischend., W. and H. Seo the Exeo.—P. SJ
w Ver. 12.—'Ev ry xoVja? is wanting in B. C* D. L., Sin., etc. With reason rejected by Lachmann and Tischendorf.
« Ver. 12.—Codd. B. Ln rtc, read $ MouKat pot ral «<f>vAafa. Thonce arises tho reading in Tischendorf: "I kept them
in Thy name which Thou hast given me, and I have watched or guarded them." Codd. A. D., etc., are against said reading,
[freg., Alf, Tischend. ed. vlii„ W. and U., read also In ver. 12 <i, instead of tho ofa of the text. rec. P. STj
» Ver. 17.—Sov is to be rejected in accordance with A. B. C.,* etc., (Lachmann).
w Ver. 20.—In accordance with A. B. C. 1)., Sin., etc., wurr*v6vn>v instead of [text rec.] vivnvo-ovrtav. [All critical
edit read Tturr*v6vrmv. P. 8.]
M Ver. 21.— Ek is wanting in Codd. B.C.* DM etc., in the Itala, efc., in Hilary (Tischendorf). 'E* Is supported by Cod.,
A., Origen and, very decidedly, by the subsequent sentence. The world can see that Christians are one, but it cannot seo
that they are in God. [Cod. Bin. sustains the text rec, but all the latest critical editions except Lachm., drop Jr.—P. S.l
» Ver. 23.—The *ai before Ira should bo omitted. [So all the crit edd.]
i* Ver. 24.—Tischendorf reads & in accordance with Codd. B. D., Lachmann ofc in accordance with Cod., A., etc.
This
reading of the Recepta is sanctioned by Cyprian and Hilary. [6 is also sustained by Cod. Sin., and adopted by Alford, Tregelles, Tischend-, Westcott and Hort " The neuter has a peculiar solemnity uniting the whole church together as one gift
of the Father to the Son " (Alford). In this case we should translate: "I will that what thou hast given me (o Stfouxdff
fiot\ even they (icamlroi) may be with me,!' etc.; or u As to that which thou hast given me, I will that they also bo with

edn

viii.,

—

—

.

me/* rfc—P. 8.]
i? Ver. 24.— We retain the reading M&mcoc in accordance with the weightiest Codd. [instead of f&Wa?.
The B. V.
consistent in the rendering of the tenses, and repeatedly confounds the aor. and perf. in this chd P. 8.1

—

no means

» Ver. 25.-f»«njp A. B. vdTtp tf. C. D. L.—P. 8.]
» Ver. 25.—(teat is omitted in D. and Vulg.. but sustained by the best authorities. On its moaning see the Exxo.
:

like the B.

V,

ignores

it

;

is

by

:

in the translation

;

Meyer translates:

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

una) gleidtwohl (and yet);

Lango Ja dock— P.
:

Alford.

8.]

sacerdotal or high-priestly prayer of our Lord, 80
called because He here intercedes for His people

and enters upon His function as the High-Priest
[Introductory Remarks. The seventeenth in offering His own life as a perfect sacrifice for
chapter, the simplest, and yet the deepest and tho sins of the whole world. 4 Br. Lange (see

—

sublimest

in

the whole

Bible,* contains the

* [Bengel : •*£**» "** gaudeat,

cum Poire loeutms

est Jesus f

luce perseripta exstart, qum
Hoe caput in tota Sariptwra est

zerbu/aciairMany sensibus prqfundissimuM."—?.

8.J

* [Pncatio sacerdotaUs or summi sacerdntis, first used in the
sixteenth century by a Lutheran divine (Chytneus). Oodet
" Ona appelicetie pribre saendotale. Cest Men, en effet, iet
Facte du souveratn tacryfioatcur de VhumaniU, qui fait off'
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Doctb. AMD Ethic, below) justly claims for it
also a prophetical and kingly character.
There
are several prayers of Jesus recorded in the New
Testament : the model prayer for His disciples
(Matt. ti. 18), brief thanksgivings (Malt. xi.
25, 26; John vi. 11 ; xi. 41, 42) ; the petition in
Gethsemane (Matt. xxvLJ59; comp. the similar
petition John xii. 2) ; and the exclamation on
the cross : «« Father, forgive them," " Eli Eli,"
"Father, into Thy hands." The sacerdotal prayer,
spoken in the stillness of the night, under the
starry heavens, before the wondering disciples,
in view of the approaching consummation of His
work, for Himself, His apostles, and His Church
to the end of time, is peculiarly His own, the inspiration of His grand mission, and could be
uttered only by Christ, and even by Christ only
once in the world's history, as the atonement
could occur but once, but its effect vibrates
through all ages. It is not so much the petition
of an inferior, or dependent suppliant, as the
communion of an equal, and a solemn declaration
of His will concerning those whom He came to
While praying to the Father He teaches
save.
the apostles (Bengel: oral Patrem, simulgue discipulos docet).*
He prays as the mighty Intercessor and Mediator standing between earth and
heaven, looking backward and forward, and comprehending all His present and future disciples
in one holy and perfect fellowship with Himself
and the eternal Father. The words are as clear
and calm as a mirror, but the sentiments as deep
and glowing as God's fathomless love to man,
and all efforts to exhaust them are in vain. See
the quotation below sub B. P. S.]
A., The time of the High-priestly prayer of Jesus,
It is indicated with the going forth over the
brook Kedron [xviii. 1]. The crossing of the
brook Kedron was the act and sign of final decision.
It is not necessary to understand the
going forth as a going forth from the Supperroom, for the precincts of the city probably extended, in single residences, down into the valley.
B. Worth pf the prayer. The highest estimation was accorded it by anoient theologians.
Luther: "It is, verily, an exceeding fervent,
hearty prayer; a prayer wherein He discovereth,
both unto us and to the Father, the abysses of
His heart and poureth forth its treasures."!
Spener, according to Canstein (Spener's Leben,
p. 146), would never preaoh on this chapter ; he
declared that a true understanding of it mounted
above the ordinary degree of faith which the
Lord is wont to communicate to His people on
their pilgrimage.
The evening before his death,
however, he caused it to be read to him three
times in succession. J Chytrseus called it pre-

—

rande &

Dim et de lui-meme

bitrarily,

et at tout son peupU prismt et
Hengstenbcrg derives this designation, rather arfrom the Aaronic benediction, Lev. ix. 22 : Nam. vi.

22 ff.-P.

8.]

fuiur."

* [Oomp. also Lampe: " Oonjtrmatio et eonsenatio discipulorum scopus primarius harumprecum erat. ty Schmieder
(Das hohepriesterU Gebet, 48): •* His speech was not only an
outpouring of His heart towards the Father, but at the same
time a well considered self-exhibiting work for the disciples,"

f [Luther adds: "Plain and simple in sound, it jet [n so
deep, rich and broad that no one can fathom it." Luther's
exposition of ch. xvii. was composed in 1534.—P. 8.]
J [So did John Knox, who never feared the face of man,
but bowed, like a child, beforo the will and word of God.
In his last sickness he directed his wife and his secretory

summi sacerdotis. Similarly, Melanchthon
(see Lucke, II., p. 692),* Lampe, Bengel [see
quotation on p. 6111, Herder and others have
expressed their admiration of the prayer.
[Barnes: "It is perhaps the most sublime
composition to be found anywhere."
Owen:
" It is Christ's almighty fiat, addressed to the
Father, as Him from whom He came forth, and
as the one that had covenanted to save and bless
all who by the drawing of His ineffable love had
come to Jesus." Tholuck : " If in any human
speech divinity is manifest, and sublimity ia
joined to condescending humility, it is in this
eaiio

prayer. ' De Wette: u Here all the parting discourses are summed up and raised to the highest
pitch of thought and feeling. It is beyond a
doubt the sublimest part of the evangelical tradition, the pure expression of Christ's lofty consciousness and peace of God (unstreitig das Brhabenste was wis die evang. UeberUeferung aufbtwahrt hat, der reine Ausdruek von Jesu hohem Gottesbewusstsein und Qottesfrieden)" This testimony
has all the more weight on account of the skeptical tendency of De Wette.
Luthardt (II., 854)
" Neither in the Scripture nor in the literature
of any nation can there be found a composition
which in simplicity and depth, in grandeur and
fervor may be compared to this prayer. It could
not be invented, but could proceed only from such
aconsciousness as the one which speaks here. But
it could be preserved and reproduced by a personality 60 wholly devoted and conformed to the
personality of Jesus as the Evangelist." Ewaid
prayer such as the world never
(p. 886 f.) :
heard nor could hear . . . For Himself He has
little to ask (vers. 1-5), but as soon as His word
takes the character of an intercession for His
1

"A

own

(6-26), it becomes an irresistible stream of
the most fervent love. . . Sentence rushes upon
sentence with wonderful power, yet the repose
is never disturbed."
Meyer (p. 587) calls it
41
the noblest and purest pearl of devotion in the

New, Testament (die edelste und reinste PerU der
Andaeht im N. r.)."—P. S.]
Bretsch ii eider, on the other hand, has opened
the way for the most unfavorable opinions of
He calls it an
modern, negative criticism.

" Oratio

frigid*, dogmatiea, metaphysical

y

and the advocates of the mythical
and legendary hypothesis of the life of our Lord
can do nothing with this prayer. Kenan (Vude
Jesus, p. 275, 12th ed) disposes of all the parting discourses, ch. xiii.-xvii., in a short foot[Rationalists

note, categorically declaring that they cannot be
historical, but must be a free fiction of John in
his own language.
So also Strauss, Weisse,
Baur, Soholten. Such a view, which stands and
falls with the whole fiction-theory of the Johannean discourses of Christ, is not only revolting
to all religious feeling, but plainly incompatible
with the depth and height, the tenderness and
that one of them should every day read to him, with a distinct voice, the seventeenth chapter of the Gospel according
to John, the fifty-third of Isaiah, and a chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesiaus. This was punctually complied with
during the whole time of his sickness." Th. ITCrie, Lif^ttf
John Knox (Philada. ed. 1846), p. 332—P. &]
* TMelanchthon says : " Digniortmnec Mxctioremmefrw*
htonoran, nee magi* patheHeam voce* in ccdo ae terra wt41

quarhauditamfu^quamhanciprivsFUaDeipraxitenw*,"
Zanchins (quoted by lAmpe. HI., p. 358) :

mis

•*

Plata

est

eonsofcsfontfoif."—P. S.J
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fervor of this prayer. If John, or whoever was
the author of the Gospel, invented it, he must
have been conscious of his own fiction and intention of deceiving the reader. That a person in
such a frame of mind and heart could produce
such a prayer as this, is a psychological and

That the prayer, as the
impossibility.
discourses of Christ generally, was not only
translated from the Hebrew into the Greek, but
freely reproduced in John's mind, and received
his peculiar coloring, may be admitted without
impairing the faithfulness as to the thoughts and
spirit, especially if we take into consideration that the Paraclete reminded the apostles of
Christ's words and opened to them their full
meaning (ch. xiv. 26 ; xv. 26 ; xvi. 13, 14). Godet (II., 867) justly remarks against Reuss, that
the internal miracle of a faithful reproduction
of the long discourses of Christ is less inexplicable than the artificial composition or notion of
such a master-piece. P. S.]
O. Historical truth of the prayer and its relation
The modern criticism
to the agony in Gethsemane.
of Bretschneider, Strauss, Baur pretends to discover a contradiction between the triumphant
mood of Jesus in this prayer and His Rejection
in Gethsemane. This rests partly on the false
assumption that in Gethsemane Christ petitioned
for the averting of His death. See, in opposition
to this view, Comm. on Matthew [p. 481, Am. Ed.]
Since there can be no question of a change of
resolve, but only of a change of mood, we have
simply to recognize the profundity and gloriousness of Jesus' psychical life in the great con[Sudtrasts presented by His mental frames.
den transitions of feeling belong to human nature, and cannot appear strange in Christ who
was peculiarly sensitive and sympathetic, yet in
all these changing moods retained equilibrium
and self-control, comp. oh. xi. 33 ff. On the# apparent inconsistency between the calmness and repose of the sacerdotal prayer and the subsequent
agony in the garden, which was but the anticipation of the sufferings of the cross, comp. also
the sensible remarks of Meyer, p. 588, Hengstenberg, III. 143, and Godet, II. 607 f.—P. S.]
D. But why did not John append the psychical
combat of Jesus in Gethsemane to this prayer ?
presentation of that was, like a presentation
of the Supper, foreign to his plan, and the omission must be justified by that plan. The victory
of Jesus, in His spiritual sorrow, over Judas
(ohap. xiii. 31), involved the victory in Gethsemane, as also His victory on the cross. Moreover, John had related the prelude consisting of
the suffering of Jesus in the oircle of disciples,
and the scene in the Temple-precincts (chap,
xii. 27), and could assume the Church's familiarity with the conflict in Gethsemane, to which
familiarity Heb. v. 7 also bears testimony. [Besides Christ Himself points to the agony, ch.
xiv. 30, in the words : " The prince of this world

moral

—

A

—

cometh, and hath nothing in Me." P. 8.]
E. Symbolism of the prayer: With eyes upraised
An evidence that He seeks His home
to heaven.
above, where the Father is. The observation
that, in an astronomical sense, there is no above
or beneath, is a worthless one here. Heaven, as
the place where the Divine glory is manifested,
constitutes the above, in antithesis to earth.
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Christ prays aloud, in order to the consolation
disciples, for here, too, the
rule holds good, that the humau reference and
design of prayer does not vitiate its directness
and subjectivity.
8ee chap. xi. 42. Augustine : Tanti magutri non solum sermoeinatio ad ipsos,
sed et(am oratio pro ipsis discipulorum est sedificatio.
F. Progression of the Prayer :
1. Christ first prays for His own glorification,

and elevation of the

vers. 1-5.
2. Then for the preservation of
vers. 6-19.
8.

His disciples,

Finally for the congregation of believers,

which they are to lead to Him; for their unity
and perfection in the kingdom of glory, that the
whole world may believe through them, may
attain unto knowledge and, as world, vanish out
of existence, vers. 20-24.
4. The conclusion sums up the whole in the
thought that Christ's love in the disciples shall
become the full presence of Christ in the world.
[The connecting idea of the three parts is the
work of God, as accomplished by Christ, carried
on by the apostles, and to be completed in the
churoh, to the glory of God. P. S.l
Ver. 1. These words spake Jesus and
having lifted up His eyes, etc. [Tavra
i'khXrjat 6 'Itjoovc, Kal iir&pac. tov,c
6<p&aXfio\) £ avrov eig rbv ovpavbv etire.
The double tcai (text, rec.) is not carelessness (De
Wette), but solemn circumstantiality of expression (Meyer). But lir&pac. without jcoi is better authenticated than e7rypev with koI. P. S.].
With
this expression the Evangelist connects the prayer
of Jesus with the farewell discourses, making it
the sealing of the same. Prayer the blossom of
holy speech; meditation the root of prayer.
[Christ prayed aloud, partly from the strength of
emotion which seeks utterance in speech, partly
for the benefit of His disciples (ver. 18), that He
might lift them up to the throne of grace and reveal to them and to the church the love and sympathy of His heart. Suoh reflection, especially in a
prayer of intercession for others, is quite consistent with the deepest spirit of devotion (comp. on
ch. xi. 42).
The occasion made an indelible impression on the mind of John, who depicts here
also the gesture and heavenward look of the
praying Lord. P. S.J
To heaven. Calvin : Quia ecelorum conspectus
nos admonet, supra omnes creaturas longe eminere
deum. See the beginning of " Our Father" We
could not absolutely infer from this remark by
itself, that Jesus offered up His prayer in the
open air, as Rupert and others affirm. Since
that fact, however, is otherwise established, the
expression gains in significance.
[In prayer the eye of faith is always instinctively directed to heaven, as heaven is everywhere open, and angels are ascending and descending. Heaven is the abode of the Hearer
of prayer and Giver of every good gift. Every
prayer of faith is a spiritual ascension. Christ
addresses God here as " Father," ir&rep, simply,
six times in this prayer, not " Our Father," as
in the Lord's Prayer, which is intended for the
disciples, nor «• My Father," where He prays for

—

—

—

—
—

Himself only. Bengel: " Talis shnplicitas appeU
omnes dccuit Filium Dei." He is the
Only Begotten Son of His Father, we the cornlationis ante
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children of our Father (comp. John xz. 17). great, unitous collectivity in the creation;
The name of Father is the most endearing under mass limbing and sundering into individual
which we can know and address God, and which members, as meu, successively exercising, and
calls out all our feelings of filial trust and grati- departing in, faith, come into possession of eterChrist probably used the Aramean word nal life. The collective mass of created beings,
tude.

mon

K3K, Abba, which passed into the devotional
vocabulary of Christians, Bom. viii. 15 ; G»L iv.

0.—P.

U come

[«2.#At>#fv jJ ipa].
The great, unique hour of decision by death and
resurrection, which are inseparable ; the hour
whose aim and consummation is the glorification
[xii. 23; xiii. 1, 32].
Glorify Thy Son [doljaodv gov rbv
vldv aov placed first to give, force to the petition
which, being the prayer of the Only Begotten
Son, can not be refused Iva (xal) 6 vl6g (aov)
dofaoy ok.—P. S.l. ddfjaoov, conduct Him
See ver. 6.
into the state of tfefa, of glory.
This glorification of the Son was fulfilled in the
Besurrection and Ascension, the " unbounding"

—

of Christ; similarly, the thence-issuing glorification of the Father was fulfilled through the
outpouring of the Holy Ghost and the establishment of the Church and of the gospel ministry.
The interpretation of Didymus [De Wette,

Me

to them who know
Manifest
:
not, is expressive of but one consideration : tho
" The communicaeffect of Christ's exaltation.

Me

Beuss]

mankind of the true consciousness of
is, apprehended moootheistically, a
[Stier: " Those
glorification of the Father.
words are a proof that the Son is equal to the

tion to

God" (Baur)

Father as touching His Godhead. What creature
could stand before his Creator and say, ' Glorify
Thou me, that I may glorify Thee?* "—The Son
glorifies the Father, not by adding to His glory,
but by making it known to men through the
Spirit,

who makes known and thus

glorifies

the Son.—P. S.]
Ver. 2. According as
.etc

*

broken

;

S.]

The hour

Holy

souls destined for salvation, is necessarily

up into individual members, for every man
must singly attain to saving faith this individu-

Thou gaveit Him,
[Kadbc Idonag avr$ hl-ovoiav n&oriq

—

The power over all flesh, received by
cr-apa-df].*
'Christ, in His divine-human person, from God
Jxm« 3], and in spirit exercised by Him through
His spiritual victory, is the measure and index
The infinite power
vof His hope of glorification.
of His personality over mankind, the infinite
verification of that power in the self-humiliation
.of His love, shall be the measure of His infinite
glorification.— Over all flesh [naonc aapudg].
An Old Testament expression [col basarssM
mankind], not found elsewhere in John. A solemn emphasizing of the universalism of His destination for the whole human race the designa-

—

however, is but conducive to a higher
unity.
See ver. 21. His glorification is, it is
true, an end in itself; nevertheless, it also aims
at the bliss of believing humanity; and the* one
design is inseparable Yrom the other. The design
of the creation of the world is the glorification
of God and Christ in the blessedness of men
such, likewise, is the design of the redemption.
The Father is to be glorified by the diffusion of salalization,

vation in Christ, the dissemination of eternal life.
this is the eternal life [avrv
Ver. 3.
dihoTiv y al&vioc £«#]. Z«# cu6viogt see
According to the Prologue,
ch. i. 4 ; iii. 16, 8G.
the Logos appears in the fundamental forms of
light, life, and love; and His absolute life (1 Tim.
vi. 19) is communicated to believers, through the
Holy Ghost, as the fundamental impulse and
might o Aternal life. Life is an appearing from
within outwards, in the form of self-development;
eternal life is an eternal self-rejuvenating and
appearing ; it is life in the eternity of God, inclusive of all times and spaces; the eternity of
God in the power of life ; an unobstructed selfdeveloping beyond the ssons. The believer Mom
(he unity of eternity in the manifoldness of life and
the manifoldness of Ufe in the unity of eternity.*
44
If we define life as the undisturbed self-development of the idea implanted in the being, the

Now

term

signifies,

subjectively,

self-gratification,

bliss,—objectively, the glorification of the finite
life in the divine." Tholuck. Chap. xv. 1-3. This
Not metonymically: hoc mode
i* t avrv 6k horiv.
paratur (Beza, etcX but by way of explanation:
heroin it consists, in respect of its principle.

That they must know Thee [Iva yiv&aKuoi (y iv 6a kov a I) ck rbv fi6vov
aXv&tvbv dtbv the distinctive truth of the
Ka\ bv airiarei^ag 'Iqoovv Xpio0. T.

—

—

the distinctive truth of the N. T.]. iva.
Eternal life at the same time an eternal, unobstructed striving, or further striving, toward a
goal continually attained and as continually set
afresh, f See the Textual Notes. The tendency
toward the knowledge of God is not distinct and
separate from that toward the knowledge of
Christ; they are in reality one; the essential,
To this bias there is an
true tendency of man.
T6V

;

tion applied to mankind is significant not only
of its antithesis to the spiritual life of Christ,
but also of its susceptibility of salvation. This
power over all flesh is expressive, therefore, of
the magnitude of His expectations with regard
*o the spread of His gospel. See Phil. ii. 6 ff.

—

objective

and a

subjective definitiveness.

A

(conMeyer after Liicke :
fessionally distinct) summary of belief in antithesis to the polytheistic (r. povov afy&. $t&v)y
and Jewish Kfopoc (which latter rejected Jesus
The distinction of the true
as the Messiah].
I.

The

objective.

and His Ambassador emphasises the personThat all which Thou hast given Him, to God
and Christ, and lays stress upon the
them He should give, etc. [Iva it a v b 6i6o- ality of God

nac avry, 6 Cay (al. 66oei) avrolc £«r)v
A select number is not here meant by
.alijvio v],
this ; the peculiar expression (irav, airraid) brings
out the fact that the Father has given Him a
t

—

* JEwald begins a new sentence with KaStfc, which is concluded in ver. 4, so that ver. 8 is parenthesis. Against this
instruction see Meyer.—P. S.]

• [Webster and Wilkinson : M As elsewhere, so here most
is important to notice that $*i in this connexion
does not mean merely conscious existence* nor auMtoc merely
•
endless duration ; but by £ aim*, is signified the life belonging to eternity/ the highest kind and state of being of which
the creation is capable. —P. 8.1
+ [Qjdet: Iva est mis au Urn de ort, pare* que la <xmnaiuanot est presents eomme unbmt* aUeindre.—P. S.]

especially, it
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knowledge of it as the condition of life and development for the human personality (in opposi-

The objective definitiyeness
tion to Pantheism).
of the expression requires that Christ should
epeak of Himself in the third person ; He sub-

only true God
[rov ftovov a\jj& ivbv &ebv com p. fidvog
oofbg #., Rom. xvi. 27 fidvoc batog nbptoc, Rev. xv.
sequently returns to ky6.— The

t

;

4.—P.

S.].

The only

essential,

real

God;—akn-

•&tvo\ in antithesis to the unreal, symbolical and
mythical gods of the world, not of the Gentile
world aloue, but also of later Judaism in its
estrangement from the faith of revelation, 1 John

.

Rev. . 7
1 Thess. i. 9.
It is the God
of revelation in Christ, the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, Eph. i. 8 ; not in antithesis to the Old Testament idea of God or to the
idea of Christ, but in antithesis to all false and
obscured belief in God hence God as He reveals
Himself in Christ, distinct as to His divine consciousness and distinguished from Christ.
Thou hast sent, Jesus Christ.
Tholuck : Not Moses, not & prophet, could have
been named in this co-ordination, by the side of
God, but He only who could say: "he thatseeth
Me, seeth the Father." Calvin : Sensus est, Dcum
mediatore tantum interposito cognosci. At the same
time, however, the modification of God's and
Christ's personality must be observed.
Where
God is rightly known, He is known as the fidvog
a7jrdtv6\; where Jesus is rightly known as the
8cnt of God, He is known as the Xpiardg. In
opposition to this, Tholuck says: According to
the Christological view, the Father is not known
along with the Messiah, but in Him, chap. x. 38;
xiv. 7, 8; viii. 19.
But it is just in the distinction of the two personalities that true knowledge
of God in Christ is consummated.
Several explanations present themselves:
(1) Augustine, Ambrose [Hilary] and others: As
though it were written : Ut te et, quern misisti, Jesum
Christum, cognoscant solum verum dcum* This is
contrary to the text, though from the distinction
of Christ from God the Arians and Socinians draw
an unjust inference against the divine nature of
Christ, the knowledge of God being indissolubly
connected with the knowledge of Christ.
(2) The two terms are nomina propria in undivided unity (Tholuck, Luthardt).f In such case,
however, too great a portion of the weight of the
passage would be transferred from the objective
to the subjective side, the knowing.
(3) Tbv fidvoVy etc. is predicate to <re, Xptardg
is predicate to: "Whom Thou hast sent," Jesus
(Clerikus, Nosselt and others). J

20

;

;

;

And

Him whom

* [This would require in Greek : Ira vir. <rc <c. 'Iiyo-. XP5r aWar., rbv \i6vov ak^Qivhv $t6v.
The fathers adopted
this forced interpretation to escape the Arian couclaslon that
Christ was of a different and created substance, and subordinate
to the Father. Hut the juxtaposition of Christ with the Father in connection with all that follows (comp. iin*U er, Ter.
22), Is quite inconsistent with A danism and Sociniauism.
God is here called oA^crfe, not in distinction from His Son,
but from id >ls and quasi-divinities. Christ, as to His divine
nature, is Himself called o a\ij$iyb^ 0«o$, 1 John v. 22. A Iford : ** I do not scruple to use and preach on this verse (John
xrii. 3) as a plain proof of the co-equality of the Lord Jesus
in the Godhead."— P. 8.]
f [So also the K.V., LUcke, ed.IIT., Godot, Alford, and
most English commentators. Comp. ch. 1. 17 ; 1 John ). 3, 7,
and especially the Pauliue epistles where 'Iiprou? Xpt*T& is
the usual designation of the dirlne-human Mediator. P. S.]
X [So also LUcke, ed. n., If oyer and Ewald. But then we

—
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(4) Xpiordg is the subject ; the predicate is contained in bv ankoTuTiag (De Wette).
The last two interpretations lay too great stress
upon the ideal on the objective side. We must
not apprehend the modifications as predicates,
declarative of doctrine, but as definitions, explanatory of the nature of Father and Son, or

definitive nomina appellativa.
II. Subjective definitiveness of the sentence. ** The
schools, after the precedent of Augustine, held
ywdoKuv to be a proof of the beatitudo intuitiva
aternitatis; in the Hegelian period it was con-

to prove the dignity of speculative
But even Greek exegesis recognizes
science.
the practical value of the term; Cjril: rip kv
tpyoig vfortv, Calov. : notitia practica, better:

sidered

experimental knowledge.
See chap. vi. 19."
Tholuck. Still, we cannot overlook the fact that
the whole experience of faith is teleologioally
leveled at its consummation in contemplative
knowledge (Matt. v. 8; 1 Cor. xiii. 12). John
recognizes no knowledge that is not practical,
but also no practice whose aim is not seeing.
The term knowing is so centrally poised between
believing and seeing, as to embrace both, as well as
mark the transition from the first to the second.*
Ver. 4. I glorified Thee on the earth
[ky & a e eddtjaoa kirl rij$ yfjc, rb epyov
rehe itiaag free, erefaioca). The aorists are
proleptical and should not be rendered as perfects as in the E. V.— P. S.]
Foundation of the
foregoing petition. This not in the sense of
urging His claims to being glorified by the Father on the score of legal merit, but in a sense
that presents Him as intimating that, by His
glorification of the Father, He has prepared the
moment of His own glorification, and that He
may now expeot such glorification as a recompense agreeable to the fundamental law of the
kingdom of love and righteousness. In ver. 1
Ho modified the succession thus : Father, glorify
the Son, that the Son may glorify Thee ; now He
says: I glorified Thee, now do Thou glorify
the Son. To avoid a mingling of the conceptions,
we must admit the question to be here of & preliminary glorification of the Father through the
Son. And this is Christ's meaning; He says: I
glorified Thee on the earth, and In elucidation
of these words He adds: I have finished the
work, etc:
In His doctrine and life Ho had
manifested the Father conformably to the grace
and truth of the latter, chap. i. 17. He could
lay this work before the Father as finished and
complete. Augustine and Gerhard understand
by these words the sacrifice of Christ's death,
of which He speaks, say they, as from the stand-

—

would expect the Article before xp<^r6v, nsin all the eighteen
passages of John whero xptorof occurs without 'Iiyoovs, except ch. ix. 22 (opoAoyi;<rg xp.<j-r6v). Meyer thinks that
Christ prayed in Hebrew, rVlSfon JR&\ hut this Is by
no means certain, and would not affect Greek usage. Comp.
also 1 John ii. 22; I v. 3; v. 1, 6; 2 John 9, and the later
writers, e.g. Hegesippus in Euseb. H. S. II. 23: on TrjcroOt
o x/hoto?
Kiv&wtvei »o?
Aoo? 'Irpmvv rbv
Xpurrbv vfxxrSoKav. Moreover, the predicate under which
is to be known, is already expressed by hv as-tioTctAaf.

«<rrtr

Christ

—P. 8.]

V

• [Godet : u
ecritureprend toujour* not conic Aims dans
un sens plus profand. Quand il fagit du rapport de deux
Ipersotmes, ce mot design*, la parfaite intuition que chacune a
de f etre moral de P autre, bur rencontre dans le mime milieu

Utmineux."— P.

U

B.]

,
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"Most commentaits consummation.
even Grotius, at least consider it (the deathsacrifice) to be jointly included by prolepsis;
Socinian exegesis alone absolutely excludes it.
The fact that vers. 6-9 speak exclusively of
Christ's doctrinal ministry is not decisive in
favor of such exclusion." Tholuck. It is more
decisive, however, that Christ here reckons His
death as comprising one point in the Father's
point of

tors,

Hence it is doubtless
in the more limited sense that He has been speaking of the work which the Father has commanded
Him to do; in a sense similar to that of the
words: I must work as long as it is day; the
night cometh, etc., chap. ix. 4. Now, however,
this work is brought to a conclusion; He makes
His high-priestly offering of Himself and seals
The Passion comes under
that with His Passion.
consideration as the conclusion of His obedient
doing. See also the xal vvv ddgaaov pt ov
glorification of the Son.

And now

Me, Thou, Fa6 6§ao6v fie
irarep, iropd oeavry ry d6gy $

Ver. 5.
ther, with

a

:

;

t

glorify

Thyself [nal vvv

—

elxov"].* Although the mortal suffering of
Jesus should indirectly conduce to the glorification of the Father (see ver. 1), it must be
primarily a glorification of the Son; His glorification by death, resurrection and ascension.
Christ henceforth conducts Himself passively;
With Thyself, t. e.
the Father assumes the active.
not simply in heaven, but in His submissive resignation to God, in His going to the Father, in
His being in God (Col. iii. 8), in antithesis to
His life in the world hitherto. He has glorified
the Father in this world and from this world
the Father is to glorify Him in the other world
and from the other world, [napa denotes closest
proximity and equality with personal distinction,
"with Thyself as Thy fellow ;" comp. i. 2.—P. S.]
With the radiance of glorification [r?
66%y, the glory]. It is the real glory which
Christ, as the Son of God and the %6yoc, possessed,
as the medium of the world, before the exat once the ideal
istence of the world;
radiance of glorification which He then, as
the future divine-human Lord of glory, had
in the view of God, and the ideo-rcal radiance of glorification of His eternal nascency and advent from the beginning.
For
Christ in His glorification, did not merely receive back that which He once possessed in
the poofi) &eov (Phil. ii. 6; John i. 1); He also
newly received a glory destined Him from the
beginning and from the beginning in embryo, as
the ideo-real fundamental impulse of the world
(see the Prologue). Accordingly, the interpretation which apprehends thiB 66£a ideally alone,
as significant of the destinalio divina (the Socinians, Grotius, Baumg.-Crus.), is inadequate ; and
inadequate is also the view which would limit

—

the reference of the words to a re-reception of
the original real glory (Meyer after some ancients).
Be it observed that the future divinehuman glory was assured to the Son 'along with
His eternal Logos-glory. It is a question how
the 66$a which, according to John L 14, He manifested even in the state of humiliation, must be
distinguished from that other d\$£a. The divine
highness or majesty consists in the limitless, unobstructed sclf-manifeststion of God in omnipotence and omnipresence or in creative working and
appearing; the divine lowliness, or self-divestment
of Christ, consists in a self-limitation within the
divinely appointed limits of judgment and suffering,
limits actualized in the counter-operations
of the world against the Holy One; this selflimitation is carried to impotence, as the antithesis to omnipotence, and to death, as the antithesis
to omnipresence
only, however, that it may thus
be all the more gloriously manifested in the 66*a
of grace and truth.
First, omnipotence and
omnipresence stood forth, limitless, and grace
and truth were, as yet, hidden ; then grace and
truth advanced ; so boundless these, that omnipotence and omnipresence appeared to vanish
behind them. The new condition of Christ, however, will consist in the glorifying of His grace
into omnipotence, and of His truth into omnipresence, or of His self-divestment into majesty. Dogmatically denned : At first, alone the "physical"
attributes of God are, in the Logos, exhibited in
the creation of the world. In the redemption
of the world, the "ethical" attributes are
exhibited in the self-humiliation of Christ.
In the glorification of the world, the "ethical" and " physical " attributes are to shine
united, as a manifestation of the majesty of
Christ.
And so the new glory of Christ shall be
an eternal synthesis of the gloria mediatoria
(which Lampe considers as the sole meaning of
the text) and the primordial majesty (Heb. i. 3);
this latter, however, must not be described as
the quality " by which God is God," unless we
are prepared to understand by it the glory of
God as the sum of all His attributes.
Ver. 6. I manifested Thy name to the
men, lie. [k<pavtp(jc& oov rd bvopa rotg d»&p6irotg oflf Idunaq pot Ik tov k6o pov].
Here begins the intercession for the disciples.
He introduces it with a rationale ; they are not
simply worthy of His intercession ; God's eyes
must be fastened upon them as bearers of His
name and Christ's work. The great work of
manifestation must in them be protected and
secured.
Manifested Thy name. Such, in

—

—

—

—

one word, was Christ's work hitherto. The name
of God, its specific self-manifestation in the Son,
and, with that name, the God of Christ, the personal, heavenly Father, was distinctly manifested
to men by the word, work, and life of Christ. The
prophetic office of Christ is completed in an abso* {Alford has a good note here " Notice the correlation, lute manifestation of God.
Though the disciples
which Meyer has pointed out. between iyia <re before, and
were not yet enlightened to gaze into this revelap« <r\) npw. The same Person (tyw) who had with the Father
tion, it, nevertheless, was finished, as regarded
glory before the world, also glorified the Father in the world,
:

and prays to be again received into that glory. A decisive
proof of the unity of the Person of Christ, in His three
estates of eternal pro-existence in glory, humiliation in the
fleah, and glorification in the Resurrection-Body.
This
direct testimony to the eternal pro-existence of the Son of
God has been evaded by the Socinian and also the Arminian
interpreters by rendering *l\ov—4 habebam destinations tea,'

Orot.,Wetstein. M-P.S.]

its

objective elements.

—

—The men whom Thou

gavest me. [pig kduKag pot ix tov k6o~
pov]. The disciples (see vers. 8, 11, and chap.
xv i. 80). God gave them to Him through His
election, through the attraction drawing them to
the Son, and through the power of His calling.

t
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CHAP. XVII.
Christ then defines the process of development
exhibited in their conversion :
\oo\ ^aav\. Not
1. Thine they werd.
merely in the general sense in which all things
belong to God (Cyril), but as Israelites without
guile (see chap. i. 47 ; ill. 21) ; per fidem Veteris
Test. (Bengel.)

Thou gavest them

2.

to

Me.

[ital k/iol

ah rove Huxac]. The

before-mentioned considerations of this giving became manifest and
realized in the calling, chap. x. 27.

they have kept Thy word.
rbv Xdyov aov rer^ptficavj. Though

And

8.

Vical

necessary that they should be sifted,
they have stood the main test, and have not suffered themselves to be entangled in the apostasy
of Judas. To Christ's eyes, they do already
it is still

Issue victorious out of temptation (see chap,
yiii. 61).

\yvv
4. Now they know that all, etc.
lyvuicav (Alexandrian form for cyvitKaoiv)
fidelity
t.
Their
has
been
bri vdvra, k.
A. J.

rewarded by the beginnings of a higher faithknowledge, or cognition of faith, as they have
See chap. xvi. 80. Their
already testified.
knowledge is the knowledge that everything
which has been given to Christ, t. e. f His doctrine (De WetteJ, and particularly His work
(Luthardt), is of God; t. «., they know God in
Christ. They know the words of Christ to be
divine by the works, the works by the words
the latter method Christ brings out with special
prominence (as the higher way of knowledge,
see above, chap. xiv. 11), in order to explain
they have attained to their faith -knowledge.
They have received in faith Christ's words which"
He gave them. From this trust in the divine
words confided to them by Him, there has sprung
a true cognition of the divine nature of Christ
(they truly knew that I am oome forth from
Thee, ver. 8), and thereby a belief in His divine
mission to tne world, in which mission theirs
should now be rooted, has been mediated (they

how

believed that Thon didst send Me).

The

Aorists [iyvuaav and kiciare voav] jointly
serve as an elucidation of the Perfect: vvv lyvuicav. Such are the reasons why He prays for

—

them.
[Ver. 8. For I have given them the
words whioh Thon gavest me, bri ra
pfffiara a tddK&c (gavest; so A. B. CD.)

Lachm., Tisohend., Alf., Westo.
hast given, which is supported by
rec.)

of

pot,

versus 6t6oK&rt
K. L. X. and text,

616 una ahrolc.

"On

the truth

whole fabric of creeds
the ground of authority to

this saying stands the

and

doctrines.

It is

the preacher, of assurance to the believer, of
existence to the church. It is the source from
which the perpetual stream of Christian teaching flows. All our testimonies, instructions,
exhortations, derive their first origin and continuous power, from the fact that the Father has
given to the Son, the Son has given to His servants, the words of truth and life." Bernard,
Progress of Doctrine in the AT. T. (1867) p. 25.—
P. S.]
Ver. 9. I pray (am praying) for them ; I
pray not (am not praying) for the world,
etc.

— [eyb

rov

k

irepl

6a fiov

e

ahrov kpurd* oh wept
p qt

d,

a

"k

Xa

ire pi

<5

v 61-

617

1-20.

6qk&c /lot, bri oo i elaiv]. The grand
stress of this intercession is contained, 1. In the
ey6 ; 2. in the fact that the proposition, / pray
for them, is first simply laid down, then 8. negatively expressed: not for the world; 4. positively
expressed : but for them ; the motives assigned
being : they have been given Me by Thee, and they
are Thine.
The expression : not for the world,
doubtless of dogmatic moment (which Meyer
denies) ; it is, however, destitute of hpredestinarian import (Calvin, Lampe ; pro quibus Chrislus
non orat, pro iis non satisfecit, and others ; see ver.
20 ; Matt. v. 44 ; Luke xxiii. 84)."* It is significant of the purely dynamical view of the world
and arrangement of the Gospel. By means of
this dynamical principle, first concentrated in
Christ and henceforth to be concentrated in His
apostles, the world, as world, is to be clean done
away with. Christ does not work by a fire of
sparks, sprinkling them incidentally, one here
and one there ; His working is a concentrated
central fire of absolute, positive resurrexjtive
force, which fire takes hold of the world in the
centre of her receptivoftsusceptibility, in order to
her transformation. It is the strict vital law of
the concentration of the divine power of the
Gospel, archety pally declared In the calling and
isolation of Abraham, typically set forth in the
separation of Israel, -and still continuing in the
regulations which Christ has made for thfi de*
velopment of His church (see Acts i. 4, 8). "But
the expression of Christ does not bear simply an
idco-dogmalical emphasis ; it has, resulting from
the ideo-dogmatical, also an affectionate emphasis
I pray, above all things, for these, who are Thine
as the fruit of the Old Testament, and Mine as
the firstlings of the New Testament; similarly,
the expression has a religious force : the 66£a of
Thy name is concerned ; that 66!-a is henceforth
entrusted to them ; it must be secured in them,
must, through them, become universal in the
world as the principle of the world's glorification.
This expression of supreme entreaty, however,
is

* (Calvin (like Augustine, Lather, and Hetonchthon) expresses himself moderately, and cannot be quoted in favor of the
supralapsarian doctriue of a limited atonement, but rather
held that Christ's atonement, though efficient only for the elect,
Lampe's explanation U
is yet intrinsically sufficient for all.
much more harsh, and concludes with the revolting words
Dum Jesus cos ab intercessione sua cxcludi^ declarat, se eorum
sacerdotem non esse adcoque mortem proUsnonobiturum. 7>m-

tumaberat^proiUorarecUUrr^utpotiuteonimintfriUm^^
Among modern com-

petal omnesque diras in Wot pronvneut.

mentators Hengstenborg defends this interpretation ; he
refers to 1 John v. 10 (iartr afiaprCu wpo? $avaro*% ov wtpi
cxclfip Aeyit tra ifmrfaj)), as a parallel, and distinguishes
between the susceptible world, which is an object of intercession (John i. 29; lit 17; iv. 42), and the anti-Christian
world which cannot receive the truth (xlv. 17), and which
is as little an object of intercession as the apx*>" **$ «6o>ov,
but rather of the curses of God (Ps. Ixxlx. 10 ; Acts vi. To).
Then he quotes Luther, who says : " How sqnnres His refusal
to pray for the world with His teaching us. Matt. v. 44* that
we are to pray even for our enemies f This is in brief the
answer : to pray for the world and not to pray fur the world
must both be right and good. For soon after He says Himself:
*
Neither pray l for these alone, but for them also who shall
octet* on Me through their word." These very persons must yet
be of the world, lie must therefore pray for the world for the
sake of those who car pet to come forth from the world. 8t. Paul
was certainly of the world, when he persecuted and killed
Christians, vet St. Stephen prayed for him and he was
converted. Thus, too, Christ Himself prayed on the cross
(Luke xxiii. 34). It is thus true that He prayed for the
world, and does not pray for the world ; but this is the distinction : In the same way and in the same degree in which
Christ prays for them that are His, He does not pray for the
world/—P.S.]
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Ood is

is

dyie],

in

world when Christ has gone away* God,
in His holiness, is entirely separated from the
unholy world, in order that He may belong entirely to the world that is to be sanctified : so,
the Holy. He is the holy Father (ver. 1 1) of the
Soft who sanctifies Himself for His own, t. «., goes
away from both them and the world, in order to
be entirely devoted to them and, through them,
to the world (ver. 19), thai they too may in this
sense be sanctified in His truth, ver. 17. The
petition itself: keep them in [better than

simultaneously the expression of confidence
them Thy divine work and Mine shall be made
secure in the world.
[Bengel, Meyer, Stier, Luthardt, Alford, etc. explain in substance : I am not praying for the world
this manner (hoc loco, tempore, et his wrbut I shall do so afterwards, vera. 20, 21.
But this appears somewhat trivial, and does not

now and in
bis),

give the exclusion the full force. The words oh nepl
tov Kfofiov kpurA, are intended to justify and to
emphasize the intercession of Christ for His own.
The whole sacerdotal prayer is not offered for
the outside world at all but only for His disciples,
first for those whom He had already called out
of the world (6-19) and then for those who should
hereafter come out of the world and believe in

Him

(Kepi tuv iriortvovTuv, ver. 20 Jf.).
The
world appears, even in vers. 20, 21, 23, not as an
object of intercession, but as a hostile force,

against whioh

He

asks the protection of the Fa-

ther. Tet by the preservation and perfection of
Christ's church in holiness and unity, whioh is
the direct object of this prayer, the world itself
is at last to be brought to# believe in the divine
mission of the Son, Iva 6 kSo/ios moreiy bn ov
Henoe the exclusion
fie ankoretXae, vers. 21, 28.
of the world is not absolute (in the sense of
supralapsarian commentators), but relative.
On proper occasions Christ did pray for the ungodly world, even His murderers ("Father forgive them," Luke xxiii. 84, adding, however, as
a motive not, as here, " they have known," ver.
11, but on the contrary, " they know n<tt what
they do") ; and He especially commands us to
pray for our enemies (Matt. v. 44), as Stephen
prayed for the persecuting 8aul (Acts vii. 60).
For Christians we should pray that God may
preserve them from the world and the devil, for
the ungodly world, that it may cease to be worldly

and believe

in Christ.— P. 8.]

All things that are Mine are
Thine. [rd ifia navra ad iariv, galraaa
eud. The E. V. "All Mine is Thine" may be
Ver. 10.

—

understood of persons only, while all things, the
Godhead itself included, are meant Comp. AlP. S.] He gives prominence to the worth
ford.
possessed by the disciples as the objeots of His
intercession. As Christ's property, they are the
property of God ; as God's property, they are
the property of Christ ; and since He is glorified
in them, the 66%a of Christ, which is the 66£a of
God, must be protected in them.
Ver,. 11. And I am (henceforth) no more
in the world [teal ovKtri el pi kv rip
k 6 an £]. This is the motive for His urgent, proHe is departing out of the
vident petition.
world, they remain in the world and so will be
needing special protection. The words: and I
OpmetoThee [nayo irpbc oe kpxouai], cannot be regarded as a mere repetition of the declaration: "I am no more," etc. On the contrary,
the position and task of the disoiples in the world
shall be assured by Christ's coming to the Father
with His intercession. In the first place, the
going away of Christ is expressed, as perilous for
the disoiples who remain here; and, secondly,
"His going home is intimated, as the indemnification for the disciples, whose position and task
are here.
Hence the apostrophe: Holy Father \jrdrep

—

to be the

holy Father

to Christian*

in this

through of.— E.V.] Thy name, etc. [rijpvoov
avroirc iv r(p bvdparl gov,] In the revelation for Christian knowledge, as in Christian
knowledge of revelation, in that consciousness
of God which Christ entertained.

—

Whioh (whom) Thon,
SiduK&s
Notes)

is

etc.

[£

(o»c)

The reading £ (see Text.
by Meyer and others, supported by
vol.]

Cod. D., considered to stand by attraction for b
and to relate to the name of God [ev rp bvduari
a a v]. We must acknowledge that we have difficulty in reading : " Thou hast given me Thy
name," the name of the Father and that -of the
Son not being mingled. From ibis difficulty the
Reoepta ("which reads ovc, whom] has doubtless
arisen.
We, therefore, prefer to read £ as Dati*.
instrum. [by which], in perfect accordance with
the sense of vers. 6 and 12, and interpret the passage thus : through My manifesting Thy name
unto them, in Mine office as Thine Ambassador,
they did believe on Me and are thus become
Mine. On the glorification of the Father through
Christ as His Ambassador, through whom the
Father operated, the glorification of the Son is
founded. Since, however, the instrumental construction is scantily supported and a stronger
expression might be expected for it, we suffer
the interpretation given in the translation [den,
which] to stand, only explaining the term : which
Thou hast given Me, by : which Thou, with Thy
revelation, hast confided to Me.
{Stier says that ft can bear no proper meaning.
One feels tempted with Bengel and Godet to read a,
and to refer this not to bvopa, but to the disciples,
as equivalent to ovc, just *s in to*. 2, nav b (fokutof
avroic ), and ver. 24, if o be the proper reading
there.
But 6 is very poorly supported, though

—

—

may more

easily have been changed by misthan into ovc. The reading of the
text. reo. (sustained by D. s and Vulg.) is no doubt
the easiest and falls in best with the style and
general sentiment of John, comp. vers. G, 9. But
inasmuch as f> has ail the weight of external testimony (M. A. B. C, Syr., etc.) and is adopted by
it

take into

j>,

the best critical editors (Lachmann, Tregelles, Alford, Tisohendorf, Weetoott), we must give it the
preference.
The name must mean the essential
revelation whioh the Father made to the Son,
and the Son to the world (Luthardt), or rather
the peculiar attribute of Saviour, Jehovah our
Righteousness. (Alford and Wordsworth).
There
is, it is true, no strict parallel passage where
God is said to have given His name to His Son,
but an approach to it, Ex. xxiii. 21 : *'
name
is in Him," via., the angel of the covenant ; comp.
I s. ix. 6 ; Jer. xxiii. 6, and especially Phil, ii. 9,

My

* [What a blasphemous profanation to call a mortal,
man, like the pojie, " bolj father !"~P. &]
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10, " God hath given Him a name (bvopa, but not
His name) above every name, that at the name
ot Jesus every knee should bow." P. S.j
The motive of the prayer is : whom Thou hast
given Me. As the name of the Father is given

—

Him for
Him for

the disciples, so the disciples are given
the name (the Gospel of the New Covenant is for the called of the Old Covenant in the
wider sense, and contrariwise). Purpose of the
prayer : Iva uoiv ev. Meyer makes the Iva relate
to b didox&g pot, instead of to rtfpqoov, as is usual.
The latter reference, however, is the more obvious
one, for the full development of the unity of believers arrives as the fruit of their conservaIt is a question of consummate oneness
tion.
(see ver. 22).

That they may be one as we [Iva
iv

Ka&os

jj/icif].

oxriv

Throughout the high-

priestly prayer, Christ brings into view the onensss of the disciples as the mark of their matured
discipleship : the sign that they are one in the
name of the Father of Christ. The living, known

of God has this unifying power. As it is
the bond of union between the Father and Son,
it is, in like manner, to be the bond of union
among the disciples. In the true, living consciousness of God is the divine life of love, the
unity of divine revelation and human religion,
the unity of human faith and the unity of human
[Alford : "The oneness here
ethics, Kph. iv. 6.
as
is not merely harmony of will or of love,
some have interpreted it, and then tried to weaken
the Oneness of the Godhead by the /catf £?, but
oneness by the indwelling of the Spirit of Christ,
the gift of the covenant (1 Cor. vi. 17), and ultimately oneness of nature, 2 Pet. i. 4, where the
itrayyiJiftara 6ed6pqrai answers to the bvoua 5
dkduK&c f*°l here." Godet: "Les mots oommi mous

name

—
—

ngnifient que, comme c' est par la possession de Vestenet divine que le Pere et le File eont un, e'est par la
commune connaiseance de eette essence (le nom) que
Us disciples peuvent autsi reeter un et tore individTet the community of the
uellemaU gardes."
spiritual life derived from Christ, must be added
P. S.]
to the community of knowledge.
with them (in the
Ver. 12. While I
Further
world) [6 re VPV V per* avTov],
explication of the words, ver. 11. I kept them

—

was

—

Held them
'Ey6 with emphasis.
Their natural inclination
fast in Thy name.
tended ever out of the bounds constituted by the
consciousness of God and by Christ's view of the
world; His faithfulness held them fast within
these limits, and, as souls given Him by the
Father (see the Textual Notk), He watched over
[£ft/?.ofa].

them faithfully.

bv\&ooeiv

is

an

1-2

619

ment* The son of perdition. —A Hebrew expression :f the property of perdition, the prey
of perdition, comp. chap. xii. 86 ; Matt. xiii. 12.
But the specific child of perdition, in whom the
airofcta (see Matt vii. 13) of the Jews was coneentratea, was also the instrument of perdition
(see 2 These, ii. 10).— That the Scripture
might be fulfilled [iva 4 ypa + v trAj/pwHere, as in chap. xii. 88 ; xiii. 18, consotf?J.
lation is found in contemplating the decree of
divine judgment It was, however, not fated
that Judas should become a child of perdition,
but that, as such, he should be lost from the circle of disciples in accordance with the righteous
judgment of God. J
What passage of Soripture is here intended ?
According to Liicke and Meyer [Godet], Ps. xii.
It), on aocount of the citation of that passage,
ohap. xiii. 18; according to Euthymius Zigabenus,
Ps. oix. 8 (see Acts i. 20) ; according to Kuinoel
the whole mass of prophecies relative to the
death of Jesus. We are of opinion that the passage Is. lvii. 12 is the one meant (see Leben Jesu
1L, p. 1412). It should be noted that the passage Ps. xii. 10 was already fulfilled in the occurrence referred to chap. xiii. 18. But Is. lvii.
12, 18 treats specifically, in typical prophecy, of
the perdition of the destroyer.
Ver. 18. To Thee, and speak these things

[yvv

6k

AaA&

kv

irpbc.

rp

ae ipxopai, nal ravra

/. e., I can no longer
have done hitherto, in
visible, individual intercourse. Henceforth something else must guard them. But what shall this
be ? His joy shall become perfect in them, and
His joy is that complete
shall be their guard.
consciousness of God which is to be imparted to
them by the Holy Ghost, as the source of the
most untrammeled vital movement in their spirits
(see ohap. xvi.). / speak these things,
I now, being 8 till in the world and heard by them as well
as by Thee, do confidentially carry this petition
before Thee, that, etc. I. e. f not simply : Through
My intercession they shall be assured of Thy
protection and hence be filled with perfect glad*<$<?/*

watch over them, as

9].
I

—

—

ness,
but rather: My intercession shall awaken
the spirit of prayer in them and open their hearts
for the reception of the Holy Spirit of perfect
joy, for whom I am suing on their behalf. And
if Thou keep them thus, by the bestowal of the
Spirit of joy, He will watch over them as I have

done until now.
* [So also Godet : "Jtor U mat fit de perdition, et par VaU
lusion qutilfait a la prophctie, Jctus veut uniquement dfgagtr
ta propreresponsabitite\et nuUement atttnuer cell* de Judas."

intensified ex-

He
pression of His vigilant care over them.
guarded them as the faithful Shepherd of the
none
souls entrusted Him by the Father.
of them perished except the son of perdition [<cai ov 6elg ** avruv an 6 Xe to
el p^ b vibe rye awobeiac. Christ does
not say, "I lost none " (comp. ch. xviii. 9, where
no exception is made). " Judas lost himself. 1 '
Even after the betrayal he might have been saved
if he had in true penitence fled to the cross.
Not simply a painful recalling of the
P. 8.]
traitor (Tholuck), but also the account-rendering
of a faithful and good conscience concerning
Judas, and, as such, appropriate at this mo-

—And

t [niD |3i v**s sWarov (1 8am. xxvi. 16) ; vto* yiivvrt*
(Matt. «Ui.' 15) ; 'ABoft&r (Rat. ix. 11, the name of the angel
of the abyss, in Greek, «roAAiwy, Dtttroytr); rexya ofrfi*
(ph. 11. 3) ; rUva icaTapaf (2 Pet. ft. 14). The " man of sin "
is also called " the son of perdition," 2 Them. II. 3.
The someterm is applied to Satan in the Boang. Nicodtmi, c 20.— P. 8.]
± T Wordsworth : " He perished in order that the Scripture'
tniq/U be fid/UUd. Bat the Scripture would not have been,
written by God, unless God had foreseen that he would perish.
And this dirine Prescience, though it foreknew audi
foretold that he would perish, did not in any way cau$e hinv
to perish. Why then was this Scripture written r In order
that even his perishing might be an evidence of God's foresight and so the traitor himself; even In the hand* of Satan,
and betraying Christ, might be a witness of the truth,
even by his perishing; and Judas, 'the Son of Perdition,*
might still even in his perdition, be an Apostle of the SonoC
B
*,

Gol -P.8.]
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Ver. 14. I have given them Thy word Make them truly (aAqdotc] holy [in distincf'Eyw dlduKa ai/rolc t6v "K6yov oov], tion from the present imperfect holiness.—Heng-

he prayer for the preservation of the disciples
divides itself into two petitions ; the one is

now

for their negative protection from the Evil One
in the world, the other for their positive sancti*
First the negative portion,
fioation in the truth.
Christ having
the protection, is discussed.
given them His word, they are taken from the

world and hence are become, equally with HimThe unohjeote of the world's hatred.
godly consciousness of the world gravitates outwards into the impersonal; consequently the
divine consciousness of Christ and His people,
gravitating, in its impulse of faith and love, toward the absolute personality of God, is odious
self,

The antithesis : I, and : the world,
contains the most concise expression of this fact.
The world hateth them, properly: hath conceived a hatred for them (efiiorjaev avToiq). Luther : "The world's hatred is the true livery of
Christians, which they wear on earth.
to the world.

Ver. 15. I pray not that Thou, etc. [ovk
ipurCt Iva Apyc avrovc i* rov kAo/iov,
6 A A']. The petition regarding the protection
of the disciples from the world, likewise divides
two parts, a negative and a positive.
They are to remain in the world, but are to be
preserved from the world. Luther : " What I
want is not that they also should pass out of the
world with Me, for I have still more to accomplish by means of them; they must increase My
itself into

flock."— That Thou ahouldst take
of the world, i. «., neither by actual
death nor by ascetic, mortifications. Christ has
here rejected monkery also, as a form of life unsuited to His disciples, they having attained their
majority. They are to be in the world, but not of
the world. The petition runs thus : that Thou

little

them oat

ahouldst keep them from the Evil One.
The question as to whether U rov irovrjpov is to be

—

construed as neuter [the evil. E. V.] or as denoting Satan [the Eva One], is deoided by Olshausen, Baumg.-Crusius in the former, by LUcke
and Meyer [Alford] in the latter sense with
referenoe to " the Prince of this world," chap,
81; xiv. 80; xvi. 11, and to 1 John ii.
If we add to these
12; v. 18, 19.
chapters viii. 44, we find that John merges the
whole world in personal relations, as regards
evil also; the world, as world, lies in the Wicked
One; it has its pole in Satan; this is in conformity to the purely dynamical view of the world.
xii., ver.

18, 14;

iii.

The expression
Ver. 16.

rrjpelv Ik,

They

Revelation

iii.

10.

are not of the world

[e x

rov udonov ovk eialv /tatfwf ey& ovk
eifil ik rov KdopovT. Motive for the following positive petition.

They no longer have

their

vital principle in the world, but, like Christ

and

through Him, in the Father; therefore He prays
that they may be perfected, in accordance with
this their divine birth and kind.
Sanctify them in the truth [dylaoov
dvrovf iv ry dXn\y eia^ as the element in

which the dyt&friv takes place]. Explanations:
Chrysostom, Euthymius [Luoke, Godet,
1.
Wordsworth] : Make them holy through [iv instrumental, as in the E. V.] the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and by true doctrine.
2.

Luther: Adverbially oonstruing in the truth:

Against this is the article, and still
6 Myoe, etc.
P. 8.]
Erasmus, Calvin: Take them away from the

stenberg.

—

more the following
8.

fellowship of the world.
4.
office

Theophylact,Lampe: Separate them for the
of the ministry.

The phrase, That they alto may be tanctifitd (ver.
19), must be defined pursuant to the holiness of
God, ver. 11, and the self-sanetifieation of Christ,
ver. 19. Now God is holy in withdrawing Himself
from the ungodly world, in order to reveal Himself in a godly, kingly-priestly people, Lev. xi.
44, 46; 1 Pet. iii. 16.
In conformity thereto,
Christ sanctifies Himself; He departs out of the
world in His self-humiliation, in order to enter
into the world in His majesty.
On the basis of
this fact, the disciples are to be sanctified, the
word of God in them, through the Holy Ghost
within them, being converted into perfect truth,
i. e. into a unitons light, a principially developing luminous and vital view and vital power, ever
emancipating them more completely from the
world in order to conduct them into the world,
as emancipators,. with the gospel. The expression iv Ty is generally apprehended as denoting
instrumentality : By means of or by virtue of the
truth ; Meyer, on the other hand, maintains ii to
mean: That He would furnish them, in this their
vital sphere of truth, with holy consecration, i. e.
inspiration, illumination, through the
Holy
Ghost. This view, however, brings the holy
consecration into dubious antithesis to the truth.
Doubtless the word, already possessed by the
disciples, must be supplemented by the Holy
Ghost with His consecration, but it is to the end
that the word may for them be rendered living
truth, at once the vital sphere and the instru-

sanctification.
Now Apostolic
sane tificat ion is always both moral and official
The further though t-sequenoe,
sanctification.
however, proves that the official sanctification
should be emphasized in this place.
The rationale of the petition follows: Thy
word is truth. [6 X6yos 6 abc a/jdetd am.
Cod. B. reads »}, the truth, but all other authorities
omit the article. P. S.l Truth, this time without the artiole, as predicate of the word. The
word of God is, in the abstract, pure truth, a lirely
word, the source of light and the light-impulse
to perfect enlightenment ; and so, what it is in
See chap,
itself, it must become in the disciples.
iv. 24; xviii. 87 ; 1 John v. 16; 2 John 1 ff.
Vers. 18 and 19 contain the further assignment of motives for the whole intercession of
Christ on behalf of the disciples. As Thou

ment of their

—

—

didst send Me [Kadug i/ti dirioreiXas
eif rbv k6o/iov). First motive of the entire petition: that God would keep and sanctify

the disciples. He is the great, unitous Messenger of God, in whom God's whole apostolate to
the world is contained and who has been really
consecrated for it by God (chap. x. 86); from
Him they now are to become apostles, who, being divinely consecrated to His apostolate, ramify
and go forth with the same into all the world.
See chap. xv. 9; xx. 21; 2 Cor. v. 20. The
Aorist airioreiXa corresponds in part with
the jtroleptioal character of the high-priestly
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as from the stand-point of that con- luok justly remarks: This is neither biblical nor
correct. Nevertheless, the intimation of a sound
summation of which He is in spirit assured,

Prayer,

in part with the faot that the commissioning of thought is contained therein.
e. Christ's consecration to His holy deed of
the disciples had its beginning simultaneously
with their calling (Matt, x.), although this com- love is to have for its result the corresponding
missioning, graded hitherto, was to continue in conseoration of the disciples (De Wette). Corgradual development until its perfection, chap. rect as an item of the whole.
The
2. 'Ayt&Ceiv is diverse in both sentences: I
xx. 21; Matt xxviii. 19; Acts i. and ii.
k a # <y c ifi k is placed first as the basis and de- consecrate Myself to death, that they may be
sanctified in the truth or, truly
gree of the mission of the disciples.
a. To righteousness in faith (Luther)
Ver. 19. And for them I sanctify Myself
b. To obedientia nova (Calvin, Lampe).
[aaX vizkp avrdv kyb dytd^u i/iavT6v,
Here, also, we must securely grasp the two
Iva, k. r. A. The sense of km here is: And, to
make their sanctifioation (ver. 17) possible, I imports of the conception: "to sanctify." Christ
sanctify Myself. Mark the difference between sanctifies Himself, in the negative sense, in that
the active dyidfa and the passive fotafffiivoi and by His sacrificial death He separates Himself
between iyu—epavrdv and oirro£=rCbrist sancti- utterly from the world, is crucified to the world
fies Himself by His inherent holiness, Christians and goes unto God ; positively, in that He thereby
The gains the power to come again into the world in
are sanctified by another power. P. S.]
He sanctifies
specific, high-priestly element of the intercession the power of the Holy Ghost.
as the concluding motive. Christ is already Himself negatively for His people in that He
sanctified by the Father (chap. x. 86), in ooming presents His life for them as an expiation for
into the world ; He now sanctifies Himself unto their guilt; positively, in that, by this highest
the Father, in leaving the world and, by His love-offering, He exercises a quickening reflexdeath, going unto the Father on behalf of His influence over them and establishes a principle of
disciples, in order to lay the foundation for their suffering out of which their martyr- sufferings shall
Christ sanctifies Himself for His develop, as do their works -out of His works, Col. i.
sanctification.
The death of Jesus was a sacrificial 24. Thereby the disciples are said to be negapeople.
death of self-sacrificing love for the benefit of tively sanctified, in that they recognise their
His people; a death that as an expiatory death crucifixion to the world (Gal. ii. 19) aod present
rendered them capable of sanctification* through their lives unto God as a thank-offering ; posithe Spirit, as a death of self-sacrificing love tively, in that, as peace-messengers, they prosailed them to a consecration unto the same love- claim the gospel to the world in a self-sacrificing
The expression d y t d £ e t v love that stops not short of a martyr's death. This
life in the world.
GS^pn) i 8 a customary term for the offering sanctifiedness (Qeheiligtsein) in the self-sanctificaof a sacrifice in the Old Testament, Deut. xv. 19 tion of Christ (iva uo iv ^yiaofikvoi) must
be distinguished, as synonymous with justificaSt.; 2 Sam. viii. 11; Rom. xv. 16.
tion by faith, as 1 Pet. i. 2, from the moral selfVarious interpretations
1. 'Ayt&frtv denotes the same thing in both sanctifying and becoming sanctified that results
from justification.
sentences
be sanctified in truth [Iva ko.1
a. I sacrifice Myself for them that they may
be truly consecrate to present themselves a avrol datu r/ytaa pivot iv bAydcip].
Two explanations:
sacrifice, Rom. xii. 1 (Chrysostom) ;*
1. The term in truth is adverbial and means
b. That they also may be consecrated to sacritruly sanctified, d?.?#&? (Chrysostom, Beza, Calficial brotherly love (Olshausen and others).
Against these interpretations Tholuck cites vin, Bengel, Meyer)
a. In antithesis to the Jewish consecration,
the passive form of the second sentence; this
form, however, is explained by the nature of the the sanetimonia cstremonialis (ancient exegetes
ease, especially by the fact that the second [and Godet] J
b. The eminent consecration in antithesis to
sanctification (that of the disciples) is designated
as the result of the first (the self-sanctification every other dyidrr^ in human relations (Meyer).
There is, however, in Scripture no conception of
of Christ).
aytdrw other than the Old Testament typical, and
c. The official consecration of Christ is to re-

—

May

sult in the

consecration of the disciples
others).
The Present
tense is unfavorable to this view.
<L There takes place a sanctification even on
the part of Christ, inasmuch as the stripping off
of the oap$ is a being taken away from the world's
fellowship (Luthardt).f Against this view Thoofficial

(Heumann, Semler and

the

New

Testament

real, idea.

be construed substantively;
in truth=in the truth, as ver. 17 (Erasmus
after some ancients, Bucer, LUcke [Olshausen,
2.

'Ep

d'Xrr&elg is to

De Wette, Bruckner, Ewald], etc.). In opposiMeyer remarks M In that case

tion to this view

:

the article could not be dispensed with ; advocates of this view in vain appeal to chap. i. 14;
* [Chrysostom takes &yta£. i/i. Id the sense of rpoo^pw iv. 24 ;
the word must be interpreted in accord<roi dvn'ar, I offer Myself m an oblation, as a holy Yictim to
1." Put even in the latter
Thee. Christ is both priest and sacrifice. Ileb. ix. 14; Sph. ance with 8 John
The lack
r.2. go also Meyer " die thatsltchUche Weihe, wlche ChrUtus, passage its interpretation is doubtful.
iadem Br Sich durch Stint* Tod Gott rum Ovftr darbrinoL an of the article is explained by the fact that the
Sick Selbst voll*ieht. H -V. 8.1
aMfteia is not to be conceived of here as an inf [Similarly Godet Christ has a human nature with human
inclinations, of which He was constantly making a holy dependent cause, but as the medium or element
altering of obedience to God to be completed in death, com p. of the effect emanating from Christ.
In that
u 8a vie entihrt refrit cansi U tceau <f uw coniteb. ix. 14.
Christ sanctifies Himself, His disciples are
iteration croissante, qui abutit enfin a V cntiht immolation."
sanctified in the blessing of truth that proceeds

—

:

:
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On the other hand, the making of distinctions and the distinctions themselves between
believers are elementary, raw, bad, if they do
not serve to promote unity.

His expiatory power is the element
of truth that pours forth from Him in His Spirit,
in order to present them as sanctified persons.
The fact that they are at the same time truly
consecrated thereby, in antithesis to Old Testament priestly consecration, needs no comment.
V er. 20. Yet not for these alone do I pray.
[Ov irepl rohruv dl ipuru jidvov, aXXa

unity.

follows the intercession for future believers.
" The view expands in space and, ver. 24, also
in time." Tholuck. Since ver. 24 treats of the
being of believers with Christ in glory, the
glimpse afforded is into extended space as well.

1. All one ; 2. one as We ; 8.
:
one in Us. This is the unity of vital fellowship
with God, through the Holy Ghost in faith,
through connection with the glorified Christ in
the sacrament, through personal union with the
Triune in the unio mystiea. Irenssus, v. 1 : F&tts
dei propter immensam aHUctionem foetus est, quod wot
sumus, ut nos perficeret, quod est ipse, Augustine
De civil, dei ix. 16 : Beatus et beatificus Deus±factus
particeps humanitatis nostra, compendium prssbttU
participant dwmitatis suss. The overstepping

from Him.

That they also may themselves be (one)
inns. [Iva Kal avrol iv ijpiv (kv) uoiv].
The design of the preservation of the faithful was:
1. The unity of all ; 2. a unity such as the unity
evdvrov
between
Father and Son; now 8. unity in the
Kal xepl tuv itiot
6ia rov
7.6yov avr&v elc sue, Iva irdvr ef].—:Now unity of the Father and Son.* The design is

Time and space go on mutually expanding until
the supreme consummation. The present mortvdvruv (see Textual Notes), is a vivid realisation of the future. The subject of His petition
is not introduced by Iva (according to Grotius
and others); that rather aenotes the purpose,
the aim, as ver. 11. Consequently, the subject
of the intercession is the same as before : that
in the world they may be preserved from the
Wicked One and may be sanctified in the truth.
Here too, however, the aim is their oneness.
Ver. 21. That they all may be one according as, e/c. [tva iravrec iv tjotv, icaduf
ci, irdrep, kv kfiol Kayo iv ooi]. Thus,
in this plaee, also, unity is the goal to be attained.
Explanations:
1. Origen : The final aim, Deus omnia in omniBut of this there is just now
bus, 1 Cor. xv. 28.
no question, as ver. 21 [last clause, Iva 6 Kfafioc
moTtvoy] proves. The remaining world has yet
to be wou by this unity which, doubtless, we are
to understand as the unity of believers.
Hence, 2. The ancient exegetes: The unity of
Christians in faith and love, as Acts iv. 82
Eph. iv. 4. In these things, then, shall the
unity of Christians first appear, conditioned by
their being crucified to the world and presenting
themselves, a sacrifice of Jove, to the Lord.

—

According as Thou, Father,

Me

(art) in
I in Thee.—So utterly should Christians
be bound one to another and united. The Arians thence inferred that the unity between
Father and Son was likewise merely a moral one.
Orthodox believers rejected this view with the

and

comment

that the text did not turn upon samebut upon similarity. With more correctness
some commentators (Cyril, Hilary, a few Lutheran theologians) have remarked that the unity
of Christians is not a merely moral one either.
Unity in the one Holy Ghost, who is the same in
Since
all, is indeed more than moral unity.
John starts from the presupposition of a purely
personal, dynamical view of the world, along
with this very oneness of persons, their characteristic self-distinction is brought to completion,
t. e., this oneness is precisely the opposite of a
ness,

pantheistic obliteration of personal distinctions.
And Christ gives utteranoe to this truth in setting up His oneness with the Father, as the type.
They are just as deoidedly distinct one from the
other as they are One. In accordance with this,
Their oneness, therefore, Christians are to become one in individuals and confessions. Where
there is no Christian distinction of character, there
is no true union.
Uniformity is the negation of

—

triply intensified

of the

human

limitation of this assimilation to

the Divinity, in the doctrine of deification, advanced by the medieval mystics [Master Eckart,
Ruysbroek, Tauler, Suso, etc] may not be controverted by laying too great stress upon the
temporal and oreaturely nature of man, but by the
absolute dependence of the life of the branches on
their connection with the Vine [ch. xv. 1/1]
That the world may believe. [Iva 6
Kdofioc wtoreian brt oh ue aTrloretXac].
The Church, as the blessed congregation of
confession and worship, or the communion of
saints, is an end to herself; but she is also a
means to an end ss an institution of healing for
immature believers and, especially, as a missioncommunity for the world. Hence the second Iva,
the more remote design. The belief that the
Father has sent Christ is characterized in ver. 8

—

as the true believingness of the disciples. The
meaning of our passage is, therefore,^ hat the
world may attain unto faith. Ver. 9 must be
explained accordingly. True, immediate prayer
for Christians is true, immediate prayer for the
world.
[This verse and ver. 23 are the classical passages on Christian union, or the communion of
saints.
The following points seem to be implied
in the text. 1. Christian union presupposes the
vital union of believers with Christ (rrpl ritt
77iorev6vT(jv etc kuk), and is conditioned by it.
2. It is a reflection of the union which subsists
between the Father and the Son (icad&r. ov trarfo
kv kuol Kayo
ooi), consequently not merely a
moral union of sympathy, but a community of
spiritual life ; all partaking of the life of Christ,
as the branches of the vine (comp. ch. xv.).
8. It centres in Christ and the Father who are one
(Iva
julv uotvY
Christ is the divine harmony
of all human discords, and Christians are one
among each other just in proportion as they are
one with Him. There is no intimation whatever
of a visible centre of unity on earth (such as
Rome claims to be), or of a particular form of

h

h

• fGodet one-sidedly presses tbe lust: "line s'agitdomc
eroit stmvemt^deTuniUdes ehrftiens entre
eta, mats de ceiledu carps dee croyants avec Christ et\ par tm\
avec Dieu.
Le Seigneur vail se former automr de* apttns,
par lew predication, un vaste crrcl* de croyants,
sen sen

pas id, eomnu on

U

qm

onrpsJ'*

Lauge's more comprehensive rievr

with the text.—P.

is

in accordance

8.]
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government (such as episcopacy or presbytery), in Christ through the Holy Spirit founds the
or form of worship, as a necessary condition of ever richer life of Christ in believers; this
such union, or means of its promotion. There founds their ripening to man's stature, to per-

was

considerable difference in the apostolio age feotion (Eph. iv. 18) ; this brings with it their
unity ; this, finally, is instrumental towards the
full conversion of the world, when it not only
knows the Christ (does not simply believe), but
also knows living Christians in their dignity
and didst love them, as Thou didst love Me.
Ver. 24. That whioh (they whom) Thou
and phases of Christian life. Christian union hast given Me, I will, etc. [nari/p, b comand Christian liberty are not contradictory, but prehending all believers as one gift of the Father
complementary and mutually sustaining forces to the Son (text. reo. ovc) didunac uoi, $l?.(j
(comp. ch. viii. 86 ;. Rom. viii. 2 ; GaL v. 1). 6. Iva birov etfiX ky6, k<lksIvoi Ctaiv per'
The unity must manifest itself in some outward kftov, Iva deuotioiv r^v dot-av ri/v kpfjv,
form, so that the world may perceive it and be f)v dkduKac poi, bri, k. r. A.] The declaraimpressed by it (iva 6 kSojioc morcvon). This was tion tikhj must certainly not be referred to tho
the case already in the apostolio church, Acts it following Iva ; it is absolute. Since He has not
47; iv. 82, and in the times of persecution, when now to ask for that which the Father has already
the heathen used to exclaim: "How these Chris- given Him, #l3t> is neither a prayer (Kuinoel),
tians love one another, and how they are ready nor a desire (Dexa, etc.), nor a petitioning in the*
to die for one another." Even among the secta- consciousness of His igovoia (Meyer), which
rian strifes the spiritual union of Christians has would contain a certain contradiction, but the
never been lost ; and it will deepen and expand, familiar communication of His wish from this
and be fully realised at last, like all the other time to assume possession of that which has
attributes of the church (catholicity and holi- been given Him.
I will have them, i. e., have
ness, etc.), with the glorification of the body of them with Me, those whom Thou hast given Mo,
believers (Iva &ai TereXeio/iivot etc £?> **• 28, I. e., with the ascension of Christ, the goal of
Iva tieupoatv njv ddgav k/ifjv, ver. 24).
"Cor- perfected believers should be wilh Him in heaven
poreality," says (Etinger, " is the end of God's (see chap. xiv. Iff.)
[The dlAu (volo, not velim*
ways." To promote the union for which our which is too weak, comp. Mark vi. 26; x. 85)
Saviour so fervently prayed, is the duty and and the corresponding verses have, as it were,
privilege of every Christian.
Bengel
I quote in addition the solemn tone of a testamentary act
the note of the late Dean Alford who had liberal Rogat Jesus cum jure, et postulat cum fiducia, ut
and enlightened views on this subject: "This FUius, non ut iervus. Alford : $£7u.> is an expresunity has its true and only ground in faith in sion of will, founded on acknowledged right
Christ through the word of God as delivered by comp. titari-depai, Luke xxii. 29. P. S.]
the apostles ; and is therefore not the mere outThat where I am, etc. tfot tho subject
ward uniformity, nor can such uniformity pro- matter of a petition, but tho consequence of a
duce it. At the same time, its effects are to be familiar expression of will.
Be it observed
res! and visible, such that the world may see that tho prayer of Christ from this point does
them."—P. S.]
not issue in a human doxology of God, but in a
Ver. 22. The glory which Thou gaveat divine dialogue with the Father. In tho presenme, I have, ?/c. [icdyu ri/v 66£av,f}v 16uk&q timent of His heavenly stand-point, He takes
ft ot, 6 idcjxa avroic, Iva &o iv e v.]
The possession of them as objects bestowed by tho
glory which the Father has given Christ, is the Father. 1. They shall be with Him, where Ho
state of glorification (see ver. 6). This glory, t. e., is, in heaven (Meyer says hero again: in the
full fellowship in His glorified state (see Bom. Parousia); 2. they shall see His glory which tho
viii. 17), Christ gave His disciples by giving them Father has given Him.
Of course this includes
the principle of future glory in His word whioh a participation in the same (Meyer; see Bom.
was about to be glorified by the Spirit of glory via. 18, 29). "This latter admission, however,
(1 Pet. iv. 14). Baumg. Crusius explains the given not to the preclusion of the fact that the beholdas destinare. Meyer's interpretation amounts to ing of Christ's glory does especially constitute
the same thing, although he combats the view in their bliss (Olshausen). Luther : We should let
rejecting the reference of the passage to the glory this utterance be our soul's pillow and bed of
of the inner life (Olshausen), to filiation (Bengel), down, and with joyful heart resort thereunto
love (Calvin), grace and truth (Luthardt).
It is when the sweet hour of rest is at hand.
Bemore correct to deny its referenoe to the glori- cause Thou didst love
(comp. ver. 5).
ousness of the apostolio office in doctrine and the [6r t jtya*nedc fie npb Kara/ioXyc k6oworking of miracles (Chrysostom), though all tiov], Here, without doubt, as in ver. 5, the
believers have their modest portion even of that. subject treated of is not simply the divine, but
This word of the Spirit, with which the Spirit the divine-human 66$a of Christ in His state of
oomes, is the bond of union and peace, and is exaltation; and, correspondingly, it is not a
designed to be this bond. Therefore : that they question merely of the trinitarian love of the
may be one ae We, etc., Eph. iv. 4
Father for the Son, but of the eternal complaVer. 23. I in them, and Thou in Me, cency of Qod in Christ in anticipation of His
that, etc. [iyo iv avroic tcai av iv kuoi, good conduct, in which complacency Qod apIva voiv rere'kenjfikvot etc iv, k. t. X.]
pointed Him this state of exaltation. (Meyer).
" Appositional explication of foelc ; not isolated, Comp. Eph. i. 19; Phil. ii. 6 ff.
Jiot a new proposition," etc Meyer.
God's life
Ver. 26. Righteous Father! [izdrep d'tnate*

between the Jewish-Christian and the GentileChristian typo of Christianity, between the doctrinal system of Paul and of James, etc., and
yet there was essential unity and harmony. 4.
Hence Christian union is free and implies the
greatest variety (but no contradictions) of types

—

—

—

—

—

—

Me

—

—
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xal 6 *6ofioc. See Text. Noti.] Two difficulties they had believed in Christ's mission from God.
present themselves here; first the accosting of This is continued in the second, viz., that He has
the Father with dUcate, secondly the Kai before made known unto them the Father's name and
6 K&afws. AIkowc appears again in John as a will still make it known until the perfect revelapredicate of God, 1 John i. 19. It there denotes tion of it in glory. To these the third is added
a graciously recompensing righteousness. For the love of God for the Bon most also be
our passage, howerer, the preceding saying, in them, Christ Himself being thereby in them,
chap. xvi. 10, is decisive: In respect of righteous- (through the Holy Ghost) [Iva ? ay&vn, #r
It is agreeable to yydTTjoac tie, iw avroic. J tayu &p abness, that I go to the Father.
the righteousness of God and Christ that a separa- rolfi. That is, they most be utterly lifted op te
tion should be made betwixt the perfected Christ Christ in order to be perfected in the communion
and this present world in its blindness, that of the Triune God, the Father, the Son and the
Christ should be exalted to heaven.
For the Holy Ghost (see 2 Pet. L 4). Luther: That we
world has not known God, either in His general may know the Father's heart, now set before as
revelation through nature and history, or in the through the Word, afterwards, in that life, to be
mission of Christ; neither does it know Him now openly beheld.
[Ka>& kv avrolc, I in them, with all the
in the judgment wherein it is judged of God even
whilst it judges His Christ, whereby Christ con- fulness of My love and the Father's love : this Is
sequently bears the judgment of the world. the last and most appropriate word of this sublime prayer, and as Slier says, " a better seal
, Christ, however, even as Man, has known Him
in His whole revelation; finally, He has known than any doxology or Amen." The prayer was
and understood Him in the present coming upon richly answered in the experience of the aposHim of the judgment of retributive justice. tles; nothing could separate them from the love
Therefore He confides in that righteousness as of Christ (Rom. viii. 89^, and Christ ever reone that rewards also, that shall translate Him mained with them and in them by His Spirit,
But because the disciples also have and will remain with believers to the end, their
to heaven.
known that He was sent from God, and thereby strength and comfort and peace. P. 8.]
have begun to know the righteousness of God,
they too belong on His side; after they have
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
performed His work in the world, they must come
" The work of divine
1. On the high valuation set upon this Prayer
to Him into His heaven.
(and divine-human) holiness (ver. 11) would in the Church, see the Introductory Remarks.
otherwise fail of its final consummation and Comp. Heubner, p. 482; Besser, on John, chap,
manifestation " (Meyer). The manifestation of xvii. As prominent works upon the seventeenth
pure holiness shall be sealed in the manifestation chapter, works important at once for their bearof pure righteousness. But because Christ con- ing upon doctrinal ground-questions, and upon
fides nimself to the Father in His punitively
homileties, we must mention: Freylinghausen,
retributive righteousness, He likewise trusts Him The Sacerdotal Prayer of our blessed Saviour Jesm
in nis remunerative righteousness; this latter, in Christ; twenty-six public Meditations upon it, as
establishing the antithesis between heaven and contained in the seventeenth chapter of SL John.
Again: The Sacerdotal Prayer of
Halle, 1719.
earth, becomes in its turn a divider.
Hence the antithesis: mt, b*l, differently in- our Lord Jesus Christ, twenty Meditations, by Dr.
Sohmieder, Hamburg, Agency of the Rough
terpreted by different commentators
Meditations of great worth, preHouse, 1848.
1. As forming an antithesis to what precedes
Righteous Father, Thou art righteous, Thou givest ceded also by an exceedingly momentous treatise
such good things, and yet the world hath, etc upon theosophy and its relation to theology and
orthodoxy. A full list of older theological and
(Chry 80s torn, Meyer, Luthardt).
homiletioal writings, see in LUienlhal's BM.
2. As drawing a deduction from the foregoing
in a predestinarian sense: Quia Justus es, ideo te Archivarius der heiL Schriften Neuen Testaments,
Among the works here mentioned, A.
non cognovit mundus (after Augustine, Lampe).
p. 885.
8. As announcing a subsequent antithesis: On
H. Franeke's Meditations upon the Sacerdotal
the one side, on the other side (Heumann, Lucke, Prayer are worthy of note ; also I. I. Ulrica in
This grammatical construction of Zurich: The Spiritual Aaron (48 8crmons). [A
Tholuok).
Kai, 6i is combated by Meyer,
with reason justi- long list of English sermons and treatises on
John xvii. see in Darling's Cyclop. BtbL, 1. 1147 if.
Tet we
fied by Tholuck.
4. Hold the antithesis to be not yet adjusted
A. W. Tyler gives the Greek text with a critical
by the preceding view. He glances back upon digest and translation in the Andover BibUotk.
the former antithesis : Thou didst love Me before Sacra for April, 1871, pp. 828-888.—P. S.]
2. The High-priestly Prayer is high-priestly not
This contrast of the
the foundation of the world.
eternal Christ to the upright world constitutes merely because of its being the intercession of
the first motive for His exaltation above the Christ for His entire kingdom of God, bnt also oa
world. To it there is now added the second account of its consummation of the sacrifice of
corresponding contrast, that the sinful world has Christ, His offering up of Himself, vers. 6, 13, and
At the same time, however,
also not known the righteous Father, whilst He especially ver. 19.
it is also a prophetic prayer, in that, seising upon
has known Him thoroughly.
to them the principal periods and stages, it sketches and
I made
Ver. 26.
Thy name [« a I kyv6 ptaa avrolc r 6 announces with divine certitude the entire progress of the kingdom of God in development.
hvopa oov Kai yvoplau, Iva, k, t. £.].
The first motive for the elevation of believers to None the loss is it kingly ; conscious of His ina participation in His heavenly glory, was that ternal victory over the world, and believing in the

—

—

—

—

—
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consequences of this victory, Christ transports
Himself, not to the stand-point of the Last Day
or of the Ascension- Day, but to that of the deliverance upon Golgotha: It is finished. This
royal feature of the Sacerdotal Prayer appears
On the Sacerespecially conspicuous in ver. 24.
dotal Prayer, comp. also the ingenious words of
Braune, p. 888 ; Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus,
and others. We have still to direct attention
to the fact that all doctrinal ideas find their expression here in the vivid representation of the
march of the kingdom of God in development.
The Trinity (the doctrine of the Spirit, though

receding in the letter, advances all the more in
point of fact), the divinity of Christ, the ideal
foundation of the world. The lapse of the ungodly

world into the power of Satan. The active obedience of Christ. His sacrifice. The completion
The sending of His apostles. The
of. His work.
form of the true Church in her unity. The
gradual progress of the kingdom of God. The
goal of the glorification of God in the eternal
blessedness or heavenly glory of men.
8. If the decided self-offering of Christ in this
Prayer be understood, a species of relapse into
unclear reasoning or arbitrary imagining could
alone render possible the assumption that Jesus
did, in Gethsemane, call in question this offering
or pray for an averting of death ; as, similarly,
it would evidence a want of exact Christologicoethical thought to suppose that by the anticipation of the Passover Christ could have accelerated
His death-journey by a whole day, thus wilfully
forsaking the divine path and order prescribed
through the law. On Christ's prayer in Gethsemane, see Comm. on Matthew.
4. Out of Christ's divinely rich prayer-life
there emerge, as from an ocean, the pearls of
those single prayers of His that are preserved to
us: The prayer given in the Sermon on the
Mount for the use of His people Our Father; the
ascription of praise to God at the departure from
Galilee (Matt. xi. 25); the prayers at the grave
of Lazarus, and within the precincts of the
temple; our high-priestly prayer; the supplication in Gethsemane, and the prayer-words of the
Crucified One Father, forgive them— Eli, Eli—
and the closing prayer, Father, into Thy hands,
etc*, to which the exultant cry, It is finished, attache* itself, inasmuch as from one point of view
Add to
it may be regarded as a word of prayer.
these the mentions of the prayings, the thanksgivings, the heavenward sighings of Christ, as
also His summonses and encouragements to
prayer, and He appears as the Prince of humanity even in the realm of prayer; in the manner, likewise, in which He has concealed His
prayer-life, exhibiting it only as there was neIf we regard His
cessity for its presentment.
work as a tree that towers into heaven and overshadows the world, His prayer-life is the root
of this tree ; His overcoming of the world rests
upon the infinite depth of His self-presentation
.before God, His self-devotion to God, His selfimmersion in God, His self-certitude and power
from God. In His prayer-life, the perfect truth
of His human nature has also approved itself.
The same who, as the Son of God, is complete
revelation, is, as the Son of Man, complete religion.

5.
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glorification of

God through

redemption of the world.

Christ, the
Christ distinguishes

(a) that glorification of the Father which He has
already accomplished (ver. 4) ; (b) the glorification of His own Person, now following thereupon
(ver. 5), and (c) that which the latter glorification is to be instrumental in producing, the glorification of the Father in the Holy Ghost, which
is also an actual glorification of the Holy Ghost.
Glorification here is manifestly a presentation in
the glory peculiar to the Glorified One, the glory
/car* kZoxfiv, t. e. the unlimited power and appearing of the Spirit, in accordance with the idea
of Christ's life.
Glory is realized ideal beauty;
the radiant exhibition of the dominion of the one
Spirit in the rich, developed fulness of personal life.
Now if the glorification of God and Christ be
the redemption of humanity, it follows that this
redemption is likewise the foundation of its glorification, and appropriated redemption the germ
of glorification (the Spirit of glory, 1 Pet. iv.
14; the earnest of glory, Eph. 1. 14; Rom. viii.
The most definite conception of this
29, 80).
glorification appears Phil. iii. 21.
If the vile
perishable body be glorified as such, it is exempted from the creatural conditions of transitoriness, redeemed from a beginning and end in
temporality, that pursuant to its eternal idea, it
may, as a dislimited organ of the spirit, circle
in infinitude as in itself.
In the case of the
perishable body, the ocean of air that seeks to
absorb man, infinitely predominates at last over
the canal of rejuvenating vital power that flows
toward him; the earthly vital root ever languishes more and more. The body, when glorified, shall, above all things, be endowed with an
endless faculty of rejuvenescence.
6. It corresponds to the idea of glori6oation.
that that dynamical and personal view of the
world which is peculiar to Christianity in general and which is brought out with especial force
in the Gospel of St. John, should appear in our
chapter in its finished splendor. In Christ, the
Apostles are dynamically comprehended ; He is
their Root and their Stem ; in the Apostles, all
future believers are dynamically comprehended
(Rev. xxi. 14) ; these, again comprehend the

—

—

whole Church, and in the Church the whole
world is dynamically comprehended. What is
matter here, compared with the personal life of
Before this noble "visage" (AngeChrist?
sichte\ the whole " weight of the world " ( WeltAnd because this view of
gewichte) vanisheth.
the world is so dynamical, it is on that very
account not merely a view of the world, but also a
grasping and overcoming of the world (see Eph.
i.
Absolute-dynamical that, however,
19 ff.).
means at the same time absolute-personal. The
worth and import of the personal life here appear

—

The glorification of the Fathor,
in full light.
the restoration of His personal glory on which
the whole kingdom of love is founded, is the
issue and root of the whole work of redemption,
His name. Now the Son is glorified in His
redeeming personality ; then the personal life of
the Apostles develops itself, and the all (the Tray)
which the Father has given Christ, unfolds itself in the most definite ndprec, to whom Christ
gives eternal life. And these (the iravrec) arrive
at complete unity and oneness just on account of

—
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tbeir attaining complete personal articulation
Uneanotified individuals
and self-distinction.
mingle themselves together without discipline
and restraint in the same degree in which, as
foes, they fall out; and religious denominations,
also, loosely vibrate pell-mell into one another,
in like measure as they abruptly fluctuate asunIn their eccentric onesidedness they pitch
der.
into the onesidedness of an opposite denomination, instead of cultivating their peculiar charisma in clear articulation. The highest union in
the kingdom of personal life is at once the highest self-distinction ; and the converse also holds
The dynamical kingdom, as the kingdom
true.
of absolute life, is the personal kingdom as the
kingdom of light, and both, because it is the
kingdom of love. Christ prays for the manifestation and consummation of the kingdom of
love.
7. The world, in her disunity, is Babel ? the
Church of unity is the eternal, ideal Zion the
;

Ghost is the Mediator of this union. One
Body and one Spirit. See also Eph. iv. 18.
8. For the rest, we can but indicate the wealth
of fundamental thoughts in this chapter, referIIolv

ring, in sp doing, to the Exegetioai and Critical
These oaptions may, at the same time,
division.
serve as homiletioal hints: ver. 1. Glorification
of prayer : Prayer a fruit of true meditation and
preaching. Glorification of time : The hour of
deoision is at hand. Christianity the glorificaChrist's glorification the glorifition of Christ.
Ver. 2. Christ's
cation of God (m del gloriam).
power over all flesh is to be developed in the
bestowal of eternal life upon all persons. The
flesh, purified, shall in its turn develop into fair
personalities.
Ver. 8. Trusting knowledge is
•faith; cognitive, personal knowledge is love; perfected, seeing knowledge is the felicity of the
blessed ; in all stages, however, it is life eternal,

—

—

—

—

—

—

in respect of the beginning, progress and consummation of the same. It is agreeable to the
idea of personal knowledge that we know God
and Christ (distinctively) as well as God through
Christ (Father and Son in their unity).— The
divinity of Christ, and His humanity as the

—

manifestation of that divinity. Ver. 4. It is
finished; Here the: "It is finished," of the
cross, is ideally included, but as the sealing of
the work of Christ ; while the mortal passion of
Christ comes under consideration particularly
as the work of the Father. Ver. 5. The preexUtenee of Christ.
The self-divestment of
The status exaltationis of the divineChrist.
human Christ. Christ, before the foundation of
the world, the principle of its foundation, its
Alpha and Omega. Ver. 6. The Gospel a manifestation of the supreme name.
The election of
the disciples : a. Eternal, 6. conditioned (they
have kept His word), c. elected for the good of
the world. Ver. 7. Christianity alone pure, full,
Theism must be regenerated into
entire theism.
Christianity, Christianity must discover itself in
Ver. 8. The complete life
its theistio ideality.
Ver. 9. Dynamical
in the life- words of Christ.
importance of the Apostles. The Apostles the
pure medium of the conversion of the world.
The effect of Christ's work conditioned by its
Ver. 10. All
ideal and dynamic concentration.
that is Mine is Thine : The holiness of Christ.

—

—

—

—

—

—

All that

is

Thine,

is

Mine: His glory.

Christ's

glorification in the Apostles, the foundation of
His glorification for the world. (Luther says it
is easier to say : All Mine is Thine, than the
converse : All Thine is Mine. Bat only Christ
could, in the ethical sense, say: All Mine is
Thine).—Ver. 11. Christ's feeling of victory
hovering over the world.
His going to the
Father pure intercession. The care of the Perfected One in the other world for the unperfeeted
in this world.
The preservation of the disciples
a work of God's holiness. The strength of their
preservation: His name. The purpose: Unity;
personal kingdom of love.—Ver. 12. Direct, and
temporarily mediated Providence. Christ, Providence become visible. Providence and freedom. The lost son and divine dispensation.—
Ver. 18. The consolation of Christ's intercession
the impulse of His people to prayer, even to the
life of the Spirit, of perfect joy.—Ver. 14. At
the word of God, the hatred of the ungodly
world is developed.—Ver. 15. The Christian's
renunciation of the world no flight from it, bat
a stand in it in order to the overcoming of it
Ver. 16. Separation from the world, as the cause
of the world's hatred, the common mark of
Christ and Christians.-Ver. 17. The real ordination of the disciples of Jesus: 1. Through the
truth ; 2. In the word ; 8. as an act of God.—
Ver. 18. Their mission: 1. From Christ; 2.
through Christ from God ; 8. like Christ from
God.—Ver. 19. The foundation of the entire
Apostolic mission, of the entire Church, is the
self-sacrifice of Christ.
Ver. 20. From the prayer
of Christ on His own behalf there proceeded the
petition for the disciples, from that the intercession for the whole body of the faithful.
Ver.
21. The whole Christian life characterised in
accordance with its design: 1. As oneness; 2.
like the oneness of the Father and Christ ; 3.
through oneness in God and Christ The glory
of the triune God in the communion of the faithful.
The unity of the Church : the conversion of
the world to the faith.— Ver. 22. And the foundation of the glory of Christians.
The glory ef
all Christians but one glory in the glory of Christ
Giving and embellished receiving again in giving,
is the richness of life in the personal kingdom
of lore.—Ver. 28. The glory of Christians, the
leading of the world unto knowledge.
Ver. 24? The
completion of the manifestation of glory in the
heavenly kingdom. The foundation of the heavenly kingdom. Its appearing at the end of
time grounded, before the beginning of time, in
the love of God to the Son. The reception of the
inheritance on the part of the Son.
Ver. 25.
The knowableness of God : 1. Simply unknowable for the world in its ungodliness ; 2. conditionally knowable and known for the disciples in
the beginnings of their life and faith ; 8. absolutely knowable and known of Christ; this
knowledge the goal of Christians, 1 Cor. xiii
The steps of this knowledge are at once
12.
the steps of the kingdom of love and eternal
life (see ver. 8).—Ver. 26. The consummation of
the kingdom, a consummation in love through
the consummate proclamation of the name of
The great Epiphany.
God.
The perfected
kingdom of love also the appearing of the imperishable beauty or glory.

—

—

—

—
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faith, perseveringly

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTICAL.
For details see the foregoing Doctrinal and
Ethical Thoughts. Upon the whole Prayer:
The prayer of Christ as high-priestly. As Messianic: prophetic, high-priestly and kingly at
once.—>The prayer for the consummation of the
kingdom of heaven as a prayer for the consummation of the revelation of the Trinity 1. The
kingdom of the triune God 2. the triune life in
power (6'uvapic), light (ideality) and love (personality: giving and receiving); 8. the three

—

:

;

continuing therein. Ibid.:
fellowship of believers gives a Christian the
comfort and enoouragement of knowing, when tKe
devil assaults him, that he (the devil} is laying
hold not on one finger but on the whole spiritual
body of Christ, t. e. all the Christians in the
world, nay, God and Christ Themselves.
How
wonderful is it that Jesus, standing upon the
threshold of His Passion, was yet overwhelmed
with joy at the contemplation of the joy of those
who were the cause of all His griefs 1 O how
great is the strength of His love ! The hatred
of the world is a genuine mark of a true Christian.
Preachers who, after the perverse fashion
of the world, join in everything that is going on
and are consequently favorites everywhere, are
of no account.
Zeisius : Believing Christians,
though in the world, are not of the world ; they
have not its mind, ways, habits, are not on the
same footing with it; they possess the mind of
Christ atfd follow His example alone.
Hbdinger : It is necessary for us to suffer in the world
so long as we are able, and in duty bound, to be
useful ; God will call us away.; we must not, in

The

—

—

—

stepping-stones in the conversion of the world
(believing on Christ, knowing Christ, knowing
Christians); 4. the triple consummation: holiThe prayer of
ness, righteousness, glory.
Christ: 1. For Himself; 2. for the disciples; 8.
for believers generally (indirectly «an intercession for the world, which shall be swallowed up
by the kingdom of believers). Heaven's foundaThe three
tion upon the righteousness of God.
tectum* singly. Christ's petition for Himself, etc.
The aim of the kingdom of love : salvation in
vexation and self-will, wish our own lives away.
the praise of God's name.
We must recognise life in the world to be a
Starke : Luther : The sum and cause of this
chapter is as follows : a good sermon calls for a benefit and be occupied in serving the world as
good prayer; that is, when a man has given long as we live. Zeisius : A child of God, as
ntteranoe to the word, he should begin to groan long as he is in the world, is in peril of being
and earnestly to entreat that it may have strength seduced by it ; hence praying and watching are
and produce fruit. I know not how strong in highly necessary. Believers must be crucified
spirit others may be, but, let me be never so to the world and the world must be crucified to
learned and full of genius, I cannot grow so them, in imitation of Christ. Zeisius: "The digholy as to gather devotion for prayer without nity and bliss of believers Is great. How great,
hearing and handling the word of God. Zeisius: is not discoverable here, but when it shall appear,
Heart and eyes should simultaneously be raised it will be manifest that they are like the Lord.
Gerlach: We do not merely receive eternal
to heaven.—-Christiau, if thou wouldst succeed
in all that thou doest, set about each act with life through the knowledge of God and Jesus
hearty prayer and end thus too. Cramer: God Christ ; this knowledge itself is life, is possesFor this is not the
is a hidden God ; had Christ not come into the sion of the highest good.
world, He had remained a hidden God, but be- shadowy knowledge of the sense sundered from
cause Christ hath glorified and revealed Him, the substance ; it is the union of the knowing
we can know God clearly in the Son. Power de- and the Known, in which, therefore, light, life
As the Father and Son have
notes, in general, such power as is associated and love unite.
with right ; in particular, it is employed in the been distinct from eternity and yet are One
sense of power to rule ; hence magistrates are through the eternal Spirit of love, who proceed
eth from both, so God hath, by the Son, created
often called powers, 1 Cor. xv. 24 ; Eph. i. 21
a world full of contrasts which His Spirit coniii. 10; Col. i. 16; Dan. vii. 14; see also Matt
Canstbin: Whoso tinually transfigureth into a glorious unity in
xxviii. 18; Rev. xii. 10.
will not submit himself to Christ in the obedi- love. Sin hath banished this harmonising Spirit
ence of faith, to his everlasting salvation, is from man, hath perverted the contrasts into consubjected to His power to everlasting perdition. tradictions and rent men one from the other, as
Hrdinoir: Christ the fountain of life; thirst from God. But the work of Jesus Christ, the
for that fountain ! Ibid.: Mark the chief ground completion of His redemption, is that the Father's
of felicity, Is. lilt. 11; 1 Cor. xiii. 12; 1 John unity with the incarnate Son bee om eth a unity
wherein the whole human race that believeth on
iii. 2.—Nova Bibl. : If Jesus Himself had, in
the redemption, no other final purpose than the the Son, is one with the Father. This "sanctihonor and glorification of His Father, how much fying" of Christ's, therefore, embraces His
rather and more justly is it said concerning whole active and passive obedience: the sacrifice
believers: Whatsoever ye do, either in word or of His will and the guilt-offering of His holy
deed, etc., Col. iii. 17.—Quesnel: God glorifies humanity laden with the sin of the world ; by
in heaven those who glorify Him on earth.
this sacrifice all of believing humanity is sancHedinger: Christ was faithful in His Father's tified unto God as a sacrifice. Jesus prays for
boose (Heb. iii. 2), having kept back nothing future believers also, to the end that these may,
from us.—Qursnsl : Christ will have no servants with His then existing disciples, form one comin the ministry of the word but those whom His munion in holy love. With these words, the
Father has elected thereunto and presented to Lord declares the whole essence of His Church
Him for His own. Canstbin: Our election to on earth. He came to restore unity to the diseternal life is something hidden in God ; yet we rupted human race, by means of their reconciliamay know it if we lay hold on Christ in true tion to God. This is a beholding whereby the
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beholder becometh one with the Beheld (1 John etc.; let come now what wilL
So it is with
Hi. 2, 3), whereby the glory of the Lord doth the day's work that is given a man,
whereunto
itself pass into him.
a man is destined from his mother's womb. That
Lisco : Because it is the vocation of the dis- is not cut short; though the pleasure of seeing
ciples to diffuse heavenly life on earth, they may its blessed results be something bated, the grand
not live retired from the world, or, still less, quit work to which the Saviour hath called a man,
it already by death; the more needful, there8uffereth no retrenchment.
Almost all preachers,
fore, is it that they should be preserved from all even the better sort, make of Christ a mere
evil in the world.
Teacher and Servant who bides outside of us, who
Beaunk: He who prays is not merely an artist does but teach us what is good ; they do not sty
erecting a monument to the grace of God; he is, that He is to rule within us and Himself work
at the same time, a work of art
the monument it- good works in us.
" In Thy name have I kept
Thus here the Redeemer who hath restored them," says He. It is a bad thing for a shepherd
self.
the image of God in humanity and doth restore it to keep the flock in his own name only, as somewhat belonging to him, to his own glory, through
as the High Priest and Sacrifice of mankind.
The Prayer linked itself to His discourses. It is his strength, and not as property entrusted to
necessary for a good sermon to conclude with a his care by God, and to God's glory, through
Sood prayer. First Christ spake of God to His God's grace and strength. He hath left us perisciples; now He talketh of them to the Father. fect joy, and that His own.
Thereby shall the
In this prayer is summed up that whioh the pre- work of sanctification be perfected in us, as
ceding discourses had unfolded. Thither He David saith : Let the glad Spirit keep me; continue
raised His eyes, whither He would be taken by grace unto me. Happy is he who knows that it
God. The hour of suffering obscured Him in the is better to be hated by the world and loved bj
eyes of those who looked upon Him as one tor- Christ, than to be loved by the world and remented and stricken by God, and in the sight of jected by Christ. Christiana, says Macarios,
His most faithful adherents. But He was con- are children of another world, of the heavenly
fident that the Father would glorify the Son, would Adam, a new race, children of the Holy Ghost,
take Him to Himself, would give Him the glory of light, brothers of Christ; they are not of this
of exalted efficacy.
In the world, unbelief and world. The "at /" can mean nothing else than
superstition had covered the Father's name with that wo too should be crucified to the world and
darkness. Out of that obscurity, the gospel of the world to us, like Jesus, like Paul, like all
Jesus Christ, proclaimed in the power of the true folio wersx>f Christ. The word must sanctity
Spirit, should draw it forth into the true light.
us ; it divides everything like a two-edged sword,
In the beginning, thelife of men was light; they, and Satan, in his servants, is always seeking to
however, stretched forth their hands beyond life make it a secondary affair, or to hustle it oat of
Ver. 18. Men appeal ii
to grasp the light of knowledge ; they desired to the way altogether.
know, without being; to possess the knowledge vain to these words of Christ and to the divine
of God without divine life. This is the old sin, authority of their office, in support of their claim
new even to this day. Thus acting, they lost life to be respected and heard like Christ, unless
and light. But now, through the light of truth, they are anointed by Christ, filled with His Spirit
fragmentarily offered them in the Word of life, and the fulness of God, blessed, called and seut
they should regain life. Yea, a mind to do the by Him, as He was sent by the Father, by means
will ot God, helps a man to a clear knowledge of of an internal mission and anointing, not simply
the truth that Christ and His doctrine are of God. by outward calling and installation. Who is not
Therefore despise no piety or fear of God, even glad that Christ prayed for him before his Pasthough as yet they be not Christian.—"Heart and sion, in His high-priestly prayer? And He is
1
heart at one together. ' [Bert und Ben vereint always heard. The highest pattern of unity is
2usammen, one of the best hymns of Zinsendorf, in heaven, between Father and Son, the copy is
based on this chapter.—P. S.]—"That, in sooth, on earth. Ver. 21. The case stands thus: every
ss
is a true heavenly ladder, that rests upon earth, Christian must believe himself into Christ
but whose top reaches to heaven, nay, to the deeply as if he were Christ. This constitutes
throne of God, as the place where is the greatest everything, this constitutes faith, it constitutes
unity. We, however, must not begin at the top, all deeds, the walk, the virtues.
Hbubnbr: The Father's cause was tarnished by
but must make sure of the first steps we must
see that we are first born anew of God through the fall; Satan could rejoice at having seduced
in
the word of truth, and thus become one with God mankind ; what had become of God's purpose
the creation ? The Son came as Redeemer and put
and His life " (Rieger).
Gossnbr : Now the death-pass must be crossed. God's enemy to shame and made God glorious. The
There Thou must crown Thy Son with honor and highest aim is to glorify God ; he who does nothing
Christ is Lord of
glory, that Thou mayest be praised and magni- towards that end, does nought,
He giveth this life unto all whom the human race He hath unlimited power and aufied in Him.
the Father giveth Him, t. «., all who, drawn by thority over it: far more than didactic authority.
the Father, sundered from the world by pre- This authority, however, is for the good of men:
venting graoe, suffer themselves to be attracted Christ is to employ His power in making them
unto Him, and turn to Him in faith. We have happy. All thinge thai Thou hast given Me, My
To consider
it from the mouth of Jesus that this, to know the doctrine, My miraculous powers.
Father and Him, is heaven on earth. Hence, we this all that was in Christ as of divine origin, is
have to teach men to know Jesus Christ; for the to believe on Christ Gradual progress to faith:
name of God is in Him, in Him dwelleth all ful- Instruction, or external preaching, favorable re.
He saith: " I have finished my course " ception, true knowledge, 1. «., heartfelt know-
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ledge, the result of experience and the

power of

Holt Father; How can a Christian
the Spirit
ear endure that this holiest of all titles should be
given to a sinful man. All joj, all felicity, is
finally reduced, in respect of its deepest element,

—

from love flows joy. Hell is joyless be;
cause it is loveless. Christ's prayer repudiates
the foolish desire for exemption from the trials
and conflicts of this world. It would indeed be
by far the more comfortable thing to be transported at once to heavenly bliss, without a battle.
Christ might thus have taken the Apostles immediately to heaven with Him. But how then
would they have become Christ's Apostles? how
would the world have been converted ? how would
they have been able, without labor, without conenjoy happiness in
flict, without victory, to
heaven? It likewise follows that the Essenio,
Ascetic course is not the true one. In Thy truth,
to love

—

Through the truth: the Word ofOod

is the
of sanctification ; 2. in accordance with
Thy truth : the Word of God is the rule of sanctito
fication ; 3. consecrate them to Thy truth
How
the vocation of witnessing for the truth.
The
does this prayer shame cold Christians
Lord thought of the coming generations, and they
think too little of Him. There is but one Apostolic Christianity, and none beside ; whoso will
not have that, has none. That unity of the
Father and Son is, therefore, not simply a type,
but a true and effective cause, of the oneness of
Christians. They, belonging to the Father and
the Son, united to the Father through the Son,
remain one.
As the children of one Father,
united to Him through the First-born, they repose on a sure foundation of unity. If the
Church of Christ stood forth as a harmonious
community of brethren, where nought but order,
love and peace ruled, it would be so unique a
phenomenon in our egotistical world that every
one would be forced to acknowledge that here
was a divine work, and to see in it the government of a higher Spirit, namely, the Spirit of
Christ. All doubts as to, and accusations against,
Christianity must perforce hold their peace.
The world knoweth Thee not ; it has no idea that
there is an ocean of love in God. Nevertheless,
that does not do away with the love.
Bessbr : There, on the holy mount, His countenance shone as the sun ; here His soul shineth
like the sun, His soul beameth like a calm, majestic light.
" It being certain that they are Mine
and that I am their Lord, Master and Saviour, it is
also certain and beyond doubt that they are Thine,
nay, Thine not only now, but Thine from the begining, and that they come unto Me through
Thee" (Luther).— " The Father the Root, Christ
the Stem, the Holy Ghost the Sap, believers the
branches that draw the Sap unto themselves, the
Christian life the fruit of one Tree of the holy

1.

means

—

:

1

—

—

—

—

( Gerhard).
Frbylikqhausen : The
above-cited Meditations of Gerhard are furnished
with an exceedingly significant frontispiece in
two divisions. Above is the picture of the Old
Testament high-priest burning incense at the altar
of incense ; underneath are the words : Which is
a shadow of things to come. Beneath, a picture
of the high-priestly praying Christ, surrounded by
His disciples, with the inscription : But the body
itself (the substance) is in Christ, CoL ii. 17.

ohnrch"

.

——

—

—
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Schmisdbe, in the Introduction to his Meditasolemn repose of the full moonlit night-heavens, up to which Christ, praying,
gazed, and the solemn repose in His soul. He
is the High-priest who maketh us priests.
The fellowship of Jesus with the Father was a
relationship appearing in Him simultaneously
with His self-consciousness.
The hour. It is exceedingly noteworthy how Jesus, for everything
that is to happen, knows, defines, and chooses
time and hour—even that very instant to which
the event belongs.
{Entirely correct; being
sensible of His eternity, He is sensible of His
moment; the following is a fundamental thought
of the Preacher Solomon
All is vain, for the
reason that men in their vanity no longer
have a perception of the moment, agreeably to
the truth that everything h/s its time.)
Thus He invariably does and suffers that which
is proper for each hour.
Glorification is the
complete revelation of a form of life either abstractly or relatively perfect. A bud is glorified
when it bursts its envelope and comes forth a
flower.
The Son must earn this dominion which
the Father has given Him, in order that it may
be as truly His own as it is a gift from the Father.
For all dominion is real autocracy so far
only as it is acquired by individual prowess.
As the Father, in His Divine Kingdom, fills all
the Divine Persons, being wholly in each One,
and working in the Divine House that rules in
eternal, creative joy, so Jesus would be and work
in all men who are saved by Him, whom the
Father has given Him, to the end that His joy
may be perfeet in them. And together with Him,
the love in which the Father loves Him shall be
tions, depicts the

—

:

—

—

in them (t. e., the fellowship in the blessedness
of God, the divine heritage, of Christ's co-heirs).
{Craven : from Hilary : Ver. 3. To know the
y true God is life, but this alone does not constitute life: What else then is added?
And
Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent. Ver. 21.
Unity is recommended by the great example of
unity.
Augustine : Ver. 1. Our Lord, in the
form of a servant, could have prayed in silence
had He pleased ; but He remembered that He
had not only to pray, but to teach. Father, the
hour is come, shows that all time, and everything
that He did or suffered to be done, was at His

—

—

who

is not subject to time.
Father^
come, glorify Thy Son; the hour is>
come for sowing the seed, humility; defer not
The Son glorified the Father,
the fruit, glory.
when the Gospel of Christ spread the knowledge
Glory was
of the Father among the Gentiles.
defined among the ancients to be fame accompanied with praise. When sight has made our
faith truth, then eternity shall take possession
Ver. 11. That
of, and displace, our mortality.
they may be one, as We are : That they may be
one in their nature, as
are one in Ours.

disposing,
the

hour

is

—

—

—

We

As

the Father and the Son are one not only by
equality of substance, but also in will, so they,
between God and whom the Son is Mediator, may
be one not only by the union of nature, but by
the union of love. Ver. 13. He says He spoke
in the world, though He had just now said, I am
no more in the world : inasmuch as He had not
yet departed, He was still here ; and inasmuch
as He was going to depart, He was,, in a. certain

—
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flesh.

from the time that the Word was made

—Ver. 21. They are in us and we in Them,

so as that they are one in Their nature, we one
in ours: they are in us, as God is in the temple
we in Them, as the creature is in its Creator.
Is not this unity, that peace eternal whioh is
the reward of faith, rather than faith itself t
Ver. 23. That they may be made perfect in one ; the
reconciliation made by this Mediator, was carried on even tp the enjoyment of everlasting
blessedness.
As long as we believe what we do
not see, we are not yet made perfect, as we shall
be when we have merited to see what we believe.

—

—

—And

hast loved them, at Thou hast loved Me;
There is no reason for God's loving His members,
but that He loves Him; but since He hateth
nothing that He hath made, who can adequately
express how much He loves the members of His
Only Begotten Son, and still more the Only Begotten Himself? Ver. 24. It was not enough for

—

Him to say, I will that
He adds, with Me :

but

— —

;
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sense, not here.
Ver. 17. Sanctify them through
Thy truth : Thus were they to be kept from the
Ver. 19. That they also might be sanctified
evil.
through the truth, i. «., in Me ; inasmuch as the
Word is truth, in whioh the Son of man was sanctified

—

;

they may be where 1 am,
to be with Him is the

great good ; even the miserable can be where He
as a
is, but only the happy can be with Him
blind man, though he is where the light is, yet
is not himself with the light, but is absent from
it in its presence, so not only the unbelieving,
but the believing, though they cannot be where
Christ is not, yet are not themselves with Christ
by sight. That they may behold; He says, not,
that they may believe; it is the reward of faith
which He speaks of, not faith itself Ver. 25.
What is it to know Him, but eternal life, which He
gave not to a oondemned but to a reconciled
world T For this reason the [condemned] world
hath not known Thee ; because Thou art just,
and Hast punished them with this ignorance of
Thee; and for this reason the reconciled world
knows Thee, because Thou art merciful, and
hast vouchsafed this knowledge, not in consequence of their merits, but of Thy grace. Ver.
26. And I in them; He is in us as in His temple;
From Chbysostom
we in Him as our Head.Ver. 1. Our Lord turns from admonition toprayer;
ithns teaching us in our tribulations to abandon
He lifted up
all other things, and flee to God.
His eyes to heaven to teach us intentness in our
prayers: that we should stand with uplifted eyes,
Ver. 9.
,not of the body only, but of the mind.
I pray for them : As the disciples were still sad
in spite of all our Lord's consolations, henceforth
He addresses Himself to the Father, to show the
love which He had for them ; He not only gives
them what He has of His own, but entreats another for them, as a still further proof of His
love. Ver. 14. Again, our Lord gives a reason
why the disciples are worthy of obtaining such
jfavor from the Father; I have given them Thy word,
and the world hath hated them; t. e., they are had
in hatred for Thy sake, and on aooount of Thy
word. Ver. 16. Keep them from the evil: t. e. not
from dangers only, but from falling away from
the faith. Ver. 16. They are not of the world;
because they have nothing in common with earth,
they are made citizens of heaven. Ver. 17.

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sanctify them in Thy truth ; i. *. make them holy,
gift of the Holy Spirit, and Bound doctrines : for sound doctrines give knowledge of
God, and sanctify the soul. Thy word is truth,
i. e. t there is in it no lie, nor anything typical,
or bodily. Sanctify them in Thy truth, may mean,
separate them for the ministry of the word, and
preaching. Ver. 19. For their sokes J sanctify
Myself, i.e., I offer myself as a sacrifice to Thee;
for all sacrifices, and things that are offered to
God, are called holy [sanctified].— That they also
may be sanctified through the truth, t. e., for I make
them too an oblation to Thee ; either meaning
that He who was offered up was their Head, or
that they would be offered up too ; as the Apostle eaith, Present your bodies a living sacrifice* holy,
Ver. 20. Another ground of consolation to
them, that they were to be the cause of the salvation of others. Ver. 21. For there is no scandal so great as division, whereas unity amongst
believers is a great argument for believing ; for
if they quarrel, they will not be looked on as
the disciples of a peace-making Master.
Ver.
22. By glory He means miracles, and doctrines,
and unity ; which last is the greatest glory.
From Beds : Ver. 6. And they have kept Thy

by the

—

—

—

—

word; He calls Himself the Word of the Father,
because the Father by Him created all things,
and because He contains in Himself all words
as if to say, they have committed Me to memory
so well, that they never will forget Me : Or, they
have believed in Me. Ver. 15. Keep them from
the evil : every evil, but especially the evil of
schism.
From Theophylact: Ver. 25.
righteous Father, the world hath not known Thee:
as if to say, I would wish that all men obtained
these good things which I have asked for the
believing; but inasmuch as they have not known
Thee, they shall not obtain the glory and crown.
[From Burkitt: Chap. xvii. If any part of
Scripture be to be magnified above another, this
ohapter claims the pre-eminence; it contains the
breathings out of Christ's soul for His Church
and children before His departure ; not for His
disciples only, but for the succeeding Church to

—

—

the end of the world. Ver. 1. These words spake
Jesus: that is, after He had finished His excellent
sermon, He closes the exercise with a most fer-

vent and affectionate prayer ; teaching His ministers to add solemn prayer to all their instruc-

and exhortations. He lifted up Mis eyes to
heaven: The gestures which we use in prayer
should be such as may express our reverence of
God, and denote our affiance and trust in Him.
It is very sweet and comfortable in prayer,
when we can come and call God Father, The
hour is come : that is, The hour of My sufferings,
and Thy satisfaction; the hour of
victory
and of Thy glory ; the hour, the sad hour, determined in Thy decree : no calamity can touch
us till God's hour is oome ; and when the sad
hour is come, the best remedy is prayer, and the
only person to fly unto for succor is our heavenly
Father.— Glorify thy Son, that Thy Son also may
glorify Thee : Note how the glory of the Father
and the Son are inseparably linked together;
it was the Father's design to glorify the Son, and
it was the Son's desire to have glory from the
Father, that He might bring glory to the Father.
—Ver. 2. Observe 1. The dignity with whioh
tions

—

—
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CHAP. XVII.
Christ was in Tested, power over all flesh ; 2. How
Christ came to be invested with this power ; it
was given Him by His Father.—All mankind are
under the power and authority of Jesus Christ
as Mediator: He has 1. a legislative power, or a
power to give laws to all mankind ; and 2. b judiciary power, or a power to execute the laws
that He hath given.
That He might give eternal
life to at many as Ood hath given Him : Note 1.
That all believers are given by Qod the Father
unto Christ; they are given to Him as His charge,
to redeem, sanctify, and save; and as Wis reward,
Is. liii. 10; 2. All that are given to Christ, have
life from Him ; a life of justification and eanctifioation on earth, and a life of glory in heaven
8. The life which Christ gives is eternal life; 4.
That this eternal life is a free gift from Christ
unto His people ; though they do not work for
wages, yet they shall not work for nothing.
Ver.
8. This is the true way and means to obtain
eternal life, namely, by the true knowledge of
Qod the Father, and of Jesus Christ the Mediator.
Learn, 1. That the beginning, increase, and
perfection of eternal life lyeth in holy knowledge

—

—

2. That no knowledge is sufficient to eternal life,
but the knowledge of Qod, and Jesus Christ.
The knowledge of the only true Qod, and of Jasus
Christ the Mediator, is the life of grace, and the
necessary way to the life of glory.
Ver. 4. I have
glorified Thee on the earth: The whole life of
Christ, while here on earth, was a glorifying of
His Father; by 1. The doctrine He preached;
2. The miracles He wrought; 8. The unspotted
purity and innocency of His life
4. His unpa-

—

—

;

/ have finished the
ralleled sufferings at death.
work which Thou gavest Me to do : He speaks of
what He was resolved to do, as already done.
Here note that 1. It is work that glorifies Qod;
2. Every man has his work assigned him by Qod;
3. This work must be finished here upon earth
4. When we have done our proportion of work,
we may expect our proportion of wages; 5. It is
a blessed thing at the hour of death to be able to
say in uprightness that we have glorified Qod,
and have finished the work which He appointed
us to do. Ver. 5. Learn that, 1. Whoever expects
to be glorified with Qod in heaven must glorify
Him first here upon earth ; 2. After we have glorified Him. we may expect to be glorified with Him,
and by Him. With the glory which I had with Thee
before the world was: Here note that Christ 1.
Ajs Ood, had an essential glory with Qod the
Father before the world was ; 2. As Mediator, did
so far humble Himself, that He needed to pray
•for His Father to bestow upon Him the glory
which He wanted ; namely, the glory of His ascension and exaltation. Ver. 6. By the name of
God, we are here to understand His nature, properties, attributes, designs and oounsels for the
salvation of mankind : Christ, as the Prophet of
His Church, made ail these known unto His people.
Learn that, 1. All believers are given unto
Christ, as His purchase, and as His charge:
as His subjects, as His children ; as the wife of
His bosom, as the members of His body ; 2. None
are given to Christ, but those that were first the
Father's ; 8. All those that are given unto Christ,
do keep His word ; they keep it in their understandings, they hide it in their hearts, they feel the
force of it in their souls, they express the power of

—

—

—

—

—
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Ver. 7. Observe, 1. The faithin their lives.
fulness of Christ in revealing the whole will of
His Father to His disciples ; 2. The proficiency
of the disciples in the school of Christ. Learn
hence that, 1. Christ hath approved Himself a
faithful messenger from His Father to His people, in that He hath added nothing to His message, and taken nothing from it;
2. It is our
duty to know and believe on Christ, as the only
it

—

—

Messenger and Mediator sent of Qod. Ver. 8.
Learn that, 1. The dootrine of the gospel, which
was revealed by Christ, was received from the
Father 2. Faith is a receiving of the Word of
Christ, and of Christ in and by the Word 8. The
ministers of the gospel are to preach that, and
only that, which they have out of the Word of
Qod.—Ver. 9. Learn that, 1. The Lord Jesus
Christ is the great and gracious Intercessor; 2.
All believers are under the fruit and benefit of
;

;

Christ's intercession ; 8. As all the members of
Christ in general, so the ministers and ambassadors of Christ in special, have a peculiar interest
in Christ's intercession; and great are the advantages of His intercession from ( 1) The person interceding, Christ: consider the dignity of
His person, God-man ; the dearness of His person, Qod's Son, (2) The manner of His intercession, not by way of entreaty, but meritorious
claim, (8) The sublimity of the office ; our Intercessor is near to Qod, even at His right hand,
(4) The fruits of His intercession ; it procures the
acceptance and justification of our persons, the
hearing and answering of our prayers, the pardon and forgiveness of our sins, our preservation
in grace, and our hopes of eternal glory. Ver.
10. We may understand this two ways: 1. Of
allpersons,
all
friends, all
disciples are
Thine, as well as Mine. 2. All Thy things are
Mine, and all
things are Thine; Christ and
His Father are one, and They agree in one ; They
have the same essence and nature, the same attributes and will; Christ hath all things that the
Father hath. Thence note, That the Lord Jesus
Christ is eminently glorified in and by all thoso
that believe in Him, and belong unto Him.
Ver.
11. Note, 1. The title and appellation given to
God, Holy Father; when we go to God in prayer,
we must look upon Him as an holy Father, as
essentially and originally holy, as infinitely and
independently holy ; 2. The supplication : *Kcep
through Thy name those whom Thou hast given Me,
the perseverance of the Saints is the effect of
Christ's prayer; 8. The end of the supplication,
That they may be one as We are. Three things
concur to the believer's perseverance ; 1. On the
Father's part, everlasting love and all sufficient
power; 2. On the Son* spurt, everlasting merit
and constant intercession; 8. On the Spirit's
part, perpetual inhabitation and continued influence.
Note, 1. The heart of Christ is exceedingly set upon the unity of His members; 2. The
believers' union with Christ and with one another, has some resemblance to that betwixt the
Father and the Son: it is a union, (1) holy, (2)
spiritual, (8) intimate, (4) indissoluble.
Ver.
12. Observe that, 1. Those who shall be saved,
are given unto Christ and committed to His care
and trust ; 2. None of those that are given unto
Christ shall be finally lost.
Ver. 18. There is
a double care which Christ takes of His people

—

—
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namely, a care of their graces, and a care of Iheir
joy and comfort. Learn that, 1. Christ is the
author and original of the joy of His people: My
joy; 2. It is Christ's will and desire that His
people might be full of holy joy : That My joy

—

be fulfilled in them ; 8. The great end of
Christ's prayer and intercession was, and is, that
His people's hearts might be full of joy. Ver.
14. Learn that, 1. Christians, especially minis-

may

—

ters, to whom Christ has given His word, must
expeot the world's hatred ; 2. It is to the honor
of believers that they are like unto Christ in being the objects of the world's hatred. Vers. 16,
16. Observe 1. That the wisdom of Christ sees
fit to continue His children and people in the
world, notwithstanding all the perils and dangers of the world: He has work for them, and
they are of use to Him, for a time, in the world;
till their work be done, Christ's love will not,
and the world's malice cannot, remove them
hence ; 2. Yet Christ prays that His Father will
keep them from the evil, i. «., the sins, temptaNote, 1. That a
tions and snares of the world.
spiritual victory over evil is to be preferred before a total exemption from it ; 2. How necessary
divine aid is to our preservation and success, even
in the holiest and best of enterprises, and how
necessary it is to seek it by fervent prayer ; 3.
That such as sincerely devote themselves to
Christ's service, are sure of His aid whilst so
omployed. Ver. 17. Learn that, 1. Such as are
already sanctified, ought to endeavor after higher
degrees of sanctification ; 2. The Word of God is
the great instrument in God's hand for His people's sanctification; 8. The Word of God is the
The Word of God is a divine truth,
truth of God.
an eternal truth, an infallible truth, a holy truth.
Ver. 18. Observe, 1. Christ's mission: The
Father tent Him into the world ; Christ did not
of Himself undertake the office of a Mediator ; 2.
As Christ's mission, to the Apostles* mission;
At Thou host tent Me, to have I tent them : Learn
thence that none may undertake the office of the
ministry, without an authoritative sending
from Christ Himself; 8. Suoh as are so sent
Christ] are sent by
• [by the ministers of
Christ Himself ; and it is the people's duty to
reverence their persons, to respect their office,
Ver. 19.
Christ's
to receive their message.
tanctifying Himself imports, 1. His setting Himself apart to be a sacrifice for sin ; 2. His dedicaThe
tion of Himself to this holy use and service.
great end for which Christ did thus sanctify
Himself was that He might sanctify Bit members;
that we should be consecrated to, and wholly set
apart for Him.—Ver. 20. That, 1. All believers
have a special interest in Christ's prayer; 2. In
the sense of the gospel they are believers, who
are wrought upon to believe in Christ through the
word ; 8. Such is Christ's care of, and love to,
His own, that they were remembered by Him in
His prayer, even before they had a being. Ver.
21. The special mercy and particular blessing
which Christ prays for, on behalf of believers, is
a close and intimate union betwixt the Father,
Himself and them, and also betwixt one another.
Note 1. The mystical union betwixt Christ and
His members has some resemblance with that
union which is betwixt the Father and the Son
2. Unity amongst the ministers and. members of

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—
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Jesus Christ is of so great importance, that He
did in their behalf principally pray for it. Union
amongst Christ's disciples is one special means
to enlarge the kingdom [Church] of Christ, and
to cause the world to have better thoughts of Him
and. His doctrine. Ver. 22. Learn that, 1. God
the Father hath bestowed much glory on Christ
His Son, as He is man and Mediator of the
church; 2. The same glory for kind and substance, though not for measure and degree, which
Christ as Mediator has received from the Father,
is communicated to true believers ; 8. The great
end of this communication was, and is, to oblige
and enable His people to maintain a very strict
union among themselves ; 4. Unity amongst believers is part of that glory which Christ as
Mediator hath obtained for them
Ver. 28. Observe 1. As the Father is in Christ, so is Christ
in believers, and they in Him; the Father is in
Christ in respect of His divine nature, essence,
and attributes; and Christ is in believers, by
the inhabitation of His Holy Spirit ; 2. The happiness of believers consisteth in their oneness, in
being one with God through Christ, and one
amongst themselves; 8. God the Father loved
Christ His Son; (1) as God; (2) as Mediatar,
John x. 17; 4. God the Father loves believers,
even as He loved Christ Himself; 6. Christ would
have the world know, that God the Father lovelh
the children of men, as well as Himself.
Ver.
24. Our Saviour had prayed for His disciples'
sanctification before, here He prays for their glorification:
1. That they may be where He it; now
Christ is with them in His ordinances, in His
word, and at His table ; ere long they shall be
with Him, as His friends, as His spouse, as His
companions in His kingdom; 2. That they may
be with Him where He is; that is more than the
former : to be with Christ where He is, imports
union and communion with Him. Learn 1. All
those that are given to Christ as His charge, and
as His reward, shall certainly come to heaven to
Him ; 2. The work and employment of the saints
in heaven chiefly consists in seeing and enjoying
Christ's glory ; for it will be a possessive sight
8. The top and height of the saints' happiness in
heaven consists in this, that they shall be with
righteous Father; righteous
Christ
Ver. 25.
in making good Thy promises both to Me and
them. Observe what it is that our Saviour affirms
concerning the wicked and unbelieving world, that
they have not known Ood, have no saving knowledge of God. Christ is the original and fontal
cause of all the saving knowledge that believers
have of God. Ver. 26. And I hate declared unto
them Thy name, and will declare it; ie.l have made
known unto them Thy nature, attributes, counsels, will and commands, and I will continue the
That ths
manifestation of the same unto the end.
them,
love wherewith Thou hast loved Me, may be
and 1 in them; It is not enough for the people of
God that His love is towards them, but they must
endeavor to have it in them ; that is, experience it
in the effects of it, and in the feeling of it in their
own souls: the safety of a Christian lies in this, that
God loves Him ; but the happiness of a Christies
consists in the sensible apprehension of this love.
[From M. Hbnby: Chap. xvii. Christ prayed
this prayer in their hearing, so thai it was a
prayer 1. After sermon; when He had spoken from

—
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CHAP. XVII.
God to them, He

turned to speak to Qod for them
to, we must pray for ; 2. After
sacrament; 3. Of & family: He not only, as a son
of Abraham, taught His household (Gen. xviii. 19),
but, as a son of David, blessed His household (2
Sam. vi. 20), prayed for them and with them ; 4.
Of parting; when we and our friends are parting, it is good to part with prayer, Acts xx. 86,
dying Jacob blessed the twelve patriarchs
dying Moses, the twelve tribes ; and so, here,
dying Jesus the twelve apostles ; 6. That was a
preface to His sacrifice, specifying the blessings
designed to be purchased by His death for those
that were His ; 6. That was a specimen of His
All that have the Spirit of adoption,
intercession.
are taught to cry, Abba, Father, Rom. viii. 15
Gal. iv. 6 : If God be our Father, we have liberty
of access to Him, ground of confidence in Him,
and great expectations from Him. Christ calls
Him holy Father (ver. 11) ; and righteous Father
(ver. 25) it will be of great use to us in prayer,
both for our direction and encouragement, to
Christ bogan
call God as we hope to find Him.
with prayer for Himsolf, and afterward prayed
for His disciples; We must love and pray for
our neighbor as ourselves, and therefore must
in a right manner love and pray for ourselves
He was muoh shorter in His prayer for
first.
Himself than in His prayer for His disciples
Our prayer for the church must not be crowded
Ver. 1. The Father
into a corner of our prayer.
glorified the Son upon earth, 1. In His sufferings,
by the signs and wonders which attended them
2. By His sufferings : It was in His cross that
He conquered Satan and death ; His thorns were
a crown, and Pilate in the inscription over His
head wrote more than he thought ; 8. Much more
after His sufferings ; the Father glorified the Son

Those we preach

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

when He

raised

Him from

the dead.

—They

that
in faith

have received the adoption of sons, may
pray for the inheritance of sons if sanctified,
then glorified. Good Christians in a trying hour,
;

—

particularly a dying hour, may thus plead,
"Now the hour is come, stand by me." Father,
own Me in My sufferings, that I may honor Thee
by them. If God had not glorified Christ crucified, by raising Him from the dead, His whole undertaking had been- crushed ; therefore glorify

—

—

Me, that I may glorify Thee. Hereby He hath
taught us, 1. What to aim at in our prayers, in
all our designs and desires, viz., the honor of
God ; 2. What to expect and hope for. Vers. 2,
8. See the power of the Mediator: 1. The original
of His power; Thou hast given Him power ; 2.
The extent of His power, He has power over all
flesh, u e., (1) all mankind, (2) mankind considered as corrupt; 8. The grand intention and
design of this power Here is the mystery of our
salvation laid open ; Here is (1) the Father making
over the elect to the Redeemer (2) the Son undertaking to secure the happiness of those that
were given Him ; (3) the subserviency of the Redeemer's universal dominion to this 4. A further
explication of this grand design (ver. 8) : Here
is (1) the great end which the Christian religion

—

;

;

;

seta before us, viz., eternal life; (2) the sure way
of attaining this blessed end, wnioh is, by the
right knowledge of Qod and Jesus Christ ; This is
life

eternal, to

two ways :

know Thee; whioh may be taken
the know-

First, Life eternal lies in

—

—
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ledge of Cod and Jesus Christ ; the present principle of this life is the believing knowledge of God
and Christ; the future perfection of that life will
be the intuitive knowledge of God and Christ:
Secondly, The knowledge of God and Christ leads
to life eternal ; this is the way in which Christ
gives eternal life, by the knowledge of Him that has
called us (2 Pet 1. 8) ; and this is the way in which
we come to receive it. The Christian religion
shows the way to heaven by directing us, 1. To
Qod, as the author and felicity of our being ; 2.
To Jesus Christ, as the Mediator between Qod and
man. They that are acquainted with God and
Christ, are already in the suburbs of life eternal.
The Church's king is no usurper, as the prince

—

—

—

—

of this world is. Ver. 4. With what comfort
Christ reflects on the life He had lived on earth
I have glorified Thee, and finished My work; it is as
good as finished ; He overlooks the poverty and
disgrace He had. This is recorded, 1. For the
honor of Christ, that His life upon earth did in all
respects fully answer the end of His coming into
the world; 2. For example to all; (1) We must
make it our business to do the work God has appointed us to do (2) We must aim at the glory
of Qod in all ; 8. For encouragement to all those
that rest upon Him. Ver. 6. All repetitions in
prayer are not to be counted vain repetitions.
What His Father had promised Him, and He was
assured of, yet He must pray for ; promises are
not designed to supersede prayers, but to be the
guide of our desires and the ground of our hopes.
;

—

—The brightest
were

glories of the exalted

Redeemer

be displayed within the veil, where the
Father manifests His glory.—Vers. 6-10. The
to

apostleship and ministry, which are Christ's gift
to the Church, were first the Father's gift to
Jesus Christ. Ver. 6. Thou gavest them Me, as
sheep to the shepherd, to be kept; as patients to
the physician, to be cured; as children to a tutor, to
be educated. Vers. 6, 8. Observe, 1. The great
design of Christ's doctrine, which was to manifest
Qod s name, to declare Him ; 2. His faithful discharge of this undertaking : 1 have done it : His
fidelity appears (1) in the truth of His doctrine;
(2) in the tendency of His doctrine, which was to
It is Christ's prerogative to
manifest QooVs name.
manifest God's name to the souls of the children of
men. Sooner or later, He will manifest God's
name to all that were given Him, and will give them
His word to be, 1. The seed of their new birth
2. The support of their spiritual life; 3. The
earnest of their everlasting bliss. Vers. 6-8.

—

—

—

—

What

success the doctrine of Christ had among
those that were given Him, in several particulars
1. They have received the words which I gave them;
2. They have kept Thy word, have continued in it;
have conformed to it ; 8. They have understood
the word have known that all things whatsoever
Thou hast given Me are of Thee; 4. They have set
their seal to it; They have known surely that I
came out from Qod. Ver. 8. Known surely ; It is
a great satisfaction to us, in our reliance upon
Christ, that He and all He is and has, all He
said and did, all He is doing and will do,
are of God, 1 Cor. i. 80 : If the righteousness
be of God's appointing, we shall be justified;
if the grace be of His dispensing, we shall be
See here, 1. What it is to believe; it
sanctified.

—

—

is to

know surely :

We may know surely that which
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we

neither do nor can

know

fully

;

2.

What

it is

we are to believe: That Jesus Christ came out
from Ood. Christ is a Master who delights in

—

the proficiency of His scholars : See how willing He is to make the best of us, and to say the
best of us thereby encouraging our faith in
Him, and teaching us charity to one another. The
due improvement of grace received, is a good
plea, acoording to the tenor of the new covenant,
Ver. 9. They are Thine : 1.
for further grace.
All that receive Christ's word, and believe in
Him, are taken into covenant relation to the
Father, and are looked upon as Bis ; 2. This is a
good plea in prayer, Christ here pleads it ; we
may plead it for ourselves. Ver. 10. Those shall
;

—

—

—

—

have an interest in Christ's intercession, in and
by whom He is glorified. That in which God and
Christ are glorified, may, with humble confidence,
be committed to God's special care. Vers. 11-16.
The particular petitions which Christ puts up

—

—

for His disciples,

1. All relate to spiritual bless*
ings in* heavenly things; the prosperity of the
soul is the best prosperity ; 2. They are for such
blessings as are suited to their present state and
case, and their various exigencies and occasions;

Christ's intercession is always pertinent; 8. He
is large and full in the petitions, orders them
before His Father, and fills His mouth with arguments, to teach us fervency and importunity in
prayer, to be large in prayer, and dwell upon
our errands at the throne of grace, wrestling as
Note 1. The taking of good people out
Jacob.
of the world is a thing by no means to be desired,
but dreaded rather, and laid to heart, Is. lvii. 1
2. Though Christ loves His disciples, He does not
presently send for them to heaven, but leaves
them for some time in this world, that they may
do good, and glorify God upon earth, and be
ripened for heaven. It is more the honor of a
Christian soldier by faith to overcome the world,
than to retreat from it; and more for the honor
of Christ to serve Him in a city than in a cell.
Ver. 11. It is the unspeakable comfort of all believers, that Christ Himself has committed them
to the care of God Himself: Those cannot but
be safe, whom the Almighty God keeps, and He
cannot but keep those whom the Son of His love

—

—

—

—

commits to Him. He hero puts them 1. Under
the divine protection ; Keep their lives, till they
have done their work ; keep their comforts, and
let not them be broken in upon by the hardships
they meet with; keep up their interest in the
world, and let not that sink; 2. Under the
divine tuition; Keep them in their integrity, keep
them disciples, keep them close to their duty.
He speaks to God as a holy Father; In committing ourselves and others to the divine care, we
may take encouragement, 1. From the attribute
of His holiness; 2. From this relation of a
Father, wherein He stands to us through Christ.
What we receive as our Father's gifts, we may
comfortably remit to our Father's care: Father,
keep the graces and comforts Thou hast given
Me ; the children Thou hast given Me the ministry / have received.
Keep them through Thine
own name; t. e., 1. Keep them for Thy name's
sake; so some Thy name and honor are concerned in their preservation as well as Mine, for
both will suffer by it if they either revolt or
.sink; 2. In Thy name; so others; the original

—

—

—

;

is so, h tq 6v6/ian
Keep them in the knowledge
and fear of Thy name; keep them in the profession and service of Thy name whatever it costs
them; 8. By or through Thy name; bo others;
Keep them by Thine own power, in Thine own
hand: keep them Thyself.—Keep them from the
evil: 1. The evil one, Satan; 2. The evil thing,
sin
8. Keep them from the evil of the world,
and of their tribulation in it, so that it may have
no sting in it, no malignity. Ver. 12. Concern;

;

—

ing

implied that, 1. They are
weak, and cannot keep themselves ; 2. They are
in God's sight valuable and worth keeping ; 8.
Their salvation is designed, for to that it is that
they are kept, 1 Pet. i. 6 ; 4. They are the charge
of the Lord Jesus. Ver. 11. It should be a
pleasure to those that have their home in the
other world, to think of being no more in this
world; for when we have done what we have to
do in this world, and are made meet for that,
what should court our stay ? They who love
God, cannot but be pleased to think of coming
to Him, though it be through the valley of the
shadow of death. When our Lord Jesus was
going to the Father, He carried with Him a
tender concern for Bis own which are in the world:
We should have such a pity for those that are
launching out into the world when we are got
almost through it. Ver. 18. Note, 1. Christ has
not only treasured up comforts for His people, in
providing for their future welfare, but has given
out comforts to them, and said that which will
be for their present satisfaction; 2. Christ's intercession for us is enough to fulfil our joy in Him.
Ver. 14. They that receive Christ's good will
and good word, must expect the world's ill wu?
and ill word. Those that keep the word of
Christ' 8 patience, are entitled to special protection in the hour of temptation, Rev. iii. 10 : That
cause which makes a martyr, may well make a
joyful sufferer. They to whom the word of
Christ comes in power, are not of the world, for
it has this effect upon all that receive it in the
love of it, that it weans them from the wealth of
the world, and turns them against the wickedness
of the world.
Ver. 16. They may in faith commit themselves to God's custody, 1. Who are as
Christ was in this world, and tread in His steps;
2. Who do not engage themselves in the world's
interest, nor devote themselves to its service.
Ver. 17. Note, 1. It is the prayer of Christ for
all that are His that they may be sanctified ; 2.
Those that through grace are sanctified, have
need to be sanctified more and more; not to go
all

saints,

is

it

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

go backward

forward

is to

sanctifies

as well as

God

that

;

8. It is

God

that

2 Cor. v. 5;
us in our prayers

Justifies,

4. It is an encouragement to
for sanctifying grace, that it is what Christ Intercedes for, for us.—Jesus Christ intercedes for
His ministers with a particular concern. The
great thing to be asked of God for gospel ministers is, that they may be sanctified, effectually
separated from the world, entirely devoted to
God, and experimentally acquainted with the
influence of that word upon their own hearts,
which they preach to others. Vers. 18, 19. We
have here two pleas or arguments to enforce the
petition for the disciples' sanotification, 1. The
mission they had from Him (ver. 18>; 2. The
merit they had from Him ; For their sokes I sat$>

—

—
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Myself.—Ver. 18. Whom Christ sends He
and interest Himself in those that
are employed for Him; what He calls us out to,
He will fit us out for, and bear us out in. Vers.
20-23. Next to their purity, He prays for their
unity ; for the wisdom from above is first pure,
then peaceable. Ver. 20. Note, 1. Those, and
tify

will stand by,

—

—

those only, are interested in the mediation of
Christ that do, or shall, believe in Him ; 2. It is
through the word that souls are brought to believe
on Christ ; 8. It is certainly and infallibly known
to Christ, who shall believe on Him; 4. Jesus
Christ intercedes not only for great and eminent
believers, but for the meanest and weakest ; 6.
Jesus Christ in His mediation had an actual regard to those of the chosen remnant that were
yet unborn : prayers are filed in heaven for them
beforehand. Ver. 21. The oneness prayed for
includes three things : 1. That they might all be
incorporated in one body ; 2. That they might all
be animated by one Spirit; 8. That they might all
be knit together in one heart that they all may be
one, (1) in judgment and sentiment; not in every
it is neither possible nor needful;
little thing
(2) in disposition and inclination ; (8) in their
aesigns and aims; (4) in their desires and
prayers; (5) in love and affection. It is taken for
granted that the Father and Son are one ; this is

—

;

—

—

insisted on in Christ's prayer for His disciples'
oneness: 1. As its pattern; 2. As its centre
that they may be one in us, all meeting here ; 8.
As its plea. Believers are one, in some measure,
as Qod and Christ are one ; for, 1. The union of
believers is a strict and close union ; they are
united by a divine nature, by the power of divine
grace, in pursuance of divine counsels ; 2. It is
a holy union, in the Holy Spirit, for holy ends;
8. It is, and will be at last, a complete union
Father and Son have the same attributes, properties, and perfections ; so have believers now,
as far as they are sanctified, and when grace
shall be perfected in glory, they will be exactly
consonant to each other, all changed into the
same image. Ver. 23. The words, I in them, and
Thou in Me, show what that union is which is so
necessary: viz., 1. Union with Christ; I in them;
2. Union with God through Him ; Thou in Me
8. Union with each other, resulting from those;
that they hereby may be made perfect in one.
Ver. 22. The glory which Thou gavest Me, I have
given them : Christ gave it them, that they might
be one; 1. To entitle them to the privilege of
unity ; 2. To engage them to the duty of unity
the more Christians are taken up with the glory
Christ has given them, the less desirous they
will be of vain-glory, and, consequently, less
disposed to quarrel.
He pleads the happy influ-

—

—

—

—

ence their oneness would have upon others,
showing, 1. His good will to the world of mankind in general; 2. The good fruit of the
Church's oneness; it will be an evidence of
the truth of Christianity and a means of bringing many to embrace it, (1) In general, it will
recommend Christianity to the world the uniting
of Christians in love and charity, is the beauty
of their profession, and invites others to join
;

them; when

instead of causing
all other strifes to
4ease, when it cools the fiery, smooths the rugged, and disposes men to be kind and loving,
Christianity,

quarrels about

itself,

makes

—

;;
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courteous and beneficent, to all men, studious
and promote peace in all relations

to preserve

recommend itself to all;
will beget in men good
thoughts, (a) of Christ: they will know and believe that Thou hast sent Me ; (6) of Christians
they will know that Thou hast loved them as
petiThou hast loved Me (ver. 28).—Ver. 24.
tion for the glorifying of all those that were
given to Christ : observe the connection of this
and

societies, it will

In particular,

(2)

it

A

request with those foregoing;

He had prayed

God would preserve, sanctify, and unite
them and now He prays that He would crown
that

;

all

His

gifts

with their glorification:

method we must pray,
for glory.

Father,

I

—

In this
for grace, and then
Here, as before, He

first

will

:

addresses Himself to Qod as a Father, and
therein we must do likewise ; but when He says
dtlo / will, He speaks a language peculiar to
Himself; He declares, 1. The authority of His
intercession in general ; He intercedes as a king,
for He is a Priest upon His throne (like Melchizedek) ; 2. His particular authority in this matter;
He nad a power to give eternal life. Three things
make heaven : It is, 1. To be where Christ is
where I am ; 2. To be with Him where He is ; 8. To
behold Bis glory, which the Father has given Him.
Observe (1) The glory of the Redeemer is the
brightness of heaven. (2) The felicity of the
redeemed consists very much in the beholding of
that glory.
The ground upon which wo are to
hope for heaven is no other than purely tho mediation and intercession of Christ, because He
hath said, Father, I will. Ver. 25. O righteous
Father; When He prayed that they might be
sanctified, He calls Him holy Father ; when He
prays that they might be glorified, He calls Him
righteous Father.
These have known that Thou
hast sent Me; To know and believe in Jesus
Christ, in the midst of a world that persists in
ignorance and infidelity, is highly pleasing to
God and shall certainly be crowned with distinguishing glory: Singular faith qualifies for
singular favors.
Ver. 26. Observe 1. What
Christ had done for them : / have declared unto
them Thy name : Those whom Christ recommends
to the favor of God, He first leads into an acquaintance with God ; 2. What He intended to do
yet further for them; I will declare it; 8. What
He aimed at in all this ; not to fill their heads
with curious speculations, but to secure and advance their real happiness in two things: (1)
Communion with God ; (2) union with Christ in
order hereunto ; and I in them. When God's
love to us comes to be in us, it is like the virtue
which the loadstone gives the needle, inclining
it to move toward the pole.
It is the glory of
the Redeemer to dwell in the redeemed it is
His rest forever, and He has desired it ; Let us
therefore make sure our union with Christ, and
then take the comfort of His intercession.
[From Scott: Vers. 1-6. Fervent prayer
forms the proper conclusion of religious instruction, and the preparation for approaohing trials:
and our hearts should habitually be lifted up to
God, that He would glorify Himself in and by us;,
prosper our endeavors to honor Him; support
us in resisting temptations; and carry us
through all difficulties to His heavenly kingdom.
Ver. 12. Many have called Christ Lord,, and*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
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seemed to be the children of God, who at length
Such examples
proved "sons of perdition."
should excite to serious self-examination and
prayer; but should not distress the believer,
who, though he cannot do the things he would,
conscious of integrity in his professed repentance, and faith in Christ, and desire of living to
His glory. Ver. 15. The disciples of Christ
is

—

should be willing to die, but not impatiently desire
Vers. 20-26. Union and communion with the
it.
Father and the Son, by the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit, and harmony with one another,
formed the substance of our Redeemer's prayer
for all His disciples, to the end of time.— From
A. Clarke: Ver. 17. Through Thy truth; The
doctrine that is not drawn from the truth of God
can never save souls : God blesses no word but
His own, beoause none is truth without mixture
of error, but that which has proceeded from
Ver. 20. Christ's sermon on the mount
Himself.
shows men what they should do, so as to please
God this sermon (beginning at chap. xhi. 13)
shows them how they are to do the things prescribed in the other : In the former, the reader
sees a strict morality, which he fears he shall
never be able to perform; in Mm, he sees all
things are possible to him who believes, for
that very God who made him, shall dwell in his
heart, and enable him to do all things that He
From A Plain
pleases to employ him in.
Commentary (Oxford) : Ver. 1. Take notice of
the precious indication of the gesture with which
our Saviour pronounced the words which follow.
(Comp. chap. xi. 41, and St. Mark vi. 41.) There
are far more indications in our Lord's manner
and gesture contained in the Gospels than a
careless reader would suppose.
Glorify Thy Son;
" Some things He knew should come to pass,
and notwithstanding prayed for them ; because
He knew that the necessary means to effect them
were His prayers." (Hooker.) Ver. 3. God is
the life of the soul, as much as the soul is the
life of the body: and we must not think of
Eternal Life as a thing to be begun hereafter;
but as something to be begun now : The Life of
Glory is, in fact, the Life of Grace continued.
(C. Marriott.)-— Ver. 4. The 8on had glorified
the Father upon the earth, by 1. Performing the
great work which the Father had given Him to
do; 2. His miracles; 3. His doctrine; 4. His
pure and spotless life ; 5. The call of the Twelve
6. Laying the foundation of the Church.
Ver. 9.
" In that prayer for Eternal Life, which our
Saviour knew could not be made without effect,
He excepteth them for whom He knew His sufferings would be frustrate, and commendeth unto
God His own." (Hooker.)—Ver. 15. Until our
appointed earthly work is completed, Divine
Love is concerned only to keep us from the power
of the Enemy; not to take us out of the world.
Ver. 19. All is for our sakes!—Ver. 23. This
communion of the Saints with the Son of God is,
as most evident, so most remarkable. (Bishop
Pearson.)—Ver. 24. Rather, "I wish; that is,
the unspeakable condescen"/request:" And
sion of that wish on the lips of the Eternal Son t
even that He may be united throughout the
ages of Eternity to the men whom the Father
had given Him.
[From Stier: Chap. xvii. : This Prayer is the

—

—

.

:

—

—

1

—

——

;

*

climax and consummation of all His discourses,
pressing nearest to heaven and most immediately breathing of its mysteries,
a triumphantly
and serenely bright // is finished before the
darkness surrounded Him upon the cross, so that
that must be first rightly interpreted by this!
"Every one of these words could have been
spoken by Him alone, and by Him only at such a
conjuncture./' (Theremin.)
"Here is the inwardness of the East, the home of religion, seized
and expressed with the precision of the West, the
home of science." (Braune.)—The most gloving

—

—

mystic

and the most

careful thinker finds each his
in these words, embracing both
opposites in one. The Lord, approaching the

own language

—

Father as His Son, proceeds from Himself—and
His glorification now come, laying claim on that
account to eternal life for all given to Him;—
He then as Intercessor embraces all His disciples
present and future beginning with the commencement of His work within them, and continually enlarging the circle of His intercession
until it reaches eternity and the full consumma-

—

—

tion of all ;
and, finally, He carries back their
glorification with becoming dignity to the first

—

—

words concerning His own / in them I Ver. 1.
The first word of the praying Lord is, Father—
and nothing more. Not our Father, which He
could never say; not even My Father, for that
would be here too much. The Son desires
His own glorification not egotistically, but solely
to the end that He again may glorify the Father, and give back to Him the might, honor,
and glory which Himself should receive;
and here once more we find that first petition after the invocation of the Father in
heaven, a petition which includes all others
Hallowed be Thy name. Ver. 2. Authority over
all flesh, obtained by His becoming a man in the
flesh, and the Head of our race, the Lord received with joy from His Father "not as a
burdensome commission, but as an authority
conferred." (Rieger.) To become such % possession of Jesus (2 Thess. ii. 14)
is ever the condition for the reception of eternal life.
"Know
this well,
man, that it is not given to thee to
be thy own master; thou must have another
Lord, the choice is between God and thine
eternal enemy and His." (Theremin.)
That real
life which is sternal; that fellowship with God
which at once begins with living faith, and is
consummated only in the full blessedness of
eternal glory.
Ver. 8. "For to know Thee is
perfect righteousness ; yea, to know Thy power
is the root of immortality." (Wisdom xv. 3.
J—
Knowledge means, in Scripture, not apprehension,
imagination, thinking in cold speculation, or feeling
in the unillumined warmth of false mysticism;
nor is it belief as mere admission and credence,
but a living, oonsoious possession of fellowship
with Him. 7b know God—the highest thing
possible to the oreature, or for which the creature was formed. When thai is perfect, the l\fe
The two opposites to the Jtnowis consummate.
ledge of the true God here referred to, were in
their historical manifestation at* that time—1.
Gentile idolatry, which knew not nor acknowledged even the one true God ; 2. Jewish rejection of His Anointed in the person of Jesus:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

But

in their internal

and permanent
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as the Lord here points to it for all futurity, they
are Pantheistic denial of the personal super-

mundane Creator, and

deification of the creature,

is the root of all heathenism ; and Dcistieal rationalism, which heeds not and rejects
Christ •• To take the Lord for our God is the
natural part of the covenant; the supernatural
part is, to take Christ for our Redeemer: The
former is first necessary, and implied in the

which

—

latter." (Baxter's Saints' Rett.)— The babblers
who find here no mors than a praying mortal,
have but a very slight perception of what the
prerogative of God's honor abooe every praying
oreature demands. Was not Moses sent of God,
and many others like him ? But hour would it
run, Eternal life and blessedness consists in this,
•

know God and Moses

—

—

or God and Paul!
the only time that the Lord Himself
unites thus simply and immediately His Christname with His /intf-name; but the occasion
stands alone. The Lord here confirms, unfolds,
explains, and glorifies the central word of the
Old Testament, now fulfilled in Him; avows in
the most solemn manner before the Father that
He, Jesus, is the only true Messiah. " Not to no
purpose is it that the Lord does not simply say
Me, but speaks of Himself in the third person
commemorating [declaring] Himself His own
proper name, in order that He may intimate the
mystical meaning which it involves" (Lamps.)

to

This

is

—

—

—

Jesus; This name of salvation (Luke h. 21), first
uttered by Gabriel, whioh oombines a name common among the people with the sole and incomparable truth of its signification, which was borne
in the Old Testament by typical persons, which
in apostolic preaching is expounded even as the
Angel of the Lord had expounded it (Acts iv. 12;
ver. 80; Matt. i. 21)— is it not here fittingly
used, where He who bears it presents Himself
before the Father in the full consciousness of its
power and meaning ? St. Matthew's record of
the conception, and St. John's of the departure,
coincide in the name of Jesus. Vers. 4, 6. To
have the authority and power to save, according
to the meaning of His name this is the joy and
the crown of R\9 Jesus-heart at the present point
of transition in His prayer, as He approaches
the Father with the name of Jesus, that this
name also may be glorified with and in Him.
Ver. 4. In this finished, before the fulfilment upon
the cross, consists the pre-eminent wonder of
this prayer, which anticipates the heavenly medi" The foundation of the
ation and intercession.
world was not laid, heaven was not yet created,
when God planned for my best interest; His
grace was extended to me before I had my being.
It was His counsel that I should have life
through His only begotten Son ; Him would He
provide as a Mediator for me, Him did He set
forth as a propitiator, that through His blood I
should be sanctified and saved." (Hermann.)
Yer. 6. Christ first preached and testified concerning the Father (chap. xvi. 25) in His own person
He brought down and unfolded this great word,
teaching man how he may, and why he should,
The question concerning
call God his Father.
the name of God had been hitherto answered by
the inconceivable Jehovah, whioh the awe of
the far-off worshippers dared not even pronounce, and whioh rather repelled, therefore,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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satisfied the inquiry: but now eternal being
plainly revealed to be eternal love.
Beyond
this name Father, and its appropriate honor,
the creature has nothing further to know, to

than

—

is

—

confess, and to praise.
He announced Him first
to be His own, the Son's, Father, and then ours,
because He hath given to us the Son. This is

—

the permanent pre-eminence of the Adamio oreature over all other "children of God," that they
through Christ have Ood as in the most direct

—

and essential manner their Father. «« Thine they
were ; They were the Father's, not only as His
creatures and the heirs of the covenant with the
fathers, but also as good hearts yielding to the
discipline and drawing of God." (Riegek.)—
Ver. 8. Well for us, if we do not merely utter
our own We have believed and we have known, but
are also acknowledged before the Father by the
farftCtc of His Son!—Ver. 9. That which He
had promised in Matt x. 82, He begins now to
fulfil ; as well as what He had said in John xiv.
16—1 will ask the Father for you. " To pray
for the world, and not to pray for the world,
must both be right in their place." (Luther.)
As the typical high priest prayed only for Israel,
bore only the twelve tribes on His breast-plate,
so there is a corresponding prayer of the eternal
High Priest only for the true people of God.—
Ver. 10. And I am glorified in them, and all that

—

—

which

is

Thine and Mine belongs

also to

them;

so that every Christian may in the joyful confidence of faith, utter the same word to Christ,
All that is Thine is Mine! (1 Cor. iv. 21-28.)—
Ver. 11. I am no more in the world; although in
still remaining in them, He yet
His beloved disciples on going to tho Father.
And this thought touches His heart with
the feeling of all their future need. Holy Father,
God is holy, that is, exalted in His ineffable and
incomparable praiteworthiness above all praise of
the creature, while He in pure love condescends
to the creature, even to His fallen creatures, in
order to re-establish in them this His honor and
glory, that He is love.
Thus finally, God, as the
Merciful One, who yet> in this self-communication of redeeming love, abideth righteous, true,
the One God, is praiseworthy, exalted, to be
adored in deepest reverence, high above all
praise (hence sometimes the tn^J is connected

some degree
leaves

—

.

.

.

—

with the Vh^p )
r

—but

this holiness in its fullest

and profoundest sense has

its

New

Testament

disclosure in the equally sublime and condescending Father-name. . . . Thus the formula which
Christ here uses Holy Father—condenses the
Old and New Testament expressions into one,
uniting the deepest word of the past revelation
with the new name which* was now to be revealed, and both being one in their meaning.—
Christ, who bears in Himself and brings to the
world the name of the Father, prays as if He
That they may be
should say, Keep them in Me.
one; The prayer glances forward to the great end
of their preservation: One among themselves,
because one with Me and Thee, with Us. Ver.
12. Let no man depend upon the keeping of the
Father and the Son, or upon the intercession of
the High Priest, as upon an irresistible grace
which will render this being lost impossible.
«* Jesus
oaused it not, still less the Scripture,

—

—
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least of all God" (Braune),—but Judas himself; although a child of Satan, he is at the
same time the author and father of his own sin
and his own perdition. Ver. 13. That which
the intercession of Jesus prayed for and assured to His own, is made in the hands of the
Spirit a blessing distributed in ever-increasing
measure to all. Whosoever speaks and writes
under the benediotion of this discourse of Jesus
increases and fulfils the joy of those who hear
and read. Ver. 14. The hatred of the world is
the always resulting consequence, in the degree

Thus we have here the strongest reason why

Ho

own out of the world ; why we
should not wish to forsake the society of men,
and be at rest before the time; why we should
rather persevere in our mission, as He did,
Ver. 19. The common theory of atonement, which
does not penetrate into the living oneness of the
true humanity of Christ with the fallen children
of Adam, will never be able to understand this
memorable saying ; for it leaves Jesus apart in
His holiness, just where He, nevertheless, descending to and penetrating our humanity, sanctiAfter fies Himself for us. Does the Q/iapria by impuin which the Word has been given to us.
the creation of the new man, which is now their tation lie only upon Him? Is it not rather, acproper person, after their union with Christ cording to all Scripture, in His flesh, the same
through the regeneration of the word, they are flesh of sin in the dfioiofia of which He was sent
no longer of the world. Ver. 15. This is the in- and was born ; so that in His flesh, this human
nature and human person of the incarnate Son,
most reason why they must remain in the world
they must pursue the conflict unto victory. Christ sin was condemned and done away? [?] In proasks not that His disciples should be taken out portion as sin becomes to us, through the fellowof the world ; then ask it not thyself, either for ship of His holy and willing Spirit, a bitterness,
thyself or for others!
Reply with the Apostle we also are sanctified in the truth, essentially in
to thine own desire to depart, Nevertheless it is truth.
The truth of God is the objective element
and goal of actual, essential sanotification.
better , for it is more needful, to remain in the
flesh and in the world.
Content thyself with Vers. 20-26. He first prays for the unity of all
praying for thy preservation, until thou hast ful- who should believe in Him and the Father;
filled all thy work, and art thyself made perfect.
passing altogether from praying (now become a
The reasons for which it was better that they #£Aw, I will) into the final promise of vers. 25, 26.
should remain: 1. Believers are to continue the
Ver. 20. In this intercessory prayer, the bewitness and work of the Lord in the world ; 2. ginning and pledge of that intercession which
Only in the struggle to accomplish this, are we still prevails on high, every one who believeth
ourselves perfected and sanctified.
" Men wonder has his place. Faith itself is not prayed for or
when a believer falls; but they should much given ; here, as in ver. 8, it is the condition of the
more wonder to see him hold fast to the end, and validity and effect of the intercession. All mith
finish his course with joy." (Hofagker.J
The in all ages comes through the word; this, on the
great prize, the full fruit of our discipline is this, one hand, maintains the doctrine of prevenient
to be able to say throughout the conflict and at grace, the grace of Him who calls, as universal
the end But in all these we are more than con- for the world and as special for the individual,
querors I Rom. viii. 87.
The evil is really the without which faith were entirely out of the
same comprehensive term here as in the Lord's question: while, on the other hand, it recognizes
Prayer sin, the malitia mundana; it includes all the freedom of our own decision, for through the
the miserable fruits and consequences of sin, word " means the free way of light and convicfrom the equally tempting as profitable xaida tion." (Bkauhb.) Ver. 21. What diversities are
(Matt. vi. 34), up to the tremendous anuketa of found among the members of the great body the
eternity.
Ver. 17. There is still something of Church, in external relation to the world, as well
the world in them; they are still in the evil; as in vocation, gifts, knowledge and yet all are
therefore they need to be sanctified: 1. for their one! These two words most significantly meet
own sake and in themselves; 2. as ver. 18 shows, here; this casts down the wall of partition befor the sake of the world, and for their mission tween Israel and the Gentiles; as also all such
to it.
The great means of this sanotification is, distinctions as the ancient world recognised, acthe word of truth, just as in Acts xx. 82.
" Thy cording to Gal. iii. 28; Rom. i. 14; similarly,
truth" and "Thy word" embrace even here by anticipation, all the distinctions which the
every Old Testament word also, concerning which modern world, and the Christian world itself,
Ps. cxix. 160 gloried
Thy word is true from the has set up. An enforced, external, deceptive
beginning, or
The sum, the essential substance unity is far from being the thing spoken of here;
of Thy word is Truth. But now it is obvious but the one Word on which faith rests, the one
that " if the word of God is thus consecrated as end of the one way in the imitation of the one
a sanctifying medium," it receives this consecra- Lord and Shepherd, the one Spirit by whom all
tion as a living word, not regarded therefore as have access to one Father, make the essential
without and independent of the Spirit. It is the unity of all who believe, and according to the
Son who sanctifies us in Himself; it is the Fa- proportion of their faith, know and live in bether who sanctifies us through the Son in the lieving.
" The being one of believers is not only
Spirit; specifically and conclusively it is thus a being one after the similitude of the Father and
the Spirit, as the living truth of God, who pro- the Son, but it is bound up with their being one;
duces this sanctifioation. Ver. 18. Christ does it is at the same time a being one with Father
not merely leave them in the world, He sends them and Son, since God through Christ and His Spirit
to it, and into it I
As He Himself in the flesh essentially dwells in them." 1 John i. 8 (Meter).
overcame through conflict, and by true obedience
The Restitution brings us abundantly more
sowed the seed which was now to produce the than man*s original prerogative at the creation
full harvest of His glory
so also is it with us. although Mallet said well in his sermon, «• Who
will not take His
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can hear
of

Jesus

this petition from the heart
That they may be one, as

and voice

We

—

are

without thinking of the word, Let Us make man
an image of Ourselves?" The Lord (1) testifies
now at the end His own desire and will that all

—

the world might

believe ; (2)

He

suggests this

aim of universal, all-seeking grace to His Church;
and would teach His people to regard this as the
goal, however unattainable in

itself, of all the
efforts of their united love Iva 6 Kdajwc iricrevon.
That unity which alone gives power to its
missions, and those missions which rest solely
npon unity, are in their union the end of the
Church. An intimation from above, that the
greatest obstacle to the world's believing is the
want of manifest unity in faith and love on the
part of the imperfect Church. Ver. 22. The glory
which Thou hast given Me is that same glory of
grace and truth, of love, of unity with the Father, which, according to John i. 14, beamed
forth to faith from the humanity of Jesus; and this
He had truly given to His disciples upon earth
already, because and so far as He is in them.
Even the slightest glimmering of heavenly light
which begins to shine out of the countenance of
a justified publican, is an outbeaming of His
future glorification ; and so is the still brighter
angel- face of the crowned martyr at his trial.

—

—

—

—

Begard each

other, at least,
believers, with respect! Learn, ye children of God, to stand in
awe of your own dignity, that ye defile not yourselves with sin t Let your thanksgivings for what
hath been already given, invigorate your prayer

and

effort after holiness
"
all this through faith !

and perfection!

A

drop of faith

—And
is

more

far

noble than a whole sea of mere science,
though it be the historical science of the Divine
word." (Franckb.J—Ver. 24. The Lord, when
He reaches this point, elevates His tone, changes
His petition into an authorized demand, and sets it
before the hearers of His prayer in the form of
a strong promise : &&u, I will, is no other than
a testamentary word of the Son, who in the unity
of the Father, is appointing what He wills. Our
love teach eth us that to be with Christ would be
in itself fully sufficient for blessedness; love desires, even in heaven, nothing beside for its unutterable joy ; as the same love here also speaks
in Christ: " I will and must have all My children
with Me." (Franckb.) This is the resolution of
the contest between disinterested love and the
regard to reward; with the supremest majesty
Christ here speaks of His own glory and the
beholding it, as the highest blessedness of His
glorified ones; oomp. Ex. xxiii. 18.
He does
not, however, say "My glory" otherwise than
as He appoints it to be shared by us.
Behold is an experiencing and tasting (as eh.
Tiii. 61), for, according to ver. 22, the Lord
had given to us already His glory. Ver. 25.
"Nothing is more wholesome and refreshing
for every one of us, nothing more effectually secures the peace of the soul, than to say after the
8avionr Righteous Father! that is, when he
can accept all the death of his flesh, the life of
his spirit, the destruction of his sin, the service
of the living God, the loss of his portion in this
life, with the corresponding heirship of God, and
co-heirship with Christ as grounded in the
righteousness of the Father" (Bibgbb)—and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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when he can also, like Christ in this last word
of solace, accept it as right that its part in the
tree of life and the holy city should be taken
away from the world. The not knowing is its own
proper guilt, on account pf which God can manifest Himself to it as only just.
The world, even
the [nominally] Christian world, knoweth not the
righteous Father, even to this day, knoweth not
the Lord who revealeth Him although naming
and calling upon both, like the Jews with their
God and their Messiah. And these have known;
They knew Me as sent of Thee and as Tby Son
(as Christ, the Son of the living God), and thus,
through Me and in Me, Thyself also as My Father,
holy and righteous and this they know with
Me, in opposition to the world from which they
are saved. Ver. 26. Yea, as He loveth Christ He
loveth us, for He giveth Him up for us all. And
will declare it; It is to be noted that, through the
Spirit, the Church of Christ is truly led to the
knowledge of the Father. Love (not faith, not
eternal life, not glory )—only love is the last word
here! let every one ponder this and feel it.
"With this end of creation, redemption, and
sanctification, the Redeemer closes His Highpriestly prayer.
Love created the world, love
took oompassion npon the sinful world, love will
unite in one the sanctified. Love is the eternal
essenoe of God, and the principle of all ifts dealings." (Fikinscher.) The indwelling of His
love is not simply «« the practical end " of tho
knowledge of the name and nature of God, as it
is very generally distinguished ; but the love being
in them is itself the living, consummate knowledge.
The love of the Father dwelleth in us only
through the mediation of the Son ; we know and
we have the Father only as the Father of Christ,
nor shall we possess Him throughout eternity
otherwise : thus the last word of all after the last
is, I in them !
Christ in us, the love of the Father in us is no other in its truth and power
than the communion of the Holy Ohost, who bringeth through the grace of Christ the love of God
to man.
Chap, xvii.: That all things which He
prays for and promises may be Yea and Amen,—
the Lord of glory went, after these words, to the
woe of Gethsemane, to the death of the cross,
and, through the death endured for our sins, to
His holy and righteous Father. This death is
the oentre of all that grace and truth of which
the word bears witness to faith ; out of this death

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

cometh life, and love, and sanctification, and
unity, and eternal glory.
[From Barnes They were proceeding to the
garden of Gethsemane [?] (chap. xiv. 31) ; it adds
much to the interest of this prayer that it was
offered in the stillness of the night, in the open
air, and in the peculiarly tender circumstances
in which Jesus and His Apostles were. Ver. 1.
Olor\fy Thy Son ; honor Thy Son, see ch. xi. 4
give to the world demonstration that 1 am Thy
Son ; so sustain Me, and so manifest Thy power
in My death, resurrection and ascension, as to
afford indubitable evidence that I am the Son of
God. Ver. 2. He has power over all; He can
control, direct, sustain them.
Wicked men are
so far under His universal dominion, and so far
restrained by His power, that they shall not be
able to prevent His bestowing redemption on
those who were given Him. Ver. 8. Might know
:

—

—

—
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Thee; The word know includes all the impressions
on the mind and life which a just view of God and
of the Saviour is fitted to produce. To know God
as He is, is to know and regard Him as a lawgiver, a sovereign, a parent, a friend To know
Jesus Christ is to have a practical impression of
Him as He is, that is, to suffer His character and
work to make their due impression on the heart
and life. Simply to have heard that there is a
Saviour is not to know it. Ver. 4. 1 have finished
the work; How happy would it be if men would
imitate His example, and not leave their great
work to be done on a dying bed! Christians
should have their work accomplished, and when
that hour approaches have nothing to do but to
Ver.
die, and return to their Father in heaven.
17. Truth is a representation of things as they
The Saviour prayed that through those just
are.
views of God and of themselves they might be

—

—

—

holy.
To see things as they are is to see God
to be infinitely lovely and pure ; His commands
to be reasonable and juat; heaven to be holy and
desirable ; His service to be easy, and religion
pleasant, and sin odious ; to see that life is short,
that death is near, that the pride, pomp, pleasures, wealth and honors of this world are of little
value, and that it is of infinite importance to be
prepared to enter on the eternal state of being.
He that sees all this, or that looks on things as they
are, will desire to be holy ; he will make it his
great object to live near to God, and to glorify
That they also, etc. That
[is name.—Ver. 19.

made

Might have an example of the proper
manner of laboring in the ministry 2. Might be
made pure by the effect of My sanctifying Myself,
e., by the shedding of that blood which cleanses
from all sin. Ver. 20. In the midst of any trials,
we may remember that the Son of God prayed for
they

1.

;

•".

us.

—

—Ver.

21.

That they also

may

be one in us ;

A

union among all Christians founded on and resulting from a union to the same God and
Saviour. Ver. 23. May be made perfect in one;
That their union may be complete ; that there may
be no want of union, no jars, discords, or conIt is worthy of remark how entirely
tentions.
the union of His people occupied the mind of Jesus
as He drew near to death. All that is needed
now, under the blessing of God, to convinoe the
world that God sent the Lord Jesus, is that very union
among all Christians for which He prayed. Ver. 26.
Tin them; By My doctrines, and the influence of

—

—

—

by which He was known, Jesus, accompanied with
the official title, Christ—thus solemnly recognizing these titles as embodying the treasures of
that knowledge of which He here speaks and
giving a sweet sanction to this double title for
the Church in all time. Ver. 4. Have finished;
" How doth He say that He hath finished the work
of man's salvation since He hath not yet climbed
the standard of the cross ? Nay, but by the determination of His will, whereby He hath resolved
to endure every article of His mysterious passion,
He may truly proclaim that He hath finished the
work." (PoLTCAEP.)-*.Ver. 6. There is shown
here the oneness of Christ's person, in His three
estates, before the world was —on earth
and afterward in Heaven. This glory of Christ He did
not receive, but possessed; He had it originally,
and always— and never began to have it
Ver.
7. They have known; They have a knowledge
derived from experience ; they have that knowledge which is promised to those who follow on
to know the Lord.
Ver. 8. Their reception of
the truth came from His manifestation of it to
them (ver. 6), and their reception of it was cordial, leading to obedience.
Ver. 9. It is not
meant that He never could or would pray or ask
any thing for the world as distinct from His people.— "The Lord knoweth them that are His,"
and this is the inscription on the seal of His
foundation (2 Tim. ii. 19). Ver. 10. Thins are
Mine; How could any creature say this? What
larger claim to Godhood could be made? Ver.
11. And now I am no more in the world; Here we
get a glimpse within the vail. We are given to
see how He will make this the burden of His
prayer in Heaven. Ketp in Thy name; Keep
them in the knowledge and acknowledgment of
Thy covenant titles and truths. That they may be

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

we are; "Then will our unity be truly
happy when it shall bear the image of God the
Father, and of Christ, as the wax takes the form
of the seal which is impressed upon it." (Calvin).
Ver. 12. I have kept; I have guarded—er
one, as

—

—

kept as with a military guard.
The son of perdition;
It was no falling from grace, because he had no
grace to fall from. Ver. 18. It is not enough for

—

Christ that His people be perfectly safe for eternity ; He will have them also perfectly happy.
Ver. 15. We are not to seek our removal from the
earth before the time—not to retire from active
part in the affairs of this life but we are to labor
My Spirit that my religion may show its power iff our business here, seeking only to be preserved
and produce its proper fruits in their minds. from the evil* and to grow in grace. Ver. 17.
FromjAOOBU8:
Gal. iv. 19.
Chap, xvii.: " The revealed word of God is the only rule to
" First He prays for Himself, then for the whole direct us how we may glorify and enjoy Him."
Church, and for it He implores the four principal (Westminster Cat.) Whatever contradicts this
things of the Church (1) the preservation of divine word is falsehood. Ver. 19. / sanctify
true doctrine, (2) concord in the Church, (8) the Myself; This, as applied to Christ, cannot refer
application of His sacrifice, (4) and the last and to spiritual sanotification, but has necessarily the
highest good, that the Church with Christ may Old Testament sense of holy sety-consecration to
be invested with life, joy and eternal glory." His sacrificial death. Ver. 21. One in us; It is
(Mblahchthon.) Ver. 2. He will lose none who only by having fellowship with the Father and
are given to Him and He will lose nothing that with His Son Jesus Christ, that they could be
belongs to any of them (ch. x.), not even their one.—This unity may consist with a variety of
bodies (ch. vi. 89).—Ver 3. This is life eternal— form, but it cannot consist with diversity of sp+
"Union implies parts." (Jay.)—Ver. 28. The
not, this is the way to life eternal,
rit.
the life eternal
but this is it. "To know God, and to have expe- stalk and root of the Vine are one, so as that the
rience of His graoiousness, is the very participa- branohes should be one also, by having all of
tion of Him, and liferesults from the participation them a vital relation to the Vine, and deriving
of God." (I&enjeus.) Our Lord uses the name of its one life.—Ver. 24. When the Christian
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—

—

—

—

—
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we may regard it as being at this expressed
"Twill" of Christ He claims that they shall
have death to do them the service of introducing
dies,

—

Will
to the beatific vision of their Lord.
declare it; This implies that He would continue

them

His work of revealing the Father, by the mission
of the Comforter, and that all these unfoldings
of the Divine character, in all ages of the Church,
should work in them a "hope that maketh not
ashamed "— " Christ in them, the hope of glory."

From Owen: Ver.

1.

We

—

—

are conducted, in

the very opening of this sublime prayer, to the
mysterious unity of the Father and Son, which
is the great foundation upon which all that follows is based.—Ver. 6. The full and blessed import of the passage has reference to the covenanted inheritance of Jesus Christ, known, determined, and provided for, before the foundation
of the world. Ver. 8. Our Lord, by the word
#ur*/y characterizes their knowledge as of a higher
type than the we know of Nicodemus, ch. iii.
2.
Ver. 9. The intercessory prayer of Jesus embraces those only who are or are to be the actual
subjects of His redeeming love. Through Thins
own name; literally, in Thine own name, the idea
being that of dwelling or abiding in the protective
power of God. Ver. 12. There is a ooncealed argument, a fortiori; if they stood in need of God's
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1-26.

proves them to have been previously defiled by
sin.
Ver. 20. This passage defines the true position of the preached Word in all which pertains
to the salvation of men : " Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word of God." Rom. x.
14-17. Ver. 21. The oneness of believers here
spoken of, is one not of essence, but of love. It
is the unity of the Spirit, resulting from their
being " one body, one Spirit, one hope of [the
believer's] calling, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all,
and through all, and in all." (Eph. iv. 4-6).
The unity here prayed for, does not imply 1.
an absolute sameness of opinion on matters of

—

—

—

religious faith

and practice among Christ's

fol-

lowers [Does it not require a certain degree of
sameness ? £. R. C] ; 2. That silence should
be kept when error is taught, or when a Christian brother goes astray ; 8. The surrender -of
any essential point of belief, in order to effect a
compromise of doctrinal views, and thereby seek
to remove all denominational distinctions.
[Can
any point of doctrine be essential, on which evangelical denominations disagree?
E. R. C] The
Spirit of our Lord's petition is aimed against
those sectarian prejudices and animosities, etc.,
whioh have s6 often brought dishonor upon the
religion of Christ.
That the world may believe,
protecting care, while Jesus was personally with etc. ; This is not so much the purpose, as the rethem, much more would its continuance be neces- sult of unity among Christians. Ver. 22. The
sary, now that they were to be left by Him, to carry union of believers by the indwelling Spirit with
on the great work of evangelizing men. Ver. 18. the Father and Son from whom the Spirit proOur Lord uttered this intercessory prayer in the ceeds, entitles them through grace to participate
hearing of His disciples, in order that it might in the glory given to Christ. The hidden spiritual
be a source of comfort in the dark hour of trial life whioh they possess through faith in Him, and
and affliction to them, and also to all who should by which they become partakers of His glory,
come after them and be inheritors of like pro- unites them all to Him, as the branches are
mises and blessings. Ver. 16. This verse implies united to the vine. Ver. 28. That they may be
a conflict not only between His disciples and the made perfect in one; Moral perfection is not hero
world without, but also with the world within, referred to, but a completeness and perfection of
according as> indwelling sin gave force to the unity, according to the pattern of that which
temptations by which they might be beset Ver. subsisted between the Father and Son. Tho
16. As Jesus had been actuated by a supreme evidence of the Father's love for believers, is here
desire to do His Father's will, so they were in- declared to be the great love which they manifluenced by a like heavenly spirit and temper. fest for one another, and the unity and harmony
Their whole life and purpose was an antagonism of purpose and aim which pervades their life.
of good with evil, truth with error, light with Ver. 24. The verb see, in this connection, has the
darkness. Ver. 17. "They who are true disci- idea also of partake; "No mere spectator could
ples of Christ live and move in the word of truth see this glory." (Alford.) Ver. 25. "He apas their element ; they breathe it. This element, peals to the righteousness of God against the evil
like all the means of grace, has a sanctifying world, and in favor of His people; see xvi. 10."
tendency." (Schaufflbe.V— "The true sanctify- SWbbstbb and Wilkinson.) Ver. 26. I in them;
ing Word" (Incarnate Word), "by union to
Ls the Son was loved of the Father, His indwellwhich men become holy, separate from the ing presence secured for His followers a particiworld, united to God, and partakers of the di- pation in the Father's love.
vine nature." (Lewis.) The living word of in[Ver. 21. That they all may be one, etc. ; The
spiration, that is, the revelation which the In- unity of the Church here prayed for, was not (or
oarnate Logos made of God, is the divinely ap- not only) that of essence which already existed, and
pointed means of sanctification. Ver. 19. The was complete and invisible; but that of perfection
difference between this act (sanctification), as (ver. 28) which might be broken, was susceptipredicated of Him and of His disciples, is two- ble of increase, and was apparent to the world.
fold: 1. He sanctifies Himself, 2. this very self- The union contemplated was one immediately
That
sanctification proves His personal holiness from of individuals, and not of denominations.
the very beginning; bnt the disciples (1) were which Christ prayed for, it is the Church's duty
sanctified by the Spirit of God ; (2) and this to strive after.]
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SIXTH SECTION.
The Lord

in the circle of His foes, as the Light overtaken by the Darkness
the
Judge or the personal Judgment, whilst He is judged victorious in His
outward suooumbing; how He carries out His judgment, to the victory of Light
and Salvation.
;

lofty

;

(Chaps. XVIII. ahd XIX.)
I.

OHBIST A8 THI JUDGMENT OP LIGHT UPON THI CONFUSED NOCTURNAL CONFLICT OF THS WOBLD
AGAIN8T AND OV1E HIS PEE80N OVEE AGAINST BI8 BETRAYER, HIS APPBEHENDEB8, HIS VIOLENT
HELPER. THE HAJE8TT OF THE BETRAYED, IN CONTRAST TO THE NOTHINGNESS OF THE BETRAYER;
THE VOLUNTARINESS OF THE SUFFERING, IN CONTRAST TO THE IMPOTENCE OF THE 8BIZERS; THE
REFERENCE TO THE DECREE OF THE FATHER, IN CONTRAST TO THE UNLAWFUL AID OF PETER.
THE REPUDIATION OF PETE tt' 8 DEED OF VIOLENCE, AND THE VANITY AND IN8IGNIFICAXCE OF
EMPLOYING VIOLENT MEANS FOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF SPIRITUAL ENDS.
J

Chap. XVIII.
(Matt. xxvi. 86-56;

Mark

1-11.

xir. 82-62-

Luke

xxii. 89-68.)

When Jesus had spoken these words, he [Having spoken these words, Jesus]
went forth with his disciples over the brook Cedron, [the torrent Kidron] l where
was a garden, into the which [into which] he entered, and his disciples. And
{But] Judas also, which* [who] betrayed him, knew the place ; for Jesus oft-times
resorted thither with his disciples. Judas then, having received a band of men [the
band of soldiers, t. «., the garrison of the fort, 8] and officers from the chief priests
and Pharisees, cometh thither with lanterns and torches and weapons.4
Jesus therefore, knowing all things that should come [were coming, rd ip%6pitva]
upon him, went forth, and said* unto them, Whom seek ye [do ye seek] ? They
answered him, Jesus of Nazareth [the Nazarene, rdv NaZwpaXov]. Jesus saith unto
them, I am he \}Ey6 elfii\. And [Now] Judas also, which [who] betrayed him,
stood with them. As soon then as he had said [he said, e?^cv] unto them, I am he,
they went backward, and fell to the ground. Then asked he them again [Again
therefore he asked them], Whom seek ye [do ye seek] ? And they said, Jesus of
Nazareth [the Nazarene]. Jesus answered, I have told you that I am he: if
therefore ye seek [are seeking] me, let these go their way
That the saying might
be fulfilled, which he spake, Of them which [those whom] thou gavest [hast given,
didioxas] me have I lost none [I lost none, or, not a single one of them, ouz dswAsta

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

:

££ avrwv oudiva],

Then Simon reter having a sword drew it, and smote the high priest's servant,
11 and cut off his right ear.* [And] The servant's name was Malchus. Then said
Jesus unto Peter, Put up thy [the] T sword into the sheath : the cup which my [the] 1
Father hath given me, shall 1 not drink it?
10

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1*—[The Recepta and Teschendorf read twv Krfdpwv, In accordance with B. 0. E. and many others; Grfesfeacn,
brow, etc. (conf. Joseph. Antxq^ viii. 1, 6) rov Ke6>^r. Tnepinai
Lachmann in accordance with Oodd. A. 8. A M Jerome,
scorns to have originated in a misapprehension on the part of the transcribers : Cedar Brook instead of Black Brook.
D. a. b. Sab. cop. «th. ; Lachm. rov Keep** with A. S. A.
[In ed. viii. Teschendorf reads rov xtfopov, on the authority of
but Tregeltes, Alford, Westcott and Hort give the preference to the plural nov *&fmv with K*- B.C. L. X. Orig-Cbrys.
Cyr., etc. Josephus favors the singular, Antiq., viii. 1, 5 : rov x«t'M«p£or nefipwKO*, Beit. JwL, v. 2, 3 : ft crfpfcv £*e*ui0v«u
The plural form, t»v «46>uv, brook of <xdar$, Cedar Brook, is" found already in the Sept. version of 2 Bam/xv. 23, bat the
Alex. Cod. and the Zurich ed. read there: «V ry xciP*Pfr
K46fM¥. It is evidently a Greek corruption of the Hebrew
|'nip (*»^«"» Black Brook ; comp. the frequent Greek river-name M4Aat), under the Impression that tt means cestors.
l

Am

K*

™&

There is no evidence thst cedars grew on the brook. John can hardly have sanctioned such a mistake, and therefor* I
would decide here from internal probability against the authority of MSS. The error may have been made by the first
Greek copyist, who was ignorant of Hebrew.—P. S.]
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2.—[Noyes and Am. B. U. render o vcpo&oofr avroV,

* Ver.

which.—?.

548

1-11.

hit betrayer.

Alford

retains

the

A. V., including

8.]

refers to the well-known troop of eoldien or Roman cohort which was stationed in Jerusalem
as garrison of Fort Antonia, Matt, xxvii. 27 ; Acts xxi. 31.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 3.—[Probably more correct : with torches (fieri fyxvCtv), and lamps (AapvaoW, lights fed with oil in lanterns) and
weapons (ovAmv, swords and stavesX— the utensils of the military on a night march. Aapa-ac, however, means also torch
and lantern. The repetition of the *al is not superfluous, bat rhetorical, P. 8.]
* Ver. 4.—B. C.*l>. etc efJjAdcr col A*y« (Lachmann, Tischendorf) instead of c£cA0«*p ilver.
* Ver. 10.—Tischendorf ^raptor, in accordance with B.
L. etc. (see Mark xiv. 47). [Cod. Sin. also sustains wraptor,

* Ver.

3.—£r\v Trmlpav

—

C*

—

P. 8.]
<*Ttoi>, aurem, probably a correotion from Matt.
Ver. 11.—The Becepta: /taxaipar vov. Sov is omitted in accordance with the decisive Codd.
Ttachend., etc]
» Ver. 11.—[a vanje, without /tav, Is the proper reading.—P. 8.]

aurieulam, Tersns
»

there

[Now

follows the history of the Passion, chaps,
xviii. and xix., and the Resurrection of our Lord,
chaps, zx. and xxi., where we hare the parallel
accounts of the Synoptists. Yet John omits several items (as the agony in Gethsemane, anticipated in xii. 27, and xiii. 21 ; but he mentions
the garden, xviii. 1), and supplies other interesting facts (as the oommending of the mother of
Jesus to John), and in the parallel accounts a
number of minute, circumstantial details (xviiL
2, 10, 18, 24, 28 ; xix. 14, 20, 41, etc.) whioh betray the eye-witness of the scenes described.
But it is wrong, to say with Hengstenberg that
John merely meant to give supplements to the
Synoptic history of the Passion with such common traits as are necessary to show the connection, comp. the remarks of Godet, ii. p. 6, 69 f.
8.]

Ver.

1.

Jesus went forth [e^Wev].

Not

precisely forth from the city (Meyer), but forth
from the city precincts, whicn extended to the
brook Kedron. 'Efj^Jfev iripav. Leben Jetu, ii. p.

1347 ff.

[David, betrayed by Ahithophel, one of

his body-guard, took the same course over Kedron in his flight from the rebellious Absalom,

2 Sam. xt. 23, and €nus furnished a type to
which Jesus Himself pointed, chap. xiii. 18.
P. 8.]

Beyond the brook
Kidron
dron, the

a much-visited point, the cloister of

St.

—The brook Kedron, which flows through

Saba.*

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

—P.

is

[K* A. B. C. D., Alf.

[or rather torrent]

Kedron. See Text. Note]. Kiname of a brook or torrent, £ff</wp/foc,

[or

[from xeit* a ana P^w» winter-flowing, winter-torrent,
formed by the winter-rains, but dry in the summer. P. 8.] ; also a wady, Joseph. Antiq. riii.
1, 6.
1^"Hp [from "Hj5, to be black, dirty], the
*

—

J We

Stack, the' Black Brook [from its color
must distinguish between the valley of Kedron
and the Kedron itself, as well as between the
Kedron as a torrent* and as a spring brook.
"The vale of Kedron is the most important
valley in the northern portion of the plateau of
the wilderness of Judah.
It takes its rise on the
north side of the city of Jerusalem, upon the
great water-shed between the Mediterranean and
the Dead Sea, at an elevation of about 2,500 feet
above the ocean; it surrounds the north and
east aides of the city, turning by the well of
Bagel, at a sharp angle to the southeast, toward
the Dead Sea.
Forming, at first, but a shallow,

trough-shaped depression, it burrows deeper and
deepertand, from the point where it turns to the
southeast, becomes a wild, untrodden, narrow
chasm, opening south of the Ras el Feshka, towards the Dead Sea. No traveller has ever yet
In the middle of its
traversed its whole extent.
course, between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea,

the valley, has no regular water-course; it is
only a winter-torrent [formed by the water which
flows into the valley from, the hills north and
east of Jerusalem].
Over and above this, the
valley does not lack perennial springs ; on the
eastern declivity of southern Moriah there is the
well of Mary, etc., and at the junction of Hinnom
with the valley of the Kedron we find the well
of Rogel " (L. Volter). According to Robinson,
the Kedron does not flow unceasingly even in
winter ; one may stay several years in Jerusalem
without seeing any water in this deep bed.f As
the dividing brook between Jerusalem or Moriah,
Zion and the Mount of Olives, the brook, like tne
valley, possesses some significancy.
Upwards
from the well of Rogel near Jerusalem, the valley
is called the valley of Jehoshaphat ("the Lord
judgeth"). According to the Jews (with reference
to Joel iil. 2), as also according to the Mohammedans, the last judgment will be held in this
Simultaneously with Christ's passage
valley.
of the Kedron, a passage infinitely more momen*
tous than that of Cmsar over the Rubicon, doubtless the last judgment was principially decided,
together with the redemption. Passages in which
the Kedron is mentioned: 2 Sam. xv.23; 1 Kings
xv. 13; 2 Kings xxiii. 4, 6,12; Neh.ii.15; 1 Mac.
xii. 87 ; Joseph. Antiq. xviii. 1, 6 ; ix. 7, 3 ; De Bello
Jud. v. 6, 1. Comp. the article Kedron in Winer
and that in Zeller's Worterbuch fur das christliche
Volk; books of travel, particularly Robinson II. p.
35 [Am. ed. vol. I. 268-278; (Valley of K.), and
Also art. Kidron, in
I. 232, 273 (Brook of K.).
Smith's Diet, of the B., II. 1533 ff., Uackett &
Abbot's ed., where Robinson's accurate description is quoted.
P. S.]
As a torrent alone, the
Kedron's waves were dark and turbid ; and in
the time of the temple-worship the blood of the
sacrifices likewise flowed into it and darkened it; hence, doubtless, the name. It was
probably the Stephen Gate or Mary Gate of the
present day, through which Jesus had descended

—

• [Dean Stanley says that the Valley of the Kedron, especially in its greatest depth where it joins the Valley of Hinnom,
gives full effect to the great peculiarity of Jerusalem, as seen
from its eastern side— its situa'ion as of a city rising out of
a deep abyss. 9i»ai dt PaL. p. 188.—P. 8.]
f [Since the time of Robinson, however, more copious torrents have been witnessed, probably in consequence of the
numerous enclosures of mulberry and olive groves recently
made by the Greek convent. For thero is no doubt that the
destruction of the forests which once covered the mountains
and hills has diminished the rains in Palestine. The Kedron
must have been once a much larger stream, or it would not
have worked out such a chasm. Dr. Barclay and Lieutenant
Warren express the opinion that the Kedron flows below
the present surface of the ground. Warren discovered about
600 yards below the Bn-Rogel a flight of steps leading down
to an ancient aqueduct now choked with silt, which be believes to have been connected with that well and the ancient
system of water supply.— P. 8.]
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into the valley for the purpoee of
Jesu, ii. p. 1427).

crowing the

Kedron (Leben

There was a garden.
J

Oliv6-J resst

see

The

from gath,

Comm. on Matthew
different

On Gethsemane

preas,

and tchomna,
are

e

,

oil]

Am.

ed.].*
worth noting.

[pp. 478, 482,

designations

[i.

Matthew: Jesus cometh unto a country-place
called Gethsemane similarly Mark; Luke: to the
mount of Olives ; John: there wot a garden.
[This notice of John to OTery reader of the
Synoptic Gospels would at onoe suggest the scene
On the doubtful typological
of Gethsemane.
reference to the garden of Eden, where the first
Adam was tempted by the serpent and fell, while
in Gethsemane the second Adam bruised the
serpent's head, see the fathers, Lamps, Hengstenberg, and Wordsworth."!— P. S.]
Himself and His disoiples.—The more
minute account in Matthew and Mark.
Ver. 2. Bat Judas also, His betrayer,
knew the plaoe. Thus John passes over the

—

conflict in

Gethsemane.

It is his intention to
exhibit it in its glorious issue, the majestic repose of Christ. For Jesus often resorted

—

thither with His disoiples.— According to
Luke, it was a habit of Jesus to go thither. The
Synoptists jointly say that He there collected
His thoughts in prayer. According to John, the
place also served as a meeting-ground for Jesus

and His disciples probably He was wont to be
met there by His adherents generally. The remark " refers to previous festal visits." Meyer.
Comp. Comm. on Mark [p. 5, Am. ed. Dr. Lange
conjectures there that Mark, whose mother had
a house in Jerusalem, owned a country seat at
;

• [To the description* there jrlren or referred to, I add that
of Dean Stanley, Sinat <* Pul^ p. 450. "Clows beside the
Church of the Virgin it a spot which, as it is omitted in Abbe
Michon's catalogue of Holy Places, might perhaps have been
passed over; yet a few words, and perhaps the fewer the
better, most be devoted to the garden of Gethsemane. That
the tradition reaches back to the age of Constantino is certain. How far it agrees with the slight indications of its
position In theOotpel narrative will be judged by the impressions of each individual traveller. Some will think it too
public ; otheis will see an argument in its favor from its close
proximity to the brook Kodron ; none probably will be dieposed to receive the traditional sites which surround it, the
grotto of the agony, the rocky bank of the three Apostles,
the u terra damnata" of the Betrayal. But in spite or all the
doubts that can be raised against their antiquity or the genuineness of their site, the eight aged olive-trees, if only by their
manifest difference from all others in the mountain, have
always struck even the most indifferent observer. They are
now indeed lost striking in the modern garden enclosure
built round them by the Franciscan monks, than when they
stood free and unprotected on the rough hill side ; but they
will remain, so long as their already protracted life is spared,
the most venerable of their race on the surface of the earth
their gnarled trunks and scanty foliage will always be regarded as the most affecting of the sacred memorials in or
about Jerusalem ; the most nearly approaching to the everlasting hills themselves in the force with which they carry
us back to the events of the Gospel History." Comp. also
Hackett's supplementary notes of art Gethsemane in Smith's

DicL

ii.

908.— P.

8.]

t [Cyril : " Ut in paradteo malorum initivm est factum,
tie xn horto Christi pcusio inoeptt^per quam a malts Uberati
Wordsworth; w Here Is a
in prUtinum rttUtuii *tmiu.
striking contrast between the quest in the Garden of Eden
for the first Adam, and this search in the garden of Gethsemane for the Second. The first Adam MtUt kirns*!/
amongst the trees of the garden (Gen. ill. 8). He trembles
before Him who seeks for him. The Second Adam comes
forth and says / am. And, at the sound of His Voice, they
who came to take Him, go back and foil to the ground. The
first Adam inculpates Eve : the Second Adam pleads for
His disciples. The first Adam is overcome by the Tempter
and loses Paradise ; the Second Adam overcomes Satan, and
restores his Spouse, the Church, to Paradise and raises her
to Heaven."—P. 8.J

the foot of the

Mount

of Olives, perhaps even the

—

garden of Gethsemane. P. S.] Instrumental
in throwing light upon the base character of
Judas is the fact of his reckoning that Jesus, in
His divine strength of character and fidelity to
prayer, would assuredly be found, even on this
occasion, in Gethsemane.
Ver.

8.

soldiers

Having received the band of
and officers, etc. [0 ouv 'IowJof

—

—

aneipav see Tbzt. Notes km u r«r
Qapioautv vmjpirac IpX*™
k.t. A.]
See Comm. on Matthew. "According
to Josepbus, xx. 8, 4, the city governors were
accustomed, at the feast, to station a rdf<r crparut£h> (in the Castle Antonia) near the avenues to
the temple, in case of an insurrection ; and for
this reason
for fear, namely, that the adherents
of Jesus might free Him by force a detachment
is here permitted to accompany the Jews.
The
Levitic imtjpcrat of the Sanhedrin accomplish the
arrest itself; they were sent out for a similar parpose, chap. vii. 45.
Under these circumstances,
it is not at all probable that the detachment of
soldiers also pressed into the garden." (According to ver. 12, the thing is Tery probable, since
they at once co-operate in the arrest.) "The
strength of the cohorts conformed to circumstances. Some of those under Titus contained
1000 men, others 613 foot-soldiers and 120 horsemen. Moreover, in the usage of Poly bins, cxtipa
is equivalent to manipulue, the third of a cohort."
Tiafivv rift

apxtepiuv

—

k.

—

^

—

Tholuok.

[There were ten cohort* or companiet in ever/
legion, but varying in number according
to circumstances.
According to Josephos (De

Roman

BeUo Jud.

cont III., 4, 2) fire of eighteen oinipai
tained 1000 men each, and the others 600. Robinson (tub orcelpa), with Kuinoel, understands
here and ver. 12 the temple guard of Levites who
performed the menial offices of the temple sod
kept watch by night So also Baumgarten-Crnsius and Baumlein.
But the oireipa is here sod
ver. 6 expressly distinguished from the vmtptm
in tuv apxiepiuv k.
Qaptoaiuv, furnished bj the
Sanhedrin. The objection that Roman soldiers
would have led Jesus to their own officers, not
to the chief priests, does not hold ; for Jesat
was to be condemned first by the ecclesiastical
authorities.
It is not necessary to suppose that
the whole garrison of the fortress Antonis,
whether it consisted of 1000 or only of 300 men,
was present ; a small detachment with the captain (xiMapxpc, «*• 12) was sufficient Comp.
note on Matt, xxvii. 27, p. 613. The combined
power of the Romans and the Jews was brought
into requisition against the one unarmed gentle
The military preparation (/zero $&y*
Jesus.
Kal hifinadav koX onXuv mark the accumulative
icai) indicates the bad conscience of Judas and
the Sanhedrin.—P. 8.]
Ver. 4. Jesus, therefore, stepped forth.
Not out of the garden (Lampe, Meyer},—
Mark pretty plainly decides against such an interpretation nor out of the depths of the garden merely (De Wette, Tholuck [Alford: from
the shade of the trees into the moonlight] and
others), but, agreeably to His purpose, out of the
to
circle of disciples, in advance of it, in order
protect it (Leben Jetu, II., p. 1456, 8cbweiser).
This is indicated also by the design of the quet-

—

—

—
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CHAP. XVIII.

Whom do ye seek ? ver. 8. [Stier : " When
sought Jesus to make Him a King, He fled:
that they seek Him to put Him to death, He
goes forth to meet them." P. S.j
do
ye seek? According to Hug, He put this
question to the end that the temple-officers also
might learn His name and that it might consequently be rendered impossible for Him to be
put out of the way anonymously the design,
however, manifestly presents itself in what follows. They are to be dismayed at the distinct
consciousness of their intention to seize Jesus,
and, their commission being thns narrowly defined, they shall be in duty bound to let the distion

:

men
now

—

—

—Whom

;

ciples go.

^c—

Ver. 5. Bat Judas also,
The band of
disciples was stationed within the garden in two
divisions, like a watch.
The three intimates of
Jesus were in the back-ground, the eight others
near the entrance. From the stand-point of
these latter, to whom Matthew belonged, the
most striking occurrence was the pressing of the
troop, with Judas at their head, into the garden
from the stand-point of the three, Jesus' hastening to meet the throng. To these external circumstances of position, supervenes a diversity
of mental view; the Synoptic tradition and
Mark, the disciple of Peter, regarding primarily
the impudent boldness of the traitor, whilst it
was the design of John to throw into relief the
m.ijestic preparedness of Christ and His fidelity
to the disciples. Jesus, then, anticipated Judas'
plot of betraying Him with a kiss, inasmuch as
He rendered that plot entirely superfluous ; this
fact, however, forms no reason for supposing
that Judas did not carry out the agreement and
that the Judas-kiss is a tradition. It did but
become a meaningless farce through Jesus' declaration of Himself.
Hence, it is this that
John wishes to indicate, viz., that the Judaskiss was frustrated in its design by the magnanimous self-presentation of Jesus, and at the same
time, that Judas, together with the enemies, was
felled to the ground through Christ's word.
As
the two brushed past each other, the kiss became an abortive, scarce-accomplished signal,
and the traitor was cast back upon the line of

the foes.
[*Ey6

lam

el fit,
He. Words of cheer and comfort to the trembling disciples on the stormy lake,
Mark vi. 60, and after (he resurrection, Luke xxiv.
89 ; words of terror here to His enemies, overpowering the armed military and priestly .band.
So His rebuke, with the majesty of His presence,
silenced the profane traffickers in the temple.
Comp. also the impression made upon the vrrr/ptWhat will be the effect of the same
rai, vii. 46.
I am, when spoken by the Lord of glory on the
day of judgment ! Augustine : Quid judicature
Bengel (on ver.
faciei, qui judicandus hoc fecit f
8) : Bit dieil: Eoo sum ; si tertio dixitset, nen cepisTertio
dicet olim.
tent ilium.
P. 8.1
fell to the ground [anrjldav
Ver. 6.
tic Ta onto o started back in dismay k a I
Irceaav* x a fJLa i—X a f* & C e ]
Explanation of

And

—

—

•

—

this fact
* [airijA* a v and cvco- a v is the reading of ft. B. C, Tischend., Tregelles, Alf., Weetcott and Ilort. On this Alexandrian

form see Winer,
iwtfor. P. 8.J

—

p. 7 1, 71 h ed.

The text, rec has

airijAd o v

and

—

!
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1. A miracle of Jesus
by which He meant to
prove the freedom of His self-surrender (ancient
;

exposition).*
2.

The

who had

fact is to be referred to the disciples
retired and cast themselves upon the

ground with a view

concealing themselves

to

(Paulus)
8.

Mythical (Strau8s).f

4. Psychological:
there is no question of a
prostration of all.
The foremost ones wera oonfounded at finding Jesus so suddenly not sleeping, but waking
presenting Himself so com>
posedly ; even before this, they were paralysed,
as it were, with awe of Him ; now, when they
would fain seize Him, a horror of awe overpowers them and, recoiling, they fall, one upon
another (LOcke, Tholuck and others J

—

—

6.

Here, also,

it is

an

J.

unjustifiable antithesis

that causes the clashing of the miracle and its
natural instrumentality, or of the objective, conscious agency of Christ and the subjective clement of awe and fear (as, for instance, Meyer).
The effect of the self-presentation of Christ could
not arrive unexpectedly to Him, nor, hence, be
undesigned.
That is the miracle.
Neither,
however, can Jesus' miracle be regarded as a
magical operation upon the bodies of them that
fell ; its channel was terror of conscience, as
was the case in the death of Ananias, Acts v.
(see Leben Jesu, p. 1457 ff.).J
Tholuck cites
kindred instances, when before Mark Antony,
Marius, Coligny, the murderers recoiled, panicstruck (p. 408; see, too, Heubner on this passage).
On New Testament ground the follow||

ing belong here: Luke iv. 80; John viii. 50;
44-46; x. 89; Matt, xxviii. 4; Acts v. 5, 10
in reference to a bad conscience; analogous
phenomena occurred even in the circle of Jesus'
friends, according to Luke v. 8; Matt, xxviii.
9, 17, etc.
Analogous effects of the manifestation of Jehovah, of the Angel of the Lord, or
Christ, see in the Old Testament in the history
of Balaam, Manoah, Isaiah, Daniel, as also in
the New Testament at the commencement of
vii.

—

Revelation.

Ver. 7. Then asked He them again.
This second question, in conjunction with the
self-surrender of Jesus, has an effect upon the
troop as elevating as that of the first question
and the self-presentation of Jesus was depressing. This, also, is in analogy with the convulsing
*[8o also Ebrard, Hater, Hcngstenberg, Godet, Meyor,
Luthardt, Brttckner, Webster and Wilkinson, Wordsworth;
some adding as another object to prove His divine character.
Luthardt, however, assumes that the miracle was psychologically mediated, and approaches the view of Lunge (no. 5);
Godet also (II. 575) lays the chief stress on the moral forco,
the same which in the temple made the enemies recoil. It
was not a physical, bat a moral miracle.— P. 8.]
:

t [8trauss regards the scene as miraculous in the intention
of the author, but as unhistorical. So also Scholten.— P. S.]
% [8o also Olshausen. De Wette, Ebrard, B&umlein, Barnes,
Owen (not decided). Barnes thinks that the supposition of
a miraculous power detracts greatly from the moral sublimity
of the scene. P. 8.]
{[Similarly Alford: The miracle was not specially intended by our Lord (?), but a result of the superhuman dignity of Ills person and the majestic calmness of Ills reply.—
P. 8.1
| [On the case of Mark Antony see Valerius Max., YITT.
9, 2 ; on Marina, Vellejus Pat. IL 19, 3 ; on Coligny, Serranus. Com. de statu rtk tn Gallia, U III. p. 32—as quoted by
Tholuck (p. 380 of Kranth's translation), and by M-yer (p.
592). But these are at best very remote analogies from a different sphere.—P. 8.J ^

—
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and reanimating effects, as experienced by the
Apocalyptists, of a divine revelation, Dan. x. 10;

—

P. S.] Peter wished, by this blow, to prove his
readiness to risk his life for his Lord and to fulfil his vow, recorded chap. xiii. 37; in all probability it was also his design to give a signal to the
friends of Jesus and the Lord Himself to rise in
arms against the foe. Upon the particular circumstances comp. the Synoptists. [Peter's seal was
honest and well-meaning, but impulsive, hasty, imprudent, and mistaken in the selection of means.
Hence the rebuke of our Lord, who here condemns
for all time to come the use of carnal weapons
and physical force in the defence of truth and
promotion of His kingdom. The Romish church
has imitated Peter in his weakness rather than
his strength, and often invoked the arm of the
secular power in the bloody persecution of heretics ; thus making herself responsible for it in
spite of her professed principle: eccletia non sitU
sanyuinem. Comp. my Hist, of the AposL Chwxk,
p. 077.—P. S.]
Ver. IP. Jesus unto Peter.
It is again
significant that John here makes use only of the
name Peter (without Simon). Christ's deliverance ag'linst the action of Peter, as given by
John, does not exclude the words related by
Mat t hew from conforming the more closely to the
original expressions.
The words of Jesus, as
recorded by John, are expressive of the voluntary surrender of Jesus to the will of the Father,
and they most decidedly look away from the doing
of men.
Mark passes over the direct disapproval awarded to Peter, his guide ; Luke relates
how Christ remedied the offense ; Matthew brings
out the thcocratieal points ot Jesus' saying.
The eup which
Father, etc. Comp. Matt,
xx. 22 ; xxvi. 89 [Comm., p. 479, Am. Ed.]. la
His prayer He has sacredly bound Himself to
[*• The eup is a striking allusion
drink the cup.
to the prayer in Gethsemane; for the image does
not elsewhere occur in our Evangelist." Alford.
So also Paley, (Evidences, B. II., c. 4), Bengel,
Webster and Wilkinson (comp*. their note t» locJ),
Wordsworth, and others. P. S.]

Rot. i. 17. These men (Daniel and John) were
prostrated by the holiness of the Lord, in the
consciousness of their sinfulness, lifted up again
by His grace, in the element of their faith. Our
easo is somewhat similar, the temple-officers
boing, on the one hand, the instruments of a
godless, devilish plot, but also, on the other
hand, the ministers of an existing order of things
and the instruments of Divine Providence.
Vcr. 8. If, therefore, ye seek
The
saying of Jesus is directly declarative of the
security of tho disciples, partly by way of logical
deduction, partly as a command; it is. nt the
same time, indirectly the disciples' dischargo
from tho present outward alliance of suffering.
But the great utterance has also a deeper background. See Is. lxiii. 8. Bengel and others
assume, without foundation, that some had already laid hands on the disciples. That there
did exist an inclination for such a step, however,
is evinced by the episode of the fleeing youth in
Mark and by the maid who denounced Peter, in
the history of the latter's denial.
Ver. 9. That the saying might be fulChrist's declaration, chap. xvii. 12. The
filled.
keeping of the disciples from being lost consisted
finally in their preservation from captivity in the
present situation, since the over-mighty temptation might have been the ruin of the souls of
some among them. (This connection not recog("Alford: "An unquesnized by Sohwciier).
tionable proof, if any were wanted, that the
words of ch. xvii. are no mere description of tho
mind of our Lord Jesus at the time, but His
very words themselves. This is recognised even
by Do Wctte. On the application of the saying,
.we may remark that the words unquestionably
had a deeper meaning than any belonging to
this occasion ; but the remarks so often made in
this commentary on the fulfillment of prophethat to fulfil a
cies must be borne in mind ;
prophecy is not to exhaust its capability of being
again and again fulfilled : that the words of the
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Lord have many stages of unfolding; and that
1. The arrest of Jesus in Gethseman*.
the temporal deliverance of the Apostles now,
John
doubtless was but a part in the great spiritual omits the directions of Jesus to His disciples as
safe-keeping which the Lord asserted by antici- to their conduct in Gethsemane; the Passion of
pation in these words." See also a good note of His soul ; the reproof to His sleeping disciples;
the kiss of Judas; the reference of Peter to the
Webster and Wilkinson in loc. P. 8.]
Ver. 10. Simon, then— Peter. [2 pi o v olv twelve legions of angels; the protest of Jesus
Uirpoc. Lange: Simon now Peter], We bring against His seizors; the healing of Malchus reout in the translation the trait that John insert* corded by Luke; the episode of tho fugitive youth
On the other hand, he gives
his ovv of manifold import between the names related by Mark.
Simon and Peter, thus emphasizing the Simon. prominence to the fact that Jesus went voluntaTo Simon it was natural to act in the way re- rily to meet His apprehenders;that the multilated.
Comp. Comm. on Matthew, on this place; tude fell to the grouud at the sight of Hi* maje«ty;
John xxi. 15. An explanation of the circum- that He surrendered Himself prisoner, while
He names
stance that John alone mentions the name of the securing a free exode to the disciples.
disciple who was the author of the sword-blow, Peter as the one who drew the sword, mentions
see in the Comm. on Matthew on this passage [p. the name of the servant, Malchus, who was
Similarly, John alone mentions wounded by him, and, with the words, "who
486, Am. ed.1.
the name of Malchus. [One of the circumstantial drew the sword," refers the saying of Jeans,
details so frequent in John's account of the his"shall I not drink the cup?" etc., to His psychiOn Gethsemane, see Comm. on
tory of the passion, which confirm his author- cal passion.
John knew the high-priest, ver. 1ft, and Matthew, p. 478, Am. Ed.
ship.
2. Qethsemane, as John paints it, presupposes
so probably also his servant Malchus (=King).
The Synoptists who wrote earlier may have had the Gethsemane according to the Synoptists, and
prudential reasons for not mentioning the. name. from the latter it is possible to deduce the former.
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the kingdom of God, a mighty assurance violence, overcoming of the world throngh volunof yictory admits the inference of a mighty con- tary suffering). The brook and the garden : 1.
How insignificant! 2. How memorable! Judas
flict, and a mighty conflict that of a mighty aband Peter in the Gethsemane of the Lord. But
earance of victory.
How even this know3. The passage of Jesus over the brook Kedron, Judas also knew the place.
1. e., in

—

a

step of the highest, world-historic import.
expression of His constrainedness in spirit,
His freedom of will, His decision of heart
The first and the
4. Paradise and the Garden.
second Adam. The serpent and the traitor. The
defeat and the victory (attaching, in a greater
degree, to the Synoptical version). The ancient
typology, constituting the Garden of Gethsemane
an antithesis of Paradise, is fully warranted here,
so long as it does not, by enlarging upon minu-

An

tiae,

degenerate into

The sudden

trifling.

upon the Lord in the
sanctuary of prayer, a speaking sign: 1, That
the hatred of tho world was levelled at the praying heart of Christ and His flock, that they fell
5.

attack

—

upon Him on account of Hie piety ; 2. that in this
respect, also, He was to form the central point
of the experience of the faithful: of the experience of Daniel (chap. vi. 7), of the first Christians, the Huguenots [Puritans, Covenanters], etc.
6. Judas knew the place also. How the spiritual
experiences of false men and hypocrites redound
to their ruin. He knew the place. But in what
a base and imperfect way he knew the Lord, is
proved by his equipment and march with the
whole multitude.
7. In all religious persecutions, cohorts, legions
and armies are transformed into gens-d'armes,
police soldiers, myrmidons and 'executioners' assistants.

The drawing up

of the world against Christ,
and the sword-stroke of Peter for Him: Symbols
of the impotence of His fleshly opposers, as of
His fleshly defenders.
9. The majesty whereby the self-presentation
of Christ casts His foes to the ground. A divine
operation (see the Introduction), yet with a human instrumentality. See Note to ver. 6. At
the same time an expression of His freedom in
His surrender, which freedom, according to the
Synopti8ts, He also declared by a decided protest.
10. Christ's submitting to be taken captive by
His enemies, in order to the protection and deliverance of His people, a symbolic individual
type, in which His faithfulness as a Redeemer is
8.

reflected.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

—

—

a.

over the

(in that

He

votnntarily presents Himself to His enemies); b.
over the haughtiness of the foe (by levelling
them to the earth and ensuring the safety of

over the carnal zeal of the
foretoken and life picture of all
the future victories of Christ (free advance of
the strong, secure shelterment of the weak,
glorious correction of the passionate, dissipation of falsehood and treachery, disarming of
the disciples);

disciple.

8.

A

e.

ledge and reoolleotion of his disoiple-life becomes
his ruin.
The fearful judgment in the misuse
of spiritual experiences.
The equipment of Judas, or how well and yet how poorly he knew his
betrayed Lord : 1. His place of prayer and fidelity to prayer, but not the blessing of His prayer;
2. His power, but not His superiority and omnipotence ; 8. His innocence, yet not His holiness; 4. His clemency, yet not His love and
earnestness ; 5. His human dignity, but not His
divine majesty. The betrayer of Christ a traitor
out and out: 1. To the sanctuary, 2. to his fellowdisciples, 8. to his nation, 4. to humanity, 6. to
himself.
Treason toward the sanctuary : 1. How
all the secrets of the church of Christ are, by
means of apostate members, betrayed to the
world ; 2. how all the plots of treason are brought

—

—

—

to

nought and transformed

—

to

a judgment upon

the traitors.
The array of myrmidons against
Jesus : 1 . Called out by mendacious and vain fear;
2. terrible in its weapons and lamps, over against
the Defenceless One ; 8. made a laughing-stock
through the light of truth with which Christ goes

meet it ; 4. shown up in its impotence ; 6.
limited in its operation ; 6. given free course in its
plot, but only in order to the carrying out of the
counsel of God.
How Christ baffles tho plots of
His foes by freely meeting and anticipating them
[the plots 1. of craft (slander, falsehood), 2. of
violence].
The majesty which Christ manifests
in treading the way of His deepest humiliation.
The sublime freedom of spirit with which He
resigns His outward freedom.
Why so calm, so
grand in His surrender? Because He is conscious that He is not abandoning Himself to the
impotence of His enemies, but confiding Himself
to the omnipotence of His God.
The dignity of
the pious in suffering, the foretoken of his triumph. The terrors of Christ: 1. Origin: a.
Terrors of divine holiness, b. terrors of human
dignity.
2. Effect:
In the conscience, in the
psychical life, in the marrow and bone.
8.
Signs : Tokens of inner judgment, foretokens of
future judgment.
Whom seek ye? If ye, then,
seek Me, let these go. Fulfilment of Scripture
1. In the most universal sense, 2. in the most
special sense.
The upshot of things in Gethsemane: Betrayed, surprised, made captive: 1.
Christ seems betrayed, but the kingdom of darkness has betrayed itself; 2. He seems surprised,
but henceforth He stands sovereign in the midst
of the camp of the foe ; 8. He seems a captive,
but the adversary is the captive. The sword of
Simon and the cup of Christ. Simon took the
sword, Peter received the reprimand. Christ's
defence the defence of His people.
Stabke: Zbisius : That which the first Adam
marred in the garden by the fall, the second
Adam, Jesus Christ, regained and set in order in
the garden by His guiltless passion. The iniquity
of the traitor was made all the more discernible
by his betraying Christ to death in the very
place where he had seen His deeds and heard tho
words of life. The wicked man oft-times misuses
his knowledge of the ingoings and outgoings of
to

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

1. See Commentary on Matthew, 3fark, Luke.
Get hsemnne in profoundest gloom and brightest
light (comparison of the Johannean version with
the Synoptical). Gethsemane as a place of victory: 1. Revelation of past victory, a. over inward temptation, b. over Judas (chap. xiii.). 2.

Consummation of present victory,
slanderous array and over treason

—

—
—

—

—

—
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;
let a man take care in whom he
The Lord Jesus has halPs. lvii. 6.
lowed even the kind of suffering that His children endure when they must allow unfaithful
souls a knowledge of their circumstances, Ps. zli.

the righteous

—

confides,

ent day. The enemy had not left a disciple on
earth if this word was not still in force. This
word is the cause of the continued existence of
disciples,

—

faithful ones,

whom the world, against

must behold passing

to and fro, and yet
hates Christ and His party more must let go." Bark, Fingeneig II., p. 398.—Shall
Violently to hold the righteous back
bitterly than a hypocrite who has thrown off the I not, etc
mask. Zeisius: When Jesus, in His suffering, from his suffering for duty's sake, is to hold him
hath so oft evinced His stout-heartednessand ad- back from his glory and salvation.—Ver. 12.
vanced to meet His foes, why, Christian mine, art Bound as to the hands was Jesus ; unbound in
thou in lear of the world and the devil, even whilst spirit.
this conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah is by
[Cbavmi : From Augustike: Chap, xviii. vers.
thy side and fight eth for thee ? The first Adam, 1, 2. There the wolf in sheep's clothing, perfalling into the hands of divine justioe, fled and mitted by the deep counsel of the Master of the
hid himself, and God must needs call, saying
flock to go among the sheep, learned in whet
Adam, where art thou ? but here the second way to disperse the flock, and ensnare the ShepAdam, being about to be delivered into the hands herd. Ver. 6. Where now is the band of solof His enemies, crieth out: Here am I.
What is diers, where the terror and defence of arms!
more common now than Joab's greeting and Ju- Without a blow, one word struck, drove back,
das' kiss, Jacob's voice and Esau's hands ?
Ver. prostrated a crowd fierce with hatred, terrible
8: 1. Because He wished them preserved for a with arms. What shall He do when He cometk
greater work ; 2. to the end that men might not to judge, who did thus when He was going to bt
imagine that Bis death would not suffice for the judged? Ver. 8. Sc now having shown Hit
redemption of mankind; 8. because they were power to them when they wished to take Bin
not yot strong enough to withstand the like and could not, He lets them seise Him, that they
temptation; 4. He desired to prove that He had might be unconscious agents of His will.— He
power and authority over His enemies. Our fate commands His enemies, and they do what He
does not depend upon the might or numbers of commands ; they permit them to go away, whe«
the enemy, but upon the permission which they He would not have perish.
Ver. 11. Peter was
receive from God, to injure us, 2 Chron. xxxii. to be admonished to have patience: and this was
7.
Lord Jesus, when the world, death and the written for our learning.
From Chbtsostoi:
devil would fain swallow us up, speak Thou the Ver. 1. Why does not John aay, When He fasd
prayed, He entered ? Because His prayer wu t
Let these go, Ps. cv. 15.
word of command
Osiander: God setteth a bound to persecutions. speaking for His disciples' sake. He goes to the
Zeisids: When Peter should have watched, he place which was known to the traitor; thus
slept, and when be should have been quiet, he giving no trouble to thoee who were lying ia
made resistance through carnal zeal ; thus we wait for Him, and showing His disciples thai He
always have by nature a sufficient leaning to- went voluntarily to die. That it might not be
wards evil. God overrules even the errors of thought that He went into a garden to hide HimHis children, so that no greater harm shall re- self, it is added, But Judas who betrayed Hm
sult from them than He has resolved to permit, knew i-he place: for Jesus often resorted thither vitk
His disciples. Vers. 3-9. They had often seat
Gen. xx. 2, 6.
Go83ner: In the garden of Eden man fell elsewhere to take Him, but had not been able;
through lust and pride, in the garden of Gethse- whenoe it is evident that He gave Himself up
mane he was to be raised up again through mour- voluntarily ; as it follows, Jesus, therefore, burnWhat time their ing all things , went /or/A, etc Ver. 8. Even to
ning, anguish and humiliation.
glory flashes in upon children of God and the last hour does He show His love for His ova.
From Alouik : Ver. 1. Where there vat a
glimpses so heart-ravishing are theirs, they should
not misuse this their blessedness, nor vaunt them- garden, that the sin whioh was committed in i
From
selves of it.
When the Saviour saith: Let my garden, He might blot out in a garden.
people go, their sorest enemies must suffer this Hbrbert: Ver. 6.
word to stand, and His people to go. Thus, in
i Judas, dost thou betray Me with a kiss ?
Oanst thou find bell about My lips and miai
the midst of the press, Christ looketh on the
Of life, just at the gates of life and bliss!
Father and taketh the suffering that men inflict
[From Burkitt: Ver. 8. How active was
upon Him, as coming, not from them, but out of
the hand of the Father, without whose counsel Judas, and how watchful was His bloody crew,
and consent not a hair of our heads can be even at that time when Christ's disciples eooid
harmed.
not keep their eyes open. Ver. 4. Lord, how
Hkubner : Over the brook Eedron, as David endearing are our obligations to Thyself, that
once fled before Absalom. Ver. 4. This question when Thou knewest beforehand the biueraesi
attests (therefore) His innocence and undismay- of that cup which the justice of God was about
ed n ess. The morally good man will never deny to put into Thy hand, Thou didst not decline te
Ver. 7. Obstinate sad
his own identity, even though he be in mortal drink it for our sakes.
peril ; conscious of his dignity he will freely say obdurate sinners will not be reclaimed by the
who he is, trusting in God. There is something most evident and convincing, by the most an*
debasing and dishonoring in a denial of one's raculous and surprising, appearances of 6*4
identity.
These words, Let then go, are impor- against them. Ver. 8. Christ is so tender of His
" Jesus procures His disciples followers, that He will not put them upon trials,
tant to us also.
entire freedom and security ; the power of this or call them forth to sufferings, till they are
authoritative word shows itself ev,en at the pres- ripe and prepared for them.
Ver. 10. How doth
6, 9.
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CHAP. XVIII.
a pious

breast swell with indignation at the sight

of an open insult offered unto the Saviour
Ver. 11. The rebuke which Christ gave St.
Peter for what he did; though his heart was
sincere, yet his hand was rash ; good intentions
are no warrant for irregular actions. The cup
which My Father hath given Me, shall I not drink
Learn 1. That oft-times the wisdom of God
itt
is pleased to put a very bitter cup of affliction
into the hand of those to drink, whom He doth
most sincerely lore; 2. That when Ood doth so,
!
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with the worst of men, and His compassionate
love to His very enemies in striking them down,
and no more. tHe gave them both a call and space
to repent.
Vers. 7-9. Having given His enemies
a repulse, He gives His friends ^protection, Ver.
7. There are hearts so very hard in sin, that

—

—

—

nothing will work upon them to reduce and reclaim.
Ver. 8. When Christ exposed Himself,
He excused His disciples, because they were not,
as yet, fit to suffer.
Herein Christ gives us 1.
A great encouragement to follow Him ; for though
He has allotted us sufferings, yet He considers
it is their duty to drink it with submission.
[Prom M. Henry : Ver. 1. Our Lord Jesus took our frame ; 2. A good example of love to our
His work before Him: the office of the priest was brethren and concern for their welfare. Ver. 8.
to teach, and pray, and offer sacrifice ; Christ, af- Let these go their way ; He intended to give a
ter teaching and praying, applies Himself to make specimen of His undertaking as Mediator ; when
atonement. Having by His sermon [and prayer] He offered Himself to suffer and die, it was that
prepared His disciples for this hour of trial, and we might escape. Ver. 9. The safety and preby His prayer prepared Himself for it, He then servation of the saints are owing, not only to the
courageously went out to meet it: when He had divine grace in proportioning the strength to the
put on His armor, He entered the lists, and not trial, but to the divine providence in proporVer. 2. Jesus oft-times resorted thither: tioning the trial to the strength.
till then.
Ver. 10.
He would do as He was wont to do, and not alter Peter' 8 1. Rashness; 2. Good- will; 8. Ill-conduct;
His method, either to meet the cross or to miss He 1. had no warrant from His Master for what
it,
when His hour was come.-— Ver. 1. Where he did ; 2. transgressed the duty of his place,
and resisted the powers that were; 8. opposed His
there was a garden: He would set us an example in
the beginning of His passion, of retirement from Master's suffering, notwithstanding the rebuke
the world. He went over the brook Cedron ; the he had for it once; 4. broke the capitulation
notice taken of it intimates that there was some- His master had lately made with the enemy ; 5.
thing in it significant; and it points at 1. foolishly exposed himself and his fellow-disciples
David's prophecy concerning the Messiah (Ps. to the fury of this enraged multitude ; 6. he
played the coward so soon after this (denying
ox. 7), that He shall drink of the brook in the way
his Master), that we have reason to think that
2. David's pattern, as a type of the Messiah
in his flight from Absalom, particular notice is he would not have done this, but that he saw his
taken of his passing over the brook Cedron, He Master cause them to fall on the ground. God's
had His disciples with Him, 1. Because He used over-ruling providence in the direction of the
to take them with Him when He retired for stroke, that it should do no more execution than
prayer ; 2. They must be witnesses of His suffer- cut off his ear. Ver. 11. We must pledge Christ in
ings, and His patience under them ; 3. To show the cup that He drank of; It is 1. but a cup; a
them their weakness: Christ sometimes brings small matter comparatively, be it what it will;
His people into difficulties, that He may magnify 2. a cup that is given us ; 8. given us by a FaHimself in their deliverance. Ver. 2. Mention ther.
From Scott: Vers. 1-9. Even the malice
is made of Judas* knowing the place, 1. To aggraof our Lord's enemies did not render them more
vate his sin, that he would betray his Master ready to crucify Him, than His love to sinners
notwithstanding his intimate acquaintance with made Him ready to meet those sufferings. Ver.
Him: thus has Christ's holy religion been 6. " The day of His wrath" will come, when all
wounded in the house of its friends, as it could not who oppose, yea, when all who do not obey, His
have been anywhere else; many an apostate Gospel, shall be driven backward and perish for
could not have been so profane as he is, if he ever. In the meantime He spares and warns His
had not been a professor; he could not have adversaries; yet neither His terror, nor His forridiculed Scriptures and ordinances, if he had bearan**, will deter [sinful] men in general from
2. To magnify the love of
their purpose.
From A Plain Commentary,
not known them;
Christ, that, though He knew where the traitor (Oxford) : Ver. 6. He lifts up for an instant the
would seek Him, thither* He went to be found of mantle which screened His Divinity, and lo, they
Ver. 8.
him ; what He did, was not by constraint, but are unable even to stand in His presence
by consent. When others were going to bed, He This was because He must needs tread the winewas going to prayer, going to suffer. Vers. 4-6. press alone, and of the people there must be
He received His enemies with all the mildness ima- none with Him (Is. lxiii. 8) ; lest it should even
ginable toward them, and all the calmness imagi- enter into the dreams of any that the price of
nable in Himself. Ver. 6. 1 am He; He has hereby Man's Salvation was paid by some other Sacrifice
taught us to own Him, whatever it cost us; not besides that of Christ only. Ver. 9. This is [at
to be ashamed of Him or His words ; but even in the first glance] a somewhat surprising statedifficult times, to confess Christ crucified,
Ver. 6. ment: for our Saviour, when He uttered the
They went backward; they did not fall forward, words referred to, was speaking of eternal, not
as humbling themselves before Him, but back- temporal death ; [but] what might have been the
ward, as standing it out to the utmost. .When conduct, what would have been the fate, of the
He struck them down, He could have struck others, if they had now been separated from their
them dead, but He would not; because 1. The Lord, and dragged away to a terrible death.
hour of His suffering was come; 2. He would
[From Krummachbb: Ver. 8. The superfluous
give an instance of His patience and forbearance torches and lanterns, in the light of the full moon,
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manifest their conscience-smitten fears.

Officers
the chief pricxts and Pharisees ; It becomes,
indeed, people of this class unconditionally [?] to

from

with His anxiety to complete the work of redempmingle the minute and inconsiderable
with the stupendous and sublime, while girding
Himself for His mysterious passage to the cross,
He does not forget, in His adorable faithfulness,
to rescue His disciples from the approaching
storm.—Ver. 10. "Well done, Simon 1" we are
ready to exclaim, " only go on as thou hast begun." But that which appears to os as such an
amiable trait in Peter, is only a confused mixture
of self-love, arrogance, and folly ; while the fire
of our natural enthusiasm for Simon's act proceeds likewise from only short-sightedness and
blindness.—Ver. 11. The cup which My Father hath
given Me, shall I not drink ilf In the cup was the
entire curse of the inviolable law; all the honors
of conscious guilt, all the terrors of Satan's
fiercest temptations, and all the Bufferings which
can befall both soul and body. It contained
likewise the dreadful ingredients of abandonment
by God, infernal agony, and a bloody death, to
whioh the curse was ai taohed. Christ has emptied
it, and not a drop remains for His people.
The
satisfaction He rendered was complete, the retion, to

obey the command of those who are set over
them. Yet they are not mere machines, incapable of guilt in so doing, but answerable, as well
as all other men, to God the final Judge, for their
moral conduct; their obedience ought to be
limited by the well-known maxim ** We must
obey God rather than man ;" and their duty it
therefore was, in the present case, to prefer dying
by the hand of the executioner, to the doubtful
praise of having done their duty in the perpetraVers. 6, 6.
tion of the most heinous of crimes.
<* / am He /"
Great and significant expression
It was never uttered by the Saviour without
being accompanied with the most powerful effects.
"It is I!" exclaimed He to His astonished disciples, when walking on the waves of the sea
and as, at the sound, the raging storm immediately subsided, so a flood of peace and joy
poured itself into the hearts of His followers. "I
that speak unto thee am He!" said He to the
Samaritan woman at Jacob's well ; and immedi"There is now no conately she left her water-pot and hastened back conciliation effected.
to Svohar, as the first evangelist to the borders demnation to them that are in Christ Jesus."
" I am He !" was His testimony at
[From Bar* £8. : Ver. 8. The wisdom, caution,
of Samaria.
the bar of the Sanhedrin; and the conviction and prudence of Jesus forsook Him in ne peril
that He was really the Messiah smote the minds however sudden, and in no circumstances, howFrom Jacobps: Vers.
of His judges so powerfully that it was only by ever difficult or trying.
means of the stage-trick of rending his clothes, H, 9. Nothing can oocur contrary to His eternal
that the high priest was able to save himself plan ; nqt even the mad fury of His foes can
from the most painful embarrassment: .and here, overreach His wisdom, or overmatch His proviFrom Owes: Ver. 7. If it.be asked how
on hearing these words, the whole band of offi- sion.
cials start, give way, stagger backward, and fall they could proceed to arrest and maltreat a perto the ground as if struck by an invisible flash of son, before whom they had fallen prostrate as
lightning, or blown upon by the breath of Omni- before a superior being, the answer is to be found
Their prostration in* the dust before in the transient influence which fear exerts upon
potence.
Him, points out to unbelievers the situation in the mind, and the probable fact, that this sudden
whioh they will one day be found. Ver. 8. If ye repulse was represented by the leaders as effected
seek me, let these go their way; how well the Lord by demoniacal agency at the instance of Jesus.
[Ver. 11. (Matt, xxvl 52-54). The cause of
was able to preserve the most perfect self-possession in every situation, however terrible; and, Christ is not to bo defended by oarnal weapons.]

—

—

—

—

n.
CHBIST OVBR AGAINST AHHA8 AHD CAIAPHAS. TH1 CLARITY AHD SERENITY OF THE LORD OVER AGAI5ST
THE INQUISITION OF THE HIGH- PRIEST AND MALTREATMENT ON THE PART OP THE SERVANT. TBI
TWO DISCIPLES IN THE HIGH-PRIE8TLT PALACE, AND THE TOTTERING AND FALLING PETK&.

Chapter XVIIL
(Comp. Matt. xxvi. 67-75

;

Mark

12-27.

xiv. 58-72

;

Luke

xxii. 64-65.)

Then the band and the captain [,] and [the] officers1 of the Jews took Jesus, and
12
13 bound him. And led him away [led him]' to Annas first for he was father-in-law
to [of, too] Caiaphas, which was the high-priest that same year [who was high14 priest that year]. Now Caiaphas was he, which [But it was Caiaphas who] gave
counsel to tne Jews, that it was expedient that one man should die* for the people.
And Simon Peter followed Jesus, and so did another disciple [And Simon Peter
15
and (the) 4 other disciple followed Jesus] that disciple was known unto the highpriest, and went in with Jesus into the palace [court-yard, abXrj v\ of the high-priest
;

:
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Then went
at the door without [was standing outside at the door].
out that [the] other disciple, which [who] was known unto the high-priest, and
17 spake unto her that kept the door, and brought in Peter. Then saith the damsel
[maid-servant] that kept the door unto Peter, Art not [omit not] 5 thou also one of
18 this man's disciples ? He saith, I am not. And the servants and [the] officers
stood [were standing] there, who had made [having made, ^e^o^zrfrc?] a fire of
coals, for it was cold ; and they warmed [were warming] themselves : and Peter
stood [was standing] with them, and warmed [warming] himself.
16 But Peter stood

high-priest then asked Jesus of [about, or, concerning, vtpi ] his disciples, and
[about] nis doctrine. Jesus answered him, I spake [have spoken, AeXdXyxa}*
openly to the world ; I ever [always] taught in the [a] 7 synagogue, and in the temple, whither the Jews always resort [where all the Jews come together, assemble] ;•
askest thou me? ask
21 and in secret have I said [I spoke, UdXyea] nothing.
them which heard me [Ask those who have heard, robs dxyzooTas], what I have
said [I spoke, UdXyea] unto them : behold, they [these, ohrot] know what I said
22 [cIjtov]. And when he had thus spoken [said this], one of the officers which stood
by [who was standing by, Ttaptarr^w-^] struck Jesus with the palm of his hand [or,
struck Jesus on the face, idwx: v fidxta/ia rm 7^<r.],f saying, Answerest thou the high23 priest so ? Jesus answered him, If I have spoken [spoke, IXdX^a^ evil, bear witness
of the evil : but if well, why smitest thou me ?

The

19

20 of

Why

Now Annas had sent him [Annas therefore sent him, aizierttXtv oSw] 10 bound unto
24
25 Gaiaphas the high-priest And Simon Peter stood and warmed [was standing and
warming] himself. They said therefore unto him, Art not [omit not] thou also one
26 of his disciples ? He denied it [omit it], 11 and said, I am not One of the servants
of the high-priest, being his kinsman [being a kinsman of him] whose ear Peter cut
Peter then denied again
off, saith, Did not I see thee in the garden with him ?
and immediately the [a] cock crew.

27

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Yer. 12.—{ii owe* *a\ 6 xtAlapyof are the detachment of the Roman garrison, ot vviyperat, the levitic&l templegnard. 8ee notet on ver. 3. The omission of a comma and of the article before " officers " in the A. V., makes the impression that o jfiAtftpxof is alike dependent on ruv 'lov5au*v as is ot vnjperau—f. S ]
* Ver. 13.—jasTjyayor (A. C. K«. Vulg.) is not so well supported as iyayor (K.* B. D., Tischend.).—P. 8.]
* Ver. 14.—Tischendorf [in former edd.) *woA4a<tai [perish] in accordance with A. C** and others; Lachmann
^aetavstr in accordance with B. C* and others (Sin.). Meyer: awoB. comes from chap. xi. 60. [In ed. VIII. Tischendorf
B. C* D., and a ids : ** airoBavtlv potest ad xi. 60 accommoduum credi. At quum testinumiorun
roads avoiavtlv, with
ctntiquistimorum pondere prtestet. nee incredibQe est ex Mo airoAip-cu xi. 60 /toe loco avoAfotfcu ortwn use. Est iste locus
ex $u ubi prssstat probatissimot testes vqui quam conjecturm Jidere.'* Tregelles, Alford, Westcott and Hort, likewise agree
1

&

on awB+vei*.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 15.—The Recepta, Griesbach, Scholx, Tischendorf [formerly] : o aAAoc . The article is omitted by A. D., etc., but
sted by a majority of authorities. [Tischendorf, ed. VIII., Westcott and Hurt omit, A 1 ford brackets the article. Lange
retails it. The insertion is more readily accounted for than the omission, and may hare been conformed to xx. 2, 3, 4, 8,
where the article occurs. There is no doubt, howerer, that no other than John is meant. In using this self-designation for
the first time, he may hare omitted the article.— P. 8. J
* Ver. 17. [Mi) and m>F«» in interrogatire sentences, imply (like the German dock nicktf) a negatlre answer, the English
na*\ like the Greek eu and the Latin notme, an affirmative answer. The vcu&o-n) was apprehensive of an affirmative answer
and wished politely to anticipate Peter's denial ; or the negative form of tho question reveals the feeling that she ought not
to have admitted John as a disciple of Jesus except for his being an acquaintance of the high-priest. P. 8.]
* Ver. 20.—AcAoAipra (Lachmann, Tischendorf) is most strongly attested, against <A£Ai)o-a.
* Ver. 20.—[The best authorities omit the article tjJ (text, rec.) before ovraywyg, very properly: for there are many
synagogues, and but one temple. P. S.)
* Ver. 20.—The reading wavres (Griesbach, Lachmann) is established by A. B.C.* 8io M e/c, in opposition to a second
warrorff (Tischendorf in accordance with JC. G. II., etc.) and to rta^tovev. In ed. V1IL, Tischend. reads likewise tratms ot

—

—

—

—

MovS. without irarrorc. l*. 8.]
* Ver 22.—[Uncertain whether with the hand (Backenttrcich, Luther, Lange, Meyer) or with a rod (Ruthenschlag,
Bexa, Bengel, Godet). The former is more probable, as it was intended to be a punishment for saucy speech. Comp. Halt,
xxvi. 67; Acts xxili. 2. p&vtaiia, from po/Moc, pan-it, originally meant a blow from a rod or stick. P. 8.]
>* Ver. 24.—The omission of ©fcr (attested Codd. B. C* L. X. A , Lachmann) appears to be exegetical.
The Johannean
*4r, however, is quite characteristic here. Other exegetical apprehensions of thr passage substituted 64 aud acu. Tischend.,
Alt* etc-, retain ovv. The pluperf. rendering of awiortiXev is ungrammatical and in tbe interest of harmouistlcs. Bee
p. 652 —P. 8.1
u Ver. 26.—The oSr [after *pr*r*ro] is here not sufficiently attested (JC. G. M etc.) ; neither Is it suitable.

—

f

H

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Then the band and the captain,

V#r. 12.

Manifestly, tho Jewish guard and the Rosoldiers take Jesus prisoner in concert ; the
soldiers under their chiliarch even have the pre-

tte.

man

cedence on the occasion. Hence an incorrect
distinction is made in saying; "not until this
moment, when the prisoner must be led through
the city, does the military troop rejoin the Jewish watch " (Tholuck).
[Luthardt (II., 383)
" He before whose aspect and ey6 elfii, the whole
band had been terrified and cast to the ground,
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now

Buffers Himself to be taken, bound, and led
away. ... To apprehend and bind One, all gave

the cohort, the cbiliarch, and the
Only by the help of all did
.
.
.
they feel themselves secure. And thus it was
ordered, that the disciples might escape with the
more safety. Jesus suffered Himself to be bound,
to show thereby the complete surrender of His
will, and also in this form of suffering to be our
example (Gen. xxii. 9; Ps. cv. 18)."— P. 8.]
Ver. 18. Led him to Annas first.—See
Coram, on Matthew. On Annas see Comm. on
Luke, HI. 2 [p. 55, Am. Ed.], and the article Antheir help,

Jewish

officers.

[Annas
nas in Winer (at Josephus Ananos).
('Atxzvof) was appointed high-priest in his 37th
year, A. D. 7, by Quirinus, the governor of Syria,
but was obliged to give way to Israael, A. D. 14.
After two more changes, Joseph Caiapbas, the
son-in-law of Annas (John xviii. 13 ; Joseph.
Antiqu. xviii. 2, 1), was appointed to the office,
and continued till A. D. 87. Annas seems (o
have retained the title and part of the power of
In Luke iii. 2, he is mentioned before
that office.
Caiapbas, and in Acts iv. 5, he is called highSome hold that he was high-priest de
priest.
Wiesclor maintains that
jure, Caiapbas de facto.
both were at the head of the Jewish hierarchy,
Caiaphas as actual high-priest, Annas as president of the Sanhedrin. P. S. ] The preliminary
leading of Jesus to Annas recorded by John alone.
Different suppositions: The house of Annas was
situated near the gate, or they led Jesus, as in triumph, to Annas; Annas was the examiner (Ewald );
he was president of the Sanhedrin (Licbtenstein

—

and others). All destitute of evidence, confronted
with the supposition suggested by John himself,
viz., that the Jews still regarded Annas as the
true high-priest in a legitimise sense, even after
Caiaphas had been forced upon them as his successor (Leben Jesu II., p. 1468). The expression
"
relative to Caiaphas : "high-priest of that year
(see chap, xi., ver. 49), appearing here for the
second time, it would seem that the Evangelist
had adopted it as an ironical characterization,
current in the popular mouth, of the high-priesthood as desecrated by the Romans. With this
observation, as well as with the very obvious notion that the high-priestly father-in-law and sonin-law occupied the same house as well as navigated the same boat, and that, accordingly, their
common palace had a common aula or court-yard,
in which Peter perpetrated the denial,* the difficulties that here present themselves are removed.
Meyer justly asserts (in company with Olshausen, Ebrard, Bleek, Baumg.-Crusius, Neander, Luthardt [ Wieseler, Stier, Alford, also Chrysoslom and Augustine]), that, according UWohii,
* [Robinson, Harmony, p. 225 : " An oriental house la usnall j built around a quadrangular interior court; into which
there is a passage (sometimes arched) through the front part
of the house, closed next the street by a heavy folding gate,
with a smaller wicket for single person*, kept by a porter.
In the text, the interior court, often paved or flagged, and
open to the sky, is the avAij, where the attendants made a
fire; and the passtge beneath the front of the house, from
the street to this court, is the vpoavAtor or wv\uv in Matt,
xxvi. 71 ; Mark xiv. 68. The placo where Jesus stood beforo
the high-priost, may have been an open room or place of
audience on the ground-floor, in the rear or on one Ride of the
court; such rooms, open in front, being customary. It was
close upon the court; for Jesus heard all tliat was going on
around the Are, and turned and looked upon Peter: Luke
xxii. 61."—P. &]

the denial of Peter vers. 16-18, the examination
vers. 19-21, and the maltreatment vers. 22. 23,
took place in the dwelling of Annas ; likewise
justly, that it is impossible to follow the older
harmonistica in assuming the leading to Caiaphas to be p re-sup posed in ver. 15. Tholuek, on
the other hand, persists in the assumption that
the presentation before Annas receives nothing
but a passing mention, as is discernible from the
npurov ; the Aorist ver. 24 having therefore to
be read as a Pluperfect (in accordance with
Calvin, Luoke, De Wette, Hase and others),*
in spite of Meyer's characterisation of this
as "violent" and Ebrard's and Bleek's as "neckbreaking." Luther takes for granted a blunder
of the transcriber, who, as he thinks, should
have made ver. 24 immediately follow ver. 14.
Manifestly, however, the examination before
Annas, as described by John, is an entirely different one from that before Caiaphas, as given
by the Synoptists. For John the greatest weight
attached to the prc-examination by Annas, foe
Matthew and Mark to the official chief examination by Caiaphas, for Luke to the legalizing
See Comm.
final examination in the morning.
on Matthew. After the above remarks, the assumption of a discrepancy, entertained by Meyer,
Baur and others, falls to the ground ; such an
assumption is also to be found in Euthym. Zigab.,
Casaubonus, Stier, Ebrard, p. 641. •• It has
been fabricated (says Meyer) that Annas and
Caiapbas resided in one and the same house.'*
But an extremely obvious, probable oonjecture
which, in the simplest manner, solves a difficulty,

something very different from a fabrication.
[Augustine, Theophylact, Euthymius, Alford,
Hengstenberg, Godet adopt the same easy conjecture.
Annas and Caiaphas would naturally
occupy different departments of the same (official) palace; and hence the sending from one to
P.S.]
the other was quite possible and probable.
Ver. 14.
it was Caiapbas 'who gave
counsel to the Jews. Wherefore this notice?
The Evangelist, in relating that Jesus was led to
Annas first, already announced that He would
be brought before Caiaphas also. He, however,
designs forthwith to intimate what fate impended
over Jesus at the hands of both of them. It was
an evil omen that the people intended taking
Him before Caiaphas, him who had already pronounced sentence of death upon Him. But it is
also characteristic of the enmity of old Annas
that Jesus was led to him even before He was
brought to Caiaphas the announcement of this
fact is appropriately accompanied by the statement that he was the father-in-law of that murderous Caiaphas.
the other [another] disciVer. 15.
Modest self-designation of John, as chap,
ple.
The article is
xx. 2, 8, 4, 8, comp. chap. i. 40.
wanting only in A. D., etc. [also in B. *-• See
Text. Notes. P. S.]. On the omission of the
article several untenable hypotheses are founded:
is

—

Now

—

;

And

—

—

1.

That

tine,

it

was an unknown

Calov., Gurlitt);

2.

disciple (Augusa citisen of Jerusa-

3. Judas Iscariot (Heumann).
lem (Grotius)
4. Jam**, the brother of John (P.
[Absurd.
;

Cnssel,

1

871).— P. 8.]

The notice that

all

* [Also B. V., Wordsworth, and eren Robinson,
p.

220.— P.

8.]
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CHAP. XVin.
disciples had fled, does not conflict with the fact
that they subsequently took heart again and that
some of them returned. It is characteristic of
the friendship of the two, Peter and John, that
they here go voluntarily together, not on an offiPeter at first takes the lead. But
cial mission.
at the street-door of the court (the avfoia -Obpa),*
their relative positions change. John is admitted into the court-yard, being known to the
high -priest, while Peter remains without. See
Gomm. on Matthew [p. 491, Am. Ed.]. "John's
acquaintance with the high-priest gains in probability if we may suppose, from chap: xix. 27,
that he owned a house in Jerusalem. That the
Jews had portresses instead of porters is shown
also by Acts xii. 13." Tholuck. Joseph. Antiq.
VII. 2, 1.
Ver. 16. And brought In Peter.—That is,
John did this, not she who kept the door (as
Grotius and others hare it).
Ver. 17. Art thou also? [M$ xal oi>, as
well as the aXXng, ver. 161. " The *ai contains the
pre-supposition that John, whom she nevertheless had, for acquaintance' sake, admitted along
with the rest, is a disciple of Jesus." Meyer.
According to Mark, the girl does not say this
until she has fixed her eyes upon Peter, according to Luke, not until she has examined him by
the light. Hence it appears to result that she
now grows doubtful as to whether she should
hare let him in, or whether she ought not to denounce him. This circumstance would, however,
east doubt on the supposition of Meyer, who
holds the question of the maid to hare been put
in a totally unsuspecting mood. At all events
she does not seem to have inferred the discipleship of Peter from the mere fact alone of his
connection with John. (One) of the disciples of this man [£* rdv fiaOnruv tov
6 i>& p&irov Toi>Tov\. Contemptuously [MeyNot compassionately (Chrysostom and
er].
Meyer conjectures that John went, toothers).
gether with Jesus and those who were about
Him, into the interior of the house, i. e. out of the
hall into the chamber of examination.
This is
improbable, though he occupied a position which
enabled him to perceive what was going on in
the chamber as well as what passed in the hall.
I am not \ovk el fit]. On the three different
denials of Peter, see Comm. on Matthew, at the
history in question, [p. 498, Am. ed.] "It may
surprise us that John remains unmolested while
Peter's temptations are repeated : but the reason
of this should be sought less in the timorous
embarrassment of this latter disciple than in the
boldness with which he stepped in amongst the
menials." Tholuck. Nevertheless, an assumed
boldness is a characteristic symptom of fear.
Ver. 18.
Peter was standing with

—

—

—

—

Now

them

[#v

.

.

.

per'

of his now standing,

abr&v

now

sitting,

ior&c]. The fact
seems to testify to

his inward disquiet, equally with the temerity of
his mingling in the crowd of servants and myrmidons and warming himself at their coal-fire.
Ver. 19. The hlgh-prlest then. Annas. The
f AUo ^ auAeto* with or without Odpa. The avK^—atriuu^
the VHkrt-Tfard. around which an oriental house was built,

*
fo

« rectangular area in the open air. connected with the street
by a irpoavAtop, or vestibule (Mark xiv. 68), and nvkutv or
ported (MatU xxyL 71), in which was a topa, or wicket.—

12-27.
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examination of Annas, in shrewd calculation,
starts from the most general point.
The Lord's
disciples or adherents first form the subject of
interrogation. Then follows inquiry as to the doctrine by which Jesus gained them. He desires to
ascertain what is to be thought of, or. perchance,
feared from, the followers of Jesus, hoping, from
the answers of the latter, to gain foothold for an
accusation.
He, however, manifestly uses, as a
stand-point, the malevolent assumption that Jesus
has founded a secret association by means of
secret teachings; this the answer of Jesus demonstrates.
The distinction between this examination and the subsequent one by Caiaphas is
obvious. At the latter, they sought to prove that
He was a public blasphemer against the sanctuary, etc.

Ver. 20. I have spoken frankly to the
world, [iy w emphatic, some one who rr ap}>nola Xe'k&XyKa t£ k6<jul)']. Meyer, irop/*?-

—

—

ola is to be apprehended subjectively : without reserve, plainly
not publicly, openly, which it does

—

not mean.

When

accompanied, however, by

to

an indirect manner, most strongly expressed. The term:
To the world, means, in the first place, the
Jewish world, and characterizes it in respect of
the two central -points of publicity : in the synagogues and in the temple. In a synagogue
the world, the quality of publicity is, in

—

—

[kv ovvayoyy without the article there being
many synagogues] is modified by ir&vrore, at
all times; In the temple [kv rp itpy, the
one temple at Jerusalem ]; by t he addit ion, where
all the Jews assemble [birov ir&vrec ol
'lovdalot avvtpxovrai]. Both clauses signify: in complete connection with synagogue
and temple; and so the assumption is made that
the mountain, field, and lake sermons of Jesus
have likewise preserved this connection.

—And

in secret I spoke nothing [koI kv Kpvnrtp
kXahrjoa ovdiv]. These words do not conflict
with Matt x. 27, or with the fact that Jesus
taught the disciples in confidential conversations.

The warnings against the Pharisees

in the serthe mount, for instance, He Himself publicly repeated in the temple, and, Matt. x. 27,
characterized every confidential saying as destined for publicity. That which is here disaffirmed by Jesus is the assumption of mischievous
sectarian or seditious secrecy ; at the same time,
the Lord characterizes the design of the old
inquisitor's question and rends the web of his
insinuation.
The synagogue is spoken of collectively, as a unitous institution ; hence, neither
the synagogues in Jerusalem, nor the provincial
synagogues, as Tholuck maintains, are exclusively
referred to.
Ver. 21. "Why aakest thou
[rl fie
kpi»TQc\] The high-priest had deserved this
sharp and thorough setting-down ; it, however,
also served to render his intention evident, to
unmask and rebuke his craftiness [The question
seem 8 to approve the principle of our judicature
that the accused person should not be interrogated, but the proof of the charge be substantiated from the testimony of witnesses.]
Ver. 22. One of tho officers
was
Standing by. [elc irapeoTtjKuc t€>v vxn-

mon on

Me?

—

:

who

peruv Idoicev
fr&mofia (a

l>tnri(TfLa

r£ Inoov.

On

blow on the cheek with the hand, or
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with the staff; only in later Greek) see Text.
Note. P. S.] This maltrattment of Jesns must
be distinguished from that which He experienced
on His examination before Caiaphas, subsequently
to His condemnation (Matt. xxvi. 87) ; as,, similarly, this last must iu its turn be distinguished
from the maltreatment narrated by Luke, ohap.
xxii. 03, 64; although Matthew has summed up
in one the two latter acts. The maltreatments recorded by Luke occurred whilst Jesus, after His
condemnation before Caiaphas in the night, was
retained under arrest until the final examination
which must, in accordance with the law, be held
by day-time, on the following morning.
Is it thus that Thou answerest the highpriest? The prohibition, Ex. xxii. 28, had
been by the Jews extended into an ordinance
instilling a bigoted veneration for superiors, and

-

—

In the present
for the high-priest especially.
instance, the officer makes an application of this
prohibition, with indiscretion, hypocritical eyeRupert: forth pereussor,
service, and brutality.
mollis adulator. Com p. Acts xxiii. 2.
Ver. 23. If I spoke evU. [el Kan&c **«"kijoa],
In clear presence of mind, the answer
of Christ corresponds to the situation. He is on
trial.
If He, therefore, here make an improper
remark, the person who disapproves of it is at

—

liberty to appear against Him as accuser and
Hence the fiaprip-qoov does not
witness.
mean simply : prove it [as Luther's version has
it], but—come forward as a witness against it.
Accusing and testifying are here thy business ; not

so judging, still less punishing before sentence is
passed. With this admonition Christ awards him
the right of accusation ; with the following words,
He reprimands him for the wrong of maltreatment.
The entire deliverance shows how the saying
Matt. v. 39 is to be interpreted and applied in
spirit.*
His reprimand indirectly touches the
high-priest also, who allows the maltreatment.
Ver. .24. Annas, therefore, despatched

Him, bound [ankoTttXev oiv avrbv 'A.
nkvov xpbc K.]. —The pre-examination

tizde

was

—

its result being the eonat an end,
founding of Annas, with his crafty inquisition.
This, however, had made so little impression on
him that he now sent the Lord bound (the signification is, doubtless : after he had caused the

chains to be put upon Him again) to His formal
examination before Caiaphas. In the faet of his
forwarding Him chained, there lay a speaking
sign of his desire for His death. Also the circumstance that it had been found impossible to
stamp Jesus as a secret conspirator, by reason
of His appeal to the publicity of His ministry,
was made use of as a ground for summoning
false witnesses against Him, who acoused Him
on account of a public declaration. It was a
* [Angiistlne: Christ shows that His precept Matt. v. 38 la
to bo followed nan osttntntimu oorpnri$, $ed preparation*
An angry nun may turn, in iillenneta, the other
cheek visibly to the smiter ; better Is he who make* a true
answer with mildness, and prepares his heart in peace to
endure larrenter suffer! nus. Luther: Christ forbids aelf-defence with tho hand (violence), not with the tongue. 8ee
notation in Meyer, p. 598). Godet : Jesus did not here fulfil
S tcrally His precept (Matt. v. 39); He owed to His innocence this answer fall of sweetness and dignity. Alford : ** It
has been often and well observed, that our Lord here gives
iw the beat interpretation of Matt. v. 39— that it does not
exclude the remonstrating ugainst unju«t oppression, provided It be done calmly and patiently.**—P. S.J

cordis.

made by Him in the ears of the rulers
(John it.), one which they had not forgotten and
which they could easily pervert. [The pluperfect rendering of arriarettev, mistral, had sent (E.
V.) is un grammatical (see Meyer, p. 699), inconsistent with oiv (which for this reason was
omitted by some MSS.), and owes its origin to
the desire to harmonize John with the Synoptists.
The apparent discrepancy disappears if
declaration

—

we assume that Annas and his son-in-law Caiaphas occupied different departments in one sad
the same official palace, which is intrinsically
all the more probable as they in some way
shared the high-priestly dignity, the one perhaps
as high-priest dejure, tho other de facto.
the notes on ver. IS.— P. S.]

Conn,

Unto Caiaphas the high -priest—On

the

now

following official examination before Caiaphas, see Comm. on Matthew at this passage. Oi
the third formal examination in the nio ruing,
see Comm. on Luke, p. 859, Am. Ed.
Ver. 26.
Simon Peter was still

Now

standing there and warming himself —The
hall for both examination

have been the same.

rooms must

See note on ver.

therefore
13.

Simi-

64.
Luke knows only of a
house of the high-priest. Perhaps it was aa
official residence, of which Caiaphas had giies
up a part to his father-in-law.
The j said therefore unto him This the
second denial. According to Matthew it was at
larly

Luke

xxii.

—

the moment when Peter wished to withdraw frtm
the coal-fire in order to approach the enrraneeball; and the men questioned him at the instigation of another maid. See Matt. xxvi. 71;

Mark

xiv. 08

;

Luke

xxii. 68.

Ver. 26. One of the servants of the highpriest, being a kinsman.—See Matthew, ver.
Meyer
73; Mark, ver. 70; Luke, ver. 69.
groundlessly affirms this servant to have stood
Why may be
outside of the garden awhile ago.
not have been one of the seizcrs ? Peter excited
his notice in the garden ; he does not seem to
have observed at all events not with precision
that it was Pater who dealt the sword-blow.
John distinctly brings out the increase of danger
in the charges.
First it is a single maid who
does but doubtingly question him. Then it it
the officers around the coal-fire who more decidedly interrogate him. Finally a kinsman of
Malohus whose ear he cut off, pretends to recognise him as one whom he has already seen in
While John plainly dethe garden with Jesns.
picts the intensifications of the temptations, be,
in common with «Luke, permits the intensifications of Peter's guilt, most vividly portrayedibj
Matthew (simple denial, abjuration, self-impre-

—

—

—

cation) and rendered prominent by Mark likeThis gives a picture
wise, to recede from view.
of the relation of Paul and John to Peter totally
different from that invented by the Tubmren
Matthew, the Apostle of the Jews, and
School.
Mark, the disciple of Peter, represent the magnitude of Peter's denial in a manner the most
regardless; John and Luke manifest the greatest

clemency;

the Paulinist (Luke)

is

especially

tender.

And

immediately a cook crew.— Mark

alone, ver. 68, has recorded the first c* ** "*"?
That crow also involved
after the first denial
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of Peter's ease which John passes
Similarly he passes over Peter's ineffecover.
tual Attempt to withdraw—an attempt which exhibits him in a condition of each utter perplexity and helplessness-

an aggravation

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL
1.

learn the more minute par*
denial of Petkb ; especially its

From John we

titulars of the

cause and the gradualness of its progress. As
also the exceedingly important pre-examination
by Annas, in which that sly old hierarch sought
to ensnare the Lord in the reproach of secret
conspiracy. On the other hand, our Evangelist
passes over the principal examination by Caiaphas, and likewise the formal inal session in the
morning, which latter is intimated by Matthew
and detailed by Luke. His narrative of the
denial of Peter is very definite as to chronology
and also locality ; that denial runs through the
lengthy period of Christ's examination before
Annas and Caiaphas; the place Is always the
same (see the Exegetioal note). By the Synoptlsts, on the contrary, the denial is summed up
in respect of its end and issue, and in this form
suitably follows, in Matthew and Mark, the
principal examination before Caiaphas, while
Luke, with equal correctness, makes it precede
the morning examination.

The examination or Jbsus bt Annas,
the Romans had deposed, affords us a profound glimpse into the character and conduct
of a legitimistio partyism. The Jews are foroed
2.

whom

to accept Caiaphas as the legal high-priest ; but
they do not cease to regard Annas as their
legitimate head ; Annas and Caiaphas, however,
have accommodated themselves to this, the
popular mind, and arranged their household
affairs in a manner in keeping with the situation.
And this old legitimistio secret-leaguer
would stamp Christ as a revolutionary secret-

leaguer!
8.

The conjunction of the Roman

soldier*

with

the temple-guard on the occasion of Christ's being
taken prisoner, a symbol of the common share
of the Gentile and the Jewish world in the cruciSee Luke xxiii. 12 and Aots
fixion of Christ.
It. 26.

A

—

stroke of John's greatness his not thinknecessary to justify himself in regard to
his singular acquaintanceship in the house of
4.

ing

it

the high-priest.

Petbr and John

in the high-priest's house.
duo faciunt idem, non eel idem. Peter was
hardened with the consciousness of a civil offence
against Malchus. This rendered his condition
insecure. John, though meaning well, was at
fault in not sufficiently entering into the dangerous situation of Peter.
6. The examination before Annas is a type of
the ever-recurring plot of hierarchical governments to tax, first, Christianity generally, then
5.

Or,

si

Protestantism, further all decidedly evangelical
social life with conspiracy, revolution, secret
crimes and criminal complots. But as Christ defended Himself against this insinuation by appealing to His public ministry, so the like has been
done and may be done by all His true confessors.
Here we also have it demonstrated how decidedly
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Christianity has renounced all the impure, secret
maohinations of fanatical spirits and sects.
7. The saying called forth from Christ by the
blow on the cheek, given Him by the eye-servant in the garb of a servant of justice, possesses
not only a Christological but also a hermeneutical import.
It indicates how His words, particularly Matt. v. 89, are in spirit to be interpreted. His remark, replete with composure,
mental olearness and mild reproof, is like the
offering of the other cheek.
8. The intensifications of Peter's temptation
are thrown into bold relief by John, his guilt
being thus exhibited in a milder light. The
first denial took place during the examination
by Annas, the second and third during the examination before Caiaphas, after Christ had been
led, bound, to the latter and when His prospects
were, consequently, already very gloomy. Add
to this that the third question exposed Peter to
being recognized as the offender who had
wounded Malchus. The repentance of Peter is set
forth by John with sufficient distinctness in the
later signs of his conversion.
It is remarkable
that John seems to have done nothing to warn
Whether he was not near enough. to him,
Peter.
or whether ha entertained too high an opinion
of his practical abilities, we will not venture to
assert; at all events he appears to have been
unwilling to exalt himself at Peter's expense in
the version which he gives of the transaction.
9. The dsnial or Pitbr does not mean that he
intended to renounce Jesus inwardly, but that
he designed to escape a mortal peril \>y means
of a so-called white lie. Thus, from a vocation to
the morality of Christ, to apostolic faithfulness in
confession, he momentarily sank to the level of
ordinary, popular morality, which holds such
evasions to be admissible, nay, clever. If we
judge of David's trespasses by the absolute arbitrariness of oriental despots, they appear iu a
milder light than when exposed to the full rays
of the Theocracy. So it is with the transgression
of Peter, when judged according to popular and
worldly conceptions. But in the light of Christ
.

it

was a deep

fall.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

A

consequence of His
The capture ofJetut: 1.
2.
sin of the united Roman
free surrender.
and Jewish authorities of the ancient world. 3.
A judgment, in which the glory of the ancient
world does itself appear captive and bound. The
oord or bonds of Christ an indication of the bonds
of the world. The unanimity of Annas and
Caiaphas. The secret inquisitional trial by Annas, aiming at the ascertainment of secret transgressions on Christ's part: a picture of life.—;
The sufferings of Christ under hierarchic partyism.
How the worldly-wise State loves to shut
one eye to the machinations of illegal, illustrious
On the denial of Pete/, see Comm. on
parties.
Matthew, Mark, Luke.—Peter and John in the

A

—

—

—

—

—

—

high-priest's house. The measure of freedom of
entrance into worldly circles, is diverse for Christians: 1. Not the same for every one; 2. not the
same in all moods ; 8. not the same in all exterPeter warmed himself : 1. Fact:
nal temptations.
He warmed himself and grew all the while oolder.

—
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Doctrine: We may not seek to grow warm by
the fires of the Lord's enemies.
The examination
before Annas, see Doctrinal Note, No. 6. Comparison of the examination before Annas and
that before Caiaphas.
See Exeg. Note to first
clause of ver. 26.
In the one examination He
was assumed to be a secret sneak, in the other
a public blasphemer. The Lord's appeal to the
publicity of His labors.
The Lord's intimation
that the court of Annas was no authorized tribunal.
Annas found no pretext for accusing Jesus,
and yet passed Him on bound to Caiaphas. He
sent Him bound for a sign : 1. The bad sign ; 2.
the sign-language of the bad. The three spiritual examinations wherein Christ stood. The first
an unauthorized private examination, the second
an examination with false witnesses, the third a
mere mock examination. How the world has
warped justice in all forms over the head of
Christ.—Christ in human judicatures ; 1. As the
Spirit's judgment upon them.
2. As the regeneration and sanctification of them.
8. As the
final judgment upon them.—How Jesus confessed
His disciples, whilst Peter denied Him.
Starkb: Hands so powerful, so beneficent,
are bound. Our love of an unbound liberty has
had to be atoned for by the bonds of the Son of
2.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

God, Ps.

ii.

8.

he must divorce mouth and hand ; be most not
surrender his moutn to the enemy, so as to approve the wrong; but yet he must keep his hand
quiet and not avenge himself, Acts xxvL 25.
Christ, for the good of His members, has had to
burst through the masks of false politeness.—
The desire to shade away a fault committed, may
become an occasion of fresh and greater sins.—
Many a man, if he were not found in places where
he hath nought to do, would keep out of numerous
difficulties.
Stay at home and do thine own
business in the fear of God, trusting in Him,
Prov. vii. 11 ff. When Christ and His people
are to be opposed, the slaves of Satan exert all
their strength in unison, to the end that they may
overwhelm and crush them, Ps. x. 2. [1 he appositeneas of the passage cited not being apparent on reference to the English Bible, we subjoii
a translation of the German rendering, which
here, as in many other instances, differs considerably from the English. " Because the wicked
exerciseth himself in pride, the miserableafflicted—wretched man must suffer.
They
cleave one to another and imagine malicious*
aess."]
We have cause to beware that we do not,
by curious questions, plunge our neighbor into
temptation to all kinds of lies and dissimulations.
What a faint-hearted wretch i man when conscience awakes. Every rustling leaf strikes him
with fear and dismay. If thou confess Jesus and
deny thyself, together with the world, thou art

—

—

—

—Connection and alliance by mar- —

riage is oft-times an occasion of damnation, because thereby men entangle themselves with peoIt is
ple who do only evil, 2 Kings viii. 18.
Christ's presentation before the tribunal of men
that we must thank for our liberation from the
strict tribunal of God.
Stay away from that
place where thou hast nothing to do; mere curiosity can readily get thee into danger and misfortune.
Let a man but step out of the way of
God, and every step brings him nearer to his
fall.
Qukshel: It is one of Satan's traps to
smooth our way sometimes to such places as hewould keep us in for his advantage. Lahox : It
can easily happen that a man may act indiscreetly out of pure good will, and only injure

—

—

—

another by his services.—Qudskdl: Many a one
thinks he stands fast as any column, and yet he
be not
is more easily shaken than a reed.
proud, but fear thee!—Obiandbe: We should
avoid preachers who shun the light and teach
secretly in corners what they may not publicly
confess.
It does not conflict with modesty and
humility to meet disguised enemies of the truth
with undaunted frankness. Ver. 22. We witness
the same spectacle here that occurred, 1 Rings
xxii. 24.
An earnest presentation of a subject
is a thorn in the eye to some people; they construe such presentation as immodesty, as a want
of respect, because they are biased by prejudices.
Wicked masters have wioked servants ; birds
Zdisius : Those who
.of a feather flock together.
speak the truth, especially faithful preachers,
are to this day smitten with Christ, covered with

—

—

—

all manner of insult, derision, revilement, tribulation
and, withal, well-nigh forced to hold
their peace, 2 Tim. iv. %.—fbid.: Though it is

—

true that a Christian should, with a good conscience, suffer wrong, yet need he not extend to
the world his approbation of her wrong, as she
would gladly have him do; on the contrary, he
should defend himself against it, yet with fitting
meekness and mpdesty; therefore says Luther:

—

blessed, but if thou deny Christ, the whole world
cannot help thee to bliss-i-no, not if thou confess
it a thousand times over.
Let him that standeth,
take heed lest he fall, 1 Cor. x. 12.— If thou get
not the start of sin, thou fallest from one am
into another, from a small one into a greater one,
nay, even from the state of grace into the unblessed state of damnation.— Even the meanest
creature, if it be God's will to use it as His

—

instrument,

may become a means of arousing

the

sinner.

Bracks

: John expressly remarks that Jesus
led fir U to Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas, high-priest under Augustus from the year
12 a. d. to 28, when Valerius Gratus, governor
of Syria, deposed him; he was uncommonly
crafty, and his secret acts were full of violence.
In 24, his son Eleazar became high-priest for one
year ; at the end of the year 25 his son-in-law
Joseph, called Caiaphas, received the office
through the self-same governor who had deposed
Annas. Caiaphas remained high-priest until 36
—not, of a certainty, without the helpful influence of Annas while the remaining high-priests
followed one another like the shadows of clouds
driven by the wind; for in the last 420 years of
the temple, there ruled more than 300 high*
priests. It is owing to the powerful influence of
Annas that he is mentioned previous to Caiaphas,
the ruling high-priest, and that Jesus is here led
Ananus, the last of Annas' sons,
first to him.
having the same name as his father, had the
apostle James put to death.
This circumstance
harmonises with the family history. It was calculated that before this High Council the sons
of Aaron, the dignitaries of the temple Jesos
would answer with intimidation, and be caught
in what He said.
And how undaunted He stood
there, how sublime I
He would not cast pearls

was

—

—
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before swine. The legitimate answer was accounted disrespectful by the officers ; one said
Onghtest Thou to answer the high-priest thus ?
It was in the form, then, that the error was
thought to lie— in the mode of procedure. Great
stress is put upon outward formality; a man
may be permitted to speak the truth, but he must
do it with grace and good breeding; behind these,
however, so much untruth is concealed, that the
truth itself becomes tainted and loses its virtue.
He is a betrayer of mankind, like Judas the
betrayer of Christ, who desires a publio office
without possessing the necessary moral and mental qualifications therefor; nothing is so indispensable for such an office as humility and a
respect for the dignity of men. If it be a question of truth, proof is what is required.
Only
tyrants employ torture ; even a police officer may
be a tyrant, leaping over proofs in false official

—

Gossneb: Peter, doubtless, thought it a piece
of good fortune, and it was his misfortune. Thou
art more fortunate in haying a friend who preventeth thee from going in to men of the world

—

it

—

—

—

—

must

have cut through and wounded His pure, holy, loving heart. Let him who experiences something
similar, think of his Saviour and gather strength
from Him'to suffer after Him. The enemies of the

—

—

—

this clear glanoe

—how

economy, to make use of his outcry as a good domestic medicine, as at this time, when he had
to preach repentance to the first Apostle.
Heubnke: It was an unblest relationship betwixt Annas and Caiaphas; the ties were cords
of sin. John mentions this in order to indicate
that the sentence of such judges might be divined in advance. Caiaphas has enforced his
wicked counsel. What a joy was that, that he
might now feel? Peter's following was the more
presumptuous, since Jesus had said ver. 8: Let
them go. It was a wrong following, entered upon
in presumption and human strength.
Great
houses of the world bring many dangers.

—

—

into such fearfully perverted hearts

—

—

—

;

and unexpectedly we run into their hands:
Therefore do thou cut off no person's ear, if thou
wouldst never be dismayed at tbe sight of him.
Jesus shows that the cock, e*en, does not
crow at hap-hazard, but that God is able, in His

—

than in possessing one who procureth thee access
to them and introduce! h thee into their dwellings.
This fire in the court of the high- priest could not
impart fresh warmth to Peter's seal and his fidelity
to Jesus. If he had warmed himself by God in
prayer, he would not have fallen. Jesus was expected to deliver up a list of His disciples. Because disciples or pupils readily fall into some
inadvertence, it was hoped that an accusation
might thus be brought against Him. But the
Saviour had already provided for the security of
His disciples: Let these go, J He said on the
Mount of Olives. And what He says, does and
must come to pass. The Saviour saw through all

He knew their hearts and
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Against his will, John was instrumental to
Peter's hurt.
Introduction to the presence of
the great often becomes an occasion of our sin.
God put delay 8 in Peter's way, in order to give
him time for reflection. The repairing to mixed
companies in the homes of the great is to the
weak generally a cause of their falling ; intercourse with unsanctified men oft-times seduces
Christians from the right path.
The accusations
against Jesus were twofold: 1. To the effect that
He had gathered Himself partizans, He, who
did but found a holy union, the kingdom of God;
2. that He had disseminated suspicious doctrines,
He, who taught heavenly truth. Publicity was
the character of Jesus' life and it is the character of Christianity.
Christianity knows nothing
of seoret-mongery, mysteries of an order; it
would be entirely public, because it diffuses the
truth which is common property of all.
Tbe conduct of the officer, conduct arising from malice
and a desire to flatter, redounds to the accusation of the high-priest himself.
That the officer
dared indulge in such mutinous conduct before
the eyes of the spiritual magistracy* betrays the
spirit of that magistracy.
Ver. 28. This is a

seal.

this.

12-27.

—

—

Christ acts openly.
Alas, commentary upon Matt. v. 89. Christ shows how,
what must He, what must the fairest visage in even towards those who offer us the most bitter
this world endure! and yet He still maketh His insult and wrong, we can unite earnest patience
face to shine upon us, and we are healed. Offi- and love and make answer for ourselves. Those
cers, of justice are never permitted to intermeddle hands, by Jesus extended only for the conferring
in a case; here, however, against Jesus, they of benefits, were bound. John describes the
were free to do anything ; they well knew how waxing of the peril. The higher this mounts,
far they might go. His answer was regarded as the lower sinks the courage of Peter. First it
a sin and a violation of the priestly dignity; and was a maid, then men, now relatives of the
Christ must suffer Himself to be treated as one wounded servant [who question him].
who did not understand the laws of politeness;
[Cbavkn: From Augustine: Ver. 17. Christ
He must bear the blame of immodesty, just as the is not only denied by him who denies that He is
primitive Christians were always treated as un- Christ, but by him also who denies himself to be
mannered boors when they frankly confessed the a Christian. Ver. 28. What can be truer,
truth.
Am I not permitted to answer for My- gentler, kinder, than this answer? Some one
Why dost will ask here, why He did not do what He Himself? Is it not demanded of Me?
thou thus abuse Me for doing it? The Saviour self commanded, t. t. y not make this answer, but
weareth the bonds and useth not His strength to give the other cheek to the smiter. But what if
burst them, as He easily could have done. Why He did both, both answered gently, and gave,
not? Because it was not really the bonds that not His cheek only to the smiter, but His whole
bound Him, but love and the impulse to free us body to be nailed to tbe Cross? And herein He
from bonds, designing, by means of those very shows, that those precepts of patience are to be
bonds of His, tp break our chains from which performed not by posture of the body, but by
we else should never have got free. On Malchus: preparation of the heart ; for it is possible that a
Tims God bringeth us again into the company of man might give his cheek outwardly, and yet be
those we fain would never see more. Suddenly angry at the same time. Ver. 27. Lot the pro-

truth

lie

in

wait.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

|

—
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phecy of the Physician is fulfilled, the presumption of the sick man demonstrated.

From Chbtsostom

:
Ver. 16. But Peter stood at
Peter's love took him as far as
the palace, but his fear prevented him entering
in.— Vcr. 17. What sajest thon, O Peter? Didst
thou not say before, twill lay down my life for
Thy sakef What then had happened, that thou
givest way even when the damsel asks thee? It
was not a soldier who asked thee, but a mean
portercss.
Therefore did Divine Providence permit Peter first to fall, in order that he might
be less severe to sinners from the remembrance
of his own fall. Peter sinned, and obtained
pardon, that judges might thereafter have that
rule to go by in dispensing pardon.
Ver. 26.
And Simon Peter stood and warmed himself; The
Evangelist means that the once fervid disciple
was now too torpid to move even when our Lord
was carried away; showing how weak man's nature is when God forsakes him.
Vers. 16-18,
25-27. How hurtful it is to trust in self, and not
to ascribe all taGod.
From Gbbqoiit: Ver. 18.
The fire of love was smothered in Peter's breast,
and he was warming himself before the coals of
the persecutors, i. «., with the love of this present
life, whereby his weakness was increased.
From Alcuin: Ver. 15. Peter followed his Master out of devotion, though afar off, on account of
fear.—Ver. 19. He does not ask in order to know
the truth, but to find out some charge against
Him, on which to deliver Him to the Roman
Governor to be condemned; but our Lord so
tempers His answer, as neither (o conceal the
truth, nor yet to appear to defend Himself.
[From Bcrkitt: Vers. 12-14. How impossible it is for the greatest innocence and virtue to
protect from slander and false accusation !
And
no person can bo so innocent or good, whom false
witness may not condemn. Vers. 15-18, 25-27.
How may the* slavish fear of suffering drive the
holiest and best of men to commit the foulest and
worst of sins
The occasion of Peter's fall: 1.
His presumptuons confidence of his own strength
and standing; Though all men forsake Thee, yet
wUl not I; 2. His being in bad company. He
denied Him first with a lie, then with an oath and
curse.
Oh, how dangerous is it, not to resist the
beginnings of sin
If we yield to one temptation, Satan will assault us with more and stronger.

the door without

;

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

!

—The

heinous and aggravating circumstances
of Peter's sin: From 1. The character of his
person; 2. The person whom he denies, his
Master, his Saviour; 8. The time when he denied Him; soon after Christ had washed his feet;
yea, soon after he had received the sacrament
from Christ's own hand. How unreasonable is
their objection against coming to the Lord's table,
that some who go to it dishonor Christ as soon as
they come from it
Such examples ought not to
discourage us from coming to the ordinance, but
should excite and increase our watchfulness after
we have been there. Vers. 19-21. Christ never
willingly affected corners; He taught openly, and
propounded His doctrine publicly and plainly in
Learn hence, That 1. It is not unthe world.
usual for the best of doctrines to pass under the
odious name of error and heresy; 2. The ministers of Christ who have truth on their side, may
and ought to speak boldly and openly. "Truth

—

!

—

—

—

blushes at nothing, except at its being concealed."
22. Christ did endure ignominious and
contemptuous usage, giving His cheek to thesmuers,
to testify that shame and reproachful nsage which
was deserved by us, and to sanctify that condi-

—Ver.

whenever it is allotted for us.— Ver.
Though our Saviour doth not revenge Him-

tion to us,
23.

yet He vindicates Himself, and defends Himself both with law and reason; to stand up in

self,

defence of our own innocency, is not contrary te
the duties of patience and forgiveness, or to the
practice and example of our Lord Jesus.—Ver.
24. His condescending to go bound from one htghpriest to another, and from one tribunal to another, teaches His people what delinquents they
were before the tribunal of God, and what they
deserved by reason of sin.
From M. Bessy:
Ver. 12. To Christ's bonds we owe our liberty,
His confinement was our enlargement. He was
bound that 1. The types and prophecies of the
Old Testament might herein be accomplished;
2. He might bind us to duty and obedience; His
bonds /or us are bonds upon us; 8. His bonds far
us were designed to make our bonds for Him easy
to us, if at any time we be so called out to suffer
for Him.
Ver. 18. We had been led away of bur
own impetuous lusts, and led captive by Satan at
his will, and, that we might be rescued, Christ
was led away, led captive by Satan's agents and
instruments.
Caiaphas was high-priest that sam
year; l.Wben a bad thing was to be done by a highpriest, according to the fore-knowledge of God,
Providence so ordered it that a bad man should
be in the chair to do it; 2. When God would
make it to appear what corruption there was hi
the heart of a bad man, Ho put him into a place
of power ; Many a man's advancement has lost him
his reputation.
Ver. 15. We must take heed of
tempting God by running upon difficulties beyond
our strength, and venturing too far in the way
of suffering: If our call be clear to expose ourselves, we may hope that God will enable us to
honor Him ; but if it be not, we may fear that
God will leave us to shame ourselves. That dis*

—

—

ciple

was known unto

the high-priest; as there are

many who seem disciples, and are not so, so
there are many who are disciples, and seem net
so [at a casual glance] we must not conclude a
man to be no friend to Christ, merely because he
;

has acquaintance and conversation with those
Ver. 16. The
that are His known enemies.
courtesies of our friends often prove a snare te
Ver. 17.
us, through a misguided affection.
Observe here 1. How slight the attack was: it was
a silly maid, of no account, that challenged him;
How speedy the surrender was; without
2.
taking time to recollect himself, he suddenly
answered, / am not; 8. Yet he goes further

—

—

Peter stood and
into the temptation, ver. 18.
warmed himself; 1. It was a fault bad enough, that
he did not attend his Master, and appear for Him

upper end of the hall, where He was ntfw
under examination; he might have been (I)
witness for Him, (2) a witness to Him ; 2. It was
much worse, that he joined himself with those
that were His Master's enemies; tie stood with
Peter was much to be blamed, because
them, etc.
1. Ho associated himself with these wicked men;
2. He desired to be thought one of them, that he
might not be suspected to be a disciple of Christ.
at the

—
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—Ver.

Jesus bound
Omnipotence
20. Christ sought no corners, for He lambs ; Samson.
feared no colors, nor said anything that He in fetters! the Creator bound by the creature!
.needed to be ashamed of. Ver. 22. Wicked the Lord of the world, the Captive of His mortal
rulers will not want wioked servants, who will subjects! Ver. 19. The world still acts like
help forward the affliction of those whom their Annas ; because it will not acknowledge that we
masters persecute.— Ver. 28. We learn 1. That possess the real and eternal truth of God, it
in such cases we must not be our own avengers, stamps the latter as heretical, and brands us as
nor judges in our own cause; 2. Our resentment a sect Ver. 20. " We may discern in Jesus all
of injuries done us must be always rational, and the marks of a true teacher confidence, which
never passionate ; 3. When called out to suffer- delivers its testimony before the whole world
ing, we must accommodate ourselves to the incon- persevering continuance in that testimony at all
veniences of a suffering state, with patience, and times; and a siding with existing divine and
by one indignity done us be prepared to receive human ordinances. " Ver. 22. The feeling of the
another, and make the best of it. Ver. 25. family reflected itself in the soul of the menial
Peter staid to warm himself; but they that warm who wore its livery. How often are we treated
themselves with evil-doers, grow cold toward in a similar manner, when the truth which we
good people and good things; and they that are proclaim to the men of the world can no longer
fond of the devil's fire-side, are in danger of the be assailed: how does hypocritical zeal for the
Yielding to one temptation invites preservation of the honor of authority start up
devil's fire.
another, and perhaps a stronger; Satan re- against us, and how pompously it calls out to us,
doubles his attacks when we give ground. Ver. "Answerest thou the high-priest so?" Vers.
26. They who by sin think to help themselves 15-18, 25-27. Peter reminds us of that class of
ont of trouble, do but entangle and embarrass our brethren, of whom we are wont to say that
themselves the more: Dare to be brave, for truth though they possess the burning heart, yet they
a bird of the air may perhaps tell the are still in want of the light of the Holy Spirit
will out
the new life is implanted in its germ, but the
matter which "we seek to conceal with a lie.
He did
Notice is taken of this servant's being akin to development itself is still far behind.
Malchus ; he that may need a friend, should not not yet know how much the noblest human feel*
make a foe. Ver. 27. He denied again; see here ings depend upon the change of circumstances,
situations;, and seasons; he was ignorant that
1. The nature of sin in general; the heart is
hardened by the deceitfulness of it ; 2. Of the sin one who could be enthusiastic for Jesus transof lying in particular ; it is a fruitful sin, and figured on Mount Tabor, possessed no pledge,
upon that account exceeding sinful. Immediately from this feeling, that he would be equally zealous for Jesus' ignominiously crucified on Mount
Hie cock crew; see 1. The care Christ has of those
that are His, notwithstanding their follies; Calvary. It is only the Lord's gracious inspirathough they fall, they are not utterly cant down, tion which produces true heroism. The simple
not utterly cant off; 2. The advantage of having disciple, in the armor of his own feeling of affecfaithful remembrancers near us, who, though tion for his Master, thought himself abundantly
they cannot tell us more than we know already, able to cope with Satan and his crafty devices.
what a disgrace for the disciple, morally to
yet may remind us of that which we know, but
have forgotten. The crowing of the cook to have convinced the troop that he could not be
others was an accidental thing, and had no sig- Jesus' friend, but had sworn fealty to the banner
Simon Peter vowed and
nificancy ; but to Peter it was the voice of God, of his adversaries.
and had a blessed tendency to awaken his con- promised, certainly with the purest intentions,
Let him,
science, by putting him in mind of the word of but neglected to watch and pray.
From Scott: Vers. 15-18, 25-27. therefore, that thinketh he standetb, take heed
Christ.
In the kingdom of God, indeed,
Self-confident rashness differs from steady cou- lest he falL
rage and patience of faith ; and they who most a defeat may bring more blessings than a
readily venture into temptation, are often most victory; and more costly fruits often spring
As Christ suffered every from stumblings than from the most appaeasily overcome by it.
But
insult for the sake of Peter, even when Peter rently successful strivings after holiness.
was denying Him ; so He foresaw all our unfaith- woe unto him whom this truth would render
fulness and ingratitude, at the time when He shed reckless
[From Barnes: Ver. 21. Jesus here insisted
His blood for our sins this consideration should
not only encourage our hope in His mercy, but on Bis rights: Learn 1. That though Jesus was
also shame us out of our base requitals of such willing to be reviled and persecuted, yet He also
a Benefactor. The meekness, patience and wis- insisted that justice shr.uld be done Him; 2. He
dom of the Son of God only served to increase was conscious of innocence, and had been so
the enmity of His persecutors; and their base open in His conduct, that He could appeal to the
usage illustrated His consummate excellency i vast multitudes which had heard Him, as witThis should teach us what to expect from the nesses in His favor 8. It is proper for us, when
wioked, and how to behave towards them.
persecuted and reviled, meekly, but firmly, to
[From Keummachbe : Ver. 12. Behold Christ insist on our rights, and to demand that justice
yonder bears your fetters. Jesus bound ! What should be done us; 4. Christians, like their Saa spectacle! How many a prophetic type of the viour, should so live that they may confidently
appeal to all who have known them, as witnesses
Old Testament finds its fulfilment in this fact
Isaac; the ram on Mount Moriah; the sacred of the sincerity, purity, and rectitude of their
ark of the covenant, when it had fallen into the lives.]
hands of the Philistines ; Joseph ; the paschal |
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CHRIST CONFRONTED WITH PILAT1. 1. CONDUCT OF PILATB UPOH TH1 FUST CHABOl THAT JE8D8 II
A MALKFACTOB; 2. UPON TUB ACCUSATION THAT JKSUS PBITKHDITH TO BE THE KINO OF THI
JEWS; 3. UPON THE ACCUSATION THAT JESUS HATH MADE HIMSELF THE SON OF GOD.— 1>KOlDED FALL OF PILATE AT THE CHARGE THAT JESUS IS A REBEL AOAIN8T THE EMPEROB.—TBI
KINGDOM OF JESUS IN ANTITHESIS TO THE KINGDOM OF THIS WORLD. SYMBOLISM OF BOH A5 ISM.
JE8U8 THE KINO IN THE KINGDOM OF TRUTH. THE VERDICT OF OU1LTLSS8NE88 PRONOUNCED CP05
JE8U8. CHOICE OF THE MURDERER BARABBAS. JE8U8 IN THE CBOWN OF THORNS AND PUEPL8
ROBE. VERDICT OF JE8U8 UPON PILATE. PILATE DISGUISES HI8 DISCOMFITURE IN THE GARB Of
DERISION. THE SENTENCE OF DEATH.

Chaps. XVIII.

28—XIX

16.

(Matt chap. xxvi. (5?) 69—xxvii. 81 Mark chap.
Luke chap. xxii. 68—-xxiii. 25.)
;

28

xiv.

66—xv.

20

1 Then led they [they lead, tyooaiv] Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of judgment [to the prsetorium, or the palace of the governor] and it was early ? and
they themselves went not into the judgment hall [the palace] lest they should be de:

filed; but that they [that they might not be defiled, but] might eat the passover.
29 Pilate then [therefore] went out* unto them, and said, What accusation bring ye
30 against this man ? They answered and said unto him, If he were not a malefactor,
31 we would not have delivered him up unto thee. Then said Pilate [Pilate therefore
said] unto them, Take ye him [take him yourselves], and judge him according to
your law. The Jews therefore said unto him, It is not lawful for us to put any
32 man [any one] to death [ ] That the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled, which
he spake, signifying what [kind of] death he should die.
33
Then Pilate entered into the judgment hall [the palace] again, and called Jesus,
34 and said unto him, Art thou the Kins of the Jews? Jesus answered him [omit
him], Sayest thou this thing of thyself, or did others tell it thee of me [tell thee
I a Jew ? Thine own nation and the chief
35 concerning me] ? Pilate answered,
36 priests have [omit have] delivered thee unto me: what hast thou done? Jesus
answered, My kingdom is not of this world if my kingdom were of this world,
then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews : but now
37 is my kingdom not from hence. Pilate therefore said unto him, Art thou a king
4
then ? Jesus answered, Thou sayest that [Thou sayest it For] I am a king. To
this end was P [have I been] born, and for this cause came I [have I come] into
the world, that I should [may] bear witness unto the truth. Every one that is of
38 the truth heareth my voice. Pilate saith unto him, What is truth ? And when he
had said this, he went out again unto the Jews, and saith unto them, I find in him
39 no fault at all [no fault in him]. But ye have a custom, that I should release unto
you one at the passover will ye therefore that I release unto you the King of the
6
40 Jews? Then cried they all [they all cried out] again, saying, Not this man, but
Barabbas. Now Barabbas was a robber.
1
Chap. XIX. Then Pilate therefore took Jesus and scourged Am. And the sol2 diers platted a crown of thorns, and put U on his head, and they put on him a
3 purple robe, And [they approached him and, w/ovto r^oc aordv zaiy said,
and they smote him with their hands [smote him on
Hail, King of the Jews
.

:

Am

:

:

!

the face]. 8

%

9
4
Pilate therefore [And Pilate] went forth again and saith unto them, Behold, I
5 bring him forth unto you, that ye may know that I find no fault in him. Then
came Jesus forth [Jesus therefore came forth], wearing the crown of thorns, and
u When
6 the purple robe. And Pilate [he] * saith unto them, Behold the man
the chief priests therefore and [the] officers saw him, they cried out, saying, Crucify
lf
Pilate saith unto them, Take ye him [Take
him, crucify him [Crucify crucify !]
1

!

!
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7 him yourselves], and crucify him : for I find no fault in him. The Jews answered
him, Wo have a law, and by our18 law he ought to die, because he made himself
the Son of God.
8
When Pilate therefore heard that [this] saying, he was the more afraid; And
9 went again into the judgment hall [the palace], and saith unto Jesus, Whence art
10 thou ? But Jesus gave him no answer. Then * saith Pilate unto him, Speakest
thou not unto me ? knowest thou not that I have power to crucify [release] thee,
11 and have power to release [crucify] thee?16 Jesus answered, Thou couldest
[wouldest] have no power at ail [omit at aW\ against me, except it were [had been]
therefore he that delivered me unto thee hath the greater
given thee from above
12 sin. And from thenceforth [Upon this, or, for the sake of this, U tovtoo] Pilate
but the Jews cried out, 16 saying, If thou let this man go
sought to release him
[release this man] thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever [every one that] maketh
13 himself a king speaketh [declareth] against Caesar. When Pilate therefore heard
that saying, [these words], 11 he brought Jesus forth, and sat down in the judgment
14 seat in a place that is called the Pavement, but in the Hebrew, Gabbatha. And
[Now] it was the preparation [day] of the passover, and [omit and, and inseii it was] 18
But
15 about19 the sixth* hour and ho saith unto the Jews, Behold your King
they cried out, Away with him, away with him, crucify him. JPilate saith unto
them, Shall I crucify your King ? The chief priests answered, We have no king
16 but Caesar. Then delivered he him therefore [Then therefore he delivered him up]
unto them to be crucified. And they took Jesus, and led him away."
1

:

:

:

!

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Chap. xrilL rer. 23.— Tipcat, not rrpvta. [Tho former la sustained by X- A. B. C, etc^ against the text. rec<—P. S.]
• Ver. 29.—After IIiAaTo? an c£», according to B. C* L. X. Sin. etc Others giro it alter avrotfc.
• Ver. 34 *— Most Codd. are without afirf.
< Ver. 37.—[It is best to regard <rv Aryti* as an affirmation (comp. ov «?irat, Matt xxri. 25], and on as the reason for
Lange: Du sagst es. Ja ein KOnig bin ich. Noyes: Thou sapest what is true ; for 1 am a King. So also Meyer,
1

It,

A

1

ford, etc.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 37.—The second £yw la omitted by B. D. L. etc Probably because the transcribers considered it superfluous.
• Ver. 40.—[»ovre$ is omitted by
B. L.
n Tiachcnd., Westcott and'Hort, but retained by Lange, Alford, with A.

Vena.— P.

&

X

and

S-]

Chap. xix. rer. 3.—Codd. [X] B. L. U. X^ eto., most Tensions, Angustino, etc, instead of «ol cXryor, read : «ai wxovto
root avrbp jeai iAeyov (Lachmann, Tischendorf). [It was a mock-reverential approach as to a crowned monarch. Not
understood by tranacribers.— P. 8.]
• Ver. 3. [i&iSoirav avrm panianara— nncertain whether with the hand or a rod or staff, probably the former. Lange
Dackenstreiche. 8ee Text. Notes on ch. xriii. 22.— P. 8.]
• Ver. 4.—Instead of iftkOiv oiv, Lachmann reads x al «£*rA0c*, In accordance with A. B. K. L., etc
» Ver. 5.—[Pilate la omitted in tho MSS. and inserted by tho B. V. for clearness' sake.- P. 8.]
it Ver. 5.—PI 8o v> e avdpoowot :
D., but not by Bn as Lachmann
X- B. L^ versus 16s of text rec., which is supported by
states. Comp.Tischond. ed. viii.— P. S.J
m Ter. 6.—Moat Cod<L, B. L. excepted, append avr6v (Lachmann) to the <rr*vpt+<ro¥ of the Rocepta, The passionate
and characteristic exclamation was readily thus supplemented, however. [Alford, Tischend., Westcott and Hort omit
aitTov, which was probably Inserted from ver. 15, and from Mark and Luke. P. 8.]
w Ver. 7.—Cod. B. and some others omit yjft*v (Lachmann). The context is in favor of its retention.
i« Ver. 10*
Ov* is wanting in A. X. and in several translations (Tischendorf). Probably tho form of the consequence
presented by oiv was considered remarkable here.
m Ver. 10.—Codd. A. BM Lachmann, Tischendorf [Tregelles, Alford, Wescott and Hort] give the avoAvrot first. Probably
i

A

—

—

a

putative correction.
m Ver. 12.—The stronger form ixpavyafrv instead of iicpa£ovt In accordance with Codd. A. B. L. M. Lachmann,
Tischendorf.
• H Ver. 13.—Tir
\6v*v rovmv, according to Codd. A.B. L. 81 n,rfc.[ Instead of tovtoc t©>» Aoyop, text, rec.l
13 Ver. 14.—The reading wpa
instead of Spa 64, received by Lachmann and Tischendorf in acoordanco with A.B.D.,
etc. [So also the English critical edd.j
» Ver. 14.—' Ch is more strongly attested than «0«t.
«> Ver. 14.—Most Codd., A. B. B. K., etc, and the translations read Acts ; Codd. D. L. X., ete^ and the Alexandrian Chronicle
differ from these; the Chronicle assures ua that accurate copies and the.authenUc MS. preserved at Ephesus t6 i£t<$x«tpov
give TfK-nj. A ^conformation to Mark xv. 25, duo to the too literal apprehension of tho Johannean expression. [See
tho full apparatus in Tischend. and the exegesis below. P. 8.]
a Ver. 16.—Cod. A. etc and tho Reccpta read : koX avrtyavor. Codd. D. E. H. etc read rjyayo*. Codd. B. L. X. etc the
Omitted probably
Itala and other translations, Lachmann, Tischendorf [Alford, Westcott and Hort] omit *«u iyayov.
on account of tho exegetical consideration that the word here refers to tho Jowq, whilo in Matt. xxvii.31,it has reference
to tho soldiers.

V

—

—

ing the Lord bound to Caiaphas, everything
even to the leading of Him into tho
heathen Praotorium, was decided. On the final
[On the relation of John to the Synoptists in session of the Sanhedrin in tho morning see
this passage see the clear statements in Doc- Oonun. in MatL at our passage.
trinal and Ethical, no. 1. P. S.]
To the Prsstorium. On the Prtetorium see
Ver. 28. They, therefore, lead [ayovatv Comm. on MatL, Note to ver. 27 [p. 513, Am. Ed.].
o v f] Jeans from Caiaphas.— Since ver. 28 Not " before the morning twilight" as Tholuck
refers to Ter. 24, the obv is hero very express- supposes.
See the Notes to Matthew.
[The
ive; it means that with the fact of Annas' send- npatT&ptov (originally the tent of the general

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN.
in the

Roman camp)

is

the governor's mansion,

was the palace of Herod (the usual
opinion), or more probably a building in the
castle Antonia (Meyer, Ewald, Lange).—And it
was early [17 v 6 k n put], in the fourth night
whether

it

watch, towards the break of

Not

day.— P.

8.]

that they
might not be defiled but might eat the
a
Passover [2 v a p % fi t av & o tv a A A d
fdyooiv to it do % a- The entrance of a Jew
into the house of a Gentile made him levitically
unclean till the close of that day (sunset). As
the passover was not eaten before six o'clock, i. e.
into the

Prastoriom,

at the beginning of the next day, the defilement
incurred in the morning would have ceased be*
fore the regular passover. This is a hint that
jayc'tv rd iraaxa must be taken here in a wider
sense. See Matt, p. 455, and Lange below.
P. 8.] This was a motive, but scarcely the only
•one; they, however, hypocritically took cover under it as the onl v one. If Pilate tried Jesus' cause
in the palace, the Sanhedrists would lack the aid
of the popular faction which they had driven together, and upon which they could securely
count outside, in front of the palace.
Respecting John's pretended inconsistency
with the Synoptists, see Comm. on Matthew [pp.
454 ff. 468]. Meyer again pleads at length in
favor of the view which makes it result from our
passage that there is a difference between John
and the Synoptists that according to John the
paschal meal was still impendent on the evening
after the cruoifixion of Christ, while according
to the Synoptists it had taken place the evening
It is claimed that -the feast )>egan, acbefore.
cording to the Synoptists, on Thursday evening,
according to John, on Friday evening.
In order to a surrey of the debates on this sub;

ject, we have first to ascertain the historical aspect of the case: a. the declarations of the New
Testament, b. the controversies maintained by
the ancient Churoh in regard to the Passover,
c. the modern debates on the question of difference, d. the application of the discussion to the
criticism of the New Testament Scriptures, particularly against the genuineness of John in the
Tiibingen School.
In respect to the different modern views we
must consider
I. The assertion of the difference (Lficke, Neander, Krabbe, Theile, etc., see Meyer [p. 001, 5th
ed. ] ); and that generally in favor of John, it being
assumed, in such case, that traces of the opposite
view are also to be found in the Synoptists (LUcke,
Bleek, Meyer, etc.); sometimes the side of the synoptical tradition is espoused (Baur, Schwegler).
II. Conceptions adverse to the difference.
First: Assumption of a double passover or
banquet:
(a) The Jews deferred the passover; Jesus
celebrated it at the legal time. The dominant
Tiew at the time of the Reformation folder Prot
divines], of late represented by Philippi [Glau-

benskhre,

L

p.

266 f. 2d

ed.].

Jesus kept the passover a day in advance
of its time as uvn/sovevrttriv, Grotius, Hammond
and others. /Casaubonus, Scaliger; placed by
Meyer in the foregoing rubric.)
(c) The CarsBans and Rabbinists did not agree
concerning the time of the new moon (Iken).
(b)

(d) The Selirvov* John xiiL, was not the paschal meal (Bengel, Wiohelhaus).
Secondly : The Synoptists are to be explained

in accordance with John
(a) It is sought to obliterate the pretended
difference in the Synoptists as much as possible
by reference to Matthew xxvi. 5 (not on thefeatt;

as if the Evangelist did not mean to say that this
plan was frustrated), Mark xv. 21; LukexziiL
26.
(6) As a day of unleavened bread, the 14th
Nisan also was celebrated as a feast by the Galileans ; hence the Passover occurred on the evening of the 18th Nisan (Frisch, Ranch, Movers.
Krafft, Maier [R. C] ).
Thirdly: John must be explained in accordance
with the Synoptists: John speaks of another re-

past (Bengel, Wichelhaus). The eating of the
passover denotes the eating of the Khagiga; the
*apaoKEv(i in John denotes the day of preparation for the Sabbath, the regular Friday as Sabbath-eve,
not the preparation-day previous to
the first day of the passover (Wieseler, Tholock
and others). [The same view is maintained bj
Bynmus, Lightfoot, Reland, Olshausen, Hengstenberg, Luthardt, Hofmann, Riggenbach, Ebrard,
Baumlein, Robinson, Lange and myselL The
most learned defence is given by Wieseler in his

—

ChronoL Synops.,
Encycl.,

Comp.

art.

and in Henog's
vol xxL pp. 650

pp. 883 ff.

Zeitrecfinung,

ff.

Lange on Matthew, pp. 454 ff. and
Robinson's Harmony; pp. 216 ff., especially p.
218 where he fully discusses the phrase *ay&
rd rrdox" which ordinarily, but by no means necessarily means to tat the patched lamb ontkelitk
also

of Nisan, but may mean also to keep the passover
(2 Chr. xxx. 22, they did eat the festival stem
days), or to eat the paschal sacrifices, called the

Khagigha.—V. S.]

We

hold to the assumption that faytiv rd
au expression whose primitive force
has been weakened by constant use, means: to
observe or carry out the eating of the passover;
the like specific terms for a more general proeedm

M

ir6ax<h.

grow

into use everywhere in the ritual sphere. As
Exodus xit 48 the terms : to eat thepatt

early as

and to make or keep the passover are used si
reciprocal ideas.
The expression i to eat mleavened bread, denotes the whole paschal celebration, Lev. xxiii. 6.
To appear before tkt
Lord, means: to perform divino service (Is.i
To spread forth the hands, means: to pray
12).

over,

To wash one's self, means: to go
(ver. 15).
through religious purification (ver. 16; John
xiii. 10).

The expressions:

to

draw

water

(see

dwell in tents, etc,
might become liturgical abbreviations with the
Jews, as the terms : to fast, to confess, to readmaa,
and similar ones have done with the Roman Catholics.
It has been remarked that if the Jews
had defiled themselves in the house of Pilate
in the morning of the 14th Nisan (by entering a Gentile habitation, or a house where
was leavened bread), they would still have
been clean again after 6 o'clock in the eveninf.
In opposition to this view, LUcke remarks: it is
not proved, as Bynaus assumes, that entrance
into a Gentile house defiled for the one day only.
The contrary, however, is still less proved, and
it is not supposable that contact with a Gentile
Is. xii. 8), to light candles, to

—
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CHAPS. XVIII. 28-40.—XIX.
hquse rendered unclean for a longer time than
did contact with the carcass of a beast, which
polluted only until the evening (Lev. xi. 40).
We can suppose in general that all ordinary,
merely levitical defilements continued only for

one day ; in cases of lengthier defilements, real
sanitary considerations and the like were had in
view. The plea that they were obliged to kill the
Passover that afternoon, has been refuted by the
observation that they could perform that duty by
proxy. Liioke, indeed, montions that in the case
of a defilement in mass, substitution would be
It may be asked, however:
difficult to effect.
when was the danger of defilement greater; if in
the morning some few went into the Gentile
house, or if the mass of the people, with tho
priests among them, ran bustling about upon
Golgotha, the place of a skull, in the afternoon,
at the very time when they are said to have slain
the Passover? The case takes a much simpler
aspect if we suppose that they were still mindful,
in the morning, of the passover whereof they had
partaken the evening before, and consequently
desirous to keep themselves clean in order not to
neutralize the benefit of the passover; whereas
in the course of the day and toward its close, the
passion attendant upon a turbulent execution
rendered them more lax in their conduct.
In regard to the discussions upon this subject,
see Meyer [p. 603 ff., 5th ed.]; Tholuck, p. 38
ff., and the account of the literature upon this
On the paschal meal,
topic in Lticke, p. 716.
see Comm. on Matthew,
[The critical and careful Dr. Robinson states
his conclusion on this vexed question as follows
(Harmony, p. 222): "After repeated and calm consideration, there rests upon my own mind a clear
conviction, that there is nothing in the language
of John, or in the attendant circumstances, which
upon fair interpretation requires or permits us
to believe, that the beloved disoiple either intended to correct, or has in fact corrected or contradicted, the explicit and unquestionable testimony of Matthew, Mark and Luke.' To this
may be added a chronological consideration.
According to Wieseler (to whom Lichtenstein, in
Herzog's Encycl., VoL VI., 595 assents), Christ
died Friday the 15th of Nisan A. U. C. 783, or A. D.
This was the 7th of April, and chronologi30.
cal calculations show that in the year 80, the
15th Nisan actually fell on a Friday, which was
the case only once more (perhaps A. D. 84) between the years 28-3G. See Wieseler's Chron.
Sgnopse, p. 446, and in Herzog's EncycL XXI.,

—

1

p.

550.—P.

8.]

Ver. 29. Pilate, therefore,

—

went oat unto

On Pilate, see Comm. on Matthew, and
that on Luke. " Bound to respect the Jewish
customs (Joseph. Anliq., XVI. 2, 8 ; DcBello Jud.,
VI. G, 2), the Procurator steps forth to them."
Tholuck.
JTontius Pilate was the sixth Roman governor
(tye[i6v\ or, speaking more accurately, procurator (c;r/rpojr©c, procurator) of Judaea, and held
this office for ten years daring the reign of Tiberius (A. D. 25 to 85). He is also mentioned by
Tacitus in the famous passage : " The author of
that name (Christiani) or sect was Christ, who
was capitally punished under Tiberius by Pontius Pilate the procurator " (Annal. XV. 44).

them.

563

1-16.

JoBepbus describes his administration as tyrannical and cruel: he insulted the Jews by introducing the images of Cmsar, gilt shields with the
names of heathen deities, and misapplying the
temple revenue to the construction of an aqueduct He provoked several seditions and suppressed them by bloody violence. He was accused of maladministration, sent to Rome by Vitellius, President of Syria, and probably deposed.
The latter aooounts of an official report by Pilate
of Christ's death to Tiberius and his suicide, are
unreliable.
The description of Josephus quite
agrees with that of the Gospels, as has been satisfactorily shown in detail by the learned Lardner.
Pilate had momentary impulses of justice and
mercy he openly pronounced the innocence of
Christ, and made an attempt to rescue Him from
tho fanaticism of the Jews, whom he despised
but he was a selfish, unprincipled, worldly, Ro;

man politician, skeptical or rather utterly indifferent to truth, cruel, weak and mean ; and so
he sacrificed innocence itself to the fear of losing
his place and power, and, contrary to his better
conviction, took part in the greatest crime ever
committed. Yet after all his guilt was less than
that of the Jewish priesthood who deliberately
and malignantly delivered Christ into his hands
and made him an instrument in the execution of
their malignant hatred of their own Messiah (ch.
xix. 11).
Tho introduction of his name in the
Apostles' Aid Nicene Creed, is intended not so
much to single him out as specially guilty, as to
mark the date of Christ's death under the hostile
Roman world-power. P. S.]

What

—

accusation [rlva Karnyoplav
Qkptr e], Though Pilate might have a general
knowledge of the accusation, it was their place
formally to present it here. Besides this, how-

—

ever, Pilate immediately observed, doubtless, that
they came to him purposing, by a pompous and
boisterous procession, to move him to confirm
their sentence of death without more ado.
His
inquiry aims at thwarting this design from the

—

"Against this man [«ar<l
to b avOpAirov roirov\. Spoken with inbeginning. Meyer.

—

difference; not: against such

a pious, celebrated

man

(Luther)."
Ver. 30. If this

person were not a male-

factor [el fit) fjv ovt o$ kukoito i6c].—
Here is contained the impetuous demand that
Pilate should assent to their sentence of death
without delay. Under the* dominion of the Romans, the Jews had lost the Jus vita et neeis (according to the Talmud, forty years before the
destruction of Jerusalem. Lightfoot).
This they
declared themselves, ver. 81. Consequently, the
stoning of Stephen was a tumult uously illegal
proceeding; as also the execution of James, according to Josephus (Anttq. xx. 9, 1). What still
remained in the power of the Sanhedrin was 1
Disciplinary punishment pushed to the verge of
capital punishment;
2.
proposal for capital

punishment. It made a difference whether their
spiritual sentence of death was confirmed without further ceremony, or whether the governor,
in accordance with Roman law, reserved to himself the right of cognisance and sentence.
In
the former case they could stone the condemned,
according to Jewish custom ; in the second case
he was executed according to Roman custom, or,
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extreme punishment was resorted to, crucified.
The purpose of the Jews, therefore, is to obtain,
by means of (he impetuosity of their procession
if

and demand, the ratification of their sentence.
They had a twofold motive for this. In the first
place, they were, no doubt, sensible of the difficulty of making the false accusation—charging
Jesus with being a political criminal good before Pilate, while they might guess that the latter
would not recognizo death as a punishment for
merely religious or apparent transgressions. In
the second place, their demand was at the same
time intended to carry the right of a greater independence. He, therefore, is blindly to agree
They seek, however, to make
to their sentence.
compensation for their bold demand by saying:
we have delivered Him unto thee. One good turn
deserves another. If wo come before thy tribunal, that is an honor for thee, in return for which
thou surety canst do us the honor to recognize
our sentence without further ceremony. There
was thus a close prospect of Christ's being stoned.
But He had in spirit foreseen the turn affairs
were now taking, and had announced His sufferings on the cross, chap. iii. 14; viii. 28; Matt,
The cross was also included in the
x. 88, etc.
counsel of God, as the form of suffering in which
Christ could manifest His glory quite otherwise
than if subjected to a stoning (see Tholuck, p.

—

415).

Ver. 31.

Then take Him

yourselves,

etc.

[XdpeT e avrbv v pels, K * kcltH rbv
vdpov ifidv Kpivare ovrdv]. — /. e. if Ho
<*>

pass for a criminal simply in accordance
with your sentence, then execute Him also according to your law. According to Meyer, he
means that they should try Him. But Pilato
saw well that they had already done this. The
Kpivtiv, therefore, here denotes judicial proceedings in general, inclusive of punishment, but
acoording to their law and right. The words
certainly point derisively to the fact that they
oro not permitted to proceed to capital punishis to

ment (Liioke and

Pilate meets fanatiothers).
presumption with frigid sarcasm.
The Jews therefore said onto him. The
ovv -denotes that Judaism must now come out
It is not peropenly. Bee note to ver. 30.
cal

—

—

mitted OS [iftlv ovk k^eariv anoKrelvai o l diva]. Untenable limitations of this
deliverance : 1. To execute capital punishment in

—

the form of crucifixion (Chryspst.); 2. to execute a man on the feast-day (Scmler) ; 8. to
punish crimes of state (Rrcbs). That they now,
in connection with this declaration of their
death-sentence, brought forward the accusation
against Jesus of political offences warranting
death, results- from the subsequent examination

Comp. Luke xxiii. 2. Meyer
Pilate ver. 84.
disallows the assumption of such an accusation,
from a fear of " harmonistics." Pilate, he thinks,
must have gathered this oharge from the preceding demand for the guard. But a measure of
police requires to be judicially formulated, and
Agreeably to the
that by tho accuser himself.
political accusation, a formal trial must now be-

by

gin.

[Ver. 32.

be

That the saying of Jesus might

fulfilled, etc.— See ch. xii. 82,33; Matt,
xx. 19, where Christ foretold His crucifixion.

Had

the

Jews executed Him

according

to their

law against false prophets and blasphemers, the?
would have stoned Him, as they repeatedly attempted to do (comp. ch. viii. 59 x. 31), and
;

as they actually, in a tumultuary way, stoned
Stephen (Acts vii.). Crucifixion was a Roman
mode of punishment the most cruel and disgraceful for slaves, rebels and low criminals,
such as pirates, assassins, deserters, but not for
Roman citizens. Jesus on account of His Messianic claims must have appeared to the Roman
governor as a rebel. r. S.f
Ver. 33. Art Thou the King of the Jews?
Tuo boundless perfiuy of the Jewish accusa-

—

—

—

—

tion is distinctly reflected in Pilate's presentation of it.
It is an ambiguous charge, forged

out of Jesus' avowal that He is the Messiah; a
charge embracing falsehood (since Jesus had.no
intention of being a political character), treason
against their Messianic hope (which they abandoned in this case), and self-condemnation (since
they hope for a political Messiah). Art Thou?
nsksl'ilato; not: sayest Thou that Thou art?
The question need not necessarily be apprehended as purely derisive. Pilate might think
thus: if His only offence was one of the tongue,
He will deny that He is such a personage; bat
if He is a dangerous enthusiast, He will acknowledge tho allegation. There is also, beyond a
doubt, an incidental play of sarcasm.
Ver. 34. Dost Thou say this of Thyself,

—

['Afl-6 aeavrov ov tovto ?.iyen
etc.
aXXoi elizdv aoi ire pi kfiov].—Design

Or,
f)

of the question. According to Olshausen, Nemy LebenJesu, p. 1058) Jesus desires
to ascertain in what sense Pilate puts the question: whether in a Gentile-political or a JewishMeyer combats this assumptheocratical sense*
tion: 1. By the assertion that Jesus wished onlj
to know the author of the accusation. The
author, however, stood officially at the door. 2.
By tho declaration that it is not supposable that
Pilato would thus separate the Messianic concepHe might, however, be taught thus to
tions.
By the terra : «« King of the
separate them.
Jews," Pilato could understand nothing but a
politioal seditionary urged by fanatical motirel
The SanhedrisU knew this ; but they also knew
that Jesus claimed the Messiahship in another
sense, and they now made use of the Messianic
name to fit out a false accusation. Jesus couk)
not acknowledge tho Messianic conception of
Pilate, but neither oould He disown the theoHence, this disoratical Messianic conception.

ander (and

was to be made thoroughly clear. Like
Meyer, Tholuct mistakes the decisive weight of
It was necessary for Pilate
Christ's distinction.
to see that they were trying to humbug him br
means of a perfidiously interpreted religious conAnd thus in the middle ages and in
ception.
tinction

• f 8o also Oodet, Bwald, Alford. This fa do doubt the
proper view, and not set aside by the objections of Mejtf
intended b*
(p. BIO), who regards the question simply as
know the real author of the charge. Christ did not srt
«t
for information, which He did not need, but to bring
the distinction in the mind of Pilate, who seems to b«J*
vw
charged
suspected that Jesns was really what He was
being. This may be inferred also from the question, - W oak*
art Thou ?" (xlx. 8), his increasing desire to release JcsatOft
and his refusal to alter the inscription ou the cross (»>—
P.S.]
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the time of the Reformation, even down to the
present day the Hicrarchs have, with evil consciousness, stamped reformation as revolution.
I a Jew? [fi^rt looking to a
Ver. 35.
negative answer ky£> a Roman governor—
f
Iov6al6c elfii]. With Roman pride he declares that he is not a Jew, t. e. that it is hence
impossible that he should put the question in the
Jewish sense ;* lie has but framed it in accordance with the statement made to him by the
Prisoner's nation (rb l&voc rb o6v, snecringly) and the high-priests. Compelled, however, to sur raise the lurking of an ambiguity in
this statement, he inquires, in a genuine Roman
sense What hast Thou done ? [r I k v o I ?Pilate's answer was manifestly inappliffof].
cable to the question: Art thou Mine accuser, or
do the Jew* accuse Me ? It is appropriate, however, to the question: Hast thou, or have the
Jews, formulated the accusation I
kingdom is not of this
Ver. 36.

—

Am

—

—

—

:

—

My

'world [y paaiXeia
rov icdofiov tovtov.

i)

e/*#

ovk kartv

kit

'B k relates to origin and
nature; yet Christ's kingdom, though not of this
world, is yet in this world and over this world.
'Stark the emphatic repetition of My, and this
world, as also the demonstrative hrev&sv in opThis answer, the
P. S.].
position to ccclitus.
distinction between the purely theocratic and
the purely political idea of a kingdom was manifestly contemplated from the very beginning, in
the question of Jesus [ver. 84] and introduced
by that question. First He acknowledges that

—

—

Ho has a kingdom (My kingdom] ; passes on immediately, however, for Pilate s pacification, to
the negative definition of His kingdom. It is
not of this world as to its principle ; it lays, therefore, in respect of its tendency, no claims to this
world and does not, in respect of its character,
come into collision with the existent secular empire of the Romans. Proof: If it were of this
world, I should have fighters after the manner
Of the kingdoms of the world, and the very least
that they could do would be, as worldly oombatants, to prevent the base and contemptible resurrender of My person to the spiritual forum
servants To I vntjpkTat ol
oftheJews.
kfioV\. Interpretations: 1. The servants that
I have, disciples, angels (Lampe, Luthardt).f 2.
Tho servants that I then should have ( Meyer,
Tholnck [Liicke, Hengstenberg, Alford]). He,

—

— My

however, really has a kingdom, and He also
really has servants. With such a fancy sketch
had I a worldly kingdom, and legions, My servants would liberate Me, the innocence of Jesus would be poorly proved. But when He says:
I have servants, but not one makes the slightest

—

—

attempt at My liberation this, to Pilate, who
was acquainted with the nature of the disturbance, contains a striking proof of Jesus' inno* [Meyer Jiwt roreracly: The answer of Pilate . . . indirectly denies the first, and consequently affirm* the second
question. But Lango is right. Pilate proudly and indignantly repudiates all connection with Jewieh expectations,
which he despised as sheer fanaticism.— P. 8.]
f [Lampe: Anaelt and diadplcs; Lnthardt and Stier:
angels: Meyer: aUcipU* only (ch. xil. 26; 1 Cor. Iv. 1; 1
Tim. ir. 0), who are themselves not of this world, though in
this world, ch. xrii. 16.— P. 8.]
% fin the 6th ed., p. 611, Meyer rejects this view and understands by ifV7ip4rat the disciples. See preceding footnote.

—P.S.J
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16.

Tho kingdom of which Christ speaks,

oence.

however, does not wait for Us beginning until
the cessation of tho kingdoms of the world (as
Meyer asserts) ; neither does it itself become a
world-kingdom (comp. Tholuck, p. 416). It conquers the world and makes the kingdoms of the
world subject unto itself, in order to abolish and
absorb the entire old form of the world in the

kingdom of heaven.

But now is My kingdom not from henoe,
kvrevd ev. Had Christ's kingdom been destined to bo a

taken

worldly kingdom, it would have
that very point in the crisis of

its rise at

the sufferings of the cross.
[This solemn declaration of Christ concerning
the heavenly origin aud unworldly character of
His kingdom, settles in principle the question of
Church and State in favor of separation and
against penal laws for the punishment of heresy.
Comp. Matt. xxii. 21, the wisest answer ever
given to a question. Alford: "Tho word now
(vvv) has been absurdly pressed by the Romanist
interpreters, to mean that at some time His kingdom would be hrev&ev i. e., Ik rov Kdopov tovtov
as if its essential character could ever be
changed: vvv implies, ( as the case now stands,'
a demonstratio ad oculos from the fact that no servants of His had con ten led or were contending
in His behalf; see similar usages of vvv, oh. viiL
40; ix. 41; xv. 22," etc.— P. S]
Ver. 37. So, then, [ov kovv, nonne igitur\
Thou art a king [/JaatXevc el ai]
Pilate asks, wo doubt not, more out of curiosity
and with tho attention of an inquisitor, than with
any mocking designs (Tholuck).

—

—

?—

Yea, a king

am

PaatXevc etui ky&.

I [ov Iky etc bri
See Text. Note].— "So

Thou^tt a king?" questions Pilate with ironical
emphasis. " Thou sayest it," answers Jesus,
with the accent of sublime self-assurance. And
in face of the ah He emphasixes the ky6.
Not
only, however, does on recognize the utterance of
Pilate it likewise acknowledges the correctness
of his deduction ; from the kingdom of Jesus thou
rightly in for rest His kingly dignity, says Jesus.
Hence wo represent or* by yea (Ja). Proof:
Thereunto have I been born and there-

—

—

unto have I oome into the world [zyo
yeyiv vrjfiat teal etc rovro

etc tovto
z"kij'\t>$a
Liicke and

—

etc rbv k6o/iov], According to
De Wette, Christ distinguishes Hi/

birth, and His official appearance.
According
to Meyer and Tholuok, the latter part of the sen-

tence denotes the Divine Ambassador. Since,
however, tho birth also, as tho birth of the Witness of tho Truth, deuotes a divine or divine-human birth, we likewise distinguish the expression of His ideal kingly nature (born), and of
His historic Messianic mission (office). [Comp.
here Alford].— That I may bear witness

unto the truth [I va ftapTvp^ao rtj dAvtieia].— He is the faithful Witness, 2 Cor. i. 20;
Rev. hi. 14.— Everyone that is of the truth.
[Vttj- 6 oi» etc rijc abrideiac].
See John Hi.
21. Chap. vi. 44; viii. 47; Rom. ii. 29.
Heareth
voice [aKobei fiov rye ^(jvr/f].—
Chap. x. 27. Why does He say this to Pilate ?

—

My

Calvin : He designs explaining why He finds so
few adherents. Chrysost. and others: He is appealing to the Roman's consciousness, which is
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more susceptible than that of a Caiapbas.

Ben-

provocat a excitate Pilaii ad captum JideUum.
But manifestly He marks the moment in whioh
Pilate is confronted with salvation, and the form
under which salvation advances towards him. It
is the form in which He is able to preach the
Gospel to this man in this position. If thon art
of the truth, if the impulse of truth is the vital
impulse that influenceth thee, thou wilt know Me,
and thou art saved.
Ver. 38. 'What is truth? [rl kariv <U$#eia;] The Evangelist plainly characterises
the meaning of the query by remarking that
Pilate turned about upon uttering these words,
and went out [icai tovto elir&v fcdXtv
igtfX&ev]. No pause, no waiting for a reply, is
spoken of. The word is thrown out; immediately he wheeled around upon his heel to tell the
Jews without that he found no fault in Him.
Thus is the patristic exposition, which makes
him an eager inquirer after the truth (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Aretius and others) confuted, as
also the assumption that he gave utterance to a
He has
feeling of disconsolateness (Olshausen).
evidently no suspicion of subjective vital truth,
and he understands, by truth, merely an objective school problem about which a practical man
Not so
of business need not puzzle his wits.
much as a philosophizing skeptic is delineated
such an one as Pliny the elder (ut solum cerium
tit, nihiCette eerti).* On the other hand, neither do
we find that flight from truth, that was manifested
in. the case of the governor Felix, Acts xxiv. 26.
The narrow^ practical Roman mind that takes
exception to every free investigation of truth, accounting such a fantasticalness from which it
saves itself by observance of traditional ordinance, here expresses itself, as does, in measure,
a Cicero as an Aoataleptio [probabilist], the
heathen Caecilius in the Octaviut of Minutius
Felix, the Romish spirit continually, not only in
its attitude toward the. Reformation but also
in modern times, as it stands confronted with
gel

:

—

—

Catholic philosophy.f
The question as to whence the Evangelist obtained his knowledge of this conversation, is
difficult only when we forget that Christ's every
step was watched by men who were of the truth;
Strauss and Baur [and Scholten] alone have
sound the moment sufficiently obscure, in the
light of the world's history, to induce them to assert this account to be a composition of the Evangelist, traceable to his peculiar tendency.

" Pilate's end corresponds with a life devoid
of all foundation of objective [first of all, subjective] truth ; according to classic authorities,
he dies by suicide, in consequence of heavy misfortunes (Eusebius, Hist. EccUt. II. 7)." Tholuck.
opposed to
[s y 6
I find no fault In
;
ovdeuiav ev piano iv avTtf) airiav'].
ijietC,
The total result of the irrecoverable moment

—

—

Him

—

• Meyer and JUfo.-d likewise derive tho question of Pilate
from indifferentism rather than skepticism. " It expreeseii,
not without scoff and Irony, that troth can never be found:
and it an apt representative of the state of the polite Oentile
mind at the timo of the Lord's coming. It was rather an in*
ability than an unwillingness to find the truth." Comp. the
saying of Felix to Paul, Acts xxiv. 25.— P. 8.]
f [Dr. Lange has In view Lammenais, Hermes, OUnther,
and other recent Roman Catholic philosophers, whoso speculation* have been condemned by the pope.— P. S.J
f

was his taking Jesus
guiltless,

to be a good-natured but
perhaps rather tiresome, fanatic. With

all this, his practical sense of justice finds clear
utterance for an instant more to be soon after
caught in the net of a wretched policy. Soon
after for here, according to Luke, follows tho
sending of Jesus to the tribunal of Herod Anti-

—

—

pas,

Luke

xxiii. 12.

[" Pilate mocks both—the

Witness of the Truth and the haters of the Truth.
His conduct presents a pitiable specimen of the
moral weakness of that spirit of worldly power,
which reached its culminating point in the Boman empire." Alford.— P. 8.]
Ver. 30. But it is a custom of yours;
etc.

a

\iartv 6i avvff& eta vpiv, Iva hva

no Aba o iulv iv r^nrdax a
J-

—Pilate thinks

Jews, and they catch him. Instead
of simply administering justice and pronouncing
the release of Jesus, he proposes to concede to
them the ability of releasing Him themselves in
right of a privilege obtained by them.
The consequence of this half-measure is ruinous to tke
judge. It is, therefore, no good-natured love
of justice that makes him resort to this expedient (Tholuck), but a preponderant consideration of policy.
According to Matthew, he places
Barabbas beside Jesus and bids the people
choose, designing thus to make the acquittal of
Jesus the more sure.
The combination was
probably first originated by the Jews, as John
reports, and then formulated by Pilate (comp.
Comm. on Luke). The Jewish custom of releasing a criminal was probably not an emanation
from the paschal feast as a feast of reconciliation
(Tholuck), but rather a dramatic Easter play, intended, perhaps, to illustrate the sparing of tke
Jewish first-born (see Comm. on Matt, at this
to catch the

passage).

At the passover [kv r$ irdaxa. 'Ev is
wanting in some MSS.]. "Pilate might thus
express himself on the 14th as well as on the
15th." Meyer.
But according to tke literal es-

—

preition, the featt of the pattover
menced.

had really com-

The king of the Jews [rbv

fiaoiXfei r«*
Meyer: "Unwise mocking bitterness."
Perchance abortive cunning likewise. The Zing
'Iovd].

—

of the Jews He was considered by many among
the people whose business it was to decide.
Ver. 40. Then they cried out all again
The Evangelist's meaning seems to be either:
they have cried, and cry again now; or: now
that they again gave utterance to their sentiments, for the first time after the accusation,
they did it with clamorous outory. We apprehend the passage thus: they cried this time, and
that en matte or with one voice.
Saying : not

—

—

One but Barabbas [u% tovtov, dX'/.a
rbv Bapafifi av. J?v di 6 Bapc/J/Jdf
Xvotjc]. On Barabbas see Comm. on Matthew.
this

—

of the Roman spirit
to set criminals side by side with putative idealists, and to releaso the former rather than the
It is the first practical fault

[Ewald suggests that Barabbas was the
latter.
son of a Rabbi ( Abba was a Rabbinic title of honor), and I leader in the insurrection (Mark xv,
7) against Pilate, arising out of his misappropriation of a part of the temple revenue to the
construction of an aqueduot (Joseph. Do BeUo
Jud. II. 9, j 4) ; and thus explains the eagerness
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1-10.

with which the 8anhedrin and the people de- tention,—by Gerhard, for instance they should
manded his release. On the significance of the see how compliant he would be in punishing
name Barabba* (Son of the Father, with or with- Him, if he found any fault in Him.
Ver. 6. Behold, the man. ['I tie, or rather
out Jesus in the Synoptists) and the unconsciously
representative character and release of this rebel '16 ov 6 av&puiroc, see Text. Notks]. Ecce
and robber, as contrasted with the character Homo! "But from the Lord cometh what the
:

—

and condemnation of the obedient and holy Jesus, tongue shall speak." (Prov. xvi. 1 [Luther's
Matt xxvii. 10, p. 611, and the Bible. " The preparation of the heart in man,
Hom. and Pbaot. below. Ludit in humanis divina and the answer of the tongue, is from the Lord."
£. V.]). Pilate's words, unconsciously to himP. 8.]
potentia rebut.
self, assume, like his superscription and the
Chap. xix. 1. Then therefore Pilate took sentence of Caiaphas, a significance correspond-

see notes on

—

Jesus and scourged Him [IXapsv oiv ing to the great situation.
rbv 'Jija. aal k/taaTiyoaevl. The prophecy of heathenism, as

[An involuntary
the word of Caiasecond wretched politio attempt of the Roman, phas (oh. xi. 61, 62) was an involuntary proaccording to John. He took, or received, Jesus phecy of hostile Judaism. P. 8.1 The word
and scourged Him. The sending of Jesus before seems to express compassion ; at all events it is
Herod's tribunal, as also the hand-washing, designed to excite that emotion. There is no
likewise belong in this category. With this at- doubt as to the sense : there ye have Him again,
tempt he hopes to satisfy the vindictiveness of and what a pitiable object 1 Take Him thus and
Jesus' foes, perhaps even to excite their com- let Him go. He forebodes not that Jesus is in1
passion and so much the more, since according deed the Man igsr i£oxfr> [the one perfect Man],
to his ideas, Jesus, by this ignominious treat- who, through his wicked pliancy, steps forth so
ment, would be stripped of dignity in the eyes outraged in His outward appearance.
Ver. 6. The high-priests and the offioers.
of the people and made of nope effect. On the
They cried as leaders which does not exclude
act of scourging see Comm. on Matthew [p.
612]. As also on the different signification as- the joint crying of the assembled populaoe.
Take
sumed by the scourging according to the Synopyourselves and crnoify Him,
Pilate still makes a stand at the present stage,
iists and according to John.
[Pilate probably subjected Jesus to this dis- with a feeling of his own authority that causes
graceful and horrible punishment in the vain him to deride the impotence of the Jews.
Ver. 7.
have a law [ipcis vSpov
hope of satisfying His accusers and moving them
The Roman mode of scourging i xo/iev]. The political accusation having borne
to compassion.
is here meant, which was much more cruel than no fruit, they now come out with the religious
the Jewish ; it was never inflicted upon Roman accusation in pursuance of which Jesus, at least
citizens, but only upon foreigners and slaves according to their law, must die (as a blasphemer
whose lives were considered of no account, either of God, namely, Lev. xxiv. 16, doubtless also as
as a torture to extort a confession, or as a cor- a false prophet, Deut. xviiL 20). The iJyueZf, etc.,
The body defiantly arrayed against the bydr—mrlav of
rection preparatory to crucifixion.
was stripped, tied in a stooping posture to a low Pilate, They feel confident of Pilate's obligation
block or pillar, and the bare back lacerated by to respect their law. See Joseph. AnUq. t 16, 2, 3.
Ver. 8.
Pilate— he was the more
an unlimited number of lashes with rods or
twisted thongs of leather, so that the poor suf- afraid [jiaXXov i£o/3 $#»/]. Their saying,
ferers frequently fainted and diod on the spot in the first place, entirely missed the designed
effect ; it was productive of the opposite effect.
—P. 8.]
the soldiers, etc. [ical ol Hitherto Pilate had been restrained by a fear of
Vers. 2, 8.
or par turai irXk favrec a rk <pavov if conscience or of law alone; now religious fear
aitap&Ctv, k. r. A.]. See Comm. on Matthew supervened, in connection with a fear of Jesus'
" The derisive blow on the cheek personality itself, of which latter sentiment he
[p. 614].
[idiSow avry farlafiara] is substituted for the now became fully conscious. According to Matthew, the message of his wife has already been
kiss."
forth to yon ride received, hence is jointly influential.
Ver. 4. I bring
Ver. 9. Again into the pretorinm [xal
ay** vfilv avrbv igo Iva yv&re, k. t. a.]
According to Matthew, the scourging of the Lord tLoifkdev eif rb rr pairApiov n6\iv']—
had been consummated before the eyes of the We must supply in imagination the leading of
people (not "in the court of the prsBtorium"). Jesus before Pilate, in order to a fresh, private
For after the scourging, the soldiers had led Him examination. Whenoe art Thou? [ird&ev
into the protorium, probably in a mocking pro- el <r{>].—-The inquiry after the wlunce of Christ
cession as though the king were brought into is indefinitely framed, in accordance with the
The scene probably took place in Jews' accusation and Pilate's fear. Meyer : He
his castle.
the fortress-court or in a halL Therefore we piotures to himself the vibe ^ «w aft** the analogy
of the heathen heroes, and fears the vengeanco
read here : " I bring Him forth unto you."
know. The Jews not possess- of the Jewish God Jehovah. Religious awe, in
That ye
ing the right of capital punishment, the return a moment of superstitious excitement, pictures
of the person of Jesus to them was a declaration to itself all manner of things, however, and
that He was free from the offence with which nothing quite distinctly. Whether He were a
they charged Him. Pilate, however, utters his Magus or a hero, an angel, after the religion
testimony unconditionally: no fault [o v Sep lav of the land, or a divine apparition, it now
atria*]. The leading forth has been in dif- seemed very possible to him that there might be
ferent ways misinterpreted in regard to its in- something super-terrestrial in the appearance of

—

6 lit A,

—

—

—

—

—

Him

We

—

When

—

And

—

Him

—

—

may

—

—

—
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Him

.

Man

—

;
and he had so unconcernedly caused
be scourged. In any case, celestial vengeance seemed to threaten him. Whether the
irddev, etc., is timid (Meyer) or cautiously sifting,
is difficult to decide ; fear and prudence may be

the

to

united in

it.

No

answer ['0 di 'lijaovc bit 6 up to iv
ovk tdoKcv avrfi], — Luthardt: He would not
answer him, in order that He might not step in
the way of God's will. An abstractly supernaIf the answer had been a moral
tural is tic Yiew.
duty, no religious duty would hare stood in the

way

of

God had power, notwithstanding any

it.

Under
to accomplish His will.
such a supposition as Lathardt's, Jesus would in
no case have dared answer anything. He was
silent, " as also before Herod and Caiaphas, because He had already testified enough for the
susceptible; and for him who had turned his
back upon the King of truth, neither could another testimony avail." Tholuck. Jesus could
answer of His,

that this transaction led to nothing.
Pilate, with his question, abandoned his judicial
position, for ho was bound to acquit Jesus not
on account of His danger-menacing Godhead,
but on account of His protection-demanding human
[Alford : " This silence was the most
innocence.
emphatic answer to all who had ears to hear it,
was a reference to what Ho had said before,
ch. xviii. 37, and so a witness to His divine
Would any mere man, of true and upright
origin.
character, have refused an answer to such a
question, so put? Let the modern rationalist
consider this."—P. 8.]

foresee

—

Ycr. 10.

Dost Thou not speak unto

[tuol ov

'ka'Kel r].

— Himself

me?

full of fear,

he

exacted considerations of fear from Jesus. . Ho
boasts of his power [k^ ova lav £#«] instead
of remembering his duty, and of his freedom to
release Jesus [hiro'kvaal oe~\, while the weight
of temptatioa drives him in his impotence re'Euol has the emphasis of
Bistlessly forward.
offended authority [pride of office], making efCrucify,
forts at once terrifying and alluring.
release, a more probable sequence than the conSee the Textual Notis. [The opposite
verse.
order is better attested by external authority
(K- A. 8., etc.), and more natural, as releasing
appeals more to the prisoner, and crucifying follows as the other alternative. P. 8.]
unless it
power over
Ver. 11.
had been given, etc. [ovk tx ctc igovalav

—

No

Me

ovdefilav kot' iuoi\ ei u%

fjv aot 6edo~
Namely, th e exercise of power if that had not been given thee.
[The neuter is more general than 6e6ouivn and

ukvov avu&tv]

—

.

dedouhov.

t

1

Meyer says, to e$ovai&frtv kot iuov.
From above. Not: from the Ro-

includes, as
P. S.].—

—

man emperor

—

from the Sanhedrin
[Gro(Semler), but from God (chap. iii. 8, 81).
tius aptly : inde scilicet, unde ortus sum ; &vo$n>
is a precise anWer to the irddev of Pilate (ver.
rob irarpdc
It is equivalent to ek &eoi> or
10).
uov, but this Pilate would not have understood.
power. 'Efowxia is interpreted
P. S.].—
1. As judicial authority, by Luther, Calvin,
Baur and others. Thus, because thou hast this
authority from above, the misuse of it is sin
the authors of this offence, however, the Jews,
have the greater guilt.
(Usteri), or

U

—

—

:

:;

No

—

Actual power, Beta, Gerhard, Tholuck : It
the providence of God that I, through the
obduracy of My people, have fallen into thy
hands. With this interpretation the 6ia tovto
[on this account, because of the power being
given thee] is certainly better explained, yet
2.

is

power

actual
authority.
this

He

rests

upon the magisterial

Me

onto thee; 6 ro[the present, because the act is just
going on ]. Bengci, Meyer [Lampe, Alford,
Kwald, Hengstenberg] : The high-priest [Caiaphas] ; Tholuck collectively : The hardened Jewish nation.
[Still others the Sanhedrin ; some,
unaptly, Judas who is now out of sight]. The
declaration of Pilate ver. 86 is pertinent : Thy
nation and the high.prtcsts have delivered Thee
unto me. Wherefore has the deliverer (6 irapathat delivereth

patidouc

—

didovg) the
i

x*
1.

?

greater sin [uel^ova d/iapriav

Explanations

Euthymius : Pilate's guilt rests more upon
and weakness.
Grotius Because he could not know, as

softness
2.

:

well as the Jews,

Lampe

who

Christ was.

Because the Jews had not received
this power from God.
4. Meyer: Because thou hast the disposal of
Me not from any sovereign power of thine own,
8.

:

•
but by divine authorisation.
But the abuse of his judicial authority does
not excuse him. Decisive in the first place is
the fact that Pilate is an ignorant Gentile, the
deliverer Jewish ; then, that the Jews claim,
with a certain legal title, that he has but to execute their sentence. Pilate found himself in
no clear position. He bad to do, not with a
Roman, but with a Jew, and not with a civil law,
but with a religious accusation in regard to
which the Jewish tribunal had already decided.
This might readily mislead him in his simple

and it was his fatality. His guilt
would be still less than it really was, had he not
been aware that they had delivered Jesus for
envy, had not Jesus made so strong an impression on him, and had he not really known it to
be his duty to release Him. Even in the case
of the Jews there was also taken into account a
judicial duty,

consideration of excuse because of ignorance,
which consideration exhibited the guilt of many
of them as other than final obduracy. See Acts
Meyer, in a note
iii. 17 ; comp. Luke xxiii. 34.
[p. 621], has with reason set aside the interpretation of Baur.
Ver. 12. For the sake of this ; «c mfrro©.—
Not: from thenceforth [t&. V. and most commentators], but : for the sake of this saying [Meyer,
It cast
Stier, Luthardt, oomp. vi. 60.—-P. S.].
a bright accidental light upon his obscure, fateful, perilous situation, that for an instant marked
the path of duty as a path of deliverance.

—

Pilate sought to release Him. 'EC?ra certainly oannot denote simply an increased striving
(Liicke), it being expressive of a distinct act immediately provocative of the most excited outburst on the part of the Jews. But the interpretation : he demanded that He should be released (Meyer), gives rise to the supposition
that Pilate must needs ask the Jews* sanction to
the release of Jesus. This word, to which not
sufficient regard is paid, means rather : he was
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:;

chaps, xvra. 2&-40.—xix.
really on the point of ordering the release of
Christ. Perhaps he caused the guard to fall
back, or he may have stated to the Jews that
Uiey might go home, that he would leave Jesus
behind in the preetorium, under his own protection.
At all events, here it is that the tragic
knot was tied. The liberation of Jesus seems
already decided.

But the Jews oried out, saying.—Now,
in the uproar of tho Jews, the whole storm of
hell rises. At first the high-priests and officers
led the voices, now tho entire mass is full of

—

exoitement and needs no starter. The demoniacal syllogism with which they debauch Pilate,
scarcely originates, however, in the brain of the
populace.
Tho hierarchs take refuge in the
Jesus is a revopolitical accusation, declaring
lutionist against the emperor, and if thou let
Him go, thou comest thyself under suspicion of treason to the emperor. Now the emperor was Tiberius. The threat of being accusal
to this man of treason fells Abe weak courtling.
;

—

On

Pilate as manifoldly guilty, especially of extortions and outrages; Joseph., Aniiq. XVIII.
8, 1 ff.; Philo, De leg. ad Caf, 1033 * on the suspicious character of Tiberius, Sueton., Tib. 9 58
Tacit., Ann., III. 88.
Majestatis crimen omnium

—

aceusalionum eomplementum erat.
Qihoc Kaloapos, a predicate of honor, since the time of
Augustus oonferred, by the emperor himself and
by others, partly upon prefects and legates,
partly upon allies (Ernesti, Suetonius, Excurs.
16)." Tholuok. According to Meyer [and Alford], the term means simply : loyal to the emperor; unfavorable to this view is the technical
use of the predicate: amicus Cxsaris. Even if
Pilate did not formally possess the title, it is alluded to. Speaketh against— is at variance
with the emperor (a v r i X k y e t ). Meyer
He declareth against the emperor, not: he reBut rebelling is exactly
belltth (Kuinoel), etc.
what declaring against the sovereign means.
Ver. 18.
Pilate therefore heard
these words. Pilate's playing with the situation is past; now the situation plays with him.
First he said not asked
: what is truth 9
Now
his frightened heart, to which the emperor's favor is the supreme law of life, says : what is
justice? " He who fears not Qod above all things,
is condemned, to fear man." Tholuck.*
brought Jesus forth. Since the last examination, ver. 8 ff., he had left Him in the pretorium.

—

—

When

—

—

—

—He

—

--And sat down
[eK&&toev kirl

in the judgment-seat
fiaroQ eig t6k v
**
Aeydfievov %i&6otpg)tov].
Sentence
was pronounced sub divo, not ex ssquo loco, but
rupcriore; thero stood tho judgment-seat on a
fiii

—

'

floor of mosaic: pavimenlum, tessellatum (Sueton.
Cxsar, chap. 46)." Tholuok. [Such a tesselated
pavement Julius Cmsar carried about on his expeditions. Suet. Cfe&, c. 46.]
But in the He-

brew, Gabbatha.

— "The—name

not be derived from ny2J,

—against which

hill

Ta/?/3.

must

[so Uengstenborg],

derivation the double /? would
militate (comp. TapaM, Jos. Antiq. v. 1, 29), but
from 2J, ridge, hump." Meyer. Is it not, per-

* [Of John Knox it is truly said : " He never feared the face
man." The reason was because be feared God. Only he is
truly free and independent of men, who feels bound in God

r>f

and dependent on Him.— P.

S.]

haps,

569

l-ia.

more probably an Aramaic modifica-

still

tion of nil, jaltum*allituao ?
alius, fuit t

[Alford from T\2l*

Ewald from the root #5^ with a

—

signifi-

cation similar to XiSforpurov.
P. S.]
Ver. 14. it was the preparation-day.
TlapaaAevr} rov iz&oxa, see Comm. on Matt.
£pp 455, 468] ; John on chap. xiii. [p. 405].
1. Friday in the passover- season, or paschal
week, as a day of preparation for the Sabbath.
Wieseler, p 836 f ; Wichelhaus, p. 209 f. Only apparently a modification is Tholuck's explanation:
The Paschal preparation-day as the preparation
for the Sabbath failing in the Paschal season ;
since the terms Friday and Sabbath preparationday were of necessity synonymous to the Jews,
just as to tho Germans the terms Samstag and

Sonnabend are.
£This is the correct view, and is maintained
also by Olshausen, Luthardt, Hengstenberg,
Kiggenbach, Robinson (Harmony, p. 219). Tho
term napaoicevfj hero does not correspond (as
Meyer, Lucke, Alford and others assert) to tho
Hebrew nDSTTI 2?£, "the vigil of the Passover"
"passover-eve" (mentioned in the Talmud, see
Buxtorf, Lex., p. 1765, but nowhere in the Bible),

but to

KrQ^, «*»

as being the nstfn 3Tp, eve

of the Sabbath (see Buxtorf, Lex., p. 1659)." It is
equivalent to Kpooapftarov, fore-sabbath ( M ark xv
42; Judith viii. 6), or Trpoedprtov, as Philo (De
In other words, it
vita contempt., p. 616) calls it.
is a technical Jewish name for Friday, just as tho
corresponding terms in the Syriao and Arabic,
and as the German Sonnabend (Sunday-Eve) is
used for Samstag (Saturday). It was so called
from the Jewish nabit of preparing the meals
(]On; napaoKCvafriv) on Friday for tho Sabbath,
it was forbidden to kindle a fire on the
Sabbath (Ex. xvi. 5; Joseph. Antiq. xvi. 0, 2).
This is the uniform meaning of TrapacKev/j in all
other passages of the New Testament where it
occurs, viz., in this very chapter, vers. 31, 82;
Matt, xxvii. 62 ; Luke xxiii. 54 ; Mark xv. 42
(where it is expressly explained for non-Jewish

since

readers, as being=7rpaxd/? 3arov).
/

Why

should

our passage be an exception? The addition rob
rraoxo, which John always uses in the wider
sense for the whole feast, (not for the eating of
the paschal lamb), makes no difference: it is
simply the Paschal Friday, or Easter- Friday, as
wo speak of Easter-Sunday, Easter-Monday, EasierTuesday.* Wo have here a very significant hint
that after all John is in perfect harmony with
the Synoptists on the day of Christ's death, which
was not the 14th, but the 15th of Nisan, or tho
John probably
first day of the paschal festival.
chose this very term to expose the awful inconsistency and crime of the Jews in putting the
Lord and Saviour to death on the day when they
should have prepared for the holy Sabbath
doubly sacred now as being at the same time the
P. S.]
first day of the great passover.
2. Meyer following LUcke, Bleek, etc. [p. 623,
comp. pp. 600 seq., 5th ed., where the discus" In order that the TrapaoKevfj might
sions arc]

—

:

• [Robinson, Tholnck^ Wieseler and other*, quote also as
a parallel aafiParov tou tta<rya in Ignatius Ep. ad Phil., c.
ltt; but this is not the Sabbath of tho Easter-week, but the
Saturday preceding Kaster-8unduy, Baster-eve.— P. 6.]
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not be apprehended as the weekly one, referable
to the Sabbath (vers. 31, 42*; Luke xxiii. 54;
Mark xv. 42 ; Matt, xxvii. 62 ; Joseph. Aniiq.
xvL C, 2 al.), but that it might be regarded as
connected with tho foast-day of the Passover,
John expressly adds tov iraoxa. Undoubtedly
it was a Friday, consequently Preparation-day
for the Sabbath also
this reference, however,
is not the one to be pointed out here ; the true
reference is to the paschal feast coming in on the
evening of tho day, of which feast the first day
fell, according to John, upon the Sabbath."
[So

found in Cod. Bezsa and Cod. Reg. 62, as well
as several other authorities ; so that its external
weight is marked by Griesbach as nearly or quite
equal to that of the common reading, while the internal evidence in its favor is certainly far greater." But tKTti is undoubtedly the correct reading as far as external authority goes. See Txxx.
Noti, and Tjschend. ed. VIII. in Joe.—P. 8.]

also Alford.]

fore Caiaphas, the first examination before Pilate,

—

—

This view

is contradicted
the fact that in that case John would,
shortly after, Ter. 81 [eirel irapacKtvfi #i>, and

(1)

By

ver. 42,

did, rr/v

irapaoKSvtpr

tuv

'Iovrf.],

have used

the word vapaaKcvf) in another sense.
(2) That he then in Tcr. 81 would have been
obliged to write irapaoKtvfy rov aaji^drov* in order to distinguish between the two senses.
(8) That, therefore, according to *ers. 81, 42,
napaoKtvfj had a thoroughly fixed signification
and denoted the day of preparation for the Sabbath, in consequence of which fact, therefore,
the irapaoKcvf} tov -ndc%a is also to be interpreted
as the day of preparation for the Sabbath of the
paschal season.
(4) That John elsewhere uses the word redox*
as a term for the ioprij, the paschal season. So,
expressly, chap. ii. 23 ; vi. 4 ; xi. 65, 66 ; xviii.
And hence, assuredly, also here.
80.
It was going on towards the [es tear
gegen die] sixth hour [up a i/v ug cktij. This
is tho correct reading instead of upa
6ael ciay.
—P. 8.]— See Note on chap, i.39 [p. 98.]; Coram,
on Matthew at this passage [xxvii. 4o, p. 525,

h

Am. ed.]; Mark [xv. 25, p. 152]. According to
Jewish rockoning it was on the way to 12 o'clock,
On the difficulty
t. «., between 9 and 12 o'clock.
[The difof this notice, see the passages cited.
ficulty is this, that according to John the hour
of orucifixion was the sixth, t. *., (counting with
the Jews from sunrise) 12 o'clock of our time;
while according to Mark xr. 25 it was the third,
uc, 9 o'clock, A. M., with which the statement
of Matt, xxvii. 45, and Luke xxiii. 44, agrees,
that at the sixth hour or noon, when Jesus had
already for some time been hanging on the cross,
darkness covered tho land for three hours, and
that Jesus died about the ninth hour (ue., 8 P. M.);
consequently according to the Synoptists the
Saviour suffered for nearly six hours on the cross,
according to John only about three hours.—
P.S.] Solutions of the apparent contradiction
1. Assumption of a writing-error (Euseb. and
others): r [<*], instead of y [8].
[So also Thoophylact, Severus, Beza (ed. 6th),
Bengel, Alford, Robinson, Harmony, p. 226, where
Robinson says : " The dpa rpirn of Mark, as the
hour of crucifixion, is sustained by the whole
course of the transactions and circumstances; as
also by the fact stated by Matthew, Mark, and
Luke, that the darkness oommenced at the sixth
hour, after Jesus had already for some time hung
upon the cross. The reading lien; in John is,
therefore, probably an early error of transcription
for rpirn (c for V).
Indeed, this last reading is
* [Or in Ter. 14, fy &* vopaoKcvi) tov a-ac^o. 6

iart vpo-

<r<0£aror rov *<0-x«,comp. Mark xt. 42.—P. 8.]

Roman

is
employed=6 A. M.
Hug, and others).
[So also
Olshausen, Wieseler, Ewald, Townson, Wordsworth. P. S.] But after the examination be-

2.

reckoning

(Rettig, Tholuck,

—

the examination before Herod (Luke xxiii. 9),
the further proceedings in Pilate's presence, the
scourging and mocking, it is impossible that
it was only approaching or about 6 o'clock in
the morning, since the final session in presence
of Caiaphas did of itself presuppose the dawn of
day, to make it legal
[Besides, this view creates the difficulty of too long a period (three
hours) intervening between the sentence of death
and the crucifixion. It is also very unlikely that
John, with the Synoptical statements before him,
should without any notice have introduced a different mode of reckoning, and with it an element
of confusion rather than rectification.
P. S.1
8. It was about the sixth hour of the paschal
feast, reckoned from midnight (Hofmann, Liohtenstein).* The passover, however, did not begin at midnight, but on the previous evening at
about 6 o'clock ; irrespective of the fact that this
" would be an unprecedented way of reckoning
hours, namely as belonging to the feast, not to
the day (in opposition to chap. i. 89 ; iv. 6, 52)."

—

Meyer.
4. "Again a difference from the Synoptists,
according to whom (see Mark xv. 25, with which
Matt, xxvii. 45 Luko xxiii. 44 agree) Jesus is
crucified as early as 9 o'clock in the morning."
(Meyer and others.)
5. The third hour of Mark is the third quarter of tho day (Aret., Grot, [Calvin, Wetatcin],
and others), against which Mark xv. 83. ["And
when the sixth hour was come, there was darkness over tho whole land until the ninth hour.
And at the ninth hour Jesus cried," «fe.]
6. An indefinite computation of hours, according to which the sections of time between the
third, sixth and ninth hours are indefinitely
stated.
Thus the third hour in Mark may mean:
nine o'clock was past, it was between nine and
;

—

twelve o'clock

when

tho crucifixion of Christ

began; and
more probable since Mark
regards the scourging as the prelude to the crucifixion, which, when the former took place, was
really already decided (see ver. 15).
And so
the words of John : it was towards the sixth hour:
it was past nine o'clock and approaching noon
when Pilate the scourging being accomplished,
and the Scourged One having been presented to
the populace—spoke the final words upon which
this is the

—

* [In this case tov *o#xa most bo disconnected fresa
wafHurictvj, and connected with «aa In this way : )> «* »**•o-xrvn, rov vaVg* «*pa ir •* ccrq, t. e^ it was preparation*
day (Friday), about the sixth hour of the paachaJ feast {countIngenious, but very artificial and
ing from midnight).
without a parallel for such reckoning.
Hofmann, of Krlangen, proposed this Tiew in an article of the Crlangen
ZdUchriflf. ProL und Kirch*, 1863, p. 260 ff. and again la
bis Sshriftbeweis. Ltchtensteln adopts it in his article
Chrittus, in Uerxog's ThsoL BncycL, VoL TL, p. 694.—?. &}

Jam
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CHAPS. XVIII. 28-40.—XIX.
the procession to Golgotha immediately followed.
John's employment of the later indefinite hourdate is accounted for by the thought; they now
hastened to the close, because, with noon, the
second, already more Sabbatic, half of the ffaMart's choice, on the
paoKEvq was approaching.
other hand, of tho earlier indefinite hour-date is
accounted for by the significant antithesis which
he wishes to institute between the third and the
sixth hour.
[This solution of the difficulty has been adopted
by Godet, who remarks that the apostles did not
oount with the watch in their hands. So also

Uengstenberg, who, however, very mechanically
splits the difference and fixes the crucifixion at
half-past ten !
In this case the statements both

Mark and John would be wrong. Meyer rejects all attempts at reconciliation and gives
But
Synoptists.
Lange's view has a strong support in the ok or
6ad of John, which excludes strict accuracy on
his part and leaves room for some approach at
least towards the third hour of Mark.
At noon
Christ must certainly have been already hanging on the cross ; for this is the unanimous testimony of the Synoptists. P. S.]
Behold, your king ['16 e 6 paoiXebc
i> fiov\ !
Pilate, inwardly overcome, designs, by
this mocking of the Jews, not only to mask his
disgrace but also to avenge it; it may be that
of

John the preference over the

—

—

these words unfold even this threatening thought:
jour King, then, shall first be crucified, and after

Him,

At

yourselves.

all

he

events,

shifts the

guilt to their shoulders.

Ver. 15. Away with Him, away with
Him, oruoify Him ['Apov hpov, oralpuaov avrd*v]! —The words: hpov, hpovl* pre-

sent to us something more than the meaning
Away with Him away with Him At this last
moment there is still a mutual effort to shuffle
off the legal responsibility upon each other.
Pilate's meaning is: if He is to be executed, ye
may execute Him. The meaning of the Jews is
thou shalt have Him, thou shalt crucify Him! It
was only in this way that they could be assured
of Pilate's inability to institute later a review of
the proceedings. The Hierarchs make the same
claim again at the present day: the rude State, the
Pilate of the Middle Ages, adjusted the terrors of the
Inquisition in accordance with the laws then existing.
The brief, passionate exclamation is likewise expressivo of the bitterness called forth by the
word of Pilate : Behold, your King
Shall I cruoify your king?
This
question of Pilate is an intimation of his last
wavering in resolve a wavering in all probability particularly induced by the message of his
wife.
See Comm. on Matthew.
Not merely a
44
reverberation " of the preceding derisive
words, but also a distincter expression of the
same idea : If He is to be crucified as your King
in your sense, He must, acoording to your* law,
die as a religious criminal. Hence the high!

!

—

We

[On
—

/. e.

671

tionary.
At the same time it is the consummation of the godless perfidy with which they disclaim their own Messianio hope, deny tire Messianic claims, traduce the Lord as a seditionary,
whilst they themselves feign a zeal of the most
loyal fidelity demonstrable by subjects, with
which they would fain shame and terrify even
the Roman governor.
[Some of these very men
who here made a hypocritical show of loyalty to
carry their point and to make a tool of Pilate,
perishod afterwards miserably in rebellion against
Csasar. Bengel : Jesum negant usque eo, ut omnino
Christum negant. Alford: *' A degrading confession from the chief priests of that people of whom
it was said, * The Lord your God is your King,'
1 Sam. xii. 12."—P. S.]
Ver. 16. Then therefore he delivered

Him up unto them, to be crucified.
The repeated threatening hint of the high- priest
completes the conquest of Pilate. A compromise
results, in

pursuance of which Christ

is

delivered

(irapidoKev not simply yielded, after Grotius and
others) to the high-priests, to be taken to their
place of execution, and i*, nevertheless, crucified
by Roman soldiers, acceding to Roman criminal
law.
It is to be presumed that Pilate combined
the delivery of Jesus to the Jews with the symbolical act of washing his hands (according to

Matthew).

This compromise

is

one of the

many

legal contradictions in the history of the cruci-

by means of which contradictions the
summumjus of the ancient world is converted into the summa injuria.
Comp. Comm. on Matthswt
xxvii. 22 [pp. 612, 614, Am. Ed.].
Other confixion,

tradictions : Declared innocent, and yet sent bofore another tribunal, and yet scourged. Scourged
in order that He might bo released, and yet

afterwards crucified.
Contradictions of the
forum, of sentence, of cognixance, of the degree
of punishment, of the form of punishment.
They therefore took Jesus {irapkXafioif
ovv rbv 'Iqoovv. Ver. 16 ought to close with
oravpu&y, and irapi?xtf3ov begin tho next section.
So Tisohendorf, Alford, Westcott and Hort.
P. S.]
Tho high-priests, not (as De Wette
thinks)

the soldiers.

—And

—

led

Him away

air^yayov very

[«aZ

doubtful, see Tbxt.
also consummated with the declaration: His blood be upon
us, etc. (see Comm. on Matt.).
On the site of
Golgotha, outside of the city, see Comm. on
Matt. [520 ff.]
"The site of the place, without
the city, is likewise attested by Heb. xii. 12."

NoTts.

—P. 8.]

The taking was

Tholuck.

—

priest's reply.

1-16.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
By many supplementary touches John

presents us with the clearest view of tho incidents
of the secular trial undergone by Jesus. To these
supplementary traits belongs, above all, the gradation of the Jews' accusation.
1.

(1) They charge
tical criminal

Jesus with being an ecclesias-

whom they have already sentenced,

and whose sentenoe Pilate has but

to ceo firm.

have no king but the emperor (2) In the most ambiguous sense: With making'
ixouev fiaotXia el pi) Kaloapa]. Himself the King of the Jews. (3) With being
He shall and must die as a political sedl- an ecclesiastical criminal, because He had made

* [Teschendorf, Alford and Weatcott and Hort pat no comma
between tho two 2poi% which wore no donbt spoken In rapid
nccejrion with all the rehemence of nirloos passion.—P. 8.]

—

Himself the Son of God. (4) With being a political revolutionist,
because He claimed to be
the King of the Jews.

—
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e. The real purpose of the scourging
These form two accusations which they alternately bring forward : a Jewish one and a Roman
/. The effect which the charge that Jesus made
The first time each is couched in Himself the Son of God, produced upon the soul
political one.
ambiguous and innuendo-like terms ; the second of Pilate the anguish of superstition, following
time each is formulated in calumnious audacity. hard upon the self-upliftment of unbelief;
Another of these supplementary traits is the
g. The innuendo-like threat of the Jews to acconflict maintained between Pilate and the high- cuse Pilate to the emperor
as the weapon that
priests throughout the entire procedure a con- prostrates him (Pilate)
A. The double masking : The rebellion of the
flict in which the personal character of Pilate,
as well as that of the high-priests, is most clearly Jews against their King and against the emperor's
reflected ; as is also the more general character governor, in the mask of the most faithful Jewish
of a Tain, worldly state -craft in" its haughty and piety and Roman subjection ; Pilate's dejection,
nevertheless impotent struggle with a crafty hie- in the mask of a stately session for judgment,
rarchical power and its fanatical tools in the and a derisive treatment of the accusers and the
popular life. Then those moments also stand whole Jewish nation ;
t. The share of both
out clearly, in which Christ is, as a delinquent,
Pilate and the Jews in
by the Jews delivered to, or pressed upon, Pilate; the crucifixion.
John, in the close unity of his presentation,
by Pilate delivered to, or pressed upon, the Jews,
--down to the moment when a kind of compro- has however passed over, together with minor
mise is effected. From vers. 28-31 Pilate refuses- features, the trial in the morning (Matt. xxviL
judgment. From vers. 32-38 he receives the 1) ; the dream of Pilate's wife (Matt, xxvii. 19);
Accused, granting Him a pre-ezamination ; then, Pilate's washing of his hands, and the self-execrahowever, he does not simply acquit Him, but tion of the Jews (Matt. vers. 24 and 25) ; the reed
seeks to entrap the Jews and, by the offer of
(Matt. ver. 29) ; and the bespitting on the part of
presenting Jesus to them for tbeir pasohal pro- the soldiers (ver. 30]. Similarly, the sending of
cession, which was annually graced by some re- Jesus to Herod, and the resultant friendship of
cipient of governmental pardon, to move them Herod and Pilate (Luke xxiii. G-12) ; finally, the
to acquit Him with eclat.
Pilate then for the notice that Barabbas had perpetrated a sedition
second time receives Jesus, in order, for the gra- in the city (Mark, Luke).
tification of the Jews, to perpetrato upon Him a
2. The joint implication of a hierarchical Church
police execution that was destitute of all judicial and a despotic State in the guilt of Christ's exegrounds, viz. the scourging.
cution under pretext of His being a religious
The expression Eece Homo contains another re- oriminal
turn of the person of Jesus to the Jews. For the
(1) In losing the right of inflicting capital
third time Pilate enters into judgment with Jesus punishment, the hierarchs should have recogupon the accusation : He made Himself the Son of nised the fact that their discipline could extend
God. Ho now designs setting Him free himself, no further than to excommunication (Matt, xviii.
but the Jews weaken his purpose by a threat ac- 17). (2) With the assumption of rule over difcompanied with tumult; and he is now inwardly ferent national religions, the Roman State should
so discomfited that the last time he does not simply have been constrained to penetrate to a purely
deliver the Accused to the Jews
he delivers Him political position and a distinction of matters
under sentence of crucifixion, purposing a formal par- religious and political, to a principle of which
better men already had a presentiment
ticipation in the affair himself, while the Jews are the
(Acts xviii. 14 and 15). The two principles,
to assume, and really do assume, the actual exeBoth those facts however, the religious and the political, continue,
cution and responsibility of it.
are summed up in the words : " He delivered Him on the one hand, involved, and, therefore, on the
unto them that He might bo crucified. 11 As re- other hand, strained, because the Jewish hiegards the contrasts of conduct, the stately, arti- rarchy has not purified itself to a pure conception
ficial repose of Pilate is overcome by cringing subof the Church, nor the Roman power to a pure
missive nese ; his political calculation by demoni- conoeption of the State.
acal craft and pertinacity ; his effort of conscience
This mingling of Slate and Church has been
by oudaoious menace; his attempt to turn the ac- repeated from the time of Constant ine, increascusers into ridicule by treating them scornfully ing more and more in the Middle Ages until the
and mocking them, by fanatic popular agitation arrival of the Reformation. It still continues in
and a revolutionary', tumultuous petition, masking the Greek economy of State and Church (Ctesaroitself in pure seal for the authority of the emperor.
papism), likewise in the Roman Ecclesiastical
The individual items for which, as new disclo- State,* as, partially, in the other Catholic States
sures, thanks are due to John, are
(Papal-Caasarism). Christ and Christianity have
a. The competence strife in regard to the trial
always had to suffer under this confusion, the
b. The analysis of the ambiguous expression,
ground of which is a want of respect for the reKing of the Jews, by the wisdom of the Lord
ligious conscience.
making manifest the vileness of the high-priests
(2^ In taking for granted that disagreeable
and the felony to the Messianic idea, of which religious tendencies are to be punished, the
hierarchy is fain to shuffle off the execution of
they ajre guilty
punishment upon the despotism, the latter to
c. The antithesis of the Kingdom of Truth and
the kingdom of this world, and the utterance of shift the responsibility of punishment upon the
hierarchy.
Pilate;
d. The circumstance that it is pre-eminently
* ("Overthrown in 1870, soon after the adoption of the blasthe Jews who are guilty of bringing the Lord phemous dogma of papal infallibility by the Vatican CoqnctL
into juxtaposition with Barabbas
—P. 8.]
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(3) Afterwards they botli seek to excuse themselves ; Pilate writes : " The King of the Jews,"
t. e. a religious motive has brought Him to the
The hierarcbs wish the inscription to
cross.
read : " Ho said that,* i. e. Ho is a misleader of
the people, and a disturber; the motive is a
political one.
In a similar manner ultramontane authors now
try to impute tho execution of heretics to the
State of the Middle Ages.
(4) Pilate constituted himself and his Roman
authority constable of the hierarchy, and from
Similar
this time forth he rushes to perdition.
was the fate of the Maccabean house, and, since
The clean
then, of several European dynasties.
sunderment of Church and State is a vital impulse of the spirit of Christianity, one of the
greatest tasks of Christian times.
See the author's essay : Ueber die Neugestaltung des Verhaltnisses zwischen Kirche und Staat.
Heidelberg,

—
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and

the tool of
justice, and stands impotent
divine judgment, destined himself to be the prey
of judgment.
Ecclesiastical

11.

No.

and

political

masks.

Sec

revolution

and

1.

2.

The hierarchy here begets a

same, with a view to shaking
the political authority.
Hierarchy, popular in-'
surrection, and political authority, in wicked alii.
ance, seatenco the King of the Kingdom of God
and Protector of all holy order and authority,
the High-priest and true Friend of tho people,
to death upon the cross, as a kindler of rebellion.
See Leben Jesu, II., 1533.
13. No King but the Emperor,
In that hour
the besotted nation did, with hypocritical fanaticism, renounce, not its Messiah only, but also its
Messianic hope, cherishing in its heart meanwhile rebellion against tho emperor and the hope
of a political Messiah.
Yet even this judgment
1843.
of hardening must, according to Horn, ix., re3. The fearful treason of (he Jews to their Mes- dound to the salvation of the world
the Gentile
sianic idea, consummated in tho ambiguous accu- world, primarily.
sation: "Jesus is the King of. the Jews." A
similar felony was committed by Josephus in
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
applying the Messianic predictions of the Old
Testament to Vespasian, De Bello Jud., VI. 5, 4.
See the Doctrinal Notes, and Comm. on Matthew, Mark and Luke,
See Gieseler, p. 47.
4. The world-historical encounter of the Spirit of
Christ at once being judged by, and judging,
Christ at the bar of tho Roman
Christ with the genius of the Roman nation on the the world.
occasion of the discourse concerning His kingdom State. Christ before Pilate, and Pilate before
Christ.
How Christ's glance pierced through
(see Exko. Notzs and my Leben Jesu, II., 1508)
analogous to His encounter with the genius of all the mazes of judgment 1. Through all entanglements, to tho right; 2. through all concealtho Greek nation, John xii. 20 ff.
5. Christ* s kingdom not or this world, but in this ments and misrepresentations, to the bottom; 3.
world, for it and over it.
Christ the King in the through all ambiguities, to tho purpose;
4.
through all waverings, to tho issue. How tho
Kingdom of Truth.
0. The question of Pilate no question, but a judgment upon the Lord judgcth itself: 1. In i!s
frivolous, unbelieving utterance.
Character- accusations; 2. in its examinations; 3. in tho
istic of the Grteco- Roman world-culture of his motives for its sentence.
Tho grave sign in tho
fact that tho great prospect that existed of
time.
7. Pilate surrendered truth first, and after- Christ's acquittal was immediately blighted : 1.
wards justice, in consequence.
The great prospect : a, Pilate at first repulses tho
8. Ecce Homo.
The scourging of Christ is in- accusers, b. He nevertheless holds tho examitended by Pilate to save His life and, hence, to nation and declares the innocenco of Jesus, c.
be an act of humanity. But as that governor's He tries to adjust tho matter with tho scourging.
official administration is without consistency, d. Ho is convulsed with religious awe and already
his justice without any foundation of truth, his proceeds to rcleaso Jesus. 2. Blighted: a. By
wit without wisdom, so his humanity is destitute the stratagem of hypocrites b. the audacity of
of the fear of God, of strength and of blessing. fanaticism; c. the impotence and guilty conSuch a humanitarian idea gave issue to the sciousness of Pilate ; d. the rule of Tiberius ; e.
the plots of Satan ; /. the providence and judgAfrican slave trade.
3. The gravo sign : a. Of the de9. Pilate's superstitious fear at the saying: ment of God.
" Jesus made Himself the Son of God,"
pravity of the world; b, of tho magnitude of
characteristic trait of tho unbeliever.
Tho in- human unrighteousness ; c, of tho majesty of
dissoluble connection between unbelief and su- divine righteousness; d. of tho fixedness and
But after all, unbelieving Pilate is depth of the Redemption. As Roman Stateperstition.
more believing than the superstitious high- spirit delivered the Lord Christ Himself to the
priests in the consummate unbelief with which will of the Hierarchy, so it subsequently pursued
they reject Christ. Of tho threefold terror of tho same course with Christianity. The light
Pilate : his terror at the law, his terror of con- of the calm majesty of Christ alono illumines
science, his religious terror
there appears no the dark scene of His condemnation.
trace in these practical atheists, who have donned
Section Fiest Chap, xviii. 28-40. The cunthe mask of tho holiest zeal.
ningly calculated appearing of tho accusers: 1.
10. Tho greater sins of the high-priests. Hypocritical : they keep tho legal Passover holy,
Christ's sympathy with the judicial fate of the to the end that they may the more surely deliver
weak Pilate. In this, Christ's sentence upon up the true Paschal Lamb to the Gentiles ; 2.
Pilate, there lies a strongor Ecce Homo! than Dissembling, naive : they make as if the sentence
in the exclamation of Pilate. Ecce Homo who were already decided; Pilate has nothing to do
believes he is administering divine government but to set the great seal to it ; 8. Truckling : " we
allies itself to the
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may not pot any man to death ;" 4. Slanderously to its contradiction of the first in the sense of
and disclaimingly shameless they design to en- the accusers. Pilate's fear. Close connection
trap Pilate with the ambiguous phrase " the between unbelief and superstition. Second exKing of the Jews ;" 6. Crafty, bold they choose amination by Pilate, by reason of the charge
a mob-hero, Barabbas, who has made a sedition He made Himself the Son of God. Jesus' silence
(probably against the Roman authorities).—-9b* in the second examination by Pilate compared
competence conflict, or the embroilments between with His silence before Caiaphas. The hanghtithe Hierarchy and the despotic State, and the ness in Pilate's reproof (ver. 19), and the augustThe counter-question ne88 in the answer of Christ.—-Christ sees even
ultimate, wicked peace.
of Christ (ver. 84) a word of the heavenly Judge in the power of Pilate and its misuse, pre-emi(for instruction) : 1. For the elucidation of the nently an instrument and a work of Divine Provimatter 2. for the warning of Pilate 3. for the dence. The greater and the less great sinners,
illumination of the accusers.
The Roman inter- or Jesus Himself in judgment, the holy Judge in
rogation What hast Thou done f The declaration righteousness and clemency. Pilate's resolution
to release Jesus; or the last attempt, frustrated
of Jesus My kingdom is not of this world: 1.
As detynoe ;*2. as accusation. The kingdom of by the bold menace of the Jews. Why was it
Christ in its spiritualness and heavenliness : 1. possible for this menace so to disturb him ? 1.
How it differs from the kingdom of the Romans Because he was Pilate (on account of his extortions, destitute of a good conscience and of trust
2. but also from the government of the Priests.
The royal confession: A King am I. The in God, and setting his earthly self-preservation
royal Kingdom of Truth 1. The Kingdom of the above all things). 2. Because his sovereign was
King Truth in its profoundest essence, as a the emperor Tiberius (the cruel and suspicions
tyrant who lent a ready ear to denunciations of
revelation of God
in its highest power, as the
Gospel in its broadest extent, as the uniting all kinds). 8. Because he knew the Jewish
bond of all life ; in its bodily appearance, as the priests (their * deceitful cunning and fanatical
boldness).
The priestly revolutionists with the
Person of Christ. 2. The King of the Kingdom
bugbear of revolution in their months: 1. RevoChrist, personal Truth itself, as the light centre
of all life, thoroughly at one with itself, and lutionists against the emperor (in their hearts ;
against the authority of the governor). 2. Detherefore the Light of the world. 8. The title
And Pilate
of the King: Perfect agreement of His birth claring Christ to be a revolutionist
and His mission (His office) His ideal and His himself to be open to suspicion of this crime.
Gabbatha and Golgotha. Pilate wraps himself
historical vocation. 4. His government: The faithin all the pomp of a judge, while his judicial
ful Witness, with His testimony the Host-leader
dignity is drabbled in the dust
The priests put
of all faithful witnesses (martyrs). 6. Increase
of the Kingdom: The Word received as His on the mask of devotion to the emperor while
they condemn their King to the cross. The
voice by all who are of the truth. The word
of Pilate What is truth ? 1. How it might have scoffs of a Pilate cannot break the power which
become the tuvinj of his life (if he had spoken the priests exercise over the blind populace.
Gentile-Roman policy overcome by the Jewish
inquiringly and submitted himself to the answer)
hierarchy. The glory of Jerusalem and the
2. How it became the judgment of his life (because he spoke it triflingly and scornfully, going glory of Rome sink away in one ordeal in which
out immediately. What is truth ? This question they judge the Lord of the world ; and with
may be considered according to its divine mean- them the glory of Judaism and the glory of heaing; 1. As the sneering exclamation of the im- thenism the glory of the whole old world.
Agreement (concordance) of Pilate and the
pious scoffer
2. as the mere declaration of a
The suffering of the Lord in Pilate's
8. as the doubting
priests.
frivolous worldling (Pilate)
1. In view of Pilate tottering to his
question of an earnest investigator; 4. as the tribunal
vital question of a longing heart.
The Pilate- fall 2. in view of the priests of His nation in
question of the Roman spirit of tradition.
(We their obduracy and craftiness; 8. in view of the
must abide by the tradition, cried the Roman delusion of the infatuated, raging people. The
pagans to the Christians. How oan ye think of temptation of Christ in these sufferings, and His
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such a thing as proclaiming new truths ?) Pilate's
declaration without : I find no fault in Him ; in
connection with the preceding utterance : What
Pilate's testimony to the innocence of
is truth ?
First attempt to release the Accused.
Jesus.
But it it your custom ; How Pilate, with the first
deviation from the right, had entered upon the
road of calamity. Bar abbott see the Synoptists.
Section second, Chap, xix.1-16. The scourging of Christ, in respect to its two-fold signification: 1. In respect to Pilate's intention (made
prominent by John), it was to avert the crucifixion.
2. In respect to the actual result, it
formed (according to the statement of the Synoptists) the beginning of the crucial sufferings of
Christ.
Second attempt to release the Accused.
Lo there, the Man! 1. The word in the sense
of Pilate. 2. The word in respect of its higher
The second accusation in respect
signification.

—

—

—

—

victory.

Starke: To chop, xviii. 28-40. The Most
Holy, in suffering Himself to be delivered into
the hands of the uncircumcised, did thereby (take
upon Himself the shame of our spiritual foreskin
and) purpose to procure for us poor Gentiles a
How stiffright to the citizenship of Israel.
necked men still are in their superstition ; and
on the contrary, htow secure and careless about
that which is really in accordance with God's
word. Hall : It is the way of all hypocrites to
be exceedingly conscientious about things concerning which they really need have no scruples;
but for things of which they should make scruple, they keep an accommodating conscience.—
Crams* : It is & rickety proof—-the pledging of
one's own authority in human affairs: We say so,
therefore 'tis true. Such are the vain-glorious,
they speak great blasphemy slanders;—what
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CHAPS. XVIII. 28-40—XIX.
they speak, must be spoken from heaven what
they say, must have weight on the earth, Ps.
lxxiii. 8, 9 [another variation in translation].
Qubsnel: Judges should examine everything
and their own hearts more than all other things.
Christ's kingdom and the emperor's oan well
exist together. Worldly order and government
are serviceable to the Churoh, and the Church,
by her prayer and intercession, preserveth police
and kingdom. Certainly: the better Christian,
the better magistrate the better Christian, the
;

—

I

more blessed teacher tfce better Christian, the
True servants of Jesus must
more loyal subject
!

—

!

King and His kingdom.
Dear Christian, what if thou

fight manfully for their

— Bibl. Wibtimb.

:
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Bbaunb : My kingdom, etc.; It twines its blessing around all kingdoms, all circumstances ; it
is the flying bee, clinging with quiet diligence to
the fast-fading flowers and their perishable
glory, that it may extract honey from them for
its kingdom of the future, creating, meanwhile,
not the slightest disturbance in the garden of
the world. But it is likewise the great power
that in all the migrations of nations, in great
ware, and the ruins of the kingdoms of the world,
proves itself active in advancing the eternal
kingdom of peace. It will not be confined to
the heart and the world of thought, but will be
set up in the living spirit which gives proof of
itself in all situations and which ought to prove

—

-

be poor, despised, rejected in the world ? for all itself Christian. It is founded upon truththat, thou art a king thy Saviour hath made God's promises; it is erected by truth testithee one, Rev. i. 6 v. 10. The kingdom is pre* mony concerning them it is enjoyed in truthpared thee from the beginning of the world, obedience towards them; truth is universally
Matt. xxv. 84 with this thought breast the disseminated by it in doctrine and life, ideas,
Zsisius Let all thy words feelings, words, deeds, relations, impulses, truth
devil and the world.
and works proceed from truth, if thou wilt be comes; vanity and falsehood are overcome.—
'< In the kingdoms of the world, the vanity, amChrist's subject, for thy King Christ is a King of
Ibid.; Politicians of the
bition and weakness of man are misused, roused
Truth, Zech. viii. 19
present day think with Pilate: What is truth? and oherished, while truth in the conscience is
and hold such as suffer for its sake, to be fools, hindered by unrighteousness. But in the king-

—

;

;

;

—

;

:

and, on the contrary, such as stoutly simulate,
they account? very clever and lucky. Ibid.: So
raging mad is the foolish and hardened world
that it condemns the good and preserves the lives
of the veriest knaves, preferring them, honoring
what insane
them, and endowing them.
choice I a refractory subject is preferred to the
King of Glory a murderer, to the Prinoe of
Life ; a ravening wolf, to the Good Shepherd.
Crambe: As it is an abomination to God to
wrong the righteous, so it is in like manner an
abomination in His eyes not to punish arch-

—

;

knaves.

The true King and the true King:
are the King and the Kingdom of Truth,
Truth in the fullest, deepest sense'(comp. chap. i.
14), according to which this word includes per*
feet essentiality, agreement with itself, holiness.
Every king except the King of Truth, has a
limited dominion, is at the same time a subject
and servant; but God's Truth and therefore His

Geblach

dom

King and His Kingdom, are

finally victorious

opposition. On this very account, however, this dominion of Truth is no purely internal
one, else it would not exercise sway over things
external, and consequently it would itself be untrue, and not a thoroughly true, perfect dominion.
All the kingdoms of the world shall serve this
King when His testimony of the Truth shall have
made all His foes His footstool. But every other
weapon would itself be of falsehood and darkness. Christ was born such a King in Him person and office are one in this respect also He is
nothing but Truth ; and for this end He came into

over

all

—

—

the world (of which He and His Kingdom are not
Ver. 86); His appearance, life and ministry
have no other aim. With the mid-day Sun in his
face, Pilate shut his eyes and thought there was
nothing but darkness about him. Christ stood
before him, Himself the Truth, and he unbelievingly despaired of men's ever being able to

—

know

the truth.

Pilate's question is no scoff,
superficial, hopeless

bnt the expression of the
unbelief of a

man

of the world.

dom

of God, man's conscience, his sense of
and the truth active in that sense, are
aided as a drawing to eternity" (Ribgbb).—
There are minds that ring loud and clear when
the truth touches them, while others brought into contact with the truth continue dead and
soundless.
Purity of heart is the condition
whereon depends clearness in the knowledge of
God. The light-minded worldliness and dull
skepticism of so-called culture lead to a despair
of truth.
Gossnbb : They wish to make Christ a malefactor by means, simply, of their authority and
office, which, notwithstanding, they had from
Him alone. And He was constrained, and did
will, to suffer it so to be.
We will invert their
proposition and say : Friend Pilate, if we were
not malefactors, we would not have delivered
the Innocent and Righteous One unto thee. If
we were not sinners, such things could and
must never have befallen Christ. With truth,
thought Pilate, like so many other men a man
does not get on in the world. The world shrugs
its shoulders, saying : " Truth ?
Bah 1
fellow oan't be so particular. 1
Hbubnbr God's people delivers up its Saviour,
its Crown, the sum of all the promises, to the
Gentiles to be executed. What a spirit is this in
comparison with the spirit of the waiting, hoping
fathers !
It happens in the morning, at the approach of the holiest of feasts, at a time
when the spirit should clearly see the right.
The priests were moved, we doubt not, with the
desire to cover Jesus with infamy in the sight
of the people.—Lav atbb : " Whenever a righteous person is sentenced and judged by an uncalled man, there stands a Jesus before Pilate."
Rambaoh says of Pilate : It is laudable in him
that he examines Jesus according to the rule
audiaiur et altera part, that he himself makes the
investigation, conversing undisturbedly with
The Kingdom of Christ is not
Christ alone.
worldly, but the kingdom of the world beoomcth
Godly and Christly (Bengel).— The truth that
truth,

—
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Christ gives, is " truth unto a knowledge of the
Father, truth unto an assurance of the forgiveness of sios, truth unto everlasting comfort
through grace, truth and strength in godliness"
(Rieger).
Truth's seat is least of all at the
courts of the great in this world. A king of
France complained that though he had all things
else in his kingdom and at his court, he yet did
lack truth, people to tell him the plain, unvarnished truth ( the same). But what was the in-

—

—

nocence which in Pilate's eyes Jesus possessed ?
The innocence of a good-hearted fanatic.
Starke On chap. xix. 1-16. Bibl. Wirt We
must not do evil that good may come of it, Rom.
Zeisius: Let this: Lo, what a man!
Hi. 8.
never depart out of thy thoughts ; but let it be
to thee a monition penitently to recognize the
enormity of the sins wherewith thou broughtest
thy Saviour to such a pass a warning earnestly
to guard against them henceforward, and a word
of consolation, partly in view of the hideous
picture of thine approaching death, partly for
the time when the world shall make a spectacle
and a monster of thee. Quesnel A judge must
not terrify others with his power; but must be
in fear himself on account of the power which
he hath received from God, and look to it that
he use it aright. Zeisius When we must*suffer
wrong, there is no better means of calming our
souls and inspiring them with patience and consolation than by turning our eyes utterly away
from secondary causes and fixing them on God,
2 Sam. xvi. 10; Luke xxi. 18, 19. One sin is
indeed more grievous than another, and hence
deserving of heavier punishment and condemnaA frank confession of
tion, Exek. xvi. 51, 62.
the truth hath great power and is never without
Satan knows how to take
blessing, Acts xxiv. 25.
bold of every man in the place where he is weakest,
2 Sam. xi. 2 John xiii. 2. Satan understands
making a masterly use of honor, consideration,
with them he
favor, grace with great lords
blinds the eyes of meu and ensnares their hearts,
thus bringing or keeping them under his doHall: A carnally-minded
minion, chap. xii. 43.
man is more anxious for his bodily prosperity
and temporal honor than for his soul. Zeisius:
It is a sorrowful fact that the servants of great
lords are far more afraid of their masters, than
of God's displeasure but cursed is the man that
trusteth in men and, etc., Jer. xvii. 5 : Acts v.
29.
Truth is often made a mere laughing-stock,
yet the mocker must bo defeated and truth
:

;

:

:

'

—

—
—

—

;

—

;

—

—

a

—

'

victorious.

<Geblach : The heathen even, struck by the divine majesty of Jesus, must gain some inkling of
the fact that He was really the Son of God
fact, the presage of which augmented the sin of
the high-priests and that of Pilate also. Pilate
nevertheless did not escape the fate that he here,
by his sinful yieldingness, Bought to avoid ; three
or four years after he was deposed by Vitellius,
governor of Syria, and sent to Rome to answer
to the charges of tyranny preferred against him
by the Jews.—On ver. 15. With which they most
solemnly renounce God, their King, and the
Messiah whom they looked for from Him. Lisco:
Hence the question : IVhence art Thou t u e. f art
Thou really of divine descent ? Jesus is silent,
not willing to deny His divine origin and yet

—

—

—

unable to instruct the unreceptive Pilate concerning the truth. In mockery of their rebellious tendencies that longed for a king of their
own, yet now rejected Him whom God sent them,
Pilate asked: Shall I crucify your King f Whereupon the Jews, feigning devotion and loyalty,
say : none but the emperor do we recognize as
our king.
Braune: Thou art but the instrument of a

—

supreme
judge.

—saith

will

Condemned

the

unto the

It is the self-same

thought of the Hedeemer that He thus expressed to Peter (John
xviii. 11)
Shall I not drink the cup My Father
hath given Me ? Here the Redeemer taketh His
stand, even in the midst of the turbid tumult of
Jewish passion and Gentile dissoluteness; the
pure will of God remaineth serene for Him, as
the sky letteth its blue be seen through clouds.
—In the destruction of Jerusalem the blood of

—

the fathers and the children flowed.

bore his load

Gos8ner
fest

And Pilate

still earlier.

That is a wicked pliancy men maniwhen, like Pilate, to win people they yield
:

the half of what they unjustly demand and consider that they discharge their duty inasmuch as
they refuse the other half. Duty and fidelity
towards God and one's conscience cannot be divided, else infidelity is already an accomplished
fact.
Let him that carrieth his head on high and
refuseth to bow his neck beneath the lowly yoke
of Christ, look often upon the thorn-crowned and
scorned head of his King.— thou weak man!

—

thou miserable judge ! So oft dost thou publicly
His innocence, and sufferest Him to be

attest

more and more cruelly maltreated, and even committest the innocent Ldmb to the wolves again;
instead of tearing Him from their clutches.
Thou preachest unto deaf ears when thou discoursest to the wolves concerning the innocence
of the Lamb.
He who yields once to godless,
unscrupulous men and does their pleasure, most
and will do it the second time, must do eterything until their thirst is quenched. Behold,

—

what a man ! how guiltless and how wretched!
So stood Ho there, the Only and Incomparable
One, before His people! how must the angels
have looked into it. And He, whither must lie
have looked, how must He have gazed up to His
Father! how must His soul have prayed that
eternal houor and glory might grow out of this,
His disgrace. Behold, that is the Man who rcstoreth men and maketh them again what man
was in the beginning when he came from God's
hands. Behold, that is the Man, the God incarnate, who maketh men partakers in the ditine
!

—

nature; that is the perfect Man, for all others
are men no longer— they can and shall, however,
become men once more through Him, It is noteworthy that God's Son must die because He was
God's Son, and acknowledged and affirmed Himself
to be the Son of God.
A pious judge will never
boast of his authority, for it is not his, but belongs to justice and law. Pilate vaunted his
power so, and yet was so impotent, so tottering,
that every wind,- every menace, cast him to the
ground and dispersed his power. He was always endeavoring, always intending and never
performing. The foes strive too, and strive more
earnestly and more zealously than thou with thy
half will.— But thou,
pious soul, when the

—

—

—

—
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XVm.

:

28-40.—XIX. 1-16.

world, when sin tempteth thee and provoketh
thee to do something hostile to God and Jesus,
do thou ask : Shall I crucify my King?
Hidbner: Christ's crown of thorns and the
crowns of the princes of this world afford matter
for careful comparison. In respect of outward
appearance, the former is disgraceful and agonising, and the latter gloriously radiant, envied;
t>ut in respect of reality, the former is bought
with the wearer's own blood, the latter purchased
oft-times with the blood of subjects ; the former
a token of the utterly self-sacrificing, all sorrowsenduring Martyr, the latter a sign of ambition
that gratifies itself only; the former wins salvation and freedom for the human race, the latter often bring woes and bondage upon men;
the former beams eternally before God and leads
to heavenly glory, the latter Boon fade away and
procure for those that wear them no honor in the
presence of God, but frequently rejection from that
presence. (Comp. Lavatee Pontius Pit. iv. 21.)
Pilate is restless, he goes in and out. Behold,
what a man ! Ecee Homo ! Words of many meanings! (Comp. Lavater, Pontius Pilatus, iv. 24One of the choicest paintings in the Diissel78).
dorf Gallery is (was) an Ecce homo with the Latin
inscription: Alt this I did for thee; what doest
thou for Me ? Zinzendorf was greatly affected
at the sight of this picture ; he is minded that
he would not be able himself to make much response to this query, and he prays his Saviour
to pull him forcibly into the fellowship of His
sufferings if he be inclined to remain without.
Ver. 11. Pilate had encroached upon the rights
of the heavenly Father, Jesus protects the honor
of His Father. Even Pilate's power Jesus recognizes as a divine ordinance.
Everything is of
God, even the power of an unjust authority.
Good men are never delivered up to it unless
God wills their delivery. A distinction must be
made between the work of God and that of "Pilate.
The guilt of the High Council was greater
than that of Pilate, because they had a better insight into religion, into God's counsel and promise, Jesus* deeds and holiness. At the same
time the "greater sin" awards blame implicite to
Pilate : he too had sin. Earthly power is perilous; let not him who has it presume upon it, or
him who has it not, desire it. Luther, xvi. 61
** The Jews said, we have no king, and their saying has come to be such earnest that they must
(eternally?) be without a king."
KbumMachbh. The Suffering Christ, a Passion
Book. BiclefieU, 1854 (Trans, into English by
Samuel Jackson. Boston, 1868). Christ before
Pilate.—Christ a King.-— What is Truth?— The
Lamb of God. The Great Spectacle : Ecce Home ! ttc^ pp. 378-690.

—

—

—
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;
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not of this world. Thus hath God taken us out
of the power of darkness, and translated us into
the kingdom of His dear Son. Ver. 87. But
when Christ bears witness to the truth, He bears
witness to Himself; as He said above, / am the
truth.
Chap. zix. 6. And Pilate saith unto them,
Behold the Man I as if to say, If ye envy the King,
spare the outcast. Ignominy overflows, let envy
subside.
Ver. 11. So He answers. When He was
silent, He was silent not as guilty or crafty, but
as a sheep ; when He answered, Ho taught as a
shepherd.—From Chrtsostom: Chap, zviii.
ver. 86. He means that He does not derive Dis
kingdom from the same source that earthly kings
do ; but that He hath His sovereignty from above
inasmuch as He is not mere man, but far greater
and more glorious than man ; If My kingdom were
of this world, then would my servants fight that I
should not be delivered to the Jews ; here He shows
the weakness of an earthly kingdom, that it has
its strength from its servants, whereas that
higher kingdom is sufficient to itself, and wanting
in nothing. When He says, My kingdom is not
from hence, He does not deprive tho world of His
government and superintendence, but only shows
that His government is not human and corruptiChap. zix. 7. They kill Him for tho very
ble.
reason for which they ought to have worshipped
Him.—Ver. 16. We have no king but Cmsar; With
one accord they denied the kingdom of God, and

—

—

—

—

—

God

suffered

them

to fall into their

own condem-

nation ; for they rejected the kingdom of Christ,
and called down upon their own heads that of

From Bede : Chap. zix. 2. Though
Csesar.
the soldiers did this in mockery, yet to us their
acts have a meaning; for by the crown of thorns
is signified the taking of our sins upon Him, the
thorns which the earth of our body brings forth
and the purple robe signifies tho flesh crucified.
FromALcuiN: Chap, zviii. Ver. 88. He did
not wait to hear the reply, because he was unworthy to hear

it.

cause

He

From Theophtlact

:

Chap.

He

says, from hence, not here; be-:
reigns in the world, and carries on the

zviii. ver. 86.

government of it, and disposes all things according to His will; but His kingdom is not from
below, but from above, and before all ages.—
Ver. 38. Pilate said unto Him, What is truth?
For it had almost vanished from the world, and
become unknown in consequence of the general
unbelief.
From Herbert: Chap, zviii. ver.
40.

Thou who condemncst Jewish hate,
For choosing Barabbas. a murderer,
Before the Lord of glory
Look back upon thine own estate.
Call home thine eye (that busy wanderer)—
That choice may bo thy story.

[From Burkitt: Chap, zviii. ver. 28. When
[Craven; From Augustine Chap, zviii. Ver. persons are over-zealous for ceremonial observimpious blindness
28.
They feared to be de- ances, they are oftentimes too remiss with refefiled by the judgment hall of a foreign Prefect;
rence to moral duties. Vers. 29, 30. When we
to shed the blood of an innocent brother they lie under calumny and unjust imputation, we
feared not Ver. 30. Ask the freed from unclean imitate Christ, who opened not His mouth but
spirits, the blind who saw, the dead who came to committed His cause to Him that judgeth uplite again, and, what Is greater than all, the fools rightly. [He defended Himself before the Highwho were made wise, and let them answer, whe- Priest.]— Ver. 86. It is a clear evidence that
ther Jesus was a malefactor. But they spoke, of Christ's kingdom is spiritual, inasmuch as it is
whom He had Himself prophesied in the Psalms, not carried on by violence and force of arms, as
They rewarded Me evil for good. Ver. 86. All that worldly kingdoms are, but by spiritual means
are born again in Christ, are made a kidgdom and methods.— Ver. 37. Observe 1. The domi87
:

!

—

—

—
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nion and sovereignty of Jeans Christ, He has a
kingdom: My kingdom; 2. The oondition and
qualification of this kingdom, negatively expressed : not of this world ; 8. The use and end of
this kingdom, that the truth may have place
among the children of men for their salvation
to thU end war I born, and came into the world, to
bear witness unto the truth ; 4. The subjeots of
Christ's kingdom declared: Every one that is of
What is
the truth, heareth My voice.—Ver. 38.
truth t
most noble and inportant question,
forth
with
an
honest
heart,
with
had it been put
a mind fairly disposed for information and satis40.
persons,
how
wicked
Ver.
No
faction.
and
vile soever, are so odious in the eyes of the ene-

A

—

—
—

—

;,

JOHff.

descension to the humor of the people, and receding from the honor of his place, to gratify
their scruples ; he goes out to them ; for when it
is for good, we should become all things to all men;
8. His adherence to the rule of justice in demanding the accusation, suspecting the prosecution to be malicious.
Ver. 81. If the Jews have

—

no power
sceptre f

put any man to death, where is the
Yet they ask not, Where is the Shiloh?
to

—Ver. 82.

Even they who designed the defeating
of Christ's sayings, beyond their intention were
made serviceable to the fulfilling of them by an
over-ruling hand of God.— It is likewise determined concerning us, though not discovered to
us, what death we shall die, which should troe us
from all disquieting cares about that matter.
Ver. 85.
1 a Jewf Good names often suffer
for the sake of t^e bad men that wear them. It
is sad, that when a Turk is suspected of dishonesty, he should ask, •« Whatl do you take me
for a Christian?"—Christ, in His religion, still
suffers by those that are of His own nation, even
the priests, that profess relation to Him, but do
not live up to their profession. Ver. 86. My
kingdom is not of this world; 1. Its rise is not from
this world; it is not by succession, election, or
conquest, but by the immediate and special designation of the divine will and counsel;
Its

mies of God as Christ Himself was, and His
friends and followers now are.—Chap. xix. 1. It
is a vain apology for sin, when persons pretend
that it was not committed with their own consent—Vers. 2, 8. What they did in jest, God
permitted to be done in earnest Ver. 6. Thorns
and briers shall the earth bring forth, Gen. iii.
18.
Christ, by His bitter and bloody sufferings,
has turned all the curses of His people into
crowns and blessings. In spite of all malice,
innocence shall find some friends and abettors
rather than Christ shall want witnesses, Pilate's
mouth shall be opened for His justification. Ver.
nature is not worldly ; it is a kingdom within
0. The chief priests and elders " persuaded the
multitude :" Woe be to the common people, when men; 8. Its guards and supports are not worldly
their guides and leaders are corrupt; and woe be its weapons are spiritual ; 4. Its tendency and
unto them mnoh more, if they follow their wicked design are not worldly ; 5. Its subjects, though
and pernicious counsels. Vers. 7, 8. Serious they are in the world, yet are not of the world.
thoughts of a Deity will strike terror even into a Ver. 87. The good confession which our Lord Jenatural conscience, especially when the sinner is sus witnessed before Pontius Pilate, 1 Tim. vL 18.
Though Christ took upon Him the form of a serfollowing a course whioh his own judgment cannot approve. Ver. 10. It is the great sin and vant, yet even then He justly claimed the honor
snare of men in power, to forget from Whom they and authority of a king. Christ's errand into the
derive their power, and to think that they may world, and His business in the world, were to bear
employ it as they please. Ver. 11. He that de- witness to the truth: 1. To reveal it, chap. L 18;
vii. 26; 2. To confirm it,Rom. xv. 8.
lioereth Me unto thee, hath the greater sin; the
Learn 1. The
greater means of light and knowledge persons foundation and power, the spirit and genius, of
sin against, the more aggravated is their guilt, Christ's kingdom, is truth, divine truth ; 2. The
and the more heightened will bo their condemna- subjects of this kingdom are those that are of the
tion.
Ver. 12. Hypocrites within the pale of the truth. Ver. 89. Pilate was willing to trim the
visible church may be guilty of such tremendous matter and please all sides; and was governed
aots of wiokedness as the conscience of an Infi- more by worldly wisdom than by the rule of
equity.
Ver. 40. The enemies of Christ's holy
del and Pagan boggle at and protest against
Conscience bids him spare, popularity bids him religion cry it down, and so hope to run it down;
witness the outcry at Ephesus, Acts xix. 84.
kill.
Vers. 12, 18. The natural consciences of
men, and their innate notions of good and evil, There is cause to suspect a deficiency of reason
may carry men on a great way in opposing that and justice on that side which calls in the aswhich is a bare-faced iniquity; but at last either sistance of popular tumult. Koto Barabbas teat
fear or shame will over-rule, if there be not a a robber; Sin is a robber, every base lust is a robber, and yet foolishly chosen rather than Christ,
superior and more noble prinoiple.
[FromM. Hbnet: Chap, xviii. 28. Then led they who would truly enrich us. Chap. xix. 1. This
pain and shame Christ submitted to for our sokes;
Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of Judgment
They took this course that He might be put to 1. That the Scripture might be fulfilled, Is. liii.
death 1. More legally and regularly; 2. More 5, etc. ; 2. That by His stripes we might be healed,
safely ; 8. With more reproach to Himself by the 1 Pet H. 24 ; 8. That stripes, for His sake, might
be sanctified, and made easy to His followers.
death of the cross ; 4. With less reproach to them
thus many are more afraid of the scandal of an Vers. 1-8.
See and admire 1. The inmndble
ill thing, than of the sin of it.
Two things are patience of a sufferer; 2. The invincible love and
here observed concerning the prosecution: 1. kindness of a Saviour. He that bore these sham
Their policy and industry therein; 2. Their honors, was recompensed with real honors, and so
superstition and vile hypocrisy.
Ver. 29. Look- shall we be, if we patiently suffer shame for Him.
ing upon Pilate as. a magistrate, here are three Ver. 6. Did He go forth thus bearing our rethings commendable in him: 1. His diligent and proach ? Let us go forth to Him bearing His reclose application to business ; men in public proach, Heb. xiii. 18.
Behold the Man ; It is good
trusts must not love their ease ; 2. His con- for every one of us, with an eye of faith to be-
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hold the Man Christ Jesus In His sufferings,
•« Behold Him, and 1. Be suitably affected
with
the sight; 2. Mourn because of Htm; 8. Love
Him ; be still looking unto Jeeus?' Ver. 0. Did
their hatred of Him sharpen their endeavors
against Him, and shall not our love to Him
quicken our endeavors for Him and His kingdom ? Pilate had not courage enough to act according to his conscience, and his cowardice betrayed him into a snare.—Ver. 7. In vain did
they boast of their law, when they abused it to
such bad purposes. Ver. 8. Pilate fears lest he
should run himself into a premunire. Vers. 10,
11. When Pilate used his power, Christ silently
submitted to it ; but when he grew proud of it,
He made him know himself.—Ver. 11. All sins
are not equal ; but the guilt of others will not
acquit us, nor will it avail in the great day to

—

—

—

—

say, that others were worse than we, for

we

are

not to be judged by comparison, but must bear
our own burden. Ver. 12. It never does well,
when our resolutions to do our duty are swallowed
up in projects how to do it plsusibly and conIf Pilate's policy had not prevailed
veniently.
above his justice, he would not have been long
seeking to release Him, but would have done it.
A few madmen may out-shout many wise men,
and then fancy themselves to speak the sense
(when it is but the nonsense) of a nation, or of
all mankind.
It has always been the artifice of
the enemies of religion, to represent it as hurtful
to kings and provinces, when it would be highly
beneficial to both. Ver. 18. They that bind up
their happiness in the favor of men, make themselves an easy prey to the temptations of 8atan.
Ver. 15. Had not Christ interposed, and been
thus rejected of men, we had been for ever rejected
of God. Ver. 16. Then delivered he Him therefore
unto them to be crucified; It is common for those
who think to keep themselves from greater sins
by venturing upon lesser sins, to run into both.
From Scott : Chap, xviii. 80, 81. Those who
are scandalously unjust, frequently expect credit
for their regard to justice ; and are greatly affronted to be suspected of the least crime, while
actually committing the greatest, 2 Sam. xx. 8Ver. 88. Numbers give Jesus and His
10, 20-22.
people a good word, who will not join them, or
venture anything in His cause.—Numbers commit injustice for fear of their dependents, and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

from a desire of popularity. Ver. 40. Lotus
beware of deliberately sparing our lusts, (those
robbers of God, and murderers of the soul,) thus
crucifying Christ afresh, and putting Htm to
open shame. Chap. xix. 1-16. The conflict between convictions and corrupt affections, is often
strong but where faith is wanting, the world
will get the victory.
Those rulers of every description, who have sat in judgment on Christ
and His servants, will soon stand before His
From A. Claeke: Chap, xviii 28tribunal.
40. The most that we can say for Pilate, is, that
he was disposed to justice, but was not inclined

—

;

—

to hazard his comfort or safety in doing it. He
was an easy, pliable man, who had no objection
to doing a right thing, if it should cost him no
trouble ; but he felt no disposition to make any
sacrifice, even in behalf of innocence, righteousness, and truth.
From Plain Commkntart

A

(Oxford)

:

Chap,

xviii. 86.

Our Saviour does not

670

1-16.

say that He hss no earthly kingdom ; but that
His kingdom is not of earthly origin. Ver. 87.
£§ery one that is of the truth heareth My voice; «« Being of the truth" implies belonging to it; being
mastered by it ; taken up into it : it implies the
being possessed by a principle whioh moulds that
wherein it dwells to itself, as the weaker is held

—

by the stronger even the possession of the soul
by the very Essence of Being and of Life, manifested in the person of the Son, and administered
by the Holy Ghost.—Ver. 88. "Probably Pjiate
;

thought that Jesus professed only to add one
to the list of philosophies, or systems of
ideas, and turned away from it in sickness of
heart." (Archdeacon Ghaut.)—Ver. 40. "His
own, they among whom He had gone about all
His life long, healing them, teaching them, feeding them, doing them all the good He could ; it
!'
is they that cry, < Not this Man, but Barabbas
(Bishop Akdbiwb.) Ch. xix. 2. And the soldier*
plaited 6 crown of thorns and put it on Mis head;
" A most unquestionable token this, that Christ's
kingdom was not of this world, when He was
crowned only with thorns and briars, which are
the curse of the earth." (Liohtfoot.) Ver. 6.
Behold the Man I As if he said,—Behold the
afflicted and tortured object of your malice and
cruelty; •« a worm, and no man." If ye have
human hearts, ye cannot behold such a dismal
Ver. 6. Monspectacle without commiseration
strous that a heathen should have had thus to
remonstrate with the chief priests of a nation
taught of God!—Vers. 8, 9. The heathen Procurator again puts the descendants of Abraham to
shame. Like Gamaliel he is seised with a salutary apprehension " lest haply he be found even

more

—

—

!

to fight against

God."— Ver.

—

10. "Pilate further

condemns himself in servilely yielding to a popular clamor, after so plainly declaring his own
absolute, unfettered authority." (Gbotius.)—
Vers. 12, 18. Pilate fears less to put the Bon of
God to death, than to incur the Roman Emperor's displeasure.

[From Kbummachxb: Ch. xviii. 28. They purposely push Him into the house they deemed
unolean, and thus tangibly and symbolically expel Him as a publican and sinner from the commonwealth of Israel ; but all this was to happen
thus, in order that Christ's character as the
sinner's Surety might become increasingly ap?
parent, and every one perceive in Htm the Man"
who, by virtue of a mysterious transfer, had
taken upon Himself everything that was condemnatory in us. Who is not acquainted with individuals who scrupulously abstain from worldly
amusements, and carefully avoid coming into
social contact with the worldly-minded, who not
only vie with the world in the arts of dissimulation, uncharitable judgment of others, and
hateful scandal, but even go beyond it ? The life
of godliness is a harmonious organisation, and
not a sticking together of single acts of piety.
Ver, 80. Though they were endeavoring to murder innooenoe and do the devil's work, yet because
they do it, it must be right and blameless.
Vers.
86, 87. Christ is a King ; you are, therefore, net
in error who wear His uniform, and have trusted
your life and destiny to His hands. He does not
say that His Kingdom makes no claim eventually
to the government of the whole world, or He

—

—

—

—
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would have denied more than

wm

consistent with
the troth ; He only UNrti that Hit government
not of thit world, and clearly intimate*
by laying the emphaeia on the word " tea," that
another mon than the present would certainly
see Hie delegates seated on the thrones, and His
word and Gospel the Magna Chart* of all naIt is particularly to be observed that in
tions.
fhe sentence, •• Now is My Kingdom net from
hence," iht word " now " evidently refers to a

wm

period in which His Kingdom should occupy a
position very different from what it did at that
Those who hear His Toice are citizens of
time.
His Kingdom. The expression, every one that it
of the truth, betokens an inward preparation for
conversion which no one experiences without the
operation of "preventing grace." Ver. 88.
What it truthf A seeking after trath belongs to
human nature, and is wont to be the last feature
of it that perishes.—In Pilate there was doubtless something of the proud philosopher, something of worn-out indifference, something of the
professed skeptic, something of the frivolous
tree-thinker and scoffer, and something of the

—

—

—

and haughty blusterer ; but still
something beside this, something better

hasty, jealous

there

is

and nobler—an unpervefted, inquiring mind—
longing for deliverance. (If this last be true,
would not Christ have answered?—£. R. C.).—
Vers. 88, 89. Pilate stands as a warning example
of the eonsequenoe of endeavoring to satisfy
God and the world i We meet with Pilate under
various forms ; many a one has placed himself;
like him, in a situation in which ho must either
set Barabbas free, er give up the Saviour, because he was deioient in courage to brave every
danger for Christ's sake ; many reckoning, like
Pilate, on the instinoUve moral feelings of the
multitude, with whom they do not wish to be at
varianoe, have cowardly asked, " Which will you
choose, right or wrong ?" and the unexpected
reply has been thundered back, "We choose rebellion and treason."—Ver. 40.. Not thit man, but
Barabbat; finch is the world's favor, and so
little truth is there in the saying, " The voice
of the people is the voice of God."—Barabbas
does not stand before us merely as an indi?idual
he represents, allegorioally, the human race
in its present condition bound in the fetters of
the ourse of the law till the day of judgment.
Before he was presented with Jesus to the people's choioe, ejwy prospect of escape bad been
cut off; and such Is also our case. It is now
Barabbas or Jesus : if Jesus is set at liberty
Barabbas is ineritably lost ; if the former is rejected, then, hail to thee, Barabbas, thou art
saTcdl His ruin is thy redemption; from His
death springs thy life,—*' God made Him to be sin
for us who knew no sin, that we might be the
righteousness of God in Him;" in Barabbas' deliveranoe we see our own.—Ch. xix. vers. 1-5.
There is a closer connection between the garden
of Sden and the Roman Prmtorium than might
at first sight be supposed; debts incurred in
Bden are there liquidated, and sins committed
in Paradise are there atoned for. What ought
to have been the fate of Adam for lusting after
the forbidden fruit, and for his impious infringement of God's prerogatives?
At least, the
twurge instead of sensual delight ; a crown of

tkamt instead of the longed for diadem; and a
robe of mockery instead of the imperial purple,

—Does

not Christ still wear, in a hundred different forms, the purple robe and crown of
thorns in the world! Is He not exposed to public ridicule and treated as a liar and an enthusiast because He bears witness to His superhuman dignity? la not His name, even to
this day, proscribed by thousands, like scarcely
any other? Does not an ironical smile dart
across the lips of many, when it is mentieaed
with reverence and fervor?—The words, Bcheii
the Ma*, point not only to what is past, they have
also n condemning reference to the present
Alas, ^he world has become a Gabbatha! The
thern-orowned martyred form exhibited there
mutely condemns us all without distinction.—
Behold the Man: In the mock robe in which He
stands before you, He gains victories which He
never could have won in the sumptuous robe of
His divine majesty; in it He overcomes eternal
justice, the irrevocable law, sin, Satan, death:
It is a strange ornament that decks His head—in
this wreath He possesses and uses a newer of

which He could not boast while adorned only
with the crown of Deity; in the Utter He could
;"
say to the dying thief only " Bo thou acourted
in the former He is able to say to him, " This
day shalt thou be with Me in Paradise;" in the
former He certainly reigned, but over a hope*
lessiy ruined race, devoted to destruction; in
the diadem of thorns. He rules over a world replete with great and glorious, anticipations: A
feeble reed is His rod of office, but with the
Sceptre of Omnipotence, whioh
wielded from
.

He

He

did not perform the wondeci
which He works with this mark of abasement
and weakness ; true, the gates of bell opened for
transgressors at a wave of the former; but whei
He swsys the latter, the doors of the parodist
they have forfeited open for them; with the
former, He was Lord over mankind only as alost
race deatined for the slaughter; with the latter.
He now tends a flock of them called to eternal
salvation. Can you mistake the Conqueror of
the world in Him whom you see before you—Us
" stronger " who takes away the spoils and anaor
of the " strong man," and makes an end of all
opposing authority? In the same attire in which
He there yields Himself up to the world, He
continues to overcome it; the sight of the suffering Saviour is still the mighty power which
silently changes lions into lambs, breaks and
melts the strong heart, and prepares the way for
His most glorious achierements : Thus arrayed
He exhibits Himself in the cell of the contrite
penitent, and how is the heart of such an one relieved, for He bare our iniquities ; to the sorely
tempted, and renders their victory secure; to
the grievously afflicted, and they exclaim,
the cross to the crown;" to His
«« Through
children despised and rejected by the world,
and they exclaim, " We deeire no other array
from you than that in whioh yon once clothed
our Glorious Head ;" to those grieved at bast
ingratitude and coldness, and their sorrow tarns
to deep confusion at their desire for human
praise ; to those of His flock seduced by the allurements of the world, and restores them. Vers.
12-16. Pilate is compelled to take the part of the
the beginning,

—
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Holy One to the setting aside of all private considerations, or to afford his sanction to the most
cruel and bloody deed the world erer witnessed;
The case is similar with us; if we refuse to do
Him homage, we are compelled to aid in crucifying Him. We find in Pilate a degree of humanity

—

and

susceptibility for something better; God, in.
deed, will judge him, but net with the lukewarm
who disgust Him, and whom like the Laodieeans,

He

will

able to

spew out of His mouth.—Who could be
form a correct idea of the spectacle, and

m

1-16.

[From Owxx: Oh. xviii. 87. This shows that
the kingly domain of Jesus was in the domain
of truth, that His followers were those who received the truth in the love of it, and that from
all who were the subjects of truth, would be
rendered to Him the most implicit obedience.—
Ver. 88. The conversation had taken too serious
a turn to suit Pilate's pleasure; he therefore
waits for no reply.—** Pilate mocks both the
Witness, to- the Truth, and the haters of the
Truth." (Aetokd.)—Ver. 40. "Thus was Jesus
the goat upon which the Lord's lot fell, to be

—

yet believe that divine justice rules the world, if
we were permitted to behold our Saviour only in offered for a sin-offering." (Luthardt after
His own person, and not at the same time as Kbattt.)—Ch. xix. 14. Behold your King! It is no
longer, Behold the Man! to excite their sympathy
Mediator and High Priest 1
[FromBABKVs: Ch. xviii. 88. PUat$ taithtmto and effect His release. Every emotion of tenderHim, What i$ truth t Thousands ask the question ness, every principle of honor and justice, is now
in the same way. They hare a fixed contempt lost in the desire to evince his loyalty to Cassar,
for the Bible ; they deride the instructions of and shield himself from an accusation like that
religion ; they are unwilling to investigate, and to threatened in ver. 12.—Ver. 16. We haw no king
wait at the gates of wisdom; and hence, like but Omear; To such a depth of degradation did
Pilate, they remain ignorant of the great Source these chief men of the nation descend, in their
of truth, and die in darkness and in error. Oh. hellish desire to rid themselves of Jesus.
[Ohap. xviii. vers. 18, 24, 29, 40 (Matt, xxvii.
xix. 4. The highest evidence was giren that the
charges were false, even when He was con- 1 ; Hark xv. 1 ; Luke xxiii. 7). Our Lord was
demned to die. Ver. 6. When men are determined tried and condemned by every power having, or
on evil, they cannot be reasoned with ; thus sin- that might be supposed to have, authority over
ners go in the way of wickedness down to death. Him Annas, Oaiaphas, the Sanhedrin, Pilate,
Ver. 11. How many men in office forget that Herod, the Populace—1. That it might be appaGod gives them their rank, and vainly think that rent that He was condemned by every ecclesiastiIt is owing to their own talents or merits, that cal and world power; 2. As prophetic of His futhey have risen to that elevation.—The provi-. ture rejection by every conceivable form of human
denee of God was remarkable in so ordering government. Ver. 86. My kingdom i» not of this
Affairs, that a man, flexible and yielding like world—voir it My kingdom not from hence; My
Pilate, should be entrusted with power in Judea. kingdom is not yet established ; the present is, for
He so orders affairs that the true character of Me and My disciples, the period of submission
men shall be brought out, and makes use of that and patient endurance of wrong and suffering.*]
rcharacter to advance His own great purpose.
From Jacobus: Oh. xviii. 88. What is truth
• [It to not denied that Christ, as God, had a kingdom which
This is the kind of questioning whioh the world existed from too banning, nor that at His ascension He was
«*
exalted
Head over all things," nor that His future earthly
makes. It is rather a taunt thrown out against
kingdom is to be spiritual as well as political; it is simply
Christ and His religion it waits for no answer. denied that His earthly kingdom (the kingdom here referred
Ifind t» Him no fault at all; How many are to) was then (or now) established. To regard the rvr as a
willing to pronounce Him innocent, but rebel at particle of is/eremce, and not of tiwu, is to suppose that onr
Lord whispered into the ear of a heathen, in the privacy of thd
the thought of relying on Him lor salvation.-*- Pnetorinm (ver. 28), the great troth concerning His kingdom
Ch. xix. 6. Behold the Man! Pilate pointed to whioh He emctaUd from His Apostles, not twelve hoars bothe institution of the Supper, Luke xxii. 29; and
Him as a spectacle calculated to move them.— fore, atconcealed
throughout the forty days during which He
again
Ver. 1 1. Christ acknowledges that Pilate's power
them instruction concerning " the things pertaining to
St©
is given him from on high*
e kingdom of God.'* Acts i. 3, 0, 7 1—E. B. C.J

—

—

—

—

—

—
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IV.

CHSI8T OH GOLGOTHA TH1 LIGHT OF SALTATIOH, OK TH1 QLOBIIIOATIOV OF TBI CUBM OF THJI OLD
WORLD. OHJLIST TBI O&OBS-BBAftML. THE CKUCIFIID IV THX MIDST OF THH CRUCIFIED. THB
8UPBB8CRIPTIOH: THB KXMQ OF THB JBW8, A WBITIBO OF DISGRACE CHAHOIHO IBTO A WRITIIO
OF HONOR, THB BOOTY OF THB SOLDI***, ALSO A FULFUJIBBT OF SCHIPTUBB. THB IB8TITUTI0I
OF DBPABTIHO LOT*. THB LAST DBAUOHT. THB WORD OF VICTORY; IT IB FUOSHBD!

Chap.

XIX

17-80.

(Matt rail. 82-66 ; Hark xr. 20-41 ; Lake

xxiii. 26-49).

And they [They therefore, o3v] took Jesus and
And he bearing his [own]1 cross went forth into a

led him away.1
place called the place of a skull
[the so called Place of a Skull, «te rdv Xtydjuvov Kpavioo T6xw] which is called
18 in the [omit the] Hebrew Golgotha * Where they crucified him, and two others
with him, on either side one [and with him two others, one on each side], and Jesus
in the midst.
19
And Pilate wrote [also, xaC] a title [or, an inscription], and put it on the cross.
6 NaZ*And the writingwas, JESUS
[THE

17

OF NAZARETH
THE KING OF THE JEWS. This title

NAZARENE,

many of the Jews;
where Jesus was crucified was nigh to the city: ana it was written
in Hebrew, and Greek, and Latin [in Hebrew, Roman, Greek]. 4 Then [Therefore] said the chief-priest of the Jews to Pilate, Write not, The King of the Jews
but that he said, I am King of the Jews. Pilate answered, What I have written I
have written.
Then the soldiers, when they had crucified Jesus, took his [upper] garments, and
made four parts, to every soldier a part and also hu coat [the inner garment, tunic, rov /cr&ya]
now the coat was without seam [but the tunic was seamless,
Xpapoc], woven from the top throughout They said therefore among themselves,
Let us not rend it, but cast lots for it, whose it shall be that the Scripture might
be fulfilled, which saith, ' They parted my raiment [garments] among them, and for
my vesture they did cast lots.' [Ps. Txii. 18.] These things therefore the soldiers did.

20 paioA

then read

for the place

21

22
23
23

;

:

24

:

Now there stood by the cross

of Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister [Salome.
the wife of Cleophas [Clopas, ij too KXmza], and
26 Mary [the, if\ Magdalene. When Jesus therefore saw [Jesus therefore seeing] his
mother, and the disciple standing by, whom he loved, he [omit he] saith unto his
27 mother, Woman, behold thy son Then saith he to the disciple, Behold thy mother!
And from that hour that [the, o] disciple took her unto his own home.

25

John's mother, see the Exeg.],

Mary

!

After this, Jesus knowing that all things were now accomplished [finished, rsriXsmat, ss Yer. 80], that the Scripture might be fulfilled [accomplished, rcAetmdfj]
29 saith, I thirst Now {omit Now]5 there was set a vessel full of vinegar : and they
filled a sponge with vinegar, and put it upon hyssop, and put it to nis mouth [so
putting a sponge filled with the vinegar upon a stalk of hyssop, they raised it to
30 his mouth]. When Jesus therefore had received the vinegar, he said, It is finished
and he bowed his head, and gave up the ghost [yielded up his spirit].

28

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Now

on Yer. 16 In tbe preceding
Ver. 16.—{The words ica\ imfayov after re* 'Iiprovp are donbtfnl. Bee the Tnt.
section, with which Dr. Lange connects this clause. P. 8.1
* Yer. 17.—The reading aim* tot vravpoV, in accordance with B. L. X. Situ, Vulgate, Jtala, Origen in Lachmaan,
ow* cross. The text. rec. reads t&* oravpev avrov,
TischendorC [awry is dau cummodi, carrying the cites for Himtdf, or
*

—

HU

HU <rw.- P. 8.1
*

Ver. 17.—{Different spellings: roAyofi (Alford, Teschendorf ), Tokyote (Westoott and Tirt), Tokyo*** Tokyo*, tic See

Tischendorf.
translates the

83

:

1
In Chaldee RflSa ?), GOlgotha,

word in

all oases'

ddiaria

"Golgotha, quod est Calvarim losus."

in

Hebrew nSiSj, GVgoUth,

in Greek Kpaviov,

i. «.,

ShdL The Taiga*

e- skull), from' wh'fch our Calvary Is derired. Comp. Jerome in Matt, xxrfc.
X. V n following the Vulgate, uses Calvary only once, Luke xxilL 33. far Ue

(fern. t.

The
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(a diminutive of koovov), a skulL In the three placet whore the term Golgotha ocean, *i*n Mutt, xxvii.
; John xiz. 17, the E. y. retains tho Hebrew form, which, in our passage, is necessary on account of the
The popular expression "Mount Calvary," is probably of monastic origin and has no foundation in the Evangelists, where Golgotha is simply called revov. "a place," or "the Place of Skull." It was probably ouly a small, round and
barren elevation in the shape of a skull, and derived its name from its globular form. Jerome (on Matt xxvii. 33) informs
us of the tradition that the place derived its namo from Adam, the head (skull !) of the human family (hence, probably tho
skull introduced in early pictures of the crucifixion), but he himself discredits it, and conjectures that it was so called as a
place of execution, on account of the capita damnatorum. But in this case the corresponding Greek name would have been
t6w<k xpoioMP, " place of skulls," instead of to*, cpaioou, "pi. of a skull," still less " a skull/* as in Hebrew and in the Greek
ofLakexxiii. 33.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 20.—Meyer : " The probabilities are In favor of the sequence 'Bfipaurri, 'Fv/uue-Ti. 'EAAn»t<rri (thus Tlschendorf,

Greek xeamer

33;

Mark

xv. 22

'EfipalarL

In accordance with B. L. 2C, Minuscules, etc), from Pilate's standpoint.'* This very consideration may have given an exegetical rise to it The Bin. supports it [Treg., Alf-Westc. and H~ adopt the same order. Lange, with Lachmann, retains the
order of the text, roc- which is supported by A. D. Y nig. Syr.—P. 8.J
* Ver. 29.—The ofcV is here omitted by Lachmann, in accordance with A. B. L. X. Whmann, supported by B. L. X.,
ste, gives an otV, instead of ft after, oi.

whidi was outside of the oity, east of
the Sheep Gate. My colleague, Prof. Dr. Hitchcook, informs me that by personal examination in
1870 he came independently to the same conelusion.
Perhaps it is best that the real locality
of crucifixion should be unknown it is too holy
to be desecrated by idolatrous superstitions and
monkish impostures and quarrels such as, from
the age of Constantino to this day, have disgraced
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, to the delight
of Mohammedan Turks, and to the shame and grief
of Christians. The apostles and evangelists barely allude to the places of our Lord's birth, death,
and resurrection: they fixed their eyes of faith
and love upon the great facts themselves, and
upon the ever-living Christ in heaven. Only this
is more or less certain from the Gospels, viz.:
that the place of the crucifixion was out of tho
city (John xix. 17 ; Matt, xxviii. 1 1 ; comp. Hebu
xiii. 12, i£o rye nthx) ; yet near the city (John
xix. 20); apparently near a thoroughfare and
exposed to the gnzo of the passing multitude (as
may be inferred from Mark xv. 29 and John xix.
20); probably on a little conical elevation (hence
probably the nn me: 'Skull,' or 'Place of a Skull'),
but not on a mountain or hill (as the popular term
Mount Calvary would imply); and that it was
near tho Lord's sepulchre (John xix. 41), which
was in a garden and hewn in a rock (Matt, xxvii.
60).—P. S.]
Ver. 18. Bat Jesus in the midst. \jt£ooi>
61 t6v '1ijoovv~\. This was Pilate's arrangement, and designed to mock the Jews (see 1 Kings
xxii. 19).
Meyer maintains that it was an arrangement of the Jews', the Jews being the cruoifiers.
Against this view we have to observe
1. That the two thieves were not executed as
Jewish heretics; 2. that the consummating of
the crucifixion, as a Roman punitory act, must
have been left to the Romans ; 8. that it further
reads : Pilate wrote alto namely, to complete
the mockery of the Jews.
[Christ was crucified between the two robbers
who represent the two classes of the human
family : both guilty before God and justly condemned to death, but the one repenting, and
saved by faith in the crucified Redeemer, the
other impenitent, and rushing to ruin by unbelief.
On the archaeology of crucifixion, see the Notes
on Matthew, pp. 522 f. Crucifixion was one of the
most painful and disgraceful modes of death. It
was unusual among the Jews, and applied among
the Greeks and Romans (till the fourth century)
only to slaves and gross criminals, as rebels and
highway-robbers. Cicero calls it the most cruel
Jer. xxxi. 89,

EXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
[John's account of the crucifixion is brief and
comprehensive, yet with several original details
of the doepest import. On his relation to the
Synoptists in this section, see the full analysis
of Dr. Lange in Doctr. ft Ethic, below, No. 1.
P. 8.]
Ver. 17. And bearing His own cross, etc.
Airy [for Himself] rdv aravpdv emphasized.
[See Tbxt. Note, "As conquerors bear their own
trophies, so Christ bears the symbol of His own
victory."—?. 8.] Thus He went forth [ff?;?.dey].

Out of the city, Hcb xiii. 12.
Golgotha. See Comm. on Matthew xxvii. 83.
[On the words Golgotha, Cranion, Calvaria, CaU
vary, Mount (t) Calvary, see my Textual Note 8.
The vexed question of locality is fully discussed
by Dr. Lange and myself in the Commentary on
Matthew, pp. 620, 621, with reference to the principal arguments for and against the traditional
site of the crucifixion, t. e., the spot where now
stands the Constantinian or, perhaps, post-Constantinian '•Church of the Holy Sepulchre," which
lies within the walls of the present city and in
the north-western quarter, not far from the Damascus Gate. Robinson is the chief authority
in opposition, G. Williams in defense, of the
popular tradition. The former has still the best
of the argument.* The other writers on the subject, Ritter, Raumer, Tobler, Winer, Schubert,
Bergren, Arnold, Kraft, Friedlieb, Furrer, Lange,
etc, among the Germans, Wilson, Barclay, Finley,
Olin, Lewin, Tristram, Stanley, Fergusson, etc.,
among English and Americans, are divided in
opinion or leave the matter doubtful. James
Fergusson (art. Jerusalem in Smith's Bible Dictionary, and also in a special pamphlet On the
Site of the Holy Sepulchre, in answer to the Edinb.
Rev.) has recently propounded the startling

theory that the place of crucifixion was Mount
Moriah, on the very spot where now stands the
Mosque of Omar, or as the Moslems oall it, the
Dome of the Rock ; and, further, that this building is the identical church of the Holy Sepulchre
which Constantino erected over the rocky tomb
of Christ. But this theory, besides leaving the
disappearance of Constantine's church and the
substitution of the present Church of the Holy Sepulchre unexplained, is set aside by the extreme
improbability that the temple area was outside of
the city and a place of execution, Lange is disposed to identify Golgotha with the hill Goath,
* (The traditional site has been defended quite recently
again by Furrer (art. Golgotha in Scbenkd's BibcLUxUcon.
JI.,a08).-P.8.J

:

—

and abominable punishment (crudelissimum teterriThe cross consisted of two

mumque tuppUeium).
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pieces of wood, generally put together transversely at right angle* in the form of a J. The
longer beam was planted in (he earth, and provided with a projecting bar like a horn in the
middle for the body to rest upon, which somewhit relieved the sufferings, and prevented the
hands from being torn through. There were,
however, various forms of the cross (crux comThe victim
mi$4(L, er. immusa, er. dteuuata).
was first undressed, the arms tied with ropes to
the cross-beam, the hands fastened with iron
nails, the feet tied or nailed to the upright post.
In this unnatural and immovable position of the
body, he suffered intensely from thirst, hunger,
inflammation of the wounds, and deep anguish
in consequence of the rushing of the blood towards the head. Death followed slowly from loss
of blood, thirst, and hunger, gradual exhaustion,
and stiffening of the muscles, veins, and nerves.
The loss of blood, however, was small, since the
wounds in the hands and feet did not lacerate any
large vessels, and were nearly closed by the nails.
The sufferers lingered generally twelve hours,—
sometimes, according to the strength of their constitution, to the second or third day.
The bodies
were left hanging on the cross until they decayed
or were devoured by ravenous beasts and birds.
But the Jews were accustomed to take them down
and bury them. Constantino the Great, from
motives of humanity, and especially from respect
to the cross of Christ as the sign of victory (Hoe
iijno vince*), abolished crucifixion in the Roman
empire, and since that time it has almost disap-

peared from Europe. What a wonderful change I
Through the death of Christ the cross has been
transformed from a symbol of shame into a symbol of glory and victory, end one of the richest
themes of poetry. Well may we exclaim with
Vcnantius Fortunstus, in his famous Passionhymn, Pa*ge y lingua:
Crux Jld'Ui, inter omna
Jrbor una Holdlu I
Nulla toltm rilva pixfert
Frondf, flort, germine
Dtdw lignum, duJca clavi,
Dulce pondus nutinens.
* Faith ftal cross I aboYo all other,
One and only noble Tree
None in foliage, none in blossom,
No do in fruit thy peers may be
Sweetest wood and sweoteat iron,
Sweetest weight is hung on thee."—P. 8.]

Ver. 19. Pilate wrote also [or, Moreover
Pilate wrote, kypa^e 61 nal]. After sentence
was pronounced, and as a formulation of the
same. On this account, however, it is as little
the Pluperfect (Tholuck) as it is a formula manufactured during the oruoifixion only. In a
word, Pilate first arranged the manner of the
execution between two thieves and then wrote
Seo Comm. on Matthew.
the superscription.
Tir/lor [=*Jnypa<#, from the Latin titulue, inscription], the customs ry Roman term for such

—

—

—

superscriptions (Wetstein).
Jesus the Naaarene [*Iy©\ 6 NaC»p«<of
6 BaotXevc ruv *Iov6aiuv, Jesus ftaaarenu*
Rtx Judnorum. All the four Evangelists give the
inscription on the cross, but with slight variaP. 8.]
tions, on whioh see Wordsworth in he.
The manifest double meaning of the superscripIn the
tion was the final expression of the suit.

—

tease of the man Pilate, it meant: Jesus, the
King of the Jewish fanatics, crucified in the
midst of Jews, who should all thus be executed;
in the sense of the Jews: Jesus, the seditiontry,
the King of rebels [and psendo-prophets] ; in
the sense of the political judge : Jesus, for whose
execution the Jews, with their ambiguous accusation, may answer ; in the sense of the divine
irony which ruled over the expression: Jesus,
the Messiah, by the oruoifixion become in very
truth the King of the people of God.
Ver. 20.
read by many of the Jews.—
Whereby they were forced to reflect upon that
treason to the Messianic idea, of which the high-

Was

priests

were

guilty.

The place was near the city.—On Sunday
afternoon the populace are fond of walking out of
the city, particularly, in the direction of new
suburbs. So the Jews oa their festivals. Towards Golgotha the beginnings of the new city
were forming,—Bezetha. Leben Jctu, ii. p. 1573.
In Hebrew, etc. Here also the Evangelist
has in view the triumph of the Divine Spirit over

—

human

sin and malice.
The inscription, in this
threefold form, must symbolise the preaching
concerning the Crucified One in the three principal languages of the world : in the language
of religion [Hebrew], of culture [Greek J and
of the State [Latin the language of law and

—

government].*

Then said the high-priests to
A proposal to alter the tide. They feel

Ver. 21.

Pilate

the sting of the inscription, and therefore prosecute their calumny. Jesus was to be more definitely characterized as a seditionary is the
Roman sense, one whom Pilate himself had
sentenced.
I have written, tie. [o
Ver. 22.
yiypa$n> ykypa^a. The first perfect denotes the
past action, the second that it is complete and unchangeable. P. S.]. Pilate feels secure again,
and onoe more assumes the air of unshakeable
authority and of the firm Roman. His declaration, however, contains at the same time the continuation of the idea that he lays the dark riddle
of this crucifixion upon their consciences, that he
does not acknowledge Jesus to bo guilty in their
sense, and that they need reckon upon no for-

What

—

bearance on his part. ' ' Analogous formula from
Rabbins, see in Lightfoot." Meyer. "Agreeably
to his character oKOftirfc rip flvcv, as Philo calls
him, Pilate adheres to his resolution." Tholuck.
Ver. 23. Took His upper garments.—
only earthly leavings of the Redeemer do
not fall to the share of His people, but, in accordance with Roman law, to the executors of the
death-sentence. By the ipdrta may be under*
stood the upper garment, the girdle, the sandals,
perhaps the linen shirt; these are divided
amongst the Roman guard, consisting of four
men (Acts xii. 4)." Tholuck.
But the tunic, tie. [j}v 6i o xir&y a>a*or]»
—According to lsidor. Pelusiota, the like was
worn by the lower classes in Galilee. This statement, however, might readily be abstracted from
our passage. The Evangelist seems to see in this

"The

* [Haroann injrenlonsly applied the inscription oa the otM
to the language of the New Testament which implies the thrw
national elements, as it was written in Ortdc by «7a» in a
Jewish land, under the dominion of the Jfcwaant.—P. S.J
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body-rest a homely work of art, wrought by
loving hands. [xir&v, tunica, is an inner garment, worn to the skin like a shirt, mostly without sleeves, fastened round the neck with a clasp,
and usually reaching to the knees. Sometimes
two were worn for ornament or oomfort It was
worn also by the Jewish high-priest and priests
(but as an outer tunic, a broidered coat, ehethoneth
thashpex), and is described by Josephus, Antiq. 1.

The fathers (as also Roman commen{ 4.
tators and Bishop Wordsworth) see in the seamless coat of Christ a symbol of the unity of the
church.—-P. S.]
iii. 7,

Ver. 24,

In order that the Soripture might

A

These things therefore the soldiers did.
As the soldiers knew nothing of those words of
the Psalmist, their fulfilment of them is the more
strikingly a divine inspiration.
The same idea
as chap. xii. 16.
(Vers. 25-27. Peculiar to John.
scene of
unique delioacy, tenderness and sublimity.
tjpe of those pure and spiritual relationships
(the sacred Wahlverwandtsehafteh) which have
their origin in heaven and are deeper and stronger
than those of blood and interest. The cross is
the place where the holiest ties are formed, and
where they are guarded against the disturbing
influences of sin.

A

A

" JHs Krtu* Uta,dat Eerwm sieht und Undet,
Wo Tiefvtrwandtu wundarbar tick findcL"

A few simple touches

reveal a world of mingled
emotions of grief and comfort.
The mother
pierced in her soul by the sword (Luke ii. 85),
the beloved disciple gazing at the cross, the

dying Son and Lord uniting them in the tenderrelation
The first words furnished the keynote to that marvellous Stabat Mater dolorosa of
Jacopone (1806), which, though disfigured by
Mariolatry, describes with overpowering effect
the intense sympathy with Mary's grief, and is
the most pathetic, as the Diet Irto is the most
sublime, product of Latin hymnology.
It is
the text for some of the noblest musioal compositions, which will never cease to stir the hearts

ed

of

!

men.— P.
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We

read with Wieseler (StudUn «. Kritiken,
: Bis mother (Mary) and His mother's
sister (Salome) ; then Mary
the wife of Clopas
and Mary Magdalene, Leben Jesu; Introduction
to this Comm. [p. 4].
So also LUcke, Ewald
1840, p. 648)

—

—

and others.
[Thus we have not

dot]

sister

three women (Mary, her
Mary of Clopas, and Mary Magdalene), as

usually assumed, but four, arranged in two
pairs : Mary and her sister (vis. Salome), Mary
of Clopas and Mary the Magdalene. See the list
of the apostles, Matt. x. 2 ff.; Luke vi. 16 ff.
Consequently John, the son of Salome, was a
cousin of Jesus and a nephew of His earthly
mother. This double relationship explains the
more readily the fact that Jesus intrusted her to
John rather than to His half-brothers, who at the
time were yet unbelieving. Apocryphal traditions make Salome now a daughter, now a sister,
now a former wife, of Joseph. P. S.]
Wieseler's hypothesis is upheld by the followis

—

ing facts
1. It is not supposable that two sisters had
tho same name.
[Some conjecture that Mary
was only a step-sister. But I know of no example even of step-sisters or step-brothers bearing precisely the same name without an additional one to distinguish them.
Hengstenberg
escapes the difficulty by the arbitrary assumption
that sister here denotes sister-in-law.
P. S.]
2. In a precisely similar manner John else-

—

where paraphrases his own name. [Nor does
he introduce his brother James by name. P. S.]
8. According to Matt, xxvii. 66 ; Mark xv. 40,
Salome really was among those women [who
stood by the oross ; and it is not likely that John
should have omitted his own mother, the less so
as he introduced himself. P. S.]
The wife of Clopas [if rov KXona],
Clopas=Alpheus, Matt. x. 8. The mother of
the so-called brethren of Jesus, t. e. His cousins.
[The identity of KXoxa (which sounds like an
abridgement of KAedirarpoc) with the Hebrew

—

—

name

Now there

—

by no means
Lange with most commenta-

'AX^oiof, ^flyH (Matt. x. 8), is

so certain as Dr.

8.]

—

[Meyer and Alford] ; in old times, the Syrian,
Ethiopian and Persian translations,* as also the
texts of Lachmann, editio minor, Tisohendorf,f
Muralt. [Also Westcott and Hort, who punctuate
without a comma after Khmd, thus: j} ftfirqp avrov
koI jJ adsXfq Tf/c fiyrpbg avrov, Hapia ij rov K/L koI
Mapiap % VLayd. P. S.]. The opposite side is
taken by Luthardt, Ebrard [Hengstenberg, Go-

be

fulfilled, Ps. xxii. 19 (18), according to the
typical prophecy.
Septuagint.
See Comm.
on Matthew. The apparent identicalness in the
paraUelismus membrorum of the Psalmist does not
preclude our Evangelist's right to make the distinction he does—it being a question of the interpretation of an unconsciously prophetic, a typical, speech.

17-80.

According to the Synoptists (Matthew,
Mark), the women mentioned stand afar off. According to Lueke and Olshausen, they wer* there
previously ; according to Meyer, there is a difference which must be settled in John's favor. But
it is manifestly necessary to distinguish two stages

Meyer) assumes, but quite doubtful
on account of the difference of letters, and the
improbability that John should use the Aramaic,
and Matthew and Mark the Hellenistio form.
Kluirac sounds rather like an abridgement of
KfeoVarpof, and may be the same with the KAeoVaf
mentioned Luke xxiv. 18. But even in case of
the identity of Clopas and Alpheus, it does not
follow that James and Joses, the sons of AlSheus and a certain Mary (Matt, xxvii. 66;
Luke xxiv. 10), were
[ark xv. 40; x?i. 1

in the proceedings attendant upon the crucifixion
the tumult of the crucifixion itself, amidst which
no friends could approaoh, and the subsequent
Seo Comm. on Matthew
sufferings on the cross.
[p. 62*].

* [Them translations insert and (teat) between titUr of hU
mother and Mary, thus making them two distinct persons.—.
P. S.1
f [In ed. Till., Teschendorf makes a comma after KAuva. So
does Alford, yet he adopts Wieseler's Tiew.—P. SJ

Ver. 25.

Telar^Keiaav

<J£

stood by the oross
vapa rp oravpQ, in the

Vulgate: Stabat juxta crueem mater ejus* from
which the Stabat Mater took its rise, as the Diet
Irm from the Vulgate's rendering of Zeph. i. 16.
P. S.].

—

tors (also

;
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cousins of Jesus, unless we identify this Mary
with the sister of the mother of Jesus, which
Lange does not. Nor is it certain that rj rov
means the w\fe of; it may also mean the daughter
©/",
the Klopas mentioned Luke xxiv. 18 (as

Ewald).—P.

8.]

Ver. 26. Woman, behold thy son [TvWoman instead of
vaL, Idt b vl6c aov\l
mother.
Bee chap. ii. 4. The word here denotes
particularly the character of woman in her
helplessness and need of comfort. It must be
remembered, bowcrer, that Mary deserved the
name of "woman" in the ideal eenee also. As
Christ was the Son of Man, or the Man, so she,
though approximately only, not in the perfection
[The
of sinlessness, was the ideal woman.
second Ere, the Woman, whose Seed here bruised
the serpent's head, Gen. iii. P. S.]» Thus the

—

—

name " woman,'

the greeting of the woman who
in spirit shares His crucial agony, is likewise a
title of dignity.
But besides this, Christ has
sufficient reason for not exposing Mary to the
mockery or persecution of the enemy by saluting
her with the name of " mother."
The explanation recently (for instance in
Piper's Jahrbuch, article " Maria' ) enlarged
upon with ever-increasing grotesqueness, and
which claims that with this saying Christ renounced His mother at the cross, goes, in its
gradual development, from Luthardt) who is
more precisely the author of it, back to Hofmann.* It is expressive of a Monophysite view
which takes the bold flight of afterward annulling eTen the historical fact. People holding
this view apparently conceive of the ttatue majestaticu$,not as the centre of the glorification of
the human life, but as a sort of Oriental court
raised to heaven. In connection with this view
it would be better to represent the Logos in His
birth as born not of Mary, but merely through
her, in accordance with some of the ancients.
That it is the desire of Jesus to give Mary a
son in His stead in a special sense, results from
the fact that the Alphosides also were her sons.f
And what sons! Nevertheless, Mary was to
have a still richer compensation after the departure of Jesus than oould be given by the
Alphseides; John was destined to make this
compensation.
And he indeed stood alone by
her in this moment, as her support; thus
should he stand by her from this time forth.
The thing, the unique adoptive relationship, already existed de facto, being born beneath the
cross of Christ; consciousness, a name, and the
sanction of Christ must be added to it. According to Tholuck, the adetyoi were as yet unbelieving.
In regard to this, see chap. vU. 6 [and my
1

1

• fTh« original reads Hoffmann, erldently a printing error.
Hofmann of Erlangen if not to bo confounded with Dr.
Hoffmann. General Superintendent and Court Preacher at
Berlin. Stelnmeyer (as quoted and opposed by Meyer, p. 030,
note) adopts the view of Luthardt and asserts that the death
of the Redeemer of all men solved the bonds of His earthly
relationship. Of English commentators Alford says In the
same sense " The relationship in the flesh between the Lord
and His mother was about to close ; hence He commends her
to another son who should care for and protect her."— P. 8.]
f [According to Dr. Lange'i peculiar theory on the adoption of the family of Mary's sister or sister-in-law Into her
own family—a view which I have frequently had occasion to
oppose in connection with the cousin-theory concerning the
brothers of Christ. Comp. pp. 115, 211, Matthew, pp. 45&-460.
Prof.

:

—

counter-notes, p. 241. P. 8.].
According to
others, they were not so well off as John. But
had there been question of* mere pecuniary provision for His mother, Christ would not have deferred its settlement until now. Mary needed a
eon in the sense of the higher soul-life, just as

Jesus had Himself been refreshed by a friend. The
friend of Jesus was fitted to be the son of Mart.

Behold thy mother

£'I<5e

»)

p^rap "«]!

—We may primarily understand both

sayings of

Jesus in such a manner as to make tnem express
the same idea: ye shall henceforth cleave together as mother and son. But not in vain are
they divided into two sayings. If we apprehend
them as consolation*, the word: "Behold thy
son I" signifies: in him shall be thy support;
the word : «• thy mother :" thou shalt become s
sharer in her maternal blessing. If we apprehend them as admonition*, commands, the case
presents a different aspect: the mother is enjoined to live for the son, the son for the mother.

The one signification, however, is inseparable
from the other. On both sides love and blessing
are one in personal relationship.
[Alford: "The solemn and affecting commendation of her to John is doubly made,—and
thus bound by the strongest injunctions on both.
The Romanist idea, that the Lord commended oil
His disciples as represented by the beloved oni, to
the patronage of His mother, is simply absurd.
The converse is true: He did solemnly commend
the care of her, especially indeed to the beloved
disciple, but in him to the whole cycle of disciples, among whom we find her, Acts iv. 14. Ho
certain conclusion can be drawn from this commendation, as to the ' brethren of the Lord' believing on Him or not at this time. The reasons
which influenced Him in His selection must erer
be far beyond our penetration : and whatever relations to
we suppose those brethren to have been,
it will remain equally mysterious why He passed
them over, who were so closely connected with
His mother. Still the presumption, that they
did not then believe on Him, is one of which it
is not easy to divest one's self; and at least may
enter as an element into the consideration of the
whole subject, beset as it is with uncertainty."
John's relation to Mary as established beneath
the Cross, was that of a aaored friendship and
spiritual communion (oomp. Matt. -xii. 47-50).
and interfered neither with John's relation and
duty to his natural mother Salome, nor with
Mary's relation to the "brethren" of Jesus,
whatever view we may take of them. I have so
often discussed this vexed question, especially
in this vol. p. 241 and in the Com. on Matthev,
pp. 456*460, that it is unnecessary to say more.
—P. 8.]
home [IX a fit*
Took her unto hin

—

Bm

own

fia&qT$c avrijv el c ra
gladly apprehended the word of
6

I

6

1

oj.

—John

Christ in

that

meaning also whieh carried an obligation with
it.
The expression: from that hour, cannot
be weakened.

Tet

it is

neither necessary

to in-

John had a house of his own in Jerusalem, nor that he kept house for himself alone,
" If he received Mary into bis dwelling, into bis
family circle consisting of Salome and perchance
his brother, el? ra Idia would be perfectly corEwald well
[So also Alford.
rect." Meyer.
fer that

—
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:

CHAP. XIX.
observes : "It was for the Apostle in his later
years a sweet reward to recall vividly evory sttoh
minute detail, and for his readers it is, without
his intention, a sign that he alone could have
written all this (doss nur er (Hess altes geschrieben
Against the misunderstanding
haben konne),"
of this most touching scene by such men as
8eholten and Weisse, see the just remarks of

—
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order thus to demonstrate the freedom of His
departure. This would be drinking for a theologico-apologetio purpose.
Tholuck more pertinently remarks that the reXetovv of the divine
fovty was but the very (likewise the very) reXeiow
of the ypafy, hence reXetovv instead of irXn-

—

povv.

A

Ver. 29.
vessel therefore was standing
there [atcevoc liceiTo 6 gov?—sour wino, or
Ver.28. I thirst {Uerd rovro eidif 6 vinegar and water p. ear 6 v]. The Evangelist's
'Inoovs hrt tjdn iravra TtrkXtorai, Iva ovv might here mean Jesus' glance had fallen
upon the vessel containing the beverage and had
reXe ta& $ $ ypatyt), Xiytr A / o],

Meyer,

p.

830.— P.

8.]

—

rj>

—

Different views
1. Prevailing ancient interpretation : Iva re A.
Since He knew'
is referable to Xiyer dixpo.
that all things were accomplished, He said, in
order to fulfil the Scripture in that particular
also: / thirst (Chrysostom, Theophylact and
others). Beza: veKemenlissima quidem siti pressus,
sed tamen de implendis singulis prophetiis nostraque
salute potius quam de uUa siti sollieitus.
This
manner of fulfilling the Scripture is in accordance neither with the view of the Lord nor the
delineation of John (see ?er. 24). Then, too, it
would have to read thus : As He knew that the
Scripture was fulfilled, with the exception of one
particular, He said in order that this one thing
also might be fulfilled, etc., irrespective of the
fact that In ver. 82 ff. additional unfulfilled particulars Nos. 2 and 8 would present themselves.
2. Intensified apprehension of the foregoing
explanation : as vinegar was given Him to drink,
the drink was demanded as ultima pars passionum,
with reference to Ps. lxix. 22, which passage, as
others also suppose, is here had in mind (Theodorus of Heraclea, Gerhard, Marheineke).
8. Christ did not drink for the sake of fulfilling the Scripture, but the Evangelist interprets
His drinking as a fulfilment of Scripture; Iva
reXeio&f $ ypa<p$ ib therefore a parenthesis,
containing the explanation of the Evangelist
(Piscator, Grotiua, Lticke).
4. The final sentence (Iva, etc.) is not parenthetic, nor is it to be applied to what follows,
but to that which precedes it: in the consciousness that His passion is finished, t. e, finished
unto the accomplishment of the Soripture, He
now says: " J thirst*' (Michaelis, Semler,
Knapp, Tholuck, Meyer and others). This interpretation seems to us the correct one. Hitherto
Jesus has passed through one temptation and
anxiety after another and, absorbed in the hot
conflict in which He saw the fulfilment of the divine deoree in accordance with the Soripture,
has forgotten the burning thirst that has preyed
upon Him since His last draught at the Supper.
Now, with the presentiment of victory, His thirst

—

—

makes itself felt, and He, being no legal ascetic,
nor despising a ser?ice rendered by the hand of
sinners, requests and partakes of the last, sorry
refreshment. The expression: " that the Scripture might be accomplished," does not mean: for
the bare fulfilling of the Soripture hath He passed
through all these things, but : in the fulfilling

—

of Scripture as the expression of the divine
counsel, He found that which was His perfect
tranquillization and exaltation in view of all
these things, Luke xxli. 22, Matt. xxvi. 64. According to Hofmann, Jesus demanded a refreshment conducive to the prolongation of life, in

:

suggested to

From a
ever,

Him

the prospect of refreshment.

strict interpretation of the

word, how-

a higher

signification results*
Christ's
complaint, His last craving, must not fail of satisfaction.
It was necessary, therefore, that pro-

vision should have been made before-hand; it
was to be expected that satisfaction was nigh at
hand. The stupefying draught that was offered
Him at the beginning of His suffering (Matt,
xxvii. 84 ; Mark xv. 28), Jesus had rejected. See
Comm. on Matthew. But the pure, sour soldiers'
wine, vinegar-wine, He now receives to His refreshment. "The most distressing thirst torments the crucified. The soldiers give Him some
of the beverage [6" £ o c ] which they are wont
to drink (posca, vinum addum); saturating a
sponge with it, they put the sponge upon a hyssopstalk (which in the East attains a height of from
one to one and a half feet Tonr&rp, that is
tcaMfiy tov voatiirov, see Matt, xxvii. 48), and
thus convey it to His mouth as He hangs upon
the slightly elevated cross." Matthew xxvii. 48
is a parallel passage.
The touch in Luke xxiii.
86 really seems indicative of a third, derisive
presentation of vinegar-wine on the part of the
soldiers, situate between the first and the last. See
Meyer on the passage, and Comm. on Luke xxiii.
26 [p. 878. Am. Ed.].
Ver. 80. It is finished.—TtrkXearat. The
expression of the consciousness, ver. 28. Bengel:
Hoe verbum in corde Jesu erai ver. 28, nunc ore proIt is possible that He required the refertur.
viving refreshment to* aid Him in pronouncing
the last words. The sublime word, finished, refers to His work, as commanded Him according
to the counsel of God (delineated in the Scripture).

And yielded up the (or His) spirit [*ai
nXlvac r#v KefaXijv napkdoKtv rb nvevExpressive of a free dying. The characfi a J.
teristic word for this exode is itself preserved by

—

the Evangelist Luke: Father, into Thy hands,
Gerhard and the older Lux. 18.
theran exegetes declared that the death of Jesus
was not a suffering, but a deed, Tholuck : " This
can be said only in the ethical sense, in which
sense it can be predicated of all His suffering
not in' the physical sense (comp. Thomasius,
Chrutol Dogmatics, II., p. 225 with 218) ; in itself
it is merely the expression of self-surrender,
trusting in God, as Ps. xxxi. 6, whence the expression is derived." But of a certainty, also
the expression of a thoroughly unique, free dying
which was at once suffering and deed in the
ethioo-physical sense. See ohap. x. 18. [" The
ifapadt66vai was strictly a voluntary and determinate act no coming on of death, which had no
power over Him." (Alford.) On the physical

Comp. chap.

—

—
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cause of Christ's death, oomp. the remarks in
Comm. on Matthew, p. 628, and the treatise of
William Stroud, M. £>.,.on the Physical
of

scription, smd similar features. But for him
there lay special preciousness in the recollection
that Jesus, in His last hour, instituted filial re-

Death and its Relation to the Principles and
Second ed. with AppenPractice of Christianity.
dix by Sir James T. Simpson, London, 1871 (604
Dr. Stroud endeayors to demonstrate
pp.).
that the immediate cause of the Saviour's death
roust be traced neither to the ordinary effects of
crucifixion, nor the wound inflicted by the soldier's spear, nor an unusual degree of weakness,
nor the interposition of supernatural influence,
but to the rioarious agony of His mind culminating in the exclamation, " My God, Mr God," etc,
and producing rupture of the heart, which is intimated by a discharge of blood and water from
His side, when it was afterwards pierced with a
" It was the death of a pure and perfect
spear.
human being sustaining and discharging the penalty due to human depravity, and thereby acquiring an equitable claim to see the travail of
His soul and to be satisfied, by becoming the author of eternal salvation to all that obey Him."
See more of this below on ver. 84, p. 697. —P. 8.]

lations

Own

Christ's

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

between Urn, His friend, and His mother.
The word: The King of the Jews, was a
fulfilment of the entire Old Testament—henee
2.

there are no particular citations here. According to the original accusation of the Jews, it was
designed to denote His mortal offence. It then,
in accordance with Pilate's meaning, denoted the
occasion of Mia death, being intended us a mockery
of, and sarcasm upon, the Jews.
In the sense
of the Scripture, however, it denotes His fam ily
appointed destiny of death, and in the sense of the
Spirit, the eternal gloriousntse and fruit of His
death.
Jesus of Katareth, the King of the Jews:
the word of the cress, glorified by the Spirit into

a word about the cross.

Pilate did not suspect
that his writing, like his saying, JBcce Home,
did, under the providence of God, take significance, when be wrote, in the three most important languages of the world, this sermon over
the cross.
8. The references to in* fulfilment* of Scriptm
in Christ's suffering are nought but celestial
lights shining into the darkness of the crucial
passion. All is spiritualised, or transillumined by
the Spirit, in order to be by the Spirit glorified,
as God's counsel, foreknowledge, ordinance, disposition, and judgment upon the blindness ef
the world,—glorified, I say, unto salvation.
4. If Mary is meant to be a symbol of the
Church, then Christ, with His institution of this
adoption, hath made His bosom-friends the
veriest sons of the Church, and the Church their
mother. Hence a form of the Church which is
at extreme varianoe with the Johannean mind,
cannot be the true one. Mary may, however,
far rather be called a symbol of the Theocracy,
which has been finally comprehended in her
heart In that sense the institution would mesa:
the Theocracy, t. e. the theocratio aide of the
Church, is always to have a spiritual son,—
children of the Spirit; the children of the Spirit
are always to have a motherly authority over
them in the eoclesiastioal communion.
6. As Peter, who recognised in Christ the Renewer of the old Theocracy, the King of the Divine Kingdom, was pre-eminently entrusted with
the foundation and care of the Church of Christ,
so to John, who in Christ saw pre e inently the
manifestation of the personal God, the portrait
of eternal love, was confided the foundation and
care of a holy family of the friends of Ood as the
innermost vital focus within the Church.

1. In the history of the crucifixion of Jesus, as
subsequently in that of His burial, John gives
special prominence to the considerations of the
In corfulfilment of Biblical prophecies and types*
respondence with Scripture, Pilate was constrained to make the superscription : The King
of the Jews ; in accordance with Scripture, the
division of the clothing took place, accompanied
by the casting of lots for the body-vest ; in further
accordance, Jesus, at the Approach of His death,
felt that all things were accomplished, to the fulfilling of the Scripture ; and thus the manner of
His taking down from the cross must itself have
reference to two passages of Scripture. But not
for the sake of the fulfilment of the Scripture did
all these things happen, but because in the providence of God they must happen, they were preceded by the presages and fore-glimpses of ScripThe reference to Scripture, however, is
ture.
designed to be expressive of two things: the objective veracity of God, who, in the ordering of
the crucial sufferings, is consistent with Himself,
and the unconditional trust of Christ and His
people, that above all human arbitrariness and
malice in the crucifixion, the providence and
faithfulness of God were ruling.
Many items in the history of the crucifixion,
the Evangelist assumes to be already familiar,—
especially the history of Simon of Cyrene, the
6. The thirst of Jeeue, His hut suffering. A
presentation of the intoxicating myrrh-wine, the sign (1) that He has passed through all His sufmockings of the Crucified One, the oonduct of the ferings and may now receive the draught of rethieves, the darkening of the land, the earth- freshment ; (2) that He departs from earth and
quake, the rending of the vail in the temple, from those who have crucified Him, not proudly
the testimony of the Gentile captain, Matthew's and coldly, but humbly, warmly and lovingly;
indication of extraordinary occurrences in the (8) that He would be no pattern in sel£chosen
spirit-world, the agitation of the people, as re- torments and penances; (4) that He still speaks
corded by Luke, as also the majority of the seven in the consciousness of His divine spiritual
power, as if it were at onoe a begging and a
last words.
With pleasure, however, he dwells—first upon commanding ; (6) that He is making preparation
the trait of Christ's bravely and resolutely taking for the end.
See the Homiletioal Hints,
7. It ie finished.
His cross on His own shoulders («*>£), upon the
contest whioh Pilate and the Jews continued over Hebrews x. 14. The word as (1) a prophetie
the Crucified One, upon the significant super- word (aU scripture fulfilled); (2) a high-priestly

m
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CHAP. XIX.
(the expiatory sacrifice completed) ; (8) a
kingly word (the kingdom of heaven founded)
(4) a unitous word (the work of redemption accomplished aa the founding of the new creation,
the world of the eternal Spirit).
8. The share of John in the account of the
seven last words of Jesus.
9. The three languages on the cross, the three
ground-tongues of theology.

word

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Synoptists.—The grand fulfilments of
(he divine counsel in the Passion of Christ, attested by the most significant fulfilments of
Scripture (vers. 81-37 must be considered in this
connection). Christ's suffering inuits fundamental features: 1. As am act of suffering: the bearing of His cross and going forth (without the gate,
Heb. xiii. 18 ; out of the old communion) unto
Calvary ; 2. as an experience of suffering-- with the
thieves, in the midst of the thieves ; 8. as a glo-

—

of suffering : Jesus of Nazareth, the
of the Jews (the King of sufferers, of the
people of God, of kings), in all the languages of
the world. The superscription of Pilate : 1. As
the word of Pilate: Continuation of his mockery of the Jews ; ihei Jews a robber-folk, whose
Head is already crucified. 2. As a word of the
Spirit, unoonsciouflly to the writer: The Messiah,
the King of the people of God. Or, 1. kAs an
assumed title of guilt, the property of malefactors in the old world ; 2. as a personal title of
honor, the property of the King of righteousness in the new world. Or as the explanation
and glorification (ErklSrung und Verktarung) of
the cross of Christ. This superscription read
many, of the Jews, for the place was nigh unto
rification

King

—

—

the eity : 1. The word concerning Christ is still
read by many legal men ; 2. for the place where
He is testified of is nigh to the city. [The evangelical Churoh by the side of the Church of
legality].—How the priests would fain alter the

—

writing concerning Christ. The demand of the
priests and the declaration of Pilate. Pilate
and the soldiers are compelled to work together
Soldiers,
for the fulfilment of the Scripture.
also, are under the providenoe of God, even in
slaying, and dividing spoil.
Contrast of Christ's adversaries and His friends
at His crucifixion.— How they must glorify Him
together ; those unconsciously, these in grateful
love.—Founding of the spiritual house of the
mother and son beneath the cross.—The rich
legacy of the poor Jesus.
The blissful presentiment of the dying Jesus
that His day's work is accomplished in accordance with the Scripture (or in accordance with
the counsel of God) : 1. Expressed in the even-

—

—

ing draught which the great Laborer taketh as
He quitteth work ; 2. expressed in His evening
song before He goeth to sleep: It is finished.
It it finished: 1. It, not this and that: all that
lays the foundation of the new9 eternal world of
God. 2. It is, not it is being (Heb. x. 14). 8.
Finished. As a spiritual act, as a vital conflict,,
as a mortal suffering, as a triumph of Christ and
the salvation of God—conducted to the goal
Tefoc).
The word, It is finished: 1. As the
Evangel of Christ ; 2. as the confession of the

—

—

—

;
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Church;

8. as the jubilation of the believing
heart ; 4. as an excitation to every work of faith
6. as a prophecy of the Last Day.
Staekb : Christians must make many a painful pilgrimage out of the city, out of the land,—
nay, even to the gallows and the stake, for $e
sake of their faith but courage ! press onward I
ye have a noble Predecessor. Take comfort,
thou pious man, if thou art accounted godless
Jesus was numbered with the transgressors that
thou mightest be deolared the child of God and
The vain lust of titles
righteous, Is. liii. 12.
must be renounced in following the crucified
Jesus.
Though the world should crucify our
honor and our good name; though she should
nail above our head the superscription : this is

—

—

—

a

fool,

a dreamer, an odd fellow, a

heretic,

etc.,

we must be satisfied with

being called the children of God and having our names written in
heaven.—Christians, read the Holy Scriptures
diligently ; there ye find your King, and His
nature, will, and benefits. Chap. v. 39.
Zbisins : The science of divers kinds of tongues,
especially of the Hebrew and Greek, is to be recognised as a particular benefit of God, and is
exceedingly useful for the investigation of Holy
Scripture, that having been written in these two
languages, 1 Cor. xii. 10. Pilate may have diligently framed the superscription in ambiguity,
knowing Jesus to be innocent. Underlying this
fact, however, was a special providenoe of God,
who took care that His Son should have the right
superscription, since He suffered the death of the
cross as the Messiah or anointed King of Israel.
Behold God's rule over the hearts of men ; in
this His sway over them He hath employed even
His own enemies for the furtherance of His
glory: yea, His foes must sometimes promote
the glory of His children with the very things
wherewith they have striven to dishonor them,
Ps. ex. 2.—If the writing of an earthly judge
cannot be altered, how much less shall that be
erased which God Himself has written in a Testament and Word. Cramer : Christ is poor in
the beginning, middle, and end of His life, that
through His poverty He might make us rich. Znu
siue : The nearer Christ, the nearer the oross, and
the heavier our afflictions. Osiamdkb: Fervent
love to God and the Lord Jesus regardeth no danger.
With this speech on the cross, the Lord Jesus (1) intended to show how He beareth on His
heart a oare even for our bodily circumstances,
and considereth such care a part of His mediatorial office; He therewith (2) designed to
confirm the fifth commandment and to set all
children a good example, as to how they should
care for their poor and forsaken parents; He
hath therewith (8) shown that it is not contrary
to the sense of the fifth commandment if we extend its limits somewhat farther than the letter
of it seemeth to require ; He hath (4) designed
to hallow the natural love existing between
friends and relatives; He hath (6) sanctioned
guardianships ; He hath (6) approved of testaments ; He hath (7) taught thereby how every
one ought to strive to make this painful life more
endurable to his neighbor by rendering him loving aid ; He hath (8), particularly in the person
of John, enjoined it upon the hearts of all the
teachers of His Churoh to have a oare for poor

—

—

—

—
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—

and

destitute persons ; lie hath (9) shown how xxiL 15; soap. Ps. lxix. 21.
Lisco: Pilate inwe should seek to accomplish through others the dignantly refuses the request of the Jews that
good that we ourseWes are unable to perform
Jesus should be characterised in the inscription
He hath (10) assured all whom He recogniseth as a deceiver. The faithful love of those who

—

as His mother and His brethren that He will not
forsake or neglect them either.—Christ's eyes,
amid the turmoil, are died upon believers, Ps.
xxxiiL 18.—No man derireth harm, but rather
profit, from entering into the fellowship of Christ's

shame and suffering. Hbdikgib: Godprovideth
physically and spiritually for them that belong
to Him.—Ceakir: A Christian should settle
well his household affairs before he dieth.—
Cajtstbth : It is loTe's way to interest itself for
those it leaves destitute, and to endeavor to bring
about by means of others such things as it cannot
do itself.—Lamps : It is right that those who
are preparing themselves for death, should not
forget to care for their families.
Happy is he
that espouseth the cause of the widows and or*
phans and doeth them good ; he doeth God's will
and shall inherit the blessing, Ps. xli. 1 ff. ; Ex.
xxii. 22 ff.—Hear, dear Christian 1 that Jesus
hath thirsted, and let it cause thee to guard the
more vigilantly against all excess in drinking.
Hall: Christian mine, if thou too art tried with
hunger and thirst in this world, comfort thyself
with the thought that thy Saviour did also complain of the same on the cross. Ah, what a reTeriXearai ; In
freshment will this bo to thee
this one word everything appertaining to the
purchase of our salvation is expressed and concluded. By this we see that the Master with the
tongue of the learned, Is. L 4, is before us,— He
who can bring all things into one word, and yet
it is plena enuntiatio, a complete declaration, a
word above all words, a regular aphorism (as
they call a concise saying, briefly and wittily expressed), short and yet intelligible : a true apo-

—

!

phthegm (a momentous and pregnant saying).

Upon hearing this declaration, it is finished, we
are constrained to ask: what is finished? This
question is easily answered if we do but consider
the Person who made the declaration. It is accomplished all that Christ was bound to do
and to accomplish and thus this word refers us
In considerato the whole course of His life.
tion of the preoeding 28th ver., the word rtrt1
fooroc may be complemented after this fashion
herewith is the Scripture, in that which it hath
prophesied concerning Me, fulfilled, Luke xvili.
81 ; xxii. 87. If we take into account the passages Heb. v. 0; x. 7, it may also be thus paraphrased : Herewith i$ the counsel and will of Ood
concerning our salvation accomplished, namely, as
regards the purchase of it ; and in consideration
of the declaration of Christ, Matt. v. 17, tctbXearcu means as much as: Now is the law fulfilled
He now, as it were, nodded unto Death, bidding him come on ; yea, He asserted by this bowing of His head, that He would become obedient
to His Father unto death, Phil.ii. 8.—Craxbr:
Hath Christ finished it? then we need not
achieve it. Zkisius: Christ's consummatum, it
is finished, hath been a blessed thing for us.—
Osiandee: Christ's death is our life; in dying
we enter into true life, Heb. ii. 14.
Geklach: The most horrible of all torments,
the most burning thirst, a circumstance expressly predicted of the suffering Messiah, Ps.

—

—

—

—

—

clave to Jesus shunneth not that pain of deepest
sympathy which is occasioned by the spectacle
of His sufferings, Luke iL 85.
Beauni: Conscious of his injustice and of the
innocence of Jesus, angry with those who had
driven him to commit that injustice, he stye:
what J have written, 1 have written; this is the
formula of deciding magistrates:
With this
decree the matter rests.
It was written is
Reman—Latin—, the judicial tongue; in Hebrew,
the popular tongue; in Greek, the tongue is
general use.—Duties, those, even, that are apparently of the least account, must be fulfilled
up to the very last breath.
The Christian
should die like a general, upon his feet, fighting
giving orders, 1 Tim. v. 8.—Thus the gap that
death makes, is best filled. For love is strong ss
death (Song of Sol. viii. 6).—Think you, it wooM
have been stronger, greater, worthier of His
love, to repress the need He Jelt of quenching

—

—

His burning thirst? Here we see how free His
heart is from pride and rancor, passions by
which many another apparently grows great and
strong.—Whoso bindeth his soul and his soars
life to Christ's life, wars, walks, sufferings,
can say, when feint in death: it is finished!
What soul hath been converted onto God frost
its sins and is reconciled to Him, tan exclaim:
it is finished!
This word, it is finished! wai
uttered by Jesus, not at the close of His oetirity,
in the high-priestly prayer, in Gethsemaae, bat
at the end of His suffering.—But was He already
risen for our justification ? He had not yet sent
the Comforter into the hearts of His people. Bet
in the holy instant of death, by the light of eternity, His eye beheld the finished work of re-

—

demption, in its readiness for prosecution snd
spiritualised on.
Thus through suffering and
tribulation is attained the triumph of the king-

dom

of God.

GossNim : What a procession
What a crosswalk
What a march I God's Only-begotten
!

!

One, under the burden of the cross, the tree
whereon the curse lay, mareheth to the bitterest
Thus do men send Him back to His
death.
Father from whom He proceeded laden with
cross, curse and shame ; as a malefactor. What
a journey, followed by consequences most rich in
Why that
blessing I—And He bare His cross !
was our cross, and He appropriated it to Himself, as though it were His own ; He embraced it
with suoh love and patience as it had been His
but to us /j/e.
life, snd it brought Him death
Neither can the coat of Christ's righteousness be
divided and cut into pieces—every soul most
have it whole. His nakedness on the cross is sn
evidence that He shunned no kind of humiliation
for us.—The pagan Roman soldiers did not divide the ooat of Christ, but Christians have made
many rents and divisions over Christ's coaf , that
they might establish their own opinions and their

—

—

—

own

—

righteousness. Those under the cross composed the family of the Saviour ; it had melted
away to so few; that was His little Church
w hereon to He reckoneth Himself, wherewith He
abideth, with which His Spirit resteth on earth.
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— His bowed head

lifteth up the head of each one man], what have I to do with thee t
Mine hour it
of us. He Himself inclined His head with the not yet come. Then, about to act divinely, He
consciousness that He should soon raise it again, repelled the Mother of His humanity, of His inas He had foretold.
firmity, as if He knew her not : now, suffering
Hiubkbb: God, whose hand guided the finger humanly, He commands with humane affection,
of Pilate, meant this superscription to be a chal- her of whom he was made Man. Here is a moral
lenge to all unbelieving Jews and all mankind to lesson. The good Teacher shows us by His exacknowledge this Jesus of Nasareth as their ample that pious sons should take care of their
King. All languages, all tongues, are to resound parents. The oross of the Sufferer is the chair
with His praise and confess that He is Lord, to of the Master. Ver. 28. He who appeared Man,
the glory of God the Father. Pilate's firm de- suffered all these things ; He who was God, ortermination is indicative of God's irrevocable de- dered them.
From Chbysostom; Ver. 17.
cree. If all the world remonstrate against Christ's He carried the badge of viotory on His shoulders,
royal dignity God hath willed it, and there is an as oonquerors do.—Ver. 18. And two othere with
end of it. Pa. ii. Christ hung naked on the cross. Him; What they did in wickedness was again
This is very significant; He hung thus (1) In or- to the truth. To convert a thief on the cross,
der to show how thoroughly the world had and bring him into paradise, was no less a mirstripped Him of all that He owned, and covered acle than the rending of the rocks. Vers. 23, 24.
Him with shame ; (2) in order to present Himself Behold the sureness of prophecy. The prophet
to all as the Innocent and Pure One who can sup- foretold not only what they would part, but
port the glances of all. Mary, the mother of what they would not. Thtj parted the raiment,
Jesus, stood beneath the cross: Now was ful- but cast lots for the vesture. Ver. 25. Observe
filled the prophecy of Simeon, Luke ii. 85.
What how the weaker sex is the stronger; standing bv
feelings must have pierced her maternal heart I the oross when the disciples fly.—• Ver. 26. Though
This was the origin of the ancient church-hymn: there were other women by, He makes no menStabat mater dolorosa.—Ot such strength is wo- tion of any of them, but only of His Mother, to
manly nature capable. An example for all Chris- show us that we should specially honor our
tian men and women, admonishing them not to mothers.—Vers. 26-80. Observe how imperturbe ashamed of Jesus, often to go beneath His bable He is during His crucifixion, talking to the
cross, that they may become worthy of those wo- disciple of His Mother, fulfilling prophecies,
men who went before them. Rambach, he. , giving good hope to the thief; whereas, before
Eve stood in His crucifixion, He seemed in fear. The weakp. 1063, compares Mary and Eve.
Paradise beside the pleasant tree of the know- ness of His nature was shown there, the exceedledge of good and evil. Mary stands beside the ing greatness of His power here. He teaches us
ignominious tree of the oross. The former looked too, herein, not to turn back, because we may
upon the forbidden tree, and its fruit conduced feel disturbed at the difficulties before us ; for
to her death ; the latter looks upon the promised when we are once actually under the trial, all
tree of life, and is refreshed by its fruit in her will be light and easy for us.
mortal anguish. Our death too, when God oalleth,
[From Bubkitt: Ver. 17. Why could net
must be voluntary. It is the Christian's art to Christ bear His own cross, who was able to bear
die willingly.
the sins of the whole world, when hanging upon
PCbavih : From Ambbosb : Chap. xix. 26. Mary, the cross ? 1. Probably, the Jews' malice proas became the Mother of our Lord, stood before vided Him a cross of an extraordinary greatness
the cross, when the Apoetlee fled, and with piti- 2. He was much debilitated and weakened, with
ful eyes beheld the wounds of her
From His long watching and sweating the night beAugustine: Ver. 17. Great spectacle I to the fore; 8. The sharp edges of the cross grating
?rofane a laughing-stock, to the pious a mystery, His late whipped and galled shoulders, might
rofaneness sees a King bearing a oross instead occasion the fresh bleeding of His wounds ; 4.
of a sceptre ; piety sees a King bearing a oross, Thereby He gave the world a demonstration of
thereon to nail Himself, and afterwards to nail the truth of His humanity, that He was in all
it on the foreheads of kings.
Ver. 18. Even the things like unto us. Ver. 18. It had been a
oross was a judgment seat ; for the Judge being sufficient disparagement to our blessed Redeemer
the middle, one thief, who believed, was pardoned, to be sorted with the best of men, but to be numthe other, who mocked, was damned: a sign of bered with the scum of mankind is such an inwhat He would once do to the quick and dead,— dignity as oonfounds our thoughts. Ver. 19.
{>laoe the one on His right hand, the other on His Pilate, who before was His judge, and pronounced
eft.
Ver. 20. These three were the languages Him innocent, is now His herald to proclaim
most known there: the Hebrew, on account of His glory. Pilate did that for Christ whioh none
being used in the worship of the Jews; the of His own disciples durst do. No thanks to
Greek in consequence of the spread of Greek •him for this ; because the highest services perphilosophy ; the Latin, from the Roman empire formed to Christ undesignedly shall neither be
being established everywhere. Ver. 22. O in- accepted nor rewarded by God.—Ver. 22. Surely
effable working of Divine power, even in the the constancy of Pilate at this time must be atHow
hearts of ignorant men ! Did not some hidden tributed to special divine Providence.
voioe sound from within, and, if we may say so, wonderful was it that he who before was as inwith clamorous silence,—saying to Pilate in the constant as a reed, should now be fixed as a
prophetic words of the Psalm, Alter not the in- pillar of brass ! [His so called constancy was
scription of the title?—Vers. 26, 27. This truly is nothing but the natural outworking of the fear
that hour of the which Jesus, when about to excited by the threat to accuse him before Caesar;
change the water into wine, said, Mother [Wo- his persistence in retaining the inscription would

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

m
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—

—

—

—

—

—
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not only gall the Jews but be an effectual bar
to any charge of bis haying neglected the Imperial interests.
The true homUeticai inferences
from this passage are that 1. Those who attempt
to accomplish their ends by improper influences,
brought to bear on rulers, generally over-reach
themselves; 2. God over-rules the arts of the
wicked for their own punishment and His glory.
E. R. C.]—Ver. 28. He calls her women, and not
mother : not that He was ashamed of, or unwilling to own her as His mother, but either 1. Fearing that calling her by that name should augment
and increase ner grief and trouble, or, 2. To
intimate His change of state and condition, that,
being ready to die and return to His Father in
heaven, He was above all earthly relations.
Vers. 26, 27. The Lord never removes one comfort, and takes away the means of subsistence
from His people, but He raises up another in the
room of it. Such as are beloved of Christ, shall
be peculiarly honored by Him, and be employed
in the highest services for Him.
Ver. 80. It is
finished: 1. My Father's eternal counsel concerning Me is accomplished ; 2. The scriptures are
now fulfilled ; 8. My sufferings are now ended
4. The fury and malice of My enemies are now
ended ; 6. The work of man's redemption and
salvation is perfected.
He bowed Hit head, and
gave up theghott: Christ was a volunteer in dying.
[From M. Hknry: Ver. 17. Whatever cross
He calls us out to bear at any time, we must remember that He bore the cross first, and by
bearing it for us, bears it off from us in a great
measure, for thus He hath made Hit yoke easy,
and His burden light. Ver. 18. Observe what
death Christ died; 1. The death of the cross, a
bloody, painful, shameful, cruel death; 2. He
was nailed to the cross, as a sacrifice bound to the
altar ; 8. He was lifted up, as the braxen serpent,
hung between heaven and earth, because we
were unworthy ot either, and abandoned by
both ; 4. His hands were stretched out to invite
and embrace us ; 6. He hi/ng upon the tree some
hours, dying gradually in the full use of reason
and speech, that He might actually resign Himself
a sacrifice. See Him bleeding, see Him strugglng,
see Him dying, see Him and love Him, love Him
and live to Him, and study what we shall render.
—Vers. 19, 20. God so ordered it that this (title)
should be written in the three then most known
tongues intimating thereby that Jesus Christ
should be a Saviour to all nations, and not to the
Jews only; and also that every nation should
hear in their own tongue the wonderful works of the
Redeemer. Vers. 21, 22. An earnest of what
came to pass soon after, when the Gentiles submitted to the kingdom of the Messiah, which the
unbelieving Jews had rebelled against Ver.
28. While Christ was in His dying agonies, the
soldiers were merrily dividing His spoils.
Ver.
26. His speaking to her in this seemingly slight
manner was designed to give check to the undue
honors which He foresaw would be given her in
the Romish Church.—Ver. 27. Those that truly
love Christ, and are loved of Him, will be glad
of an opportunity to do any service to Him, or
His.
Ver. 29. To everlasting thirst we had been
condemned, had not Christ suffered [thirsted] for
us.
Christ would rather court an affront than
see any prophecy unfulfilled. This should sat-

—

under all our trials, that the will of God
done, and the word of God accomplished.
Ver. 80. It is finished; that is 1. The malice of
His persecutors ; 2. The counsel and commandment of His Father ; 8. The types and prophecies of the Old Testament ; 4. The ceremonial
law; 5. Sin; 6. His suffering; 7. His life; 8.
The work of man's redemption.
[From Ssorr: Vers. 17-30. He was wounded
and scourged that we might be healed ; He was
arrayed with scorn in the purple robe, that He
might procure for us "the robe of righteousness ;" He was crowned with thorns, that we
might be ** crowned with honor and immortality ;"
He stood speeohless, that we might have an tilprevailing plea; He endured torture that we
might have "a strong consolation ;" He thirsted
that we might drink of tho waters of life; He
bore the wrath of the Father, that we might
enjoy His favor ; He "was numbered with transgressors," that we might be made "equal to
angels ;" He died, that we might live forever !—
Ver. 26. The surest interest in His love will not
secure our exemption from the sharpest temporal
sufferings.
Ver. 27. We ought to act as though
we heard Jesus say from His cross concerning
this and the other believer, "Behold My mother,"
From A Plaix
"My brother," "My sister."
Coxmsbtauy (Oxford) : Ver. 17. And He bearing
His cross went forth; "The Jews themselves hare
referred this type (of Isaac) unto that custom:
for upon the words, 'And Abraham took the wood
of the burnt offering, and laid it upon Isaao his
son/ they have this note, « as a man carries hit
1
cross upon his shoulders. " (Pearson.)— Vers. 19isfy us

is

—

—

—

—

—

" It was not for nothing that Pilate suddenly
wrote, and resolutely maintained what he had
written.
That title on the cross did signify no
less than that His royal power was active even
there; for 'having spoiled principalities and
powers, He made a show of them openly, triumphing over them in it ; and through His death,
destroyed him that had the power of death, that
is, the devil.' " (Peahson.)— Ver. 28. And thus
at the very foot of the cross of Christ was enacted
the emblem of that triumph over our Saviour
which the Powers of Darkness, it may well he
supposed, by this time thought secure ! They
had slain their great enemy (the devils will have
already assumed) ; and their wicked agents may
now be instigated to "divide the ipotl"— "Because Christ's people cannot be rent and torn
by divisions, His tunic, seamless and woven
throughout, was not rent by them into whose
bands it fell. Single, united, connected,—it
shows the ooncord which should subsist among
as many of ourselves as put on Christ That
vest of His declares to us, in a sacrament, the
Unity of the Church." (Cyprian.)—Ver. 24.
" Christ, like Joseph, was about to flee from this
evil and adulterous world ; and leave His garment in its hands." (Williams.)— Vers. 26, 27.
amazing privilege ! thus to have been appointed
by the Incarnate Word Himself to supply His
place towards His bereaved mother ! How stupendous a legacy was this for Divine Piety to
bequeath, and for adoring love to inherit!—
" Tho presence of the Godhead in our Lord's
person did not efface and outshine the essential
feelings of a human heart. It did but quicken
22.

j
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and strengthen

those affections and sympaleft as remnants of the
heavenly image, and the groundwork of its renewal within us." (Hobuousp.) "As God, our
all

thies which are

still

—

Saviour might have removed His human mother
to the best of those 'many mansions' which are
prepared for those that love Him. But it was
<u God He willed that she should stay awhile on
earth: while as Man, He both provided a home
for her such as He could never give her while
He lived: and called the human feelings of a
friend into play on her behalf, while He did so."
(Hobhouse.) Ver. 30. He was ••reclining His
head as on His Father's bosom." (Ohio en.)

—

[From Krummachee: Ver. 17. And He bearing His cross, etc.
It is thus the unhappy world
repels the Man who entered upon it heralded by
angels! It is thus she rewards Him for the unwearied love with which He poured upon her
the abundance of all conceivable benefits and
mercies. Oh, who that is still inclined to doubt
whether mankind was worthy of eternal perdition without the intervention of a Mediator, let
him cast a look ac this path of suffering and
convince himself of the contrary! For why ^s
the Holy One thus dragged along, unless it be
that we loved sin too ardently not to hate a man,
even to the death, who made Himself known as
the deliverer from it. Had He shrunk back from
this fatal path; His road to suffering would have
represented to us that on which, when dying, we
should have quitted the world. Instead of soldiers, the emissaries of Satan would have escorted us ; instead of the accursed tree, the curse of
the law itself; instead of the fetters, the bands of
eternal wrath would have encircled us, and despair have lashed us with its fiery scourge. It
may be that during our earthly pilgrimage we
are led on similar paths to that on which we see
Jesus, our Head, proceeding; but Christ has deprived our fearful path of its horrors, our burdens of their overpowering weight, our disgrace
and need of their deadly Btings, and placed us in
a situation to say " Yea, though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death I will fear no
evil, for Thou art with me."
Golgotha Calvary horrifying name—the appellation of the
most momentous and awful spot upon the whole
Behold a naked and barren eminence,
earth.
enriched only by the blood of criminals, and
covered with the bones of executed rebels, incendiaries, prisoners, and other offscouring of
the human race. An aocursed spot; where love
never rules, but where naked justice alone sits

—

—

—

——

—
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against the world, and what an annihilating contradiction to every thing that bears the name of

God and Divine Providence, if the latter did not
find its solution in the mystery of the representative atonement.
Ver. 18. They crucified Him;

—

O

what a dying bed for the King of kings
As
often as we repose on the downy cushions of
!

peace, or blissfully assemble in social brotherly
circles, singing hymns of hope, let us not forget
that the cause of the happiness we enjoy is solely
to be found in the fact, that the Lord of Glory
once exteuded Himself on the fatal tree for us.
The earth rejects the Prince of Life from its surface, and, as it seems, heaven also refuses Him :
Though rejected by heaven aud earth, yet He.
forms, as such, the connecting link between them
both, and the Mediator of their eternal and renewed amity. The moment the cross is elevated
to its height, a purple stream falls from the
wounds of the crucified Jesus, and bedews the
place of torture and the sinful crowd which surrounds it. This is His legacy to His Church.

—

This rosy dew works wonders. It falls upon
and they blossom as the rose.
We sprinkle it upon the door-posts of our hearts,
and are secure against destroyers and avenging
angels.
This dew falls on the ice of the north
polp, and the accumulated frozen mass of ages
thaws beneath it. It streams down on the torrid
spiritual deserts,

zone,

Where

and the air becomes cool and pleasant.

gardens of God spring
bloom, and what was black becomes
white in the purifying stream, and what was
polluted becomes pure as the light of the sun.—
For our justification nothing more is requisite
than that, in the consciousness of our utter helplessness we lay hold on the horns of that altar,
which is sprinkled with blood that "speaketh
better things than that of Abel."
" I am crucified with Christ," exclaims the Apostle, and by
these words points out the entire fruit which the
cross bears for all believers.
His meaning is,
" They are not His sins for which the curse is
there endured, but mine; Jot He who thus expires on the -cross dies for me: Christ pays and
suffers in my stead.'
The 4jfe of the world
springs only from the death of the Just One.
Ver. 19. " What sayest thou, Is this a King?"
Do not shake thy head, but know that thou art
wanting in discernment, not He in majesty.
Dost thou inquire where is the majesty of this
King? Truly it exists, although for the time
hidden, like the glittering gold of the ark beneath the rams' skins that covered it, Jesus of
enthroned, with scales and sword, and from Nazareth, thb Kino of the Jews : Yes, it is He.
which every passer-by turns with abhorrence, a Thou mayest recognize Him (as King) by the
nocturnal rendezvous of jackals and hyenas. Only victories He achieves even on the fatal tree, the
think, this place so full of horrors, becomes first of which is of a glorious twofold character
over Himself and over the infernal tempter, 1.
transformed into " the hill from whence cometh
our help," and whose mysteries many kings and Over Himself; 2. Over Satan; He suffers Himprophets desired to see and did not see them. self to be wounded in the heel, but at the same
Yes, upon this awful hill our roses shall blossom, time breaks the head of the old Serpent. 8. The
and our springs of peace and salvation burst greatest and most wonderful of all the victory
forth.
The pillar of our refuge towers upon this of the Lawgiver over the Law. There was no
but
height. The Bethany of our repose and eternal want of wish or will in heaven to save us
the right to undertake the great work was wantrefreshment here displays itself to our view.
On that awful mount ends the earthly career of ing the law put in its protest to our redemption.
the Lord of Glory. Behold Him, the only green, The curse had to be endured ; He submitted to
sound, and fruitful tree upon earth, and at the this and drank the cup of wrath and when the
root of this tree the axe is laid, What a testimony voice of mercy was heard from heaven, the law
up,

this rain falls, the

lilies
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bad nothing to object Yes, He is a King! But
where is His kingdom? He is founding it while
hanging on the cross. The drops of blood which
trickle down, are the price He paid to ransom
His people, and the dying groans which issue
from His breast, the joyful peal which announces
the birthday of His Zion. In His crown of thorns
He gorerns the world of spirits and of hearts
and the greatest marvels by which He glorifies

—

hands.

—

He

performs with His pierced
Ver. 20. The title was written in Greek,

Himself on earth

—
—

strength; this source was love not the love
with which he embraced the Lord, but that with
which the Lord embraced him. lie who can
sign himself the disciple whom Jesus loves has a
sure guaranty for all that he needs, and for all
that his heart can desire; he may call himself
the man that is tossed with tempests, yet if he is
" the disciple whom Jesus loves" what more will

he have?
Woman; It becomes Him not to call
her Mother now since this term in the Hebrew
includes the idea of Mistress, while He was jast
preparing, as the Lord of lords, to ascend the
throne of eternal majesty. Vers. 26, 27. BeksU
thy Son
Behold thy Mother; These words eontain the record of the institution of a new family

and Hebrew, the three theological languages, that all the world may read and underVers. 23, 24. A dying- bed presents itstand.
an individual at the point of
self to our view
death a legacy and the heirs ; let us direct our relationship; in this fellowship Christ is the
attention first to the Testator, and then to His Head, and all His believing people form one great,
closely-connected family: Let him who would
legacy, and heir*: 1. The Testator; Jesus of
Hasareth—-(1) the poorest of the poor, (2) the envy Johu the pleasing task of being a support
King of the Jews the King of kings the Son to the Mother of Jesus know that the way to the
the Alpha and Omega, God same honor lies open to him Jesus has said,
«of the Living God
•• Whosoever
blessed forever; 2. Tha Legacy ; His clothing
shall do the will of My Father
(1) the upper garment which symbolixes the out- which is in heaven, the same is My Mother and
wardly operating fullness of the Saviour's power sister and brother/* Matt. xii. 60. Ver. 28. 1
and life, and in a second signification, the spiri- thirst: What was the nature of the distress extual endowment intended for us this is divisible; pressed by the cry?
Physical; 2. Does it
1.
(2) the vesture or body-coat of the Man of sor- not remind of the awful representation of the inrows which He used to wear under the mantle; visible world portrayed in the parable of Lazabeneath the resplendent robe of His wonderful rus and Dives? For what did He thirst? Not
and active lite, the Saviour wore another, the only for earthly water, but after the full restoragarment of a perfect obedience it is the robe tion of His Father's countenance. These words
of righteousness of the Son of God, which is also solicited from mankind a charitable act.
symbolized by the coat without a seam (indivisi- That for which He chiefly thirsts is that He may
ble) for which the lot is cast at the foot of the gain us over to Himself that transgressors may
eross; 8. The heirs; (1) the executioners, (2) be freed from sin; those under the curse, absolved; those that are bound, liberated.
one of the murderers inherits the costly robe,
O that
this circumstance tells us that no wickedness, you could weep as Peter wept, and like David
however great., excludes unconditionally from Such tears are the drink-offering for which the
Ver. 80. Jl is finished: At
the inheritance; it only depends upon this, that Saviour still thirsts.
the symbolical position of those executioners, the very moment when, for the Hero of Judan,
with respect to the body should be essentially all seems lost, His words declare that all is won
Listen at these words yon
fulfilled in us— 1. They know how to value the and accomplished.
prcciousness of the seamless vestment : 2. They hear fetters burst, and prison walls falling down;
perceive that only in its undivided whole it was barriers as high as heaven are overthrown, and
of value 3. They are satisfied to obtain posses- gates which had been closed for thousands of
without any merit of their years again move on their hinges. Every eonsion gratuitously
own. Vers. 25, 2G. In the midst of rage and diiion of the work of human redemption has been
fury, love stands near Jesus in His dying mo- completed with the exception of one which was
ments and lifts up to Him its tearful and affec- included in them. If He has paid the ransom,
tionate eye behold a lovely little company in how can a righteous God demand payment a
With the heraldic and conquering
the mi<1?t of the bands of Belial, a hidden rose- second time?
bud under wild and tangled bramble-hushes, a cry. It is finished. He turned once more to the
It was His farewell to esrth
a farewell
splendid wreath of lilies around the death-bed of world.
In that mourning group you see such as beseemed the Conqueror of Death, the
the Redeemer.
ouly the first divinely quickened germs of the Prince of Life, the Governor of all things. He
Strange then withdrew Himself entirely into connection
future kingdom of the Divine Sufferer.
enough, with one exception, all of them are fe- with His God, and turned His face to Him alone.
[From Jacobus Vers. 26, 27. What a Son was
males: the strong are fled the weak maintain
their ground; the heroes despair the timid, this, true to His Father in Heaven, and to His
FromOwK*: Ver. 18. Jewho did not presume to promise anything, over- mother on earth.
come the world. If the man's is the splendid sus in the midst disgraceful eminence, Vers.
deed the woman's is enduring pitience; if to 26, 27. " The burden of the world's redemption
the former belongs the heroism which cuts the with all its increasing horror of sin, lies upon
knot to the latter (which is the greater of the His soul ; boundless anticipations, now gradually
two) belongs the silent self-sacrifice which is receding and passing away, of the glory to be
The disciple whom He loved; obtained had filled His spirit, yet He has room
faithful unto death.
In these words the Apostle indicates what was for the exercise of the minutest care.*' (Stice.)
Ver 28. Jesus was conscious that He was fulAt
his pride, his crown, and his highest boast.
the same time they point out the source whence filling a pre-determincd series of sufferings, and
he derived all his consolation, hope, and manifested no impatient haste, that they should
Latin,
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other than in their allotted place and
80. It is finished; "All things were
done which the law required, all things established which prophecy predicted, all things abolished whioh were to be abrogated, all things obtained in order to be bestowed which had been
the subject of promise. All things down to the
last drops of scornful compassion, and compassionate scorn, after receiving which Christ's lips
uttered this great word were suffered which
were to be suffered; but therein, at the same
time, all things were done and accomplished,
nothing was left wanting. The theology of ages
has striven to embrace this • all ' and to develop
it; and strives to *his day in vain to express it
perfectly." (Stub.)
[Vers. 25, 26. Now there stood by the cross, etc.
Is not this symbolic of the great Apostasy (2
These, ii. 8 ; Luke xviii. 8, etc.) when only a few

—

shall

— Ver.

serpent's head.
What title, then, so fitting at the
present juncture, as this with its twofold weight
of shame and glory?
Woman, Satan's instrument in bringing sin and death into the world

—

—

—
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remain faithful? Ver. 26. Woman; "She
was The Woxak whose Seed here bruises the

be endured
time.

81-42.

thereby rendering this cross necessary : Woman,
God's instrument in bringing Him into the world

•

who

the Righteousness and Life thereof, whose
be changed into a crown of rejoicing
for Himself and His redeemed. Surely, it is no
marvel if now, whilst the promise made to Eve
is fulfilled to Mary, the same old word that meets
us in the story of the fall, resounds from the lips
of the Restorer, the suffering yet victorious Seed*

j

,

j

:

'

\

is

cross shall

'

(E. M.)—" Woman ! Thy Saviour spake thy name
in His last agony not harshly, condemningly v
as He in justice might have done, but lovingly.
compassionately, with fostering care." (E. M.)]

—

t

V.

CHE 1ST THE GLORIFICATION

OF DEATH, THE VEST LIFE IN DEATH. THE CORPSE OF JESUS, TO HIS FOBS
AN OBSCURE SIGN OF CALAMITY, TO HIS FRIENDS A MYSTERIOUS PA880VER-B1GN (A SIGN THAT HE
IS THE TRUE PA8SOVER-LAMB AND THAT SOMETHING MIRACULOUS J8 TRANSPIRING WITHIN HIM),
TO HI8 UNDECIDED DISCIPLES A DECISIVE, ANIMATING 8IGN. THE HONORABLE BURIAL IN THE
GARDEN AND IN THE NEW SEPULCHRE. THE FORETOKEN8 OF THE V1CTORT OF CHRIST.

Chap. XIX. 81-42.
(Matt, xxvii. 57-66;

31

Mark

xv. 42-47,

Luke

xxiii. 60-56.)

The Jews

therefore, because it was the preparation [it was preparation day, napa~
comp ver 42], that the bodies should [might] not remain upon the cross on
the sabbath day [sabbath], (for that sabbath day was a high day [for great was the
day of that sabbath, %v ydp fieydXy ij -fjfiipa ixthoo too ffaPftdrou],) besought Pilate
that their legs might be broken, and that they might be taken away. Then came
the soldieia [The soldiers therefore came], and brake [broke] the legs of the first,
and of the other which [who] was crucified with him. But when they came to Jesus, and saw that he was dead already, they brake [broke] not his legs
But one of
the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith cajne there [vmib there, or
read : there came] out blood and water.
And he that saw it bare record [he that hath seen it, hath born witness, 6 twpaxax; ii*[i.apTi>pr}xtv] 9 and his record [witness] is true [akydtviffl
and he knoweth that
he saith [what is] true [«^#i?], that ye [also, xal 6/*c?s] might believe [may believe,
r:<rr£{j<nyre].
For these things were done [came to pass], mat the Scripture should
[might] be fulfilled, 'A bone of him shall not be broken.' [Ex. xii. 46 ; Num. ix.
12 Pa. xxxiv. 20.] And again another Scripture saith, 'They shall look on him
whom they pierced.' [Zech. xii. 10.]
crztujj,

32
33

:

34
35

;

36
37

38

;

And after this [these things, raura] Joseph* of Arimathea, being a disciple # of
Jesu3, but secretly [though in secret, or, concealing it, xexpumxivos d£\ for fear of the
Jews, besought Pilate that he might take away the body of Jesus: and Pilate gave
htm leave.
came therefore, and took the bodv of Jesus £took away his body].*
And there came also Nicodemus, (which [who] at the first came to Jesus [to him, xpdc
aw*',] by night) and brought [bringing, <p (pu>v\ a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an

He

39

40 hundred pound weight [a hundred pounds, Mrpas, weight]. Then took they [They took
therefore] the body of Jesus, and wound it in linen clothes with the spices, as the
41 manner of the Jews is [as is the custom of the Jews] to bury. Now in the place
where he was crucified there was a garden and in the garden a new sepulchre
;

[tomb], wherein was never

man

yet laid [in which no one had ever been laid].*
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42 There

laid they Jesus therefore because of the Jews' preparation day [day] ; for the
sepulchre [tomb] was nigh at hand.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ter. 86—[Cod. Sin. reads iA***, bat against moat authorities.— P. 8.]
* Ver. 38.—'0 *U»*ty «*© 'Aptfiolfluaf. Id support of the article A. J. A.; for the omission of the second a belbre
end., AIL, Westcott and Hort omit both articles, and read simply, with
andB: '!«»<?*+ ««*
iw6 A. B. D., ete. [Tlschen"
i

K

'ApeMafafa*.— P.8J

|X#«r

X^

ewpa

» Ver. :«*.—[I read with tt> B. L.
ete- Lachm., Treg., Alt, Westc and Hort,
ear icct
re
tvrov. The text. rec. (with Vulg.) has rov Itj^ov instead of cvtov. Tiachendorf ed. rliL, follows the reading of !(.•:
away.**— P. 8.1
2A0oy ovr icoi ijpor a'VroV: **<Vy came therefore and took
« Yer. 41^-{A. D. Orht, Tischwut, Tregelles and AIL, read iri • », was kid; but
B. Cyrn Westcott read:
r rt-

Am

tctjttf rot ,

had been laid; camp. Luke

i»iit.

63L—P.

Yer. 81. 7he Jews therefore.—The ovv
again characteristically indicates the next concern which troubled the Jews as Jews. The observance of the ceremonial law was their first
thought after the work of the crucifixion was
accomplished. Rupert : Magnifiei honoratoree Dei,
turn in conteientia mala repotuistent ianguinem Jusii.

That the bodies might not remain on
the cross [Iva p. % fie Ivy kirl to if oravpov r& a £fi era]. —-On the Roman custom
see the Commentary on Matthew, The Jewish
ordinance in regard to the bodies of persons
hanged on a tree Deut. xxi. 22 f.; Joseph us, De
Bello Jua\, IV. 6,
Because it was the
Preparation day [e 7T e t napaoicevr) #v].
/. e. because preparations must be made for
keeping holy the Sabbath, on which day no
bodies were allowed to remain hanging on the

2—

—For great was the

(feast-) day of that
Sabbath [hv yap peydlri iptpa
ikcivov tov oapP&rov]. — (Comp. chap,

(Paschal)

»}

vii. 37).
Elucidating parenthesis. /. e. it was
not a simple Sabbath of the current year, but
its sanctity was increased by its falling in the
Paschal season. This was true of the day in
any case, whether, in accordance with the view
of the disharmonists, the first paschal day was
still to arrive and coincided with the Sabbath
(Meyer and others), or whether, according to
the view representee! by us, the Sabbath in question fell upon the second Jewish passover-day.
Meyer thinks that as the second passover-day it
could have been called peyaXq only because, in
accordance with Ley. xxiii. 10, the feast of
sheaves (Wieseler, Synopee, p. 344, p. 385) was
celebrated on this day (16 Nisan). This reference, however, he asserts, John must have indicated.
On the other hand, the first feast-day
possessed, aocording to Lev. xxiii. 7-16, the
character of a Sabbath also. But the case is
simpler in its bearings. The Sabbath, being
the principal holiday of the Jews, derived additional importance from every other festivity coincident with it, henoe also from the second
solemn passover-day. If, on the other hand, the
passover-day had been the decisive motive, John
would not have mentioned the Sabbath as a

'motive.
\j

That their legs might be broken, etc.
Kareay uxjiv* avrCtv ra OKk"hrj k al

v a

aodao lv].—-Said
whence

it

R

f

8.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

tree.

)p«r

in a perfectly general way,
follows that they were hastening the

* [The aor. with augm. syll&b. from Karayvvfu, see Battmann, II. 97, Winer, p. 08 (J 12J.-P. 8.]

removal and as yet possessed no certain knowledge as to the death of Jesus. The shattering
of the legs with clubs, cructfragium [oKe/boKorid],
was a customary 'orm of accelerating death
procedure as harsh and brutal as crucifixion
itself (Lactantins, Inttit. IV. 26; Lipsiua, Ad
Plant. II. 4, 63).
It also appears as an independent punishment, Sueton., Aug. 67 [Seneca,
De Ira, III. 82, etc.]. <* The supervention of a coup
de grace, by which (not by the crudjragium in itself) death was occasioned, cannot be proved,
least of all from ver. 34 (contrary to Michaelis,

—

Hug and

others)."

Thus Meyer

[p.

633],

while Tholuck, following Quintil., Declam. VI. 9,
and other instances in Hug, declares in favor
of the enstomariness of the death-stab in cases
where death seemed to have already taken place,
but where the soldier wished thoroughly to assure himself of the fact. In accordance with
the presentation of our Gospel, the breaking of
the legs must be conceived of as a deadly process.
It is omitted, as the more difficult task,
in cases where the stab of .a lance is sufficient
to complete the signs of death by means of an
easy death-stroke.
Ver. 82. The soldiers therefore came
[jJa# ov olv ol oTpart&rat, k. r. A.]. Two
soldiers simultaneously break the legs of the
thief on the right and the thief on the left With
Jesus they consider this superfluous therefore,
to make assurance doubly sure, they pierce Him
with the lance. His death is thus doubly and
trebly warranted once by the cognition of the
soldiers, then by the mortal spear-stroke, finally
by His burial on the part of His friends. From
chap. xx. 27 Tholuck infers besides (less securely) that the wound was the breadth of a man's
hand. The soldier stood with his tight hand
opposite the left side of the Crucified One.
Ver. 84. Blood and water Ual e f $ 2 £ r »
eitivc alfia kqi vdopj: We must preface,
the explanations of this fact by the statement
that the Evangelist looks upon it as one of great
moment See ver. 87. ["The strong asseverations of the Evangelist, show that he regarded
the circumstance as very extraordinary, perhaps
He writes of it like a person
as supernatural.
who hardly expeoted to be believed. Yet the
effect he describes is exactly (?) that which we
now know was most likely to result from preceding causes. Thus his accuracy of observation
and the honesty and veracity of his testimony
are most remarkably corroborated." Webster

—

:

—

—

and Wilkinson.— P. S.]
Different explanations
1. The modern explanation of the fact as a
natural phenomenon. This interpretation is
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that of a natural phenomenon, there lies the assumption that we have to do with a primitive

difficult by tbe circumstance that
does not flow oat of dead bodies,
neither does it separate into blood and water
[or placenta and serum] (as it does in a vessel

the

:

:

the. blood

phenomenon, t. e. a unique appearance based
upon the unique situation. Meyer [p. 635] says

A

after venesection)
natural explanation in a higher sense is asFirst assumption: Death was produced by the signed for this phenomenon by Lange (LebenJesu,
spear-thrust, and the forth-flowing of the blood II. p. 1614 f.) ; he assumes it to be explicable by
(or of a reddish lymph) must demonstrate the process of transformation which, as he affirms,
Christ's corporeality, in contradiction of the the body of Christ was undergoing.
spinose
Docetao (Hammond, Kuinoel, Olshausen). This conception in which there is not only an absence
view is combated by the presupposition of the of clearness" (a fact equally true of the transdisciple and the ancient Church that Jesus was formation itself, but which, nevertheless, does not
dead, and by the separation of blood and water. render that transformation spinose), "but also
[See also against this view, Stroud, on the Phy- imperiling the essential and necessary point of the
sical Cause of Christ's Death, p. 141 f.
It is cer- actual death of Jesus" (t. *., haxarding its being
tain, however, that, had Christ not been already swallowed up in the resurrection), " and moreover
dead, the infliction of such a wound in the heart representing the details of the assumed transby the apear of a Roman soldier must have pro- formation as occurring in very sensuous and
duced death ; and this fact in any case sets aside materialistic wise" (say, rather, in bodily and
the Gnostic docetio view according to which corporeal fashion). Meyer thinks he has warChrist suffered and died only in appearance, as rant for citing against this view, 1 Cor. xv. 51
well as the older rationalistic view that Christ 58. The following propositions may assist to an
recovered from the effects of the crucifixion, and apprehension of the case: (1) After the death of
that His resurrection was merely an awakening Jesus, either corruption or transformation must
from a trance. P. 8.1
have been preparing. (2) Corruption He did
Second assumption: The flow of blood and water not see, hence it is transformation that was in
from the body of a dead person is physiologi- course of preparation. (8) If this was preparcally explained
ing, the fact must of necessity make itself known
a. By the presence of extravasations, or blood- by a sign transpiring in His wounded body,
blisters, in which the globules and serum have a sign such as we are unacquainted with in other
become separated one from the other (Ebrard). corpses. (4) That this sign is a unicum, con6. By the serum in the pericardium (Gruner, cerning which we can find nothing in the history
De Jes. Christi morte vera non simulata, etc., of extravasations, pericardia, etc. is a circumHalle, 1805), to which yet other serous reser- stance perfectly in order.
voirs on the side of the heart may be added (see
4. The mythical interpretation of Baur and
Tholuck, p. 439). [The Gruners, two physicians, others may be passed over (comp. Meyer [p. 637] ).
father and son, held that the blood issued from
5. [Symbolical and allegorical] interprethe heart, the water from the pericardium, t. e. tations of the phenomenon [which may be conthe membrane which envelops the heart.
So nected with either of the preceding ones, esalso Kipping (De cruce et cruciariis, pp. 187-195), pecially with No. 2.— P. 8.1.
With reference
Bishop Watson (Apology for the Bible), Barnes, to 1 John v. 6 : Symbol of the two sacraments
Webster and Wilkinson, and Owen.
To this of grace: Apollinaris, Ambrose (De Sacram. cp.
theory it is objected that the quantity of liquid I. aqua ut emundaret, sanguis ut redimeret, Auor reddish lymphatic humor in the pericardium gustine, the R. Catholic exegetes, Luther).*
is usually so minute as to be scarcely percepti- Otherwise Baur : The death of Jesus symbolized
ble. " Haller states that a small quantity of water, as the source of spiritual life.
Similarly Luthnot exceeding a few drachms, has frequently ardt. The Evangelist has indeed said nothing
been found in the pericardium of executed per- of this meaning himself. He has laid stress
sons ; but, except under very peculiar and mor- upon the unexpectedness of the phenomenon,
bid circumstances, the eminent anatomists John however.
and Charles Bell deny the occurrence altogether.
[Other symbolical explanations: (1) Calvin:
. . . Naturally the pericardium exhibits scarcely
reference of the blood to expiation ; of the water
anything which deserves the name of liquid
He, however, denies the mirato regeneration.
but after some forms of violent death, more culous character of the fact. Isaac Watts
especially when attended with obstructed circuu My SaYiour's pierced side
lation, it may contain a little serum, either pure
Poured out a double flood
mixed
or
with blood. . . . For the statement of
By water we are purified
And pardoned by the blood."
the Gruners, that after death accompanied with
anxiety the pericardium is full of water, there is
Toplady:
%
no evidence." Stroud, 1 c. p. 138, 139.— P. 8.]
" Let the water and the blood
The
2.
apprehension of the fact as a mibacls
From Thy riren side which flowed,
(Origen and the ancient Church generally, Meyer,
Be of sin the double cure,
Cleanse me from its guilt and power.*'
Luthardt). [Bengel: quod sanguis exiit, mirum;
quod etiam aqua, magis mirum ; quod utrumque sta(2) According to E. Swedenborg, blood signifies*
tim, uno tempore, et tamen distincte, mazime mirum.
proceeding Divine truth for the spiritual man,
So also Alford who, with Meyer, stops with the the
recognition of a miracle, without indulging in
* [So also Wordsworth (after the fathers) As Ere was
taken from the side of sleeping Adam, so the church and
P. 8.]
allegorizing.
the sacraments of the eucharist {blood) and baptism (water)
.3. Between the assumption of a miracle unasemanated from the pierced side of the crucified Christ.—
sisted by any physiological instrumentality, and P. 8.]
j
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and water the Divine

truth for the natural man.
(Apocalypse Explained, No. 829).*—P. S.]
Additional Remark* on the effusion of blood
[
and water. This is properly a question for physicians to settle, but they differ as much as theoComp. besides the dissertation of the
logians.
Gruners already quoted, Thomas Bartholinus, De
Latere Christ* aperto, etc.; Hieronymus Bardus,
Epist. ad Thorn. Bartholinum, and the Reply of
Bartholinus; William Stroud, M.D., The Physical
Cause of the Death of Christ, 2d ed. with an Appendix by Sir James Y. Simpson, M. D. (London,
The last work is probably the best and
1871).
contains more curious information than any other.
Dr. Stroud, as already mentioned on p. 587,
traces the physical cause of the death of Christ to
a sudden rupture of the heart, produoed by intense agony of mind endured in behalf of sinners.
He uses this Terse as an argument for his theory.
Rupture of the heart is followed by an effusion
of blood (sometimes as much as a quart or much
more) into the pericardium, where it quiokly
separates into its solid aud liquid constituents,
technically oalled crassamentum and serum, but in
ordinary language blood and water. The soldier,
in approaching the body of Christ and inflicting
the wound for the purpose either to ascertain or
to insure His death, would purposely aim at the
heart, and, transfixing the lower part of the left
side, would open the perioardium obliquely from
below ; that capsule being distended with crassamentum and serum, and consequently pressed
against the side, its contents would, by force of
gravity, be instantly and completely discharged
through the wound, in a full stream of clear
watery liquid intermixed with clotted blood, exactly corresponding to the sacred narrative:
44
and immediately there came forth blood and
water." The difficulties of commentators have
arisen mostly from the gratuitous assumption
that the blood which flowed from the wound of
Christ was liquid, and the water pure, and, to
account for so marvellous an occurrence, recourse
was had either to miraculous agency, or to other
" Blood and
equally untenable suppositions.
water" simply denote the crassamentum and serum of blood which has separated into its constituents.
See pp. 899 ff., and the instances

adduced in illustration. Ewald ( Oesehiehte Christus\ 3d ed. 1867, p. 684 f.), without entering into
the matter, likewise assumes that a sudden rupture of the heart (tin plbtiUeher Hertbruch) was
the immediate physical cause of the deaih of
Christ, and explains from it the loud terrible cry

—

of anguish on the cross. P. S.1
Ver. 86. And he that hath seen it hath
borne witness [[*<*} b i up anise utfiaprbpjjKev].
According to Weisse, Schweiser,
and others, a later reporter, distinguishing himself from John, here betrays himself.
But it is
the Evangelist who himself makes a distinction between an oral, evangelistic testimony, continued
during many years, and his written iteration of
the same at a later period conscious that said tes-

—

—

* [There Is a 8wedenboraian Commentary od the Ooepel of
John by Rev. J. Clowe*, 3d ed. London, 1853. It hae only recently come into my hands, but presents very little that might

hare been worth quoting in this work. It consists almost
entirely of extracts from Sweden borg's writings, bearing on
the "spiritual" sense oi the spiritual Uospel.— r. S.J

timony contains an extraordinary statement. He
then distinguishes the substance of his testimony
as essential truth (a^jpfcvy), because the thing
must so occur, as a fulfilment of the divine word,
and the form of his testimony, ahj&y. His testimony is, however, continually, and so in this
instance also, designed to produce faith in Christ
(see chap. xx. 81), namely, the confirmation and
consummation of his readers' belief in the higher
divine nature of Christ. Not, as some have supposed, that ye may believe
the death of Jesus as
an event which really transpired (Beth and others);
or in the true corporeality of Christy in opposition
to the DocetsB (Hammond, Pauius, and others).
Meyer thinks that Gnosticism might have fastened even sooner upon the mysterious, enigmatical outflow (?).

m

Ver. 86. A bone of Him shall not be
broken TO a to vv ov avvrpiff^aerai avrov].

—The

first fulfilment

of Scripture

was

of a

negative sort: it was the fulfilment of the typical provision that not a bone of the paschal

lamb should be broken, Ex. xii. 46 ; Nu. ix. 12.
As the suffering Christ was the antitype of the
paschal lamb (1 Cor. v. 7), it was necessary that
this typical trait also should be fulfilled in Him.

elf

Whom

they pierced ['Ofov-ai
bv ef-£*kvTrioav\. (Zech. xiL 10.) The
bv by attraction in the place of elf extivov be.

Ver. 87.
air,

—

Second, positive fulfilment of a Scriptural passage by the spear- thrust The passage freely
cited after the original text which the Septuagint
has weakened ("Whom they have insulted").

Properly: They shall look up to

The reading

they have pierced.

many manuscripts

%i

Me 7K Whom
rSjSt

found in

probably an exegetical correction, as it seemed obvious that Jehovah cannot be pierced ; hence likewise the figurative conception of the Septuagint. The passage in question is one of the exceedingly pregnant Messianic passages of the second half of Zechari&h.
The Messiah here appears in the light of the
self-manifesting Jehovah Himself.
The piercers
are the Jews, standing, however, as representatives of the whole human race.
"They have
pierced Me,*' t. e. they have consummated their
enmity against My highest manifestation und
approach. "They shall look upon Me whozu
tney have pierced," t. e. their eyes shall be
opened in regard to their conduct and they thall
perceive whom they have outraged, they ah ail
regret it, or it shall become a matter of regret to
them. This prophecy has had a general t'ulaJment in the turning of the believing world to the
Crucified One. It shall, however, be fulfil U-d *u
the most universal sense, in regard to the wLino
world, at the Last Judgment (Rev. i. 7).
The
beginning of this consternation of the world
upon discovering that it has thrust at God,
whilst it supposed itself to be piercing a criminal, in dealing the Messiah the heart-thrust, is
significantly seen by the Evangelist in the fact
that we have been considering.
The tpearthrust was the final heart-blow and death blow
which, after many blows and stabs, the whole
race of man inflicted upon the Messiah ; it was
therefore the concentrated symbol of His crucifixion in general.
Hence, there immediately
appeared a sign, such as is not met with in other
is

—
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that the Jews, with the co-operation of Pilate,
sealed the sepulchre on the Sabbath and set a
military watch upon it (Matt.); that Pilate,
before presenting Joseph with the body of Jesus,
inquired of the centurion whether Jesus were
dead (Mark) ; the approach of a greater number
of acquaintances to view the death of Jesus;
the inspection of the sepulchre by the women, and
their Friday evening preparation of ointments
for the formal iuterment of Jesus which they
appointed to take place after the Sabbath (Luke).
On the other hand, he brings out the fact that
Jesus was glorified in His death as the true Pas-

corpses; a sign in which the higher nature of
Christ, the incipient manifestation of His glory,
announced itself. That which is related concerning murdered persons, namely, that their
wounds bleed afresh when the murderers approach their bodies, did actually happen here in
the highest sense. That the phenomenon made
one of the many signs that perplexed and dismayed the people at Golgotha, may be securely
assumed from the prominent mention which this
occurrence and its effect receive at the hands of
John. This involves the complete overthrow of
An
the natural [rationalistic] explanation.
ordinary appearance could not thus have operaSee viii. 28; xii. 82; Acts ii.
ted.
Ver. 88. Joseph of Arimathea. Comp.
Matt. xxrii. 57. After the Jews had induced
Pilate to have the bodies taken down, Joseph
presented his request and arrived at precisely
the right moment to take the corpse which had
been accorded him, down from the cross. So
Meyer rightly, in opposition to De Welte who
finds a difficulty here, as likewise in opposition
to Liioke, who apprehends the &py and tpev as
relating to the carrying away of the body which
the soldiers had taken down. With this interpretation Meyer asserts that he has settled a
difference which would otherwise exist, making
this statement «' unauthorized" by the side of

—

'

Luke
*

xxiii.

68 ; Mark xv. 46.

About a bandied pounds weight

[£f
See Comm. on Matthew, nt
the parallel passage. [A proof of the greatness
of their love produced by the death of Christ.

%irpa$ itcardv].

—P.

—

S.]

As is the manner of the Jews
[k<i#6c i&oc korl role 'lovdaiotc.ivra^t&^etv\. Contrast: The custom of the
Egyptians, who took out the brain and bowels, or
Ver. 40.

—

at least steeped the body for seventy days in
natron. See Winer, "Embalming" Meyer. The
Egyptian anointing was designed for the preservation of the bodies as mummies : the Jewish
anointing formed a consecrated and beautiful
transition of the corpse from death. to corruption.
On the fact that there is nothing surprising
in the superabundance of one hundred pounds of
aloes and myrrh for the anointing, see Tholuck.
Ver. 41. In the place [£v r£ rdirv], i.e.
In the district. According to Matt, xxvii. 60, it
was Joseph's garden. Comp. Luke xxiii. 63;
ehap. xix. 80; Mark xi. 2.
Ver. 42.
account of the preparation
day [Std Ttjv n apao K£vr)v r Ltv lorrf.].
An intimation that if haste had not been urgent,
they would have given Jesus more honorable
burial in another place. Thus the very haste
of the preparation-day was providential. Jesus
should be interred in a new grave, in a manner
the most extraordinary. The circumstauce must
serve at the same time to manifest Joseph's great
'

alacrity in sacrifice.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Tni Johahniasi relation. John omits the

trait of their rolling a great stone in front of the
door of the sepulchre: he does not mention that
Mary Magdalene >md Mary the mother of James

seated themselves over against tho sepulchre;

chal Lamb, glorified no less by another mysterious fulfilment of Scripture, and specially glorified by the open emergence of His hitherto
secret disciples, Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, and the princely sepulture which they,
in pious rivalry of love, have prepared for the
Lord.
2. GaiAT WAS THB DAT OF THAT 8 A B BATH.
A
stroke of that Jewish hypocrisy which strains
out gnats and swallows camels, similar to Chap,
xviii. 28.
In removing the bodies, however,
in accordance with the instinct of an evil conscience, they are peculiarly interested in having
the body of Jesus conveyed " out of sight and
mind" of the people; in causing, along with the
odious Man, the very name of 11 im, as also their
work upon Him, to be hurried, with all possible
expedition, beneath the sod.
But here, as in the
composition of the superscription, contingencies
occur, which cross, modify and enfeeble their
plots.
They can not hinder Jesus, upon His descent from the cross, from being significantly
distinguished from the thieves and honorably
sepulchred.
3. Paschal Lamb.
Ye shall break not a bone
of Him. On the uncertainty of typology in regard to the meaning of this provision, see Tholuck, p. 480.
We assume that the provision
originally belonged to the expression of the most
hurried preparation of the Paschal Lamb, as at
the instant of flight or departure. Then at the
same time it was expressive of the utterly undivided participation of the house-congregation or
domestic church in fellowship and sacrament
(Tholuck, p. 480).
This type was fulfilled in
Christ.
The hurried removal from the cross
an expression of the Sufferer's speedy transportation to glory
prevented the breaking of the
legs, and henceforth the whole undivided Christ
should be the spiritual and vital food of the
Church of His salvation.
4. Vers. 84 and 87. Blood and water. See the
Exeg. Notes, and Leben Jesut p. 1611.
6.
The association of Joseph of Arimathea
and Nioodkmus : a sign showing how the complete development of malice and unrighteousness
impels all nobler natures into the camp of
Christ; and how the darkest hours of the kingdom of God are invariably the natal hour of a
new discipleship.
That glory of the Jewish
world, to which they cleaved, being turned to
shame in their eyes, they are become free from
their earthly goods and know not how better to
spend them than in the service of the love of
Christ.
One offers the abundanoe of bis precious spices, which constituted an important
household treasure amoug the Orientals ; the

—
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other offers his garden and his family-vault to cross. The great calm after the great storm : 1.
be the resting-place of an excommunicate, out- The quiet Sufferer. 2. The quiet grave. 8. The
both sacrifice their safety, quiet Sabbath. 4. The quiet mystery of life (or
lit wed, crucified Man
;

associations and,
greatest sacrifice of all, their old Jewish hierarchy pride, and their old Messianic hope and
entire view of the world.
To them all things
are involved in midnight gloom; but the innocence and righteousness of Christ they see, shining as the broad day in the midst of this darkness.
Moral loathing and abhorrence of the
mask of hypocritical godlessness are able to
burst the strongest bonds of deference to human
opinions, and to generate the highest sacrificial
position, authority, *tbeir old

—

—

courage.
6. The pious obbbbvakcb of the Sabbath
on the part of Jesus' friends, on the occasion of
their burial of Him, a testimony against those
who, with the charge of 8abbath-breaking, introduced His persecution unto death.
7. The reposi or Jbsus at once a slumber of
death and a mystery of trans ior mat ion unto

resurrection.

See the Doct. Notss and the Synoptists.
the moment of Jesus' death, all things
take a turn. The glorification of Jesus begins
with the glorification of His holy corpse: 1.
Through special divine protection (break no
bone) 2. through special heavenly signs (blood
and water) : 8. through special human reverence
and care (the interment). God watcheth over
His own in death as in life.— How, in the funeral of the Just One, the victory of His life-battle is reflected.—The desire of the Jews to remove the bodies from Golgotha : The expression
of (1) a legal, slavish seal; (2) an hypocritical
sanctimoniousness; (8) a bad conscience. The
last heart-thrust which Christ received from the
world: 1. A collective expression of all that
the world has done to Him: 2. a pursuing of
His life into the jaws of death (a violation
of His corpse); 8. and yet a " mercy-stroke,"
inasmuch as it is to secure His corpse from
mutilation; 4. above all, a testimony of God
to His death and unique nature (His transition
to a new life).
The two great fulfilments connected with the one spear-thrust of an unsuspecting soldier: 1. The fulfilment of all the
types of the Law in one feature (ver. 86). 2. The
fulfilment of all the words of the Prophets in one
single prophetic word.
Jesus, the unbroken
Paschal Lamb for believing Israel, is at the same
time the pierced Divine Image for unbelieving
Israel.
The revealing of the Crucified One, the
repentance of the world. Nothing but the sight
of Christ's breaking heart could melt the heart
of sin. The death of Jesus the life of the world:
1. His falling asleep, her awaking (as His eyes
close, hers open); 2. the end of His heart-grief,
the commencement of hers; 8. His corpse, her
quickening.
The stately sepulture of the Lord, or
the princely disciples of the Crucified One.
The
thank-offerings which immediately glorify the
redemptive and expiatory offering of Christ.
The operation of the cross of Christ : 1. Comprehension of the cross ; 2. courage for the cross
8. sacrifices to the cross; 4. witnesses to the

—
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HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
From

becoming). 5. The quiet presentiment. 6. The
quiet turning of all things.
Stabkb: Osiabdbb: See how hypocrites act!
fierce sticklers are they for external matters and
ordinances, but in the weightiest matters, those
that concern the soul and salvation, they care
not for the fear of God. Matt, xxiii. 28.—-Que*nbl: In vain doth the sinner seek to bary the
remembrance of his sins sin shall ever rise up
against him, Jer. xvii. 1 ; Gen. xlii. 21.
bow
many think only how to conceal their sins, but
not to be penitent for them ! Job xxxi. 88, 84.
A foot-soldier, and not a horseman, as painters
are wont to depict the man who pierced Jeans.
Oak stun : Let us look in faith, love and gratitude unto Him whom we ourselves have pierced,
in order that we may rejoice when He is seen of
us with our bodily eyes, Heb. xii. 2. Qctcshbl :
Jesus will come to judgment in the same flesh in
which He was crucified, that He may confound
His foes, chap. v. 27; Acts xvii. 81. Zxisios:<
Thus God is able to raise up quickly unto His
people, though they be, with Christ, forsaken of
all men, persons who interest themselves for
them with the greatest care and diligence, such
In sorest
as they would never have thought on.
need, therefore, take heart, Jer. xxxviii. 7 ft?.—
The leve of an upright friend remains constant
even in death.
Hxdimobb : Excellent compensation of weakness through strength ! Abraham's faith was great, the thief's was great, the
The first saw Christ in
centurion's was great.
the life, the second in dying, the last in death,
amid many miracles. But there is nothing to
surpass Joseph and Nicodemus they believe en
Him in the grave. O power of God in the faithstrength in the weak, we praise thee! 2
ful !
Cor. xii. 9. Godly, wise and brave undertakings
of a true Christian, though apparently never so
bold and perilous, are furthered to a good end
through the help of the Almighty. Like to like,
—one lover of Jesus joineth company with anMark this, O man, and do thou likewise*
other.
Sir. xili. 20, 21.— Bibl Tub.: O that yet other
fearful Nicodemuses might at the cross and in,
the sepulchre of Jesus crucify and bury their
fear of man ; then would amendment be of rapid
growth in all ranks, Ps. xxvii. 1 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18.
Though not many rich and noble are called,
there still are some who willingly lay out their
possessions in the service of Jesus, Luke vii. 6.
how well do the rich do when they
Zkisius :
spend their riches on Christ, His glory and
His needy members ! that they do goad a*d grow
rich in good works, 1 Tim. vi. 18, 19.—Oslabdie: We must not carelessly cast away the
bodies of Christians ; such a course is contrary,
to love aud the hope of resurrection ; but we
must honorably commit them to the earth. Gardens are pictures of death and resurrection
graves do suit them well: it is therefore not unfit that church-yards should have trees planted
along their sides, and that they should be made
to resemble gardens—Osi ax deb: Christ hath hallowed our graves and made sleeping-rooms of
them, in which the bodies rest until they are
awakened again unto everlasting life, Bom. vi. 4.
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CHAP. XIX.
Li soo: Ver. 88. Publicly and boldly doth the
hitherto timorous lore to Jesus now come forward ; it leapeth over all considerations and
scruples and toucheth the dead body of Jesus
without any dread of becoming defiled after the
law, through contact with a corpse, and that the
corpse of a reputed malefactor.
Bbausi: The fear of man is overcome; so
openly they act. Delay is at an end ; they make
They are not ashamed before all withaste.
nesses to make common cause with the Qalilean
women. Joseph had had it hewn out for himself
and Jesus entereth it before him; thus Jesus
censeorateth the graves of His people, to the end
that they may dread them the less.
Gossvir: The stab was given by one soldier
only, and here it says : They have pierced Him.
How is this? the soldier was but the instrument;
they, tinners, all of them, from the first to the
last, did guide the soldier's hand and the crime
Love now breaketh through
is imputed to them.
all fear of man, and where there was most to
fear, fear vanisheth, so that he dreadlessly espouseth the cause of Him who was killed on the
cross and rejected by the whole world,—espouseth
it, I say, at a time when, to all appearance, there
was nothing to hope for from Him whom, living,
he was either ashamed or afraid openly to conThis of itself was a beautiful fruit of the
fess.
death of Jesus, that His secret disciples were
made open ones, the weak, strong. The love of
the Slain Lamb driveth out all fear. Christ
liked and deserved a new grave, because He was
a Dead Man without an equal ; for all the children of Adam die from guilt, He guiltlessly.
[Osavbn: From Augustinb: Ver. 84. That
blood was shed for the remission of sins, that
water tempers the cup of saltation. O death, by
which the dead are quickened; what can be purer
than that blood, what more salutary than that
wound
Ver. 38. In performing this last office
to our Lord, he showed a bold indifference to
the Jews, though he had avoided our Lord's
company when alive, for fear of incurring their
hatred. Chbysostom: Ver. 81. The Jews who
strained at [out] a gnat and swallowed a camel,
after their audacious wickedness, reason scrupuVer. 84. When thou aplously about the day.
proaohest the awful cup, approach as if thou
wert about to drink out of Christ's side.— From
Throphtlaot : Ver. 84. To please the Jews, they
pierce Christ, thus insulting even His lifeless
body. But the insult issues in a miracle; for a
miracle it is that blood should flow from a dead
body.—Ver. 40. Even now, in a certain sense,
Christ is put to death by the avaricious, in the
person of the poor man suffering famine. Be
therefore a Joseph, and cover Christ's nakedness.
From Hirbbbt: Ver. 84. Pierced Hit
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tide;
If y* hare anything to send or write,
(1 Imve do bag, but bare la room)
Unto My Father's hand and eight

Me)

come.
mind, what you impart;
Look, you may put it rery near My heart
(tfeliere
That I shall

it

shall safely

if hereafter any of My friends
Will use me in this kind, the door
Shall still be open ; what he sends
1 will present, and somewhat mora,
Not to ii4d hurt, sighs will cuuvey
Anything to Me. Hark, dwpair, away.

Or

—
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[From Burkitt: Ver. 81. Hence note the
cursed hypocrisy of these Jews ; they look upon
themselves as strictly hound to observe an outward ceremony, but their ^consciences never
scruple to violate the most weighty precepts of
the moral law. Ver. 84. No cruelty whs omitted
towards Christ, either dead or alive, which might
testify the great desert of our sin, nor was there
any needful evidence wanting, which might make
clear the truth of His death. Vers. 38-42. Grace
doth not always make a public and open show
where it is; but as there is much secret treasure
unseen in the bowels of the earth, so is there
much grace in the hearts of some saints, which
the world takes little notice of. We read of none
of the apostles at Christ's funeral ; fear had put
them to flight ; but Joseph and Nicodemus appeared boldly: If God strengthen the weak,
and leave the strong to the prevalency of their
own fears, the weak shall be as David, and the
strong as tow
Ver. 41. A sepulchre in a garden,
to expiate Adam's sin committed in a garden.
Ver. 42. Of what use our Lord's burial is to us
His followers: It shows us the amaxing depth of
His humiliation, from what and to what His love
brought Him, even from the bosom of His Father
to the bosom of the grave.
It may also comfort
us against the fears of death ; the grave could
not long keep Christ, it shall not always keep us;
it was a loathsome prison before, it is a perfumed
bed now ; he whose head is in heaven, need not
fear to put his feet into the grave. Awake and
sing, thou that dwellest in the dust, for the enmity of the grave is slain by Christ.
[From M. Henry: Ver, 81. Passover Sabbath*
are high days; sacrament-days, supper-days,
communion days, are high days, and there ought
to be more than ordinary preparation for them,
that these may be high days indeed to us, lis the
days of heaven. The pretended sanctity of hypocrites is abominable ; they made no conscience
of bringing an innocent and excellent person to
the cross, and yet scrupled letting a dead body
hang upon the cross. Ver. 82. One of these
thieves was a penitent, and had received from
Christ an assurance that he should shortly be
with Him in paradise, and yet died in the same
pain and misery that the other thief did : the extremity of dying agonies is no obstruction to the
living comforts that wait for holy souls on the
other side of death. Ver. 88. Whatever devices,
are in men's hearts, the counsel of the Lord shall
stand: It was fully designed to break His legs,
but, God's counsel being otherwise, see how it
was prevented. Ver. 84. Through this window,

—

—
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opened in Christ's side, you may look into His
heart, and see love flaming there, love strong as
death ; see our own names written there.
When
Christ, the second Adam, was fallen into a deep
sleep upon the cross, then was His side opened, and
outt>f it was His Church taken, which He espoused to Himself. The blood and water that
flowed out of it were significant
1. Of the two
great benefits which all believers partake of
through Christ—justification and sanctification;

—

—

:

blood for remission, water, for regeneration
blood for atonement, water for purification; 2.
Of the two great ordinances of Baptism and the
Lord's Supper.
Now was the rock smitten ( 1 Cor.
x. 4), now was the fountain opened (Zcch. xiii. 1),

—
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now were

of salvation digged, Is. zii. 3.
streams whereof make glad the
city of God.
Ver. 36. Christ ourpassover is sacrilie is the Lamb of Ood
ficed for us, 1 Cor. y. 7.
(John i. 29), and, as the true Passover, Bis bones
were kept unbroken. Vers. 88-42. Come and see
a burial that conquered the grave, and buried it
a burial that beautified the grave, and softened
Ver. 38* It was Joseph's
it for all believers
ho0or that he was a disciple of Christ, bis
weakness that he was so secretly. Some who
in lesser trials have been timorous, yet in
The
greater have
been very courageous.
impotent malice of those that can but censure,
and revile, and clamor, is sometimes more
formidable even to wise and good men than one
would think. When God has work to do, He can
find out such as are proper to do it, and spirit
them for it. Vers. 89, 40. Since God designed
honor for His body, they would put honor upon
Vers. 40, 42. In conformity to this example,
it.
we ought to have regard to the dead bodies of
Christians.
The resurrection of the saints will
be in virtue of Christ's resurrection, and therefore in burying them we should have an eye to
Christ's burial.
Ver. 41. In a garden Christ
began His passion, and from a garden He would
rise, and begin His exaltation.
He was buried
in a new sepulchre: this was so ordered, 1. For
honor; He that was born from a virgin-womb,
must rise from a virgin-tomb; 2. For the confirming of the truth of His resurrection. Ver.
42.
What is to be done on the evening before
the Sabbath, should be so contrived that it may
neither intrench upon Sabbath-time, nor indispose us for Sabbath- work.
[From Scott: Vers 81-42. Comparing the
sacred oracles with the events which occur in
the Church and in the world, our faith will be
increased even by the most discouraging transaction.
From A Plain Commentary (Oxford):
" If the Jews that stood by said truly of Him at
Laxarus' grave. Behold now He loved him ! when
He shed a few tears out of His eyes ; much more
truly may we say, Behold how He loved us!
seeing Him shed both blood and water in great
plenty out of His heart." (Bishop Andrkwis.)
Vers. 38-42. Surely, this entire history has
consecrated expensive funerals, and given a
solemn sanction U> care bestowed on burial-

Here

the well*

is the river, the
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places, forever

1

[From Krummacher: Ver.

84.

In the water

and the blood are represented the most essential
blessings of salvation : the water has a remote
reference to baptism, but it chiefly symbolises
the moral purifying power of the word of Christ;
the blood points out the ransom paid for our
guilt, as well as the atoning sacrifice.
The blood
flowed separately from the water; justification
must not be mingled with, much less exchanged
for, personal amendment.
Vers. 88, 89. Marvellous things occur in the vicinity of the cross.
Two individuals, belonging to the first ranks in

—

—

society,

who, when Jesus

still

walked abroad

in

the majesty of His supernatural acts did not venture to make known their favorable impression
respecting Him, now, that the termination of
His course seems to have stamped Him as a
pitiable enthusiast, honor Him as their King
before all the people. The germ of faith which,
all at once, manifests itself so gloriously and so
fully developed, had long lain in their hearts
from out of the thunder-cloud that brooded over
Calvary, abundant grace has proceeded.—Christ
crucified must be the object of our affections;
therefore detach Htm from the accursed tree,
and deposit Him in your hearts, as your only
consolation in life and death.
Ver. 42. There
they laid Jesus; The curse is removed from a
sinful world, Deut. xxL 22, 23.—Christ by His
burial has consecrated and shed light upon the
darkness of our graves. From Jacobus : Vers.

—

—

—

84, 85.

Our

faith weeps,

yet triumphs, as

it

sees the death-blow fall upon oar Substitute, for
in this we see our release.]
[Wordsworth, on ver. 41: "Christ changes
the valley of the shadow of death into a garden.
Christ's human body was laid in a natural garden.
His human soul was in a spiritual garden
(Luke xxiii. 48), and by His death and burial
He has prepared a garden for the souls and bodies
of all who depart hence in the Lord ; and He
will make them to be like the dew of herbs (Isa.
xxvi. 19), and to rise up and blossom in a glorious spring time. He provides Paradise, or a
garden, for the departed soul (Luke xxiii. 43).
and He makes the grave itself to be a garden of
Paradise; from which at the great Dny the
bodies of the faithful, which have been sown in
hope, will rise in vernal beauty, and be united
for ever in unlading glory to their souls."—
P. 8.]
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.SEVENTH SEQTION.
The

finished victory of Christ over the world end the kingdom of darkness, and
His manifestation in the circle of ?Iis disciples. Christ demonstrates His
victory by banishing the last remnants of darkness, grief and unbelief from. His Church and making it sure of His resurrection.

Chap. XX.
I.

HOW TH1

BIBBS OHB DOTH BT THB OBAVB-BIGN0 PBBPABB HIS PBOPLB FOB THB 8IQN8 OF HI8 LIFB.

Chap. XX. 1-10.

(Matt

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

S
9

10

xxviii. 1-15

,

Mark xtL

1-11

;

Luke

zxiy. 1-12.)

[And, or, But on] The first day of the week [sabbath week] oometh Mary [the
^] Magdalene early, when [while] it was yet dark, unto the sepulchre [to the temb],
and seeth the stone taken away from the sepulchre [out of the tomb]. Then she
runneth, and cometh to Simon Peter, and to the other disciple whom Jesus loved
1
[as a friend, ty fat]*, and saith unto them, They have taken away the Lord out of the
sepulchre [tomb], and we know not where they have laid him. Peter therefore
went forth [££$Mev] f and that other disciple, and came to the sepulchre [and were
going toward the tomb, xai ijpxwro sfc t<* pvy/jtsTov]. So they ran [And they
were running, rr/oe/ov 67] both together : and the other disciple did outrun [npolSpapx] Peter, and came [^#e] first to the sepulchre. And he stooping down, and
[And stooping down,
looking in, saw the linen clothes lying; yet went he not in.
he seeth (xapaxwpaf pXiztt) the linen clothes lying ; yet he did not go in]. Then
cometh [also] 4 Simon Peter following him, and went into the sepulchre, [tomb] and
Beeth the linen clothes lie [and beholdeth the linen clothes lying, x. faatpel* ra 6&6vta
xtifuva, eomp. ver. li].
And the napkin, that was about his head, not lying with
the linen clothes, but wrapped together in a place by itself Then {Then therefore,
rlrt ot/v] went in also that [the, <fj other disciple, which [who] came first to the
sepulchre [tomb], and he saw, and believed. For as yet they knew not [or, For
not even yet did they know, oudixto yap ifdet<rav] the Scripture, that he must rise
again from the dead. Then [So] the disciples went away again unto their own
[omit own] home.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
m.

o

* Ver. 2.—{for c vpt o r is
P. S.1
v. dominum meum.

—

the

omul

reading.

Some Greek MSS.,

m Augustine obeerres (Tract

in Joa. cxx.

6), insert

« Ver. %,-Ahootd as a friend, J + <Af i, comp. xl 8. Otherwise &r *y rfwo, xix. 26; xxi.7, 20.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 6.—[vapoxtHrrttv is to stoop down or to bend forward, in order to look at any thing more closely. The intention
the B. V. has expressed here (and ver. 11) by adding in Italics and looking in, P. S.]
* Ver. «.—f The first mu is omitted in the text ree. with A., bat is supported by £.** B. L. X. and the XI. century supplement of Cod. D. (see Alford).— P. 8.]
* Ver.
{The B. V. obliterates the difference betweenSAtfvct (sieht\ the cursory glance of John, ver. 6, and the stronger
SWpct (besohaut^ the intense gaxe of Peter, rer. 6. See Tittman, Synon, p. Ill su. 120 sq. The more minute distinction
between miVfra r* o$6n* t ver. 6, and ra MeVta «c tpsvo, rer. 6, cannot be rendered in English and does not affect the sense.
The position of eMrta in ver. 6 corresponds to re ooveaptev, rer. 7.—P. 8.]

—

&—

IXKGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
On the various presentations of the resurrection-history see Comm. on Matthew [p. 541, Am.
Ed. The literature, p. 542]. In particular also
Doedes, Be Jem in vitam reditu, 1841 ; Tholuok,
Olaubviirdiffkeit der evang. Ouch* 5. Abschnitt.
Ebrard, p. 575 ; the author's Leben Jew, II. 8,
p. 1669.
[On the chronology of the events of the Resurrection Meyer says (p. 648 note) : " It is impossible to harmonise the differences between
John and the Synoptists, and those between
the latter, but the grand foot itself and the

principal features of the history stand out all
the more sure." So also Alford in loc, who sees
in the very failure of harmonistio attempts a
strong corroboration of the truth of the evan" It is quite impossible that
gelical narratives.
so astounding an event, coming upon various
portions of the body of disoiples from various
quarters and in various forms, should not have
been related, by*four independent witnesses, in
the scattered and fragmentary way in which we
now find it. In the depth beneath this varied
surface of narration rests the great central fact
of the resurrection itself, unmoved and immovable.
As it was this above all other things to
which the Apostles bore their testimony, so ia
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their testimony to this we hare the most remarkable proof of each having faithfully elaborated
into narrative those particular facts which came
under his own eye or were repeated to himself
by those concerned. Hence the great diversity
and hence I
in this portion of the narrative:
beliere much that is now dark might be explained,
were the facts themselves, in their order of occurrence, before us. Till that is the case (and I
am willing to beliere that it will be one of our delightful employments hereafter, to trace the true
harmony of the Holy Gospels, under His teaching
of whom they are the record), we must be content to walk by faith, and not oy sight. We must
also remember in this case, that our Evangelist
is selecting his points of narrative with a special
purpose, to show us how the belief of the disciples was brought out and completed after the
unbelief of Israel; comp. vers. 80, 81."— P, 8.]

—

—

Ver.

1.

week
the

fit

The

[re*

first day of the Sabbath61 mg, rQv oapfiarov]. On

a \=jrp&rn, see

—

Mark

tov oaf}Comm. on Mat-

xvi. 9]

[ad /3Aiara=week], see
[The first day
thew, chap, xxvili. 1 [p. 644].
pf the. week is now properly called, on account

ftaruv

of the Lord's Resurrection, the Lord's Day, 4
It has taken the
the substance re:
mained (weekly day of holy rest), the form
changed (from the seventh to the first day of the
week) with referenoe to the great fact of the
Resurrection whereby our redemption or the
new creation was completed. On that day the
Lord appeared to His disciples with His peacegreeting, and on that day He sent His Holy
Spirit, and founded the Christian Church.
The
Christian Sabbath .blends the memories of creative and redemptive love, is the connecting link
between paradise lost and paradise regained, the
continuation of Pentecost, and the preparation
and pledge of the eternal Sabbath-feast (<ra/?/3aP. 8.]
Tt6fi6c, Heb. iv. 9) in heaven.
Kvpiarf ifttpa (Apoo. i. 10).
place of the Jewish Sabbath

Cometh Mary the

—

Magdalene.

— See

Comm. on

Matthew, chap, xxviii. [540 if.], particularly chap, xxvii. 61 [684, 68*].
[On Magdalene see my notes on John xi. 2, pp. 840, 841.
Also the beautiful Easter hymn, "Pone luctum,
Magdalena!" "Mary! put thy grief away," or,
" Still thy sorrow, Magdalena," in Daniel's The*,
hymnol., II. 865, and my Christ in Song, Lond.
ed. p. 200 ff.—P. S]. The exclusive mention of the
Magdalene finds its explanation not simply in
the fact that John received the following report
from her lips (Tholuck), but also in the desire
of the Evangelist to make her peculiar experiences illustrative, in concrete form, of a chief

manifestation of the Risen

One

;

a similar mo-

tive induces his detailed description of the experience of Thomas. That she, moreover, did not
go alone to the grave, is demonstrated by the oldafiev ver. 2; though, according to Meyer, Bruckner and Ebrard [Alford], this expression sprang
from the fellow-feeling of those nearest to Jesus.
Tholuck rightly rejects this interpretation of the
plural, since she is speaking to disciples who are
as yet ignorant of the grand fact which she an-

nounces viz. the absence of the Lord's body
from tho sepulchre. Meyer groundlessly makes
a counter-poise of the ovk olda ver. 18. [In ver.
18 Mary Magdalene speaks in her own name].

Early, it being yet dark [r pu t, ok or /«

in

oho f].—From
if

this touch,

f

compared with

the account of Mark, chap. xvi. 2, •• at the rising
of the sun," it is clearly proved thai she, in the
impatience of her longing, must have hastened
in advance oftjie other women, Mary the mother
of James, and Salome.
[So also Luthardt and
Ewald]. See Comm. on Mark [p. 166 Am. Ed.]
The atone lifted away (moved away) oat
Of the tomb [/? A lire < rbv kitiov qppivov
etc tov fivqfielov
the stone had been fitted
into the mouth of the tomb which was hewn in a
rocky elevation, see Mark xv. 8, 4. P. 8.]. The
stone now lies sideways by the opening of the
tomb, which is conceived of as a perpendicular
exeavation. See Comm. on Mark [p. 1 66 Am. Ed.
Ver. 2.
cometh to Simon Peter,
and to the other dieoiple.—A characteristic historical trait.
So soon as she perceives
the opening of the sepulchre, like lightning comes
the thought—the body is stolen ; so deep is her*
conception of the unfathomable iniquity and
treachery of the foe. Women usually seek counsel
and help from men. We need not (with Bengal}
infer from the repetition of the teal wpof, that the
two disciples were not together. Mary was in
want not only of the one, but also of the other.
Jeena lowed [as a friend, ov £><Xei 6 ' Ijyffoiff].— Whom fie honored with His
The other disttpU: See
particular friendship.
Whom
chap. i. 86-40; chap, xviii. 16; xx. 8.
Jesus lowed: Chap. xiii. 28; xix. 26; xxL 7;

—

—

—

And

—

Whom

ver. 20.

They have taken away the Lord [$pav
rbv Kvpiov ck tov fivrj peiov\. A fore-

—

jndgment of fear in the love not yet perfect; an
error, starting up and vanishing on the way to
truth.

Ver.

4.

So they both were running

to*

gether [lrpex ov ^ e °' °*vo 6pov. Mark
the change of the aorists and the descriptive imperfects in vers. 8 and 4 comp. ch. iv. 80. The
;

characteristic details, vers. 4-8, the liveliness,
circumstantiality, and inner truth of this narrative betray unmistakably an eye- witness. Such
lively
things cannot be invented.—P. 8.]
picture of their excitement The going turns to
running, the moderate running to a running with
all their might, in which John takes the lead of
The characteristiealaess of these facts*
Peter.
presented in accordance with the lively recollection of John, is uninventibly striking and signiWe cannot, however, infer that Peter,
ficant.
as the elder, possessed less of general physical
strength (Tholuck). Elasticity in running is a
According to Lamps
quality peculiar to youth.
and Luthardt, Peter's consciousness of guilt
helped to make him slower. This assumption,
And yet at
truly, is not vindicated by ver. 6.
that moment, at sight of the empty sepulchre, the

A

pressure on heart and conscience which weighed
him down, perchanoe, at first, might be lifted*
Ver. 6. Yet he did not go in [ov ftkvrot
elc^X^ev].—On the way to the tomb, Johns
pace was more winged than that of Peter. On
reaching the grave, however, he seems to he
fettered first by the fear of a sad discovery, then
by awe, and his astonishment at the orderly disposed linen clothes, t. e. the sign of the foreboding of another issue than that conjectured by
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Mary Magdalene. According to Ammon, bis entrance wag prevented by a fear of defilement
according to Meyer, by natural dread.
The
former view is contradicted by his stooping
down ; the latter by his narrow observation of
the signs in the sepulchre. The contemplative
disciple stands still, lost in meditation upon the
new signs. Now, therefore, Peter steps forward,
as the one endowed with more practical decision,
and goes before him into the sepulchre. Precisely similar is the trait presented chap. xxi. 7,
where John is the first to recognise the Lord,
Peter the first to hasten to him by swimming.
Hence, it would seem, Peter alone is mentioned
Luke xxiv. 12. (By Strauss and Baur this trait
is explained as originating in tendencies in favor
of John.)—Aorist, Imperfect, and Present forms

1-10.
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and henceforth the meaning of the Scripture
might become entirely clear to them. See Luke
xxiv. 26 ff., 46; Acts i. 8. Tholuck: "Whilst
this their nurrevetv, though a religious one, did
nevertheless rest on the sensuous substratum of
appearance [ocular evidence], that upon the
foundation of Scripture was the higher, for it
mediated a consciousness of what the idea of a
crucified Messiah demanded."
Ver. 10.
the disciples

So

went away

again unto their home [d*??. #ov ovv
it 6 X iv
irpbc avrovc ol fia^tfrai],
Anxiously they awaited the further issue; John

—

tranquillized at bottom. It is not stated that
Peter also believed already. Probably the special appearance of Jesus, vouchsafed him on that
Easter-day (Luke xxiv. 84; comp. ver. 12; 1
Cor. xv. 6), served not ouly for his personal
tranquillization in respect of his fault, but also
for the confirmation of his faith.

alternate right significantly in this lively narraAnd he beholdeth, & e o p e Z, in contradistinction to the pXkirei of John the three
signs in the sepulchre giving proof of a thoroughly
tranquil occurrence, in contrast to a tumultuous
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
ravishment: 1. The grave-clothes are not car1. The diversities, like the infer twinings, of the
ried away as they naturally would have been if
the body bad been stolen. 2. The linen-clothes single features of the resurrection history in the
and the napkin, which latter enwrapped the head accounts of the four Evangelists, are the highest
(see chap. xi. 44 ; Luke xix. 20), are separated proof of the truth and the infinitely powerful effect
and laid away in an orderly manner. 8. The of the fact: a portrait of the highest stirring of
napkin is even lying, wrapped together, in a soul and spirit in humanity.
real Eastermotet.
Thus do different combatants report conplace by itself.
Ver. 8. Then went in, therefore, the cerning the culmination of the battle and the
other disoiple also [rdre q$j> ei<jT}X&t form of the victory.
2. The resurrection of Christ had not only to
irp&roc
Kal 6 aXXoq fia&TjTr)c
etc rb ftvtffielo v]. The precedence of Peter burst through the bonds of death, the closed gate
puts an end to John's fear, or rather, as we of the sepulchre, and the seal and the guard of
think, to his contemplative standing still. Hither- the world, but also the grief %nd little faith of the
to he seems to have been disturbed by not seeing disciples. (8ee my book: Der Herr ist wahrhaftig
the head-cloth from his station on the outside of auferstanden ; die Losung der chrisllichen Gemeinde
the sepulchre, because of its being laid in a unserer Zeit. Zurich, 1852.) The belief in the
resurrection, far from issuing, as a mythicized
separate place.
he saw and believed [teal elde idea, from an enthusiastic hope of the disciples,
These signs were sufficient as Strauss has affirmed, was obliged to force its
it at ettIotevo 8 1/].
to make him believe in the resurrection of Jesus. passage through something entirely opposite,
Me believed, differently construed: 1. What namely the disconsolateness of the disciples. Of
Magdalene reported ( Augustine, Theophylact, a truth, supreme salvation is nigh unto extreme
Erasmus, Luther, Bengel and others). 2. The re- hopelessness, if 4he latter do not precipitately
surrection signs (Chrysostom, Euthymius, Luoke rush upon the sword but wait patiently for the
Lord, then, however, salvation comes to hopeand others).
Ver. 9. For not even yet did they under- lessness always from above, as a gift of deliverstand the scripture [ovdenu yap ydeioav ance ; hopelessness may prophesy of sal rati on,
t^v ypa$i/v brt del avrbv tK vtKpov may prepare a worthy place for salvation, but it
comp. Ps. xvi. 10 ; ex. ; Isa. liii. 8, cannot be the parent of it. In face of the resuravaoTijva
10; Zech. vi. 12, 13; Acts ii. 24 ff. ; viii. 82, 88]. rection, however, unbelief concentrates and con—The declarations of Jesus concerning His re- summates itself, in seeking here to reduce the
surrection could not have become absolutely highest fact of the highest energy of life to a
doubtful CO them, except in reference to their bare idea and symbolism of life ; #in seeking in
literal meaning.
A figurative interpretation so this passage, where the union betwixt personal
readily suggested itself to their little faith, re- and actual life and the idea of life celebrates its
collecting, as they did, the figurative phraseology consummation, to perpetuate the Adnmitio conin which Jesus was wont to express Himself. flict between idea and fact. See 1 Cor. xv.
8. The grand subjective revolution, prepared on
Therefore we need not suppose, with Meyer,
that His declarations were not so distinct as re- the first Easter-day in the soul-life of the hopeThe Johannean less band of disciples, and upon which the esported by the Synoptists.
ones see chap. ii. 21; viii. 28; x. 18; xii.24, 82; tablishment of the Christian Church rests, preTheir understanding supposes the grand objective revolution of things
the farewell-discourses.
of the Old Testament was not sufficiently ad- in the life of the Lord: the resurrection. And
vanced to induce them, on the strength of its this individual revolution in the life of the Lord
predictions, to expect a literal resurrection of is at the same time, in respect of its dynamical
the Messiah. Yet but these signs, here given, working as well as its ideal value, the universal
were needed to give John the resurrection faith, revolution of things in the life of humanity, Eph.
tive.

—

A

—

And

dkXdbv

—

—

—

.
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Christ's resurrection our resurrection.
Was settt die Stifiung der Kirche Christi
durch einen Gekreuzigten voraus t Stud. u. Krit.
1832, III. 679.
4. The resurrection attested and glorified itself
as a divine fact, most of all by the thorough
change which it effected in the view of the crossdeath and sufferings of Jesus, and, indirectly, in
the view of the cross and death in general. By
it the cross of the curse is become the cross of
reconciliation,
the sign of the deepest disgrace,
the sign of highest honor.
5. The portrait of the Magdalene in her transition from deepest desolation to supreme joy. 8he
was fitted, in her loving grief for the Lord and
His body, to become the first Easter messenger.
6. The hasting of the Magdalene to Peter and
i.

19

ff.

Ullmann

:

—

John, and the cleaving together of these two
gives us an impression of the gentle, placable
spirit which the suffering of Christ had developed
Peter is not
in the hearts of the disciples.
shunned now by a Magdalene's and a John's enthusiasm for the Lord, although he has denied
Him, for he is a repentant Peter. In a similar
manner the whole band of disciples bear with
the doubting Thomas until he has arrived at the

—

full resurrection faith.

The perplexed, excited, hurrying, running
composed by the order in the
empty sepulchre of Jesus. They feel that there
7.

disciples are first

spirit has ruled.
And here is presented
to us in concrete touches the whole contrast of

a calm

the calm, mysterious resurrection of Jesus and
the immeasurable commotion confronting it in
the circle of disciples; primarily a commotion
stormy ; then growing calmer,
full of anguish,
yet still fluttering. The life of the Risen One is
infinitely calm and tranquil in its self-certitude,
blissfully moving within itself, like God Himself.
As Christ held it no robbery to be equal with
God, neither did He think it robbery to bo risen.
His heart is become celestially tranquil and firm,
the spiritual fixed star of the spirit-realm ; hence
the fixed point that, with mighty shock, moves
and transforms the whole human world.
8. The characteristics of Peter and John (see
Exeo. Note to ver. 6) on the way of their glori-

—

fication.
9.

The first sign of the resurrection is the stone
away; the annihilation of the wicked

rolled

counsel of the world, the frustration of the league
of the powers of this world, the annulment of all
the old authorities that rise in rebellion against
(Ps. ii. ; Acts iv. 26
the truth and the faith.
The second sign of the resurff. ; Eph. i. 21.)
rection is the empty sepulchre. The grave kept
not the body of Christ that body is ravished
from it along with His spirit. The personal
principle is not swallowed up by matter ; it elevates and preserves matter by its dynamic power,
making it its heavenly organ. The third sign of
the resurrection are the fairly disposed and ordered grave-clothes, as a sign of the ruling of
the highest, clearest presence of mind amid the
horrors of the night-dark sepulchre. The spark
of faith of both Apostles kindles at this sign.
10. As the Scripture (of the Old Testament)
prophetically points forward to the facts of the
life of Jesus, so the life of Jesus points back to the
Scripture concerning the future resurrection.
;

The

life of Jesus the key to the Old Testament.
Special consideration must be directed to Scripture sayings such as Ps. ii. ; Ps. xvi. ; Ps. ex.
Is. liii. 11 ; Dan. ix. 26.
To types such as Gen.
xxii. Jonah.
Sayings in regard to death, such
as Is. xxt. 8; Hoe. xiil. 14; comp. Acts ii. 2584 ; chap. viii. 82, 88 ; chap. xiii. 88, 85.
11. Then the disciples went home again. The
walk from the tomb of the Risen One a going
home in a higher sense.

HOMILKTICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Synoptista, Matthew, Mark, Luke.
The Doct. Notes.
The portrait of the Magdalene in the light of
the resurrection. The mourning Magdalene, ver.
1-11. The Magdalene rejoicing (as though heaven were already won), vers. 11-18. Magdalene
at first the messenger of dismal alarms,
at last
the messenger of heavenly joy. Jerusalem's
messenger of joy, comp. Is. xl. 1, 9.—The mistakes of a soul stirred with love must themselves
become guiding stars to truth : 1. The mistakes*
of the disconsolate Magdalene, ver. 2 ; ver. 18;
ver. 15.
2. The mistakes of the enraptured
Magdalene (thinking herself to have already attained the supreme, the heavenly goal) ver. 17.
Magdalene and Thomas, or the saddest of the
sad changed to the happiest of the happy : 1.
Immeasurable grief takes the one out of the

—

—

—

circle of female disciples, the other out of the
•• Rabboni ;"
circle of male
disciples.
2.
44

My Lord

and

my

—

God." Magdalene and John
toward the fallen Peter, or how
as mourners they are become tender-hearted,
Matt. v.
How the disciples of Jesus go to His
sepulchre:
1. How
differently (Magdalene
otherwise than the two men ; Peter otherwise
than John).
2. How unanimously (disciples,
both male and female, and the women even in
advance. Fallen ones and less guilty ones).
How the love of Christ hath made the first breach
through the old fear of His people : 1. The fear
in their conduct

—

of the world, the foes (guard). 2. The fear of
the night, of the terrors of the grave.
8. The
fear of spirits and of the other world itself.
The resurrection signs preceding the appearance
of the Risen One (Doct. Note 9):
1. As signs
of the weakness of the disciples (of their need of
this leading from faith to sight).
2. As signs
of the wisdom of God (sight is not to bring about
faith, but faith sight).— The first Bign of the life
of the Risen One, heavenly repose and presence
of mind, John vi. 17 ff.
The linen clothes laid
aside, or the signs of a change of apparel in the
sleeping-chamber of the grave. The investigating disciples (Peter in the sepulchre, Thomas
about the body of the Lord). The budding faith
of the disciples:
1. Experimental faith, 2.
Scriptural faith, 8. Spiritual faith.—Then the
disciples went home again :
1. Tranquillixed in
regard to the mistake of Magdalene (her statement that the body was stolen). 2. Awaiting
further disclosures. 8. Blessed and prepared at

—

—

—

bottom to go home, by their budding

faith.

Starkb: The plural cafifidruv is probably
used here in reference to the seven weeks that
were to be reckoned to Pentecost and that began
to be reckoned from this day in particular : for
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these were peculiarly denominated weeks., and
hence Pentecost was called the Feast of Weeks
it appears, therefore, from the above, that this
day was at once the day subsequent to the great
Paschal Sabbath, the beginning of the significant
which lasted until Penteheptality of weeks,
cost, and represented the whole new economy

—

and

—and
—

spiritual harvest,

the third day after

the death of Jesus. True Christians find 'no
time unseasonable for seeking Jesus; when the
whole world is securely sleeping, they wake unto
What a despondent, unthe Lord. Zeisius:
believing thing the human heart is! many a
time that which should bring comfort and joy, is
productive but of terror and harm, Luke ii. 9.
believers have fellowship one with another in
j»y aud sadness. Love demands that we should
follow our friends to the grave, and it is edifying
po to do ; we must not remain there, however,
but must wait on our calling, until we ourselves
are carried to the grave, Sir. xxxvitt.
Gerlach: Each one was initiated into this
wondrous mystery in a peculiar manner : Magdalene, after a scrupulous trial by the angels
and then by means of the first personal manifeslation of Jesus; Peter and John, who should
have been the first to believe, by the sight of the
sepulchre; the weaker women only by the
angels (?) ; the disciples on the way to Emmaus,
with anxious, comfort-seeking, burning hearts, by
the circumstance of Jesus' opening the Scripture
to them; then all the still unbelieving disciples
by Christ's appearance in their assembly. In
each of these dispensations there lies a peculiar,
tender regard for the persons whom it concerns.
Braunb : Our Sunday is the Lord's Resurrection Day, the first day of the creation, when light

—

The New Testament exhibits
into being.
distinct tokens of its observation ; on it the Corinthian Church was commanded to lay up
savings as collections for the church at Jerusalem (l Cor. xvi. 2) ; on that day Paul journeyed

came

not, out preached (Acts xx. 7, on a Sabbath—(he
[Luther's version has the
first day of the week.
word Sabbith in these two instances.])
Gossner: But the stone that had troubled
her before, when it lay in front of the sepulchre,
troubles her again, now that it is moved away.
Hkubner: Mary Magdalene, one of the last
to leave the grave, is the first to visit it again.
In great distress, seek counsel and help of upLove gave wings.
right brethren.
[Craven: Prom Gregory: Ver. 8. Peter and
John ran before the others, for they loved most.
From Thkoputlact: Vers. 4-8. Peter is prac-
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followed His hearse to the grave, when His disciples durst not appear; aud now very early in
the morning she goes to visit His sepulchre, fearing neither the darkness of the night, nor the
presence of the watchmen. Learn thence, That
courage is the special gift of God, and if He
gives it to the feebler sex, even to timorous and
fearful women, it is not in the power of man to
make them afraid. Ver. 2. But why had not the
Virgin Mary, His disconsolate mother, this privilege conferred on her, rather than Mary Magdalene, who had been a grievous sinner? Doubtless this was for the comfort of all true penitents,
and administers great consolation to them. Vers.
5-7. When Christ arose from the grave, He left
His grave-clothes behind Him ; whereas, when
Laxarus arose, he came forth with his graveclothes about him ; this teaches us, that Christ
arose never to die more, but to live and reign
forever; therefore He left His grave-clothes in
the grave, as never to make use of them more.
[From M. Henry: Ver. 1. Love to Christ, if it
be cordial, will be constant. Mary's love to Christ
was strong as death, the death of the cross, for it
stood by that ; cruel [fast-holding] as the grave, for
it made a visit to that, and was not deterred by its
terrors.
We must study to do honor to Christ in
those things wherein yet we cannot be profitable
Love to Christ will take off the terror
to Him.
of death and the grave. If we cannot come to
Christ but through that darksome valley, even in
that, if we love Him, we will fear no evil.—
Early ; They that love Christ will take the first
opportunity of testifying their respect to Him.
Those who would seek Christ so as to find Him,
must seek Him early ; 1. Solicitously* with such
a care as even breaks the sleep ; 2. Industriously,
we must deny ourselves and our own repose in
pursuit of Christ ; 8. Betimes, early in our days,
early every day ; My voice shall thou hear in the
morning.
They that diligently inquire after
Christ while it is yet dark, shall have such light
given them concerning Him as shall shine more
and more. Surprising comforts are the frequent
encouragements of early seekers. They that are
most constant in their adherence to Christ, and

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

most diligent in their inquiries after Him,
have commonly the first and sweetest notices of
the divine grace.

—God

ordinarily gives

Him-

and

His comforts to us by degrees; to
raise our expectations and quicken our inquiries.
Ver. 2. One would expect that the first thought
that offered itself should have been, Surdy the
Lord is risen. When we come to reflect upon our
own conduct in a cloudy and dark day, we shall
tical and prompt, John contemplative and intel- stand amazed at our dullness and forget fulness,
ligent, and learned in divine things. Now the con- that we could miss of such thoughts as aftertemplative man is generally beforehand in know- ward appear obvious.—* Weak believers often
ledge and intelligence; but the practical, by his make that the matter of their complatnt, which
fervor and activity, get s t he advance of the other's is really just ground of hope, and matter of joy.
perception, and sees first into the divine mystery.
The communication of sorrows is one good im[From Burkitt : Ver. 1. Though her heartdid provement of the communion of saints. Peter,
burn with an ardent xeal and affection to her cru- though he had denied his Mnstcr, had not deby this appears the
cified Lord, yet the commanded duties of the Sab- serted bis Master's friends
bath were not omitted by her ; she kept dose, sincerity of his repentance, that he associated
and silently spent that holy day in a mixture of with the disciple whom Jesus loved. And the
What magnanimity and courage disciples keepiug up their intimacy with him as
grief and hope.
is found in this weak woman ; she followed Christ
formerly, notwithstanding his full, teaches us to
courageously, when His disciples left Him cow- restore those with a spirit of meekness, that have been
ardly ; she accompanied Him to His cross, she faulty. Ver. 8. It is well when those that are

—

self

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
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more honored than others with the privileges of
more active than others in the duty
of disciples.
Do others tell us of the comfort
and benefit of ordinances ? Let us be engaged

disciples, are

—

—

thereby to make trial of them. Ver. 4. What
huste we should make in a good work, and when
we are going on a good errand : Peter and John
consulted neither their ease nor their gravity,
but ran to the sepulchre.
He that got foremost in
this race, was the disciple whom Jesus loved in a
special manner, and who therefore in a special
manner loved Jesus. Sense of Christ's love to
us, kindling love in us to Him again, will make
us to excel i* virtue.
He that was cast behind was
Peter, who had denied his Master, and was in
sorrow and shame for it, and this dogged him
Ver. 5. The warmest affections are
as a weight.
not always accompanied with the boldest resolutions; many are swift to run religion's race that
Ver. 6. Though
are not stout to fight her battles.
John out-ran him, Peter did not therefore turn
back, or stand still, but made after him as fast as
he could ; and while John was with a deal of
caution looking in, he came, and with a deal of
courage went into the sepulchre. Observe how
God dispenses His gifts variously. John could
out-run Peter, but Peter could out-dare John
some disciples are quick, and they are useful to
quicken them that are slow; others are bold
and they are useful to hearten them that are

—

—

—

—

—

timorous.

—Vers.

6,

7.

When we

rise

from the

death of sin to the life of righteousness, we must
leave our grave-clothes behind us, must put off
Ver. 8. It is good to be
all our corruptions.
emboldened in a good work by the boldness of
John got the start of Peter in believing;
others.
Peter saw and wondered (Luke xziv. 12), but

—

—

John saw and bsUeved: a mind disposed to contemplation may perhaps sooner receive the evidence
of divine truth than a mind disposed to action.
Ver. 9. What was the reason of their slowness
to believe?
Because as yet they knew mot the
scripture.
Ver. 10. Where were the angels when
Peter and John were at the sepulchre? This favor was showed to those who were early and constant in their inquiries after Christ, and was the
reward of them that came first, and staid last,
but denied to them that made a transient visit.

—

—

[From Scott: Ver 2. Under a Urge proporby men called Christian

tion of preaching,
ministers, we are

ready to say, "They have
taken away the Lord and we know not where
they have laid Him;" bat the broken-hearted
disciple cannot be thus contented, though others
be filled with admiration of the preacher's eloquence, genius, or learning.
From A Plaix
Commentary (Oxford): Ver. 1. "Good proof
gave she of that love ; she was last at His cross,
and first at His grave : staid longest there, was
soonest here ; could not rest till she were op to
seek Him: sought Him while it was yet dark,
before she bad light to seek Him by." (Bishop
Andbswss.)
From Owin : Ver. 6. John's re-

maining without, may

in part be attributed to
the precedence, which, as the older and leading
disciple, he modestly yielded to Peter.
Ver. U.
That He must rise again from Ike dead; the necessity was founded upon the immutable word and
promise of God (Pa. xvi. 10), upon the principle
of life inherent in Jesus as the Eternal Son of
God, and upon the redemptive economy, by
which Christ was to rise from the dead and become the first-fruits of them that are held in the
power of the grave (1 Cor. xv. 20).]

—

II.

BOW TBI RISK* ON* CHANGES MART MAGDALEN x's DESOLATION

INTO BLESSED PEACE

AND MAKES

HER HIS EASTER-MESSENGER.
Chap. XX. 11-18.
(Matt, xxviii. 1-16;

11

Mark

xvi. 1-11

;

Luke

xxiv. 1-12).

stood without at the sepulchre weeping [But Mary was standing (ef1
without by the tomb weeping] : and as she wept, she stooped down, ami
looked into the sepulchre [she stooped down into the tomb, iraplzu</m eis t6 /iv^/acFw],
And seeth [beholdeth, fttutptT, not j&lxst, see vers. 6 and 6] two angels in white sitting, the one at the head, and the other at the feet, where the boay of Jesus had
lain.
And they say unto her, Woman, why weepest thou? She saith unto them,
Because they have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have laid
him. And 8 when she had thus said [Having said this, raora eteotW], she turned
herself back, and saw [beholdeth, tiewpet] Jesus standing, and knew not that it was
Jesus.
Jesus saith unto her. Woman, why weepest thou ? whom seekest thou ? She,
supposing him to be the gardener [that it was the gardener, Crt 6 xynoupos ^rrc],
saith unto him, Sir, if thou have [hast] borne him hence, tell me where thou hast
laid him, and I will take him away.
Jesus saith unto her, Mary. [!] She turned
herself, and saith unto him Tin Hebrew]* Rabboni
which is to say, Master [Rabboni! (which is to say, Teacher!)] Jesus saith unto her, Touch me not; 4 for I am

But Mary

dT^'xet)

12
13

14
15

16

;

17
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[have] not yet ascended to my* [the] Father but go to my brethren, and say unto
diem, I ascend unto my Father, [omit (,)] and your Father ; [,] and to [omit to] my
God, [omit (,)] and your God.
:

Mary

18

[the]

Magdalene came [cometh, ?/£««] and told the disciples [bringing
had seen the Lord, and that he
*

tidings, dLyy&ouaa, to the disciples] that she

spoken [said] these things unto her.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 11.—The position of the words i$a> KXaiov+a is in accordance with B. D. 0. X„ etc., Teschendorf [The rec. reads
icAotovaa before tf<». c i <r r ij k c t with B.* D. etc. Tisch. Treg. Alf. t <r t ij k c : ft. A. B * efc., Westcott. n pb< r<* fivt).
pcc'w: A. B. D. Tisch. Alf. Wert c. n-poc t6 priifKtor: textrcc i v r$ (ivy n* i<?: tf. (See Tischemlorf, Alford).
i

—P.&l

14.— K<u before ravra

* Ver.

[£.

text

rec.]

should be omitted in accordance with

ft.

A. B.

I).,

etc.

and the

critical

editions].
s Ver.

16.—-The addition *B0pator{, in accordance with B. B. L. O. X. A. Sin., is received by Teschendorf rTrogelles,
Alford, Westcott. Most MSS. read 'Pofttavi* (so Tischend. Alf. Treg.); same 'Pafifiovvi (so Westcott), some *Pa6/3wc{,
some 'Pa0ovW.—- P. 8.]
•
* Ver. 17.
[M if julov avrou is the -usual reading of the MSS. and IreiL, Orig., ete., but Cod. B. and Tert. put jiov
after Arrow, and Westcott inserts this on the margin.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 17.—The first **ov is wanting in B. D. X^Itala, Tischendorf. It was probably supplemented In imitation of the
subsequent pov. [Treg. Alf. Westcott likewise read trpo* ib* traripa without futv.—P. S.]

—

41} of Joseph of Arimathea
ana that he has assigned the
body another place, The circumstance that
the Risen One was clothed with the subligaculumy
or loin-strip, which crucified persons wore, and
the same also that field and garden laborers were
in the habit of wearing, might incline her the
more to this opinion." Tboluck (following Hug).
Kuinoel, Paulus, and others have even clothed

gardener

Continuation of the history of the Magdalene.
First manifestation of the Risen One.

Ter. 11. But Mary was standing by the
tomb. [Mapta/x 6i eiar^Ket (al. lorijKet)
irpbg r Q ftvT}fiei<f> ij-o nXalovo a.~] Eio-

—

t^kei: she was standing as
The Evangelist has omitted

rooted to the spot.
to mention that she

if

immediately followed the two disciples. Whether
she met them at the grave, the narrative says not.
She comes, and again finds the empty tomb. She
now stations herself in front of it, as though, all
too late, she would become its guardian. It is
the plastic expression of her thought, her grief.

—

Now as she wept [of oiv licAaiev].
Her weeping is in reference to her idea that the
body of Jesus has been stolen ; hence she glances
ever and anon down toward the empty place
where He has lain.
Ver. 12. And she beholdeth two angels.
[/cat

Dew pel

6i)o

ayyklovq].

—The

angelic

appearances in the resurrection history, a sign
of the thoroughly new, wonderful epoch of this
event.
The truth and objectivity of her vision
are supported by the slender impression whioh
these appearances seem to make upon her in
her present mood ; the internal, subjective conditions, by the circumstance that the two apostles
saw no angel, and the other women only one.

(xix.

before her,

is

BXEGETICAL AND CBITICAI*

Him

in the dress of the gardener.

On

the othor

hand, Magdalene's faculties were concentrated
within ; she was in a visionary mood rather than
in one favorable to acute observation ; irrespective of the fact that her mind was not in the
slightest degree predisposed to expect the appearance of the Lord. In a similar manner, the
eyes of the disciples journeying to Emmaus were
holden. Meyer denies the noldenness of the eyes
in the present case (Grotius) perhaps because he
imagines it to be the fruit of some magical working.
[Draseke assigns as a reason because her
tears wove a veil, and because the seeking after
the dead prevents us from seeing the living. She
was wholly absorbed in the thought of the absent
;

Lord.—P.

S.]

thou hast borne Him henee
ov i p&oraoas avr6v]. She does not
name Him. She takes it for granted that every
one is thinking of Him only.' Of course if the
supposed gardener had carried away the Lord, he
Ver. 15. If

[el

—

would understand her saying (Meyer); other[Alford adopts the rather fanciful remark of wise it were necessarily unintelligible to him.
Lnthardt: The angels were in whUe because from She will go, she will bring the body. Her asthe world of light; they sit, as not defending, suming a posture with a view to hurrying away
but peacefully watching the Body; at the head in a certain direction, is evident from the followand the feet, for the Body of the Lord was from ing: "she turned herself." We cannot infer
head to fool in the charge of His Father and of from these words that she turned direotly to the
His servants
P. S.]
grave again. She gives herself credit for sufVer. 14. She turned baok. \karpd<pij elc ficient strength to enable her to carry the corpse
ra bviov], t. «., to look towards the garden, and deposit it in the tomb again. For at this
and to see if some one would not appear and give very time it should be receiving anointment at
her information.
the hands of the women.
not that it was Jesus, [ovk
Ver. 10. Mary [Map* 4/*]. His voice had
rjdet bri 'Itjgovs harlv.
There is founda- the same unique sound as before (see Luke xxiv.
tion on both sides for her non-recognition.
On 35 ; comp. 80, 81 ) ; especially the call by name
the one hand,Jesns has altered: He is the Risen, (Is. xliii. 1). Since the voice of every human
the Transformed One. The external feature being in a healthy condition is the expression of
which, in addition to the one already mentioned, the man within him, we can infer the impreseoroe assume, is less certain.
"She thinks the siveness of Jesus' voice without having a more

—

And knew

—

—
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definite conception of

it.
Recollections of things corporeally present with heT, having not yet been
that address themselves to the ear are the most translated to the Father in heaven. P. S.]
enduring, observes Strauss* in his Glockentone.
2. "Hold Mb not fast."
The manifestation of God begins with the heara. Supernaturalistic: Seek not thy comfort in My
ing-wonder, and dies away in it. The expres- present- appearance by terrestrial contact, but by spirision of the voice is concentrated in the naming tual communion ( Aret., Grot, Neand. and others).
[Also Augustine (Tract, exxi. c. 3). " * Noli Me
of a beloved name.
Rabboni [* Pa fi /?o v v e i ]. With the infinite tangere :' id est, Noli in He sic credere, quemadmodum
expression of the salutation Mary with which adhuc sapis ; noli tuum sensum hue usque pertendere
Christ makes Himself known to her, the word of quod pro tefactus sum, nee transire ad Iliad per quod
Quomodo enim non carnaliter adhuc in cum
recognition corresponds Rabboni, my Teacher. facta es.
The Evangelist cannot help reproducing the credebat, quern sicut hominem flebat t" Leo the Great,
original Hebrew word in its sonorousness ; there- Serm. 74 (al. 72), c. 4: " Nolout ad Me corporaliler
The solemnity of the venias, nee ut mesensu carnis agnoscas: adsublimwra
fore the interpretation.
passage is not contained in the explanatory sup- te differo, majora tibi prseparo : cum ad Patrem asWe can* inter from cendero, tunc Me perfectius veriusque palp a bis, appreplement, but in the Rabboni.
that which follows that she meantime has fallen at hensura quod non tangis, et creditura quod non ccrnis."
His feet and embraced them, "like those women Calvin, Melancthon, De Wette, Tholuck, Luthardt,
in Matt, xxviii. 9, and the woman that was a sin- Hengstenberg, Godet hold substantially this same
view.
Alford: "She believed she had now
ner, Luke vii. 89." /. *., her own self at the time.
not [M# tiov gotten Him again, never to be parted from Him.
Ver. 17. Hold (Touch)
a n t o v ,f Noli me tangere. In explaining this, This gesture He reproves as unsuited to the time,
reference should be had to ver. 22, where Thomas and the nature of His present appearance.
'Do
not thus for I am not yet restored fully to you
is directed by the Lord : $kpe t%v #«/><£ aov koX
pale etc rtjv irAevpdv fiov, and Luke xxiv. 89, where in bod J I have yet to ascend to the Father.'
Ho calls upon the disciples: rl^?M^^oaTi fie. It is This implies in the background another and truer
therefore not the act of touching, as such, which touching when He should have ascended to the
Wordsworth (who has a long note
the Lord reproves, but tho animus or motive of Father."
Mary. The scene has often been represented in here) : •« Cleave not to Me in My bodily appearP. S. ] Interpre- ance ; do not touch Me carnally, but learn to
pictures called Noli me tangere.
touch Me spiritually. When the power of the
tations of the enigmatical p % p ov airrov:
bodily touch ends, then the spiritual touch be1. "Handle (Touch). Me not" [in the literal
gins, and that touch most honors Christ and
sense]:
profits us." Wordsworth then applies the passage
a. Strictly supernaturalistic : Jesus demands a
greater reverence for His body now that it has to Christ's presence in the eucharist which is
become divine (Chrysostom, Erasmus and many spiritual, not carnal. Hengstenberg (III. p. 803)
Others). Unseasonable devoutness and insufficient conjectures that Mary, in the mistaken notion
explanation of yap ("/or I have not yet ascended"). that the partition wall between Christ and her
b. Decidedly natural, in various apprehensions.
had now fallen, desired to embrace Him ; this the
Ammoa: Jesus desired to spare her the touching Lord withstood, because the process of glorifiof One levitically unclean; Paulus: His wounds cation was not yet completed, and the separation
•till pained Him, therefore touching Him would
Godet : "axrecrdai is to
still continued in part.
touch in order to enjoy, to attach one's self to some
have hurt Him
c. Spiritualistic: Weisse: He was still bodiless,
one: This is not the moment to attach yourself
a mere spiritual apparition (a ghost).
to Me as I am before you in My human individd. Gnostic: Hilgenfeld: He as yet appeared
uality."
Comp. below sub d. P. S.]
only as a mere Man, being not yet reunited to the
b. Historical: Tarry not with Me, but make
Logos, and therefore adoration was unseasonable. haste and discharge the message ; time enough
[Yet immediately afterwards He allows Himself later for handling, greeting, holding (Beza, CaJto be called by Thomas: " My Lord and My ovius, Bengel).
God;" comp. also Matt, xxviii. 9. P. 8.]
c. Spiritualistic-mythical: Jesus was on the point
e. Physiological.
Because the new, glorified of ascending, and did not desire to be detained
corporeality of Jesus was still so tender as to shun by Mary (Baur, Kinkel: One of the numerous
every vigorous grasp (Schleiermacher [and ascensions occurring in the period of the forty
Olshausen, edd. 1 and 8]).
day 8 was about to be performed).
d. Christologico-psy etiological: Hold Me not as
/. Psychological : Handle Mo not for the purpose of examining whether it be really Myself in though we were in the perfection of the existence
the body, or My glorified spirit. Meyer (follow- of that world beyond us, for / am not yet asing J. Fred, von Meyer J), Liicke. [In this case tho cended, etc., to say nothing of tJtyseff. (Leben
following words ofurw yap avafiipqiia, k. t. A., ex- Jew II., 1661 ; III., 744.* Hofmann, Luthardt,
press the assurance of the Lord that He is still Tholuck. As regards the sense, similarly Luther
and others at an earlier period.)! [Similar to
P. S.l.
* [Lato Professor of Practical Theology In the Unlrerslty explanation 2 a, above.
of .Berlin and Court-Chaplain aud frien«J of Frederick IV. of
On the fact that the term airrecdai does not
Prussia. The Glockentone were his first, the Abend, Glockenlune
barely mean to touch, to handle, but that it also parhis last work.— P. 8.]
ticularly denotes a hanging upon, a holding fatt, see
t lanrofuu occurs thirty-Are times in tho New Testament,
and is uniformly translated to touch in the E. V. It is used
of touching the hand, the garment, the body, food, etc— P. 8.]
* Thol nek's classification of J. P. Lange, p. 436, rests upon
X [Not tho better known commentator, but also an eminent a mistake.
Biblical scholar (though a layman, 8euator of Frankfort on
f The conjunctures, in despair of the text, <rv pov fcrree
the Maine) aud reviser of Luther's German Bible.— P. 8.
(Qcrsdorf ; and pi} cv nroov, need merely be mentioned.
]

—

—

—
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—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
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Tholuck,p.484[Krauth'stransl.p.411]. Tholuck
divides the interpretations into two classes, one of
which discovers the reason for the repulse in the
not yet glorified condition of Christ ; while the other
maintains that it lies in the glorified state of the
Lord. According to the distribution into airno&ai
to lay hold of, and to holdfaet, the former is by preference interpreted as signifying the catching hold
of the knees, worehipping. Yet not exclusively.
The design of Jesus' speech was undoubtedly to
limit the exuberance of Magdalene's rapture, to
deprive her of the new illusion which is persuading her that every difficulty and danger of her
life is laid behind her, that external intercourse
with Jesus is now to continue and that it is the
supreme thing, and so to guide her feeling into
a practical channel. Hence the commission.
To my brethren [nopebov 6& npbc rove
ade^Qovc fio v.] So He calls the disciples by a

|

|

I

\

11-18.
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she has seen Him, then discharges His commission.
According to Meyer, there is a difference
between this commission and the passage Matt
xxviii. 10.
Progress, however, from the most
general disclosure to a more special one never
constitutes a difference. Otherwise, the announcement of His imminent ascension would also present a difference from the directly following
revelations of Jesus in the circle of disciples, as
recorded by John himself.

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Mary Magdalene, the first guardian of the Holy
Sepulchre. The later and present guardians of it
2. The angelic apparitions at the Birth, Passion,
Resurrection, and Ascension of the Lord mark
these moments as the great epochs in the life of
1

—

—

Jesus.
j

For the angelic world

does, in general,

new name of familiar co-ordination. Meyer: emerge into view in the grand epochs of the
He means her to gather from this that His ap- Kingdom of God. Therefore particularly in
pearance is not as yet a super-terrestrial and the life of Abraham and in that of Moses at
;

however, does not
put an end to the brotherly feeling. Bengel :
The word is designed to speak peace to the disciples concerning their flight.
Right, but too.!
narrow. Christ breathes in the paradisaic peace
glorified one.

Glorification,

.

'

1

I

new

reconciliation.
God is become the
Father of the disciples ; He greets them in the
dignity of their new life in which He will soon
make them glad through the Spirit of adoption,
as co-brothers in the new kingdom that is now
founded, and as co-heirs. The relation of hu-

of the

'

—

j

i

the founding of the covenant- religion, and -at
the establishment of the Old Testament theocracy. For this reason, after the establishment
of the New Covenant in the life of Jesus, there
is a withdrawal of angelic apparitions in all the
period through which the Church's history extends; their return, however, is promised for
the end of the world. The psychological reason
is contained in the fact that in all those moments
the human world is brought into closest proximity to the spir it- world; that the whole form of
the visible world vanishes, to a greater or lest
degree, from the deeply moved elect on this side
the gulf, and in the deep twilight of this world
there uncloses within them a ghostly vision for
the spirit-worldSee the author's Positive Dog-

to God is changed, the new Paradise is
opened, together with the new Man there are
born into the world His brethren in spe, He neTertheless remaining the Lord and King of them.
Tholuck. It is the intimation of the relationship
matik, p. 678
of reconciliation ( Apollinaris, Luther, Bucer)

manity

I ascend ['Ava^atvu].

— The

imminent

8.

cension spoken of as already present, since He
even now finds Himself in the new heavenly state,
or transition state, which is the condition of ascension. To
Father and your Father [rrpbc

My

rbv naripa pov nal narkpa
does not say
ther,

My

to our (as also

vuitv~\.

— He

elsewhere your Fa*

Father, Matt. vi. 9: after this manner
Father), for the relation in which

pray ye: Our

He stands to the Father is, in its character of an
eternal, immediate, principial relation, specifically different from their mediate relation to the
Father. Still this positive assuranoe is herein
contained : My Father is also your Father now
ye shall be glorified along with Me.
Otod [ticdv fiov Kal tiebv vp£>v\. There

—To my
—

!

generalizations.

—

Ver. 18. Magdalene oometh ['Epx^rai
TAapitlfi $ MaytiaATjvr) ayyiXovna role
pa&nraic bri iApaita rbv nbpiov nal
ravra elite v avrtji], She is obedient to the
commission. She first announces her joy that

—

4. Christ's superiority to the angels, a doctrine
taught by Scripture, Matt iv ; chap. xxvi. 68
Eph. i. 21; Phil. ii. 10; Heb. ii. 6 ff., Mary
Magdalene, who was scarcely dogmatically instructed therein, here scenically sets forth, in acoordanoe with the instinct of Christian vital

feeling.

idee

His consciousness of God is
specifically unique and the source of theirs
(Eph. i. 8). But as in the resurrection, the Father has demonstrated Himself to be ifo almighty
God, so in future, in their course of life and
victory, He will prove Himself to be their God
also.
Thus is Magdalene made the first Evangelist of the resurrection to the apostolic circle
itself, the Lord having also first appeared to her.

ff.

That the perception of the angels in their
objective manifestation was still conditioned by
the liberation of a visionary faculty on the part
of those who beheld them, results from the history of the resurrection.
Peter and John see no
angel here, the other women see but one angel,
Magdalene sees two angels.
Similar relative
degrees of visionary perception are announced
chap. xii. 28, 29; likewise Acts ix. 7; chap. xxiL
9.
Comp. Dan. x. 7.

as-

|

6. The fact of Mary's recognizing the Lord
by her ear rather than by her eye is entirely in
agreement with the laws of manifestation aecording to these laws, wonders which address
themselves to the hearing are of earlier and
more frequent occurrence and of later withdrawal than such as appeal to the sight. Here,
however, it is at the same time a testimony te
the spiritual and divine character of Magdalene's
attachment to the Lord. She knows Him by the
tone in which Christ calls her name. Through the
human call she becomes aware of the divine call,
the perception of which constitutes the most
blissful experience of the elect.
See Is. xliiL 1.
;

'

j

•

j
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6. A dialogue most brief and yet most pregnant: Mary; RabbonL
In no moment of blissful
7. Hold mi hot.
ecstasy may we forget that we are still on earth
and still have a mission here. Even Mary must
attain to a consciousness of the situation*
The
fact that Mary had not yet arrived at the goal
was gently expressed by the Lord in the saying
that He Himself had not yet reached it. At the
same time there is here intimated the truth thai
spiritual communion with the Lord constitutes
the essential part of a beatifying communion
with Him, and is the condition of the bliss of
beholding Him [face to face].
It is ad8. The message entrusted to Mary.
dressed to the brethren. It is a message concerning
the imminent perfecting of Christ.
He does
not speak of His resurrection ; He speaks fit
His imminent ascension. His eye glances forward
to the supreme goal.
He designates His glorification as an ascension to hie Father, in His
character as the Son of God ; to Hie God, in Hie
character as the glorified Son of Man. This His
ascension is, however, to redound to the advantage of His brethren as well as His own. good.
Hence the saying runs: "and to your Father/'
etc.
It is to be observed that Christ connects
His relation to God with that of His brethren,
and also makes a distinction between the two
9. The first Easter-message addressed by
Christ to the apostolio circle itself, was discharged by a woman, a female disciple, who,
without doubt, was formerly the great sinner.
The first manifestation of Christ was apportioned
to Magdalene, as was the first manifestation of
the Angel of the Lord in the Old Testament to
the Egyptian maid Hagar-—doubtless for the
reason that both, being in a condition most sorely
needing consolation, first had need of the manifestation, and were moreover mentally disposed
to receife it.
[Hagar the bondmaid of Sarah,
Magdalene onoe the bondmaid of sin.] " Wenn
wir in hdchtten Ndthen eem."* ( «* When in the hour
of utmost need.") At such a time is evolved the
ability of peroeiving the most wonderful help.

HOMILKTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.
See the Doct. Notes.
Mary Magdalene at the sepulchre of the Lord
1. How disconsolate: a. she standeth chained to
the spot, as the guardian of the sepulchre ; b.
she weepeth; c. she stoopeth down.
2. How
comforted: a. she seeth the angels; b. she
seeth the Lord ; o. she is made a messenger of
joy to the flock of disciples.—The spiritual unity
in the great change experienced by Mary :
1.
In all her desolation, love for the Lord remained
the light of her life (her faith and her hope). 2.
In all her bliss there remained the painful
pressure of her longing after the consummation.
How the Lord crowneth love for Him 1. She
sought the Body of the Lord to anoint it and received the anointing of the Spirit from the Living
One. 2. In her grief for the Body, she hoped in
the Living One, and became a messenger of life
to the whole Church of Christ in all ages.
The

—

:

—

^

* [Beginning of a Gorman hymn by Paul Eber (1647k aee
ScbalTt German Hymn Book, No. 83& English translation
byMiwCWinkworth.-p.g.]

—
—

mourning at the grave. The sayblessed are they that mourn " most conspicuously fulfilled*—The angels at the feet and
head of the dead and risen Lord. While pious
men weep, there is already prepared for them
supreme consolation* The threefold conversation ef Mary indicative of three degrees of her
Easter-joy: 1, With the angels, 2. with the Lord,
8. with the disciples.— The great school of the
Spirit of Christ: L At first she thought it impossible to part from the body of Christ; 2. and
soon she learns to let the Risen One Himself externally go home.
The mood of Mary when desirous of detaining the Lord, compared with the
mood of Peter on the Mount of Transfiguration*
—The message of the Bison One to His disciples:
1. Addressed to His brethren, 2. a message concerning His ascension on their behalf also, 3. the
preparation for His appearing in the midst of
them.—The first sermon about the Risen One: I.
Delivered by a soul that was nigh unto despair;
2. by a woman; 8. by a pardoned sinner.
How
she discharges the message: 1. She speaks of
her blessedness (I have seen the Lord;. Then
2. she faithfully delivers the saying.
Application : Thus in the true preaching of Christ, the
testimony of experience and the commanded
word must accompany each other. The Christian life, until the consummation, an eternal alternation of beholding and renouncing (or of receiving and sacrificing; making holiday and
working).— The mission to the brethren ever the
precious heavenly fruit of the beholding of
bleesine; of true

ing,

4«

—

—

—

—

—

Christ's glory.

Stakjcs : Even pious souls do often err when
they yield too much to those emotions which are
good in themselves, Luke xxiv. 17 f. O how
many peek and pine without cause! Hall;
Holy desires always prosper, Prov. viii. 17.
To speak oomfortably to the afflicted is praiseworthy, and in accordance with .the custom of
the angels, yea, of the great God Himself, Luke
vii. 18; 1 These, v. 14.
J bid.: Many a tender
and humbled soul mourns over the loss of its Saviour and yet He, the while, is beside it. Cant,
iii. 1-4.
HsDiMOJBn: The greater and more intense the. misery of a distressed soul, the nearer
Christ is; but He is not immediately recognized
in the darkness.
Caxbtsin : It stands to reason
thai believers, Jesus being risen, should not weep
nor be sorrowful, but put in practice the words
of St. Paul: •• Rejoice in the Lord alway," ete,
Phil. iv. 4.
Hall: Jesus knoweth His sheep by
name, chap. x. 8. Whoso is a true sheep of Jesus, knoweth also the voice of his Shepherd,
chap. x. 4, Cab sill* : Christ's voioe still presses
upon our ears and pierces into our hearts when
He calls us by name. Hsoingkk: Unto faithful
hearts there suddenly ariseth a light of joy, Ps.
xcvii. 11; yet must they moderate their longing
and be satisfied with the brief glimpse granted
them. The Lord will not have them hang upon
His gifts and friendliness, but upon Himself and
His love. Zaisius: Eve, the first woman, brought
transgression into the world; Mary, on the other
hand, was the first preacher of restored, eternal
righteousness. Bibl. Wibt.: Through Christ's
resurrection we are become His brethren and
God's children. Now if we be children of God,
we are also His heirs and joint-heirs with Christ,

—

—

—
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our Brother, to eternal blessedness, Rom. viii. 17. christlicher Wahrkeit, Bielefeld, 1858 Mary Mag—-Cuamee: As woman was the first to scire the dalene's Easter-celebration : 1. The Easter-sordevil, so she must be the first to serve Christ, 1 row of Mary Magdalene; 2. her Easter-joy.
Tim. ii. 14. Hall: Unto the upright there Ibid.: That none can rob us of the true Easterariseth light in the darkness, from the Gra- joy : 1. The character or nature of Easter-joy;
cious, Compassionate and Righteous One, Ps. 2. the subject of Easter-joy, or the good whereat
Geblach The inquiry of the angels we rejoice on the Easter-feast.
ezii. 4.*
concerning a thing which they know, is to be
[Craven From Augustinb: Ver. 13. And
understood similarly with Christ's question to the I mow not where they have placed Him ; it was a
blind men: what will ye that I should do unto still greater grief, that she did not know where
you ? Grief when uttered makes a man suscepti- to go to console her grief.
From Gregory :
;

:

r

—

ble of consolation.
Before this speech of Jesus Ver. 11. To have looked onee b not enough for
one manuscript inserts the words: "And she love. Ver. 12. She sought the body and found
ran toward Him to lay hold of Him," whieh, it not; she persevered in seeking; and so it
even if John did not write it, we of course are came to pass that she found. For holy longings
did they not, they
to supply mentally.
Father has particular re- ever gain strength by delay
ference to His divinity, God to His humanity. would not be longings. Ver. 18. The very declaHere, for the first time, He significantly calls them rations of Scripture which excite our tears of
love, wipe away those very tears, by promising
brethren (oomp. Matt, xxviii. 10).
Gossnee: Angels ministered unto the Lord ua the sight of our Redeemer again. Ver. 15.
after His temptation : they likewise ministered Jesus saith unto her, Woman, why weepest thout
unto Him in His death and at His resurrection, He asks the cause of her grief, to set her longas well as at His birth and His ascension. They ing still more. For the mere mentioning His
were present ererywhere—upon every occasion name Whom she sought would inflame her love
—And behold, as Mary turneth away from every for Him.—Perhaps, however, the woman was
creature, even from the angels, she findeth and right in believing Jesus to be the gardener ; was
3eeth Jesus standing! —We might at times become not He the spiritual Gardener, who by the power
lisconcerted at the greatness of the Lord and at of His love had sown strong seeds of virtue in
our own amaxing littleness and distance from her heart ? But how is it that, as soon as she

—

—

;

—

—

the while He is desiring to draw so near
unto us and behaveth Himself so brotherly toward us. For the prevention of such feeling on
our part there was no better means than His own
positive declaration: I am your Brother, I am one
of you, and I go, as such, unto our Father ; for I

Him,

sees the gardener, as she supposes

Him

to be,

she says without having told Him who it was
she was seeking, Sir, if thou hast borne Him
hence t It arises from her love; when one loves
a person, one never thinks that any one else, can
be ignorant of him. Ver. 18. So the sin of manhave one God and Father with you ; My Father kind is buried in the very place whence it came
is your Father ; My God is your God ; I indeed forth.
For whereas in Paradise the woman gave
claim the pre-eminence, yet do pretend, notwith- the man the deadly fruit, a woman from the
standing, to be one of you. Our Brother is the sepulchre announced life to men ; a woman deSupreme Good ; the Supreme Good is our Brother livers the message of Him who raises us from
Heobnbr: How brief is the season of tears; the dead, as a woman had delivered the words
even whilst we weep, the Author of joy is at our of the serpent who slew us.
From Beds:
ride, ready to wipe away our tears.
Love hides Ver. 18. In that Mary Magdalene announced
itself in order that it may, on discovering itself, Christ's resurrection to the disciples, all, espeoccasion us the more surprise and joy. What cially those to whom the office of preaching is
is this whole life of trial and misery—exile ?
committed, are admonished to be zealous in setbiding of the heavenly Father's love. The mea- ting forth to others whatever is revealed from
sure of affliction the measure of joy. He who above.
tendeth the heavenly plants of His Father, was in
[From BtntKtTT: Ver. 11. Note Mary's cara certain sense the Gardener. Strive that Jesus riage and behaviour towards her 8aviour ; this
may one day call thy name too, that thou mayest is discovered by her patient attendance ; She stood
not belong to those spoken of in Ps. zvi. 4. Mary without at the sepulchre ; by her passionate mournand Rabboni, just two words constitute the en- ing, weeping; by her unwearied diligence, she
tire heart-conversation, but they are words full stooped down and looked into the sepulchre,
Learn
(Justinu8 :) Moderate now thy crav- 1. True love to Christ suffers not itself to be
of power.
ing for Me, tor in heaven only shall our intimate, stinted or limited, no, not by the greatest experfect connection begin,—earth is not the place amples; the weakest woman that truly loves
of perfect union. Yonder alone shall the soul's Christ, may piously strive with the greatest
longing for Jesus be satisfied.
Bo not now apostle in this point; 2. Strong love is valiant
accompany Me, do not now follow Me as if the and undaunted, it will grapple and encounter
old intercourse still lasted.— "St. Peter and St. with the strongest opposition; Mary fears noJohn have no more than Mary Magdalene and I thing in seeking of her Lord, neither the darkand thou ! Take them all in a lump,— they are ness of the night, nor the terror of the soldiers,
all brethren together." (Luther.)
As yet we nor the malice of the Jews : Love is strong as
ascend not, but we shall one day ascend. Comp. death, and the flames thereof are vehement.
R*israsd*8 Himmel/ahrtspred., 1809 and There- Ver. 12. Such as sincerely seek the Lord, shall
min, Pred., 1819, III., 110-18.— Hiiter, Zeugnisse certainly find, if not the very thing which they
seek, yet that which is much better for them
* [The above if a literal rendering of the passage as It standi Mary did not find Christ's dead body, but she
finds two angels to testify that He was risen.—
in Lather's Version.)

—

—

—

—
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It it matter of comfort to the members of Christ,
that angels do not wait upon the head only, but
upon the feet also ; and it ought to be matter of
Ver. 13. The best company in
imitation also.
the world will not satisfy or content such as are
seeking for Jesus Christ, when they find not Him
whom their souls seek ; Mary now enjoyed the
presence and company of two angels, but ibis
did not satisfy her in the absence of Christ HimVer. 14. Christ may be present with, and
self.
yery near unto, His people, and yet not be
presently discerned by them ; Jesus stood by
Mary, but the knew not that it was Jesus ; her
not expecting a living Christ, was one cause
why she did not discern Him. Ver. 16. The
soul of a sincere believer. 1. Is full of earnest
and longing desires after Jesus Christ ; 2. Is yet
sometimes at a loss for Christ, and cannot tell
where to find Him ; 8. Whilst it is at a loss for
Christ, its desires are often quicker and more
Ver. 17. Our love to Jesus
stirring after Him.
Christ is best shown, not by our human passionate affection to His bodily presence, but by our
spiritual communion with Him by faith here on
earth, in order to an immediate communion with
Him face to face in heaven. Christ calls His
disciples brethren, after His exaltation and resurrection ; thereby showing that the change of His
condition had wrought no change in His affection.
God for Christ's sake has dignified believers
with that near and dear relation of His being a
Father to them in and through His Son.
[From M. Henry: Ver. 11. Where there is
a true love to Christ, there will be a constant adherence to Him, and a resolution with purpose
of heart to cleave to Him. Where there in a
true desire of acquaintance with Christ, there

brightest and best, to fix them
soul that heart Chiefs votes,

upon Christ.—The
and is turned to
Him, calls Him, with joy and triumph, My Master.
Mary must not stay to talk with
Ver. 17.
her Master, but must carry His message ; for it
was a day of good tidings, which she must not
engross the comfort of, but hand it to others.
My brethren ; Though Christ be high, yet He is
not haughty ; notwithstanding His elevation, He

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

be a constant attendance on the means of
knowledge. They that seek Christ must teek
Him sorrowing (Luke ii. 48), must weep, not for
Weeping must not
Him, but for themselves.
hinder seeking ; though she wept, she stooped down,
and looked in. Those are likely to seek and find,
Ver. 14.
that seek with affection and in tear:
The Lord it nigh to them that are of a broken heart
(Pa. xxxiv. 18), nearer than they are aware.
They that seek Christ, though they do not see
Him, may yet be sure He is not far from them.
Those that diligently seek the Lord, will turn
every way in their inquiry after Him ; Mary turned
Ver.
herself back, in hopes of some discoveries.
will

—

—

—

—

—

Whom

When

Christ knows
that His people are seeking Him, yet He will
know it from themtelvee; they must tell Him
whom they teek. She, supposing Him to be the
gardener, taith, etc. ; Troubled spirits, in a cloudy
and dark day, are apt to misrepresent Christ to
themselves, and to put wrong constructions upon
the methods of His providence aud grace. Ver.
16. Mary ; When those whom God knew by name
in the counsels of His love (Ex. xxxiii. 12), are
called by name in the efficacy of His grace, then
Me reveals Hit Son them, as in Paul (Gal. i. 16).
—Rabboni; Notwithstanding the freedom of
communion which Christ is pleased to admit us
to with Himself, we must remember that He is
our Matter, and to be approached with a godly
fear.— Matj turned hertelf from the angels whom
she had in her eye, to look unto Jesus; we must
take off our regards from all creatures, even the
16.

seekett

Thout

—

—

m

own His poor relations. My
and your Father ; My God, and your God;
There are such an advancement of Christians and
such a condescension of Christ, as bring them
very near together. Ver. 18. When God comforts us, it is with this design, that we may comdisdains not to
Father,

.

•

—

j

fort others.

[From A Plain Commbktary (Oxford): Ver. 12.
I

I

Christ's resting-place is therefore between two
Angels, like the mercy-seat, of old. Even in His
death, He is found to have dwelt, as in ancient days,
" between the Cherubim."— Ver. 13. Woman, why
weepetl thou t " This case of Mary Magdalene is our
case oftentimes: in the error of our conceit, to
weep where we have no cause ; to joy, where we
have as little. Where we have cause to joy, we
weep ; and where to weep, we joy. False joys and
false sorrows, false hopes and false fears, this,
(Bishop Akdrewbs.)
life of ours is full of."
Jesus taith unto her, Woman* why
Ver. 16.
" Now, seeing Christ asks it
weepett thou f
again a second time, we will think there is somethins in it, and stay a little at it. The rather,
for that it is the very opening of His mouth ; the
very first wordt that ever came from /Km* and that
He spoke first of all, after His rising again from
Thus say the Fathers; that
death

—

Mary Magdalene standing by the grave's side,
and there weeping, is thus brought in to represent unto us the state of all mankind before this
Day, the Day of Christ's rising again ; weeping
over the dead as do the heathens, who have no
hope. But Christ oomes and asks • Why weepThere
est thou ?' as much as to say, * Weep not
Henceforth, none
is no cause of weeping now/
shall need to stand by the grave to weep there
So that this, * Why weepest
any more
thou ?* of Christ's, (a question very proper for
the day of the Resurrection,) wipes away tears
from all eyes; puts off our mourning weeds,
girds us with gladness, and robes us all in
!

1
white, with the Angels." (Bishop Andrews*. )
Take notice that our Lord makes
17.
mention of ascending, twice; of rising, not at all.
And it is to teach us that Resurrection is nothing,
nor is any account to be made of it, if Attention
'• Never take care for
go not with it
That will come of itself, without
Resurrection !
any thought-taking of thine. Take thought for

*

—Ver.

Better lie
Ascension ! set your minds there I
in our graves, better never rise, than riss,
and, rising, not atcend" (Bishop Andrews*.)
[From Barnes: Ver. 17. Nothing was better
fitted to afford them consolation than this assurFrom Jacobus:
ance, that His God was theirs.
Why weepest thout How different
Vers. 18, 15.
are these words as spoken by Jesus from the
same words spoken even by His Angels. Friends
often ask the same thing, in our moments of anguish but they can give no relief, and no arguments of theirs can cure the inward wound. But

still

—

;
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oar blessed Lord rereals Himself in wordB of
grace that go to the heart's wound, and wonderWhom eeekest thout Thus
Ver. 15.
fully UeaL
the adorable Saviour would draw her out to tell
what she wants and whom she seeks for. So
pleased is He to hear any poor sinner say, /
Your Beloved is near you, though
srek Jesus.

19-23.

the most loving and faithful of that devoted band,

!

who

i

T

u

^^^HisA
Last, at

t1ei
cross,

8hnmk
and

conld

^

earliest at

Uu

b
grave."—

" Do not stay here to embrace Me
now, either to pay thy homage to Me, or to codfirm thy faith, both which thou wilt have other
opportunities -of doing; for I am not yet withdrawn from your world, and ascended to the
heavenly court of My Father, as you imagine I
shall presently do, but I shall yet continue for a
little while on earth, and give you further opportunities of seeing Me again
let nothing therefore detain thee any longer, but go immediately
to My dear brethren and say unto them," etc.—
" Thou shalt possess Me again, but not as before,
it shall be from this time and forever in the Spirit,
The time of exalted and divine relationship is
come." (Stibr.) ]
Ver. 17.

—

you have thought Him afar off. Whoever sought
and did not find? But oh! instead of finding

Him a ooVpse. you shall find Him arisen, living,
Qo to My brethglorious Redeemer. Ver. 17.
ren ; '* This was a far greater honor than that
which was denied her." The gracious Saviour
denies us nothing but for our greater advantage,
[From Owen: Ver. 15. I will take Him away;
She takes all the responsibility upon herself. If
no one else will share her pious duty, she isready to discharge it independent and alone.
Noble woman ! The Church to the end of time
shall embalm thy memory, and point to thee as

61$
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BOW CHRIST FREE8 THB

OIUOLB 07 DISCIPLES FROM THB OLD VBAR, ABO, BT THE BRBATHINQ 07 HIS
SPIRIT, RAI8BS THRM TO A PRBBBNTIMENT OF THB1R APOSTOLIC OALLINO.

Chap. XX. 19-23.

(Mark

xvi. 14;

Luke

xxiv. 86

ff. ;

John xx.

modo

19-31, pericope for Quasi

geniti).

Then the same day at evening, being the first day of the week, when the doors
were shut [When therefore it was evening on that day, the first of the
week, and the doors had been shut, or, the doors being shut, ouays uu> fyias rjj r^iipa
ixev/rj tjJ juyji aafipdrtav, xai rwv ftupwv xextet(Tji£\>a>\>~] where .the disciples were assembled [omit assembled] for fear of the Jews, came Jesus and stood in the midst,
and saith unto them, Peace be unto you. And when he bad so said, he shewed unto
them his hands and his side. [And having said this, he showed unto, them both3
Then were the disciples glad [The disciples therefore were
his hands and his side].
glad], when they saw the Lord.
Then said Jesus* [he said] to them again, Peace
as my [the] Father hath sent me, even so send I you.
be unto you
And when he
had said this, he breathed on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost
r
[lit, Receive Holy Spirit, Adhere nvevjia aytov* ]
Whosesoever sins ye remit, they
are remitted [have been remitted, ayiafvrai]* unto them and whosesoever sins [omit
«rw] ye retain, they are retained [have been retained, xtxpdrrivrat].

19

y

1

20

21
22

:

23

:

;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 19.—1 vviyiki vot [auembled : text rec. with B. O. K. L. Vulg.] is omitted in accordance with M. A. B. D^ etc
Lachniann, Teschendorf. An exegetical addition. [Treg., Alf., We«tc. likewise omit It.]
* Ver. 20.—[The text. rec. omit* the *« before tA$ y«ipa« with tf. D. : but Lachm- Tischend. (in former odd- not in
ed. tIH.), Treg., AlfM Westc. retain it with A. B. Syr.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 21.— [o 'Iiprovf is omitted by K- D. L. 2L, Treg., Tischend.; bracketed by Alford and Westcott; retained by
Lathinann and Lange with A. B.— P. S.J
* Ver. 22 —[The absence of the article before s-itvjia may indicate the partial or preparatory inspiration, as distinct from
the penteeostal effusion. See the Exio.— P. 8.1
* Ver. 23.—The reading a^&trrat in accordance with
Lachmann—in opposition to the reading a^urrai.
B. E. 0. K., etc., Tischendorf. On afamrrat instead of ifalvrai, see Winer, p. 91. [Tischend. ed. Tilf n Treg., Westc. and
a&utvrai is also found Matt. ix. 2, 5; Mark ii. 5 ; Luke v. 20, 23; vii.47 ; 1 John it
11. read a^imrrat, Alford afctvrai.
12. The old grammarians differ as to this form, some declaring it to be identical with i^myrat (as Homer ha* <tylij for
Winer adopts the latter view, Or. p. 77, ed. vil. The bearing of this
A<t>jj\ others regarding it as the perf. pass. a4nlrrai.
reading on the sense is important; see the Exso.— P. S.]
*

1D.LO.I,

ples,

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
The

;

the parallel in

Luke

disciples into

the circle of apostles precede the Lord's apJe- pear ano e, and makes Peter and the two journey-

parallel-passage in Mark recounts how
His entrance into the circle of disci-

eus, after

rebuked their unbelief

makes the entrance of the Emmaus

ers to

Emmaus exchange Easter-messages
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also hints at the gentle reproof of tbe disciples'
unbelief,
the feature mere powerfully brought
out by Mark.
He likewise reports, more explicitly than John, Jesus' invitation to the disciples
to touch His hands and His feet, His eating before them, and His exposition of the Scripture
concerning His sufferings and resurrection.
Tholuck justly remarks that Luke xxiv. 44-49
bears a relation to vers. 22, 28 in our passage.
Individual traits in this section of Luke may belong to a later meeting, or hare been amplified
later ; assuredly, nothing but the section beginning with ver. 60 belongs to the last manifestation of Jesus. The most important thing remaining for John, was to supply tbe facta of Jesus'
appearing to the disciples as they were sitting
with shut doors, His announcing to them His re-

—

turn by bestowing upon them His peace-greeting (chap. xiv. 27), and His re-ratifying of their
apostolic calling (forfeited by their flight), accompanying this act by a breathing upon ihem,
which was preparatory to the outpouring of the
Spirit.

Ver. 19.

When

therefore

it

was eve-

ning on that day. [OCrc?? oiv btplag
ry t'ltiipg. exeivy ry fit? oaf5(5&Tuv.~\

—

The c? eniog

of that Sunday, the first resurreo-

tion day.

And the doors had been shut. [koI t&v
GvpCtv Ken'Xeta fiivov birov $oav ol pa-

—

tit/rat].
This circumstance is emphasized, as
ver. 26; comp. Acts xii. 13.

softening of the expression.
1. Unfounded
Calvin and others, Baumg.-Crus.: The doors
had suddenly opened ad nutum divinm tnajestalis
According to LUcke, the statement is even
ejus.
reducible to a mere unexpected, sudden appearing.
2. Unfounded intensification of the expression.
He pressed bodily through the closed doors. In
the interest of the [Lutheran] ubiquity-doctrine,
Qucnstadt.
8. A miraculous appearing, unqualified as to
its manner, indicative of the higher condition in
which He found Himself subsequently to His
transformation (Luke xxiv. 81 : a+avrof yevkadai;

Mark xvi. \%: javepovodai. F.
John xxi. 1
RUhn: Wie ging Chrutut dureh dii Orabeelhurt
1838. Tholuck). A. Tholuck: The description
leads to the conception " of an unconfinedness
;

to the limits of space "—bounds of locality.
Primarily it indicates nothing but a simple power
of the glorified life of Christ to move unrestrainHis local deedly, to appear and disappear;
finedness, which is one with bodily circumscribedness, remaining the while undeatroyed. According to Baur, an immaterial constitution was
ascribed to Jesus ; according to Meyer, the body
of Christ was not yet glorified ; as according to
LUcke, who, in opposition to Olshausen (who distinguishes between the docetio and glorified

—

body), remarks that a something intermediate
betwixt the ethereal consistency of angels and
material, corporeal solidity is to him inconceivNevertheless, the idea of the body as dyable.
namically transformed into tbe pure organ of the
spirit is everywhere established in the New
Testament (see 1 Cor. xv. 49).
Peace unto yon [E i p 4 v n if fit v].«—The
customary greeting is here filled with the weight

of the resurreotfon-message and all that proclamation of salvation therewith connected; at
the same time it is a fulfilment of the promise,
chap. xiv. 27. See Exso. Notes there. [Ministers are messengers of peace.]
Ver. 20.
showed nnto them ['Btet-

He

fev tea? faf xelpac nal rqv xlcvpiv
ah role]. See Luke xxiv. 40. According to
Meyer, a difference is constituted by the mention

—

in that passage of tbe/<?e* instead of the side,
Ver. 21.
the Father hath sent

As

airieraXKtv

He

irar^p, *ayv
nifinu vpa?]. Comp. Matt, x.; John xiiL;
Matt. xvi. 19; chap, xviii. The second eipfa vplv
solemn, more definitely proclamatory of the in[*ai^i>f

—

fie 6

import of the salutation,— not, however, a
farewell-greeting, as Kuinoel and others have
interpreted it— Even so send I yon [*a>6
finite

rifnru ifta fl .—Analogy of dynamical authoThe Father now sends Him out of the

rity.

kingdom of resurrection and reconciliation to
them so likewise the Son sends them out of this
kingdom to the world. That therewith their re;

institution into office Is simultaneously expressed,
in connection with an amplification of that office

(henoeforth they are witnesses for the Crucified
is obvious, in accordance with
the stronger analogy of chap. xxi. 15 ff.
But as
at the firat bestowal of apostolic dignity, Peter
took precedence of the others, so now the general
restitution of the whole body precedes a more
explicit restitution of Peter. Comp. chap. xvii. 18.
Ver. 22.
breathed on them [«c2

and Risen One),

He

tovto ciTTuv kve<picT]oev tal XiyeiavThe verb ifttvodo occurs in the N. T.
only here, but is used in tbe Sept to express the
act of God in the original infusion of the spirit
of life into man (Gen. ii. 7: ivefboyocp tic rb
rpbauirov airrov irvoqv Co>V> «ci iytvero &
« This act is new
&vtipunoc elc tfnjx^v f&xxav).
by God incarnate repeated, sacramentally, representing the infusion of the new life, of which He
is become by His glorified Humanity the source
to His members: see Job xxxiii. 4; Pa. xxxiii. 6;
1 Cor. xv. 46" (Alford).—P. S.]
Different intqI$.

terpretations :
1. Simply the propbetico-symbolical heralding
of the Holy Ghost (Theod. Mopsueste, Bullinger,

Lampe,

This view is contradicted by: e.
the Aorist Imperative Z6fter?t c the
remark that in this case the act were but a repetition of the promise contained in the farewellthe act,

etc.).

b.

discourses.

the gratia ministeriali*, rather than the
eanctificationis, not, however, as
yet, the pentecostnl communication or gratia
Xapiofiarucff (Theopbylact, Maid on at and others).
8. It is holy spirit {jrvevfta aytov, without the
article), but not yet the Holy 8pirit, nor yet the
Spirit of the new birth, of the world-mighty
Jesus (Hofmann and Luthardt [also Geas]; see
2. It is

former gratia

thereupon Tholuck and Meyer).
4. It is a quantitative, procursive communication of the Spirit, in accordance with Christ's
not yet perfected state of glorification (Origen,
Calvin, Neander, Stier, Tholuck.
Meyer: A
veritable anapxd of the Holy Ghost).
[Similarly
Bengel (arrha pentecottes), Bruckner, Hengstenberg, Godet, Ewald, Alford. The full communication of the Holy Spirit did not take place be-
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fore the day of Pentecost, oomp. Tii. 89 ; xvi. 7
Acta ii.—P. S.] )
We have to consider on the one hand the afflatlon, and on the other hand the design of this bestowal of the Spirit The afflation is an afflatus
with the new lite of the resurrection, and so the
symbol, as the commencement, of the communication of His resurrection-life, u e. life in His

Holy Spirit. The degree of this communication,
however, is determined in accordance with their
present need they must even now have power
to gather the Resurrection-Church and to distinguish it from the world, in like manner as it, as
the substratum of the people's Church shortly to
be established, is to be thoroughly distinguished
from the Israelitish Church. In respect of this
;

consideration, this gratia is doubtless specially

They have not yet the gift of communicating the Holy Ohost, but they do possess
that of discerning the Holy Spirit when already
communicated.
Ver. 28. Whose sins ye remit [iv rtvov
h + ijT e], By proclaiming and promising to them
forgiveness while ye- receive them into your fellowship.— They are (have been) remitted
unto them [aflovrai ai>ro7c]. See Text.
Notes. Meyer's antithesis: "They become (will
be) remitted (according to the reading a^ieurat)
mmisterialis.

—

—

and they

are (have been) retained (KtKp&TtivTai)*

first by the Codd. which read
afiuvrat [pert pass.=<id*2vr<M.
P. S.], secondly
by the exegetical demand that the two terms
should form a parallel. Their remitting of sin
and retaining of sin will, as a prophetically ministerial act, rest upon corresponding acts of
God, already accomplished in the Spirit,—not,
however, have these acts as a result or, still less,
effectuate them. They will be influenced in these
acts by Christ ; they will not influence Him.f The
term, remit tins [afilvai], is akin to the term,
loose [Afar], "Matt. xvi. 19; the term, retain
[Kpareiv], or retain together, is akin to the term,
lind [fov]. See Comm. on Matthew at the passage designated, note (Leben Jesu, II., p. 889).
The Lord does here but invert the expression,
thereby indicating the now decided, New Testament stand-point, in which redemption [loosing],
forgiveness, advances into
the foreground.
Here, then, as in those other passages, Matt,
xvi. 19; xviii. 18, it is the potestas elavium in its
broader sense, not merely, in accordance with
the Heidelberg Catechism, the preaching of the
holy Gospel and Christian penitential discipline
(if It were confined to these, the latter branch
would have to be considered as having reference
also to reception into the Church: open the
kingdom of heaven to believers), but in a still

is to

be refuted

—

•ISimibrly Bengel: *ty*vT**^eKpiTi*T*u,rcmiUuntur-Mud, prmsens; hoc prmteriUtm, Munduswn

retenta sunt:
tub peccato.]

f An important remark. Ministerial acts are not creatlre,
but declarative of the preceding acts of Christ and the lloly
Spirit. Dean Alford remarks tit loe^ that ministers have the
power of the keys " not by successive delegation from the
Apostle*,—qfwkteh fiction I find in the New Testament no
n (—the italics are Al ford'strace
), "bat by their mission
from Christ, the Bestower of the Spirit, for their office, when
ordtrlw and legitimately conferred upon them by the various
I

churches.

Not however to them exclusively,—though

for

decency and order it is expedient that the outward and formal
declaration should be so:— but in proportion as any ditnrie
shall have been filled with the Holy Spirit of wisdom, is the
toner discernment, the sniotf, als. n P. 8.]

—
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more extended sense in accordance with the
Artie. SmaU. : Mandatum docendi evangelium, remittendi peccato, admimstrandi sacr amenta,, prseterea

mandatum excommunicandi ; in which summing up
the second and fourth items should really be regarded as expressed in the third: administrandi
sacramenta.
In reality the stations of the potestas
are these: 1. The preaching of the gospel; 2.
establishment of the preliminary conditions of
reception; 8. reception into the Church ; 4.
penitential discipline in the real sense of the
term. In a narrower sense it is undoubtedly the
potestas of reception through baptism and of
reception through repentance and absolution, together with the potestas of the opposite denial
of reception, or exclusion. The symbolic p refiguration of the administration of the Church by
the administration of the keys of the house of
David, Is. xxii. 22, is, in consciously symbolic
terms, continued in the Revelation (chap. iii. 7).
See Tholuck, p. 441 ff.; Julius MUUer. Deutsche
Zeitschrift, 1862, p. 65 [on the power ef the keys,
in an essay on the Divine Institution of the Ministry, reprinted in
Ciller's Dogwatische Abhandlungen (1870), p. 496 ff.—P. 8.].

M

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
Christ, the Risen One, first appeared unto
individual seuls, then to the congregation of the
faithful.
We find a repetition of this in the his*
1

tory of the Church.
2. The night of Christmas, the darkness of
Good Friday, the evening of the Sapper, the first
Easter evening; glorious hours of the ever
brighter shining of the Dayspring from on high
(Luke i. 70). At evening time it shall be light,
Zech. xtv. 7.
8. How Christ, as the Risen One, burst* though
the fear of the company of disciples: (1) the fear
of the Jews; (2) the fear of His own ghost-like
apparition; (8) the fear of the whole world (ver.
21) ; (4) the fear of the power of sin and guilt
(ver. 28) ; (6) the fear of the terrors of judgment

(" whosoesoever sins ye retain/' etc.).
4. The first Easter Church ia its changing
forms : a. a Church of secret, fugitive disciples,
b. a Church of festive, glad believers, c. a Church
of anointed and commissioned apostles.
6. How Christ cometh into the midst of His people : (V) in spite of closed doors ; (2) with the
salutation of peace ; (8) with the firstling gift of
the Spirit; (4) with the commission of the apostolic embassy ; (6) with the bestowal of apostolic
plenipotenoe.
6.

shut,

The

entrance of Jesus whilst the doors were
glorified corpore-

an evidence of His higher,

ality.

7. The peace-greeting, or the transformation of
the every-day formula of salutation into the
loveliest, richest Evangel by the mouth of Christ.
8. The mission of the disciples from Christ
measured in accordance with the mission of
Christ from the Father.
9. The first gift of the Spirit, or how, in the
Easter feast of Christ, the last shadows of GoodFriday (fear of the Jews) come in contact with the
first light of Pentecost (He breathed on them).
10. The inseparable connection of apostolio
plenipotence with the apostolio embassy. See
Matt. xvi. 10; chap, xviii. 18.
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[11. Forgiveness of sins the fruit of the resurrect ion (and death of Christ).
The triumph over
death is also a triumph over sin— the cause of
death.— P. S.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
See Commentary on Mark,
898 f. The Doct. Notes.

p.

168

f,,

Luke, p.

Quasi modo geniti: or Christ the First-born
from the dead, Col. i. 18. The transformation
of the apostles* fear of the Jews into the loftiest
feeling of triumph over the whole world (ver.
How all things ensue from the peace of the
21 ).
Risen One: 1. The joy, the mirth of the disci-

—

—

ples ; 2. spiritual life ; 8. the evangelic mission
4. apostolic spiritual severity and clemency in
When the
the administration of the Gospel.
doors are shut to the world, then are they
The
(in the highest sense) open to the Lord.
union of familiarity and majesty in the first
manifestation of the Risen One in the Church.
The first great fulfilment of the promise, Where
two or three are gathered together in my name,

—

—

am

midst of them.

—The

day of
Christ's heavenly birth from the dead, a birthday of all Christian blessings: 1; Of peace and
joy in believing ; 2. of 8unday and the feastdays (for now, for the first time, do the remainthere

I in the

ing festivals receive their true signification)
of religious worship (cultus), and of rest from
labor, in the Spirit; 4. of the apostolic mission,
and of preaching; 6. of New Testament disThe life-breath
cipline and social consecration.
of Christ, the true mission to the world. The
judicial sentence of the apostolic Church : 1. In
respect of its divine institution ; 2. in respect of
its historical obscuration; 8. in respect of its
eternal import. Or: 1. As a sacred power; 2.
as an accountable right ; 8. at a solemn duty.—
The great word : Sent from Christ as Christ
from the Father.
Starke: The experience of an afflicted and
tempted person may be very different in the
evening from what it was in the morning. The
lying in wait of the wicked must conduce to the
best interests of the godly, in this respect also,
viz. that the godly refrain themselves from
them, and hence are not led away by intercourse with them, nor condemned with them.
Zeisius: What a precious and unspeakable fruit
of the merit and resurrection of Christ, is peace
with God in the conscience! Yea, peace and
joy in the Holy Ghost are two particular, precious fruits of the resurrection of Jesus and of
8.

—

—

—

—

—

His spiritual kingdom.

Hall:

When

Christ,

the Morning Star, riseth upon the soul and disco •ereth Himself unto it, nothing but joy can
spring up. Zbisius: So soon as Christ rose
from the dead, He instituted the office of the
ministry : of what exceeding importance then
tiiurit this office be.
Hall: He who desires that
Christ should entrust to him the great embassy
of His Gospel must likewise first receive His
Spirit.
A testimony of the divinity of Jesus
Christ, for the Holy Ghost is God, and therefore
no one can give that Holy Ghost who is not himIn the evening and at
self God, chap. xv. 26.
night Jesus did take in hand many momentous
things for our sake : He was born in the night,

—

—

He suffered Himself to be taken prisoner in the
night, He instituted the Lord's Supper in the
night, and in the evening, when He was risen
from the dead, He instituted the ministry of the
New Testament. If we pondered these things
every evening, we should make a holier use
of the evening hours* and not perform so many
works of darkness in the night!
Brauhb: In so far as we are sinful, Christ is
sent unto us from the Father, but in so far as
we are redeemed, we are sent, as His witnesses,
unto others, that we may be co-laborers, not in
our, but in His work.
Amid the consciousness
of our weakness and frailty, we should hold fast
the sense of the loftiness of- our calling as redeemed ones, and by. the former feeling be bnt
the more impelled to suffer ourselves to be redeemed and reconciled to God, to the end that
the latter feeling may become true and strong;
whoso but suffereth himself to be redeemed will
draw others also into this beatific fellowship.
'• He breathes on them ;" like a friend's breath
upon the cheek, shall the Holy Spirit of God
come unto man's spirit. Unto sanctified [consecrated] personalities the Redeemer commits
the forgiveness of sins ; these commissioned ones
are a terror and vexation to the wicked, but
That which the Redeemer
friends to the good.
here says concerning the remitting and retaining
of sins may be compared with what He says of
loosing and binding for the Kingdom of Heaven,
Matt xvi. 19; xviii. 18. Sanctified [consecrated]
personalities are, as St Paul says of the Gospel,
2 Cor. ii. 16, unto some a savor of life unto life,
unto others a savor of death unto death.
G 088* eh: He, therefore, who is sent from
Christ, who is Christ's messenger, must needs
have received the peace of Christ, which is higher
than all reason, must likewise needs have received 4 he Spirit of Christ, and this seal of the
Spirit and of peace must give evidence of itself
in him by the devolving of peace and anointing
from him to others again, by others being filled
and anointed therewith. All this is contained in
But when ministers make
that little word as.
their appearance who have nothing to recommend them save that they are puffed up by the
spirit of this world, what will they accomplish ?
They will puff up others also with the same
spirit of the world.
Heubnku: In the evening. H. tiller, Hsrzevtsp.
p. 241 : The Saviour will visit us in the evening.
When the sun of the world hath set in our heart,
the Sun of Righteousness a riseth. Christians
have often" enough been obliged to assemble in
secret ; the Waldenses, for example, the Moravians, the Reformed in France, and others.
If
Jesus come not into the assembly of Christians*
it is cold, heartless, unfruitful.—-Christ's peacegreeting was the spoil of victory spoil which
Whoso hath
lie won by death and resurrection
followed Christ unto Golgotha, to him doth He
shout His word of peace. Auqvstixb ; Cicatrices
tilvli gloriarum.
Crucifixion and resurrection
are inseparable one is incomplete without the
other.
This is the sum of Christianity. The
disciples were glad; Behold the power of the
appearing, the peace, of Jesus.
From His peace
comes joy. Peace is indispensable to the mission of Jesus. A man must have Jesus' peace

—

—

—

M

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
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in his own heart if he would be a messenger of
peace to others ; he must first be redeemed himself, if he would preach redemption to others.
Luther, in the postil to Quasimodog. Sunday,

XL

1040, writes this to all true Christians, after
applying it to the Apostles and the ministry
they can meet these requisites, not by their own
strength, but in Christ's name, in the might of
the Holy Ghost. Sohlbibbmachbb, Fred. iii.
Couabd, ii. p. 826. Mabhbibbkb, ii
p. 663.
p. 46.

[CbaYbn

:

From Augustinb

:

Ver. 19. If thou

comprebendest the mode [of entering]
miracle

—Ver.

:

when reason

fails,

then

is

it

is

no

faith edified.

—

—

;;
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[From M. Henry: Ver.

19.

The

disciples

of

Christ, even in difficult times, must not forsake
the assembling of themselves together, Heb. z. 25.
It is a comfort to Christ's disciples, when
their solemn assemblies are reduced to privacy, that no doors can shut out Christ's preHis speaking peace, makes
sence from them.
peace, peace with God, peace in your own consciences, peace with one another ; all this peace
be with you; not peace with the world, but peace
in Christ.—Ver. 20. Conquerors glory in the
marks of their wounds. Christ's wounds wore
to speak on earth, that it was He Himself, and
therefore He rose with them ; they were to speak
in heaven, in the intercession He must ever live
to make, and therefore He ascended with them,
and appeared in the midst of the throne, a Lamb
as it had been slain, and bleeding afresh, Rev. v. 6.
Nay, it should seem, He will come again with
His soars, that they may look on Him whom they
pierced,
When Christ manifests His love to believers by the comforts of His Spirit, assures
them that because He lives, they shall live also, then
He shows them His hands and His side, A sight
of Christ will gladden the heart of a disciple at
any time ; the more we see of Christ, the more
we shall rejoice in Him ; and our joy will never
be perfect till we come there where we shall see
Him as He is. Ver. 21. Christ was now sending
the disciples to publish peace to the world (Is. Hi.

—

—

—

The nails had pierced His hands, the
lance had pierced His side. For the healing of
doubting hearts, the marks of the wounds were
still preserved.
From Chbtsostom: Ver. 21.
He shows the effioacy of the cross, by which He
undoes all evil things, and gives all good things
which is peace. To the women above there was
announced joy ; for that sex was in sorrow, and
had received the curse.
From Gregory : Ver.
21. I love you, now that I send you to persecution, with the same love wherewith My Father
loved Me, when He sent Me to My sufferings.Ver. 28. The disciples who were called to such
works of humility, to what a height of glery are
they led ! Lo, not only have they salvation for
themselves, but are admitted to the powers of
and He here not only confers it upon them
the supreme Judgment-seat——From Bbdi:
7)
Ver. 21. k repetition is a confirmation: whether for their own satisfaction, but commits it to them
He repeats it because the grace of love is two- as a trust to be by them transmitted to all the
20.

—

—

—

—

;

because He it is who made of twain one.
[From Burkitt: Ver. 19. It has been no

fold, or

strange thing in the Church, that the best members of it have been put to frequent their assemblies with great fear, and been forced to
meet in the night with great caution, because of
the fury of the persecutors. Let Christ's disciples meet together never so privately, and with
never so much haxard and jeopardy, they shall
have Christ's company with them.—Ver. 21. The
repetition of, Peace be unto you, was not' more
than needful to signify His firm reconciliation to
the disciples, notwithstanding their late cowardice in forsaking Him.—~As My Father hath
sent Me, so send 1 you ; By the same authority,
and for the same ends, in part; namely, to
gather, govern, and instruct My Church. Ver,
22. He breathed on them, and said, Receive ye the
Hohf Ghost; When Christ sends forth any about
His work, He will furnish them with endowments answerable to their vast employment ; and
the best furniture they oan have, is the Holy

—

—

Spirit in His gifts and qualifications suitable
to their work.—Ver. 28. There is a twofold
power of remitting sins ; the one magisterial
and authoritative; this belongs to Christ alone:
the other ministerial and declarative; this belongs to Christ's ambassadors. " Christ first

—

conferred the Holy Ghost upon His apostles, and
then said, Whose sine ye remit, they are remitted.
Thereby intimating that it is not they, but the
Holy Ghost by them, that puts away sin ; For
who can forowe tin, but God only t" (Auoustiki).
The power of forgiving sin, that man hath, is
only to declare that if men be truly and really
penitent, their sins are forgiven them for the
Sake of Christ's satisfaction.

sons of peace, Luke z. 6, 6.
He sent them authorised with a divine warrant, armed with a divine
power ; sent them as ambassadors to treat of peace,
and as heralds to proclaim it ; sent them as servants to bid to the marriage
hence they were
called Apostles—men sent.—Ver. 22. What Christ
gives, we must receive, must submit ourselves
and our whole souls to the quickening, sanctifying influences of the blessed Spirit ; reoeive His
motions, and comply with them; receive His
powers, and make use of them ; and they who
thus obey His word as a precept, shall have the
benefit of it as a promise ; they shall receive the
Holy Spirit as the guide of their way, and the
earnest of their inheritance. Ver. 28. Two ways
the apostles and ministers of Christ remit and

—

—

retain sin,

and both as having authority 1. By
2. By a strict discipline, applying
:

sound doctrine ;

the general rule of the gospel to particular persons.

A Plaw Commentary (Oxford) : Ver.
Peace be unto you!
Can we forget that
this was the salutation of Shiloh (that is,
••Peace"), even "the Prince of Peace " Himself? of Him who is delared to be " our Peaoe:"
who bequeathed His peace to the disciples ; and
promised that Peace should be their abiding
portion; and directed them to salute with
•* Peace " every house into whioh they entered.
Peace was the subject of the angels' carol on the
night of the Lord's nativity: behold, Peace is
the first word He pronounoes in the hearing of
[From

19.

His disciples now that He is risen from death.
Ver. 22. O most solemn and mysterious incident,
as well as most solemn and prevailing words
The action of our Saviour here described may
have shown emblematically (as Augustus sugDigitized by
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Holt Ghost proceedeth from the grace which man enjoyed at first, because God
may further have served to show that breathed into his nostrils, that same grace did
was He by the breath of whose mouth all Christ restore when He breathed into the face

gests) that the

Son.
this

—

It

the hosts of heaven were made ; and especially
(as Cyril supposes), that Christ was the same
who, after creating man in the beginning,
** breathed into his nostrils the breath of life,

and he became a

living

soul/'

But

—

more

than that is here intended. For it is to be
thought that, at the time of man's creation, " together with his soul, or the principle of his
natural life, he received also the grace of the
Holy Spirit as a principle of the Divine Life to
which he was also designed." {Bishop Bull).
That is, the soul of man received from the very
first " the peculiar impress of the Holy Spirit
super-added," as Clbiibnt of Alexandria writes.
And Basil, expressly comparing the Divine insufflation upon Adam with that of Christ upon
the Apostles, tells us that it was the same Son
of God "by whom God gave the insufflation:
then indeed, together with the soul, but now, into
the soul." EU9BB1U8 is even more explicit. "The
Lord" (he says), "renews mankind. That

of the Apostles, and said, Receive the Holy
Ghost." At the first institution of certain mysteries of the Faith, there was not wanting the
outward emblem of an inward grace; which
grace was afterwards conveyed without any such
visible demonstration.
Thus, at the Baptism of
Christ, " the Holy Ghost descended in a bodihf
shape like a dove upon Him." And now, at the
ordination of His Apostles, onr Lord is found to
have "breathed into" their faces, when He
would convey to them the gift of the same
Blessed Spirit.
From Barnes: Ver. 19. True Christians will
love to meet together for worship; nothing will
prevent this.—-Ver. 21. At My Father hath tent
Me; As God sent Me to preach, to be persecuted,
and to suffer ; to make known His will, and to
offer pardon to men; so I send you.
From
Jacobus : Ver. 19. Glad; So He had promised
to them (oh. xvi. 20), •« Yonr sorrow shall be
turned into joy."]

|

l

|

IV.

HOW OHKIST PUTTITH THOMAS* UNBBLTBF TO SHAM B, AND CHANGBTH THE DOUBTING

DISOIFLB INTO

THE MOST JOYFUL COBFBSSOB.
Chap. XX. 24-29.
(Chap. xx. 24-81,

1b

the pericope for

St Thomas' Day).

But Thomas, one of the twelve, called Didymus, was not with them when Jesus
24
25 came. The other disciples therefore said unto him. We have seen the Lord. But
he said unto them, Except I shall see [I see, ?&»] in his hand* the print of the
1
nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails, and thrust [put] my hand into
26
27

his side, I will not believe.
And after eight days again his disciples were within, and Thomas with them
then came Jesus, [Jesus oometh, ipxtrai), the doors being shut, and stood in the
midst, and said, Peace be unto you. Then saith he to Thomas, Reach hither thy
hands ; and reach hither thy hand, and thrust [pit] it into
finger, and behold

my

28 my side and be [become, fbou]* not faithless, but believing. And Thomas^ an29 sweredand said unto him, My Lord and my God [!] Jesus saith unto him,
Thomas [omit Thomas] 4 because thou hast seen me, thou nast believed : blessed or*
they that have not seen, and yet have believed.
;

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

„

reW

instead of rfoor. Weyer
V«r. 25.—Lachmann, in accordance with Cod. A M efe- Origen, Vulgate, reads here
supposes the rvwor of the Booepta to be a mechanical repetition. Bat the reading ttfvor can also hare arisen from exegetk
** into the*
caf grounds. It weakens the solemnity of the expression. [Tischendorf, ed. 8, reads tit rbv r 6 * • v ritv *>or,
place of tho nails/' but Aifbrd, Westoott and Hort, like Lange, retain nfaror, primL—P. 8.1
* Ver. 27.— [Thomas was doubtful, but not unbelieving; he was anxious and ready to believe, and only waiting for tangible eridence. See Bxm.—P. 8.]
* Ver. 28.—The «<u before lwt*pi0% the e before 6»pc«, are not irmly established.
« Yer. ».—(ew#to, which the text rec. inserts after ivpaxit ps,
omitted by A. B. C. D. |t», Tisohend-, Alt, West*
*

w

eott-P.

S.J

of the disciples, at Jerusalem, is entirely in accordance with the festal circumstances* The
Easter- Sunday was the third day ef the pas ch al
The second appearance of Christ, on the first celebration. Thenezt Friday, therefore, was the
Sunday after the resurrection-day, in the midst eighth. The disciples were not permitted to set

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
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CHAP. XX.
out on their homeward journey on the Sabbath.
they either would not, or could not,
set out, because this had now become their feastday, and Thomas was not yet pacified (Leben Jesu
It was probably the evening, beII., p. 1704).
fore their departure for Galilee, whither, as the
place where all His disciples should see Him
again, Christ had at first ordered the apostles.
See Comm. on tfatthew, chap, xxviii.
Yer. 24. But Thomas, one of the twelve.
[Qupag <J2 elg £K rwv SAdeica, <J Aeydpevog Aidv//o{]. See chap. zi. 16; chap,
xiv. 5; Matt. chap. x. His absence from the circle of disciples on the first Easter Sunday gives
rise to the inference that he was wandering about,
solitary and gloomy.
Ver. 25. Bat he said unto them, etc. [6 61
elirev abroij.'Eavpij I do ev ralg X e P m

On Sunday

—
,

avrov rbv rbirov r £>v tj?*g>v, Kal
pdXu rbv 6&ktv\6v tiov elg rbv ritirov*
rdv i}\uv Kal fi&Xu pov rr)v x el P a *<f T V V
irXevpdv avrov ov pi) irierebov]. We
alv

t

%

must distinguish between the strong expression
of Thomas, and his thought itself. The testimony
of his fellow-disciples does not suffice for him
he must first see the Risen One with his own
eyes, and by touch convince himself of His corporality, and of the identity of that corporeality
with the Crucified One, before he can believe.

On

24-29.
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inquiry and philosophic and scientific research,
that doubt may be called the father of knowledge,
according to the principle of Cartesius: De omnibus dubilandum est.
P. S.l
Ver. 26. And after eight days [//£#' $ pipas okto]. That the disciples already attribute
a particular importance to Sunday, is evidenced
by the numeric completeness of their assembly.
[This is the beginning of the history of the
Lord's Day, which to this day has never suffered
a single interruption in Christian lands, except
for a brief period of madness in France during
the reign of terror. Sunday is here pointed out
by our Lord Himself and honored by Hid special
presenoe as the day of religion, and public worship, and so it will remain to the end of time.
God's Word and God's Day are inseparable companions, and the pillars of God's Church.
P. S.]
That Thomas is an unbeliever willing to believe,
his presence at this time seems to prove.
Manifestly, the same place is meant as that in which
they were eight days before. They were within

—

—

—

again, in the same house.
"Olshausen erroneously makes Galilee the scene of the appear*

ance " (Weyer).

** To celebrate the Resurrectionday" (Luthardt). Meyer: «* There is nothing to in-

dicate this."
It seenis at least to be indicated by
the fact that they were still tarrying in Jerusalem
on this day, and probably waiting for the Lord.
Ver. 27. Therefore saith
to Thomas

the fact that nothing, therefore, oan be deduced from the expression of Thomas militating '[eZra Xiyei

He

r£

Ou/*?].

—Immediately

after

against the nailing down of the feet of the Cruci- the peace-greeting Christ turns to Thomas, for it
is with him that He has now to do, since he, in
fied One, oomp. Tholuok, p. 442.
[Thomas has a place among the apostles, in- his doubting spirit, is a hindrance to the whole
Christ's acquaintance with Thomas'
ferior indeed to John and Peter, yet an impor- Church.
tant one.
He represents, within the Church, the state of mind and singular demand is not to be
principle: intellectus prsecedit /idem, whioh is not referred to a mediate knowledge on the part of
necessarily incompatible with the higher prin- Christ (through the disciples, Liicke) ; it is the
Reach
ciple: fides prsecedit intellectum.
He represents fruit of an immediate knowledge.
honest, earnest, inquiring, truth-loving skepti- hither thy finger, etc. \4>£pe rbv ddnrvXdv
cism, or that rationalism whioh anxiously craves oov c)6e Kal ide rag x e *P&i pov, ical
tangible evidence, and embraces it with joy when fipe t^v x el P& ffov Kal fodXe eig rijv
A triumphant challenge
presented. This is essentially distinct from the irXevp&v pov].
worldly, frivolous skepticism of indifference or which, with loving irony, accedes to his demand, in
order to the infusing of a salutary shame into him
hostility to truth, which ignores or opposes the
truth In spite of evidence. The former wants who made it and who is now obliged to recognize
knowledge in order to faith, the latter knowledge the identity of personality by higher marks, eswithout or against faith.. The inquiring spirit pecially by the Lord's knowledge of the deploraof Thomas, having a moral motive and a spiritual ble state of his soul, and by His voice. Bengel Si
aim, is a wholesome, propelling principle in the PharisKUs ita dixitset: *' nisi videro," etc., nil imChurch, and indispensable in scientific theology; petr asset ; sed discipulo pridem probato nil non datur.
£The Lord is silent about the print of thenaiU,
it dispels prejudice, ignorance and superstition,
and promotes knowledge and intelligence. Yet, which would have recalled the malice of His erucipractically and spiritually, it is defective as com- fiers, and points simply to the wounds as the abidpared with the childlike spirit of faith with which ing monument of His dying love to Thomas and to
alone we can enter the kingdom of heaven, and all. The words " Reach hither thy hand and put it
hence it is gently rebuked by our Lord. For into My side," seem to imply that the wound in
salvation we must go to Christ, not as reasoning His side was as large as a man's hand. Some inlogicians, or learned theologians, or pleading fer also that His resurrection-body was bloodless.
lawyers, or calculating merchants, but as the Wordsworth : '* The wounds which Satan inflicted
child goes to the mother's bosom, as heart goes in malice and scorn on our Lord's crucified Body,
to heart, and love to love with unbounded confi- have been converted by His controlling power
dence and trust. Faith is the true mother of and wisdom into proofs of His Resurrection, and
true knowledge in divine things, and even in marks of His personal identity. They have bephilosophy, which starts in love of wisdom, and come indelible evidences of His power, graven, as
consequently implies its existence. It is only in it were* with an iron pen on the Rock of Ages,
a very qualified sense, in matters of historical to be read by the eyes of Angels and men for
eternity ; and they remain for ever, as glorious
trophies of His victory over death and sin, and
>rf reads rftror, place,
Grotiui taji: rmt
over Satan himselt"—P. 8.]
rtwot implclur.—P. S.J

—

—

—
:

—
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And become

not

firitlileaa

[«a2

—

?% The

iff to roc , aXXd
trtor6e] yhrov,
be not faithless, Meyer.
not:
He bad not
been faithless hitherto, bat he was in danTholuck: "Religions
ger of becoming so.*
belief which demands the sapport of sensuous
perception rans the risk of making an entire
Nevertheless, the sincere heart
loss of faith."

y/vow

and crave* belief, receives even in
the boar of temptation the right signs which
transport it beyond the danger that threatens it.
Such was the experience of Thomas. His faith
was saved ; the great sign of Christ's appearance
quickly made the sickly plant burst forth into
fairest bloom.
Ver. 28.
Lord and
God! \J> KbpiSc
fiov teal 6 V e6c uovl An address of Thomas
to Christ (the nom. with the art. for the vocative, as often in the New Testament; compare
Christ's address to His Father, Mark zv. 84: 6
Ge6{ jwv, 6 tfeof uov. The highest apostolic confession of faith in the Lordship and Divinity of
Christ,
an echo of the beginning of this Gospel
" The Word was God," i. I, and an anticipation
of its close, xx. 80, 81. Thomas, says Augustine, beheld and touched Christ as Man, and confeHscd Him to be Qod, whom he did not see nor
touch.
Weakening interpretation of
P. 8.]
Theodore of Mopsuestia: "Quasi pro miraculo facto
deum collaudat." Alleging the expression to be
addressed admiringly to God. Similarly the Socinians and Paulus [and Unitarians].
Against
this view we cite 1. elnev a h r u [to Jesus, not to
God], 2. the reference of the words: 6 Kbpcdr
Erasmus: Agnovit Christu*, utique
finv to Christ.
repulsurut, si fat no dictus fuissrt Dens.f
The excitement of feeling in which Thomas utters the
adoring word in glorification of Christ, does not
lessen the definiteness of bis acknowledgment of
Christ's divinity; it detracts merely from the definiteness of his dogmatical conception of it
Ver.29. Thou belie vest ['Ore ibpaK&c ue
that need*

My

'

my

—

—

—

—

ireirlerevicae .] According to Lachmann and
Meyer, [Ewaldl, Trfx/crewcac should be read as a
question.
Lttcfce objects against this view: It
infuses into the words a tone of doubt as to the
faith of Thomas.
The doubt might indeed be
expressive of this thought: Thinkest thou now
that thou didst believe because thou bast seen Me
outwardly ? Seeing did but help thy faith to be
born.
However, Jesus designs not merely to
recognise the faith of Thomas (as He did the
faith of the disciples, chap. xvi. 81), but also to
institute a contrast between the road travelled
by his faith and the faith of others. Thou beliepett
The Perfect; properly, thou hast believed
a Def'ire TtirtTF »>*ac], hast become believing
leter.— Blessed are [uandpiotj properly

—

—

they that saw not, and believed; [or, who
never saw, and yet beoapue believers,
t rvaavr e r].
pi) IfiAvre r, ical *r
Meyer
1

* ISoaleo Wordsworth:

"Remark

—

distinction of

a degree of faith higher than that
supported by sensuous perception : "That faith,
namely, which, supported by the Word and the
inner demonstrative power of the»Word, believes,
as St. Paul has it, nap* htoida £jt* e/tirioV, Rom.
iv. 18; comp. John iv. 48."
There might be
question of a higher way offaith; but the degree
offaith attained by Thomas should certainly not
be designated as a lower one. Baur seeks to
contra-distinguish faith resting upon external
events and that faith which is abstractly certain
of what it holds ; according to this view, Christ
called blessed the quati-fo'uh of modern spiritualists, who claim that they are satisfied with mere
abstract religious ideas and are able to do without those facts in which the ideas have been
realized !
Christianity, however, is the indissoluble synthesis of idea and fact, and an ideabelief which pretends to discredit the belief in
facts is a kind of platoniiing mythologism,
wherever it may start up with grand mien in these
days. Meyer more correctly distinguishes belief in something which has occurred, with and
without one's own sensuous perception.
Christ
did not reject that belief which seeks and finds
confirmation in the way of doubt and investigation ; neither, therefore, flid He reject the corresponding way of belief; He did, however,
point out the danger of that way, in which it is
possible for doubt to separate itself from a trust
in spiritual experience, and, in consequence of
the impulse after sensuous experience, to turn
into unbelief and apostasy.
"Wonderful indeed, and rich in
[Alford:
blessing for us who have not seen Him, is this,
the closing word of the Gospel. For these words
cannot apply to the remaining Ten : they, like
Thomas, had seen and believed." Stier: "All
the appearances of the forty days were mere preparations for the believing without seeing." I
Pet. i. 8, " Whom having not seen, ye love ; in
whom, though now ye see Him not, yet believing,
ye rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory:
receiving the end of your faith, even the salvaP. S.]
tion of your souls."

—

1

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.

:

yivov: Do not
nnbcliftvlng.
Thomas was doui>{ful, not unbelieving. Our
Lord warns n§, through him, that if we miss opportunities
of hating our scruples remorcd, if we closo our eyes to the
eTittonces lie gives us of truth, our doubts wilt be hardened
into HnWiff:— P. 8.1
f 80 also Meyer, Alford, And the best exegetes generally.
The Sorinian view is worse than absurd, it turns an act of
adoration into an irrelevant and profane exclamatiou unrebuked by the Lord ! There is no instance of such profane
use of the name of God in exclamations.— P. S.]
1

Aorists indicate, not habitude (Lfieke), but
those who have believed [hare become believers
without first baring Tie wed] from the time the
paxapubrtK is predicated of them.* The saying
is so constructed as 1. to intimates peculiar praise
of the other disciples who first believed, as well
as to touch them, likewise, in its blame; 2. it,
however, does not exclude Thomas (from this
blessedness) inasmuch as he too commenced to
believe before he had seen ;f it establishes 3. s
general rule destined for the beatification of the
believing Church of a later period ; at bottom,
however, it is 4. generally declarative of the innermost essence of faith. Tholuck discovers s

1.

The charoxter of Thomas, and

its

import for

"The aorists, as often in such sentences (see
Luke i. 43) indicate the present state of those spekea at,
grounded in the past."— P. 8.]
f [And inasmuch as the other apostles also first saw before
they bettered. Bengal : u No* sweater beatitwio Thorny mi
* [Alford:

ran ti lawta prmdioahtr

tort e*nm,«;ict ctire sifts* tujsssf,

nam ctiam cstUri qpoctotf,
^~™» cum setose**,
——•> desuan creduUrtS—
P. 8.]

„
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CHAP. XX.
the Church. See the citations of the Exec. Note
on yer. 24 [and my note oh yer. 25. P. 8.]
2. The correct element in Thomas' expectation : That the body of the Risen One would of
necessity be indubitably recognizable by the
stigmata of the Crucified One,
8. The doubt of Thomas :
(1) wherein allied
to unbelief; (2) wherein distinct from the same.
Thomas comes into the congregation of the be-

—

lieving disciples.
4. The manifestation of Christ for Thomas.
The confession of Thomas. The ascription of
blessedness to those who see not and yet believe.

See Exko. Note
5.

On

to ver. 29.

the eighth day,

or the repeated sanction

of Sunday,

Words[6. Mary Magdalene and Tliomas.
«• From
worth
the two examples of Mary
Magdalene and St. Thomas respectively, as described by St. John in this chapter, we learn two
several duties to Christ, risen from the dead
:

and ascended into heaven. The case of Mary
Magdalene (v. 17) was very different from that of
St. Thomas.
She acknowledged His bodily
Resurrection, and clung with joy to His human
Body risen from the grave, and .was satisfied
with His visible presence, and wished to retain
that.
She had yet to learn— and we by her to
see Him that is invisible to touch Him by faith
to ascend to Him with heart and mind, and to
cling to the hem of the garment of Him our
great High Priest in heaven, and adore Him as
God. Therefore our Lord said to her, * Touch
me not, for I am not ascended; touch me by
faith.
That is the touch, which I require; that
is the touch, by which I am to be held, and by
which you may have My Presence with you.'
But St. Thomas would not believe that He was
risen indeed; or, if risen, that He was risen in
the same human body as that which he wore before,
and at His crucifixion. This was, what he was
to learn, and we by Aim, faith in our Lord's
Resurrection ; faith in our own future Resurrection; faith in the identity of our own bodies to
Therefore Christ, who had said
rise hereafter.
« Touch
Me ' to
* Touch Me not ' to Mary, said
St Thomas. Thus we are taught the true faith
in His Divinity, Humanity and Personality, by
His providential and gracious correction of the
too material yearnings of a woman's love, of the
too spiritual doubts of an Apostle's fears."

—

;

P. 8.]

— — —

—
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grief, constant seeking).
2. A solitude of Thomas who saw Him lust (gloomy, repining and brooding). Thomas' doubt converted
into a blessing to the faith or Christendom.
Thomas the character-portrait of honest doubters.
1. He holds fast the possibility of belief; 2. he
put himself in the way of attaining belief.
Starke: Zeisius
How perilous it is to forsake the assemblies of the saints therefore doth
the Apostle exhort: Let*us not forsake, etc., Heb.
It is a blessed hour when, whilst men
x. 25.
are fooling away the time with the world, Jesus
doth please to come unto us, Matt. xxv. 10. It
is one of the duties of Christians gladly to guide
others to Christ while themselves resorting to
Him, 2 Cor. xi. 2. Osiander: Those who are
filled with spiritual joy, desire to make others
sharers in the same, Phil. ii. 18, 28. Caxstein:
It is a transcendent grace of God, that He makes
so much allowance for the manner of speech of
the weak and tempted, Job xxxviii. 1 f.
Ibid:
Mark, on Sunday Christ did several times appear
unto the Apostles, on Sunday the disciples were
assembled together; and so the first day in the
week has been from that time consecrate, as the
Lord's Day, in memory of the resurrection of
Christ and the ensuing outpouriug of the Holy
Qhost, Acts xx. 7; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; Rev. i. 10.
Jesus in the midst, all the dipciples round about
Him : one has as much part in Him as another,
1 Tim. ii. 4.
Canstein : God exercises the most
watchful care over the weak and tempted, and is
most eager to help them, Luke xxiv. 15.
Gerlach: He who pinneth faith to bodily
sight, to the earthly and visible, doth himself
expose it to change, since all things visible are
temporal, and only the invisible is eternal, 2 Cor.
iv. 18.
And so every faith that still hath need
of sight, that still hath need of sensuous helps
and props, cometh short of being a saving faith.
Braune: Thomas is just such a witness of the
resurrection as we could desire.
Pope Leo the
Great (440-461} was right in saying, with reference to the doubting of the disciples, and to
that of Thomas in particular, that they doubted
to the end that we might not need to doubt.—
The disciples likewise believed not in the beginning ; believed not on the strength of the tidings
brought by the others; they believed not for joy.
Thomas believed not^—could not, would not, beLove for the Lord was the
lieve, for sorrow.
ground of that joy and of this sorrow, not god-

Lord (pure

—

:

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

Thomas, doubtless,
love of the world.
suffered many pangs in his faithless melancholy
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
beside the comforted disciples pangs inflicted
Thomas. His nature. His sin. His worth. upon him by his self-willed demand for proof.
His salvation. His Easter-festival. His confes- Doubt 8 as to the legitimacy of his demand, as
His example. The Thomas-souls in the well as in regard to tho statement of the dission.
Church of disciples: 1. How they are a deten- ciples, augmented his grief. Then entered Jesus
tion to the Church ; 2. how they are worthy of with His familiar: Peace bt with you! That is
its indulgence and clemency; 8. how they final- the salutation of the Risen One now and always.
The The greeting is for all, but for one, in particular :
ly conduce to its confirmation in the faith.
order of Christianity : 1 First believing with- Jesus approaches Thomas, etc. Of so much imout seeing ; 2. then seeing in order to become portance does the Redeemer count the solitary
Christ the Master, also individual who still believes not, though all the
perfect in believing.
Thomas' Master. Also the Master of Thomas- others are already believing. Jesus does not
The certainty of Christ's resurrection censure inquiry, examination, investigation;
natures.
is mighty enough to shame every sincere doubter. He only reprehends the arbitrary and stubborn
The difference betwixt solitude and solitude demand for proof, such as Thomas put forth.—
solitude of Magdalene, who first saw the He does not want credulity or thoughtless super1.
less

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A
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stition,

but neither does He like self-willed unHe desires a faith that reposes upon the

word of life and the idea of that truth which
makes the spirit free. Happy are all they in
whose heart and life unbelief is but a passing
shadow, driven away by the pursuing breath of

—

the Spirit!

When these words were so positively
"No man can live that seeth God," in-

Gossm br
heard:

—
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belief ;

—

:

tercourse with God was very difficult. Enoch
held close intercourse with God before the
deluge, but forasmuch as he carried it to a
greater extent than was possible for men, God
took him, that he might come unto the true enjoyment of communion with Him. All this was
ail purely spiritual things became
different now,
palpable in the forty days after Easter. Shadow
gave place to substance. "Feel Me and see,"
etc.— The doors are bolted unto the world when
the Lord visiteth His people. The 8aviour will
He waits for the
let none of His people be lost
slow, who come eight days behindhand with
Yet the reprimand that He admintheir faith.
istered to Thomas, shows that He does notapprove
of the weakness and hardness of belief which
mingle* in the demand of that disciple ; and it
is at the same time an intimation to the effect
that his hardness of belief might easily hare
degenerated into perfect unbelief.
Hhubmer: When a man is not found in the
fellowship of the faithful, much good is speedily
When a man mingles in the society of
let slip.
the wicked, much is speedily corrupted. Be not
This oommand manifestly preunbelieving, etc.
supposes that the exercise or non-exercise of
Faith built
faith is dependent upon a man's will.
on seeing is little worth. For this reason, however, no demand is here made for blind faith.
There is a difference between skepticism and the
spirit of examination.
"From the beginning God
hath instructed His people by faith, but we are
continually deviating further and further from
this way of faith ; wise men labor with all their
strength to the end that not faith but knowledge
may have the mastery in the case of every truth
contained in the Holy Scriptures." (Behoel.)
[Craven: From Augustine: Ver. 27. He
might, had He pleased, have wiped all spot and
trace of wound from His glorified body ; but He
had reasons for retaining them. He showed
them to Thomas, who would not believe except
he saw and touched, and He will show them to
From ChryHis enemies, to convict them.
808TOM: Ver. 25. As to believe directly, and
any how, is the mark of too easy a mind, so is
too much inquiring of a gross one : and this is
Thomas' fault. Ver. 27. Consider the mercy of
the Lord, how for the sake of one soul, He exBut He did not appear to
hibits His wounds.
him (Thomas) immediately, but waited till the
eighth day, in order that the admonition being
given in the presence of the disciples might
kindle in him greater desire, and strengthen his
faith for the future.—Ver. 27. Note how that before they receive the Holy Ghost faith wavers,
but afterward is firm. Ver. 29. If any one then
says. Would that I had lived in those times, and
seen Christ doing miracles I let him reflect,
Bl'thcd are they that have not eeen, and yet have
beluveJ.
From Gregory: Vers. 24, 25. It was

—

—

—

—

—

—

not an accident that that particular disciple was
not present. The Divine mercy ordained that a
doubting disciple should, by feeling in his Master the wounds of the flesh, heal in us the
wounds of unbelief. The unbelief of Thomas
is more profitable to our faith than the belief of
the other disoiples ; the touch by which he is
brought to believe, confirming our minds in belief beyond all question.
[He causeth not only
the wrath of enemies, but the weakness and errors of believers, to serve Him. E. R. C]
From Thkophylact: Ver. 28. He who had been
before unbelieving, after touching the body
showed himself the best divine ; for he asserted
the twofold nature and one Person of Christ; by
saying My Lord, the human nature ; by saying,
My God, the divine; and by joining them both,
confessed that one and the same Person was
Lord and God. [The skeptic convinced is often the
firmest and most intelligent believer.
K. R. C]
[From Burkitt: Ver. 21 We know not what
we lose, when we absent ourselves from the
assembly of God's people. Such views of a crucified, raised Jesus may be communicated to
others, as would have confirmed our faith and
established our joy, had we been present.
Ver.
25. How strangely rooted unbelief is in the
hearts of holy men, insomuch that they desire
the objects of faith should fall under the viiw of
their senses.
Ver. 28. The convincing condescension of Christ turns unbelief into a rapture
of holy admiration and humble adoration.
Ver.
29. By how much our faith stands in leas need
of the external evidence of sense, the stronger
and the more acceptable it is, provided what we
believe be revealed in the word of God.
[From M. Henry: Ver. 24. AbsentersforatioM
must not be condemned as apostates forever;
Thomas is not Judas.— Ver. 25. We have eeen the
Lord ; The disciples of Christ should endeavor te
build up one another in their most holy faith* Dot h by
repeating what they have heard, to those that were
absent, that they may bear it at second hand;
as also by communicating what they have experienced,
Ver. 26. A very melancholy week, we
have reason* to think, Thomas had of it, drooping, and in suspense, while the other disciples
were full of Joy ; and it was owing to himself

—

—

—

—

—

—

and his own folly ; he that slips one tide, must
stay a good while for another.
Thomat with
them ; When we have lost one opportunity, we
should give the more earnest heed to lay hold on
the next, that we may recover our losses. It is
a good sign if such a loss whet our desires, and
a bad sign if it cool them. Observe, Christ did
not appear to Thomas, for his satisfaction, till
He found him in society with the rest of His
disciples.
Peace be unto you ; This was no vain
repetition, but significant of the abundant and
assured peace which Christ gives, and of the
continuance of His blessings upon His people,
for the j fail not, but are new every morning, new
every meeting. [The soul that hath heard its
Saviour once speak Peace to it, era vet h again
and yet again, the comfortable word. E. M.]
Ver. 27. There is not an unbelieving word in our
tongues, no, nor thought in our minds, at any
time, but it is known to the Lord Jeaua, Pa.
lxxviii. 21*
For the confirmation of our faith.
He hath instituted an ordinance on purpose to

—

—

—
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CHAP. XX.
keep His death in remembrance, and in that ordinance, wherein we show the Lord's death, we are
called, as it were, to put our finger into the print
of the nails. Ver. 28. In faith there must be the
consent of the will to gospel-term* as well as the assent of the understanding to gospel-truth*. My ;
This is the vital act of faith, He is mine, Cant. ii.
10.
Ver. 29. Christ owns Thomas as a belierer.
• Sound and sincere believers, though they be
slow and weak, shall be graciously accepted of
the Lord Jesus. " One proselyte is more acceptable to Qod than all the thousands of Israel
that stood before Mt. Sinai; for they saw and
received the law, but a proselyte sees not, and
yet receives it." (A Rabbi quoted by Lightfoot).
From Scott: Vers. 24-29. Unbelief is the
source of almost all our sins and disquietudes.
all have too much copied the example of
Thomas' incredulity, by refusing to believe the
word of Qod, and rely on His help, even when
our experience of His care has been abundant
and we are often apt to demand such proof of
His truths, and of His will, as we htfve no right
to expect.
[From A Plain Commentaby (Oxford) : Ver.
25. It must have been a gaping and a ghastly
wound, that wound in our Saviour's side,
that St. Thomas should have proposed to " thrust
his hand" therein !—Ver. 26. But when He thus
appeared for the second time, we may be well
assured that He designed more than the removal of unbelief from the mind of a single
disciple.
He vouchsafed this appearance for the
sake of Confirming the faith of all the others,
and of ourselves.—Ver. 27. Having "convinced"
the disciple, He proceeds to "rebuke" him,
which now He may do with good effect ; whereas
Ver.
before, rebuke would have been fruitless.
28. "Minds of every natural complexion are

;

80-31.
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called to the exercise of Christian faith.
The
principle of faith, —the disposition to receive
the word of Qod as such, to embrace and to
walk by it, is not indeed the gift of nature, but
of grace; but its operation in each individual
mind is modified by that mind's peouliar cast or
temperament ; and to every class of mind there
are sufficient motives presented for the willing
admission of the truth whereby we are sanctified
and saved." (Dr. W. H. Mill.)—Ver. 29. The
blessedness of faith without the evidence of
sense,
this it is of which our Lord here assures
us ; and of this, St. John (concerning whom it
is expressly related that "he *aw and believed"),
St. Peter, St. Thomas and all the rest, were per" Blessed are they who have
force destitute.
not seen, and yet have believed : who, against
the things of sense, the temptations of the world
and Satan, against the perplexities of the natural mind, the misgivings of a fearful, and the
lacerations of a wounded, *ueart, have opposed a
firm faith in facts remote in Time, but indelible
and eternal in effect." (Dr. W. H. Mill.)
[From Babmi8 : Ver. 26. Many are like Thomas.
Many now are unwilling to believe because they
do not see the Lord Jesus, and with just as little

—

—

—

—

—

We

From Jacobus Ver.
Observe 1. How much is often lost by absence
from a single social meeting ; 2. This is often
excused on the ground of divers hindrances, but
reason as Thomas had.

:

24.

commonly traceable to the want of a lively piety
Such absentees often miss the Saviour's appearing, and His wonderful communications of
the Holy Spirit.
From Owx» Ver. 29. If any
is

8.

:

are disposed to regard it as an inferior privilege,
to accept this truth (of the resurrection) through
faith rather than tight, this great utterance of Jesus should fully correct such an erroneous view.]

—

V.

D18IQH OF TBI GOSPIL FACTS.

TESTIMONY OONOKRNIHQ CHRJ8T, AND LIFE IK HIS KAMI.

Chap. XX. 80, 81.

And

30

1

[moreover]

many

1
other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of his disci-

But these are [have been] written, that
which are not written in thisTbook
ye might [may] believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing ye might [may] have life* through [in] his name.

31

pies,

:

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 80.—[p * r ©3 *—quidemigitur, yea and. or moreover. Lange, nun auch. The meaning is, to guard against taking
this Gospel as a complete account or the signs of Jesus.—P. 8.]
• Ver. 30.—
[Truly is intended to give the force of *oi after *oAA4 and before iXXa
D.-ffl
et quidem alia, akd ixbkd many
other tints—P. B.1
» Ver. 31.—-The addition vwrtmr after $*$* in C* D. L. Sin. etc., not satiefectorily established. [A.B. C.» X., etc., Vulg.
Syr. Cvr., etc., omit alvviov, read $•{? without mlwviov, and so do TischencL, Alfn Tregn Westc. Its insertion from other passages is more easily accounted for than its omission.—P. 8.J
*

—

appendix. In oar opinion, he here concludes
the history of the Passion and Resurrection, insomuch as that history was designed to perfect
According to LGcke, De Wette, Meyer, John the faith of the disciples—just as chap. xii. 37, *
here closes his entire book, and chap. xxi. is an he evidently closet the history of the public pro-

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

40
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pbetie ministry of Jesus; as chap. L 18, He manifestly closes the Prologue, and, similarly, chap.
xxL 24 the Epilogue. These different concluding

(1) The circumstance that John has already
submitted his rtsumS relative to the earlier
signs, chip, xit 87 ; (2) the fact that he is here
formulas betoken a construction of the Gospel speaking of signs done by the Risen One in
digested,
that the presence of the disciples ; objections irreso well organised and thoroughly
in view thereof, the conception which regards the spective of the necessity involved by this inTerses under consideration as forming a conclu- terpretation, for regarding chap. xxL as a
sion to the entire Gospel must appear a too ex- foreign addition or clumsily adjusted appendix, t
and this in the absence of otherwise sufficient
ternal conception of our Gospel.
grounds.
[Ver. 80. It is a question how the expression
Ver. 81. Bat these have been written
rraXXa ical 6 X Xa or? pel a, etc,, should be interpreted. The word has been referred to resur- [ravra 6k yeypafi/iiva Iva, icr.*.].
These
rection signs, signs in attestation of the resurrec- signs namely, these manifestations of the 66£a
of
Christ.
Theophylaot,
etc.,
Kuinoel,
tion, by Chrysost.,
According to Tholuck and Meyer, the
Against this view it is re- selections from the miracles performed by Jesus
Liicke, Olsbausen, etc
and
others:
term
presented
OTjfiela
throughout the entire Gospel. Against
marked by Meyer
(1) The
this view, see the preceding Exxa. Note.
is too general to support such an interpretation.
Be it
great
not
touch
upon
the
also
however,
does
observed that this Gospel was not written
The verse,
as
done
upon
such
were
for
the purpose of converting to the faith those
mass of the crjfula, but
by Jesus in the pretence of Hie disciples, in the who were not yet believers (Hilgenfeld), but with
particular
the
eleven
in
reKfi^pta,
Acts
a
of
;
view
circle
to confirming believing Christians in the
faith.
1. 8.
Hence, also, the expression inerefown a
(2) UoTjul not &xha is alleged to be contraChrist,
according
this
interpretation;
to
to
be
dictory
taken emphatically, like the exhortation to
according
to
1
xv.,
Gospel
as
well
as
Cor.
the
believe
to
addressed to Thomas, and the chief emhaving appeared a few times only. But the phasis lies upon : Kal Iva irtorelovTec., etc
words are not spoken of the appearances in them- They are to be confirmed in their faith in
selves, but of the Gfipila which occurred on the Christ by faith in the resurrection, and in that
occasion of these appearances. To these ovfiOa, faith have perfect life. [Alford: "The mere
then, there must be reckoned His making of miracle-faith, so often reproved by our Lord,
Himself xnown to Thomas by means of a miracle is not that intended here. This is faith in Hintof knowledge, to Mary through the word of re- self, as the Christ the Son of God; and the EvanBut besides these signs, re- gelist means that enough is related in this book
cognition: Mary,
corded by St. John, yet others must be add- to be a ground for such a faith, by showing us
ed to the list, viz. : His making of Him- His glory manifested forth. P. S.]
The Christ, the Son of God. Both in the
self known to the Emmaus disciples through
the breaking of bread; to Peter, as to James, in fullest meaning of the words, in accordance with
unacquainted
the
with
which
are
to
the
we
;
Prologue.
a mode
have life in Hie name \$o$v
five hundred brethren in Galilee, by a majesty
of sudden appearance which threw many of iv r<f) bv6ftan avrov]. Entire, perfect life
disciples
the
on
knees
to
the
in
their
;
the
name
perfected through the resurrection.
them upon
[The bvofia, the revealed being of Christ, divine
Mount of Olives, by His ascension ; to Paul, by
His manifestation from heaven. These instances essence in human form, is the object of faith,
certainly might justify the expression of the and the ground of the {w#. The Gospel of John
Evangelist; (8) however, iiroitiaev is said to has indeed a tendency, but not such an one as
contradict this view. Tholuck remarks that this the Tubingen School ascribes to it Its tendency
term cannot be used concerning appearances. is the aim of all sound preaching and theological
writing, namely, by the faithful exhibition of
It may, however, be applied to manifestations of
miraculous knowledge, of celestial might, of truth to produce and to strengthen faith in
divine Providence, which manifestations accom- Christ, and thus to lead men to the possession of
panied every appearance. Then (4) this view the true life which is identical with true happiis said to be disfavored by the expression :
ness.
To John, his task as an historian was the
r£ /?</&. roCrp, these words being alleged to same with his task as an apostle salvation in
prove that John has in view the contents of hit Christ—P. S.].
entire OospeL
Since, however, the Evangelist is
speaking of resurrection-signs, be has refeDOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
rence to that part of the book which contains
1. Here, as well as chap. xxL 25, the Evangelist
statements relative to the resurrection.
So early a commentator as Euthymius intro- has made a distinct deliverance concerning the
duced the other explanation of the oiffida (see principle of his evangelical historiography, partiLUcke, 802). He first interprets them correctly, cularly of his presentation of the resurrectionas significant of the resurrection-signs, but then history. His great anxiety was not to write down
states that the word may also be generally con- everything that he knew about Jesus ; his aim
strued, as signifying the whole mass of the won- was, rather, in a selection of significant facts to
derful signs of Christ, previous and subsequent present his view of the glory of Christ, in order
to the resurrection.
And thus do Jansen, Wolf, to the quickening, revival, and increase of faith
Bengel, Lampe, Tholuck, etc, (see Meyer, 661) in Christian readers, but especially in order to
now interpret the term. [So also Hengstenberg, the furtherance of the full vitality and life-certiGodet, Alford: Miracles in the most general tude of faith in the ideal knowledge (the nam)
sense, by which Jesus proved His Messiahship. of Christ.
—P. S.] This interpretation is contradicted by
The same is true, although not in the same de-

—

—

—

—

May

^?"

—

h

—
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This is the character
gree, of the Synoptists.
of religious, particularly of the evangelical,
objective-subjective historiography; it is the
first task of modern Gospel criticism to rise to
an appreciation of this character. The atomistic
conception of chroniclers, book-makers, transcribers, supplementers, human-tendency writers
does not reach up to the Christological idea of
the Evangelist.
2. That ye may believe that Jesus is the Christy
the

This they did already believe,
it now more fully than
peculiar emphasis, however, rests upon

Son of God.

and yet they must believe

A

ever.
the following: And that, believing [or, at believers],
The name of
ye may have life in Hit name.
Christ in believers is the full, clear, ideal contemplation of Christ in lively knowledge; therewith the full truth, certainty, vigor, and blessedness of the new life is given.
8. That which John says of his own writings
Their authors, thereis true of all the Gospels.
fore, are indeed tendency writers, but of a divine
tendency, entirely opposed to the human, fraudulous, manifoldly egotistic tendencies which the Tubingen critics have dared impute to them, or, what
is still worse, to the Holy Ghost who guided them.
4. The remark of. John is in tho broadest sense
It
characteristic of Holy Scripture in general.
has a religious purpose, and is therefore written
from a religious impulse, in a religious spirit,
under the guidance of the Spirit of God. All
tho religious truth of Holy Writ, however, aims
at the truth of God in Christ. Christ the marrow and star of Holy Scripture.

—

—

1-14.
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has become perfect
Christ.

life in

a clear knowledge of

—How many sluggishly stand

beginnings of

still

in the

without pressing onward to
the full vital consciousness of a certain knowledge.
We are to have life in Christ t name.
Stabkb: The Holy Scriptures are not imperfect, but perfect unto salvation in all things pertaining to faith and life, 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17.
Zbisius : Learn here whereunto the Holy Scriptures (the greatest treasure upon earth) are
given us by God, namely, that from them we
may learn to believe and be saved.
[Craven : From Cubtsostom : Ver. 81. And
that believing ye -might have life through His name,
i..e. through Jesus, who is Life.
From Burkitt:
Ver. J31.
The great point concerning Christ, to
be known and believed from the Scriptures, is
this, that Jesus, the Son of the Virgin, is the
promised Messiah, the Anointed of the Father,
He in whom all the types and shadows of the law
are accomplished ; and that this Jesus is for nafaith,

—

—

ture co-essential, for dignity co-equal, and for
duration co-eternal with the Father; one in
essence, equal in power and glory.
Thus believing that Jesus is the Son of God, and accompanying that belief with a holy life, if we believe

and live well, we shall have life through
His name. From M. Henry: Ver. 81. The
duty of those that read and hear the Gospel : to
well,

—

embrace the doctrine of Christ, and
that record given concerning Him, 1 John v. 11.
The great gospel-blessedness which we are to
hope for That believing we shall have life through
believe, to

—

His name.

[From A Plain Commentary (Oxford)

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The many signs of Jesus in His showings after
the resurrection also. The immeasurable fulness
of the life of Jesus. The simple presentation of
the same in speaking signs. The unity and

—
—

—

diversity of the four evangelic portraits of Jesus.
In particular, of the Risen One. Portrait of
the Risen One by the hand of John. Purpose of
this resurrection-history.
Of this Gospel.—of
the four Evangelists.—-Of the whole of Sacred
Writ. How one must read the Holy Scriptures
in the same spirit in which they are written.
perseveringly and devoutly? Until faith

—

—

—

How

—
—

:
Ver.
Incarnation of the Eternal
Word, the actual coming in the flesh of the
Son of God, born, dead, and risen for our salvation,
which is the sole basis of our religion.
This great fact, and not any particular proposition concerning it, in the totality of its objective character, and in the consequent totality of its applicable virtue and influence ; this is
the real Article of a standing or falling Church.'*
(Dr. W. H. Mill.)]
[From Owen: Ver. 81. In His name; "Eternal life is obtained by believers in virtue of Him,
upon the claim established by Him in whom
they believe." (Webster and Wilkinson.) ]

81.

**It is the real

—
—
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nx
EPILOGUE TO THE GOSPEL. CHRIST'S POST-HISTORIC RULE IN THE WORLD UNTIL
THE COMPLETED GLORIFICATION OF THE WORLD, OR UNTIL CHRIST'S COMING
AGAIN; SYMBOLICALLY PRESENTED IN PARTICULAR ITEMS OF THE RESURRECTION-HISTORY.
Chapter XXI.
I.

TBI MANIFE8TATIOH OF THE EI8EN OHE AT THE OALILSAH SEA, AB A SYMBOL OF THE TUTUBE BBLATION AMD CONDUCT OF OHBIST TOWARDS THE AP08TOLIO CHURCH IN THIS WORLD.
Chap. XXI. 1-14.

After these things Jesus 1 shewed Pie manifested] himself again to the disciples at
the sea [lake] of Tiberias ; and on this wise shewed he himself [and he manifested
himself in this manner]. There were together Simon Peter, and Thomas called
Didymua, and Nathanael of Cana in Galilee, and the sons of Zebedee, and two other
Simon Peter saith unto them, I go [y-zdyw] a fishing.
[others] of his disciples.
They say unto him, We also go [come, ipzofiefta] with thee. They went forth, and
entered into a [the, r<J] ship immediately [omit immediately]* ; and [in] that night
they caught nothing. But when the morning was now come [when the morning was
already coming on, vpnta-; dk rfi-r^ ysvoyh^^ Jesus stood on4 the shore ; but the
Then Jesus saith unto them, Children, have
disciples knew not that it was Jesus.
ye any meat [any fish, or, anything to eat, icpo<r$>dyto)>~\ ? They answered him, No.
And he said unto them, Cast the net on the right side of the ship, and ye shall
They cast therefore, and now they were not able to draw it for the
[will] find.
multitude of [the, r£v] fishes. Therefore that disciple whom Jesus loved saith unto
Now when Simon Peter heard that it was the Lord, he girt
Peter, It is the Lord.
his fisher's coat unto him [girded on his outer garment], (for he was naked,) and did
And the other disciples came in a little
cast [threw] himself into the sea [lake].
ship [in the boat, r£ nXotapiut], (for they were not far from land, but as it were
[only about] two hundred cubits,) dragging the net with [the] fishes. As soon then
as they were come to land [or, went on shore], they saw [see, pXixootrtvl a &tq of
Jesus saith unto
coals there, and fish laid [lying, tntxeipevov'] thereon, and bread.
them, Bring of the fish which ye have now caught Simon Peter went up [on
5
board], and drew the net to land full of great fishes, an hundred and fifty and
three: and for all there were so many, yet was not the net broken [the net was not
broken, or, rent].
1
Jesus saith unto them, Come and dine [breakfast, &pi<mj<rart]* And none of
Jesuc
the disciples durst ask him, Who art thou? knowing that it was the Lord.
then cometh, and taketh [the] bread, and giveth them, and [the] fish likewise. This
is now the third time that Jesus shewed [manifested] himself to his disciples, after
that he was risen from the dead.

1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 1.—Tliprovf Is retained by Tischend., Treg., Westc., In accordance with B. O, text rec. ; b Iqwovc by Lachav,ni
accordance with K- A. L. 2L, etc Alford omits it with D. M. There is no good reason for its omission, but there ia for iti
insertion in a reading lesson beginning with ^wpw^t.-P. S.]
9 Ver. 3.— Ev*i* [A. C.» P. text. n*c.] is to be omitted in accordance with [KJ B. &• D. L. X. A^ etc.
E. L. (Tischendorf 1 is probably exegetis Ver. 4.—The reading yivo^ivrfi instead of ?f poMciop, in accordance with
The dawn may already hare come, without its being yet day or morning. [Lachmann and Alford read yc»opar*s,
cal.
(cum mane factum end), which is supported by Cod. 8in., but Tregelles. Tischendorf, ed. rUL and Westcott and Hort
y i roiutfinp (cum mane esse* futurum), which is supported by A. B. C.« B. L (yur. A. B.). See Tischend.—P. 8.1
* Ver. 4.—The preposition ei* is supported by B.
&, etc., Tischendorf; in by A. D. L, etc., Lachmann, Bin. Meyer:
" Iwi would more readily than «k be added as a gloss.*'
-»,_.._*—_.
* Yer. 11.— Ei« rip
in accordance with A.C.LP.I1, Lachmann, Tischendorf. This may be a correction of the
*• O. K. M. f etc
Becepta iv\ t*k
* Ver. 12—[Lange : esse* dot Jforyenorof, eat the morning meal, Ipurr&m is to take an early meal (tpwm, pramdi*m,
breakfast or hatch), before the bumo* or cMs/meal (corresponding to our dinner), which was taken bite in the afternoon or
early in the erenlng, after the heat of the day was over, as is the custom now in large cities, as Paris, London, Mew York.—
i

..,,«.

O

„

,

C

w,
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m
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after oMsiv, and Tischendorf (ed.
rVer.12.—{The text, rec, with K. A. D. L., inserts
ford and Westcott reject it in accordance with B. C<—P. 8.]
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CHAP. XXI.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
On the qenuinihess of Chap, xxi., see the Introduction, p. 81. Along with the genuineness,
we maintain the organic appertinency of the
chapter to the entire Gospel, in antithesis to the
view which debases it to an appendix. See the
Introduction, p. 46; Leben Jesu, III., p. 762. In
respect to the discussions on the subject, see
Lucke

II., p.

805

Meyer

;

[p.

662

ff.]

;

* Tholuok,

p. 445 and others.

[The

chapter is generally regarded as a
Dr. Lange views it as the Epilogue which corresponds to the Prologue, (1.1-18),
and presents, in typical outline, the post-resurrection history of Christ, His perpetual, spiritual
presence in, and guidance of, the Church ; as the
Prologue presents His history be/ore the Incarnation, and the body of the Gospel, His earthly
history,
Lange's exegetical and doctrinal commentary of this plain, unassuming, yet most significant chapter, is exceedingly rich and ingenious, and leaves but little room for additions. Dr.
F. W. Krummaoher, the prince of German pulpit
orators, told me in Elberfeld, on Easter Monday,
1844, after delivering a magnificent discourse on
vers. 1-14, that he had prepared no less than
last

mere Appendix.

fifteen different sermons on this section, and had
found it inexhaustible in homiletical wealth. The

other sections are equally rich. Ch. xx. is the
Ch. xxi. the Gospel
for the Easter-Week, as irradiated by the Sun of
It is a picture of Christian
,the Resurrection.
life, and the life of the Churoh, with its contrasts
and changes, festive joy and hard work, poverty
and abundance, failure and success, humility and

Gospel for Easter Sunday.

—

loftiness, activity
Lord, longing for

and resf, losing and finding the
Him and rejoicing in His pres-

ence.

On the genuineness of this chapter, I add the testimonies of an English and an American scholar.
Canon Westcott (in his excellent Introduction to the
Study of the Gospels, Boston ed., p. 258,) says:
«* This last chapter (xxi.) of his Gospel is in every
way a most remarkable testimony to the influence
of St. John's person and writings. Differences of
language, no less than the abruptness of its introduction and its substance, seem to mark it clearly

as an addition to the original narrative ; and the
universal concurrence of all outward evidence, no
less certainly establishes its claim to a place in
the canonical book. It is a ratification of the Gospel, and yet from the lips of him who wrote it; it
allows time for the circulation of a wide-spread
error, and yet corrects the error by the authoritative explanation of its origin.
The testimony,
though upon the extreme verge of the Apostolic
period, yet falls within it, and the Apostle, in
the consciousness (as it seems) of approaching
death, confirms again his earlier record, and
corrects the mistaken notion, which might have
cast doubt upon the words of the Lord." Ezra
Abbott, in his and Hackett's ed. of Smith's Bibl.
Diet., vol. II., p. 1480, note b., maintains, with
the best German commentators, that the 2 1st ch.
• [Meyer regards the whole of ch. xxi. as genuine, with
the exception of rer. 25, (on which see below), and ably refates the objections which, since Grotlas, have been raised
•igidnst the Johannean authorship.—P. 8.J

1-14.
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contains almost all the peculiarities of John's
style, and that the points of difference are insignificant, compared with the striking agreement.
He adds : "On the supposition, however, that the
Gospel is not genuine, this Appendix presents a
problem which seems to admit of no reasonable
solution.
What motive could there have been
for adding such a supplement to a spurious work
after the middle of the second century ? Was it
needful, fifty years or more after the Apostle's
death, to correct a false report, that it was
promised him that he should not die? Or what
dogmatic purpose could this addition serve ? And
how is its minuteness of detail, and its extraordinary agreement in style with the rest of the
Gospel to be explained ? It may be said that it
was designed to give credit to the forged Gospel,
by a pretended attestation. But was the whole
chapter needed for this ? And what eredit could
a fictitious work of that period derive from
an anonymous testimony? Had such been the
object, moreover, how strange that the Apostle
John should not be* named as the author! The
only plausible explanation, then, of vers. 24, 25,
seems to be, that they are an attestation of the
trustworthiness of the Gospel, by those who first
put it into general circulation companions and
friends of the author, and well known to those
to whom it was communicated; and the only
plausible account of the first 23 verses of the
chapter is, that they are a supplementary addition [?], which proceeded directly from the pen, or
substantially from the dictation of the author of
the rest of the Gospel." The Johannean origin
of oh. xxi. is denied or doubted by Grotius,
Clericus, Hammond, Semler, Paulus, Liicke, Do
Wette, Credner, Bleek, Baur, Eeim, Scholten, sfc ;
defended by Wetstein, Lampe, Eichborn, Kuinoel, Hug, Guericke, Tholuck, Schleiermacher,
Olshausen, Luthardt, Ebrard, Hengstenberg, Godet, Alford, Westcott, Wordsworth, (who, in a
long note, p. 862, maintains a view somewhat
The latest hyposimilar to that of Dr. Lange).
thesis brought out by Prof. Cassel, (1871), is that
John wrote the 21st chapter, and endorsed the
rest, which was originally written by his brother
James. The first is true, the last is a worthless
fancy.]
[The only argument worth mentioning against,
the Johannean origin of chap, xxi., is derived
from a few rare and unimportant expressions, as
ipXto&ai avv (ver. 8) for the usual Johannean
aicoXov&eiv ; irputac yevouhnj^ (4) for irpot
roXuav

—

;

But
kZaT&Zetv (12); tfpetv (IS\ for ayetv.
these peculiarties are natural and easily explained from the context, and are more than

and

counterbalanced by the number of Johannean
words and phrases, as peTct ravra (ver. 1), #
V&hiooa rifc Ttpepi&doc (1), bipdpiov (9, 10, 13),
natdia (5), uivrot (4), the double auijv (18).
Natfaw^A (2) for Bartholomew, the form Ooudr 6
teyd/ievoc Mdvfioc (2), Xifiuv Ylhpos (2, 8, 7, 11,
15), 6 ua&Trrifc bv rjyaxa 6 'Iqaovc (7), as well as by
the unanimous testimony of the manuscripts and
ancient versions, which contain the whole chapter as an integral part of the Gospel.
The only
question is as to vers. 24 and 25, whether they
are likewise from John, or an attestation by (tic
hand of his surviving pupils and friends. Lange
regards also these last two verses as Johannean
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with the exception of the phrase : "And we know
that his testimony is true." They conclude the
Epilogue, and correspond to the conclusion of the
Prologue, i. 18, and the conclusion of the main
body of the Gospel, xx. 80, 80.—P. S.]
Ver. 1. After these things [Mrrd ravra], /. e., which, in Jerusalem, had already
secured the confirmation of the disciples in the
faith.
[SeYeral days must hate elapsed since the
last meeting, (xx. 26), for the disciples had in
the meantime, according to the Lord's direction,
returned to Galilee. (Matt xxviii. 7, 10, 16
1 Cor. xr. 6.) Afterwards they again proceeded
to Jerusalem, to witness the ascension from
Mount Oliret, (Luke xxir. 60 ff.; Acts i. 1-12),
and to be filled with the promised Spirit (Acts
ii.).-P. S.]

—

—

Jesus manifested HimselfTe favkpuaev
iavr 6v], Ie an indication of His higher manner of appearing intended ? De Wette finds in

—

*

the expression the indication of a ghostly existenoe ; Lnthardt that of a moving in a sphere of
the invisible ; this, Meyer impugns. The ghostliness, of course, cannot exclude His bodiliness,
nor can His invisibility exolude His power of
appearing. Nevertheless, we believe that something is meant here, other than the higher manner of appearing. In accordance with John's
method of using x&kiv, the word seems indicative, not of His third manifestation after the resurrection, but of a second new, higher manifestation of His glory at the Lake of Gennesareth,
in contradistinction to that first manifestation of
His glory at the same Lake, of which we have
an account in chap. vi.

—

At the Xtake of Tiberias [kirl rfjt $a\ao9ti g

rye Tifiepi&Sog.]

—The

demonstrations

known

self

them.
Ver.

to the Apostles,

There were together \fiaav 6poi
The witnesses of the Resurrection, the
recipients of the Holy Ghost, returned to their
humble work in Galilee, fishing together, probably for the last time ! So festive joys and
hard work alternate in the life of the Christian.
2.

*c r. X.

—

—

It is noteworthy that Thomas is here
P. S.]
mentioned after Simon Peter, as the second disciple.
Further we find Nathanael, or Bartholomew, and the two sons of Zebedee (John and
James) ; together with these, two others of His
disciples are enumerated without special desig-

Our first inference would be, that these
were Andrew, the brother of Peter, and Philip,
the friend of Nathanael. From the circumstance
that the disciples are not named, Meyer thinks
fit to infer that they were disciples in the broader
sense; ver. 1 seems to contradict this. John
may have omitted the names of the two disciples
for two reasons : 1. Because he would otherwise
have been obliged to mention the sons of Zebedee by name, also; 2. Because, it was hia desire,
by speaking, at the close, of two disciples, to induce his readers to make the computation of the
seven.
Or is their anonymousness to serve the
symbolical purpose of the Epilogue? Or was he
unwilling, by naming the two, to give prominence to the four remaining ones, who bad no
part in this feast T Something enigmatical still
attaches to this anonymousness. Contemplative
natures, such as John's, are undoubtedly dreamily forgetful in certain moments and relations
it is, therefore, not necessary to infer the two
nameless ones to have been disciples in the wider
sense.
Here only does he mention the sons of
nation.

of the Risen One still connect themselves with
the old life-order of the disciples, especially the
disciples in the wider sense.
Agreeably to this
order of life, from the Easter-feast [Passover] in
Jerusalem they returned to Galilee, preparing
themselves shortly afterwards for attendance
upon the Feast of Pentecost. This old order of
life, observed by the disciples, was, however, on
the point of being dissolved, inasmuch as they

Zebedee together.

journeys into harmony with
the new interest. Accordingly, after the Paschal
Feast, they remained yet a Sunday in Jerusalem,
and returned thither a long while before the

[icai

brought their

festal

Pentecostal Feast.
But for the intervening
time, Jesus had appointed His principal meeting
with the circle of disciples, in the broader sense
of that term, in Galilee, and His promise was
fulfilled according to Matt. 'xxviii. ; conip.
1
Cor. xv. That meeting, however, was doubtless
preceded by Jesus' first manifestation in Galilee, at the lake, seven disciples being present.
We find these busied again with their domestic
trade ; this circumstance points to the earliest
period subsequent to their return home. They
were, temporarily, without further occupation
and instruction ; they must wait for the Lord.
The direction to tarry in Jerusalem (Luke xxiv.
49)nppiies to the period following the ascension.

Now He manifested Himself on this
wise [ipavipocrev 6k ovTug\ In the fol-

—

stress is laid, not particularly upon
Christ* 8 issuing forth from invisibility, but upon
the miraculous manner in which He made Him-

lowing,

and communed with

Ver.

8.

a

Simon Peter:

[iirdyu dkteie rV].

—Peter

I

go a fishing

foremost in outAnd thoroughly decided
side enterprises also.
in his own mind, without asking others ; /yo.
is

We also go (come) with thee

—

[ip;to>e#a

The expression
r/.ueZf cvv oofi.
cordial, friendly cleaving to him.

Kal

of their

And in

that night they oaaght nothing
iv tKeivi) ry vvktI eir laaav o»6iv\. The night season is the most favorable
time for catching fish, Luke v. 5. Yet there
were unsuccessful nights such an one was this.
[A symbol of the utter failure of the fishers of

—

;

men without

Christ, as verse 6 illustrates their

abundant success with Christ
Ver.

4.

—P. 8.]

But when the morning had

al-

— [According the other readwas about dawning. See Taxr. Note. —P.

ready dawned.

to

ing,

—

S.j

was the time of the dawning. Jeans stood
on the shore [Ioti 'lye. tig rbv alyiaX 6 v]. He had taken His station on the shore
Thcy'saw the form standing on the shore
(eif).
without reoognizing it Comp. John xx. 14;
Luke xxiv. 16.
Ver. 6. Children. II aidia does not stand
for the Johannean renvla (see ohap. xiii. 83), not
even in the sense of 1 John ii. 13. Jesus, wishIt

—

—

ing in His character of the Unknown One to address the fishermen first as a stranger, speaks to
them in the universal, familiar language of seafaring men, with the dignity, we may conjecture,
of a superior: Toung men! Boys! 2 Mace viiL
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20; Nonnus, Euthym. Zigabenus ; see Leben Jetu is to be referred simply to fiXiirovoiv. Mysterious preparation.
Interpretations
II., p. 1712; Tholuok.
1. Brought forth out of nothing: Chrysostom,
Have ye any relish ? or, have ye anything to eat? [firj ri TTpoo + ay tov ixere;] Theophylaet, Grotius, Calor and others.
^
2. Prepared by the ministry of angels: Nice—Properly speaking, anything to eat with bread,
irpooj>ayiov, [but especially jUh, like the Attio phorus, Luthardt, etc.
8. Jesus either conveyed the meal thither
drjrov], namely, with their morning-bread, or
breakfast.* By the sea, fish were their usual npoo- Himself, or procured others to place it there:
"Peter
f&ytov with their bread. Aooording to Tholuok, Meyer. Against this view, Tholuok:
they regard the questioner as some one wishing cannot have conveyed it thither, but neither can
The Jesus have procured it by means of others, if we
to purchase fish for his own breakfast.
same is the opinion of Meyer; Jesus, on the; must regard the perception of the Risen One not
other hand, takes for granted, as His last words as an external, common, sensuous perception,
show us, that they have caught nothing, and in- but as conditioned by the inner sense" (?).
timates that if the contrary were the case He Liioke : " A lack of clearness invests the miracle
would not need to interpose. It is manifest, with an air of wild ad venture.' ' But had not Jehowever, that the question is primarily intended sue friends everywhere along the lake? Could
merely as an expression of 'human interest, and He not appear to them, and, in a mysterious
manner, arrange something similar to the making
for the introduction of what follows.
Ver. oT Cast the net on the right side of ready of the she-ass in Bethphage and of the furthe ship [p&Xerc etc rd o*ef*d fikptf rov nished room in Jerusalem? To this day Christ
often, through the medium of wonderful proviirXoiov rb durvov, kcI evp^aere'},
Comp. Luke v. 4. There the Lord commands dences, cares thus for the maintenance of His
the disciples to launoh out into the deep, here to people by operating influential!? upon foreboding
east the net on the right side of the ship, whence souls. Here, therefore, as the Master and Fawe might conclude that they had drawn the net ther of the house, He has provided a breakfast
after them on the other side, or, discouraged, for them (and that not merely in a vision).
had drawn it up out of the water with the in- Comp. Luke zxiv. 80.
Ver. 10. Bring of the fish.— ['Ev*y icare
tention of steering towards the shore.
longer able to draw it np [oh Kin and Totv btpapluv 6v Lm6aare vvv].—
aitrd iXitbaai lax^ovl. To dr* w tn * net Irrespective of the question whether the prepared repast is sufficient or not, they are com.np over the water, or to themselves (tfa&uv)
feat naturally more difficult than to drag it, manded to add to it some of their own fish
(whioh, however, they have caught in pursuance
closed, after them in the water itself (trhpetv),
Ver. 7. It is the Lord ['0 Kbpidc iariv]. of His directions alone). Euthymius: In order
John first recognises Him, with the mind's eye, to preserve the miraculous draught from all apby His manner of acting, and then, with the bo- pearanoe of a favraoia; Meyer : In order to the
dily ear, by His speech, as also, with the bodily exigent completion of the meal. We think that
it was likewise in order to the revelation of a new
glance, by His specific appearance.
Simon Peter then hearing that it was order of things. Here, as everywhere, the symthe Lord. Again the characteristic picture of bolical transparency of the story comes to light.
Ver. 11.
hundred and fifty and three
the two disciples, as in chap. xx. 4 ff. Each disThe Evanciple is in advanoe of the other ; John with the [inarbv fctvrifKovra TpiQv],
swift drawing of love, the eagle-glance of recog- gelist's primary intention in reporting the number of the whole mass of great fishes was, maninition, Peter with the spirited, decided act
festly, to render prominent the miraculousnesg*
For he was naked [fiv yip yvpv6 c],
This assertion does not operate to the exclusion of the fact that the net was nevertheless untorn.
of the loin-cloth, or a fisherman's shirt, even. The trait that the numbtr (163), as a number, is not
Reverence, however, commands him to put on symbolical, speaks very decidedly in favor of the*
J

j

'

j

|

,

!

j

—

|

No

—

—

—

An

upper garment, kirevdimft ( T#0), fisher's
frock ; this was without sleeves ; it extended to
the knees and was worn over the £<r6v. He
girded the garment on account of his swimming,
for it was in this manner he reached the land;
Grotius and others make him walk upon the wathe

ter as aforetime.
Ver. 8. As it were two hundred oubits,
or 800 feet
J stadium.
Ver. 9. They saw a fire of coals laid.
[BX&irovoiv ov$ paiciav Ktifikvtjv teal

=

—

oijfdpiov in iKtlfievov Kal Aprov], The
coal-fire was laid, broiling fish were spread
thereon as a relish (b^dpiov), and moreover
they saw bread. For aal iprov, we doubt not,
* [No single Bngllsh word adequately trantUtoa the Greek
wfxxr+dytor and iti German equlralent ZukotL The idea ie
that of some article of food added to what is regarded as the
substantial part of the meal. The term rtUth, In one of its
significations, more nearly expresses it than any other Eng-

l2Tword.-P.S.]

—

historio truthfulness of the narrative in opposition to the assumption of its being a tradition*
(Strauss), or the work of an apocryphal naanstor.
The attempt has indeed been made to>ee«K
strue the number materially as a symbolical one.
Ammonius: The number 100=the Gentiles, 60=
the Jews, 8=the Trinity.* Jerome and Rostlin
Oppian counted 153 species of fish, ergo the universality of speoies=the universality of the na" Which
tions entering the net of the Gospel.
statement, as far as Oppian is concerned, rests
upon a mistake." Recently, some one has even
oonoeived it to be his duty to work out the name
of Simon [son of] Jonas, by means of numerical
allegory (TheoL Jahrb. 1854, p. 185). We do not
consider the number as symbolical, but the num• [Other mystical explanations of the number In Wordsworth mi foe, who makee 163 expre«tve of the jubilee of the
tme Intel of beatified eainte In heeren. Comp. aleo Meyer,
p. 873. CalTln cute off all inch calcnlatlbaa by the eober
remark: Quantum ad pitdum numenm tptdat, non ut attquod in e» qmerendmm wysUrHtm.- . 8.]

^
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appear to us in that light The elect, he decides in John's favor. Manifestly, Paul has
main element of the Church, are no interest in citing repeatedly those appeargreat and numbered fishes. And great and numer- ances of Jesus of which the tame persons were
ous as the elect of the congregated mass may be, repeatedly spectators, intending, as he does, not
they are not the ones who break the net of the to c6unt the appearings of the Risen One, but
Church. It is the maxim of all the elect: first to mention the witnesses as witnesses.
{Alford'8 remarks on this section are in the
Christ, then the Church. John is moreorer always fond of stating numbers ; for instance, the line of Lange's thoughts, and worthy of attention:
" Without agreeing with all the allegorical in200 cubits, Ter. 8 ; chap. yi. 10, ets.
Ver. 12. (Put) none of the disciples durst terpretations of the Fathers, I cannot but see
ask Him [ohdelc (<?£) irdXpa r€>v fia^tf much depth and richness of meaning in this
tuv iferaaai avrbv 2t> Tie el; eiddrec whole narrative. The Lord appears to His disbri & Khpidc epriv]. The kr6Xfia is not .ciples busied about their occupation for their daily
pleonastic (Euinoel), not expressive of velU Jbread ; speaks and acts in a manner wonderfully
(Lampe), or of a fear of doubt (Augustine and similar to His words and actions on a former
others), but of reverenoe, in connection with a memorable occasion, when we know that by their
quiet, blissful assurance in regard to the pres- toiling long and taking nothing, but at His word
ence of Jesus (eiddrec, etc.). [Comp. oh. iv. 27. enclosing a multitudcof fishes, was set forth what
—P. 8.]. What was so particularly new to them should befall them as fishers of men. Can we
at this manifestation of the Risen One was the miss that application at this far more important
feature of His partaking of a meal with them epoch of their apostolic mission ? Besides, He
once more, like a house-father, after haying graciously provides for their present wants, and
miraculously prepared it for them.
invites them to be His guests : why but to show
Ver. 18. Jesus oometh therefore [tpxerai them that in their work hereafter they should
Inoovc]. As the disciples have been standing never want but He would provide ? And as conon this side of the coal fire, and have been called nected with the parable, Matt. xiii. 47 ff., has the
to approach by the Lord (devre, Ter. 12), so the net enclosing a great multitude and yet not broken,
Lord has stood on the other side, probably with no meaning? Has the * taking the bread and
that expression of reserve suitable to the unknown giving to them and the fish likewise,' no meaning,
person in whose character He wished first to meet which so closely binds together the miraculous
them, and now He advances nearer and more feeding, and the institution of the Lord's 8upper
with their future meetings in His name and round
familiarly to them.
And taketh the bread [*a2 lapp&vei His Table ? Any one who recognizes the teaching
Why is the customary thanksgiv- character of the acts of the Lord, can hardlj
r b v a pro v]
ing not mentioned ? 1. Jesus wished to omit ra oast all such applications from him ; and those
av$p6mi>a (Euthymius). 2. Luthardt; The table- who do not, have yet the first rudiments of the
communion of Jesus with His people is a silent Gospels to learn."—P. S.]
one in this aeon. 8. Meyer : The Evangelist is
not describing a regular repast, such as is spoken
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
of, Luke xxiv. 80, but a breakfast, that was par1.
The significant manner in which John,
taken of standing. As it appears, it is also,
however, the intention of Christ not to make Him- seemingly by way of supplement, relates this
self positively known as yet by the 'expression single and unique meeting of the Risen One with
of the prayer of thanksgiving. And probably the seven disciples by the Galilean Sea, culling
there is a symbolical reason for this. Peter who it out of all the later showings of Jesus after His
has denied Him, declaring that he knew Him not, resurrection and emphasising the individual,
must be made to recognise Him again, as the momentous items of the event, induces us to
Anonymous One, by His conduct At all events, suppose that from the first he designed it to form
the reserve of Jesus seems designed, by means ths.conclusion of his Gospel. That he at the same
of a continually increasing solemnity, to pre- time, however, intended this conclusio'n as an
pare the minds of the disciples for the ensuing Epilogue to the Gospel, is proved by the procurTet the manifestation has a purpose, which sive close of the resurrection-history and the
act.
touches the disciples in general; hence there Gospel in its narrower sense, chap. xx. 31. If
follows a sort of conclusion, in order to the dis- we now take into consideration how symbolically
tinction of the general disciples' meal from the transparent the individual facts of this Epilogue
conference with Peter, and that concerning Peter are from beginning to end (especially the miraculous draught of fishes, the institution of Peter,
and John.
Ver. 14. This third time now Jesus the destination of John), we shall not hesitate to
manifested himself [Tovto %6n rpirov bring the Epilogue into an antithetic relation to
And
e<pavep6&Tj *lno. roig pa&qraig eyep&elc. the Prologue of the Gospel, chap. i. 1-18.
Ik vtKp&v]. With these words John ranks the if John has there sketched Christ's pre-temporal
present manifestation of Jesus as a more general rule in the world, finally represented, as it was,
one, allotted to the circle of disciples (incomplete by John the Baptist, the recognition is obvious
though that was in numbers) with the two that be has designed to sketch here, in a speak*
manifestations reoorded in chap. xx. Luthardt ing, evangelio fact, Christ's post-temporal rule
very properly remarks: "The appearings there- in the world, represented by the beptade of the
in reported by John are by Paul summed up in Apostles, particularly by the destination of Peter
tlra role 666eKa, 1 Cor. xv. 6 ;" and only the and John in respect of their typical import for
well-known fear of harmonising induces Meyer the Church. See Leben Jesu ii. p. 1723.
to maintain the existence of a difference which
A sym2. The resolve of Peter, to go a fishing,
beting does

who form

'

the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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bol of the beginning of the apostolic mission.
The seven disciples in a round, sacred number, a
symbol of the apostolio Church. The Church is
subdivided into an external, conspicuous part,
and a mysteriously withdrawing, nameless part.
Next to Peter are ranged Thomas, the apostolic
searcher, and Nathanael, the representative of
apostolic sincerity and simplicity.
The sons of
Zebedee retire into the back-ground; there is
intimated, moreover, a nearer fellowship of John
which forms the innermost, hidden, vital focus
of the. Church. Unanimity is the character of
this fellowship.
They go out together to catch
fish.
Into the sea.
The sea a symbol of the
world, of the life of the nations.
3. The unsuccessful night. A symbol of the times
of waiting, of the apparently fruitless struggling
and hoping, whereby the laborers of God are tried
in their work. These trials are connected with the
fact that the disciples must first be freed from
their self-consciousness and brought to the point
of fully renouncing their work and relinquishing
These humiall expectation of shining results.
liations, however, are connected with the necessity for distinguishing between an activity based
upon human authority (Peter) and one drawing
its inspiration from the word of Christ.
human and legal running produces no abiding

A

fruit.
4. The unknown Man on the shore.
Christ is
always near His apostolic Church on this side of
eternity.
From the shore of the other world
the beyond
His eye is leveled upon their

—

And they are

1-14.

continually recurring festive moments
in the Church moments when Christ holds a
feast with His people, as though upon the

are

—

heights of the new world. The goal is momentarily reached in a grand triumph, a grand
manifestation of Christ. We would call to mini
the time* of Christ's resurrection itself, the year
70 (destruction of Jerusalem], 812 ; the years
161«, 1700, 1813 (the time of the liberation of
Germany [eclipsed for Germany by 1870 and
18711) and similar periods. In a wonderful way
the Lord has ever prepared a refreshing repast
for His weary ones.
The Lord prepares re10. Bring of the fish.
freshment for His Church from a synthesis of His
gift of blessing (for the preparation of which He
has always ministering spirits) and their labor
of blessing [blessed labor], t
11. Simon Peter drew the net to land.
Be of
use ! forward to Christ is the watchword of
the Biblical Peter. It is not his intention to
seize the net for himself, but to place it at the
The net was full of great
disposal of Christ.
The word of the Church first catches
fishes.
the elect, those in a special degree receptive of
The number 163. On the different
salvation.
interpretations see Exeg. Note in loc. We, as was
previously stated, consider as symbolical, not the
number, but the numbering. The elect are counted,
man for man. See Jer. vii. 6 ; Rev. vii. 4. Thus
also are the Einherier, the heroes of Odin in Valhalla, counted, according *o German Mythology.
(" 'Five hundred doors and forty more methinks
are in Valhalla. Eight hundred heroes through
each door shall issue forth against the woh' to
combat.' "
Therefore 800 X 540. Grimnismal).
!

!

—

conscious of this fact in
general sense, but they do not immediately
recognise the Lord in the new, concrete forms of
life in which He approaches them, wishing to The Church is continually edified by the number
prepare them an apostolic blessing.
of true subjective converts and believers who
6. Children, have ye nothing to eat t
Whenever have received a new name, not by her unnumthe spirit of a new life-form of Christ discourses bered masses. Nevertheless the net. brake not.
with the Church concerning her poverty, want The truly faithful do not break the net. The great
of success, unavailing labor and fatigue, the fishes swim lustily along in the draught of the
moment of a new bestowal of blessing is being net. The fishing net is broken by sea-reptiles,
prepared.
crabs, dead fish that weigh upon one point. Yet
6. Oast the net.
It is always the old net that the true spiritual net of the eternal Church has
Christ tells His people to cast in a new way, in a never yet been broken.
new direction. This, Christ's instruction, alone
Times of
12. Come* and partake of the repast.
indicates the true treasure of blessing, and obedi- refreshing in the kingdom of God.
Christ the
ence to Christ's instruction obtains the miracu- Master of the House, who giveth the invitation
lous draught.
Reverential sense of His presence.
to the feast.
7. Christ has first unknown operated upon the Full sufficiency.
It is a breakfast, however, in
Church by need and opportunity. His instruc- order to further labor. Blissful stillness of the
tion has become of weight to her in the form of Church in the Lord's nearness and in the assua pious, religious exhortation, or as a friendly rance of His presence.
counsel, and she has accorded it her confidence.
18. The third time, or the manifestations of the
In the result of miraculous blessing, however, glorified Christ ever more glorious.
the Lord is known as the author of that blessing.
14. The present section shows us the Apostles
The Johannean eagle-glance first recognises the Peter and John in the characters peculiar to
Lord, Petrine fiery courage rushes through the them ; the following sketches their destiny and
flood to meet Him ; the Church hastes to meet lot in the Church.
the Lord.
But the true Petrine spirits in the
Churoh are those who hurry on in advance of the
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Ship of the Church with their works and deeds.
•
The one kind of spirits haste before it with the
See the Doct. Notes. Christ's first meeting
glance of recognition, the other by act ; both, again with His disciples by the Sea of Galilee.
however, abide in full connection with the The old life in the new light of the resurrection
Ship.
1. The old persons (Peter, etc.) ; 2. the old occu8. The ship not far from land.
Not far from pation (going a fishing'); 8. the old surroundings
the throne of the Lord and His coming.
(the Sea of Galilee) ; 4. the old vicissitudes and
9. The coal-fire and repast on the shore.
There the old need (caught nothing) ; 5. the old conactions.
its

—
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neotion (Christ) ; 6. the old miracles (the draught
of fishes) ; 7. the old feasts (the repast). Everything in a new light of life, peace and hope.
Christ at the sea of Galilee, formerly and now
1. The sea formerly the scene of His first miracles, acts and sufferings ; 2. now the mirror of

His glory.
The two Easter-feasts in Galilee?

1.

The

Apostles' feast by the sea; 2. the Church's
feast on the mountain (Matthew xxviii.).
Christ manifests Himself to the Apostles by the
sea; for they must plunge into the sea of nations ; to the Church, in the wider sense, on the
mountain, for it is to be the firm city, stablished
upon the mountain of the Lord. The disciples,
as sons of the resurrection, in their true unanimity: 1. How harmonious in their differences (all
gladly following the foot of Peter, the glance of
John). They all confess their need unanimous" No ;" but without complaint, ver. 6.
ly :

—

There

is

—

I

—

ment

and after the brief toilsomeness of this
will in heaven eternally regale our
souls.
Hidings*: Open, dear soul! the Lord
would sup with thee, Rev. Hi. 20. Zusnrs : So
time,

Guest ; 4. a heavenly Apparition and a festive
Companion. Transformation of the old form of
life into the new in the kingdom of the Risen
One : 1. The old calling becomes a new symbol
of life ; 2. the old home a new vestibule of heaven 8. the old need a new divine blessing ; 4.
the old labor a new religious service 6. the old
partnership a new fellowship in Christ ; 6. the
old discipleship a new apostolate. The heavenly

—

;

;

—

refreshment of the disciples, the preparation for
a solemn conversation and revelation.
Starkk: Osiandir: Handicrafts are wellpleasing to God; and godly craftsmen should
assist one another in love and harmony, Ps.
Cramer : A work
oxxviii. 1,2; Rom. xvi. 1, 2.
goes on well and speedily when we set about it
with united hands and hearts. Concord nourishes
men, discord consumes them, Gal. v. 15.
Temptation faileth not to be present in the assemblies of believers, Sir. ii. 1. It seemeth often
unto godly Christians as if their diligence and
labor were utterly in vain, and yet such seasons
are but meant by God for the trial of their faith,

—

Is. lxv. 23.

Osiahdbe: God knoweth the right

He

—

of the risen Jesus ; so many
seals of our perfect redemption and reconcilia-

Rom. iv. 24.
Gbrlach : The time was

tion with God,

1

disheartened* They are obedient in unison.
Their faces are all set toward the Lord in one
Iotc; they are all filled and made happy with
the one thought of His presence. 2. How rich
in life and manifold in their unanimity (Peter,
John: the disciples in the ship).—The Risen
One in the gradualness of His glorious manifestation : 1. The strange form in the morning twilight on the shore ; 2. the sympathising question
8. the confident direction; 4. the mysterious
preparation of a fire; 5. the condescending community of goods (bring hither of the fith) ; 6.
the glorious invitation ; 7. the complete manifestation in its familiarity and sublimity.
Christ considered in respect to the riches of
His life amongst His people : 1. Mysterious and
familiar; 2. Master and Servant; 8. Host and

;

many appearances

no braggart among them and none who

is

—

Behold how Jesus can by His blessing in an instant repay His people for the painful toil that
they have deemed lost Zusius: When we
faithfully wait on our calling, the Lord careth
for our preservation meanwhile; and when no
more means are in our possession, He can quickly
provide them. Hrdimqrr: How friendly and
gracious are the ways of the Lord even temporal blessings must speak of His love, Ps. xxv.
10.
Zusius: The wonder-doing hand of the
Lord knoweth neither measure nor limit, Ps. civ.
28.
Ibid. : Unto our bodies, after toil and labor
endured, the Lord doth grant needful refresh-

still

when

they, the

Holy Ghost not yet being poured out upon
them, must become sensible of the impotence of
their own strength ; Jesus still stood, like
partially unknown to them, beside their

One
own

efforts.—Brauhe : " But how the Redeemer hath
hallowed all things into symbols of the universal
activity incumbent upon us all in His kingdom!
The prinoe and his vicegerents, the mighty and
armed warrior, the calculating merchant* the
intelligent husbandman, the careful housefather,
the tender mother, the faithful servant, the son,
acquainted with his father's will, the hospitable
householder, the peaceful gardener, everything
is drawn into this holy circle of refreshing picIn every calling Christ
tures" (Schleiermacher).
and His Spirit may be obtained, just in that calling ; men need not fly to woods, vales, cloisters.
The odor of sanctity can diffuse itself about every
man's profession as it did over the occupation of
the disciples at the sea of Gennesaret. At that
draught [Luke v. 4 ff.] Peter said: " Lord, depart
from me, I am a sinful man ;" he said this in the
weakness of his faith and of his knowledge, and
in the confusion of his mind, as though 'the
nearness of the Holy One brought danger to
him. This feeling he had surmounted ; though
conscious still of being a sinful man, he was
more strongly convinced that the proximity of
Jesus is always and everywhere salutary. Of
what value was the intimation of the calm John
" It is the Lord ! " To note and point out the
27a,
divine in life is a signal service of love.
the Lord it my Shepherd, I shall not want (Ps.
Come, Lord Jesus, be our Guest ; bless
xxiii. 1 ).
what Thou hast bestowed !*
G088N1R : The right side is that of the elect.
When the net is cast on that side, the fish enter
The blessing that
into the net of themselves.
God puts in the mouth of the preacher along
with His word, is really the source of all the
It is the Lord! said the disciple
fruit he produces.

—

—

—

—

—

time.
Zirsius : Although Jesus is still so near whom Jews loved, he knew His Master first.
to His people, His presence is not always recogfriend knows his friend by his walk, his step
nised by thorn, nor the secret grace heeded.
so John knew the Lord by the fortunate draught
God's children are oft-times at a loss for food, but of fishes. Ah, thought he, the Lord hath played
their Heavenly Father remedieth their case and us this loving trick ; I know Him, that is His
nourish eth them, Matt. vi. 26, 27.—But He
• A German blowing InToked before meala:
whose name is called Counsellor (Is. ix. 6), gave
»Komm\ Bar Jcsu, tci tower Gast,
them good, counsel as to how they should do.
UMsegMwasJhiunsbcsduretkastr
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1-14.

courage from future endeavors. Ver. 7. Cast
himself into the sea ; It is not a sea of water, no,
nor seas of blood, that can keep a zealous soul
at a distance from Christ.
Vers. 12-14. Christ
is still bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh He
has taken possession of heaven in our nature, sitting there in our glorified humanity, olothed with
that body which hung in its blood upon the cross.
[From M. Henry: Vers. 1-14. Christ has
many ways of making Himself known to His
people; usually in His ordinances, but sometimes by His Spirit ; He visits them when they
are employed in common business. Ver. 2. It is
good for the disciples of Christ to be much together; not only in solemn religious assemblies,
but in common conversation, and about common
business ; thus they both testify and increase
their affection to, and delight in each other, and
edify one another both by discourse and example.
—Thomas ; It is well, if losses by our neglects
make us more careful afterward not to slip op-

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

way. Peter forgot and deserted the net with the
multitude of fishes for all the trouble he had
had with it so soon as he saw his Lord again
and knew Him. Whoso cieaveth so to the Lord
and feeleth himself to be so attraoted by Him
that he can leave all for the Lord's sake, he it is
that loyeth Him, ter. 7.—There is the table
already spread. This was to paint His tender
Providence vividly before their eyes, and to
strengthen them in the faith, preparatory to
their future calling, so that they might never
The
feel afraid of lacking what was needfuL
net of the Church breaketh not though never
so many great fishes be in it when it is drawn
at the command of Jesus and by apostolic hands.
But when men arbitrarily pull at the net, and one
pulleth right and another left, it breaketh. And
now, alas! what men usually call the net of the
Lord is sorely broken. But the Lord hath His
net, the which is not broken. The Lord knoweth
His own. Jesus here manifests Himself as the
Host, the House-father of His little Church.
Heubner: Peter tarrieth not; he showethhis
ardent love. Peter's natural disposition now

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

was commendable in
it 1. To redeem time, and not be idle 2. That they might
became sanctified by love to Jesus. Thus shall help to maintain themselves, and not be burthensome to any. They caught nothing Even good
all nature be sanctified through grace.
[Craven: From Augustine: Ver. 8. The men may come short of desired success in their
Apostles were not forbidden by their apostle- honest undertakings we may be in the way of
ship from earning their livelihood by a lawful our duty, and yet not prosper. Ver. 4. Jesus
craft, provided they had no other means of liveli- stood on the shore; Christ's time of making Himself
hood. Ver. 11. In the first draught [Luke v. 6] known to His people is when they are most at a
the net was broken, to signify schisms but here, loss : When they think they have Jost themselves,
to show that in that perfect peace of the blessed He will let them know that they have not lost
there would be no schisms, the Evangelist con- Him. It is a comfort to us, when our passage is
tinues, And for all they were so great, yet was not rough and stormy, that our Master is at shore,
the net broken.
From Chbtsostom Ver. 7. The and we are hastening to Him. The disciples knew
recognition of Jesus brings out Peter and John not that it was Jesus ; Christ is often nearer us
in their different tempers of mind the one fervid, than we think Be is, and so we shall find afterportunities.
Ver. 8.
them to go a-fishing;

It

for they did
;

;

:

—

—

;

—

\

:

;

the other sublime; the one ready, the other penetrating.
From Gregory: Ver. 8. The craft
which was exercised without sin before conversion, was no sin after it; wherefore after his
conversion Peter returned to fishing ; but Matthew sat not down again at the receipt of oustom.
They caught nothing; the fishing was made
to be very unluoky, in order to raise their astonishment at the miracle after. Ver 4. The disciples, inasmuch as they were still upon the
waves of this mortal life, were laboring on the
sea ; but the Redeemer, having by His resurrection thrown off the corruption of the flesh, stood
upon the shore.
From Theophylaot: Ver. 8.
In the night-time, before the presence of the Sun,
Christ, the Prophets took nothing; for though
they endeavored to oorrect the people, yet these
often fell into idolatry.
[From Burkitt : Ver. 1. Jerusalem now becomes a forsaken plaoe, a people abandoned to
destruction : such places wherein Christ is most
welcome to preach, shall be most honored with
His presence. Vers. 2, 8. All human labors and
endeavors are in vain, unless Christ, by His
presence and blessing, crown them with success.
Ver. 4. Christ is not always discerned by us
when He is present with us ; it is a double mercy
to enjoy His company, and to know indeed that
it is He.
Ver. 6. When Christ is about to do
great things for His people, yet will He have
them exert all possible endeavors of their own
and the want of former success must not dis-

—

—

—

—

—

ward, to our comfort. Ver. 6. Christ takes cognizance of the temporal wants of His people, and
has promised them not only, grace sufficient but
food convenient. Christ looks into the cottages
of the poor, and asks, Children, have ye any meat 9
He has herein set us an example of compassionate concern for our brethren; there are
many poor householders disabled for labor, or
disappointed in it, that are reduced to straits,
whom the rich should inquire after thus, Have
ye any meal t For the most necessitous are commonly the least clamorous. Ver. 6. The right side ;
Divine Providence extends itself to things most
minute and contingent Those that are humble,
diligent, and patient, though their labors may
be crossed, shall be crowned; they sometimes
live to see their affairs take a happy turn after
many straggles and fruitless attempts. There is
nothing lost by observing Christ's orders. Those
are likely to speed well that follow the rule of
the Word, the guidance of the Spirit, and the
intimations of Providence ; for that is casting the
When we are
net on the right side of the ship.
most at a loss, Jehovah,- jireh the Lord will provide.
This miracle could not but put Peter in
mind of a former one, Luke v. 4, etc. ; later favors
are designed to bring to mind former favors.
An encouragement to Christ's ministers to continue their diligence in their work ; one happy
draught, at length, may be sufficient to repay
many years1 toil at the Gospel net. Ver. 7. They

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

that have been with Jesus will be willing to
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through a stormy sea, a sea of blood, to come to away." No longer in the ship with His disciHim. Vers. 7-13. God dispenses His gifts vari- ples, He is seen standing on the fixed immovaously: some excel, as Peter and John others are ble shore! Thither " they shall go to Him, but
yet both the eminent and thence He shall not return to them." Knew not
but ordinary disciples
the obscure shall tit down together with Christ in that it was Jesus ; The eyes of all " were holden
that they should not know Him." So envelglory; nay, and perhaps, the last shall be first;
of those that do excel, some, like John, are emi- oped was His risen Body with something that
nently contemplative; others, like Peter emi- was Divine, something which He brought from
nently actioe and courageous; some are useful as the grave, that it allowed not of human affecthe Church's eyes, others as the Church's hands, tion, but Divine Love to discern it. And it was
and all for the good of the body. If all the dis- done to accustom them to walk by faith, and not
For thus it was that our Saviour was
ciples had done as Peter did, what had become by sight.
of their fish and their nets ? And yet if £eter recognized by St. John now. The miracle was to
had done as they did, we had wanted this be the evidence that it was He. Ver. 6. The
instance of holy xeaL Christ was well pleased season for fishing prescribed by Nature, bad
with both, and so must we be.— There are already expired: it was now the season apseveral ways of bringing Christ's disciples to shore pointed by Grace. In truth, man's extremity is
to Him from off the sea of this world some are ever found to be God's opportunity.
In the
brought to Him by a violent death, as the martyrs, meantime, take notice that the necessity of huwho threw themselves into the sea, in their seal for man exertion is not to be superseded by the proChrist ; others are brought to Him by a natural mise of Divine help.
PauI must plant, and
death, dragging the net, which Is less terrible Apollos water, though God must give all the in[but also less speedy] ; but both meet at length crease. Not only when God commands, but as
on the safe and quiet shore with Christ. Ver. God directs, must the net be thrown, if we would
10. Christ would hereby teach us to use what we secure the prize we long for.
In things to all
have ; the benefits He bestows upon us are not appearance indifferent, a Divine command overto be buried and laid up, but to be used and laid comes all other considerations, and must be imMinisters, who are fishers of men, must plicitly obeyed, if we would inherit a blessing.
out.
Ver. 7. " It is St. John whose instinct of lore
bring all they catch to their Master. Ver. 11.
The net of the Gospel has enclosed multitudes, penetrates the disguise, and tells Peter that it is
the Lord. It might strike the recollection of
three thousand in one day, and yet is not broken
both, how a few short years before, the same
it is still as mighty as ever to bring souls to God.
Ver. 12. Groundless doubts must be stifled, Lord had, in His mortal days, given a similar
and not started. Ver. 14. It is good to keep direction, a like miraculous draught following:
account of Christ's gracious visits ; for He keeps though then, they drew the net ; but now they
account of them, and they will be remembered against could not: then, the net brake but now, for all
This is now the greater multitude of fishes, when it was
us, if we walk unworthily of them.
the third; have we made a due improvement of drawn to land, the net was unbroken : then, the
See 2 Cor. xii. 14. This ship began to sink, and Simon Peter, affrighted,
the first and second f
besought the Lord to depart from him, a sinful
is the third, perhaps it may be the last.
[From Scott: Vers. 1-14. Christ often permits man; whereas now, as soon as he heard that it
His (ministerial) servants to labor for a time was the Lord, and believed it was so, he plunged
without visible success, to prove their faith and into the water to go to Him. These circumpatience, to render them more observant of His stances, symbolizing the greater power of the
directions, or more simply dependent on His risen Lord, or rather, the greater power He ob-

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

y

—

—

1

l

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

for the fishers of men when the mysteries
of His Redemption were accomplished,
were

assistance;

and that their usefulness, when tained

vouchsafed,
His work.
ford) : Ver.

may more evidently appear to be
From A Plain Commentary (Ox-

—

not lost on St. John ; who, ever calmer than St.
2. Never more will it be said that Peter, while his emotions were the deepest,
44
Thomas, one of the Twelve, called Didymus, tranquilly remained with the rest in the vessel,
was not with them when Jesus camel " " Wis- till it was brought to shore." (Dr. W. H. Mill).
dom" (that is Christ), is about to " build her
Ver. 8. Two hundred cubits ; "So near are we,
House:" wherefore "she hath hewn out her even in this troublous world, to the land of
Ver. Everlasting Rest," and to Him who there abideth.
seven pillars." Prov. ix. 1 ; comp. Gal. ii.9.
8. Verily, the discovery that their Lord and their —Ver. 12. What did this meal signify but that
God could suffer the men He loved to remain in heavenly banquet, of which it is promised that
such a low state and precarious condition, should the redeemed shall partake hereafter, when they
teach Christians for evermore to submit cheer- shall "sit dowA with Abraham, and Isaac, and
fully to poverty, as well as to behold with a Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven ? "
Ver. 13.
It
feeling akin to reverence, the brother of low de- The disciples do not help themselves to food.
They caught nothing ; The "ministers and is still Christ that taketh,—Christ that giveth !
gree.
stewards of His mysteries," in particular, are All the spiritual refreshment of heaven will still
hereby taught that "except the Lord build the be His gift I The very bliss of the Saints will
House, their labor is but lost that build it."
be altogether from Him .'.... And yet, besides
Ver. 4. When the morning was now come, Jesus the fish miraculously provided for the refreshstood on the shore; It was a symbol of the Eternal ment of the disciples, we find that they were
Morning, when Jesus (who is "the hope of them fed with some of the' fish which they had themthat remain in the broad sea !" Ps. lxv. 5) will selves recently caught (ver. 10).
mystery of
at last appear for the Church as yet waiteth, Divine Love, in reserve for those who have
"until the day break and the shadows flee faithfully fed the flock of Christ committed

—

—

—

—

—

:
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their care ; if. throughout the ages, they shall
be conscious of an augmentation of bliss from
the souls of those to whom in life it was their
privilege to minister 1
[From Barnes: Vers. 2, 8. God has made impfoymeni indispensable to man, and if the field of labor
is not open in one way, ministers should seek it in
From Jacobus : Ver. 8. As fishers of
another.
men they would toil all night, and without Christ
they could do nothing. Ver. 6. Christian ministers, as fishers of men, must follow His positive
directions as to when and where and how, without

—

—

demanding the why and wherefore. Ver. 17.
Lovi does always make the sweetest discoveries
of Christ; Zeal plunges even into the sea to

first

reach (through fire and through water) the
Master. Ver. 10. Thus it is that His grace got*
Happy day 1 when
before, and our work* follow.
Christ's ministers may bring to heaven of the
multitudes whom they have caught by His grace.
Ver. 11. So is it with the multitudes which
we may catch as fishers of men. The " hundred
and forty and four thousand" will all be brought
From Owin : Ver. 8. Immediatesafe to heaven.
ly; They were prompt and energetic men, who
would not let the hours of the night the most
advantageous time for fishing—pass away unim-

—

—

—

—

15-19.

proved,
to

68T

when once they had made up their mind
it in the manner here spoken of. [They

spend

were also persevering men.

E. B.

CI —Ver.

7.

Oirt his fisher* s coat unto him ; Note " the reverence
which observes, even at such a moment of excited
feeling, the pet(y proprieties of clothing."
(Stibr with Drabser*. )
Vers. 9-12.
This
twofold miracle of the draught of fishes, and the
broiled fish and bread made ready for their repast when their labors were ended, symbolize the
fidelity, zeal, and reliance upon Christ for suooess, with which the apostles and all who succeed
them in the ministry of tho word, were to labor
in the work of saving souls, and the watchful
providence with which He in whose service they
are engaged, will supply all their temporal and
spiritual wants.
" A type of that nearness and
fellowship, to which the Lord would in future
times condescend in His invisible relations with
His people." (Stibr.) "The great and glorious
ingathering from the sea of nations, which in the
latter day shall be made to the Lord Jesus Christ,
the end of which will be a feast of most gracious
fellowship with Him, an antitype of the Lord's
Supper, an early meal of the great resurrection

—

—

—

morning which will be followed by a permanent
day of eternal joy." (Stier. )]

II.

THB CONTINUING RULE OF CHRIST IN HIS CHURCH, REPRESENTED BT THE MINISTRY, WALE AND MARTTR-rATB or Peter, or thb destiny or tub chuech in respect op her predominantly official AND EXTERNAL CHARACTER.
Chap. XXI. 16-19.

*

So when they had dined [breakfasted, or, taken their morning meal, ^p(<mj<rav] f
9
Jesus saith to Simon Peter, Simon, eon of Jonas [John, Ia>dwou], 1 loveet [a^cwr^]
thou me more than these ? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord ; thou knowest that I
love [dearly love, <p tX&y thee. He saith unto him, Feed [fiutrze] my lambs [rd
apna poo]. He saith to him again the [a] second time [deorepov\ t Simon, eon of
Jonas [John], lovest [<zra7r ??] th° u me ? He saith unto him, Yea, Lord ; thou
knowest that I [dearly] love [ytXto] thee. He saith unto him, Feed [keep, tend,
notpatvey my sheep [rd irpofiard fiou]} He saith unto him the third time [to* rp(roy] 9
Simon, eon of Jonas [John], lovest thou me [dearly, <p tXeXs /*e]? Peter was grieved
because he said unto him the third time, Lovest thou me? [dearly, ytXels fuj]
And he said unto him, Lord, thou knowest all things ; thou knowest that I love
thee [dearly, jM» <rr], Jesus saith unto him, Feed [/?<$<«*] my sheep [my little
Verily, verilv, I say unto thee, When
sheep, sheeplings, rd xpofidrtd fioo\?
thou wast young, thou girdedst [didst gird] thyself, and walkedst [and didst
walk] vhither thou wouldest but when thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch forth
thy hands, and another shall gird thee, and carry thee whither thou wouldest not.
This spake he signifying bv what [kind or manner of] death he should [was to]

15

16

17

18

:

19

God. And when he had spoken this
unto him, Follow me.
glorify

[And having spoken

this,]

he saith

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
Ver. 15.—On the reading Twe'rov Instead of *I»ra, rers. 15-17, we chap. !. 42. fp. 91, Tin. Now 7. Lachm., Ttschend.,
Treg- Alt, Weste. and H., read l«*Vrov or 'Maw hare and yen. 16, 17, in accordance with &» B. OA D. L. Vnlg.' (total*
Jerome, Ambrose, ste. *I»ra is from Matt. xr. 17. Lange adopts the latter, and translates Simon J<mcu.—2 .8.]
i

nis),
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* Ver. 15.—{The significant difference between iyawar and +«Aetr vhlch runs through this section, cannot well be rendered in KngUab, unlet* we translate «VU» at / dearly love Thee. Lange translates ay«s-«V Uetkn, +0*1* Ueb habtn. £ya>
var dOigere, is used of the higher, reverential, constant, nnwrertng love, sneh as we ought to bare to God as well as to
man, and such as Christ had to John (ver. 2D) and His church ; enXtlw, amort, means personal, eadMonal tore and friendship.
The Tulgate renders the former always by duigere, the Utter by amort and osemlari. In the Hebrew and Syrlee there are
not the same shades of difference, but the Lord may hare expressed it by an additional word or emphasis ; at all erects we
have to account for the difference in the Oreek of John. 8ee more in the Kxm. Noras.—P. S.]
* Ver. 16.—{The difference between fioo*** (to feed, to pasture) and wotpou** (from votjiije, to pasture, to tend, to provide
for, to ride, a flock or herd), is obliterated in the*. V. 0*Vc» occurs nine times in the N. T., and Is always translated to feed
in the B. V n except Matt. rill. 33 (kept). uoiiiatrm occurs eleven times and is rendered to rule, or to feed, fiouuetr, floor*
pio-^fia. victus, has reference mainly to the feeding, nourishing care (" die ernUhrende HutethWipheu,*' Meyer, p. 675), and
applies therefore specially to the lambs, wbile wotjt*ireir is more general, and covers the providing and governing activity
("die fOrtorgUcK regierende ThOttgkeit* Meyer) ; comp. Matt. ii. 6; Acts xx. 28 ; 1 Pet. v. z; Apoc 11^27 ; vii. 17 ; xiL 6;
xlx. 15. See the Bxm. Nows*-P. 8.]
* Ver. 16.—{Up6 fio.ro, oves, sheep, is sustained in this verse by Codd. K- A. D. X. T. A. A. IL, and adopted by Lechmann, Tregelles, Meyer and Lange. * p o S 4 r t a, ooiculae, Utile sheep, sheepUmgs, Bchnflein, (which is the proper reading in
ver7l7, see note 6) has the authority of B. 0., and is adopted by Tischendorf; Afford and Westcott the last, however, gives
P. B.J
wpejfer* in the margin. The difference between cprie, vprfSaro, vpo/Mrta is significant; see the Julio.
Lachmann reads «p40aro, with K- D. X. text, rec,
* Ver. 17.— npoSena, Tischendorf. in accordance with Oodd. A. 0.
with
A.
adopt
B.
Westcott
vpofidna
<X,8yr.;
comp.
Ambrose
(quoted
and
Alford
by flsch.):
Tregelles,
but Tischendorf,
paste agnksUos meet, pasce agnos meos. paste ovitulas meas). If uoofiarto. were better sustained in ver. 16, and vo6fiara In
lambs,
sheepUngs,
sheep.—
little
climax
F.
rising
:
beautiful
a
8.]
be
would
ver7l7, there
:

^

;

Nona—

xvi. 17, 18: Simon, eon of Jonas [John], and Peter,
(see Comm, on Matthew, chap. x. and chap. xvi.).

EXEGBTICAL AND CRITICAL.
GIN ERA L RRMARK8.
transaction manifestly has reference to the three-fold denial of Peter, and takes
the form of an apostolico-ethicai trial, its object
being the re-institution of that disciple.
[It is well to read the questions of our Lord,
the answers of Peter, and the commands of
Christ in parallel columns

The following

Farther the shaddtos of the thrice-repeated
question :
(1) First, " loveei thou Me more than theet love
Me," with reference to the vow of Peter:
" Though all should be offended rn Thee," etc, then

—

the simple: "Loveet thou
and the third time.
(2)
i,e,

Me 9"

for the second

The change ayangc fie; ayairfc ut; evAr?c fit,
"Lovest thou Me (ethically)?" "Art

thou attached to Me as a friend (personally)?"
Answers.
The last question a searching entering into the
irXelov Nai, Kbpu, ov olSac
twice- repeated assurance of Peter: atZo ae.
on d> i "K at ae,
Touruv
Still farther the answers of Peter.
After the
Na/, Kbpu, av oldag
II. *Ayairgs fie;
first question, he avoids the danger of setting
bri d> < A & ae,
himself above his fellow-disciples, by evading the
Kl'pie, n d v a av olIII. * tA elf fie;
comparative in Jesus' question; on the other
6arf av yivfasKuq
hand he specializes the a) airgr fie by replying:
on $i"ku ae.
<ptXw ae.
It is a modification, in which he exCommands.
presses himself partly with more humility, partly
with more fervor, as if he meant to say : though I
fiov.
rd dp via
I. BdoKe
should be wanting in the divine measure of love
fiov.
rd wpd^ard
II, Uoluave
rd irpofi&Ttd pou.-P. S.] that belongeth to Tbee, I nevertheless am persoIII. Bdate
nally attached to Thee from the bottom of my
The first consideration of significance is the heart He answers the second Question in the
THREE-FOLD INQUIRY OF JB8U8 together with THR same manner. At the third question of Jesus,
three rbplibs or Pbter, the counterpart of the he is grieved that Jesus asks him for the third
[This allu- time d*AeZ? fit and strengthens his former dethree-fold temptation and denial.
"Lord, Thou knowtet it!" by the
sion (comp. ch. xiii. 88) is acknowledged by Au- clarations,
gustine (" redditur negation* trinm trina eonfessio, word : " Lord, Thou knoweet all thixgs, Thou
neminutamori lingua serviat guam Umori"), Wet- knowest that I hoe Thee."
Of a very special significance, however, are the
stein ("ut illi occaeionem prmberet, iriplicis abne~
gatioms maeulam tripliei professions eluendi"), Ben- three dblivbrahcrs of the Lord in reply to the
gel (who, in his brief, pointed way, remarks to three answers of Peter: 1. pdate rd dpvla
Questions.

I.

'Ayoff^f

fie

f

—

:

t<>

rpltov, Ter. 17: "numerusdecretoriue"),
and others. It is vainly

Alford, Godet,

Meyer,
denied

by Hengstenberg, who strangely says

(iii. 842),
that there is, in this whole section, not the least
reference to Peter's denial, as this was completely done away with long before ! This shows
the disqualification of this harsh and angular,
though learned and orthodox, divine to appreciate the nice and delicately fibred constitution of

this

Gospel.— P. 8.]

Then the thrbr-fold addrbss, " Simon, eon of

Jonas [John, see Text. Notb.—P. 8.]. Assuredly
this is not simply an expression of solemnity and
deeply stirred lore (Meyer),—it is intended as a
reminder of the natural descent and weakness
of Peter which were productive of his fall ; this

meaning

results surely

from the

antithesis, Matt.

;

2,iro(uatve rd wpdpard ftov, 8.
p 6a Kt rd irpo pdr id fiov. The nice, and yet

fiov,

important gradations in the distinction between
dpvla, lambs, and irpd/iara, full-grown sheep, and
npop&ria [see the Tbxt. Notbs], full-grown sheep
which are, nevertheless, to be treated tenderly
like lambs; and the distinction between fidotttv,
to lead to pasture, to provide with food, and iroipaive t v, to guide and govern ae a shepherd. The first
and most necessary thing (intellectually it is also
the easiest, though it presents peculiar difficulties to an imperious, high-soaring mind) is this: to
provide for the lambs,
e., those of tender age in
the faith, with spiritual sustenance, to lead them
to the spiritual pasture (the office of a cateehist}.
It is more difficult to guard and guide the fallgrown sheep,—mature Christians,—4o make them
•'.
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seek the right pasture, find the true spiritual
food most difficult of all : to offer to these fullaged members appropriate spiritual food.
The Romish Peter has made a Karaicvpieveii* of
the p6ait£iv and noipalvtiv; he has treated the
npoparia as apvia, and has so thoroughly forgotten
the instruction to provide spiritual nourishment
for the ftpd/fara, even as pdcuuv, as to have, on
the contrary, continually withdrawn such nourishment from them more and more, and forbidden
it under various penalties.
Yer. 15. Simon, son of John [2 i fiov
'lodvvov. Lange reads Jonas; but see my
Text. Notes and Comm. on Matthew xvi. 17, p.
295, footnote. P. S.] The objections of Meyer
and even Tholuck : " Yet not as though the apostolic name were refused him f De Wette, Stier),"
According to them, the
are without proof.
thrice-repeated address: " Simon, son of Jonas,"
[John] , is merely expressive of solemnity. Solemnity, however, is always given with the momen[Oodet agrees with Lange, who
tous thought.
is right, that the address Simon, son of John, is intended to recall his natural character as distinct
from that implied in his new and official name
Simon Peter. So also Alford : " 2ifiuv 'lodwov a
reminiscence probably of^ his own name and
parentage, as distinguished from his apostolic
name of honor, Cephas, or Peter, see chap. i. 43.
Thus we have 2. 'Bapiova, Matt. xvi. 17, connected
with the mention of his natural state of flesh and
blood, which had not revealed to him the great
truth just confessed and Luke xxii. 81, 'Simon, Simon/ when he is reminded of his natural
See also Mark xiv. 87, and Matt,
weakness.
xvii. 25, where the significance is not so plain."
;

—

—

—P. S.]
Lovest thou

Me more than these [ayavrXiov rob to v]. Strange interpretation: than these things, namely those appertaining to a fisher's life, tovtuv construed as
neuter, Bolten. The reference of the expression
to Peter's setting up of himself above his fellowtrgc

—

fie

Apostles,

Matt

by Meyer.

xxvi. 83, is groundlessly denied

Antea Peirus se plus his
:
(Matt xxvi. 83), nunc autem
1
amo te; nonaddit, 'plus his.'" So

[Bengel

prssstiturum dixerat
simplieiter dieii

also

i

Godet—P.

S.]

Thou knowest

Kb pie,

Thee [N a

that I love

(,

olda$ hri QiXti

oe"].—-4iXij
a e—-threefold expression of humility: 1. No
making of comparisons. 2. Appeal to the knowledge of Christ. 8. Choice of the term of personal attachment
[Observe that the Lord twice asks ay air p c fte,
ana once QiXeie pe, while Peter three times assures the Lord $ i A ft ae. On the difference of the
two terms, see the Text. Notes, and Dr. Lange's
crv

preceding general remarks, to which I will add
those of a few other commentators.
Meyer:
"Peter in his answer puts in the place of the
ayaicfc (diligu) of the question, the expression of
the personal heart-motion 6tkCi (amo, comp. xi. 8,
5 ; xx. 2), in justice to his inmost feeling." Alford:

"The

distinction

between ayairav and
of, nor must we

Q&eiv must not here be lost sight
superficially say with Grotius,

•

Promiseue hie

• [In the face of the expression of Peter to presbyters and
bishops, not to lord it over God's heritage, bnt to feed the flock
and to be ensamples to it (1 Pet r. 2, 8).—P. S.]
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usurpavit Johannes ayairav ei tfkelv ut rnox fidoitetv
et iroifialvetv (see below.).
Neque hie quserendm
sunt sublititates." If so, why do the Lord's two
first questions contain ayanfc, while Peter's an-

^A«—whereas the third time the
question and answer both have fiXeivl
This
does not look like accident.
The distinction
seems to be that ayairav is more used of that
reverential love, grounded on high graces of
character, which is borne towards God and man
by the child of God ; whereas Qttelv expresses
more the personal love of human affection. Peter
therefore uses a less exalted word, and one implying a consciousness of his own weakness, but
a persuasion and deep feeling of personal love.
(Hence it will be seen that in the sublimest relations, where, all perfections existing, love
can only be personal, QiXelv only can be used, see
chap. v. 20).
Then in the third question the
Lord adopts the word of Peter's answer, the
closer to press the meaning of it home to him."
Godet : "Le terms ayairav indique V amour complete profond, Uernel, It mot QiXelv designs Is
swers have

—

simple attaehement personnel, V inclination affeetueuse.
Ce dernier sentiment, il (Pierre) se Vattribue sans
hisUer."
Wordsworth: "Formerly Peter had
professed ayairav, but it proved to be only a shortlived tyikeiv.
Now he only professes QiksIv, but
Christ knows that it will be a long-lived ayairav,
an ayhwn in old age (ver. 18), an ay&mj stronger
than death."—P. 8.]
Feed
little lambs. TOr lambkins (apvtov

My

dimint of apffv), B6aice ra -apvla fiov, Pasee
agnos meos. Christ speaks thus as the ArchShepherd (apxinoipfiv (1 Pet v. 4). Comp. hero
ver. 16: lloifiave (a more comprehensive
term which includes fidoicetv) ra irpdpard fiov,
Custodi oves meos, Tend My sheep; and ver. 17:
B6otce ra it pofidrca fiov, Pasce ovieulas
meos, Feed My sheeplings. See Text. Note. How
Peter understood the Lord's trust, he shows himself, 1 Pet. v. 2, 8.—P. S.]—Love to Jesus,
therefore, is the condition of the pastoral office
to which he is now re-appointed.
We may not,
with Tholuck, obliterate the distinction of pdoneiv
and irotpaiveiv. Uoipalvetv is undoubtedly akin
to regere (Bellarmine and Corn, a Lapide), but in
an evangelical sense. Ta apvta, Rev. v. 6 ; not
synonymous with rd irpdpara, as Tholuck is inclined to suppose. The distinctions of Bellarmine
and other Roman Catholio exegetes, according to
whom the lambs denote the laity, the sheep the
clergy, must undoubtedly be rejected ; that distinctions do exist, however, is proved even by
Is. xl. 11, and the distinction between immature
and mature believers is obvious (Enthym. Zig.,
Wetstein and others) ; it suffers no diminution
by the reading rd irpopdria in the third injunction, bnt only still further modification.
Luthardt's interpretation : The tending of individuals,
care of the whole flock, training up of individuals
for the whole flock, is etymologically unfounded.
[Alford likewise insists on the nice shadings
of meaning in the terms here used (on which see

Text. Note)

"

We

oan hardly with any deep
(Zdoteiv and iroifialvetv to be synonymous (Grot, above, LUoke,
De Wette, Trench), or apvia, irpdftara, and irpo(Sana.
The sayings of the Lord have not surely
been so carelessly reported as this would assume.
:

insight into the text hold
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for % gradation of meanvariety of reading eertainlj makes it
ditfioult to point out exactly the steps of that gradation, and unnecessary to follow the various
interpreters in their assignment of them: but
that there if #*cA, may be seen from Isa. xL 11
Perhaps the fttding of the
1 John it 12, 13.
was the famishing the apostolic testimony
of the resurrection and facts of the Lord's life on
earth to the first converts; The tkepktrdi*g or
ruling tk* «a*m, the subsequent government of
the Church as shown forth in the early part of
the Acts ; The feeding of (Ac Tpo3aTm, the choicest,
the loved of the flock, the furnishing the new
matnrer Church of Christ with the wholesome
food of the doctrine contained in his Epistles.
But those must strangely miss the whole sense,
who dream of an exclusive primatial power here
sufficient refugranted or confirmed to him.
tation of this silly idea, if it needed any other
than the Prr-v*? of this passage, is found in the
cry? mt ~i t v* of 1 Pet. v. 1, where he refers
apparently to this very charge: see note on
Matt, xvi 17 nV* Wordsworth : M The commend
,x*rc% /sue*, is repeated : it stands first and last
(Ters. lo, 17^ with rvx-c** between, rer. 16. To
provide wholesome food for Chrisi's sheep and
lambs is the first and last thing: the love of the
shepherd wSo tends, and leads, and guards, and
the central
lavs down his life for the fix-k,
spring of aiu which shows itself in cutwmrdacta."
Gvviet richuv refers .Wvr.-v to the feeding of the
flock* t-\—i-:?.r to the general ^direction.
The
diminutives * i.*, ^r»i-tj**, and rvvAe-an, afcwy
*-V*» are e\rr*ss,re of ike leeier afection of the

himself be girded and led by another. But the
traits: Thou didst walk, as a young man, whither
thou wouldest, as an old man thou ahalt be led
whither thou wouldest net, ia themselves point
to the prophetic meaning.
John gives the interpretation of the saying in
vcr. 19; he refers it to the martyrdom of Peter.
This is the centre of the dark, significant saying;
a meaning, however, thai was not fully disclosed
until Peter's martyrdom took place.
It was,
however, intended thai this Buying should primarily furnish Peter himself witk a lending
thought, and this thought is undoubtedly a word
conoerning the development and future of Peter's
spiritual man
presented under tke figure of
the natural life—connected with too intimation
of a rate big with suffering. Tkoluck justly
remarks that if the simOe be intended to refer
solely te the martyrdom of Peter, tne protasis,
the dense treating of his yeuta, seesns really
idle ; and also incongruous, inammuen as it indicates a whole period ef his life, while the apodosis touches upon a moment only.
But if;
finally, in accordance with our conception, the
Epilogue present a more general life-picture of
the Church ef Christ in the contrast of tne Petrine and the Jokaunena type, then tne saying
will here a further sfrnlkslion te tne Patriae
form ef the Churcn.
tnoui want ytmngnr [4rc fr rtu-

Every thing here speaks

The

ing.

UmU

A

M

When

b

Arch-^scpherd fcr
rrvTia,

ca*p.

l^aai

It\

no.

who

Hj

refers *.**&. r.vx-->i

and

-r.^*-

—

.

—

r«r~«
;^ r r

niom ksoeremt nil
ft

»

.

/ *

—<Vwy

of Peter u left amchersctenaed.
Its
however, is that ef tisnsitiin, of gradual trsmv
formauou from youth te ehl age. If,

flock: eemn. the term
See also Beared en vera,

&i.

Ar-w te the Jinertnt sft*x*s in Peter s rubric life,
ami in the kistorv ef ta* Cisreh- P. &]
Ter. 17. boson* thoeMs imsslj t—*)^C **: Tie ebaare tf ex^eesss^n in the
third ^re**.:.m» Ti ;',«ck *~.k* Gneiss] grec^sV
SessZy nukes a m*:;*r ef :ii-5ere*ce. cve»sii«r~
iar. ike v*ri&c*o ef *^«~« a»i * Vjr ns uma~
w«u,-*xl :$e* the remarks aK-v*. P. & *

bordl

rr**f}._Meyeradds: - than now." The worm
however simply denote, dtiihflisn, the younger
man, chat —timing, him with the anOnternl idea
ef one yemthfuQy strong, entnurswug, selfwilled.
Aoterding te Meyer, the

ri

r,

ciif,

neither dees the
tcituxe
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cross (Maier, DeWette, Ililgenfold, and others); and Euseb. U. 13. III. 1), Peter was crucified.
similarly, the girding has been considered to When John wrote, the crucifixion of Peter (§7,
mean the binding upon the oross (Tertullian*), or 68 A. D.) must already have been an event
or the girding of a cloth about the loins. This in ecclesiastical history well known in the Chrisview is contradiotod by the fact that the leading tian churches. Had Peter still been living, John
away does not ocour until after the stretching would not thus have publicly interpreted the
forth of the hands. The effort has been made dark saying of Christ, even though he were
to meet this objection by the remark (Casaub., himself perfectly cognizant of its meaning.—
[dot-daei rbv tfedv].
to glorify
WetsU and others) that cross-bearers, on being
Martyrdom has a reflex lustre from tho crucial
led forth, had their hands bound to the two sides
not
customary death of Christ ; it redounds in a peculiar deof the cross. But this usage was
in the provinces. We need but hold fast this gree to the glory of God. Hence the exprestruth, namely, that tho stretching forth of the sion : do^d^eiv rbv Ot6v was later a customary
hands, as a symbol of submission to another's term for martyrdom (Suieer, Thee. i. p. 949).
power, is once more significantly and plastically [To suffer for Christ is to glorify God ; but there
reflected in the outstretching of the hands of a is a martyrdom of life as well as of death ; by
The whole occurrence is, in the former John, by the latter Peter and Paul
crucified martyr.
glorified God.— P. 8.].
reality, a single life-picture.
['AicoXob&ei pot. This, in a
another [ical & AAoc]. The other unqualified: it is the fijgure of the objective might wider sense, is the sum and substance, the beginof Divine Providence, ruling through human in- ning and end of Christian life, as an imitation of
struments (John xix. 11). Will gird thee tho life of Christ in its sinless perfection, its
[Z&oei at], Make thee ready for thy last divine-human character, its prophetic, priestly,
journey ; in accordance with the figure of bind- and kingly office, and in its states of humiliaing: he will fetter thee (the symbolical act tion and exaltation from the cross to the crown.
Different interP. S.] Comp. chap. xiii. 36.
Acts xxi. 11 means also, it is probable: tho
girdle, as tho symbol of free will, shall be pretations :
1. Follow me in doctrine and till death (Cyril,
changed into a fetter, as a symbol of the unfrce
will of a prisoner).
will lead thee Theophylact)
[nal olaei). That objective, earnest guidance
2. In the death of the cross (Euthym.) ;
which puts an end to self-will; more closely
8. In a martyr's death (Meyer);
defined, apparently the leading away to martyr4. As ecumenical bishop or teacher (Chrysosdom.
Is a leading to the death of the oross tom);
distinctly intended ? (Calvin, Beza, and others).
5. Reference at once to the guidance of the

He was

—

And

God

FoUowme.

—

—

—

—

—

—And

only a violent death symbolized. Church and to martyrdom (Ewald);
6. The words are to be taken literally : the
was the word of the Master, whose
violent death had just consisted in crucifixion, Redeemer leads tho disciple aside in order to a
and who had now purposely selected the figure confidential communication (Kuinoel, Paulus,
of the outstretching of tho hands, in order to Thol., and others). Meyer in objection to this
express submission to the extremest fate. And view : The words would thereby be stripped of
death upon the oross was just this ("Even the all significance,
t*eiriraoa roc xrf/xif ftov, Is. Ixv. 2, is referred
The first question to be asked is, what they
by Barnabas, Bp. chap. xii. Justin, Dial. e. Tr. mean when considered in connection with the

Meyer

finds

However,

it

;

G. 97, to the crucifixion of Christ." Tholuck).
Whither thou wouldest not [6 no'v ov #1Xeig], u e. not as regards thy inner life and new
man, which latter has just been aotive in the
stretching forth of the hands, but as regards the
old, expiring self-will of the natural life ; oomp.
the legend of Peter's flight from prison at Borne.
Calvin : Nunquam enim tarn solulo affeciu obsequimur deo, quin earo velut funiculi* quibuedam in
contrarium not relrahat. Augustine : Hunc invenit
exitum tile negator ei amaior; praeumendo elatue,
negando proetratue, fiendo purgatus, eonfitendo pro*
batue, patiendo coronatut.
(The interpretation
of the entire passage by Gurlitt and Paulus as
a prophecy of actual senile weakness hardly
needs mention).
Ver. 19. Signifying by what manner of
death [offfialvov woly tfavdrpl. AJohannean expression, comp. chap. xii. 33 ; xviii. 82.
By what (a) death, bringing to view not only
the kind of death, as martyrdom, namely, but
also the distinguished species of that death.
According to Tertullian (Scorp. 15, DePrmtcr. 85,

—

—

—

* [Scorp. 15 :
adstrinffitur."

«*
Tune Ptlnu ah dltero vindiur, cum cruet
Oomp. the traditionary account of Peter's
Martyrdom la luieb. II. 36 ; 11L 1, and the notes of Hoinlchen.—P. 8.1

context; this done, the immediately subsequent:

Peter turned himself about and saw, etc.
following [kict rpo>e Ic 6 TLirpo$ p'kinei
rbv fia&tjT%v bv ijy&ira 6 'Iqaovc qko*
A o v# o v v r a,

ver. 20] is decisive in favor of the
primarily literal sense. It is to be considered,
moreover, that Peter could not understand this
saying of Jesus as distinctly referring to martyrdom, if he did not understand the previous
saying as referring to the same. We suppose,
however, the significance of this literal sense to
have lain in the fact that Jesus retired to the background of the scene, as if for departure to the
invisible world, and hence that the summons to
Peter was a trial. The literal expression, therefore, has likewise a symbolical background. He
must prepare himself for the possibility of the
immediate decision of his fate ; t. c. stand a test
of absolute submission. (Leben Jesu\ it pp. 17,
19. Luthardt).
This assumption does not exclude the design of a further communication.
On the contrary, such a communication was
probably intended, since the imminent walk
oould not be a merely symbolical one. Had the
communication, however, as strictly confidential,
been designed to exclude John, that disciple
would doubtless not have followed too.
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bre antitype or caricature of the Petrine eccle-

DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
The reinstatement of Peter in hie ministry, a
life-picture of the appointment of the ecclesiastical ministry in general, as the first ground-form
through whioh Christ wills to be present in His
Church in the world, and by means of which He
chooses to rule in the Church.
a. Every calling and institution [ordination]
is in reality a re-reception and reinstatement* no
man having kept his gift of grace pure, and himself clean from denial.
b. Every calling pre-snpposes a previous disci1.

pleship, experience of Christ, leading, humiliation,
e.

and refreshment
Every calling takes place in an assembled

apostolio congregation of believers.
d. No calling ensues without previous trial
(Examen rigorosum,)
e.

The main question

Christ:

"Lovest thou

is

always the question of

Mel" with a

forbearing

recollection of the old nature ("Simon, son of
Jonas "), its errors and dangers. Love to Christ
is the decisive fundamental condition of the

siastical ministry.

The gradation of evangelical functions inby Christ, is not to be a gradation of
hierarchical dignities ; this is proved by the fact
8.

dicated

that Peter is forced to evade, as a temptation*
the question : * Lovest thou Me more than these V
But if anything ought to establish a hierarchical
gradation, it would be the declaration, * I love
Thee better than others;' but not: 'Thou hast
granted me prerogatives above others,' or, 'The
heathen world-city of Rome will give me these
prerogatives,' or, The reminiscence, called up by
the hpvia, of the old prerogatives of the levitic
high-priests or the Roman pontifices.
But who
would dare declare unto the Lord : ' I love Thee
better than all others ?' Moreover, the institution
of Peter is a re-instatement, of which, in this
solemn form, only he, as the fallen one, had
need, in order to a full restitution to the apostolic circle which, in general, had received the
new sanction of the old calling on the very first
Easter-evening (chap. xx. 21).
Hence this formal explication of the Petrine
ministry is likewise an explication of the ministry received by all the Apostles.
It applies to
all the officially called servants of Christ to the
end of time.
4. The announcement of Peter's destiny, which
succeeded the sanction of his calling, was primarily a prophetic revelation, to the effect that
he was called to follow Christ in His sufferings,
and that he should be trained up by the guidance
It further proved to be a more decided
of God.
announcement of his martyrdom. In accordance
with the symbolical character of this Chapter,
however, it is at the same time a life-picture of
the leading which the Lord bestows upon every
individual servant in his vocation; finally, in
its most universal application it is also, we doubt
not, a prophecy that the official Church will
incur judgment previous to the coming of the
Lord. See Matt. xxiv. 48; 2 Thess. ii. 4; Rev.
xii. 1 ; Comp. Chap. xvii. ; Chap. xix. 7 ; Chap,

pastoral office.
/. To the ethical love for Christ, resting upon
piety (ayanav), there must be added a personal
love for Him, resting upon historically grounded
knowledge (tfktlv).
g. The trial must lead the examinate to earnest
self-examination, resulting in his confusion and
sorrow ; it must make him certain of his love for
Christ and of his vocation, occasioning prayerful appeal on his part to Christ's privity to the
*
condition of his soul.
A. It must be proved from the first that, with
all his certainty of his vocation, he renounces all
self-upliftment above those who are called along
with him (ho consequently renounces pride, envy,
rivalry, false human emulation). The examiner,
however, must know that he is to act by order of,
and in the spirit of, the Lord.
Finally, institution [the act of installation or
investment] has, above all things, to give xiii. 1. Comp. ver. 11.
5. Follow Me,
One of the most mysterious
prominence to the feeding of the lambs, the
In
catechising of those of tender age, the prelimi- moments in the whole resurrection-history.
nary condition of whioh is the missionary halieu- a symbolical act, Peter must follow the Lord into
Only on this basis the background of the scene, as if he were now
tics [aptness to fish for men].
does it become an introduction into the real pas- to be translated with Him from the visible earth
torate or presbyter ial episcopate, or into the offieo across the boundaries of the spirit-realm. Thus
of guiding the sheep, t. e, the adult Church. is the unconditional following, the readiness for
Neither can it stop at this, however ; it finally death, of the servant of Christ, presented in a
becomes an installation in the evangelical Doc- symbolical act The type of martyrdom in the
See Eieq. Note in loc,
torate, the- providing of the sheep, as adult Church.
sheeplings that need the spiritual nourishment of
advanced knowledge, with strong meat, 1 Cor. iii.
HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
2 ; Heb. v. 12, 18. See Ex. Noti 1.
The ecclesiastical
See the Doct. Notes.
2. An ecclesiastical ministry that exalts itself
ministry after Christ's heart Apostolio ordiabove other ministries (•« more than these")
How the Lord
that fails to hold fast the love of Christ as its nation after Christ's example.
fundamental condition, that pretends to regard hath made Simon (son of) Jonas to be Simon
The ministerial vocation in the
Christ's sheep (My lambs, My sheep, My sheep- Peter again.
lings) as its own, that chooses to know of imma- Church conditioned by a holy examination : 1.
Infinite importance
ture lambs only, not of mature sheep, and that de- By three questions in one.
sires but to lead {notfiaiveiv) the whole flock, or (always: Lovest thou Mef); 2. by one question
Love for Christ
rather to exercise lordship over it from on high in three. Perfect distinctness.
(KaroKvotevetv), not to feed it (fifoKetv) in the the decisive characteristic of His called servant
green meadows of evangelical knowledge, does 1. As the condition of the recognition that His
Sy these characteristics prove itself a som- (His sheep) are His ; 2. as the condition of true

—
—

—

—
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CHAP. XXI.
discrimination between lambs and sheep, as
likewise of the sheep as sheep and as sheeplings
(as adults and yet as haying to be led farther.
Rightly dividing the word; bpdorofielv 2 Tim.
3. as the condition of true pastoral
ii. 15);
(in which a single irotpaivetv is accompanied by a twice-repeated fMoicuv). The right
examination of the official spirit must be to it an
oocaeion of self-examination (and so of confusion,

fidelity

—

—
—

prayer, certitude of self). Peter's humility, the
his
first token of his ripeness for the ministry,
his knowledge of
love for Jesus, the second,
Christ as the Trier of the heart, the third, but,
however, his lore for Jesus, the one and all (as
the root of his humility and of his knowledge).
Why no question is made of faith in this
Because it must be present in a
transaction.
developed form: 1. In the form of humility, 2.
Verily, verily: On the
of love, 3. of knowledge.
ministry in respect of its youthful, and in respect
of its matured, character (girding one's self,
choosing one's own ways, making great pretensions ; denying one's self, suffering one's self to
be led, submitting to the guidance of the Lord).
—Christ the Master of His servants: 1. In the
establishment of their vocation ; 2. in the foreHow the right conduct of the
sight of their fate.
ministry should approve itself a government in
which Christ wills to be present with the Church:
1. Christ in His works; 2. Christ in His suffering.
How the whole business of a servant of Christ
is comprehended in the business of following
Christ.
How Christ will be present with the
Church and the world in the following of His
people [in His people's imitation of Him].
Stabke : Hedingbr : But what shall a shepherd of the sheep do without love ? such [as are
without love] are thieves and murderers, who,
Osiander
like the wolves, spare not the flocks.
The apostolic office consisteth not in worldly dominion, but in the feeding of the sheep and lambs,
which thing, Peter, as well as the other apostles,
was obliged to do, so that he consequently was
devoid of superiority to them, 1 Pet v. 2, 8.
ZBI8IU3 : Christ having first recommended the
lambs to Peter's feeding, it results that Christian
teachers should consider youth and simplicity as

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

:

specially

recommended

to their care.

—

how

Jesus loves the souls of men, inasmuch as He
will commit them to the feeding of none but
those who first sincerely love Him. Preachers
should distinguish between lambs and sheep, t. e.
children, youths and old persons, communicating
to each his food to the lambs, milk, to the adult
in Christianity, strong meat, Hcb. v. 12 ff. He
that hath sinned much, ought often to examine
his heart, as to whether it sincerely loves its
God, or whether its repentance is nought but
hypocrisy. Zeisius : Jesus is the Searoher of
the hearts and reins—comfort thyself therewith
in every cross, temptation, and persecution : but
beware lest thou follow sin in thy thoughts,
words and works, for there is nothing hid before
Him, nor doth ought remain unpunished, Rev. ii.
23.
Langs : The Lord Jesus, by connecting the
question concerning love toward Him with the

—

:

—

announcement of Peter's imminent sufferings,
indicates that by the willing assumption of sufferings inflicted for His name's sake, the sincerity
and faithfulness of love, and, consequently, also

——
,
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the steadfastness of faith, are to be proved.
Zeisius : To die for Christ's sake, disgraceful as
it may appear in the eyes of the world, is equally
honorable and precious in the sight of God and
all the faithful, for thereby is God praised, Ps.
cxvi. 15.
And sure, how can there be a death
more glorious than one that is suffered for God's
and Christ's sake, the King of all kings ! The
cross which believers bear for love of their Saviour, hath a right fair name,
it is called the
laud and praise of God, Phil. i. 20.
Geblach : It was easier for a man like Peter
to act, dare, sacrifice, than to wait, suffer, passively stand still.
Jesus therefore promises
him a high place in His Church, in doing
and suffering ; but in a doing in which he had
shown himself so unskilful by his denial, and in
a suffering which was in the extreme repugnant
to bis nature.
Lisco In youth, in the fulness
of intellectual power, zealous (but also in many
respects self-willed) activity for the Lord is
shown ; in old age, however, manifold hindrances (but also purifications) are at work, and
the highest pitch of self-denial is death for

—

—

—

—

:

Christ.

Braune

:

Living love to Christ impels to the

most earnest participation in His work, and all
the knowledge of the human heart, without love
to Christ, leads to craftiness and makes a man a
rogue. The Apostles are qualified only by their
Feed My lambs—feed My
tender youth and vigorous ngc. This* too.
the Lord says three times with emphasis.
Lovo
makes the shepherd; Peter was to be a shepherd, like his Lord ; the Lord elevates him to
that office by this examination and humiliation.
When he was nn old man, he wrote to the
elders of his church (1 Pet. v. 2, 8) : Feed the
flock of .Christ, etc.
Peter bears this intimation
in mind in his second epistle (chap. i. 14).
This
kept Peter's enthusiasm for the Risen One young
till he himself was old, for he exclaims, 1 Pet. i.
8, 4: Blessed be God and the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, etc. He knew that he should follow the Lord through shame to glory ; to him
the cross became a token of honor. Vigorous
souls are not terrified by a future full of dangers
beyond the stormy night, they see the glorious
morning of eternity. His life accords with his
word, 1 Pet. iv. 12, 19.
Gossneh: This question is easily answered
with " yes ;" but if we think again, many a consideration will present itself.—Just so much as
we lack in simple love, we fail of in daily bliss.
If thou wouldst be a true pastor and shepherd,
love for Me must bring the tiling about else is
For a large measure of love is
it impossible.
needed to serve the bodies and souls of men, and
often to incur, in so doing, much danger, and to
experience the grossest ingratitude. Hence it
is the extreme of temerity to take upon one's self,
or to seek, the office and ministry of a shepherd
in the Church of Christ, without feeling love toward Jesus and solicitude for His flock. When
a man is still young, God hath no very high
opinion of his abilities ; but when one hath been
longer acquainted with Him, He maketh one a
larger sharer in His sufferings.
What a doctrine ! What a religion !
The Lord prophesieth
to His disciples torture and death, and inviteth
love for the Saviour.

—

sheep,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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them to follow Him, and they do follow Him
Thej prefer to lay down their lives rather than
leave Him.
Hiubhie The practice of Christ was entirely
different from the subsequently invented church!

:

penance, according to the canons of which, as
Zinzendorf says, Peter would have been forced
to kneel outside of the church-door for at
The main thing is personal
least fifteen years.
love, true, real love for the Person of Jesus.
It
is this very thing that many are horrified at
they cannot relish it at all ; they scent directly
I know not what manner of pietistio and mystical
rubbish, and seek to dilute it and beat it down
and circum-interpret it into a mere cold esteem,
or keeping of His commandments. The schoolmen apprehended the thrice-repeated feeding as
feeding by doctrine, by example, by hospitality.
The generality of men are concerned only about
the unimportant worldly examination, but the
passing of a Aeorl-examination before Jesus does
not enter into their heads. How utterly distinct a character a man bears so long as he is
bent upon being his own master ; he follows his
own self-will, the natural will; how different the
man when his will has been taken away by grace
and he belongs to God. Then the self-will of
the flesh is entirely captive to the will of the
Spirit
[Craven: From Augustus: Ver. 15. Our Lord
asked this, knowing it: He knew that Peter not
only loved Him, but loved Him more than all the
rest £?!. While our Lord was being condemned to
death, Peter feared, and denied Him. But by His
resurrection Christ implanted love in his heart,
and drove away fear. Peter denied, because he
feared to die : but when our Lord was risen from
the dead, and by His death destroyed death, what
should he fear? Feed My lambs; As if there were
no way of Peter's showing his love for Him, but
by being a faithful shepherd, under the Chief
Shepherd. Ver. 17. Jesus saith unto him. Feed
My sheep; As if to say, Be it the office of love to
feed the Lord's flock, as it was the resolution of
They who feed
fear to deny the Shepherd.
Christ's sheep as if they were their own, not
Christ's, show plainly that they love themselves,
not Christ; that they are moved by lust of glory,
power, gain, not by the love of obeying, ministering, pleasing God. Let us love therefore, not
ourselves, but Him, and in feeding His sheep,
seek not our own, but the things that are His.
If we call our sheep ours, as they [sectarists]
call them theirs, Christ hath lost His sheep.
Vers. 18, 19. Whatever be the pain of death, it
ought to be conquered by the strength of love
for Him, who being our Life, voluntarily also underwent death for us. If there is no pain in
death, or very little, the glory of martyrdom
would not be great.—- He who denied and loved,
died in perfect love for Him, for whom he had
promised to die with wrong haste. It was necessary that Christ should first die for Peter's salvation, and then Peter die for Christ's Gospel.
[From Chrtsostom : Vers* 16-17. If thou lovest
Me, have rule over thy brethren [?], show forth
that love which thou hast evidenced throughout,
and that life which thou saidst thou wouldst lay
down for Me, lay down for the sheep. Ver. 18.
Christ reminds Peter of his former life, because

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

whereas in worldly matters a young man has
powers, an old man none ; in spiritual things, on
the contrary, virtue is brighter, manliness
stronger, in old age; age is no hindrance to
grace.
He says, Whither thou wouldeet not, with
reference to the natural reluctance of the soul to
be separated from the body; an instinct implanted by God to prevent men putting an end to
themselves.
From Alcuix: Vers. 15-17. To
feed the sheep is to support the believers in
Christ from falling from the faith, to provide
earthly sustenance for those under us, to preach
and exemplify withal our preaching by our lives,
to resist adversaries, to correct wanderers.
[From Burkitt: Vers. 16-17. Christ puts Peter upon a threefold profession of his love unto
Him, answerable to his threefold denial of Him.
True repentance ought to be, and will be, as

—

eminent in the fruit and effects of it, as the saint's
fall hath been.
Ministers who are called to take
charge of Christ's flock, have need of much love
to Jesus Christ.
The best evidence of a minister's love to JesuB Christ, is his conscientious
care to feed, t. «., teach, instruct and govern the
whole flock of Christ; lambs and sheep, weak
and strong ; the feeblest in the fold were purchased by the great Shepherd.—Such as would
be faithful in their ministerial charge, ought to
look upon their people as committed to them by
Christ HimselC as loved of Him, and committed
to their care by Him.
Ver. 16. Note the great
modesty of Peter in his reply : once he vaunted.
Though all men forsake Thee, yet will not J; but
now his fall had taught him humility. It is a
blessed thing, when we can and dare appeal to
God's knowledge. Ver. 18. The ministers of Jesus Christ, when they undertake the charge of
His flock, must prepare for suffering work.
Whither thou wouldest not; Human nature in

—
—

—

—

—

Christ's ministers, as well as in other men, reluctates sufferings, has an antipathy against a
violent death.
When thou shall be old; The
timing of the saints' sufferings is in Christ's
hands. Ver. 19. The sufferings of the saints in
general, and of the ministers of Christ in particu-

—

—

do redound much to the glory of GocL
[From M. Hehby: Vers. 15-17. Herein Christ
has given us an encouraging instance of HU
tenderness towards penitents, and has taught us,
lar,

in like manner, to restore such as are fallen with
a spirit of meekness, We must not reckon it an affront to have our sincerity questioned, when

—

we

ourselves have done that which makes it quesPeter was now upon his probation as
tionable.
a penitent ; but the question is not, «« Simon, how
much hast thou weptt How often hast thou fasted
and afflicted thy soulf" but, "Dost thou love Met"
Much is forgiven her,- not because she wept muck,
but because she loved much. Nothing but the love
of Christ will constrain ministers to go cheerfully
through the difficulties and discouragements they
meet with in their work, 2 Cor. v. 13, 14. Ver. 15w
"Lovest thou Me more than thou lovest these, more than
thou lovest these persons t" Those do not love Christ
aright, that do not love Him better than the best
friend they have in th*e world.
Or, '* more than
thou lovest these things, these boats and nets ;**
those only love Christ indeed, that love Him better than all the delights of sense and all the pro"Lovest thou Me more than thorn
fits of this world.

—

—

—
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occupations thou art now employed but He will rebuke them, in one way or other
If so, leave them, to employ thyself wholly that they may be more sensible how greatly He
*' Lovest thou
abhors their offence*, notwithstanding His mercy
flock." (Whitby).
in feeding
Me more than these love Me% more than any of the to their souls. Those who "love the Lord Jesus
rest of the disciples love Me t" We should all study in sincerity," have a consciousness of it, notThose who have
to excel in our lore to Christ ; it is no breach of withstanding all their defects.
the peace to strive which shall love Christ best; been greatly tempted, and have had humiliating
nor any breach of good manners, to go before experience of their frailty and sinfulness, and
Peter does not pretend to who have had much forgiven them, generally
others in this love.
love Christ more than the rest of the disciples did. prove the most tender and attentive pastors, and
Though we must aim to be better than others, the best guides of young converts. The Lord
yet we must, in lowliness of mind, esteem oiliers bet- often leaves those whom He loves to pass through
ter than ourselves; for we know more evil of our- painful conflicts, as well as much experience of
Those His compassion, in order to render them moro
selves than we do of any of our brethren.
who can truly say, through grace, that they love gentle to their weak brethren, and the lambs of
Jesus Christ, may take the comfort of their interest His flock.
Plain Commehtahy (Oxford) : Ver.
[From
in Him, notwithstanding their daily infirmities.
Ver. 17. It is a terror to a hypoorite, to think 15. 'Ayajrdf ue ; Lovest thou Me t •' At this mothat Christ knows all things ; but it is a comfort ment, when all the pulses in the heart of the'
to a sincere Christian, that he has that to appeal now penitent Apostle are beating with an earnest
to; My witness is in heaven , my record is on high. affection toward his Lord, this word on that
Christ knows us better than we know ourselves, Lord's lips sounds too cold. Besides the questhough we know not our own uprightness, He tion itself, which grieves and hurts Peter, there
Peter was grieved, when Christ asked Him is an additional pang in the form which the
does.
the third time, Lovest thou Me t Because it put question takes, sounding as though it were inhim 1. In mind of his threefold denial of Christ tended to put him at a comparative distance from
%. In fear, lest his Master foresaw some further his Lord, and to keep him there ; or at least, as
miscarriage of his.—Vers. 15-17. The Church of not permitting him to approach so near to Him
Christ is His flock: in this flock some are lambs, as he fain would. He therefore in His answer
young and tender and weak, others are sheep, substitutes for it the word of a more personal
grown to some strength and maturity; the shep- love, * Thou knowest that I love Thee dearly.'
herd here takes care of both, and of the lambs When Christ repeats the question in the same
first.
It is the duty of all Christ's ministers, to words as at the first, Peter in his reply again
feed His lambs and sheep 1. Teach them ; for the substitutes his 'I love Thee dearly' for the ' lovest
doctrine of the Gospel is spiritual food; 2. Lead thou' of his Lord. And now at length he has
them to the green pastures, presiding in their reli- conquered : for when his Master puts the quesgious assemblies, and ministering all the ordi- tion to him for the third time, He does it with
nances to them; 3. By personal application to the word which Peter feels will alone express all
their respective state and case ; not only lay meat that is in his heart; and instead of the twice
before them, but feed them with it, that are wilful repeated ' Lovest thou Me V His word is, « Dost
and will not, or weak and cannot, feed themselves. thou love Me dearly
The question, grievous
When Christ ascended on high, He gave pastors in itself to Peter, as seeming to imply a doubt
left His flock with them that loved Him, and in his love, is not any longer made more grievwould take care of them for His sake. Simon ous still, by the peculiar shape which it asPeter; a commission given to one convicted of a sumes." (Teench.)—Feed My lambs; The lambs
crime is supposed to amount to a pardon. Ver. are to be fed. Their daily portion of food (all
18. When trouble comes, we are apt to aggra- that is needed for the soul's health and strength,
vate it with this, that it has been otherwise ; and all that is included in that petition " Give us this
to fret the more at the grievances of restraint, day our daily bread," is here especially spoken
sickness and poverty, because we have known the of.
Those "lambs," saith "the great Shepherd
sweets of liberty, health, and plenty. But we of the sheep," are " Mine." O salutary thought
may turn it the other way, and reason thus with for the pastor of souls, that the "sheep" and
ourselves : " How many years ef prosperity have the " lambs " are not his but Christ's! Not his;
I enjoyed more than I deserved and improved!"
therefore, like Jacob with the flock of Laban,
Ver. 19. There is one way into the world, but he should be prepared to give account for all.
many ways out, and God has determined which Not his; therefore must there be One above
way we shall go. It is the great concern of him, to whom they are a care as well as to himlovest these

in ?

—

My

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

f

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

every good man, whatever death he dies, to gloWhen we die patiently, submitrify God in it.
ting to the will of God; cheerfully, rejoicing in
hope of the glory of God ; and usefully, witnessing to the truth and goodness of religion, and
encouraging others, we glorify God in dying.
Follow Me; Expect to be treated as I have been,
and to tread the same bloody path that I have
trod before thee ; for the disciple is not greater
than his Lord. They that faith tally follow Christ

even "the Chief Shepherd," who careth
and for them. "Woe be to the
shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves!
Should not the shepherds feed the flock ?" (Ezek.
xxxiv. 2).—Ver. 16. Before, it was "Feed ;'N now,
it is " Tend " or «« Shepherd," i. e. " Perform all
a shepherd's duties " by them ; " Feed the flock,
like a shepherd; ' do all that should be done by a
" shepherd of the sheep." Call thine own sheep
by name, and lead them out ; and when thou
pattest forth thine own sheep, go before them,
in grace shall certainly follow Him to glory.
[From Scott: Vers. 16-17. Our Lord will that the sheep (knowing thy voice) majt follow
readily pardon the sins of His believing servants: thee. Consider SL John x. 3,
Ver. 17, The

—

self;

—

alike for him

1

—
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Divine Speaker " seems to say that, in a Pastor, Vers. 16-17. The test of ministerial love to
Thou
the first, the second, the third requisite, is love Christ is a faithful care of the flock.
of Christ." (Williams.)— />«* My sheep; It is knowest all things; The Divine Omniscience ought
not to be a terror to the true Christian, but a
no longer •• Tend," or "Shepherd," My sheep,
as in ver. 16; but "Feed" them, the same word comfort ; for His all-searching eye can trace His
which was used above, in ver. 15, with reference own likeness wherever it is to be found, in the
From Owes:
The same catechetical train- deepest depths of the soul.
to the little lambs.
the same careful attention to the Vers. 16-17. «* There was no formal rebuke uting, therefore,
soul's natural cravings and acquired needs, tered, for the matter was already forgiven ; this
which was enjoined on behalf of the " lambs " asking about his love was at farthest a most
of the fold, is here enjoined on behalf of the gentle and affectionate reproof." (Stter.) The
" sheep" also. "Feed the flock of God which gradation " 1. Feed My lambs, t. e. help the weak;
is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not 2. Guide and guard My sheep, i. e. counsel the
by constraint, but willingly ; not for filthy lucre, strong ; 8. Feed My sheep, i. e. help the strong,
but of a ready mind ; neither as being lords for they too need feeding with the divine food
over God's heritage, but being ensamples to the of the word." (Crosby.) A descending gradaAnd when the Chief Shepherd shall ap- tion, the lambs, a term of endearment, being
flock.
pear, yo shall receive a crown of glory that given first, and then in the repetition of the
charge, the less emphatic term, *heep." (Wxbfadeth not away." (1 Pet. v. 1-4.)
[From Barnes : Ver. 15. Thou knowest that 1 stbb and Wilkinson.) "Ministers ought to
love Thee ; The expression of a humbled soul, a look upon Christ's people as very seriously resoul made sensible of its weakness and need of commended to them, and therefore should very
strength, yet wilh evidence of true attachment seriously mind their work about them ; for thereIt is not the most confident fore is this charge thrice laid on Peter, that he
to the Saviour.
pretensions that constitute the highest proof of may mind it much." (Hutchison.) Ver. 18.
Feed My lambs; It is not merely, The phrase thou wouldest not, refers to the shrink*
love to Christ.
ing back of weak humanity from a violent death,
it is the solemn duty of
therefore, the privilege,
ministers of the gospel to countenance and but not to the unwillingness of Peter to die for
From Jacobus: Jesus.]
patronise Sunday-schools.

—

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

III.

THE CONTINUING BULE OF CHRIST IN HIS CHURCH, REPRESENTED BY THE MINISTRY, SPIRITUAL LITE
AND PATRIARCHAL AGE OF JOHN OR THE DESTINY OF THE CHUBCH IN BESPBCT OF HSR PREDOMINANTLY INTERNAL CHARACTER AND IMMORTAL 8PIRITUAL LIFE.
;

Chap. XXI. 20-23.
(Chap. XXI. 20-24, pericope for the third day alter Christmas or for St John the
Evangelist's day.)

Then [omit Then] 1 Peter, turning about [turning round], seeth the disciple whom
Jesus loved following; which [who] also leaned on his breast at supper, and said,
1
21 Lord, which [who] is he that betrayeth thee ? Peter [therefore] seeing him saith to
with him? ooroq 8h
be
Jesus, Lord, and what shall this man do [or, But how will it
22 re ] ? Jesus saith unto him, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee V
23 follow [Follow] thou me.* Then went this saying [This report therefore went]
abroad among the brethren, that that disciple should not die [dieth not, was not to
die, oux ditofori*zst] : yet Jesus said not unto him, He shall not die [dieth not] ; but,
If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee?

20

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
with ft D, so also Lange; but A. B. C. Yolg. omit it, so also
Lachm., Tischeod., Alf., Westc.— P. 8.1
_
.
.
» Ver. 21.—[The text. rec. omits ot v after tovtok, which is well supported 1>y Orlg., H B. 0. D. Tnlg. Syr., and adopted
i Ver.

20.—[The

text. rec. inserts li after ivurrpafri*,

critical edd^P. 8.]
9
« Ver. 22.—[Noyes : "If it be
will ($4Km) thai he remain tOl I come, what isUtotheer ]
w
Ver. 22.—[ Alford, to bring out the emphatic position of cv and jioi more fully, translates : " Do thou follow Jfe.

by the

my

—P. 8,]

BXEQETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver. 20. Following (also) [aKoXovdovvTa].

—The

following of

John

is to

be explained as the

It
result of the involuntary drawing of love.
proves, however, that John did not understand
the Lord as wishing to make Peter the recipient
of an exclusively confidential communication.

Who

also leaned

on His breast at the
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sapper [bg teal avkir saev kv r<j> 6 elirvQ will he come short in somewhat he, therefore,
enl rd otti&oc avrov], Wherefore this ad- must receive his instructions for now and for the
:

—

dition

Interpretations

?

intended to bring to mind the incident
chap. xiii. 23 ff., when John inquired of the Lord
on Peter's behalf, and to demonstrate the fact
that Peter has now grown far bolder, insomuch
that he himself questions Christ, and that in behalf of John (Chrysostom and others).
2. It is designed as an intimation to this effect
namely that, perad?enture, a lot so full of sufferings as Peter's might not be intended for the
disciple so pre-eminently loved by Jesus (Meyer).
As if Jesus in partiality proteoted His particular
1.

It is

friends

future.
Hence Christ, in His reproof, appeals
to His will, not to a distinct instruction ; while,

indeed, indicating the substance of His will.
[The words ri irpbe ok in the next verse imply
a gentle rebuke (Bengel: hoe Petri curiositalem in ordinem redigit), and remind Peter of
the distinctness of each man's position and calling.
Hence "Do thou follow Me," instead of
inquiring after him. See Meyer and Alford.
P. S.]
Ver. 22. If I will that he remain [Eav

avrbv tikXo pkveiv eoc ipxo pat,

ri
do not read that Jesus sent
John back, or that He returned with Peter and
John from the mysterious walk, we must (contrary to our first edition) admit that Tholuok is
right in here rejecting the literal interpretation:
"If I choose to leave him behind until I return
from My walk with thee (Marjc, Ezerc. exeg.

k p6q ak\]

from sufferings!

—As we

3. It is intended to assign the motive for John's
following.* John, in referring to the fact that
he was the confidant of Jesus at the Last Supper,
doubtless means to intimate that it was allowable for him now, as the confidant of Jesus, freely
Peter himself had possibly underto join Him.
stood the summons of Jesus as prefacing an in- Similarly Paulus)."
In these words, however, Christ enwraps the
stantaneous being "girded" by "another" for an
entrance into the other world ; John understood prophecy concerning John.
That Jie remain
piveiv " the opposite of oKoXovdtiy which
it as the prelude to a love-test to be administered tarry,
at Christ's withdrawal into concealment.
was to be accomplished through martyrdom i
Ver. 21. But
will it be with this therefore : to be preserved aim, Comp. Phil. L 2o
1 Cor. xv. 6." Meyer.
(man)?f ovroc && ft; [»c. lar ai\.

—

how

TU1 1 oome [ewf ipxopa <].

Meaning or thb question:

1. To lead him out of Galilee to apostolic, aaIn accordance with the interpretation of the
following as accomplished by martyrdom: How shall tivity (Theophyl.).
it be with this my fellow-combatant (Euthymius) ?
2. In the destruction of Jerusalem (Wetstein
2. In accordance with the literal interpreta- and others)*.
tion of the following: Is he to be with us now ?
8. Reference to the near Parousia of Christ
(Paulus).
(Lucke, [De Wette], Meyer).
4. In the destruction of Jerusalem as the be8. What sort of a fate shall this man have in
his calling?
(Tholuok, Luthardt).
ginning of the Parousia of Christ (Luthardt),
4. If Peter saw in the mysterious walk a test [So also Bengel, Stier and Alford : " After the
of joyful following, his first thought would be : destruction of Jerusalem began that mighty series
John, without being called, exposes himself to a of events of which the Apocalypse is the promoment of difficulty. The question : Shall this phetic record, and which is in the complex known
man go too? had at the same time, then, the as the coming of the Lord, ending, as it shall, with
background : What shall become of this man ?
His glorious and personal Advent." Bengel:
Motive of the question :
"Joannes turn, quum Apocalypsin* scripsit, Dominum
1. Special love for John (Chrysostom, Eras- Denire scripsit"
P. S.]
mus, Luthardt).
5. Legendary interpretation : As expnessive of
2. A question prompted by curiosity and a the mysterious surviving of the disoiple until the
certain jealousy (LUcke, Meyer).
end of the world. (Vulg. Sic cum volo manere)
3. Disapprobation of a supposed unauthorized see the Introduction [p. 12].
accompanying (Paulus and others).
6. Hypothetical : lintii the last coming (Rev.
Tholuck: "The sentence hypothetic
4. Curiosity and interest as to John's fate. "A xxiL 20).
want of concentration, an excess of natural vi- cally declares that not even the longest extension
vacity, was certainly involved in Peter's ability of the life-term of Peter's fellow-disciple ought
to turn away his eyes so quiokly from himself to'be the occasion of jealousy." [So also Trench,.
and his own destiny, and fasten them upon an- Miracles, p. 466, as quoted by Alford.— P. S.J
Supposing the saying to be hypothetical, however*
other." Tholuck.
Thi self-consciousness with which Peter receives its prophetic meaning would be weakened.
[John,
the disclosure and summons of the Lord, turns
7. The coming [of Jesus] to take
to compassion for John whose present and fu- to heaven] through the medium of an eas£
ture task Jesus apparently fails to appoint. Be- [natural] death (adoenlus gratiosus in articulo*
tween Jesus and John everything is understood mortis. Rupert, Grotius, Olshausen and others);.
of itself, tacitly, as it were, while between Jesus [So also Lampe, Ewald, Wordsworth.] In opand Peter everything has to be expressed, dis- position to this view Tholuck remarks: The-,
cussed, in a degree stipulated.
Now thinks Pe- characteristic koI irapaTjipojjai avrdv is wanting,.
ter,
the Nevertheless this interpretation alone forms a
in all noble-mindedness, we may say,
same course must be pursued with John, else real antithesis ; if oKofovtieiv hero mean : to*
follow the home-returning Jesus through, the
• [So also Alford, who sees in this description of the beloved

1.

—

:

—

—

disciple

chapter.

a>

strong token of John's hand having written this
See chap. xiii. 23.— P. S.I
soil abcr dieter f]

f[Longe: Was

* [Next to this might be ranked the unfounded riew or
Ilengstenbcrg the time of the decisive struggle between
:

Christ

and Home, which commenced under Domltianw—P.. 8-1
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of martyrdom, tad phew, on the other filment of prophecy in our own times. And by
then to remain only correcting an error with regard to an unfulsignify : to remain alive,
that concerning St. John, He
alive until I come, means also, until I come to take filled prophecy,
him. The destruction of Jerusalem, for instance, teaches us not to speculate curiously on unfulforms no contrast to martyrdom; neither does filled prophecies ; but to wait patiently, till Christ
the Parousia itself. Such a contrast t« pre- cornea to us in the events of history, and interNatural prets His own prophecies by fulfilling them."
sented, however, by a natural death.
death is the individual type, continuing through- P.S.]
out New Testament times, of the Parousia for the
individual Christian (Matt. xxiv. 44 ; John xiv.
DOCTRINAL
ETHICAL.
8, etc.) ; and this Parousia of Christ in the death
1. The foregoing section should, above all, be
of believers, is a warranty to them of their participation in the general Parousia (1 Cor. xv. valued as an eloquent token of the authenticity
bX* 1 Thess. if. 15). Simultaneously with John's of this Gospel. E?ery later writer would, in one
remaining until the coming of Christ in the hour way or another, have labored after additional
of his natural death, there is indicated, however, emphasis. See the last Exeu. Note.
2. The word of Jesus concerning John has
the remaining of the Johannean type until the
been fulfilled, in a literal sense, in the circumParousia of Christ.
Ver. 28. This saying therefore went stance of his dying a natural death at an advanced
abroad PR n X & e v oiv ovroc. 6 Xdyoc eif age. And it is in accordance with this fact, thererove dosXfovc bri 6 p $r)Ti)s kteivoc fore, that we have to apply the saying in respect
ovk hnodvfjOKti]. The above mentioned of its primary signification. That it, however,
tradition, whioh not even the Qospel has been as well as the saying concerning Peter, was at
able utterly to do away with. See the Intro- the same time intended to designate John as a
According to Baur, that tradition £rew type of the post-temporal presence of Christ in
duction.
out of the Revelation ; the statement is entirely the Church, is proved by the very fact that men
without foundation. The tradition to the effect gave vent to the feeling of the lofty significance
that John did but slumber in the grave and of the saying, whose ideal sense they came short
moved the earth with his breath, was a synthesis of, in mythical allegations touching the continuof the fact of his death and the precipitate apo- ous on-living of John. See Exiq. Noti to ver.
Further communications on this subject, as
dictic interpretation of Christ's word.
22.
Yet Jeans said not unto him [ovk tlxev also concerning the dark counterpart of this
avr$ b 'Inoov c].—This defense of Christ's tradition, the tradition of the Wandering Jew,
word against a precipitate interpretation is of see in Heubner, Joh. p. 642.
the highest importance. It warrants the sure
8. The higher sense of the saying, then, is exconclusion that John was still living when this pressive of a Johannean form of Christianity, just
was written; that consequently, it must have as the previous saying is significant of a Petrine
been written by him. Had John been dead, an- form of the same. The words mean, thereother author would have expressed himself posi- fore :
tively against the interpretation of tho brethren,
(1) There shall always be friends of God.
giving, werj probably, a different interpretation friends of Christ, inward— subjective,
intuitive
at the same time. The disciple, however, would Christians, in accordance with the characteristic
not anticipate the mysterious purport of Christ's of John, representative of the innermost presaying which was as yet unfulfilled.
sence of Christ in the Church.
[«« 8o also Alford, whose note may be added
(2) In this form, the Christian spiritual life
The following words are to me a proof that this shall remain until Christ returns.
chapter was written during John's life-time. If
(8) The more the Petrine characteristic of the
written by another person after John's death, we Church recedes, the more prominent will her
should certainly, in the refutation of this error, Johannean characteristic become. The Church
have read, awi&avev yap, kqX iT&ty, as in Acts ii. shall attain to maturity. She shall be a bride
29." This notion of John's not having died, was adorned with her ornaments, Rev. xix. 7, 8.
prevalent in the anoient Church, so that Augus4. Pauline Christianity may be regarded as a
tine himself seems almost to credit the story of form of transition from the Pktbins type to the
the earth of John's tomb heaving with his breath. JoHAXXSA*. And so far as this, the SchellinTract oxxiv. 2. "The English sect of the < Seekers
gean distinction of the three Christian ages is
under Cromwell expected the reappearance of the correct. Only we must not identify Petrinism
Apostle as the forerunner of the coming of with Roman Catholicism, Paulinism with ProChrist." Tholuok. toe Trench on the Miracles, ed. testantism (though in Protestantism, Paulinism
The staple recapitulation of the has found its triumphant expression), and least
2, p. 467, note.
words of the Lord shows that their sense remained of all must we make a synthesis of Prodark to the writer, who ventured on no explana- testantism and Roman Catholicism, affirming
tion, of them; merely setting his own side of the said synthesis to represent Johannean Chrisapostolic duty over against that of Peter, who tianity.
probably had already by following his Master
The Petrine characteristic is the trait of the
through the Cross, glorified God, whereas the be- Church as influenced by law « as the confessing
loved disciple was, whatever that meant, to tarry Church ; the Pauline is the trait of the Church
till He came."
Wordsworth makes the following as influenced by the freedom of faith ; as the
practical remark on ver. 28 : " The Holy Spirit, witnessing Church ; the Johannean, the trait of
by commenting here on a fulfilled prophecy, that the Church as filled with the ideality of faith,
ooonoerningPeUr,, teaches.us.to.aUend.to the ful- working and keeping joyful holiday, the Church of
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CHAP. XXI.
the light, love and life of Christ, i. e. the Adorned
These three degrees of development,
Bride.
however, denote bat the one unitoas post-temporal presence of the Spirit of Christ in the Church,
in accordance with the ground-forms of that
Now the two primitively distinct
presence.
ground-forms are Peter and John. See the discussions on this subject: Apostolisehes Zeitalter,
II., p. 649, and the concluding section of Sohaff's
Hiatory of the Apostolic Church.
6. John's free joining in the following which
Christ commanded Peter is likewise a character
It is the involistic of the Johanncan esseuce.
untary drawing of love's impulse and friendship's right ; the perfect humanity of the life of
faith.
The expression of this ripe spiritual fellowship with the glorified Lord makes so ghostly
and yet so human an impression upon the world,
that John passes, almost untouched, through
its persecutions.
He is exiled, but not killed.
His keenest sufferings, however, are prepared
him by the misconceptions of external circles of [religious] fellowship themselves, these
latter stamping the Petrine as the statutory essence.
He too, in his own way, is nailed
to the cross like Peter, but not with heathen
nails ah no! with Christian or Judo-Christian ; and, insomuch as this is true, with silver

—

——

20-23.

;
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2. the answer of Christ ; 8. the proud interpretation of the disoiples ; 4. the modest correction of John. The remaining of John until
Christ's 'coming again: 1. In its historical
sense ; 2. in its symbolical import.

Peter ;

—

Stabkb: Lanoi:

It becomes evident from
Christ said to Peter, Follow Me,
He advanced a few paces from him, desiring, in a
prophetic manner, in conformity to which a secret
matter was sometimes presented in outward gestures, to lead Peter, while claiming from him a
bodily following for a short distance only, to a
spiritual following, and. in particular, to a following to the death of the oross* Zbisius: We
all have, alas, an innate propensity to concern
ourselves unnecessarily about others, rather than
about ourselves. Therefore flee curiosity, Sir.
III., 22.
It is one of the infirmities of believers
to discover a kind of jealousy when they perceive others to possess gifts of grace, either physical or spiritual, in a greater degree than themBibl. Wiht. : Let every
selves, Jon. iv. 1 f.
man wait on his vocation, not troubling himself
as to what God will do or decree with others.Lampb: Moreover, we peroeive from these
words 1. The humility of John, in not being
willing to have so great honor ascribed to him
2. his solicitude for the brethren, whom he
this, that

when

sought to free from error.
Gielach : John worked inward in the Church
Here, then, belongs also the entire Import
of all Christian mysticism and speculation, in rather than outward. Braunb Inscrutable and
mysterious are the ways by which God leads us,
respect of their pure, ideal form.
until we are come to the end of them.
Therefore abide by the testimony of Scripture, and atHOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
tend every man to his own affairs. Gossneu :
The solemnization of the resurrection of Je- Why is it only to me that such things are said ?
sus: A call to follow Him. The following of That man gets off more easily.
Before one can
Jesus not simply a following of the Crucified turn round, people are ready with questions like
One, but also of the Risen One. The disci- this : What shall this one and that one do ?
ples' following of the Lord:
Johannbs Mublleb, Lebemgeschichie 1806, p.
1. In its unity,
2. in its diversity.
How Peter, as he follows 84, writes : " The opinion now starting up again
the Lord, hears the rustle of John's foot behind that the disciple whom Jesus loved, did not die,
him. The question of Peter: Lord, but what is found, if I mistake not, in Sulpitius Severus,
shall this man do ?
1. In the mouth of Peter also Hist. S., Lib. II.
I have frequently met
himself: well-meant and yet not wholly war- with it in Greek legends, monologues, and chroranted ; 2. in the mouth of those who boast of nicles, with this addition, vis., that the dust upon
Peter: ill-meant and unwarrantable. How the his grave is moved by the breath of his mouth."
most zealous servants of Christ frequently fail P. 106: "In a work of the Patriarch Ephraim,
to understand His most intimate friends.— of Antioch (p. 645, Photius, num. 229, p. 418 of
John, the friend of Jesus, the patriarch of the Augsburg Edition 1604) it is positively afall the friends of God and of Christ.
Christ's firmed that John is still living; that he has vapresence in the world and Church through nished, and that in his grave nought was found
the medium of the love of His friends.
but a delicious odor and a precious spring of
Friendship with Christ on earth an undying healing balm. George of Alexandria informs us
spring, enduring until the summer-time at the (Photius num. 96, p. 189) that to the monk Heend of the world. If I will that he tarry: Christ's sychius, a Syrian, there appeared St. Peter and
will the fate of His people (if we live, we live St. John, and that the latter delivered a book to
unto the Lord, etc.) How the Lord has ap- the young monk, who was afterwards called
pointed such different careers to His people, yet Chrysostom.
Of the tradition's having come
deciding for all aright.—Christ can insure the into our parts also, thou wilt find a proof
u
longest life.—" What is that to theef
In what in Hiibner's Salzburg, Part I., p. 817."— He who
sense we should concern ourselves about our has* promised to follow the Saviour can do noChristian colleague, and in what sense we should thing else than await His orders, composing himavoid so doing: 1. As to his spiritual welfare, self to rest and be active as His Lord wills, and
but not as to the external'form thereof; 2. as to more than once to labor till he is weary.
Heubxeb. : The question as to ourselves should
the will of God concerning his way, not as to a
human regulation of his way ; 8. in divine sym- concern us so entirely to the exclusion of all else,
pathy, not in human comparison or in human as to keep us quiet when hundreds are threatenrivalry.
Christ's conference with Peter in re- ing to get precedence of us.
We, perhaps, think
gard to the destiny of John : 1. The question of- ourselves ripe (to go home), but there are reanails.
6.

:

—
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—

—
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bods why God decrees otherwise with as. Ver.
23 : It results from this terse that the apostles
could not have been of the decided opinion that
thej would live to see the coming of Christ
otherwise they could not hare ascribed such a
destiny to John as a special prerogative. The
spirit of John shall never perish ; it shall ever
renew itself— never shall there be wanting loving
and beloved Jobannean souls.
[Craves: From Acoustink: Ver. 22. Let
action be perfected by following the example of
My Passion, but let contemplation wait inohoato
till at My coming it be completed.
From Chbtsostom : Ver. 22. Attend to the work committed
to thee, and do it : if I will that he abide here,
what is that to thee?
[From Burkitt : Vers. 20-22. There are two
great vanities in man with reference to knowthe one a neglect to know what it is our
ledge,
duty to know; the other, a curiosity to know
it
doth
what
not belong to us to know. Ver. 23.
How much the wisdom of God ought to be admired, in giving us a written word, and tying us
to it, when wo see erroneous traditions so soon
on foot in the world, and our Saviour's own
speeches so much mistaken, and that by wise and
How
holy men themselves in the purest times.
great is the vanity and uncertainty of oral tradi-

—

—

—

—

—

tion!

[From M. Henry: Ver. 21. Peter seems
more concerned for another than for himself: so
apt are we to be busy in other men's matters,
but negligent in the concerns of our own souls.
He seems more concerned about event than about
duty.—Ver. 22. Though Christ calls out some
of His disciples to resist unto blood, yet not all.
Though the crown of martyrdom is bright and
glorious, yet the beloved disciple comes short of it.

|
;

!

[From A Plain Commentary (Oxford) : Ver.
Our Lord's words to Peter are made up of
rebuke and counsel.
What is that to thee? which
22.

—

of us has not deserved the rebuke t Follow thou
Mel which of us does not require the counsel
The heart and eye are thus called away from the
problem which perplexes, the prospect which
discourages, the thoughts which distract and
paralyze ; and a plain duty is proposed instead.
Not speculation, is enjoined, but practice; not
knowledge, but goodness ; not another man's matters, but our own.
" This was a transient stumbling in one who, 'but lately recovered of a great
But it is the comdisease, did not walk firmly.
mon track of most, to wear out their days with
impertinent inquiries. There is a natural desire
in men to know the things of others, and to ne-

—

glect their own ; and to be more concerned about
things to come, than about things present."

(Lciqhtox.)

[From Barnes Ver. 22. Hence we learn thai
Our main business is to follow, and imitate the
:

1.

Lord Jesus Christ ; 2. There are many subjects
of religion on which a Tain and impertinent
curiosity is exercised
3. Jesus will take care of
all His beloved disciples, and we should not be
solicitous
unduly
about them ; 4. We should go
forward to whatever He calls us, not envying the
lot of any other man, and anxious only to do the
;

will of God.

[From Jacobus Ver. 22. The intimation was
was to wait patiently, to linger on
year after year in loneliness and weariness of
:

that " John

spirit,

to

abide

wrong (Rev. i.
wicked (1 John

persecution,

oppression

and

endure the enmity of the
iii. 18), and the sight of heresies
abounding in the Church (1 John ii. 18, 19-26),
as if to exemplify in himself all classes of the
It is the will of Christ, that His disciples faithful, and the various modes of drinking the
should mind their own present duty, and not be cup of Christ." Thou (emphatic) ; " They, meacurious in their inquiries about future events, suring themselves by themselves, and comparing
concerning either themselves or others. If we themselres among themselves, are not wise." 2*
will closely attend to the duty of following Cor. x. 12.
Each must do his own duly, which is
Christ, we shall find neither heart nor time to not another's, and whether another shall do his
meddle with that which does not belong to us.
own duty or not.—Christian liberality is cramped
Ver. 23. Hence learn, The aptness of men to with many by the constant asking of this quesmisinterpret the sayings of Christ. The grossest tion, " What shall this man do ?" when the queserrors have sometimes shrouded themselves under tion should be, "What shall I do?"—Ver. 28.
the umbrage of incontestable truths and the Let us fall back upon God's tpord—study its preScriptures themselves have been wrested by the cise terms and bring out its very language
unlearned and unstable.
more and more to the public understanding:
[From Scott: Ver. 22: Follow thou Me ; If and thus will many an error be stripped of its
we attend to this voice, even "death itself will disguises, many a perversion of God's will be exbe gain to us," and we shall be ready for His posed, and the Church shall " grow up in all
coming. [From Keble Vers. 21, 22.
things unto Him who is the Head."
"John was earlier than
: Ver. 23.
[From
M Lord, and what shall this man do f
the other disciples prepared for the death of
Ask'st thou, Christian, for thy friend I
If his love for Christ be true,
martyrdom, as the most perfect sacrifice of obeChrist bath told thee of bis end
dience to God, and of love to God and man ; but
This is he whom God approves.
that was the very reason why he was not to taste
This is he whom Jesus loves.
9), to

—

—

—

;

-

—

Ask

—

:

not of him more than this,
Leave it in his Saviour's breast,
Whether, early called to bliss,
He in youth shall find his rest,
Or armed in his station wait
Till his Lord be at the gate."

Owm

the martyr's death. John consummated in his
and natural death what the martyrs sealed
in their final sacrifice, namely, the victorious
manifestation of the lo?e of God and man."

life

(Stub.) ]
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IV.

THE TESTIMONY 07 JOHN AND THE TESTIMONY OF THE CHURCH.

INFINITUDE OF THE EVANGELICAL

HISTORY.

Chap. XXI. 24,

24

This

25.

the disciple which [who] testifieth [6 papropoiv] of these things, and wrote
1
6 ypdfaz] these things: and we know that his testimony is true. 2
25 *And there are also many other things which 4 Jesus did, the which, if they should
be written every one, I suppose that even the»world itself could not contain5 the
books that should be written. Amen, [omit Amen.] 6
is

[who wrote,

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.
l

Ver. 24«—[The article before ypd>a? Is omitted by Kl » A. C. X. Orig., Tlschond , lnseitod by B. D. lat. (el qui scripsit.)
Lacbm- Treg., Alf., West. Cod. 1$. inserts ko\ before fiaprvpZv.—V. g.l
* Ver. 24/—f Dr. Lange brackets the last clause : icat oi6a.ft.tv
aA»0i}« avrov if fiaprvpia icrriv, considering it an addition of the elders of Ephesus and friends of John, while he ascribes all the rest, including vor. 23,
to John. See Bxeo.—P. S.]
* Vei'. 25.—This Terse Is ^ranting in Cod. 63 tt\—a circumstance of no importance, however. (On tho Sin. see Tlscbond.)
[Lacbmann, Tregelles, Alford, and Westcott retain ver. 25, except the concluding a/un?f, Westcott, however, separates it from
the preceding text. Tischendorf alone, ed. VIII., excludes it from the text on the sole authority of the Sinaitip MS. which
indeed contains the verse, but, as he asserts, written by another hand, see his note, p. 965. But in the large quasl-fac-similo
ed. of the God. which I hare used all along, there is no perceptible difference. He then also corrects an error with regard to
Cod. 63, which was quoted by Mill, Wetstein, Oriesbach, Lange (in the preceding remark), etc., in favor of omission, but
according to Scrivener, the last page of that Cod. with the 25th verse is lost. Tischendorf hore gives too much weight to
Cod. Sin. which he had the good fortune to discover. The omission, if such could be proven, has little weight in view
of the many instances of carelessness on the part of tho copyist, and of tho filling up of the lacuna by tho first corrector,
who, according to Tischendorf, was cotemporary with the copyist. AU other known MSS. contain ver. 20, though many
state in a note that it was regarded by some as a later addition.— P. S.I
< Ver. 25.—The reading a in accordance with Codd. N. B.D.* etc., Lachmann [Treg., Alf., We&., instead of text roc. 6>a
which is retained by A. C* D. and expresses the quantitative relation, qua et quanta, quotquot. what and Juno many ; comp.

on

Kev.

i.

2.—P. 8.1
25.—fLachm- Alfd. x«pn<«", with A. B. C.*D. text rec. ; Treg., Tisch., West ypprioew. with H- B.C*.—P. 8.]
25.—The a^v of the Recepta (Codd. E. O. H. K. M. etc.) is wanting in Codd. [tf.] A. B. C. D. etc. [Amen Ua

• Ver.
• Ver.

On the Latin subscriptions, see

Tischend. p. 9C7.—P. S.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.
Ver

24.

This

—

is

the disciple [0vr6g kcrtv

6 fiadtirffc]. Self-designation of John, as in
chap. xix. 26.
[A conclusion corresponding to
the one chap. xx. 81, and traced to John also by
Meyer and Alford.— P. 8.]

Of these things
tov].

—Referring

paprvp&v irepl rovthe contents of the 21st

[<5

to

And who

chapter.
wrote these things [real
6 ypa-^ag ravr a],
Particularly, also, to the
setting of the Christians right in regard to the
tradition which ba<^p)mmenccd to gather form.
[Mark the difference of the tenses : paprvpuv
the testimony continues, ypdrfxie. the writing is
an accomplished act. P. S.]

We know

oldafttv bri

tori v.

—

—

—

that
a?.rj-&ijg

—

—

his

testimony [kg I

avrov

17

paprvpia

Different interpretations
Qi6a [I know] ph> (Chrysostom, Theophylact). An exegetical conjooture (similarly Beza's
1.

oldev).
2. An indication of the uhgenuineness of the conclusion or of the whole chapter (modern criticism).
8. John made himself one with his readers
(Meyer). [So also Alford; comp. i. 14; 1 John
iv. 14, 16; v. 18.]
4. Probably a later addition from the Ephesian
church.
Not because, as according to Lucke,

"John never wrote in the first person, either of
tho plural or of the singular." See on the
contrary, chap. i. 14. But the corroboration
of his own testimony with the words :
We
know that his testimony u true, would be too
strikingly singular.
The expression chap. xix.
85 runs differently. We have therefore bracketed the words "we know," etc., considering
them to be the only later Ephesian addition iu
the whole chapter.
[Meyer regards only ver. 25 as a later addition; Tholuck, Luthardt, Godot, etc., vers. 24
and 25; Liicke, Bleek, Ewald, etc., the whole
chapter ; Lange, Alford and Wordsworth accept
the whole as Johannean, Lange, however, excepting the second clause of ver. 24. P. 8.1
Ver. 26. Bat there are also
other
things [*Eo*r< 6i ko.1 aXXa no XX a],
Meyer : " Apocryphal conclusion of the whole
Gospel after the addition of the Johannean
supplement vers. 1-24." The Evangelist thinks
it important that he should remind his readers
that he has not written as a chronicler, but has
selected and arranged things in conformity to an
organizing principle, as did also his predecessors, though not in the equal power of a concentrated, unitous, ideal view.* That this note

—

—

many

—

—

* [So also Alford : " The purpose of this verse seems to bo
to assert and vindicate the fragmentary character of the
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of Christ ;" whereupon Meyer remarks : " Inevibe qualified, dent to mc !" "Abcr, Frcunde, im Raum woknt das
were more attention accorded it, to strip oar Krhabtnt nieht " (" But, O friends, the sublime
modern criticism of many apocryphal opinions dwelleth not in space"), says Schiller elucida(particularly, of the continually recurring idea tively.
The Evangelist, however, in submitting
that the Erangelists were chroniclers, that their his book to the Church, may well come forward
writings were grounded upon one another, etc.), with an unwonted olpau, in order, by a strong expression, to dissuade the reader from the ohrois evident.
If they should be written every one . . nistio apprehension of tho Gospel, and to urge
(quippe
quss, utpott qua, re- him to the historico-symbolical view which reone by one \artva
ferring to the large number) i d p y pd^nr at cognizes in the organically articulated selection
icad' iv (piece for piece), ov6 avrbv olfiai of ideally transparent facts, the historical literbv xSefiov (ne iptum quidem tnundum) x°P^m picture of the infinite fulness of the life of Jesus.*
This symbolical character, presented in pure
ceiv* ra ypajdueva pip XI a. Comp. a
somewhat analogous expression EccL xii. 12: but speaking facts; is possessed, in a peculiar
" Of making many books (or chapters) there is degree, by the closing chapter, to which the
no end." Different interpretations of ;t<j/>e7v, ca- closing words primarily have reference. The
perc: 1. Locally: Unable to hold (capagitas loci). interpretation of Jerome, Augustine and others:
Restricted by Ebrard : No place in literature. The world would be spiritually incapable of
would apply even to the
2. Intellectually : Unable to understand Uapa- grasping such books,
Jerome, Augustine, Caloy, four small Gospels, though in sooth a Gospel decitas intellects).
geometrica,
sedmoveloped in infinitum would pass the comprehenBengel (" hoc turn de capacitate
8. Figuratively and hy- sion not only of the present world, but also of
rali accipiendum est ").
not
Christendom as it here exists. Here, however,
perbolically : Any number of books would
exhaust the subject. Similarly Godet : " Divin emphasis is laid not upon tho ssonio nnfathomaplus
blcness of the life of Jesus, but upon its ideal
de 94 nature, Vobjet de Yhistoirt (vangtlique est
grand que le monde et que toutes Its narrations que It infinitude, in the symbolical explioitness of the
par
evangelical history.
monde pourrait contenir. IStcrivain ezprime,
unt image maUrielle, le vif sentiment qu'il a de la
AccordP. 8.]
richesss infinie de cette histoire."
DOCTRINAL AND ETHICAL.
ing to the conclusion of the Evangelist, the world
absolutely dynamical view of the world,
The
1.
itself would be unable to contain the books that
would then be written continually (ypafdueva). as the specifically Christian view of it, is the funEven Tholuck agrees with Meyer (who refers to damental feature and the key of the Johannean
similar hyperboles in Fabricius ad Cod. Apo- Gospel, of Johannean theology. The personal
the royal life-principle of the world.
crypha I., p. 821) in thinking this proposition principle is
The apparent hyperbolism of The personality of God in the personality of
hyperbolical.
the expression, however, very clearly illustrates Christ, annihilates the power of the anti-personal,
the pure infiniteness in the life-development Satanic essence, and appoints the impersonal
to the service of life ; it is diffused in the
of the Logos, by a quantitative, local mea- world
We make use of a hundred similar ex- personality of the Apostles, in order that it may
sure.
whole world out of the abyss into the
pressions without their hyperbolism being deemed lift the
improper or apocryphal, for instance : « O light of glorification, in which tho world, as the
world, vanishes, in order to shine forth again
doss ich tausend Zungen heUte" ("0 that I had old
eternal House of the Father, the eternal
a thousand tongues") "Denaller WeUkres* nit as the
conformity to this dynamical
wnschloss" ("Whom the whole world did ne'er City of God. In
Christ's pre-temporal rule in the world is
enclose ")f " The whole world lieth in wicked- view,
ness—in the Evil One," etc. Weittel has entered finally summed up in the testimony of John the
His post-temporal rule, in the ministry
the lists in defence of the propriety of the ex- Baptist;
the twelve Apostles; the draught of fishes
pression, Studien u. Kriliken 1849, p. 688 ; comp. of
my Ltben Jssu III., p. 760. Luthardt: "For of the seven ; the simple contrast of the followthe tarrying one ; finally, in the
only an absolute external compass corresponds ing disciple and

of the Gospel has not at all an apocryphal aspect, but would, on the contrary,

y

—

—

—

with the absolute contents of the person and

life

* [Wordsworth puts into the
person singular oZjuu,
>e OospeL the intention
which John nowhere else uses
2$ was
of the writer to guard against the inference that
written by a person different from John, who wrote In the
plural o!6a#«r in the preceding Terse. But this would hare
been done more effectually by using the singular in both
cases. Godet conjectures that the subject of the «Vu» is
one of the apostles present with John at Bnheaus, probably
Andrew, who, with John, was the oldest disciple of Christ
f

m

Gospel, considered merely
* historical narratiYe :—for that
the doings of the Lord were so many— Ilia life so rich in
matter of record.—that, in a popular hyperbole, we can
hardly imagine the world containing them all, if singly
written down ; thns setting forth the superfluity and cumber*
ousnees of anything like a perfect detail, in the strongest
terms, and in terms which certainly look as If fault had been
found with this Oospel for want of completeness, by some

M—P.

objectors.

8.]

* [Or, according to the other reading infln. aor. x«P$"*tt
which after oZpot without iv is pure Greek, and expresses
more strongly the faith in the certainty of the fact stated than
the fut. jpip^fffu'.—P. 8.]
f [Lines of two celebrated German hymns. To these may
be added similar expressions in English hymns, as,

Oh for a thousand tongues to sing," etc
" Had I a thousand hearts to give,** etc
**
Were the whole realm of nature mine, " etc.
**

1

But these and similar expressions are desires poetically expressed, while hers we ha*e a st atem e nt in prose.—P. 8.]

w.

(ch. I.).— P. 8.]

f

M

Vom Hummel steigend Jesus
Des Evangetiums ewige

bracht

Sohrifl,

Er sit Tag una Nacht;
Wart, es wirkt und triffU

Den Jnngern

las

Bin gVUiich
Mr skeg rvr&ch, nahm't wieder mil,
Ste ober hotten's tut gefuHU,
Und Jeder tchrieb eoSchriUjur Schritt,
Wit er's in eeinem Sinn behtelt.
nrtdUeden: Es hot nicMs tu bedeuien
SU hotten nieht gteiche FohigkeOen ;
Doch domU Irdnnen sick die Christen
Bissudemjungtten Tmge fristsn."

(Gostd).]
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CHAP. XXI.
typo of a friendship with Christ which remains
until the Lord comes.
With this dynamioal oharacter, then, the apostolic presentation of the evangelical history also
corresponds. That history is not chronistically,
bat monioally, executed; not atomistically expanded, but prinoipially concentrated ; the whole
infinitude and fulness of the signs of Jesus must
"be reflected in a concentric selection of speaking
facts, translumined by the idea.
Not in outward
extension in transparent concentration, the expression of eternal life is accomplished.
2. The great distance between John's view of
the essence of evangelical' historiography and
the opinions or prejudices of modern criticism,
becomes evident from the foregoing, and from

—

the last Exeg. Note.
8. Even the Christian Gramma may err in
the way of profuse book-making. Against this
the Christian spirit of a John opposes its final
words of warning ; the like did the Preaoher

Solomon in the Old Testament (Eccles. xii. 12),
and also Plato in Phtedrus 60. The Christian
spirit-word does not aim at converting the world
into a vast library of sacred writings, but into
the Divine House of the adorned Bride of Christ
and of the marriage of the Bridegroom. To
this end, Christian literature, with its testimony
concerning Christ, is indeed to work, drawing
all literature into His service ; but the moro it extends itself through the world, the more it should
concentrate itself, shaping itself into the transparent life-picture of the glory of Qod in Christ.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
The testimony of the friend of Jesus concerning his Lord and Master. Together with the

—

faithful testimony concerning Christ, the testifying disciple unconsciously immortalizes him-

— And we know that his

testimony is true
we not only believe it, we know it, c. we not only know it (in
the sense of the world's knowledge), we experience it. 2. We know, concerning his testimony,
that it is sealed with the water and blood of
Christ 8. That it is true : a. true in spite of all
the objections and contradictions of the world,
6. true in the might of the Spirit who hath overcome the world. How it is impossible, and yet
possible, to depict the glory of Christ : 1. Impossible by the multitude of words, discourses
and writings ; 2. possible by the simple word of
the Spirit concerning His great signs.
The
evangelical life-picture of the Lord: 1. In respect of its finite form ; 2. in respect of its infinite contents ; 8. in respect of its New Testament, eternally new operation.
Starke: That which by grace we have received from God and done for the honor of God,
we may well make known to others, taking care
only that all boastfulness on account of our own
persons is avoided, 1 Cor. xi.
Braukk: "An individual once appeared on
earth who, merely by moral omnipotence, conquered remote times and founded an eternity of
self.

1.

We know

:

a.

we

believe

it, 6.

—

—

24-25.
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ed rocks into sanctuaries of God. And yet out of
so divine a life, as it were, out of a thirty years'
war against a perverse, insensible people, we
are familiar with but a few woeks. What transactions, what words of His may have been swallowed up from our knowledge before He became
acquainted with the four writers of His history,
those men by nature so dissimilar !
If, then, out
of so divine a life-book only scattered leaves have
fluttered to us, so that perhaps greater deeds and
words of that life are forgotten (?) than were
detailed, repine not, nor pass judgment over the
ship- wreck of little works and men, but recognise in that Christianity which nevertheless
blossomed afterwards, the fulness with which the
(All) Spirit yearly suffers the perishing blossoms
to exceed in number those that thrive, without
therefore forfeiting a future spring" (Jean
Paul).
Sohleiermacher: " For a long time there has
been a fable current among men, and even in these
days it is (still) frequently heard ; unbelief invented it, and little faith receives it.
Thus it
runs : * There shall come a time, and perhaps it is
already here, when His right shall befall even,
this Jesus of Nazareth.
Every human memory
is fruitful but for a certain period ; much doth
the human race owe to Him, great things hath
God accomplished by Him, yet He was but one
of us, and His hour of oblivion, too, must strike.
If He was in earnest in desiring to make the
world absolutely free, He must likewise have
willed to make it free from Himself, that God
might be all in all. Then men would not only
perceive that they have strength enough in themselves to fulfil the divine will, but in the true
understanding of the same, they would be able to
exceed His measure, if they did but wish. Yes,
only when the Christian name is forgotten, shall
a universal kingdom of love and truth arise, in
which no germ more of enmity shall lie, such as
has been sown from the beginning betwixt those
that believe on this Jesus and the rest of the children of men.' But it shall not be realized,-i-this
fable ; since the days of His flesh, the Redeemer's
image has been indelibly stamped on the race of
men! Even though the letter might perish,
which is holy only because it preserves us the
image, the image itself shall last for ever ; too
deeply is it graven upon men ever to be effaced,
and what the disciple said, shall always be truth:
* Lord, whither
shall we go ? Thou alone hast
words of eternal life V "
Heubner : The pernicious making and reading
of books has been greatly prejudicial to the reading of the Book of Life, and to the Christian life.
Luther himself on this account often wished his
books done away with, Work* i. 1938; xiv. 420;
xv. Anh., p. 90 xxi. 1081 ; xxii. 86.
Tet doubtless only in a qualified sense. The
books of faith should promote life, hence should
be, as living books, strictly articulated organisms
of life. Their foundation and aim is the Book
of Life. This is above all true of the Holy Scriptures, particularly of the Gospels, most particularly of our Gospel.

—

—

—

'[Craven: From Burkitt: Ver. 25. The wonHis own. It is that calm Spirit whom we call
Jesus Chbist. Only quiet teaching and quiet derful activity, industry, and diligence of the
striving formed the melodies wherewith this Lord Jesus Christ ; He was never idle, but His
higher Orpheus tamed human beasts and convert- whole life was spent in doing good.
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[From M. Henry

Ver. 25. If it be asked
:
the gospels are not larger, it may be answered, I. It was not because they had czhautled
their iubject ; II. But 1. It was not needful to
write more; 2. It was not pottible to write all;
8. It was not advisable to write much.
[Schaff: Vers. 24, 25. Though but little has
been written on the life of Christ by the Evangelists, that little is of more aecountthan all the literature of the world, and has been more productive
of books, as well as thoughts and deeds, than any
number of biographies of sages and saints of
ancient and modern times. The Gospels, and
the Bible generally, rise like Mount Ararat
high above the flood of literature ; they are the
sacred library for all nations, the literary sanctuary for scholars and the common people ; they
combine word and work, letter and spirit, earth
and heaven, time and eternity. The eloquent
tribute of an English divine* to the influence of
the Bible applies especially to the Gospel of John,
and may appropriately conclude this Commentary.
"This collection of books has been to the
world what no other book has ever been to a nation. States have been founded on its principles.
Kings rule by a compact based on it. Men nold
the Bible in their hands when they prepare to
give solemn evidence affecting life, death, or
property ; the sick man is almost afraid to die
unless the Book be within reach of his hands

tho battle-ship goes into action with one on board
whose office is to expound it ; its prayers, its psalms
are the language which we use when we speak to
God ; eighteen centuries have found no holier, no
diviner language. If ever there has been a
prayer or a hymn enshrined in the heart of a
nation, you are sure to find its basis in the Bible.
There is no new religious idea given to the world,
but it is merely the development of something
given in the Bible. The very translation of it
has fixed language and settled the idioms of
speech. Germany and England speak as they
speak because the Bible was translated. It has
made the most illiterate peasant more familiar
with the history, customs, and geography of
ancient Palestine, than with the localities of his
own country.
Men who know nothing of the
Grampians, of Snowdon, or of Skiddaw, are at
home in Zion, the lake of Gennesaret, or among
the rills of CarmeL People who know little about
London know by heart the palaces in Jerusalem,
where those blessed feet trod which were nailed
to the Cross.
Men who know nothing of the
architecture of a Christian cathedral, can yet tell
you all about the pattern of the Holy Temple.
Even this shows us the influence of the Bible.
The orator holds a thousand men for half-an-hour
breathless a thousand men as one, listening to
his single word.
But this Word of God has held
a thousand nations for thrice a thousand years
spell-bound ; held them by an abiding power,
• [I saw it in a respectable Magazine attributed to the Eer. even the universality of its truth ; and we feel it
F. BobertsoD, the late gifted preacher of Brighton, but I hare to
be no more a collection of books, bat tkt
been unable to Terifj the quotation and cannot vouch for iU
Book."—P. S.]
accuracy.—P. 8.J
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